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1981 ITC/USA Program Chairman

Bob Clabaugh
Program Chairman

The conference theme this year is “New Challenges in Systems and Technology” and
was selected to encourage “users” to identify new challenges that “suppliers” might
satisfy.  The reader will find this theme manifest throughout the conference papers.

Like last year’s conference, ITC 81 papers have retained the same balance of
telemetering, information processing, display and control, the information sciences, and
satellites.

The technical program for 1981 is the result of many.  In particular, the following
persons have provided invaluable support: Paul E. Brandinger of COMSAT Laboratories;
Lt.  Col.  John M. Kuhn, USAF, of NATO Integrated Communication Systems
Management Agency (NICSMA); I. B. Moore of Pacific Aerosysterns Inc.; and my
assistant, Ms. Pamela J. Wolf.

On behalf of all who worked to organize ITC 81, it is our sincere hope that these
Proceedings will serve as a frequent and useful reference.  Thank you for supporting
ITC 81 and helping to make it a success.

Bob Clabaugh, Program Chairman, ITC/USA/81

Mr. Clabaugh started his career in the design and development of digital
communication hardware and systems at Collins Radio Company.  In 1963, he joined The
Aerospace Corporation and was recently Systems Engineering Director of International
Communication Satellites.  He is currently a senior staff assistant to the director of Military
Communications Satellites.  He is a member of Eta Kappa Nu and Tau Beta Pi.



Foreword to the 1981 Proceedings

Frank R. Gerardi
 General Chairman

The International Foundation for Telemetering and the Instrument Society of America
are pleased to present this Seventeenth Volume of the Proceedings, which is a compilation
of technical papers presented at the International Telemetering Conference, USA 1981,
San Diego, California, October 13, 14, and 15, 1981.

The conference theme, “New Challenges in Systems and Technology,” emphasizes the
importance of system applications and utilization of the new technologies. Thus, as you
can see, the technical papers contained in this volume are of primary interest to those who
practice in the field of telemetering and communications. However, while most of the
papers concern design, analysis, and applications, some are theoretical in nature.

A special feature of this conference will be two system demonstrations and a tour of a
local manufacturer who produces communications equipment. A system demonstration
presented at the U. S. Naval Center and another at the Hughes Helicopter Flight Test Site
will serve to show conference participants the practical aspects of technology.

We are honored to have two distinguished speakers: the speaker for the Opening
Session is Admiral Frank Baughman, Commander of the U. S. Navy Pacific Missile Test
Center; the Conference Keynote Speaker at the luncheon is Dr. Harry Van Trees, Former
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Department of Defense for Communications,
Command, Control and Intelligence. As has been the tradition of this conference, we have
invited U. S. Commanders of Flight Test Centers and Ranges to participate in the Blue
Ribbon Panel on range capabilities.

It has required a number of hard-working people to stage the ITC/USA/’81. As General
Chairman, I wish to thank Mr. Robert Clabaugh, Technical Program Chairman; all of the
Session Chairmen and authors (who are the real contributors to this Conference); members
of the Steering Committee and their assistants; my secretary, Elizabeth Aiken, who 



provided valuable administrative support; and the manufacturers who provided exhibits. I
wish to express my special appreciation to all of you who participated in ITC/USA/’81.

Frank R. Gerardi, General Chairman, ITC/USA/’81

Francis R. Gerardi was born in New York, New York. He received his B.E.E. from
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute in 1951 and his M.S. from the University of California in
1958. He completed all course work required for the Ph.D. at the University of California.

Mr. Gerardi is presently the Director of the Communications Department at the
Aerospace Corporation, Los Angeles, California. In this position, he directs the technical
efforts of 35 professional personnel involved in solving a wide variety of communications
problems by means of analysis, design, and laboratory research for such Air Force
programs as DSP, FleetSatCom, Space Shuttle, SCF, NavSat, and AFSatCom as well as
several civil programs. Prior to The Aerospace Corporation, he was Supervisor of
Information Systems Department at Douglas Aircraft.

Mr. Gerardi has conducted courses on Digital Communications, Stochastic Process,
and Information Theory. He is a member of Sigma Xi, and IEEE. He served as Education
Chairman for IEEE for the year 1980 and was named a Fellow of the Institute for the
Advancement of Engineering.
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ABSTRACT

The Networks Consolidation Program (NCP) was established by NASA in the fall of 1979
to accomplish the consolidation of the two NASA Ground Tracking Networks into a single
unified network. Consolidation of the two networks had been recommended by an
all-Networks NASA planning group and presented to NASA top management in October
of that year.

The consolidated network of 1986 will make use of facilities that are now included in the
Goddard Ground Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network as well as the existing JPL Deep
Space Network. These facilities will be combined and modified to provide a consolidated
network that is capable of supporting the set of planetary and high earth orbiter missions
that are planned for that era.

The drivers for the development of the consolidated network are both technical and
economic. The consolidated network must provide the increased sensitivity needed to
support the Voyager 2 spacecraft at its distant encounters with Uranus and Neptune in
1986 and 1989. It must provide support to spacecraft in high earth orbit and at the nearby
planets at data rates which may be a factor-of-ten higher than present deep space data
rates. And it must do both with significantly less cost for maintenance and operation than
the sum of the separate networks would have cost in the late 1980’s.

This report traces the history of activities and events that led to the decision to consolidate
the NASA ground tracking and data networks. It also presents a summary of the planned
evolution of the NASA ground tracking networks, from the time of decision in October
1979 through the mid 1980’s. It is an updated version of a report presented at the
AIAA/NASA symposium on Space Tracking and Data Systems, June 1981.



INTRODUCTION

During the past few decades, NASA has operated two separate worldwide ground-based
tracking and data acquisition networks for support of its various missions. The Spaceflight
Tracking and Data Network (STDN) has provided support to all NASA earth orbiting
spacecraft: to the rapidly moving low earth orbiters which are visible from any one spot on
Earth for only a few minutes at a time as well as to high earth orbiters which have longer
orbit periods and are visible for several hours at a time. The primary challenges for the
STDN have been to efficiently handle increasing volumes of data, and to operate
effectively with the short response times and disconnected tracking intervals which
characterize the low earth orbiters. The Deep Space Network (DSN), as its name implies,
supports almost exclusively those unmanned exploratory spacecraft which have been sent
far from earth. The primary challenge of the DSN has been to provide increasing
sensitivity so that it can continue to provide adequate support to ever more distant
spacecraft.

Soon, a new resource for tracking and data acquisition support will be added to NASA’s
networks. Designated as the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) and
conceptually a part of the STDN, this resource consists of two geosynchronous satellites
together with a single ground terminal in White Sands, New Mexico. These satellites are
scheduled to be launched on some of the first operational Shuttle flights, and become
operational themselves early in 1984. The TDRSS was conceived as a means of providing
improved tracking and data relay service for a large class of the earth orbiting satellites.
From their position, the two operational satellites can provide near-continuous real time
coverage of most low earth orbiters. The high earth orbiters, however, are outside the field
of view of the TDRS for most, or perhaps all, of their orbit, and will continue to require
support from ground-based stations.

Figure 1 shows the present locations of the stations of the two NASA networks, together
with the coordinates planned for the three TDRS (two operational plus one spare). There
are twelve locations in the Ground segment of the STDN, three of which are colocated
with the three DSN complexes. Because the TDRSS will provide the communication and
tracking support for all of the new low earth orbiters, the workload on the GSTDN is
expected to decrease drastically once it becomes operational. Prior to 1979, it had been
planned to phase down the GSTDN to only the three core sites which are colocated with
the DSN sites, plus the special purpose sites at Merritt Island, Bermuda, and GSFC itself.
In 1979, as the anticipated costs of operating the TDRSS became more firm, NASA began
to seek ways to further reduce the costs of providing support to those spacecraft which
were not TDRS-compatible. This search was performed by a study team composed of
representatives from the NASA Office of Space Tracking and Data Systems (OSTDS), the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), and from the



Spanish Instituto Nacional de Tecnica Aerospacial (INTA) and the Australian Department
of Science and Environment (DSE, now the Department of Science and Technology). This
team recommended that the core sites of the GSTDN be consolidated into the DSN to
improve both the effectiveness and the cost aspects of providing support to deep space
spacecraft and those high earth orbiters which could not be supported by the TDRSS.

THE 1979 STUDY LEADING TO CONSOLIDATION OF THE NETWORKS

The 1979 study which led to Networks Consolidation was carried out by a team which
came to be known as the OSTDS Networks Planning Working Group, and which
consisted of representatives from each of the five principally involved organizations:
OSTDS, JPL, GSFC, and the Spanish INTA and Australian DSE. The study became fully
activated in May of 1979, and concluded by recommending consolidation of the networks
to NASA’s Associate Administrator for OSTDS in August and to the NASA Administrator
in October. After its initial broad definition, the study focused on three primary options,
each with several possible variants: (1) the then current plans for the DSN and GSTDN (as
a baseline), (2) a hybrid network, which would retain the separate identities of the two
present networks, but which would provide enhanced cross-sharing of facilities betwen
them, and (3) a single consolidated network, presumably under the management of JPL.

The explicitly stated goal of the 1979 planning effort was to devise a technical and
managerial approach that would: (1) provide adequate support for flight projects that
cannot be supported by the TDRSS; (2) not preclude other potential NASA missions (e.g.,
geodynamics); (3) make best use of existing NASA facilities; (4) be consistent with
realistic NASA resources; and (5) provide appropriate and useful roles for the several
involved organizations, which include NASA Headquarters, GSFC, JPL, INTA, and DSE.

Throughout the planning effort, it was assumed that the TDRSS would provide support for
all low earth-orbiting spacecraft by 1984. GSFC would continue to manage the TDRSS
including its associated ground station and control center. Also, any proposed
consolidation of the GSTDN and DSN was not to take place until the TDRSS was
operational and all GSTDN support of low earth-orbiting spacecraft was complete.
Phasedown of the unneeded GSTDN facilities would also be completed by GSFC before
consolidation.

Two main drivers were considered in developing the study. One was economy. The
second was the 1986 Voyager encounter at the planet Uranus, as shown in Fig. 2.
Enhancement of the X-band telemetry reception capability, an essential part of the
networks consolidation, would be repaid in additional data from this never-before explored
planet, if the enhancement could be completed before late 1985.



In the 1979 study, the Consolidated Network, composed of elements from the present
DSN and the GSTDN core sites, showed markedly less cost and more capability than the
sum of the separate networks. This option was planned around the then-existing plan for
the Mark IV DSN, which was to be augmented by GSTDN facilities and resources to
support the high earth orbiter (HEO) missions, to enhance the deep space telemetry
capability, and to reduce future maintenance and operations costs.

Figure 3 is a top-level overview of the three complexes as they exist today. The networks
plan as it was presented proposed that after consolidation, each of the complexes would
contain all of the DSN and GSTDN antennas currently at that locale. The 26-meter
antennas were, in all cases, to be expanded to 34-meters for increasing X-band telemetry
capability through arraying. Enhanced features of the DSN plan for Goldstone were also
included. A Signal Processing Center (SPC) would be established at each of the three
complexes and provide economies through concentration of functions, with a
corresponding reduction in manpower at each complex.

The Networks Planning Working Group concluded its efforts by recommending to top
NASA management that the Networks Consolidation Plan be adopted as a baseline plan
for the ground tracking networks and that an OSTDS Program Manager be appointed with
responsibility for the networks consolidation. The working group further recommended
that system engineering and management studies be supported in 1980 to: detail
improvements, such as centralized control and signal processing; prepare a detailed
Networks Consolidation Implementation Plan that considers life-cycle costs in balance
with schedule and front-end costs; integrate network combining with other implementation
plans; prepare a Networks Consolidation Management Plan; and prepare a Mission
Support Plan for the consolidation period. Design engineering and implementation would
begin in 1981 according to detailed plans developed in 1980.

More details of the 1979 study activity may be found in the report “OSTDS Networks
Planning for the TDRSS Era” (Ref. 1), which formed the foundation upon which the 1980
and 1981 system engineering and management planning have been based.

DESIGN OF THE CONSOLIDATED NETWORK

The baseline design for the consolidated network has evolved in conformity with the
guidelines, constraints, and assumptions specified within the Networks Planning Working
Group study. In particular, this baseline design is tailored for the support of deep space
spacecraft and those high earth orbiters which are outside of the field of view of the
TDRS. Other spacecraft which are not TDRS-compatible are (by policy) not drivers for
the design of the consolidated network.



The baseline system design developed for the three complexes (Goldstone, Canberra, and
Madrid) includes an antenna corresponding to each of the DSN and GSTDN antennas
previously in existence, or planned for, in each of those locations. In particular, the
GSTDN 9-meter and 26-meter antennas near each DSN complex in the United States,
Australia, and Spain were to be transferred to the Consolidated Network. Because of the
variety of ages and designs of the 26-meter antennas, careful engineering analysis revealed
that it would be cheaper to replace these with new 34-meter antennas of common design
than to expand the old antennas as had initially been proposed.

Typical DSN and GSTDN stations are shown in Fig. 4 prior to consolidation. The DSN
64-, 34- and 26-meter antennas utilize separate signal processing facilities, generally
located 5 to 20 km from the NASCOM Communications Terminal. Also, the GSTDN
9-meter and 26-meter antennas communicate directly with GSFC via NASCOM. Figure 4
also shows the general complex configuration after the consolidation of the networks. A
Signal Processing Center (SPC) will be established at each of the three complexes. Each
SPC provides signal processing and monitor and control facilities for all antennas in the
complex, as well as all other functions centralized there. Some detail on these functions
can be seen in Fig. 5. The objective of instituting these centers is to provide maintenance
and operations cost savings through concentration of functions and a corresponding
reduction in manpower.

In the consolidated network being developed, the antennas will be located such that their
distance to the SPC is less than 1 km. This facilitates RF signal combining, which
enhances arraying of multiple antennas. The resulting increase in effective aperture is
necessary for improving deep-space telemetry reception. Antenna arraying capability is to
be provided at each of the three complexes. Both the 64-meter and the present 34-meter
antennas will continue to be used to track planetary and interplanetary spacecraft. The
GSTDN 26-meter and the present DSN 26-meter antennas will be replaced by new
34-meter high-efficiency S- and X-band listen-only antennas. These antennas will be
capable of supporting either deep space or high earth orbiter missions. When appropriate,
tracking of planetary spacecraft will be augmented by arraying one or more of these high
efficiency antennas. When all high-efficiency antennas at a complex are arrayed together
with the 64-meter, as they will be for the Voyager encounter with Uranus, telemetry
performance is equivalent to that of a single 85m antenna. The 9-meter antennas will not
be used to support planetary and interplanetary missions.

Two types of drivers influence the design of the consolidated network. One of these is
economy of maintenance and operation, which affects mainly features which are internal to
the network. This includes simplifying the equipment configuration, simplifying the
operational control of that equipment, and eliminating old and hard-to-maintain equipment
as much as practicable. An essential part of this move toward economy is the elimination



of mission-peculiar processes and the development and use of standard data handling
formats and procedures for all missions. Better service can be provided to all network
users if the commonality of their needs is emphasized and any specialized needs are
satisfied in their own mission control center.

The second type of driver for consolidated network design is for capabilities needed to
support specific users of the network. The spacecraft which, taken together, specify these
capabilities are listed in Table I. Many of these can be supported by the present DSN.
Some of them represent drivers for new capability which will then become useable by, and
useful to, missions which will follow them.

The OPEN spacecraft family (Origin of Plasmas in the Earth’s Neighborhood) makes
measurements of particles and plasmas in the earth’s magnetosphere and the solar wind, to
help model energy flows from the sun, and, toward, around, and thence away from the
earth. The OPEN Mission will operate four separate spacecraft, as shown in Fig. 6. Taken
together, their data acquisition rate is high compared to typical deep space probes, and
thus they become a driver for the data collection rate in the consolidated network. An
increased data collection rate will also be needed by the Venus Orbiting Imaging Radar
(VOIR) Mission.

The Voyager Mission, Fig. 2, is the leading example of a deep space mission for which
increased telecom link performance is a primary driver. The Voyager mission was
launched in 1977 as a dual spacecraft mission to Jupiter and Saturn, with a latent option to
extend the flight to Uranus and Neptune. Today, Voyager I has completed its primary
mission, and is headed out of the Solar System. Voyager II is rapidly approaching Saturn,
and will be directed from there to fly past Uranus in January of 1986 and Neptune in
August of 1989. The distance from Earth to Jupiter was approximately 6 Astronomical
Units (AU) at the time of encounter. The distance to Uranus will be approximately 20 AU,
and the distance to Neptune 30 AU. Because of the increased distance, the signal received
from Voyager will be more than 10 dB weaker at Uranus than Jupiter, and almost 14 dB
weaker at Neptune than Jupiter.

With the Voyager already in flight, improvements in the telecom link performance can only
be achieved through improvements in the ground system, such as will be obtained through
arraying all the large antennas at each complex of the consolidated network. The Voyager
encounter with Uranus is thus the primary schedule driver for the high-efficiency 34m
antennas, and hence also for the schedule for the consolidation of the NASA networks.
The Voyager encounter with Neptune will be a driver for further increases in the telecom
receiving capability by 1989. As perceived now, this need will be met through providing
additional high efficiency antennas which would be arrayed to support the Voyager at its
Neptune encounter. The first two of these additional antennas are destined for Goldstone



on a schedule which will make them available for support of the Voyager Uranus
encounter in 1986.

Since 1958, The Deep Space Network has provided the most sensitive receiving capability
and most powerful and effective command and tracking facilities in the world. That is true
today, and will be true of the consolidated network in 1986 and beyond. Table 2
summarizes some of the pertinent characteristics anticipated for the planned network
elements of 1986.

Discipline for the system design process through 1980 has been provided by four Formal
Reviews, beginning in May of 1980, and ending in January of 1981. The baseline network
design as needed to support the current and planned missions of Table I was defined as of
October, 1980, and work begun to plan the implementation process. The top-level
implementation plan for consolidating in accordance with this design was reviewed and
approved by NASA in January, 1981. Engineering studies for refinement of this plan have
continued since that review.

The configuration of the consolidated network after 1986 will depend in a detailed way
upon the outcomes of these engineering studies, as well as upon details of the mission set
to be supported by the network. Deep space spacecraft will continue to need increases in
the telecom link performance. This has in the past induced increases in the downlink
communications frequency from L- to S- to X-band as well as increases in the ground
receiving apertures. Future frequency increases to K-band are being contemplated, as well
as the above-noted increases to the aperture. Changes such as these are always associated
with a specific mission need: e.g., the need for telecom capability for the Voyager Uranus
and Neptune encounters; the need for increased radiometric precision which would be
made possible by an X-band uplink for Solar Polar or Starprobe; and the need for
increased telecom link capability which would be made possible by a K-band downlink for
a future Far Outer Planet Mission. More information on the technological and Mission
drivers for future network development may be found in Ref. 2: “NASA Tracking and
Data Acquisition in the 1990s - Part I.”

SUMMARY AND PLANS: 1981-85

The planned deployment of the TDRSS early in this decade set the stage for significant
further changes in the NASA Tracking Networks. The host of low earth orbiting satellites
currently supported by the GSTDN will be replaced by similar spacecraft which are
compatible with and are supported by the TDRSS. This change will present a drastic
reduction in the workload of the GSTDN, making it uneconomical to continue the
operation of that network as a separate unit to support the much smaller set of high earth
orbiters. The deep space users, meanwhile, have a need for increased ground receiving



sensitivity which can most directly be obtained through arraying of the large antennas.
Phase down of parts of the CSTDN and consolidation of the remnants into the DSN is
therefore a natural consequence of NASA’s desire to provide increasingly effective and
affordable spacecraft support.

The actual transition from separate GSTDN and DSN to a single NASA consolidated
ground network will occur in the brief two-year span of time between the operational date
of the TDRSS and the encounter of Voyager with Uranus. There is a great deal of
planning, engineering, and implementation needed to make that transition, and yet little
slack in the schedules for that work, which has been underway since early 1980. We
believe that the consolidation of the networks can be accomplished on the schedules set
forth, and completed prior to the Uranus encounter of Voyager. Once consolidation of the
networks has been accomplished, NASA will have a less costly yet improved capability to
provide effective support to deep space spacecraft and those high earth orbiters which
cannot be supported by the TDRSS.
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FIGURE 1.  LOCATION OF NASA GROUND STATIONS

FIGURE 2.  VOYAGER MISSION



FIGURE 3.  NASA DEEP SPACE NETWORK COMPLEXES WITH
COLOCATED GSTDN STATIONS

FIGURE 4.  TYPICAL COMPLEX BEFORE AND AFTER CONSOLIDATION



FIGURE 5.  NETWORK CONFIGURATION - OVERSEAS COMPLEX

FIGURE 6.  OPEN MISSION



TABLE I.  REPRESENTATIVE MISSIONS SUPPORTED AFTER
 NETWORKS CONSOLIDATION

•  HIGHLY ELLIPTICAL EARTH ORBITAL MISSIONS NOT TDRSS COMPATIBLE

•  CURRENT •  FUTURE

•  ISEE 3 •  OPEN

• PLANNED

•  AMPTE

•  DEEP SPACE MISSIONS

•  CURRENT
•  PIONEER 6-9, 10, 11 •  VIKING LANDER

•  VOYAGER 1, 2 •  PIONEER VENUS

•  PLANNED

•  GALILEO ORBITER, PROBE CARRIER

•  SOLAR POLAR

•  FUTURE EXAMPLES INCLUDE

•  VOIR •  JUPITER - NEPTUNE FLYBY

•  SATURN ORBITER DUAL PROBE •  JUPITER - PLUTO FLYBY



TABLE 2
PRELIMINARY 1986 CONSOLIDATED NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS
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INTRODUCTION

Consideration of the command and control of the United States military satellites
precipitated a review of the existing satellite control networks. This review cataloged the
existing facilities and highlighted their differences and commonalities. Areas that have
promise for providing mutual backup and interoperability are noted. A long-range goal is
to achieve a degree of interoperability such that command and control of any particular
satellite system can be supported by any of several ground control systems.

SATELLITE NETWORKS

There are currently six commercial satellite control networks, five United States
government civil networks, three foreign civil networks, and nine United States military
networks.

There are some elements that are common to all these networks; such as, a control center,
staffed by technical, operational and maintenance personnel, supported by computers with
extensive arrays of software and procedures for performing satellite control;
communications facilities both intra- and internet and, of course, antennas plus some
facility, usually automated, for scheduling the operations of the network.

Some networks are dedicated to the support of a single satellite program, an example is the
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) network. Others are common user
networks that support a multiplicity of satellites from several different programs, examples
are the Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF) and the NASA Ground Spaceflight
Tracking and Data Network (GSTDN).

The three examples in the previous paragraph are all true networks in the sense that they
consist of a central control center connected by communication links to remote antenna
ground stations. This is characteristic of networks that support non-geostationary orbits.



For the support of satellites in geosynchronous orbit, such as the communication satellites,
a single ground station may comprise the entire satellite control “network.”

This paper will focus on the characteristics of six of the United States military networks.
These six are: the Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF), Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program (DMSP), Defense Satellite Communication System (DSCS), Global
Positioning System (GPS), Western Space and Missile Center (WSMC), and the Eastern
Space and Missile Center (ESMC).

AIR FORCE SATELLITE CONTROL FACILITY (AFSCF)

The mission of the AFSCF is to provide Telemetry, Tracking and Commanding (TT&C)
for most DoD space programs. Presently, it is supporting forty-four satellites from fifteen
different programs. It has seven Remote Tracking Stations (RTS) with twelve antennas.
The major control center is in Sunnyvale, California. The primary support from this
network is in the S-band region of the spectrum. The Space Ground Link System (SGLS)
is the TT&C radio system used throughout this network. The AFSCF began operations in
1956 and has evolved to a common user network. A modernization of the AFSCF’s
computer system is in progress and plans call for a second control center to be constructed
in Colorado Springs, Colorado.

DEFENSE METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE PROGRAM (DMSP)

The mission of this system and its associated network is to collect and disseminate global
weather information. The space segment is made up of two satellites in 500 nautical mile
polar orbits. The network consists of two Command and Readout stations which provide
for both TT&C and the collection of mission data. The primary control center is located at
Offutt Air Force Base. Additionally, mission data is sent to the Fleet Numerical Weather
Center (FNWC) at Monterey, California. This data is transmitted via the Westar
Commercial ComSat Relay. The two Command and Readout stations use the SGLS
system in the S-band.

DSCS SATELLITE CONFIGURATION AND CONTROL ELEMENTS (SCCE)

The mission of the Defense Satellite Communication System (DSCS) is to provide
communication for the DoD. The Satellite Configuration and Control Elements (SCCE) are
being located at eight of the existing DSCS ground terminals. These control elements are
capable of providing the TT&C for the DSCS III satellites. This is done in the X-band
along with the communication channels provided by the satellite. The AFSCF also
provides TT&C for DSCS in the S-band. The SCCEs are being implemented and deployed
with the final installation planned for 1985.



GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)

The mission of the GPS is to provide accurate navigation data to world-wide users. The
space segment consists of six satellites with plans for eighteen satellites plus six spares by
1986. At this tine all TT&C for GPS is provided by the AFSCF with navigation message
upload being provided from the GPS upload station at Vandenberg Air Force Base. GPS is
planning a network of three ground antennas located around the world, five monitor
stations also world-wide, and a central master control station. This network will be
dedicated to the GPS program. Operation will be in the S-band with a SGLS type system.

WSMC AND ESMC

For purposes of this survey, the Western Space and Missile Center (WSMC) and the
Eastern Space and Missile Center (ESMC) were considered as networks. While in the
strict sense, these facilities are not involved in day-to-day satellite control operations, they
both possess extensive TT&C capabilities. No catalog of assets that might be considered
for interoperability would be complete without these centers. Both centers’ mission is the
launching of missile and space vehicles. The WSMC is composed of five cooperating
organizations, the Western Test Range, the Pacific Missile Test Center, Ballistic Missile
Defense Center, 6595th Test Group, and the Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF).
There are three major centers at Vandenberg, Point Mugu and Kuajalein. WSMC includes
twenty-seven TT&C ground facilities including both RF and optical systems. The RF
system operates in the VHF, UHF, L-band, and S-band region.

OBSERVATIONS

There are several observations to be made from the data compiled on the various
networks. First, it can be noted that substantial TT&C capacity is in existence. This survey
compiled data on 19 networks. Most of these, but not all, are independent of each other.
All of the networks employ similar architecture for performing command and control of
satellites. However, they are generally not interoperable and cannot provide mutual backup
for each other. The key element that is required in this area is standardization. There are
two notable exceptions to the general lack of standardization and these are the Unified
S-band (USB) employed by NASA and the Space Ground Link System (SGLS) used by
many of the DoD networks. These two systems are not mutually interoperable. Figure 1 is
a diagram that indicates where potential for mutual backup does exist.



CONCLUSION

Of the presently existing TT&C networks, there is some limited mutual interoperability
and backup. This is primarily due to the good work done in the 1960’s towards
standardizing the space-ground RF systems (USB and SGLS). This points the way for the
future. Standardization is the key. Commonalty and modularity also are important for
orderly interconnection and growth. These are areas that should be vigorously pursued to
establish an interwoven structure of Satellite Command and Control capabilities with a
resilience such that complete disruption cannot be accomplished without destroying the
entire fabric of the whole system. In this vein, three opportunities for moving in this
direction are the interconnection and mutual backup of the DMSP, GPS, DSCS, and the
AFSCF networks.

Figure 1.  Potential Backup Groupings of Satellite Command and Control Network



HOW THE 1980’s LOOK FOR
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER’S

SPACEFLIGHT TRACKING & DATA NETWORK

PAUL R. SMOR

ABSTRACT

The Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN), operated by NASA’s Goddard
Space Flight Center, finds itself adapting to internal and external changes. Among these
changes, now familiar to all of us, are higher data rates, shrinking budgets, and to some
extent this nation’s relations with foreign governments. This paper strobes the STDN in a
period of rapid evolution. This evolution embraces automation, consolidation, and the
development of a space borne data relay network to replace terrestial stations. The STDN
is only one of several worldwide data and communications networks. Perhaps others will
tread similar paths.

THE STDN

The Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN) is a worldwide complex of
ground based stations designed to provide communications and data flow between users
and their spacecraft via the Payload Operations Control Centers (POCCs.) It evolved from
two previous Goddard-managed networks, the Manned Spaceflight Network (MSFN, and
the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STADAN.) The MSFN, with its ships,
aircraft, and 20 ground stations, supported manned flights through the Apollo era, while
the STADAN supported primarily scientific, earth orbital payloads. The realm beyond the
moon was deemed deep space and was supported through JPL’s Deep Space Network.

STDN now consists of four domestic and eight foreign based ground stations as located
in Figure 1. This configuration is able to maintain communication with each NASA earth
orbiting satellite. About 30 spacecraft are supported daily. One of them (ATS-1) has been
around about 90,000 times since 1966.

Goldstone, Madrid, and Canberre have 26 meter dishes. The rest use 9 meter antennae.
All operate at S-Band.

Figure 2 shows the ingredients of a typical STDN station. Incoming TM data is
normally buffered, formatted, and temporarily stored before being sent back to the control
centers.



Forward data is serialized in the communications processor and uplinked. The present
digital data processor will soon be improved by a programmable modern interface, able to
switch data faster.

Historically, limits in terrestial communications data rates have prevented direct
transmissions of high rate data to the POCCs and Data Processing Facilities (DPF’s)
Instead, of shipping the juice, only the concentrate was transmitted, such as spacecraft
health and welfare data. The bulk of the data was recorded and sent by mail.

High-data-rate requirements have risen rapidly as space technology continues to
mushroom. Landsat-D, for example, needs 15 megabits per second for multi-spectral
scanning and will soon need 85. Spacelab wants 50 megabits and more.

The ground tracking stations are tied to their mission control centers with a web of
global communications called NASCOM, also managed by.Goddard. Figure 3.

NASCOM is using satellite links, higher carrier frequencies, and ever faster switching
devices to throughput data in “bent pipe” fashion, permitting economical shipping of the
“juice” instead of only the “concentrate”, to use the orange juice analogy.

Processing of these data is under constant pressure to be handled in real time, as
permitted by computer capability.

Concurrently, spiralling costs and inflation erode the true funding levels imposed by a
budget which has not grown significantly since Apollo. The need to do more with less
demanded a bold new approach to the telecommunications mission.

ENTER TDRSS

The TDRSS is a new era in every sense, replacing the terrestial network with a
spaceborne system which links into NASCOM at one ground terminal. (Figure 4.)

TDRSS was created by the search for cost effectiveness. NASA studies showed that
over ten years it should have a 1.6:1 cost advantage.

At the same time, TDRSS greatly improved support coverage of the average spacecraft.
Two TDRS satellites (and a spare) can provide up to 85% visibility of orbits below 200
km, rather than the 15% averaged by the STDN alone. This figure improves for higher
orbits. (Figure 5.)



Up to 20 users can be supported simultaneously at low return link data rates of 50
kb/sec. This is called multiple access service. Forward link service is time shared with a
maximum bit rate of 10 kb/sec to one user at a time.

Wideband, high data rate return link service, called single access service, at rates up to
300 Mb/sec at Ku band and up to 12 Mb/sec at S band, can be provided to two users per
TDRS, for a total of six users when the spare TDRS is operating. The SA forward rates
are 300 kb/sec at S band and 25 Mb/sec at Ku band. (Figure 6.)

Forward and return data flows through one highly automated ground facility near White
Sands, New Mexico. This is not a control facility, however data quality must be
continually examined here to ensure proper service. For this purpose, NASA has
developed a data-quality monitoring facility colocated with its NASCOM terminals at
White Sands.

The potential of orbital data sensors is obvious. They enjoy superb visibility. They are
immune to earthquakes, hurricanes, and labor disputes. It is very possible that the space
shuttle will bring the day when these sensors are refuelable and even repairable in orbit.

Present plans are to launch the first two TDRS satellites in December 1982 and June
1983, respectively. They will soon support all NASA low earth orbit spacecraft, including
the very high data rate users like Landsat-D, Spacelab, and Space Telescope.

When TDRSS is operational, the 9 meter STDN stations providing low earth orbit
support will no longer be needed and may be phased out. It is here that NASA expects to
realize substantial cost savings.

NETWORK CONSOLIDATION

The 9 meter STDN antennas at Goldstone, Madrid, and Canberra, originally built for
the Apollo program, are also destined to be replaced by TDRSS, however they will find
continued use in supporting the very high altitude elliptic orbit spacecraft with which
TDRSS has difficulty.

To do this, these three sensors will be consolidated into the Deep Space Network,
where they will also be modified to help support the DSN workload. The STDN 26 meter
dishes will be dropped from the network, as it is not economically feasible to modify them
for the DSN mission.

The impact of this consolidation will be an enhanced DSN and closer cooperation
between the telecommunication arms of Goddard and JPL than ever before.



MISSION CONTROL

The STDN exists to serve users of the data it transports. These users plug into the
STDN through their respective control centers, the POCC’s and, in the case of JSC, the
Mission Control Center (MCC.)

GSFC has been trying for several years to make the STDN as mission-independent as
possible. TDRSS, after all, is not modifiable once in orbit and therefore must be mission
independent. The control centers have likewise been standardizing hardware and, even
more significantly, software. The ultimate goal is to avoid mission-to-mission changes
which have been so costly and time-consuming in the past, yet not sacrifice any capability
of the experimenter to interact with his spaceborne hardware.

SUMMARY

In summary, the 1980’s will see the STDN moving to orbit as it is displaced by the
TDRSS. The decade will be marked by ever higher data rates being handled by ever fewer
people with no penalty in data quality. (Figure 7.)

FIGURE 1.  THE SPACEFLIGHT TRACKING & DATA NETWORK



FIGURE 2.  TYPICAL GSTDN STATION

FIGURE 3.  NASCOM CONFIGURATION FOR GSTDN



FIGURE 4.   TDRSS CONFIGURATION

FIGURE 5.  TDRSS ZONES OF EXCLUSION



Figure 6.   Forward and Return Link Frequency Plan

FIGURE 7  BASELINE STDN IN THE 1980s
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ABSTRACT

The SBS Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) System consists of one earth station
in Castle Rock, Colorado and a combined earth station and control center in Clarksburg,
Maryland. The system commenced operation with the launch of the SBS-1 spacecraft in
November 1980, two and one-half years after the initiation of the design study. The system
design utilized as a base the experience of COMSAT and SBS personnel on the
INTELSAT and COMSAT General networks. From this base, a system was designed
around real-time telemetry processing for four spacecraft that included such features as:
subsystem oriented spacecraft displays, centralized control over the hardware and software
at both sites, human factors orientation and ease of future expansion. The major functions
performed include: spacecraft commanding, ranging, orbit and attitude determination,
telemetry retrieval and analysis and comprehensive monitoring and alarm system.

INTRODUCTION

The SBS satellite TT&C network was designed, fabricated and installed by the
Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT) for SBS between November 1978 and
June 1980. The network includes an earth station in Castle Rock, Colorado and a satellite
control facility (SCF) combined with an earth station in Clarksburg, Maryland. The
Clarksburg facility is referred to as the Control Station and the Castle Rock station is
referred to as the as the Beacon Station. Figure 1 illustrates the network configuration.

The hardware and software that comprise the system are used for satellite ranging,
telemetry reception, processing and display, command and tracking beacon generation, and
report and plot generation. The other major elements of the network interface to the
processing equipment as described below.



The one fully steerable and four limited motion antennas interface via microprocessor
based command and status interface panels (CSIPs) which were designed into the antenna
and RF subsystem by its manufacturer; data communications interfaces are provided from
the computer at the Control Station to the computer at the Beacon Station for command
and status, to SBS headquarters for summary spacecraft information, to COMSAT
Laboratories Computer Center for orbital data, to the COMSAT Launch Control Center
for launch support, and to the Kennedy Space Center, Florida via acoustic coupler to
obtain pre-launch telemetry data.

The paper will focus on the design goals of the TT&C processing equipment, present a
brief hardware and software overview, highlight the major features and conclude with
ideas for potential future improvements.

SYSTEM DESIGN GOALS

The design objectives for the TT&C system focused on two major areas - spacecraft
compatibility and operational considerations. The spacecraft related goals included:
a) The capability to monitor up to four spacecraft simultaneously, utilizing multiple

display formats for telemetry. Even though the system has only two operational
satellites and a ground spare, sizing the hardware and software for a fourth satellite
allowed for ease of transition to the second generation satellites and/or for recorded
telemetry to be played back into the system and compared on-line with real time data.

b) A near real-time update capability for the spacecraft displays was considered essential
for command verification and the performance of certain critical maneuvers.

c) A comprehensive, yet flexible alarm system was needed to accommodate spacecraft,
ground equipment and facility malfunctions.

d) The telemetry processing software and displays needed to be designed with a flexible,
modular approach because the spacecraft telemetry subsystem and telemetry list were
not finalized at the beginning of the program. In fact what transpired was that halfway
through the program, the spacecraft contractor gave up on a new, improved telemetry
subsystem design and reverted to an older, established design. This completely
changed the content and structure of the telemetry list in such areas as number and
level of words to be subcommutated, number and types of status words and non-
telemetered status words.

e) Local archiving of data at the Control Station, as opposed to an offsite mainframe
computer, was felt to be a necessity for ease and speed of trend analysis and failure
analysis.



The operational design objectives were set forth by involving SBS operations personnel at
early stages of the system design and at design reviews. The agreed upon operational goals
included:
a) A desire to automate the routine functions as much as reasonably possible in order to

minimize the manpower necessary to operate the stations; this goal was achieved
primarily by careful, modular software design.

b) The design was to allow for ease of future expansion and interfacing of new
equipment. This was achieved by carefully allocating rack space, with 25% spare
space per rack being the goal, and by standardizing on the IEEE-488 Bus to interface
equipment to the computers wherever possible.

c) The hardware and software was to be easily controlled and reconfigured. This was
accomplished by careful design of the Hewlett-Packard computer systems, using
shared I/O extenders, distributed system software (DS-1000), dual computers
configured as Primary and Auxilliary, and the aforementioned IEEE-488 Bus
interfaces.

d) The design of the hardware and software was to be strongly human factor oriented in
order to ease training and operating requirements. This was reflected in the operator
interface and display software, in the special purpose hardware units and in the
overall layout of the facilities.

e) The Control Station was to act as the master station with the capability of sending
spacecraft commands via the Beacon Station, reconfiguring the equipment at the
Beacon Station and receiving status information back from it.

f) The distributed system software that was utilized allowed for software development
to take place at the Control Station and then be downline loaded into the Beacon
Station computers. This was considered to be infinitely more desireable than
transporting disks, tapes or cassettes. The network configuration was flexible enough
as designed to have allowed for the addition of a fifth computer towards the end of
the program for the SBS software development function. This was done after most of
the operational software had been developed and installed and it became obvious that
doing any meaningful amount of software development on the operational system
would be quite slow and time consuming, since the size of that software had grown
significantly beyond early predictions.

g) Finally, the most important operational consideration, as with all TT&C networks,
was reliability. This was achieved in a number of ways.
1) For commercial equipment, only high quality, proven hardware was selected.
2) For the custom hardware, reliability was obtained by utilizing careful,

conservative designs, high quality components and extensive testing.
3) For the software, extensive testing under all possible combinations of system

conditions and simulated data inputs enabled most of the bugs to be discovered
prior to launch.



SYSTEM OVERVIEW

General

The TT&C processing equipment is part of the SBS TT&C network, which includes the
following:
a) A beacon station, having one fully steerable antenna, up to three limited motion, 7-m

antennas, and one set of TT&C processing equipment.
b) A combined earth station and SCF at Clarksbursg, Maryland, having up to three

limited motion, 7-m antennas and one set of TT&C and SCF processing equipment.
An interface at the SCF for the orbit and attitude determination computer
(subsequently referred to as the orbit determination computer) located at COMSAT
laboratories. This interface provides spacecraft telemetry and tracking/ranging data to
the orbit determination computer.

c) Terminals, with hard copy, which can be located at various COMSAT and SBS
facilities as required, to access the SCF via dial-up.

The TT&C system operates in a highly centralized manner, with the SCF both monitoring
and exercising direct control over the satellites and the TT&C earth stations. The beacon
station’s primary function is the generation of both the tracking beacons for the satellites
and the commands which are submodulated on these beacons. The prime function of the
control station is the acquisition and analysis of PCM telemetry data. It is also capable of
commanding the satellite when it is in earth sensor mode. Both stations are capable of
ranging to all satellites using tones transmitted through a transponder. The beacon station
is connected to the SCF via a leased land line. This station is capable of autonomous
operation in a system fall-back mode in the case of an SCF or data link failures.

Figure 2 is a simplified block diagram of the TT&C processing equipment installed at the
Control Station. The Beacon Station is not shown, as its equipment is a subset of the
Control Station’s.

The 11 GHz downlink RF frequency is downconverted in the RF Terminals to one of 6 IF
frequencies that interface to the TT&C processing equipment. The lines go thru a switch
matrix which route them to the telemetry receivers, in which the IF frequency is further
demodulated down to the telemetry baseband of either 32 KHz (PCM) or 14 KHz (FM).
The switch matrices may be controlled from a control keyboard or from the CPU. The
receiver switches likewise have either manual or CPU control and their function is to tune
the receiver front end to the proper IF frequency. The command uplink equipment consists
of two command generators, one of whose baseband output tones are routed to an FM
modulator whose output is a 70 MHz IF frequency. The phase modulator output is like
wise to 70 MHz and is used for ranging, via a COMSAT built Range Processor Unit.



The PCM telemetry is routed through PSK demodulators into COMSAT built
Multichannel, Sync/Buffer. This unit performs bit synchronization, frame and subframe
synchronization, data buffering for CPU entry and D/A conversion on up to 16 data
channels. The FM telemetry is routed through Attitude Pulse Digitizers and/or FM Data
Detectors for strip chart display and recording.

The Alarm System allows for alerts due to spacecraft, ground equipment and facility
sources, and the Earth Station Status Display presents a full color block diagram of the
current equipment configuration from RF to baseband, noting on-line/off-line status,
frequencies and exact routing.

Beacon Station Functions

The set of TT&C processing equipment installed at the beacon station is operated as a
terrestrial relay terminal between the SCF and orbiting satellites. This equipment will
perform the following functions:
a) Reception and demodulation of telemetry signals for backup transmission to the SCF

and for phasing of commands via the synchronous controller, and processing of
telemetry for display and limit checking;

b) Measurement of the slant range to the satellite via tone frequency phase comparison
and angle tracking of the satellite beacon;

c) Processing and buffering of range and angle tracking data for transmission to the SCF;
d) Generation of a tracking beacon signal for satellite pointing;
e) Transmission of command signals to the satellite in beacon and earth sensor modes;
f) Provision of antenna pointing data to the fully steerable antenna; and,
g) Remote reconfiguration and status and alarm monitoring of the earth station from both

the beacon station and the control station.

Control Station Functions

The control station operates as the central monitoring, control and data processing facility
for the TT&C network. Data from the satellites and status information from both the
beacon station and the colocated TT&C earth station are processed, recorded, and
displayed. The control station performs the following functions:
a) Reception and demodulation of telemetry signals;
b) Measurement of the slant range to the satellite via tone phase comparison;
c) Processing and storage of range and angle tracking data from both the beacon station

and the control station;
d) Transmission and verification of command signals to the satellite from the control

station and via the beacon station;



e) Provision of forward antenna pointing data from the orbit determination computer for
the fully steerable antenna at the beacon station;

f) Storage of the telemetry, tracking and ranging data prior to transmission to the orbit
determination computer;

g) Remote control and status and alarm monitoring of earth station configurations;
h) Real-time display and limit checking of all significant satellite telemetry data and

generation of alarms for out-of-limits parameters;
i) Storage and analysis of satellite telemetered and non-telemetered data and earth

station status;
j) Initiation and control of command operations to the satellite;
k) Provision of an interface to the orbit determination computer for satellite attitude, tone

ranging, and angle tracking;
l) Provision of an interface to the System Management Facility (SMF) and Radio

Frequency System Monitor (RFSM) for spacecraft communications system status
data;

m) Provision of a data interface to COMSAT Launch Control Center displays;
n) Historical data storage, analysis, plotting, and displays; and
o) Provision of digital flight recorder capability for storage and retrieval of telemetry

data.

CPU Hardware

The SBS TT&C system was designed to monitor and control up to four satellites by
utilizing an operator-oriented system concept. Specifically, the intent was to provide
operator interfaces requiring little or no knowledge of complicated software internals. Both
the HP RTE operating system and its TT&C software RTE implementation were intended
to remain transparent to the user as much as possible. Utilization of softkey entries was
optimized and computer feedback was as descriptive and complete as possible. Error
reporting and recovery were given detailed attention. The overall design concept was to
establish operator confidence in his ability to perform the computer operations. The
ultimate goal was to achieve confidence in the operation of the entire system.

The SBS TT&C system is normally configured in a distributed systems network with four
nodes in a ring structure. Two nodes are located at the control station in Clarksburg,
Maryland, and two nodes are located at the beacon station in Castle Rock, Colorado. At
each station, one node is referred to as the primary node and one as the auxiliary. Figure 3
depicts the hardware associated with each node at each site. The primary node (CPU A) is
normally connected to the operations extender and the auxiliary node (CPU B) is
connected to the test and administrative extender. Under certain backup conditions, either
node at either site may control both extenders.



All primary TT&C functions can be accomplished at either site. Under normal operating
conditions, however, the control site at Clarksburg maintains overall network control,
transmitting commands and receiving status reports from the beacon station in Castle
Rock. The vehicle for this network communication is the HP DS/1000 software/firmware
package. All network communication is error checked by the DS network. If either site is
disabled or the communications link fails, both Clarksburg and Castle Rock can receive
telemetry and command the satellites independently and therefore perform all required
TT&C functions in a single-site configuration.

The disks are used for flight recorder and archive type data storage. The S/C displays,
operations CRT and Administrative terminal are all HP 2645 CRT/keyboards. As
mentioned earlier extensive use was made of the IEEE 488 interface in the system, and this
may be seen in Figure 3.

CPU Software

The system software utilizes the HP-RTE-IVB operating executive to maintain overall real
time control of the TT&C functions. Figure 4 depicts the overall top level structure
showing the sources of all inputs, the destination of all outputs and the I/O interfaces, both
hardware and software, required to accomplish all processing. At the heart of the software
system are two areas used heavily for inter-task communication - System Common and
Class I/O. These areas are used not only for inter-task communication internally within one
node in the network, but are also used for similar communication to remote nodes in the
DS/1000 network. Real time system response is based on the ability of RTE-IVB to
efficiently operate in a multi-task communications environment. The major elements of the
software shown in Figure 4 are:
a) telemetry processing
b) display processing
c) events processing
d) alarms processing
e) earth station control processing
f) S/C commanding
g) administrative terminal processing
h) reports processing
i) data based editing and storage
j) remote communications processing



MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS

Real Time Telemetry Processing

The real time telemetry processing subsystem is composed of five functional processors.
Up to eight serial telemetry data streams are routed from the demodulation equipment into
a multi-channel synchronizer/buffer (sync/buffer), which is in essence, an intelligent front
end processor. The processor builds a telemetry frame for each serial stream and then
bursts all eight frames to the central system computer within 100 milliseconds.

One of the features of the sync/buffer is an extended synchronization capability. The
spacecraft ID is combined with the unique word to provide a 22 bit, rather than 16 bit,
synchronization pattern. This extention prevents false frame lock on bit patterns within the
stream that may be identical to the 16 bit synchronization pattern. In addition,
decommutation of multiple asynchronous subcommutated words is performed by the
sync/buffer.

Another feature of the sync/buffer is an integral eight channel, programmable, digital to
analog (D/A) converter. Up to eight words, from either a single or multiple telemetry
streams, can be converted for presentation on chart recorders. The D/A converter has the
ability to decommutate subcommutated words and to independently calibrate each output
channel.

The four other functional processors mentioned above reside in the HP1000 minicomputer
system. The PCM input processor serves as the data acquisition module and the spacecraft
alarm monitor. The telemetry blocks from the sync buffer are used to create a major
telemetry frame for each S/C. The input from each S/C is constantly monitored and a S/C
Alert is generated when telemetry has been lost for a predetermined time interval. Each
analog sensor word in the frame is compared against operator entered limits. When a
sensor reading falls outside of the limits for a specified number of samples, a S/C Alert is
generated. Since the permissable limits for the analog sensors can vary as a function of the
spacecraft configuration, five set of limits have been provided. When the spacecraft
configuration is altered, a single command can activate a new set of limits for all analog
words. Bi-level status items are continuously monitored and event messages are generated
when changes are detected. For selected key status items that are primarily connected to
the attitude control system switch over logic, S/C Alerts are generated when changes are
detected.

S/C command execution processing is also performed by the PCM input processor. Any
time that a command is present in one of the S/C command decoders, the command
number and the command description is printed on the S/C display terminal. The execution



of the command is also displayed and recorded in the event log. There are certain
commands that change the status of the S/C and have no associated telemetry. The non-
telemetered status monitor keeps track of all such commands. Non-telemetered items are
recorded on disc in a table so that the current S/C state is retained when the processor is
reinitialized. In addition, cross checks are performed between the Beacon Station and
Control Station to ensure the table accurately reflects the state of the S/C. If the execution
of a command is missed by one site, the other site will automatically transfer the new
table.

Two independent archiving processors provide the raw telemetry for short term and long
term analysis. The flight recorder processor records every frame of telemetry for up to
eight hours. The flight recorder is a circular file that can be used for on line analysis or be
transfered to digital magnetic tape for repetitive use. The historical archive processor
provides the long term analysis of the S/C data base. Every 5 minutes a major frame
image, along with the non-telemetered status, is recorded on disc. Sensors that are
inherently noisy, such as bus currents and motor torque, are averaged for 1 minute prior to
recording to disc. Up to 32 days of telemetry for each S/C can be maintained in the
Historical Archive. After 31 days, the archive can be transfered to digital magnetic tape as
a permanent record.

The state of each spacecraft subsystem can be displayed in real time on a computer driven
display terminal. There are six subsystem displays per spacecraft; Attitude,
Communications, Power, Battery, Thermal and Telemetry. In addition, a quick look,
general display containing key sensors for multiple subsystems has been provided for each
spacecraft. The spacecraft display processor, utilizing raw telemetry, non-telemetered
status and analog sensor values, performs all conversions, calculations, and truth table
decoding required to generate all spacecraft displays. Any sensor or status item that has
been alarmed by the PCM input processor, will be displayed in an inverted video field. An
eigth display, containing the overall status of each subsystem of each spacecraft provides
rapid means of determining which display presentation to view in case of a spacecraft
alert.

Earth Station Control

In order to support multiple spacecraft, TT&C earth stations must be routinely be
reconfigured. In the SBS system, this can be accomplished either manually or under
computer control.

The baseband modulation and demodulation equipment can be switched through a
centralized status and control unit. This unit consists of reed relay matrices and a
programmable color graphics terminal/controller. The terminal continuously displays the



routing of all baseband data paths using a matrix-like mimic panel presentation. In
addition, the terminal serves as the control point for all matrix operations. The matrices can
be controlled either directly from the terminal via the keyboard, or from the HP1000 via
the Operations CRT/Keyboard.

There are radio frequency terminals (RFT’s) at each site, that are used to command and
monitor the SBS Spacecraft. Each RFT contains a local and remote command and status
panel to provide full control of the RFT up and down converter frequencies, LNA and
HPA selection and waveguide switching. Selected status points are monitored and routed
to the the command and status panel to complement the system’s control capability. The
HP1000 has full access to the control functions, alarm and status of each RFT via an
IEEE-488 bus.

The HP1000 can control the earth station in three different modes. Interactive control,
provides a virtual front panel earth station control capability at the computer console; one
equipment operation at a time is initiated by the console operator. This form of control is
used for software and hardware diagnostics. The language used for this interactive earth
station control provides the basis for the two other means of control. Using an edit/create
function, a sequence of statements can be entered to establish a control scenario. The
control statements include RFT control commands, matrix switching, antenna pointing,
tone ranging and receiver frequency selection. Additional flow statements, such pause,
alert, go to and wait can be intermingled with control command to form a complete
scenario. Each scenario is maintained on a hard disc, and up to 100 scenarios can be
stored. A scenario is executed by simply entering the scenario name. In the single execute
mode of operation, the scenario is executed once on a demand basis. A timed execute
mode of operation is also available. A scenario can be scheduled to run at a given time and
then run a set number of times at given intervals. Up to 20 scenarios can be in the time list
simultaneously, each scenario running independent of each other.

Internal process control is provided in the execution of each scenario statement. When a
statement fails to execute properly, the scenario suspends and generates an earth station
alert and disruptive failure message. After the corrective action is taken, the scenario can
be restarted from the point of suspension, restarted from the beginning, or aborted.

Monitoring and Alarms

The monitoring and alarm subsystem provides centralized reporting of all events in the
TT&C system. There are four basic sources of these events: the RFT’s, the HP 2240
measurement and control unit, the telemetry processing software and software operating
system. All events are logged on the system hard copy device and in the disc resident
event log for problem tracing and analysis. Selected events are presented on an earth



station display terminal and events that require immediate attention are routed to the alarm
panel.

All RFT events are transmitted to the HP 1000 via the IEEE-488 bus. These events are
used to create a mimic of the RFT configuration on a large screen, color graphics earth
station display. RFT alarms will cause the appropriate unit symbol on the earth display to
be presented in red and an earth station alarm to be generated on the alarm panel.

The measurement and control unit monitors all non-RFT earth station hardware status and
alarm sensors. Although only twenty sensors are currently monitored, the unit is readily
expandable to 128. Such diverse items as building temperature, receiver phase lock, and
waveguide switch status are monitored. All sensor changes are reported to the HP 1000
and generate events alarm, and earth station display updates.

The PCM input processor reports all spacecraft related events to the monitoring and alarm
system. Telemetry acquisition and loss, status word changes and alarms, analog sensor out
of limit condition and spacecraft command verification and execution are examples of
major events generated by the telemetry processing software.

All TT&C application programs are executed under control of the HP RTE-IVB operating
system. The operating system manages the computer memory allocation, input/output
access, and program scheduling. The TT&C Status Monitor Program, continuously
monitors the state of the operating system. Input/output failures, file management errors,
and program scheduling failures are reported through the monitoring and alarm subsystem.
The printed event message contains all of the details on the nature of failure and the
subsystem that detected the failure. With this information, 80% of the software/hardware
problems that arise can be diagnosed and corrected by telephone; this program has been
invaluable as far as keeping the system completely operational with a minimum amount of
effort.

The earth station display serves as the focal point of the monitoring and alarm subsystem
for the earth station equipment. A multi color intelligent graphics terminal is used to
display the earth station configuration at each facility. One display can present a pictoral
for up to three antennas, the baseband equipment, and all related data paths. Green, red,
yellow and blue colors are used to represent the state of each hardware unit on the display
as being on-line, alarmed, in maintenance, and off-line respectively. The up and down link
frequencies, position, and tracking demodulation frequencies for each antenna are
presented next to the schematic. The Castle Rock facility has one earth station display and
the Clarksburg Control facility, which can remotely control and monitor Castle Rock, has
two displays - one for each site.



The alarm panel complements the earth station and spacecraft displays with eight
illuminated subsystem alarm indicators and a two tone minor/major audible alert. The
alarm panel serves to direct the operator to the proper display on which a detailed failure
description can be obtained and the audible alarm alerts the operator to the failure. The
presence of the alarm is detected by the HP 1000 which communicates with the alarm
panel via an IEEE-488 bus. To preclude a computer failure from going undetected during a
period of low level system activity, the alarm panel contains an integral dead man switch.
If the computer should fail to query the alarm panel every 30 seconds, a major failure
alarm - CPU STALL - will be generated.

Ranging, Orbit, and Attitude Determination

Spacecraft position determination in the SBS system is performed using either dual site
tone ranging or single site tone ranging and azimuth/elevation data.

The heart of the tone ranging system is a microprocessor based range processor. The unit
generates a sequential multitone baseband consisting of four coherent sinusoidal
frequencies. The received baseband is comb filtered and the individual tones are
sequentially applied to internal digital phase measuring logic. In order to rapidly isolate
faults with the processor, an extensive diagnostic package has been developed. Using
either the front panel or the HP 1000, diagnostics can be executed to test tone reference
frequencies, the microprocessor arithmetic and logical functions and the microprocessor
memory.

The HP 1000 controls the tone ranging and azimuth/elevation data collection via the earth
station control scenarios. While tone ranging measurements are performed in the range
processor azimuth/elevation and tracking data is collected from the RFT through the IEEE-
488 Bus interface. The measurements can be accumulated on the local system disc for up
to two days before being transferred to the orbit determination computer (ODC).

There are two communications links between the Clarksburg facility and the ODC. One
link is used to transmit range, track, and telemetry data to the ODC, and the other is used
to obtain maneuver information and antenna pointing coefficients from the ODC.

The PCM transmitter unit controls the transfer of telemetry from the synchronized buffer,
and range/track data from the HP 1000 to the ODC. The HP 1000 at Clarksburg retrieves
the raw range track data from the local file and from the remote Castle Rock file through
the system communication network. The data is formed into a PCM like frame, and
transmitted to the ODC via the PCM transmitter. Up to eight telemetry streams can be
connected to the transmitter simultaneously. The transmitter, on a cyclic basis, can
sequentially transmit each stream to the ODC on a single communications link. The



streams can be transmitted in any order and the time interval each stream is transmitted
during a cycle can be independently set.

The actual orbit and attitude determination is performed by the ODC. All maneuver
instructions and post-maneuver predictions are transmitted from the ODC to Clarksburg
through a remote job entry (RJE) link. The HP 1000 emulates an RJE terminal and can
print the message, on a high speed printer, and in addition, the message can be stored on
the system disc for reference and instruction.

The RFT at the TT&C location and customer premise earth station require periodic
antenna pointing adjustments. The orbit coefficients that are transfered from the ODC to
the Clarksburg facility via the RJE link, are processed at Clarksburg, and passed on to the
SBS system management facility in McLean via a second RJE link for use in computing
customer antenna pointing data. The accurate pointing of the spacecraft antenna in the SBS
system is attained through a beacon tracking system. The Castle Rock facility generates a
low frequency triangular wave from which is first divided into East-West and North-South
error components and then applied to the positioning mechanism on the spacecraft. The
ground equipment consists of a tracking waveform generator which produces the triangular
wave form, and IF and RF frequency converters that translate the wave form generator
output and the command generator aggregate signal to the uplink transmit frequency.

Telemetry Retrieval and Analysis

Plot generation in the TT&C system is performed by a single integrated package executed
under the RTE IVB operating system. Telemetry can be extracted from either the historical
and flight recorder disc archives, the permanent tape archives or in real time as the
telemetry is being received. Four color pen plotters, local and dial-up graphics display
terminals and a high speed line printer with graphic capability are available for plot
generation.

The plot program features an integral calculator as a preprocessor to the actual generator.
Arithmetic, trigonometry, logical and statistical functions can be performed on single, or
multiple telemetry words. Four curves on each of the four plotters can be generated
simultaneously. The plotters can be located at any node in the network since the
distributed system is used as the access method.

Since the generation of a plot can be complex, as determined by the number of telemetry
words involved, calculations performed and curves generated, the design of a plot was
separated from the generation of a plot. The plot design is performed by the edit/create
function and saved on the system disc. The design can be executed repeatedly by the plot
generator, and selected parameters can be altered at plot time.



S/C Commanding

The command generator is a microprocessor based unit that can be controlled from a front
panel keyboard or from the HP 1000. The command generator performs crosschecks to
verify that the proper spacecraft is being monitored before allowing commands to be
transmitted. Spacecraft commands, decoder addresses and command receiver entries are
used to transmit and load a command in the spacecraft decoder. Critical commands that
can have a serious impact on the spacecraft when improperly executed are protected by a
secondary command enable. The generator supports a variety of execute modes that are
required for synchronous thruster firing and asynchronous spacecraft unit switching and
reconfiguration. For synchronous commands, the execute pulse formed in the command
generator either references the attitude data processor timing information obtained from
either the sync buffer telemetry stream or the real time FM attitude pulses supplied by the
FM demodulation equipment. Execute transmission is automatically terminated when the
execute reference is lost. Commands are normally transmitted from Castle Rock through
the beacon tracking system uplink. The Clarksburg command generator can be used to
control the spacecraft only when the beacon tracking system is inactive and therefore is
normally not used. Clarksburg, as the control facility, verbally passes command generator
set up specifications to Castle Rock via a full period order wire. The Spacecraft command
and execute verification is simultaneously performed at both facilities.

The Clarksburg facility also has the capability to remotely set up the Castle Rock
command generator. Entries made at the Clarksburg generator are passed to the Castle
Rock generator through the distributed computer system. The Castle Rock generator
returns a verification message to the Clarksburg generator, which then has virtual control
and monitor capability of the command process. A third mode of commanding is via a
computer command file. Sequential command generator entries are saved in a disc file
through the HP1000. By calling up the disc file, all command generator control operations
can be performed per the file sequence with no operator intervention.

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE OVERALL SUCCESS OF THE
PROGRAM

This program was considered a success by both COMSAT and SBS management. In the
course of writing this paper, the authors paused to reflect on the reasons for this, and felt it
would be appropriate to mention them.

The program management for both SBS and COMSAT had extensive TT&C experience in
both hardware and software areas of engineering and operations. From the beginning of the
program it became obvious that a certain amount of flexibility in the budget, schedule and
design was essential if the design goals were to be met. To have this flexibility implied



establishing a mutual trust between parties and a commitment by both parties to the
successful completion of the program.

What all of this meant was that the customer and contractor had to establish a close
working relationship that allowed for a certain amount of give and take. For example, by
the time of the “final design review” some eight months into the program, it became
obvious that additional software design was needed to meet the full intent of the original
design goals; it was then mutually decided to extend the design phase and have one
additional design review which caused the software operational date to be delayed by two
months. However, the desired goals were achieved.

From a technical standpoint, the success of the program was due to two factors. The
aforementioned extended design phase allowed the proper time to be taken in certain key
areas so that serious problems were avoided. More important, however, was that after the
official system acceptance that was performed by COMSAT, the SBS operations
personnel, as part of their training, embarked on an extensive program of pre-operational
systems testing. This effort lasted approximately two months and involved both hardware
and software. Numerous “bugs” were uncovered during this period and were fixed in a
timely manner by COMSAT, without this intensive extra testing, these bugs would not
have been found until after the first launch when the system became operational, at which
point the solutions would have been much harder to implement.

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

There are two items that fall under this heading because there simply not enough time
implement them during the program.

It was desired by SBS to have built into the software a routine that would extract from the
telemetry the change in spacecraft bus current from just prior to just after a command was
executed. This change would then be compared to a stored table of predicted current
changes and act as additional verification that the command was executed correctly.

As a corollary to this last improvement, another desireable feature would be the ability to
create special purpose spacecraft displays interactively with the computer. As the system
now stands, there are eight fixed format displays that can be called up. Any additional
analysis work requires a user to write his own program to access the data base and do
whatever he wishes with the data; an interactive display creating capability would simplify
this process immensely.



The final improvement which would be nice would be to replace some of the keyboards
and soft-key functions In the system with touch-sensitive CRT screens. This would allow
for a little more work space at the directors console and simplify some of the operations.

CONCLUSION

Installation of the systems was completed in June 1980, and the extended testing period
was concluded in August 1980. The SBS-1 satellite was successfully launched in
November 1980 and became operational early in 1981. As of this writing the system has
been functioning exceptionally well for nearly nine months.

The system is an improvement over earlier COMSAT-designed systms in that it has self-
contained archiving of telemetry, standard hardware interfaces that allow status monitoring
and control of all major subsystems, earth station reconfiguration capability via software, a
comprehensive alarm system covering spacecraft, earth station hardware and software, an
improved interface with the orbit and attitude determination computer replacing the paper
tape of older systems, on-line plotters, printers and graphics displays for rapid analysis,
and finally an automatic means for generating, storing and executing spacecraft commands
to ease the burden on the operators for routine corrections and maneuvers.
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TELEMETRY AND TELECOMMAND DATA PROCESSING
FOR THE GERMAN SPACE PROGRAM

Peter Piotrowski
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ABSTRACT

The data system for the processing of telemetry and telecommand data for the German
space research program is in the process of being implemented. It consists of data
processing, monitoring and transmission facilities including hardware and software at the
ground station with various antennas and at the mission control center. The system is
designed on distributed processing techniques based on processors of various sizes. The
software is modular and can easy be adjusted for the various mission requirements. Data
transmission is based on. standard protocolls.
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THE APPLICATION OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
TO NAVAL HF COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTURE

David H. Townsend
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U.S. Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, D.C.

ABSTRACT

HF communications are a necessary and vital part of Naval communications. The
application of low noise, wide bandwidth HF architectures in satisfaction of this need will
be discussed. The development of state of the art, frequency-agile receivers and exciters,
decade bandwidth power amplifiers, software programmable modems, and the shipboard
architectures exploiting these capabilities will be described.

INTRODUCTION

The HF band (2 to 30 MHz) is desirable for communications chiefly because its
propagagation characteristics permit long range communications at moderate bandwidths
without the need for relays. Unfortunately, utilization of the HF band presents a number of
serious problems for communicators in the Fleet. The close proximity and lack of
directivity of HF antennas results in strong coupling between transmit and receive
antennas. Multiple high power signals in the presence of non-linear mechanisms (rusty
bolts, etc.) interact to produce a large number of high level intermodulation generated
(IMG) products. High power, high Q filters are physically large. Frequencies span a 15:1
range (2 to 30 MHz) resulting in many component design difficulties. For beyond line-of-
sight (BLOS) communication over ionospheric paths, propagation depends on time-of-day,
frequency, and geography in addition to hardware imposed problems.

In response to the many problems of shipboard HP communication, the Navy has evolved
to a narrow bandwidth architecture which includes tuned power amplifiers, tuned transmit
and receive multicouplers with typical channel bandwidths of 1% coupled to antennas
covering 2 to 6 MHz, 4 to 12 MHz, and 10 to 30 MHz, as well as base tuned antennas
tuned over 2 to 30 MHz. Tuning the system is slow and in many cases is accomplished
manually. The number of communications channels, particularly for transmission, is
relatively small. Three to five transmit channels is typical for a minor combatant such as a 



destroyer. With such limited spectral access in the presence of interference and the
vagaries of the propagation path, circuit availability is severely compromised.

The High Frequency Improvement Program (HFIP) is the Navy’s program to upgrade
Navy tactical HF communications for the Fleet. This will be accomplished, in part, by the
replacement of the existing narrowband architecture with a wideband architecture for
which a new generation of low noise, frequency-agile receivers and exciters, wide
bandwidth power amplifiers, software programmable modems, and system controllers are
to be developed. The design and control of the HFIP equipments are intended to facilitate
their transition into the Fleet by permitting communications compatible with present
narrowband systems while allowing for greater spectrum access, frequency agility, and
future system growth. In addition, the HFIP system will provide a link evaluation
capability as part of the communications system.

WIDEBAND MULTICHANNEL HF COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTURE

The block diagram of figure 1 illustrates a typical narrow bandwidth channelized
architecture found on Navy ships today. Figure 2 illustrates one candidate for a wide
bandwidth multichannel architecture. The key to this and other wideband architectures is
the use of a linear 2 to 30 MHz power amplifier (PA) capable of amplifying the combined
RF inputs from independent sources without introducing severe intermodulation problems
or unreasonable peak envelope power (PEP) limitations. Since transmitter-to-receiver
coupling remains a problem, some means must be used to prevent the ship’s own
transmitter from desensitizing its receivers. This is the area of principal difference between
the architectures illustrated in figures 2 and 3. In figure 2 a wideband preselector is used
which divides the HF band into 10 segments covering the entire 2 to 30 MHz range. For
this architecture, the ship’s transmitters operate on frequency plans that avoid the
receiver’s preselector band. The wideband architecture of figure 3 uses adaptive
cancellation techniques to remove interfering ship’s own transmission from the receive
path before they can desensitize the receivers. Referred to as the electromagnetic
interference (EMI) mitigation subsystem, adaptive cancellation requires more complex
circuitry than the architecture of figure 2, but it allows greater independence between
transmit and receive operations.

In order to be successfully integrated into the Navy, the introduction of a wideband
multichannel HP communications system should not degrade the topsde noise environment
that presently exists. The quasi-minimum noise (QMN) model described by Salsbury [1]is
assumed to be representative of the topside shipboard noise environment. The QMN
model yields a noise floor starting at approximately 52 dB above thermal noise at 2 MHz
and decreases linearly with the logarithm of frequency (i.e., dB noise vs. log frequency) to
approximately 20 dB above thermal noise at 30 MHz. The design of modems, receivers,



exciters, and power amplifiers is predicated on system performance being no better than
QMN. In addition, the wideband multichannel HF architecture assumes concurrent
operation of multiple independent transmitters and receivers with resulting performance at
least comparable to the present narrowband system.

Since some HFIP equipments may be transitioned into the Fleet sooner than others, a MIL-
STD-1553B bus control system has been designed into the system with special interface
units designed to permit bus operations with older non-HFIP equipments. The MIL-STD-
1553B bus is used for high speed control by the modem/controller in a given chain of
equipment. The controller portion of the modem/controller also provides for future use of
an external higher order control (HOC) via a MIL-STD-188 compatible bus. The HOC
would provide control over a large number of communications assets.

The wideband multichannel HF architecture for the HFIP is designed so that the control,
signal processing and RF subsystems are functionally separate. Consequently, the
receivers and exciters are designed strictly as linear, low distortion, low noise frequency-
translators. The modem accepts, encodes, and modulates data for transmission and filters,
detects, and decodes baseband signals for reception. The controller tunes receivers,
exciters, post selectors, monitors equipment status, controls operating modes, gathers link
evaluation data, and performs numerous other control, status, and display functions. The
wideband PA amplifies the signals from multiple exciters and provides a matched high
power output to antennas covering the 2 to 30 MHz band. The power amplifier also
provides independent reference signals from up to eight exciters for possible future use
with an EMI mitigation subsystem.

MODEM AND CONTROLLER

The HFIP is developing two separate modems. The HF Digital Modem (HFDM) or
AN/USQ-83 is intended as a replacement for a number of conventional narrowband
modems in the Feet. A second modem is to be developed along with a controller designed
to take advantage of a wideband multichannel HF communications architecture. Only the
HFDM will be described in this paper since advanced development versions have been
built and details are readily available whereas the wideband modem/controller is still in
planning and the technology is essentially the same as for the HFDM.

The HFDM is a multi-mode, multi-rate signal processor based HF modem. Figure 4 shows
the advanced development version of the HFDM and figure 5 shows a simplified block
diagram for the HFDM. Radio interfaces to the modem are audio bandwidth baseband
analog signals which are 12 bit analog-to-digital (A/D) converted and filtered for reception
and 12 bit digital-to-analog (D/A) converted for transmission. Digital data source/sink
interface modules provide up to 4 independent input/output (I/O) ports tailored to each



specific data source/sink. The modes currently provided by the HFDM are the AN/UCC-1
broadcast modem (16 multiplexed 75 bps teletype channels), a MIL-STD-188 data modem
providing 2400/1200/600 bps and a special 16 tone data modem providing
2400/1200/600/300 bps data rates. The HFDM uses a microprocessor based design
featuring a microprogrammable processor so that new modes may be added by firmware
changes, a flexible I/O structure for future I/O configurations, an interactive operator
display/control, and built-in test. Characteristics of the processor portion of the HFDM are
listed in Table I.

The operator display/control (CDC) for the USQ-83 uses a MIL-STD-188-114 interface
module so that future applications may be added to the HFDM without requiring changes
in the ODC. The ODC is multifunctional permitting interactive operation that varies the
control and display functions according to the mode programmed. In addition, a MIL-
STD-1553B bus interface is available for high speed serial control. A high speed direct
memory access (DMA) bus has been designed for the USQ-83 but is not currently
implemented.

Table 1.  HFDM Processor Characteristics

GENERAL

16 Bit Arithmetic Unit
Microprogrammable
Dual Unidirectional Processor Busses
48 Bit Instruction Register

DATA MEMORY

16 Bits x 4K Words RAM
16 Bits x 4K Words PROM
1 Bit x 1K Words EPROM

PROGRAM MEMORY

48 Bits x 8K Words PROM

MULTIPLIER

16 x 16 Input Yields 31 Bit Product



PROGRAM CONTROL

Program Counter - 14 Bits
Program Stack - 4 Deep
8 Maskable Interrupts

ARITHMETIC LOGIC UNIT

16 Registers
8 Arithmetic/Logic operations

TIMING

Machine Cycle Time - 165 Nano Secs
Add 1 Machine Cycle Time
Multiply 2 Machine Cycle Times
32 Point Complex FFT - 0.76 Millisec

The wideband modem/controller differs from the HFDM primarily in the types of
modulation that are planned and the degree of control exercised over other HFIP
equipments such as receivers, exciters, and postselectors. In addition, the wideband
modem/controller will provide a link evaluation capability by measuring available channel
occupancy, signal-to-noise ratio, and/or bit error rate.

RECEIVERS AND EXCITERS

The HFIP receiver and exciter design is based on a modular, synthesized RF/baseband
frequency translator having very linear, low noise, low intermodulation distortion (IMD)
performance. Where practical, the receiver and exciter have common modules. Both tune
the 2 to 30 MHz band from either front panel controls (local mode) or the MIL-STD-
1553B control bus (remote mode). The exciter takes a modulated signal from the modem
as a 3 kHz upper and/or lower sideband input, a compatible AM input, or a wideband
upper sideband input. The receiver inputs a modulated signal to the modem as a 3 kHz
upper and/or lower sideband output, a compatible AM output, or an in-phase/quadrature
(I/Q) wideband output.

The performance of the exciter is specified for the exciter proper as well as the exciter
followed by a frequency agile postselector slaved to the exciter. The characteristics used in
this paper refer to the exciter used in conjunction with a postselector. The postselector
output is to be considered the exciter output unless otherwise stated. The HFIP exciter is
designed for low IMD products. All in-band IMD products resulting from two equal power



in-band toneare specified to be no greater than -50 dB at the exciter output referenced to
either tone. Second and third order products more than 2.5% of the carrier frequency or
100 kHz away from band edge, whichever is greater, are specified to be no greater than
-85 dB referenced to either tone while eleventh and higher order products are to be no
greater than -160 dB. IMD products falling in the transition region between band edge and
the greater of 2.5% of the carrier frequency or 100 kHz from band edge are specified to be
no greater than -50 dB referenced to either of the fundamental tones. The broadband noise
power density of the exciter at frequencies greater than 2.5% of the carrier frequency or
100 kHz away from band edge is specified not to exceed -194 dBw/Hz. Furthermore, as
the exciter output power is decreased by 12 dB from its rated output power, the broadband
noise power density is to decrease proportionately except as masked by the thermal noise
limiting level of -204 dBw/Hz. The rated output of the exciter proper is 0 dBw and of the
exciter plus postselector combination is -4 dBw. The exciter output can be controlled from
the front panel or from the MIL-STD-1553B control bus over a range of 0 to 63 dB of
attenuation.

The HFIP receiver is designed to be compatible with the performance of the rest of the
system and, therefore, is designed for linear, low noise, low distortion performance. All
receiver IMD products resulting from two equal fundamental in-band tones applied to the
input of the receiver and having an amplitude level up to -14 dB relative to the Pf curve
described in Figure 6 (as appropriate for the receiver noise figure) are specified to be
lower than -50 dB in level, relative to either fundamental tone when measured at either the
IF or baseband output. For two equal in-band tones each larger than -14 dB relative to the
Pf curve, the -50 dB in-band intermodulation ratio performance is specified not to degrade
but the receiver noise figure can increase as much as 50 dB. The input 3rd order intercept
point (IPI3P) of the receiver is to comply with the range shown in Figure 6 for two equal
amplitude test signals (Pf) applied to the input of the receiver and removed a minimum of
2.5% of the carrier frequency or 100 kHz, whichever is greater from the receiver band
edges. The corresponding input 2nd order intercept point (IPI3P) expressed in terms of the
above IPI3P is IPI2P = 2 IPI3P - Pf where Pf is the power of each fundamental signal and
where IPI3P and Pf are as specified in Figure 6 in units of dBw. The amplitude of 11th and
higher order products referenced to the 2nd and 3rd order amplitudes (as defined by the
IPI2P and IPI3P values) is to be at a level lower than -52 dB for the specified value of Pf.
Intermediate order product amplitudes shall vary between the limits above. Anticipating
future requirements, internally programmable AGC attack times of 0.1 milliseconds to 20
milliseconds, programmable decay times of 10 milliseconds to 4 seconds and
programmable dump times are specified. The optimum internally programmed attack and
decay time for each receive mode is to be automatically set when that operating mode is
selected. The range of gain control is to be 120 dB in 1 dB increments. In addition, an
external decision directed gain control can be provided by the modem to the receiver over
the MIL-STD-1553B control bus.



WIDEBAND POWER AMPLIFIER

The HFIP wideband power amplifier is designed to provide a 2 to 30 MHz power
amplifier with an instantaneous bandwidth of 28 MHz. The objective of the wideband PA
development is twofold: (a) develop a 1 kW PA (Type IPA) whose architecture is based
on the use of identical power amplifier modules as a basic building block; and (b) develop
power banks having improved linearity (Type II PAs) which utilize Type I power amplifier
modules to provide multiple signal capability at 2, 4, 8 and 16 kW PEP based on 1 kW per
signal for normal operating conditions and greater than 1 kW for a single fundamental
signal under less than optimum operating conditions. The new wideband power amplifiers
must achieve an exceptional degree of linearity to prevent the generation of intolerable
levels of intermodulation products. Although such linearity will not be easily achieved,
preliminary calculations indicate that an appropriate combination of multiple feedback and
feedfoward techniques coupled with recent advances in technology applicable to power
amplifier design will achieve the necessary performance.

Type I amplifiers are specified not to exhibit third order intermodulation product
amplitudes in excess of those predicted by a +47 dBw output third order intercept point
(OPI3P) when operating into a standard load impedance defined as a 50 + j0 ohm load
impedance with a 1.5:1 voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR). Type II amplifiers are
specified not to exhibit third order intermodulation product amplitudes in excess of those
predicted by a +88 dBW OPI3P when operating into a standard load impedance.

The OPI3P is to be maintained for pairs of equal amplitude fundamental signal output test
tones of up to +24 dBw for Type I amplifiers, +27 dBw for Type II/2 kW amplifiers, and
up to +30 dBw for Type II/4, 8 and 16 kW amplifiers. The amplitudes of second order
products are not to exceed the amplitudes of third order products at the two-tone test
signal output amplitudes of +24 dBw for the Type I amplifier, +27 dBw for the Type
II/2 kW amplifier, and +30 dBw for the Type II/4, 8, and 16 kW amplifiers. For the same
two-tone test conditions, the amplitudes of 4th and successive higher order products are to
decrease monotonically at an objective rate of 10 dB per order to a level of at least -
130 dBw.

The amplitude of third order products for the Type II/8 kW amplifier permitted by the +88
dBw OPI3P for the two-tone condition (4 kW PEP) is not to be degraded when a third tone
is simultaneously delivered at an output power such that the total PEP output is 8 kW.

Similarly, the amplitude of third order products for the Type II/16 kW amplifier is not to
be degraded when two additional tones (+30 dBw each) are delivered such that the total
PEP output is 16 kW.



The effective third order output intercept point for a non-unity VSWR load shall be
OPI3Pv = OPI3Po - (MML + 1.5) expressed in dBw. OPI3Pv is the specified OPI3P for a
non-unity VSWR load. MML is defined as the mismatch loss in dB that would be
sustained in operating a unity VSWR source impedance generator into a non-unity VSWR
load. The reduction of output power for Type I and Type II PAs in accordance with
reduced drive power is to result in a reduction in distortion product amplitudes at an
objective rate that corresponds to the output power reduction factor raised to the exponent
of the distortion product order until masked by the residual noise floor or reduced to an
amplitude smaller than -130 dBw.

The Type I PA output noise power density is to be less than or equal to -150 dBw/Hz
when the amplifier is terminated with standard source and load impedances. Similarly,
Type II PAs when configured to accommodate up to 4 fundamental signals are to have an
output noise power density less than or equal to -164 dBw/Hz. Also, Type II amplifiers,
when configured to accommodate up to 8 fundamental signals, are to have an output noise
power density less than or equal to -160 dBw/Hz.

Under less than optimum operating conditions, Type II PAs are to be capable of
concentrating all available PEP output capability into a single output signal using the RF
input to the PA from any one HP exciter. Also, an output distribution network is to be
provided for use with the Type II PA. It will be utilized to distribute RF power to separate
broadband transmitting antennas operating in contiguous portions of the 2-30 MHz
frequency band and to provide out-of-band filtering. Like other HFIP equipments, both
wideband power amplifiers are designed to receive control and report status over the
system MIL-STD-1553B control bus.

SUMMARY

Advances in the state-of-the-art of digital signal processing combined with new technology
for linear wideband power amplifiers and frequency agile receivers and exciters promise
greatly improved access to the HF spectrum through the use of wideband architectures.
Although most of the developments described in this paper are just beginning, experiments
and analysis carried out by the Navy and others have demonstrated that the performance
predicted for the HFIP equipments is practical [2]. In the future, the flexibility of
programmable modems/controllers, the freedom of wide bandwidth access to the HF
spectrum, and the means for distributing control using a bus oriented architecture will
allow Naval HF communications to evolve without being hampered by the narrowband
limitations imposed by the past.
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Figure 1 - A Typical Narrowband Shipboard HF Communications Architecture



Figure 2 - A Wideband Multichannel Shipboard HF Communications Architecture
employing a Wideband Receive Preselector

Figure 3 - A Wideband Multichannel Shipboard HF Communications Architecture
employing an EMI Mitigation Subsystem



Figure 4 - Advanced Development Model of the AN/USQ-83 High Frequency Modem

Figure 5 - A Generalized Functional Block Diagram of the AN/USQ-83 HF
Digital Modem



Figure 6 - Required lpl3p and Maximum Fundamental Level as a Function of
Receiver Noise Level
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INTRODUCTION

Communications is the glue that binds our operational forces together. More and more,
today’s Navy has become a collection of information processing systems linked together
with communications and dependent on locally or remotely constructed data bases. These
data bases are in themselves dependent on communications to gather the data and to
provide the data to other information processing systems or to an overlaid command
structure. This command structure also uses communications to formulate and disseminate
policy and decision among peers and to direct and control the actions of subordinates.
Communications is a critical, supporting element of Command and Control--so critical that
the C for communications has been elevated to the stature of the other C’s in C3.

With today’s threats our communication systems are more vulnerable than ever. The
enemy is becoming increasingly sophisticated and proficient and is spending substantial
time and energy in the field of electronic warfare (E.W.). Our links are increasingly
vulnerable. We are forced to find better ways of doing business.

For communication links this typically means trading off link capacity for communication
techniques which provide security (information and information flow), anti-jam, low
probability of intercept and low probability of detection, etc. To compound our problem
the communications needs of the Navy continue to grow rapidly. The effectiveness of the
fleet is dependent on fighting battles as an integrated battle-group. This requires
coordination which in turn requires communications. More and different types of traffic
will have to be handled with better response times. We face a dilemma. At a time when we
need additional capacity we find ourselves forced to give up capacity to achieve a degree
of electronic counter counter-measures (ECCM).

For different reasons the public and private sectors have also been forced to cope with an
escalating need for expensive communications and have looked to technology for a
solution. Fortunately, a happy marriage of distributed computer capabilities to computer-



to-computer communication techniques has given birth to the technology to solve the
problem. Computer-to-computer communication networks make use of relatively
inexpensive processors to obtain increased throughput from relatively expensive
communication resources. These computer communication networks are ideally suited to
users with the following characteristics:

• Bursty users
• Large numbers in the community of users
• Users with high peak loads

These attributes apply to the Naval Telecommunication System (NTS) and the application
of these techniques to the military sector makes more than superficial sense.

COMPUTER COMMUNICATION NETWORKING

Computer communication networking was developed in the private sector in response to
two trends: (1) a continuing increase in the cost of communication links coupled with a
rapidly escalating need for communications and (2) a substantial decrease in the cost of
small computer systems coupled with an understanding that small computer systems used
for communications can increase substantially the efficiency of use of communications
links. Said another way, a communication link typically sits idle waiting for a user.
Automation can be used to assign communication capacity to users on demand. Extend this
logic to collections of circuits and enforce a segmenting of longer messages/data transfers
into packets and you have state-of-the art communications technology--packet switched,
communications networks. (It should be mentioned there still is, and always will be, a need
for dedicated links and circuit switching).

THRUST AREAS

We have identified four major thrust areas which, we believe, must be advanced (in an
iterative fashion) to transition the present Navy Telecommunications System (NTS) into a
future, integrated, communications network based on computer communications
technology. These are:
• adoption of (abstract and specific) network design construction standards.
• development of capabilities to analyze network structures.
• automation of network nodes.
• continued development of communication links.

Item D, continued development of communication links, is recognized as a full-bodied,
funded, ongoing effort with, hopefully, no end in sight. High Frequency Improvement
Program, Joint Tactical Information Distribution System, Advanced SATCOM, UHF-AJ-



Line of Sight, etc are examples of these efforts. “Networkers” applaud efforts to develop
robust links and will make use of these improved communications resources in the
networks of the future.

Item C, automation of the network nodes of course, encompasses the design, development,
and acquisition of the hardware, software, and procedures which will cause computer
communication networks to come into existence in the Navy. The Navy will be required to
invest heavily in R&D and system development of automated nodes for the future NTS.
Local area networking techniques will play a role in this arena.

Item B, development of capabilities to analyze network structures, is believed to be a
critical (to the Navy) thrust area in view of the increasing complexity of the NTS and the
added degrees of freedom which networking will permit to the structure. It is believed that
“what if” types of interactive, network simulation aids will be a valuable tool both for
network structure managers (long range and short term) and for network acquisition
managers.

Item A, acceptance and application of network design construction standards, is receiving
intensive attention in the international community and is best represented (at the highest
levels) by the reference model for open systems interconnection of the International
Standards Organization (ISO). The architecture is a seven-layered protocol. A protocol is a
standard of agreement. Layering of protocols is gaining popular acceptance as a
construction standard. The layers are arranged in a hierarchy and lower levels of the seven
are generally understood to provide the “communications” services while the upper levels
provide the “user” services. The very low levels have received good definition and several
standards exist.

NETWORK DESIGN CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS

As mentioned earlier, an analysis of the present way of using Navy communications
systems might indicate a new method of doing business is in order. The old method of
doing business would best be described as vertical system development (Figure 1-a).
Vertical system development is characterized by high expense, variable performance, and
inefficient use of resources. This has been recognized for communications systems in the
public and private sectors. For the military, this vertical system development has the
additional undesirable attribute of making communications vulnerable. Individual links are
unreliable and can be jammed, exploited, or deceived. New methods have been and
continue to be developed. Figure 1-b shows the same scenario serviced by
communications implemented in a horizontal fashion. This is based on a premise that “data
is data” and that communications, for cost and performance reasons, should and can
service a community of users (common user). This scenario allows for automatic demand



assignment of communication users to communication assets. For the military this can be
done recognizing precedence/priority. These techniques also inherently provide for
alternate-routing around failed nodes and links.

The approach is best handled with a separation of the communications processes and the
user processes. This requires some definition of the dividing line. Decisions must be made
about what services are provided by users for themselves and what services are provided
by the communications system for the users [i.e., services like: virtual circuit vs datagram,
error detection, error correction, security, privacy, etc]. Additional divisions should be
introduced within the user processes and within the communication processes. A concept
of layering of services should be embraced. This layering would adopt the concept of
“information hiding.” That is, each layer would be responsible for providing certain pre-
specified functions and would interface to the users of these services in a rigid specified
manner. This is protocol. However, within the layers the “how to” of providing the
services would be the perogative of the designers and implementers. This frees creative
people to do quality work and permits upgrade and enhancement of services without major
impact to the overall system.

Protocols and protocol layering are arenas of intense technical activity. The ISO and the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) have been collaborating to develop a model
(Reference 1) which has recently been submitted to the members of ISO for approval . The
model is labeled the Basic Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection and is a
seven layer, hierarchical protocol. The model is mentioned here for the sake of
completeness but for an example I have chosen a model which seems appropriate to C3
(Reference 2). The Cipriano-Cohen model is briefly described in Table I and consists of
eight layers (called levels) in a hierarchy. It should be noted the eighth layer is in fact the
user’s which reduces this to the popularly accepted seven layers. Layers 6 and 7 could be
typified as user-oriented processes, whereas Layers 1 through 5 are communications
oriented. This places more emphasis on communications functions than is present in the
ANSI/ISO model and may be simply a reflection of the increased understanding of the
functions of the lower levels.

TABLE 1.  Strawman Heirarchical Layering Structure for C3I (Reference 2)

• Level 8, External Environment:  this level includes processes and functions outside the
boundaries of the C3 system itself which must interface to the system, e.g., users, other
systems;

• Level 7, Access Processing:  this level contains processes and functions required to
convert user/external information into system compatible form, e.g., data entry and
display, user I/O, mechanical to electrical conversion, analog-to-digital conversion;



• Level 6, Information Processing:  processes and functions to perform C3 or intelligence
processing, e.g., code conversion, user support functions, data storage and retrieval,
applications programs;

• Level 5, Communications Network Processing:  processes and functions necessary to
provide end-to-end logical transfer of information through a communcations network,
e.g., message processing concentration, end-to-end coding, addressing control;

• Level 4, Communications Link Processing:  processes and functions necessary to
ensure logical transfer across single communications links, e.g., link control, error
coding, synchronization;

• Level 3, Transmission Link Processing:  processes and functions needed to convert
information from logical to electromagnetic and other form suitable for transmission,
e.g., modulation/demodulation, power amplification, logical to physical conversion,
transmission media interface;

• Level 2, Transmission Input/Output Processing:  processes/functions related to
physical, electrical and mechnaical interface necessary to accomplish transmission; and

• Level 1, Transmission Medium:  this level is the electrical, electromagnetic, optical or
physical mechanism used to accomplish transmission.

To the benefit of all involved, the partitioning and information hiding inherent in protocol
layering permits understanding of the parts which contribute to the whole and reduces a
complex system to manageable pieces. The Navy should recognize the benefit and value of
this approach. We further must recognize the magnitude of the work involved in making
the many decisions which will delineate the boundaries and define the layers. In view of
the nature of the undertaking and the requirement for top-down implementation we should
begin immediately to allocate top level functions to appropriate layers of a multi-layer
protocol. Interfaces could then be defined and specified to allow system developers to
begin development of pieces which will fit the future NTS. This is in essence the
development of transition guidance.

MANAGEMENT OF NETWORK STRUCTURE

The future Navy communication network will be comprised of associations of overlaid
networks. Each network should be composed of links/circuits of similar capabilities. This
concept is necessary to reduce the complexity of automatic traffic controllers at the
network nodes. Within this concept nodes and links could be added, deleted, or relocated
on a slow response basis (days to years) to suit traffic loads and traffic trends. It is readily
apparent that the introduction/removal of links from this complex is not an event of easily
understood consequences. It becomes imperative to introduce a “what if” system for
network structure managers and for network system acquisition managers.



These simulation systems should be evolved prior to or with the networks and their
development should be of an iterative network user/manager-network developer nature.
These aids should allow network development and acquisition groups to decide high level
issues such as routing control, access techniques, network topology, etc. Measures of
network performance (survivability, availability, throughput, delay, cost, etc.) should be
developed for use with the models. The models must provide data to answer questions on
network/network component suitability and acceptability. These answers would provide
guidance and direction during the network development and acquisition cycle. They would
also provide meaningful guidance to network system managers who will/should have the
responsibility and ability to restructure networks (relocate, reterminate, add, delete links)
on a slowly time variant basis to suit traffic loads and trends and expected scenarios.

We believe that simulation systems can and should be adopted as management and system
engineering aids and believe that system developers of each segment of the future NTS
should have a familiarity with and employ, as appropriate, these analysis tools during the
acquisition cycle.

AUTOMATION OF NETWORK NODES

The Navy Telecommunication System is, at present, comprised of multiple nodes scattered
over the face of the earth. Some are fixed (i.e., shore stations) and many are mobile (e.g.,
afloat tactical units). All are interconnected by a collection of discrete point-to-point links
of varying characteristics. The future should see this transformed into a collection of
overlaid, computer communication networks, each comprised of links of similar
characteristics terminated in highly automated nodes. Node automation will permit the
routing of messages (or packets) through a network using real-time routing algorithms to
choose the appropriate path. Network structure managers and, over the longer term.
network acquisition managers will determine the placement of links and nodes. This
function can be thought of as communication management in the range of days-to-months
and years-to-decades respectively. In continuing the analysis two other classes of
communication management can be characterized. These are in the time ranges of minutes-
to-hours and on the order of seconds and we have chosen to label them resource provision
and traffic management respectively.

“Traffic management” would introduce messages (or packets) from a node into the
appropriate network and/or move messages from one net into another for relay or recovery
from degradation of service. At a given point in time, a node has available to it a set of
communication resources (links or channels) of varying characteristics (termination, delay,
capacity, error rate, security, etc.) and is presented with a queue of traffic for transmission.
This traffic may originate internal to the node or may be received by the node for relay. 



The job of the traffic manager would be to efficiently allocate the available communication
resources to effectively service the queued traffic. Typical functions would be:

• Sort and queue traffic for transmission recognizing precedence and priority
• Route and transmit outgoing traffic
• Receive and distribute incoming traffic
• Maintain information security
• Maintain control security
• Request communication resources

“Traffic management” would be supported by an automated “resource provider” where
resource is defined as a communication capability such as bandwidth, data rate, bit error
rate, etc. The job of the resource provider would be to manage the communication assets
within a given node. Communications assets consist of transmitters, receivers, antennas,
couplers, modems, security devices. etc., and they can be configured automatically over a
period of minutes to provide a variety of communication resources. The resource provider
would configure the available assets to provide communication resources matched to
actual and anticipated traffic loads and linkages. Typical functions would be:

• Maintain and update an equipment data base
• equipment availability
• equipment capability
• equipment status

• Maintain and work within specified communication plans
• Provide communication resources in response to requests

• design and construct circuits
• assemble and disassemble equipment strings
• test and maintain circuits

• Work with and support a human operator

“Resource provision” would exercise electronic control of equipment and of equipment
connections to establish strings of equipment into communications resources. This
resource restructuring would be in response to requests from “traffic management” based
on communication requirement trends. “Traffic management” and “resource provision”
would further be supported by “test and monitoring” (quality assurance). Test and
monitoring would measure and monitor the health of equipment and circuits, networks and
gateways. These interacting systems, supported by appropriate subsystems, will form the
heart of network node automation.



LOCAL AREA NETWORKING

As part of node automation, it will be necessary to provide a flexible and adaptable
mechanism to interface the users and their processes to the “communications systems”.
This will be necessary to allow the user community to add and delete, enhance and modify,
and replan and relocate their user functions as desired with minor or no consideration of
the underlying communications services. Local area networking will provide a stepping
stone to that mechanism.

A local area network is an automated data communications system interconnecting
computers, terminals, and/or peripherals located within an area of up to a few kilometers.
Local computer communications networking technology has developed rapidly over the
past five years, and many local networking products are now appearing in the commercial
marketplace. The technology is now available to implement local networks in a structured
and cost effective manner. The technology is especially applicable to physically bounded
user communities, for example, Navy ships.

The capabilities provided by the local networking component of a node will be essential to
the successful operation of the system, and therefore highly visible. Thus, while the cost of
this system element should be a very small percentage of the total system cost,
management should pay careful attention to its development and implementation.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Communications is a critical element of our command and control. We are encountering
increased requirements for Navy communications at a time when we are forced to give up
some communications capabilities to counter electronic warfare. We can take advantage of
technology developments in the public/private sectors and tailor them to military
requirements. These technology developments are techniques developed for computer-to-
computer communications and are most applicable to a large community of bursty users
with a tendency to high peak loading. These attributes are shared by the NTS users and it
is felt there are substantial increases in performance to be achieved by applying computer
communication networking techniques to Navy communication problems.

These networking techniques assume a demand access to common communication
resources. The Navy may have to change some current ways of doing business since much
of our communications at present is developed and supported by and for specific uses. In
the future, communications can and should be provided for a community of users. Some
basic decisions must be made about services to be provided. A layering of services is
strongly recommended. Standards should be developed and applied at the interfaces. 



Developers and implementors should be free to optimize systems within these protocols.
Layered protocols can provide meaningful transition guidance to a future NTS.

The future NTS will depend heavily on node automation. The Navy will be required to
invest heavily in research and development in this area. Node automation will take
advantage of distributed processing and attendant cost advantages of collections of small
processors. Automation in general will be used to gain increased performance from
communication resources. Local area networking will be used to flexibly interface the
users to their communication systems and to provide a vehicle for easy access to local user
services.

The above is a reflection of a communications revolution. Change appears inevitable.
Technology is becoming available which responds to our military communications needs.
We can and should take advantage of these opportunities. These changes may extend into
our ways of doing business. We should prepare and treat the change as opportunity.
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ABSTRACT

This paper represents some considerations resulting from work conducted during a Navy
study of secure voice system alternatives and the development of military communication
systems. It begins by identifying a set of attributes for a “goal” military communication
system. The paper then presents a realizable communication system concept which could
be used as a basis for a future system design. The concept is based on an embedded
multiple rate system where a basic mode, supported at the lowest transmission rate, is
enhanced using additional transmission capacity, when it is available, to support a higher
rate. The conclusion discusses the impact of this concept on some of the functions a
military communication system must perform.

INTRODUCTION

A fundamental military requirement of secure communications is to provide a means to
exercise command and control and to effect coordination in environments ranging from a
benign peacetime environment through all-out conflict and the ensuing recovery. The
military communication capabilities developed to satisfy this requirement have evolved
into a set of unique, disparate systems, typically based on either narrowband or wideband
transmission, to provide specific services for particular requirements. The need for
increased communication survivability within the present-day constrained fiscal
environment has contributed significantly to the emphasis on increased connectivity and
intersystem operation. The issue then becomes one of developing an affordable
communication system that is responsive to the overall military needs.

The desire for responsive secure voice communications has been frustrated by the inability
of many narrowband transmission media to support adequate secure voice operation. The
unavailability of affordable secure voice terminals and the fact that there are no networks
extant which can provide convenient, real-time interconnectivity between tactical forces
and those in key Government civilian establishments contributes to this problem.



Voice processor developments are providing techniques to make possible useful secure
voice communication within the capacities supported by present military transmission
systems. Technology has now reached a stage where it is feasible to develop cost-effective
terminals which will support this secure voice capability. The challenge is to develop an
architecture for a “goal” military communication capability on which to focus
improvements and future system and equipment development.

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

In order to address the concept of an advanced military communication system, it is
necessary to establish basic attributes the system must provide. These attributes will then
become the basis for accomplishing the requisite system designs. The following represent
several key attributes for a military communication system.

Fundamental to military requirements is the need for communications connectivity between
tactical forces, strategic forces, and the national command structure. The connectivity
should provide a variety of services (including voice, record, graphics and other types of
data) and should be secure when necessary to protect our political stature or military
survival. In a system where connectivity to all subscribers is possible, provisions must be
included to control the access of information to authorized users only, Since this access
control is inherent to the security of the information, it should be based on cryptographic
techniques.

The communication capability must be survivable and ubiquitous, and it is desirable for the
system to operate over many media and combination of media. Present military systems
must accommodate media ranging from restricted single channel accesses (i.e., high
frequency (HF) radio) to multi-channel satellite and normal telephone trunking
transmission. The capacity of the various media used to achieve this connectivity is limited
by physics and restricted by system controls and standards. To be effective, the system
must have an inherent flexibility which will permit operation with capacity constraints.

Where it is necessary for the system to operate over limited resources, the system must
control the allocation of the various network facilities. By its very nature, the traffic
supported by a military communication system has varying degrees of importance. And,
since it may be necessary to operate over a limited number of resources, the system must
provide a means for allocating priorities to the traffic. By providing a large number of
priority levels, the system can better distinguish the criticality of various traffic and
substantially improve the allocation of assets when capacity is diminished or usage is
increased. The need for many priority levels becomes even more critical when there is
contention for severely limited assets (e.g., single channel radio access).



And, finally, any system which makes use of facilities operating at different modes and
over different media creates the need for complex control. Imposing the need for end-to-
end security further increases this complexity. To make the system more accessible,
especially during times of stress, it should be capable of rapid, automatic operation.

In summary, the major attributes necessary for a military communication system should
include:

• Provisions for secure, survivable connectivity to all subscribers using a variety of
transmission media

• Control of connectivity using cryptographic techniques

• Voice service (at more than one rate) and various data services in a variety of modes

• Assignment of sufficient priority levels to allow the network to allocate resources
consistent with their availability and importance of use

• Rapid automatic operation to maximize the efficiency of the system and enhance user
acceptability

There are no existing military communication systems with the intrinsic features needed to
support all of these requirements.

Most present-day systems have evolved based on either narrowband or wideband
transmission over a particular medium. The result has been a sort of infrastructure where a
number of unique systems are utilized for particular services (e.g., secure voice, secure
record) to selected communities, each attempting to optimize performance within the
constraints of their particular media with little concern for intersystem operation. And,
while these systems serve their original function, they are no longer sufficient to provide
the connectivity, responsiveness and interoperability needed to support military
communications of the future.

The solution seems to point to a communication capability based on a homogeneous
system concept with features that support a variety of services over multiple media and
transmission rates. The need for this type of solution has led the Navy to consider multiple
rate processing (MRP) system approaches.



MULTIPLE RATE PROCESSING CONCEPT

A multiple rate concept, in its most basic form, allows the various system elements
(network and terminal) to operate in one of several rates and in a variety of modes. The
ability to adjust rates for each call or dynamically during a call, permits the network to
manage the transmission resources. Trunks inadequate during peak traffic periods can be
“shared” by multiple users by lowering transmission rates and thus permitting an improved
grade of service. In addition, by structuring the system with appropriate controls, it is
possible to provide for an orderly, graceful degradation in ECM threat-driven
environments (when transmission capacity is decreased) and, subsequently, for enhanced
restoration.

Several important advantages emerge as a result of a multiple rate system concept:

• Acceptable narrowband voice quality and intelligibility can be provided by having both
wideband and narrowband links, eliminating the degradation of tandeming disparate
voice processors.

• An improved grade of service is possible during peak load conditions. More voice
channels are possible in a given bandwidth by using lower transmission rates, when it is
desirable to trade decreased voice quality or data transfer speed for increased circuit
capacity.

• A graceful degradation can be provided in threat-driven environments by allowing the
network to control the transmission rates. In addition, the operational compatibility at
the various rates enhances restoration capability.

Several approaches for implementing a military communication system based on a multiple
rate processing concept are currently being pursued.

Navy investigations have focused on the concept of structuring a multiple rate system as a
basic mode, supportable at the lowest rate over all media, which is enhanced using
additional transmission capacity when it is available to support a higher rate. Thus, the
transmission bit stream at the higher rate contains all bits normally sent at selected lower
rates. The format of the transmission waveform is referred to as an embedded structure.

It is always possible for the transmission rate to be controlled by the terminal. This format
is designed to permit separation of the various information classes, allowing the actual
transmission rates to be controlled by the network and changed dynamically, independent
of the user terminals.



With this embedded waveform structure, the following system advantages are possible:

• Rate changing can be accomplished within the network without requiring the
transmitted information to be uncovered, eliminating the need for vulnerable network
elements.

• The network could independently perform all rate and mode adjustments required for a
call; terminal elements could be tailored to their immediate media access to the system,
rather than operating in a variety of modes and rates, thus terminal complexity could be
reduced dramatically.

• Conferencing of different rate users can be accomplished without parallel transmissions
or tandeming of disparate voice processing techniques.

The Navy has been investigating the implications of adapting an embedded MRP concept
to define a “goal system” architecture which will provide these advantages.

SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

To realize the benefits possible with an embedded MRP-based system concept, it is
necessary to consider the implications of the concept on the basic functions of the system.
By developing a consistent approach for these functions at the system level (cognizant of,
but not driven by, the constraints of existing system implementations), it is possible to
develop a goal architecture to serve as the focus for system enhancements and future
system developments. The following addresses considerations for several system
functions.

Voice Processing

The concept of an embedded voice structure could be implemented as a basic voice mode,
providing adequate voice intelligibility with voice quality/intelligibility enhancements for
the basic modes being added at various other rates as depicted in Figure 1. An LPC-10
voice processing algorithm has been defined as a standard for all 2400 bps military
communication systems. Since the transmission media presently being considered for
military use can support 2400 bps operation, the LPC-10 has been considered as the basic
voice mode with additional parameters to enhance the quality and intelligibility of the
processed speech for the higher rate operation.

The higher rate voice processor algorithm is an extension of the LPC technique. It retains
the embedded waveform concept where the transmission stream includes the 2400 bps
algorithm parameters with additional bits for enhancement. As with the majority of



narrowband (e.g., 2400 bps) voice processing techniques, the LPC-10 algorithm separates
and extracts information about the vocal tract characteristics and the speech excitation
from the input speech signal. It has been found that while the vocal tract characterization is
sufficient, speech quality could be enhanced significantly by a better excitation signal. The
representation of the excitation signal combined with provisions for additional frame sync
bits is used in the enhanced portion of the transmission bit stream.

Data Transmission

Offering data transmission to users under this otherwise voice communications network
requires a method to be formulated in a manner compatible with the embedded MRP
structure. Several schemes for supporting the data requirements have been considered,
including: devoting a transmission channel for the sole use of data; multiplexing of a
transmission asset to support separate voice and data sources; and time-sharing of a single
channel for voice and data from a single terminal.

Communication Security

For the most part, the COMSEC functions required are those related to any secure
communications functions. There are two minor deviations which are required to ensure
compatibility with the embedded MRP concept. Any COMSEC synchronization messages
must be transmitted (with message filler, if necessary) at a rate such that the message can
be transferred, even if the transmission is reduced to the lowest rate in the system. This
will ensure that synchronization will always be available at a far end terminal, independent
of the actual transmission capacities supported for the particular call. The second
constraint requires all data to be covered (or uncovered) at the highest possible rate of the
system. This will permit a terminal, operating at the highest rate provided by the network,
to uncover the incoming data independently of the actual rate provided throughout the
network.

Signaling

In order to realize the connectivity and automaticity in a communications system, the
terminals must support supervisory signaling with network elements. Further, the signaling
concept should be designed consistent with the overall system concept.

Signaling for an automatic, secure military communications systems is a great deal more
complex than that required for present voice telephone networks. Both systems require
transmission and recognition of routing information. However, additional signaling
structures must be developed to support the additional services required and address the
additional constraints encountered in a worldwide military system. The structure should



include provisions to distinguish between voice and various data classes; to provide status
and control required to automate the various mode and media interfaces; and to identify
priorities for transmitted information.

While in-band and out-of-band signaling have advocates and places in conventional
communication systems, it appears that a military communication system should have the
provision for in-band signaling where it is required. To accomplish in-band signaling
requires an approach to be defined compatible with the voice and data processing
functions.

The signaling information rate should be consistent throughout the system and, as such,
should not exceed the lowest transmission rate. Since data transmissions are tolerent to
delays, it is possible to create pauses in the data which permit the inclusion of signaling
information. On the other hand, voice quality and perception could be degraded if delays
were introduced even intermittently, to accomplish the signaling. Investigations have
shown that it is possible to configure the LPC-10 algorithm to easily accommodate gaps
which result if a full frame is taken intermittently. As such, use of a framed structure for
the in-band signaling can exploit the human tolerance to gaps in speech information and is
compatible with the concept of a framed transmission system. Thus, the signaling could be
accomplished by taking a full frame intermittently to transmit the signaling and supervisory
information. The receiving terminal would have to be capable of identifying and adjusting
for the “gap” which results.

Signaling Security

Consideration must also be given to securing the control and signaling information
separately from the user information (voice or data). This should be done for two reasons:
first, the signaling information is typically for terminal-network or intra-network control
and does not involve direct terminal-terminal transmission; second, it is not clear that the
level of security provided for the normal voice/data transmission is required for control.

There are several approaches to be considered in the matter of securing the signaling
information, including:

• Allowing it to be transmitted through the network unprotected

• Securing the information content but not protecting call activity

• Providing full traffic flow security (i.e., protecting the information and call activity
status)



The signaling can be performed in an unprotected fashion by allowing the network
information to replace the transmission parameters directly. On the other hand, providing
full traffic flow security requires a continuous transmission to be maintained. While this
option may be feasible with certain of the existing transmission facilities, it is felt that
economic constraints and the need for sharing limited assets may prevent this approach
from being adopted for all media.

Provided a scheme for securing the network information only during a voice/data
transmission appears to be an appropriate alternative for consideration. One technique is to
secure just the frames of control information which are distributed intermittently during the
normal voice/data transmission. Another is to use an added layer of security for all
information being transmitted. Since the security of each link can be independent of all
others, the second layer provides improved security for the terminal-terminal traffic, can be
incorporated (or overlayed) on existing systems, and can be applied on a “selected” basis
(whether it be for a particular terminal-network link or a link between nodes of a network).

Rate Control

In order to achieve the advantages provided with an embedded MRP system, the network
must be capable of dynamically changing actual transmission rates over trunks independent
of the terminals. The position in the transmission stream of the set of bits to be inserted or
deleted in a rate change is determined solely by frame synchronization techniques which
require no knowledge of the information contained in the digital signal. Rate changes can
be accomplished without decoding the bit stream, thus eliminating the need for interfaces
which uncover the user information.

With an embedded waveform structure, the reduced rate signal can be obtained by deleting
all but the basic mode bits from the transmission. In expanding a signal, the enhancement
information which was lost during the lower rate transmission can be replaced by
“dummy” bits inserted into a composite bit stream. These bits do not provide voice or data
enhancement but permit the end terminals to operate at a fixed transmission rate
independent of the network rate changing. The terminals do have to accommodate the
“rate reduced” waveform, since the bits inserted into the bit stream do not contain
information useful for the actual voice or data transmission.

SUMMARY

The concept of an automated, homogeneous multiple rate system supporting voice, data,
and signaling over several media and in a variety of modes seems basic to meeting the
goals of a complete military communication system. By appropriate application of this
basic concept, it is possible to develop a communication system providing connectivity and



automaticity for users over the variety of modes and media which a military system
requires, Several approaches for implementing a multiple rate system are currently being
pursued. The approach adopted by the Navy is to address connectivity and interoperability
issues at a system level as more than an adjunct to existing system techniques. This has led
to an enhancement of the basic MRP concept, providing an embedded transmission
structure for voice, date, and signaling information, making it possible to develop an
extremely flexible system with inherent conceptual advantages for automaticity and
enhanced security of network elements.

The embedded Multiple Rate Processor concept set forth in this paper is just an approach
toward developing a secure communication system which meets the needs and goals of a
complete military system. The Navy is in the midst of verifying the feasibility of the
conceptual approach. In order to realize an actual system, it is necessary that the concept
be applied consistently to an overall system architecture. With that, it will become possible
to allocate terminal and network functions within the context of the architecture.

It is naive to consider an implementation of a “new” system which can meet the global
expanses of all military communication systems. However, a coordinated system
architecture based on a homogeneous system concept can serve as the focus for future
development. The result would then be a military communication infrastructure which
would evolve into the “goal system” at a rate governed by economic and technological
constraints and specific military needs.

Figure 1.  Typical MRP Embedded Voice Frame Content
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ABSTRACT

This paper briefly reviews some of the historical trends in LOS communications along with
a synopsis of some of the characteristics associated with LOS systems. The Joint Tactical
Information Distribution System (JTIDS) is briefly described as one example of current
developments aimed at satisfying a number of requirements such as jam resistance,
security, and error-free transmission. A brief review of the problems in various
applications of LOS systems concludes the paper.
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NAVAL SPECTRUM USE MANAGEMENT AUTOMATION
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ABSTRACT

The U.S. Navy makes heavy usage of all segments of the electromagnetic spectrum for
such diverse applications as communications, control (positioning) of ships and aircraft,
target identification, and passive and active electronic warfare. The density of emitters
results in a severe electromagnetic interference (EMI) environment in even a moderate size
Battle Force. This environment can preclude usage of spectrum resources unless
sophisticated spectrum engineering is performed to alleviate the EMI problems and assure
system performance. The Navy’s ability to perform this engineering function in the
planning stage of a deployment is historically limited by a lack of data, engineering tools,
procedures, and trained personnel with sufficient insight into the problem to perform the
needed analyses. Similarly, the ability of the afloat spectrum user to re-engineer the
spectrum allocation in the face of changing requirements cannot be accomplished during
the operational phase of the mission because of the lack of time, experience, and
engineering tools.

Recent advances in the development of automated spectrum management tools,
methodology, and data management have resulted in the fielding of several automated
systems which solve parts of the overall spectrum management problem. The lessons
learned from these fielded models, in turn, have led to the development of a set of
validated operational requirements and architectures and a subsequent system design for
an overall Navy spectrum management system. The architecture is based upon a division
of functional responsibilities between ashore support activities performing area-wide
management (ashore and afloat), and afloat users managing the actual assigned spectrum
with a Battle Group. The SUMS system will have the ability to optimally and efficiently
solve large sets of EMI, system performance, and spectrum use engineering problems. The
prototype of the system will be fielded during 1982-83 for both ashore area-wide and
afloat elements.



1.0   BACKGROUND

The U.S. Navy makes heavy usage of all segments of the electromagnetic spectrum for a
variety of communications, telemetry, and sensing purposes. The overall spectrum user
community within the Navy is finding increased difficulty in getting spectral allocations for
new uses because of pressures (such as Worldwide Administrative Radio Conference
(WARC)), and crowding of more and more emitters into a limited resource. Therefore,
optimum spectrum usage is becoming mandatory, demanding sophisticated spectrum
engineering techniques. This development, in turn, requires an extremely large amount of
information on equipment-related electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) characteristics,
propagation factors, spectrum asset status, and spectral occupancy.

As with other members of the spectrum user community, the U.S. Navy, in order to
achieve the goals of its varied missions, must use more efficiently the available
electromagnetic spectrum to support increasing requirements in the areas of radar,
navigation aids, communications, and electronic warfare (EW) systems.

Historically, electromagnetic spectrum use has evolved from crude communications
capabilities to sophisticated systems. For instance, radar is used to sense the presence or
absence of moving objects. More sophisticated navigation systems are evolving to present
precise positional information for a variety of users. Usages for communications are
becoming more demanding and complicated. As this trend continues, the number of
individual emitters increases also, further raising demand for electromagnetic spectrum.
With this increase, a concurrent increase in the amount of electromagnetic interference
(EMI) is unavoidable. To minimize an increase in interference, improved spectrum
management using more sophisticated analysis techniques is needed.

Unlike terrestrial systems, however, the management problem associated with Navy
platforms is compounded by the close proximity of other platforms and their emitters, and
the physical limitations in spatial segregation for a given interfering systems pair. The
situation is further aggravated by the fact that, unlike terrestrial emitters, the emitters
aboard Naval platforms move great distances and travel into many differing
electromagnetic environments. Spurious emissions caused by signals re-radiating from the
metallic body of the platform add to the problem.

Several recent developments in spectrum management automation particularly tailored to
the needs of restricted segments of the Navy spectrum user community have evolved.
From these, the Navy has learned both the positive and negative impacts of automation on
the management of the spectrum. With these preliminary findings, the Navy has embarked
upon the development of an overall Spectrum Use Management System (SUMS). The 



evolution which led to the design of SUMS and the approach being taken in its
development are described in this paper.

2.0   NAVAL USAGE OF THE SPECTRUM

Like their counterparts in the civilian community, the Navy relies heavily on the
electromagnetic spectrum in fulfilling its designated missions. Communications between
ships in a Battle Group and from ships to the ashore support community are vital to
command and control of afloat forces. Radar and other sensing devices are used not only
to control the movements of our own aircraft and ships but also to detect the presence of
possible hostile platforms. Navigation systems are used to determine with ever increasing
accuracy the positions of units controlled. Fire control systems are used to control guns
and missiles. All these resources are vital to the deployment of a modern Battle Group.

The exact deployment of these capabilities, however, depends upon a variety of factors.
The composition of the Battle Group first determines the population of emitters which will
be present. The objective or mission of each element of the Battle Group will then
determine the nature of use of each emitter as well as the relative locations of the ships
deployed. The particular threat situation, in terms of hostile platforms, determines the
minute-by-minute specific mission of each emitter. Each of these factors should be
encompassed in the optimal overall development of emission contingency plans and
decisions within the Fleet.

Due to the scale of the planning and decision making processes necessary to support a
modern Battle Group, however, a division of responsibilities has evolved in both the
planning and operational decision making methodologies currently employed by the Fleet.
This methodology normally charges the staff element responsible for the specific usage of
a given equipment with the responsibility for planning its use and for making the
operational decisions on how specifically to use it in any given situation. The weakness in
this management scheme is that without lengthy and detailed coordination between the
staff elements, plans for each emission set are developed separately. The result precludes
accounting for mutual interference between sets of emissions.

In some cases, the frequency set available for application to a given emission set is
restricted either by equipment design or by the set of authorized frequencies available for
the particular application. Other emission sets, however, are highly flexible, both in tuning
range and in the set of authorized frequencies. Normally, the latter groups of frequencies
are controlled by higher authority than the Battle Group and must first be scheduled for
usage with the higher authority. This coordination is usually fraught with problems, mainly
stemming from the inability of the requiring Battle Group to supply information in the
requisite detail on the nature of the mission to the higher authority. Decisions are



consequently made in light of these deficiencies which do not optimally meet the specific
needs of the Fleet. Further, in making the decisions, the planner does not have the
engineering tools with respect to EMI and propagation analysis necessary to optimize the
frequency schedule to be employed. He also, in most cases, does not have a clear picture
of the external electromagnetic environment into which the Battle Group will be deploying.

3.0   RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT
AUTOMATION

Recently, advances in both the capacity for analyzing EMI and propagation effects and
supportive automated data processing have allowed development of tools for real time
spectrum management. Computer capabilities accounting for the effects of adjacent
channel separation, harmonic and intermodulation interference, and propagation
throughout the spectrum have evolved. Using real environmental characteristics, these
capabilities allow the user to analyze a variety of emission environmental problems rapidly
and as a consequence to make rapid decisions as to corrective actions required when
interference is encountered or when signal propagation cannot be achieved over the
required path. These capabilities have been applied in limited capabilities to analyze the
problems inherent in shipboard interference among communications emitters, shipboard
interference of fire control emitters, and high frequency radio transmission propagation.

In parallel with these advances, man/machine compatible support computer codes tailored
to the use of the spectrum manager have evolved. With the overall advances occurring in
data base management capabilities, this has allowed the development of simple but
effective automated data processing tools which utilize the EMI and propagation analysis
capabilities in support of operational needs. This technology has enabled the fielding of
relatively sophisticated tools into the fleet with a minimum of training and maintenance
impacts.

Both these areas are continuing to evolve. Research into the basic physical description of
other interference and propagation anomalies is continuing. Development of integrated
capabilities encompassing more and more of the overall analysis requirement, in terms of
both algorithms employed and strategy of employment, is being pursued at a variety of
levels. In parallel, the development of artificial intelligence methods and more
sophisticated data storage and retrieval processes is making possible the compilation and
management of a data base which historically could not have been managed.

The result of this trend is a new generation of tools which will allow the Navy to better
pursue the basic goal. With these tools, properly engineered plans can be developed which
will insure the deployment of an emission set which will have minimum interference while
meeting signal coverage and propagation requirements. These will be implemented in a



manner suited to human beings not sophisticated in the usage of data processing
equipment. The potential of inadvertent entry of erroneous information will be minimized.

4.0   THE POTENTIAL FOR AN OVERALL NAVY SOLUTION

With its complex usage of the spectrum, the resultant management problem in the Navy
becomes likewise complex. With the technology described in the last section, segments of
the overall management problem have been solved and preliminary tools developed to
implement the solutions. The Navy is now embarked on integrating these capabilities into
an overall spectrum management capability which will solve the next level of management
problem. The Spectrum Use Management System (SUMS) is attempting to integrate the
state-of-the-art in interference and propagation analysis capabilities and methodologies
into the required composite ship and shore based system. The envisioned capability will
manage all levels of user hierarchy, from the individual unit, to complex Battle Groups, to
extensive regional management. This will be done by deployment of two subsystems: the
Tactical SUMS, which will be fielded aboard afloat combatants and will manage the
spectrum within a restricted area of responsibility; and a Fleet SUMS, which will be
fielded regionally to manage all the Naval emitters in a given area.

The system will integrate the technologies described to include a complete and adequate
mathematical description of all characteristics of all emitters in the Naval inventory, the
ability to describe in a timely fashion the requirements for use of these as a function of
operational situation, the ability to achieve an optimal frequency assignment for all
deployed emitters given the constraints of the environment in which they are deployed, and
the ability to rapidly and accurately modify these emitters as required to meet changes in
environment or situation. Using electronic data transfer techniques, this will be
accomplished in such a way as to allow all required echelons of spectrum user to achieve
the required knowledge to make optimal spectrum decisions at their respective levels in a
timely manner consistent with the most current available information. The prototype will
be fielded in 1982-83.

5.0   SUMMARY

The Navy has historically used the spectrum for a variety of missions. In recent years, both
the density of spectrum use and the sophistication of the equipments using the spectrum
have increased. Similarly, the competition for usage of the spectrum by non-Navy users
has increased. These, among other factors, have made management of the limited resource
complex but vital to the effective accomplishment of the Navy’s mission.

Recent advances in analysis tools in such problems as EMI and propagation analysis have
allowed development of a set of automated data processing tools to alleviate segments of



the overall management problem. In parallel with these, data processing and data
management techniques have allowed the growth of management capabilities which in turn
allow the data bases and man/machine interfaces necessary to make a comprehensive
system deployable for Fleet use to be developed. Using these as the technological basis,
the Navy is embarked on development of a comprehensive Spectrum Use Management
System (SUMS) which will satisfy the requirements of all classes of emission and all
levels of command. Using the technology, this system will steamline the Navy’s
management of the spectrum while insuring optimal use of the limited spectrum resource.
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ABSTRACT

The significant advantages of quality and capacity, offered by Satellite Communications
are now fully recognized throughout the Navy and DOD. Efficient use of the vital UHF
SATCOM links is evolving as challenging command and control requirements are being
met through micro-processor based system engineering. Extension of Navy SATCOM
developments into the SHF and EHF portion of the spectrum offers further advanced
capabilities to meet increasing tactical and strategic C3 requirements including anti-jam and
LPI wartime capabilities. This paper reviews the several Navy SATCOM programs in
being and in development to provide space age improvements in communications for the
Fleet.

INTRODUCTION

In the early 1970s the Navy was convinced by early test and evaluations of the excellent
potential of satellite communications to meet communications requirements using UHF
relay satellites, shipboard terminals and automated computer controlled networks. Since
then significant gains have been achieved in tactical satellite communications to provide
reliable support for Command and Control of our Global Naval forces. The Navy
SATCOM system has grown rapidly as increased demand for these invaluable links has
confirmed their projected value to tactical and strategic operating forces. To meet the
growing demand, space segment (satellite) acquisition plans are being extended into the
1990’s to insure orbital relay support for the broad distribution of nearly 1000 UHF
SATCOM terminals on ships and submarines of the Fleet. Further extension of Navy
SATCOM capabilities is currently programmed to take advantage of the greater
bandwidths available using the SHF and EHF portion of the spectrum. To provide the best
perspective, an overview of the current and planned Navy satellite communications is
outlined on a system basis in the following sections on Navy UHF, SHF and EHF
SATCOM programs.



UHF SATCOM - SPACE SEGMENT

The spaceborne segment, i.e., the satellite portion, of the UHF SATCOM system includes
three different types of satellites, each compatible with existing Navy shipboard and shore
based equipment. After a brief description of these satellites, the UHF SATCOM
equipments and various link or channel usage will be addressed. The Navy has leased
three UHF relay transponders on GAPFILLER (MARISAT) satellites since 1976, when
UHF SATCOM terminals were first being introduced into the Fleet. The three satellites,
still in service, have filled the interim Navy SATCOM user needs until the FLTSATCOM
series of satellites became available. The FLTSATCOM satellites (called FLTSAT) are
now deployed in a worldwide constellation of four geosynchronous satellites. The fourth
FLTSAT satellite was launched in October 1980, and a fifth, spare FLTSAT was deployed
on August 6, 1981 to insure continuity of service of the FLTSAT constellation into the
mid-1980’s. The FLTSAT satellite is a highly complex satellite weighing over 2300 lbs on
orbit. It provides 23 channels of communications support to Navy and other Department of
Defense units worldwide. In order to meet requirements to serve a variety of small, mobile
users, the satellite design features complex hard limiting relay transponders and on-board
processing capabilities. Each satellite is made up of nearly 60,000 piece parts to provide
appropriate redundancy for reliable extended on orbit life. Based on current on orbit
performance to date a FLTSAT satellite life is now projected beyond five years.

Following the initial series of five FLTSATs the Navy is pursuing two complimentary
satellite acquisition courses to insure continuity and capacity in support of UHF SATCOM
user needs well into the 1990s. Funding for three additional FLTSAT satellites is being
requested in support of increased Department of Defense needs as well as specific Navy
continuity requirements in the mid-1980s. In addition, following congressional direction in
the 1978 appropriation act, the Navy as Executive Agent for the DOD has contracted for
five years of leased worldwide UHF satellite communications service at four geostationary
orbital locations. This service will be provided by satellites called LEASAT. When
combined with the addition of a ground system enchancement of a particular SATCOM
channel availability and capacity, this satellite service provides the same basic spaceborne
support capabilities for Navy needs, as FLTSAT. This ground system enchancement,
called DAMA, is addressed in this paper in the next section. The LEASAT satellite is
unique in that it is optimally designed for Space Transportation System, (Shuttle), launch
as compared to previous FLTSAT satellites, which are Atlas/Centaur rocket launched.
This optimization relates to Shuttle prorated launch costs based on the greater of either the
satellite proportionate length in the 60' Shuttle bay or proportionate weight vs a 65,000
total Shuttle payload lift capacity. LEASAT will weigh about 15,000 lbs in the Shuttle bay
(2900 lbs at beginning of life, on final orbit) and is optimized to occupy about 15 feet in
length. Because of about a two-year delay in Shuttle launch availability, LEASAT is now
planned for deployment in support of Navy UHF SATCOM space segment needs over a



three-year period commencing with an initial LEASAT satellite Shuttle launch scheduled
for early to mid-1984.

Although the satellites are considered primarily orbital UHF relay systems, the
FLTSATCOM and LEASAT satellites also contain a on board SHF Fleet Broadcast
processor to provide an anti-jam protection for a Navy worldwide fleet broadcast to all
ships. The SHF uplink is ultimately crossbanded in the satellite to a UHF downlink to
facilitate shipboard reception, using smaller, lower cost UHF terminals.

UHF SATCOM SYSTEM - GROUND SYSTEMS

The Navy has established a broadly distributed UHF SATCOM system to take full
advantage of the merits of satellite communications to and from its mobile ships and
submarines. As mentioned, each surface ship is equipped with a Fleet Broadcast Receiver,
AN/SSR-1, to provide the capability to receive a UHF fleet broadcast downlink which
may be originated from any of five major shore based communications stations. Ships and
submarines of the Fleet are further equipped with AN/WSC-3 UHF SATCOM terminals
for half duplex send and receive capability using one of ten available FLTSAT satellite
Navy relay channels in the 240 to 400 MHz UHF frequency band. The efficiency of the
satellite channel use has been greatly improved through the use of minicomputer
microprocessor based digital information exchange systems called IXS. Through proper
channel protocols, handshaking, store and forward, user polling and message processing
and routing techniques, an order of magnitude improvement in daily communication with
the Fleet has been realized. IXS have been developed to handle a variety of operational
needs including submarine communications, anti-submarine warfare (ASW), secure voice,
tactical intelligence and over the horizon targeting netting, to mention a few.

UHF DAMA

Increased efficiency in the use of the Navy teletype, digital voice and data communications
via a 25 KHz UHF satellite channel has also been achieved through the development of
Demand Assigned and Multiple Access (DAMA) techniques. Multiple users and networks
are coordinated through store and burst techniques to achieve a virtual 5:1 increase in
information through-put over nominal baseband levels. DAMA multiplexes a number of 75
to 4800 bps circuits at burst transmission rates of 2.4 to 32 Kbs. DAMA also minimizes
the effects of radio frequency interference (RFI) and other SATCOM link anomalies
through special data interleaving and convolutional coding. Modification of various
existing dedicated SATCOM IXS link capabilities is in progress to take full advantage of
DAMA efficiencies when equipment is introduced into the Fleet in the 1984 time frame.



SHF SATCOM SYSTEM

The Navy is developing a lightweight AN/WSC-6 SHF SATCOM terminal for limited
distribution to selected Navy ships in the early 1980’s. SHF satellites which are a part of
the Defense Communications System (DSCS) will be used to provide increased capacity,
and anti-jam protection for Fleet communications. The use of SHF SATCOM provides
connectivity for ships and shore stations in various networks and systems including DSCS,
worldwide military command and control system (WWMCCS), NATO and Ground
Mobile Forces (GMF). Concurrent development of proper shore based communications
support systems and network control compatible with the DSCS real time adaptive control
system (RTACS) is also in progress. This will permit efficient interface with the various
DOD SHF SATCOM networks and proper employment of the DSCS SATCOM channel
capacity assigned during periods of jamming stress. The AN/WSC-6 terminal is currently
completing an extensive at sea evaluation in the Pacific and Indian Ocean. Production of
the first terminals is programmed for SURTASS platform use in 1983. The AN/WSC-6
terminal employs a graphite-epoxy structure to achieve a 4 foot antenna weight of
approximately 500 lbs. An 8 KW HPA and GAS FET LNA are other significant
components of this terminal which will be used in the 7.25 to 8.25 GHz SHF portion of the
spectrum.

EHF SATCOM SYSTEM

In order to achieve an effective wartime SATCOM system, suitable for submarine, surface
ship, and aircraft use, Navy is commencing full scale development of SATCOM terminals
which will operate in the EHF portion of the spectrum. Small, affordable terminals and a
distributed satellite system will provide a jam resistant and low probability of intercept
capability for long haul and intra-task force communications requirements. The EHF,
AN/USC-38 terminals are planned for a variety of surface ships, submarines and ultimately
aircraft for tactical and strategic SATCOM connectivity. A processing package on board a
host satellite will be used initially in the 1986 time frame to permit test and evaluation and
initial operation of Navy terminals. The system will use 43.5 - 45.5 GHz uplink EHF
frequencies and crossbanding to 20.2 to 21.2 GHz SHF downlink frequencies.
Continuation of the UHF downlink is also planned to provide for extended full system
connectivity during a transition of the Navy SATCOM system to the newer EHF type
terminals. Distributed control with the satellite as the central node is planned and
ultimately crosslinking between satellites will relieve the EHF system of dependence on
shore support and control. With the advantages of the new technology involved, EHF
SATCOM offers exciting opportunities for smaller components and greater spectrum
availability for wartime needs. Early 1976 experiments and flight demonstration using the
MIT Lincoln Laboratory Experimental satellites, LES 8 and 9, and an EHF terminal
deployed on a submarine have proven the feasibility, and initial concept validation has



confirmed the merit of going to the EHF frequencies for Navy SATCOM improvement.
The Navy EHF SATCOM Program (NESP) remains in the lead role in EHF R&D in the
Department of Defense. Significant interoperability and compatibility system engineering
issues are being well coordinated with the other services to insure joint service EHF
SATCOM requirements are met with common satellite payload characteristics. The
flexibilities being built into common shipboard, aircraft and submarine terminals and
spaceborne packages will insure long term system benefits and reduced life cycle costs
through commonality of design and component/ subsystem selection.

CONCLUSION

An order of magnitude improvement in Naval communications has been achieved over the
past five years as the Navy UHF SATCOM system reaches full operational capability.
Projected further development of SHF and EHF SATCOM systems will incorporate many
technological improvements and provide significant protection and flexibility in the future.
By the 1990s a total wartime SATCOM capability will be phased in to further support
expanding Navy requirements. The inherent physical and operational advantages of EHF
SATCOM coupled with expanding joint Service interest and improved payload capabilities
through Shuttle deployment, present invaluable opportunity for continued exceptional
performance of Navy Satellite Communications.



ADAPTIVE INTERFERENCE REJECTION FILTERS FOR
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ABSTRACT

Use of spread spectrum techniques for communication systems has proven an effective
technique for increasing the ECCM capability. This technique has, however, increased the
systems susceptibility to narrow band interference because of the larger bandwidth
occupied by spread spectrum waveform. This vulnerability is further compounded by the
interferers often being in close proximity to the receiver and the dynamic nature of the
interference environment.

The adaptive filter is a technique for suppressing interferers whose spectral characteristics
are different from those of the signal of interest while passing the data with a minimum of
phase and amplitude distortion. The adaptive filter can be realized as a steerable notch
filter or a fully adaptive transversal filter following the development by Widrow.

Use of the adaptive filter as a pre-filter or whitening filter prior to the demodulator is
discussed. The advantage of suppressing high level narrowband interference prior to the
demodulator, especially when the demodulators are implemented digitally is the main
motivation. An important consideration is the ability of spread spectrum systems to tolerate
a substantial loss of spectral energy while still maintaining the desired performance. This
feature allows use of steerable filters with relatively wide notches or correspondingly
transversal filters without a large number of coefficients. Finally, implementation of
adaptive transversal filters with surface acoustic wave (SAW) and charge coupled devices
(CCD) is discussed.
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ABSTRACT

Although spread spectrum systems depend on large bandwidth to achieve performance,
they must also operate within bandwidth constraints imposed by frequency allocations.
The measures of bandwidth relevant to performance are usually quite different from those
defined in frequency allocations. In this paper a number of definitions of bandwidth are
discussed, and a number of direct sequence pseudonoise (DSPN) modulation techniques
are evaluated according to those definitions of bandwidth. A wide range of bandwidths per
chip rate result, and trades among the modulation types are given.

INTRODUCTION

The engineering of spread spectrum communications systems invites involvement with a
number of rather refined parametric concepts, such as bit error rate, antenna gain, radiated
power, communication efficiency, and bandwidth. Of these, none has been the subject of
more lively discussion and revision than bandwidth. The implications of bandwidth can
vary considerably from context to context, as the profusion of definitions of bandwidth will
attest. The purpose of the present article is to explore the subject of spread spectrum
bandwidth through an examination of various definitions.

WHY DISCUSS BANDWIDTH?

Most of the current attention given to the bandwidth of conventional non-spread
communication systems centers on the problem of spectrum allocation in an increasingly
crowded radio frequency spectrum. The objective is often to achieve “bandwidth
efficiency”, or a minimum bandwidth per data rate.

The needs of the spread spectrum communication system place a rather contrasting
premium on maximum bandwidth occupancy. To decrease the power spectral density of
the signal without reducing the transmitter power, to reduce the effectiveness of enemy
jammers, to multiplex many signals occuyping the very same band, and to increase the



precision of timing information derived from a signal all imply greater system bandwidth
per data rate of any one user.

THE VARIETY OF DEFINITIONS OF BANDWIDTH

The conventional interest in strict, or nearly strict, band limitation is most often an indirect
expression of concern for adjacent channel interference in a conventional frequency
division multiplexed (FDM) system. Here almost any definition of occupied bandwidth
only imprecisely measures the interference. In fact, a recent investigation showed that(1)

total interchannel crosstalk can be minimized by optimization of the data modulation, and
without any direct reference to bandwidth. Definitions of bandwidth, when used, serve the
needs of the regulatory agency or the solicitor of a technical proposal who must seek to
control interference while allowing the designer freedom to choose his own modulation
scheme. Definitions of bandwidth arising in these circumstances are bound to be somewhat
arbitrary.

In the case of spread spectrum communication, there is an additional measure of
bandwidth which is more likely to ask “is the signal spread out enough” rather than
“within what bounds is it confined.” This is like saying that a gallon of paint should be
applied in a layer not to exceed a certain thickness rather than insisting that the paint never
splatter beyond certain boundaries. The definitions of bandwidth for spread spectrum
systems can be very precise and practical in their own right, as further discussion will
show.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY

Before proceeding to discuss various types of spread spectrum bandwidth, it will be good
to discuss the underlying frequency function on which they all depend. This is called the
power spectral density and is familiar as the typical display on a swept spectrum
analyzer(2). The general feeling is that for every chip modulation scheme there exists a
precisely known power spectral density from which the bandwidth can be deduced or
computed according to any given definition of bandwidth.

The power spectral densities generally given for spread spectrum signals are based on
critical assumptions of random chip sequences and long averaging times. There may be
circumstances under which one or both of those assumptions will fail to apply. For
instance, the power spectral density usually given for 180E binary phase shift keying used
in direct sequence pseudonoise (DSPN) modulation takes the form

(1)



where fc is the carrier frequency and T is the chip duration. During the transmission of
repetitive short code patterns the spectrum will not remotely resemble that given in(1), but
rather will consist of discrete spectral lines, i.e.; infinitely tall spikes of spectral density.

Even if the criterion of randomness has been satisfied, the spectrum will not conform to (1)
if the observation time is short. Fig. 1 shows the power spectral density of a 32 chip
random burst, with the spectrum (jagged curve) expressed in decibels. The smooth curve
represents (1), and the chip pattern is inset. Notice that the burst spectrum conforms very
broadly to the smooth curve, but for the most part departs markedly from it. The
theoretically satisfying spectra often observed on swept analyzers will be seen to conform
with (1) for sweep rates set very slow with respect to the chip rate and with very long
random sequences.

One factor that encourages the use of precise mathematical formulas such as (1) for spread
spectra is that the formulas are often rather simply derived. For many of the common
modulation techniques, such as binary phase shift keying (BPSK), quaternary phase shift
keying (QPSK), and minimum shift keying (MSK), the spectrum of the (random) chip
stream is just the spectrum of the individual chip pulse, and that expression is
mathematically simple.

Such other modulation types as sinusoidal frequency shift keying (SFSK)(3), phase
continuous FSK with arbitrary modulation index(4), or the quasi-band-limited variant(5) on
MSK require more complex computation to arrive at the power spectral density. The
computational results are, however, precise enough to enable the bandwidth computation
for any definition of bandwidth in current use.

Recently the level of interest in constant carrier envelope modulation has grown, owing
largely to the desire for hard limited operation in practical power amplifiers. All of the
phase and frequency modulation types mentioned thus far provide constant carrier
envelope. However, the use of spectrum shaping filters following the power output stage
will generally destroy the constant envelope property of a wave.

The following discussion of bandwidth will focus on several constant carrier envelope
modulation schemes. These by no means exhaust the available possibilities, but their
power spectra are varied enough to reveal the implications of the various definitions of
bandwidth. The modulation types are BPSK, QPSK, MSK, SFSK, and the quasi-band-
limited keying mentioned previously. The latter type contains hard limiting to achieve
constant carrier envelope.



DEFINITIONS OF BANDWIDTH

The power spectral densities of the five modulation types under consideration are shown in
Fig. 2(a) and (b). None is strictly band limited. In fact, no constant envelope wave can be
strictly band limited, save for the case of an unmodulated carrier. This is readily
established through the squared envelope theorem(6) of analytic signal theory. The
definitions of bandwidth to be considered are all amenable to constant envelope signaling
and represent a fairly complete catalog.

FRACTIONAL POWER CONTAINMENT BANDWIDTH

The first type of bandwidth to be discussed has been adopted by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC Rules and Regulations Section 2.202) and states that
the occupied bandwidth is the band which leaves exactly 0.5 percent of the signal power
above the upper band limit and exactly 0.5 percent of the signal power below the lower
band limit. Thus 99 percent of the signal power is inside the occupied band.

An aid to applying the given definition to the modulation types at hand is provided in
Fig. 3. This is a plot of fractional power outside a band centered on the carrier, plotted
versus bandwidth in units of chip rate. When fractional power is -20 dB, then 2 percent of
the power is outside the band. Since the chip spectra are symmetrical, the FCC definition
is satisfied at the -20 dB level. For instance, the 99 percent bandwidth of MSK is 1.18
Hz/chip/s. The plots of the type in Fig. 3 are generally simpler to use than those of Fig. 2,
as they do not exhibit the complex lobed behavior found in the power spectral density.

A lower bound (solid curve) is also given in Fig. 3, as it represents the minimum
achievable bandwidth over a continuum of power containment percentage(7) . The lower
bound applies to all modulation schemes whose basic chip pulses last for 2 chips duration
or less. With the exception of quasi-band-limited keying, this category includes all
modulation schemes under consideration. Of these, MSK comes very close to having the
minimum achievable bandwidth at the -20 dB level.

The quasi-band-limited modulation scheme differs from the others in two important
respects. First, its basic pulse lasts 4 chip durations, and second a very small loss in
performance results from intersymbol interference effects. For a reasonably large
spreading ratio this loss is only .01 dB.

Inspection of Fig. 3 will show that if the above bandwidth criterion were adjusted to be
either much less stringent or much more stringent, then MSK would no longer be as
attractive. For instance, if only 70 percent of the power were required to be within the
band, the QPSK would occupy less bandwidth than MSK and would nearly attain the



1 Bandwidth here is always given in units of chip rate.

lower bound bandwidth. If 99.99 percent of the energy were required, then SFSK would
be more bandwidth efficient than MSK. The numerical value of bandwidth in units of chip
rate would, of course, increase as the criterion were made more stringent.

The relevant bandwidths1 per chip rate for the 99 percent FCC criterion are

Modulation Type
99 Percent Energy

Containment Bandwidth

BPSK
QPSK
MSK
SFSK

Quasi-band-limited

20.56
10.28
  1.18
  2.20
  0.95.

The exceptionally high values for BPSK and QPSK owe to the very slow rate of their
spectral rolloff, hence high levels of power far from the carrier.

NULL-TO-NULL BANDWIDTH

A simpler and more popular measure of bandwidth, honored by time and wide
acceptance(8) if not by profound theoretical implications, is called null-to-null bandwidth.
This is a reference to the lobed behavior of the power spectral density observed in Fig. 1.
The null-to-null bandwidth is just the width of the main spectral lobe. The assumption,
clearly, is that the power spectral density possesses a main lobe bounded by well-defined
spectral nulls, i.e., frequencies where the power spectral density is nil. Such is not the case
for quasi-band-limited keying, nor is it the case for a number of other modulation schemes
recently developed. Therefore null-to-null bandwidth lacks complete generality. For the
modulation types considered here the null-to-null bandwidths are

Modulation Type Null-to-Null Bandwidth

BPSK
QPSK
MSK
SFSK

Quasi-band-limited

2.00
1.00
1.50
1.72
no well defined nulls.



The null-to-null bandwidth also contains most of the signal power, if rough criteria can be
accepted. Fig. 3 gives the relevant quantitative information. The degree to which the
spectrum is generally spread is also roughly measured by the null-to-null bandwidth.
Therefore, this mode of specifying bandwidth is rather often found in spread spectrum
system descriptions.

BOUNDED POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY

Another widely used method of specifying bandwidth is to state that everywhere outside
the specified band the power spectral density must have fallen at least to a certain stated
level below that found at the band center. Typical attenuation levels might be 35 or 50 dB,
although greater levels of attenuation have been used in system specifications.

The 35 and 50 dB bandwidths for the modulation types under consideration can, in part, be
found in Fig. 2, and are completely tabulated below.

Modulation Type 35 dB Bandwidth 50 dB Bandwidth

BPSK
QPSK
MSK
SFSK

Quasi-band-limited

35.12
17.56
  3.24
  3.20
  1.68

201.04
100.52
    8.18
    4.71
    2.38

Here again, the enormous bandwidths registered for BPSK and QPSK are evidence of their
very slow rate of spectral rolloff. Also, the comparative bandwidths of MSK and SFSK are
seen to be sensitive to the particular setting of the spectrum bound. Their 35 dB
bandwidths are nearly equal, but the SFSK 50 dB bandwidth is only half that of MSK. The
reason is clear in Fig. 2, as the spectral density of SFSK quickly drops below -50 dB at
frequencies much beyond twice the chip rate, while the MSK spectrum continues to roll
off slowly.

It must be noted that a bound on power spectral density does not necessarily imply a
bound on total power outside the band; it only has the effect of bounding the total power in
some finite interval of frequency outside the band. Vice versa, a limit on the total power
outside the band does not necessarily imply a bound on the power spectral density in some
highly localized region of frequency outside the band. For instance, a periodic signal
component, at whatever infinitesimal power level, will always present infinite power
spectral density at one or more frequencies.



The idea of defining bandwidth purely by bounding the spectral level outside the
authorized band is found in Electronics Industries Associated Standard RS-152-B, on Land
Mobile Communications in the 25-470 MHz band. The bounded power spectral density
method of specifying bandwidth also appears frequently in specifications concerned with
adjacent channel interference.

NOISE BANDWIDTH

Now attention is shifted to measures of bandwidth that focus on the general dispersion of
the spectrum rather than on the details of spectral sidelobe structure. These are the
measures of spectrum spreading. The first of these measures is called noise bandwidth.
Conceived initially to permit rapid computation of the noise power out of an amplifier with
a wideband noise input, the noise bandwidth concept can now profitably be applied to the
evaluation of performance in the face of intentional interference, or jamming.

Noise bandwidth of a signal is defined as the value of bandwidth which satisfies the
relation

WN S(fc) = P

where
WN = noise bandwidth

S(fc = power spectral density at the band center, assumed to be the maximum
value of spectral density over all frequencies.

P = total signal power over all frequencies.

Figure 4 illustrates the noise bandwidth concept for BPSK. The power spectral density is
plotted on a linear rather than logarithmic amplitude scale; hence, its appearance differs
from the representation in Figs. 1 and 2.

The area under the power spectral density curve over all frequencies is, by definition, the
total signal power. This is the shaded area. The area of the rectangle is, by the proper
setting of WN, also equal to the total power. The noise bandwidth WN is the width of the
rectangle, or 1 Hz/chip/s.

The significance of noise bandwidth in combatting jammers relates to a potential strategy
used by jammers to degrade system performance. It is well known that optimum link
performance in white Gaussian noise is attained by the use of a receiver matched filter.
The frequency response of the matched filter matches the power spectral density of the PN



modulation and therefore has peak response at the band center. This being the case, the
jammer will want to concentrate his power toward the band center, where he will produce
the strongest spurious response at the detector which follows the matched filter.

One way to counter the jammer is to pick a modulation format which leads to a minimum
of peak matched filter frequency response, hence a minimum value of S(fc) per radiated
signal power P. But S(fc)/P is just the inverse of the noise bandwidth, from (2). The signal
design strategy is then simply a maximization of noise bandwidth. The noise bandwidths
for the modulation types under consideration are tabulated below.

Modulated Type Noise Bandwidth

BPSK
QPSK
MSK
SFSK
Quasi-band-limited

1.00
0.50
0.62
0.73
0.48

The most jam resistant modulation type is BPSK, according to the jamming strategy
outlined. Curiously, the concept of noise bandwidth has not yet gained great popularity in
the specification of DSPN spread spectrum systems. Many alert engineers, however,
recognize its value.

HALF-POWER BANDWIDTH

A very popular measure of bandwidth which, like noise bandwidth, gauges the degree of
dispersion of the spectrum is the half-power bandwidth. This is just the interval between
frequencies at which the power spectral density has dropped to half power, or 3 dB below
the peak value. Hence half-power bandwidth is also known as 3 dB bandwidth. The values
are tabulated below.

Modulated Type Half-Power Bandwidth

BPSK
QPSK
MSK
SFSK
Quasi-band-limited

0.88
0.44
0.59
0.70
0.47



The half-power bandwidth is especially interesting to designers of frequency hopped (FH)
spread-spectrum systems. The spectra at individual hop frequencies are overlapped at the
half-power points to produce a long-term average spectrum that is very nearly flat.

Half-power bandwidth is usually slightly smaller than the noise bandwidth, depending on
the details of the spectral rolloff characteristic. The steeper the spectral rolloff the more
closely the half-power bandwidth will approximate the noise bandwidth.

GABOR BANDWIDTH

The final measure of bandwidth is again a general indicator of spectral dispersion, its
rather curious definition now bearing the name of its originator(9) Gabor bandwidth has a
dual definition, one in the frequency domain and one in the time domain(10). Either
definition is sufficient by itself, and both definitions give the same numerical result. The
two definitions are linked by the powerful Parseval relation of analytic signal theory. In
both definitions the signal power is assumed, for simplicity, to be unity.

First, the frequency domain definition is illustrated in Fig. 5, for MSK signaling at unit chip
rate. In Fig. 5(a), power spectral density S(fc) is shown on a linear scale together with a
plot of (f - fc)

2. In Fig. 5(b), the product (f - fc)
2S(f) is shown. The area under that product

curve over all frequency is called A. Now the Gabor bandwidth is just %A&. This method of
computing bandwidth is akin to the computation of the standard deviation of a probability
density function, which is a legitimate measure of the width of the function. We prefer to
tabulate twice the Gabor bandwidth as it compares more directly with the passband
bandwidths discussed previously. The “passband Gabor bandwidth” of MSK is
exactly 0.5 Hz/chip/s.

Next the Gabor bandwidth calculation is attempted for BPSK. The (f - fc)
2 S(f) product is

plotted in Fig. 6. As is evident, the plotted function fails to decay with increasing distance
from the band center. Therefore the area under the curve over all frequencies is..... infinite!
Both BPSK and QPSK possess infinite Gabor bandwidth.

A further insight into the meaning of this situation is gained by considering the time
domain definition. Fig. 7(a) shows the typical chip pulse for MSK. Fig. 7(b) shows the
slope of that pulse, and Fig. 7(c) shows the square of the slope. The shaded area in
Fig. 7(c), over the duration of the pulse is called B. Now the passband Gabor bandwidth is
2               = 0.5 Hz as before. To give a further interpretation, notice that the pulse in 7(a)
is one-half cycle of a sine wave at 0.25 Hz. When such a sine wave modulates a carrier,
two spectral lines 0.5 Hz apart are produced. Hence the passband Gabor bandwidth of
0.5 Hz is correct. In fact, if the pulse in Fig. 7(a) had been any number of cycles of a sine 



wave then the passband Gabor bandwidth would have been correctly computed according
to the present definition.

Generally the Gabor bandwidth, being based on the squared slope of the chip pulse, is a
measure of “wiggliness” of the chip pulse. This is perhaps an intuitively satisfying way to
think of bandwidth. Because the basic chip pulses of BPSK and QPSK are both perfectly
rectangular, they have infinite slope at their edges; hence, they are infinitely wiggly. This
accounts for their infinite Gabor bandwidth.

The passband Gabor bandwidths for modulation types under consideration are

Modulation Type Passband Gabor Bandwidth

BPSK
QPSK
MSK
SFSK
Quasi-band-limited

infinite
infinite
0.50
0.61
0.37.

The results in(10) lead directly to the conclusion that MSK gives the minimum possible
Gabor bandwidth of all modulation types whose basic pulses are limited to 2 chip duration.
This adds more substance to the claim that MSK is a bandwidth efficient modulation
scheme.

SUMMARY

Table I summarizes the bandwidths of the modulation schemes considered. A very wide
range of values is represented. Perhaps this will give a hint of the implications of the strict
application of bandwidth definitions to some of the classical modulation types.

If, in certain instances, BPSK and QPSK seem to be giving rise to unreasonably large
bandwidths, it must be remembered that the ideal waveform assumptions have been
ridgidly adhered to. In practice, the inherent bandwidth limitations of system components
will likely modify the spectrum at large multiples of the data rate. This will change the
spectrum and reduce the bandwidth to an extent dependent heavily on the specific
application at hand.

Recent work(11) has shown that offset QPSK can be filtered and then hard limited to
produce a spectrum comparable with the quasi-band-limited keying discussed here. The
resulting spectrum is known only through Monte Carlo simulation and has much of the 



raggedness characteristic of Fig. 1 of the present article. From such simulation results it is
difficult to compute bandwidth under the many definitions given here.

In an earlier ITC conference paper(12) Scholtz gave interesting theoretical comparisons
among the various types of bandwidths discussed here. He gave bounds on the
interdependence of the definitions.

Although a great deal of effort has been bent toward the maximization of bandwidth
efficiency in various contexts, very little attention has been given to the optimization of
spread-spectrum DSPN modulation. With the substantially different criteria, this field
presents an interesting challenge of its own.
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TABLE I

Bandwidths for Digital Data Modulation, Units of Chin Rate

Modulation
Type

99 Energy
Containment
BW

Null-to-Null
BW

35 dB
BW

50 dB
BW

Noise
BW

Half-Power
BW

Passband
Gabor
BW

BPSK

QPSK

MSK

SFSK

Quasi-band-limited

20.56

10.28

  1.18

  2.20

  0.95

2.00

1.00

1.50

1.72

No well-
defined nulls

35.12

17.56

  3.24

3  .20

  1.68

201.04

100.52

    8.18

    4.71

    2.38

1.00

0.50

0.62

0.73

0.48

0.88

0.44

0.59

0.70

0.47

infinite

infinite

0.50

0.61

0.37



Figure 1 – Spectrum of 32-chip burst



Figure 2a  Power spectral densities for BPSK, QPSK, and MSK

Figure 2b  Power spectral densities for SFSK and quasibandlimited keying



Figure 3  Fractional out-of-band power for various modulation schemes



Figure 4  Definition of Noise Bandwidth Applied to BPSK



Figure 5 Frequency domain definition of Gabor bandwidth for MSK, unit chip rate



Figure 6  Gabor bandwidth calculation for BPSK



Figure 7  Time domain definition of Gabor bandwidth for MSK, unit chip rate
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ABSTRACT

A number of integrated circuit frequency synthesizers are available for use in
commercially-oriented radio receivers and transmitters. Application of these for frequency
hopping systems is extremely attractive, but little information exists as to their capability
for such use. This paper examines the switching speed, frequency range, and flexibility of
currently available I. C.’s, and gives both experimental and calculated results.

INTRODUCTION

Frequency hopping systems are conceptually the simplest of all spread spectrum systems.
Any radio that is capable of being tuned to more than one frequency is potentially a
frequency hopper. All that is necessary (in theory) to generate a frequency hopping radio
from a tunable radio is the addition of a code generator (to randomize the selection of
frequencies) and a method for synchronizing the code generator in a receiver with the
signal as it is received. This is illustrated in figure 1.

Until recently, however, very few frequency hopping systems had ever been attempted,
and even fewer had been successfully completed. The prime reason for this apparent lack
of effort in the frequency hopping realm is that synthesizer for generation of large numbers
of frequencies with rapid selection, were almost non-existent until the combination of add-
and-divide synthesizers1 or phase lock synthesizers and integrated circuitry came about.



* neglecting unintended sidelobes and crossproducts.

Figure 1. Comparison of Conventional Communications System and Same
System Modified for Frequency Hopping.

Today, almost all newly-developed or conceived spread spectrum systems employ
frequency hopping to some extent. Reasons for such widespread use of frequency hopping
include

• Minimal interference to conventional co-channel users.

• Relative ease of synchronization (compared to other spread spectrum formats).

• Relative insensitivity to processing in non linear channels, especially in the presence of
interference.

The energy seen by a conventional receiver due to a frequency hopping transmitter in the
same band* is



where T = observation period
P  = signal power at the receiver, in the receiver’s bandwidth
t   = hop period

If t is short compared with the observation period (that is, if the frequency hopping system
only hops to the conventional receiver’s frequency at long intervals) then the conventional
receiver’s perception is that little interference is present. At least, this is true where t is
short, say in the region of zero to 100 milliseconds. For example, a frequency hopping
system that hops over 1000 channels at a 100 hop per second rate would interfere with a
particular channel only once every ten seconds for 0.10 milliseconds, and this is far less
interference than one receives today from automobile ignition systems.

Frequency hopping systems are usually more readily synchonized than direct sequence
systems because the absolute time uncertainty associated with a given clock stability
generates a smaller code error. (Typical frequency hopping systems employ code rates in
the 100 to 100,000 chip per second range, while direct sequence systems employ codes in
the 1 X 106 to 1 X 107 range.)

Frequency hopped signals are tolerant of non linear processing, and do not suffer the same
losses, or regeneration of sidelobe energy (for unmodulated FH carriers) as direct sequence
modulated signals do2 .

In designing a frequency hopping system, the first and most important parameters that
must be specified are:

1. Information rate
2. Required interference rejection margin
3. Allowable error rate
4. Bandwidth allowable

CHOICE OF A HOPPING RATE

These parameters, together, determine the hopping rate that must be employed, together
with other important system characteristics. Information rate is usually a multiple or
submultiple of the hopping rate (where the multiple or submultiple has an integer
relationship with hopping rate). It is, in fact, usually advantageous if the hop rate used is
equal to, or higher than information rate. That is, for most system designs,



* Settling time is considered here to be the time required for a synthesizer to switch from a carrier
frequency f1 to a within f2 ±hop rate.

hop rate $ n x info rate (n = 1,2,3...).

Where hopping rate is less than the information rate, then the hopped carrier must be
modulated and this need for modulation reduces a system’s ability to reject interference
without resorting to complex burst-error-correcting codes. The use of such codes, in turn,
increases the symbol rate required to send information, and thus forces either higher rate
hopping or more symbols to be transmitted per hop.

A second consideration in choosing hopping rate is the frequency-following jammer. If a
jamming system can be built that follows the frequency hopping system from frequency to
frequency, then the receiver has no protection from jamming at all. Therefore, in most
systems, the hopping rate is set such that

T hop < D jamming - D direct

where T hop = frequency hopping time period (total time slot)
D jamming = delay in jammer’s response
D direct = path delay from desired transmitter to receiver

For most system designs, the hopping rate is set as high as is practical for the technology
being used. Thus, jamming transmitters must have minimum delay and must also be
situated so that the geometry does not provide a path significantly longer than that for the
desired signal. This leads us to the first rule used in designing frequency hopping systems:
Make the synthesizer’s settling time* as fast as possible.

The second rule for frequency hopping system design (but probably first in importance) is
to provide as many frequencies as possible. When we put these rules together, we see that
the frequency synthesizer’s maximum settling time must be considered for a frequency
change from one end of the band available to the other.

INTERFERENCE REJECTION MARGIN

Interference rejection capability in a frequency hopping system is almost entirely a
function of the number of frequency channels available, if the frequency hopped carrier is
not modulated with information. That is, the probability of error for a given hop in a
system employing an unmodulated FH carrier is the joint probability that 1. a jamming
signal is present at the frequency of interest and 2. the jamming signal causes an error.



The probability that a jamming signal is present in a given channel is simply

P(jammer present) =

where MJ = The number of channels jammed

N   = The number of channels available

We can readily see, then, that the larger the number of channels available, the less the
jammer’s effect will be.

The probability that an error will be caused when a jamming signal is present in a channel
depends in turn on the signal format, and the type and level of the jamming signal that is
present. If an unmodulated on-off carrier is used as the desired signal, for example, then
the performance will depend on the performance of conventional unhopped on-off keyed
modulation in the presence of the same type of jamming, or if PSK modulation is
employed, then the performance is the same as for conventional PSK transmission.

In any case, the error rate when at one frequency is independent of the error rate at any
other frequency, so the average error rate is simply

where ER is the number of errors produced during hop period R.

SYNTHESIZER CONFIGURATIONS

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the two basic types frequency synthesizers employed in spread
spectrum systems today. (There are, of course, many combinations and variations of these
in use.) In choosing between the two configurations shown, which are usually termed
“direct” and “indirect” respectively, one usually finds that the add-and-divide approach
has faster settling time, while the phase lock approach has smaller size and capability for
higher operating frequency. Both types, incidentally, have the capability for generating
coherent frequency spectra, but are not usually required to do so.

Unfortunately, only the phase lock type has been implemented in a readily available
integrated circuit form, even though modules consisting of a switch, a mixer, and a divider
could easily be constructed in a single integrated circuit. Because of this lack of integrated 



Figure 2.  Typical Add-and-divide Frequency Synthesizer Configuration.

Figure 3.  Typical, Basic Phase Lock Frequency Synthesizer Configuration.

cicuits for direct synthesis, we will concentrate for the remainder of this paper on phase
lock synthesizers that have already been implemented in integrated circuit form. In fact, we
we only consider those that are monolithic circuit form.



AVAILABLE SYNTHESIZERS

Table 1 is a listing of available phase lock synthesizers. We do not suggest here that the
list is either exhaustive or even that all can be readily obtained. However, most of those
listed have been tested for use in frequency hopping synthesizers. Figure 4, for example,
shows the output spectrum of one of these synthesizers while generating 128 freqencies
and hopping at 500 hops per second.

The synthesizers included table 1 are those that have a complete synthesizer on a chip, or
at least that include all circuits other than a voltage controlled oscillator. Not listed here
are phase lock loop I. C. ‘s that do not include a programmable divider, or phase lock loop
components such as VCO’s, phase detectors, or counters that are separately packaged.
This is not to say that these are not valuable for frequency hopping synthesis, but our
attention here is directed only toward single-chip circuits.

Many of the synthesizers listed in table 1 have been developed specifically for use in
citizen’s band radios. As such, they often have a limited range of divisors available (since
such radios have only 40 channels) and must be excluded from many applications in
frequency hopping systems. We will arbitrarily set a lower limit for usefulness in
frequency hopping systems of 100 frequencies. (With fewer than 100 frequencies
available, the jamming margin in a frequency hopping system is sverely restricted.) A
second consideration that is very important for many applications is the maximum
frequency acceptable by the internal divide-by-n counter from the loop VCO whether the
VCO is internal or external to the I. C. itself). Although it is true that an external prescaler
can extend the operating frequency of a phase lock synthesizer to very high frequencies (in
excess of a GHz) such prescalers also limit the choice of reference frequency, and thereby
tend to reduce the synthesizer’s hopping rate. For example, a times-ten prescaler (divider)
at the output of the VCO in a phase lock synthesizer, driving the synthesizer’s
programmable counter does indeed increase the frequency of the VCO by a factor of ten,
but at the same time, the reduction of the programmable counter’s range of count moduli
and output frequency forces the reference frequency used to be lower, and in turn
increases loop settling time by the same factor.

Minimum reference frequency for a phase lock synthesizer can be defined as the ratio of
the number of cycles of the reference frequency needed for lock to a new frequency, to the
fraction of a frequency hop time period available for shifting frequency, times the hopping
rate. For most systems, the number of cycles considered necessary is three to five, and the
fraction of time permitted for switching and settling to a new frequency is one tenth of the
overall hopping period, or less. That is



Reference frequency referred to here is not necessarily the maximum frequency that can be used. In most of
the synthesizers listed, an internal crystal oscillator is provided, with a fixed divider that divides that fixed
oscillator down to the reference frequency, and this is the frequency that is listed. Other frequencies can be
employed, however.



where Nref = The number of reference cycles allowed for lock.
J = The fraction of a hopping period allowed for settling time.
Rhop = Frequency hopping rate.

(For a 100 hop per second system, with settling time of 0.1 hop period, the minimum
reference frequency would be                        x 100 = 5000 Hz.)

Figure 4. Output Spectrum of I. C. Frequency Synthesizer at
500 Hops Per Second, 128 Frequencies Available.

CONCLUSION

Today’s frequency hopping systems can be benefitted by the use of commercially-
available integrated circuit frequency synthesizers, if care is used in their selection and
application. Available synthesizers can provide output frequencies up to 120 MHz without
either multiplication or prescaling, and as many as sixteen thousand discrete frequency
steps. Typical units can also hop at rates in excess of one thousand hops per second, with
more than one thousand frequencies available.
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ABSTRACT

The ultimate limitations in system performance capabilities are often due to constraints
imposed by various device or chip fabrication processes. Recent advances in
semiconductor processing technology have helped to lift some of the device performance
barriers that have a negative impact on system performance. Molecular Beam Epitaxy is
one particular technique that has the capability to fabricate a wide range of high
performance semiconductor devices with high levels of reliability and yield.

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) is an ultrahigh vacuum evaporation process for growing
epitaxial films on various substrate materials. The basic constituents of the films are
thermally evaporated and directed toward a heated substrate. The evaporated materials are
deposited on the heated substrate surface forming a film.

MBE offers the ability to maintain a higher level of precise control over material
composition and film thickness required for semiconductor devices utilized in microwave
and millimeter wave spread spectrum system applications.

INTRODUCTION

The design of spread spectrum systems involves a continuous struggle to increase the time-
bandwidth product. Increasing this parameter is often expensive in terms of price, power,
and reliability. However, a larger time-bandwidth product allows an increase in system
processing gain (Figure 1) resulting in reduction in the system’s susceptibility to noise,
unintentional interference, jamming or interception. Many new solid state device
technologies developed over the past 15 years have increased the range of operating
frequencies for spread spectrum systems. Other improvements in solid state technology
have extended spread spectrum capabilities beyond performance constraints exhibited by
standard analog or digital technology (1,2).



A large number of the solid state devices applied toward microwave and millimeter wave
spread spectrum systems require structures involving one or more doped semiconductor
films deposited on a semiconductor or insulator substrate. As the response frequencies and
bandwidths for these devices increase, the specifications for the semiconductor films
become more stringent. Ultra thin planar structures with unique doping profiles and very
tight control of film thickness are required. Contamination and surface defects must also be
minimized for these applications.

A significant impact on these parameters can be achieved with improvements in solid state
device or chip fabrication and material processing. As response frequencies and bandwidth
requirements increase, component and system efficiencies and lifetimes tend to decrease.
Development and manufacturing costs tend to increase. As the response frequencies
approach the millimeter wave region, the device or system characteristics are often limited
by fabrication and material processing technology.

Molecular Beam Epitaxy techniques can provide the abrupt doping, material interface
continuity and low surface defect concentrations that enhance electrical efficiency,
reliability, lifetime, sensitivity, DC/RF stability and reproducibility. The MBE technique
can also provide the material interface and doping profile quality that will help reduce
tendencies toward spurious outputs and frequency drift.

MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) is an ultrahigh vacuum evaporation process for growing
epitaxial films on a wide variety of substrates. Molecular or atomic beams are generated
by thermally evaporating materials from heated crucibles (Figure 2). The thermally
evaporated material is directed toward a heated substrate. The constituents of the
evaporated materials are deposited on the heated substrate surface forming a film.
Semiconductor, metal and insulator films can be grown using MBE techniques.

The film growth rate can be precisely controlled by adjusting the temperatures of the
heated crucibles. The quality of the film crystallinity is controlled, in part, by the substrate
temperature. The substrate temperature must be high enough to provide sufficient surface
mobility for the atoms and molecules that are arriving at the substrate or film surface (3).

The film quality also depends upon the environment in which the film is grown. Low
growth rates and low contamination requirements call for a clean ultrahigh vacuum
environment for the MBE process.

Some of the first MBE experiments with the growth of polycrystalline films were
accomplished at Bell Laboratories (4). Epitaxial GaAs films were grown on GaAs



substrates using a modulated-molecular beam technique by J.R. Arthur in 1968 (5). Since
then, the activity in MBE technology has increased significantly. Much of this activity has
been influenced by the requirement for higher performance solid state devices for
microwave, millimeter wave, and optical applications.

ADVANTAGES OF THE MBE APPROACH

Although currently available commercial MBE systems are somewhat limited in through-
put, MBE has a number of significant advantages over other approaches such as a liquid-
phase epitaxy and chemical vapor deposition. Substrate temperatures for MBE film growth
are often much lower than the temperatures associated with other techniques. Also, since
MBE is accomplished in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber where the background pressure of
the reactive gasses (O2, H2O, CO, etc.) is approximately 10-10 Torr or less, contamination
problems are not as severe with MBE as they are with other processes.

Another advantage associated with MBE is that continuous low energy ion implanation
can be incorporated with this technique. At these energy levels, lattice damage is
considerably less than the damage associated with high energy ion implanation (6).

IMPACT OF MBE ON DEVICE PERFORMANCE

MBE grown semiconductor film layers as thin as 5 D can be reproducibly grown and the
interface between the layers can be precisely controlled (7). Since the MBE growth
process is slower than the growth processes associated with other techniques, the flux of
atoms that make contact with the heated substrate is able to form higher quality crystal
structures, doping transitions and material interfaces as the film grows. The structure of the
MBE grown film at the surface and in the bulk is not as dependent on the quality of the
substrate surface compared with other growth techniques.

As the response frequencies for semiconductor devices increase, the specifications for the
semiconductor films become more stringent. Film thickness variations must often be held
less than ±2% in order to maintain precise control of breakdown voltages, output
frequencies, and device efficiences. Thickness control is necessary to reduce performance
variations and increase chip or device yield. Also, semiconductor device material
interfaces must be more compatible and abrupt to reduce material migration and losses
associated with discontinuities. Surface defect densities must be minimized in order to
reduce the semiconductor film surface state density. Surface states can have a significant
effect on device performance parameters such as leakage currents, breakdown voltages,
noise and stability.



Figure 3 shows a GaAs IMPATT diode structure designed for microwave spread spectrum
system applications. The semiconductor film structure was fabricated with the PHI MBE
400. The etching, contact metallization and packaging was accomplished at TRW
Systems. Response frequencies for this particular device are in the range of 13GHz to
20GHz.

IMPACT OF MBE ON SPREAD SPECTRUM SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The ability that MBE has to fabricate devices with lower insertion losses and lower FM
noise output can provide additional signal-to-noise margin for system applications. Also,
these devices have the potential of performing at higher frequencies and achieving wider
bandwidth operation with a level of reliability and reproducibility not associated with other
device fabrication and processing techniques.

The abrupt doping transitions and material interfaces provided by MBE grown devices can
help to reduce parametric variations and spurious outputs that often cause graceful
degradation problems in a wide range of system applications. Reducing these tendencies
will help to decrease life-cycle costs, maintenance problems and self-jamming.

The enchanced capabilities that MBE grown devices can achieve in frequency response
and bandwidth will allow spread spectrum communication and radar systems to operate at
higher frequency ranges with potentially higher processing gain (time-bandwidth product)
and would allow a wider range of channelization. Also, wider bandwidth capabilities can
impact pulsed systems and digital systems. The wide bandwidth operation would tend to
imply that sharper pulses could be achieved for millimeter wave systems and gigabit logic.
The sharper pulses would help to promote higher efficiencies, higher signal-to-noise ratios,
lower spurious output levels and a lower probability of bit error.

MBE can provide an unprecedented level of control over film structures down to an atomic
level. This technique can provide a combination of thickness, composition, interface and
impurity control that cannot be provided by other conventional techniques. MBE can be
applied toward VLSI, VHSIC, MMIC integrated optics and superconductor technologies.
It can provide reproducible vertical submicron device structures that overcome some of the
present limitations encountered by these technologies when conventional fabrication and
processing techniques are considered. MBE is a technique that can assist in the integration
of a wide variety of material systems, structures, technologies and functions.



CONCLUSIONS

The MBE technique can be utilized to fabricate a wide variety of complex devices in terms
of structure, doping and material interface with an increase in operating frequency,
bandwidth and yield compared with conventional fabrication and processing techniques.
The MBE process can also promote higher levels of reliability and reproducibility along
with increases in device lifetime.
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Figure 1.  Example of the effects of processing gain. Part a) shows a 32 bit PRN sequence
and the resulting matched filter response (correlation peak). Part b) shows the PRN signal
and noise with the resulting matched filter, response. Part c) shows the PRN signal
immersed in noise; and the matched filter response is still above the noise (courtesy of
RCA Advanced Technology Laboratories).



Figure 2.  PHI (Physical Electronics) MBE 400 growth chamber and source flange. Sample
holder/Introduction probe is introduced at left hand side of chamber. A liquid nitrogen
cooled shield surrounds the introduction probe. A residual gas analyzer is shown at the top
of the chamber. Eight source ovens (two shown for simplicity) are thermally isolated in a
liquid nitrogen cooled cryo shroud. Each source consists of a boron nitride crucible with
tantalum heater wires wound around the outside of the crucible. The crucible/wire
assembly is surrounded by a tantalum heat shield. Thermocouples are used to measure the
source oven temperatures.



Figure 3.  MBE grown GaAs IMPATT diode structure. In part (a), Schottky contact is Pt,
ohmic contact is Au/Ge. Magnification is x1000. Surface roughness is due to etching
process. Part (b) shows IMPATT diode in pill package. A gold ribbon lead is bonded to
the gold contact. Magnification is x50.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents trade off considerations in design of a Pseudorandum Code Generator
using a microprocessor or discrete circuits.

INTRODUCTION

Pseudorandom codes (P/N) have found their way into many applications including
communications, ranging, test apparatus and minimum circuit decoders. As more is
understood on the operation of these code generators, interest in hardware generation and
applications increase. These codes may be generated using shift registers, ROM’s or
microprocessor, and the purpose of this paper is to define and examine the some of the
various trade off’s available to the designer.

P/N CODE DESCRIPTION

A P/N code may be realized by Exclusive OR ing (modulus 2 adding) two or more taps of
a shift register and feeding the result back to the input. The code obtained by this method
is the longest code that can be generated by a given number of shift register elements and
its length is defined by the equation:

1 = 2N - 1 (1)

where 1 is the number of codes and N is the number of shift elements used.

For example if 8 shift registers are used, then:

28 - 1 = 255 (2)



or the length of the code generated is 255 bits prior to the sequence being repeated. An
eight element code generator may have at least 8 different tap configuration and each
configuration results in a different set of 255 code elements.

MICROPROCESSORS

The microprocessor area has exploded in the past few years and as a result only broad
guide lines for selection can be presented. In order to cut down the number of possible
selections a series of parameters, based on the counter application are generated. As an
example, low power, for portability; all-in-one processor for a lower parts count; and
second sourcing for manufacturing back-up are the main parameters the author has
considered. These constraints help in limiting the number of devices available for an
application.

Microprocessors cannot be considered without examining the general philosophy of the
program code. In order to generate a program code model, some basic structure of a
microprocessor must be considered. The main sections attributed to all processors and
used in preparing the code models are:

• Accumulation

• Storage Registers

• Out put port

These sections can be identified in all microprocessors manufactured today. To provide a
comprehensive code for an 8 bit generator, 6 taps are used. See Figure 1.

Figure 1 - 8 Bit P/N Generator

The model code for the 8 bit generator of Figure 1 is shown in Table I. This model code
assumes that the processor has at least 3 memory locations, an accumulator and one output 



port. The model further assumes that the accumulator has a carry register and may be
shifted and rotated.

INSTRUCTION COMMENT

1. Clear Carry
2. Load Storage 1 with all 1’s
3. Load Output Port with Storage 1
4. Load Accumulator with Storage 1
5. Shift Accumulator Right 1
6. Exclusive or with Storage 1

7. Store Accumulator in Storage 2
8. Shift Accumulator Right 2 times
9. Exclusive OR with Storage 2

10. Store Accumulator in Storage 3
11. Load Accumulator with Storage 2
12. Shift Right 7 times
13. Exclusive OR with Storage 3

14. Shift Accumulator Right

15. Load Accumulator with Storage 1
• Rotate Right

17. Store Accumulator in Storage 1
18. Go To Step 3

Initial Condition

The shifting and Exclusion OR ing has
generated the results of the 1st three
combinations (1 & 2) (5 & 6) (7 & 8) and
placed the results in locations 2,6, and 8 of
the accumulator. (See Figure 1.)

This action Exclusive OR’s positions 6 and
with the result in position 8.

This action provides the final Exclusive
OR between positions 2 and 8.
The position 8 result is now in the carry
register.

This action brings the result in the carry
register around to the Bit 1 position and
the 1st cycle of the P/N generation is
complete.

Table I

MODEL CODE FOR THE 8 BIT P/N GENERATOR IN FIGURE 1



The above program codes provide the basis for a benchmark or typical program used to
evaluate specific hardware program time. Each candidate processor will be programmed
using the benchmark, and the number of clock cycles needed to execute the program times
the period of the processor clock, provide some measure of the through put performance of
the device. The benchmark program should be kept as short as possible to minimize both
the amount of labor involved and the number of errors in writing the code. However, it
must include a sufficient number of functions to fully compare various devices.

By examining the model code of Table I a benchmark program may be generated by
abstracting the operational functions. Table II provides an example of such a program.

INSTRUCTION

1. Load accumulator from memory
2. Store accumulator to output port
3. Shift accumulator to the right 1 time
4. Shift accumulator to the right 7 times
5. Rotate accumulator to the right
6. Store accumulator in memory

TABLE II

BENCHMARK PROGRAM FOR P/N GENERATOR

SELECTION OF A CANDIDATE MICROPROCESSOR

The design factors considered in selecting the four processors below are:

• Low power dissipation

• All-in-one processor

• Second sourcing for manufacturing back-up

Low power indicates the selection of CMOS devices, however, an N MOS device was
considered because of its relatively low power. Board area restrictions may dictate the
selection of a single chip device. It is obvious that many other devices could be selected
but these devices are chosen to illustrate one method limiting the selection.

• 1802 - Manufactured by Hughes and RCA, this device is a CMOS general-purpose
processor with low power requirements.



• Motorola 6800 - This CMOS, all-in-one processor with time and programming is
identical to the 6800 series. The power is estimated at 50 mW. A similar design is now
being undertaken by Mitel.

• Intel 8048 - The CMOS of the 8048 is an 8-bit processor requiring approximately
50 mW.

• 3870 - This N-type MOS (NMOS) single-chip processor is manufactured by Mostek,
Motorola, and Fairchild. Fairchild states that their device requires only 125 mW.

A benchmark program, typical of P/N code generation, was applied to the above
processors and the results are listed in Table III.

Manufacturer Device
Power
(mW)

Machine-Level
Prog. Steps     

Clock
Cycles

Max. Oper.
Frequency

    (MHz)     

Time Used on
Benchmark

Program
        (MS)        

Temp.
Range
(EC)   

Fairchild F3870 125 15.5 62 4 31    0E-70E

RCA, Hughes 1802 40 28 224 6.4 35 -55E-125E

Mitel, Motorola 6800 (CMOS) 50 35 35 4 8.75 -55E-125E

Intel 48series (CMOS) 50 14 210 4 52.5 -55E-125E

Table III

BENCHMARK RESULTS AND COMPARISON OF MICROPROCESSORS

From this comparison the 6800 CMOS processor would be a good selection. However,
microprocessors may be used in other functions of the circuit as well as the P/N
generation. As an example, it may be used for synchronizing a system, testing input/output
conditions etc. Thus other factors such as the number of I/O ports needed may enter into
the selection process.

DISCRETE CIRCUITS

There are two basic discrete circuit configurations for generation of P/N codes considered
in this paper. The typical P/N generator (see Figure 1), and the ROM, counter combination
(see Figure 2).



Figure 2 - 8 Bit ROM, Counter P/N Generator

In order to realize the 8 bit generator illustrated in Figure 1 in hardware, an 8 bit serial
input, parallel output shift register and two quad Exclusive or gate packages are needed.
This would be reduced by one gate package if only four taps were selected.

The circuit may be designed using CMOS, TTL, or ECL logic. The technology selected
will determine the speed of the P/N generator and the poser dissipated. Typical values for
cycle time and power dissipation are listed in Table IV.

Cycle Time Power Dissipation

CMOS 500 NS. 9 mW

TTL 100 NS. 80 mW

ECL 10 NS. 530 mW

Table IV

CYCLE TIME AND POWER DISSIPATION FOR A CONVENTIONAL
P/N GENERATOR

Thus the designer is faced with the typical power speed tradeoff.

The design of the ROM counter combination has at least the same cycle times of the
typical P/N generators but the ROM has two advantages. One, in the case of the 6 tap
generator, the parts count could be reduced by one and two, several codes may be
programmed in the ROM and selected by indexing the counter. As an example, the first
255 words of memory would represent taps 1,2,5,6,7, and 8 and the next 255 words would
represent a new P/N code using taps 2,3,4, and 8.



CONCLUSION

The design of P/N generators can be realized using three basic designs.

Microprocessor

Typical P/N generator

ROM, counter combination

The microprocessor has the advantage of a low parts count (1 part), provision of additional
control logic and the ability to change the P/N taps in software. The main disadvantage of
the microprocessor is its slow cycle time. This problem may be solved by ECL or
CMOS/SOS devices but the power dissipation will increase.

The conventional P/N generator has the main advantage of higher speeds, at the cost of
power dissipation and increase in parts count.

The ROM, counter has the advantage of reduced parts count and of anumber of different
tap programmed at different address levels of the ROM. The disadvantage is that the ROM
counter combination is slower than the conventional generator.

The purpose of this paper was to present trade off considerations in the design of P/N
generators. Table V provides a summary of the three types of designs considered. The
selection may be further refined by consideration of special conditions such as radiation
and/or reliability.
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Configuration Technology
Parts
Count

Cycle
Time 

Approx.
Power
Dissipation           Comments               

Microprocessor CMOS 1 3 us 50 MW a. Can provide system
control in addition to
P/N generation

b. P/N taps may be
changed in software

Typical P/N
Generator

CMOS
TTL
ECL

3
3
4

500 NS
100 NS
10 NS

9 MW
80 MW

530 MW

ROM, Counter CMOS
TTL
ECL

2
2
3

800 NS
200 NS
30 NS

12 MW
120 MW
680 MW

Several P/N codes may be
stored.

Table V

SUMMARY OF P/N GENERATOR DESIGNS
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ABSTRACT

A method of encryption and transmission of analog signals is presented in which Pulse-
Amplitude-Modulation, Frequency Modulation (PAM-FM) techniques are used. This
method has the potential for increased capacity over bandwidth constrained channels with
no loss of privacy when compared to the current practice of Pulse-Code-Modulation,
Phase-Shift-Keying (PCM-PSK). The techniques are described, and quantitative
comparative analyses are given. A fading channel scenario is developed in which the
capacity of PAM-FM with analog encryption is shown to be twice that of PCM-PSK.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The development of sensor systems and telemetry systems of various types over the last
few years has been characterized by expanded use of digital encoding and transmission
technology. Encryption for privacy is easily accomplished with bit-for-bit encryption
incurring no error multiplication effects nor degradation in recovering the analog variables
that are quantized and transmitted. Certain classes of systems, however, require the
transmission of sizeable analog bandwidth signals perhaps on the order of 10’s or 100’s of
megahertz, and encryption of these signal bandwidths requires one or several gigabits per
second. Such systems are planned and in the works and are in various stages of
development.

The constraints on transmission bandwidth, in many cases, limit the rate of analog
information flow over the system. Thus, for channel-bandwidth limited systems, the
pressure for relay of higher analog information rates (hereafter referred to as baseband
signals) has motivated the reexamination of the encoding-transmission methodology. An
alternative method of encoding transmission that exhibits more efficient use of
transmission bandwidth under certain conditions is PAM-FM. Comparison with the current
art PCM-PSK digital system yields the following conclusions. For output signal-to-noise



ratios (SNRs) less than approximately 45 dB at the received baseband port, the PAM-FM
technique is both more bandwidth efficient and transmission channel power efficient than
PCM-PSK. Furthermore, for the transmission channels that require large power margin due
to path fading, the PAM-FM technique can take advantage of the high SNR circumstance
with either improved baseband SNR or increased baseband capacity.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ANALOG ENCRYPTION SYSTEM (AES) CONCEPT

The AES concept embodies two major processes: (1) converting between the clear text
analog baseband signal and the cipher text analog signal, and (2) transmitting the cipher
text analog signals. The analog transmission method is classical PAM and is chosen
because the analog key generation and synchronization require coherent clocking. The
PAM technique transmits analog variables as a sequential, time-discrete process in which
PAM symbol timing is intrinsic to the waveforms, and the synchronous clock is
recoverable at the destination.

Analog Encryption Algorithm

The basic method employs the cyclic addition of an analog key to time-discrete samples of
the signal baseband. A multiplication of +1 or -1, an additional key variable occurring at
the sample rate, provides an additional level of security as shown in Figure 1. The
modulo-Am adder operates in accordance with the rules shown in Table 1.

The decryption process performs the reversal of the multiplication/cyclic addition steps,
The process is essentially nonambiguous except for some ambiguity about values of Si that
fall near +Am or -Am. The modulo-Am, subtractor operates according to the rule in
Table 11.

Some waveforms that describe the encryption/decryption processes are shown in Figure 2.
This is a simplified graphical representation to aid understanding of the processes.

Transmission System

PAM cipher stream transmission is accomplished by means of a frequency modulation
system shown in Figure 3. Bandlimiting the PAM to create Nyquist shaped symbols is an
important characteristic of the filtering and equalization processes required for suppression
of intersymbol interference.

For much of the discussion in the next paragraph in which the PAM-FM system
performance is compared with the currently popular PCM-PSK systems, it is assumed that
the channel bandwidth is the major capacity-limiting constraint in the system. Thus, given



a base bandwidth in the PAM-FM system, the FM modulation index is adjusted to cause
the RF spectrum to nearly fully occupy the passband of the transmission channel. Given
sufficient SNR to overcome the demodulator threshold requirements, the receiver signal
quality is maximized by maintaining the largest supportable frequency deviation.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Encryption Performance

The performance of any encryption or privacy algorithm is dependent on two properties of
the system: (1) the nonpredictability of the code or key with which the clear text is
encoded, and (2) the method of combinatorial mapping of the clear text into the cipher test
with the key. Criteria for judging the effectiveness of an encryption method may include
issues such as immunity of the cipher text from code breaking as well as traffic analysis. It
is expected that the statistical properties of the cipher text remain unchanged in the
presence or absence of clear text and are unaltered by the specific nature of the clear text.
Also the average cipher text spectrum properties must bear no relationship to nor be
altered by that of the clear text. A game-theory simulation of the encryption process was
performed in which the analog key was constructed by means of numerical operation on
very long (nonperiodic over the experiment length) pseudonoise sequences. A baseband
signal comprised of three sinusoids at mutually irrational frequencies were chosen to
comprise the clear text baseband. Discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) of the clear text
signal, the enciphered signal, and the magnitude of the enciphered signal with and without
the clear text signal are shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6. No frequency components of the
baseband are evident, and the spectral density of the enciphered baseband appears uniform
(white). No significant differences between the DFTs with or without input clear text were
evident in the trials implying that the signal privacy and immunity from traffic analysis
criteria have been satisfied.

Transmission System Performance

Since the mapping from the cipher system into the PAM clear text is single valued and (for
the most part) linear, the root mean square (RMS) noise level that attends the demodulated
PAM cipher symbols will also be present in the reconstituted clear text. Assuming that the
RMS value of the clear text is the same as that of the cipher text PAM symbols, the
analysis treats the PAM-FM signal as clear text signal. The comparison with the PCM-
PSK is based on clear text PCM-PSK with no error multiplication effects.



PAM-FM Performance Analysis

An implementation of analog information transmission via a PAM-FM link is illustrated in
Figure 7. The expected performance of this link is derived from the well known properties
of frequency modulation, as described by Schwartz and others (1).

Sampling Frequency Considerations. The PAM sampling frequency, Fs, is assumed to be

Fs = 2.5 x F2 (1)

where F2 is the highest baseband frequency of the baseband.

Pulse Shape Considerations. To minimize intersymbol interference in PAM, the signal
pulse is designed to have a Nyquist pulse shape in the time domain and a cosine rolloff
spectrum characteristic in the frequency domain as illustrated in Figure 8.

For this mode of transmission, the highest baseband frequency, F2', that the PAM channel
has to accommodate is

(2)

Signal Amplitude Distribution Considerations. For sine wave signal transmission, the
signal is

S(t) = V sin Tt (3)

and the received signal power for a unity gain channel is

(4)

In the system illustrated in Figure 7, a Gaussian baseband truncated at 3F is assumed.

The signal power with a Gaussian amplitude distribution is

(5)

The receiver SNR penalty for a Gaussian signal relative to a sine wave signal is

(6)



Performance Curves. After much arithmetic, the expected PAM-FM performance curves
are derived. The expected baseband output signal-to-noise ratio is plotted in Figure 9 with
C/N0 F2 as the abscissa and in Figure 10 with C/N0,BIF as the abscissa. In both figures the
modulation index $ = )F/F2 is a parameter ranging in value from 1.5 to 24. The optimum
preemphasis/deemphasis improvement was estimated to be approximately 1 dB.

Data Clock Timing Recovery in PAM. Recovery of the data clock timing information from
the demodulated baseband PAM analog signal has been discussed in references (2) and
(3). Figure 11 taken from reference (2) illustrates the block diagram and the clock
waveforms obtained in a PAM system. Jitter and bias errors are assumed to be reducible to
arbitrarily small values.

PCM-PSK Performance Analysis. Digital transmission assumes sampling at 2.5 times the
highest baseband signal frequency, quantization, and analog-to-digital conversion.

Quantization Noise. For a K-bit PCM word size there are 2K possible level values (N).

A dynamic range of ±V yields a quantization step size of

(7)

A uniform baseband amplitude distribution over ±V yields an irreducible quantization
noise

(8)

The output signal power is

(9)

and the output signal to quantization noise ratio is

(10)

Bit Error Induced Noise. Due to the presence of thermal noise at the receiver input, some
of the digital transmission errors will result in bit error induced noise power, (NBE):

(11)

where Pe is the probability of a bit error.



Effective Output Baseband Signal-to-Noise Ratio. Combining the quantization noise and
the bit error induced noise on an RMS basis gives an effective output baseband signal-to-
noise ratio which is

(12)

The bit error induced noise will degrade the SNR by 3 dB when

(13)

and, therefore,

(14)

A 1 dB degradation due to bit error induced noise will occur when

(15)

and, consequently,

(16)

Performance Curves. With a quadriphase shift keying (QPSK) data link having a channel
bandwidth corresponding to B . Tb = 1, i.e., -3 dB bandwidth at the first nulls of the QPSK
spectrum, and allowing for a 2 dB BER performance degradation from an ideal channel,
the expected baseband signal-to-noise ratio performance of the PCM transmission link is
plotted in Figures 9 and 10 with C/(N0F2) and C/(N0BIF) on the abscissas, respectively.
The word size k is a parameter of the family of curves.

An alternative form of graphic presentation of the results is given in Figure 12. Here, the
throughput capacity normalized on IF bandpass is plotted parametric on the signal-to-noise
ratio in the channel. Only a single line representation of the PCM-PSK system is needed
because an increase in IF SNR above that required for digital transmission bit error rates
(BERs) significantly below threshold produces no improvement in output SNR.



CONSIDERATIONS FOR SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS

New satellite systems requiring high capacity encrypted downlinks are forced to exploit
the higher microwave bands (14 through 40 GHz). Depending on local climatic conditions
and the radio path geometry, considerable path loss may be incurred, for example, as
shown in Figure 13 which was compiled for the Washington, D.C. area (ref 4). The digital
system must be designed with adequate margin to handle the statistically worst-case fade,
because precipitous failure of the link would occur if SNRs below threshold were
experienced. In contrast, the PAM-FM links can exploit the statistically likely excess link
SNR by increasing baseband signal capacity and reducing FM deviation from those of the
threshold conditions. Consider the following illustration.

Example Scenario

Assume that the required baseband SNR > 35 dB. The PCM system requires 6 bit word
size yielding an allowable base bandwidth of 0.07 times the channel bandwidth. This
operating condition is indicated as point A on Figure 14. The required input signal-to-noise
ratio is about 12 dB. The same performance can be achieved with PAM-FM with a
deviation ratio ($) of about 6, also yielding a baseband capacity of 0.07 of the channel
passband. The channel SNR of 12 dB corresponding to point A may be the threshold
condition which would be required to be met or exceeded for 99.8% of the time. Using the
absorption statistics given in Figure 13 at 20 GHz, 5E elevation angle, it is observed that
98% of the time, the absorption is 5 dB or less. Thus 98% of the time, an additional 11 dB
of channel SNR is available. However, no benefit to the PCM-PSK system results. The
output SNR for the PAM-FM technique increases by 11 dB resulting in an output SNR of
46 dB. Alternatively, if more capacity is desired, a lower modulation index ($) is selected
for a wider base-bandwidth so that the 35 dB output SNR is maintained. The base-
bandwidth increases (as shown by operating point C on Figure 14) to about 0.13 of the
channel passband, nearly a 2-to-1 increase in capacity.

This general capacity advantage is illustrated in Figure 15. In this figure, the capacity ratio
between that of the PCM-PSK and the PAM-FM is given as a function of the required
output SNR and available channel SNR. As evident in this figure, the capacity advantage
of PAM-FM declines as the channel margins decline and as the output SNR requirement
increases. At the required output SNR of 50 dB or more, the PCM-PSK system is more
bandwidth efficient. For very low output SNRs, the upper bound for PCM-PSK capacity is
0.4 of the channel bandwidth. This derives from an assumed sample rate of 2.5 times the
base-bandwidth and 1 bit encoding. The upper bound for the PAM-FM is also 0.4,
assuming that Nyquist filtering of the PAM samples is taken at 2.5 times the base-
bandwidth. The FM modulation index is assumed small enough when only the first order
FM (PM) sidebands have significant power density. Thus, if the curves on Figure 12 and



14 were extended upward, they would all asymptote at a baseband capacity of 0.4 of the
channel bandwidth.

CONCLUSIONS

As discussed in the preceding sections, there are certain situations when the
implementation of the transmission link with a PAM-FM system is advantageous. In
particular, when the operation is through a transmission medium that is subject to fading
for short periods of time, the PAM-FM link will provide a large baseband signal-to-noise
ratio most of the time dropping to threshold only during the fade. The PCM-PSK system,
on the other hand, with its irreducible quantization noise will operate all the time close to
its design threshold value.

In links experiencing predictable fades such as known weather conditions, the PAM-FM
link can be operated most of the time with a capacity substantially larger than that of
PCM-PSK link. The capacity of the PAM-FM link is reduced only during the duration of
the fade to maintain the desired output signal quality. The PCM-PSK link, by comparison,
cannot take advantage of this circumstance in a bandlimited channel.
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Figure 1 - AES Algorithm

TABLE I - Truth Table for Modulo-Am Adder
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Figure 2 - Analog Encryption Process Waveforms

Figure 3 - FM Transmission System



Figure 4 - Discrete Fourier Transform, Input Baseband Signal



Figure 5a - Discrete Fourier Transform, PAM Encrypted Output Signal

Figure 5b - Discrete Fourier Transform of Encrypted PAM Output Signal



Figure 6 - Discrete Fourier Transform of Magnitude of Encrypted
PAM Output Signal

Figure 7 - Block Diagram of a PAM-FM Transmission System



Figure 8 - Cosine Rolloff Spectrum

Figure 9 - Performance of PCM-PSK and PAM-FM Channels



Figure 10 - Performance of PCM-PSK and PAM-FM Channels
Normalized on Channel Bandwidth



Figure 11 - Clock Timing Recovery in PAM



Figure 12 - Bandlimited Performance of PCM-PSK and PAM-FM Links



Figure 13 - Path Attenuation at 5EE Elevation Angle - Various Frequencies



Figure 14 - System Design Example with Path Fading



Figure 15 - Capacity Comparison in Bandwidth Limited Channel
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ABSTRACT

The development of the federal data encryption standard is traced from the requirements
leading to inception of the project through the publication of federal and commercial
(ANSI) standards. The algorithm is briefly reviewed and strengths and weaknesses are
discussed. Current applications are described and some potential developments are
presented.

INTRODUCTION

The first federal data encryption standard (DES) went into affect with the approval of FIPS
No. 46 in January 1977. Since that time both Government and Commercial standards
groups have published standards for the use of the DES but the number of applications
have been extremely few. This paper presents an overview of the present DES status and
attempts to assess the immediate future. The discussion covers the following topics:
Government and Civilian needs for DES, Development history, DES algorithm, Typical
applications, Strengths and weaknesses and Assessment of the future.

GOVERNMENT AND CIVILIAN NEEDS

In the early 1970’s several forces were at work creating a need for a non-Department of
Defense controlled encryption algorithm. Congress and federal agencies were concerned
about both data privacy and data security in the newly emerging Federal computer data
network and civilian manufacturers of systems related to banking and other vulnerable
enterprises wanted to secure their data communications services. Use of a DOD controlled
encryption algorithm entailed meeting electromechanical, personnel and administrative
requirements beyond the funding capabilities of many agencies. The commerically
available devices were mostly produced by foreign vendors and were also considered of 



questionable cryptographic strength. Civilian manufacturers wanted a device blessed by
the Government (nobody wants to be sued for delivering a weak algorithm).

DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

Rising interest in the privacy of information in computers and communications (e.g. , 1,2)
and an upsurge in proposed and approved federal privacy legislation (e.g., 3,4) resulted in
the 1972 tasking of the National Bureau of Standards to develop an algorithm suitable for
non-Department of Defense applications. In May 1973, NBS advertised in the Federal
Register (39FR12763) for sources of a data encryption algorithm suitable for non DOD
use. IBM responded and a variant of the IBM LUCIFIER system was selected by NBS.
The algorithm was published in the Federal Register in March 1975 (40FRI2067) for
public comment. After a public forum was held the algorithm was adopted as Federal
Information Processing Standard No. 46, in January 1977.

As approval of the DES became nearly certain two other standards groups began efforts on
the next steps in the story. The Data Encryption Subcommittee (SC3) of the Federal
Telecommunication Standards Committee (FTSC) began development of standards for the
employment of DES within federal telecommunications systems, and an Ad Hoc
Encryption Study Group of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Computers
and Information Processing Subcommittee (X3) began work leading to ANSI network
encryption standards for commercial applications. The standards thus far resulting from
these activities are: FED-STD 1026, Telecommunications: Compatibility Requirements for
use with the Data Encryption Standard; FED-STD 1027 Telecommunications: Security
Requirements for use with the Data Encryption Standard; and the ANSI Standard X3.92,
Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA), the commercial standard for the DES algorithm. Link
encryption standards are being developed by the ANSI X3S38 subcommittee and
encryption standards for other levels of network protocols are being developed by the
X3/T1 subcommittee.

DATA ENCRYPTION STANDARD ALGORITHM

DES Algorithm Flow

The Data Encryption Standard algorithm is classified as a block product cipher system.
Block because it transforms more than one character at a time. Product (7) because it is
composed of a series of transpositions, substitutions and additive encodings combined by a
sequence of feedback cycles. The flow of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1.

An input string of 64 bits is first passed through an initial permutation (transposition T1).
The transposed string is then separated into two 32 bit strings (L = bits 1 to 31 and R =



bits 32 to 64). The portion of the DES called the inner algorithm, because it is cycled
sixteen times for every input block processed, is now entered. String R is passed to a
temporary store L’ and then R is expanded by a substitution function, E, into a 48 bit
string. The 64 bit key string (call it the current key) is processed by one of a series of
substitutions to produce a 48 bit key (call it the operating key). The operating key is then
exclusive ORed with the 48 bit expanded R string. The 48 bit string resulting from this
operation is then reduced to 32 bits by a series of substitution functions (S1 to S8) each of
which reduces 6 adjacent bits into 4 bits. The 32 bit string produced by these substitutions
is then transposed (T2) and the resulting string is exclusive ORed with the 32 bit string L.
The resulting string R’ becomes R and L’ replaces L, and another cycle of the inner
algorithm beginning with the transfer of R to L’ is repeated using the next selection of
operating key. When sixteen cycles of the inner algorithm have been completed, the 64 bit
string formed by the concatenation of the last L’ and R’ strings into string R’L’ is given a
final permutation (transposition TI). The permuted 64 bit string is the output of the
algorithm.

All steps in the algorithm are identical for encryption and decryption except for the order
in which operational keys are selected from the current key. The series of 16 key selection
patterns used for encryption is reversed when a block is being deciphered.

Modes of Operation

Two modes of operation for the data encryption standard are described in the draft
guideline (5), these are called Electronic Code Book (ECB) and Cipher Feedback (CFB).

Electronic Code Book

In this mode of operation, the sender and receiver process an indefinite length string of
data blocks using a single fixed value for the current key. A block of input data is
processed by the encrypt sequence of operational keys at the sending device and is then
recovered at the receiving device by processing the input with the decrypt sequence of
operational keys. Since the current key setting is not affected by the number of data blocks
exchanged all data blocks may be encrypted and decrypted in any order until the current
key is changed. Figure 2.

Cipher Feedback

In the Cipher Feedback mode, both the sending and receiving nodes, cycle the operational
keys in the same encryption (or decryption) sequence to combine a 64 bit cipher feedback
string (input) and a current key into a “cipher string”. This cipher string is then XORed
with the data to be transmitted (of 1 to 64 bits in length) to produce the encrypted output.



When the encrypted output is XORed with the same “cipher string” at the receiving node,
the plain text is recovered. This mode permits data of less than 64 bits to be transmitted
(e.g., a byte-oriented terminal interface). Once a current key is set, initialization for the
CFB mode requires that a sufficient string (64 bits) be sent to the receiver to synchronize
it. The XORed string becomes the cipher feedback string input to the encrypted algorithm
when the next cipher string is generated. See Figure 3.

The continuing work of the FTSC and ANSI standards groups has resulted in definition of
two additional modes of operation.

Cipher Block Chaining

The primary functional difference between the CFB and CBC modes is that in CBC mode
the modulo-2 addition (XOR) of text with cycle string occures before the DES operation,
and in the CBC mode the XOR occures after the DES operation. See Figure 4.

Output Block Feedback

In the output block feedback mode, both the sending and receiving nodes, cycle the
operational keys in the same encryption sequence. On this mode the 64 bit output of the
DES is fedback as the input for the next cycle and this same output is used as a cipher
string (key stream). At the sending node plaintext data is combined with the cipher string
by the XOR operation. This encrypted data is again XORed with the cipher string at the
receiving node in order to receive the plaintext. See Figure 5.

Certification for Federal Use

Federal agencies and departments using the DES must employ hardware implementations
of the algorithm that have been validated by NBS as conforming to the standard (software
implementations are not acceptable for Government applications and there is no need to
validate hardware devices being used in non-government applications). DES device
manufacturers may submit their product for NBS validation according to the procedures
outlined in NBS Specification Publication 500-20. NBS will issue a validation certificate
to the manufacturer upon successful completion of the tests. DES device makers such as
Collins Radio (Rockwell International), IBM, Intel and Motorola have had devices
validated while others such as American Microsystems, Inc. have taken the position that
validation is the device users responsibility. Manufacturers following the AMI philosophy
would be somewhat less vunerable to litigation should the DES algorithm or the validation
procedures ever prove faulty.



TYPICAL DES APPLICATIONS

The Federal Reserve Banking Network (FED-WIRE) is using the CFB mode with 8-bit
characters in a link encryption system. IBM, Motorola and Rockwell-Collins developed
the DES products used for FED-WIRE. The Government has let some competitive
contracts for development of high speed (eg T1 channel or D3 channel bank) encryption/
decryption units. Commercially the DES is finding use in applications such as TRW’s
Secure Access Control Systems (SACS) where they provide link security between a
central control station and badge readers in physically secured buildings.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

The DES algorithm uses feedback to spread combinations of information bits over the
physical bits, the result being that any single bit change in the cipher text will result in
several bits being changed in the plaintext when it is received. This is a very good
indication of attempted tampering. When the DES is operated in the ECB mode this
benefit is fully available, however when the DES uses the XOR combining function only
some of the protection is available (the XOR operation does not support error extension).

The key size of the DES has been categorized as vulnerable to exhaustive enumeration -
all keys are vulnerable to this, given enough time; and the time required to defeat a DES
can be quite long enough for commercial applications (6,7)

ASSESSMENT OF THE FUTURE

Neither the Government or commercial markets have met the expectations of the chip
manufacturers. In the case of the missing Government market the most likely cause is the
nature of the privacy laws and standards themselves. FIPS 46 defines the encryption
algorithm that must be used by nonDOD federal agencies when they require encryption
security. It remains for other laws and standards to identify which agencies require
encryption security; and these laws have not been forthcoming. Without a requirement
Government Project Managers can not justify the funds to install DES on their systems.
Also FIPS 46 does not standardize enough of the encryption/decryption protocol, the chip
requires too much interfacing hardware/software to be cost effective. As a result, while
some trunk encryption applications are progressing the hundreds of thousands of encrypted
Government data terminals once expected, have not yet materialized. In the case of the
commercial market the precieved benefits do not yet exceed the costs except for a very
few applications. This is partly due to the high cost of interfacing the devices mentioned
above, but also results from the scare stories circulated by the advocates of the public key
systems.



When will the Government market open up? When a Senator decides pushing Government
security and privacy is a role to keep him in office or when a newspaper gets a security
story that embarrasses the Government into passing laws. The commercial market will
open up when the public begins to regard computer/network crimes as typical rather than
as unusual or isolated instances or when the costs of using DES drop to the point of being
a worthwhile investment as insurance against computer crime and the liability arising from
a successful crime.
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Figure 2.  ECB Mode

Figure 3.  CFB Mode
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ABSTRACT

It is sometimes desirable to perform analog scrambling on an analog signal rather than
digitizing the signal and performing digital encryption and transmission. Analog signal
encryption is usually assumed to offer only a very limited degree of security. However, it
is in fact possible to achieve perfect secrecy (just as is obtained with the one-time pad, for
example) in encrypting an analog signal. The price paid for perfect secrecy is an inevitable
degradation in the quality of the recovered analog signal. Under the constraint of perfect
secrecy, the minimum possible degradation can be specified, at least in principle. This
minimal degradation is a decreasing function of the key size for a fixed length message or
key rate for an ongoing message. This bound on performance is determined by the rate
distortion bounds for optimal digitization of the analog message.

INTRODUCTION

Many schemes have been developed for scrambling of analog signals to achieve varying
degrees of privacy. Nevertheless, there has been very little if any theory to indicate the
fundamental limits on what can be achieved. On the other hand, the encryption of digital
signals is quite well developed. Theoretical results exist and high security techniques are
readily available.

One approach to analog encryption is to first digitize the analog message, then encrypt
digitally. The receiver decrypts and then reconstructs an approximation to the original
analog message. But it is not known if this is indeed the most effective approach. Since the
encrypted digital must be converted into an analog waveform for transmission over an
analog channel, this approach is actually connverting an analog message into another
analog waveform using digits as an intermediary. Hence, digital encryption is simply a
special way of doing the needed analog to analog transformation.

In the field of speech encryption, it is widely recognized that there is a trade-off between
the degree of security and the quality of the recovered speech. However, the fundamental



nature of this trade-off is not well understood. In speech scrambling schemes where
digitization is not used as an intermediary, key size is closely linked to cost or complexity
of the scheme; consequently, the key size in effect controls the trade-off between degree of
security and degradation of the recovered speech. In encryption schemes that first digitize
the speech, high security is obtained by using a key size that is in effect one bit of key for
each bit of digitized speech. In this case, high security is available, but the quality of the
recovered speech is limited directly by the bit rate and hence, indirectly by the key size.

The key size is the number of distinct keys producing distinct scrambling transformations.
Generally, we assume that a key is chosen at random from the ensemble of possible keys.
For a given degree of security, the key size should always geared to the total length of the
message or messages to be encrypted before changing the key. For an ongoing message it
is more appropriate to consider the key rate which is the ratio of key size to message
length or the number of key bits per, unit time of message transmission. There is clearly a
need for a better understanding of the fundamental trade-offs involved in analog signal
encryption.

Recently, a general model for analog encryption was formulated [8] under the assumption
of perfect secrecy and a constraint on key size. Here we clarify these results and their
implications. The conclusion is that analog encryption is not fundamentally better than
encryption via digitization. On the other hand, there is no reason to believe that analog
encryption is fundamentally inferior to digital encryption.

PRIOR WORK

Existing scrambling devices, based largely on ad hoc designs, generally used rolling code
bandsplitting or time segment permutation or a combination of these techniques. Most of
these devices offer workable but “Model T Ford” solutions to the need for privacy and are
grossly inadequate for this modern age of sophisticated signal processing methodology and
large scale integration technology. The systems usually suffer from one or more of the
following deficiencies:
a)  residual intelligibility in the scrambled signal, allowing partial detection of contents by
eavesdroppers,
b)  greatly degraded quality of the recovered signal after descrambling,
c)  excessive processing time delay for applications such as two-wire voice telephony,
d)  need for an expanded bandwidth transmission channel
e)  easily descrambled by an eavesdropper with modest technical resources,
f)  excessively complexity and cost.

Prior appraoches to speech scrambling center largely on what might be called a “jig-saw
puzzle” approach. The waveform or its spectrum is divided into segments and the



segments are permuted to form a scrambled signal with much reduced intelligibility. If the
scrambled signal is transmitted over a sufficiently benign channel, the receiver can isolate
these segments and rearrange them back into order. Inverting and/or permuting frequency
bands with a time varying permutation is a common procedure, but a high residual
intelligibility results. Permutation of time segments within a block of speech requires
relatively long segments to avoid bandwidth expansion and the result is a large processing
time delay as well as some residual intelligibility. Combining both frequency and time
domain operations offers low residual intelligibility but also a notably degraded quality of
the recovered speech signal (after descrambling). The key idea of a jig-saw approach is
that sufficiently large signal “pieces” are being transmitted intact so that the signal integrity
is preserved in the face of most channel degradations that would not bother the
unscrambled signal. A problem with this approach (as with any jig-saw puzzle with large
identifiable pieces) is that it is relatively easy to reconstruct the original without knowing
how the pieces were mixed up.

A third approach is modulo masking where the analog smaples of the speech are altered by
Modulo addition with pseudorandom amplitudes. This method expands the bandwidth to
the half sampling rate and requires sophisticated channel equalization.

Several studies of transform domain scramblers have been proposed but never
implemented. In this approach a group of speech samples are transformed by a linear
matrix operation, the transformed values are then permuted, and the inverse transform is
then forged and the resulting samples transmitted.

One interesting technique introduced by French [5,6] was the permutation of time
segments using a sliding block method. Previously the signal was partitioned into fixed
blocks and segments within each block were rearranged. With this approach, the artificial
boundary between blocks disappears and the scrambled segments can be separated much
farther apart for a given segment length and processing time delay. An important problem
for which fully effective solutions are not known is the design of suitable permutation
sequences for such a scheme. The approach still suffers from long processing delays.
French’s work led to workable scramblers but is limited in security due to the nonuniform
distribution of time delays with his permutation rule and due to the basic segment length
needed to avoid bandwidth expansion.

An interesting approach studied briefly at Jet Propulsion Labs but never implemented or
published is the use of a sliding block approach on individual samples of the signal rather
than on segments.[10,18] The JPL scheme requires effective permutation rules to avoid
bandwidth expansion.



PERFECT SECRECY

Perfect secrecy is the condition where the enciphered signal is statistically independent of
the original message. If this condition is satisfied, observation of the ciphertext is totally
useless to the cryptanalyst. It is in fact achievable for digital signal encryption as in the
well known one-time pad which requires one bit of randomly generated key for each
message bit.

DEGRADATION OF RECOVERED ANALOG SIGNAL

In analog encryption we must always expect and tolerate a certain amount of degradation
of the recovered analog message. Random noise on the channel of course introduces
degradation even if nothing else does. Assume we have some suitable measure of
degradation for comparing the original and recovered signals. We then can define an
“optimal” encryption system as one for which the degradation is the least possible subject
to the constraints of perfect secrecy and a fixed key size.

Any digitization system will of course introduce some degradation due to quantization of
the analog amplitudes.

PERFORMANCE LOWER BOUND

Suppose we could design the very best digital encoding system possible for a given bit
rate. Then we could achieve perfect secrecy encryption by modulo 2 addition of one key
bit with each message bit, the resulting signal could be applied to a modem producing an
analog waveform, transmitted, and at the receiver, the demodulated bit stream can be
decrypted and the decoder finally will produce a recovered analog signal. If we neglect
channel errors, this scheme introduces a degradation only due to the quantization or source
coding process and it does achieve perfect secrecy. This scheme achieves a performance in
degradation versus key rate that is exactly equal to the performance of the optimal source
coding scheme in degradation versus encoded bit rate. This gives a lower bound on the
best achievable performance of any analog encryption system. In other words, the best
possible analog encryption system (for a given degradation and key rate) should do at least
as well as the above scheme which uses digital encryption as an intermediary.

PERFORMANCE UPPER BOUND

It is less trivial to determine whether it is possible for an analog encryption system to do
better than the above performance. In the previous study [8] it was shown that in fact we
cannot. In other words, no analog encryption system can achieve a better trade-oft
between degradation and key rate than a digital encoding system for the same analog



signal can achieve in trade-off between degradation and bit-rate. Although not altogether
surprising, the result is not so apparent. After all, how can we prove that no matter what
kind of analog processing operation you do for scrambling, by whatever jig-saw puzzle or
other methods, you cannot do better than this performance bound? The proof is a bit tricky
and will not be given here. The basic idea is to suppose you found some fancy analog
scrambling system that gives less degradation than the above bound for a given key rate
and achieves perfect secrecy. The basic idea is to show that the key stream available to the
receiver contains all the information needed to recover the original analog signal with the
given degradation. and that this would imply that we could digitize and recover an analog
signal with a degradation lower than theoretically possible for the given bit rate.

EXAMPLE

To illustrate the implications of our main result, consider the case of speech encryption.
Suppose the message is a 10 second segment of speech bandlimited to 4 kHz and sampled
at a rate of 10 kHz. The message is a discrete-time analog signal that can be viewed as a
random vector of dimension 100,000. The possible values it can take on is based on the
ensemble of all possible speech segments of 10 seconds duration. Suppose we digitize
with the best possible LPC encoding scheme operating at a rate of 4800 bits per second.
The digitized message then consists of 48,000 bits. Let D denote the degradation of the
reconstructed speech segment, using some suitable performance measure. Finally, suppose
we have a key size of 48,000 bits. Then, by the one-time pad approach we may encrypt
this speech segment with perfect secrecy via digitization and digital encryption and recover
the signal with degradation D.

Now assuming the LPC encoding system is optimal, we can use this scheme to bound the
performance of any analog scrambling whatever that operates on a 10 second speech
segment using a key size of 48,000 bits. The conclusion is simply that no such system can
achieve a degradation of the recovered signal less than D.

Of course the key size discussed here is rather unrealistic. Most speech scrambling
schemes use very limited number of distinct scrambling transformationson a 10 second
segment of speech. Usually this limitation is a result of the desire to avoid expanding the
bandwidth of the scrambled signal. They may achieve a degradation lower than D, but only
at the price of having very low security - far from the ideal “perfect secrecy”. Most such
systems have some degree of residual intelligibility in the scrambled signal.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Perfect secrecy is of course a mathematical idealization and is rarely achievable in
practice. The key size must be small for practicality while the message size is usually very



large. With suitable nonlinear pseudorandom sequence generators a short key can be used
to generate a long pseudorandom sequence which in effect is used as a “pseudokey” or a
“keystream”. That keystream may then be used for encryption as if it were a true key. If
the key expansion is effectively chosen and the original key size is modestly large (100
bits could be quite adequate), then the security of such a system could be extremely high,
although it would not be perfect secrecy. It seems plausible to expect that the results of
this paper remain valid if the constraint of perfect secrecy is replaced with a more realistic
and suitably defined constraint of “high security”.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a philosophical approach to the contemporary question: Should data
transmission within the commercial community employ encryption techniques and what
are the advantages and disadvantages?

The standard techniques of substitution, transportation, ciphers, codes, keys, synchronous
systems, block messages, error correction, and time-sharing are defined for the reader to
understand the many and varied techniques available. The properties of the techniques are
outlined for further ease of understanding. A limited Glossary of Cryptography is included.

The paper is an overview of the general subject of secure communication and does not
discuss the theory of specific techniques in depth. Rather it will lead the reader to further
explore the subject for theories and results applicable to specific applications.

INTRODUCTION

Cryptography, once exclusively associated with the military and diplomatic communities,
is being adopted by the private, industrial, and commercial sectors. The forcing functions
leading to this extended use include the following: (1) electronic data transfer is replacing
the paper records, (2) eavesdropping of voice communication is now commonplace, and
(3) the monetary value of information to the industrial/commercial community increases
every day. Cryptography is one technique being utilized to control information between
two parties while denying that information to a third party.

The applications of cryptography to the industrial/commercial communities will be evident
from the following discussion. Something of the diversity of these applications will
become apparent to the reader when he considers the following associations: data--files;
personnel--records; corporations--plans and marketing strategies; banks--records; 



petrochemical Industries--trade secrets; business general ly--financial facts; computers--
files and memories.

BASICS

Two of the key elements in cryptography are privacy and authentication. Privacy is
preventing a third party from extracting information from a communication channel.
Authentication is preventing a third party from injecting false data or altering the message
content in a communication channel. Both techniques have a common goal: to make the
data useless to a third party but useful to the common parties on the communication
channel. Figure 1 indicates the difference.

For example, in telephone conversations, authentication predominates since the receiver
cannot determine who the sender is. Eavesdropping (wire tapping) is semidifficult and
illegal when it is easy for one to pretend to be the sender. In electronic communication,
eavesdropping is passive and the legal hazard is minimum but injection is illegitimate and
subject to prosecution. Although the difference is important, many times one encryption
technique can be applied to both solutions. For more examples, see Reference (1).

To prevent eavesdropping as shown in Figure 1, a plain text or unencrypted message P is
encrypted by an invertible transformation SK to produce a ciphertext, the message C (see
Appendix for definitions). The legitimate receiver, in turn, decrypts the message C to
plaintext P with the inverse transformation          .

(1)

The transformation SK can be chosen from a family of transforms and is known as a key.
The key may be implemented in hardware, or may be a set of instructions to a computer or
may be an analog. In general, the transforms are either private or public information, but
the combination is secret to the users. This is the first problem: protection of the key and
the transfer of the key information to the approved senders and receivers without a third
party’s knowledge.

To protect the security of the key, it must withstand cryptanalysis by the third party. One
method is to make the information required by the cryptanalyst either difficult to obtain or
confusing. The information protection is accomplished by (1) limiting the knowledge of the
statistical properties of the language, (2) limiting the statistical knowledge of certain
probable words in the language, (3) limiting the statistical application of numbers and
letters, (4) limiting the amount of a prior plaintext detail, and (5) limiting the release of
received plaintext information. These are also the reason it is difficult to protect keys used
for computer control since all computer language is very formal and public. Some of the



old rules were “never declassify a plaintext without first paraphrasing it” and “never
encrypt the same plaintext in two different cryptosystems.” These rules still apply and
moreso when computers are used in the encryption/decryption process.

The techniques that provide the highest computational security are: (1) insufficient
information to allow a cryptanalyst to determine the transform SK or          and (2) an
encryption scheme so complex as to overwhelm the physical computering resources of an
eavesdropper until the messages are of zero value. The latter resources can be
accomplished by a one-time key or computer program wherein 2n is the number of keys as
n approaches infinity; this follows Shannon’s analysis.(2) Shannon further suggests data
compression as a secondary technique for further improvement in computational security
since it removes redundancy. The redundancy can be added by the receiver for clarity after
decryption.

When a public key is applicable, the distribution of the proper keys becomes difficult. This
has required registered mail or a prior action by the sender prior to operating cryptographic
communication. Other speakers on this panel will cover the public key in detail. The
problem for large commercial communication systems is the number of possible
connections (n2-n)/2 for n number of users. For one million users, approximately 500
billion connections are possible. The reader can determine the problem of distributing keys
to such a group.

Diffle, Hellman, and Merkel (3,  4) have suggested a technique to communicate over
insecure channels without pre-arrangement. It involves two-way communication between
sender and receiver, each with a different key for enciphering and deciphering. One can
use a random pair of inverse keys for enciphering and for deciphering in each direction.

Reference (5) also explains this technique in detail. Thus the user’s enciphering key EK can
be made public without compromising the decryption key. The random factor provides this
simple transform. The decryption key Dp, which is private, must be protected.

The authentication system, Figure 1 , does prevent third party action but it cannot settle
disputes between sender and receiver as to the contents of the messages sent. Written
contracts and agreements are validated by handwritten signatures, which serve as proof for
future review. In the communication channel, this is difficult to accomplish. How can a
receiver prove the sender’s message is real and from the sender? One simple solution is for
the sender to use his private key Ep and for the receiver to use a public key Dp. This is the
reverse of the technique mentioned in the previous paragraph. Thus it can be proven that
only the sender could send such a message. This is represented by the following equation:

EK - Dp = K = Ep - DK (2)



This technique provides unforgettable message-dependent, digital signatures, but will
allow an eavesdropper to determine the message from the public key. To obtain
communication privacy, the sender can encrypt with the receiver’s public key to provide a
dual encrypted message. The receiver can recover the message using his private key for
authentication of the public encrypted message. At this stage, the reader can see the
possible combinations and the complexity of any cryptographic system. Let us examine a
few typical systems/techniques.

DIGITAL

In transportation, the position of the plaintext letters in a message rather than the letters
of the alphabet are permuted. If the message is THE AIRPLANE IS LATE AT LAX, we
can break it into four character groups (including spaces) and the letters in each group
rearranged to the permutation (1234/2413). The message becomes H TEIPARAELNI
SAELTA TA LX. The combinations of permutations is unlimited.

The simplest substitution as used in most puzzles is a permuted alph abet (e.g.,
CWXPAOVTERBQDZLKVFJHNIMGSY) wherein the letters are substituted for the
normal alphabet. The message is then transformed to

HTA CEFKQCZA EJ QCHA QCG

The frequency of words and the pattern of words become evident by their repeated letters
and by the probabilities of occurrence. Such a permuted alphabet can approach 232

combnations.

To defeat the frequency analysis used by cryptographers, multiple alphabets and
substitutions are utilized. If six alphabets are used, letters number 6n+1 are encrypted in
the sixth alphabet. Letters 1, 7, 13, and 19 are encrypted in the first alphabet, letters 2, 8,
14,and 20 in the second, etc. The solution is to determine the period for repeated groups of
three or more ciphertext letters that usually occur due to the frequency of the plaintext
words. For example, THE has a 4.5 percent probability; ING has a 1.2 percent probability.
The trick in polyalphabetic cipher is to have two periods that are large and prime to
prevent real-time eavesdropping.

The next step from alphabetic key is the code approach. A code usually is a list of words
and phrases. A further refinement is with corresponding random groups of numbers or
letters. The advantages in codes are twofold: (1) shorter expressions and (2) data
compression, both of which meet the initial requirements. Reference (1) is an excellent
source of these codes. Since codes operate on relatively large blocks, the code book may
contain over 100,000 references. The disadvantage is the cost and time to change books,



which leads to compromising--violation of basic security and dangerous to some
applications.

Another technique is the aperiodic polyalphabetics, wherein a message is combined with
the title of a book, an expression, or the like. An example is, in plaintext:

THIS BOOK BELONGS TO HARRY

The key words, CO TECHNICAL SPONSORSHIP, are arranged as shown in the
equivalent block:

COTE CHNI CALSPON SO RSHIP

Module 26 addition of the key and plaintext (A as 0, B as 1, ... Z as 25) results in
ciphertext:

VVBW DVBS DEWGCUF LC YSYZN

If this technique is used in conjunction with a little-known book, the cryptographer’s
problems increase. Note this technique is easily implemented in digital system with module
devices, registers, PN codes, etc.

Today’s modern digital systems are prime candidates for encryption methods using shift
registers. Simple five-stage registers can be used for one-time tape ciphers if the key is as
long as the messages. The disadvantage is that the stages will repeat, thus providing a
method of eavesdropping. As shown In Reference (6), the period for an integer value of m
or n stages is 2n-1. If n is 100, the sequence will repeat every 1016 years at a 1-MBPS rate.
A seven-stage register is a good example of the even distribution required of any text.
There are four i’s and three o’s in the seven sequence. The sequence length and register
stages are limited in practice not by design, but by the time for a decrypter to lock onto the
data; seven is the minimum numbered stages. Prime numbers for the m stages that meet
these optimum requirements are 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 19, 31, 61, 89, 107, 127, 521 ....

The block cipher, which divides the plaintext into separate blocks of the same size and
operates on each independently to sequence the message, is the approach used by the NBS
Data Encryption Standard. This is discussed in a separate paper. All of the techniques
discussed previously can be used for each block. The problem is one of timing by the
decrypter and recombination into plaintext sequence. Mixing the blocks and the transforms
adds complexity as well as security. It should be noted at this point that the timing of the
encryption registers as well as decryption registers is very critical. Jitter, drift, waveform
variation of the reference or clock time render most hardware ineffective.



ANALOG

The encryption of voice and facsimile on an analog basis is called scrambling. To build a
secure scrambler is difficult. On the other hand, using the frequency domain or time
domain, a persistent human eavesdropper can usually determine the message contents.
Most complex types as well as modulated types are subject to Fourier analysis to
determine the transpositions and inversions. In general, scrambling voices for security is
time-limited. One solution is to convert the analog to digits or ABATE levels before
applying digital encryption techniques, thus generating greater security time.

The simplest analog scramblers are frequency inverters wherein the 300- to 3000-Hz
filtered voice is mixed with a 3100-Hz tone. Thus the high frequencies become low and
lows become high. The next step in complexity is band splitting . For example, the voice
range is broken into five bands and then permuted; five bands give 120 permutations or
keys--not a large number to descramble. The next progression is to use a rolling code
wherein the permutations are changed several times each second. Again the subset band is
usually five. The inversion sequence subsets and permutation can be made more complex
by using a pseudorandom number generator. Due to the low rate, computer decoding or
decryption is relatively fast.

Following the digital block technique, time division scramblers break the speech into short
segments for permutation. Of course, permuting time, frequency, and combinations thereof
is feasible. Reference (3) indicates the blocks should be greater than 10 seconds and the
duration of each segment less than 50 milliseconds to produce a highly secure system. To
decrease the duplex delay (twice the block duration), buffering and simplex operation are
recommended. More on this subject is contained in the companion papers of this session.

Figures 2 through 7, taken from Reference (7), explain the techniques in graphic form.

GENERAL

Plaintext is usually of an arbitrary length and normally cannot be handled in total by
computing devices. Therefore, the plaintext is divided into blocks of a fixed size. Block
ciphers tend to be simple substitutions that require large alphabets to foil analysis. The
properties are such that a systematic error-correcting code is not applicable, and an error
will cause 50 percent of the ciphertext bits to change. This is an advantage since error
propagation assists an authentication method. Thus the third party cannot make undetected
modifications without the proper key. The parties will know the message is modified.

In contrast, stream ciphers encrypt every input into an output character as a function of
the internal state of the registers. Further, the encrypted stream changes states according to



a fixed or variable rule. The occurrence of the same plaintext character will usually result
in different ciphertext characteristics. When the stream is synchronous, each state depends
upon the previous state and not on the input state. This is a memoryless or time-varying
technique. The advantage is that there is no error propagation. The disadvantage is that a
loss of a character causes loss of synchronization and loss of the following message. Some
systems such as DES operate in self-synchronization to overcome this problem.

The opposite side is the stream operating as a time variation and an encrypter that
possesses a memory. Encryption of plaintext depends upon the position of the character
and the preceding characters. Again combination of blocks into streams is feasible.

CONCLUSION

From this general discussion of the commonly available techniques, one can understand the
complexity of encryption and the degree of security available. For data that has a short
half-life and for data designed for the eavesdropper, the simple tape key systems will
prove to be economically feasible. For large amounts of data, the block or stream system
or a combination with a large prime number key is suggested. Cost and complexity are the
disadvantages to be offset. If the eavesdropper need is greater than the sender’s or
receiver’s, it will pay off. As with all digital systems, error propagation is a factor that
must be assessed based upon the loss of data versus protection required.

In general , it is clear that more and more private, commercial, and industrial
communications will be encrypted. The protection of computer data interchange is only the
first step. This indicates that a new industry is in the formative stage.

The listed references will allow the reader to explore this subject in greater detail. The
glossary will assist the reader with the following papers.

Table 1 is a summary of the discussion.
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TABLE 1. Summary

PRO CON

Increased protection to sensitive
company data/messages from
eavesdropping.

Provides privacy and authenication
to communication channels.

Only authorized personnel have
access to messages and
communication channels.

Extended security time of message
contents.

Increases cost.

Data and message units must be repeated to
ensure 100 percent acceptance.

Complexity of software and equipment to
ensure successful message transfer.

Highly qualified personnel required.

Real time messages will be delayed due to
transmission transfer and coding
coefficients.



Figure 1 -- Authentication

Figure 2 -- The Frequency-Inversion Process

Figure 3 -- Hopping and Masking



Figure 4 -- Bandsplitting

Figure 5 -- Rolling Code Change

Figure 6 -- Time-Division Multiplexing



Figure 7 -- A Hybrid Approach

APPENDIX

GLOSSARY OF CRYPTOGRAPHY

Analog cryptography--Cryptographic transformations may be applied to continuous
signals, usually voice. This process s frequently used, even though it is less secure
than digitizing the signal before encryption, because it requires smaller bandwidths.

Authentication--Verification of the Identity of a party taking part In communication, or
the validity of a message.

Autokey--A method of encryption in which the parts of the message itself are used as all
or part of the key for encrypting other parts.

Bandsplitting--A form of analog scrambling in which the frequency domain is divided in
several bands (often five), which are transposed.

Black--Unclassified, public, or encrypted data are called black by the military. See: Red.

Block cipher--A cipher in which the plaintext is broken into a sequence of blocks of fixed
size and processed, one block at a time, in a manner ndependent of the block’s
position in the sequence. Monoalphabetic substitution on English is a block cipher
in which the blocks are quite small, but the term is usually limited to ciphers
employing larger blocks. See: Polyalphabetic cipher.

Bust--An error in the operation of a cryptographic system that creates an opening for
cryptanalytic attack.



Certification--The process of studying a cryptosystem to ascertain its security. At present,
this is done by mounting a cryptanalytic assault on the device under idealized
conditions. In the future, it may be possible to give formal proofs of the
cryptanalytic strength. In addition, such characteristics as reliability, failure modes,
and radiation shielding must be examined. See: Tempest specifications, and IFF
problem.

Cipher--in the classical literature, a cipher designates a cryptosystem that operates on
small portions of the plaintext in a way that is relatively independent of linguistic
structure. This is in contrast to a code that operates directly on linguistic elements
such as words or phrases.

Cipher block chaining--A mode of cryptographic operation in which each block of
plaintext is XORed with the previous block of ciphertext before being encrypted.

Cipher feedback--A mode of cryptographic operation in which each element of plaintext
(usually bit or character) is encrypted in a way that depends on a fixed number of
preceding elements of the cipher text.

Code--A cryptosystem that replaces linguistic elements of the plaintext, such as words or
phrases, with arbitrary alphanumeric groups. The considerable strength of these
systems results from a combination of factors: (1) the elements on which it operates
are large and variable in length; (2) the key, consisting of the correspondence
between the plain and code groups is huge; (3) they perform a data compression
with redundancy, which is vital to cryptanalysis. A code which is not secret but is
employed for data compression only is called a brevity code, commercial code, or
nonsecret code. The term code is also used for a variety of other transformations on
data that are not intended for secrecy and operate on quantities of data ranging from
a few bits to thousands.

Codebook-- A book containing lists of words or phrases and the equivalent codegroups
This forms the key to a code. See: One-part code and Two-part code.

Codetext--The coded form of a text. This usually consists of a sequence of alphanumeric
groups.

Computational security--Security arising from the computational difficulty of
cryptanalysis, as opposed to probabalistic security, which relies on key of sufficient
size to leave the plaintext unconstrained by a knowledge of the cryptogram. See:
Probabalistic security.



Confusion--A notation introduced by Shannon for increasing the difficulty of cryptanalysis
by making the relationship between the statistics of the cryptogram and the structure
of the key computationally complex. In the IBM Lucifer system, this term has been
applied to the use of arbitrary functions of small numbers of variables, which are
computed by table lookup.

Cryptanalysis--The study, or act, of breaking or solving cryptosystems by deriving the
plaintext and the keys from a knowledge of the cryptotext alone. Various sorts of
additional information may be at the disposal of the cryptanalyst, giving rise to a
variety of cryptanalytic problems and situations. See: IFF problem, Probable word
method.

Cryptographic transformation--A transformation meant to conceal the meaning of a
message; a privacy transformation, cipher, code, etc.’

Cryptography--The study, or use, of transformations that make their inputs difficult to
discover from their outputs without knowledge of special keying information.

Cryptology--This term is sometimes used to emphasize the combined study of methods of
encrypting and means of attacking such methods, reserving the terms cryptography
and cryptanalysis for these two aspects respectively.

Cryptosystem--A family of invertible transformations, indexed by a key, that convert
plain language messages to secret form.

Cryptotext--The result of a cryptographic transformation (i.e., ciphertext, codetext, etc.)
This term is used to emphasize a level of generality that includes both.

Decrypt, decipher, decode, or decramble--The transformation of encrypted material to
plaintext by use of the key.

Diffusion--A notion introduced by Shannon for operations that spread the redundancy of
message out over large quantities of text, thereby making it harder to discover the
structure of the key. In the IBM Lucifer system, this term is applied to bitwise
permutations of blocks of data.

Displacement--An analog term for a shift in either the frequency or time domains.

Dummy traffic--Meaningless messages sent through a communications channel to
confuse eavesdroppers.



En clair--In plaintext. Usually refers to the plaintext portion of a partially encrypted
message.

Encipher--To convert plaintext to ciphertext.

Enciphered code or Encicode--The result of superenciphering codetext (i.e., of applying
to the plaintext first a code then a cipher). See: Superencipher.

Encrypt, encipher, or encode--The transformation of plaintext to secret form.

End-to-end encryption--Protection of traffic in a communications net by enciphering it at
the source and deciphering it at the destination so that all the nodes through which it
passes remain ignorant of its content. This offers better security than link
encryption, but requires a prior agreement between the correspondents.

Error propagation--Encoding data in such a way that a small error in transmission results
in large garbled blocks. In paper and pencil cryptography, this was regarded as a
drawback, since errors were common. In current systems, however, it is considered
a virtue, as it makes transmission errors easier to detect and surreptitious
unauthorized modification of the transmitted data more difficult.

Frequency distribution--A map from the letters of an alphabet to the integers whose
value on a letter is the number of occurrences of that letter in some cryptogram.

General system--The less variable parts of a cryptosystem, which is usually taken to be
public, by contrast with the key which is kept secret. In a formal sense, the general
system is the whole parameterized family of transformations and the key is the
parameter.

High-grade cryptosystem--A system designed to resist solution indefinitely.

IFF assumption or IFF problem--The term “Identification Friend or Foe” is applied to
military systems that permit a radar to determine the identity of aircraft. The radar
transmits a signal that is encrypted and returned by the aircraft. The radar compares
the response with its own encryption of the signal to determine its validity. An
opposing radar may make similar challenges, even though it is unable to judge the
results. From a comparison of its challenges and the aircraft’s responses,
cryptanalysts can attempt to discover the cryptosystem in use by the aircraft. The
assumption that a system will be subjected to the severe test of having to encipher, 



for its opponents, as many test messages as they may care to send, without allowing
them to gain insight into the solution of any other cryptograms furnishes a good
criterion for the certification of systems.

In clear--Synonymous with en clair. Not encrypted.

Index of coincidence--A measure of the probability that two letters chosen at random
from a message will be identical. This measure is very different for random text than
for a language with redundancy.

Indicator--Frequently, it is impractical to change the key with every message. In this case,
a part of the key may be kept constant over several messages, while another part is
transmitted either encrypted or in clear with each message. Sometimes this data is
concealed within the message, an example of steganography. An indicator,
especially if sent in clear, is not really part of the key, which is by definition secret;
rather it amounts to changing the system with every message.

Key--The part of a cryptosystem that can be easily varied, and is kept secret. In normal
terms, the key is the parameter that selects which member of a family of
transformation is to be used.

Key auto key (KAK) or key feedback--A mode of cryptographic operation in which the
output of a cryptographic device is cycled back on itself to produce a keystream.

Key generator or KG--A device that generates keying information that will be combined
with plaintext to produce ciphertext. Typically, this is a sequence of pseudo-random
bits. See: Running key.

Keystream--This word is synonymous with running key.

Link encryption--Protection of traffic in a communications network by encryption of the
traffic on each link.

Low-grade cryptosystem--A system designed to provide temporary security.

Masking--An analog term for the use of noise to bury the clear signal.

Nulls--Meaningless additional characters added to a cryptogram to make cryptanalysis
more difficult.



One part code--A code in which the codegroups as well as the plain component are in
alphabetical order, making it possible to convert either way with only one table. In a
code intended for data compression only, this is of little, if any, disadvantage. In a
secret code, however, it represents a serious weakness.

One time key or system--A key which is as large as the message itself, and chosen
completely at random, offers total security if it is only used once. Typically such
keys take the form of a tape of random characters that are combined with plaintext.
Such a system is also called a “one-time pad” or “one-time tape” after the medium
in which the key is stored.

Paraphrasing--Rephrasing a message to prevent an opponent from coming into
possession of a cryptogram and corresponding plaintext.

Password--This word is sometimes used in place of key. It is the customary word for
similar concepts in system security, just as combination is the customary word for
information demanded by locks.

Plain code or placode--Code that has not been superciphered.

Plaintext or plain language--Unenciphered text. Message.

Polyalphabetic cipher--A cipher that employs a number of cipher alphabets that are used
in a varying manner to encipher the characters of the plaintext.

Preamble--A sequence that initiates a pseudo-random running key cipher composed of
synchronization information followed by an indicator.

Primary key--The more frequently changed part of the key. The part not keyed in by the
user.

Privacy transformation--Synonymous with cryptographic transformation.

Probabalistic security--Security achieved by making the key so large that the cryptogram
does not uniquely determine the plaintext.

Probable word method--The method of cryptanalytic attack that consists of assuming
probable values of the input and attempting to deduce the transformations needed to
produce the observed output.



Product cipher--A cipher consisting of the iterated application of different component
ciphers. In information theory, there is a similar object called a concatinated code.

Recoverable synchronization--The ability to recover synchronization automatically.

Red--Classified or unenciphered data are called red by the military.

Rolling code--An analog term for a scrambling process that changes with time,
particularly a bandsplitter that rearranges the frequency bands differently from
moment to moment.

Running key cipher--Classically the same as a coherent running key cipher. More
generally any cipher in which the plaintext is combined with a long keying
sequence.

Session key--A key used for one session or conversation that is transmitted encrypted in a
prearranged long term key. The session key may be sent from one party to the other
(a form of indicator), or from some third party to both.

Scramble--A synonym for encrypt, which originally applied almost exclusively to analog
cryptography but which has been extended by manufacturers to recent digital
products.

Secondary key--The less frequently changed part of the key. Many systems involve keys
that are built or contained in changeable components as well as keys that are keyed
in by the user.

Specific key--A key applying to a particular message, and choosing one cryptographic
transformation from among a set.

Superencipher--To encipher material that is already enciphered. See: Enciphered code.

Tempest specifications--Military specifications governing the elctromagnetic radiation
shielding and isolation of cryptographic equipment.

Transportation cipher--A cipher in which the message is acted on by a permutation of
the letters of the message.



Two-part code--A code composed of two parts: in the first, the plain language elements
are alphabetically ordered and the corresponding codegroups are in random order; in
the second, the code groups are in alphabetical order and the plain component is in
disarray. Such codes offer better security than one-part codes.

Unicity distance or unicity point--The quantity of crypotext required to uniquely
determine the plaintext.

Work characteristic or work factor--The amount of work required to cryptanalyze as a
function of the amount of ciphertext available.



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN NARROWBAND ANALOG SIGNAL
ENCRYPTION WITH EMPHASIS ON VOICE CHANNEL SYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT

In many instances, the process of telemetering of scientific information must be
accompanied by a voice conversation which either reveals the sequence of measurements
or provides information as to the nature of the data gathered and/or transmitted. If such
voice information can compromise the integrity of the telemetry data to an unauthorized
interceptor, voice privacy equipment must be used along with the equipment used for
transmission of the telemetry data.

The recent developments in LSI technology provide a new capability to the design of voice
encryption equipment. This is particularly true for the case where sophisticated analog
encryption schemes must be employed to permit the encrypted voice information to be
transmitted over the existing telephone and radio channels which are typically limited to a
3 KHz upper-frequency cutoff.

This paper examines the recent developments in analog voice privacy equipment design, as
indicated by the disclosures made in open literature by various manufacturers and
evaluators of such equipment. Advances in the technology as well as in analytical
definitions of analog voice privacy are discussed. The role of such valuable LSI chips as a
microprocessor and the DES algorithm are examined. Also, in addition to considering the
classic frequency/time domain permutation algorithms, developments in analog
“pseudonoise” scrambling are examined in view of the data made recently available in
open literature.
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ABSTRACT

The U. S. Army Armament Research and Development Command (ARRADCOM), has
had a need for a number of artillery projectile telemetry systems to obtain in-bore and in-
flight data. This paper provides a brief description of some of these systems along with the
non-destructive testing techniques that have been utilized for verifying the gun hardness of
telemetry components and systems. Examples of in-bore environmental data obtained
during actual firings are presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The advent of highly sophisticated artillery projectiles, such as the family of fire and forget
guided projectiles and sensing munitions incorporating a variety of on-board sophisticated
electronics (such as multiple on-board micro-computers and special purpose sub-systems
for performing guidance, control and fuzing functions), specialized metallurgy, and
packaging techniques in the system design, has resulted in a growing need for telemetry
support to monitor the in-bore and in-flight performance of the projectile and characterize
the environment experienced by it. In the past, the performance of many artillery
projectiles was evaluated statistically by firing a large number of rounds without telemetry
and by monitoring the dud rate to estimate satisfactory performance by statistical
inference. This approach was utilized on most high-explosive ballistic projectiles because
of their low unit cost compared to the high cost of telemetry and because of their relative
simplicity. RF telemetry was utilized sparingly, mostly for in-flight performance on nuclear
projectile programs.

Many projectile anomalies have been proven or surmised to have occurred during the in-
bore environment where typical acceleration forces can reach levels of 17,000 g’s with
angular accelerations of more than 334,000 radians per second squared for a 155 mm



projectile. For this reason, there has been increased interest in obtaining in-bore telemetry
data on projectiles currently under development and on older programs where in-bore
telemetry was not obtained during development if investigations become necessary. Within
the past few years, the state-of-the-art of telemetry components has progressed to the point
where high quality, reliable, high frequency response in-bore data acquisition is
achieveable.

This paper reviews two hardwire techniques that were utilized for evaluating the gun
hardness of critical telemetry components followed by a description of three RF telemetry
systems utilized to obtain in-bore data. Gun hardness qualification testing using the
ARRADCOM rail and air guns will also be presented. Finally, typical data obtained from
test firings will be presented.

HARDWIRE TELEMETRY

Hardwire telemetry is a relatively inexpensive technique for performing gun hardness
testing of components during the in-bore environment. Two collector cup designs have
been used to date. The front of the initial collector cup configuration is shown in Figure 1.
Long insulated wires are connected to the items under test and these items are then potted
into the lower portion of the collector cup. The cup is screwed into the standard fuze well
of a projectile (Figure 2). The insulated wires are then run out of the gun tube to a recorder
where the in-bore performance data of the item under test is recorded.

Using this technique, a series of tests were conducted on two brands of nicad batteries to
determine which would be best for use as in-bore telemetry power supplies. Samples of
button and cylindrical cells from both manufacturers were tested with both positive and
negative terminals forward (direction of flight). Test results indicated that the cylindrical
cells from both manufacturers occasionally developed permanent internal cell shorts as a
result of the in-bore environment. Also, both button cells open momentarily during the in-
bore environment if the positive terminals are facing forward. A preferred battery and its
orientation were selected based on these results.

The major problem with this collector cup technique, is that, on high charge zone firings,
the wires running out of the gun barrel break in the first 10 to 12 inches of travel prior to
achieving peak in-bore acceleration (approximately 80 percent of peak) before complete,
data can be obtained.

The modified collector cup shown in Figure 3 overcomes this problem. This cup is much
smaller than the initial collector cup design (less than three inches in diameter). It consists
of an upper metal cup separated from the lower metal base by an electrical insulator. The
assembly screws into the projectile’s fuze well. A single long non-insulated wire is



connected to the upper cup, extended out the gun tube and supported on the longitudinal
axis of the gun tube so that it does not come in contact with the tube. This lead is
connected to the signal input of a tape recorder. The output of the item under test located
in the base of cup is connected to the metal cup and it’s ground to the metal base. When
the projectile is fired, the cup makes nearly continuous contact with the wire during in-
bore travel, since the cup is essentially fired into the wire. If there is a momentary break in
this wire at the collector cup, there is an almost immediate remake because of the cup’s
forward velocity into the wire. The ground of the metal base is fed through the projectile to
the gun tube (through the projectile’s rotating band interface to the gun tube rifling) and to
the tape recorder.

To facilitate environmental testing of powered-up instrumentation amplifiers with the cup
and to eliminate the necessity for batteries, capacitors were charged with an exterior
insulated wire (note lead in Figure 3). Once this projectile is fired, this wire breaks, but
there is sufficient charge stored in the capacitor to power the components under test for the
duration of the in-bore environment, usually about 20 milliseconds.

One of the drawbacks with this approach is that it is only a single channel system. Also,
the signal-to-noise ratio of the data obtained has been marginal because of the continuous
break and make action of the cup to the wire.

RF TELEMETRY

RF telemetry has been used to obtain complete in-bore and/or in-flight telemetry data on a
number of projectile development programs at ARRADCOM. Although this technique is
usually more expensive than the hardwire approach, excellent quality in-bore data has been
consistently obtained.

The family of telemeters described below had their origin in the Model ARRT-48
Telemeter for the Cannon-Launched Beam Rider Projectile (CLBRP) a 105 mm anti-tank
laser-guided projectile in exploratory development at ARRADCOM in the mid 1970’s.
The measurement requirements dictated that data was required within a few milliseconds
after muzzle exit. Most projectile RF transmitters until that time were not crystal-
controlled. This was acceptable for obtaining data during free-flight if the expected data
occurred late enough in the trajectory to permit re-tuning of receivers to follow the drift in
carrier frequency caused by the affect of the in-bore environment on the transmitter
components. The only crystal-controlled transmitter available was a 200 milliwatt L or
S-band unit that had been qualified to survive a 155 mm in-bore environment, but the
maximum charge zone for a 105 mm projectile causes a set-back acceleration of about
27,000 g’s, significantly higher than the 17,000 g’s experienced by a 155 mm projectile.
The transmitter was redesigned to further ruggedize it to the 105 mm environment. It was



then tested in the ARRADCOM air gun and qualified to operate through accelerations
equivalent to a howitzer environment in excess of 50,000 g’s set-back. The resulting
telemetry system is described below under the ARRT-62 Telemeter.

Following is a brief description of three RF telemetry systems used for acquisition of in-
bore data.

Model ARRT-52 Telemeter for the XM785 155 mm Projectile

Figure 4 is the ARRT-52 telemeter that was developed in 1979 to satisfy the requirement
for strain data from the interior wall of a 155 mm projectile during in-bore travel. The
telemeter is 4-3/8 inches in diameter and five inches long and has been qualified to levels
in excess of 16,000 g’s in the ARRADCOM air and rail guns. Excellent quality in-bore
data has been obtained with this telemeter and examples of data are presented later in this
paper. The telemeter utilizes a tapered printed circuit wrap-around antenna that is
assembled into the ogive section of the projectile casing. This antenna, designed and
manufactured by Ball Aerospace Corporation, excites the gun tube as a waveguide and
provides exceptionally good signal strength at the telemetry receiving station. The antenna
also provides good in-flight antenna pattern coverage. The S-band 200 milliwatt crystal-
controlled transmitter described above is utilized. S-band was selected to insure that the
telemeter would be operating well above the waveguide cut-off frequency of a 155 mm
gun tube. It was felt to be necessary to have the transmitter crystal controlled to minimize
any incidental FM of the transmitter caused by in-bore acceleration forces or the position
of the projectile within the waveguide (gun tube). The telemeter includes a multiplexer
module that contains 13 VCO’s as follows: one constant bandwidth IRIG “A” channel, 10
constant bandwidth IRIG “B” channels and two proportional bandwidth (IRIG) channels.
This module is interchangeable with a 300 kbit/second PCM encoder module that has six
bit words, 16 words per frame and a 12 kbit shift register. The intent of the PCM module
was to delay in-bore data transmissions by 40 milliseconds or until the projectile exits the
gun tube and is clear of the ionized cloud at muzzle exit, at which time data transmission
optimized. However, it was found that this feature was not needed even with severely
worn gun tubes where there was concern that excessive ionized gas blow-by might cause
an RF blackout. The telemeter contains eleven low-level signal conditioning bridge circuits
with precision bridge completion resistors, RFI and data filters, instrumentation amplifiers,
limiters, and a precise bridge excitation voltage source. Two battery packs are contained
within the telemeter, one for powering the telemeter and one for providing excitation to the
bridge circuits. In addition, the telemeter contains an accelerometer to measure
longitudinal acceleration.



Model ARRT-62 Telemeter for the M483A1 155 mm Projectile

Shown in Figure 5 is a telemeter developed to acquire in-bore strain data on the M483A1
155 mm Projectile. The telemeter consists of two modules, a basic module consisting of
the ARRT-48 CLBRP Telemeter described previously and a signal conditioning module
developed in 1980 to adapt this telemeter to the data requirements of the M483A1
Projectile. The basic module, shown on the left of Figure 5, measures only 3-1/4 inches in
diameter and 4.5 inches in length. It contains a crystal-controlled 200 milliwatt S-band
transmitter, a 48-channel PAM commutator, six VCO data channels, and nicad battery
pack with sufficient capacity for almost one hour of operation. It is completely hard-
potted, but can be modified or repaired due to interior tapered walls and a plunger
assembly that is used to remove the electronics and battery sections. The signal
conditioning module, which is 3-1/4 inches in diameter and 4-3/4 inches long, contains
eleven low level signal conditioning circuits and a bridge excitation power supply
regulation circuit. Electrically, the signal conditioning circuits are very similar to those
used on the ARRT-52 telemeter except that each signal conditioning channel and the
bridge excitation regulator are packaged on individual printed circuit boards and use
discrete components instead of hybrid circuits. This provides a very flexible design that
can be readily adapted to changing instrumentation requirements. The signal conditioning
module plugs into the basic telemetry module using ITT Cannon MDM metal shell
connectors. A printed circuit wrap-around antenna designed and manufactured by Ball
Aerospace Corporation is fitted to the outside surface of a special ogive section of the
projectile that was developed to house the telemetry system. Excellent in-bore data has
been obtained with this telemeter.

Model ARRT-46 Telemeter for the Ballistic Rail Gun

Shown in Figure 6 is a modular general-purpose projectile telemeter that was developed in
early 1981 for instrumenting the ARRADCON ballistic rail gun. This system is very
flexible and can he easily modified because of its modular design. The telemeter consists
of a battery module (far right in Figure 6), a VCO and transmitter module (center of
Figure 6) containing 13 VCO’s, and a signal conditioning module (far left in Figure 6).

The overall size of this telemeter (see Figure 7) is 3-1/4 inches in diameter and 9-1/4
inches long. The three modules plug into each other using ITT Cannon MDM connectors.
The signal conditioning module is the same as used on the M483A1 telemeter. The
VCO’s, transmitter, and battery pack components are the same as previously employed on
the XM785 and M483A1 telemeters. To date, this telemeter has been utilized to support
rail gun testing at ARRADCOM. Excellent quality in-bore and in-rail data has been
obtained. Plans are currently underway to use this telemeter design with some signal
conditioning modifications to support additional in-bore and in-flight XM785 testing and to



acquire longitudinal acceleration data in-bore through exit shock on a new eight-inch
guided projectile in advanced development. Due to the expected high frequency content of
the axial exit shock, up to nine constant bandwidth proposed IRIG ‘E’ channel VCO’s will
be used in each telemeter.

A new modular telemetry system is presently under development that is similar to this unit
as far as mechanical packaging, but will be capable of handling greater instrumentation
requirements.

QUALIFICATION TESTING

Before any telemeter is certified for use, it must undergo a series of qualification tests that
include air and/or rail gun testing. If the telemeter is to be used to obtain in-bore data, it is
tested in its “on” or active state during gun qualification testing. The output is recorded
and each telemeter channel is checked to insure proper operation. If it is to be used to
obtain in-flight data only, the telemeter is checked before and after being subjected to the
gun environment to insure that the telemeter survived and works after exposure to the
environment. This type of passive testing is performed where possible to minimize
qualification test costs associated with providing real time telemetry ground station
coverage.

Air Gun

Figures 8 and 9 show the air gun soft recovery facility at ARRADCOM. This facility
presently has five-inch and two-inch smooth bore air guns. A 155 mm air gun with rifling
is in the process of being readied for use. To obtain active, air gun telemetry data, a
telemeter is installed into a five-inch air gun cannister along with the item under test. A
scimitar antenna is mounted on the forward surface of the cannister with a receiving
antenna mounted on the bulkhead at the capture end of, and extending into, the air gun
chamber. Since the air gun is less expensive to use than the rail gun, it is a desirable
method of performing initial system and component testing. It has been found that, for
testing telemetry components, the air gun levels must he carefully controlled to avoid an
overtest. The air gun is a diaphragm-fracture device that has a very rapid acceleration rise
time (in low microseconds vs low milliseconds for an actual gun firing) that generates
excessive high frequency shock components not normally found in actual gun firings
except at muzzle exit, but at lower amplitudes. These high frequency components can
excite the small telemetry electronic parts and devices that have high natural resonant
frequencies and cause them to fail. By analyzing the item to be tested and judiciously
selecting the proper test levels, the air gun has proven to be a valuable tool for checking
the gun hardness of electronic sub-assemblies and devices.



A test effort was conducted with the ARRADCOM air gun to qualify the crystal-controlled
transmitter discussed previously. The transmitter was fired passively many times in the air
gun while developing a crystal packaging design that would protect the crystal from failing
at air gun acceleration levels in excess of 38,000 g’s, which is equivalent to actual gun
firings in excess of 50,000 g’s.

Rail Gun

Figures 10 and 11 show the ballistic rail gun soft recovery facility at ARRADCOM. A
water scoop is connected to the front of an M483A1 projectile casing and fired from the
155 mm gun into an array of four rails designed to capture the projectile. At the bottom of
the rail is a water trough which the scoop enters and thus the projectile is slowed to a stop
within 100 feet.

To obtain in-bore or in-rail telemetry data, the projectile is outfitted with any of the
previously discussed telemetry systems. A water scoop (Figure 12) with an antenna
mounted in its base is assembled to the projectile (Figure 13). This antenna provides
excellent in-bore data. But, when this projectile enters the rails, the water shorts out this
antenna with the attendant loss of in-rail data. To overcome this, a wrap-around antenna is
mounted on the surface of the projectile body to provide transmission of the in-rail data.

Newly developed telemetry systems are qualified in the rail gun prior to their use to insure
‘g’ hardness of design. Also, there is sufficient room in the M483A1 projectile casing to
carry fairly large projectile component specimens instrumented with the telemeter.

The rail gun is somewhat of an over-test compared to an actual firing because of the in-rail
balloting and set-foward forces encountered during slow-down of the projectile in the
water break.

At present, rail gun qualification test costs are more expensive than that of the air gun.

It has been observed that, once a telemetry system has been gun-hardened, there has been
only minor fatiguing effects observed from repeated gun firings. Some telemetry systems
have been fired more than a dozen times in the rail gun without any noticeable degradation
in system performance.

IN-BORE DATA

Following is a brief discussion of some typical in-bore data obtained using the ARRT-52
telemeter in XM785 projectile gun tests. The measurement requirements for these tests
were to monitor projectile strain levels on the inner wall of the shell casing during in-bore



travel. The inner wall of the projectile was instrumented with a number of Vishay
Intertechnology, Inc. strain gauges. Eight strain gauges were simultaneously telemetered
along with two “strain type” reference channels, one axial acceleration channel and two
telemetry battery monitor channels. The projectiles were designed for parachute recovery
to permit postmortem analysis of the projectile casing and re-use of the telemetry system.
The data presented in this section is raw telemetry data and has not been filtered or
processed in any way.

Three test firings took place at Yuma Proving Grounds in June 1980. All firings were
conducted at a gun quadrant of elevation of approximately 90 degrees for proper parachute
recovery system operation. A new 155 mm M199 gun tube was used for all firings. Two
rounds were fired usingM203 propellant charges and one round was fired with an M3A1
propellant charge. All telemeters functioned properly with a very good signal to noise ratio
on all channels. A Kulite piezoresistive accelerometer was used. Figure 14 is a data trace
of longitudinal acceleration vs time. Please note that there is a linear portion in the initial
rise of the acceleration trace. This is characteristic of high charge zone firings. The
acceleration peaks at approximately 13,000 g’s and decays until muzzle exit. At exit, an
exponentially decaying high frequency sinusoid of approximately 13 kHz is observed for
about two milliseconds. This high frequency ringing is a result of the gun in-bore forces
suddenly being removed from the projectile at muzzle exit. Also, one can observe during
the initial portion of free-flight that there has been a shift in the accelerometer base line
from that observed prior to firing. This is probably the result of the accelerometer taking a
permanent set as a result of the in-bore environment and/or accelerometer cross-axis
coupling due to spin. It is highly desireable to obtain some initial free-flight data on all in-
bore transducers, even if one is only interested in the in-bore data, so that the operation of
the transducers can be observed after the high stress environment to see if there was any
substantial degradation caused by the in-bore environment. From this, an estimate of the
in-bore data quality can be made.

Figure 15 is the first integration of acceleration, or velocity. Exit velocity is observed to be
very close to the calculated value of 2,735 feet per second. The in-flight velocity profile is
not valid due to the accelerometer offset. Figure 16 is the second integration of
acceleration, or displacement. Displacement to muzzle exit corresponds, closely to the
design length of the M199 gun tube. Again, the in-flight displacement is not valid due to
the accelerometer offset.

Figure 17 is a typical strain measurement. It can be observed that the maximum strain of
just under 10,000 microinches per inch occurs near maximum acceleration. Also, time
slight base line shift from zero that can be observed prior to firing is actually strain in the
wall of the projectile after ramming into the forcing cone of the gun tube.



Figure 18 is a telemetry reference channel. This channel is identical to the other strain
channels, except that a fixed 350-ohm resistor is connected to the bridge input instead of a
350-ohm strain gauge. This channel should be stable at all times. Any variation in this
channel is telemetry-induced noise. Only a small amount of telemetry noise (approximately
five percent) was observed at muzzle exit.

CONCLUSION

Proven projectile telemetry systems have been presented that provided excellent quality in-
bore data through muzzle exit. Qualification testing techniques have also been presented
that insure very high telemetry reliability. At this point, high “g” transducers appear to be
the weak link in obtaining in-bore environmental data.
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Figure 14 - XM785 In-bore Telemetry Test, Axial Acceleration vs Time

Figure 15 - XM785 In-bore Telemetry Test, Axial Velocity vs Time



Figure 16 - XM785 In-bore Telemetry Test, Axial Displacement vs Time

Figure 17 - XM785 In-bore Telemetry Test, Strain Gage



Figure 18 - XM785 In-bore Telemetry Test, Reference Channel - Center
Frequency 80 KHZ
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ABSTRACT

The conventional AGC weighted diversity combiner design experiences performance
problems in the presence of fast fade rates of amplitude and phase of RF input signals.

These problems and other needs are discussed by the author in detail along with the design
and theory of a new combiner that has been developed. It successfully overcomes these
phase and amplitude fading problems and also addresses many other problems such as the
need for wider bandwidths, computer control, and many other improvements. These
improvements are necessary to increase the state-of-the-art in the telemetry and
communications combiner.

The design criteria and realization of the design goals are described in detail accompanied
by a block diagram discussion of the theory of operation.

INTRODUCTION

The requirements of the Diversity Combiner for Satellite and Missile Telemetry have
increased dramatically in the last decade.

This increase in requirements for Diversity Combiners has prompted many excellent
studies on the subject - most notably, those by E. R. Hill. A sample of these papers is
indicated in the bibliography. Mr. Hill and others have brought to light the demands that
are placed on modern-day Diversity Combiners. Mr. Hill and others have also studied and
experimented with new techniques to accomplish these demands. These studies and papers
have prompted the design of a completely new commercial Combiner that incorporates
many of these new techniques along with many new methods developed during our study
and resultant finished design.



Diversity combining has been thoroughly analyzed in the references and no general
dissertation will be given in this paper. The purpose of this paper is to point out the
improvements in combiner circuitry and analyze the results obtained.

AM/AGC WEIGHTING

The conventional AGC-weighted combiner requires perfect tracking of the AGC vs. the
RF fading envelope to properly perform as an optimal ratio combiner. The studies show
that receivers cannot supply this function when the RF input envelope is fading rapidly in
phase and amplitude.

Mr. Hill devised techniques to overcome this problem in his experimental combiner study
entitled Technical Publication TP-78-20 Department of the Navy, Pacific Missile Test
Center. (1) He made use of the fact that when a receiver AGC system cannot track a
fading FM or PM signal, the resultant output of the IF contains the residual AM
component. He devised an AM detector to recover these AM signals, process them
through a log amp then sum them with the recovered receiver AGC voltages. This resultant
AM/AGC-weighted combiner then more closely tracks the fading RF signal. This
technique worked well for Mr. Hill in his experimental combiner. (2) These techniques
were later studied with the prospect of incorporating it in a commercial design.

The initial thought was that the AM and AGC voltages could be brought from the receiver
and processed in the combiner. This technique creates some human engineering problems
with the receiver setup and operation. For example, the receiver AM gain control must
never be tampered with once it is set. Also, video filter selection and matching between
receivers must be precisely controlled. These extra human engineering problems, coupled
with existing combiner setup problems, persuaded us to abandon this technique.

We then went back to consider the basic problem in that the receiver AGC cannot track
the RF fade rate. It then seemed reasonable to design another gain-controlled amplifier
within the combiner that could track fade rates up to 20 kHz and recover its AGC voltage.
By adding the combiner AGC voltage to the receiver’s AGC voltage, a control voltage
would be created that would track the fading conditions of the RF at the receiver input.
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the COMPOSITE AGC system of a single channel for
the combiner.

This new design produces an AGC liner in respect to the input signal in dBm. A typical
response of Ch 1 and Ch 2 AGC tracking and response is shown in Figure 2. Note that the
tracking of the two units is nearly identical. This is very important because the AGC
response must be a true representation of the RF response. Note the unit is designed to 



operate at a dynamic range of at least 35 dB to accommodate very large fade depths. This
type of system also eliminated the need for a log amp.

This system has one other very important benefit in that it is no longer necessary to set up
the combiner RF input signals precisely. In the past, this was a very difficult
accomplishment. The combiner AGC loops hold the internal RF level at the combiner
circuits at a very precise level regardless of the difference between the two input signals.
They can be up to 6 dB different with no system degradation. In other words, with this
system, the Ch 1 and Ch 2 receiver IF output signals can be connected to the combiner
without any adjustments. The combiner is then controlled by the receiver AGC summed
together with the combiner AGC to form a COMPOSITE AGC equal to the RF fade rate.

A complete set of data was taken with this new Combiner design. These tests were
conducted using the IRIG Document 118-79 Chapter 5 on Diversity Combiners, in order
to simulate actual mission parameters.

The data of most interest for this design was the data taken with random and periodic
fading. Figure 3 shows the Bit Error Rate improvement where Ch 1 and Ch 2 BER’s were
set equal and the Combiner BER was set for a finite BER. Although Ch 1 and Ch 2 BER’s
were difficult to measure, in almost all cases, they were greater than 100, 000 errors per
million. In this case, the Ch 1 and Ch 2 signals were fading in phase and amplitude with
the amplitude fading at 20 dB depth. At 50 Hz fade rate, Ch 1 and Ch 2 modulating signals
are 180E out-of-phase with one another.

Figure 4 represents the action within the Combiner. When Ch 1 peaks, the Ch 1 control is
max and the Ch 2 RF and control signal is min. The combiner will instantaneously select
only Ch 1 data in this case. As the Ch 1 RF decreases, the Ch 2 RF increases, and the
combiner will start to combine the two channels during this time and will peak at a 3 dB
improvement when Ch 1 is equal to Ch 2. Then the process will reverse where when Ch 2
has its maximum level, the combiner has instantaneously selected the Ch 2 signal.

The combined data improvement is very dramatic over the individual channels. The
Combiner is selecting and combining the best data according to the Ch 1 and Ch 2
composite control signals. This data was taken using only a 50 Hz fade rate and you could
expect an AGC ONLY combiner to perform as well with this slow fade if the receiver
AGC time constants were set fast enough to track the fade rate.

A comparison of data was done with an AGC ONLY combiner vs. a combiner with
COMPOSITE AGC and the data is shown as Figure 5. Once again, the fades were 20 dB
in depth and 180E out-of-phase with one another but, in this case, the fade rate was varied
from a few Hz to 20 kHz. The Ch 1 and Ch 2 BER’s were adjusted to keep the combined



BER at one error per million bits. The AGC ONLY combiner is totally dependent on the
receiver AGC time constants for tracking capability and there are two curves - the first
one, the time constant was set for 10 msec and the second one was set for 0.1 msec. The
receiver AGC time constant for the new combiner with COMPOSITE AGC was set for
10 msec.

Note that the new Combiner with COMPOSITE AGC maintained a BER of one error per
million when Ch 1 and Ch 2 are set for 30, 000 errors per million from a few Hz to about
10 kHz and then degrades to about 17, 000 errors at a fade rate of 20 kHz. The
COMPOSITE ACC is able to track the fade rate out past 10, 000 Hz.

Next, refer to the two curves for the AGC ONLY combiner. Curve 1 had the receiver
AGC set to 10 msec. Note the combined error rate was one error per million at fade rates
up to 15 Hz which was equal to the performance of the composite unit. However, note that
the error rate climbs very sharply after 15 Hz. This is the point where the receiver AGC
can no longer track the fade rate and the combiner is not proportioning back and forth
between the channels with the highest carrier-to-noise ratio. It is also important to note that
at about 22 Hz, the combined errors exceed the Ch 1 and Ch 2 errors. This is the point
where the AGC of the receiver is being wiped off and being shifted in phase relative to the
RF fade rate, due to the RC filter action of the receiver AGC loop components. As the
fade rate continues up from 20 Hz, the BER begins to decrease as the receiver AGC
response decays toward an average DC component until about 1,000 Hz where the
combined errors level out to about 5,000 errors or to about a 3 dB expected improvement.

Curve 2 had the receiver AGC time constants set to 0.1 msec and yielded about the same
result except that the errors didn’t begin to increase until reaching 150 Hz fade rate, then
the response was similar to Curve 1.

An important aspect of the new Combiner with COMPOSITE AGC is that the receiver
AGC time constant settings are not important since the combiner AGC will always pick up
a residual AM component left by the receiver. Even if the receiver AGC time constants are
each set for a different time constant, the combiner COMPOSITE AGC will still duplicate
the RF fading at the receiver input. This leaves the receiver AGC time constants available
for other mission parameters.

A pictorial diagram of COMPOSITE AGC vs. AGC ONLY is shown as Figure 6.

Figure 6a shows a dual trace scope display of the input RF envelope and the recovered
AGC response at the AGC output of a receiver. Note the top trace is a logarithmic AGC
response of the RF envelope and is tracking the RF envelope very well. This recovered 



AGC is sent to the combiner and controls the combining ratio properly which allows the
data improvement as shown in Figure 5 for 50 Hz fade rate.

The next picture shows the fade rate increased to 1500 Hz. Note that the recovered AGC
signal is lowered in amplitude, but even worse, it was shifted in phase relative to the RF
envelope. This AGC signal was improperly controlling the combining ratio and the result is
a serious degradation of the data improvement.

The last photograph shows the AGC back in sync and displays the correct amplitude with
the RF envelope. In this case, the receiver AGC of Figure 6 had been combined with the
combiner internal AGC to form a COMPOSITE AGC that supplies the combiner with the
proper combining information.

The COMPOSITE AGC keeps the AGC in sync and at the proper level for fade rates up to
20 kHz and never degrades the data improvement shown on Figure 5.

AM/AGC CONCLUSION

The data taken during tests of this new combiner design bear out the same conclusions
obtained by Mr. Hill and others in that it is necessary to supplement the normal receiver
AGC control of a combiner with an additional control signal when it is necessary to gather
maximum data under conditions where fast phase and amplitude fade rates are present.

The data indicates that the Composite Receiver and Combiner AGC System used in this
design successfully performs this function.

PHASE LOCK LOOP BANDWIDTH

Studies have also indicated that the Phase Lock Loop Bandwidth should be increased to
accommodate the fast amplitude and phase fading experienced by such things as flame
attenuation and missile rotation. It was decided that a switchable loop bandwidth would be
most desirable. Three loop bandwidths were designed to be switched depending on the
combiner applications. The Slow sweep mode was designed for a sweep time of 10
seconds. This position is designed to sweep very slowly so as to acquire phase lock on a
signal with a very low carrier-to-noise ratio. The Medium sweep mode was designed for a
sweep time of one second. The Fast sweep mode was designed for a sweep time of 0.1
second. The Fast poisition was used for all the data taken in this paper. No noticeable
degradation of data was noticed due to selecting this loop bandwidth during our tests. A
further study of loop bandwidth requirements for various mission parameters is planned to
better determine optimum loop bandwidths.



The curve of most interest is shown as Figure 7. This curve shows the Pre-D combined
error improvement when the Ch 1 and Ch 2 signals were modulated in amplitude and
phase using random noise. Separate noise sources were used for Ch 1 and Ch 2 and Ch 1
and Ch 2 errors were set equal and set to a combined bit error rate of one error per million.
The noise bandwidth was then varied from 100 Hz to 10 kHz while maintaining the same
modulation power. The curve shows the combined error improvement to be constant from
a low noise band with up to 10 kHz noise bandwidth. The combiner phase lock loop
bandwidth was set to the Fast position of 0.1 or about 7 kHz at the -3 dB point. The data
shows that the combiner was easily able to maintain phase lock with these widely varying
parameters.

PHASE LOCK LOOP CONCLUSION

The data taken from other studies of phase lock loops in combiners (see bibliography)
indicates that the loop bandwidth needs to be increased to accommodate the fast phase
rates encountered under actual operating conditions.

The fast loop bandwidth in this design was increased for a sweep time of 100 milliseconds
and two other selectable loop bandwidths were provided to allow for as many different
applications as possible.

The data curves in this paper indicate that the fast loop bandwidth in this design was
sufficient for all applications considered.

OTHER DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

PREDETECTION BANDWIDTH

The center frequency of the two IF inputs of this combiner is 20.0 MHz. This frequency
was selected during the initial study of the needs of the telemetry industry. Intermediate
frequency bandwidth up to 10 MHz and higher were indicated. Therefore, it was necessary
to increase the center frequency of the IF inputs. This allowed us to design a predetection
combiner with a bandwidth of 15 MHz. This increased bandwidth allows a down
converted center frequency of up to 5 MHz in order to accommodate wideband down
converted data.

POST-DETECTION VIDEO BANDWIDTH

New telemetry receivers have video bandwidths in excess of 5 MHz. This necessitated a
post detection combiner design that is capable of combining two video signals with a
frequency response up to or in excess of 5 MHz. This new design incorporating new state-



of-the-art high speed, high power op amps has resulted in a video combiner design capable
of greater than 4V p-p into a 75S load, that is, flat to 5.0 MHz and usable to almost
10 MHz.

This increased video bandwidth would also allow combining of television-type video
signal formats.

THEORY OF OPERATION

A simplified block diagram is included in this paper for reference. Figure 8.

Predetection Combining

Two 20 MHz signals are fed into the Combiner from the linear IF outputs of separate
receivers. These inputs must be linear so as to contain the AM information generated by
fast fade rates that the receiver AGC cannot wipe off.

The 20 MHz gain control amps contain extremely fast AM detectors and logarithmic AGC
circuits that process the AM component of the fading signal. The processed AM/AGC
voltage is summed together with the AGC from the receivers and produces a
COMPOSITE AGC that is a replica of the AM fading at the receiver RF input. This
COMPOSITE AGC controls the optimal ratio combining of the Pre- and Post-Detection
Combiners. The gain control circuits were designed to track one another very closely.

The output of the gain control amps is leveled and held constant by the AGC loops. This
AGC loop allows the operator to connect the linear IF inputs without regard for their
respective levels so long as they are within 6 dB of one another. This further eliminates a
very tedious and difficult setup procedure.

The gain control amps output is 20 MHz which is upconverted to 80 MHz in each channel
by the 60 MHz crystal oscillator. This 80 MHz signal is down converted to 20 MHz by the
60 MHz crystal signal in Channel 2 and sent to the phase det circuit. The Ch 1, 20 MHz
input to the phase det is down converted from 80 MHz by the 60 MHz VCO. The Ch 1
signal is compared with the Ch 2 reference and an error voltage is fed to the VCO which
changes the Ch 1, 20 MHz frequency and causes Ch 1 to phase lock to Ch 2. When Ch 1
and Ch 2 are phase locked to one another, the lock detector outputs a lock logic signal that
allows the combining of Ch 1 and Ch 2 RF signals. When the two signals are not phase
locked, the unit acts as a switching combiner, selecting the channel with the better signal-
to-noise ratio as determined by the logic circuits.



The combined predetected signal is fed to the down converters where the combined signal
is down converted to various center frequencies determined by the operator. Ch 1 and
Ch 2 down converted outputs are also provided. However, the combined output
automatically provides Ch 1 or Ch 2 outputs when the unit is not in the combined logic
condition. The channel with the best signal-to-noise is present at the combined output.

The post-detection combiner circuits also function as a switching combiner in the same
fashion as the predetection previously described.

The post-detection combiner is supplied with video from the Ch 1 and Ch 2 receiver. The
levels are set up by front panel switches in conjunction with the digital panel meter to
allow for very precise video level setting. The two signals are then routed to the post-
detection combiner where they are optimal ratio combined by the AM/AGC signal. The
post-detection combiner will also provide combining at very fast fade rates. A switch is
provided for those who wish to use the post-detection section without IF input signals.

This has been a very simplified discussion of some very complicated circuits. We have
designed into this unit state-of-the-art circuits that will handle immediate needs as well as
those that may be required far into the future.
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THE PCM DROPOUT INDICATOR - A USEFUL DEVICE

J. C. Hahn M/S DA-37
Member Technical Staff
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Downey, California 90241

ABSTRACT

During test and checkout of Space Shuttle systems, data is transmitted from test sites to
processing centers via overland transmission lines and communication satellite. Loss of
data (dropouts) may take place and can be attributed to a malfunction at the transmitting
end, the receiving end or the transmission path itself. Before effective trouble shooting can
begin, the cause must be isolated to a particular area or unit. The PCM Dropout Indicator
is one of the devices used for this task.

INTRODUCTION

Test and checkout of space shuttle systems is performed at Rockwell International’s
manufacturing plant in Palmdale, California, and at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida.
Data from these tests is processed at the sites and at Rockwell’s Flight Systems
Laboratories in Downey, California. Data from Palmdale is transmitted to Downey over a
land transmission line (that includes some microwave links). Data from KSC is received
via a communications satellite. Although both FM/FM telemetry and PCM/FM telemetry
are used on the shuttle, only the PCM data is transmitted via the data links. An IRIG ‘B’
time code on a 1 KHZ sinewave carrier is also transmitted. The data link circuits and the
means for checking out the system will not be discussed here because the PCM Dropout
Indicator is not used in this process.

DATA RECEPTION AND PROCESSING

A real time data processing setup is shown in Figure 1. PCM Data from the data link is
applied to a PCM Decommutation System that extracts the data and forwards it to a
computer system which prints out the value of the parameter measured and the time the
measurement was taken (day, hour, minute, second). At the same time that the data is
being processed, it is also being recorded on magnetic tape. Later this tape may be played
back and the data may be processed in several different ways. The real time processing is



performed so that anomalies can be detected when they occur and action taken at once.
These actions may be voice communication with the astronauts aboard the vehicle or
coded commands may be sent to the computer systems on board. Certain types of data are
processed and analyzed best during playback. Power Spectral Density plots are always
made during playback. Recorded data allows the entire mission to be made again. If a
disaster occurs, this recorded data may be played back many times and analyzed for clues
as to what went wrong. A block diagram of a setup for playback is shown in Figure 2.

THE DECOMMUTATION PROCESS

Aboard the vehicle, data from the transducers is conditioned, sampled and converted to a
binary code that represents the value of the measured parameter. This Pulse Modulated
Code (PCM) has a 128 kilobit rate and consists of 100 frames per second, with 160 words
per frame and 8 bits per word.

The PCM Decommutation System consists of a PCM Bit Synchronizer and a PCM
Decommutator and its task is to extract the data from the PCM data stream. Master
measurement lists identify each measurement with an alpha-numerical tag and list the
maximum and minimum values of the parameter, the sampling rate and the word and frame
location. The word and frame location allows the PCM Decommutator to be programmed
to extract the data desired.

Front panel controls can be used for this purpose or a computer connected properly. The
readout may be in binary form, digital readout, analog form, etc.. Analog data may be read
on a meter or recorded on an oscillograph. Digital to analog converters external to the
PCM Decommutator are used to create the analog signals. The decommutation process
will not be discussed here since it varies with different equipment and is adequately
discussed in the manuals that come with the unit.

The PCM Bit Synchronizer

This unit conditions the PCM data before it enters the PCM Decommutator. Four circuits
are used as follows:

1. An AGC circuit
2. A high pass filter
3. A pulse shaper
4. A phase lock loop

A description of each circuit follows. The inability of these circuits to handle very bad data
led directly to the design of the PCM Dropout Indicator.



High Pass Filter

This filter must have sufficient band width to preserve the PCM wave forms while
removing low frequency noise.

AGC Circuit

The Automatic Gain Control (AGC) circuit accepts input PCM data with amplitudes that
vary over a wide range and present an output of constant amplitude.

The Pulse Shaper

Logic circuits work best when the input pulses are square waves. PCM data may become
distorted due to overdriven circuits, reflections, insufficient bandwidth, etc.. The Pulse
Shaper converts the input wave forms to square waves with a reasonably fast rise time.

The Phase Lock Loop

The decommutation process requires an internal clock that is synchronized to the bit rate
of the input signal and in phase with it. These two tasks are performed by the Phase Lock
Loop circuit.

The PCM Bit Synchronizer can handle poor data within certain limits. The data can be
noisy, of low amplitude, badly distorted, etc., and lockup can still be achieved. On
occasion, a significant reduction in dropouts has been achieved by passing the data through
a high pass filter and then through a ‘pulse restorer’ before it enters the PCM Bit
Synchronizer. Sometimes the dropouts have been reduced from an unacceptable number to
zero. The PCM Dropout Indicator is used to count the dropouts before and after this pre-
conditioning to determine whether an improvement has been achieved.

THE PCM DECOMMUTATOR

The PCM Decommutators used at Downey have two red lamps marked MF and SF (main
frame and sub-frame) and two green lamps marked the same way. When the internal clock
has been synchronized with the input data, the two green lamps are illuminated, the two
red lamps are out. The decommutator is said to be ‘locked up’. If synchronization is lost,
the green lamps are extinguished and the red lamps are illuminated and this condition is
referred to as a ‘dropout’. The dropout may last a fraction of a second, a minute or an
hour. Regardless of the duration, data within the PCM stream is not extracted. It is lost!



Errors may exist in the extracted data even though there have been no dropouts. These
types of errors are not covered here because the PCM Dropout Indicator was not designed
for that task.

When excessive dropouts do occur, the difficulty may be not in the data but in the PCM
Decommutation System. The substitution of another unit will answer the question.
Sometimes we have a combination of poor data and a malfunctioning decommutation
system. In such cases the substitution of another unit will not eliminate the dropouts but it
certainly will reduce the number. It is in these cases where a multitude of problems exist
that the PCM Dropout Indicator proves its worth, by counting the dropouts and revealing a
smaller total each time an improvement is made.

THE PCM DROPOUT INDICATOR

The PCM Dropout Indicator is shown in Figure 3. A block diagram is shown in Figure 4. It
consists of 2 counters, 2 readouts and two output drivers. It was built in 1976 in response
to a need. Anomalies are to be expected during the first few days operation of a
communications link. When PCM data was transmitted from Palmdale to Downey, a
distance of about 100 miles, dropouts of data were frequent. Laboratory personnel were
instructed to observe the green lamps on the PCM Decommutator and count each time
these lamps went out. This was to be done on a 3 shift schedule over 24 hours, with a total
for every half hour. The plan was unsatisfactory for a number of reasons. First, the
dropouts would sometimes occur too rapidly to be observed by the human eye, and a
sudden burst might be followed by ten minutes or even an hour before there were others.
Second, a moment of inattention by an observer and dropouts would go uncounted. All the
dropouts would appear again when the data was played back at a later data. Third,
personnel were tied up when there were other jobs that had to be done.

The PCM Dropout Indicator was built practically overnight. It operates from the same
discrete voltages that operate the lamps on the decommutator. It can count up to a
thousand main frame dropouts and a thousand sub-frame dropouts. Personnel can write
down the total every half hour, and a 24 hour profile of dropouts can be drawn up.
Portions of the transmission line may consist of microwave links, particularly if rough and
mountainous terrain has to be crossed. For instance, excessive dropouts between 11:30
A.M. and midnight might coincide with an excessive downpour of rain. A significant
increase in dropouts might coincide with the telephone company switching lines, or a
certain test starting up at Palmdale, or even a computer malfunction. A 24 hour record can
be very useful in trying to discover the cause of excessive dropouts of data. Equipment has
recently been installed that will print out each dropout with the day, hour, minute and
second it occurred. This gives a more comprehensive picture than one derived from
readings every half hour.



DATA PROCESSING DURING PLAYBACK

The setup used to play back PCM data is shown in Figure 5. The tapes played back are
those recorded from the data link and those recorded at Palmdale and the Kennedy Space
Center and delivered to the Downey facility. The recording process and the subsequent
playback can be an additional source of data dropouts. Tape recorders require daily
maintenance. The heads and entire tape path must be cleaned after each tape run (every
two hours at a tape speed of 15 inches/second). A buildup of oxide 29 millionths of an inch
thick will produce a 13 db drop in a 128 kilobit PCM signal during playback. The presence
of excessive dirt and oxide during recording can result in an almost useless tape. If the
dropouts are excessive during playback, the tape recorder should be stopped, the tape
cleaned, and the playback resumed.

A word should be said at this point about PCM data and bandwidth. The tape recorders in
use at Downey have the following characteristics:

Tape Speed Data Bandwidth Recording Time

  15 IPS
  30 IPS
  60 IPS
120 IPS

250 KHZ
500 KHZ
    1 MHZ
    2 MHZ

  2 Hours
  1 Hour
30 Minutes
15 Minutes

A 128 kilobit PCM signal recorded at 15 inches per second will resemble a train of
sinewaves during playback. At a recording speed of 30 inches/second, the output pulses
are somewhat square because the 500 KHZ bandwidth passes the 3rd harmonics of 128
KHZ which is 384 KHZ. Recording at 30 inches per second requires a larger supply of
tape and the reels must be changed every hour and the tape path cleaned. Ordinarily a
pulse that resembles a sinewave is no problem for the PCM Bit Synchronizer. The pulse
shaper will convert it to a square wave. Tapes recorded at other sites on older machines
presented a whole set of new problems. They were often stretched, had a great deal of
jitter and appeared to have been recorded at the wrong level. Older tape recorders used
tapes whose bandwidths were different from those used at Downey, and the actual record
level at the heads was different than that of a machine with a wider bandwidth. At the
time, even tapes recorded at Downey often produced excessive dropouts during playback.
It gradually was perceived that tapes recorded at 30, 60 and 120 inches per second usually
had less dropouts than tapes recorded at 15 inches per second. This was only true if other
conditions were bad. If the record level was too low, the noise excessive, and the tapes
dirty (tapes received from other sites), then a good wave shape, which meant that the tape
had been recorded at a higher speed than 15 IPS, produced less dropouts.



PRE-CONDITIONING OF DATA

A perception grew in our minds that there were limits to how bad input data could be and
still be properly conditioned by the PCM Bit Synchronizer. The setup used for pre-
conditioning is shown in Figure 6. It is important to note that when dealing with a situation
where you have excessive dropouts, that a border line condition exists and the number of
dropouts will vary during repeated playback over the same time period. If you have 125
dropouts during a 5 minute period, repeated playback may yield 121, 123, 127, 129, 132,
etc.. Therefore any pre-conditioning that is used must produce a substantial reduction in
dropouts before it is labeled an improvement. A real case involved a tape recorded at
another site. A total of 300 dropouts occurred during a two minute period. The data was
passed through a high pass filter whose cut off frequency was 8 KHZ, before it entered the
PCM Bit Synchronizer. The dropout total was reduced to 125. A ‘pulse restorer’ was
inserted between the filter and the bit synchronizer and the dropouts were completely
eliminated. Next, the filter was bypassed and the dropout total was 63. Evidently both the
filter and the pulse restorer were required. The role of the PCM Dropout indicator is to
count the dropouts. If a quick solution could be found, the dropout indicator would be
unnecessary. The ‘quick solution’ would eliminate the dropouts, eliminate the need for
counting dropouts. Improvements may come slowly and at each step the number of
dropouts reveals whether progress is being made.

The decision to use a high pass filter and a pulse shaper produced skepticism because as
everyone knew, every PCM Bit Synchronizer contained a high pass filter and a pulse
shaper. Even so, these circuits could be marginal; all equipment breaks down sooner or
later. Substitution of other PCM Decommutation proved that it wasn’t a malfunction in the
PCM Bit Synchronizer that produced the excessive dropouts, but very poor data. Units of
different manufacturers exhibited the same need for the data from the particular tape to be
preconditioned.

In addition to processing the data from this tape, the output of the pulse restorer was
recorded on tape at a higher speed (30 IPS), thereby creating a tape that could be played
back repeatedly without pre-conditioning and without dropouts.

RECORDING OF DROPOUTS

Up to now, the discussion has centered around the use of the dropout indicator to count
dropouts. Now we examine the role of the output driver stages. The recording setup in use
today is shown in Figure 7. Each dropout counted is actually a discrete voltage that lasts as
long as the dropout. As shown in Figure 7, PCM data and time code from the Data Link
are recorded on tape in the direct mode. The discrete voltages which represent dropouts
are recorded in the FM mode. This method provides a permanent record of all dropouts



that occurred in real time. Obviously all dropouts that occurred during the recording will
be repeated during playback. If data coming from the data link can’t keep a Decommutator
locked up, the situation will not be improved by the tape recorder. It could be made worse.
In Figure 8 a setup is shown for recording dropouts on an oscillograph. This setup is not
used during ordinary data playback but only when there is a problem. A comparison of
both dropout records (real time and playback) will show the presence of real time dropouts
in both records. In addition to this, dropouts caused by the tape recorder will appear in the
playback record. This test can reveal quickly whether the dropouts are caused by the data
link, or the tape recorder, or both devices.

A real case involved a 5 minute playback with 125 dropouts. The oscillograph record
revealed that only 10 of these had occurred in real time. The tape recorder was examined,
tape path re-cleaned and no improvement was obtained. Another tape recorder was tried,
but the results were the same. A curious thing was noticed, quite by accident. The
dropouts produced by the tape recorder did not appear in the same place each time an
oscillograph record was made. They were random. These dropouts never appeared at the
same times during several playbacks. One last record was made and as it started, someone
turned off a computer at the other end of the plant. The shift was over and the personnel
involved walked past as the test started. This time, only the 10 real time dropouts
appeared. The computer was turned on again, and a new record was made and the same
125 plus dropouts reappeared. EMI specialists were called in to examine the consoles and
to eliminate the obvious pickup from the computer.

PLAY BACK OF PCM DATA AT DOWNEY TODAY

In Figure 10, a setup is shown that is used at the Rockwell Facility in Downey when
playing back PCM data that was recorded from the data link. If dropouts occur, laboratory
personnel observe the oscilloscope to see if the dropouts had also occurred in real time.
This technique was established after the first flight of the space shuttle into orbit. During
the flight, data appeared at AOS (acquisition of signal) and disappeared at LOS (loss of
signal). When a request was made for data, laboratory personnel could look at the
oscilloscope and determine whether there was lockup or a period of dropouts. These
dropouts caused when the transmission from the shuttle could not be picked up, would last
several minutes. The zero voltage on the oscilloscope showed that neither the tape
recorder nor the decommutator were at fault. The signal had not been received.

A real case involved excessive dropouts during playback when the oscilloscope revealed
that there had been a solid lockup during this period. Since PCM data is recorded
redundantly on two tracks, the other track was tried and there were no dropouts. The tape
recorder was examined later. A relay on the RECORD amplifier for the track that had the
dropouts, had become intermittent during the recording period. This relay was replaced.



SUMMARY

The PCM Dropout Indicator was designed by the author in 1976 and has been in constant
use at Rockwell’s Flight Systems Laboratories in Downey, California, ever since. Models
have been shipped to other sites. It is a crude device, created to fill a need; a useful tool
when properly used. An operations environment often requires quick solutions to
problems. Often this means the rapid design and fabrication of unique devices not
available anywhere else. Other devices have been designed by the author as the need
arose. More are contemplated to solve problems that are anticipated.

FIGURE 1.  REAL TIME DATA PROCESSING

FIGURE 2.  DATA PROCESSING DURING PLAYBACK



FIGURE 3.  PCM DROPOUT INDICATOR - FRONT PANEL

FIGURE 4.  PCM DROPOUT INDICATOR - BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5,  PLAYBACK WITH DROPOUT INDICATOR

FIGURE 6.  PRE- CONDITIONING OF DATA



FIGURE 7.  RECORDING DROPOUTS.

FIGURE 8.  MAKING AN OSCILLOGRAPH RECORD OF REAL
TIME DROPOUTS.



FIGURE 9.  OSCILLOGRAPH RECORD OF DROPOUTS VERSUS TIME

FIGURE 10. PLAYBACK OF PCM DATA RECEIVED VIA DATA LINK.



PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT

Phase noise is the term most widely used to describe the characteristic randomness of
frequency. Automation of phase noise measurements has been developed with satisfactory
results using two techniques referred to as the two-oscillator technique and the single-
oscillator technique. Measurements are performed in the frequency domain using a
spectrum analyzer which provides a frequency window following the phase or frequency
detector.

State-of-the-art systems include system modifications for cross-spectrum measurements
and techniques used to improve the noise floor characteristics of the delay line FM
discriminator in order to measure single sources which have very low phase noise
characteristics.

INTRODUCTION

In this presentation, the Greek letter nu (<) represents frequency for carrier related
measures. Modulation related frequencies are designated (f). If the carrier is considered as
DC, the frequencies measured with respect to the carrier are referred to as baseband, offset
from the carrier, modulation, noise or Fourier frequencies.

The calibration and measurement steps are controlled by a calculator program. The
calibration sequence requires several manual operations. The software program controls
frequency selection, bandwidth settings, settling time, amplitude ranging, measurements,
calculations, graphics and data plotting. The noise bandwidth of each range used in the
spectrum analyzer is measured using automated techniques. A quasi-continuous plot of
phase noise is obtained by performing measurements at Fourier frequencies separated by
the IF bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer used during the measurement. The integrated
phase noise can be calculated for any selected range of Fourier frequencies. Measurements
can be extended through the millimeter wave frequency bands.



GENERAL THEORY AND DEFINITIONS:  SPECTRAL DENSITY OF PHASE
FLUCTUATIONS

The instantaneous output voltage, V(t), of a signal generator or oscillator may be written(l)

V(t) = [Vo + ,(t)] sin [2B<ot + N(t)] (1)

where Vo and <o are the nominal amplitude and frequency respectively and ,(t) and N(t)
are the instantaneous amplitude and phase fluctuations of the signal. Frequency
fluctuations (*<) are related to phase fluctuations (*N) by

*< / *S/2B = 1/2B d(*N)/dt    . (2)

y is defined as the fractional frequency fluctuation or normalized frequency deviation.

y / *</<o     [dimensionless] . (3)

y(t) is the instantaneous fractional frequency deviation from the nominal frequency, <o .

A representation of fluctuations in the frequency domain is a graph called spectral density.
Sy(f) is the one-sided spectral density of fractional frequency fluctuations on a “per hertz”
basis; the dimensionality is Hz-1.

Sy(f) = S*< (f)/<o
2 [Hz-1] (4)

S*<(f), in Hz2/Hz, is the one-sided spectral density of frequency fluctuations, *<. It is
calculated as (*<rms)

2/(Bandwidth used in the measurement of *<rms).

S*N(f), in rad2/Hz, is the one-sided spectral distribution of the phase fluctuations on a “per
hertz” basis. It is calculated as

(5)

The phase and fractional frequency fluctuation spectral densities are related by:

S*N (f) = (<o
2/f2) Sy, (f)    . [rad2/Hz] (6)

S*S (f), in (rad/s )2 /Hz, is the spectral density of angular frequency fluctuations, *S. The
defined spectral densities have the following interconnecting relationships.



S*< (f) = <o
2 Sy (f) = (1/2B)2 S*S (f) = f2 S*N (f)    [Hz2 /Hz] (7)

Sy (f) = S*< (f)/<o
2 (1/2B)2 (1/<o)

2 S*S (f)            [Hz-1] (8)

= f2/<o
2 S*N(f)    .

A useful measure of frequency stability relates the sideband power associated with phase
fluctuations to the carrier power level.(2 - 11)

(9)

For the condition that the phase fluctuations occuring at rates f and.faster are small
compared to one radian, a good approximation is (2)

(10)

Script         (f) is often expressed in decibels relative to the carrier per hertz (dBc/Hz)
which is calculated as

(11)

It is very important to note that the theory, definitions and equations given above relate to
the noise of a single device.

SPECTRAL DENSITY OF AMPLITUDE FLUCTUATIONS

The spectral density, S*,(f), of the amplitude fluctuations of a signal follows the same
general derivation previously shown for the spectral density of phase fluctuations. When
two signals are slightly different in frequency, a slow, almost sinusoidal beat is produced at
the mixer output and the peak-to-peak voltage swing is defined as (Vptp). If the two signals
are now tuned to co-linear phase (0 or 180E phase angle difference), the mixer output is a
fluctuating voltage centered on Vptp/2 volts. In order to obtain linearity in the
measurements of AM, and to make the measurement sensitive to the test oscillator only,
the reference signal into the balanced mixer should be at least 10 dB greater than the test
signal input to the mixer. Amplitude fluctuations, *,, produce voltage fluctuations at the
mixer output. The NBS defined spectral density of amplitude fluctuation is(1)

m(f) = 1/2Vo
2 S*, 6F (f) (12)



also

(13)

BASIC TWO-OSCILLATOR TECHNIQUE

A functional block diagram of the measurement system employing two oscillators is shown
in Figure 1. NBS has performed phase noise measurements using this basic type system
since 1967.

The double balanced mixer acts as a phase-sensitive detector so that when two signals are
identical in frequency and nominally are in phase quadrature, the mixer output is a small
fluctuating voltage, *<, centered on approximately zero volts. This small fluctuating
voltage represents the phase modulation, PM, sideband components of the signal.

If the two oscillator signals applied to the mixer of Figure 1 are slightly out of zero beat, a
slow sinusoidal voltage with a peak-to-peak voltage of Vptp can be measured at the mixer
output. The spectral density of phase is,

S*N (f) = S*v (f)/2(Vrms)
2     . [rad2/Hz] (14)

Here, S*< (f), in volts squared per hertz, is the spectral density of the voltage fluctuations at
the mixer output.

Equation (14) is sometimes expressed as(3)

S*N (f) = S*v (f)/K
2  [rad2/Hz] (15)

where K is the calibration factor in volts per radian.

For sinusoidal beat signals, the peak voltage of the signal equals the slope of the zero
crossings in volts per radian. Therefore, (Vpeak)

2 = 2(Vrms)
2.

S*N(f) can be expressed in terms of decibels relative to one square radian per hertz by
calculating 10 log S*N(f) of the previous equation.

S*N(f) in decibels relative to 1 rad2/Hz =                          [dB(rad 2/Hz)] (16)

[20 log [(*v)rms ]- 20 log(Vrms) - 10 log(B) - 3 dB]       .



        (f) can be expressed in terms of decibels relative to the carrier power per hertz
(dBc/Hz).

       (f) in decibels relative to 1 Hz-1 =                        [dBc/Hz] (17)

[20 log [(*v)rms] - 20 log(Vrms) - 10 log(B) - 6 dB]     .

(f) in decibels relative to 1 Hz-1 = [dBc/Hz] (18)

(Noise Power Level)/(Carrier Power Level) in dB - 6 dB + 2.5 dB

- 10 log(B) - 3 dB   .

• The noise power is measured relative to the carrier power level.

• The -6 dB correction occurs because the operation of the mixer, when it is driven at
quadrature, is such that the amplitudes of the two phase sidebands add(1-11) linearly
in the output of the mixer.

• The nonlinearity of the spectrum analyzer logarithmic IF amplifier results in
compression of the noise peaks which, when average detected, require the +2.5 dB
correction.

• The bandwidth correction is required because the spectrum analyzer measurements of
random noise are a function of the particular bandwidth used in the measurement.

• The -3 dB correction is required since this is a measurement of       (f) using two
oscillators, assuming that the oscillators are of a similar type and that the noise
contribution is the same for each oscillator. If one oscillator is sufficiently superior to
the other, this correction is not used. A determination of the noise of each oscillator
can be made if one has three oscillators that can be measured in all pair combinations.

THE CALIBRATION AND MEASUREMENT SEQUENCE

The mixer is driven with the maximum power that will result in a 50 ohm output
impedance of the mixer. However, most sources were measured with a reference power of
about 12 mw and a signal power level between 1 and 3 mw.

1) Measure the noise power bandwidth for each IF bandwidth setting on the Tracking
Spectrum Analyzer.



2) Obtain a carrier power reference level (referenced to the output of the mixer).

3) Adjust for phase quadrature of the two signals applied to the mixer.

4) Noise power is measured at the selected Fourier frequencies, the calculations are
performed, and the data is plotted (or stored) using calculator and program control
(fully automated).

5) Measure and plot the system noise floor characteristics if desired.

SYSTEM SENSITIVITY (NOISE FLOOR)

The sensitivity plot is obtained by repeating the automated measurements with the mixer
driven, at the same power levels, by a single source, i.e., the single source signal is split
into two channels, with no delay between the two, and the mixer input levels are adjusted
to meet the measurement conditions.

A dual-channel Fourier analyzer can be used to measure phase noise, as illustrated in
Figure 2.

Signal processing is performed with the Hewlett-Packard 5420A Digital Signal Analyzer.
The cross-spectrum is formed by taking the product of the Fourier transform of one signal
and the complex conjugate of the Fourier transform of the second signal. Signal-to-noise
enhancement is achieved by performing this product.

Figure 3 illustrates the type of measurement data obtained with the automated system.
Measurements have been performed to 1 millihertz of the carrier with this system.
However, most special requests are for measurements to within 1 Hz and sometimes
0.1 Hz of the carrier.

SINGLE-OSCILLATOR MEASUREMENT SYSTEM USING THE DELAY LINE
FM DISCRIMINATOR

Frequency fluctuations are measured directly using FM discriminator techniques (5-12). One
of the important advantages of this type of system is that the phase noise characteristics of
a single oscillator can be measured without the requirement of a similar or better source as
a reference.



GENERAL THEORY

The measurement system is shown in Figure 4. The signals experience the one-way delay
of the delay line.

The calculator program performs the same functions as outlined for the measurement
system of Figure 1. The system calibration and measurement procedures are outlined as
follows(8-11).

DISCRIMINATOR CALIBRATION

The calibration factor is obtained using intentional modulation of the source or a
modulateable source in place of the unit to be measured. In our system, the modulation
signal of 20 kHz is applied to obtain the first Bessel null of the carrier. The calibration
factor is calculated as(7-11)

(19)

since 2.405 is the modulation index (m) for the first Bessel carrier null, as used in this
technique. The modulation frequency is fm .

MEASUREMENT AND DATA PLOTTING

Connect the unit under test, readjust quadrature and set Attenuator No. 4 to its zero dB
indication. The measurements, calculations and data plotting are completely automated.

Each Fourier frequency noise power reading, Pn (dBm), is converted to the corresponding
rms voltage, designated as *<1rms.

(20)

the rms frequency fluctuations are calculated as,

*<rms = *v1rms x CF        . [Hz] (21)

The spectral density of frequency fluctuations is calculated as,

S*<(f) = (*<rms )
2/B  [Hz2 /Hz] (22)



where B is the measured IF noise power bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer. The spectral
density of phase fluctuations is calculated as,

S*N (f) = S*< (f)/f
2         . [rad 2/Hz] (23)

The normalized phase noise sideband power spectral density is calculated as,

(f) = (1/2 rad2) S*N (f) [Hz-1] (24)

Script         (f), expressed in decibels relative to 1 Hz-1, is plotted in real time in our
program.

SYSTEM SENSITIVITY (NOISE FLOOR)

The system noise floor is measured by making the differential delay zero (or near zero)
between the two paths to the LO and signal ports of the mixer. This requires that the delay
line be replaced with a length of line equal to the path length of the LO path.

The phase quadrature setting is maintained while another calibration plot is made. A
comparison of noise floor characteristics of the two-oscillator technique and the delay line
FM discriminator system is shown in Figure 5.

IMPROVING SYSTEM SENSITIVITY (NOISE FLOOR)

Two techniques have been established at TRW for improving the sensitivity of the delay
line FM discriminator systems. The first technique consists of cross-spectrum
measurements using the dual delay line system(10) shown in Figure 6. This system was
developed in 1978 based on a suggestion by Dr. Don Halford of NBS(5). Signal-to-noise
enhancement was achieved using this technique (10).

The second technique was developed by F. Labaar. Carrier suppression is obtained using
the RF bridge illustrated in Figure 7. One can easily improve sensitivity more than 40 dB.
At 2.0 and 3.0 GHz we have realized 70 dB carrier suppression. In general, the
improvement in sensitivity will depend upon the availability of an amplifier and/or
adequate input power and the mechanical stability of the measurement system.

Figure 8 shows plots of phase noise as measured at two frequencies using delay lines of
different lengths. The delay line used to measure at 600 MHz was about 500 nanoseconds
long, as noted by the first null, i.e., the reciprocal of the Fourier frequency of 2 MHz is the
approximate differential time delay(8,9,10).



Note that a shorter delay line (approximately 250 nanoseconds differential time delay) is
used to measure the higher frequency. Also, the delay line discriminator calibration is valid
only to a Fourier frequency at approximately 35 percent of the Fourier frequency at which
the first null occurs.(8,9,10) 

This particular data was selected to illustrate the characteristics of the system. Recall that
one can easily make the noise floor 40 dB lower using the RF bridge shown in Figure 7.

MILLIMETER WAVE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The millimeter wave system shown in Figure 9 is used to measure phase noise and AM
noise. (11) If the source cannot be modulated, the modulation index can be obtained by
setting the carrier-to-sideband ratio using amplitude modulation. This technique is also
necessary when there is considerable instability of millimeter wave sources.

For this technique, a carrier to single sideband ratio of 20 dB at the power meter
corresponds to 17 dB relationship of the unmodulated carrier to the first sidebands, and
this corresponds to a modulation index (m) of 0.285.

In the system shown in Figure 9, the attenuator in front of the amplifier is used to avoid
overloading the spectrum analyzer during the calibration process.

The AM noise measurements are performed according to the following: (11)

• A known AM modulation (carrier/sideband ratio) must be established in order to
calibrate this detector in terms of total power output at the IF port.

• The modulation must be low enough so that the sidebands are at least 20 dB below
the carrier. This is to keep the total added power due to the modulation small
enough to cause an insignificant change in the detector characteristics.

• The RF power levels are adjusted for levels of approximately +10 dBm at the
reference port and 0 dBm at the test port of the mixer.

• Approximately 40 dB is set in the precision IF attenuator. The system is adjusted for
an out-of-phase quadrature condition.

• The modulation frequency and power level are measured by the automatic baseband
spectrum analyzer. The total carrier power reference level is the measured power,
plus the carrier/sideband modulation ration, plus the IF attenuator setting.



• The AM modulation is removed, the IF attenuator set to 0 dB, and the system re-
checked to verify the out-of-phase quadrature (maximum DC output from the mixer
IF port). Noise (Vnoise) is measured at the selected Fourier frequencies. A direct
calculation of Script m(f) is:

Script m(f) = [(Modulation power (dBm) [dBc/Hz] (25)
+ carrier/sideband ratio (dB)
+ IF attenuation)
- noise power (dBm) + 2.5 dB
- 10 log (BW)]

Figure 10 illustrates the measurements of AM and phase noise of two GUNN oscillators
which were offset in frequency by 1 GHz and the measurements were performed using the
coaxial delay line system.

The phase noise measurement system, using a cavity disrciminator(12) is shown in
Figure 11. Ashley uses circulator, tuner and delay line, as shown in the dotted rectangle in
Figure 11.(7) The laser amplifier phase noise measurement is illustrated in Figure 12.
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FIGURE 1. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE TWO -
OSCILLATOR PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM.



FIGURE 2.  ILLUSTRATION OF CROSS - SPECTRUM PHASE
NOISE MEASUREMENTS USING THE TWO - OSCILLATOR

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM.

FIGURE 3.  TYPICAL OUTPUT PLOTS OBTAINED WITH THE AUTOMATED
PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM.



FIGURE 4.  SINGLE - OSCILLATOR PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM USING A DELAY LINE AS AN FM DISCRIMINATOR.

FIGURE 5.  NOISE FLOOR (RELATIVE SENSITIVITY OF PHASE NOISE
MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS.



FIGURE 6.  DUAL DELAY LINE PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM.

FIGURE 7.  RF BRIDGE USED TO SUPPRESS THE CARRIER.



FIGURE 8.  PHASE NOISE PLOTS OBTAINED USING THE DELAY LINE AS
AN FM DISCRIMINATOR. SINGLE - OSCILLATOR TECHNIQUE USING

TWO DIFFERENT DELAY LINES).

FIGURE 9.  MILLIMETER WAVE PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
(DELAY LINE/ FM DISCRIMINATOR)



FIGURE 10.  PHASE NOISE AND AM NOISE OF GUNN OSCILLATORS.

FIGURE 11.  BASIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM USING THE CAVITY
DISCRIMINATOR OR THE “REFLECTIVE TYPE” DELAY LINE.



FIGURE 12.  LASER AMPLIFIER PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM.
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This paper will provide an overview of the instrumentation of aerospace telemetry/systems
in mobile and stationary earth terminals, using integrated circuits and LSI technology,
microprocessors, computer graphics and measurement system. This instrumentation
includes not only circuits to handle TT&C data, but also to analyze display and control
system performance from the RF portion including considerations of sensitivity and
effective radiated power, to tracking measurements, baseband and data system
performance; to man-machine interfaces.

This paper will also discuss modern display systems and techniques and will introduce the
advantages of the use of the IEEE standard 488-1978 and RS-232 interface buses for the
control and monitoring of TT&C equipment, including data processing with particular
application to survivable earth terminals.
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ZERO OVERHEAD PCM SYNC
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ABSTRACT

In the past decades, spectacular advances in the technologies related to signal processing
have driven the cost effectiveness of digital systems to new levels of practicality, in spite
of the theoretical complexity inherent in the process.

The following is a description of a novel way of alleviating altogether one element of the
complexity of a digital audio or video channel, thereby yielding code bandwidth reduction
and recording medium economy as well as cost savings in the implementation of the
electronic circuits. A prototype circuit operating according to this principle has been
demonstrated to work satisfactorily while providing overall system simplification.

The configuration of the new sync detector circuit lends itself well to implementation by
integrated circuit techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally the synchronization of the receiving (or reproducing) end of the channel to
the incoming stream of bits requires a special provision for “sync” material within the
transmitted (or recorded) bit-serial format for synchronization purposes. Typically this
requires an overhead of approximately 10% additional bits, and a special interleaving
circuit to incorporate them at the transmitting (or recording) site. Conversely, a special
circuit needs to be provided at the receiving (or reproducing) end of the channel to “de-
interleave” them and send only the information carrying bits to the Analog converter.

As the name implies, zero overhead sync does not use any of the above, and will have to
rely on something else to carry the sync. That “something else” has to be the only thing
left, that is to say the “information carrying” bits.

What makes it possible for the sync to be reconstructed from the “information bits” is the
fact that some trade-off has to be made somewhere else in the system. In practice, the



sampling rate is made somewhat higher than the Nyquist rate in order to allow for a finite
slope of the amplitude response of the low-pass filter inserted in the signal path prior to
sampling, so as to meet the system specifications with regard to aliasing.

The very fact that the actual sampling rate is higher than what is theoretically required to
represent the analog data prevents the bit stream from achieving its full information
capacity.

This hints that, as the “extra” is due to the sampling process, it must be possible to design
algorithms that would yield the sync by monitoring the statistics of the bit stream.

This turns out to be surprisingly practical, as some of the conceivable algorithms are
mechanizable by building blocks commonly implemented in integrated circuits.

DEMONSTRATING THE FEASIBILITY

A simple experiment can be made to illustrate the point (as well as demonstrate the
difficulties to be overcome in a practical and effective detector).

A low-pass filter is inserted in the signal path between a source of white noise and an
Analog-to Digital converter, operating at a fixed sampling rate. So as to simulate a “real
life” system, the -3 dB cut-off frequency of the filter is set to a value somewhat smaller
than one-half of the sampling rate. The number of transitions of the various outputs of the
A-to-D converter can be compared by using a frequency counter. As soon as the setting of
the frequency counter is such as to allow a rather long counting period, a fact clearly
emerges: the number of transitions of the least significant bit is essentially related to the
sampling rate, whereas the number of transitions of the most significant bit is essentially
related to the setting of the filter.

The frequencies of the remaining bits lay somewhere in between in a way that depends on
the frequency response of the filter. In the general case, when an Analog data source is
substituted for the white noise source, the relationship between the frequencies of the
various outputs of the A-to-D converter will also depend on the spectral characteristics of
the source.

As soon as the spectral characteristics of the source are known (a very large number of the
analog sources encountered in telemetry do exhibit audio-like spectral characteristics) it is
possible to design a set of criteria against which the measured frequencies of transitions of
the various bit positions would be tested in order to decide which one is the most
significant one, etc. This is in effect, detecting the “sync”.



PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

Let us assume that the digital words representing the values of the samples have been
formatted in serial fashion, most significant bit first, then in descending order, down to the
least significant bit. The bit stream is made up of a sequence of such words. Since we
operate at zero overhead sync this sequence of data words is uninterrupted and the least
significant bit of one word is followed by the most significant bit of the next word without
any form of word delimiter whatsoever.

The design of the sync detector is based on the facts that the length of the word is known,
and the sampling rate is higher than the Nyquist rate and therefore, the average rate of
change of the most significant bit is less than that of the least significant one.

Moreover, let us assume that the general envelope of power spectrum of the source is a
monotonic decreasing function of frequency (this is the case for audio-like sources). This
assumption will occasionally prove to be wrong in practice but we shall see a simple way
to deal with the situation when it arises.

Under those assumptions the least significant bit is the one with the highest frequency
(nearly half the sampling rate, which would be the asymptotic value of a random bit), the
most significant bit has the lowest frequency and the other bit positions assume
intermediate values in monotonic order.

The most consistently detectable feature is the difference between the frequency of the
LSB (highest) and that of the MSB (lowest). All the other differences between adjacent bit
positions are, in the long run, of opposite sign and lesser magnitude.

It is therefore convenient to store those values (the frequency differentials) in as many
registers as there are bits in a word and update those values in sequence, one at a time, and
over again everytime a new bit becomes available.

With appropriate conventions, the value associated with the most significant bit (let us say
the MSB’s metric) will end up being positive with a strong growth, while the other metrics
end up negative with a weak growth (in the other direction). After a while the divergence
becomes clear and it is possible to set an adequate threshold such that there will be an
arbitrarily low probability of the bit position not being the MSB when any metric reaches
the threshold. When that event occurs, the sync is detected. It is then possible to reset all
registers and let all the metrics develop again until one of them (almost certainly the
MSB’s) reaches the threshold again and updates the sync.



Lab experiments have proven this principle to work beyond expectations, with two
problems, one rather unsignificant, the other one more serious.

First problem: If the source is turned OFF all data words are identical and all the metrics
become stationary. Therefore, the sync cannot be updated. However, this is not serious
because the established sync is not challenged either. Moreover, a turned OFF source is a
rather unusual instance and even if it does happen the system is likely to generate enough
noise to keep the detector working.

Second Problem: As stated earlier, the assumption of power spectrum monotonicity will
prove incorrect. This happens, in the audio case, when the highest octave of the analog
spectrum contains a single pure tone of large amplitude with a very low noise floor, a
rather remote but nevertheless definite possibility.

What makes the problem serious is the fact that the established sync will be challenged
and taken over by another metric, which happens to be “dominant” under these
circumstances. Fortunately, another abnormal feature shows up at the same time: some of
the negative metrics, usually much less in magnitude than the third of the highest positive
metric, do grow to two thirds of the absolute value of the positive threshold. The solution
to the problem is then simple: a negative threshold detector, whose absolute value is set to
one half that of the positive one is allowed to reset all registers without updating the sync:
the take-over is prevented until the pathologic situation disappears, at which time the sync
is normally updated.

A POSSIBLE REFINEMENT

The value of the threshold is an important parameter in the design; the higher the threshold,
the higher the confidence factor in the sync. On the other hand, this also makes the sync
acquisition longer. In critical applications it may be desirable to implement a variable
threshold controlled toward the best fit to a changing environment.

CONCLUSION

A novel method of PCM sync has been presented which can simplify a PCM link
(especially the transmitting part, where weight, reliability and power requirements are
compelling factors in favor of simplicity) in addition this statistical approach toward sync
acquisition can perform much more reliably than more obvious approaches when the noise
level is high in the channel.
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ABSTRACT

The Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF) originated over twenty years ago, and
has evolved into a global satellite support network. This global network includes seven
Remote Tracking Stations (RTSs), support elements, and the Satellite Test Center (STC)
located in Sunnyvale, California. The AFSCF provides real-time telemetry, tracking, and
commanding (TT&C) support to Department of Defense (DoD) spacecraft and launch
vehicles.

Since its inception in response to changing DoD space support requirements, the AFSCF
network has grown through expansion and modernization of its tracking, data processing,
and communication capabilities. The AFSCF network supports over 52,000 satellite
contacts per year. This paper describes the operations performed in support of one of these
contacts.

INTRODUCTION

The AFSCF is a USAF world-wide network composed of a control center, called the
Satellite Test Center (STC), located in Sunnyvale, California; seven geographically
separated Remote Tracking Stations (RTS) (shown in Figure 1), and all of the equipment,
subsystems, and computer programs required to support satellites while in orbit and to
support recovery operations. Presently five of the RTSs are called dual stations, dual
signifying that two satellites can be supported simultaneously. At the two remaining RTS
only one satellite contact is possible at one time. The AFSCF is fundamentally a service
organization which time-shares its resources among multiple satellite programs. It is
essentially operational in character.

The Air Force Systems Command Space Division plans and manages DoD satellite
research and development projects. SD through the AFSCF performs the on-orbit
command and control of DoD satellites.



Central administrative, management, and development offices for the AFSCF are located
at Sunnyvale AFS, California. The Commander, AFSCF, reports to the Deputy
Commander for Space Operations at Space Division. The AFSCF staff offices perform
requirements definition, engineering development, and system procurement/modification as
required to meet assigned mission objectives.

MISSION

The AFSCF supports DoD satellite programs by performing real time telemetry and
tracking reception/processing, command and control, and recovery of satellite data
packages. The AFSCF also performs post-pass and post-flight evaluations. The AFSCF
provides planning, design, development, procurement, installation, and checkout of
satellite control and recovery systems, computer programs, and facilities to support
Research and Development (R&D) of DoD Space Programs.

The following paragraphs address how the AFSCF, as it is today, supports one of the
many operations for the Global Positioning System (GPS).

CURRENT SYSTEM

The current system consists of three major elements; the Satellite Test Center, the RTSs,
and the Communication System. This geographically dispersed network called the AFSCF,
tied together via the communication element, performs the command and control function
required for support of DoD satellites. The AFSCF system is designed with the
performance and flexibility to support simultaneously a wide spectrum of earth-orbiting
spacecraft of various altitudes and orbital inclinations on a 24 hours-per-day, seven days-
per-week operations.

GPS is one of the many spacecraft systems supported by the AFSCF. The satellites making
up the GPS constellation (six to date) are in two orbital planes inclined 63E and with a
period of 1/2 sidereal day (approximately 12 mean solar hours). The properly equipped
user can determine his three-dimensional position, velocity, and system time, when four of
the satellites are in the user’s view. The GPS satellites are launched from Vandenberg Air
Force Base, California. The AFSCF supports all phases of GPS satellite operation from
prelaunch, launch, orbit transfers, and on station. When the GPS satellite is on station the
AFSCF performs normal housekeeping operations such as TT&C.

One of these standard operations is a stationkeeping maneuver. A representative
stationkeeping maneuver is a sequence of maneuvers as commanded by the ground that
keeps the spacecraft within its specified orbital tolerances such as the orbital period,
eccentricity and phasing. On the average, the stationkeeping maneuver is performed about



once per year. The operations that occur at the STC and RTSs are described in the
following paragraphs.

SATELLITE TEST CENTER

Program office and AFSCF support personnel at the STC plan, integrate, schedule, and
control the total AFSCF network activities for multiple satellite support. Each program has
a support team which operates from an assigned Mission Control Center (MCC) at the
STC. The MCC is in data communication with the appropriate RTS via a communication
switching system and one of ten computers. The STC-RTS vehicle data exchange is
assigned and operated on a preplanned schedule by a network control group to meet the
program requirements. Except for possible schedule conflicts that must be resolved, each
MCC and support team can operate as if it were the only program using the AFSCF
network. The program support teams are composed of mission control personnel, Mission
Directors and program representatives for operation direction, and a staff of program-
oriented specialists and technical advisors who constantly review satellite status and
performance and plan future activities.

The data exchange process that takes place during the representative GPS contact or any
satellite contact is as follows.

TT&C report data are transmitted via the AFSCF Communication System to the STC in
real time where it is processed further and recorded in the data buffer complex prior to
distribution and display in the assigned MCC.

The data buffer complex receives data from an RTS Univac 1230 mTc computer, formats
the data for display, and buffers the data for output to selected display devices. The current
data buffer computer is a Sperry Univac 73/75 Emulator Buffer Computer (EBC) so
named because it emulates or copies the previous data buffer computer, a CDC-160A
computer. The data buffer computer also transmits prepass data, provided by the CDC
3800 computers, to the RTS Univac 1230 mTc computers located at the RTSs. Currently
ten data buffer computers provide realtime data support. The data buffers carry on duplex
digital-data communications with the RTS computers over 2400 bps data circuits.

Typically the data buffer:

a.  Transmits prepass messages (telemetry, tracking, and commanding) containing such
information as antenna-positioning data, command information and instructions, and
telemetry modes, to the RTSs.



b.  Stores tracking and telemetry messages on magnetic tape for processing on the CDC
3800 computer.

c.  Receives and converts telemetry data messages arriving from the RTSs into
engineering units suitable for display on line printers.

d.  Formats tracking and command data for display on line printers.

e.  Transmits command messages to the tracking station for subsequent transfer to the
orbiting satellite.

The data buffer computer formats the received RTS TT&C data for display and buffers the
data to printers and to the digital television system displays located in the MCCs. The
display subsystem supplies processed TT&C and status data to MCC personnel to assess
the health and status of the satellite in contact with an RTS.

Control and display equipment in the MCCs includes the Mission Controller’s console, the
Planner/Analyst console, and the Data Controller’s console. Display monitors are located
within these consoles as well as an alphanumeric keyboard for use with the digital
television (DTV) system. The DTV processes computer generated television images of the
same data that is printed on the MCC’s printers. The MCC consoles display any of the
available digital television channels and provide command and control capability through
voice links with the RTSs. Voice links and pneumatic tube drops within the MCC also
connect the console positions with other operational areas of the STC.

Post satellite contact data reduction is performed on the CDC 3800 computer. The CDC
3800s utilize the data recorded in real time or post pass by the data buffer computers.

The CDC 3800 computer complex performs data storage, data processing, and
computation operations that are beyond the capabilities of the data buffer computer. The
data buffers are primarily data-handling computers, that have limited memory storage and
limited computation capabilities as compared to the 3800 computer complex. The 3800
computer complex performs the following functions required for future contact with a
particular satellite: (1) process the satellite specific telemetry processing parameters, (2)
perform orbit determination and ephemeris generation including antenna-pointing data; and
(3) format vehicle command messages. The CDC 3800 computer complex develops this
large volume of data mainly from the results obtained during the last contact with the same
satellite; for example, the antenna-pointing data used to position the RTS antennas to the
succeeding contact point are generated from previously received antenna tracking data.



The operations described in the previous paragraphs apply to any of the number of
satellites supported by the AFSCF. Specifically in case of GPS, the RTS transmits health
and status telemetry data and tracking data to the STC data buffers during satellite contact
where it is recorded on magnetic tape. The recorded tapes are subsequently processed on a
CDC 3800 computer. The two major software programs residing on the 3800 that are
required to perform the stationkeeping maneuver are the GPS peculiar program called the
GPS Command Program (GPSCP) and the Advanced Orbital Ephemeris System (ADES).

The GPSCP consists of a number of computer programs that perform the software support
during a GPS mission i.e., launch, the transfer orbit, the drift orbit, and the operational
orbit. The computer program required during the stationkeeping planning and execution
process is the telemetry processing software which calculates the consummables available
onboard the satellite. This data is passed via the data base to the Reaction Control System
Modeling software which calculates the estimated fuel usage required to perform the
maneuver. These estimates are required by the stationkeeping software, which calculates
the length of any thruster firing required to keep the GPS spacecraft in its orbital period.
ADES provides to the stationkeeping software the exact spacecraft ephemeris data which
it determined from the earlier RTS contact, using the recorded tracking data. The final
output of this mission planning function is a series of commands, which when executed at
the RTS provide the proper firing of the small thrusters onboard the GPS spacecraft in
order to perform the required stationkeeping maneuvers. These commands, after approval
by the Mission Director, are transmitted by a data buffer computer to an RTS 1230 mTc
for storage and subsequent execution under the control of the MCC. The communication
media between the STC and the RTSs is discussed in the next paragraphs

COMMUNICATION

The AFSCF communication system provides fast, reliable communication of voice and
data within the AFSCF and between the AFSCF and other agencies. The communication
system consists of land lines, submarine cables, microwave, and satellite communication
links.

The communication interfaces within the AFSCF (STC-RTS) and external to the SCF
consist of both narrowband and wideband systems. Typically the narrowband systems
employ leased commercial telephone circuits having a nominal bandwidth of 3 kHz. Until
recently, the narrowband circuits provided the majority of the voice, teletype, and 2400
bps computer data communication. The AFSCF in the last two years has been shifting to
the wideband communication capability offered by the Defense Communication Agency
(DCA) communication satellite system. The AFSCF interfaces with the DCA
communication terminals via its own internal communication terminals. This system
provides duplex high data rate communications between the RTSs and STC. Due to the



orbit location of DCA satellites the AFSCF also uses commercial terminals and satellites
to provide links with a number of RTSs.

The AFSCF system allows a maximum combined data rate for all signals of 1.536 Mbps
(3.072 Mbps rate with one-half convolutional encoding) per single RTS to the STC, and
192 kbps from the STC to a single RTS. For a dual RTS, a combined output of 3.072
Mbps (6.144 Mbps rate with one-half convolutional encoding) to the STC and 384 kbps to
the RTS is available.

Using the above communication media (wideband or narrowband) the appropriate GPS
command and acquisition tracking data will be transmitted to the selected RTSs.

REMOTE TRACKING STATION

In general the RTSs contain the receiving, tracking, and transmission equipment necessary
for satellite data reception, position determination, and commanding as they pass within
range of the RTS. Individual teams operate the RTS antennas, telemetry equipment, and
data systems. The teams are directed by the Operations Controller. The Operations
Controller is in voice communication with the appropriate Mission Controller who is
located in the assigned Mission Control Complex (MCC) at the STC. Telemetry, tracking
and commanding data pass between the STC and the RTSs through a Univac 1230 mTc at
the RTS and a Varian 73/75 EBC at the STC via 2400 bps full duplex communication lines
or the wideband interface.

All GPS thruster firings for the stationkeeping maneuver require two RTSs where one is
primary and the other is backup. This redundancy provides insurance that in case of a
ground equipment failure at the primary site during thruster firing and in case the thrusters
do not turn off automatically the backup site can transmit the command. The primary RTS
that will command the required stationkeeping maneuver is the Vandenberg Tracking
Station (VTS) and Hawaiian Tracking Station (HTS) is backup. GPS satellite support at
the RTSs is performed in the following manner. Both RTSs receive instructions from the
STC to prepare for operations. Equipment is readied and checked about 30 minutes before
satellite pass operations are scheduled to begin. Nominal processing data required for the
stationkeeping maneuver such as tracking, commanding, and telemetry information
normally resides at the selected RTSs.

Equipment checks are made at the RTS to prepare the station for pass support. The Univac
1230 mTc computer and its peripherals, the station operations console, and other RTS
hardware, such as transmitters and receivers, are properly configured. Adjustments are
made as required, and functional tests to confirm proper operation of the system are made.
Sample transfers of data are made between the STC and the RTS to ensure that the data



links connecting the two are working properly. Finally, the data buffer assigned to the RTS
sends prepass data as required to the RTSs Univac 1230 mTc computer, which then
updates and prepares the prepass disk for use during the operations that are to follow.
When satellite acquisition is imminent, a real-time near message is generated and sent to
the data buffer. This is used to connect the 1230 mTc to the buffer computer.

At Estimated Time of Arrival minus 10 minutes, final checks of equipment are made.
Prepass data, including the telemetry processing modes to be used during the pass, is read
into the Univac 1230 mTc core memory from disk. The final system configuration is
established. The Univac 1230 mTc writes the final system configuration data, so-called
recovery data, on the master disk for use in the event that a gross system failure occurs
during the pass. During this time the Operations Controller directs the Assistant
Operations Controller situated at the station operation console to dial up each command as
directed by the satellite pass plan, briefed earlier by voice, to verify the proper availability
of each briefed commands.

The data buffer computer, meanwhile, is standing by awaiting data from the satellite. It has
also accomplished a thorough final check of its readiness to support operations. The pass
will begin for the data buffer when data is received from the RTS.

Approximately five minutes before acquisition, the Univac 1230 mTc begins sending
antenna pointing data (azimuth and elevation) to drive the antenna and displays on the
station operations console. This data may be used throughout the pass if necessary to point
the antenna at the spacecraft. When the antenna has located the satellite and frequency-
locked its receiver to the downlink signal, automatic tracking circuits begin to operate and
tracking data that will be used to update the satellite ephemeris data is accumulated. Upon
acquisition of the satellite, the Univac 1230 mTc begins processing tracking data from the
primary antenna. The primary antenna can be either a 46' or 60' antenna. Since two RTSs
are required during this maneuver both will be tracking and receiving telemetry data but
only the primary station (VTS) will be commanding with an active transmitter while the
backup station (HTS) transmitter will be passive.

Commands are transmitted to the satellite in response to directions received via voice lines
from the GPS Mission Controller at the STC. The Operations Controller, at the RTS,
directs the Assistant Operations Controller to initiate the command sequences. Command
verification data appears in the satellite’s downlink telemetry data stream and is used by
the Univac 1230 mTc to determine whether the command just transmitted requires
retransmission. This data, together with tracking data and status reports of various kinds,
are printed at the Univac 1230 mTc’s printers and simultaneously sent to the data buffer
during the pass. The same TT&C data is provided from the data buffer computer to the
MCC line printers and television monitors for the associated satellite programs personnel.



The telemetry data is processed on the basis of parameters and algorithms specified in the
various telemetry modes. The processing of particular parameters enables information
meaningful to the user at a particular time to be extracted from the telemetry data streams.
All telemetry data is recorded in an analog format on magnetic tape recorders located at
the RTS. The recorded telemetry tape can be used for subsequent processing of raw
telemetry data during a postpass playback. Tracking and Command data (T&C data) is
recorded on a Univac 1230 mTc history disk. Included in this T&C data is time
information, tracking data received from the primary antenna, command status and
configuration reports, and status and alarm messages. When the satellite passes out of
sight of the RTS, or by direction by the MCC, in case of GPS, live TT&C operations
cease, computer processing is terminated. Instructions may now be given by the STC for
the RTS to process and transmit certain additional data the STC did not receive during the
active support period. The data to be sent may be from the recorded telemetry tape or from
the history disk. Processing of this data is essentially identical to that which took place
during the pass, except for the differences in data source and telemetry processing modes
employed.

The completion of data transmission to the data buffer following either a live pass or a
playback terminates the pass phase of operations. The Univac 1230 mTc reads a new
prepass program back into core memory and prepares to support other satellite programs
or subsequent passes of the same satellite. A fade message sent from the RTS to the data
buffer terminates the postpass transmission. The data buffer returns to its prepass phase in
preparation for further operations. The RTS computer is disconnected from the data buffer.
During the “non-station contact” period the data buffer recording tape is hand-carried to a
CDC 3800 computer for post-flight analysis and updating of various data bases.

All communication between the RTS and the satellite is performed using the Space-
Ground Link Subsystem (SGLS). SGLS utilizes the S-Band frequency spectrum. For the
uplink, the command and range tracking services are multiplexed onto a single radio
frequency (RF) carrier in the 1.75 to 1.85 GHz band. Simularly, telemetry, analog data,
and range tracking data are multiplexed onto a single RF carrier (carrier 1) in the 2.2 to 2.3
GHz band for downlink transmission from the satellite. The carrier frequency is maintained
coherent with the uplink to enable the extraction of doppler range rates information for
tracking data. A second downlink carrier 5 MHz below carrier 1 handles high rate PCM
telemetry data. A wideband downlink capability, known as the advanced space-ground
link subsystem, is also provided. This downlink operates in the 2.2 to 2.3 MHz frequency
range.

The GPS spacecraft uses a 1 kbps uplink command rate and a 4 kbps or 500 bps health
and status telemetry downlink in the above mentioned GHz bands.



BENT PIPE

The AFSCF, in the last two years, has incorporated a remote command and control
capability direct from the STC. This capability is called “Bent Pipe”. The equipment
providing this capability is nearly equivalent to the current data handling subsystem
located at the RTSs, and is identified as the Command Data Processing Area (CDPA). In
conjunction with the CDPA three RTSs were modified to provide Bent Pipe capability.

The primary difference between a standard RTS and a Bent Pipe RTS is that Bent Pipe
RTSs contain only the equipment required for commanding, telemetry reception, and
tracking, i.e. command transmitter, receiver, and tracking equipment respectively. All data
processing normally provided at the RTS is performed in the CDPA located at the STC.
The CDPA interfaces with the Bent Pipe RTS either via narrowband or wideband circuits
as previously described in the communication section. All other interfaces such as data
buffer complexes and the MCCs are the same.

The GPS MCC uses either mode of operation, standard RTS contact or Bent Pipe contact.

SUMMARY

This paper has attempted to present to the reader a time slice of typical AFSC operation in
support of an ongoing satellite program using the RTS and STC resources (shown in
Figure 2). The stationkeeping maneuver discussed earlier is based on a wide variety of
complex planning tasks. These tasks, including extensive application of computer software
to mission optimization calculations, are accomplished by the GPS Mission Control Team
at the STC.



Figure 1.  Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF)

Figure 2.  AFSCF Operations
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ABSTRACT

The Consolidated Space Operations Center (CSOC) is being designed by the Air Force
Systems Command Space Division to centralize all Department of Defense Space Shuttle
and satellite operations within a single secure facility. CSOC will be located near Colorado
Springs, Colorado. It will provide DOD with enhanced space command and control
capabilities in the late 1980s and 1990s. It will include a Satellite Operations Complex
(SOC), a Shuttle Operations and Planning Complex (SOPC), and communications,
facilities, and support segments. An initial operational capability is planned for mid-1986
that will include appropriately selected portions of SOC, SOPC, and the integrated
segments. These early limited capabilities will be expanded in the late 1980s to satisfy the
requirements of the DOD mission model.

SOC will share command and control of space satellite missions with the Satellite Test
Center (STC) in Sunnyvale, California. The STC is part of the Air Force Satellite Control
Facility (AFSCF). Both the STC and SOC will control assigned satellite missions using the
AFSCF remote tracking stations located at seven sites around the world. SOC will be
functionally equivalent to a portion of the STC as improved by the data systems
modernization program. SOC and STC will be interoperable to permit mutual backup in
the event of an extended failure at either center.

SOPC will be functionally equivalent to portions of the Shuttle operations complex at the
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC). It will provide for flight planning, flight readiness,
and flight control of DOD Shuttle flights. As with SOC and STC, SOPC and JSC flight
control facilities will be able to provide critical backup support to each other in the event
of an extended failure at either center.

External wideband communications circuits at CSOC will interface with both NASA and
Air Force space facilities, such as the eastern and western launch sites, JSC, and the
AFSCF remote tracking stations. Satellite relay techniques using both Defense Satellite
Communication System (DSCS) satellites and Domestic Communications Satellites
(DOMSAT) will be the basic method of network communication. Dedicated narrowband



circuits, provided by leased lines accommodating both voice and data, will interface
mostly with other Air Force space facilities.

This paper discusses the CSOC program background, configuration, operations concept,
external interfaces, and acquisition status.

INTRODUCTION

DOD’s commitment to launch all space missions on the Space Shuttle and the long
acquisition cycle projected for CSOC required some modification of the Shuttle control
capability at JSC to accommodate DOD security requirements. Continued expansion of
JSC facilities to permit more highly classified DOD missions is not compatible with the
NASA goals of widespread public visibility in peaceful exploitation of space.

Projected increases of satellite-mission traffic requires augmentation of STC control
capabilities. The present location of STC at Sunnyvale, in a congested industrial park near
urban centers and freeways, makes expansion there both difficult and less attractive than at
a less urban site. CSOC will accommodate DOD security requirements at a location
favorable for DOD satellites and Shuttle operations for the projected future.

CSOC OVERVIEW

Figure 1 is a map of the Colorado Springs area showing the CSOC location approximately
10 miles east of Peterson Air Force Base. An artist’s concept of the CSOC installation in
Figure 2 shows a technical building, an engineering and administration building, a central
utility plant, and several antennae. CSOC construction is to start in 1983 and to be
completed in 1985. Initial space operations are planned for 1986.

Figure 3 shows how the 478,000 square feet of floor space at the site will be allocated.
Approximately 1000 persons will be employed at CSOC during early operations. Staffing
will expand to about 2000 when the mature operations capability shown in Figure 4 is
achieved. Staffing will be about 52 percent military, 22 percent civil service, and 28
percent contractor.

Figure 5 shows that CSOC will support the planning of Shuttle and satellite operations; the
training of astronauts, flight controllers, mission specialists, and support personnel; and the
command and control of Shuttle flights and satellite missions.

The interaction of CSOC with existing control capabilities is depicted in Figure 6. Shuttle
systems will be unable to discern whether ground-based communications come from JSC
or SOPC. The software used at the two centers will be virtually identical so that either



center could provide critical backup for Shuttle operations in case the other center became
inoperable.

Satellite systems will be unable to discern whether ground-based communications come
from SOC or STC. Hardware in the SOC will be a replicated subset of the hardware at
STC, and software and procedures will be virtually identical. Therefore, either center will
be able to conduct critical mission operations for the other center in case of an unexpected
failure.

BACKGROUND

The AFSCF evolved during the past 20 years from a satellite research and development
facility into the prime control center for DOD satellite missions. As U.S. space technology
matured during the 1960s and 1970s, significant defense roles evolved for space systems.
AFSCF facilities and systems were upgraded to meet these changing and expanding needs.
Data systems modernization equipment is being acquired to serve these needs and reduce
future operational costs. However, projected DOD space operations will require additional
capabilities for satellite control. Locating these capabilities at an inland site away from
urban congestion and seismic faults has many advantages over expanding at the present
control center.

Space launch vehicle operations have also evolved over the past two decades. NASA and
DOD developed separate launch facilities for expendable launch vehicles at Kennedy
Space Center (KSC) and Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB), respectively. NASA
recently developed the Space Transportation System (STS), which had its highly
successful first flight in April 1981. DOD has pledged to a transition from expendable
launch vehicles to the STS as part of the National commitment to the Space Shuttle.

From 1975 through 1977, a number of studies were conducted relative to a second STC
and a dedicated Shuttle operations and planning facility for DOD missions. In mid-1977,
the Air Force recommended collocation of these two functions in a Consolidated Space
Operations Center. The long leadtime required for review, approval, and implementation
of this recommendation prompted the Air Force to initiate an interim Shuttle control
solution at JSC called Controlled Mode. Controlled Mode is a secured subset of the JSC
flight operations and planning capability. It was designed to provide limited secure control
of Shuttle flights until a dedicated DOD Shuttle operations and planning complex could be
built. Controlled Mode is well advanced and initial secure operations are planned within
two years.

The Office of Management and Budget directed USAF to review satellite and Shuttle-
control baseline studies in early 1979. These studies analyzed seven alternatives for



CSOC, including collocation at places such as VAFB, the current STC, JSC, and other
locations. The studies examined survivability, security, economics, and operational issues
for each location. A consolidated facility at a central U.S. location was recommended by
the Secretary of the Air Force and a site selection study was initiated. Colorado Springs
was designated as the preferred site in late 1979, and subsequent environmental studies
culminated in its final selection early in 1981.

A CSOC task force was established at Space Division early in 1980 to coordinate and
focus diverse Air Force space efforts, identify priority requirements, establish a transition
plan, and define a CSOC initial operational capability within austere fiscal constraints. The
task force recommendations were mostly established by mid-1980 and a final report was
published. Program management direction to proceed with the implementation of CSOC
was issued to the Air Staff in December 1980.

CSOC OPERATIONS AND TRANSITION

Figures 7 and 8 show the Space Operating Network before and after the integration of
CSOC. Currently operating DOD space missions are controlled by the STC and its remote
tracking stations. The stations provide the STC interface to space systems such as generic
DOD satellites, Global Positioning System Satellites (GPSS), and Inertial Upper Stages
(IUS). The Vandenberg Tracking Station and the Space Launch Complex (SLC) at VAFB
are also part of the DOD network. STC also interfaces with the Space Defense Operations
Center and a Remote Vehicle Checkout Facility in Florida.

The hub of the NASA Space Shuttle operations is JSC, and the center of the NASA
communications network is Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). KSC and its Launch
Control Complex (LCC) are a part of the NASA network. The interface to space vehicles
is via the Ground-Space Tracking Data Network, which will be replaced eventually by the
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System.

Figure 8 shows the planned integration of CSOC into the Space Operating Network.
CSOC will be an important hub in the network, with interfaces to all major points in both
the NASA and DOD nets. CSOC will conduct DOD Shuttle flight operations directly and
the STC and CSOC will share control of satellite missions.

CSOC CONFIGURATION

CSOC consists of five functional segments: SOC, SOPC, and communications, support,
and facilities segments. These segments are described in the following paragraphs.



SATELLITE OPERATIONS COMPLEX

The SOC segment and its primary interrelationships are shown in Figure 9. The major
elements in the SOC will be eight mission control complexes (MCC), a range control
center (RCC), a data distribution system (DDS), and a software development and test
laboratory (SDTL). These elements will be an identical subset of the STC equipment being
acquired under the AFSCF data system modernization program. During a pass over one of
the seven remote tracking stations, a satellite contact is made via the station’s telemetry,
tracking, and command segment. Most of the communication with CSOC will occur over
wideband links through DSCS and DOMSAT satellites. Narrowband links will provide
supplemental data paths, as was stated previously.

Different satellite missions will use separate MCCs with dedicated data processing
capability to provide data privacy and security. A typical MCC will have two IBM 4341
computers. One computer will support satellite contacts, the second will support non-real
time planning and evaluation. The latter computer will quiescently maintain the contact-
support functions for immediate real-time backup. One MCC will be equipped with more
powerful IBM 3033 computers instead of 4341’s to accommodate special mission
requirements.

MCCs typically will be staffed by mission controllers, space-vehicle controllers, system
controllers, orbital specialists, planner-analysts, range controllers, and operations officers.
Some of the functions performed in MCCs will be telemetry and tracking data processing,
status control and evaluation, command generation and issuance, orbit planning and
evaluation, spacecraft-related planning and evaluation, and operations and resource
planning.

The RCC equipment will be similar to MCC equipment. One RCC computer will be
dedicated to active range resource management. The second will be dedicated to range
planning and scheduling and the backup of the management function. Typically, the RCC
will be staffed by an MCC support controller, a data distribution controller, a range
resource controller, and a maintenance controller. Primary functions performed by the
RCC will include test-data generation, resource-status checking and allocation, data
distribution status checking and control, MCC request processing, voice configuration
management, DSCS antenna pointing and link operation, and range planning and
scheduling. The RCCs at the STC and CSOC will cooperatively schedule and control
AFSCF resources.

SDTL will be used primarily for software development and validation to support future
satellite missions.



The DDS will provide the interface between the remainder of the SOC segment and the
CSOC communications segment, which, in turn, will interface with the outside world. The
DDS will perform compression, formatting, syncronization and time-tagging of telemetry
data, formatting of command data, and encryption and decryption. Both simulated and
active missions will be supported. The major external inputs to DDS are telemetry,
tracking, echo check, status, and time data. The major external outputs are satellite
commands, control directives, and antenna-pointing data.

SHUTTLE OPERATIONS AND PLANNING COMPLEX

The SOPC will comprise three functional areas: flight planning, flight readiness, and flight
control. Figure 10 presents an overview of the SOPC configuration.

The flight planning element will consist of three major systems: System X, System Y, and
the Crew Activity Planning System. System X is an interactive, long-range flight-feasibility
planning system that uses a minicomputer and a word processor. It provides for early
definition of Orbiter attitudes and pointing, consumables utilization, mass properties,
trajectory and ephemeris data, and experiment support data.

System Y will be a detailed flight-design system consisting of software for batch
processing to generate high-fidelity simulations of ascent, on-orbit, sortie, propulsive-
consumables, and descent functions. The outputs of System Y are a mission-profile tape, a
crew-simulator data package, and computer-generated plots and listings.

The Crew Activity Planning System will use a minicomputer and word processor to
support the analysis of timeliness trajectory data, and crew activities. In addition, the
system will handle the documentation, data management, and flight-procedures checklists
required to plan and support Shuttle crew operations.

The SOPC flight readiness element will prepare and validate flight data files, generate
tapes for loading the Shuttle avionics computers, and support the training of Shuttle crews
and support personnel. The Data Load Preparation System (DLPS) and the CSOC
Simulation System (CSS) are the primary systems in the flight readiness element.

A block diagram of the DLPS is shown in Figure 11. The DLPS will be compatible with
the JSC software production facility and will be able to use JSC software, containing over
one million lines of source code. The host computer is interfaced to two or more flight
computers through flight equipment interface devices. The flight computers are replicates
of the Shuttle avionics computers.



The primary role of the CSS will be to support training of personnel and validate
preoperations readiness. This includes verification of the CSOC configuration; testing the
operability of the SSV and upper-stage configurations, software, and command loads;
development of operations procedures; and analysis of anomalies. Figure 12 is a block
diagram of the CSS. The fixed base crew station will have both forward flight deck
stations for pilot proficiency training and aft deck stations for on-orbit payload specialist
training. Network, telemetry, and command simulators will be provided for early crew
training. The CSS will interface through the communications segment with the SOPC flight
control rooms and the SOC mission control centers for integrated rehearsals. Simplified
part-task trainers will be provided for initial proficiency training in basic tasks. A phased
implementation of the CSS will provide an on-orbit simulation capability, initially, and
ascent-descent simulation at a later date. Satellite-related simulations will be integrated
into the CSS capability during development.

The flight control element will provide facilities and equipment for flight operations
personnel to monitor and control Shuttle flights in real-time from liftoff to landing rollout.
It will also support flight operations planning, personnel training, integrated rehearsals,
testing of vehicles and networks, and equipment reconfiguration between flights. Figure 13
is a block diagram of the flight control element.

The element will have two flight control strings capable of supporting two flight operations
simultaneously, e.g., one on-orbit flight and one test or simulation exercise. Each string
will include a flight control room and a multipurpose support room, and will share data
computation equipment, an interface communication system, a display and control system,
and a reconfiguration system.

The interface communication system (ICS), a part of the data computation complex
(DCC), will contain two strings of network communication interfaces, telemetry
processing computers, network output multiplexers, and cryptographic equipment that will
interface with the integrated CSOC communications segment. Each string will provide the
capability to process one real-time and one prerecorded downlink data stream. The
telemetry processing computers will preprocess downlink data in order to permit
economies in subsequent processing and distribution to the Shuttle data processors and the
display and control system.

The Shuttle data processing computers (SDPC), also part of the DCC, will support the
processing of real-time Shuttle command, trajectory, telemetry, and display data.
Approximately 2.5 million lines of source code are required for these functions. Software
compatibility between the CSOC and JSC computers is required to minimize acquisition
and operating cost and to ensure interoperability. Redundant SDPCs are required to meet
operational, reliability, security, and data-privacy requirements. Each SDPC will require



approximately eight million bytes of main memory and a processing rate of about three
million instructions per second. The SDPCs will share a pool of peripheral equipment,
such as magnetic tape units, mass memory disks, printers, and other input-output devices.

The multibus interface (MBI) will provide a redundant bidirectional data bus for multiple,
high-speed exchanges between the SDPC and the ICS. The configuration and switching
equipment (CSE) will provide the capability to configure the SDPC interfaces to ICS and
the display and control system. The SDPCs, peripheral equipment pool, multibus interface,
and CSE will be physically located in the DCC.

The Display and Control System (DCS) will provide the major operator interface for
Shuttle flight operations. It will accept, encode, and transmit operator requests to the
system and will generate and update operator displays in response to these requests and
other real-time data. Much of the DCS equipment will be physically located in the flight
control rooms and multipurpose support rooms. It will consist of functionally grouped
keyboards, video displays, and analog-event indicators mounted in several consoles, each
of which is configured for a specialized operational function.

The reconfiguration system is used to automate the flight-to-flight reconfiguration process.
Since the flight control software is table-driven, it is practical to reconfigure the tables
externally and avoid software design modifications and extensive software regression
testing when adding, deleting, or changing flight events (e.g., rendezvous). The
reconfiguration system will comprise a reconfiguration data collection system (RDCS), a
configuration requirements processor, and a display retrieval and formatting system. This
equipment will collect, modify, and validate extensive measurement data base entries for a
specific Shuttle configuration, provide for interactive building of new display formats, and
convert these results, along with flight planning, analysis, and other inputs, into tables for
driving the flight control element software on a subsequent flight.

COMMUNICATIONS SEGMENT

The communications segment consists of equipment for internal and external voice, data,
and facsimile transmissions. External communications systems include operational
administrative voice nets, wideband and narrowband data links, and facsimile equipment
for transmission between CSOC and other elements of the space operational network.
Internal communications includes administrative and secure phone systems, paging system,
and intercoms. Internal and external communications for SOC- and SOPC-related
requirements will be integrated into the single communications segment.

CSOC internal communications are depicted in Figure 14. Both the SOC and SOPC
require multilevel security circuits between support areas. Each console requires access to



a large number of internal and external circuits. In addition to the voice switching gear
required for each security level, internal communications equipment includes data
switching and routing elements, encryption interfaces, paging and public address systems,
intercoms, recording devices, and line key sets for all mission consoles. Commercial
unclassified telephone service will also be incorporated for the entire site. Physical security
communications will include base radio, intrusion sensors, and TV monitors.

The external communications equipment includes both wideband and narrowband
elements. External interfaces are shown in Figure 15. The wideband circuits (# 50 Mbps)
are provided by satellite relay that uses DSCS and DOMSAT satellites. Path diversity is
implemented where possible for minimization of single critical nodes. Both voice and
wideband data communications for SOC and SOPC are required between CSOC and other
elements of the Space Operating Network. The circuits with JSC, KSC, GSFC, WSGT,
VAFB, and some remote tracking stations are via DOMSATS. Existing ground terminal
equipment will be used where possible, and path diversity will be provided within existing
or projected DOMSAT capabilities. The CSOC-STC interoperational (cross-link) circuits
will be provided via both DSCS and DOMSAT satellites.

External leased narrowband circuits (# 9.8 kbps) accommodating both voice and data will
be provided between CSOC and Air Force global weather central, SPADOC, GPS,
Defense Support Program, Defense Meteorological Satellite Program, Air Force Technical
Analysis Center, RTSs, Edwards Air Force Base, and FAA control centers. Backup
circuits will be provided also to the NASA and AFSCF centers.

SUPPORT SEGMENT

The support segment will consist of logistic support capabilities and common-equipment
and functions that support more than one other segment. Common items consist of a timing
subsystem, a weather support unit, an uninterruptable power subsystem, a technical data
center, and miscellaneous other common elements. The timing subsystem will provide
accurate time signals to support several CSOC operations and operator displays. The
weather support unit will provide mission-specific meteorological support and allow a
more independent operations capability at CSOC. The technical data center will consist of
a management information system to handle both classified and unclassified information
and other facilities to automate the control of CSOC configuration, inventories, change
status, and documentation catalogs.

ACQUISITION STATUS

Program management direction was given to the Air Force Systems Command in
December 1980 to proceed with the acquisition of CSOC. An architectural and



engineering contract was awarded in February 1981 for the design of the CSOC facilities.
The AFSCF awarded a data systems modernization contract in December 1980 for STC
upgrades with options to deliver identical equipment for the SOC segment at CSOC. The
Space Division has prepared a Request for Proposal for a CSOC integration support
contract. Full coordination and approval for release of this request is expected soon. The
Space Division has organized an SOPC project office in Houston, staffed by Air Force and
NASA personnel, to define the SOPC segment for subsequent acquisition. The Space
Division, with Aerospace support, has initiated requirements definitions and other pre-RFP
actions for the communications, support, and simulation and training areas. RFP releases
for these acquisitions are planned in approximately one year.

SUMMARY

CSOC will provide DOD with a direct line of command and control for Shuttle flight
operations and the required augmentation of its satellite operations capability at a secure
installation. Full exploitation of space for national security defense missions will be
possible only after these capabilities have been developed. CSOC will be interoperable
with STC and JSC to permit mutual backup among centers. The capability for growth is
intrinsic in planning and designing to preclude early obsolescence.



Figure 1.  CSOC Site



Figure 2.  Artist’s Concept of CSOC Facility



    ft2   

TECHNICAL BUILDING 280,000
ENGINEERING AND ADMINISTRATION 110,000
CENTRAL PLANT 42,000
SUPPORT BUILDING AND MISCELLANEOUS 34,000
ANTENNA TERMINAL SUPPORT STRUCTURES 12,000

            
478,000

Figure 3.  Space Allocations

Figure 4.  Projected Staffing



Figure 5.  CSOC Capabilities

Figure 6.  CSOC Interoperability



Figure 7.  Current Space Operating Net



Figure 8.  CSOC Integration into Space Operating Net

Figure 9.  SOC Segment and External Relationships



Figure 10.  SOPC Segment Configuration Overview

Figure 11.  Data Load Preparation System



Figure 12.  CSOC Simulation System Overview

Figure 13.  Flight Control Element



Figure 14.  CSOC Internal Communications

Figure 15.  CSOC External Communications



PLANNING THE AFSCF OF THE FUTURE

James T. Carroll
Manager, Concepts/Data Systems

Advanced Satellite Control Directorate
The Aerospace Corporation

Sunnyvale, California

ABSTRACT

This presentation describes the Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF) planning
cycle by use of decision package sets that will be incorporated in the DoD portion of the
President’s budget. Major AFSCF projects reviewed include Data System Modernization;
Remote Tracking Station (RTS) Modernization; Shuttle Support; Advanced Telemetry,
Tracking, and Command; Transportable RTS; and the NASA Tracking Data Relay
Satellite (TDRSS) interface with the AFSCF. Zero based budgeting using decision
packages determine project priorities and approval levels. The benefit and task description
of AFSCF major projects is described for the years 1983 through 1987. Long range
priorities through the year 2000 are summarized.

INTRODUCTION

Forward planning for the evolution of the AFSCF as viewed by the AFSCF field office
planning personnel is presented in this paper. The AFSCF planning office defines, plans,
and locally coordinates projects primarily for a period of three to seven years into the
future. Six key AFSCF future projects are used to explain local generation of decision
packages and their use by higher management levels for zero based budgeting.

PLANNING SYSTEM

The planning cycle schedule shown in Figure 1 is based on an amalgam of two planning
procedures: Planning, Programming, and Budgeting (PPB) and Zero Based Budgeting
(ZBB). PPB originated in the mid-60’s, as a broad policy, centralized, top down,
macroeconomic management control system. Zero based budgeting, first used by Peter
Pyhrr at Texas Instruments, was introduced to the DoD by President Carter in 1976. It is
an integrated plan and budget generated from the ground up, using field generated decision
packages for microecononic management.



The cycle for each year’s budget is slightly longer than a year, and five years of budget are
simultaneously laid out. Decisions for the years 1984 through 1988 are being made this
year (1981). The AFSCF decision packages are reviewed and ordered primarily at the Air
Staff level and become elements of larger decision package sets for inclusion in the
presidential budget after review by the Secretary of Defense.

Figure 2 is an overview of the AFSCF planning procedure. Guidance and direction from
higher commands and customer users establish policy and needs. The political and
technical environment in which the design is nurtured determines the restrictions and
pressures of technology, threat, and resources.

These are the Architectural Guidelines that determine global system definitions from
concept formulations leading to a system design after examining alternatives and
optimization. A local master plan combines the results, shows the benefits, and adds
schedule and funding profiles. This data is then carried forward as decision packages for
integration and approval or disapproval by higher levels of Management.

By way of example, Figure 3 shows a hypothetical survivability improvement project
formulated on architectural guidelines as follows:

.Issues -- increased survivability of space programs

.Policy -- reduced overseas site dependency

.Needs -- CONUS operating sites, reduced jamming susceptibility

.Future systems -- multifunction relay satellites, Militarized TDRSS

.Competitive environment -- relay support versus spacecraft autonomy

.Threat definition -- sabotage, jamming, diplomatic changes 

.Users’ View -- viable wartime spacecraft support within a robust environment

.Technology lasers -- V-Band, K-Band

.Existing Resources -- NASA TDRSS/White Sands.

From this it might be determined that the architectural guidelines would be host packages
aboard a Multifunction satellite to a control ground site, and further system analysis would
examine lasers versus V-Band versus K-Band versus S-Band. Additional effort is required
to refine the design sufficiently to determine funding estimates and write a request for
quote. This effort might include in-house investigation and funded contractor studies.
Figure 4 summarizes the details of documenting the projects and generating decision
packages.



DECISION PACKAGES

The object of all this effort is to place the projects in various decision packages
summarized as follows:

DP 1 = Minimum budget:  less than this cancels the AFSCF operations

DP 2 = Decremental:  half way between DP 1 and DP 3

DP 3 = Approved:  current budget to support approved mission programs

DP 3# = Directed:  satellite offices directed increased support

DP 4 = Enhanced: all desirable programs

These AFSCF decision packages are integrated with other command DPs at higher and
higher command levels and as a result priorities change. The Air Staff further segments
each decision package breaking them into A and B portions.

FUNDING PROFILE

The funding profile associated with the decision packages has certain characteristics that
are important; these are observed results. The overall profile, year by year, should be
smooth without abrupt transitions, no hills and valleys. Research and Development funds
necessary for new starts are restricted to a relatively firm overall amount, which amounts
to a semilegislated restriction limiting the number of new projects. Ongoing procurements
and maintenance type funds are more liberally controlled. Funds are firmly committed two
years in the future producing a bow wave of projects delayed out to three years.
Competitive awards are restricted by the limited resources available for the required
extensive proposal evaluations.

KEY PROJECTS

Figure 5 is a cutaway of the Satellite Test Center where many of the future upgrades will
be installed. The tall building at the right houses the Mission Control Complexes which
will soon be receiving new display systems and dedicated computer complexes, while the
far left cutaway indicates where the new shared computer complexes will be installed. All
of these are part of the Data System Modernization (DSM) project. DSM is a major
project to modernize and automate the AFSCF data system in the manner functionally
illustrated by Figure 6. DSM is intended to increase the computational and control
capability manyfold while also permitting the reduction of remote site processing
equipment and associated personnel.



Figure 7 summarizes some of the data needed for decision packages for the six major
AFSCF planning projects. Funding profiles are not included because they have limited
distribution. All other information is supplied in unclassifed format to interested and
potentially interested contractors. Data Package 1 (DP 1) defines the minimum funds
necessary to ensure continued AFSCF operations. Inclusion of projects in DP 1 enhances
their chances of funding.

The Remote Station Modernization listed in Figure 7 is allied with the DSM project. This
project completes the remote site automation interfaces with DSM. The other major
AFSCF projects and their benefits, status, and functions are the AFSCF shuttle support
fulfilling the DoD AFSCF shuttle support requirement; the Advanced Telemetry, Tracking,
and Command Project to prepare for future demands of higher frequency and data rate
support, as well as to improve communication survivability and security; the Transportable
Remote Tracking Station for rapid reconstitution or augmentation of resources; and the
TDRSS/White Sands interface with the AFSCF to permit joint NASA and DoD use of
TDRSS.

Figure 8 illustrates the Advanced TT&C Projects approach that will provide higher data
rates using higher frequencies that permit increased bandwidths, antijam improvements,
and improved and more efficient signal processing. Figure 9 illustrates how the
Transportable Remote Tracking Station might be deployed subsequent to a typhoon
destroying a remote site.

FAR TERM PLANNING

Advanced concepts for the AFSCF anticipate space relays back to CONUS operating
sites. They also anticipate direct mission data relay to mission ground stations. The AFSCF
is improving its capabilities as already indicated, by the data system modernization,
advanced TT&C, and mobile ground station projects. Finally, Space Division is looking
towards more autonomous spacecraft, thus reducing the need for ground station support
for tasks, such as state of vehicle health monitor, ephemeris, and anomoly support.
Figure 10 is an illustration of the problems and some potential solutions to the AFSCF far
term environment including relay by laser/V-Band to CONUS sites.

SUMMARY

In summary, the AFSCF interpretation of higher level management directives and user
requirements are used to generate decision packages incorporating projects that are
perceived to fulfill the desired requirements. Six key AFSCF planning projects were used
to illustrate the zero based budgeting concepts. The far term concepts concluded this
paper.



Figure 1.  Planning, Programming and Budgeting

Figure 2.  Planning Cycle for AFSCF



Figure 3.  Architectural Guidelines

Figure 4.  Approval Cycle



Figure 5.  Satellite Test Center

Figure 6.  Data System Modernization



Figure 7.  Project Summary

Figure 8.  Advanced TT&C Functional BLOCK Diagram



Figure 9.  Transportable Remote Tracking Station Concept of Operations

Figure 10.  Relay Enhancement of AJ, Survivability, Timeliness
Cost, Manning, and Independency



SATELLITE COMMAND AND CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

Col. J. E. Sanders
Commander

HQ Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF)
Sunnyvale Air Force Station, California 94086

ABSTRACT

This presentation will consist of a review of the DoD common-user Satellite Command &
Control network to include: how the AFSCF evolved; a description of today’s satellite
control network, its capabilities and limitations; a discussion of the approved upgrade
program; and a view of what will be required for Satellite Command & Control for the
1990s.

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF) is a USAF world-wide network
composed of a control center, called the Satellite Test Center (STC); a number of Remote
Tracking Stations (RTS); and all of the systems, equipment, and computer programs
required to track and control satellites during ascent, on-orbit, and recovery of re-entry
systems from space. The AFSCF is fundamentally a service organization that provides
round-the-clock tracking, command, and control functions for the various DoD satellite
users. Tracking stations are strategically located to (1) support satellite launches from the
Eastern Space and Missile Center into high altitude and equatorial orbits; (2) support
satellite launches from the Western Space and Missile Center into polar and near-polar
orbits at low and medium altitudes; and (3) continuously support all satellites in their
various orbits.

The earliest antecedent of the present AFSCF was established in July, 1956, as
“Subsystem H,” a part of Weapon System 117L (WS117L) Program under the Western
Development Division of the Air Research and Development Command. WS117L was an
operational military space program that had grown out of an advance concept project. Its
development and implementation had little sense of urgency or haste. The original program
called for launching spacecraft from Cape Canaveral. Subsystem H was the supporting
Telemetry, Tracking, and Command (TT&C) facility with ground stations located at the
Cape, Grand Bahama, Ascension, and Hawaii. With the launch of Sputnik I on 4 October
1957, the world entered the space age and the US space program was accelerated “at the



maximum rate consistent with good management.” The WS117L Program moved into high
gear and in short order the Discoverer Satellite Program was establsihed to develop a
research and development space program designed to demonstrate Air Force capabilities
to launch, stabilize, control, and recover an instrumented capsule (payload) from orbit. The
Discoverer Program was given formal approval in January of 1958 with a planned launch
in January 1959. The WS117L Program became operational in 1959 and was separated
into three areas of operation: launch systems, space systems and ground support system.
The Ground Support System became the 6594 Test Wing (Satellite), the forerunner of the
Air Force Satellite Control Facility. The wing was organized into four major units: a
headquarters, an operations center, five tracking stations, and a recovery group.

The headquarters and the operations control center were temporarily located in Palo Alto;
however, in June, 1960, the headquarters and operations control moved into their
permanent quarters in the Satellite Control Center located on Sunnyvale AFS.

The five tracking stations were located at Cheniak and Annette Island, Alaska; Kaena
Point, Hawaii; Vandenberg, California; and New Boston, New Hampshire. As operational
requirements changed in the sixties and seventies, station locations were changed and
equipment updated. The stations are now located at Vandenberg, AFB, California; New
Boston AFS, New Hanpshire; Thule AFB, Greenland; Mahe Island, Seychelles Republic;
Anderson AFB, Guam; and Kaena Point, Hawaii. An additional station was added in 1979
when an agreement was reached with the British government to use their tracking station
in Borden Hants, England. The tracking station commands, tracks, and collects data from
satellites; processes the data; and forwards the data to the Satellite Test Center.

The Recovery Group was formed at Hickam AFB, Hawaii, in August 1958 and was
equipped with C-119 and shipboard helicopters to provide an aerial and surface recovery
capability. Through the years the aircraft and equipment have been replaced or modified to
meet changing requirements. With the advent of aerial refueling, the surface ships were
replaced with tanker aircraft and long-range helicopters, thus providing a more effective
operation. Today the Group has twelve JC130 aircraft, three C130 aircraft modified for
aerial refueling, and seven HH53 helicopters. These resources provide the 6594th Test
Group with the capability to simultaneously support two recovery missions using the
JC130 for aerial recovery and the HH53 for surface recovery.

CURRENT AFSCF ORGANIZATION

The AFSCF is a subordinate unit within Air Force Systems Command. The chain of
command extends from Command through the Deputy Commander for Space Operations
of Space Division, who is responsible for all military manned and untanned space
operations.



The AFSCF employs approximately 3800 military, civil service, and contractor personnel.
The headquarters is manned primarily with military and civil service personnel; the
Satellite Test Center manning is shared jointly by military, civil service, and contractor
personnel; and the tracking stations are manned primarily with contractor personnel
performing operations and maintenance tasks with a small military/civil service unit
providing management tasks. The 6594th Test Group is primarily a blue-suit operation
with a few civil service and a couple of contractor personnel assigned for assistance.

The AFSCF is organized into twelve major directorates, offices, and units. Five
directorates are dedicated to operations activities, four to support functions, and three are
dedicated to development activities.

The Air Force Satellite Control Facility resources are valued at 575 million dollars with an
annual operating budget of 250 million dollars.

GENERAL COMMENTS

Of the two types of Satellite Control networks, Dedicated networks and Common User
networks, Dedicated networks are useful for programs that require a mission ground
station in view of the satellites for processing of high data rate mission data. An example is
the DSP network. Common user networks (i.e., AFSCF) exploit the economies of scale by
sharing resources such as computers, people, antennas, RF systems, communication, and
buildings among several programs. Looking towards the future, it seems clear that both
types of networks will be required. Whether any specific program requires a dedicated
network will depend upon the program’s mission requirements and affordability issues.

It is unwise for either type of network to exist with single-node failure points. A measure
of redundancy for the major processing and command and control centers will be needed.
On the other hand, proliferation of dedicated single program networks in an effort to
achieve survivability is probably not affordable. A more reasonable approach is to insure
some measure of interoperability capability between networks. This would be highly
desirable to provide an overall resiliency beyond the redundant nodes within the networks.
With widespread backup capability the satellite control function for any particular satellite
program could not be rendered inoperable by the destruction of a single network. Major
disruptions would have to occur to all the networks, both Dedicated and Common User.
The key to achieving interoperability is standardization, commonality, and modularity, all
of which are time proven methods in other military arenas. The Data Systems
Modernization (DSM) Project currently being undertaken by the AFSCF offers an
outstanding leg-up in achieving this goal.



It appears that a Distributed network with Mission Control Complexes at the Satellite Test
Center (STC), Space Operation Center (SOC), and possibly other locations using shared
remote facilities (and relay satellites as they come into the inventory) is the proper way for
a network to evolve.

Dedicated stations would probably still be required to support particular programs;
however, either the STC or the SOC should have the capability to back up any dedicated
Mission Ground Station (MGS). In those few cases, when a satellite’s operation is
essential to a command mission, then that command could colocate a liaison detachment or
field at either the STC or the SOC for operational control. The key to making this work
efficiently, of course, is to have all satellite command and control resources under one
organization. This organization would allocate time or equipment to satellites on an as-
needed priority basis.

Beyond redundant nodes and interoperability, several elements that will play a part in
future satellite control are mobile terminals both ground and airborne, hardening of
communication channels for jamming resistance, Satellite Control Relay Satellites, a
graceful degradation posture including low data rate, and tape interface operations (record
at one location--physical transportation to another). As an ultimate goal, autonomous
mission satellites capable of operating without ground support for six months or more will
reduce the magnitude and complexity of satellite control networks of the far future.

SATELLITE COMMAND AND CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
IMPROVEMENTS

In the recent past the AFSCF has undertaken a review of the road map of the future for the
satellite control activities of the DoD. There are a number of areas that we believe need to
be pursued in order to insure an orderly and effective satellite control posture on into the
next century. What follows is a brief discussion of the highlights of these areas.

ADVANCED TELEMETRY, TRACKING, AND COMMANDING (ATT&C)

The present TT&C system in use by the DoD is known as SGLS for Space Ground Link
System and is a product of the early 1960s and operates in the S-band region of the
spectrum. As this portion of the spectrum has become congested, the ability for growth
with the SGLS has vanished. At the same tine the need to support higher data rates
between satellites and ground stations has increased. Therefore, there is a pressing need to
develop an Advanced TT&C system for Common User operation at higher frequencies in
the less congested K-band region. A Multipurpose feed for Ku-band can be installed on the
present generation of AFSCF 46-foot antennas or new off-the-shelf ten meter antennas
could be added at the AFSCF Remote Tracking Stations (RTSs) and ground stations. This



would not only support new programs but could give “backup” TT&C capability for some
of the present Dedicated networks such as TDRSS. Additional attributes of this system
should include: spectral bandwidth that will support high data rate (gigabit) down links;
spread spectrum techniques for lower susceptibility to jamming, better signal to noise
ratios, more sophisticated signal processing, and more secure command and telemetry
channels; and interoperability between programs by using standardized, common
frequencies, data rates, modulation, and signal processing techniques.

All of these improvements can be accomplished by utilizing state-of-the-art equipment
which has been developed since the advent of the SGLS. The use of available commercial
equipment can help mitigate the cost of deploying this new system.

MODERNIZED REMOTE TRACKING STATION (MRTS)

The AFSCF Remote Tracking Stations have grown over the years in an evolutionary
fashion. Events are now prompting a reevaluation of the station configuration to determine
if it is wiser to design a new RTS from the ground up or continue to modify the existing
equipment. One such event is the Data Systems Modernization Program which provides an
interface at each RTS for automatic control and status of station equipment and should
greatly reduce station O&M costs. The station equipment, however, is generally not
remotable without modification. Consequently, without a modernization program the
potential O&M savings may not be fully realizable. Another event that affects the RTS
configuration is the recent concern that sugests that dispersal of satellite command and
control is necessary to achieve an acceptable degree of survivability for ground networks.
This concept involves giving RTSs some limited satellite control capability beyond that
currently available, even under DSM improvements. A limited telemetry processing
capability may be necessary. As a minimum, a modernized RTS should not preclude this
capability.

SATELLITE CONTROL RELAY SATELLITE

The AFSCF has been looking forward for over ten years to an RTS is orbit. There are a
number of reasons why such a Satellite Control Relay Satellite is attractive and these have
been strengthened by the passage of time. The four most compelling reasons are increased
visability of the mission satellites, secure data transfer from mission satellites directly to
CONUS, lessened dependence upon overseas stations, and accommodation of very high
(gigabit) data rates. At the present time the visability of low altitude satellites is limited to
as low as 7% of the tine through the ground network. This can be increased to 24 hours
per day with a Satellite Control Relay Satellite network. Increased visability is essential for
protection of mission satellites against physical attacks and can enhance their mission
capabilities. Both secure data transfer and high data rates can be accommodated by the use



of frequencies in the V-band or communications lasers for mission-to-relay crosslinks and
K-band downlinks from the relay directly to CONUS.

At this time, the inclusion of a satellite control relay capability on the MIL Star Satellite
constellation is a most attractive consideration. Deployment of a four-satellite system in
geosynchronous orbit in the late 1980s with a capability for a general mission satellite to
CONUS relay for gigabit mission data and TT&C would markedly enhance the
survivability and effectiveness of the nation’s satellite control posture.

CENTRAL CONUS RTS

Locating an additional Remote Tracking Station in a mid-CONUS site would provide a
significant increase in the AFSCF’s survivability posture. An RTS situated, say, in
Colorado or New Mexico would provide a backup for either the New Hampshire Station
or the Vandenberg Station in the event of a catastrophe at either site. Addiotionally, a site
in view of the Telemetry and Data Relay Satellites could provide a redundant location for
ground entry of data relayed through the TDRSS. Mid-CONUS locations have a low
potential for natural disasters, such as earthquakes, and are sufficiently far inland to be
protected from offshore electronic warfare operations. Finally, a central CONUS site could
provide sufficient area for good protection against physical attack. Since Kirtland AFB,
New Mexico, meets all of these conditions, it is a good candidate location for such an
RTS.

GRACEFUL DEGRADATION

Emphasis on survivability has made it clear that a posture within and between satellite
control networks that allows for a graceful degradation from normal operations to stress
mode operations is a necessity. A fall-back node of operation from normal high data rates
to a jam resistant low data rate mode, possibly using narrow band circuits, is essential.
This is particularly critical for systems where the ground entry of data is remote from the
central processing capability. As an adjunct to low data rate operations, the capability to
record high data rates at several possible ground entry locations, such as the AFSCF’s
RTSs with physical transportation of the records to the user, would provide for degraded
but useful continued operations in times of conflict.

CONCLUSION

The existing DoD Satellite Control Architecture has evolved to a series of networks of
major national importance. This architecture has provided for systems that perform
outstandingly in the current environment. Looking forward commonality, standardization,
and modularity of satellite control capabilities are areas that should be vigorously pursued



to establish an interwoven structure of capabilities with a resilience such that complete
disruption cannot be accomplished without destroying the entire fabric of the whole
system. The interconnection and development of a mutual backup posture between the
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP), Global Positioning System (GPS),
Defense Satellite Communication System (DSCS), and AFSCF networks is a good
example of the opportunities in this direction.



TELEMETRY PROCESSING FOR THE AIR FORCE SATELLITE
CONTROL FACILITY

Colonel Normand Michaud
Director, Data System
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the telemetry processing capability of the Data System Modernization
(DSM) system being developed at the Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF) for
real-time or off-line processing, storage, and display of satellite telemetry data.

The system accepts multiple satellite streams from the AFSCF Remote Tracking Stations
(RTS) through a wide-band communications segment to the communication interface
support equipment (IBM Series 1 computers) for processing analysis and display in the
Mission Control Complexes (MCC).

Dual IBM 370 series computers process the telemetry data for real-time command and
control, while archiving on the disk and tape for future mission planning and post flight
analysis. Real-time displays are located in the MCC’s or program dedicated work areas.

The network is configured for support by RCC where generic checkout of the entire data
distribution and telemetry system is performed prior to release for mission support to an
MCC.

The system is designed for the large diverse satellite population of the AFSCF with growth
for future requirements.

ITC '81
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* ITT-EOPD served as the principal systems contractor for this effort, which was
sponsored by the Navy Exploratory Development Program.

DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF AN UNDERSEA,
SINGLE-FIBER MULTI-REPEATER, FULL DUPLEX,

ELECTRO-OPTICAL DATA LINK

G. Wilkins, A. Nakagawa & N. Kamikawa D. Baldwin & P. Couch
Naval Ocean Systems Center ITT-EOPD

Hawaii Laboratory Roanoke, VA 24019
Kailua, HI 96734

ABSTRACT

Fiber optics’ major contributions to undersea communications should include greater
telemetry bandwidth, improved data precision and a decrease of system volume. The last
two of these served as primary goals during recent design, fabrication and ocean testing of
an undersea, electro-optical (E-O) telemetry system. The system’s total length was nearly
70 km. It contained 8 in-line repeaters which were powered through the E-O cable. Data
were transmitted full duplex (22 MB/s at 0.83 µm & 43 KB/s at 1.06 µm through a single
optical fiber. Power consumption was 1.69 watts for each repeater. Telemetry BER
through the 70-km cable path was better than 10-9 at 22 MB/s. The repeater housings were
designed for 1-km ocean depths. Their dimensions (including bend-limiting cable
terminations) were 2.88-cm diameter by 30.5 cm length. Each repeater contained special
circuitry so that it would be queried from shore in a fault diagnosis mode. Designs and
performance are reported for the E-O telemetry system and for its major components.

INTRODUCTION

In 1977, the Hawaii Laboratory, Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) began* the
demonstration development of a fiber optic, repeatered, undersea telemetry system. The
rationale for this effort was the realization that---no matter how low the attenuation of
optical fibers might become---there would still be a growing need for fiber optic telemetry
in the ocean over distances greater than one (or even several) inter-repeater spans. One
commercial application for such technology is in the transoceanic telephone (or “long
haul”) system.



The development goals of the Navy program required a deliberate assault on the state of
the art in E-O technology. Most of these performance objectives required E-O components
that did not even exist in 1977. Examples of such technology “stretching” include:

(1) The  E-O telemetry system must operate in a full-duplex mode; that is, with
simultaneous two-way transmission of optical data. As a further design goal, this
was to be done through a cable with only one optical fiber. To do this, an optical
duplexer (bidirectional optical coupler) would have to be developed. No such device
existed in 1977.

(2) Maximum use would be made of hybrid electronic circuits in an attempt to reduce
the mass and volume of the  E-O repeater. These dimensional goals began to
influence our perception of size and shape for the repeater, and it became known as
the “banana”.

(3) Inter-repeater distance would be at least 8 kilometers---a considerable challenge in
1977 when optical telemetry was constrained to wavelengths less than about
1.1 µm. (This minimum distance was selected because it is also the length required
for ship support of cable-tethered vehicles operating at the 6-km depth of the
ocean’s abyssal plains. Examples of such operations include deep sea search,
mapping and recovery tasks.)

(4) Repeater power consumption was also to be minimized. As an early goal, each  E-O
repeater was to support full-duplex operation of the telemetry system while
consuming no more than 1.5 watt. Any power used to support diagnostic circuitry
was not counted against this budget.

(5) The repeater structures must be pressure resistant. Each repeater must withstand
long-term exposure to ocean depths of at least 1 km---without buckling, leaking, or
degrading the telemetry system’s power, data or strength functions. Long-term
hermeticity was highly desirable, but the initial design objectives required only a
capability for several months of submerged operation without measurable
degradation of  E-O repeater performance due to leakage.

(6) All electrical power to the  E-O repeaters (and the cable’s sea terminal) must be
supplied through the cable. At the same time, the diameter and transport volume of
that cable were to be as small as possible.

(7) A system Bit Error Rate (BER) no worse than 10-7 was required for the high
frequency data channel. (This corresponded to a BER of 10-8 for each of the
system’s 8 repeaters and 2 end terminals.)



*The shore cable is an example of the impact that an  E-O cable’s reduced diameter can
have on its deployment complexity and cost. The design of this cable was the same as that of the
cable (to be described) in the demonstration system, except that additional armoring and jacketing
increased its diameter from 2.54 mm to 6.35 mm. Cable laying started at the Junction Box and led
back toward the Laboratory Terminal, and the cable was plowed in over much of the 3.9-km
route. The total time required for this operation---from departure of the cable-laying boat from
the Hawaii Laboratory quay wall to passing the cable ashore---was less than 4 hours.

(8) The state of the art in telemetry bandwidth was not pushed. A data rate of 22 MB/s
at 0.83 µm was chosen for the instrumentation channel, while the control channel
operated at approximately 43 KB/s (1.06 µm). The ratio of these two rates is
29 = 512.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE  E-O TELEMETRY SYSTEM

Figure (1) schematically describes the demonstration  E-O telemetry system as it operated
after ocean deployment. The system contained 10 cable sections and 8 repeaters, and had a
total length of 69.2 km. Optical characteristics of the assembled  E-O cables are
summarized in Table (1). Generally, these cables had slight less attenuation than did the
ready-for-cabling optical fibers on their storage reels. (No miracles are claimed since, even
for precision winding of optical fibers, on-reel storage represents a high stress
environment, with many fiber crossovers and microbends.

In addition to its primary role as a cable-powered, two-way, data link, the demonstration
system supplied power to an “Ocean Terminal”. Such a terminal could be no more than a
ground plane to initiate the seawater-return power circuit. If so, then the system can be
considered as a scale model for half of a transoceanic, optical, communications link. In
such a context, it would be powered from both ends, and at least one mid-ocean ground
plane would be used to support the power return circuit.

The “Laboratory Terminal” for the  E-O telemetry system was located at NOSC’s Hawaii
Laboratory on Kaneohe Bay, Oahu. The data link was deployed in a long offshore loop to
a maximum water depth of about 150 m. The Ocean Terminal was located outside the
Kaneohe Bay barrier reef, so that the length of the seawater power return was about 3 km.

The “Junction Box” in Figure (1) was placed adjacent to the Ocean terminal at a depth of
approximately 30 m. It served as an interface for make-and-break splicing of the seaward
portion of the telemetry system to an armored  E-O shore cable* (unit 1-A). Location of
this junction at a point well clear of the barrier reef allowed NOSC support boats to safely
anchor near the end of the shore cable. Divers could then bring the Junction Box aboard,
so that electrical- and optical connections could be made and the mated  E-O cable
sections deployed on the seafloor.



System data telemetry achieved the development goal of full-duplex operation over a
single optical fiber, and consisted of:

LBR Channel Control signals were telemetered to the Ocean Terminal through a low-
bit-rate (LBR) channel at 42.97 KB/s (8 = 1.06 µm). A Plessey
GAL-103 light-emitting diode (LED) was used for each section of the
LBR telemetry path. The detectors were RCA Model C30922F
avalanche photo diodes (APD’s).

HBR Channel Data were received at the Laboratory Terminal over a high-bit-rate
(HBR) channel at 22 MB/s (0.83 µm). An injection laser diode (LD)
was used for all path segments. The LD, which contained hybrid
temperature- and voltage-compensating circuitry, was developed for
this program by RCA’s David Sarnoff Research Center (1). The
detector was an RCA C30921E APD.

The data format in the HBR and LBR channels was digital pulse code moulation (PCM),
with biphase-M or alternate mark inversion (AMI) data code (2). This code guarantees a
high number of transitions, and simplifies timing recovery and fault detection. The
relatively high value for its low frequency cut-off permits the use of smaller electronic
components in the  E-O repeaters. The resulting narrow data bandwidths also help in
electrical isolation of the two transmission channels. They do, however, require a clock
rate which is twice the bit rate.

Power consumption at each repeater was 1.69 watts (165 mA at 10.25 VDC), and
20 watts were delivered to the Ocean Terminal. This latter level could have been increased
to more than 50 watts without overstressing cable insulation.

Each repeater had an overall diameter of 2.88 cm, and a total length of 30.5 cm. (This
length included flexible bend limiters at each end of the cylindrical structure.) Each
repeater housing was also a pressure vessel. Tests of these housings showed no
measurable leakage during a 90-day exposure to a hydrostatic pressure of 105 kg/cm2

(1000-m equivalent ocean depth). The weight of each repeater was less than 400 grams.

The Laboratory Terminal was operated under computer control, and served as the
telemetry’s system’s primary center for data collection and evaluation. Typical monitoring
functions included:

• Measurement of bit error rate for the HBR channel was initiated via an LBR signal
to the Ocean Terminal. This activated a generator which began to transmit a 210 - 1
pseudo-random HBR bit sequence to shore.



• The BER for the LBR channel was measured with a turnaround procedure. The
received LBR data were stepped up in frequency by 29 (512 times) at the Ocean
Terminal, then were transmitted back to shore. Any error bit which occurred during
the outbound leg of this 140-km path must stand out in the returning signal as a
series of 512 consecutive errors. Any errors which were inherent to the (returning)
HBR path occurred singly and, therefore, could be filtered out in data processing.

• The Ocean Terminal was equipped with simple sensors---internal humidity and
temperature monitors, plus a current meter and a pressure sensor. On (LBR)
command from shore, data from these sensors were digitized and transmitted over
the HBR channel back to shore.

• A “ping pong” match could be played on the  E-O data link by activating a game
chip in the Ocean Terminal. Command signals were sent via the LBR channel, while
motions of the game’s paddles and ball were monitored by video signals transmitted
over the HBR data channel.

• Each repeater contained a diagnostic circuit which could be commanded by
transmitting a uniquely coded LBR signal from shore. On receipt of that signal, the
interrogated repeater would (a) interrupt the stream of HBR data from the Ocean
Terminal and (b) begin to transmit a unique (known) series of HBR data bits back to
shore. This bit stream allowed the performance of that repeater---plus all elements
of the  E-O system closer to shore---to be measured. Each repeater had a unique
address for such performance queries. The sequence ended automatically when a
query was sent to an address which did not exist within the link.

TELEMETRY SYSTEM DESIGN

The design of the  E-O ocean telemetry system can be naturally separated into three
discussion topics---the E-O cable, the repeater structure and its cable terminations, and the
repeater electro-optics. These subjects are treated in that order below.

The Electro-Optical Cable

This cable has been extensively discussed in the literature (3, 4), so only design and
performance highlights will be reported here. The-cable is shown in cross section in
Figure (2). It was designed to protect a single optical fiber during ocean deployment and
operating stresses, while simultaneously delivering electrical power to a series of E-O
repeaters and an end terminal. Key features of the design included:



• The approach assumed successful development of an optical duplexer. (An alternative
design---which required 2 optical fibers---was abandoned as soon as this assumption
could be proved correct.)

• The fibers were graded index, multi-mode units. Their attenuation and dispersion
levels were low for U.S. industry in 1978/79, but were not outstanding. Table (1) lists
cabled values for these parameters.

• However, all fibers used in the demonstration cables were subjected to a 1.0% proof
strain during the manufacturing/buffering phases. Today, that proof strain could
probably be raised to 1.5% at moderate risk, and to 2.0% with a high rejection rate.

• The optical fibers were buffered with a silicone rubber (Dow RTV 184) to an O.D. of
0.33 mm, then with a polyester elastomer (DuPont HYTREL 7246) to a 1.02-mm
O.D. Note the large diameter of this second protective coat. This was done to give the
optical fiber more isolation from the somewhat anisotropic stresses which occur when
the metal wires (under axial tension) bear down on the fiber’s outer buffer.

• The metal wires in the  E-O cable have a dual role, as the primary load-bearing
structure and as the electrical conductor. To reconcile these conflicting roles, a
special copper-clad steel was used.

Ultimate Tensile Stress 7800 kg/cm2

Ultimate Tensile Strain 0.79%

Yield Strain No yield (per definition
as 0.2% strain offset)

Conductivity 60% (re IACS)

Note that ultimate wire strain is appreciably less than the fiber proof strain.
Copper/steel wires have been reported (5) with 60% conductivity and with an
ultimate tensile stress of more than 10,500 kg/cm2.

For a 6.4E assembly helix angle, the  E-O cable’s resistance was 38 ohms/km, and ultimate
cable strength was nearly 60 kg at 0.79% strain. Jacket voltage stress was less than 1930
V/mm at the maximum operating voltage of 600 VDC. Jacket resistance was 800
megohm-km and cable specific gravity was 2.12.



The  E-O cable showed slightly reduced optical attenuation (at 0.83 µm) when subjected
to tensile loads which were 20% of ultimate cable strength. Even at 50% (relative) loading,
the attenuation was no higher than it had been at zero tensile stress. Our model for this
behavior assumes that the effect of initial axial loading is to pull the fiber straighter in the
cable---i.e., to minimize residual microbends. At higher loadings, bearing pressures for the
conductors may cause them to partially embed in the fiber buffer.

The E-O cable’s attenuation increase was less than 0.3 dB/km for exposure to a
hydrostatic pressure of 100 kg/cm2. We believe that even this reaction would have
disappeared if the channels between the conductor wires and the HYTREL buffer could
have been void filled. When these cables were built, ITT did not have the equipment
needed to carry out this operation.

The cable’s responses to (loaded) flexure and environmental temperature were also
measured.

Flexure During more than a dozen tests, the  E-O cable survived at least
460,000 cycles of loaded flexure (± 28E at 20% of ultimate
loading over a 5-cm-radius grooved sheave.) Average flexure
life was 710,000 cycles. The optical fiber never failed until
several copper-clad-steel wires had parted.

Temperature The maximum attenuation change noted over a temperature
range of -55EC to +75EC was 0.23 dB/km (at 0.83 µm. The
attenuation of the uncabled fiber increased by as much as
±13 dB/km at the lower temperature. (See Ref. 3.)

The addition of a 1% requirement on fiber proof strain to the attenuation and dispersion
goals in Table (1) had an adverse effect on production efficiency (i.e., km of acceptable
fiber per km produced). This was one of two reasons for a decision to accept fiber splices
in the  E-O cable. The second factor was our realization that---ultimately---reductions in
fiber attenuation would allow repeater separations so large that production economics
would dictate a requirement to have (several?) splices in each inter-repeater cable section.

Therefore, this project became a guinea pig to determine the effects of fiber splices on long
sections of E-O cable. Of the 10 cables shown in Table (1), Sections (6), (7) and (8)
contain an optical splice. The Table shows that these splices have little effect on average
fiber attenuation or dispersion.

The most difficult part of the splicing operation is not the fusing together of the two fiber
ends. Rather, it is the need to immediately and uniformly reestablish the fiber buffer(s) , so



that the weakened fiber retains some fair approximation of a hydrostatic (i.e., radially
isotropic) stress response.

As a proof test of the quality of the splicing-and-rebuffering operation, all fiber splices
were subjected to a proof strain of 2.0%. This strain is much less than the fiber’s average
ultimate strain (about 5--6%). It is, however, twice as high as the rolling proof strain
applied to the rest of the fiber. Therefore, it should ensure that the splice zone is not the
weakest link in any spliced fiber or cable. As support for this assumption, all three of the
fiber splices survived the stresses of cabling, deployment and operation. No problems have
been linked to the use of fiber splices in the  E-O cable.

But somewhere there must be a weakest link. For the  E-O telemetry system, it has been
the cable’s electrical jacket. Although the conductor wires give excellent protection to the
optical fibers, they are in turn protected only by the cable jacket. Any external action
which damages this jacket directly affects the system’s ability to supply electrical power to
downstream users. Without electrical power, the system is useless---and that power
support must depend on the integrity of a thin jacket of high density polyethylene. This
jacket has been the telemetry system’s Achilles heel.

Repeater Structure And Terminations (6)

The structure of an  E-O repeater is shown in Figure (4). Total length for a repeater unit
(including bend limiters) is 30.5 cm, and its overall diameter is 2.88 cm. Unit weight is
slightly less than 400 grams. These dimensions include all electro-optical circuitry required
for operation in a full-duplex mode---including circuits to support system diagnostics.

Beryllium copper (Grade CA 173, 2.5% Be) was used to fabricate the repeater’s
cylindrical wall and end bulkheads. This alloy can be heat- and work-treated to a yield
stress of 12,200 kg/cm2 at 0.2% strain offset. Equally important, its thermal conductivity is
2.5-times that of steel, and is nearly 8-times greater than that of stainless steel.

Figure (5) shows the cable termination unit designed for the ocean telemetry
demonstration. This interface must simultaneously preserve the electrical, optical and
physical integrity of the  E-O cable. It must also fix a minimum bend radius for the cable
during high off-axis loadings. And, it must do all of these while limiting water leakage or
diffusion into the repeater’s minuscule  E-O cavity to an absolute minimum.

The initial step in forming the cable termination is to mold a polyethylene “nosepiece” or
interface plug, so that it is both flow-bonded to the cable’s jacket and mechanically mated
to a beryllium/copper bulkhead. This interface piece, shown in Figure (5), will also serve
as a bend limiter and reinforcing element for the  E-O cable.



Within the confines of the bulkhead, the cable passes through an epoxy/glass insulation
bushing into a steel termination cone. There, the cable jacket is removed and the
copper/steel wires are fanned out within the volume of the cone. The optical fiber
continues down the cone axis. The fiber and wires are then potted into place.

Any cable-driven leakage must begin beyond the bend limiter(s); and must then pass
through the polyethylene flow bond and epoxy termination to enter the repeater cavity.
Any other leakage path must contend with the double O-ring seal which joins the
repeater’s cylindrical wall to each bulkhead piece.

Figure (3) shows the E-O cable termination subjected to a 23-kg load (40% of ultimate)
applied at a 45E angle to the repeater axis. For these conditions, the termination withstood
a hydrostatic pressure of 105 kg/cm2 for 1 hour with no leakage. In a relaxed condition, the
termination has been soaked at a pressure of 105 kg/cm2 for 90 days---again with no sign
of leakage.

One likely leakage mode for O-ring seals is a failure-to-seat tendency at very low
hydrostatic pressures. The repeaters in the completed telemetry system were tested in
shallow water baths for a total time of several weeks (each). No operational evidence of
leakage could be found.

SYSTEM OPTICS, ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRO-OPTICS

As Figure (6) shows, each  E-O repeater must serve as an optical detector, as an amplifier,
as a signal reconditioner and as an optical transmitter. This is done in a digital PCM mode,
using a BiPhase-M AMI code (2). Each repeater must also operate full duplex---
transmitting 22-MB/s (HBR) data to shore at a wavelength of 0.83 µm, while
simultaneously transmitting LBR command signals at 43 KB/s and 1.06 µm to the Ocean
Terminal.

The Optical Duplexer (7)

Since only one fiber is involved in this telemetry, two optical duplexers are required in
each of the  E-O repeaters in order to separate (and recombine) the dual-wavelength
telemetry signals. The schematic for this operation is shown in Figure (10), and the
operation of a duplexer is sketched in Figure (7). A photograph of an operational duplexer
from the  E-O telemetry system is shown in Figure (8), where a dime establishes the
measurement scale.

During duplexer operation (Fig. 7), radiation from a local optical source is led through a
pigtail fiber to the Petzval surface of the (left hand) lens, and is collimated by that lens. At



wavelength 81, the dichroic filter will be highly reflective, so that this optical signal passes
back through the lens and is brought to a sharp focus on the core of the cable fiber.
Because of these forward-reverse lens passes, first-order image aberrations will be
cancelled.

Optical signal (82) from the cable’s distant end is also collimated by the lens, but passes
through the now highly transparent dichroic filter. An identical (but reversed) lens focuses
this second signal into a detector pigtail fiber. Again, first-order aberrations cancel. An
optional bulk filter (e.g., AR-coated Si, GaAs or InP) can be inserted into the optical
duplexer to further isolate the detector from the intense local optical source.

In the demonstration telemetry system, the optical duplexer was operated at wavelengths
of 0.83 µm and 1.06 µm. Each  E-O repeater contained two duplexer units which were
structurally identical; differing only in the choice of the dichroic mirror. The mirror in one
unit transmitted 0.83-µm radiation and reflected the longer wavelength---the roles reversed
in the second duplexer. In each case, the dichroic mirror was a multi-layer interference
filter. The throughput loss at each duplexer varied from part to part, but generally was less
than 2.0 dB. Channel separation was better than 50 dB, as seen without a blocking filter
from the 1.06-µm detector. It was better than 60 dB at the 0.83-µm detector.

In practice, the optical duplexer can operate at any wavelength pair within the practical
transmission range of fused silica (say, 0.8- to 1.55 µm). The wavelengths should,
however, be separated by at least 10%. If either optical source is an LED, the wavelength
separation should be greater because of that source’s relatively broad emission spectrum.

NOSC Hawaii (8, 9) has used unmodified optical duplexers from this telemetry system to
support full duplex operation of an 8.2-km-long optical tether at wavelengths of 1.25 µm
(120 MB/s) and 0.83 µm (2.0 KB/s). Optical filtering was the only method used to
separate the two telemetry channels.

Repeater Electronics

The operating modes of the optical duplexers are illustrated in the repeater block diagram
in Figure (10). Circuit blocks for the HBR receiver and transmitter are shown at the top
with signals propagating to the right. The LBR receiver and transmitter are shown near the
middle, where the signals travel toward the left. The HBR signals also flow through a data
switch, which is associated with the diagnostic (fault location) circuits.

As Figure (10) shows, the supply of electrical power from the cable to the  E-O repeater is
totally separated from the optical signal. This is a major improvement over a coaxial 



telemetry system, where large filters are needed to isolate the small AC signal voltage from
high levels of (AC/DC) powering voltage on the same conductors).

In this  E-O repeater, the electrical power conditioning circuit is in series with the cable’s
electrical conductor. That circuit includes a filter and a transient suppressor, followed by
additional filtering and regulation. The power conditioning circuit converts the constant
line current from the cable to the regulated constant voltage required by the repeater
electronics.

Fault Location. This circuit is used during system setup, or in case of a subsystem failure,
in order to identify the location of a system fault. The circuit can identify the last (most
seaward) working repeater---including the Ocean Terminal. In order to locate a fault, the
Laboratory Terminal operator interrupts normal LBR traffic and transmits a coded bit
sequence or address which is unique to one of the repeaters. This code triggers the
appropriate repeater to switch from the HBR receiver to an internal data generator, as
shown in Figure (10). That generator produces a continuous series of alternating AMI-
coded 1’s and 0’s. This signal is monitored by the operator, and can be used as a
diagnostic tool as well as for fault location. Calling the address of a new repeater activates
that unit and allows the previous unit to switch to its normal mode. If a nonexistent
repeater address is transmitted, the entire telemetry system will return to normal operation.

The power switch in the fault location circuitry serves to reduce electrical power
consumption. The HBR receiver is deactivated during operation of the fault location mode.
The power it normally consumes will be used instead to power the internal data generator.

E-O Receiver. The receivers will be the most critical circuit elements in the repeater.
Figure (6) shows the circuit block diagram for either the HBR or LBR receiver. The APD
signal is amplified by bipolar transistors in a transimpedance front end. Balanced circuit
techniques are used throughout that front end. With the filter and the chain of limiting
amplifiers, the use of balanced circuits minimizes the effects of various types of noise such
as ground loops. It also helps to prevent oscillation.

Limiting amplifiers take the place of the more common integrated circuit (IC) amplifiers
and IC comparator. The IC’s available for these functions consume considerably more
power, and are more sophisticated than necessary. Use of simpler limiting amplifiers is
allowed by the choice of AMI coding, because of its 50% duty factor and its restrictions
on pulse length variations.

Although the limiting amplifiers have low power consumption, they have high
performance. In particular, they allow very large dynamic range, even with no automatic
gain control (AGC) feedback loops in the amplifier chain. For even greater dynamic range,



signal from the limiting amplifiers is rectified and used to control the APD voltage
independently for each receiver. Only one APD power supply is required to support both
detector channels.

After the limiting amplifiers, the signal is passed to the data regeneration stage, which
restores pulse shape, pulse width and pulse heights. Timing recovery is used to reduce
timing jitter accumulation over many repeaters. The timing recovery in both receivers is
accomplished with a phase-locked loop (PLL), instead of a more conventional ringing tank
circuit. The PLL reduces pattern dependence, simplifies setup procedure, and improves
stability with time, temperature and variations of voltage supply. The PLL also requires
smaller inductors than the large coils required for a ringing tank. This is especially true for
the LBR receiver.

Integrated circuits were used in the data regeneration and timing recovery circuits because
of the simplicity with which they can perform these complex functions. Standard IC’s
available for these tasks have reasonable power consumption, small size and transistor-
transistor logic (TTL) compatibility.

The APD power supply shown in Figure (6) steps up the voltage from about 5 V to the
level of about 300 V required for high APD gain. This supply is based on a very small
hybrid circuit and transformer which was originally developed for use in ITT-EOPD’s
night vision goggles.

Avalanche Photodiode (APD). The optical detectors chosen for both HBR and LBR
channels are APD’s. These units are now commercially available from RCA in Canada,
and are packaged by that company in a TO-18 can with a light pipe from the detector chip
to the surface of the can. Their designations are:

C30921E 0.83-µm (HBR) Channel

C30922F Enhanced 1.06-µm (LBR) Channel

Volume was at such a premium in the  E-O repeater that ITT-EOPD was forced to develop
a special fiber pigtail which exited the APD via a right-angle bend. This feature is
illustrated in Figure (15). The bend has a well-controlled radius ($ 2.5 mm), and is formed
by an initial careful heating of the fiber. The bent fiber is then potted into an epoxy boot
and its end polished. The epoxy protects the pigtail, and also strips off any cladding modes
that may propagate light scattered within the optical duplexer.

For the 1.66-µm APD, a small chip of AR-coated GaAs was placed between the detector
cane and the fiber as a spectral filter to help reduce cross talk. No filter was required for



the 0.85-µm detector, since the 1.06-µm source (an LED) has relatively low output optical
power, and because the sensitivity of the 22 MB/s receiver is (relatively) low.

Light-Emitting Diode. The optical source for the LBR channel was an LED with a
wavelength centered at 1.06 µm. This unit (Plessey No. GAL 103) is a surface emitter type
available in a pill package. ITT-EOPD incorporated the Plessey unit into a slightly larger
package which supported the optical fiber pigtail and provided a means to mount the
module onto the repeater bulkhead.

Injection Laser Diode. A low-threshold, AlGaAs, injection laser diode (LD) was used as
the optical source for the HBR channel. The peak wavelength for this device varied (part
to part) between 0.821- and 0.842 µm. The optical power launched into a 55-µm-core-
diameter, graded index fiber varied (part to part) between 1.6- and 2.8 mW.

The LD, an electronic drive circuit, a special temperature compensation circuit and a heat
sink block were all contained within a hybrid circuit module developed by RCA (1) at that
company’s David Sarnoff Research Center. This module, with dimensions 14 mm X 18
mm X 10 mm high, is shown in Figure (9). Power consumption varied (part to part)
between 415- and 503 mW. Obviously, this is a critically large fraction of the  E-O
repeater’s total power budget of 1690 mW (in a full duplex mode).

Voltage Regulation. Figure (11), a full repeater block diagram, demonstrates the
arrangement for power supply and filtering. Note that two supply rails are used; each with
its own regulation to about 5 V. The HBR regulator was actually specified at 5.25 V ±
0.25 V in order to improve rise time and to reduce delay for the laser module. For similar
reasons, the control section of the laser module bridges across both rails to give 10.25 V ±
0.50 V. As the previous section mentioned, this laser module has its own regulator circuit
to provide the very high voltage stabilization needed for response to changes in ambient
temperature and/or bias voltage.

Several different voltage conditioning arrangements were evaluated during the design of
the  E-O repeaters. Early analyses had assumed that a mix of series and shunt voltage
regulation would be required. However, initial breadboard circuits proved that use of a
single (and better) shunt regulator for each rail would reduce overall power consumption
and improve supply regulation.

The optimum repeater voltage drop will vary with the cable’s length and its resistance per
unit length, with repeater power and with the level of power delivered to any end terminal.
It was concluded that, for actual telemetry system conditions, a drop of approximately
10 V would be optimum. The twin requirements for this 10-volt supply and for low 



repeater power consumption are the main reasons for having two stacked 5-volt supply
rails.

Hybrid Circuits. The  E-O repeater circuits were extensively hybridized in an attempt to
reduce size and volume, while hopefully improving HBR reliability and performance. Each
repeater used 6 hybrids---defined below and sketched as numbered, dashed-line groups in
Figure (11). Hybrids H1----H4 are also shown in Figure (12) alongside an inch scale.

H-1 LBR receiver.

H-2 HBR receiver.

H-3 LBR transmitter; including timing recovery,
fault location & shunt regulation.

H-4 HBR data regeneration, timing recovery,
fault location data generator & shunt regulator.

H-5 APD power supply oscillator & regulator.

H-6 RCA HBR laser module.

To make these circuits compatible with hybridization, and to limit the number of parts that
must be mounted outside the hybrid packages, the following guidelines were adopted.

(1) Eliminate potentiometers and variable resistors. If variation became necessary, use
chip resistors.

(2) Eliminate inductors unless absolutely necessary; and then use low-Q for small size.

(3) Eliminate (or reduce the size of) transformers.

(4) Eliminate variable capacitors.

(5) Reduce capacitor size---the smaller the better, with a preference for a maximum of
10 µf.

(6) Eliminate large voltage-line filters.

(7) Eliminate crystals. If used, they must remain in their original can.



(8) Eliminate the need for heat sinks on transistors by lowering the power consumption.

Electro-Optics Assembly. Only a few electrical components remained outside the hybrid
cans. They are the LED, the APD’s (actually mounted on the bottom of a hybrid unit), the
APD power supply transformers, high voltage capacitors and rectifier diodes, 2 small
adjustable inductors (one for each data channel frequency range), and several access
terminals for testing.

Two views of the assembled  E-O repeater are shown in Figures (13) and (14). The
internal dimensions of the circuit assembly are 15.5-cm length by 2.3-cm greatest
diameter. This volume contains 2 optical duplexers, 6 hybrid circuits (including 2 APD’s
and a laser), discrete electronic components on 2 printed circuit boards, an LED, fiber
routing and storage space and, finally, 0.15 cm in each direction for tolerance and
compliance.

PERFORMANCE OF THE E-O TELEMETRY SYSTEM

A 4.4-km length of armored shore cable (Section 1-A) was delivered to the NOSC Hawaii
Laboratory in mid-1978, and was almost immediately installed as an electro-optical
“jumper” cable to connect the laboratory with deep water seaward of the Kaneohe Bay
barrier reef.

A prototype version of the demonstration E-O telemetry system was installed later that
summer. It consisted of the Laboratory Terminal, shore cable 1-A, a 2-km length of the
system cable, a prototype repeater, another 2-km length of system cable, and the Ocean
Terminal. Appropriate lengths of optical fiber were spliced into the telemetry system at the
Laboratory and Ocean Terminals to make the prototype system operate as though it were
one repeater between two 8-km lengths of  E-O cable.

The prototype telemetry system was operated for two weeks; then was recovered for
inspection. During that time, it met all performance goals; according to the test series
described in the “Overview” section. Inspection of recovered components showed no
evidence of degradation.

The remaining 64.8 km of E-O data link (Sections 1-A---9) were delivered to NOSC
Hawaii in mid-summer of 1979. This telemetry system generally met or exceeded all of the
program’s original performance goals---and met them over the environmental temperature
range of 0EC-32EC. Table (2) compares the demonstration system’s performance with
several of these objectives. Table (3) compares the HBR and LBR optical budgets (for
8-km Cable Section 2) with the original budget predictions.



Both HBR and LBR channels had much higher optical margins than had originally been
predicted. This was due to lower than expected levels of attenuation; especially for the
1.06-µm LBR channel. Overload became a more serious problem than optical margin. It
became necessary, for example, to install 10-dB attenuators in HBR Sections (3) and (4).

Discovery Of The “Fishbite” Effect

The original deployment plan had been to electrically and optically connect the 64.8-km
demonstration system to the 4.4-km E-O shore cable; then deploy the data link in a giant
loop along the eastern shore of Oahu (Fig. 1). This plan stalled when it was discovered that
exposure samples of the system cable were the subjects of ferocious attacks by local fish.

These attacks varied in intensity from relatively curious nibbles and slashes to full-jaw
assaults so vigorous they kinked the copper/steel wires in the cable. Figure (16) shows
examples of these extremes. The attacks occurred with a density of several per meter---and
generally within minutes of cable entry into the ocean.

Plans to deploy the E-O telemetry system were set aside, and attention was directed to the
problem of fishbite. A series of ocean exposure tests were carried out with the results
listed below.

(1) From a survey of fish populations and examination of hundreds of cable wounds, we
concluded that the primary culprit was the “Triggerfish” or Rhinecanthus
Rectangulus (known as the humuhumu nukunuku a pua’a in a popular Hawaiian
song).

(2) The attacks appeared to be an expression of territorial defense, rather than a search
for food. They occurred only on the seafloor, and within minutes of the cable’s
arrival there. This fits well with the habits of the Triggerfish. The shape of most of
the bites also fit the dentition of that fish.

(3) No statistically valid relationship could be found between intensity or density of
attacks and the color or composition of jacketing materials. Materials exposed
included polyethylene, polyurethane, polyallomer, nylon and acetal copolymer (the
last of these per recommendations in the NOAA Fishbite Manual). Black, white and
neutral colors were investigated. All samples were enthusiastically attacked. All
samples which had relatively soft and/or thin jackets were damaged. “Protection”
was clearly a function primarily of jacket thickness and toughness.

(4) The effect of fishbite on the  E-O telemetry system was entirely electrical; i.e., a
shorting of the conductor to seawater. Even for samples mauled as badly as the



(lower) example in Figure (16), no optical fiber break has ever been observed.

(5) The conclusion was obvious. If the demonstration  E-O telemetry system was to be
deployed, then its cable must be given additional protection.

We decided that the least costly (but still effective) approach would be to insert the system
cable into a protective plastic tube. Of the materials which had been evaluated, Eastman’s
Tenite 5121 black polyallomer was chosen as representing the best compromise among
available lengths, toughness, cost and workability. The tube’s O.D. was 6.35 mm, and its
wall thickness was a nominal 1 mm. This concept was tested and verified by successful
exposure of several hundred meters of system cable which had been overjacketed with the
Tenite tubing. While many areas of fishbite attack on the polyallomer were observed, none
penetrated the tubing. A fixture was assembled in the Hawaii Laboratory which:

(1) Passed the system cable through a water bath to check for electrical faults in the
jacket. (Three were found in a 64.8-km total length.)

(2) Cut a slit in the side of the Tenite 5121 tubing.

(3) Spread that slit open and inserted the system cable.

(4) Filled the residual void space with a marine grease, then allowed the (springy)
Tenite to snap shut.

The reader is invited to contemplate the joys of performing such a task on nearly 65 km of
cable. The telemetry system was carefully monitored during this armoring process. No
degradation was observed.

System Deployment

Deployment of the  E-O ocean telemetry system was relatively straightforward;
complicated only by the fact that an electrical short had been discovered in the  E-O shore
cable a few days before the date set for laying of the cable. An inspection of the Junction
Box showed that the fault lay elsewhere, so the armored shore cable was bypassed by
running a 4-km length of system cable (Section 1-B) along the same route from the
Junction Box to the Laboratory Terminal.

This was done the day before deployment of the  E-O telemetry system. The jury-rigged
shore cable was monitored overnight, and the TRBR channel’s performance remained
better than BER = 10-9. At about noon on the second day, the support boat’s moorings
were cast off and deployment of the telemetry system began. This phase was uneventful,



and the performance of the system continued to meet performance standards with no
deviations. The laying of the cable, repeaters and Ocean Terminal was completed in less
than 5 hours.

Approximately 40 hours later, we began to observe degraded operation of the telemetry
system. Characteristics of the fault included:

(1) The supply voltage required to maintain a 165-mA line current dropped by more
than half. This current/voltage behavior was consistent with a short in the cable’s
electrical jacket somewhere between repeaters (4) and (5).

(2) When this occurred, all HBR signals from the Ocean Terminal were lost. Only
repeaters (1) through (4) could be interrogated.

(3) Periodically, these defects disappeared, and the entire system would again play in a
fault-free mode. System BER would again be better than 10-9 for the HBR channel.

In earlier laboratory simulations of  E-O cable failures, we had observed electrolysis and
formation of bubbles at the site of a jacket flaw when the cable was transmitting current.
As these bubbles grew and broke away from the cable, the shunt resistance of the short
would fluctuate from nearly a dead short to values so high as to be effectively infinite.

It seemed clear that this was also happening in the telemetry system between repeaters (4)
and (5). We continued to operate and monitor the system in this intermittent mode. Eight
days after deployment, another short was noted between repeaters (2) and (4). Five days
after this event, a third short appeared just beyond repeater (1). At this point it became
obvious that very little could be gained from further monitoring of the data link. The
system was shut down.

Eight months after deployment, 2 repeaters and approximately 12 km of  E-O cable were
recovered. The cable showed periodic zones of heavy electrical damage, corresponding to
sections where (for reasons not yet known) the  E-O cable had been forced out of its
polyallomer jacket. Whenever this occurred, the cable suffered extensive fishbite damage.
The polyallomer jacket was also severely bitten, but none of the bites penetrated that
material.

The 12-km cable section was given extremely rough treatment during recovery. Extensive
lengths were so badly battered that the polyethylene insulation was stripped from the
copper/steel conductor wires. The conductors occasionally were separated and/or kinked.
Yet, the optical fiber in this cable was not broken.



Both of the recovered  E-O repeaters appear to be in good condition, and show no
evidence of internal leakage or other degradation as a result of 8-months seafloor
exposure. One of them has been checked out electro-optically, and has unchanged
characteristics. (Such checkouts have barely started, and will continue with further
recovery operations and laboratory tests.)

CONCLUSIONS
(1) We have demonstrated that an undersea, repeatered, electro-optical telemetry

system can be built which combines very small volume, moderate repeater
separations, moderate repeater power and full duplex operation over a single optical
fiber. The BER of this system is better than 10-9 over a total attenuation level of
360 dB (280 dB of cable attenuation at 0.83 µm).

(2) The electro-optic capabilities demonstrated here can be applied almost as readily at
the “long haul” wavelengths of 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm. Where we achieved 8-km
maximum repeater separations, the use of these longer wavelengths will allow
repeater spacings of 50---100 km.

(3) Per-repeater power consumption was less than 1.7 watts for full duplex operation.
This level can be reduced to less than 1 watt with today’s low-threshold lasers.

(4) Any requirement for power supply through the cable imposes very severe
constraints on the data link. It adds a failure mode which is extraordinarily intolerant
of faults, and almost completely independent of failure modes for the optical fiber.

(5) If the cable must supply power to repeaters and end systems, then it must be
carefully designed to protect that power line. The associated challenge may be
appreciably more difficult than the task of protecting the optical fiber. A design
technique discussed elsewhere in these procedings (10) is offered as an example of
an approach which emphasizes physical protection of an  E-O cable’s electrical
section.
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FIG. (1).  ELECTRO-OPTICAL, OCEAN, TELEMETRY SYSTEM.

CABLE
SECTION

SECTION
LENGTH

(KM)

ATTENUATION (DB/KM) DISPERSION
AT 0.83 µm
 (NS/KM)

FIBER NA
(WHITE LIGHT)0.83 µm 1.06 µm

1A
1B
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

4.4
3.8
8.0
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
6.8

3.73
4.64
4.04
3.74
3.73
3.95
4.00
3.93
4.49
4.63

1.57
2.10
1.81
1.59
1.59
1.79
1.80
1.72
2.03
2.17

0.41
0.69
0.79
0.83
0.47
0.46
0.61
0.37
0.67
0.85

0.27
0.25
0.25
0.26
0.23
0.23
0.24
0.26
0.25
0.22

GOALS $8.0 #5.0 #3.5 #1.3 0.24 ± 0.02

TABLE (1). CHARACTERISTICS OF  E-O CABLES.



FIG. (2).   E-O CABLE. FIG. (3).  CABLE BEND LIMITER.

FIG. (4).  COMPLETE  E-O REPEATER UNIT.

FIG. (5)  CABLE/REPEATER TERMINATION INTERFACE.



FIG. (8).  OPTICAL DUPLEXER.

FIG. (6).  REPEATER CIRCUIT.

FIG. (7).  DUPLEXER SCHEMATIC. FIG. (9).  LASER MODULE.

FIG. (10).  BLOCK DIAGRAM OF REPEATER  E-O CIRCUIT.



FIG. (11).  SCHEMATIC OF REPEATER  E-O CIRCUIT.

FIG. (12).  FROM LEFT; HYBRIDS H-2, H-1, H-3 & H-4.



FIG. (13). TOP VIEW OF  E-O REPEATER ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY.

FIG. (14).  SIDE VIEW OF  E-O REPEATER ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY.

FIG. (16).  FISHBITE EXAMPLES;
TENTATIVE NIBBLES AT TOP AND

FIG. (15).  MODIFIED APD. DETERMINED ATTACK AT BOTTOM.



PERFORMANCE PARAMETER GOAL ACHIEVED:

1. SYSTEM LENGTH (KM) 55----74 69.3

2. REPEATER SPACING (KM) 8-----10 6.8----8.0

3. NUMBER OF REPEATERS 8 8

4. PER-REPEATER POWER (W) #1.5 (DUPLEX) 1.69 (AT 165 MA)

5. REPEATER STRUCTURE
DIAMETER (CM)
LENGTH (CM)
WEIGHT (GRAMS)
OPERATING DEPTH (M)

#2.5
#30.0
#500
$1000

2.88
30.5
< 400
1000 (TEST)

6. CABLE
DIAMETER (MM)
STRENGTH (KG)
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
MAXIMUM VOLTAGE (V)

#2.5
100 (2% STRAIN)
1.5----2.5
NOT SPEC.

2.54
60 (0.8% STRAIN)
2.12
750

7. TELEMETRY
DATA FORMAT
FULL DUPLEX, 1 FIBER?
WAVELENGTHS
HBR CHANNEL

BIT RATE
BER
LOCK-IN RANGE

LBR CHANNEL
BIT RATE
BER
LOCK-IN RANGE

DIGITAL PCM
GOAL
0.85- & 1.06 µm

22 MB/s
10-7

± 0.5%

5---200 KB/s
10-7

± 0.5%

BIPHASE-M; AMI
ACHIEVED
0.83 & 1.06 µm

22 MB/s
< 10-9

+1.2%; -0.7%

42.9 KB/s
< 10-7

+1.2%; -1.4%

8. FAULT LOCATION CAPABILITY? AS GOAL YES (WITH
ACCESS VIA LBR
CHANNEL)

9. OPERATING LIFE MONTHS DAYS

TABLE (2).  GOALS AND ACHIEVEMENTS FOR THE E-O OCEAN
TELEMETRY SYSTEM.

 



PARAMETER
HBR CHANNEL LBR CHANNEL

BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL

SOURCE POWER (DBM)

LOSSES (DB)
CABLE (8 KM)
SPLICES (2)
COUPLERS (2)
CONNECTOR
FILTER*

SUBTOTAL LOSSES

2.0

42.0
2.0
4.0
0.
0.

48.0

3.0

32.3
2.0
2.9
0.
0.

37.2

-25.0

30.0
2.0
4.0
0.
0.

36.0

-25.4

14.5
2.0
4.2
0.
0.

20.7

RECEIVED POWER (DBM)
SENSITIVITY (DBM)
POWER MARGIN (DB)

-46.0
-51.0
+ 5.0

-34.2
-50.5
+16.3

-61.0
-66.0
+5.0

-46.1
-65.0
+18.9

OVERLOAD POWER (DBM)
OVERLOAD MARGIN (DB)

-26.0
+20.0

-20.6
+13.6

-30.0
+31.0

-25.7
+20.4

*  ALTERNATIVE USES ARE AS BLOCKING FILTER FOR OPTICAL DUPLEXER 
   OR AS ATTENUATOR TO PREVENT CHANNEL OVERLOAD.

TABLE (3).  OPTICAL POWER BUDGET FOR (8 KM) TELEMETRY
SECTION TWO.



FUTURE TRANSATLANTIC LIGHTWAVE COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS

Richard E. Wagner
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ABSTRACT

Bell Laboratories is actively involved in applied research work on single mode long
wavelength technology which might lead to a development program for optical undersea
transatlantic communication systems. This talk addresses the economic justification for
optical transatlantic systems, and describes projected system parameters for a first system
targeted for service in the year 1988. The current state of technology of major system
elements is described, and projections are made for future generation optical undersea
systems.
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HOW SMALL CAN AN ELECTRO-OPTICAL TRANSOCEANIC
CABLE BE?

George A. Wilkins
Environmental Sciences Department

Naval Ocean Systems Center
Hawaii Laboratory

Box 997
Kailua, Hawaii 96734

ABSTRACT

Design theory and analyses are presented for a transoceanic, electro-optical ( E-O),
telemetry cable which---because its data, power and tensile functions can be separately
optimized---has a very small diameter and transport volume. These reductions are achieved
with no compromises of operational or material constraints on the telemetry system. For
example, an ocean E-O cable which can directly support repeatered, multi-fiber telemetry
between Japan and the United States will have a diameter less than 0.75 cm. Its transport
volume will be barely 5% of that required for the smallest coaxial cable (SD List 1 with a
3.18-cm diameter) now being used in transoceanic communications.

A cable design is demonstrated for a set of system parameters which define a 5550-km-
long “baseline” communications system. The study evaluates that system’s sensitivity to
changes in such system parameters as length, repeater power and separation, water depth
and safety factor, cable specific gravity, dielectric voltage stress, conductor conductivity,
and the failure- or yield strains of loadbearing components. It is concluded that the cable
should be relatively inexpensive. Its design can be tailored for specific applications with
little change in manufacturing complexity or cost. The cost and risk of ocean deployment
should be considerably reduced, since small ships can be loaded with ocean-crossing
lengths of this miniature  E-O cable.

INTRODUCTION

Another paper in these Proceedings (1) has described the enormous bandwidth increases
that optical fiber technology can offer to undersea communications. Telemetry at 274
megabits/second/fiber becomes reasonable; and the cable’s total bandwidth can be several
gigabits/second.



But bandwidth is only one of the revolutionary changes that can be triggered in undersea
communications by fiber optics technology. This paper examines the issue from a totally
different perspective---the role of fiber optics in reducing the diameter and transportation
volume of the transoceanic (or “long haul”) telemetry cable.

The primary design objective was to create, characterize and evaluate an undersea  E-O
cable whose diameter was as small as it could be. The principal design constraint was that
no compromise of system specifications would be allowed. The resolution of such goals
under such constraints is difficult at best, and it is only fair that the study rationale and
premises be stated.

(1) Fullest possible advantage was taken of the fact that---unlike a coaxial cable---the 
E-O cable’s power and data functions can be separated, and can then be separately
optimized. To a somewhat lesser extent, this is also true for the loadbearing function
in the cable.

(2) New materials were evaluated for use in the  E-O cable, and hybrid roles were sought
for each component. Examples of the first kind include the use of new copper alloys
and of DuPont’s KEVLAR-49 (2). Examples of the second approach include
KEVLAR’s simultaneous use as the primary tensile structure and as an armor for the
cable’s electrical section.

(3) The optical fibers were exposed to selected environmental stresses, such as tensile
strain and deep ocean hydrostatic pressure. But fiber strain was allowed only to the
relatively low yield strain limit of the metal conductor. Deep submergence pressure
was allowed because (though enormous) it is still quite low compared to the radial
pressures that can be imposed on an optical fiber by an external armor helix. Our
laboratory has shown (3) that a well-buffered optical fiber will respond to armor
“squeeze” with very low or even negative excess optical attenuation. The key design
constraint that must be considered here is the need for quality control in the fiber’s
elastomeric buffer(s). These protective elements must be essentially free of defects.
(A typical buffer defect has spatial dimensions comparable to the spatial periods of
the fiber’s most loosely bound propagation modes. This increases the probability of
resonance scattering losses due to microbending of the optical fiber around these
defects.)

(4) Cable cross-sectional geometry was kept concentric and coaxial. While this does not
necessarily reduce cable diameter, it does simplify design responses to changes in
system operating parameters. It can also result in reduced manufacturing costs
through lower capital investments for cabling machines, and through greater machine
versatility.



Above all else, the design technique emphasized synergism; as cable functions and
components were required to interact along a path leading toward reduced cable diameter.
For example, the use of lightweight KEVLAR-49 as the primary loadbearing element and
armor allowed a sharp decrease in the in-water weight of the cable. A part of this weight
saving was invested in the electrical conductor, whose diameter growth allowed a
reduction of system voltage and less thickness for the dielectric insulator. These
interactions allowed more design freedom in balancing a conflict between simultaneous
needs for higher safety factor (higher strength/weight ratio) and higher specific gravity
(less response to near-bottom ocean currents).

CABLE GEOMETRY

While the  E-O cable’s cross section (Figure 1) is similar to that of another patented ocean
cable (4), it has a number of basic structural differences. The most important of these is the
use of a lightweight loadbearing armor, rather than steel wires. The design and analytical
freedoms allowed by this change have already been described.

Note that the cable has a single electrical conductor, since it is designed for use with a
seawater power return. When the cable is used in transoceanic communications, it will
most likely be powered from both ends and a ground plane will be located at a cable
midpoint. If the  E-O cable is to support an offshore experient, then the ground plane will
be located at the seaward end of the power/data link.

Although the wall of the electrical conductor is sufficiently thick to serve as a deep ocean
pressure hull, it is not assigned such a role. In fact, the tubular conductor is filled with a
non-setting gel which transmits full sea pressure (as a hydrostatic force) to the optical
fiber(s).

The Optical Cavity

This axial cable section serves as a protective enclosure for the optical fibers. It contains 1
to 6 fibers; depending on telemetry requirements, on the diameter of each fiber’s buffer
jacket, and on the cavity diameter. In addition to its role in transmitting hydrostatic forces,
the void filler will lubricate the fiber jackets to prevent “stiction” and microbending.

The  E-O cable design does not restrict the choice of optical fibers, which can be step
index, graded index, multi mode or single mode units. They can even be a mix-and-match
of these. The fibers must, however, show little or no response to hydrostatic pressure.
They must also survive the moderate tensile strain (less than about 0.2%) caused by cable-
laying stresses.



The Electrical Conductor

This tubular element is formed (see Figure 2) by the rolling of a flat-tape stock of tempered
copper alloy. Just before tube closure, the optical fibers are inserted, and the void filling
gel is flowed into the central channel. Finally, the tube is pressed shut and the closure seam
is permanently welded or soldered. The tube’s inner- and outer diameters are, respectively,
D2 and D3. Wall thickness T is described by the shape parameter,

K  =  T/D3 (1)

This parameter has a maximum value of 0.50 for a solid rod. It serves as a critical measure
of the extent to which the tape must be circumferentially yielded without buckling as the
conductor tube is being formed.

The Dielectric Annulus

This structure (O.D. = D4) will be a conventional extrusion of a conventional elastomer
such as high density polyethylene. The only unusual manufacturing constraint might be a
requirement that the metal conductor must be stored on a reel with a relatively large core
(diameter ratio > 200) to ensure that it is not yielded during handling, and that it remains
straight and concentric during transit through the dielectric extruder head.

Note that the dielectric has only an insulation role. Unlike the dielectric spacer in a coaxial
cable, it plays no part in telemetry for the  E-O cable. This means that specifications on the
quality, circularity, concentricity and surface finish can be somewhat relaxed. For example,
the extruded dielectric need not be passed through a shaving head.

The Loadbearing Armor

This annulus is constructed of multiple filaments of KEVLAR-49, locked within a void-
free matrix of thermosetting epoxy. It has two critical functions in the cable. First, it must
serve as the primary loadbearing element, although some fraction of the tensile load will
always be carried by the electrical conductor. Second, the annulus will function as an
armor---as an abrasion- and penetration-resistant layer which completely covers and
protects the  E-O cable’s electrical section. This second role is a natural one for KEVLAR,
since the material is widely used in ballistic armor composite structures.

The KEVLAR-49 is assumed to occupy 56.5% of the loadbearing annulus. This is a match
with past experience (3) in similar structural uses of the material. For torque balance and to
improve flexibility, the filaments are served into the cable as a contrahelix. In all designs
analyzed here, the longest helix length allowed is 25-times the outer diameter (D5) of the



loadbearing armor. This is a compromise between the conflicting requirements for
flexibility and high tensile modulus in the cable. It defines a maximum helix angle of,

0/ = Tan-1 (B/25) = 7.2E (2)

Outer Jacket

In the final manufacturing step, a thick tough jacket is extruded over the loadbearing
structure. This jacket, probably a black polyurethane, serves as a barrier against water
intrusion. It also defocuses external abrading or cutting forces. In the designs discussed
here, the cable’s overall diameter has arbitrarily been assigned the value,

D6  =  D5  +  1.50 mm (3)

CABLE DESIGN THEORY

Table (1) defines a set of “baseline” operational and material constraints which have been
used to initiate this design study. The table also shows the range of values over which
parameter sensitivity analyses have been carried out. These parameters can define either a
transoceanic communications cable or a power/data cable used to support a midocean
experimental array. Earlier thoughts by the author on these subjects can be found in (5)
and (6).

Operating Or Material Parameter
Baseline

Value
Range Of

Values

L Cable length (to sea ground) (km)
--- Ocean depth (km)
F Deployment safety factor
G Cable specific gravity
) Repeater separation (km)
PR Per-repeater power (watts)
PL Power to end of cable (watts)
CR Conductor conductivity (re IACS)
Vs Allowed dielectric stress (VDC/mm)
Fy Conductor yield strain
K Conductor shape parameter
SK Ultimate stress for KEVLAR-49 (at

its 2.5% ultimate strain (kg/cm2)

5550
7
2
$ 1.50
50
0.50
45
0.95
3940
0.0034
0.15
28,120

1000---20,000
Fixed
1.0--------10
-----
10--------250
0.1-------2.5
0---------450
0.20-----1.02
1970-----5910
0.001---0.010
0.03-----0.50
Fixed

Table (1).  Parameter Values Used In  E-O Cable Analysis



For example, the 5550-km length of the baseline design is easily enough for a repeatered 
E-O cable run from San Francisco to Tokyo (assuming that a power return is used from
mid-ocean). It would allow a telemetry cable from Land’s End, England to Land’s End,
Rhode Island without such a ground plane.

Design Of The Electrical Section

The  E-O cable is powered by an onshore voltage V (DC volts), which drives a line current
I (amps) through the resistances of the cable (Rc), the seawater return (Rs), the repeaters
(each RR), and (if used) the end load (RL). The resistance of seawater is so low that it will
be ignored here. The cable contains “N” repeaters, where,

N  =  (L/) - 1) (4)

This study will also ignore end-to-end differences in earth-ground voltages, since these
will be quite route specific. (Such differences can be treated in terms of either an arbitrary
additional value for PL or for V.) Supply voltage V will be;

(5)

It is convenient here to define a parameter “P”, equal to the power consumed by all
offshore elements of the telemetry system except for the conductor and the seawater
return.

P  =  PL  +  (L/) - 1)PR    watts (6)
so that,

V  =  I(Rc @ L  +  P/I2 )     VDC (7)
and,

Rc  =  (V  -  P/I)/IL    ohms/km (8)

Cable line resistance can also be expressed in terms of conductor dimensions and
fundamental electrical parameters. In Equation (9) below, D is the material resistivity
which corresponds to an (IACS) relative conductivity of 100%; i.e., to 1.724
microohm-cm.



(9)

or,

(10)

Equation (10) is quite convenient for the cable designer, since it allows the inside diameter
of the optical cavity to be fixed. The same equation drives the conductor manufacturer up
the wall. Any design change that affects Rc must also change both D3 and the ratio of wall
thickness to D3. The ratio K is a critical parameter to the tubing manufacturer, and
measures the degree to which the conductor alloy must be circumferentially overstressed
(yielded) as it is formed into a tubular cross section.

One convenient way to resolve the problem is to restate Equation (10) in terms of K,
while allowing D2 to be a dependent variable of the design. In Equation (12) below, Ac is
the conductor’s cross-sectional area.

D2  =  (1  -  2K)D3 cm (11)

Ac  =  BK(l  -  K)D32 cm2 (12)

and,

(13)

For a dielectric insulation applied uniformly and concentrically around the cylindrical
conductor, the allowable voltage stress will be;

(14)

so that,

D4 =  D3@Exp(2V/Vs @ D3) cm (15)

In solving Equations (6), (8), (13) and (15), we can analytically determine the dimensions
of all components in the electro-optical section of the long haul cable. That solution is
exact and (by juggling V and I) can give a precisely minimum value for D4.
0



Unfortunately, this value is also incorrect, since it does not consider the total spectrum of
electrical and physical constraints on the cable design. The interim value for D4 ignores
the effects of such parameters as specific gravity, deployment depth and safety factor.
These will modify D2, D3 and D4---and some apparent design solutions may become
forbidden.

Design Of The Physical Section

Both the armor and the conductor sections of the cable will contribute to its useful
strength. Care must be taken, however, in defining “useful”. In this paper, that term is
determined by the tensile moduli of the loadbearing components, by their cross sections,
and by the limiting values of a Fi for some cable materials. For example:

F # Fy This limits F to 0.34%, the strain at which the tubular conductor yields (as
defined by the normal criterion of 0.2% strain offset). A cable strain greater
than Fy will result in permanent elongation of the cable, as well as in changes
in its electrical, physical and/or optical behavior.

F # 1.0% This is the minimum proof strain to which the optical fiber will have been
subjected. Within the confines of this new strain interval, we can be
reasonably certain that the cable will withstand any short-term tensile stress
without an optical fiber failure. The metal conductor will be permanently
stretched, and there is danger that---near the upper limit of this strain
interval---the conductor may fail.

F # 2.5% The upper limit here represents the ultimate strain for KEVLAR-49. Short of
this limit, the  E-O cable will have an extremely linear stress/strain behavior.
The 2.5% strain level, therefore, represents the  E-O cable’s physical survival
strength. At that strain level, all optical fibers and (probably) the electrical
conductor will already have failed.

In the analyses reported here, “useful” cable strength Sy corresponds to an axial strain of
Fy---the conductor yield strain and the highest recoverable strain. A safety factor F = 2
means that the normal working load is just one-half of Sy. The conductor’s tensile modulus
Ec = 1,195,000 kg/cm2 for F # Fy, and is assumed to be zero above that strain level. Within
the load-bearing armor, the fractional area occupied by KEVLAR-49 filaments is 56.5%.
At relative tensile strain a Fy cable loading becomes;



(16)

Note the direct and linear impact that an increase in Fy will have on the  E-O cable’s useful
strength. For very higher tensile loadings, that part of the KEVLAR-49 strength which is
excluded from Equation (16)---about 85%---can be tapped. The dire effects of such a
loading on the cable’s electrical and optical integrity have already been pointed out.

In-water weight can be obtained by summing weights over all cable components, including
the displaced seawater. (Seawater is assumed here to have a deep-ocean specific gravity of
1.04.)

(17)

and the cable’s specific gravity will be,

(18)

Design Procedure

The following procedure should be followed during design of the long haul  E-O cable
described in Figure (1) and Table (1).

(1) Fix the “invariant” system parameters; e.g., the material properties, D2 (or K), jacket
thickness and the KEVLAR-49 armor fraction.

(2) Select the applicable system parameters---water depth, L, PL , PR, ) and G
(as G $Gmin). Then solve:

(a) Equation (6) to obtain P.

(b) Equation (8) for Rc.

(c) Equation (10) or (13) for D3.

(d) Equation (15) for D4.



(3) Optimization of the E-O cable design will then consist of finding that minimum value
of,

D6(V,I,D5) = D5 + 1.5 mm (19)

which satisfies all of the constraints in Table (1). Parameters V, I and D5 will be the
independent variables in this search. All three must be adjusted until, using Equations
(16) through (18), the least value of D6 is found which satisfies:

F = Sy /(Ww. depth) $ 2.0 (20)

G $ Gmin = 1.5 (21)

and, D5 - D4 > 0 (22)

The product of safety factor F and water depth is sometimes referred to as the cable’s free
length---that cable length whose in-water weight is equal to its strength when hanging over
the side into an arbitrarily-deep ocean.

The constraint of Equation (22) is added as a reminder that the annulus of KEVLAR-49
has two critical roles. Even if it were not needed for strength, this structure is still essential
as an armor for the electrical section. It must not be allowed to disappear from the cable.

Relationships Of V and I To P

Voltage drops and resistance values for the  E-O repeaters and end load can be calculated
via the normal relationships among V, I, R and P. For any value of V and I, system power
levels will be related by the expression,

V @ I = Pc + P  (watts) (23)

where Pc is the power dissipated in cable resistance. In addition---at that unique set of
values for V, I and D5 which results in a minimum for D6---the product of supply voltage
and line current will normally satisfy the special relationship,

V @ I = 2P  (watts) (24)

While Equation (24) is offered here only as an empirical relationship, it can be remarkably
precise---on the order of 1 part in 10,000. This precision is true only for supply voltages
less than about 125% of the value which makes D6 a minimum, and for cable specific



gravity higher than about 1.25. Outside these limits, Equation (24) can break down rather
badly.

In special designs where I is fixed and V and D5 are varied, Equation (24) is usually not
correct. If the validity of this relationship is in doubt, test the solution D6 = D6(V,I,D5) at
higher and lower values of current. For Equation (24) to be true, both of these adjustments
must cause the deployment safety factor to decrease.

If constraints on the design of the long haul  E-O cable were only electrical, then the
rationale for Equation (24) would be clear. But they are not; in fact, these constraints form
a very mixed bag of electrical and mechanical design specifications. It is probable that
electrical constraints on the  E-O data link are so dominant that Equation (24) simply
shows the design impact of matching the line to the load. Until a theoretical understanding
can be offered, Equation (24) must be regarded as (only) a fortuitous empirical
relationship.

THE “BASELINE” CABLE DESIGN

This design theory is sufficient to support the optimization of the  E-O cable, The
procedure is so direct that it has been programmed on an HP-97 printing calculator. Given
a set of system constraints, such as those in Table (1), a printout of design parameters and
performance levels can be obtained in less than 15 minutes. (This record has often been
matched on an airplane, while simultaneously balancing a drink, in bumpy weather.)

Table (2) summarizes the design and performance of the “baseline”  E-O cable; i.e., that
least-diameter design which satisfies Table (1) constraints on the data link.

Note that the ultimate strength Su is more than 5-times greater than the “usable” strength
Sy. This is testimony to the improvements that can be gained if the yield strain of the
conductor can be increased.

In Table (2), the cable design is defined for a unique value of the supply voltage. As Figure
(3) shows, this voltage corresponds to a minimum value of D6. Actually, the D6 curve in
Figure (3) presents a family of minimum-value solutions to the cable design. All points on
that curve satisfy the set of system requirements in Table (1). But only one point, the one
described in Table (2),represents a double-minimum value.



Parameter Value

V Voltage (VDC) 3855

I Current (amp) 0.0519

Rc Resistance (S/km) 6.682

D2 Conductor I.D. (mm) 1.82

D3 Conductor O.D. (mm) 2.60

T Wall thickness (mm) 0.39

D4 Dielectric O.D. (mm) 5.52

D5 Armor O.D. (mm) 6.66

D6 Cable O.D. (mm) 8.16

Sy Load at Fy (kg) 347.

Su Load at failure of
KEVLAR-49 (kg)

1846.

Ww In-water weight (kg/km) 24.8

G Cable specific gravity 1.513

Table (2).  Baseline Cable Design.

At supply voltages lower than the optimum value, the need for a higher line current
increases cross sectional areas for both the conductor (reduced line resistance) and the
armor (greater strength to carry the increased in-water weight). The result is that the
cable’s diameter increases---very steeply if V is appreciably less than its optimum value.

At higher supply voltages, the conductor will shrink. But now the constraint on voltage
stress forces the thickness of the dielectric to grow. Again, the cable’s diameter must
become larger. At the same time, the combination of less metal and more dielectric
decreases the cable’s specific gravity to the point that it fails the G $ 1.50 constraint.
Therefore, the right side of Figure (3) represents a “forbidden” design region. (Note also
the thinning of the armor annulus in this region.)

Figure (3) shows that the conductor’s diameter will also begin to grow at high values of
supply voltage. With the onset of this behavior, the V-I-P relationship in Equation (24)
begins to fail. All component diameters shown for these high voltages are still precise and
accurate---it is just that they can no longer be calculated accurately via Equation (24). The



more general form in Equation (23) remains valid, but minimum values of D6 must be
found by independently adjusting V, D5 and I.

CABLE DESIGN SENSITIVITY

The sensitivity of D6 to changes in system parameters has been evaluated for all of the
operational and material constraints listed in Table (1). As was the case for D6(V), only
one parameter at a time was allowed to change. Each solution represents the minimum
value that D6 can have, given that particular set of constraints.

Figures (4) through (12) illustrate those variations of component diameters which result
when L, F, ), PR, P, CR, Fy, K and Vs are individually varied. In each case, the solid black
circle corresponds to the baseline conditions of Table (1), and dashed-line entries mean
that G # 1.50.

Figure (4) should be interpreted with some care. As Equation (6) shows, any change in L
(which is not balanced by changes in ) and PR) must also change system electronic power
P. This means that two parameters have been changed in Equation (8). The Figure actually
says that “System length L was changed without changing PL, PR or ). Therefore, P will
become greater, and Pc must increase (per Equ. 24) to balance this change.”

Two very important conclusions should be apparent from close study of Figures (3)
through (12). First, variations of D6 are relatively mild in the face of quite large changes in
system constraints. Second, the relationships among internal cable components remain
reasonable for these same parameter changes. Both of these conclusions support the
greater conclusion that the  E-O cable can (a) be fabricated at relatively low cost, and (b)
tailored for specific applications at similarly low costs (in time, dollars or complexity).

Figure (13) is offered with some trepidation, since it violates all rules on the need for
simplicity in data graphs. The complexity is not only necessary but helpful. Figure (13)
shows---in one place---the relative sensitivity of the long haul  E-O cable’s diameter to all
of the operational and material constraints listed in Table (1). The slope of each curve in
the Figure is a direct measure of the power-law relationship between that parameter and
the diameter of the  E-O cable.

The insensitivity of cable diameter to extreme variations of the system parameters can
also be illustrated by noting that:

(1) In Figure (3), cable diameter appears to vary rather gently with supply voltage V.
Large relative excursions from the baseline value of V are needed before the slope of
the function D6(V) begins to steepen.



(2) Yet, as Figure (13) shows, the effect of V on D6 quite rapidly becomes the most
sensitive relationship of all those studied.

Cable Tailoring Options

One realistic test of our assumption of generality for the  E-O cable would be to determine
its response to one or more “tailor made” perturbations of the telemetry system. Two such
perturbations are considered here---tapering or reduction of cable diameter as a function of
distance offshore, and adjustment of line current to some non-optimum value (e.g., to
allow a matching of bias voltage with requirements of repeaters or end-load electronics).

Cable Tapering.  While all constraints in Table (1) remain in force, we have the option of
applying the voltage stress constraint over and over again as the cable moves offshore.
Assume this is done periodically for the baseline  E-O telemetry system. Assume also that
the dimensions of the conductor tube are not changed (one of many tapering options).
Figure (14) illustrates the results. No compromises have been made with any system
constraint, but the reduction of total data link volume is nearly 30%.

Those manufacturing changes necessary to “tailor” the cable shown in Figure (14) will be
quite simple. Generally, they consist of adjustments no more complicated than the periodic
changing of extrusion die diameters.

Current Adjustment.  The baseline cable design required a current of 51.9 mA. Assume
that we need to adjust the design so that D6 is minimized when I is equal to 50 (or 100)
mA. These currents will allow per-repeater power to be 0.50 watt at bias levels of 10 and
5 volts, respectively.

For I = 50 mA, cable diameter becomes 8.165 mm. This is less than a 0.02% increase in
cable diameter. When I = 100 mA, D6 is 8.647 mm---a growth in diameter of slightly less
than 6%. Total system electrical power is V@I, or 194 watts at 50 mA and 383 watts at 100
mA. These levels should be compared to V@I = 2P = 200 watts for the baseline design.
Clearly the system does not satisfy Equation (24) at either new current value. Just as
clearly, neither current adjustment demands large diameter (or performance) penalties.

CONCLUSIONS AND PLANS

Analyses reported here show that use of optical fibers in undersea telemetry cables can
decrease the diameters of such cables by factors of at least four. Cable transportation
volumes can be as little as 5% of those required for the smallest transoceanic coaxial cable
(SD List 1) now in commercial use.



A design theory has been presented which can precisely determine  E-O cable component
diameters and data link performance---and which remains valid even if operational and
material constraints are changed by more than an order of magnitude. A design is
presented for a  E-O data link which can run 5550 km (3000 n. miles) to an oceanic
experiment or ocean power ground. The diameter of this cable is 8.16 mm. If the cable is
shortened to about 4500 km, its diameter will be less than 7.5 mm. This shorter cable,
powered from both ends, could support optical telemetry between Tokyo and San
Francisco, and could be deployed as a single load from one of the smallest U.S. cable
ships.

This  E-O cable should be much easier to fabricate and less expensive than a conventional
ocean coaxial cable. This conclusion is being tested in a Navy cable development
program---fabrication of a 1-km prototype  E-O cable, as described in Table (2). Industrial
participants include:

ITT-EOPD (Roanoke, VA) will supply the optical fiber (at no cost to the government) to
Olin Corporation for insertion into the metal conductor.

Olin Corporation (New Haven CT), also at no cost to the government, is developing the
technique for forming of the conductor tube, insertion of the optical fiber(s) and void filler,
then closing and welding the tube. A 1-km length of such an  E-O tube will be supplied to
Air Logistics (see below).

Air Logistics Corporation (Pasadena, CA) is working under Navy contract to assemble the
remainder of the cable structure. Extrusion of the dielectric and jacket will be
subcontracted to South Bay Cable (Idyllwild, CA).
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PRESSURE RESISTANT BULKHEAD PENETRATORS
FOR FIBER OPTICS IN DEEP OCEAN APPLICATIONS

Steven J. Cowen
Ocean Technology Department
Naval Ocean Systems Center
San Diego, California 92152

ABSTRACT

This paper describes results obtained at the Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego,
under Independent Exploratory Development funding. The objective was to develop a
robust, fully-demountable, high pressure penetrator design suitable for coupling light
signals transmitted by optical fiber elements in an undersea cable operated at high ambient
hydrostatic pressure into an electronics package or manned space. The feasibility of
constructing such penetrators utilizing Graded Refractive INdex (GRIN) rod lenses as
combination pressure barriers and imaging devices was demonstrated. Prototype
realizations exhibited excellent optical throughput performance and readily survived in
excess of 10,000 psi pressure differential as well as tolerating a wide temperature range.
The design lends itself to hermetic construction for applications requiring no vapor
diffusion over long mission durations. Such devices exhibit excellent potential for
satisfying SUBSAFE requirements for manned submersible applications.

INTRODUCTION

Watertight optical interfacing devices will be required in order to realize practical
underwater systems employing fiber optic cables for command, control, and
communications. Optical penetrators may also be required in systems utilizing optical
fibers as sensors. Because the penetrator provides the means by which the optical signals
carried by the fiber optic elements are transferred between the high hydrostatic pressure
environment of the cable and the low pressure environment of the electronics package or
manned portion of an underwater system, it is a key component required in practically all
proposed fiber optic applications under the ocean.



A viable and flexible fiber optic penetrator design would incorporate many features
which have historically evolved in the case of presently available electrical penetrators.
Unless these proven features are supported, undesirable system impacts might occur which
would negate many of the advantages inherent with fiber optic cables compared to their
coaxial cable counterparts.

- The penetrator design should exhibit low optical light loss. Insertion loss
characteristics should be comparable to, and at least as repeatable as, the better
optical fiber connectors presently available in the marketplace. The optical
characteristics should be maintained over the entire spectral region utilized for
communications.

- The penetrator design should lend itself to efficient certification procedures. It
should be possible to test and certify the pressure-integrity function of the device at
the time of manufacture--prior to integration with the cable and optoelectronics.
Ideally, the pressure barrier subcomponent should be standardized and type
certified. It should lend itself to integration with any type of optical fiber or
connector when incorporated into the final penetrator configuration.

- The penetrator-to-cable interface should be fully demountable from both the high
and low pressure sides of the bulkhead (i.e., connectorized). Ideally, the high
pressure side should be capable of underwater make/break operation, a valuable
asset for some important system applications. Full demountability obviates the
requirement for treating the penetrator, the optoelectronics assembly and the cable
as a single unit. It allows separation for the purpose of repair, exchange, transport,
and storage of the individual subsystems over the life and mission profile of the
system.

- The design should be compatible with a wide variety of optical fiber types and
optical connector styles. This reduces the certification burden as well as minimizes
inventory requirements. One generic penetrator type should be capable of operation
with a wide variety of optical fiber sizes and fiber optic connector styles via a
standardized, type-accepted body.

- The design should be inherently straightforward to manufacture in a repeatable
fashion while maintaining reasonable manufacturing tolerances. It should not be so
complex that reliability and cost-effectiveness are compromised.

- The design should be rugged and robust, permitting operation over a wide range of
temperature and pressure conditions. It should be resistant to damage by vibration 



and explosive shock. Overall system performance must not be compromised in any
way due to limitations of the fiber optic penetrator.

- The design should lend itself to hermetic construction for applications requiring
sustained exposure to high hydrostatic pressures. For reliability, the design should
resist vapor intrusion. Glass-to-metal or glass-to-ceramic seals should be
incorporable so as to form a hermetic vapor barrier without requiring a major
redesign or recertification effort.

Historically, epoxy-filled hypodermic needles, epoxy pottings, and elastomeric squeeze
bushings (references 1 and 2) have been employed when it is required to transfer light from
an optical fiber across a pressure gradient. These techniques all realize their light transfer
function by means of physically sealing to the external cable sheath or to the optical fiber
itself. Such approaches fail to satisfy all or most of the criteria describing a viable
penetrator realization as stated above. While sometimes serving as adequate solutions
when applied to test and evaluation of developmental fiber optic components, reliance
upon these techniques is unrealistic and would result in undesirable engineering and
operational compromises if applied to Navy system applications.

This paper reports a prototype penetrator design potentially capable of satisfying all of
the above requirements. We believe it represents an important first step toward realizing
workable high pressure fiber optic penetrators for future Navy and commercial
applications employing fiber optic cables.

REALIZATION

The penetrator realization reported here is based upon the concept disclosed in
reference 3. This approach utilizes a GRIN rod lens of nominally one half pitch length as a
combination pressure barrier and imaging device, schematically depicted in Figure 1. A
GRIN lens is a glass rod whose bulk properties result in optical imaging of light in a
manner analogous to conventional, curved lenses. Prototype, demountable penetrator units
developed at NOSC, utilizing the one-half pitch GRIN lens window concept, combined
with refinements relating to positional rod location and connector transverse alignment,
exhibit approximately 1 - 1.5 dB of optical insertion loss, making them optically
comparable to many of the better fiber optic connectors themselves. Intrinsic insertion loss
of the GRIN lens is on the order of 0.3 dB; this permits a very low level of insertion loss to
be realized in nondemountable designs. Prototype penetrators have been tested to
hydrostatic pressures in excess of 10,000 psi (corresponding to depths commensurate with
over 95% of the ocean floor) without failure. No degradation in optical performance was
observed after high pressure “soaks” lasting several days; this indicated that
inconsequential positional creep in rod position was taking place due to long-term applied



stress. Temperature cycling over a range from -40 C to +100 C caused no glass spalling
due to mismatch of temperature coefficients between glass and metal. A photograph of a
prototype fiber optic penetrator is shown in Figure 2.

OPTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The GRIN rod lens was the SELFOC Type SLS/2mm manufactured by the Nippon
Sheet Glass Company of Japan and distributed by the NSG USA. The units available in
1980 exhibited the following characteristics:

Numerical Aperture (NA) 0.30

On-axis Refractive Index (ns) 1.545

Radial Grading Constant (A) 0.0361

Nominal Diameter 2.0 mm

Nominal Pitch Length 32.8 mm

Cost in 1980, Unit Quantities $40

The type SLS GRIN lens appears to be the best choice among SELFOC products in
that it exhibits adequate numerical aperture to collect nearly all the light emitted from a
low-loss, graded index optical fiber (whose NA typically ranges from 0.14 to 0.28).
Relatively moderate chromatic pitch dependence is inherent in the Type SLS compared to
larger NA devices such as the Type SLW. This is very important in the case of wavelength
duplexed communications link applications. Two millimeters corresponds to the largest
standard diameter presently available in the SELFOC line, although larger diameter lenses
have been fabricated and are currently being transitioned into production. Larger diameter
lenses minimize the mechanical interfacing mismatch of lens to connector, facilitating
fabrication. Likewise, ultra-high resolution SELFOC lenses have been developed which
permit imaging of single mode optical fibers with low loss. The device employed to
construct the penetrators reported here is a standard item currently being mass-produced in
Japan - mass production keeps reproducibility high and cost low.

Referring to Figure 3, equations (1) and (2) describe the imaging rules of a SELFOC
lens, modified for the case where the device is immersed in a matching fluid medium.



(1)

(2)

where: R1,R2 =  Image plane positions, mm

Z =  Length of SELFOC lens, mm

A =  SELFOC lens radial grading constant

ns =  Refractive index of the SELFOC lens on the optical axis

n =  Refractive index of the medium surrounding the SEEFOC lens

P =  SELFOC lens fractional pitch length

If the SELFOC lens is chosen to be exactly one-half pitch length, an object in contact
with one face creates an inverted, real image of itself (at unity magnification) on the
opposite face. This would be undesirable in a practical penetrator because of the
possibility of entrapping grit between the lens face and the connector end, scratching both
the lens and the fiber held by the connector. A small setback between lens face and
connector, implying that imaging should occur slightly outside of the SELFOC lens, is
desirable. As determined by equations 1 and 2, this requires that the lens length be slightly
less than one-half pitch.

Equations (1) and (2) are plotted in Figure 4 for the case of symmetrical lens-to-
connector spacing conditions where the rod lens is immersed in an oil medium having a
refractive index of 1.50.

It is noted that a locus of conjugate spacing (L = R1 = R2 ) occurs which is relatively
linear over the dimensions of interest, 25 - 100 micrometer (0.001 - 0.004 inch). In this
region, the required pitch length can be quickly determined by employing a linear
regression approximation as expressed by equation (3).

L = 11210 - 22419P (3)
where:

L is in micrometers, and
P is the SELFOC lens fractional pitch length



For example, in order to achieve a 38.1 micrometer clearance dimension between lens face
and connector (0.0015 inch) a lens fractional pitch length of 0.4983 is dictated.

Because the refractive index of all transparent materials is a function of wavelength and
because SELFOC lenses are composed of a glass composite (thallium-doped borosilicate
in the case of the Type SLS), the pitch length of a given lens is a function of wavelength
This implies that the clearance dimensions calculated above depend upon the wavelength
of light transmitted through the lens. In the case of wavelength multiplexed or duplexed
transmission schemes, the lens face to connector standoff dimension can only be “correct”
at one wavelength. It is necessary in such cases to predict the performance degradation
expected insofar as insertion loss is concerned.

The pitch length of a SELFOC lens is given by equation (4) and wavelength
dependence of the glass composing the Type SLS lens by equations (5a and 5b).

(4)

no    =   1.5345 + 7.40 x 105/82 (5a)

nR    =   1.5076 + 5.00 x 105/82 (5b)

where:

R     =   Radius of SELFOC lens, mm

8     =   Optical wavelength in D

)n   =   no(8) - nr(8)

Plotting dP/P as a function of wavelength, Figure 5 is obtained. The percentage change
in pitch length is normalized to a wavelength separation of 1 micron (10,000 D).

It is observed that the change in effective pitch length as a function of wavelength is
substantial at short wavelengths (i.e., the visible portion of the spectrum) but much less
pronounced in the near infrared. For example, in the case where the two wavelengths are
0.83 micron and 1.06 microns, as in a typical wavelength multiplexed communications
link, a SELFOC rod exhibiting 0.499 pitch characteristics at the short wavelength has an
effective pitch length of only 0.491 at the long wavelength. This result will be utilized later
in this paper to predict the increase in insertion loss which would be exhibited by a



penetrator employed under such conditions. Because the trend in high performance fiber
optic systems is toward longer wavelengths where optical fiber transmission characteristics
are optimized, the example considered above represents a worst-case situation. For
example: if the two wavelengths are changed to 1.27 microns and 1.55 microns
(corresponding to the high optical performance spectral windows observed in modern
optical fibers), the effective pitch lengths become 0.498 at the short wavelength and 0.496
at the long wavelength. Put another way, the SELFOC rod characteristics appear more
nearly achromatic as the wavelengths are shifted farther into the infrared. This is fortunate
in that it simultaneously optimizes the data transmission characteristics of the optical fiber
as well.

Several SELFOC lenses were evaluated to determine optical insertion loss when
conjugately imaging 50 micrometer core, graded index optical telecommunication fibers as
is depicted in Figure 6.

The optical fiber was typical of low-loss, graded index optical waveguide employed for
high bandwidth telecommunications. It exhibited a numerical aperture of 0.22 and an
attenuation of 3 dB/Km at a wavelength of 0.83 microns. Glycerin was employed to
minimize the Fresnel reflections otherwise occurring at glass-to-air interfaces; its refractive
index closely approximates that of mineral oil, which is employed as a matching fluid and
lubricant in the prototype optical penetrators. The insertion loss of the test configuration is
plotted in Figure 7 as a function of fiber lateral displacement over a range of symmetrical
fiber to lens face setback clearances.

It was observed that the insertion loss was minimized for setbacks on the order of 0-25
micrometers, as would be predicted by equation (3) for a SELFOC lens of 0.499 pitch
length (R1 = R2 = 22 micrometers). Insertion loss increases rapidly for setbacks exceeding
approximately 40 micrometers. Near the optimum setback distance, transverse alignment
tolerances are comparable to those observed with butt-coupled fibers, implying that the
image of the fiber core is distinct. As the setback distance increases, causing the image to
defocus, the tolerances relax somewhat; the larger, blurred image is easier to maintain
aligned with the receiving fiber. This indicates a tradeoff between insertion loss and
criticality of alignment. Measured insertion loss as a function of setback distance,
assuming perfect transverse alignment, is given by Figure 8, for the case of a 0.499 pitch
lens immersed in glycerin.

This experiment demonstrates for the case of “perfect” fiber alignment, that the
insertion loss of a typical SELFOC relay lens is nominally 0.3 dB under the conditions
evaluated. In order to maintain less than 1.0 dB of total insertion loss in a demountable
pressure penetrator, the transverse, peak fiber alignment error must be less than 11
micrometers. Longitudinal tolerances of less than 38 micrometers must be maintained. In



the case where a total insertion loss of 3 dB is tolerable, peak tolerances must be less than
22 micrometers and 100 micrometers, respectively.

Because the chromatic dependence of the lens introduces an effect similar to that of
altering pitch length as a function of wavelength, the results of Figures 7 and 8 can be
employed to estimate the increase in insertion loss due to chromatic abberation. In the case
of a penetrator optimized for operation at 0.83 micron, the effect of introducing 1.06
micron light is the same as reducing the pitch length of the rod from 0.498 to 0.491 but not
reoptimizing end clearances. This would result in approximately 3-4 dB of additional
insertion loss. The magnitude of this effect can be reduced by optimizing the penetrator at
a wavelength intermediate to the two wavelengths specified. This tradeoff approach is
clearly system dependent because the transmission link may operate with much greater
margin at the longer wavelength (this is usually the case), hence, the link may be able to
afford greater insertion loss due to the penetrator at the longer wavelength. Fortunately,
this effect is much less severe at the longer wavelengths presently contemplated for long-
haul, undersea system applications. For example, if the previous wavelengths are changed
to 1.27 and 1.55 microns, the increased insertion loss at the longer wavelength is
approximately 0.8 dB if the penetrator is optimized at the shorter wavelength.
Optimization of the penetrator at an intermediate wavelength would result in even smaller
chromatic effects.

MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In order to predict environmental performance of the penetrator design, it is necessary
to determine the mechanical effects due to externally applied stimuli: differential pressure
(glass stress, epoxy shear) and temperature cycling (glass compressive stress).

Glass stress was modeled as a function of pressure by considering a circular steel disk
with a centrally located 0.080 inch diameter hole to approximate the condition encountered
when a SELFOC rod is bonded into a metal bulkhead. This assumption implies that the
glass, which would fill the hole in the actual device, exerts no restoring force upon the
metal surrounding it. This corresponds to a worst-case assumption insofar as plate
deflection is concerned. The plate was assumed to cover a 1-inch diameter mounting bole
as depicted in Figure 9.

Results of the modeling are given in Figure 10 for an applied pressure of 10,000 psi.
Plate displacement due to flexure, hole radius contraction (at the high pressure surface),
and tensile load on the steel plate are plotted vs plate/window thickness.

The failure mode of the glass was hypothesized to be spalling of the edges of the high
pressure face of the SELFOC lens due to the uneven compressive forces acting upon the



window as a result of plate flexure under applied pressure. This hypothesis was verified
experimentally utilizing a 0.250 inch thick glass window mounted in a type 1704 stainless
steel bulkhead using a hard solder sweat. Failure due to spalling of the edges of the
window was first observed when the applied pressure exceeded 5000 psi, corresponding to
a calculated plate deflection of 0.001 inch, a change in hole radius of 0.0005 inches at the
high pressure surface, and a stress level in the steel of 90,000 psi. No leakage occurred at
a pressure of 11,500 psi (the limit of our test equipment), even though the high pressure
side of the window was badly spalled and glass fractures in planes parallel to the bulkhead
had formed. The low pressure side of the window remained intact. Because the bulkhead
containing the SELFOC rod in the penetrator design reported here is approximately 0.65
inch thick, window failure at a pressure of 50,000 psi can be inferred from Figure 10 due
to glass spalling. Plate deflection corresponds to less than 0.0001 inch at a working
pressure of 10,000 psi. Stress upon the steel is only 20,000 psi; this allows for the
employment of a low-strength metal alloy selected for free cutting properties and corrosion
resistance criteria instead of tensile strength. A safety factor of approximately five at an
applied pressure of 10,000 psi is inferred for glass breakage.

The shear force acting upon the epoxy employed to bond the SELFOC rod into the
metal bulkhead was calculated using equation 6, derived from geometrical considerations.

 (6)

where:

S   =   Shear force, psi

C   =   Pressure differential, psi

d   =   SELFOC lens diameter

1   =   SELFOC lens length

The aspect ratio (d/1) of a 0.5 pitch SLS SELFOC lens is 0.122, independent of rod
diameter. The epoxy employed is Epotec Type 301-2 which is specified as having a lap
shear strength (aluminum-to-aluminum) of 2,000 psi. Allowing the epoxy shear strength to
be derated to 1,000 psi for the case of glass-to-steel bonding (probably conservative), the
epoxy will shear at an applied pressure level of 33,000 psi, corresponding to a safety
factor of at least 3-4 for the epoxy bond.

The thermal stress effect was modeled by a 0.080 inch diameter borosilicate crown
glass rod in intimate contact with a 2.0 inch diameter concentric stainless steel annulus.



Because the temperature coefficient of the metal is greater than that of glass, the metal is
expected to squeeze the glass at cold temperatures, placing it under stress. Under these
assumptions, the glass is subjected to a radial compressive loading of 1,030 psi when
cooled from +20 C to -20 C (reference 5). This is well below the 50,000 psi compressive
strength typical of soft glasses. Because the glass and metal in the penetrator are not
actually in intimate contact, but have a thin film of epoxy between them (which has an
elastic modulus approximately a factor of 30 less than either the glass or the metal), the
above calculation is quite conservative. In practice, the epoxy acts as an elastic cushion
layer which effectively reduces compressive and tensile loading upon the glass. The
penetrator is expected to pass MIL temperature cycling over the range of -55 G to +125 C
in storage at 1 atmosphere. Whether the device can maintain satisfactory operational
insertion loss under such conditions and remain within optical specifications is currently
under determination.

The mechanical tolerances which must be maintained in order to assure satisfactory
optical performance for a demountable fiber optic penetrator (or connector) are quite
stringent. In order to achieve less than 1.5 dB of total insertion loss due to misalignment
and defocusing, it was determined from Figures 7 and 8 that the following peak
mechanical tolerances in locating the fiber cores must be achieved in production and
maintained in the field:

Transverse less than 15 micrometers, or

Concentricity less than 15 micrometers, or

Longitudinal less than 60 micrometers.

These tolerances correspond to those required to mate a pair of 50 micron core, graded
index telecommunication fibers in an “optically satisfactory” manner. Each tolerance
corresponds to a peak value and assumes that all other mechanical misalignment is
negligible. For the purpose of this analysis, peak displacement error values are employed;
it is assumed that multiple misalignments add in an RMS manner (average errors
accumulate). In practice, the possibility exists for poorer (or better) performance because
peak values may add (or subtract) constructively. On the average, however, such events
appear to be relatively improbable.

The connector selected to mate with the prototype penetrator is the popular, Type 906,
as manufactured by Amphenol, Inc. Measurements taken on seven Type 906 connectors
indicate that the following peak mechanical tolerances are achieved using field installed,
production devices:



Transverse 0 (absorbed into fiber diameter)

Concentricity 3 micrometers

Lapped Length 5 micrometers

Manufacturer’s data from International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation and other
optical fiber producers, indicate that the tolerances presently achievable with regard to the
optical fibers themselves are on the order of:

Transverse (diameter) 5 micrometers

Core concentricity 5 micrometers

Length 0 (if lapped into a connector)

If tolerances for two connectors are combined and added in an RMS fashion, the total
error can be estimated for a mated pair of “perfectly aligned” connectors containing
installed fibers:

Transverse 10.9 micrometers

Longitudinal 7.1 micrometers

It is seen that under ideal conditions (an absolutely perfect external alignment
mechanism is employed to index the connectors) considerably less than 1.5 dB of total
insertion loss should be achievable (misalignment less than 15 micrometers). It is also
apparent that it is just barely possible (in theory) to achieve the required 11.0 micron peak
tolerance (on the average) necessary to exhibit less than 1 dB insertion loss. The above, of
course, postulates an alignment mechanism with no error of its own. This cannot be the
case, hence, tolerances in the penetrator alignment mechanism (particularly transverse
errors) , will contribute to overall insertion loss and will begin to dominate if allowed to
exceed approximately 10-15 micrometers. Longitudinal tolerance must be held to much
less than 60 micrometers if longitudinal misalignment is not to introduce appreciable
additional insertion loss. If the longitudinal locating accuracy of the penetrator is better
than approximately 5 micrometers, longitudinal errors will be dominated by the length
uncertainties of the lapped connectors themselves.

It was determined that the fabrication technique could utilize precision machining
operations (turning and lapping) to achieve the required longitudinal alignment accuracy,
but that it would be necessary to provide some type of adjustable alignment mechanism



which would be permanently locked into position after adjustment to achieve transverse
alignment. This is necessary for metal machining considerations and because the optical
axis of the SELFOC lens may not correspond exactly to its physical axis. The design
presented in this paper utilizes a movable stainless steel plate accommodating one
connector assembly. This connector assembly is slid upon a film of epoxy resin to achieve
accurate transverse alignment with the penetrator body containing the SELFOC lens and
the other connector. Upon curing, the epoxy locks the entire assembly into a single unit
which is permanently aligned. Currently, investigation is underway in an effort to eliminate
the use of epoxy for this function due to possible long-term instability and fatigue due to
pressure cycling. Electron beam welding is under consideration for joining the alignment
plate to the penetrator body in a permanent and stable manner. Likewise, the use of high
tin content solder is being investigated to replace epoxy for the function of bonding the
GRIN rod into the bulkhead in order to achieve hermeticity.

CONSTRUCTIONAL REALIZATION

Six prototype penetrator units were constructed during FY 80 at NOSC in order to
verify the concept presented previously and to provide units for preliminary test and
evaluation. An assembly drawing depicting the Construction of the units is given in
Figure 11. Construction is of Type 303 alloy stainless steel.

The penetrator units were constructed in two sections: A penetrator body, which
provides the sealing, pressure barrier, and imaging functions, and an alignment plate which
permits the required transverse tolerances to be achieved. A pressure equalization hole in
the alignment plate allows for oil transfer as the connector is inserted or removed from the
penetrator. The SELFOC lenses were bonded into the bulkheads using low viscosity epoxy
(Epotec 301-2) which was inserted using a vacuum filling technique to ensure that voids
were not formed (reference 6). After approximately 48 hours of curing at 30 C, each
completed penetrator body assembly was pressurized to 11,500 psi for approximately
1 hour. (Before-and-after dimensional measurements with a precision dial indicator
demonstrated that negligible rod movement due to epoxy creep resulted from this proof
test.) In a similar manner, the penetrator body can be certified for pressure and shock
integrity prior to integration with other optical components such as connectors and cables.
A photograph of a prototype penetrator prior to final assembly is shown in Figure 12. An
optional indium solder vapor seal can be deposited, bridging glass and metal, if hermeticity
is required.

The final assembly process joins the two sections into a complete penetrator assembly.
This function is accomplished by X-Y micropositioning the alignment plate (containing an
installed Type 906 connectorized fiber) with respect to the penetrator body (containing
another such connectorized fiber) in order to maximize the intensity of an optical test



signal which is transmitted through the unit while it is installed in the alignment fixture. A
2.5 pound weight serves to press the alignment plate into close proximity with the
penetrator body. The plate floats on a thin film of catalysed epoxy resin, which acts as a
lubricant. The epoxy ultimately cures to provide a stable joint which locks the sections
together into a unitized penetrator. After the alignment is accomplished but before the
epoxy has set, the assembly is tacked together with several drops of cyanoacrylate instant
adhesive (Loctite Type 495). The cyanoacrylate creates a stable bond in less than 5
minutes which is strong enough to permit handling of the assembled penetrator without
allowing plate movement. This permits the aligned, but uncured, unit to be removed from
the alignment fixture for the duration of the epoxy set-up time (approximately 2 days); this
frees up the fixture for alignment of other units. Likewise, the technique can be utilized to
maintain alignment prior to electron beam welding of the plate and the penetrator body. A
completed penetrator is shown in Figure 13.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A design for and several prototype models of high performance, demountable, high
pressure penetrators for fiber optic cables were developed. Such devices will be required
to realize practical undersea systems employing fiber optic cables. The approach utilizes
the imaging properties of GRIN rod lenses to provide a low insertion loss, high pressure
window (which is sealed into the pressure bulkhead). Such an approach overcomes the
disadvantages exhibited by previous attempts to realize fiber optic penetrators, which
attempted to seal the fiber itself or the entire cable jacket into a bulkhead. The GRIN rod
approach preserves essentially all of the operational attributes associated with
conventional electrical pressure penetrators, making system design using fiber optic cables
in the undersea environment more straightforward. Composite penetrators and connectors
containing both fiber optic data transmission elements and electrical power pins are readily
implemented using the technique. The realization allows glass-to-metal sealing to be
incorporated into the penetrator design for use in conjunction with high-reliability
electronic systems.

The prototype penetrators constructed during this program were capable of an optical
insertion loss of 0.3 dB in a nondemountable configuration and 1.5 dB when made fully
demountable by use of interchangeable optical fiber connectors. In the latter case, the
insertion loss was dominated by mechanical imperfections in the presently available
connectors and optical fibers. The mechanical tolerances required to machine the
penetrator alignment receptacles were found to be obtainable using industry-accepted,
precision machining techniques. A unique fine adjustment feature incorporated into the
realization relaxes the machining requirements associated with the critical connector
transverse alignment specification, making the design readily manufacturable.



Preliminary testing carried out at NOSC (reference 7) has shown the prototype
penetrator units capable of withstanding pressures in excess of 10,000 psi with no
measurable degradation (this pressure level corresponds to operation with a calculated
safety factor of approximately 3 to 4). No damage occurs to the units when cycled
between temperatures of -40 C to +100 C. Ongoing testing will characterize optical
performance as a function of external stress.

The design presented here appears to be a promising approach for realizing fiber optic
undersea penetrators for Navy systems. Desirable operational features traditionally
associated with electrical penetrators are readily supported in fiber optic penetrators when
GRIN imaging rods are employed as pressure windows. Prototype devices have been
shown to exhibit excellent optical and mechanical performance while simultaneously
permitting practical manufacturing techniques to be employed for construction.

This work was initated by Code 013 of the Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego,
California, as an Independent Exploratory Development effort. Current sponsorship is
through the NAVAIR Fiber Optic Block Program.

The author wishes to credit R. Uhrich a nd C. Young, who performed the mechanical
analysis, and J. Daughtry who fabricated the prototype penetrators.
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Figure 1 - Schematic - Graded Refractive Index (GRIN) rod lens -
combination pressure barrier and imaging device.

Figure 2  - Prototype Fiber Optic, High Pressure Bulkhead Penetrator.



Figure 3 - Ray trace of SELFOC lens immersed in a fluid medium.

Figure 4 - Parametric plots for the case of symmetrical lens-to-connector
spacing conditions.



Figure 5 - Chromatic pitch dependence vs wavelength for NSG type
SLL/2mm SELFOC rod lens

Figure 6 - Experimental configuration employed to evaluate the insertion
loss of SELFOC lens.



Figure 7 - Transverse displacement loss of optical fibers imaged by
0 .499 pitch SELFOC lens.

Figure 8 - Longitudinal displacement loss of optical fibers imaged by
0.499 pitch SELFOC lens.



Figure 9 - Plate covering a 1-inch diameter mounting hole, modeling
considerations.

Figure 10 - Results of plate deflection modeling for an applied pressure of
10,000 psi.



Figure 11 - Fiber Optic penetrator assembly.



Figure 12 - Fiber Optic bulkhead penetrator prior to final assembly of
alignment plate.

Figure 13  - Assembled Fiber Optic bulkhead penetrator.
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ABSTRACT

This paper looks at the fundamental qualities of large reflector antennas that make them
vulnerable to interference, and reviews the recent trends toward passively and actively
placing deep nulls in the direction of unwanted signals. The basic limitations of adoptively
controlling the sidelobes of large reflector antennas are presented. The effectiveness of
cancelling sidelobes without disturbing the main beam is described and verified with
measurements taken during experiments at Harris’ facility.

INTRODUCTION

During the first decade of Satellite Communications, there were only a few satellites in any
particular band so interference between links was a secondary consideration. Maximum
gain was the main objective. The past few years have seen the number of satellites and our
dependency on them grow so fast that the links have become critical to commercial and
military operations. Threats to uninterrupted operation, seen in the near future from
friendly and unfriendly sources, are changing the design objective from optimum gain to
maximum isolation between the main beam sources and those in the sidelobes.

In recent years two forms of external isolation have become popular. The commercial
world, by imposing CCIR sidelobe recommendations on new antennas, bounded
interference between the user satellites and other earth stations. At the same time, the
military recognized that its potential interferers would not be as cooperative as the
commercial equivalents, so it encouraged research into adaptive (or sidelobe cancelling)
techniques (1) that increase the potential rejection of interferers far above what was
achievable through passive sidelobe control. Adaptive techniques are coming of age
because in the past two years the three services all initiated significant programs to change
their passive unprotected antennas into reasonably secure communications or telemetry
links (2) (3) (4) (5). Because of this activity, it is not difficult to see a trend in the design of



large aperture antennas that leads from the common unprotected aperture toward one that
is fully secure against reasonable interference. As sidelobe cancelling becomes
widespread, the techniques will inevitably be used on commercial antennas to allow closer
spacing of satellites and dense arrangements of common frequency antennas.

But there are a lot of problems to be resolved, particularly for wideband antennas. This
paper looks at some of the problems, but constrains its scope to the large aperture itself;
problems in the design of algorithms, processors, and weighting networks are discussed
elsewhere (6) (7).

THE SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT

The main threat to an individual Telemetry or Satellite Communications antenna is
downlink interference where the interfering signal (whether intentional or unintentional) is
directed right at the target terminal. Since the amplitude of downlink interference is not
constrained by a satellite transponder and the long propagation path, the dynamic range of
the interferer can be enormous. In general, unfriendly downlink interference can be
expected to rely more on brute force power than sophisticated signal processing
techniques, so an adaptive antenna is an essential pre-filter for the network.

In order to understand the problem that an adaptive antenna must deal with, the form and
magnitude of the interference must be defined. The user must survey the network, the
propagation path profiles, the proximity to interfering sources, and the expected level of
the spurious radation. Where the interfering antenna’s orientation and radiated powers are
known, the threat is estimated by assuming the directive gain of the interfering antenna
follows the 32-25 log 2 envelope in the forward region and -10 dBi beyond 48E from
boresight. Once the interfering level is adjusted for space loss and the user’s antenna
response to off-axis signals, the amount of additional protection needed from an adaptive
network is easily computed. This required protection depends on the type of interferer, the
angle off boresight, the sensitivity of the system, etc., but varies from a minimum of about
10 dB for enhancing the isolation between closely spaced commercial satellites, to much
greater values for critical antennas in hostile environments (8).

THE ADAPTIVE APERTURE ALTERNATIVES

An adaptive antenna is one whose radiation characteristics are arbitrarily changed in
response to a perturbation outside of the normal operating mode. This class of antenna has
been around in some form or other for nearly two decades (9); however, its usefulness has
been restricted to narrowband telemetry and/or radar applications where interference could
only be eliminated by filtering with spatial characteristics rather than frequency. In its
simplest form, an adaptive array is simply two or more elements whose phase and



amplitude characteristics can produce a far field pattern of arbitrary form as shown in
Figure 1. For most satellite communications and telemetry users this form of adaptive
antenna is of little real value because of the immense size and high gain requirements of
most satellite links. A more useful form is the conventional reflector that uses separate
sidelobe cancelling elements. This form is particularly useful to those whose basic antenna
exists and are looking for means of adapting the antenna to an arbitrary interferer.

Since this paper deals with the large aperture antenna, alternatives for adaptively
controlling radiation patterns were limited to four general categories illustrated in Figure 2.
These are: (A) a separate antenna whose coverage envelopes the general sidelobe structure
of the original, and through an adaptive network provides sidelobe cancellation; (B) rim-
mounted low gain elements that provide a cancelling signal whose source is close to the
original and moves in azimuth or elevation with the original pattern; (C) feed arrays, where
the adaptive and communications activities are completely integrated; and (D) peripheral
cancelling feed elements that surround the original feed yet receive off-axis signals for the
adaptive process. In the latter two configurations, feed clusters can be in the prime focus
or in the cassegrain configurations. The trend over the last four or five years sees the
designer moving away from the separate aperture configuration of the first arrangement
and in successive steps moving toward the fourth configuration (10) (11) which, in the
opinion of the author, is likely to be the most common arrangement in the future. The
reason behind this shift is simplification of the adaptive network design because each
successive step places more of the adaptive responsibility on the aperture and less on
active circuits or processors.

The characteristics of the four aperture arrangements in Figure 2 are as follows:
Configuration A is narrowband because of the wide separation between the apparent
locations of the primary and adaptive antennas. A large network of tapped time delay
circuits can compensate for the resulting dispersion but are expensive. Separate fixed
antennas are suitable for nulling fixed point antennas such as are used in terrestrial
communications, but are generally not suitable for steerable antennas. Configuration B
provides coverage with adaptive elements that are attached to the rim of the antenna; their
coverage follows the beam as the main antenna is moved. This is the most common
technique but the arrangement is narrowband unless corrected by network of multi-tapped
time delay devices. The totally active feed cluster of Configuration C requires a complex
feeding network that distributes the communication signal among the radiating elements.
The distribution network either reduces the sensitivity or increases the number of low
noise amplifiers needed to maintain G/T. Configuration D has been studied most heavily in
the last two years because it can be adapted very simply to existing systems, does not
disturb the communications channel, yet provides wide angle coverage with very few
elements and virtually no multi-tapped time delay networks for wideband compensation.



THE SIDELOBE CANCELLING PROBLEM

There are three principal system operational characteristics that create most adaptive
antenna hardware problems: Bandwidth, modulation form, and number of interferers. If
only one source of interference existed and his bandwidth were infinitesimal, nulling would
be extremely simple. In reality, telemetry and communications antennas are wideband and
wideband systems challenge the large aperture designer with controlling multipath and
differential dispersion, providing adequate coverage, and allowing for grating effects in
selecting the number of degrees of freedom. These factors are defined and described in the
following text:

MULTIPATH AND RELATED SCATTERING

Too often we assume the signal received by an antenna originates from a single source like
an ideal horn on a boresight tower, or a point source on a satellite. In practice, however,
the energy at the focal point of an antenna comes not just from the source to which it is
pointing but is actually the accumulation of all energy collected by the antenna from the
entire enveloping sphere. It is synonymous with the effect of stepping out from a dark
restaurant into a bright day. We are dazzled by the brilliance surrounding us even though
our eyes are not even looking at the sun and may even be looking at a black object. Our
eyes are like antennas that integrate the entire surroundings and produce a net level of
brightness. The level of brightness increases as we turn toward the sun but does not vanish
when we look away. So it is with interferers that probably are not even in the main field of
the antenna but still overwhelm the system with residual scattered energy.

A very large antenna behaves in a similar manner in that microwaves scattered from the
dish edges, the subreflector edges, and support structures create new secondary sources
that must be nulled to achieve the desired performance. All these sources are seen by the
communications horn at the focal point but not always with the same brilliance or power
distribution by arbitrarily placed sidelobe cancelling elements. This illusion of more than
the actual number of jammers is called multipath and is the main problem one must face in
dealing with large aperture antennas.

The principal multipath problem is not multipath caused by the range or building
reflections (although these factors may play a significant role), but instead, multipath
created by the antenna itself. If, for example, the interference were about 30E off the main
beam of a cassegrain antenna, it would primarily enter the feed directly through horn
spillover. However, only 20 dB to 30 dB below this primary entry are at least four other
images that couple into the main horn as shown in Figure 3. Diffraction from the edge of
the dish, diffraction from the edge of the subreflector, and scattering from the subreflector
support structure (not illustrated) all contribute as if they were independent sources.



Clearly, these several paths between the main horn and an edge mounted one have
significantly different propagation times, and consequently, the induced waveforms can be
very complex functions of the original interfering signal. It is for this reason that theoretical
predictions are rarely achieved in practice except for very rare areas of space or for
infinitesimally narrow band (CW) jammers. This is why cancellation of the primary source
using an edge mounted horn or separated reflector alone produces only a relatively shallow
null (15-20 dB).

Multipath creates a dispersive signal that prevents effective nulling. Differential dispersion
is the term which describes the fact that jammer waveforms in several auxiliary and main
antenna elements are significantly different from one another in spite of the fact that they
originated at the same source.

Achievable null depths and/or simplicity of equalizing networks are directly related to
differential phase between the primary circuit and the cancelling network. Figure 4 shows
the peak allowable phase and amplitude imbalance as a function of desired null depth. It is
apparent that 30 dB nulling can only be achieved if the RMS form of the cancelling wave
is identical to the interfering wave to within 0.15 dB in amplitude and 1.5E of phase. If the
desired bandwidth of the system were, say, 10 MHz, then such an RMS phase error would
be approximately obtained by an 0.5 meter differential path length (1.5 nanoseconds). If
cancelling elements were placed on the rim of a 13-Meter Telemetry antenna, differential
time delays up to roughly the diameter of the antenna will occur, and a multitapped time
delay (equalization) network would require 26 weighted taps. This shows the importance
of achieving an aperture with low spatial dispersion.

GRATING EFFECTS

When elements in a sidelobe cancelling array are widely spaced, a grating condition is
formed if two or more elements receive coherent signals. This is synonymous with the
interferometer effect observed for two widely spaced antennas, except spurious or
uncontrolled nulls are the problem rather than spurious lobes. The grating condition only
occurs when more than one interferer is nulled and when both (or all) interferers create
identical phase relationships in two or more widely spaced cancelling elements. It means
that in selecting the number of cancelling elements, the designer will not universally have
as many degrees of freedom as he expects.

Figure 5 shows a typical interference pattern of two widely spaced cancellers. If these
elements are at the rim of the dish the lobe interval is the same as for the main antenna. If
both elements are wide open, the pattern is as shown in the upper curve. As the relative
phases are changed by the weights, the pattern becomes as shown in the middle curve; if
the amplitudes are changed, the pattern is as in the lower curve. In this illustration the



relative amplitudes of J1 and J2 are constant, so effective cancellation cannot occur
independently for both jammers. The more widely spaced the elements, the more
frequently this grating condition occurs. Adding elements does not always resolve this
problem.

Moving the cancelling horns to the antenna focal region eliminates most (but not all) of the
grating effect. Interferometer nulls are very infrequent in the spillover region because of
the proximity of all cancelling elements to the communications horn, and rarely in the
secondary field because diffraction lobes for both main and cancelling patterns are nearly
identical. Thus, the trend toward the aperture antenna with a food cluster leads to a
solution that is optimum for this phenomenon.

COVERAGE

For the separate or rim-mounted auxiliary antennas, the pattern coverage of cancelling
elements must envelope the total pattern of the main antenna if the effect on S/N is to be a
minimum. If the entire hemisphere, except for the main beam, is to be protected a series of
between four and five horns varying in gain from 0 to +40 dB are required for a high gain
telemetry antenna as illustrated in Figure 6. Where one would locate such a cluster is hard
to determine, especially if several sets are needed for additional degrees of freedom.

A feed-mounted element creates the same edge diffraction currents, similar spillover, and
similar scattering as the communications horn in all areas except the main beam (in which
nulling is generally not desired). Although complete coverage requires more than one horn,
more than half of space is covered with each horn. Since the main and cancelling horns are
adjacent, dispersion and grating would be minimized. Experiments at Harris have shown
the optimum cluster configuration has the cancelling elements 1.4 wavelengths (times the
magnification factor) from the main horn.

EXPERIMENTAL CANCELLATION LEVELS

Since large reflector antennas with diffraction from surface edges and scattering from
support structures are so dispersive two assumptions needed to be confirmed:

1. Could a cancelling source placed very near to a cassegrain horn cancel jammers
from any region of the sky, and

2. Is the cancelling waveform similar enough to the interfering waveform to allow
wideband cancellation without multitapped weighting networks.



To answer these questions Harris engineers used a 6.1 meter X-band antenna as a model,
placing a slightly lower gain cancelling horn adjacent to the original feed. The cancelling
signal was passively weighted and injected onto the communication channel through a
3 dB coupler in the same manner in Figure 1. The combination of jammer power, antenna
pattern and null depth were such that at least 93 dB of dynamic range was available from
the beam peak to the noise level. The nulls were established by manually adjusting the
amplitude and phase weights using a sensitive power indicator. Figure 8 shows a null
produced at 70E from axis. Here the pattern was down almost 70 dB from the peak so only
24 dB of dynamic range was available but from all indications one weight produced a very
deep wideband null. At 45E from boresight, the cancelling ability of the single SLC
element continues as shown in Figure 9. At this angle the unadapted pattern is over 60 dB
down from the main beam peak and only 30 dB of dynamic range remained in the system.
Here the nulling is general and quite broad in its characteristics, and a second weight
would have produced wide bandwidths.

Figure 10 shows the affect on the pattern of placing a null at 4E from the axis. Although
only 80 dB of dynamic range is shown, a null depth of over 40 dB was achieved. Note the
form of the adapted lobes relative to the original. There is an almost consistent 8 dB rise
for all close in lobes. This means our particular network nulled only the scattered energy
that caused the null fill-in. A second loop phased to cancel a lobe peak near 4E would also
cancel (or partially cancel) every lobe in its vicinity, and would produce nulls with both
wide bandwidth and wide area of coverage.

An interfering spread was created by modulating the interferer with a saturated 20 KHz
square wave source. The result in the receive antenna is shown in Figure 11. Using only
one cancelling element, all jammers are reduced more than 40 dB from their unadapted
level. Thus, wideband nulling of large aperture antennas is possible with few or no
equalizing networks.

SUMMARY

The current military plans to protect their terminals, and the proliferation of commercial
terminals and satellites, make sidelobe cancelling on large wideband telemetry and
communications antennas inevitable.

The main sidelobe cancelling problems from an aperture design’s viewpoint are multipath,
pattern coverage and grating effects especially in the context of wideband operation under
multiple interferences. Adding sidelobe cancelling elements in a cluster around a new or
existing cassegrain feed system is a very effective means of providing almost coherent
signals to the weighting networks, thereby reducing the complexity of the nulling process. 



Experiments show that such an arrangement produces wideband nulls in diverse regions of
the sphere surrounding an antenna.
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DUAL FREQUENCY BAND OPERATION
OF TE/TM12 MULTIMODE HORNS

R. THOMAS HOWER
HARRIS CORPORATION
MELBOURNE, FLORIDA

ABSTRACT

Multimode rectangular horn radiators have been in widespread use as reflector antenna
feed elements for many years. These horns provide equal E and H planes over moderate
bandwidths. With a few simple additional design considerations, however, these same
horns can operate over two separate frequency bands. Dual mode operation is achieved by
designing to prohibit generation of higher order beamshaping modes for lower operating
band. Thus the horn operates as a square pyramidal horn at the low band and as a
traditional multimode horn in the upper band. Upper band performance is not affected;
however, efficiency in the lower band is somewhat less due to unequal beamshapes
characteristic of square pyramidal horns. A horn utilizing these design concepts was
developed and tested. Resultant horn geometry, corresponding reflector antenna aperture
efficiencies and beamshapes at both bands are presented.

INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses utilization of a well-known pyramidal multimode horn design for dual
band applications. Multimode radiators using TE12 and TM12 modes for beam shaping, as
originally presented by S.B. Cohn (1) have found widespread use as feed elements in
cassegrain antenna systems. They feature 1) symmetric beamshapes, 2) low sidelobes, 3)
symmetric structure permitting circular of linear polarizations, and 4) simple design
permitting economical fabrication. Traditionally, horns of this type operate in a single band
over a possible 20% bandwidth with high efficiency. With judicious design, however,
these “Cohn” horns can operate as simple pyramidal horns at frequencies below which
their multimode performance occurs. Operating in this manner they can provide dual band
frequency coverage. Device symmetry permits any combination of linear or circular
polarization over the two frequency bands. Upper band performance, where multimode
operation occurs, is unaffected by addition of the lower band. Lower band performance
suffers reduced efficiency due to unequal beamshapes in the principal planes. Even so,
combined aperture taper and primary spillover losses of 1.6 dB are realistic.



HORN DESIGN

Design of a dual band version of a Cohn horn is essentially the same as that of a traditional
Cohn horn with the exception of a few additional design constraints. To comprehend
overall horn operation it is necessary to first understand how a Cohn horn operates and
then what additional constraints are required for dual band operation. A brief description
follows for Cohn horn design (see aforementioned reference to S.B. Cohn’s original article
for a thorough development.)

Simple square pyramidal horns suffer unequal beamshapes primarily due to a non-
symmetric energy distribution in the horn aperture. In the E plane the energy distribution is
roughly uniform and rolls off rapidly at the horn edge. This distribution produces relatively
narrow beamshapes and high sidelobes (-13 dB). By comparisons in the H plane, the
energy distribution rolls off as a sine function to zero at the horn’s edge. It produces a
broader beamwidth and low sidelobes (-23 dB). Equal E and H plane performance is
achieved by conversion of a portion of E plane dominant mode TE10 energy into TM12 and
TE12 energy. The resulting E plane aperture distribution closely resembles that in the H
plane, producing symmetric E and H plane far field distributions. Beamshaping TM/TE12

modes are generated by multiple flare angle changes, as in the geometry in Figure 1.
Lengths 11 and 12 are designed to allow TE10 and TE/TM12 modes to sum in phase in the
horn aperture.

Approximate formulas for the amount of beam shaping modes produced at a flare angle
change were developed by Cohn. For the TE/TM12 modes the resulting equation is

(1)

where a1 is the guide dimension at the transition and 21 and 22 are waveguide flare angles
before and after the transition respectively. For 21 - 22 <0, phase of the beamshaping mode
lags that of the TE10 mode by 90E. Similarly, for 21 - 22 >0,  a 270E lag is introduced. For
the horn geometry of Figure 1, it is therefore required that there be a differential phase shift
of 180E between points A and B with a 90E phase shift between B and the horn aperture.
This will ensure that beamshaping TE/TM12 modes and dominant TE10 modes are in phase
in the aperture.

Differential phase shifts, due to different phase velocities of the TE10 and TE/TM12 modes,
can be calculated using equations 2 and 3. Equation 2 describes the phase shifts for TE1n

and TM1n modes in a square pyramidal horn. Equation 3 predicts phase shifts in the
intermediate square waveguide section. Both equations yield 2n in radians. Differential
phasing is calculated from these equations by setting n equal to 0 or 2 and calculating
No - N2 for TE10 and TE/TM12 modes.



(2)

where

(3)

The amount of beamshaping mode generated controls pattern shape. For equal E and H
plane beamwidth at - 10 dB points, Cohn suggests a ratio of .66 while a ratio of .84 will
produce minimum sidelobe levels. Fractions of beamshaping modes produced at flare
angle changes are cumulative.

Dual band operation is achieved quite simply by ensuring that the intermediate mode
chamber, as in Figure 1, will support only the dominant TE10 mode at the lower band. This
chamber, used to produce higher order beam shaping modes at the upper band, appears as
a simple dominant mode square waveguide at the lower frequency. The resulting radiation
pattern is simply that of a square pyramidal horn. Care must be exercised in the sizing of
the square waveguide section feeding the horn to ensure propagation at the lower band and
no problems at the upper band. Due to the inherent unequal beamwidths of an
uncompensated, square pyramidal horn, however, the low band efficiency will be less than
that of the upper band.

PERFORMANCE

A horn element was developed and tested utilizing the dual band Cohn horn concept.
Several horns were constructed in the development sequence to minimize amplitude taper
and primary spillover losses across the upper band. This was accomplished by adjusting



the length of the intermediate mode chamber, 11, in Figure 1. Efficiencies were calculated
from measured E and H plane primary horn patterns. Figure 2 shows efficiencies achieved
across the high frequency band. These efficiencies include aperture taper and primary
spillover losses when used with an equivalent .3 f over d reflector. Final horn dimensions
given in Table 1 are normalized to the high band center frequency wavelength. E and H
plane patterns taken at the high band center frequency are shown in Figure 3. E and H
principal plane patterns for the low band center frequency are shown in Figure 4.
Calculated amplitude taper and primary spillover efficiency for the lower frequency band
is 1.6 dB. VSWR’s for both bands are below 1.1:1. Cross polarization levels for both
bands are typically 30dB below the co-polarized beam peak.
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TABLE    - 1 -

NORMALIZED FEED DIMENSIONS

ITEM LABEL DIMENSION

WAVEGUIDE
LAUNCHER

Ao .918

INTERMEDIATE
SECTION WIDTH

A1 1.798

HORN APERTURE A2 1.748

INTERMEDIATE
SECTION LENGTH

L1 1.588

APERTURE
LENGTH

L2 .988

FIRST FLARE
ANGLE

21 30.0

APERTURE
FLARE ANGLE

22 9.5



FIGURE 1.  BASIC HORN GEOMETRY

FIGURE 2.  UPPER BAND APERTURE EFFICIENCY
VS. FREQUENCY



FIGURE 3   DEGREES OFF/BORESIGHT-HIGH BAND CENTER
FREQUENCY PATTERNS

FIGURE 4.   DEGREES OFF BORESIGHT-LOW BAND CENTER
FREQUENCY PATTERNS



FREQUENCY SELECTIVE SURFACES FOR SPACEBORNE
MISSIONS

D.H. Herndon and F.Q. Herschelman
Harris Corporation
Melbourne, Florida

ABSTRACT

Periodic arrays of metallic scatters have found widespread application in microwave
antennas as frequency selective surfaces. The exact surface reflection and transmission
characteristics depend on the length, width, and spacing of the metallic elements, and the
dielectric constant and thickness of the supporting structure. The arrays are effectively
filters when used in this application, and it would seem more efficient to specify the
response with poles.

The poles of each array are calculated using the Singularity Expansion Method (SEM).
How the poles vary with changing geometrical parameters are calculated and plotted. The
currents, and charges induced on the scatterers are treated using Floquet theory which is
incorporated in a vector E-field integral equation. The SEM parameters are presented in
the form of appropriate graphs and tables. In addition these data are compared with
previously obtained data for multiple bodies and in particular with data used in the design
of the frequency selective surface for the GALILEO space mission.

INTRODUCTION

A surface whose reflection properties are strongly sensitive to the frequency of an
electromagnetic wave may be very useful in the design of wideband antennas. Such a
surface can redirect an impinging wave over one frequency band, while simultaneously
having minimal effect on another wave of different frequency. Frequency selective surfaces
have found use as subreflectors in dual-reflector antenna systems since this configuration
allows the designer to place primary feeds covering different frequency bands at the true
focal point and at the virtual focal point created by the frequency selective surface.

The concept of a Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) is of much more value to the space
antenna designer than his ground couterpart since the FSS allows the most expensive and
bulky component, the large reflector, to become multi-function and multi-band. Figure 1
demonstrates three of the many possible FSS configurations. Concept A allows stacking of



more than one aperture along a common axis without introuducing additional aperture
blockage. Concept B is the classical dichroic configuration which utilizes feeds at both the
real and virtual focal points. Concept C allows the feeding of a single reflector with two or
even three large feeds which are too large to be co-located. C also allows the heavy feeds
to be located behind the reflector thereby reducing structural requirements during launch.

The FSS are effectively bandpass or bandreject filters, for use with antenna systems, which
allow the frequency range of individual high-efficiency feed horns. Present modeling of
FSS either use a circuit model with circuit elements based on the geometry of the
scatterers [1], or an integral equation from which the reflected and transmitted field can be
calculated [2,3].

The response curve of frequency selective surfaces indicate their filtering characteristics.
In filter theory the function can be represented by the location and number of poles of a
system along with the residues for each pole. If one knew the poles and residues for a
specific frequency selective surface, and how these poles and residues varied with
changing geometrical parameters the response for that type frequency selective surface
would be completely specified. The natural frequencies, or poles, and residues of
frequency seletive surfaces can be determined with the Singularity Expansion Method
(SEM) [4]. How the poles and residues vary with changing geometrical parameters can be
calculated and plotted using SEM. This will completely specify each type frequency
selective surface.

Analytical Representation of Frequency Selective Surfaces

The problem of scattering of a plane wave by a periodic array of thin metallic conductors
has been treated by several authors [2,3] . These papers use the moment method to solve
the vector integral equation for the current induced on the scatter. The reflected and
transmitted fields are then calculated using the solution for the induced current. In order to
obtain the response of the scattering system over a bandwidth the equations must be solved
for a large number of frequencies within the bandwidth.

The E-field integral equation for the induced current on the scatterers can be developed
following the procedure outlined by Montgomery [3] and the geometry shown in Figure 2.
The notation uses the complex frequency s = F+jw with assumed temporal variation of exp
(st). The vector floquet modes can be used to obtain the desired integral equation for the
induced current:



(1)

where p,q=o, ±1, ±2, . . .
m=l or 2

and

Equation (1) is completely arbitrary in the shape of the scatterers. To obtain a solution for
the current, equation (1) is cast into matrix form suitable for numerical solution by using
the method of moments. The geometry of the scatterer must be considered in this process
so that the current can be correctly represented. The matrix equation can be put into the
following form

(2)



where a single bar represents a column or vector matrix and double bars indicate a square
matrix.

The singular points or complex natural frequencies of the scattering system, denoted by s",
are those such that equation (2), when expressed as the homogeneous equation,

(3)

has a nontrivial solution for ¦ (s" ). The implication is that determinant of z= must vanish at
these complex natural frequencies. Thus the equation for determination of these natural
resonances of the induced current is

(4)

The solution of equation (4) for the poles of the frequency selective surface and the
residues of each pole completely specify the response of that surface as a function of
frequency. The process of designing a FSS for a desired response then becomes the task of
selecting the FSS or multi-layered FSS with the appropriate pole locations and residues to
give the best approximation to the desired response.

NUMERICAL COMPUTATION

A computer code was written to solve the equations outlined in the previous section. The
technique was applied to the FSS design required for the GALILEO space mission with
the frequency response shown in Figure 3(a). A crossed dipole element structure was
selected for the FSS geometry and is shown in Figure 3(b).

The complex pole locations predict the resonant frequency of the surface and the peak in
the reflection coefficient. The data is presented in the scaled form sR/c. The sensitivity of
the resonance to material and geometry changes can be observed from the pole movement
in Figure 4 with the following parameter values

A:   ,r = 2.3; d= .00508 cm

B:   ,r = 4.4; d= .0381 cm

C:   ,r =  4.4; d= .0381 cm; R decreased by 2.14% (1.668 cm)

D:   ,r = 4.2; d= .0381 cm; R=1.668 cm



and the remaining values given in Figure 3(b). The frequency of each pole location is

A:    9.14 GHZ

B:    7.71 GHZ

C:    7.91 GHZ

D:    7.97 GHZ

The location of the pole along the real axis is an indication of the bandwidth.

CONCLUSION

The poles for a specific geometry can be calculated and plotted with varying geometrical
parameters to provide a complete characterization of the specific FSS. The use of SEM to
calculate poles and residues of frequency selective surfaces provide a method for synthesis
of geometries needed in on FSS to achieve a specific response.
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FIGURE 1. THREE TYPICAL MULTI-PURPOSE ANTENNAS UTILIZING
FREQUENCY SELECTIVE SURFACES (FSS).



FIGURE 2. GEOMETRY OF PERIODIC ARRAY OF 
THIN CONDUCTING PLATES.

FIGURE 3.(A)    REFLECTION FREQUENCY RESPONSE



FIGURE 3.(B)    FSS ELEMENT GEOMETRY

FIGURE 4. POLE LOCATIONS FOR VARIOUS
GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS.
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A HIGH RESOLUTION MBA FOR EHF COMMUNICATION
SATELLITES*  **
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ABSTRACT

Communication satellites currently operate at frequencies lower than 15 GHz. Future
satellite communication systems will operate in the EHF band between 17 and 47 GHz, in
order to realize increased bandwidth and antenna discrimination. Increased discrimination
can be obtained with electrically large aperture antennas consisting of filled, or thinned
arrays, or a multiple-beam antenna (MBA) using millimeter-wave optics. This paper
describes a contemporary MBA and beam-switching network system capable of achieving
high resolution and significant operational flexibility. The antenna can simultaneously
provide narrow beams and medium-size beams directed to any point on the earth’s disc as
seen from a geosynchronous satellite.

INTRODUCTION

Satellite communication (SATCOM) systems have proliferated to the point where many
preferred geostationary orbit positions have become unavailable to new SATCOM systems
operating at frequencies lower than 15 GHz. The finite bandwidth available to these SHF,
and lower frequency, SATCOM systems also limits the total communication capacity
available. The current trend to operate SATCOM systems at EHF derives its impetus
primarily from the needs for additional bandwidth and geostationary satellite-orbit
positions. Such requirements are necessary to relieve the current problems of frequency
management and deficiency of communication capacity.

EHF operation for future military satellite communication (MILSATCOM) systems is also
directed because the increased allocated bandwidth permits greater suppression of
interfering signals. Furthermore, the difference in effective radiated power (referred to an



isotropic radiator), EIRP, of a MILSATCOM terminal and an interfering terminal is
inherently less at EHF than at SHF and lower frequencies (1). Since the potential
vulnerability of a MILSATCOM terminal to an interfering terminal is determined by the
ratio of I, the EIRP of the interfering terminal, to S, the EIRP of the MILSATCOM
terminal, the operation of an EHF MILSATCOM system is inherently less vulnerable to
interference.

The increased aperture size (measured in wavelengths) available to both spacecraft and
terminal antennas at EHF permits narrower antenna beams with higher resolution and
improved spatial discrimination. These performance characteristics permit improved
interference suppression through antenna-pattern discrimination and adaptive antenna
nulling. Narrower terminal-antenna beamwidths allow closer placement of communication
satellites (COMSATs) in the geostationary arc without increasing the potential interference
with other EHF SATCOM systems accessing neighboring spacecraft.

This paper addresses the concept of a new multiple-beam antenna (MBA) system with
several hundred ferrite switches in a beam-switching network (BSN) . A study leading to
this design considered both array and multiple-beam antennas. Both filled and thinned
arrays of identical antenna elements were considered. Each array element must leave a
radiation pattern that covers the antenna field of view (FOV); that is, the earth as it is seen
from a geostationary satellite. It is important to note that the filled array would need
several hundred elements, each of which would require simultaneous weighting of received
signals in a beam-forming network consisting of several hundred variable power dividers
(VPD’s) and several hundred variable phase shifters (VPS’s).

Eliminating < 90% of the elements and distributing the remainder uniformly over the same
antenna aperture results in somewhat less than 100 elements, variable power dividers and
phase shifters. This configuration keeps essentially the same resolution but suffers about a
10-dB reduction in gain. This thinned array antenna can place a main beam anywhere on
the earth disc while simultaneously nulling at least P-1 interfering terminals (where P is the
number of elements in the array). These P-1 interfering terminals can be located anywhere
in the array antenna-element FOV regardless of the direction of the main beam. In other
words, the thinned array has P elements, P degrees-of-freedom, and can suppress at least
P-1 interfering terminals and still provide adequate antenna gain in the direction of at least
one user.

The inherently large number of VPD’s and VPS’s required for a filled array, the sensitivity
to interfering terminals located worldwide, and the inherently narrower operating
bandwidth of either the filled or thinned array led to serious consideration of an MBA.
Equipping an MBA with a VPD and VPS on every port results in approximately the same
complexity and flexibility as that of a filled array. However, using a beam-switching



network (BSN) that connects M output (input) ports to N beam ports reduces the flexibility
available but also reduces the complexity, weight, insertion loss, and required control
power. This paper considers a specific MBA and BSN system for use with terminals in
three different types of generic scenarios.

The first scenario considers land-based mobile terminals deployed in a theater of
operations ~ 500 miles in diameter. The separation between these mobile terminals and an
interfering terminal can be smaller than the size of the theater.

The second scenario considers maritime terminals which may also be deployed over an
area ~500 miles in diameter. Sea-based terminals are likely to be separated about three-
times farther from interference sources than are the land-based terminals.

Finally, the third scenario considers users that are widely distributed; i.e., they may be
alone or in small groups and perhaps anywhere on earth. The antenna system described
here simultaneously accommodates terminals in all three types of scenarios.

ANTENNA AND BEAM SWITCHING NETWORKS

Various antenna systems and their compatibility with currently popular military scenarios
were studied. As a result, the MBA configuration shown in Figure 1 was selected for the
“strawman” design of an EHF spacecraft antenna system. The MBA has a 40-inch
diameter offset paraboloid reflector illuminated by a Cassegrain feed systems. The latter
consists off a hyperboloid secondary reflector and a 468-horn feed array. The MBA is
designed to operate at 44.5 GHz with each feedhorn producing a pencil-beam with a half-
power beamwidth, HPBW, ~ 0.7E. The array of 468 feedhorns produces 468 beams whose
composite coverage defines the earth’s disc as seen from geostationary orbit. Although
initial performance characteristics are based on a paraboloid-hyperboloid reflector system, 
current study is considering reflector surfaces with improved wide-angle scanning
performance.

Each feedhorn is excited through a dual-port (dual-polarization) polarizer with the right-
hand circularly-polarized (RHCP) signals connected to a 468-port theater-coverage beam-
switching network. Orthogonally polarized (LHCP) signals are connected to a four-way
combiner; hence, the LHCP signals appear at 127, instead of 468, ports (at the edge of the
feedhorn array there are a few places where only 3 horns are combined.). Each of these
127 ports are connected to a ferrite-circulator switch so the ports can be connected to
either a “maritime coverage” BSN or tree, or a “worldwide-coverage” BSN or tree. A
diagram of this concept is shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows a pictorial representation of
the circuit.



First consider the 468-port theater-coverage BSN and feedhorn array. For the purpose of
illustration, the numbered circles shown in Figure 4 correspond to the feedhorn apertures
or the beam “footprints” (in angular space) produced by the feedhorn array. These beams
have been numbered 1 through 16, and there are ~ 30 beams with the same number. Also
note that the entire feed array has been sectioned into groups of 16, in order to emphasize
the beam-numbering pattern. The BSN connects any one of the same numbered beams to a
single port; hence, it connects 16 of the 468 beams to the 16 output (input) ports. For
example, the number 1 switch  tree connects any single number 1 beam to the number 1
beam output port. That is, any one of the “shaded” beams in Figure 4 can be connected to
the number-one-beam output port of the BSN.

Each of the 16 switching trees of the BSN consists of a corporate arrangement of ferrite-
isolator switches. A schematic representation of the number 1 switching tree is given in
Figure 5; it is typical of all switching trees in the BSN. Note that the single output port can
be connected to any one of the 29 or 30 input, or beam, ports. The desired port is selected
by setting the isolator switches appropriately. The characteristics of these switches will be
described in the next section.

It is important to note that the BSN can select many sets of beams including a square
arrangement of 16 adjacent beams or separate arrangements of adjacent beams as
indicated in Figure 6. These two scenarios are shown merely for illustrative purposes.
Actually any arrangement of 16 beams (all with different numbers) can be connected to the
16 output ports at the same time. The selected beam configuration can be changed in ~ 1
µsec, as discussed in the next section. There is, unfortunately, one major disadvantage;
only one beam of a given number, say n, can be connected to the nth output port at a given
instant in time. Thus scenarios requiring the selection of more than one beam of the same
number n (n=l,2,...,l6) lead to “beam contention”, which can be eliminated only through
time-sharing those contended beams among the users they serve.

A BSN with 4 switching trees serves the “Maritime-Coverage” antenna system, and a
similar BSN serves the worldwide coverage antenna system. These BSNs are identical and
are connected to the output ports of the ferrite switch shown in Figures 2 and 3. Each tree
is similar to that indicated in Figure 5 except that there are 7 or 8 input ports instead of 29
or 30. The switch at the output of the 4-way combiner permits selection of any two number
1,2,3, and 4 beams, one for “maritime coverage”, and one for “worldwide coverage”.
However, any numbered beam selected for “worldwide coverage” is not simultaneously
available to “maritime coverage” and vice versa. Again, beam contention may be resolved
by time-sharing the contended beams among the users that they serve. An arrangement of
the beams is shown in Figure 7 in which four adjacent beams are selected for worldwide
(shaded) and maritime (cross-hatched) coverage. The associated patterns have the same
sidelobe and out-of-beam spatial discrimination as the theater-coverage-mode patterns;



however, when operated with an adaptive-nulling algorithm connected to the beam output
ports, the patterns have approximately one half the resolving power of the theater-
coverage-mode system. That is, the tolerable separation between communication and
interfering terminals associated with the theater-coverage mode is approximately one-half
that for the maritime or worldwide terminals. For both of these user communities, the four
beams may, as with the theater-coverage, be clustered as shown in Figure 7, or distributed
uniformly over the FOV, or any configuration in between. However, only one number n
(n=1,2,3,4) can be selected at a given instant, and beam contention may be resolved by
time-sharing a contended beam number among the users it serves.

To summarize then, the antenna can be utilized in three simultaneous modes of operation,
i.e., theater, maritime and worldwide coverage. The theater-coverage mode allows the
satellite controller to select 16 0.7E HPBW RHCP beams directed anywhere on the earth’s
surface subject to the restrictions previously described. (It is possible to utilize switching
networks which do not have this restriction, but the number of switches required for these
networks will be much larger.) Thus, the controller can group these beams to cover a
single large area or a few smaller areas. Scenarios which involve contention for the same
beam-switching tree would be accomodated by time sharing the areas affected by this
contention in a time-division multiple (TDM) inode. Such TDA operation is facilitate by
the ~ 1 µsec beam-switching time.

The maritime and worldwide modes of operation function in a similar manner. For these
modes LHCP is used and, because of this, these modes are completely independent of the
theater-coverage mode and no area-contention problems with the theater-coverage mode
can arise. Both the maritime and worldwide coverage modes utilize 2x2 clusters of
constituent 0.7E-HPBW beam ports hard-wired together. Thus, the satellite controller can
select four of these clusters (subject to the restrictions described) for maritime coverage
and, from the remaining clusters, four more for worldwide coverage (also subject to this
restriction). The fact that an area of the earth selected for maritime coverage cannot also be
selected for worldwide coverage is not considered a disadvantage, since there is little point
in providing coverage to the same area twice. Again, areas which are in contention for the
same beam-switching tree can be time shared. Note, however, that if the maritime
coverage mode is operated such that a beam-switching tree contention occurs, the satellite
controller has the option of resolving this contention by time sharing or by utilizing one of
the switch trees of the worldwide coverage mode.

Thus, the antenna described is very flexible. It can provide coverage to a theater area such
that, with proper selection of beam ports, the shape of the coverage area approximately
matches the shape of the theater area. Fast beam switching permits the coverage of
multiple theaters on a time division basis. In addition, maritime coverage is provided in the
same way. Finally, a worldwide coverage mode is included to provide the system with a



scanning beam capability in order to serve users not located in theaters or maritime-
coverage areas.

It is worth noting that the gain fall-off of the antenna pattern is that of the basic
0.7E-HPBW pattern associated with each beam port. Thus regardless of the size or shape
of the area-coverage pattern formed, the antenna gain outside this area falls off rapidly.
This provides significant antenna discrimination against interference sources located
outside these coverage areas, even those located relatively close to the edge of the
coverage area.

FERRITE SWITCHES

The flexibility of the antenna just described stems from the ferrite switches used in the
beam-switching networks. Obviously, these switches must be small, lightweight, low loss
and operate with low power if the antenna is to be usable as a satellite uplink receive
antenna. The following paragraphs describe the ferrite switch developed by
ElectroMagnetic Sciences, Incorporated for this application.

Physical Characteristics

The ferrite switch and its mirror image, as shown in Figure 8, is a latching ferrite junction
circulator designed to operate over the band 43.5 to 45.5 GHz. Switching is accomplished
by magnetically biasing a ferrite located at the waveguide junction. The magnetic circuit is
completely contained within the waveguide junction, and no external flux return circuit is
required. This design approach results in a compact switch operating at maximum drive
efficiency. The switch housing is milled out of a single piece of aluminum and occupies a
total volume of ~ 1.0 cm3. Each switch weighs ~ 2.8 gm so that the total weight of the
switches used in the antenna is estimated at 3.6 Kg or ~ 8 lbs. The switch network weight
is a small fraction of the ~ 100-lb weight of the entire antenna (including the switches and
interconnecting waveguide). Figure 9 shows a wooden model of the switch network and
beam feeds for the theater-coverage mode. Each waveguide “Y” junction includes a ferrite
switch. The number 1 switch tree is completely modeled in the figure, and partial models
of other trees are included to illustrate the mechanical arrangement of the feed system.

Rf Performance

Of particular importance to system performance are the isolation and insertion loss
characteristics of the ferrite switch. Isolation between the unconnected beam ports and the
switching network outputs must be high enough to provide adequate suppression of
interference sources located well outside the intended coverage areas. At the same time,
the insertion loss of the switching networks must be low in order to realize maximum



antenna system gain. The requirement for full gain is important because many of the
system’s user terminals are on mobile platforms and, consequently, severely constrained in
the permissible antenna aperture and terminal prime-power. Figure 10 shows the measured
insertion loss and isolation for a prototype switch. Isolation over the band is in excess of
20 dB and insertion loss is less than 0.3 dB.

Switch Power Requirements

Because the switches are of the latching type, no power is required to maintain them in a
given position. The only time a switch requires energy is in transit from one position to the
other. Thus, the system switch drive power requirement is dependent both on the number
of switches which must be simultaneously switched in order to reconfigure the system and
the number of system reconfigurations required per unit time. Examination of Figure 5
shows that, in order to reconfigure the number 1 switching tree, not more than 8 switches
need be switched. This is also true for the remaining 15 trees of the theater-coverage
mode. Thus, the maximum number of switches which must be switched in order to
completely reconfigure the theater-coverage mode is 128. Similarly, the maximum number
for the maritime coverage mode is 28 and for the worldwide coverage mode is also 28.
Thus, the switch driver power supply must be sufficient to drive a maximum of 184
switches simultaneously at the desired rate. The probability that a scenario which requires
as many as 184 switches to be switched is vanishingly small, i.e., less than 10-10. This
does, however, represent the most extreme possibility.

Each switch requires approximately 25 µjoules stored in its magnetic circuit to latch
properly. However, because the switch driver must overcome hysteresis losses in the
ferrite and resistance losses in the drive wires, its efficiency is on the order of 40 percent.
Thus, the drive energy required per switch per reconfiguration is about 68 µjoules. In
addition, each driver requires about 75 mW overhead power to maintain logic circuit bias
levels, etc. The maximum power required to completely reconfigure all modes at a rate of
1000 reconfigurations per second is then about 25 W. In general, however, once set, the
theater- and maritime-coverage switching networks can be expected to remain in their
settings for lengthy intervals. Only the worldwide coverage network would be likely to
switch rapidly in order to provide scanned beam coverage. The power required to
reconfigure this network at 10,000 reconfigurations per second is about 4 W (assuming the
beam scan pattern is selected such that no more than three switches are switched for each
beam reconfiguration).

SUMMARY

The preceding has described a satellite uplink receive antenna which provides
simultaneous high-resolution area-coverage service to both the land-based and maritime



units together with a scanned-beam worldwide coverage for widely dispersed terminals.
The antenna is a 468 beam MBA capable of receiving both right-hand and left-hand
circularly polarized signals. Theater units will use the RHCP “theater-coverage” mode.
This mode can select up to 16 of the 468 beams to cover the theater area. The “maritime-
coverage” and “worldwide coverage” modes utilize the LHCP outputs of the 468 beam
feeds. For these modes the polarizer outputs are combined in groups of four to form 127
2x2 beam clusters. Maritime areas are served by selecting up to 4 of these beam clusters.
The worldwide coverage mode, which can be used to produce a worldwide scanning
beam, selects up to 4 of the 2x2 beam clusters not already selected for maritime use.

Lightweight, low-power, fast-switching ferrite switches are used for beam selection in all
modes of operation. The switching speed of these switches is fast enough (~ 1 µsec) to
permit service to multiple maritime or theater areas on a TDM basis. The estimated weight
of the antenna is ~ 100 lbs, and the power required to operate the BSN is ~ 25 W.
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Figure 1  Offset Fed Cassegrain Multi-Beam Antenna



Figure 2  Each Feedhorn Provides Service For All Functions

Figure 3  4-Port Combining Scheme



Figure 4 The 468 Theater Coverage Receive Beams/Feeds are
Divided into 16 Groups

Figure 5 Number 1 Switching Tree



Figure 6 Any 4 by 4 Port Group Can Be Selected Or The
Antenna Can Serve Multiple Areas

Figure 7  Any Two 2 x 2 Port Groups Can Be Selected



Figure 8  Ferrite Switch and Its Mirror Image

Figure 9 Wooden Model Of The Switch Network and
Beam Feeds For The Theater-Coverage Mode



Figure 10  Measured Insertion Loss and Isolation For A Prototype Switch
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ABSTRACT

International Solar Polar Mission (ISPM) is a dual-spacecraft mission sponsored jointly by
NASA and European Space Agency (ESA) to gather scientific information for further
understanding of the sun and predicting its influence on the Earth’s weather and climate.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology has selected TRW to
buiId U.S. spacecraft for the joint mission. The dual spacecraft will fly to Jupiter and use
that planet’s greater gravitational field to achieve a near 90 degree orbit change, placing
the two spacecraft on separate trajectories to the North and South poles of the Sun from a
high heliographic vantage point.

The antenna subsystem of the ISPM spacecraft consists of S-/X band high gain, S-band
broad coverage, and X-Band medium gain antenna.

Command and ranging signals are received by the S-band high-gain and broad-coverage
antennas. Scientific and engineering data are transmitted by these two antennas and the
X-band high-gain antenna. Conscan acquisition is by the two S-band antennas. Emergency
transmissions are by the S-band broad coverage and X-band medium-gain antennas.

The S-/X-band HGA is a 1.9 meter (78 inches) diameter dual reflector Cassegrain design
with a dichroic subreflector. The Cassegrain mode is excited by an efficient dual mode
conical horn whose dimensions have been optimized to provide high-gain performance for
X-Band. The S-band feed, located directly behind the frequency selective subreflector,
illuminates the parabolic reflector as a focal point feed, laterally displaced by 2.29 cm
(0.9 inch) to provide conscan signals with a 1 dB crossover level. The selected
configuration permits the use of a common antenna for both X- and S-band functions and
utilizes previously developed TRW hardware. The selected design represents the largest
non-deployable antenna that could be accommodated by shuttle/IUS and spacecraft
physical interfaces. An x-ray XUV telescope (CXX) is located on the center of the
spacecraf t which is despun about the spacecraft +Z axis. The ends of the coronograph



cast shadows onto the edge of the reflector up to 9.72 cm (3.83 inches) inside the reflector.
The shadowing effects from the coronograph have been analyzed and subsequently
verified by antenna range testing. The performance of each antenna is substantiated by
analyses and test data and pertinent design and analysis results are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The ISPM antennas are configured primarily to meet the overall mission objectives and
link performance requirements of the telecommunication system. The spacecraft antennas
selected for ISPM, to a great extent, are hardware developed and qualified configuration.
The S-/X-band functions are performed with a common high-gain antenna. The S-band
coverage antenna is the Pioneer 10 and 11 corrugated horn, used as is. The X-band
medium gain horn is an existing design adapted from the DSCS II. These antennas employ
existing TRW hardware and designs. Required gain and coverage characteristic are
provided at low weight, volume, complexity, and risk. Test results are available indicating
the selected antenna configuration provides the required link performance. All antennas
mount rigidly to the spacecraft structure, are carefully aligned, and are located to the
minimized pattern interference as shown in Figure 1. The S-band broad coverage antenna
and the X-band medium-gain horn have unobstructed viewing angles of 90 and 60 degrees,
respectively. The S-/X-band and high-gain antenna is offset to minimize the pattern
perturbation from CXX instrument. Figure 2 presents the requirements versus capabilities
of the antenna subsystem.

This paper discusses the design, analysis and performance characteristics details of the
individual antennas.

S-BAND/X-RAND HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA

The dual-function primary antenna (Figure 3) is a Cassegrain design with a dichroic
subreflector. The Cassegrain mode is excited by an X-Band dual mode conical horn. The
S-band feed, located directly behind the frequency selective subreflector, illuminates the
parabolic reflector as a focal point feed, laterally displaced by a 2.29 cm (0.9 inch) to
provide conscan signals with a 1-dB crossover level. The selected configuration permits
the use of a common antenna for both S- and X-band functions and utilizes previously
developed TRW hardware.

The size of the main parabolic reflector, i.e., diameter (1.98 net) and focal length to
diameter (f/D) ratio (.4), was dictated by mechanical envelope considerations. Electrical
design efforts, are, therefore, restricted to the Cassegrain feed (primary feed horn and
dichroic subreflector) geometry and feed components.



CASSEGRAIN FEED GEOMETRY

The geometry of the Cassegrain feed is shown in Figure 3C. Pertinent design
characteristics are summarized in Figure 3B. A dual mode horn design was selected for the
primary feed. It offers high illumination efficiency over the operating frequency together
with design maturity. The Cassegrain geometry maximizes the performance of the antenna
for S- and X-band. The selected design is similar to that used on LANDSAT-D.

The 31.90 cm (12.56 inch) diameter subreflector provides an optimum size from the
standpoint of blockage and diffraction (main reflector spillover) losses. The extension of
the subreflector beyond the angle subtended by the main reflector minimizes the diffraction
losses caused by the electrically small subreflector.

X-BAND ANTENNA FEED

The antenna feed assembly (Figure 4A) is composed of three functional components:

• Primary feed horn - provides a circular symmetric right- hand circular polarized
(RHCP) beam for efficient illumination of the subreflector.

• Circular polarizer - provides a 90 degree differential phase-shift to two linear
orthogonally polarized signals.

• Mode transition - launches a TE11 circular waveguide mode from a dominant
TE10 rectangular waveguide mode.

The dual mode conical horn operates over a relatively narrow frequency band, as
compared to a corrugated horn. A step in the horn’s throat causes a portion of the TE11

mode to be converted to the TM11 mode. By proper adjustment of relative power and
phasing in each mode, a radiation pattern, with essentially no sidelobes and equal E and H
planes beamwidths, are obtained at the operation frequency.

The dual mode conical horn geometry is shown in Figure 4A. The aperture is selected to
provide a 10-dB taper excitation to the subreflector.

Right-hand circular polarization is obtained by a circular waveguide iris-type polarizer.
The polarizer consists of nine symmetrical irises formed inside the waveguide. The irises
are spaced a quarter of a guide wavelength apart and provide extremely small axial ratio
over relatively wide bandwidths. Figures 4B through 4E show details of the polarizer and
its performance in a feed.



Circular-to-rectangular guide taper transition provides the required interface between the
polarizer and the WR112 guide.

S-BAND FEED

A cavity-backed crossed dipole antenna fed through a quadrature hybrid provides the
radiation pattern for illuminating the parabolic reflector. By proper choice of cavity
diameter and height, the optimum feed pattern is obtained for the particular f/D ratio of the
reflector and secondary pattern desired. Figure 5A shows the S-band feed design details. A
quadrature hybrid permits either right- or left-hand circular polarization. The right-hand
circularly polarized port is terminated into a matched load for the ISPM design.

DICHROIC SUBREFLECTOR

The dichroic subreflector consists of a hyperbolic surface that reflects the X-band feed
radiation but is transparent to the S-band radiation. The selectivity is obtained by etching
metallic crossed dipoles on a dielectric sheet that are resonant at X-band but very small in
terms of wavelength at S-Band. The angle of arrival of the X-band signal determines the
bandwidth characteristics of the etched crossed dipoles. The dichroic subreflector dipole
and support structure dimensions are shown in Figures 6A and 6B.

The dichroic subreflector is 31.90 cm (12.56 inches) in diameter, providing an efficient
scatter or diffraction pattern with negligible blockage. Figure 6 presents details of this
antenna. This unit (38.1 cm subreflector) consisted of Kevlar honeycomb facesheets of
which one facesheet, on the hyperbolic surface, contained the printed circuit dipoles.

Figure 6C presents the measured radiation patterns of a 9-foot diameter reflector at 14.0
GHz. The worst case reflection loss is less than 0.1 dB, and the effect on the pattern
beamwidth or sidelobes is negligible.

Similar tests were performed at S-band except that the radiation were recorded with and
without the dichroic subreflector. Figure 6C presents the measured patterns at 2.1 and 2.3
GHz. The worst case transmission loss was less than 0.2 dB, and the effect on the pattern
beamwidth and sidelobes was negligible.

S-/X-BAND HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA PERFORMANCE

Pattern performance and antenna gain of the high-gain antenna were determined using
TRW proprietary computer programs. The computer programs account for all important
antenna parameters, including feed pattern spillover and efficiency, subreflector diffraction
pattern, reflector edge diffraction, subreflector/feed blockage, and thermal distortion of the



feed, subreflector and reflector. Figure 7D presents the S-/X-band high-gain antenna
gain/loss budgets for the transmit and receive bands and determined by the programs.

The computer-calculated transmit radiation pattern of the antenna at X-band (8415 MHz)
is presented in Figure 7A. The calculated offset patterns for S-band, using the actual
measured feed data from the existing cupped crossed dipole antenna, are shown in Figures
7B and 7C for the transmit and receive frquencies of 2295 and 2113.3 MHz The offset
dimension of 2.29 cm (0.9 inch) provides the desired conscan beam with a 1-dB crossover
level.

The S-band feed is composed of a cavity-backed crossed dipole. A matching balun excites
the dipoles and a 90 degree hybrid permits either right- or left-hand circular polarization.

The X-band feed is composed of four components: a machined aluminum dual mode
conical horn, an electroformed copper iris type circular polarizer, an electroformed copper
circular-to-rectangular transition, and a machined aluminum mounting bracket. All
components are attached via waveguide flanges. The assembled feed is attached to the
main reflector via screws.

S-BAND BROAD COVERAGE ANTENNA

The proposed antenna is an unmodified design from Pioneer 10 and 11. It is a corrugated
conical horn excited by unequal length crossed dipoles. The antenna is permanently
aligned so that its electrical axis is an angle of approximately 8 degrees with respect to the
spacecraft geometric axis (+z axis). This alignment provides a coarse conscan pattern as
the spacecraft rotates about its spin axis. Its crossover level gain at the spin axis is
nominally 1 dB down from the beam peak.

The antenna is right hand circular polarized, and its broad beam characteristics provide a
conscan range of 10 degrees. The antenna has been qualified to handle 8.3 watts over a
pressure range of 1 to 3 x 10-5 torr (a power handling test will be conducted to assure a
6 dB power handling margin for ISPM). The peak gain of the antenna is 16.2 dBi at the
transmit frequency and 15.2 dBi at the receive frequency. Over the transmit and receive
band, the coverage gain is greater than 10 dBi over a conical half angle of 18 degrees
about the mechanical antenna axis. The antenna VSWR is less than 1.5:1. The axial ratio
characteristics are 1.2 and 4.5 dB for the transmit and receive frequencies.

As shown in Figure 8A, the aperture outer diameter is 42.20 cm (16.613 inches). The
antenna cone angle is 61.4 degrees. The corrugation depth is 4.80 cm (1.89 inches). The
overall length of the antenna including the transition mount to offset the antenna beam is
35.56 cm (14.0 inches). The pattern performance is shown in Figures 9B and 8C.



The broad coverage antenna assembly is composed of three major components: the horn,
the balun assembly, and the transition mount. The total assembly (less RF cables) weighs
1.668 kg (3-7 pounds).

The horn is a spot-welded assembly utilizing aluminum details. The interior of the horn has
a series of aluminum conical vanes.

The balun assembly has a machined tublar aluminum outer conductor and a solid aluminum
inner conductor. The four dipoles are also aluminum machinings and are attached to the
top of the balun by threads.

The transition mount is an aluminum weldment. It is shaped like a truncated cone and
flanged at both ends. The flanges provide for mounting the horn to the spacecraft structure.
The flanges are reinforced with small triangular gussets. This unit provides the angular
degree offset positioning required for the broad coverage antenna assembly.

X-BAND MEDIUM-GAIN ANTENNA

The X-band medium-gain antenna design is a corrugated conical horn excited by crossed
dipoles (see Figure 9). This antenna provides a near optimum gain of 18 dBi with a low
VSWR and low axial ratio. Design details of the antenna are shown in Figure 10A.

The aperture diameter is 3.4 wavelengths and the horn length is approximately 3.7
wavelengths, with five corrugations per wavelength. The flare angle of the horn is 49
degrees. The horn diameter and flare angle were selected to provide an axially symmetric
beam of 20 degrees half power beamwidth. The grooves were designed to produce an
antenna pattern of low sidelobes and backlobe.

The right-hand circular polarization is provided by the unequal length crossed dipole.
When the dipole arms were adjusted to provide the necessary phase quadrature, a
coverage axial ratio less than 1 dB over 3 percent operating frequency bandwidth was
obtained.

The X-band medium-gain antenna is composed of three major components: the horn, the
dipole assembly, and the waveguide mount assembly. The total assembly weighs 0.33 kg
(.073 pound).

The horn is a machined aluminum configuration, the flanged base of which is the mounting
base for the horn and attaches to waveguide mount assembly via screws. The dipole
assembly is an unequal cross dipole configuration. The dipoles are machined copper parts
attached to a 0.141 coaxial cable.



CORONAGRAPH EFFECTS ANALYSIS

The coronagraph is located outside of the high-gain antenna feed illumination fields. Its
effects on the high-gain antenna can be assessed in terms of shadowing. The coronagraph
is despun about the +Z axis. For coronagraph pointing angles 2 between 37 to 60 degrees,
the ends of the coronagraph cast shadows onto the edge of the reflector up to 9.72 cm
(3.83 inches) inside the reflector. Only the difference in the two shadows provides a
pseudo conscan signal. This difference area cuts through the edge of the reflector for a
nominal angle 2 = 59.1 degrees. This occurs when 2 (pointing angle) = 60 degrees.

The pseudo conscan signal, which was computed for the maximum conscan pointing error
of 0.5 degree, is 4.8 x 10-5 Eo. A comparison between this pseudo conscan signal and a
signal corresponding to a conscan pointing resolution of 0.01 degree shows that the
conscan error voltage is 0.27 Eo, which is 5600 times greater than the pseudo conscan
signals. Based on these results, it is concluded that the shadowing effects from the
coronagraph on the high-gain antenna will not adversely affect the conscan pointing
accuracy.

The geometric relationship betwen the main reflector and conronagraph is shown in Figure
10, where the coronagraph is symmetrical about the pivot point. The coronagraph length is
101.60 cm (40 inches). the width is 15.24 cm (6 inches), and the height is 25.40 cm (10
inches).

An experimental test was conducted using a mockup of the LANDSAT high-gain antenna
(HGA) (see Figure 11). The purpose of the test was to obtain quick look data to assess
SW1 and CXX interference effects on the ISPM HGA. The existing LANDSAT test setup
was used, and measurements were made at S- and Ku-band frequencies. Interference
effects were determined by recording signal fluctuations as the mockup was moved past
the antenna reflector, thus dynamically testing the protrusion condition of SW1 and CXX.
While the mockup was in fixed positions, the pattern and contour measurements were also
recorded. Contour and pattern data were evaluated for beam squint behavior caused by
SW1 and CXX interference. A summary of the test results is as follows:

1)  At S- and Ku-band frequencies, the SW1 peak gain change is less than 0.14 dB.

2)  At S- and Ku-band frequencies, the CXX peak gain change is less than 0.05 dB.

3)  Contour data at Ku-band revealed no SW1 or CXX beam-squint.

4)  Pattern measurement data revealed no S-band beam-squint.



5)  Altering the separation distance between the obstruction (mockup) and the
reflector produced no noticeable effect on signal disturbance.

6)  Reducing the degree of intrusion to the reflector, however, resulted in a
pronounced reduction in signal variation.

FIGURE 1:   ISPM SPACECRAFT



FIGURE 2:  REQUIREMENTS VERSUS CAPABILITIES



FIGURE 2:  REQUIREMENTS VERSUS CAPABILITIES (CONTINUED)



FIGURE 3: S-/X-BAND HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA EMPLOYS CASSEGRAIN
DESIGN AND DICHROIC SUBREFLECTOR



FIGURE 4:   S-BAND HIGH-GAIN FEED USING A DUAL MODE HORN WITH IRIS POLARIZER



FIGURE 5:   S-BAND HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA FEED AND TEST DATA



FIGURE 6:  DICHROIC SUBREFLECTOR CONFIGURATION AND TEST DATA



FIGURE 7: S-/X,BAND HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA COMPUTER
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY



FIGURE 8: S-BAND BROAD COVERAGE ANTENNA IS THE PIONEER
10 AND 11 DESIGN USED AS-IS



FIGURE 9:  X-BAND MEDIUM-GAIN ANTENNA AND TEST RESULTS



FIGURE 10:  HGA AND CORONAGRAPH GEOMETRY

Where

X1 = shadow due to upper end of coronagraph onto the reflector

X2 = shadow due to lower end of coronagraph onto the reflector.



SW1 Test (Normal Position Defined by 2 = 0E, N = 0E,
X = Z = 0)

FIGURE 11: SW1 TEST - FRONT VIEW
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ABSTRACT

Two telemetry and communications antennas for the Shuttle Orbiter are described. Each
antenna is circularly polarized and flush mounted under the thermal protection tiles. The
quad antenna provides two beam positions selected by an electromechanical switch, and
uses two cavity backed crossed dipole elements radiating through reduced size circular
apertures called irises. The GPS/hemi antenna covers three frequencies, with 160E cone
coverage at two L-band frequencies and 120E cone coverage at S-band.

INTRODUCTION

S-band telemetry and communications performance of the Shuttle Orbiter is being
upgraded through development of improved antennas. All antennas are circularly
polarized, have strictly flush configuration, and are located under the thermal protection
system. These antennas are located as shown in Figure 1. Four quad antennas are used,
nominally 90E apart in roll, each covering a sector 100E in roll and 140E in pitch. The
primary frequency band is 2.00 to 2.30 GHz, with a secondary band from 1.75 to 1.85
GHz. These antennas are being changed from broad beam to switched beam configuration
so that each quad antenna has two beam positions for eight total beams around the Shuttle.
Present S-band hemi antennas at the top and bottom of the Orbiter are being changed to
GPS/hemi antennas providing near hemispherical coverage for both GPS frequencies
(1.228 and 1.575 GHZ) and a single S-band frequency (2.250 GHz).

QUAD ANTENNA DESIGN

Each quad antenna is rectangular, 31.75 cm long and 40.64 cm wide. The surface of the
Shuttle is considerably contoured in the quad antenna area. This presents a mounting
problem for the antennas which was solved by mounting each quad antenna on a flat
mounting plane that is recessed below the Shuttle skin. The antenna is attached to this



mounting plane, and its thickness is specified over its entire surface so as to conform to the
Shuttle inner mold line which is the contour of its aluminum skin. After the antenna is
installed in the Shuttle, a layer of felt is bonded over it along with the entire surface of the
vehicle, and the high temperature silica tiles are bonded to the felt which then acts as a
strain isolator pad. The mounting details are shown in Figure 2. The Shuttle/antenna
interface would normally have a small gap extending from the surface to the mounting
flange, which would present an inductive reactance to the skin currents and therefore
modify the antenna pattern. As noted in Figure 2, this was avoided by the use of a spiral
gasket located close to the surface.

The two beam positions of each quad antenna had to cover an angular sector 140E wide in
the pitch plane and 100E wide in the roll plane with gain levels in excess of 4 dB and right
hand circular polarization. After a trade-off study it was apparent that if a broad
beamwidth element could be developed, a two element array of such elements, oriented
fore-aft relative to the Shuttle, would best meet the coverage requirements. The two
elements are fed in quadrature and an electromechanical transfer switch is used to
interchange the two element excitations and hence switch the beam direction. The array
schematic is shown in Figure 3. The element also had to have broad bandwidth and flush
mounting. The design approach shown in Figure 4 was chosen. It is a crossed dipole in a
square cavity. The beamwidth was broadened by the use of an electrically small round
aperture (0.398 in diameter) in front of the crossed dipole. This aperture had to be
dielectrically loaded for resonance. The element pattern beamwidth, which was 80E-90E
without the iris, broadened to 107E with the iris. This beamwidth exceeded the 100E
coverage sector in roll as required.

As noted above, each quad antenna produces two beams, one forward and one aft.
Selection of the proper quad antenna gives switching in the roll plane, so each quad
antenna covers a 90E sector in the roll plane (the 100E coverage allows for overlap),
Unfortunately, the mounting locations available for the quad antennas orient them as much
as 10E away from the centers of their coverage sectors in roll. These pointing errors were
corrected by using a wide-angle conical horn transition (168E cone angle) between the iris
aperture and the skin of the Shuttle. This cone was filled with a dielectric radome to
provide a mounting surface for the thermal protection tiles and also give the required
dielectric loading of the iris aperture. By machining the cones at an angle to the Shuttle
surface normal and also mounting the cavities and dipoles at the same angle, the element
coverages were properly centered relative to the roll coverage sectors. As shown in Figure
4, the dielectric radome and the aluminum antenna flange are both numerically machined to
the Shuttle contour requirements.



QUAD ANTENNA PERFORMANCE

The performance of the quad antenna was calculated by estimating the principal and cross
polarized element pattern, and then calculating the performance of arrays of identical
elements by adding the element contributions with the proper phase relationships. This
allowed various array configurations to be compared and led to the choice of a two
element array. When measured element patterns were available, they were used in place of
the estimated patterns, giving accurate performance predictions which were compared in
detail to the measured coverage.

Testing of the quad antennas took place at the Rockwell Anaheim facility and were
repeated at the NASA Houston facility. The latter tests used large full scale mock-ups
about 2.4 meters in length and width, duplicating the Shuttle contour over the full surface
of the mock-up. The surface insulation was simulated by installing the felt strain isolator
pad and tiles having the same thickness and dielectric constant as those on the Shuttle,
except that lower cost plastic foam tiles were used on the mock-up instead of silica foam
tiles as installed on the flight vehicle.

Calculated and measured coverage contours, showing the angular sector having 4 dB gain
or higher, are shown in Figure 5. In the coverage contours, the pitch angle is measured
from the nose of the Orbiter while the roll angle is measured from the top. As can be seen,
four beam positions are provided per side of the Orbiter by the upper and lower quad
antennas, and the other side will have the same performance because of the right-left
symmetry of the Orbiter. The 4 dB contours did not have as much fore-aft coverage as
desired, but 59% of the sphere around the Shuttle is covered at a gain level of 4 dB or
higher at the measurement frequency of 2.11 GHz. The reduced gain requirement of - 1 dB
over 1.750 -1.850 GHz is achieved over 89% of the full sphere. Ohmic losses averaged
1.7 dB over the 2.00-2.30 GHz band. These included ohmic losses in the thermal
protection material, radome, elements, stripline feed networks, coaxial connecting cables,
electromechanical switch, and the power absorbed in internal loads due to various
component mismatches. The total cross polarization loss was 0.8 dB. This antenna
therefore provides excellent spherical coverage at moderately high gain levels.

GPS/HEMI ANTENNAS

Hemispherical coverage GPS/hemi antennas mounted on the top centerline and bottom
centerline of the Shuttle were also developed. These antennas are notable because they are
circularly polarized, have very broad coverage with low losses, and are strictly flush
mounted. The antennas are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. The hemi section is a disk
resonator recessed in a shallow circular cavity and radiating through an 0.338 diameter
iris. The disk is fed by a flat stripline balun and quadrature hybrid network as shown in



Figure 8. The quadrature hybrid is an overlapped stripline coupler identical to those used
in the quad antenna. The two outputs then feed two baluns oriented at right angles under
the disk. The stripline assembly including the upper and lower ground planes are machined
to a width of 0.64 cm and plated on the sides, thus forming a square conductor 0.51 cm
high by 0.64 cm wide with the stripline conductor inside of it. The conductive path is
interruped by a gap at the crossover and the stripline center conductor extends 0.258,

beyond the gap to form a flat balun similar to the Marchand balun(l), except using a square
conductor between two ground planes rather than a round coaxial geometry. The bahun is
enclosed in a 0.58 diameter housing and feeds four posts which extend up through the
metal wall dividing the balun cavity and the radiating cavity, and attach to the radiating
disk. The diameter of the disk and the diameter of the feed circle were adjusted until an
impedance match was obtained at the desired frequency. This impedance match was
obtained with the iris and thermal protection material present. Because of the use of low
dielectric constant material surrounding the disk and using ample space (0.96 cm) between
the disk and the conducting ground planes above and below it, the bandwidth was
relatively broad compared to the circular microstrip element which it resembles. The
bandwidth was 50 MHz (2.2%) at 2:1 VSWR. Because the element is fed with a
quadrature hybrid, however, the reflected power was absorbed in the internal hybrid load
and a broadband impedance match was seen at the input.

The GPS section, which receives satellite navigation signals at 1.228 GHz and 1.575 GHz,
was required to cover both frequencies and an angular coverage of 160E in all planes.
Right circular polarization was also required. Because of the dual frequency requirement,
an iris small enough to broaden the beamwidth at 1.575 GHz could not be matched at
1.228 GHz. As a result, a quartz loaded circular microstrip element recessed in a small
cylindrical cavity was used. Two resonator disks were fed in series from the same type of
balun as used in the hemi section. Again, the resonator diameters and feed circle diameters
were experimentally optimized to obtain an impedance match at both frequencies. The
quartz pieces separating the resonators from each other and from the bottom of the cavity
were each 0.65 cm thick. The measured bandwidth was 1.3% at the lower frequency and
3.0% at the upper frequency, both measured at the 2:1 VSWR points. Again, the input
impedance match is broadband due to the VSWR isolating effect of the quadrature hybrid
used to provide circular polarization. The measured performance is summarized in Table 1.
The GPS and hemi sections had no measurable effect on each other in spite of their close
proximity, probably because of their narrow bandwidths.



TABLE 1.  GPS/HEMI PERFORMANCE

HEMI SECTION GPS SECTION
Frequency
Gain/Coverage
Peak gain
Bandwidth for internal VSWR less than 2:1

Size (excluding balun and hybrid)

2.25 Ghz
+1 dB gain or higher within 120E cone
6.0 dB
50 MHz (2.2%)

8.9 cm dia, 2.3 cm deep

1.228 GHz and 1.575 Ghz
-3 dB gain or higher within 160E cone
5.8 dB
16 MHz (1.3%) at 1.228 GHz, 47 MHz
(3.0%) at 1.575 Ghz
8.9 cm dia, 1.9 cm deep

CONCLUSION

Wide coverage, high gain, circularly polarized antennas have been developed for the
Shuttle Orbiter. The switched-beam S-band quad antenna provides 4 dB gain while the
GPS/hemi Antenna provides -3 dB gain for GPS and + 1 dB gain for S-band telemetry.
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Figure 1.  Antenna Locations and Coordinate Systems



Figure 2.  Left Hand, Lower Quad Antenna

Figure 3.  Pictorial Schematic of Quad Antenna



Figure 4.  Tilted Element with Conical Transition

Figure 5.  Coverage of Quad Antenna



Figure 6.  Exterior View of GPS/Hemi Antennas

Figure 7.  Internal View of GPS/Hemi Antennas



Figure 8.  Details of Hemi Section
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ABSTRACT

Over the past few years, small desktop computers have been used more and more to
control test equipment in various instrumentation evaluation applications. Computer
control not only greatly reduces test time, but provides more consistent results by
eliminating variations in individual test techniques.

This paper describes a computerized system at the Western Space and Missile Center
(WSMC), Vandenberg AFB, CA designed to automatically conduct IRIG compatible tests
of instrumentation magnetic tape recorder/reproducers, analyze and print out the results.
The system features remote or manual control of the various recorder types. Tests include
harmonic distortion, frequency response, signal-to-noise ratio, flutter, time base error,
interchannel time displacement error, intermodulation distortion, crosstalk and slot noise.
The first six tests can be run individually or as a complete set designated as a “System”
test.

INTRODUCTION

WSMC uses over forty instrumentation magnetic tape recorder/reproducers for telemetry
support of launch and various other operations. Several brands of wideband (2 MHz and
4 MHz) recorders in seven and fourteen track configurations are available. During periodic
preventive maintenance checks, some recorders or individual tracks require major
adjustments, while others require little or none. Also, the technicians use their own favorite
method of setting up the recorders, which may or may not conform to IRIG standards or
Range policy.

In an effort to speed up these tests and obtain more uniform results, an Automatic
Recorder and Data Evaluation System (ARDES) was developed. The ARDES conducts a
complete set of recorder tests, prints the results and indicates which parameters are out of



tolerance. The maintenance technicians can then concentrate their efforts on problem
areas. Test results are fully documented for review by management. The ARDES also runs
certain engineering tests used during recorder acceptance that normally take a long time
(interchannel time displacement error, crosstalk and slot noise).

HARDWARE

The hardware required to implement a system of this type includes a desktop computer
(32K memory) for controlling the other test equipment and recorders, signal source and
measurement devices and a printer or other device for recording the results. A switching
matrix and a device for remotely controlling the recorder is also needed.

A function generator is the primary test signal source. A second unit is required for the
intermodulation distortion tests. Signal level measurements are made using a spectrum
analyzer and automatic synthesizer. Flutter is measured with a flutter meter modified for
semi-automatic readings (front controls have to be set manually) and a digital voltmeter
(plug-in to counter). A counter is used for time interval measurements.

Transfer of control signals between the controller and the test equipment and digital data
from the measurement device to the computer is accomplished via an interface bus
conforming to IEEE 488 requirements. Circuitry that interprets the control signals,
commands and data on the interface bus is incorporated within the individual test
equipment and within a plug-in at the computer end.

SOFTWARE

The ARDES computer programs are stored on a magnetic tape cartridge and are
transferred into the computer memory from the tape deck in the controller. There are
separate programs for each test (harmonic distortion, frequency response, etc), as well as
self test, control, tolerance and initialization programs.

SELF TEST

The self test program internally checks the system and components in the test
configuration. Equipment anomalies and indications of possible problems are noted. This
program operates independently. All other programs operate through the control program.



CONTROL

The control program prints out recorder test headings, including information inputted by
the operator. This includes the date, recorder type and serial number, number of tracks,
tape speed and a list of the selected recorder tests to be conducted.

The operator may select either automatic or manual recorder control. In the automatic
mode, start, stop, record, rewind, forward and the tape speed are automatically controlled
by ARDES. A recorder remote control capability must be available and connected. In the
manual mode, the operator is cued when to start the recorder, rewind, etc.

The program asks the operator if there are any tolerance changes. Any tolerance changes
apply to the completion of current tests; the standard test tolerances in the tolerance
program remain unchanged.

Tests of the instrumentation tape unit commence automatically upon completion of test
selection by the operator. The last step performed by the Control program, which is
currently stored in computer memory, is to load from the computer magnetic tape the
program for the first test selected by the operator. If the system test is selected, the first
test in the system test sequence is loaded. Upon completion of the first test, the program
for the next test selected is loaded into computer memory. This process continues until all
tests selected have been run. The last step of the last test program run loads the Control
program back into computer memory. At this point, the operator is given the option of
conducting additional tests or ending the program and automatically restoring all
equipment to the manual mode of operation.

TOLERANCE

The tolerance limit program is a listing of default tolerance limits. It is accessed by the
control program at the start of the test.

INITIALIZATION

The intitialization program provides the operator with reference signals to be used for
adjusting bias, record and reproduce levels for specified tracks of the recorder.

The program requests the operator to indicate the desired reference signal(s) (bias,
record/reproduce level, or both) and track number, or to indicate completion of the
intitialization procedures. “Bias” is an upper bandedge signal and “record/reproduce” level
is a one-tenth upper bandedge signal at the selected tape speed. If there is an input error,
the input request is repeated. A summary of the operator input requests is printed.



SYSTEM TESTS

After the proper record and reproduce levels are set using the initialization program, a
systems test can be conducted. These tests are run per IRIG standards. The equipment is
automatically calibrated for each test. The tests are run and the results are printed together
with “Out of Tolerance” if such is the case.

The reference signal is a one-tenth upper bandedge sinewave, except the 240 ips flutter
and ITDE (all speeds) which use one-twentieth upper bandedge. Hardware is being
developed to use one-tenth upper bandedge for flutter measurements at 240 ips.

Since recorder specifications are based on the results obtained by the present IRIG manual
measurements, a great deal of time was spent correlating manual and automating readings.
Variables effecting the readings were the length of the sample taken, difference is in input
and output impedances, filter characteristics and setting times of various pieces of
equipment. Tradeoffs had to be made between the optimum correlation of results and the
time required to run the test. In the final configuration, a systems test requires about 25
minutes for a 14-track recorder, with recording time of less than 15 minutes. System tests
can be completed on one pass of a 9200 foot reel of tape at all speeds but 240 ips. For
240 ips, the operator is cued when to change tapes.

For harmonic distortion, frequency response and signal-to-noise ratio, ten readings of each
signal are made for use in determining the results. The ten readings cover a period of
approximately 100 milliseconds. This period is independent of tape speed; it depends on
specturm analyzer response time, data transfer time and computer program times. For time
base error and interchannel time displacement error, the first 40 readings are discarded.
The 500 readings are taken for measurement purposes, with 95% (2 - Sigma) comprising
the printed results.

HARMONIC DISTORTION

First the test equipment is calibrated at the fundamental, the second harmonic and third
harmonic. Then the tape recorder track under test is connected and the system calibration
conducted at the fundamental frequency. The signal input is kept at the fundamental and
the voltage measurements are made at the second and third harmonics.

When measuring the fundamental for both the equipment and the system calibration,
readings that are less than one-half of the nominal input level are disregarded. In the event
that 200 of these low readings are encountered in succession, the track number and “NO
SIGNAL” are printed out and the program proceeds to the next track to be tested.



FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Test measurements are made at 400 hertz at upper bandedge, and at various frequencies in
between that correspond to specific wavelengths. Thus, except for the lowest frequency of
400 hertz, all other frequencies are dependent on the tape speed selected.

An ARDES equipment calibration at all frequencies used in the test is first completed and
the results are stored. The test configuration includes the interwiring of the signal source,
the tape unit track under test and the voltage measurement instrument. A system
calibration of the track is made at the reference frequency, then measurements are made at
the vaious frequencies up to and including upper bandedge.

In order to conserve tape, the calibration and measurements are stored and the test process
is repeated until all tracks selected have been tested. The tape recorder is then stopped and
the results are printed.

The average measurement determined for a particular frequency with the tape unit in the
test configuration is corrected by subtracting the ARDES equipment calibration at that
frequency. The result obtained for a particular frequency is output relative to the result
obtained at the reference frequency.

If insufficient signal (less that .5 Volts rms) is available for measurement at the reference
frequency during ARDES equipment calibration, “CALIBRATION ERROR” is printed
and an equipment calibration correction of 0 is applied.

If insufficient signal is available for measurement during system calibration for a particular
track, the track number is printed after “NO SIGNAL-TRACKS”.

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO

The ARDES test instruments are calibrated at the reference frequency. Then the first tape
unit track to be tested is connected and system calibration for the track is conducted at the
reference frequency. A short to instrument ground is applied to the record input under test.
The noise voltage output by the track is measured in increments covering the bandwidth of
the recorder at the test speed. The individual readings are corrected for instrument
calibration and then summed. The noise measurement obtained for the track is corrected
for spectrum analyzer characteristics.

For either instrument of system calibration, ten voltage readings are made. For noise
measurements, one reading is made for each 8.9 kilohertz of the tape recorder bandwidth
at the test speed.



The ten kilohertz bandwidth setting of the spectrum analyzer is equivalent to a noise power
bandwidth of 8.9 kilohertz. The voltage measurement in the band is converted to power
and summed for all bands measured. The resulting sum is converted back to dB and a
correction factor of 2.5 dB is added. (1.05 dB is attributed to envelope detection and
1.45 dB to log shaping).

Readings are made at approximately 100 millisecond intervals. The number of readings
taken is proportional to tape unit bandwidth; thus, the test time is proportional to tape
speed. The average tape sampling time per reading is less than ten milliseconds.

FLUTTER

The flutter test requires that the operator set up the flutter meter as instructed on the
computer’s printer. The electrical zero of the flutter meter is determined for correction of
flutter measurements. The tape unit is connected into the system in the record/playback
mode and flutter is measured for two selected tracks.

In the system test, an odd and an even track near the center of the tape head are tested.
When run individually, the operator selects the two tracks. The flutter unit output that is
used for measurements is the internal input to the unit’s meter. This output, under
computer control is digitized by the digital voltmeter plug-in to the counter. The counter
serves as the controlling interface for command and data transfer; the flutter unit does no
have a computer interface.

For the determination of the electrical zero of the flutter meter, 50 readings are taken with
no input to the flutter unit. The average of these readings is stored as the electrical zero
correction. With the tape unit in the record/reproduce mode, the test signal is recorded on
the first test track and the reproduced output is verified and connected to the flutter unit
input. The DVM is set to read and twenty seconds are allowed for flutter meter settling.
Thirty readings are discarded. One hundred additional readings are made. The average
(2 - Sigma) of these readings, after correction for electrical zero, is the flutter
measurement. The printed output includes the two tracks tested, the flutter in % measured
for each track, and “Out of Tolerance” when this condition applies.

TIME BASE ERROR (TBE)

Time base error for one odd and one even track is measured. In the system test, tracks four
and five of a seven track or tracks seven and eight of a fourteen track tape recorder are
tested; otherwise, an odd and an even track selected by the test conductor are tested. The
tape unit’s record reference signal is recorded on the first track tested. The tape is rewound
to the test starting point. On playback in the tape mode, the tape signal is connected to the



A input of the frequency counter; it is also connected into the reproduce reference of the
tape unit. The record reference, whether originating in the tape unit or ARDES, is routed
to the B input of the counter. The time interval between the two signals is measured. This
is used in calculating the time base error.

The printed outputs of the TBE program are the track number tested, the TBE in
microseconds and the maximum and minimum time intervals measured and used. Results
for two tracks are printed out. If any result is not within specified tolerance limits, “Out of
Tolerance” is also printed.

INTERCHANNEL TIME DISPLACEMENT ERROR (ITDE).

The frequency of the signal used to measure ITDE is ten kilohertz at tape speed(s) of
15 inches per second and S ÷ 1.2 kilohertz at othe speeds. This signal is simultaneously
recorded on the outside tracks of the odd head stack. The tape is rewound to the starting
point and then played back. The time displacement between the zero crossing of the signal
on one track and the same point on the other track is read repeatedly on a counter capable
of measuring time interval. These readings are used to determine the ITDE. The process is
repeated for the outside tracks of the even head stack.

The printed output of the ITDE program includes the test frequency, the tracks tested and
the ITDE in microseconds. Results for odd outside and even outside tracks, together with
“Out of Tolerance”, if applicable, are printed.

INTERMODULATION DISTORTION (IMD)

Intermodulation distortion is not part of the systems test, but may be called up by the
operator. It is run per IRIG standards. The IMD test is run in the record/reproduce mode.
A signal at a frequency of ten percent of upper bandedge for the selected speed is used as
the reference. The system is first calibrated at the reference frequency. Then a signal at .45
of the reference frequency is resistively mixed with another signal of the same level but at
a frequency of .55 of the reference. Measurements of the reproduced output signal are
made at frequencies of .1, .35, .65 and .9 of the reference. The outputs of the two function
generators are fed to respective 75 ohm resistors and then to the record bus. The spectrum
analyzer is set at the frequencies, in turn, at which intermodulation levels are measured.
Thirty voltage readings are taken and discarded. Ten additional voltage readings are made.
The highest of the last ten readings is used in calculating intermodulation distortion.

The printed output of the IMD test program includes the track number, the two test
frequencies used and the distortion measured at frequencies corresponding to five different
combinations of the two test frequencies.



CROSSTALK

Crosstalk is called up individually by the operator. It is run per IRIG Standards at two
kilohertz and upper bandedge. Each track is first calibrated at two kilohertz and at the
upper bandedge frequency relative to the response at ten percent of the upper bandedge
frequency. This calibration is performed in the record/reproduce mode. For tracks tested, a
two kilohertz signal is recorded at the same level as used for calibration (one volt rms).
This is repeated for a signal at upper bandedge.

The tape is rewound beyond the point at which the two kilohertz test signal was recorded.
The tape is moved forward in the reproduce mode. When the two kilohertz signal on the
track tested is detected, the highest output of every other track is measured at two
kilohertz. The process is repeated for the upper bandedge. When the test process is
completed for all tracks, the tape recorder is stopped and the results are printed out. The
program then proceeds to the next test requested or to control. For each calibration, ten
voltage readings are made. For crosstalk measurements, ten voltage readings are made at
two kHz and at upper bandedge for each track. Each reading takes less than 100
milliseconds. Approximately 1000 milliseconds of tape time is used for the ten samples
used in determining results.

The printed output of the crosstalk program is the reference track number and the crosstalk
measurement obtained for each other track at two kHz and upper bandedge. This result is
in dB down from the signals recorded on the reference tracks. “Out of Tolerance” is
printed if such is the case.

SLOT NOISE

Slot noise is called up individually by the operator. The program measures the noise in a
slot that corresponds to a bandwidth of one kilohertz. Beside track selection, the test
conductor must select one of four different options: (a) all slots starting at a counter
frequency of five kilohertz and ending at the upper bandedge; (b) slots centered at
frequencies (maximum of 50) selected by the operator; (c) all slots (5 kHz to upper
bandedge center frequencies) in which the noise measured exceeds a limit that is specified
for the test; and (d) a combination of b and c.

The computer program utilized is divided into three segments. The first part described
above handles the requests to and inputs from the operator. If the all slot option A is
selected, the second part of the program is loaded; if not, the third part of the program is
loaded.



For all options, a system calibration is made for the track tested. This serves as the
reference. The input to the track is shorted and output noise voltages are read for all slots
between five kilohertz and upper bandedge or one megahertz, whichever is less. The tape
recorder is then stopped. The synthesizer is set to make 1000 steps of one kilohertz, 500
each side of 505 kilohertz. The analyzer is set for a one kilohertz bandwidth. The
synthesizer is then set to start a single sweep. The voltage is read on the analyzer at five
kilohertz, the synthesizer steps one kilohertz and sets the center frequency of the analyzer
at six kilohertz. The process continues until all of the noise measurements required in the
current pass are completed. If more than one pass is required, the center frequency of the
synthesizer is increased one megahertz for each succeeding pass.

Noise measurements are made as in the first pass except that the starting frequency is
altered by one megahertz. For calibration, an input signal level of one volt rms into
75 ohms is utilized. For noise measurements, the input is shorted to ground.

The output for option A is the center frequency and the relative noise level measured for
each one kilohertz slot starting at five kilohertz and ending at upper bandedge. The option
B output consists of the center frequencies specified by the operator and the relative noise
level measured in the respective one kilohertz slot. In option C, only those center
frequencies at which the relative slot noise level exceeds a limit set by the test conductor
and output together with the noise measured. Of the frequencies specified in option D,
only those for which the relative noise level exceeds the specified limit are printed.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

ARDES has been developed as a tool for conducting recorder preventive maintenance and
acceptance tests. Further refinements are being made to follow-on systems, such as
completely automating the flutter tests and shorting test times. For example, a signal-to-
noise ratio measurement across the recorder bandwidth is taken instead of sweeping across
the frequency band and summing the results. Test time for specific measurements have to
be increased in some cases when dealing with various manufacturers recorders due to the
dynamics of tape movement to insure sampling data over the correct interval on tape.
Trouble-shooting programs are also being developed to allow variations in the test
parameters, automatic repeat of tests, etc.
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FOR DIGITAL TAPE RECORDERS
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ABSTRACT

An erasure type error correction system for parallel high density digital tape recorders is
described. The system can correct for error bursts of any length occuring on either single
tracks or any two tracks simultaneously. Calculations of theoretical performance are
compared with measured performance and a figure of merit for error correction systems is
used to compare typical systems.

INTRODUCTION

High density digital recording (HDDR) on multitrack instrumentation magnetic tape
recorders has, after ten years,of maturing, become a reliable and cost effective method of
storing large quantities (1011 bit per 14 inch reel of 1" wide 28 track tape) of digital data.
Furthermore, it provides time base expansion so that data recorded at high bit rates can be
absorbed by a computer. Today, bit error rates (BERs) as low as 1 in 106 with good tape
properly handled are common. These BERs are completely acceptable for many
applications and in fact, error rates as poor as  in 105 (which can occur with dirty or
mishandled tape) are oftentimes acceptable.

However, in more and more applications BER’S of 1 in 106 are not acceptable. In other
cases where it is acceptable, the cost of quality tape or clean atmosphere to achieve this
BER without correction is often prohibitive or impossible.

There is today, both the technology and impetus to produce error free recording of high
density digital data on magnetic tape through the use of error detection and correction.
This paper describes a system which meets this goal, developed through the joint efforts of
SANAGAMO WESTON, INC. and CNR, INC. It is the “CAS” system, for “Coding and
Synchronization”. A patent application has been filed.



EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The experimental data of this paper was obtained from a Sangamo SABRE X
recorder/reproducer using IRIG 32 track spacing (20 mil./track). The error correcting
coding and synchronizing (CAS) portion is designed for use with all SABRE recorders.

The coding and synchronizing (CAS) portion is described with the aid of Figures 1 and 2.
Up to 14 channels or tracks of parallel data can be accommodated with the system
described. For greater that 14 data tracks, two identical modules of 14 tracks each are
used.

Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram. K tracks (max. of 14) of parallel data are accepted
by the outer encoder which generates N-K (normally 2) tracks of parity. Thus the output of
this encoder is N (max. of 16) tracks: the original K data tracks and N-K parity tracks.

The data plus outer parity then goes to the inner encoder where it is divided into “blocks”
and longitudinal parity is inserted. To provide room for this longitudinal parity, the data
rate is “speeded up” by a factor of 10/9, leaving a hole at the end of the block of data into
which is inserted the longitudinal parity (this parity provides for both error detection and
skew correction during the reproduce process). Spectral conditioning of the data by
randomizing, a method which does not require adding extra parity bits to the data simply
for signal conditioning, is also provided at this point.

Figure 2 illustrates how the data is recorded on tape excluding for the moment the normal
1.5 inch head spacing factor. A “block” has a length of 216 bits of data plus 24 bits of
parity (for a total of 240 bits) and a width of K data tracks and N-K cross-parity tracks (for
a total of N tracks). The outer code is simple odd parity if N-K = 1 or, if N-K = 2 as it
normally is, it is simple parity for one track and a modified (N,K;D) Reed-Soloman code
with 4 bit symbols for the 2nd track. The inner code is a (240,216;7) BCH code. It is
important to note that this inner code was designed to provide the strongest error detection
practical for operation with data recorded on magnetic tape. The two tracks of outer parity
allow correction of two tracks of bad data simultaneously.

The reader is reminded that, as shown in Figure 3, data on every other track is displaced
1.5 inches due to the normal head construction. This provides a natural protection against
tape imperfections large enough to emcompass two adjacent tracks because it places the
resulting error burst of each track in a different frame.

Referring back again to Figure 1, and the second half of the block diagram, as data is
reproduced it enters the error detecting decoder where the inner code parity is used to
provide both deskewing and error flags.



A particulary unique feature of this decoder is that deskewing is accomplished with no
need for a conventional sync word. As each new bit of data enters the decoder, that bit
plus the preceeding 239 bits are inspected. If parity checks that group of 240 bits is a
frame and it is handled as such in the deskew buffers. If parity does not check, the group
of bits is not considered to be a frame. In this case, the next data bit with its preceeding
239 bits are inspected to determine if that is a frame. This process is repeated with each
new data bit, until the frame is determined for that track. Similarly, the process is repeated
on all other tracks so frames of data can be lined up in the deskew buffers for clocking out
simultaneously. Actually 4 frames of data are handled in each track of the deskew buffer at
once to accommodate about 450 bits of skew. After synchronization has been achieved,
time constants prevent an error in a given frame from fooling the systen into thinking it has
lost sync.

As errors are detected in the inner encoder, an error flag for that particular track is sent to
the outer decoder telling it to correct the errors using the information from the parity
tracks. Any two tracks including the parity tracks can have bad data simultaneously and
still be corrected. If more than two tracks have bad data simultaneously, the errors will be
detected but not corrected. The probability of this happening however is vanishingly small,
about 1 in 1013 for a (16, 14) system.

EQUIPMENT CONDITION MONITORING

By its very nature, a system such as this accomodates degradation and even some types of
failures within itself. One track of recorder electronics can fail and the normal user may
not even recognize the failure. The error rate is somewhat increased but that may not be
noticeable. In a sense this is very good. However, to obtain the maximum utilization of the
equipment it must be self diagnosing when problems occur. To accomplish this, an error
monitor panel continuously displays raw track error rate, composite error rate and error
count. If a track fails, it is indicated even though the system normally will continue to
correct the errors generated. Thus repairs can be implemented without performance ever
becoming degraded.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

Measurement of a high performance system as this is, of course, very time consuming. One
set of data is tabulated in Figure 4. To provide worst case conditions, regular
instrumentation tape (Ampex 797) was used rather that high-density digital type 799.
Furthermore, the system was configured with a 32 track head (20 mil tracks). Note that at
all speeds except 3 3/4 ips the bit error rate was better than 1 in 1010, since zero errors
were measured in 3.8 X 1010 bits. Experience has shown that these are typical results.



THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE

It is generally conceded that the limitation to error free performance of high density digital
recording today is due either to tape imperfections or to tape-to-head contact anomalies
caused by foreign particles. This is not an indictment of the magnetic tape manufacturers;
indeed in most cases, we the “users” contribute more toward increasing the error rate by
mishandling the tape than do the tape manufacturers.

In either case, the variables introduced into the problem by the tape anomalies are:

- Raw error rate
- Length of error bursts
- Distribution of error bursts.

Using these variables and the system parameters, calculations have been made for the
Sangamo-CNR CAS system and for two hypothetical single track correcting systems. A
midrange error burst length (B) of 100 bits is assumed. The geometry of the data and
parities on tape for these systems are shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7. The numerical values
of the system parameters are listed in Table I.

TABLE I

SYSTEM CAS U V

No. of Data Tracks, TD 14 14 14

No. of Parity Tracks, TQ 2 2 1

Frame Length, F, bits 240 4 500

Serial Parity bits, R 24 0 12

These systems have been selected to provide a contrast of methods. System U uses two
parity tracks but no serial-error detecting code. The two parity tracks can be used both to
flag a single track with errors and to correct those errors. System V uses a serial code on
each track to detect errors, but only one parity track. It also can correct only a single track
at any instant.

The CAS system combines the best of both methods. It uses two parity tracks like system
U, but also uses serial parities on each track as does system V. This combination gives it
the capability to detect and correct errors on two tracks simultaneously, as explained
above in connection with Figure 1 and 2.



The CAS system contrasts with system V in yet another way; it uses twice as many serial
parity bits. This is not a trivial matter. Just as a single odd-parity bit can detect only odd
numbers of errors, (roughly half the total), so will “R” parity bits miss about 1/2R of all
possible error patterns longer than R. This subject is discussed rigorously in reference (1).

The rate of errors missed is termed “Limit” and places a lower bound on the corrected
error rate, since errors which are not detected cannot be corrected.

Performance is defined as the error rate in the failure mode. The failure mode is the
occurrence of simultaneous errors in c + 1 tracks, where c is the number correctable. This
probability is stated by Equation (4) in the Appendix. The performance will seen to be the
sum of two terms, one of which is the “Limit” mentioned above.

Figure 8 is a plot of the theoretical corrected error rate P for the three systems, as a
function of the raw error rate for the range of 10-4 through 10-10. Several matters of interest
become apparent from inspection of this plot.

First, it is evident that the corrected error rate with the CAS system is orders of magnitude
better than that of either other system throughout the range or realistic raw error rates.

Second, the maximum advantage of CAS is seen to fall nearly at the raw rate of 10-6,
which long has been the standard of reference for systems without error correction. This is
no accident, but is the result of the skillful selection of the parameters of the system.

Third, system U does not have a break in the slope as do the others. Lest this cause
distrust of the plots, we will point out that it is a result of the fact that system U does not
have a serial error detecting code, therefore, it is immune to any failure of such code to
detect all the errors.

Finally, at the very low raw rates the advantage of the CAS system over the others
decreases. This is because of the penalties imposed by the track multiplier and the frame
multiplier (see appendix) and is related to the two-track-correcting ability of the code.

FIGURE OF MERIT

The Figure of Merit (F.M.) used here has the units of relative data capacity. This takes
overhead into account. The F.M. is the ratio of the system data handling capacity relative
to the data handling capacity of a simple redundant system with the same error rate
performance. A 3-track redundancy system with 2 out of 3 voting is capable of a corrected
rate of 3(10)-12 using equation (9). A real system with this 3(10)-12 error rate and 0.1 



overhead would have a F.M. of 3/1.1, or 2.7. This means that it would be 2.7 times as
effective as a simple system partitioned for redundancy.

The arithmetic for this calculation becomes confusing so the performance of purely
redundant systems has been plotted in Figure 9 to simplify converison of error rate to the
redundancy multiplier, H. After H is found, it is divided by 1+QT, the total system size, to
find the Figure of Merit.

Results are show in Table II for the three systems being compared. The redundant systems
are also shown as a matter of interest. Systems U and V have been assigned 5% overhead
for a sync word which is required in addition to the error correction overhead.

TABLE II

SYSTEM CAS U V
REDUNDANT

H = 3 H = 5

Performance, P 8.14 X 10-14 1.27 X 10-10 4 X 10-9 3 X10-12 10-17

H (from Figure 7) 3.57 2.4 1.85 3 5

1 + overhead 1.27 1.20 1.14 3 5

Figure of Merit 2.8 2.0 1.62 1.0 1.0

SUMMARY

A powerful error correcting system for high density digital tape recorders has been
described. It corrects errors on any two tracks simultaneously, reducing them in a normally
operating system to essentially zero. Additionally, because of the two track correction
capabiltiy, a catastrophic failure on any one track leaves the system as a single track ,error
correcting system with performance comparable to competitive systems operating with all
tracks intact.

Experimental results show that a normally operating CAS system can consistently
record/reproduce more then 9000 feet of tape with no errors. With one inoperative track,
errors of that track plus enough others are corrected to bring the system to about 1 error in
109 bits.

Estimates of performance based on realistic conditions have been made and indicate that
the CAS system should outperform competitive systems by several orders of magnitude as
measured by error correcting ability.
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APPENDIX

Definitions

U - first hypothetical system
V - second hypothetical system
CAS - Sangamo Weston Coding and Sync System
c = number of tracks correctable
T = total number of tracks
MT = track multiplier

= T (T-1)/2!   for c = 1 systems (U,V) (1)

= T (T-1)(T-2)/3!   for c = 2 systems (CAS) (2)

F = frame length for error detection (bits)
B = length of error burst in bits
MF = frame multiplier

= (F+B-1)/B   for all systems (3)

P = corrected error-rate of system (error per bit)

P = (MT)(MF)c+1 (PO)c+1 + Lim (4)

R = number of serial parity bits per track used for error detection
PO = uncorrected error rate (raw rate) in errors per bit
Lim = Limit, = errors missed by error detection method,

= PO/2R (errors per bit) (5)



TD = number of data tracks
TQ = number of parity tracks
QP = parallel overhead,

= TQ / TD (6)

QS = serial overhead

= R/(F-R) (7)

QT = total overhead

= QP + QR + (QP)(QR) (8)

Calculations for Figure of Merit

H = total number of tracks in redundant set for correcting one track
PH = performance of redundant set

= (MT)(1)(PO) (H+1)/2 (9)

=              (10)

=         For H = 5 etc.    (11)

P = System performance

= (MT)(MF)c+1(PO)c+1 +Lim (4)

Let pH = P then read H from curve, Figure 9

Use overhead = 1 +QT for size of system being evaluated

Then Figure of Merit = H/(1 + QT) (12)

= improvement factor over simple redundancy.
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INSTANTANEOUS FIBER OPTIC VISICORDING OF HIGH
INTEREST/HIGH FREQUENCY DATA

Peter Calandrino
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ABSTRACT

The ability to display, expand, time frame select, and permanently record data of high
interest/high frequency over long time periods provides the capability to analyze data in
near real time and provide immediate responses to laboratory or remote platform/onboard
system problems.

Many recording techniques provide large recording bandwidths, but do not also provide an
immediate hard copy readout from which early decisions can be made. A wider bandwidth
capability can expand the already large spectrum of visicorder uses. This paper describes a
new high speed recording capability which involves the introduction of an x/y
converter/fiber-optic visicorder system into a telemetering link that can record one MHz
data for long periods of time, together with time frame selection capability. The system can
provide line continuous monitoring of high interest data.
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THE PARTICULATE NOISE POWER SPECTRUM
OF A MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER/REPRODUCER

Walter R. Hedeman, Jr. Eugene L. Law
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a theoretical derivation of the noise power spectrum of a magnetic tape
recorder/reproducer. The theoretical results are shown to be in good agreement with
experimental data.

INTRODUCTION

Particulate noise is that fraction of recorder output due to deviation from the mean
magnetization. Mallinson (reference 1) and Thurlings (reference 2) have reported on this
component. Based on his predictions, and measurements of the root mean square signal to
noise ratio in the passband of the recorder, Mallinson has concluded that particulate noise
is dominant in a well designed recorder, and, with others, (references 3, 4, 5) has projected
optimum track widths of 1 mil, or less if mechanical implementation is feasible, for high
density digital recording.

Experimental data discloses that when using a 50 mil track width, a tape velocity of 30 ips,
bias recording and Ampex 795 tape, peak particulate noise power density exceeds the
reproduce amplifier first circuit noise by 3 dB. Particulate noise power density must be a
linear function of track width and tape velocity. For a tape speed by track width product of
two square inches per second or less, the rms particulate noise power should be less than
rms background noise in the passband. The result might be different for other modes of
recording and other tape bases.

The following discussion introduces the concept that the separation effect described by
Wallace (reference 6) is different from signal separation for noise. This concept is
suggested by data presented by Lemke (reference 7) which show that the effective signal
separation for a tape base, with bias recording, is a function of the record gap length,
decreasing for the narrower record gaps. With this concept, and some revision of
Mallinson’s theory, essential agreement between theory and experiment can be obtained.



THEORY

The reproduce model is that described by Wallace, and is shown here in figure 1 with a
slightly modified coordinate system. It is a semi-infinite half space of constant permeability
around which there is one turn of wire of negligible cross section. Below this is the
magnetically recorded medium of thickness “d” separated from the half space by the
distance “s”.

It is assumed that magnetic particle size is small compared to the shortest wavelength on
tape; that the tape is smooth and free of foreign matter on its surface; that magnetic particle
population density is uniform throughout the volume; that, for signal, magnetization is
constant as a function of depth in the recorded medium, and that, for noise, magnetization
is normally distributed throughout the medium. Wallace calculated the magnetomotive
force and flux density in the half space, then finding the total flux linking the turn of wire.
Induced voltage is the time rate of change of flux, modified by a constant. These
operations can be described, in their result, as:

(1)

where:

E = a constant voltage,
k = wave number (2B/wavelength),
s = separation between the recorded medium and the half space,
d = depth of recording,
v = tape velocity,
t = time, and

p = k( z + d + s) (2)
q = kzo

For signal this results in the well-known relationship which was first stated by Wallace:

E(k) = E  cos(kvt)e-ks (1 - e-kd (3)

The exponential term involving “s” Wallace termed the “separation effect,” and the term in
parentheses involving “d” the “depth effect.”

Wallace assumed the phase of the magnetization to be constant, as well as amplitude, in a
plane normal to the velocity vector (X-axis) within the recording medium. This cannot be true
for particulate noise. If the particulate noise output of the reproduce head is a Gaussian



process, Thomas (reference 10, pg. 154-160) shows that at a fixed value of wave number the
amplitude distribution of noise voltage components must be Rayleigh, and the phase
distribution uniform.

We inquire as to the expected result when the depth of the emulsion is changed and the wave
number is very small. From eq. (3):

E(k) = E @ kd @ cos(kvt) (4)

  kd, ks <<1. (5)

The signal components from each lamina add coherently - signal voltage is a linear function
of “kd.” Noise components will add randomly - noise power is a linear function of “kd',”
where d' is the depth of the emulsion, which can be greater than the depth of recording. Then:

*E'(k) *2 = E'2 kd'/a (6)

where the constant “a” is required for a generalized result.

For large values of wave number, changing the depth of the emulsion has very little effect on
either signal or noise, since the separation effect controls, and response is derived from those
particles close to the reproduce head, i.e., within less than one wavelength. We conclude that:

*E'(k) *2 = E'2 e-2ks' (1 - e -kd'/a) (7)

where prime values refer to noise related parameters. The constant “a” is deduced from
experimental data, and the manufacturer’s quoted nominal depth of the recording medium, to
be 2.

Particulate noise power density is a linear function of tape speed, v, the magnetic particle
volume density, n, and the track width, w. Then:

*E'(k)*2 = E'2 (vnw)e -2ks' (1 - e -kd'/2) (8)

From eq. (3) signal attenuation at small wave numbers increases at 6 dB per octave of inverse
wave number, while from eq. (8 ) noise attenuation at small wave numbers will increase 3 dB
per octave of inverse wave number. At large wave numbers both signal and noise attenuation
in dB are proportional to wave number. It is neither necessary nor required that effective
separation and/or depth be the same for both signal and noise.



The practical reproduce head is finite in width and depth. Tape length in contact with the
head is finite, which makes separation variable. Width, depth and contact length influence
signal and noise response at small wave numbers. It is expected that the functions described
in eqs. (3) and (8) will be modified should any of these parameters become effective.

EXPERIMENT

The experimental method involves observation of the power in a bandpass filter whose
bandwidth is much smaller than its center frequency over a period of time sufficiently long to
obtain a statistically reliable result. The observation is made at the output terminals of a
perfectly equalized recorder with the input terminals to the record amplifier shorted and with
tape moving, P(l), then with the tape stopped, P(2). If:

NPRP = particulate noise power density for a perfect medium, d' = 4 s' = o,

NPRS = noise power density in the first circuit of the reproduce amplifier,

G(k) = reproduce gain schedule required to correct for signal response,

= Constant@e2ks (1 - e -kd)-2 (9)

R(k) = reproduce power gain schedule required to correct for the reproduce gap    
length,

= [(kr/2)/ sin(kr/2)]2 (10)

r = reproduce gap length,

N(k) = power transfer function for particulate noise,

= Constant@e-2ks' (1 - e-kd/2) (11)

Then:

P(1) = [NPRP@N(k)@R(k)-1 + NPRS] G(k)@R(k) (12)

P(2) = NPRS@G(k)@R(k) (13)



From eqs. (12) and (13):

N(k)@NPRP/NPRS = [P(1)/P(2) - 1] R(k) (14)

G(k)@NPRS = P(2)@R(k)-1 (15)

If it can be shown that NPRP and NPRS are white, the right side of eq. (14) is the particulate
noise power transfer function, independent of the reproduce gain schedule. The right side of
eq. (15) is the signal power equalization function. The most convenient method of testing the
“whiteness” of NPRP and NPRS is to perform the experiment at a number of substantially
different tape speeds. If these functions are “white” the same functions of wave number G(k)
and N(k) will be found for the several tape speeds used.

It is possible that high frequency bias might have some effect on particulate noise. This was
explored by evaluating P(l), eq. (12), using degaussed tape with and without standard bias
(reference 8). A Honeywell, Model 7600, recorder/reproducer was used for all tests. The
nominal record and reproduce gaps were 80 and 30 microinches, respectively. The reproduce
gap was measured using the first null extinction method and found to be approximately
26 µin. At each tape speed cw signals were used at slightly less than standard level to
calibrate variations from perfect equalization.

DATA PROCESSING

Data corrected for imperfect equalization and the reproduce gap length, as indicated in eqs.
(14) and (15), is shown and plotted in figures 2 through 4. A log (wave number) abscissa is
used for small wave numbers, while linear (wave number) is used for large wave numbers.
Two straight lines then describe the data approximately. The slope of the line at large wave
numbers is proportional to separation, and the location of the line at small wave numbers is a
function of depth. The signal data was processed to find the best fit to eq. (9), and the noise
data to find the best fit to eq. (11).

It is more important for the small wave number data to obtain a fit in the region between
1200 and 2400 µin wavelength than elsewhere. It is in this region that the results are least
influenced by the finite dimensions of the record and reproduce systems. It is also in this
region that one obtains a sufficiently large ratio P(1)/P(2) to provide reliable results.

DISCUSSION

The data shown in detail in figures 2 through 4 is summarized in table 1. The same functions
of wavelength are obtained at all tape speeds, within experimental error, so we infer that
NPRP and NPRS are both “white.”



For the oriented particle tapes used in these tests the separation for noise is much less than
the effective separation for signal. The separation parameter with bias is, near enough, the
same as separation without bias. Particulate noise power density with bias is approximately
3 dB greater than noise for degaussed tapes. The 786 tape base produces higher noise levels
than the 795 tape base at all wave numbers used in the tests.

The effective depth for signal for both tape bases is less than the effective depth for noise.
The signal uses less than the full depth of the emulsion. Noise uses the full depth, not being
influenced by the record process. The data at 7.5 ips is necessarily less accurate than the data
at higher tape speeds because of the smaller ratio of particulate noise to background noise.

The data demonstrates that the gain schedule required to equalize signal response at small
wave numbers is 6 dB per octave of inverse wave number; while particulate noise attenuation
is 3 dB per octave of inverse wave number. Particulate noise power density at all wave
numbers is a linear function of tape velocity.

Lemke (reference 7) performed an experiment in which he used the head and tape
combinations shown in table 2.Two substantially different tape bases were used. The first
was a currently available gamma iron oxide base; the second an unoriented particle base with
exceptionally small particles, processed for smoothness. He reports the use of IRIG standard
bias recording.

The data given by Lemke have been corrected for the (quoted) reproduce gap length effect
before arriving at the best straight line fit for attenuation at large wave numbers. The effective
separation for the oriented particle tape in line 1 of table 2 is not too different from the value
shown in table 1 obtained under the same conditions.

However, using the same tape base and a very narrow record gap Lemke obtains a much
smaller attenuation as a function of wave number, indicating a much smaller separation, about
10 microinches. This is comparable to the separation for noise measured for this tape base in
the experiments reported here. For the unoriented particle tape table 2 shows a much smaller
separation than for the oriented particle tape for the wide (85 µin) record gap. There is a
further decrease in effective separation for the unoriented particle tape for the very narrow
record gap.

The point is that if effective signal separation decreases as the record gap becomes smaller
then magnetic particles are certainly present sufficiently close to the reproduce head to be
useful. Particulate noise data confirms this inference. Separation for noise with clean
degaussed tape is a measure of the combined effects of tape roughness and uniformity of
magnetic particle distribution in the near surface layers.



CONCLUSIONS

Theory and experiment are in agreement. Particulate noise power density decreases at 3 dB
per octave of inverse wave number at small wave numbers. Separation for noise is different
from effective separation for signal with bias recording, and is much smaller. Particulate
noise with bias recording is greater than particulate noise with degaussed tape. The
particulate noise power level is such that it is less than current reproduce amplifier noise
when the product of track width by tape speed is less than two square inches per second for
the 795 tape base. Particulate noise is a factor in selecting the tape speed at which a
recorder/reproducer operates. For a track width of 1 mil and a tape speed of 1000 ips it
should be a minor concern. For 17 mil tracks, standard for 42 tracks on 1" tape, the effect
will be present at tape speeds of 60 ips.

Of greater importance in digital recording, to realize the data storage potential of magnetic
tape, is the management of available signal to noise margins (reference 9), the properties of
codes, particularly the match between the power spectral density of a code and the transfer
function of the recorder; and the selection of the tape base, the mode of recording and the
length of the record gap to minimize signal attenuation due to the separation effect.
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TABLE 1

Summary of Signal and Noise Separation and Depth Data

Tape
Base

Tape
Speed Function

Separation,
Microinches

Depth,
Microinches

795
795
795
795

7.5
30
60
30

Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal

18.5
19.8
20.4
16.5

100
110
120
110

795
795
795
795

7.5
30
60
30

Noise
with
bias

6.5
7.0
8.8
6.6

200
200
200
200

795
795
795
795

7.5
30
60
30

Degaussed
tape

6.0
5.0
7.0
4.0

200
200
200
200



TABLE 2

Record Gap Data

Tape
Base

Reproduce Gap,
microinches

Record Gap,
microinches

Effective
Separation,
microinches

Fe2O3

Fe2O3

SP
SP

28
10
10
10

80
10
80
10

20
10
10
   4

The separation values are deduced from Lemke’s data (reference 7) after correction of
the data for the quoted reproduce gap length.

Fig. 1.  Reproduce Geometry.



Fig. 2.  Signal Schedule



Fig. 3.  Noise with Bias



Fig. 4.  Noise with Degaussed Tape
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ABSTRACT

This paper will describe the enhancement to the man-machine interface brought about by
the use of color CRT’s in a real time, de-centralized telemetry processing system. The use
of a microprocessor controlled telemetry system allows equipment set-up and various data
outputs displayed using an off the shelf intelligent color terminal. The use of color
annotated messages and graphics allows a more effective interaction between the operator
and the system.

INTRODUCTION

In a telemetry system the operator interface plays a key role in determining the fate of a
given test. Due to the advent of microprocessor technology, the capability/flexibility speed
and features which were available only on large systems of the past are readily
accommodated with present day technology and at reasonable cost. The availability of this
processing power now burdens an operator with increased responsibility. He must now
interface to a keyboard rather than a front panel switch and define display data on a CRT
rather than interpret strip chart displays or examine binary readouts. Today’s operator
finds himself at the mercy of a software designer, who more often than not, is unaware of
the operator’s unique role in telemetry processing.

The utilization of computer control and manipulation of telemetry equipments must be
more operator oriented, and the device used for this command and control configuration
must allow a more effective translation of operator desires to equipment operation. The use
of a color CRT permits the operator to relate and react to a situation in data processing
more readily than with conventional readouts or a black and white CRT display, an order
of display “importance” can modulate the operator’s reaction to a decision he must make.

The advent of microprocessor controlled color CRT terminals allows the design and
implementation of telemetry systems to be tailored more closely to the telemetry operator’s



processing environment. The ease and economy of presently available software has
permitted rapid implementation and modification of design. The availability of off the shelf
color graphics has permitted the output of data to be accomplished with clear concise
answer oriented displays which make more sense to an operator than strip chart
recordings. The annotation of these displays in color allows rapid identification of “real
time” vehicle testing or processing anomalies as well as set-up errors.

Responding to the requirements of a “user oriented” display for telemetry systems, DSI
has designed and implemented an answer oriented display for its Model 7114 Word
Analyzer and Signal Processing System (WASP).

This system, originally conceived to accomplish real time instrumentation check out
functions, will accommodate a variety of data processing functions previously done only in
large scale systems. The basic DSI 7114 system accepts input from standard PCM
decommutators, PAM decommutators, A/D converters and time code equipment, performs
a word selection/I.D. tag assignment and implements various data processing functions on
the data (i.e. number system conversion, lst order E.U. conversion, limit check, data
compression, etc.) and outputs processed data to resident D/A converters and/or its host
computer interface. The color CRT keyboard serves as the operator interface to the system
allowing set-up and control of all telemetry front end equipment (i.e. PCM Bit
Synchronizer, PCM Decommutator, etc.) and output data to the D/A converters, host
computer and various color CRT displays. Operating in conjunction with software resident
in the 7114, the CRT permits generation, editing and display of all software required to
operate the equipment.

COLOR TERMINAL APPLICATION

The color CRT used in the DSI 7114 system performs the following functions:

1) Generation, editing and display of a “master” file to allow operator control of
telemetry number system conversion, equipment set-up, processing control, i.e.
limit values, first order conversion (slope/offset), parameter mneumonic, etc.

2) Generation, editing and display of a “test” file to allow operator control of D/A
converter parameter assignments, event processing, color CRT display page
format and parameter selection.

3) Display of up to 32 parameters on 2 half CRT pages with the following color
annotation:

CRT Field Background = Blue
Parameter Mneumonic = White Alphanumerics



Parameter Value = White Alphanumerics
Limit Value Out of Limit High = Red

Out of Limit Low = Magenta
Sync Status - Search = Red

Verify = Amber
Lock = Green

Parameter Status - In Sync = Green

OPERATION

The best example of how a color display can improve an operator’s reaction is to compare
traditional data processing techniques to those provided in a color CRT controlled
processing system. In the conventional system using a strip chart display, the occurance of
an out of limits condition requires the operator to interpret the condition and calculate the
amount of out of limits prior to declaration of a potentially dangerous condition.

The operator will typically observe the out of limits condition, verify that violation of limits
is not generated by invalid sync conditions and identify the anomaly to the test
director/conductor. The delay incurred by this series of examinations will vary with the
competance of the operator, his familiarity with the test environment and with the
complexity of the system in use. The use of a standard green phosphor CRT improves
operator reaction somewhat. A standard CRT will permit highlighting of error conditions
provide and one place to monitor all system functions.

The use of a color CRT provides a more effective tool to aid the operator in the
identification of a valid out of limits condition.

In the system provided by DSI, normal graphic data is displayed in green with the data
value displayed in a format the operator is most comfortable with (binary/decimal). Sync
conditions are similarly displayed in an appropriate color: red - sync loss, amber - verify
and green - lock. The operator is informed of an out of limits condition by back lighting the
failed parameter in red for out of limits high, magenta for out of limits low.

One glance tells the operator an anomaly exists. Color adds the urgency to the operator’s
reaction missing in all other forms of display. The use of green for a normal data mode
implies green for go. The use of red/magenta indicates a potentially dangerous situation
requiring an immediate operator action. The color CRT provides immediate identification
of the type of limits violation, the parameter name and its sync condition. In the case of a
limits violation of a parameter displayed in a bar graph type display, a calculation is
performed to indicate the percent of out of limits. This permits a tolerance to out of limits
conditions instantly available to aid in the decision to declare a safety of flight condition.



Limits processing in the DSI system is given priority over all other processing available.
The system permits up to 32 parameters to be displayed on one page. An additional 96
parameters are available for operator selection. Should a violation of limits occur on a page
not selected by the operator, a color limit condition will appear at a dedicated portion of
the CRT indicating the limits violation, the parameter name involved and the current data
value. The system also provides an audible alarm for any limit violation.

Implementation of the color CRT display has been accomplished using an off the shelf
Intelligent Systems Corporation color terminal and Decom Systems, Inc. software. This
cost effective approach has allowed rapid development and a maximum amount of
flexibility to satisfy the variety of operator conventions that telemetry systems require. The
terminal, in addition, contains the capability for user programming to permit custom data
display.

CONCLUSION

The use of color to enhance telemetry displays is clearly a step in the right direction to
improve a system capability. The use of color in this system provides immediate
identification of problem parameters and allows the operator to take action instantly. The
use of color provides a practical solution to the problem of man-machine interface and
permits the operator to relate quickly to the demanding problems in real time data
processing.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes some design features of a new microprocessor controlled, single
channel telemetry receiver which will have use in the automated telemetry systems
beginning to emerge. The parameters controlled, and the methods used to interface the
receiver with the controller or another slave receiver to create the equivalent of a dual
channel remote controlled receiver are discussed. A general description of the software
utilized by the receiver is included. A new four bandwidth FM demodulator is described
which utilizes modern technology to provide FM demodulation over the full range of
receiver IF bandwidths. It features a high gain limiter having excellent output waveform
symmetry and a linear phase detector with PIN diode switched linear phase shift networks
to realize a demodulator exhibiting excellent linearity. A wide angle PM demodulator is
also described which features a novel antisideband circuit utilizing PM feedback to
essentially unmodulate the received signal and thereby prevent sideband lock.

INTRODUCTION

The need for a remotely and locally controlled telemetry receiver has been steadily
growing as the complexity of telemetry ground stations increases. An ITC paper presented
in 1976 discussed the various requirements needed (1). Later in 1977, a modified dual
channel telemetry receiver having some of these remote control features was delivered to
the Pacific Missile Test Center for use in computer controlled testing of an experimental
telemetry ground station. A remotely programmable telemetry signal generator was also
supplied. The system and its test results are described in reference (2).

To meet the needs of this expanding field of automated equipment, Microdyn Corporation
began development about two years ago of a receiver to meet the needs of the 1980’s. The
end result was the 1200-MR Microprocessor Controlled Telemetry Receiver and 3200-PC
Microprocessor Controlled Diversity Combiner. This paper describes the microprocessor
system with software, the new FM demodulator, and the wide angle PM demodulator.



RECEIVER CONTROL SYSTEM

The 1200-MR has three methods by which its operating modes and parameters can be
controlled. These are by manual local control from the front panel controls, by remote
control from a controller using an IEEE-488 bus or an RS-232C interface, and lastly by a
serial data interface from a companion receiver acting as a master when the two are
operating in a master-slave configuration. The controllable modes and parameters of the
receiver are given on the next page.

Local or Remotely Controllable Parameters
(Selectable locally or remotely as determined by the

Local/Remote status of the receiver)

1. Received RF Frequency - 100 KHz increments
2. IF Bandwidth - One of seven bandwidths (also programs FM demodulator

bandwidth)
3. Video Bandwidth - one of twelve bandwidths
4. AGC Time Constant - one of five time constants
5. AGC System Mode - AGC, Manual Gain
6. AGC Freeze - AGC Freeze, AGC Normal
7. Video Gain - 1 dB steps, 63 dB range
8. Pre-D Record/Playback - one of six (same command for Record as for Playback)
9. Second LO Fine Tune - Local: Two (up slew, down slew)

Remote: Command to any point in its range
10. Loop Open (PM) - One
11. Loop Bandwidth (PM) - One of six
12. Sweep Enable (PM) - On, Off
13. Antisideband Enable (PM) - On, Off
14. AFC Time Constant (FM) - One of four
15. Local/Remote
16. Second LO Mode - One of three (XTAL, VFO, AFC/APC)

Local only Controllable Parameters

1. Power ON/OFF
2. Master/Slave
3. Manual Gain Control (Analog)
4. Video Coupling - AC, DC
5. Video Vernier Gain - ±1/2 dB
6. Audio Gain
7. Local Entry - Lockout, Normal



8. Store or Recall of Setups - Up to five.
9. Threshold (COR), Sianal Strength Output Levels
10. Calibrate (FM)

A large amount of control data is processed in the 1200-MR, making the use of a
microprocessor essential. The microprocessor chosen was a 6802 which is one of several
microprocessors in the 6800 family. The choice of this component was largely influenced
by the availability of chips in this family dedicated to the interfacing of the microprocessor
to the IEEE-488 bus and serial data communication links.

Control System Block Diagram

A block diagram of the control system is given in Figure 1. The program resides in 2
EPROM chips of 2 kilobytes of memory each. Sockets are available for the addition of 2
more EPROMS of the same type allowing for a future expansion of the program to one
double its present size. The EPROMS may be erased and reloaded with a new or altered
program if this were desired.

The read/write RAM has a capacity of 256 bytes. Sockets are available to add another 256
bytes if this is necessary in later versions of the receiver. The RAM has various uses. It is
used for temporary storage of data during data processing, it contains various working
registers such as a flag register, a register called the action buffer which is an image of the
holding registers which feed logic levels to the analog switches and DACs in the receiver.
In addition, the RAM contains registers for the storage of control data for the modes and
parameters of five receiver setups exclusive of the fine tune data. Any one of the five
setups can be recalled (loaded into the receiver) at will.

The RAM is a static type not requiring refreshing of the data as do the dynamic types.
Also, they are CMOS chips with provision for a keep alive voltage for data retention
during primary power down periods. A small nickel cadmium battery is used to supply this
voltage. It is trickle charged during operation of the receiver. This allows data retention in
the RAM’s for four weeks or longer.

The non-volatile property of the RAM allows the receiver, upon power up, to
automatically load the data from the action buffer into the holding registers which activate
the various receiver control circuits so that the receiver is setup to the same modes and
parameters as it had when it was last operating. The five stored setups are also maintained
through power outages of up to four weeks.



IEEE-488 Interface

A 68488 chip is used to interface the microprocessor and IEEE-488 bus. This chip has
various internal control registers which setup the chip to handle much of the required
protocol of the bus automatically with a minimum of microprocessor action. It also has
internal registers conveying the states of the bus to the microprocessor. When the receiver
has been addressed by the bus (a receiver bus address selection switch is located on the
rear panel of the receiver), it creates an interrupt request causing the microprocessor to
branch to a routine to determine the source of the interrupt request and from there to
branch to the appropriate subroutine to service it.

The data message format for control by the IEEE-488 bus consists of an 18 byte message
with the addition of two extra bytes to act as a terminator being optional. The bytes are 7
bit ASCII numeric or alphabetic characters, except in the case of the optional terminators.
These, if used, are the ASCII Carriage Return (CR) and Line Feed (LF). If these are
omitted, the EOI control line of the IEEE-488 bus must be used as the message terminator.
The 18 byte message contains the data for a complete receiver setup.

RS-232C Interface

The RS-232C serial interface for remote control is an optional feature. Where capabilities
exist in a receiver for both IEEE-488 and RS-232C control, one or the other must be
switch selected at any given time. The RS-232C message format consists of an ASCII
Start of Transmission (STX) character followed by 18 ASCII numeric and/or alphabetic
characters. These are followed by an ASCII End of Transmission (EOT) character. The 18
character text format is the same as that for the IEEE-488 bus. The RS-232C link can be
used at baud rates of 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800 or 9600, the selection being determined
by a switch setting inside the receiver. The clock for the serial data baud rate is derived
from the microprocessor’s clock. When using either IEEE-488 or RS-232C control input,
the incoming messages are checked for compatibility of the receiver modes and parameters
that they request and if these are determined not to be valid, the message is ignored.

Master/Slave Interface

The master/slave communication link is similar to RS-232C and operates at 9600 baud.
The message format is the same as that used with the RS-232C control except that the data
does not contain the 2nd LO fine tune offset frequency. (The fine tune digital control is not
used in the slave receiver since it fed the fine tune analog voltage of the master receiver).
The slave receiver’s setup is made to duplicate that of the master by sending the setup to
the slave whenever it is changed in the master regardless of whether it was changed by
local or remote control.



With two receivers in a master/slave configuration, the roles of the two may be reversed
by changing the master/slave switch settings on each receiver and disconnecting the
IEEE-488 and/or RS-232C cables from the old master and connecting them to the new
master.

Displays

The digital displays are liquid crystal (LC) type. This type was chosen for its low power
and low voltage requirements. With a large amount of data to be displayed, a single panel
large area custom LC display was considered. This type was not chosen as information
regarding its reliability and manufacturing problems was not available. Seven segment 4
and 5 digit displays with transreflective viewing modes are used. EMI window material is
used behind the openings in the front panel for the displays to prevent breaching the EMI
shielding integrity of the receiver.

Control Program

The program is structured with three main routines and various subroutines dedicated to
servicing specific requirements. The main routines are the initialization, executive, and
interrupt service routines. The initialization routine is only entered upon either a power up
condition or by a device clear command via the IEEE-488 bus. This routine initializes
various control and flag registers with appropriate data and also recalls data retained in the
action buffer so as to load the receiver with the modes and parameters corresponding to
this data. The executive routine is next entered where the microprocessor sequentially
checks the control flags in the flag register in RAM. These are normally not set during
periods when the controller is not processing control data. Each flag is at a branch decision
point in the program. If the flag being checked is not set, the microprocessor proceeds to
check the next flag in the sequence. When a flag is set, the microprocessor branches to the
responsive subroutine and upon executing it returns to the instruction following the one it
last executed in the executive routine. When the last flag in the sequence is read, the
microprocessor jumps back to the start of the executive routine and starts through it again.
With no activity occurring in the control system, the microprocessor is going around a loop
in the executive routine. When some control activity is initiated, an interrupt request is
produced by that activity. This causes the microprocessor to mask out further interrupt
requests and to jump to the interrupt routine. Here the various possible sources of interrupt
requests are sequentially examined in order to determine the actual source. In most cases
when the source is determined, a corresponding control flag is set in the flag register and
the microprocessor returns to the executive routine clearing the interrupt and interrupt
mask so that new interrupts may be initiated by interrupt requests. The control flag which
was set in the interrupt routine will, when examined in the executive routine, cause a
branch decision to be made so that the microprocessor executes the responsive subroutine



to service the activity which was the source of the interrupt request. In most cases when in
the interrupt service routine, a flag is set when the source of the interrupt request is
determined rather than immediately branching to the appropriate service routine from the
interrupt routine. This results in the microprocessors getting out of the interrupt routine
much faster and enabling the microprocessor to handle subsequent interrupt requests much
sooner.

It is recognized that many users of telemetry receivers have special requirements peculiar
to their applications and often require some alteration of a standard receiver to fulfill the
requirements. For this reason, the software was developed with the intent of making it
flexible enough for future alteration or expansion. Various areas in the memory are
reserved for such purposes as adding on to existing look-up tables and increasing register
lengths.

FM DEMODULATOR

A new four bandwidth FM demodulator which utilizes modern technology to provide FM
demodulation over the full range of receiver IF bandwidths has been developed. It features
a high gain limiter having excellent output waveform symmetry and a linear phase detector
with PIN diode switched linear phase shift networks to realize a demodulator exhibiting
excellent linearity.

The object of this development was to produce an instrumentation grade of FM
demodulator which would be capable of high quality demodulation over a wide range of
FM deviations and resultant bandwidths. This particular task required operation at a
second IF frequency of 20 MHz and demodulator bandwidths of from 20 KHz to 15 MHz
bandedge to bandedge.

Before describing the final FM demodulator configuration, it might be of interest to the
reader to trace the development phase leading up to this configuration. First a review of the
various techniques used by suppliers of high performance FM demodulation equipment
was made. These techniques included pulse averaging, delay line, phase locked loop, and
Travis type FM demodulators.

The first technique that was seriously looked at was the wideband delay line type of FM
demodulator. A simplified block diagram of this approach is shown in Figure 2. Here it can
be seen that the IF input signal feeds a power splitter. The signals follow different paths to
a doubly balanced passive mixer device which serves as a phase detector. One path to the
phase detector is direct and arrives at essentially zero degrees. The other path passes
through a delay line, in this case an electrical quarter wave length of coax cable so as to
arrive at the phase detector delayed 90E. At center frequency the two input signals to the



phase detector are in quadrature and the output is at zero volts. As the frequency varies the
phase shift through the fixed length of delay line varies with frequency and the phase
detector outputs a level proportional to the input frequency change.

For wide bandwidths of 10 to 15 MHz at a center frequency of 20 MHz, this approach
seemed feasible; however, the output level is relatively low (±0.2 volts for full deviation)
and the coax length is over eight feet long. This approach has the advantage of suppressed
carrier at the output which means that the data rate can more closely approach the carrier
rate without undue interference. To consider a further extention of this approach to meet
the narrower bandwidth makes it necessary to use odd interger multiples of a quarter
wavelength of coax to achieve useful demodulator sensitivity. These line lengths become
increasingly impractical to live with as the bandwidth becomes less. Other commercially
available delay devices, both lumped and distributed, were looked at as logical
replacements for the coax cable delay lines. Although some level of performance was
achieved using these devices, the amplitude and phase irregularities associated with these
devices produced non-linearities that were unacceptable especially at the greater delay
lengths.

A wideband pulse averaging discriminator was breadboarded and tested. This circuit
essentially differentiated both edges of the squarewave at the output of the limiter. These
signals were pulse shaped combined and averaged so as to produce an output voltage that
is directly proportional to the pulse rate or input frequency. This detector featured an
output ripple rate which was twice the carrier rate making it easier to eliminate carrier
feedthrough. For wideband deviations this circuit produced excellent results with regard to
linearity. However, as the narrower deviation requirements are considered, the output
sensitivity becomes less requiring extensive dc amplification after the detector. This
combination although suitable for wide bandwidths appears to be frought with instability at
the narrower bandwidths.

A Travis type discriminator circuit was built and tested similar to what is used in an
available telemetry receiver. Although this circuit seems feasible, its main drawback is the
carrier feedthrough at the widest deviations with corresponding high data rates.

After this, it was decided to return to a delay circuit approach and to replace the earlier
coax cable or lumped delay devices with linear phase shift networks. By replacing the one-
quarter wavelength of coax cable as shown in Figure 2 with a suitable bandpass filter
exhibiting excellent linear phase characteristics over the bandwidth, good discriminator
characteristics could again be achieved. Now by simply changing the bandwidth of the
bandpass filter but still maintaining linear phase characteristics, it is possible to change the
discriminator bandwidth and corresponding sensitivities. This concept evolved into the
final FM demodulator configuration.



FM Demodulator Block Diagram

The final demodulator configuration is shown in the block diagram of Figure 3. Referring
to this block diagram, the demodulator will be described. The 20 MHz signal from the 2nd
IF amplifier enters U1, the limiter circuit. U1 is a Motorola MC1355 high gain limiter chip
which provides excellent limiting with some 60 dB of gain and provides a very
symmetrical squarewave output over a wide range of input drive levels. U2A serves to
further amplify the limited signal and provide increased drive levels to interface with the
linear phase networks and the reference side of U5, the phase demodulator. U5 is a doubly
balanced active mixer, a Motorola MC1596, which serves as a phase demodulator. The
four individual bandpass filters which serve as linear phase shift networks are comprised
of LRC networks except for the 20 KHz bandwidth filter which also contains a 2-pole
crystal filter. Only one of the four linear phase networks is addressed at a time. This is
accomplished using pin diode switches in the RF path of each network which are
controlled by dual CMOS FET devices U3 and U4. The linear phase networks have
minimum bandwidths of 15 MHz, 1.0 MHz, 200 KHz, and 20 KHz corresponding to wide,
medium, narrow, and extra narrow bandwidths respectively.

The output from the selected linear phase network is amplified and limited in U2B and
then goes to the other leg of U5, the phase detector. The four gain control potentiometers
associated with U5 individually serve to set the switching current through the MC1596
device which in turn provides for individual gain settings for each selected bandwidth. The
respective gain control is connected, on command, to the circuit by a 4-pole solid state
switch U8. U6 and U7 provide for a wide bandwidth operational amplifier with line
driving capability. Full bandedge swings may be obtained up to 5 MHz. The 4-pole solid
state switch U9 in conjunction with the front panel balance controls provide for individual
zero adjustments for each selected demodulator bandwidth.

FM Demodulator Characteristics

The discriminator output voltage characteristics achieved by this design implementation
are tabulated below:

Bandwidth Bandwidth Deviation

Peak Detector
Output

       Volts       Sensitivity

Wide
Medium
Narrow
Ex Narrow
(XTAL)

15 MHz
1.0 MHz
200 KHz
20 KHz

±7.5 MHz
±0.5 MHz
±100 KHz
±10 KHz

±7.5
±5.0
±5.0
±5.0

1 volt/MHz
10 volts/MHz
50 volts/MHz
500 volts/MHz



This FM demodulator implementation can be seen to produce a convenient output voltage
normalization for each of the bandwidth full deviations. In addition, the excellent
discriminator linearity allows for total harmonic distortion (THD) levels of less than 0.5%
for full bandedge deviations for the medium and narrow bandwidth and up to 2% for the
wide and ex narrow bandwidths.

WIDE ANGLE PM DEMODULATOR

A remotely controlled wide angle phase demodulator has been developed for use with the
new generation telemetry receiver. Its primary function is to phase lock the receiver to an
incoming signal and coherently demodulate any phase encoded information present. Peak
phase deviations of up to 2.8 radians and data rates of 4.0 MHz are accommodated.
Extensive use of advanced semiconductor devices produces an excellent level of
performance in a compact plug-in package.

Control Features

Pushbutton controls are located on the front panel of the demodulator for use during local
mode operation. These switches connect directly to the base chassis microprocessor which
responds with the appropriate digital commands to the demodulator’s internal control
circuitry. These commands are decoded and then displayed by LED indicators located on
the front panel near the corresponding pushbutton switch. When the receiver is in the
remote mode, commands arriving on the receiver IEEE-488 bus are interrupted by the
microprocessor which then issues commands to the demodulator.

The following demodulator functions are digitally selected by the receiver mainframe:

1. Phase Lock Loop Bandwidth
2. Loop Open
3. Sweep Enable
4. Anti-sideband Enable
5. Synchronous AGC Time Constant

A brief description of each of these user selectable functions follows.

1.  Phase Lock Loop Bandwidth - Pull-in range, tracking ability, signal threshold, and low
frequency video response are all functions of the phase lock loop bandwidth. To
accommodate a wide variety of operating conditions, six standard double-sided loop
bandwidths are provided: 30 Hz, 100 Hz, 300 Hz, 1 KHz, 3 KHz, and 10 KHz. Four low
leakage FET multiplex switches select the necessary loop filter components. All loop filter
capacitors are precharged to eliminate transients when switching bandwidths. In addition,



sweep rate is changed as a function of loop bandwidth to provide rapid acquisition with
90% first pass probability.

2.  Loop Open - This control disables the phase lock loop and forces the demodulator
automatic phase control tuning line to the center of its range. This is useful for breaking
improper lock. A bright red warning indicator lights to warn the operator that the
demodulator cannot phase lock in this state.

3.  Sweep Enable - This control provides an input to the demodulator’s internal automatic
acquisition control circuitry. If sweep is enabled, the internal control logic may select this
acquisition aid if required.

4.  Anti-Sideband Enable - As the name implies, the anti-sideband function is useful for
preventing lock-up on a sideband of the desired signal during acquisition. In addition, the
anti-sideband function provides a strong frequency discriminator action which drives the
loop smartly to lock. Actual sweep or anti-sideband operation is selected internally by the
automatic acquisition control logic based on loop state (open, search, lock), signal to noise
ratio, and those acquisition aids which have been enabled.

5.  Synchronous AGC Time Constant - The synchronous AGC time constant is
automatically selected to match the Envelope AGC time constant of the receiver main
frame.

Simplified Block Diagram

Figure 4 contains a simplified block diagram of the long type phase lock loop formed when
the phase demodulator is installed in the 1200-MR. (This loop is shown with bold lines).
The receiver second local oscillator is controlled so that the desired input signal is
translated to the center of the 20 MHz second IF filter passband. This signal is limited, and
then applied to the signal input of Phase Detector No. 1. Here it is compared with the
20 MHz crystal derived reference signal supplied by the receiver main frame. The output
of this detector is applied to the input of the remotely controlled second order loop filter.
The loop filter output controls the second local oscillator completing the phase lock loop.

The basic phase lock loop just described can be modified during signal acquisition to
discourage false lock on sidebands. To accomplish this, the reference input of Phase
Detector No. 1 is switched from the crystal derived reference to the output of a 20 MHz
phase modulator. The modulator control input is connected to the output of Phase Detector
No. 1. Negative feedback is obtained by using the detector’s output to phase modulate the
detector’s own reference source. The detector reacts only to the phase difference between
the modulated reference and the input signal. The basic result of this negative feedback is



an apparent reduction of modulation on the incoming signal. This “decrease” of the
modulation index reduces the sidebands significantly, increasing the energy in the carrier
and aiding frequency acquisition greatly.

When the negative feedback circuit is engaged to improve acquisition and tracking of the
carrier locking loop, most of the original phase encoded information is absent at the output
of Phase Detector No. 1. A second phase detector, Phase Detector No. 2, was added to
properly demodulate the incoming signal. This detector is identical to Phase Detector
No. 1 except that it is always excited by the 20 MHz non-modulated crystal derived
reference.

Figure 4 contains the other major circuit block, the Synchronous AM Detector. This
circuitry provides coherent amplitude modulation detection, generates an AGC voltage
proportionate to carrier level, provides an indication of loop lock, and contains the
automatic acquisition control logic.

Phase Modulator

A breadboard phase modulator was constructed to determine the feasibility of this anti-
sideband scheme. A crystal reference at 5 MHz was modulated ±45 degrees and then
doubled twice to yeild 20 MHz with modulation up to ±180 degrees. In operation, the
circuit yielded good anti-sideband performance for rates to 500 KHz. At this point, it was
realized that the time delay around the feedback path had to be minimized if higher data
rates were to be accommodated.

Several other phase modulation techniques were evaluated before finally deciding to use a
direct digital method of PM signal generation. In this scheme, a precision 20 MHz ramp
waveform is compared with the modulating input signal. The point in time at which the
ramp exceeds the input signal is used to generate a short pulse to signify a zero crossing of
the PM waveform. Usually, this string of pulses is applied to a bandpass filter to yield a
PM signal. In this application, however, the one-shot pulses are used directly to set the flip
flop phase detector. Reliable anti-sideband operation for rates to 4.0 MHz is achieved by
this method.

CONCLUSION

Some aspects of a new remotely programmable microprocessor controlled telemetry
receiver have been presented. The digital control system was discussed with emphasis on
the IEEE-488 and RS-232C control interfaces, as well as the hardware and software. Both
FM and PM demodulators were discussed. The FM demodulator utilizes new circuitry to
achieve a four bandwidth remotely switchable demodulator which is required to allow all



available IF bandwidths to be selected without physically changing plug-in demodulators.
The new PM demodulator utilizes a novel feedback type antisideband circuit which
enhances proper acquisition of signals by unattended receivers. The 1200-MR Telemetry
Receiver should fill a growing need in the next decade for remotely controlled telemetry
equipment used in automated around stations.
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Figure 1   Microprocessor Control System Block Diagram



Figure 2   Delay Line Type FM Demodulator



Figure 3   FM Demodulator Block Diagram



Figure 4   Receiver and Phase Demodulator   Simplified Block Diagram
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ABSTRACT

In the mid 1970’s three events came together that have had a major impact on
measurement productivity. The most significant of these was the IEEE-488 Interface Bus.
The second was the “friendly”, interpretive-language desktop computer and the third was
the intelligent or “smart” instrument. Since the combined impact of these three has been
enormous, their-development and relationships will be briefly traced. Next covered will be
the technical characteristics of the interface bus with emphasis on what sets the technical
limits of speed, distance, and number of products connected. Knowing this leads to a
discussion of how to go beyond these limits if required. Finally, this paper examines the
application of these concepts using two aerospace examples and describes the resultant
productivity improvements.

INTRODUCTION

Since its introduction in 1975 IEEE-488 has been a tremendous success. In fact, it is the
most popular standard IEEE has ever published with more than 30,000 copies having been
distributed. This same concept also appears as IEC 625-1. IEC stands for International
Electrotechnical Commission and is a world-wide standards group based in Geneva,
Switzerland. In addition it has been published as ANSI MC 1.1 and under such names as
HP-IB (Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus), GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus) and Plus
Bus (a name used by Solartron) . The only difference between all of these is that IEC
625-1 uses the modem 25 pin connector. All the others use a special 24 pin connector.

In order to understand why it has been so succesful it is helpful to go back and examine
what one typically had to do to put a system together prior to IEEE-488.



HISTORY AND EVOLUTION

The idea that eventually became IEEE-488 started in 1965 at the Hewlett-Packard Co.
when they began to look at ways to standardize the interfacing of all future Hewlett-
Packard products. This was done because at that time every interfacing project had to be
considered on an individual basis. For example, a person putting together a measurement
system had to find the instruments that would make the specific measurements and then
hope they had some interfacing capability. Usually they did not. At this point in time,
interfacing was not considered primarily important, and if it was considered at all, it was
either left until the end of the project or possibly given to the junior engineer to do. There
were two reasons for this attitude: One was that computers were generally perceived as
complex devices that measurement engineers often didn’t understand. The other reason
was that almost every engineer had a different ideas as to how an interfacing standard
should be created. As an example of what one faced there was one product, a computing
counter, which had 163 unique lines that had to be specially interfaced. Obviously, in
situations like this the cost and complexity for each instrument become severe. In short,
there was no common interfacing arrangement, i.e., no common connector, no standard
signal or logic levels and no common cabling. As a result, it was not only difficult but quite
expensive to put a system together.

PROBLEMS IEEE-488 SOLVED

Expanding on the problems of interfacing prior to IEEE-488 it is easy to see that individual
instruments’ complexity led to a great many unique solutions and substantial costs. At that
time it was estimated for planning purposes that software costs would be at least 2x the
hardware cost and this was a relatively conservative number. Because of unexpected
problems, actual software costs were often 5x or more the hardware costs. Of course these
estimates are very speculative but after IEEE-488, software costs were often below or
equal to .5x the hardware costs. That’s a savings of at least 4:1. On top of that, system
hardware costs have been coming down because all of the unique fixturing, cabling and
interface processing have been eliminated. For example, prior to IEEE-488 a unique
hardware interface and software driver had to be provided for each system instrument. In
many cases two interfaces for each instrument were needed if two-way communication
was desired.

Two other factors arrived in the mid 1970’s which tremendously helped IEEE-488
succeed. These were introduction of the “friendly” desktop computer/controller and the
“intelligent” or “smart” instrument. The “friendly” computer played a particularly
significant role because prior to its introduction the measurement engineer either had to be
computer knowledgeable or work with a computer specialist. This almost always added
time and cost to the system development cycle. The “friendly” desktop computer helped



immensely as it used an interpretive language instead of a compiled language. An
interpretive language process is one where each line of code is checked for errors at the
time that line is stored. Then if an error was made, the computer has the ability to spot the
place in the line where the error was made, describe the error and suggest a possible
correction. Even though this process is slightly slower than the compiled computer
process, where the program is all compiled at one time, it simplifies the writing of
computer programs by non-computer specialists and test engineers. This is a highly-
efficient process and usually much less costly. The other factor which helped was the
“intelligent” or “smart” instrument which allowed the instrument to do by itself many
things that previously had to be done step-by-step by the computer.

IMPACT ON PRODUCTIVITY

The combination of the interface bus, the “friendly” desktop controller and the “smart”
instrument have gone a long way in helping make better measurements in less time. This is
the essence of productivity which is so important in today’s world. For example, the
present electronics market is growing at 12.5%/year but engineering graduates are
projected to stay relatively constant for the next five years. Closely coupled here is the
prime rate which has been fluctuating between 10 and 20%. This fact makes spending
capital equipment money much more closely watched in terms of return on investment
(ROI) and productivity improvements.

STATUS OF IEEE-488 TODAY

On a world-wide basis there are approximately 1200 products today (7/81) that conform to
the IEEE-488 bus and it is projected that by the end of 1982 there will be over 2000
products available. The present makeup is 56% measurement instruments, 11% computer,
12% systems, 8% peripherals and 13% other. The IEEE-488 standard was revised slightly
in 1978. Most of the changes were in the area of editorial classifications and minor
technical changes. No major area was changed in concept.

There is continuing work on IEEE-488 in the area of Code and Format Conventions and
this companion document is expected in late 1981 or early 1982. The reason for this extra
document is that the present standard defines the mechanical characteristics (the
connector), the electrical characteristics (the signal levels and logic conventions) and the
functional characteristics (the relationship between the control lines and data lines). The
operational characteristics (the way data is formatted) was purposely left undefined in the
original IEEE-488 document. The reason was to not restrict the design engineer.
Experience has shown that some definitions and recommended guidelines are needed in
the area of machine-to-machine information interchanges in order to promote
comparability between different manufacturers’ products.



TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

IEEE-488 defines a bus structure that has three basic parts. There is the data bus, which
consists of 8 data lines (DIO 1-8), and the Control bus, which consists of 5 control lines
(IFC, ATN, REN, SRQ, and EOI). Finally, there is the handshake bus consisting of 3
handshake lines (DAV, NRFD, and NDAC). Summarizing the interface technical
specifications:

No. of devices - 15 max (incl. controller)

Signal lines - 8 data and 8 control

Data rate - Up to 1 megabyte/sec

Data transfer - Byte serial, bit parallel, bidirectional, interlocked handshake

Transmission path - 2 metres x the number of instruments up to a maximum of 20
metres

A few comments on these specifications are in order. The limit of 15 was selected using
three considerations. The first was that discrete component drivers were desired with
drivers and loads located in each instrument. This would allow complete flexibility as to
cabling. At the time the standard was prepared, discrete low-cost drivers had a current-
drive capability that would handle 15 instruments in parallel but not much more. The
second consideration was whether or not a 15 instrument limit was realistic. Studying
many existing systems indicated that 15 was a very practical upper limit as typically that
was a three-bay system. The last consideration was how difficult it would be to go beyond
the 15 limit if required. Since this only entails the addition of one more interface card and
virtually no programming changes, it was felt that this was a very workable limit.

The data rate of up to 1 megabyte/sec is only achieved if the cabling is restricted to 1
metre/instrument and tri-state drivers are used. Since virtually no instruments operate at
this speed, this interface limit on data transfer has rarely been a problem. Much more
important to the user is the number of readings /sec that an instrument can take and/or send
over the bus. For example a 4 digit voltmeter reading may require twelve or thirteen bytes
of data to send one reading. The reason is that the reading is probably sent in floating point
notation as shown:

N + 1.234 + 02              



The f irst byte may be used to indicate if the reading is normal (N) or overload (0) so the
computer can branch appropriately. A typical DC voltmeter takes 4.5 readings/sec. Then
the bus structure (interface plus computer) would only have to handle 50 bytes/sec which
is a far cry from the 1 megabyte/sec limit. A high-speed DC voltmeter taking 3,000
readings/sec would need 40,000 bytes/sec which is still quite far from the 1 megabyte/sec
limit.

Data structure is byte-serial, bit-parallel and is shown in Figure 1. The important points are
that data is bidirectional, meaning it can flow either way on the bus, and that a handshake
occurs after each data byte.

Transmission path length has a double restriction. It is either 2 metres x the number of
instruments or 20 metres total, whichever is less. To understand why there are two
restrictions, keep in mind there are drivers and terminations inside each product.
Therefore, when there are few products involved, the termination impedance is relatively
high and there is the possibility of standing waves (peaks and nulls) on the cables. As more
instruments are added, the line termination impedance drops and more current flows into
the lines. Eventually the reduced termination resistance plus the combination of signal-to-
noise plus the cable resistive losses become dominant.

If necessary, the distance limitation can be overcome by using distance extenders as is
shown in Figure 2. Here, speed is traded for distance as the byte-serial, bit-parallel
structure is converted to a serial format. Typical extenders today are completely
transparent and full duplex. They are fairly sophisticated and provide against errors
introduced by poor quality data-circuit problems such as dropouts, line breaks, and sync
loss.

CASE HISTORIES

In order to put theory into practice it may be helpful to see how this bus concept has been
applied in the Aerospace industry. First, it is important to point out that it has been applied
in a very wide range of situations, and the two examples shown here were chosen as being
interesting and representative.

The first example is the Watkins-Johnson Company in Palo Alto, California. Among other
products Watkins-Johnson manufactures YIG oscillators for microwave sources, such as
sweep oscillators and spectrum analyzers. Testing the YIG (Yttrium-Iron-Garnet)
oscillator to customer specifications requires a skilled microwave test technician and
elaborate test equipment. Only one YIG could be tested at a time. With orders growing
rapidly and with skilled microwave technicians in short supply, Watkins-Johnson realized
they were a good candidate for automation. The senior measurement engineer who put the



system together had had no prior systems experience and did not know computer
programming. He very carefully laid out his objectives:

Full Automation of 60 Basic Tests

8.5 Hour Static Heat-Soak and 2 Hour Dynamic Temperature Cycling

Automatic Test Repetition Up to 3 Times

Ability to Custom Interface Existing Oven and Custom Designed Interface Box
(GP-IO)

Minimize Test Costs

Conserve Skilled Manpower

Improved Product And Test Quality

Hard-copy Test Results (along with device serial number, test data and time)

Easy Future Expansion Based on Results

An important decision was to buy all the system products from one supplier so he could
minimize disagreements between vendors if problems arose. Another key was to choose a
desktop computer that is optimized for the single station and is more friendly for the
unskilled computer user. The chosen system solution could test 4 devices at a time, run
overnight and automatically repeat failed tests three times in an attempt to recover the
device. Cost-per-tested unit fell, test quality improved, and the need for more skilled
microwave technicians was eliminated. In short, all items which influenced productivity
were enhanced and productivity improved 4:1. The price of a YIG device is between
$1200 and $2000 for each frequency and power level specified. A simple economic
evaluation of the system design showed:



SAVINGS COSTS (approximate)

4 Less Test Technicians
@ $25K/Yr/Tech $100K

Equipment $35K
Software Costs $20K
(no prior experience)
Test Fixtures $  3K
Miscellaneous $  2K

$60K

Although this simplified analysis does not take the time value of money into consideration
it does provide an excellent insight to the approximate dollar savings for this automated
system.

After the system was successfully completed it was expanded to handle 12 YIG’s
overnight which increased the productivity from the 4:1 initial level to 15:1. An evaluation
of the system brought out the point that if it is your first system, don’t try to automate too
much on the first pass or you may unduly complicate the design and reduce your chances
of success.

Hughes Aircraft was chosen for the second example and involves testing RF devices for
artillery locating radar systems and also testing devices for a spread-spectrum frequency
hopping system. Hughes used high-frequency ATS systems to do production testing on
low-volume production of unevenly-spaced contractual programs with various U.S.
government agencies.

What Hughes proposed to do was to expand and combine two existing ATS systems into
one large system which was (fondly) called ANA. This Automatic Network Analysis
System would cover a frequency range of 500 kHz to 18 GHz. The team putting this
system together did have some computer skills but were primarily test and measurement
personnel. The objectives they laid out for the proposed system were:

Full Automatic Testing of 9 Different RF Devices to Contractual Requirements

Easy Expansion to Include Newer Devices as Required

Hard-copy NBS-Traceable Test Results by Device Serial Number

Pass/Fail Capability

PAYBACK
APPROX. 7 MONTHS



Maximize Measurement Range, Accuracy and Repeatability

Conserve Skilled Manpower and Test Costs

Automatic RF Switching

Automatic Cable Phase-Trim

Graphic Display of Test Results

The Hughes team started with two standard automatic network analysis systems that used
the IEEE-488 interface bus. One was a low-frequency system and the other a high-
frequency system. These were combined into one 500-kHz-to-18-GHz system. A desktop
computer with 250K bytes of user memory and assembly language subprogramming was
chosen for the controller. This amount of memory was needed because of the large amount
of 8-12 term error correction that is done in state-of-the-art microwave test systems. About
5.5 man-months of software time was needed to merge and expand the existing software.

Many benefits resulted from this system. One significant one was the improved test and
device quality resulting from the highly accurate, repeatable, and error-corrected software
that was generated. The improved “test integrity” from the hard-copy test results has
helped secure additional government contracts. The major savings came from eliminating
the 3 proposed manual test-stations and not hiring their accompanying highly-trained
technicians.

A rough economic evaluation shows costs of about $175K and saving about $85K (using
5 year straight-line depreciation). This results in a payback period of about 25 months. An
extra benefit was that the new system made some measurements that were not made
before.

CONCLUSION

There are several common threads that run thru both these examples. One is to plan your
objectives carefully and design the system in an evolutionary way so you can come on-line
relatively quickly and with a high probability of success. Other key points include trying to
buy everything, if possible, from one supplier and preparing a simple payback analysis in
order to visualize the financial impact.
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ABSTRACT

The capability of modern satellite earth terminals has increased, expanded, and benefited
from the development and application of both microprocessor and minicomputer
components. Microprocessors with intrinsic low cost and capability limited only by the
imagination of engineers are now key components in the fundamental communications
performance of earth stations. These components are now an integral part of antenna,
modem, multiplexers, status and control, and communications control hardware.

The concepts of unattended earth stations, remote controlled earth stations, and smart earth
stations would not be practical without the availability of microprocessor and
minicomputer components.

Earth station network control concepts have been developing over the last five years to
solve the issue of increasing the utilization of large capital investment in Satellite
Communication(SATCOM) systems. The ability to double the communications capacity of
a SATCOM system without adding new satellites or earth stations has been proven. Small
minicomputers integrated into earth station configurations have made this possible.

Microprocessor and minicomputer technology will continue to play an increasingly
important and key role in future earth station hardware design and capability.

This paper describes some of these applications and speculates on the future role of those
components in earth station hardware.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a typical satellite communications earth station. The earth
station equipment consists of an antenna subsystem; RF equipment subsystem consisting
of low noise amplifiers, high power amplifiers, and up and downconverters; baseband



equipment subsystem consisting of modems and multiplexing equipment; and
status/control.

The antenna subsystem, low noise amplifier, downconverter (i.e., the receive subsystem),
and the upconverter and high power amplifier (the transmit subsystem) are the main
elements that determine the G/T and EIRP of the earth station. The baseband equipment
processes the data or voice signals into the desired format for transmission (or reception)
by the RF and antenna subsystem.

With the large growth in satellite communications systems, the increasing complexity of
earth station equipment (particularly in the baseband systems), and the high cost of
operation and maintenance personnel, a twofold problem has developed: the need for
efficient management of the earth station resources, i.e. , the ability for the station operator
or the network controller to know the state of each equipment and the ability to control
them, and secondly, the costly implementation of complex baseband equipment such as
multiplexers and modems. By providing a system for effective management of the earth
station, the concept and meaning of network control discussed in this paper can become a
reality.

In concert with the goal of network control, real-time adoption of communication
throughput, and efficient use of satellite resources, smart modems and multiplexers are
required. Fortunately, both these system and equipment issues can be resolved with the
introduction of the microprocessor (MPU) and microcomputer into the design of earth
stations.

Figure 2 depicts the areas in the satellite communications earth station where
minicomputers and microprocessors are utilized. These are discussed in further detail.

Status and Control Consoles

Earth stations in the past emphasized hardwired logic and analog interfaces for status and
control of the terminal. Manual controls at the control console normally were hardwired to
the equipment to implement somewhat limited central control capability by the terminal
operator. Status reported to control consoles at the earth station would include a variety of
contact closures, voltage levels for on/off and failure alarm indications, and analog servo
interfaces for manual control of the terminal antenna. It is common for status data to
require processing prior to display. For example, an alarm indicating a failure of an online
high power amplifier (HPA) would be critical, whereas the failure of a standby offline
HPA would be non-urgent. Any such conditioning of status inputs has frequently been
implemented with hardwired logic in the console. Thus, changes to station configurations
(adding or deleting equipment or changing equipment configurations) could require



rewiring and electrical modifications to the station control console. Processed status would
be displayed on a light panel, with a minimum amount of data being recorded for history
logging purposes or for remote monitoring of ground terminal condition. Centralized
control of a cluster of earth stations would rely heavily on manual coordination and verbal
enhancement of the limited amount of status reported to a System Control Center (SCC).
Real-time centralized power control on a link-by-link basis (to compensate for
atmospheric-induced fades, equipment performance degradations, jammer interference,
etc.) was not possible.

With the advent of reliable, low cost small scale computers, processing equipment began
to phase into ground terminal implementations. The Air Force Satellite Control Facility and
NASA STADAN and DSN tracking stations were among the first applications of
computers to perform not only data and telemetry processing but also station equipment
control. Initial uses included preprogrammed control of the antenna during the acquisition
mode, and the collection of selected status for display on a cathode ray tube (CRT)
display. Status processing capability in the minicomputer meant that changes in processing
logic (due to equipment reconfiguration) could be easily accommodated through software
modifications. Display formats were developed to permit the operator to access and
understand an order of magnitude more status information than before. This would not be
possible if only light panels were available. Original implementations primarily limited the
use of the onsite processor to display generation, antenna acquisition pointing, and
command transmission to the satellite (tracking stations). Telemetry data could also be
recorded on magnetic tape and relayed back to a central site.

Present earth terminal implementations rely heavily on processing equipment to permit
maximum automation, resulting in minimum operator attention. Further, centralized control
of multiple communications earth station configurations is now possible to maximize the
utilization of system resources (HPA power at each site, uplink data bandwidth, satellite
downlink power, etc.). Extensive use of intelligent components at the earth station as well
as at the System Control Center provides this capability for automation. Modern earth
stations include minicomputers and/or microcomputers to support control console
operation. Figure 3 shows a simplified block diagram of a NATO III earth terminal built by
Ford Aerospace.

The processing elements at the earth station include redundant minicomputers and
peripherals for station control, and a microprocessor for the system control center
interface. Characteristics are:



Minicomputers

a. Quantity: Two(one in standby, automatic switching if online system fails)

b. CPU throughput; 350K instructions per second (KIPS)

c. Memory: 192K bytes, fault corrected

d. Word size: 16 bits

e. Peripherals:

1. One maintenance CRT/keyboard with cassette tape reader and
microprocessor controller.

2. TWO color CRT/keyboards with microprocessor controller.

3. Analog/digital converters.

Microprocessor

a. Quantity: One

b. CPU throughput: 250 KIPS

c. Memory: 4K bytes RAM, 4K bytes EPROM

d. Word size: 8 bits

e. Interfaces: 9600 baud, RS-232C, asynchronous: 600 baud, RS--232C,
syncrhanous

The minicomputer performs analog to digital conversion on 400 discrete status inputs and,
by Boolean processing of the discrete status, is able to rapidly detect anomalous alarm
conditions. Measured parameters can be processed to detect degradations beyond preset
thresholds. The minicomputer includes algorithm for automated control of the equipment
without the need for human intervention. Typically 200 control commands of various types
may be provided. At a communications earth terminal the processors control carrier level
on an individual link basis, HPA power level, modem data rate, multiplexer channel
selection (individual control of channels on/off, interface mode), and connectivity.
Redundant equipment strings can be placed on line automatically upon detection of a



critical hard failure or detection of a significant performance degradation. Further, the
onsite computer provides status to, and can receive control commands from, the SCC.
Thus, the station can operate under the control of an operator at the earth terminal
automated control console (see Figure 4), or under remote control from the SCC. Site
personnel are still required in the remote control mode to resolve anomalous conditions
and to maintain equipment.

A function not normally subject to remote control is antenna pointing. The station
minicomputer is provided with extensive antenna control capability, including servo mode
control (scan, slew, autotrack) as well as pointing angle control during acquisition based
on velocity and acceleration curves programmed in software. Sophisticated steptrack
tracking techniques are employed based on measurement of the received beacon level. By
sampling the beacon at a reasonably high rate (10 samples/second or higher) and averaging
in the processor over 2.5 seconds or more, changes as little as 0.25dB can be detected and
used to position the antenna (independently in azimuth and elevation). Pointing accuracy
under software control is better than 0.01 degrees per axis.

In addition to automated control, reported status must be processed and significant events
logged on magnetic storage media (disk or tape). This can occur at the central SCC, since
all pertinent status data is transmitted to the control center. In the NATO SATCOM
program, each of the 21 earth terminals reports status as follows:

a. Total transmit power, system noise temperature, beacon power level, receiver
gain: once/2 seconds.

b. Received Em/No   once/4 seconds

c. Hardware status: once/8 seconds

1. Six parameter values
2. 350 discrete statuses

Status can be processed by the SCC minicomputer to report all hardware failures as well
as record instantaneous and hourly averages of:

a. Transmit carrier level

b. Received Em/No

c. Total transmit power



d. Received beacon level

e. System noise temperature

f. Receiver gain

In addition to providing data for historical recording of status and the use of status in the
automated control algorithms, at the SCC the earth terminal minicomputer filters and
formats status data for presentation at the control ccnsole display device. This is an
intelligent terminal capable of supporting display generation in eight colors, as well as
supporting the preparation and full editing of input messages from an operator to the
minicomputer.

The station status and control processing elements in future earth terminals will rely more
and more on microprocessors and high density, low cost memory. The earth terminal
transmit and receive equipment will be provided with chip level microprocessors
interfacing via an automated bus to the main station processor for equipment status and
control. This will permit the equipment to provide more status, at higher rates, than is
currently possible. The microprocessor chips on the equipment side will not require a
separate printed circuit (PC) board; they will be packaged along with, and as part of, other
uplink and downlink equipment components and circuits.

The functions of the station minicomputer will be distributed among several powerful
microcomputers. By 1990 it is expected that throughputs of 1000 to 1500 KIPS per
microprocessor will be commonplace, making them fully competitive in processing speed
with current day minicomputers.

The microprocessors will be packaged two per PC board, with redundancy switching
circuitry on the board. Thus, CPU component failure protection will be provided resulting
in extremely high availabilities. Although microprocessors using 32-bit wide word widths
will be common, many applications will only require the less complex 16-bit
implementations. The microprocessors will be packaged on one printed circuit board along
with interface circuits and 128K to 256K 16-bit words of high speed, fault connected
memory (a combination of ROM and RAM). Additional high speed memory boards could
be provided if required; however, it is more likely that additional memory would consist of
another printed circuit board with several megabytes of slower speed memory. This solid
state slower speed memory would serve as a mass storage media for the site data base
(i.e., disk and tape drive replacermnt). Access times of several milliseconds would be an
order of magnitude faster than a rotating disk, but would have none of the reliability
problems of an electromechanical device. Slow speed storage implementations using such
techniques as bubble memories are within the current state of the art. Mass storage



capability for status data will not be necessary since all status to be recorded will be
reported to the System Control Center in real time. The cost for the high speed
microprocessor CPUs and very large high performance memories should be in the range of
current microprocessor costs within 10 years (after normalizing for inflation costs).

As mentioned above, several high capacity microprocessors will replace the current station
minicomputers. Since they are compactly packaged, the printed circuit boards will be
placed in equipment chassis wherever convenient. Typically one microprocessor system
will be allocated the data collection and dissemination function (including analog/digital
converter control), one microprocessor will be responsible for display generation and
processing of keyboard inputs, and one microprocessor will contain the data base (mass
storage) as well as communications interfaces to the System Control Center. The varied
assignments of functional responsibility will be readily accommodated by off-the-shelf
operating systems and support software expected to be available in the next 10 years. No
longer will it be necessary to program in assembly language or use high order languages
with inefficient compilers. Efficient Fortran, Pascal, and ADA compilers will allow
minicomputer programmers to easily transition to the programming of microcomputers.
The microprocessor implementation above is expected to result in a cost savings per
station of at least 500% over the equivalent minicomputer implementation.

Remote Supervisory Control Hardware

With the advent of the microprocessors, remote status and control of satellite earth stations
is being achieved with supervisory status/alarm and control subsystems.

These subsystem are presently being implemented in various forms by different earth
station suppliers and are also available commercially.

A typical state-of-the-art supervisory control and data acquisition system (SCADA)
available from Granger Associates can provide the building blocks for a customized status
and control architecture for any earth station.

A multilevel order of hardware intelligence is employed to ensure the required security and
error detection for the effectiveness of unattended operation.

The application of the SCADA ranges from a single master unit in a remote terminal to a
host minicomputer at a master control station supervising the operations of many regional
master units, each of which may have up to 56 remote units with up to 256 single functions
each.



The basic building block is composed of component cards operating under the control of a
6800 microprocessor. A standard chassis consists of the MPU card, power supply, alarm
function and modem cards, and 16 optional slots for status acquisition and/or control
function. Each optional card can service 16 analog or digital functions.

The master station sequencially interrogates the remote stations for indications of changes
of input conditions. Each remote station responds only to its address code.
Communications between the remote and master units are accomplished via voice grade
modems with single channel full/half duplex operation, and FSK modulation is used. Data
rates can range from 300 to 2400 bauds. Error detection is provided by the use of a BCH
code.

Remote control and status reporting may be viewed by a computer controlled CRT
monitor with a keyboard for selected status viewing and control command entry.

All control functions require that the command control operation be verified by the remote
and an execute command message from the master be transmitted before the control
function is completed.

Ford Aerospace has recently completed a design of a large unattended TT&C earth station
utilizing the Granger System 8000. A simplified block diagram is shown in Figure 5.

In operation the supervisory network performs both monitoring and control functions. For
the monitoring operations, status/alarm information from the monitored equipment is
received by the remote units. Each remote unit is sequentially interrogated by the master
unit for the current status/alarm status. The status information is then serially formatted and
routed to the earth station computer where the data is stored in data base records and also
redirected to the computers. Display of the status/alarm information is accomplished by
means of intelligent color graphic terminals. Graphic terminals are located at the master
command station to monitor the equipment status at all earth stations in the network.

Earth station equipment control operations are initiated at the graphics terminals. In normal
operations, configuration control commands are entered at the terminals located in the
master control station. The command is then routed to the respective earth station
computer and onto the master supervisory unit. The master unit addresses the appropriate
remote unit that activates designated relays to set or modify the earth station configuration.
Although the primary mode of operation is to control the earth station from the master
control station, each earth station can also be configured by its own local supervisory
graphics terminal if the need for the backup operation arises.



Future designs of earth stations will carry the above described supervisory status/alarm
and control subsystem even further. All earth station equipment will be designed and
implemented with built-in smart MPU control and data acquisition capability.

The remote control and status interface in the equipment will become a part of the total
network control system and will operate over a standard network control bus system.

Unattended Earth Station Bus Hardware

The advent of the microprocessor and its wide applications as an imbedded hardware
component has given a new connotation to the term bus. Today it is not the connection line
for the distribution of signal, power, mid ground, but a system of interconnecting
microcomputer components or subsystems. Only in the context of system use is a
particular bus understood. At the board component level it is the connection of devices, at
the backplane level it is the connection of boards, and at the network level it may be the
connection of equipment to a computer or computer to computer.

In any context related to microcomputers it is the method of transfer of information, be it
address, data, or control. This method takes many forms but to be useful within a system, a
standard interconnect must be established. From this point the system designer may
develop his architecture and select his components from the product line of many
manufacturers supplying “bus compatible” equipment.

The unattended earth terminal context of bus structure is one of interconnecting equipment
for the monitoring and controlling of all functions with no human intervention. To date
there is no universal standard and each system is at best similar.

Current earth terminal equipment is not designed with standard interfaces for remote
control and status/fault reporting. The problem of how this interfacing is to be
accomplished is decided by the terminal system designer. Many types of interfaces must
be accommodated (analog and digital, relay contact, serial and parallel) with only point-to-
point wiring between the supervisory unit and the terminal equipment.

Four basic methods of interconnect networks have been used: nonstandard point-to-point,
loop, party line, and standard point-to-point. The most common is the nonstandard point-
to-point (Figure 6) due to the wide range of signal types currently used in earth terminal
equipment.



The nonstandard point-to-point network consists of a one to one wiring for each signal and
must accommodate any of the many types of signals. Equipment with many status/control
points requires many lines and may even be limited by connector space. Software
overhead for this type of network is low.

The standard point-to-point network is similar to the nonstandard except for the
requirement of the terminal equipment to convert the many different types of signals to one
standard type. Thus, all interconnect lines would conform to the standard interface -- TIL,
RS232, IEEE 488, or what the selected standard is. The software overhead is low, but
implementation is difficult with existing equipment because of the required signal
conversion.

The party line network interconnects all equipment in parallel on one bus driver/receiver
circuit. All equipment must have the common circuit designed in, or an intermediate device
to encode and decode the signal line interface to those required by the equipment. The
software overhead for management and data protocols is high and the network can
communicate only in the half-duplex mode.

The loop network connects all equipment in series and communication is undirectional
around the loop in a half-duplex mode. Here also, a common circuit must be designed into
the equipment, or an intermediate device must intercept for the equipment. Each equipment
must be able to be removed from or insert itself into the loop (physically and electrically)
without breaking or disturbing the loop. Higher software overhead is involved than is any
of the other three methods. The current method of unattended operation of earth terminals
is the use of the nonstandard point-to-point network with either commercial supervisory
systems or custom design for each terminal in a system.

The network buses most common in earth terminals are the RS232 and IEEE 488, which
provide serial communications and parallel test equipment interfacing respectively. A
standard network bus for the total status and control functions of all terminal equipment
does not currently exist. The major change in earth terminal network buses will be the
addition of microprocessor controls designed into terminal equipment to provide remote
status/control functions on a common bus structure.

Demand Assignment Multiple Access (DAMA) Equipment

Single channel per carrier (SCPC) emerged in the 1970’s as an excellent low cost
communications technique for domestic satellite systems. To take full advantage of SCPC
communications in satellite networks, the demand assignment multiple access technique
(DAMA) is employed to optimize the use of the available satellite power and bandwidth
capacity. The emergence of microprocessors coincided with the needs for DAMA systems,



Thus, microprocessors become the major components of satellite earth station DAMA
systems.

Figure 7 is a block diagram of a DAMA system developed by Ford Aerospace. The
DAMA system primarily serves the domestic type satellite communications networks
using SCPC modems to pass telephony traffic. The function of the DAMA system is to
assign frequencies to the SCPC modems when the need arises. To do this, the DAMA
system must detect the telephone call origination request (offhook), determine the call
destination (dialed telephone number), search for the available satellite frequency slots,
and assign the frequencies to both the origination and the destination station SCFC
modems. These functions are distributed between DAMA equipment at the remote stations
and the master control station. The remote station DAMA equipment is composed entirely
of microprocessors while in the master control station, microprocessors and/or
minicomputers are used.

At the remote station, the DAMA equipment consists of a terrestrial interface processor
(TIP) for each traffic modem and a system interface processor (SIP) for each station. The
TIP interfaces with the terrestrial circuit, the SCPC modem, and the SIP. The TIP is
designed and programmed to be compatible with the signaling scheme of the incoming
terrestrial telephony circuit. With originating calls, the TIP receives the entire telephone
number before requesting service from the SIP. The SIP formats the message and transmits
the message to the master control station.

The master control station, based on the destination telephone number in the message,
identifies the destination station. The master control station also selects a pair of available
satellite channels and assigns these channels to both the originating and the destination
stations through their respective SIPs. The originating station SIP passes the frequency
assignment to the originating TIP, which in turn commands the corresponding SCPC
modem to turn to these frequencies.

The destination station SIP, after receiving the frequency assignment and the destination
telephone number from the master control station, selects an appropriate TIP to accept the
call. The selected TIP then assigns the frequencies to its corresponding SCPC modem.
After the originating and the destination station SCPC modems have established
connections, the TIP passes the signaling information to the terrestrial circuit. At the end of
the call, each TIP reports to the master control station via the corresponding SIP so that
the master control station can place the satellite channels back into the unused pool.

The use of a microprocessor enables the TIP to monitor the call progress, provides proper
signaling interfaces, and permits the recording of elapsed time for billing. In addition, 



telephone number discrimination can be programed into the TIP, such that each TIP can
serve specific trunks.

Although the functions of the tip and the SIP are different, their hardware circuitry is
almost identical. Each TIP and the SIP cards are 4-1/2 by 9-1/2 inches. A standard 5-1/4
inch chassis can hold seven of these cards plus the power supplies as shown in Figure 8.
Using PC boards, the chassis can hold 15 cards to accommodate up to 14 SCPC channels
(14 TIPs) plus one SIP.

Each card is composed of approximately 30 IC components, including a 6800 Series
microprocessor CPU. Without the microprocessor, it is estimated that approximately 200
discrete DIPs on four such PC cards would be required to perform the same functions. As
more advanced microprocessors become available, the IC count would be drastically
reduced. It is projected that in the late 1980’s, only a few ICs would be incorporated into
the respective SCPC modem. Thus, the microprocessor would be truly a component of the
modem. Table 1 summarizes the microprocessor application in DAMA systems.

Antenna Control and Tracking Equipment

The servo control and tracking hardware perforns the function of accurately controlling the
beam of the antenna toward the satellite to minimize signal loss. The satellite earth station
antenna control panel usually includes operating mode selection switches, fault indicators,
position, and velocity controls. Previously, the mode selection and fault logics were
implemented first with relays, and later with discrete logic circuits. Although these logic
operations are relatively simple, the trend is to replace the discrete components with
microprocessors for reason of cost, simplicity, and flexibility. With antenna systems using
the steptrack autotracking technique, the microprocessor with an A/D converter also
performs the tasks of integrating the received signal level, comparing ths signal levels
before and after each antenna step, making the decision as to which direction the antenna
should move next, and in some cases, controlling the movement of the antenna. The
microprocessor is also used to store antenna pointing information as function of time and
to direct the antenna accordingly in program track mode of operation.

Figure 9 shows the antenna control microprocessor based servo control circuit card
showing the microprocessor and A/D circuitry. This card along with a simple antenna
control panel combines the functions of the old standard antenna control panel and antenna
position ,display panel, with extra functions, such as a 24 hour program track, 72 hour
special reacquisition, and automatic modem switching.

The use of a microprocessor in an antenna control panel reduces the parts count, thereby
increasing reliability and reducing cost. A microprocessor inherently allows the use of



memory that enables the antenna control to store ephemeris data and to track on such
stored data in the event the normal tracking data source is disabled. Thus, the use of a
microprocessor can reduce the size of a chassis or enhance its capabilities.

The microprocessor also adds flexibility. Changes can be made in the operation of the
panel by changing the operating program residing in read only memory (ROM). Thus,
changes can be made to conform to new customer requirements or to adapt the sane
hardware for many different customers by merely reprogramming and/or replacing a ROM.

As the state of the microprocessor art improves, more functions will be incorporated into
fewer ICs, such that four or five ICs will replace the 35 or so ICs used in the digital
portion of the microprocessor based antenna control illustrated here.

RF Hardware

The inclusion of imbedded microprocessor components in RF hardware has greatly
increased the fault monitoring and diagnostics capability. An important benefit is the
reduction of circuitry that was necessary to perform these monitoring and control functions
which in the past have been implemented via relays and logic circuit. The cumulative
benefit is one of improved technical performance, less circuitry to improve reliability,
smaller equipment size, and lower cost.

Modem and Multiplexer Hardware

Digital signal multiplexing and modulation functions in the earth station have probably
been the most impacted by microprocessor components.

A simplistic description of the multiplexer function is that it converts parallel digital
streams into a single multiplexed digital stream and the reverse function for the
demultiplexer.

The modem takes data from the multiplexer (as a computer or a terminal device) and
converts it into signals for transmission to the earth station RF equipment(or over
telephone lines). Demodulation reverses that process.

In recent years digital processing has gained increasing ground in replacing analog
transmission. Digital circuitry is implemented either in hardwired logic components or in
the form of custom designed large scale integration (LSI) circuits. Such LSI circuits can be
regarded as special purpose digital processes. With the availability of the microprocessor,
a low cost general purpose digital processor has become available. Figure 10 is a block 



diagram of a low speed modem utilizing the Motorola MC6860 chip. The MC6860 modem
interfaces with an MC6800 MPU based system via an MC6850.

The design of a software controlled hardware yields a very flexible system, By means of
software modification, important functions such as modulation spectrum shaping and
demodulation can be programmed. With the rare powerful bit-slice type of MPU available
today, inplementation of high speed data modems and signal processing can be realized.

A high performance microprocessor based system Intel 2920, for processing analog signals
in real time, is now available from Intel. Figure 11 shows the functional block diagram of
the 2920.

The 2920 is a totally self-contained processing system that contains both analog and digital
circuit on a single chip. The ship is a general purpose device that can be used as a single
chip system or as a combination of several 2920s. The 2920 signal processor (Figure 11) is
a complete real-time, digital signal processor. It provides A/D and D/A converters, a high
speed MPU, RAM and EPROM memory, and input and output multiplexers. All the user
has to supply is a capacitor, an external clock or crystal, power supply, and voltage
reference.

The arrival of the Intel 2920 provides a new approach for signal processing. The majority
of signal processing up to now has been realized using discrete analog components. The
2920 can replace many discrete analog components, offer digital accuracy, and save board
space.

Summing up the circuit features of the 2920, there are four input channels and eight output
channels. A/D and D/A circuits are on the chip. It has 9-bit resolution which mans a 54dB
dynamic range. There are 40 RAM storage locations with 25-bit accuracy. The inputs and
outputs can handle both analog and serial digital signals, and the outputs can be converted
to TTL compatible. The 2920 is a single chip signal processor that comes in a 28 pin
package. It requires ±5 volt supply voltages with a typical power consumption of 600 mW.
The chip is realized in NMOS technology.

A comparison of digital signal processing vs analog circuitry is summarized below.

• Digital LSI • Analog Circuits

• Digital accuracy • Precision components 
Matching, tracking

• Flexibility thru programming • Individual design for each application



• Single chip • Many devices

• Design on development system
using software simulation

• Breadboard

Ford Aerospace recently supplied modems and multiplexers for two large digital earth
station programs.

Figure 12 is a block diagram of the multiplexer, which is composed of four major
elements, each containing a Motorola 6800 MPU. These four elements are the supervisory
card, frame sync card, mux memory card, and demux memory and clock output card.

The supervisory card via the front panel coordinates and initiates all action required by the
multiplexer.

The three other MPU-based cards process data in real time. The frame sync card extracts
the proper frame and changeover information while the MUX and DEMUX cards provide
the multiplexing and demultiplexing function.

The multiplex/demultiplexer architecture can operate at an aggregate data rate up to
60 kb/s and accept up to eight channels.

Microprocessors also play a key role in the modem design. One key design issue in very
low data rate modems operations in extremely low signal levels is acquisition. This is one
problem Ford Aerospace has solved efficiently with a microprocessor controller.

The other modem functions performed in the Ford Aerospace modems were quasi-real-
time functions, such as automatic power level control and variable data rate operation.

Ford Aerospace design engineers based their design for modem acquisition circuitry on the
Motorola 6802 microprocessor, which has 128 byte of RAM and clock. The
microprocessor based acquisition system used a “hill climbing” and “sweep and
remember” concept to determine the center of the signal spectrum to be acquired.

An estimated 75% saving in hardware was realized using the microprocessor approach vs
IC hardware. With the additional cost of software, an estimated cost savings of 40% was
realized. Additional benefits include system flexibility; e.g., modifications can be
incorporated without hardware changes and with improved reliability,



CONCLUSIONS

The future trends of microprocessor and minicomputer components in earth stations will
expand dynamically.

The following can be expected:

• Earth Stations will become transparent communication network elements.

• Unattended earth station self-sufficiency will be extended, even to self-healing.

• Baseband hardware will dramatically increase the use of microprocessors.

• Every terminal will be networked by minicomputers, even to adaptive network
communication functions.

• Earth stations will function like future satellites, as processing communication
network nodes through the use of minicomputers and microprocessors.

• Earth station capability will increase and costs decrease.
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Table 1.  DAMA Microprocessor Applications

DAMA
SEGMENT

MICRO
PROCESSOR
USED

FUNCTIONS
PERFORMED

COMPARISON OF
DESIGN APPROACHES

1970 1980 FUTURE

MCS
PROCESSOR

8809 OR
68000

SYSTEM CONTROL
CONTROLS FRE-
QUENCY OF TRANS-
MISSION FOR Up
TO 2000 SEPARATE
CHANNELS

1000
IC’s
20 PC
CARDS

40 IC’s
2 PC
CARDS

10 IC’s
1 PC
Card

IF 6800 MCS I/O INTER-
FACE: MESSAGE
FRAMING AND
BUFFERING.

200
IC’s
4 PC
CARDS

30 IC/s
1 PC
CARD

(PART OF
MCS
PROCESSOR)

SIP 6802/
6808

REMOTE STATION
I/O INTERFACE:
MCS TO REMOTE
STATION (CSC/
BCC).

200
IC’s
4PC
CARDS

30 IC’s
1 PC
CARD

4 IC’s
PART OF
SCPC

TIP 6802/
6808

USER TO SCPC
INTERFACE

200
IC’s
4 PC
CARDS

30 IC’s
1 PC
CARD

4 IC’s
PART OF
SCPC



Figure 1.  Earth Terminal Hardware

Figure 2.  Earth Terminal Hardware Using Minicomputers
and Microprocessors Components



Figure 3.  Earth Terminal Processor Components for Station and
Network Control (FACC)

Figure 4.  Computerized Earth Terminal Control Console (FACC)

Figure 5.  Supervisor Network Functional Block Diagram



Figure 6.  Terminal Hardware Controller via Microprocessors (FACC)

Figure 7.  DAMA System



Figure 8.  DAMA Remote Station Chassis

Figure 9.  Antenna Control Circuit Board



Figure 10.  Motorola’s Modem Chip

Figure 11.  2920 Signal Processor Functional Block Diagram

Figure 12.  Ford Aerospace Smart Multiplexer Block Diagram
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ABSTRACT

Military Space Systems are required to have a certain level of immunity to all possible
space radiation effects experiences during mission life time. These include upset and latch-
up from weapon x-ray bursts and cosmic rays, photo current burn-out of active junctions
by large prompt doses of radiation, and performance degradation from accumulated dose
due to enhanced radiation belts. Procuring piece parts capable of performing mission
requirements and providing the desired immunity to these effects, and testing to verify the
desired satellite immunity presents problems which must be considered when
contemplating massive use of VLSIC technology where even higher desired levels of
immunity may be desired. The techniques used for hardening and the testing required for
hardness assurance will be discussed with emphasis on their application to VLSIC
technology and its potential in space applications. An overall satellite was subjected to
irradiation in order to verify its immunity to space radiation. These results will be
discussed below.

SATELLITE LEVEL TEST

A satellite level test of a satellite hardened against prompt x-ray effects was the Huron
King underground test conducted in June 1980. The satellite STARSAT utilized
components hardened against x-ray burst upset and photo current burnout, and which were
designed to insure (a) no execution of scrambled commands, (b) no change in operational
mode, and (c) no long-term (>1 sec) circuit recovery from the x-ray burst effects. Among
other accomplishments the test showed that changes (volatility) occurred which could
affect satellite performance. The causes, still unresolved, represent the type of phenomena
which may be even more probable in satellites using VLSICs and which will be very
difficult to identify or correct due to the lack of appropriate test procedures. The
magnitude scale in terms of size, complexity and data analysis can be gained from the
pictures of the test and the tables of data shown in the accompanying Figures 1 through 5.



The piece part types used in the satellite design were bipolar discretes, JIICs, and some
LSICs and one CMOS type. Hardening against upset was accomplished with long time
constant circuits for commands, and hardened memories were flip-flops with RC networks
(Figure 6). Latch-up was prevented in LSICs by power strobing (AMD 2901),automatic
power interrupt (CMOS-CD 4061), and by radiation screening of all JIICs. Hardening
against photo burn-out utilized individual piece part current limiting sufficient to provide a
10X safety factor below the peak power capability for the device in question (Wunch-Bell
criterion), Figure 7. Hardening against SGEMP effects utilized terminal protection devices
(TPD’s), Figure 8, on all input and output terminals determined sensitive by analysis.
Hardening against IEMP within the component boxes utilized low-Z coating of inner
surfaces and conformal coating of all circuit boards.

Testing to assure design hardness utilized flash x-ray (FXR) exposure at > threat level
exposure of all circuit designs for upset and burnout immunity, 100% latch-up screen of all
JIICs (including some LSICs), FXR testing of components at $, junction saturation level to
insure implementation of hardening and component functional performance, and current
injection testing (CIT) of all TPD functional types at 10X predicted current levels.

Interesting was the fact that the most difficult problems were those dealing with upset on a
circuit or component level, and latch up at the piece part level in LSICs. These will
become more complex and difficult as LSIC/VLSIC usage increases, due to their increased
susceptibility to x-ray bursts and cosmic rays. The following discussion illustrates the
problem.

THE HARDENING PROBLEM

Whether a semiconductor junction is susceptible to radiation transient induced (x-ray burst
or cosmic ray) upset depends on its operational speed and the amount of power required to
activate it relative to that deposited by the x-ray burst or cosmic ray -- e. g. low power-
high frequency devices being more susceptible than high power-audio devices. Whether
latch up can be induced among junctions in an IC chip depends on their susceptibility to
upset, their isolation relative to each other and the relative gain in the virtual and parasitic
junctions.

The LSIC/VLSIC technologies which appear attractive for new military space applications
operate at very high speeds (>> 10MHz), at switching energy levels of - - 1 pico-joule/
gate, and can perform very complex functions on a single chip. They are susceptible to
both multiple (x-ray burst) and single (cosmic ray) upsets. They may also be susceptible to
latch-up from the same sources, depending on their chip architecture. If they employ field
effect technology (MOS), they will be more sensitive to total dose performance
degradation than if bipolar technology is used. None of these susceptibilities are



compatible with a requirement for error free, reliable, undegraded component performance
over the mission life.

Testing of such devices to determine their susceptibility, while feasible during the design
phase, may be impractical during production. For example, testing for sensitivity to
functional upset, latch up or burn-out induced by an x-ray burst can be accomplished with
a flash x-ray (FXR) source. Testing for sensitivity to single junction upset or subfunctional
latch up/burn-out caused by cosmic rays requires a high energy heavy ion accelerator
(cyclotron) -- expensive and not always available. Further, in the latch up case, it is not
clear that a part’s latch up susceptibility would be the same for the two environments.
However, if they were, the less expensive and more available FXR could be used for
production screening. Much more research is required here.

If the piece part’s susceptibility to latch up is dependent on its operational state, then
testing of each state may be required to insure no latch up. Since the number of states can
be very large (> 100), testing will be very time consuming and the accumulated dose
maybe sufficient to degrade device performance below that required. Recent investigations
have shown that for screening against x-ray burst induced latch up in LSICs, the number of
test states required can be greatly reduced (a) by determining from the chip architecture the
number of basic functional types used and testing all parallel types in their required states
and (b) by determining the input and output states dictated by peripherals which are
similarly exposed. In both cases the number of states requiring testing can be reduced for
typical LSICs (AMD 2910) to ~ 10. However, only the first approach may be applicable
for cosmic ray screening.

An alternative to radiation screening to eliminate latch up susceptible piece parts is the use
of power strobing. This technique is useful in microprocessors but not in mass memories if
nonvolatility is required. Automatic power interrupt is possible by current limiting on
devices which show a very large current increase over normal when driven into saturation
by radiation. This is applicable to very low power device types (CMOS) under total
junction illumination (x-ray) but not necessarily if only a few junctions are affected.

Long operational orbit lifetimes requires piece parts having high reliability and high
immunity to total dose degradation from natural and enhanced radiation belt environments.
Unfortunately, these two requirements are not always compatible; and, since reliability is
the dominant requirement for initial orbital operation, piece parts used must pass the
standard reliability test procedures before their sensitivity to radiation degradation is
addressed. To date, availability and reliability of “hardened” ICS, particularly MOS types,
have limited their use in space. Unhardened reliable devices which are used are heavily
shielded to minimize total dose degradation. Undoubtedly, LSICs and VLSICs will be 



faced with the same problems and the shielding weight requirements decrease their
attractiveness.

SUMMARY

Efforts to harden a spacecraft were described above, together with the results of satellite-
level x-ray exposure. The natural and hostile space radiation environment was discussed
which can cause piece part upset, latch-up, burnout and performance degradation.
Solutions and test procedures were described which were effective for SSICs but which
may not be applicable or practical for LSICs or VLSICs. In conclusion, much more work
must be done on hardness assurance techniques for these newer devices, along with
emphasis on the performance requirements for satellites using them, and consideration of
their basic sensitivities - before they are incorporated into new satellite designs. Moreover,
these basic sensitivities need to be considered by the LSIC and VLSIC designer so that his
final product will be useful in space applications.

Figure 1.  STARSAT-Huron King Test Site VLOS Pipe



Figure 2.  STARSAT Experiment for Huron King

Figure 3.  Faraday Cage Concept



• EXECUTION OF PROGRAMMED COMMANDS FROM T - 15 MIN TO T+13.5
MIN

• ONE SYNCH FRAME (ONE SEC) LOST AT T=0 (OPERATIONALLY
ACCEPTABLE)

• GOOD DATA ON >90% OF MONITORS

• NO EXECUTION OF SCRAMBLED COMMAND

• NO CHANGE IN OPERATIONAL MODE

• NO ABNORMAL CIRCUIT RECOVERY TIMES

• NO CATASTROPHIC FAILURES

• NO SGEMP/TREE INDUCED BURNOUT OF ELECTRONICS

• ONE ANOMALY - ONE TELEMETRY WORD LOST - HARD RAM UPSET

Figure 4.  Preliminary Results

Measurement Category
Number of

Measurements Mean Over (Under) Prediction

External Fields

External Sheath

Internal Fields

Internal Sheath

Antennas

Pin Currents

17

13

25

38

5

49

-12.2 dB

+13.3 dB

+ 9.99 dB

+17.7 dB

+20.2 dB

+ 9.31 dB

(X 4.0)

X 4.6

X 3.2

X 7.7

X10.2

X 2.9

Figure 5.  Summary by Category



Figure 6.  Hard Flip- Flop

Figure 7.  Current Limiting Guide



Figure 8.  SGEMP Terminal Protection
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The Electronic Battlefield and USLI

Modern survivability of military systems is based on advances in electronics components
and digital computers. Actually electronics reaches into almost every segment of military
operations, from satellite communications, to data processing, to “smart” missiles relying
on processors, to routine administrative activities which utilize optical display and word
processing, to every segment of primary and support mission areas. The scope of the use
of electronics systems by the U.S. Air Force was susscintly stated by General Robert T.
Marsh in the Air Force Magazine for July 1981 when he pointed out that “electronics
systems represent about a third of the total value of Air Force weapons and equipment.
Counting spares we own and maintain more than a quarter million black boxes and the Air
Force will soon be supporting more than 40,000 computers ... within the total Fiscal 1982
requested funding of, $960 million for Air Force RDT&E technology base activities,
approximately $270 million is for electronics and electronics related efforts - more than for
weaponry ... more than for flight vehicles ... more than for propulsion and power ... at the
heart of this galloping technology of course are the dramatic improvements in large scale
integrated circuits (LSI) and very large scale integrated (circuits) microprocessors (VLSI)
which give us all sorts of advantages in weight, volume, power and reliability. The end is
nowhere in sight.” This paper will provide a summary of how modern VLSI is being
applied to military communications including how synergistic VLSI developments in the
commerical and consumer marketplaces have influenced military systems, and the
initiation and implementation of the Tri-service very-high-speed integrated circuit (VHSIC)
program which is intended to overcome the high cost of relatively few specialized military
systems by making it attractive for commercial manufacturers of VLSI chips to also
produce widely applicable integrated circuit chips for military systems.

The Advent of VLSI

The beginning of microelectronics and its impact on miniaturization of electronics systems
was not realized until the 1950’s when the invention of the transistor in the late 1940’s



made possible thin film and thick film circuits using descrete transistors diodes and passive
components. The 1960’s saw the advent of the integrated circuit (IC) in which a single
wafer of semi-conductor material contained the equivalent of a number of discrete
transistors diodes resistors and capacitors to provide a complete function such as a
complete digital logic gate or a flip-flop. This development continued into the 1970’s
which produced a third generation of circuit and system design approaches, resulting in
more complex chips producing many functions; i.e. large scale integration (LSI). Perhaps
the two most significant products of this third generation of integrated circuits and
complexity were the calculator and the microprocessor.

A worldwide trend in the development of increasingly complex integrated circuits has
brought the art of microelectronits to a fourth generation -- very large scale integrated
circuits (VLSI) and very high speed integrated circuits (VHSIC’s). In such complex
integrated circuits, a single chip (IC) can contain the equivalent of almost 500,000
transistors, ex. The Hewlett Packard N-MOS single chip 32-bit processor contains
450,000 transistors on a 0.25 X 0.25 inch silicon die. IBM, using LSI has squeezed the
main portion of its IBM/370 central processing unit onto a single chip of 4000 gates and
45000 transistors.

The Computer:  The Triumph of VLSI

The computer was born more than thirty years ago using electron tubes to provide the
limited number of functions capable of being addressed. The advent of the transistor
initially appeared to be useful only to eliminate the enormous amount of filament power
and heat dissapated by the electron tube computers. It was not until the middle-to-late
1950’s that the transistorized computer made its debut in an art where only a few thousand
operations of throughput was considered outstanding. The development of integrated
circuits during the early 1960’s gave way to many computer systems still in use today; re:
the UNIVAC RMF 1230, which is used in many SCF installations.

The introduction of integrated circuits in the 1960’s with as many as ten gates of logic
power in a single 14-pin flatpack resulted in an order of magnitude jump in density and
complexity over the “cordwood” packaging of the computers in the 1950’s. The integrated
circuit with parallel computer architecture was then used to obtain hundreds of thousands
of operations per second. At the same time, costs decreased from several dollars per gate
to as low as a dollar a gate.

This increase in computer complexity also impacted the traditional circuit designer
resulting in the development of Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems to produce system
designs containing many thousands of gates. Design automation (D/A) computer aids were
developed to meet this challenge. Logic chips of ever-increasing function and density were



produced throughout the 1970’s, and produced computers with more than one hundred
thousand gates of logic and many million words of memory. The characteristics of the
transistor-transistor logic (TTL) circuitry allowed relatively unsophisticated simulation,
data recording and test pattern generation support.

Following what is often referred to as the “computer depression of 1970-1971,” an event
occurred which changed the course of computer development; this was the advent of both
the calculator and the microprocessor which with the use of alphanumerics for CRT
display ushered in a new era of computer development which led to the introduction of
VLSI in 1978. The advent of VLSI allows the design of systems consisting of millions and
even tens of millions of logic gates. While the obvious increase in total system gates is a
complexity increase, VLSI presents a challenge to the “business as usual” way of
designing new electronic components. In the past the normal way to plunge into this new
technology would be through custom designs, which would optimize chip area and
eventually win acceptance in the marketplace as standard semiconductor products.
Microprocessors and the new generation random access memories (RAM) ranging up to a
quarter-megabit are examples of VLSI components designed in that way.

The computer of the 1980’s using VLSI performs at a speed and with a capacity
undreamed of only a decade ago; also, the computers of the 1960 required large
equipments - sometimes as large as a room, to perform the same functions now possible in
a computer system occupying only a cubic foot or two.

Each gate in a VLSI chip consists of three or four components. The VLSI chip will
therefore contain 30,000 to half a million devices which require millions of
interconnections to perform the desired function. The VLSI circuit design problem
encountered in a single chip has not reached the order of a total large system design of
only a few years ago. In order to design the VLSI chip with millions of interconnections,
thousands of errors must be corrected by means of “softwires” on printed circuit (PC)
cards. It is clear that new approaches are required for practical design of VLSI chips. The
single limiting factor that is most evident today in the semiconductor industry is the lack of
means for rapid low cost design of VLSI chips. Hence, the DoD VHSIC program which is
designed to: (1) reduce the cost and schedule of VLSI design to approach the figures
applicable to unit logic design, and (2) provide a means of obtaining the benefits of large
volume (and therefore low unit cost) chip production.

VLSI and Consumer Products

LSI and VLSI require large production of chips to warrant the time and design cost per
gate to render the manufacturing cost per gate at an economic level relative to the cost of
TTL logic, for example consumer products such as digital watches, calculators, color tv



sets, tv games, talking dolls, etc. address markets which can require millions of units
thereby making the cost of developing appropriate LSI chips practical. As an example,
modern color tv sets now use microprocessors and synthesizers-on-a-chip for toning, and
indeed, the entire color tv circuit is accomplished by using a small set of complex
integrated circuits. For such systems, an LSI integrated circuit can provide many complex
functions at very low cost. For example, the NATIONAL LM1889 which is used for tv
games and which inputs a baseband video and audio and develops a vestigial sideband
video carrier with FM audio at channel 3 or 4 of a standard tv set, can be purchased for
less than $8. Another example is the frequency synthesizer of a tv set or FM tuner which
provides a local oscillator signal at UHF and VHF using one or two low cost chips - a far
cry from the cost of many thousands of dollars of a commercial frequency synthesizer.

A new and expanding area of consumer products using VLSI and LSI is the home
computer and the tele-text which are designed for home use and can be used to display,
graph, word process, and develop and/or retrieve information. This has been a busy
marketplace and the recent intention to compete in this area is indication of the automated
home.

VLSI and LSI in commercial communications

LSI and VLSI chips are now the mainstay of commercial digital communications which is
used, the world over, to replace convential analog telephone communications. LSI can be
used to operate at digitized-voice data rates from 3.2 to 64 kilobits per second and LSI
chips are now used to convert analog voice to whatever data rates are needed to enter a
digital hierarchy for multiplexing with other voice channels to form a standard data stream
in the hierarchy. 1.544 Mbps for example is used in both the AT&T digital hierarchy and
military communications to transmit 24 digital-voice signals - each at 64 kbps. However,
significant work has been done to reduce the number of data bits required to represent a
voice with 30-32 kbps using delta modulation providing a reproduced voice of excellent
quality, and a voice signal produced by a vocoder at 2400 bps now capable of producing a
clear and recognizable voice. The same is true of video which formerly required almost
100 Mbps to represent a PCM digital version of a standard NTSC color TV signal. Such
signals can be now produced with excellent quality with as few as 16-22 Mbps, and with
quality satisfactory for teleconferencing to as low as 1.544 Mbps. Those important
achievemnts in voice and video data rate reduction are a direct consequence of the use of
LSI and VLSI chips. Other chips have been developed in the commercial world by
INTELSAT, Comsat, AT&T, etc. to provide LSI and VLSI chips providing complete
ViTerbi encoders and threshold decoders, modulators, PCM codec’s, SCPC channel units,
frequency synthesizers. Of particular interest is the development of a digital canceller by
AT&T for voice communication by satellite using almost 50000 transistors and gates on a
single chip - a real triumph for VLSI which solved both a severe problem in the reduction



in the time delay effects on voice communications by satellites, and rendered economic a
circuit which would have cost almost $50,000 to manufacture by conventional means.

The other growing uses of VLSI in commercial communications are becoming almost too
numerous to mention but significant developments have been made in memory circuits
which now make TDMA practical and economic in systems normally using SCPC
channels, and in the development and manufacture of videotex terminals which allow
retrieve and display of data stored in a computer memory.

VLSI in Military Communications

The computer system is the heart of military communications which includes internetting,
data processing, survivable-communications, secure communications, speech processing,
and Distributed Data Base Systems (DDBS). Survivability of communication networks, in
particular is improved by redundancy of links and nodes, and by the ability of a computer
to reconfigure a network. In the 1980’s, small powerful processors using VLSI will
support low cost communication satellites, provide wide area distribution of
communication services, and handle heavy processor loads required to achieve security
objectives or develop data from or data systems for acquisition, updating, or retrieval.

Many ruggedized computer systems are now being developed based on the use of
commercial computer systems and technology; for example, the military version of the
DEC computer manufactured by NORDEN, the military version of the Eclipse computer
manufactured by ROLM, or the ruggedized IBM Series I minicomputer. According to Col.
P. Ulmen and S. Lipner writing in SIGNAL July 1981, “it would be shortsighted for
government to place itself outside of commercial technology trends (in which a new
generation occurs about every three years) and wasteful to compete with commercial
industry for technology leadership; it is useful for government to sponsor certain hardware
and software advances. The very high speed integrated circuit (VHSIC) program is an
appropriate area where defense investments are accellerating technology developments.”

A peripheral of the computer system which has benefited from LSI and VLSI is the display
system using either CRT or rugged plasma display systems. Here the man-machine
interface is enhanced by displays which not only can display tabulated information, but
also display this information in various colors (CRT only) to distinguish between various
data or to display using curves or bar graphs or whatever is needed for data understanding.

Interestingly enough, it is the memory system of the computer which is not always
benefiting from VLSI. After many years, a Winchester floppy disk or rigid disk memory
still has a cost and data-storage advantage over the best of solid state memory systems.



Other areas where VLSI will make key impact is in the area of packet communications
which enhance the survivability of a communications network by sending the data in
packets, each with a preamble containing a destination code which in the era of VLSI
codecs and matrix switches including store and forward systems, allows each packet to
develop its own route to its destination followed by a verification of arrival returned to the
sender. According to J. Rothfeder, writing in Electronic Design, August 6, 1981, “Both the
Pentagon and Congress are emphasizing an effective system of command, control and
communications (C3) for the strategic Triad of land-based missiles, airborne bombers,
nuclear submarines. Over the past few years, the Soviet Union’s ability to disrupt the
current U.S. strategic C3 network -- which essentially consists of warning radars, satellites,
airborne and fixed command posts, and message relay devices -- has grown disturbingly
strong. In addition to ensuring that the Triad members remain in contact with command
posts and each other directly before and during an enemy attack, C3 is now expected to
stay in operation after an attack.”

“Much of the C3 work at DARPA is in the development of more secure, more
sophisticated and widerband communications networks. Special emphasis is being placed
on computer communications technology, the use of lasers for strategic communications,
and basic computer research.”

“An installation plan is being developed for ARPANET, the packet-switched network
slated for use at Strategic Air Command (SAC) headquarters. Along with this, a series of
computer reconstruction plans is being implemented for SAC staff members to improve
crisis management of computer compunciations, especially if the communications are
severly disrupted in a nuclear attack. In addition. the communication range of packet radio
network technology is being extended to provide automated data processing services for
airborne use, such as in the airborne command post.”

“The packet-communication technology program is also exploring computer-based
methods for controlling, allocating, and accessing information through a variety of media,
including mobile radio, boardcast satellites, coaxial and optical cable, and leased telephone
circuits. The collections of networks are interconnected by small gateway computers. End-
to-end security is a priority not only for these packet-swtiched networks but also for
special applications such as multimedia systems and packet-switched voice.”

Another area where VLSI will provide important functions; as codecs in transmitters and
receivers of Fiberoptic systems to take advantage of both zero-RFI/EMI proof
transmission capability and the light-weight wideband transmission paths between
communications or data processing centers (es: TRI-TAC).



Military communications will also benefit from the computer-control and moniter of a
complex of equipment interconnected by the parallel bus IEEE 488 system, now
subscribed to by more than 150 equipment manufacturers. The IEEE 488 parallel bus
system - and the serial RS-232 system-interconnect all equipments with an IEEE bus
controller which monitors and controls all equipments, and in addition to increasing the
quality and reliability of all data developed, also reduces the manpower requirements - a
significant contribution to life cycle cost reduction.

The DoD VHSIC Program

The VHSIC program, sponsored by the Defense Dept., is one of the most ambitious
collaborations of government and private industry. It is aimed at stimulating and speeding
up the development of IC device technology. VHSIC addresses several key military issues
of the 1980’s, two of the most important being:

• The U.S. military establishment should gain and maintain a qualitative arms lead
over its adversaries to compensate for a numerical inferiority.

• The military should afford complex functions in small packages that can easily be
replaced or repaired, for a reduction in required logistics and operator skills.

The $160-million Phase 1 of VHSIC, whose contracts were signed March 7, 1980, is a
six-year phase involving six prime contractors: i.e., Texas Instruments (Army) with
concentration on bipolar technology; Hughes (Army) with CMOS/SOS hybrid/custom
design; TRW (Navy) with bulk CMOs and bipolar coverage; IBM (Navy) with NMOS
and customized macrocell architecture; Honeywell (A.F.) with bipolar technology; and
Westinghouse (A.F.) with bulk C-MOS coverage and single-chip sets.

The basic VHSIC objective is to push improvements in military systems performance
through improvements in IC designs and processes, which -- in the main -- boils to
achieving micron and submicron line geometries. There are two parts to the VHSIC Phase
1 program. The first part involves the development of IC devices with 1.25 µm line widths
while second part of the Phase 1 program involves the development of devices with line
widths of just 0.5 micrometers.

Throughput capacity, in gate-Hz, is one measure of the capability VHSIC devices are
expected to attain. Throughput capacity is a parameter that is derived from multiplying the
number of gates on an IC chip by the chip’s clock frequency. Microprocessors have
throughput capacities on the order of 1010 gate-Hz, while such military systems as the
AIM-54 Phoenix seeker processor and the UYK20 standard computer have throughput
rates of 1011 and 1012 gate-Hz, respectively. Weapons systems are being planned with even



higher systems throughput capacities of 1013 gate-Hz and more. Such throughput rates
require that IC pattern definitions be at least 1 in size and smaller, otherwise, total system
weights and power-dissipation levels could become too prohibitive. (Electronic Desigh,
August 6, 1981).

The outcome of the VHSIC program will be one in which nearly every future computer
and communications system component will benefit. Packet radios for the Army and other
services will have VHSIC chips at the design foundation. High-performance imaging and
phased-array radars are expected to proliferate as more and more VHSIC chips are used in
such systems to make them smaller and less expensive. Even the foot soldier will benefit,
as portable JTIDS (Joint Tactical Information Distribution Systems) packages, powered by
batteries and carryable on one’s back, become readily available thanks to VHSI chips.

Gallium Arsenide VLSI

Low frequency and baseband functions using VLSI will use CMOS or N-MOS. For
frequencies at UHF and above, and data rates into the megabit range, Gallium Arsenide
(GaAs) VLSI will be used. Monolithic GaAs technology is on the verge of engulfing the
microwave industry and radically changing the nature of the business. The US military has
gradually increased funding of monolithic GaAs research, and now many millions of
dollars of government funding support US-based research. Efforts in Europe are
intensifying on monolithic GaAs design and the Japanese reportedly have 26 organizations
working on monolithic receiver front ends alone.

A major impetus for research on this technology is the cost savings that can be realized by
producing microwave circuits monolithically. Complete circuits deposited on a
semiconductor chip need no tuning; in fact, most can’t be tuned. Hence, microwave
circuits could be mass-produced monolithically without the time-consuming and costly
tweaking that is required now. Also, subsystems defined on a chip could open up new
block-diagram approaches for system designers who work on equipment that ranges from
test-and-measurement hardware to space-based radar. The reduced size and power
consumption of monolithic GaAs circuits Is particularly beneficial for space applications.

Approaches to monolithic circuit design are as varied as the personalities of the designers,
and there is disagreement as to which designs will ultimately lead to GaAs very-large-scale
integration (VLSI, or 10,000 gates/chip), if GaAs VLSI is indeed ever achieved. Research
efforts can be separated into three general areas: analog low-noise, analog high-power, and
digital circuits. And, as monolithic GaAs power amplifiers, low-noise receivers, and A/D
converters become commonplace, the analog and digital worlds will merge on GaAs
wafers.
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ABSTRACT

The DoD is planning a new Mil Sat Com Program, one which will provide the U.S.
Military with a capability to maintain the peace or if need be, fight a war.

INTRODUCTION

Since 1974 there has been a continuing effort on the part of the Department of Defense to
produce a detailed Mil Sat Com Plan. The initial efforts produced concepts for a General
Purpose Satellite Communication System and the Strategic Satellite System. These earlier
concepts were identified primarily with the Tactical Forces and the Strategic Forces
respectively. For several reasons these earlier concepts were either rejected by the
Congress or did not have the wholehearted support of the joint C3 community and as a
result, a Mil Sat Com program did not materialize.

At the present time DSCS-II, FLT SAT and packages on host satellites are the main Mil
Sat Com components which satisfy some of the communication connectivity required by
the Strategic and General Purpose Forces. It has been recognized for some time that this
collection of resources is not adequate to meet the U.S. Military needs for the 80’s and
90’s. When DSCS-III is deployed, some deficiencies will be removed, however, there will
remain serious shortcomings in the satellite support of both the Strategic and Tactical
Forces.

RECENT CHANGES IN EMPHASIS

Prior to the Carter Administration, the World Wide Military Command and Control
System plans were essentially complete. While the WWMCCS plans stressed crisis
management over large investments in C3 survivability, the plans did reflect a continuing
emphasis on enduring C3. During the Carter Administration there were a number of Key
Presidential Decisions promulgated. These Decisions dealt with Enduring C3,
Mobilization, Continuation of Government and Nuclear Targeting. These Decisions



coupled with the WWMCCS emphasis on crisis management and endurance, the Mx, a
new bomber, upgrades to the Theater Nuclear Forces, a recognition of the tremendous
endurance of the SSBN fleet, the emergence of the Rapid Deployable Force and Executive
Order 12036 have caused the DoD to rethink its Mil Sat Com Plans. That is, the combined
effects of these changes in emphasis has caused the C3I community to plan a next
generation Mil Sat Com System. This plan is evolving with close cooperation between the
sponsors of the weapons systems and the C3I community.

FUTURE MIL SAT COM SYSTEM

At the writing of this paper, the next generation Mil Sat Com System has been described
as a Multi-Mission Satellite augmented by upgrades to existing or almost existing systems
e.g. DSCS-III. The term Multi-Mission Satellite (MMS) has been tentatively named
MilSTAR which stands for Military Strategic Tactical and Relay satellite. While the
MiISTAR will likely be deployed initially in a geo-synchronous orbit, it is possible that it
could serve as a bus for applications requiring elliptical or hyper-sync circular orbits e.g. ,
five times synchronous. Higher than synchronous orbits could be deployed if and when an
anti-satellite threat is considered sufficient to warrant the use of such orbits. Hyper-sync
orbits might be used in a satellite control satellite system (circa ’95) if the threat to the
ground based satellite control system is severe and cannot be thwarted through
proliferation and mobility of ground based facilities.

The survivability of the satellite system ground segments, particularly those segments
which are fixed and associated with satellite control is very important. The new Mil Sat
Com Plan should ensure that the user terminals survivability matches the endurance of the
Forces and that satellite control has the necessary endurance. Likewise, it is imperative
that the new Space Defense Operation Center (SPADOC) possess endurance and that
SPADOC and the Mil Sat Com be tightly coupled to ensure maximum joint survivablity. It
may be appropriate to redesign current TT&C capabilities (e.g. SGLS) to ensure electronic
and physical survivability through proliferation, mobility and waveform compatibility with
the communications waveform employed by the Startegic and Tactical users of the
MilSTAR. Waveform compatibility would allow a number of authorized ground facilities
to participate in satellite TT&C.

The major new component of the future Mil Sat Com System is the MilSTAR. With a
common frequency hopped waveform for both strategic and tactical users, it could handle
fifty to one hundred simultaneous accesses per satellite and feature adaptive antenna
technology for beam forming and interference rejection. The use of the 44 ghz uplink band
and 20 ghz downlink band ensures adequate bandwidth for high anti-jam and low
probability of signal exploitation. Crosslinks may be included as required. Strategic users
would operate at a data rate of 75 bps which is commensurate with strategic forces



missions, while tactical users would operate at 2.4 kbps or less. The higher data rate (2.4
kbps) could support voice through the use of a linear predictive voice coder. These data
rates (75 bps to 2.4 kbps) are to be supported from a variety of force element terminals on
surface ships, submarines, aircraft and mobile ground platforms. The terminal aperture
could range in size from 6 inches to 24 inches, depending on the platform. As in the
strategic case where endurance of the weapons and supporting C3 is stressed, the tactical
situation requires adequate enduring C3 which can be achieved through the proliferation of
highly mobile small tactical EHF terminals.

It is conceivable that host satellites will carry a modest EHF capability at 44/20 ghz to
provide for high latitude coverage for select military missions, for example, a new bomber
equipped with EHF. The host satellite capability would coincide with the new bomber
deployment schedules which could precede the initial deployment of MilSTAR. A modest
EHF capability on host satellites could serve as a test bed for tactical users who would
benefit most from a geo sync MilSTAR deployment.

Both the DOD and NASA are active in the 30/20 ghz satellite system technology. In fact,
the similarities between these two R & D programs are such the close cooperation
between DOD and NASA appears evident. It is likely that the DOD will introduce a 30/20
ghz capability as an upgrade to the DSCS-III and eventually 30/20 ghz technology could
dominate a DSCS-IV system circa 1995. The 30/20 ghz on DSCS-III could accommodate
a variety of users. Technology sponsored by the Bell Telephone Laboratories also appears
directly applicable to a DOD 30/20 ghz capability. Ground station antennas for the 30/20
ghz band would be on the order of a few meters.

To ensure compatibility with near term force element terminals, the future Mil Sat Com
System will probably provide for transitional capabilities. For example, at UHF and SHF,
transponders on host satellites could provide the necessary compatibility with strategic and
theater force elements outfitted with AFSATCOM I/II modulation equipments. A modicum
of such capability could also be placed on MilSTAR as required.

A continuing UHF peacetime capability within the Mil Sat Com System appears
imperative as a result of the large number of UHF terminals projected ( 3500) for
procurement between now and 1990. This continuing capability could be provided by a
cost effective program based on a continuation of FLT SAT, the introduction of LEASAT,
or FLT SATS followed by LEASATS. Continuity of SHF service is expected to be
provided by DSCS-III during the ’83 to ’95 time frame and perhaps beyond.



SUMMARY

As the DoD continues to develop the future Mil Sat Com System there are a number of
difficult issues which need to be addressed and resolved.

C There is a need for a definitive operational anti-satellite threat. The threat cannot be
based solely on technology, but must reflect the operational difficulties facing an enemy
equipped with an anti-satellite capability. The threat to satellites from a nuclear
environment also needs to be better quantified.

C A more consolidated management approach to R & D and acquisition of the ground
and space segments of Mil Sat Com appears in order. Likewise, more equitable space
system funding arrangements within the services seem desirable.

C Satellite System Control survivability needs to be addressed. New concepts for
improved TT&C should be part of this addressal.

C EHF satellilte service for tactical users must be balanced with a variety of other tactical
communication programs.

C How to provide for a continuity of UHF peacetime services needs to be determined.

C Cooperation with NASA on the 30/20 ghz satellite technology seems imperative.

C The DoD needs to maintain the “togetherness” of the Military Services achieved thus
far on this program and to convince the U.S. Congress of the need for a war capable
Mil Sat Com System.
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ABSTRACT

The US is being denied effective use of space systems for tactical support of combat
operations because of doubts regarding the survivability of space missions in hostilities.
Space systems survivability has been the object of widespread analysis and development
for fifteen years. Because survivability is expensive, the decision to make the necessary
substantial investments for high-altitude satellites will be postponed until there is tangible
evidence that the threat is developing into anti-satellite weapon systems. Therefore, space
system development and acquisition must be formulated so that the appropriate
survivability investment can be made as the physical attack threat at high altitudes
eventually emerges.

INTRODUCTION

The US is being denied effective use of space systems for tactical support of combat
operations because of doubts regarding the survivability of space missions in hostilities.
Although space systems survivability has been the object of widespread analysis and
development for fifteen years, military space systems continue to be viewed as suitable
only for peacetime operations.

The degree of vulnerability and corresponding survivability requirements vary from
mission to mission. For the missions to survive, all of the system elements, including
satellites, ground stations, links, and operation centers, must be protected against threats
that include physical attack, electronic warfare, and collateral degradation from nuclear
detonations. Some of the postulated threats, such as the high-altitude ASAT, do not exist
as weapon systems.



Comprehensive, yet costly, survivability techniques have been identified and developed for
both existing and postulated threats. Any potential survivability investment depends on the
US acceptance of space systems for warfighting purposes. The prevailing barrier to this
acceptance is the concern that satellites will always remain vulnerable to orbital
interceptors even if the other threats to the space mission are neutralized.

These pervasive doubts regarding the physical vulnerability of satellites are rooted in two
problems:

• The high-altitude ASAT does not exist and can emerge as one of several options.
• The long development and acquisition process for US space systems will render

them obsolete relative to the emerging threat..

The solution to this problem is a threat-responsive survivability strategy. The approach for
space system development and acquisition for high-altitude missions must be formulated
so that the appropriate survivability response can be tailored to the threat as it eventually
emerges.

THE PROBLEM

The Soviet Union began testing an anti-satellite (ASAT) interceptor in 1967, and, as we
enter the 1980s, US space systems at low altitude remain vulnerable to this threat. With a
few exceptions, implementation of survivability for physical attack into US space systems
is still years away, if ever to come. Somewhat better progress is being made relative to the
ECM threat and ground station threats.

It is widely recognized that space-based C3I, navigation, and meteorology systems provide
a real-time, global capability far superior to their terrestrial counterparts. However, the
operational use of space systems to support military activities during hostilities has been
thwarted by the space system survivability issue.

The current dependability of space mission support during hostilities is a real problem
although the threats and the resultant vulnerabilities of space systems are usually
overstated. In general, technical means to protect space systems in a variety of plausible
scenarios have been identified and developed. Why then is the progress towards
implementing these survivability concepts so agonizingly slow?

The factors that contribute to this dilemma can be logically ordered as follows:

1. Countermeasures are often threat-dependent.
2. Threat characteristics are unknown or are evolving.



3. Space system development cycles are 5 to 10 years or longer.
4. Survivability is an expensive investment.
5. The projected effectiveness of survivability is debatable under the above

conditions.
6. Therefore, the investment cannot be justified.

If the Soviet Union and US were to engage in sporadic space warfare protracted over
many months or years, then priorities would change and comprehensive survivability
implementation may occur. However, with the series of low-level crises that we currently
experience, it is unlikely that survivability will be implemented as a substantial
characteristic of space systems without the advent of a high-altitude anti-satellite weapon
system.

Because we have been singularly unsuccessful in having survivability incorporated into
either ongoing or new systems, it appears that a different approach must be taken. This
approach must be “threat responsive”, in that the survivability measures implemented will
depend to some extent on the threat that eventually emerges. The process by which this
countermeasure vs counter-countermeasure development occurs is illustrated in Figure 1.
The key features are:

• A system concept that can be augmented with survivability characteristics if and
when needed.

• Development of appropriate threat-tolerant and threat-avoidant technology.
• The specification of low-level survivability requirements to account for existing and

near-term threats.

There is a technical issue regarding the capability to respond with countermeasure
implementation on a time scale comparable to development of the threat counter-
countermeasure. A major objective of current design efforts for space systems should be to
identify the practical degree of threat-responsive survivability.

WHAT WILL THE THREAT BE?

Two threat characteristics must be known for effective survivability implementation: The
specific threat weapon systems selected for development and the deployment schedule.
Unfortunately, insufficient data are available to formulate a threat assessment with the
accuracy needed to respond with a survivability implementation plan for US space systems
that is acceptable to decision makers.

Current threat assessments are necessarily limited to sizing potential Soviet threat systems.
The Soviets will not develop and deploy all of the threats thus identified. What they will



do depends upon their military objectives, the US use of military space systems, and the
long-term international situation. These motivating factors are unclear or unknown, and
will remain so until the Soviets take specific and detectable actions. This observation of
Soviet behavior highlights the need for a flexible and responsive survivability
implementation strategy.

Threats can be classified in terms of three development timelines (Table 1):

• Existing
• Short Development
• Long Development

Existing threats are those that are certain to occur during hostilities, such as high-altitude
nuclear detonations that will affect communication links.

A short development threat can be tested and fielded on a time scale that may not be
possible to match with survivability countermeasure implementation. A nuclear warhead
on a ground-controlled missile is an example of such a threat.

Long development threats are major weapon systems that require a development cycle
commensurate with a large-scale space system. The preeminent example of long-term
development for operation against targets in high-energy orbits is the homing non-nuclear
orbital interceptor. Figure 2 shows the development schedule of such a threat relative to a
typical development schedule of a US space system.

Table 1 provides categorization in terms of development time for threats against space
systems in high-energy orbits. The message is fairly straightforward: An enduring space
system with satellites in high-energy orbits must be fielded with the capability to sustain
attacks by ground-controlled nuclear ASATs, to tolerate interference from modest RF or
laser sources, to survive the loss of ground stations, especially overseas, and to operate in
global and space environments that have been perturbed by many nuclear detonations.

When the system is deployed, it must have the flexibility to be modified or augmented with
countermeasures tailored for a specific physical attack threat. This threat may be a ground-
controlled nuclear ASAT system supported by real-time global C3I, a homing interceptor, a
space-based laser, a space mine, or any other sophisticated weapon system that can
perform an end-game engagement with a high degree of autonomy.

For RF or laser interference at the maximum threat assessment levels, it may be practical
to field a space system at the onset with threat-tolerant countermeasures that can defeat 



any projected threat. This is a judgement that must be made during the system engineering
and design phases of the space system development.

When the decision is made to develop a space system, it is impossible to specify for design
purposes the threats to which the system will be exposed during its operational lifetime,
because eventual threats will be influenced by unpredictable future events. An analysis of
system vulnerability to all possible threats will identify the “easy” ones that can be
disposed of with certainty. Any threat that severely stresses the system will have to be
countered on a case-by-case basis. The space system concept must be able to
accommodate the requisite countermeasures as the specific threats and appropriate
responses are identified.

THREAT-RESPONSIVE SURVIVABILITY:  IS IT FEASIBLE?

A major stumbling block in survivability implementation is uncertainty concerning the
threat. National opinion juxtaposes skepticism regarding threat materialization against
doubt that appropriate countermeasures could ever be implemented.

A solution to this problem is a survivability strategy that is responsive to threat
development. The feasibility of this approach depends upon a space system deployment
and acquisition program that can accommodate change on a time scale commensurate with
threat development.

The most stressing threat is direct attack by a sophisticated ASAT. It is likely that other
threats can be neutralized by a combination of countermeasures and system architectures.
The technical requirements for protecting satellites from the entire spectrum of orbital
ASATs have received considerable analysis. However, little consideration has been given
to the production, test, and deployment of satellites for combat operation in which it is
reasonable to expect losses.

Regardless of whether the survivability approach is reconstitution, proliferation, or other
countermeasures, military space systems must be capable of being deployed and operated
in combat. Current satellite programs are obviously not formulated for producing military
hardware that is expendable in battle, and are not capable of being modified in response to
changes in the threat without a DSARC, congressional debate, and a system block change,

Classification of survivability concepts, principal technology requirements, and threat-
responsive characteristics are provided in Table 2. The five broad classifications of
survivability share common characteristics. For example, if hostilities occur and the
survivability concept is exercised, more satellites will be built than for peacetime
operations.



The second common element of these survivability concepts, with the exception of pure
reconstitution, is the technology development needed to demonstrate proof of concept for
each case.

The third common element is the need for operations analysis of the survivability concepts
and the decision process that will lead to selecting the concept, or combination of
concepts, that will provide a space mission performance with an acceptable level of
survivability or endurance. Specific features of each concept are provided as follows:

Survivable Launch Reconstitution - A major problem for this concept is the technology
that will provide the synoptic coverage needed for missions such as missile surveillance. If
these technologies can be developed and demonstrated, the system could be designed more
or less independently of the ASAT threat characteristics. There is an issue of whether this
system could be developed, acquired, and exercised on a time scale comparable to the
development of an ASAT system of nuclear warheads on direct ascent boosters. There is
also the issue of the relationship of this system with SALT.

Reconstitution - This concept uses responsive launches to replace lost satellites or to
augment operational satellites. Responsive launches require launch-ready satellites and
boosters. The flexibility of the shuttle is advantageous in this context. Reconstitution
impacts production rates and requirements for storing and maintaining launch-ready
satellites. Reconstitution would probably be used in conjunction with proliferation, stealth,
and on-board countermeasures. There is an operational issue regarding the use of manned
shuttle flights to reconstitute high-altitude satellites during a regional or theater conflict.

Proliferation - This concept has commonality with survivable launch in terms of production
rates and surveillance capability. Launch constraints for proliferation are obviously not as
severe as for survivable launch. Proliferated satellites may have some modest degree of
countermeasures to preclude cheap shots.

Threat-Avoidant And Threat-Tolerant Countermeasures - Satellites intended for use with
onboard countermeasures must have power, weight, and volume contingencies to
accommodate countermeasures. These excess resources could be used prior to the advent
of a high-altitude ASAT for flight tests of other development items, such as sensor
improvements. A generic set of countermeasures must be developed for the range of
ASAT options that the Soviets have available for development.

The acquisition and deployment approach for a countermeasured system must be
responsive to the possible emergence of a high-altitude ASAT. This entails optimizing
countermeasures relative to the specific threat being developed and adjusting procurement
and launch schedules to be prepared with countermeasured satellites when the threat



becomes operational. Command and control will probably be critical for on-board
countermeasures. The requisite surveillance, command, and control will also have to be in
place and exercised prior to operational readiness of the threat.

Stealth - This concept requires developing difficult technology. If the stealth concept
consists of covering normally operational satellites, then the impacts on the acquisition and
deployment approach are similar to those for on-board countermeasures. If the stealth
concept consists of deploying entirely different satellites than those used for routine
operations, then the approach is similar to that of survivable launch; namely, the system is
developed, acquired, and deployed as an adjunct to the peacetime space system.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the major issue regarding the threat-responsive survivability approach is
whether the space system acquisition process can be made responsive to the emergence of
a sophisticated ASAT system that operates in a high-energy orbit.

However, in the final analysis, the success of proceeding with survivable US military
space systems depends first on convincing national-level decision makers that the
improved capabilities are worth the investment.

It is the responsibility of space system developers to formulate a dynamic and effective
survivability strategy that will convince the US decision makers that space systems can be
made dependable enough to support military operations at all conflict levels.
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FIGURE 1. THREAT-RESPONSIVE SURVIVABILITY STRATEGY MUST BE INCORPORATED
INTO CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT AND SYSTEM DESIGN



FIGURE 2. RELATIVE SCHEDULES OF A HIGH-ALTITUDE ASAT DEVELOPMENT
VERSUS A THREAT-RESPONSIVE SURVIVABILITY IMPLEMENTATION



TABLE 1. DEVELOPMENT TIME FOR THREATS AGAINST 
HIGH ENERGY ORBITS.

THREAT CHARACTERISTICS DEVELOPMENT TIME

NUCLEAR ASAT GROUND CONTROLLED SHORT

LASER ASAT LESS THAN 200 Kw POWER,
GROUND BASED

SHORT

LASER ASAT MAX THREAT ASSESSMENT,
GROUND BASED

LONG

LASER ASAT MAX THREAT ASSESSMENT,
SPACE BASED

LONG

NON-NUCLEAR
INTERCEPTOR

HOMING LONG

SPACE-MINE NON-NUCLEAR LONG

SPACE SURVEILLANCE CONSU BASED EXISTS OR SHORT

SPACE SURVEILLANCE GLOBAL, PEAL TIME LONG

RF JAMMING INTERFERENCE WITH
CURRENT CAPABILITIES

EXISTS OR SHORT

RF JAMMING MAX THREAT ASSESSMENT,
X-BAND OR HIGHER
FREQUENCY

LONG

COLLATERAL NUCLEAR
DETONATIONS

ENDO- AND EXO-
ATMOSPHERIC

EXISTS

GROUND STATION ATTACK OVERT OR COVERT EXISTS



TABLE 2.  THREAT RESPONSIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF
SURVIVABILITY CONCEPTS.

SURVIVABILITY
CONCEPT

TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT
REQUIREMENTS

THREAT
RESPONSE

COVERT
STRATEGY

SURVIVABLE LAUNCH
RECONSTITUTION

SMALL
PAYLOAD, ADEQUATE
COVERAGE

ACQUIRE
& DEPLOY

NO

RECONSTITUTION NONE ACCELERATE
DEPLOYMENT

YES

PROLIFERATION ECONOMICAL
PROLIFERATION

ACQUIRE
& DEPLOY

NO

ONBOARD
COUNTERMEASURES

COUNTERMEASURES
VS THREAT MATRIX

IMPLEMENT
& DEPLOY

YES

STEALTH LOW OBSERVABLE
OPERATIONS

IMPLEMENT
& DEPLOY

PROBABLY
NOT



WWMCCS SPACE ASSETS; CONTRIBUTORS TO A TOTAL
SYSTEM

James Coyle
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ABSTRACT

This paper outlines the roles of satellite systems in the context of the overall WWMCCS
mission. It describes the types of operational interdependencies that exist between ground
elements and the satellites of space systems and proposes that, because of these
interdependencies, equal consideration of the survivability of ground elements must be
included in system planning in order to capitalize on the contribution of space assets to the
WWMCCS mission.
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BLUE RIBBON
ON

NATIONAL RANGES

Dr. Russell Seely
Flight Systems, Inc.

Newport Beach, California

The National Range Commanders Council is made up of range commanders from each of
the major military ranges and test facilities across the United States. It includes Edwards
Air Force Base, Vandenberg Air Force Base, Patuxent River Naval Test Center, Eglin Air
Force Base, White Sands Missile Range, Navy Point Mugu, Navy China Lake to mention
only a few. These ranges and test facilities have the most modern and sophisticated
telemetry equipment that can be imagined to support real time and off line analysis
operations of our airborne, space, and missile systems programs. Additionally and because
of this complex capability, the council also establishes the well known IRIG standards to
be used in discussing, procuring, and operating these telemetry systems.

The purpose of this Blue Ribbon Panel is to inform the telemetry professional community
of the ranges capabilities and the on-going efforts and status of the IRIG committee.



ADVANCED COMSAT SYSTEM DESIGN
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ABSTRACT

Current Domestic C-Band Satellite Systems in the United States all operate in a
distribution mode, in that all information is transmitted to the entire satellite coverage area.
These systems are optimum for television distribution and other information channels
requiring simultaneous delivery to many receive terminals. For point-to-point
communications current satellite systems provide very inefficient use of the spectrum/orbit
resource. This paper recommends use of multiple beam C-Band satellites with frequency
reuse in different geographic locations. This approach can provide more than ten times as
much communications for each orbit slot. Compatibility with current systems is shown to
limit satellite EIRP and G/T, so that the satellite required is relatively easy to implement.

INTRODUCTION

The spectrum/orbit resource used for United States domestic satellite communications is
approaching saturation. NASA studies (References 1, 2,) predict that the demand will
cross over the spectrum/orbit saturation point in the late 1980s or early 1990s. Since these
studies were conducted the FCC has authorized construction of 25 new satellites
(Reference 3). While the exact date of saturation, and the mix of satellite services in use at
saturation (voice, video conferencing, video distribution, data, etc.) are open to question,
saturation will occur unless new technologies are used to expand and better utilize the
spectrum/orbit resource.

One approach to increasing satellite communications capacity is opening up the 30/20
GHz bands where 2.5 GHz of bandwidth is available, and where the small antenna
beamwidths available let us reuse the same frequencies many times. This is being pursued
by the NASA Lewis Research Center Advanced Communications Satellite project with
support by many aerospace companies, communications common carriers, and government
agencies.



The technologies being developed by NASA LeRC will not only provide an enormous new
resource at 30 and 20 GHz; the technologies developed will improve the spectrum/orbit
communications efficiency at lower frequencies. The specific technologies that can be
transferred include:

• Very narrow beamwidth multiple-beam-antennas

• Very narrow beamwidth multiple-scanning-beam-antennas

• Large satellite-switched-time-division-multiple-access (SSTDMA) crossbar switches

• Baseband processors with demodulation, routing, adaptive forward-error-correction
(FEC), and remodulation onboard the satellite.

Other technologies such as transmitters, receivers, and specific antenna designs can only
be used at their design frequencies. Advanced Communications Satellite project
technologies provide a new set of tools to the satellite communications system designer.
This paper will consider uses for these tools at C-Band.

Before proceeding further we must make a clear distinction between point-to-point
communications and distribution communications. The distinction is obvious and clear but
the importance of the distinction to satellite communications is often not recognized.
Telephone communications are almost invariably point-to-point. So are most data
communications and video conferencing services. These involve a single origin and a
single destination for each message. Even for telephone conference calls or large video
conferences, the number of destinations is small.

The communications traffic on many current satellite transponders is television program
distribution. This traffic originates at a single point (for each message) and has thousands
of destinations; in some cases more destinations than the originator desires. Current
C-Band satellites with their single antenna beams covering the United States are optimum
for this service (Figure 1). It costs no more to send a message to thousands of small
terminals than to send it to a single point, except for the cost of the receiving terminals.
Small TV RO terminals have become very inexpensive.

A different way to say the same thing is: it costs no less to send a message to a single
point. Systems that broadcast all their traffic over the entire United States are very
inefficient for point-to-point communications. Satellite power is wasted sending signals to
places they are not needed. And, most important, the unwanted signals jam the radio
spectrum and prevent using the same frequencies and satellite location in different 



geographic areas. Figure 2 compares the communications bandwidth available with the
two approaches.

The technologies being developed for the Advanced Communications Project are point-to-
point technologies. At the 30 and 20 GHz radio frequencies, high antenna gain is needed to
combat rain losses and offset lower transmitter efficiencies. Since antenna gain and
coverage are inversely related, these high frequencies seem more suited to point-to-point
communications.

Any C-Band satellite communications system designed for efficient point-to-point
operation must be compatible with current C-Band systems. Since current United States-
coverage systems are efficient for distribution, their use will continue for the foreseeable
future. Cross system interference considerations then require that any new system have
similar signal power densities for both uplink and downlink. Higher power levels in any
new system will cause excessive interference to old systems. Lower power levels will
cause excessive susceptibility to spurious sidelobes from older systems. Thus any C-Band
point-to-point communications system will require terrestrial antennas, transmitters, and
receivers with performance similar to those now in use. The effect of this limitation on
satellite design is interesting.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Consider a C-Band point-to-point system with 0.75E satellite antenna beams. The transmit
antenna must be 13 meters diameter, and should be a deployable dish for Space
Transportation System (STS or Shuttle) launch. The receive antenna is 9 meters diameter
for equal beamwidth, and must also fold to fit into the shuttle bay. Such a spacecraft
design is shown in Figure 3. While these are larger than current communications system
antennas, all the necessary technology is currently available: the folding dishes from TRW
in-house research, antenna feed systems scaled from those developed from the Advanced
Communications Satellite Project, and beam-scanning technology that we will discuss
below.

Satellite EIRP and G/T budgets are presented in Figure 3. Because of the combination of
high antenna gain and low EIRP and G/T requirements, Figure 3 shows that very large
losses are acceptable in the satellite RF system. Remember that we are using narrow beam
antennas primarily for frequency isolation and reuse. The gain that results is a side-effect
of the frequency-reuse design.

Since we can use relatively lossy RF components, we are free to use very fast diode
switches for both redundancy and for switching active transmitters and receivers between 



different beams over a TDMA frame period. Conceptual block diagram for such a system
is shown in Figure 4.

The conceptual design shown has 72 beams. Many of these beams will not be fully loaded,
because the domestic communications traffic of the United States is very nonuniformly
distributed over its geographic area. Figure 2 assumes that full practical loading
corresponds to about 12 GBPS of data or about 48 loaded beams. Each beam carries data
at a total of 250 Mbps, but this is divided among three carriers: one at 125 Mbps and two
at 62.5 Mbps. Only 250 MHz is available on each beam since a “four-color” map is used
for beam isolation. The “four-color” separation consists of using two orthogonal linear
polarizations and two frequency bands within the 500 MHz allocated band.

The example communications subsystem is most easily mechanized using double
frequency conversion. The receivers shift frequency down to an intermediate frequency
and the transmitters shift back up. This is necessary to have a single frequency plan at the
switches and allow complete interconnection flexibility.

If all transmitters and receivers were active all the time, the result is three independent
72-beam SSTDMA systems. But we are able to use very fast diode switches between the
antenna and the transmitters and receivers. This allows us to use fewer transmitters and
receivers than beams, switching a transmitter/receiver pair between two pairs of antenna
feeds. Power is reduced somewhat, but the primary advantage is very high level
redundancy which can make the system extremely reliable.

Antenna design is relatively easy for the point-to-point C-Band satellite. Offset reflectors
are needed because of the large physical size and the resulting blockage resulting from the
cluster of independent beam feeds. The antennas must be deployable mesh designs to fit
into the shuttle bay. Feed system losses are unimportant. This allows lightweight and
relatively inexpensive distribution networks and feeds.

Terminals to operate with this system have the same antenna requirements as current
C-Band terminals, since comparability was an initial criterion. The transmit and LNA
systems are relatively unchanged, except that the transmitters are now operated in a
TDMA burst-mode. TDMA exciters, demodulators, and input/output buffers are required.

CONCLUSION

The primary difference between the point-to-point system and current C-Band systems is
an order-of-magnitude increase in orbit-slot utilization. The point-to-point satellite design
approach can provide a reuse factor that greatly increases C-Band capacity, and operates
compatibly with current domestic C-Band satellite systems. Future orbit utilization



planning should include a mix of both system types to meet both distribution and point-to-
point communications requirements.
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Figure 1.  TYPES OF FREQUENCY REUSE



Figure 2.  COMMUNICATIONS BANDWIDTH AVAILABLE
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Figure 3.  EIRP AND G/T BUDGETS FOR 0.75EE BEAM SYSTEM
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Figure 4.  CONCEPTUAL PAYLOAD DESIGN



Figure 5.  COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY PLAN



Figure 6.  C-BAND POINT-TO-POINT SPACECRAFT
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ABSTRACT

Continuing growth in domestic and international communications traffic indicates a need
for expanded communications satellite capacity. The size of spacecraft for the 1980’s has
been established and design concepts to meet the increased capacity of the 1990’s are
under consideration.

Launch vehicle capability permits alternatives to single-purpose spacecraft for the new era.
Multipurpose spacecraft platforms and clustered satellites are concepts with unique
advantages. Platform concepts will be seen in the 1990’s, and growth in technology will
permit dedicated spacecraft to achieve new levels of capacity.

Technical advances in the 1990’s will include extended spacecraft lifetime possibly
enhanced by refurbishment of payloads. Technical capability may well exceed the ability
of institutions to utilize it, and innovative arrangements, including participation of financial
institutions, may be required to fully exploit the improved technology.

In this paper, influential factors, such as multiple narrow-beam antennas coupled with
precise pointing, are appraised in terms of design consequences and their impact on
spacecraft subsystems is identified.

INTRODUCTION

Over the few years that satellite communications have been commercially available, traffic
growth has made the provision of adequate capacity a continuing challenge. Reuse of



allocated frequency bandwidth is already required, and techniques such as polarization of
radiated energy and formation of many narrow antenna beams are already in general
practice. The latter technique, in which narrow beams require large antenna structures, is
causing new generations of communications satellites to become “space antennas” that
carry along supporting communications and housekeeping equipment, rather than
spacecraft buses that carry along a few antennas. This trend influences the design of cost-
effective, resource-efficient commercial communications satellites. Coupled with the
ability of the new launchers (especially the STS “shuttle”) for boosting more mass and
greater volume into orbit, the new technique will direct the configuration of future
communications satellites away from familiar forms.

To support the greater capacity and higher pointing precision expected to be required of
communications satellites in the 1990’s, new challenges must be faced in the design of
supporting spacecraft subsystems. High accuracy deployment, thermally stable structural
elements, and attitude control precision are among these challenges. An additional
technology that will require attention is thermal control. It is likely that more advanced
techniques will have to be employed to provide acceptable temperatures for higher power
and more exposed critical elements. This paper presents some aspects of these new
directions and speculates on configuration trends.

COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS

The thrust of communications system design is for more frequency spectrum and, for some
missions, higher signal strength at the earth terminal. Increased frequency spectrum can be
achieved by opening up new bands for communications satellites. But the usable spectrum
is a finite resource and there are practical limits to what can be accomplished. Frequency
reuse, the common solution to this problem, is achieved by polarization and spatial
diversity. Spatial diversity permits reuse of a frequency band by illuminating only a portion
of the earth with a narrow beam. Several beams having the same frequency, but carrying
different traffic, can then be used to illuminate the desired user locations with
consequential capacity increase.

The trend in commercial spacecraft antenna design has been toward increased size and
sophistication. This is best seen in INTELSAT spacecraft (Table I) which have evolved
through several generations, beginning in 1965 with INTELSAT I and culminating with the
recent launch of the first INTELSAT V in December 1980 (Figure 1). The series will
continue with INTELSAT VI, whose design and development are expected to begin in
early 1982. The simple antennas of INTELSAT I through III provided virtually full earth
coverage at 4 GHz. That coverage was supplemented in INTELSAT IV (1971) when
narrow beam antennas were added. INTELSAT V extended the trend with narrow beam
antennas at 11/14 GHz and polarization diversity added to the 4/6-GHz service. The



antenna and communication subsystems for INTELSAT VI will continue the trend with
even greater frequency reuse through more complex antennas. This spacecraft will be
larger, heavier, more complex, and more demanding of spacecraft bus services.

The size of the antenna grew sufficiently large with INTELSAT V so as to exceed the
launch vehicle shroud and thus to require on-orbit deployments to accomplish the required
geometry. The larger antenna reflectors are characteristic of narrow beam antennas having
carefully architected patterns. Antenna beam pointing accuracy becomes more stringent as
the beam width becomes narrower or as isolation from adjacent beams becomes a
dominant design driver, as is the case with INTELSAT VI. This beam pointing accuracy
requirement imposes severe constraints on spacecraft antenna mechanical design as well as
on the spacecraft’s attitude control system. In some applications these requirements lead to
R.F. beam steering.

DEDICATED SPACECRAFT VERSUS MULTIUSE SPACECRAFT

Growth in traffic requirements has lead to an increase in spacecraft mass with each
succeeding generation. INTELSAT VI will be ARIANE IV-compatible with a transfer
orbit mass of approximately 3500 kg. Nearly 45 times larger than INTELSAT I, this new
spacecraft will require approximately half the capacity of a shuttle. It is clear that with this
growth rate, a full shuttle capacity payload is not far off. Table II shows at least one
version of a growth extrapolation. Much attention has been given to low-orbit assembly of
multiple shuttle payloads into platforms that are then raised to geostationary orbit, and to
multiple satellites operating as a cluster with inter-spacecraft communications.

PLATFORM CONCEPT

A communications platform is a large spacecraft which, at a minimum, is a full shuttle
payload. A larger version involves in-orbit assembly of elements brought up by several
shuttle launches requiring subsequent orbit raising to synchronous altitude. Figure 2 shows
a possible configuration of such a platform. The platforms are usually envisioned as
providing multiple services, e.g., direct TV broadcast and telephony, with interconnection
between services or service areas done on board the platform rather than by current
terrestrial interconnects. Platform switching eliminates the up- and down-links required for
terrestrial switching, providing greater economy in spectrum use, among other benefits. No
mission in the 1990’s is foreseen as requiring more than a single shuttle launch; hence, the
potential for establishment of platforms in this era is dependent upon integration of two or
more missions that can be more efficiently performed with the platform concept.

The size inherent in the platform concept does permit the spacecraft designer more latitude
for integrating the large antenna arrays of future communications missions. In-orbit



assembly of the platform will allow corrective intervention, if necessary, during
deployment of platform elements, such as antennas and solar arrays.

CLUSTER CONCEPT

Satellite clusters are made up of several spacecraft, some of which are identical and some
with unique capabilities that are sufficiently proximate to resemble a platform when
viewed from the earth. Interconnection and service switching are performed within the
cluster by communication links between spacecraft, which could be microwave, optical
laser, or fiber optic cable. The only difference between the cluster and a platform is in the
area of spacecraft operations; i.e., control and monitoring of six spacecraft within a
kilometer of one another represents a challenge. Figure 3 illustrates a cluster in the loop
configuration.

The cluster concept does allow for smoother growth in communications capability, since
new services can be added by supplemental launches. The distributed capacity of clusters
as opposed to the concentrated capacity of a platform may have advantages, one being that
financial requirements may be spread over a greater period of time. Also, the cluster
concept does not restrict spacecraft size. Often described in terms of Delta class size
spacecraft, the concept could utilize larger spacecraft or a mix of sizes. But the cluster is
an interim step before the establishment of platforms. The optimum configuration is
determined by cost effectiveness, and clusters of platforms may be the final solution.

INDIVIDUAL DEDICATED SATELLITES

The two preceding concepts are possible ways of meeting projected needs, but the current
approach will not be superseded unless it becomes technically unacceptable or an
overwhelming cost benefit emerges. The dedicated spacecraft is optimum because its
technical requirements are derived from mission needs only, without compromise. Growth
in spacecraft capability has been accompanied by growth in launch vehicle capability.
Historically the situation has been one in which small increments of vehicle growth were
driven by new payload requirements. Vehicle growth pushed by payload is reversed by the
shuttle whereby more capacity is available than is required by any current single mission.
Unfortunately, shuttle capacity, in terms of geosynchronous orbit payload, is not a
continuum but rather incremental, since it is limited by the availability of suitable perigee
stages.

Spacecraft programs during the 1980’s will largely rectify the situation for the 1990’s.
These programs will drive the development of a variety of perigee stages, each suitable for
a modest payload range, but in total covering the entire range of interest. For a full shuttle
payload, no perigee stage currently exists. Hopefully, with adaptation and growth of the



Centaur, this need will be met. The shuttle launch cost equation encourages the designer to
equalize the mass or length fraction of shuttle capability that the payload consumes while
seeking to minimize the fraction. The foregoing and the increasing demand for larger
antenna subsystems are leading to greater conflict between simplicity and reliability, and
complex deployments necessary to minimize payload length. Table III presents the
advantages and disadvantages of the new concepts.

PROPULSION NEEDS

The current shuttle manifest is populated with a variety of communications satellites. The
largest fraction of this population consists of the lowest mass, DELTA class, spacecraft.
These spacecraft use PAM-D as the perigee stage. In a unique configuration, they are
stowed with their longitudinal axes transverse to the cargo bay’s longitudinal axis, thus
occupying a minimum of the cargo bay length. The PAM-A perigee stage is currently the
next step up in capability and is sized for satellites of the INTELSAT V class. PAM-D and
PAM-A payloads are solid propellant motors and, prior to ignition, are ejected from the
shuttle after being spun up. After PAM-A, the IUS is presently the next step up in
capability. Also a solid stage, it is more complex and includes the apogee motor. The large
payload increments between stages do not permit design of optimally sized spacecraft
without special perigee stage development within the spacecraft procurement program.
This development is expected during the 1980’s for some programs in which optimization
produces sufficient cost savings to accommodate the additional costs of perigee stage
development. The solid motors developed for IUS have long been considered candidates
for alternate perigee stage configurations. Payloads beyond the IUS capability must rely on
new stage development. The Centaur stage has the best prospect for adaptability to shuttle
use. It utilizes a liquid propulsion system, making it quite versatile. Centaur increases
payloads to the order of 12,000 lb in synchronous orbit, and must be considered a
prerequisite for orbital platforms.

While shuttle payload capability is incremental due to perigee stage availability, it is far
more elastic than the capability offered by expendable vehicles. The user can develop a
perigee stage because the costs are within reach for some missions. This elasticity of
payload mass leads to increasing interest in liquid propulsion for the apogee motor
function. The liquid propellant systems can accommodate relatively wide variations in
payload mass by simply adjusting fuel loading if the tanks are sufficiently large. The
increased I of bipropellants represents an additional attraction beyond the increased
flexibility. A natural consequence of the use of bipropellant apogee motor is to consider an
integrated propulsion system that provides bipropellant spacecraft attitude control and
stationkeeping thrusters. The dynamics associated with large quantities of fluids will be
demonstrated during the 1980’s, as with the INSAT launch, which uses such an integrated
bipropellant system. The ion thruster waits in the wings as a highly effective alternative to



chemical systems, but provides only low thrust levels. It also requires further development
to achieve the required mission lifetimes. Since the ion thruster’s principal benefit is
reduced propellant mass requirements, the shuttle’s large capacity relieves the urgency of
using such thrusters.

POINTING ACCURACY CONSIDERATIONS

As noted earlier, the trend in RF performance requirements is increasingly demanding of
spacecraft bus systems. RF beam pointing accuracy is becoming the paramount design
driver for many of the bus subsystems, as well as a major influence on satellite operations.
The on-station beam pointing accuracy of each antenna must be assessed individually and
combined with spacecraft bus errors. The principal contributors to error are:

a. Mechanical alignment,
b. Thermal distortion,
c. Attitude control system precision,
d. Orbit imperfections.

Categories a through c are spacecraft design considerations and are affected by category d,
which has to do with spacecraft operation and how precisely the orbit is controlled by
onboard thrusters. Usually, ±0.1E is budgeted for north-south and east-west stationkeeping
errors. Tighter beam pointing accuracy requirements will inevitably require reduction of
this range with consequential increase in operational work load.

Mechanical alignment factors are becoming more difficult to address as the antenna
subsystem becomes larger. Various parts can no longer be installed on a single rigid
portion of the structure, but rather are distributed over the spacecraft structure, making
their alignment and testing more difficult.

Greater exposure to the orbit environment, which in some cases includes higher
concentration of heat, will likely require techniques for transferring heat that are more
sophisticated than the conventional passive approaches. Heat pipes and circulating fluid
loops may become the dominant technique for temperature control.

Control of thermal distortion has already led to an entirely carbon fiber antenna subsystem
on INTELSAT V. Further progress in designing zero coefficient of thermal expansion
structures will be required for the 1990’s. Improved analytical, design, and manufacturing
techniques will be mandatory for the very large structures foreseen in platforms. Better,
and probably heavier, thermal control on-orbit will be necessary, including perhaps active
temperature control of critical structural elements. Adaptive contour control of reflectors
may be required for more demanding missions.



Further improvements in attitude control system accuracy will be necessary. Techniques
appear to be available for the 1990’s, but may be costly. Sensor accuracy improvement has
always been a profitable path. The attitude control system will be required to handle the
flexible body dynamics of large deployable structures, antennas, and solar arrays for future
configurations. As spacecraft size increases, the beam pointing errors associated with the
structural flexibility and thermal distortions will reach the point where RF beam
tracking/steering will be required. In this regard, antenna technicians can help by
developing folded optic designs that provide the required focal length, but in a more
compact package. These designs can also relieve the trend toward an increasing number of
deployable elements.

ANTENNA CONSIDERATIONS

The full earth coverage antenna of INTELSAT I has yielded to the offset-fed narrow-beam
antennas typical of INTELSATS IV-A and V. These narrow-beam antennas lay down
patterns on the earth that are carefully configured shapes required to avoid adjacent beam
interference and to more efficiently use RF power to provide the energy levels needed at
the earth terminals. Domestic or regional systems may have additional constraints with
respect to illumination of adjacent nations, as might be the case with direct TV broadcast.
The peculiar and precise beam shaping is achieved by a large reflector fed by a multiplicity
of feed elements. INTELSAT V has 88 feeds, which are not all used simultaneously, but
permit in-orbit beam reconfiguration for the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Ocean regions.
The size of the feed assembly requires an offset-fed geometry to eliminate feed blockage
effects. Future trends are for still larger reflectors with arrays employing hundreds of feeds.
Circular aperture reflectors beyond a 4.4-m diameter must be deployable because of
shuttle bay limitations. While much work has been done on center fed deployable
reflectors, e.g., ATS-6 had a 9-m reflector, almost nothing has been done to demonstrate
RF or mechanical performance with deployables having offset geometry. Recently, a
modest step in that direction has been taken by some organizations, but much more needs
to be done, including flight demonstration. The focal length to aperture diameter ratio, f/D,
for these antennas is usually 1 or greater. For the larger apertures, this makes spacecraft
configuration design for launch stowage and on-orbit quite difficult. The launch stowage of
the large structural elements can require multiple articulated joints that increasingly
contribute to antenna beam pointing error. While reduction in aperture size does not
appear to be technically possible, long focal lengths may be made more practical by use of
folded optical paths and subreflectors. This allows the antenna subsystem to be more
compact and aids in error control as well as in reducing waveguide losses. The growth
trend in feed and reflector size, and in number is towards the antenna subsystem becoming
the spacecraft, with bus systems fitted where possible. The interaction of large reflectors
with attitude control thruster plume impingement is another issue that must be addressed,
since configurations with a substantial degree of interference are on the horizon.



While folded optics will help in extending the application life of conventional reflector
antenna systems, phased arrays are becoming a more likely prospect. The requirements of
increasingly narrow beams, and dynamic beam mobility, dictate such a direction. The
improvements in both size and performance will allow implementation of highly capable
phased arrays as both direct radiators and as feed arrays in conjunction with reflectors.
The compactness of a phased array feed, together with the active RF components in the
feed assembly necessary for RF performance, can present major thermal control problems.
Relatively inefficient devices that will improve the RF components in the feed will
dissipate up to 80 percent of the DC input power as heat. This heat must be transported to
appropriate radiator surfaces that may be some distance from the feed. The area required
will be large in comparison to the area of the feed assembly. Heat pipes or pumped fluid
loops may be the only effective solution. Figure 4 shows such a spacecraft.

Large-aperture, direct-radiator phased arrays may be an alternative for some applications.
The spacecraft becomes a “billboard” in orbit, as shown in Figure 5. Spreading out the RF
components over a larger area should help the thermal situation. The mechanical precision
required with the multiple radiating elements is certain to be most demanding. Carbon fiber
composite material is expected to be the primary choice for future antenna structures, with
Kevlar used in some areas where RF transparency is needed.

TRADE-OFFS

Spacecraft life expectancy was only one or two years in the early 1960’s. As technology
improved, component quality and reproducibility were achieved, and improved redundancy
strategies permitted extended life. INTELSAT III had a five-year life, and INTELSAT IV
a seven-year life; other spacecraft have life expectancies of up to ten years. Launch vehicle
limitations have inhibited life extensions because additional orbital life requires additional
mass, more propellant, and more component redundancy. The shuttle launch capability
largely eliminates that restraint and may provide for life extension of up to twenty years.
Increased lifetime reduces the annual unit cost. Communications satellites are launched
with severe underutilization of capacity, because they are designed to be saturated at end-
of-life. They earn revenue only for utilized capacity; but capacity tends to encourage use,
as seen by the popularity of SATCOM in TV broadcast distribution. Nevertheless,
financial considerations require careful balance between cost to place a spacecraft in orbit,
including development costs, and the revenue to be generated over the spacecraft’s
lifetime.

The considerations above are secondary to the question of technology changes.
Technological growth is quickly making obsolete spacecraft that are young in terms of
terrestrial equipment lifetime. Furthermore, these spacecraft are considered today to be
inefficient users of scarce resources, RF spectrum, and orbital slots. INTELSAT II, now



long defunct, will be 19 years old when INTELSAT VI is launched. INTELSAT VI, while
not fully free from the inhibitions imposed by expendable launch vehicle limitations, will
be capable of handling 60,000 telephony channels compared to the 480 of INTELSAT II.
Similar technology growth is seen in smaller spacecraft, where DELTA class spacecraft
are performing what was once a Centaur class mission. Technology, consumer needs, and
new markets are moving so swiftly that exceptionally long-lived spacecraft are not yet
advisable although technically feasible. If per-channel cost reductions stop declining with
each new generation, then long lived spacecraft will be a method for further cost
reductions. That time is not foreseen, although a limited “used spacecraft market” appears
to be developing.

While few commercial organizations have yet retired a spacecraft series, it is time to
consider how best to do this, what effect this should have on design life, and how to
introduce the new concept of “graceful retirement.” If there is a statistically significant
number of spacecraft in use, a certain proportion will survive beyond their design lifetime,
perhaps with reduced capacity (for example, 6 transponders versus the original 12). While
such capacity degradation is intolerable for the original purpose (e.g., primary path
service), and the system operator has already provided a new generation substitute, the
spacecraft may have some residual value. For example, the customer may see no
difference between using a 12-year-old transponder or a 2-year-old device, considering
only communications performance and reliable availability.

The primary system operator has a tendency to view old degraded spacecraft as crippled
while looking forward to the new “problem-free” generation. Older spacecraft are
carefully maintained only to the degree that they serve as backup to primary capacity.
Older but still serviceable spacecraft are often retired to a higher orbit. They are
considered service burdens because the secondary transponder market has not yet become
financially attractive. As the population of degraded but serviceable spacecraft increases,
such a market may mature as it has with aircraft. If this market has potential, then
adaptations to spacecraft design in the areas of propellant loading and thermal control
design are indicated. These adaptations are well defined and can be evaluated against the
statistical probability of residual transponder capacity available beyond the design lifetime.

REFURBISHMENT

In-orbit refurbishment of communications systems is not a matter for the future; in a broad
sense it exists today. Spacecraft communications capability is routinely replaced with new
spacecraft providing enhanced capacity and new services. For example, beginning with
INTELSAT V F-5, maritime services will be provided to INMARSAT. Implicit in
clustered satellites is the need for replacement of failed units and technological updating
when appropriate. The question is whether to replace an entire spacecraft or to replace



portions because of wearout, consumables, technology improvements, and new services. It
is thought that large orbiting platforms can have extended life and the technological
obsolescence intrinsic in long life can be ameliorated by providing in-orbit servicing and
refurbishment. In-orbit servicing is envisioned as an intelligent (or perhaps manned)
vehicle that transports equipment and supplies from the shuttle orbit to geosynchronous
orbit where docking and refurbishment take place. Return of the vehicle to shuttle orbit for
reuse is optional, but probably cost effective. It is necessary to plan for servicing in the
original platform design, but since some features required for servicing will also be
required for low-orbit platform assembly, this may not be as great a requirement as initially
perceived. The communication payload is approximately one-third of the total in-orbit
mass of a contemporary communications satellite. It appears desirable to reuse the bus
subsystem, which is two-thirds of the mass, rather than to replace it every seven to ten
years. With this concept, the platform’s bus subsystem would be designed for long life
while the communications modules, which are more technologically perishable, would
have more modest lifetimes.

Platforms should lower the cost threshold for new services. Only design and development
of the module would be necessary, which is far less costly than design and development of
an entire spacecraft. While in-orbit refurbishment is considered exotic today, it will not be
considered so by the late 1980’s. A multitude of shuttle flights (including EVA’s to correct
payload problems) will provide a new perspective from which to view in-orbit assembly
and servicing.

INSTITUTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Communications satellite services are provided by private companies, national government
agencies, and organizations of governments such as INTELSAT and INMARSAT. Each
entity identified a single communications service need and launched a spacecraft to fulfill
that need. INTELSAT is the most mature of these endeavors, so it is not surprising that the
in-orbit mass of the INTELSAT system during the 1980’s will be far greater than that of
any other enterprise. Fifteen INTELSAT V’s may be launched in this decade. Other
systems are younger and most are still on their first spacecraft generation. For systems
embarking on new services, the universal choice is a PAM-D class spacecraft. This initial
increment of capacity is well suited to the birth of new systems. These systems will mature
and require subsequent generations of spacecraft with increased capacity to match traffic
growth. While advancing technology will continue to improve the communications
capacity derived from a unit mass in orbit, subsequent spacecraft generations will no doubt
outgrow the PAM-D class payload. The domestic and regional systems typically do not
require procurement of a substantial number of spacecraft; two to four usually suffice. The
low number will make it difficult to procure a uniquely new, large spacecraft because of
the development costs that must be allocated to each unit. This fact will tend to limit such



systems to existing spacecraft buses that may not be completely suited to the mission
requirements.

An alternative is to join several technically compatible missions, resulting in more
numerous spacecraft or perhaps even in larger spacecraft in which two or more missions
coexist. The coexisting missions/payloads might be interconnected on the bus to the
mutual benefit of each, possibly yielding new service combinations. This reasoning makes
possible still larger spacecraft platforms or clusters. The proliferation of individual
spacecraft serving small markets cannot continue because of the scarcity of spectrum and
desirable orbital slots. While the current diversity of systems is characteristic of a
dynamically expanding and competitive industry, the future may involve fewer but larger
systems. The early history of the telephone, for example, was characterized by hundreds of
individual telephone companies often with incompatible equipment. But technology and
forces of the marketplace slowly encouraged the emergence of a national system with total
inter-connectivity.

Organizations, whether domestic or international, that aggressively pursue the path of large
hybridized payloads will bring new levels of efficiency to satellite communications. There
will be considerable risk in stepping beyond the narrow boundaries of their primary service
function. This risk can be moderated by proper planning and discussion among the users of
satellite spectrum. Some of the most compatible systems may be expected to join by
mutual consent to achieve more efficient operation, particularly as orbital slot scarcity
becomes more acute.

The capital costs associated with such large multipurpose facilities require new financial
arrangements. The airlines industry is also capital intensive and many of the aircraft are
owned not by the airlines but by banks which lease to the carriers. Possibly some future
spacecraft could be financed in a similar manner and leased to the system operator.

CONCLUSION

In the commercial communications satellite industry, it is clear that the limited resources of
frequency bandwidth and orbital slot locations must be used with ever increasing
efficiency if the traffic demands of future years are to be met. The trend of spacecraft
configuration will be towards larger, higher precision antennas and, very likely, towards
sharing of common support services. For the spacecraft designer faced with problems of
packaging for launch, precision of deployment, and compatibility among mission payloads,
the 1990’s present formidable challenges.
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Table I.  INTELSAT Satellite Evolution

Year

1965 1967 1968 1971 1975 1981 1983 1986

Series I II III IV IV-A V V-A VI

Innovation - - Despun
Antenna

Despun
Platform

E-W
Reuse

Pol. Re-
use Ku-
Band

Global
B

N-S Re-
use SS-
TDMA

Capacity (ch) 480 480 2,400 8,000 12,000 24,000 30,000 60,000

Bandwidth (MHz) 50 130 460 480 800 2,280 2,480 3,360

Number of Beams 1 1 1 3 3 7 8 10

Maximum Reuses 1 1 1 1 2 4 4 6

Number of XPDRs 2 1 2 12 20 29 34 46

BOL Mass (kg) 30 67 152 730 790 967 1,100 1,800

Table II. A Projection for Future INTELSAT Satellites

Year

1986 1989 1992 1995 1998

Series VI VI-A VII VII-A VIII

Innovation - New Bands,
Linearization

Ka Band Scanning Beam Cluster of 2

Capacity (ch) 60,000 120,000 240,000 480,000 960,000

Bandwidth (MHz) 3,360 6,720 13,440 26,880 2 x 26,880

Maximum Reuse

C Band
Ku Band
La Band

6
2
-

6
2
-

8
4
4

8
8

16

2 x 8
2 x 8
2 x 16

Number of XPDRs 46 46 96 144 2 x 144

BOL Mass (kg) 1,800 1,850 2,500 5,000 2 x 5,000



Table III.  Advantages and Disadvantages of Satellites, Clusters,
and Platforms

Advantages

Large Satellite Cluster Platform

Simplicity

Single Antenna
System

Phased Introduction

Cheap Spare

Single Antenna System

Disadvantages
Large Investment

No Diversification

Antenna Duplication

Duplication of
Housekeeping Function

Large Investment

No Diversification

Space Docking
Required

Figure 1.  Intelsat V in Orbit



Figure 2.  Geostationary Multiple Service Platform



Figure 3.  Clustered Satellite Configuration with Intersatellite Links

Figure 4. A Spacecraft Using Folded Optics Antenna Design
with Phased Array Feeds



Figure 5.  A Phased Array Spacecraft with Solar Cells Sharing
the Cruciform Surfaces with Radiating Elements
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ABSTRACT

Recent advancements in gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cell technology have resulted in
appreciable improvements in solar panel performance. The effects of these improvements
on weight, size, and power are discussed for three typical satellites: a spin stabilized
satellite with rigid drum panels, a 3-axis stabilized satellite with rigid fold-out arrays, and a
3-axis satellite with flexible roll-out arrays. The satellites chosen for these examples are
the Hughes HS 376 series standard commercial spin-stabilized satellite, the NASA Solar
Max Mission Satellite, and the NASA Large Space Telescope Satellite. The discussion
also includes the effects of radiation at synchronous orbits compared to low earth orbits
and the effects of temperature on the performance of the solar panel.

Typical advantages of a GaAs solar cell spinning array having a beginning of life (BOL)
1 kW power level, in synchronous orbit, over the most efficient silicon solar panels are a
reduction of 27 percent in area and a reduction of 7 percent in weight. The improvements
are even more dramatic for higher temperatures as will be discussed in the text of this
paper. These GaAs solar cells are expected to be available in production quantities by
1985 at a price close to that of silicon cells.

INTRODUCTION

During the past ten years major advances have been made in increased efficiency of solar
cells. Figure 1 shows the steady improvement in silicon cells from an in-orbit efficiency of
9. 5 percent in 1961 to a present efficiency of 14. 8 percent. These efficiencies are given in
the customary conditions of air mass zero (AMO-meaning in orbit with no energy



absorption by surrounding air) at 28EC. A major jump in the efficiency was realized when
the gallium arsenide solar cell was developed. With Research and Development funds and
Air Force sponsorship, Hughes Aircraft Space and Communications Group and Research
Laboratories have been developing the GaAs solar cell for the past 7 years. The
development has reached the stage where cells are produced with yields approaching 50
percent in a manufacturing reactor that is suitable for mass production use. These cells
have been subjected to qualification tests and thermal cycles to temperatures up to 400EC.
Thermal vacuum and humidity tests have caused no degradation in cell performance.
Charged particle radiation experience has shown that GaA1As cells, when exposed to the
nominal synchronous orbit environment, have superior radiation resistance to that of the
latest silicon cells. Furthermore degradation with temperature is 50 percent less than that
of the silicon cell. The integrity of the cell contacts were unaffected by the welding
interconnections. These qualification tests are discussed further in the following sections.

Two additional stages in evolution are needed before these high performing cells are
routinely used for satellites. The first of these stages is to fly a sufficient number of
production-type cells to verify ground test results. It is expected that this flight will occur
late in the first quarter of 1982 onboard the Italian San Marco D/L satellite. The final stage
to make the cells generally available for space applications is to establish firm
manufacturing procedures and production lines. It is expected that this stage will be
completed within three years under a USAF Manufacturing Technology Program. With the
successful completion of these stages, the 17 to 18 percent efficient GaAs solar cell should
be available in production lots at a price only slightly higher than the same size best silicon
cells. The cost per watt of a total system is expected to be lower than that of a total silicon
cell panel because of the improved performance. Even though GaAs cells are denser than
silicon cells, the watt per pound figure will be greater on a system basis for the GaAs
system, discussed later in this paper.

GaAs CELL DESIGN

A structural diagram of a GaAs solar cell is shown in Figure 2. The basic cell carrier is a 
0.010" to 0.012" substrate of GaAs with either silicon or tellurium dopants. The ingot from
which the substate is cut is grown by the horizontal Bridgeman method. A 0.016" mil thick
1.125" x 2.125" substrate is cut from the ingot in the 100 plane. The substrate is ground to
a 0.010" thickness, polished on both sides, and the dislocations measured. Dislocations of
average values of 5000 per square centimeter are acceptable. This condition is easy to
realize and results in a substrate of acceptable cost.

The substrate after etching is (together with a number of other substrates) mounted in a
graphite cassette. The cassette is mounted into the “infinite-solution” liquid-phase epitaxial
(LPE) growth reactor (Figure 3). A 10 micron thick negatively doped GaAs buffer layer is



grown. After the buffer layer growth cycle, the cassette is withdrawn and the substrates
removed, cleaned and readied for the addition of the 0.5 micron window layer. The
window layer prevents surface recombination of the electron-hole pairs. This growth
process is a repeat of the previous buffer layer process but with an aluminum concentration
to provide the positive dopants. During this process, the positive dopant diffuses
#0.5 microns into the buffer layer to form the junction as illustrated in Figure 2.

After cleanup, the cell is cut to size, contacts added, an antireflective coating applied, and
current-voltage measurements made. These latter processes are similar to those applied to
silicon solar cell production (Figure 4).

It should be pointed out that aluminum and beryllium concentration in the reactor are
critical to obtaining good performance characteristics. When A1 concentration goes down,
the short circuit current of the cell falls. The Be concentration has to be adequate to give
~1 - 5 x 1018 cm-3 carrier concentration in the window layer as well as in the p-doped
GaAs layer. Insufficient Be concentration results in a loss of open circuit voltage and in
excessive series resistance. Both factors combine to reduce the maximum power produced
by the cell.

GaAs SOLAR CELL CHARACTERISTICS

A parameter comparison between the highest available efficiency silicon solar cells and
GaAs solar cells is shown in Table 1. Typical short circuit current, open circuit voltage
characteristics are shown in Table 2. It should be noted that the open circuit voltage is
double that of silicon solar cells. While the fill factor (measure of the squareness of the
current vs voltage curve) for the cells shown in Table 1 averages 0.78, a fill factor of 0.85
and cell efficiencies approaching 20 percent are achievable.

GaAs PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Solar cells operate in a thermal environment between -100EC and +150EC, dependent on
spacecraft configuration and orbit. A typical silicon cell degrades approximately 0.5
percent for every degree Centigrade rise in temperature. The degradation due to the
thermal environment for GaAs is approximately one-half that of silicon, as shown in
Figure 5. This characteristic of GaAs allows the cells to function in an environment hereto
restricted to nonphotovoltaic devices and is particularly attractive for solar concentration
systems.



TABLE 1.  PARAMETER COMPARISON

Characteristics Si
(Efficiency = 15%)

GaAs
(Efficiency = 17%)

Power, mW/CM2 20.3 23.0

Size, CM 2 x 2
2 x 6.2

2 x 2
2 x 4

Thickness, CM 0.025 0.030/0.020

Grid lines, per CM 12 12

Bar contact width, CM 0.064 0.071

Diffusion depth, µ 0.1 <0. 5

Antireflection coating Ta2 O5 Ta2 O5

Numerous tests were conducted in the course of the GaAs solar cell development process
to determine their susceptibility to the radiation environment. Initial tests showed the
criticability of keeping the junction depth between 0.3 and 0.7 micrometers. As the
junction gets deeper, the short wavelength response suffers more heavily from radiation
damage. Indeed, since the short wavelength radiation is aborted closer to the surface, the
generated carriers must travel farther to reach the junction, and hence see the effect of
radiation damage more than the long wavelength generated carriers. Figure 6 shows the
electron radiation damage characteristics of a high efficient silicon cell (K7), as compared
to GaAs cells with 0. 5 µm and 0.3 µm junction depth. As shown when the junction depth
is reduced from 0.5 µm to 0.3 µm, the GaAs cell has almost paralleled degradation
compared to silicon. Since 18 percent efficient GaAs cells have been fabricated using the
present technology, the GaAs cell efficiency, will be approximately 40 percent higher than
that of the silicon cell after exposure to 1016 MeV electrons, if the junction depth can
consistently be decreased to 0.3 µm without other penalties.

Even though GaAs cells show greater degradation than silicon cells when irradiated by
protons with energy less than 1 MeV (Figure 7)all solar cells are normally protected from
these protons by the glass covers when used in space arrays. The more pronounced effects
of the low-energy protons on GaAs cells have to be expected since these particles are
stopped within the 2 to 3 µm active region of the GaAs solar cell. The normal glass cover
protection screens out all protons below 5 MeV energy levels and results in the GaAs cells
superior end of life power capability compared with Si. The measured changes in open
circuit voltage, short circuit current, spectral response, and characteristics after irradiation
at each proton energy and fluence occur reproducibly as expected by theory.



TABLE 2.  GaAs SOLAR CELL TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
AT 28EEC AMO

Manufactured
Cell-No.

ISC

mA
VOC

V

Fill Factor
(Measure of Squareness

of the IV Curve)
Efficiency,

%

3465

3467

3468

3471

3477

3479

3481

3482

3485

3486

116

116

118

118

116

118

117

115

120

120

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.78

0.78

0.78

0.76

0.78

0.77

0.76

0.79

0.76

0.77

16.8

16.8

17.0

16.6

16.6

16.9

16.4

16.7

16.8

17.1

ANNEALING

Hughes experiments have shown that the ability to anneal the radiation damage in GaAs
cells is considerably better than for Si cells. Ground tests usually expose the cell to the
total required fluence over a short period of time (high flux). As a result the cell has no
time to self anneal the damage. In space the flux is far less (although the fluence may be
the same). As a result the cell has time to self anneal the damage. As a result of this
annealing, the end of life (EOL) efficiency of GaAs may be very close to that at beginning
of life (BOL) providing much better power than shown in Figure 6. This annealing
characteristic offers exciting prospects, especially for missions which involve high
radiation belts.

Figure 8 shows some of the continuous annealing data obtained by Hughes. This aspect of
GaAs solar cell performance requires investigation in greater detail. Additionally, data has



been obtained from the Navy Technology Satellite (NTS2) solar cell experiment which
seems to verify the experimental data. Four GaAs cells were flown on the NTS-2; these
cells were the first GaAs cells produced by Hughes. Their efficiency was 13.6 percent with
a junction depth of 1.0 µm. the experiment was launched on June 23, 1977 into an 11,000
nautical mile 63E inclined orbit. The annual fluence was determines to be 3.5 x 1014 e/cm2.
After 1116 days in orbit, the cells degraded by 28.3 percent from the initial 61.4 Mw. With
the junction depth of 1.0 µm, the degradation should have been greater than 40 percent
when predicted from ground test data.

DESIGN COMPARISON OF GaAs PANELS WITH SILICON PANELS

The GaAs solar cell density and, therefore, weight for a similar dimension cell, is
approximately twice that of a silicon cell. However, fewer GaAs cells are needed for a
given power, thus cutting the weight of the other components of the array. A study was
made to determine the overall array weight of Si cell arrays versus GaAs cellarrays.

A standard Hughes HS 376 commercial spin-stabilized satellite was used for one system
weight and area comparison. The system produces 821 watts of power at end of life (EOL)
in a 7-year synchronous orbit where the temperature is fairly low (28 percent) due to the
spinning of the satellite. Table 3 shows a weight saving of 10 pounds and a panel area
reduction of 27 percent possible with the use of GaAs instead of silicon cells. Table 4
shows that by the substitution of GaAs for silicon cells for the same area of solar array, the
EOL power can be increased by approximately 300 watts or 37 percent.

TABLE 3.  COMPARISON OF GaAs WITH Si PANEL FOR
SAME POWER AT 28EEC



TABLE 4.  COMPARISON OF GaAs WITH Si PANEL FOR
SAME SIZE AT 28EEC

The use of a spinner and its relatively benign temperature and radiation environment does
not show the GaAs to its fullest advantage. Table 5 shows the weight advantage that GaAs
offers over silicon cells for a flat panel system such as the 1500 w Solar Maximum
Mission panel (with a thinner substrate). Table 5 also shows a weight comparison at array
temperatures of 28EC and 128EC. At an orbital temperature of 82EC and a 1 Mev electron
fluence of 1015 e/cm2, Table 5 shows a 45 percent weight saving with GaAs. At an orbital
temperature experienced by the NTS-2 satellite, 128EC, the weight saving is even more
dramatic.

Table 6 shows the comparison of GaAs cells and silicon cells for the Space Telescope
Solar Array. An additional 40 percent more power can be realized from the same array if
the silicon cells are replaced with GaAs cells.

CONCLUSIONS

The Hughes developed GaAs cells have been produced in a consistent manner in reactors
that are capable of being utilized in a production line. We have consistently produced 2 x 2
cm as well as 2 x 4 cm cells with efficiencies between 16 and 18 percent. The cells have
been subjected to the full qualification test environment and have successfully passed all
tests. At the present time two small panels utilizing the latest GaAs cells are being
prepared for flight as an active part of the San Marco D/L satellite scheduled for launch in
March 1982. Additionally, 300 cells are being prepared for delivery to the Navy to
produce a portion of the power on one of their soon to be launched satellites.



TABLE 5.  3 AXIS RIGID FOLDOUT ARRAY, 1500 W EOL AT 28EEC

(Continued next page)  



Table 5 (Concluded)

TABLE 6.  SPACE TELESCOPE

5 yr. EOL

Panel Weight

EOL Power-to-Weight Ratio

Silicon Cell

4000W

190 lb.

21 w/lb.

GaAs Cell

5600W

240 lb.

23 w/lb.

Weight Saving/Watt  Y 10%

The USAF GaAs cell program has been a great success. With the help of a Manufacturing
Technology program, it is hoped to be able to have a production line within 3 years to
produce the cells at a cost comparing favorably with that of silicon cells on a dollar per att
basis.

These GaAs cells will provide appreciable improvements in future satellite power systems.
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A MODULAR TELECOMMUNICATION GEOPLATFORM
CONCEPT

D. E. Koelle and W. Kleinau
MBB Space Division
Ottobrunn/Germany

ABSTRACT

The paper describes a new GEO platform design with the special features of modularity
and integrated transfer propulsion. It is a candidate for the 3000 kg-class of
communication satellites required for the next decade INTELSAT VII and multi-nation
(TVBS). The technical results of a study performed for the German Ministry of Research
and Technology (BMFT) are presented regarding the GEO platform and its performance in
terms of communication payload and mission lifetime. 

The reference system design has a total launch mass of 14.3 Mg (metric tons) in LEO
including 10.9 Mg transfer propellants mass. The initial mass in CEO is 3.4 Mg allowing
for 400 to 700 kg communication equipment, depending on power level, eclipse capability
requirements (batteries) and mission lifetime.

The launch vehicle for this platform is the Space Shuttle, the associated launch cost would
be only 20 Mio. Dollars (1980), without additional cost for any type of perigee or transfer
stage. The platform propels itself from LEO (300 km) to the geosynchronous orbit with a 6
impulse transfer, provided by a 5 kN engine (1100 lbs thrust level). This launch mode -
although not being the optimum from the performance standpoint - proves to be the most
economic one, compared to other alternatives, by example Shuttle + Centaur, with some
52 Mio. Dollars (80) total launch cost.
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SYSTEM ASPECTS OF SCANNING BEAMS FOR WIDELY
DISTRIBUTED USERS*

Dean P. Kolba
M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory

Lexington, Mass. 02173

ABSTRACT

Satellite communications in the allocated EHF bands, (i.e., several frequency segments
from ~20 GHz to 50 GHz) has the potential for providing interference resistant
communications to users employing small, mobile terminals. To realize this potential,
advanced spacecraft technologies are required, such as uplink coverage through high gain
directive beams, onboard signal processing, and downlink beam hopping.

Simultaneous worldwide uplink coverage could be obtained via many narrow uplink
antenna beams which collectively cover the earth field-of-view. When worldwide
communications traffic is low volume, a reduction in space segment impact can be
achieved by using a few narrow uplink antenna beams to provide the required service. To
minimize delays, these beams must be able to rapidly point anywhere within the field-of-
view to cover individual users who require a channel for brief communications.

The agile antenna beams can be shared through demand assignment techniques. A
multimode common transmission format can provide both data and control channels. The
data channels are available at several rates to allow either full duty cycle data transmission
or burst data transmission. With burst transmissions, a single beam can support multiple
calls in a time division multiplexed fashion. The control channels are utilized in
coordinating the use of satellite resources to efficiently meet the communications needs of
the users.

This paper discusses the use of EHF satellite communicatons to provide service to widely
scattered users. The use of control channels to request and coordinate service is described.
Example control protocols are presented, and system performance is indicated.



INTRODUCTION

EHF satellite communication systems have the potential for providing interference resistant
communications to large numbers of mobile users [1, 2]. The cost effective realization of
this potential requires system architectures in which service is provided through small and
relatively inexpensive terminals. These terminals are generally characterized by small
antennas and low transmitter powers. The space segment which supports these small
terminals requires advanced satellite technologies, such as uplink coverage through high
gain directive beams, signal processing on-board the satellite, and downlink transmission
through high gain directive beams as described in [1] and [2].

A high gain directive uplink antenna beam on the satellite provides coverage over a region
which is less than the earth field-of-view as seen from the satellite. Simultaneous
worldwide uplink coverage could be obtained via many of these narrow beams which
collectively cover the field-of-view. As the gain in these beams increases, a larger number
are needed to cover the field-of-view resulting in an increased satellite impact. In many
cases, simultaneous processing of all the beams is not necessary. When high volume traffic
is localized in a few areas or when worldwide communications traffic is low volume, a
reduction in spate segment impact can be achieved by providing processing for only a few
of the uplink beams. When supporting low volume traffic from widely distributed users,
the processed uplink antenna beams must point to individual users who require a channel
for brief communications. To minimize delays, these beams must be able to rapidly point
anywhere within the field-of-view in response to requests for communications service.

The use of EHF satellite communications to provide point-to-point calling service to
widely scattered users is discussed in this paper. A brief system description is first
presented. Then, the use of control channels to coordinate satellite resource sharing is
described. Finally, example system operations are presented and performance is indicated.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

EHF satellite communication systems for mobile users are described in [1] and [2]. These
systems use advanced spacecraft techniques such as high gain uplink and downlink
antennas and signal processing on-board the spacecraft in support of small terminals. The
high gain antennas allow the user’s terminal to employ a small diameter antenna and low
power transmitter. As the capabilities of the terminal are decreased, the required antenna
gain on-board the spacecraft must increase, resulting in narrower beams [3]. Earth
coverage is then obtained by utilizing a number of the narrow beams to cover the field-of-
view.



The signal processing on-board the satellite [4, 5] can include a wide range of functions
such as frequency dehopping/hopping, demodulation/remodulation, decoding/encoding,
buffering, reformatting, and overall system control. Demodulation/remodulation processing
effectively decouples the uplink and downlink allowing each to be designed separately.
This permits a frequency division multiple access (FDMA) uplink signaling structure and a
time division multiplexed (TDM) downlink signaling structure avoiding many of the
limitations of transponder satellites. Individual user terminals can benefit from full duty
cycle uplink operation while multiple users are accessing the satellite through FDMA. On
the downlink, the TDM format allows the satellite power amplifier to operate at maximum
efficiency while avoiding intermodulation difficulties.

With an FDMA/TDM architecture for the system, channel assignments for users consist of
frequency slots on the uplink and time slots on the downlink. This is depicted in Figure 1
where the uplink and downlink resources are shown over one frame of duration T seconds.
An FDMA uplink channel is routed into a TDM downlink time slot as shown.

The FDMA uplink allows user terminals to transmit full duty cycle if desired. This requires
an uplink antenna beam to be pointed at the area the terminal is located in and to be
processed in the spacecraft for the duration of the communications. To receive
communications from multiple beam areas on the earth, multiple uplink antenna beams
must be processed in the spacecraft. For hexagonally packed areas of coverage, the
antenna must be able to point to N=7, 19, 37, 61, or 91 areas (for small to modest size
antenna arrays) to cover the earth field-of-view [6] as shown in Figure 2 for N=19. The
required value of N depends on the capabilities of the terminals. As N becomes large to
provide more gain, the burden of providing simultaneous full earth coverage increases. If
traffic patterns do not require full earth coverage, a reduction in satellite weight and power
requirements can be achieved by providing service to only M of the N possible areas at a
time [7].

When M is less than N, a method is necessary to determine which areas of the earth will
be serviced at a given time. Efficient utilization of satellite resources (the uplink antenna
beams as well as the uplink FDMA channels and downlink TDM slots) can be achieved
through the use of a control scheme implemented with appropriate control channels. The
control channels allow the satellite resources to be formed into appropriate communication
channels and to be assigned to specific users on demand. The control channels also allow
users to request reconfigurations of their communication channels if the need arises.

When communication transmissions on the FDMA uplink are full (or nearly full) duty
cycle, service can be provided to M areas at a time. By providing additional transmission
modes with burst rates greater than the data rates, additional areas may be serviced. For
example, if two users are in two different beam areas on the earth and both have strong



uplinks (i.e., have clear weather), they can both be serviced by one agile uplink antenna
beam. Each user transmits with a burst rate twice his data rate and they time share the
antenna beam.

Service to multiple areas on the earth is also provided by the downlink antenna. The
downlink transmission is a single RF carrier time shared among the various receiving
users. As each user’s time slot occurs, the single downlink antenna beam is pointed to the
beam area (see Figure 2) in which the user is located and the data is transmitted at a burst
rate much higher than the data rate. The number of downlink beam areas need not be the
same as uplink beam areas, but for convenience they are assumed equal in this paper.

CONTROL FLOW

The pointing of uplink and downlink beams requires control in a system serving
distributed, mobile users. Control is also required for demand assignment of
communication channels to allow efficient utilization of limited spacecraft resources.
Control channels are required to carry the control information necessary to implement a
control protocol.

The control channels can be formed in the same FDMA uplink channels and TDM
downlink slots as communication channels using a TDM structure in these resources.
Three types of control channels (labelled C1 C2 and C3 ) can be formed as shown in Figure
3. The C1 and C2 control channels provide control information flow from the users to a
central controller who has con over satellite resources. The C3 channels provide control
information from the central controller back to the users.

The C1 control channels are paired with data channels in the FDMA uplink. These control
channels are used to control the configuration of the channel during communications. For
example, suppose user 1 in beam area A is talking to user 2 in beam area B. If the call is
operating in a half duplex mode, then an uplink beam is pointed to area A to receive a
transmission from user 1 while the downlink beam points to area B (during the appropriate
TDM slot) so that user 2 can receive the transmission as depicted in Figure 4. If user 1
stops talking and user 2 wishes to talk, the central controller is notified through control
channel C1. The channel is then reconfigured with the uplink antenna on area B and the
downlink antenna on area A allowing the conversation to flow from user 2 to user 1.

The C2 control channels are used independently from the data and C1 channels. During the
C2 portion of each frame, the uplink demodulator is being used for some other purpose
unrelated to the call which is being handled in the same demodulator during the data and
C1 portions of the frame. The C2 control channels are used to transmit control messages 



from users to the central controller. These control messages could be status reports or
requests for service, and in general are unrelated to ongoing calls.

The C3 control channels carry central controller responses back to the users. These
responses could be acknowledgments, assignments, or system status messages. Particular
control messages are sent down to the specific beam areas in which the receiving users are
located. This aiming of messages on the downlink conserves downlink power by
concentrating the transmission where it is needed. For control messages which must be
received worldwide, the message is repeated in each beam area.

The control flow depicted in Figure 3 allows for efficient use of satellite resources in
forming control channels. The C1 and C2 channels are formed using the same uplink
hardware as the data channels. During the C1 and C2 portions of each frame, all the
antenna beams are available for use with these control channels. This efficiently makes use
of already available antenna beams without requiring additional antenna beams to be
formed solely for use with full duty cycle control channels. The C3 channels efficiently use
satellite downlink power by aiming control messages to the specific areas where they are
needed.

This control flow also provides flexibility to handle a wide variety of control protocols.
The C1 and C2 channels provide a separation between reconfiguration requests and
resource requests or status reports. This allows for efficient routing of these messages
independent of where the central controller is located. If the central controller is based on-
board the satellite or is based on the ground, the messages from C1 and C2 are sent to the
controller and processed independently. (For a ground based controller, the C1 and C2

control channels are transmitted on the downlink. The controller also needs an uplink
channel to transmit commands to the satellite and control responses for filling the C3

downlink channels. These are not shown in Figure 3.) If the controller is split between the
satellite and the ground, the C1 control messages are read in the satellite for immediate
reconfiguration action (such as repointing the uplink and downlink beams). The C2 control
messages are sent on the downlink for processing by the ground segment of the controller.
In this split controller mode, the resource allocation decisions (channel assignments) are
made and a user status data base is maintained on the ground. This removes the
predominant controller burden from the satellite while maintaining good responsiveness to
the reconfiguration requests sent on C1 channels.

Additional flexibility is available in the C2 control channels. All the FDMA channels are
available for receiving control transmission during the C2 portion of the uplink resources.
As many of these channels as desired can be used for transmission of control messages.
This allows the control capacity to be easily adjusted to fit the needs of the system. In
addition, different channels can be used for different type control messages and with



different protocols if desired. For example, some C2 channels can be used with a random
access protocol for resource request messages while other C2 channels can be used with a
dedicated access protocol for status report messages. The C2 chaannels used for different
purposes can even have control messages blocked into different lengths for added
flexibility.

The C3 control channels are also quite flexible. The number of TDM slots used for C3

channels can be varied according to system needs. Different C3 channels can be used with
different protocols and different message lengths if desired. For example some C3 channels
can be used to regularly transmit system status or directory messages to each beam area in
turn. Other C3 channels can be used to transmit central controller responses to specific
users in the area where they are located. The users know which TDM slots are used for
each C3 channel, and they monitor these channels for messages addressed to them.

Considerable flexibility is available in the control flow described. The amount of this
flexibility utilized depends on the system requirements. Systems with slowly changing
fixed assignment of channels or rapidly changing demand assignment of channels or both
can be controlled by using the C1, C2, and C3 control channels to a lesser or greater degree.
Systems employing preemption capabilities can also utilize this control flow.

The control flow described here, augmented by bundling each data and C1 control channel
pair together for transmission in a slightly greater capacity TDM downlink slot, can also
provide for the control of military network communications [8]. In this mode of operation,
the C1 channel may no longer require monitoring by the central controller. For systems in
which network communications as well as point-to-point communications are supported by
a common transmission format, the overhead necessary for transmitting C1 channels with
the data channels on the downlink results in only a small degradation for point-to-point
calls which only need data on the downlink (e.g., 0.5 dB loss if 300 bps C1 channels are
bundled with 2400 bps data channels).

CALL OPERATIONS

A variety of point-to-point call services can be provided to the distributed users of the
system. The calls can be half-duplex as shown in Figure 4 or they can be full-duplex. For
full-duplex operations, a second circuit is set up providing a communications path from
user 2 to user 1 in addition to the user 1 to user 2 path shown in Figure 4. The calls can be
two party or conference calls. For example, in a half-duplex three party conference call,
one party is talking while the other two parties are listening.

Full duplex calls involve the least amount of control. For full duplex operations, the data
C1, C2, and C3 channels are all used. The call is initiated by requesting a communications



channel. The request message is sent to the central controller on a C2 control channel in
accord with the control protocol. For example, with random access C2 channels, the caller
waits until C2 channels are available in his area (when an uplink antenna is pointed at his
area during the C2 portions of the uplink frames) and transmits his request into one of the
C2 channels. If no acknowledgment is received (e.g., if contention occurred), the caller
must try again at some later time. The C2 channels in this mode are time shared betweeen
the N beam areas on the earth using the M uplink antenna beams available. As another
example, with dedicated access C2 channels, the caller waits until his assigned time slot in
his assigned FDMA C2 channel comes around and then transmits his request message.

After the central controller receives a request, an acknowledgment is sent to the caller
using a C3 channel to let the caller know the request was received. The controller then
processes the request and decides whether an assignment or denial of a channel will be
made. If the request is denied, the caller is sent a denial message on a C3 control channel.
If an assignment is made, the controller sets up the channel using satellite resources and
then sends an assignment message to the caller and the called party. Upon receiving the
assignment, each party acknowledges the assignment using the C1 control channel. The
users now have a full-duplex channel and can begin communicating . When done with the
channel, they send hang-up messages to the controller using the C1 channels.

In order to establish channels, a data base must be maintained containing information
about where the called users are located. Although this data base could be maintained by
the calling user it seems more appropriate for it to be maintained by the central controller.
The data base can be as simple as a list of which users are at each terminal and which
beam area each terminal is in. In this case, the central controller can connect the call to the
proper terminal. A terminal controller or operator at the terminal then connects the call to
the proper user port. If (in a simple data base) no terminal status information is maintained,
then the central controller might first establish contact with the terminal to determine
whether the call will be accepted or not before an assignment is made. If the central
controller maintains a detailed data base on the status of the terminals, a call can be
connected all the way through to the correct destination user’s port with no terminal
controller to central controller handshaking.

For full-duplex calls operating with full duty cycle data transmissions (i.e., full duty cycle
within the data portion of each frame), M uplink antenna beams can handle M/2 calls
between distributed users. If several users happen to be in the same beam area, a single
beam can provide service to all of them, and more than M/2 calls can be supported.
Additional calls can also be supported if users can transmit their data at a higher burst rate
on the uplink. In Figure 5, multiple modes for uplink transmissions are shown. During the
data portion of each uplink frame, a terminal can transmit 1, 2, or 4 streams of data at rate
RD. In the 4RD burst rate mode, the uplink antenna is needed for only 25% of the data



portion of each frame to receive a data stream of RD bits per second. The remaining time,
the antenna can be picking up traffic from other areas of the earth. In addition, these uplink
modes allow more than one call to be handled by a terminal at the same time by providing
the capability for transmitting multiple data streams from that terminal.

The C1 and C2 control channels are also shown in Figure 5. These channels operate with
the same robustness as the RD burst rate data channel and do not change mode of operation
as the data channel burst rate increases. By not changing the mode of these channels, calls
with mixed data burst rates (e.g., the calling user in the RD mode and the called user in the
4RD burst rate mode) can be more easily handled. Of course, multiple users at a terminal
must share the C1 and C2 control capacity.

Half-duplex calls require a greater amount of control than full-duplex calls, but require half
the system resources of full-duplex calls. The call requests and assignments are done in the
same manner as for full-duplex calls. Once a half-duplex call is started, the users talk in
turn by controlling the direction of data flow in the channel (see Figure 4). The control
mechanism for controlling this direction of data flow is provided by push-to-talk
indications from the users. These push-to-talk messages are transmitted to the central
controller on the C1 control channel as shown in Figure 6. Each user in turn transmits a P
bit push-to-talk message on the C1 channel while the uplink antenna is pointing at his area
(during the C1 portion of each frame). After dwelling on one area long enough to receive a
complete message, the uplink antenna dwells on the next user’s area for the C1 portion of
each frame until another message is received. At the completion of a cycle, the central
controller has a push-to-talk indication from-each active user. Then, the controller can
configure the channels appropriately for the next cycle. (In order to balance the load on the
controller, the cycles from different uplink antennas can be shifted or subcycles can be
formed so that decision making and switching for all users in the system do not have to be
made at the same time.) One simple decision making scheme is to give the uplink of the
channel to the user with his push-to-talk button pushed and in the case of a tie (both users
pushing their talk buttons) keep the previous channel configuration. After reconfiguring the
channel, the central controller informs the users of the change using the C3 control channel. 

CONTROL EXAMPLE

The use of the control flow described will now be illustrated by way of an example for
some assumed system parameters and assumed control protocols. In this example, the
number of uplink and downlink beam areas is N=61. Downlink service is provided by a
single beam. Uplink service is provided by M=8 uplink antenna beams. On the uplink, 26
FDMA channels are used for control channels (as well as for point-to-point calls). Control
protocols include both dedicated access and random access on the C2 control channels and 



dedicated access on the C1 control channels. On the downlink, 8 C3 control channels are
formed.

In this example, the control channels are structured into a common control frame. The
control channels are all 300 bps channels. This requires 20% of the uplink frame for the C1

and C2 channels leaving 80% of the frame for data transmission (assumed to be at a burst
rate of RD, 2RD or 4RD, with RD =2400 bps). The control channels are used to transmit 45
bit messages (on C1 channels) o r 90 bit messages (on C2 and C3 channels). The control
channels and the 0.3 second control frame are shown in Figure 7. During a control frame,
one control message can be sent on a C2 or C3 channel while two messages can be sent on
a C1 channel. For T=20 msec frames (see Figure 1), there are 15 frames in a control frame.

For this example, 24 of the C2 channels are used as random access request channels. These
channels are scanned over the 61 beam areas using 6 of the uplink antenna beams during
the C2 portion of each frame. Each antenna beam cycles through 11 beam areas (with 5
extra dwells spare) providing access to 4 request channels in each area. A cycle through
the areas takes 11 control frames. Users of the system in each area have a random access
request opportunity (in each of 4 channels) every 3.3 seconds. Contention can occur only
between users in the same beam area if they transmit in the same channel during the same
cycle. Users at the same terminal will always contend, in this case for their terminal’s
transmitter resource, if they attempt to transmit the same type of control message (C1

or C2) at the same time. Control message queues at the terminals can alleviate this type of
conflict.

The other 2 C2 channels are used as dedicated access report channels serviced through the
remaining 2 uplink antenna beams (during the C2 portion of each frame) in this example.
One thousand terminals are provided status report message slots (90 bits), in a 2.5 minute
cycle. The availability of these dedicated slots guarantees stability for the random access
request channels. A user can make a request for service instead of a report in this
dedicated slot. The maximum time to successfully submit a request is therefore 2.5 minutes
in the unlikely event of severely congested random access channels in some beam area.

The eight C3 control channels in this example can transmit about 27 messages (90 bits
each) per second on the downlink. The messages can be acknowledgments, assignments,
denials, system status, or preemptions as determined by the requirements of the central
controller at the time.

The C1 control channels are used on a dedicated access basis while calls are in progress.
For example, suppose one of the uplink antenna beams is supporting 4 half duplex, two
party calls. These calls are each assigned a separate uplink demodulator (this facilitates the
handling of multimode calls). During the C1 portions of the frame, the demodulators



receive transmissions of push-to-talk messages to control half-duplex circuit turn around.
The antenna dwells on each of the 8 users for half a control frame each, and they send 45
bit messages into the appropriate demodulators. After 4 control frames, the antenna repeats
the cycle. Thus, every 1.2 seconds both parties in all 4 calls have the opportunity to turn
their half-duplex channel around. The parties in the calls also transmit their hang-up
messages in these channels.

CONCLUSIONS

Some system aspects of providing EHF satellite communications service to a large
community of distributed users employing small, mobile terminals were presented. The
service described was provided through a space segment which utilizes high gain uplink
and downlink antenna beams and on-board signal processing. The efficient use of these
satellite resources was achieved with resource sharing techniques implemented through a
central controller. Control channels were described which provided the necessary control
information flow between system users and the central controller. The control channels can
be flexibly used for implementing a variety of control protocols to satisfy the specific
operational requirements of the user community.
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Figure 1.  The formation of channels using FDMA
uplink resources and TDM downlink resources.



Figure 2.  Earth field-of-view covered by
N=19 hexagonally packed areas.

Figure 3.  Partitioning uplink and downlink resources to form data and control
channels. The control flow to and from a central controller is shown.



Figure 4.  Operation of a half-duplex call with the
transmission path from user 1 to user 2.

Figure 5.  Uplink transmission modes for transmitting 1,2, or 4 data streams.
The C1 and C2 control transmissions do not change.



Figure 6.  The usage of a C1 control channel to transmit push-to-talk
control messages to the central controller from users 1 to K in turn.

Figure 7.  Example control frame for 300 bps control channels
with 45 or 90 bit control messages.
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ABSTRACT

The AMSAT Phase IIIB spacecraft is the second in the third generation of
communications satellites in the (Radio) Amateur Satellite Service. It is designed to
provide worldwide communications to the global radio amateur community, for hours at a
time each day, using a single spacecraft.

The spacecraft is designed to require a minimal amount of ground control and incorporates
a single RCA 1802 based microcomputer that performs all the altitude control, command,
decoding, and telemetry processing functions. This flight computer operates in a
multitasking environment and incorporates a number of unique hardware and software
features, including the absence of ROM (it is totally RAM based) and the incorporation of
a high-level software language developed in Germany, known as IPS, which belongs to the
FORTH family of languages.

INTRODUCTION

When the AMSAT Phase III satellite is activated in orbit, the Amateur Satellite Service
will leave the experimental stage and enter the operational era. The Phase I satellites
(OSCARS 1-5) proved that radio amateurs could build working spacecraft; the Phase II
satellites then showed that these satellites were long lived and that radio amateurs could
control the spacecraft from the ground, as well as communicate through them1.

AMSAT Phase II satellites are in low circular, polar orbits having been orbited as
secondary payloads to LANDSAT and meteorological satellite launches. This orbit
provides limited communications capability to most amateurs in time periods up to 20
minutes, six times a day, allowing many suitably-equipped amateur radio stations,
separated by up to 5000 miles, to communicate simultaneously using VHF/UHF
frequencies. The requirements for “rapid” tracking, the doppler effect on the
communications frequencies, and the low duty cycle of availability combine to show that
this orbit is not optimal for spacecraft in the Amateur Satellite Service.



THE PHASE III ORBIT

Having decided that the Phase II orbit, while providing some communications capacity, is
not ideal, other choices were studied. In order to compare the remaining choices, it was
first necessary to establish the requirements, or specifications, to be met by the Phase III
orbit, which can be described as follows:

• All users, worldwide, want to get the maximum amount of communications
(operating) time via the satellite each day.

• All users want to be able to work anybody they can (distant (DX) or local), taking
advantage of the propagation characteristics of the medium (no-skip zones).

• It must serve an amateur population where at least 90 percent of that population are
located in the Northern Hemisphere.

• It must serve the amateur population which is distributed fairly evenly over all
geographic longitudes.

• These specifications must be met by one satellite.

The commercial international telecommunications satellites in the INTELSAT network are
in geostationary orbits. Amateurs using a satellite in such an orbit can point their antennas
at one location in the sky and forget tracking and doppler effects from then on. The range
circle becomes one-third of the world; thus, any user could communicate with any other
user located in his third of the world.

Consider the range circles for geostationary satellites located at orbital positions that
correspond roughly to those of the INTELSAT positions. The Pacific Ocean position
allows Japan, most of Australia, and the United States (except for the east coast) to
communicate. The Indian Ocean position allows Europe, most of Africa, Japan, and
Australia to communicate; and the Atlantic Ocean position allows the eastern and central
United States, South America, Europe, Africa, and the Middle East to communicate. If the
Amateur Satellite Service had three satellites with intersatellite links, these locations would
be ideal (the professional satellites are in these locations for the same reason). Having only
one satellite, whichever location was selected, would only serve one-third of the
geographic area of the globe. There is no single position in that orbit that would provide a
service to more than one-third of the globe. Even if permission was obtained to place the
satellite in an almost geostationary orbit--such that it would slowly drift around the globe--
everyone would be able to use it; but again, it would only serve one-third of the globe and 



two-thirds of the time it would not be available to a particular user, thus violating
constraint number 1.

The orbit finally decided upon is the Molnya type orbit, so called because the Soviet Union
placed Molnya satellites in that orbit. The orbit is an inclined orbit at about 63 degrees,
with an apogee of about 36,000 km high above the Northern Hemisphere and a perigee of
approximately 1500 km. This orbit allows all of the radio amateurs in the Northern
Hemisphere, and most of the Southern Hemisphere, to use the satellite (communicate)
during at least one orbit per day and when it is not close to perigee. The orbit period is
intentionally biased to avoid subsynchronism and provide nodal drift.

Figure 1 shows a computer simulation of the globe as seen by the satellite at apogee at
different longitudes. It should be noted that any point on the surface of the globe in each
figure can communicate with any other, because as long as the satellite can “see” any point
on the Earth, that point has communications capability. Thus, for example, Figure 1A
shows that South African stations could communicate with the west coast of the United
States, as well as much of South America, Africa, Europe, and the Middle East. Figure 1B
shows that New Zealand and much of Australia could communicate with the United States,
as well as Asia and the Middle East.

On the basis of these computer-generated drawings, it can be seen that any amateur station
in the Northern Hemisphere, or in much of the Southern Hemisphere, has mutual visibility
with almost any other such station sometime (although they may have to choose a
particular orbit for a selected communication). The Molnya orbit thus seems to fulfill the
requirements of the Amateur Satellite Service. In fact, it can be shown that, given the
above requirements, this orbit is an optimal choice.

THE FIRST PHASE III SPACECRAFT

The first Phase III spacecraft was aboard the ARIANE L02 launch vehicle that
malfunctioned shortly after leaving the ground on May 23, 19802. A decision was made in
June of 1980, by the world amateur satellite community, that the spacecraft would be
replaced. Work is now well underway to fabricate two additional satellites and, at the
same time, to include additional technological advances.

THE PHASE IIIB SPACECRAFT

An amazing amount of new and creative technology was developed for the Phase III
program3 due to the unique problems posed by amateur stations using a spacecraft. To
ascertain extent, many of the practices and techniques used in the Phase III program are
orthogonal to the commercial approach in the sense that they solve a different set of



problems, or problems that do not exist in industry, as will become apparent from the rest
of this paper.

A block diagram of the Phase IIIA spacecraft is shown in Figure 2. It is almost identical to
the Phase IIIB spacecraft. The major differences are that Phase IIIB contains two
communications transponders and a MBB liquid propulsion unit (as opposed to the
Thiokol solid-state unit incorporated in Phase IIIA and also planned for Phase IIIC).

The Integrated Housekeeping Unit (IHU)

The heart of the Phase III spacecraft is the Integrated Housekeeping Unit (IHU). It is a
microcomputer built around the RCA COSMAC (1802) microprocessor. It contains 16K
bytes of eight-bit memory, 13 I/O ports (six output and seven input), and a 64 channel
multiplexer and eight bit analog-to-digital converter. The autoload feature of the 1802 is
used to load IPS into the microcomputer; there is, thus, no ROM present in the IHU.
Should a situation arise in which the program gets corrupted, IPS may be reloaded via the
Command Link.

The IHU performs all the housekeeping functions necessary to keep the spacecraft
operational, as well as providing telemetry data to the AMSAT telemetry, tracking, and
control network. The microcomputer operates in a multitasking environment, performing
up to eight simultaneous tasks. Each task is programmed in a high-level language called
IPS4. The IHU hardware uses dynamic memory based on a design developed by Dr. Karl
Meinzer5. Dynamic memories exhibit a radiation dependent, soft-failure mechanism in
which charge deposited by high-energy protons, electrons and atomic nuclei can change
the state of a single memory cell from a zero to a one without causing permanent damage
to the cell. In some memory designs, a second failure mechanism can occur when a
particle penetrates the substrate so that two adjacent PN areas become a parasitic (PNPN)
SCR and the triggering effect causes the junction to break down. This latching mode is a
catastrophic failure mode and is a function of the device size and geometry.

The MOSTEK 4116 device has a physical geometry that makes the unit almost immune to
latchup errors. Thus, by using only MOSTEK devices, and a suitable hardware/software
design, these two effects of radiation on the computer memory can be minimized. The
memory is 12 bits wide laid out in eight bits/byte and a four bit error correcting vector that
is computed in hardware and stored with the data in a given address. The resultant 12 bit
data word is orthogonal to a Hamming correction matrix. An error in the 12-bit word
results in a non-zero matrix product. The matrix is arranged so that its product with the
12-bit vector yields the binary representation of the error location. The error bit is then
inverted to yield the correct value for the eight bit byte of data at the memory location
being addressed.



The software reads and rewrites eight bytes of memory every 20 ms. This “restoring” task
prevents errors accumulating and the entire memory is cleaned up every 41 seconds so that
the average time to correct an error is 20.5 seconds. The “restoring” routine requires only
76 instructions to be executed every 20 ms--a total overhead of 3.7 percent of the
processor time.

Normal cumulative dosage radiation is reduced by extensive shielding using in excess of
10 mm (equivalent thickness of aluminum) around the memory devices.

IPS

IPS is a high-level language that allows modular structured programming. It uses Reverse
Polish Notation (RPN) making parameter passing between modules extremely simple. It
belongs to the FORTH family of languages containing a built-in emulator for an ideal
structured top-down design computer. The high level emulation technique is extremely
economical in terms of memory usage, the entire system resides in about six KiloBytes of
memory, and programs execute only two or three times slower than the equivalent optimal
assembly language code. In most instances this is of no consequence, but when time
critical code has to be used, IPS allows assembly language statements to be included in its
vocabulary.

IPS is one of the few computer languages that does not require a knowledge of English. Its
basic vocabulary was originally written in German by Dr. Karl Meinzer, although English
versions are now available. It should be stated, for the record, that the version of IPS
aboard the Phase IIIA spacecraft used the German vocabulary (e.g., to drop a value off the
stack the command stations would have had to transmit the word WEG).

IPS uses a kind of dictionary; this dictionary contains the name of an activity and a
description of the steps constituting that activity. IPS, itself, is largely such a dictionary,
defining the translation process. Each process that the computer can execute may be
described by an entry in the dictionary. Creating the entries in the dictionary tells the
computer how to handle the process. The computer interprets the dictionary; hence the
name, “Interpreter for Process Structures”. Two types of dictionaries exist in IPS: The
‘linked list’ technique, as used in FORTH, is utilized in the IHU. The 8080 version in the
ground station computers uses a ‘hash table’ technique, which allows the interpreter to
execute faster by reducing the look-up time needed to search the dictionary for a specific
word. It does have the disadvantage that only 512 words can be defined at any particular
time, but it is not difficult for the programmer to tell IPS to forget intermediate words used
to build up larger modules.



The unique aspect of IPS is its use of a “chain” to perform multitasking. The IPS user
chain has eight slots in which a word definition (program) can be placed. IPS continuously
scans the chain and executes words placed in the slots in sequence. The scan cycle is
based on a 20 ms synchronous hardware interrupt. Definitions may delete themselves, or
others, from the chain or place new definitions into the chain. With these operations, the
rule holds that a definition in the chain is always executed in full to the end, even if its
execution time is longer than 20 ms. Its removal from the chain means that in the next pass
through, the chain will find its slot filled by a NOP. This chain concept is a simple method
of implementing multitasking software in the IHU.

THE COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM

As far as the majority of radio amateurs are concerned, the prime payload is the two
transponders. The transponders aboard the spacecraft operate in the frequency bands
assigned to the Amateur Satellite Service. The prime transponder, or Mode B, has an
uplink between 435.300 and 435.150 MHz and a downlink between 145.820 and 145.970
MHz. The L-Band transponder has an uplink between 1269.950 and 1269.150 MHz and a
corresponding downlink at 435.150 to 436.950 MHz. The L-Band transponder is the first
use of the 23 cm band by an amateur satellite. Both transponders are linear and are built
using advanced high-efficiency power amplifier techniques6,7,8. The Mode B path loss
calculations show that the link for a Phase III satellite at apogee is about 20 dB worse than
a Phase II satellite Mode B link. Seven dB was achieved by increasing the power output of
the transponder downlink transmitter. The amplifier design finally chosen is a first in space
applications and is based on an approach that allows high efficiency amplifiers to be built
that was presented by W.H. Doherty in 19369. The Doherty technique adapted and
modified by Dr. Karl Meinzer provides an amplifier having the characteristics to meet the
performance demands for the Phase III spacecraft on board use. Thus, a technology
intended for improving the efficiency of ‘multikilowatt’ AM broadcast transmitters finds
its use today in providing a new solution to communications via satellite. The antennas
provide circular polarized signals having less than 3 dB of spin modulation out to as far as
45 degrees off the spin axis. The antenna provides the additional 13 dBi of gain required
by the link equations.

THE PROPULSION SYSTEM

The propulsion system aboard the spacecraft is designed to boost the satellite into its final
orbit by changing the inclination and raising the perigee from that of the initial orbit
supplied by the Ariane launch vehicle to that of the desired orbit. The AMSAT Phase IIIA
spacecraft carried a Thiokol TE-M-345-12 solid propellant unit. A similar unit has been
obtained for the Phase IIIC satellite, while a liquid propulsion motor with a thrust capacity
of 400 newtons has been obtained from MBB of West Germany for use aboard the Phase



IIIB spacecraft. This motor is similar to that used successfully by the Symphonie
Communications Satellite Program.

The technology necessary to simply fire a kick motor is trivial. The technology needed to
convince the professional world that “hams” can fire a kick motor safely is not necessarily
trivial. This task on a Phase III satellite is to be accomplished by the Motor Ignition Unit
(MIU). Simply put, when power is applied to the MIU it monitors the engineering beacon
telemetry output line. The MIU is hard-wired to recognize two PN (pseudo random) bit
sequences (one very long and one shorter). Both sequences are sufficiently long and
“random” that their probability of occurring in the normal telemetry sequence is
“vanishingly small”. Upon recognition of one of the sequences the appropriate ARM or
FIRE relay would be closed for a short period of time. If both PN sequences are uplinked
within a specified time window causing both relays to close, then the motor would be
ignited. The ARM relay is physically located very close to the kick motor ignitors and acts
as a final safety intercept. A SAFE/ARM plug is also in line with the firing signal to
provide an additional intercept. Beyond all of this, all power is locked away from the entire
system by the spacecraft separation switches.

It should be noted that under normal conditions the two PN sequences do not exist
anywhere onboard the satellite either in hardware or software. It is, therefore, impossible
to fire the motor by accident or otherwise with things in this condition. Just before the
motor is to be fired a command station uplinks the PN sequences into memory at the
appropriate locations. At this point the spacecraft IHU takes over. At the specified time the
computer would have checked all of the relevant telemetry points. If all data was within
tolerance, the spacecraft attitude would have been verified to assure that the kick motor
was vectored in exactly the right direction. If at this point the PN sequences have been
uplinked and echoed by the engineering beacon, and thus had been received by the MIU,
within milliseconds the spacecraft will be on its way to the new orbit.

THE TELEMETRY SYSTEM

The telemetry system data is transmitted from the spacecraft via two beacons. The general
beacon uses Morse Code or 170 Hz shift FSK BAUDOT RTTY at 60 words per minute.
The RTTY data should be printable on machines using 45.5 BAUDS or 50 BAUDS; the
stop bit is extended to two bits instead of the more usual 1 1/2 bits. The availability of an
on-board microcomputer allows the beacon to be used for more than simple telemetry
purposes. It is now possible to carry orbital data and bulletins of general interest on the
beacon as well as the telemetry. The telemetry consists of ten channels with descriptions in
English and the values in engineering units. The IHU performs the conversions.



Telemetry is transmitted via the engineering beacon at a rate of 400 bits/second using
phase shift keyed (PSK) modulation. The telemetry and command systems were inspired
by the techniques used for the Mariner Mars missions by JPL and the California Institute
of Technology. Studies of the link capability showed that the optimal data rate was around
500 bits per second. Since the spacecraft on-board computer already contained a 20 ms
clock for housekeeping and RTTY purposes, the 400 b/s data rate was chosen so as to
simplify the on-board hardware. The use of uncoded PSK allows those signals to fit in a
2 kHz bandwidth so that conventional SSB receivers may be used in ground stations. A
unique audio frequency PSK demodulator has been developed for this purpose.

The telemetry contains information about temperatures, currents and voltages aboard the
spacecraft. Also available is an error count of soft errors occurring and corrected in the
IHU dynamic memory. The technique used to sense currents is unusual and deserves
mention here. Instead of the conventional measurement of a voltage drop across a series
resistor, the Phase III spacecraft employs a sort of fluxgate magnetometer technology. The
duty cycle of a magnetic core oscillator driven to saturation can be controlled by a DC bias
winding through the core. The current to be sensed is thus passed through such a core and
has an effect on the duty cycle of the output waveform such that the second harmonic
content is a function of the unknown current. A known current supplied by an IHU
controlled current source is passed through the core phased in a manner so as to oppose
the unknown current. The IHU adjusts the known current until it just balances the
unknown one, at which point the duty cycle of the oscillator is 50 percent (second
harmonic is zero). A synchronous detector is used to sense the oscillator duty cycle. This
circuit developed by Dr. Meinzer uses a single LM124 integrated circuit (multiple op-
amps) and uses the detector only as a null indicator. The resultant value returned for the
current being sensed is thus accurately obtained with no ground loop problems being
introduced by the sensor circuitry.

The engineering beacon data is transmitted MSB first. This is opposite to the established
serial data convention. Thus any microcomputer or TV terminal containing a USRT and a
400 bits/second clock can be used to display (and process) data remembering it is bit
reversed. AMSAT has also developed a telemetry-ranging card (TRUMP) for S-100 bus
computers for use by the tracking and command stations as part of the AMSAT-GOLEM-
80 project10,11.

The actual data is transmitted synchronously in blocks of 512 bytes (4096 bits) each byte
containing eight bits. Synchronous data formats generally contain complete data blocks
even if the message is smaller than a complete block. Under these conditions ‘fill’
characters are used to make up the block. The fill character used in the engineering beacon
is 01010000 or 50 hex.



Four bytes are used to indicate the start of a block (syncvector). These bytes are used to
synchronize the receiver to the data to alert it to the fact that a new block is beginning.
This syncvector block is then followed by 512 bytes of data. This technique allows the
syncvector to be decoded by hardware or software or a combination of the two. All three
techniques have been used by AMSAT ground stations. The syncvector contains the
sequence 39, 19, ED, 30. Following the transmission of a block of data, a series of 50’s
are transmitted for 2.5 seconds before the next syncvector and block of data.

As a rule, the contents of a data block will be clear text consisting of ASCII characters.
These raw characters will thus be readable without any additional processing. When
ranging or commanding is being performed, ranging signals or command acknowledgments
will take the place of the regular telemetry.

The data includes 64 channels of telemetry. The raw data format as seen on a video
display of 64 characters by 16 lines is as follows. The header, identification, time and
status information will be transmitted first, followed by four lines of 16 data words. These
words comprise the telemetry and are transmitted sequentially starting at word zero and
proceeding at a rate of 16 words a line until word 3F (64).

THE MECHANICAL AND THERMAL SYSTEMS

The structure is built entirely out of sheet metal (by now, an AMSAT trademark). Various
structures and components went through no less than five different vibration tests, as well
as a number of other compatibility related checks. All were successful. None of the
mechanical load carrying members of the satellite, except the aft launch vehicle attach ring,
were machined parts which greatly reduced costs. One particularly innovative idea was the
use of homemade fiberglass stringers which provided a much needed lightweight solution
to stiffen the spacecraft interior walls, while at the same time acting as thermal isolators for
the electronics modules12. The geometry of the structure is such that for the given solar
array area (side panels) the structure volume and weight are minimized while also
providing superior moment of inertia properties. Blockage of one solar panel by another is
very minimal .

Thermally the final design turns out not to be quite so straightforward. It is necessary to
thermally balance each electronic module separately and the coatings on the outside of
arms vary. In particular, the arm containing the transmitter has an external surface that acts
to maximize the emission of radiation while absorbing very little. Yet, on the other two
arms, the surface perpendicular to the sun has large areas covered by thermal blankets.
The thermal mathematical model finally used for Phase IIIA contained 121 different
temperature “nodes” (data points throughout the structure) with 399 different conduction
paths between them. Each computer run which simulated a particular orbit configuration



required 3300 loop iterations and resulted in the computation of 400,000 node
temperatures. The mathematical problem is equivalent to solving a set of 121 simultaneous
linear equations each having between three and four terms for each position around the
orbit and for each selected sun angle. The resultant design allows the satellite to operate
safely with sun angles between ±60 degrees, during a three-hour eclipse and even for a
limited time with the sun directly on the top or the bottom of the satellite.

THE POWER SYSTEM

The power system objectives of the Phase III design are particularly ambitious. At the
beginning of life, solar cells are to provide an average power of 40 Watts. After four years
they are still to produce 25 Watts in order to maintain a 100 percent operating schedule.
This requirement is particularly demanding because: (A) Dedicated solar panels have to be
developed for Phase III.(B) The panels, given our size constraints, have to be of a superior
technology to that of standard N on P silicon solar cells (roughly 10 percent) .(C) The
predicted degradation of cell performance caused by radiation damage requires that the
silica cover slides be thicker than the more conventional and less expensive cover slides
used on a majority of spacecraft.

Two approaches were used to obtain solar panels for the Phase III program. AMSAT-DL,
in West Germany, was able to arrange a large financial contribution and obtained their
panels from AEG-Telefunken. These panels used 2 cm x 4 cm high-efficiency violet cells
and 0.5 mm/.020 inch fused silica cover slides. The cells were made during the production
run for the INTELSAT 5 program (welded interconnects between cells were also used). In
the United States a different approach was used. In view of the very high cost of producing
flight panels it was not possible to obtain panels made to standard aerospace
specifications. By reviewing several typical NASA specifications, it was possible to
segregate testing and documentation that was mandatory from that which was desirable,
but not (in our judgment) essential. A new specification was prepared removing these non-
essential items and it was circulated to a number of solar array vendors. Solarex, a firm in
Rockville, Maryland; the world’s largest producer of terrestrial cells, as well as a line of
space cells, was awarded AMSAT’s first major contract. Solarex representatives worked
with us to establish a reasonable testing program, as well as a set of requirements for
quality assurance which made sure that the panels would function satisfactorily in space.
AMSAT took on the task of running all qualification tests on a qualification panel. These
tests were run at the Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University. Six more
flight panels then were built to the same specifications and delivered by Solarex. By using
this approach, which minimized paperwork and some testing, it was possible to reduce the
cost of the arrays from the typical 1979 rate of $400/ Watt to less than $200/Watt. These
panels used 2 cm x 2 cm cells and also were of the high-efficiency violet cell type with
0.5 mm cover slides. Both sets of panels (Solarex and AEG-Telefunken) produced the



same output power when illuminated by the sun (27.5 Watt each), although their physical
and thermal characteristics were somewhat different. The final efficiency of each of the
panels was better than 12.5 percent. The objective of producing 40 Watt of power was met
with some margin. With good sun angles, the beginning of life power of Phase IIIA would
have been in excess of 50 Watt. This is also true of the Phase IIIB spacecraft.

Based on the results of the AMSAT-OSCAR’s 6 and 7 and even early indications of some
problems with batteries aboard AMSAT-OSCAR 8, a decision was made to fly two sets of
batteries aboard a Phase III spacecraft. After more than a year of paperwork, AMSAT was
able to obtain spare NiCad cells from NASA’s ITOS weather satellite program as excess
government property. This was a particular bonus for Phase III since these six amp-hour
capacity NiCad cells when obtained were still within NASA date code (very current
manufacturer date) and are two generations in technology ahead of those flown on
AMSAT-OSCAR 7. Ten of these cells were used as the primary battery on Phase IIIA.
The auxiliary, or backup battery, is composed of ten four-amp-hour cells produced by
SAFT Corporation of France. They are a contribution by the European Space Agency
(ESA). The power system is designed in such a way that while the primary battery is
switched on line, the auxiliary battery is stored discharged. Only after degradation of the
primary battery would the auxiliary battery be trickle charged and then switched to the
main bus removing the old main battery. By this date in the lifetime of the spacecraft
(hopefully about four years after launch), the solar array power will have dropped
significantly and during eclipse operations the reduced power transponder mode will be
used. Under these conditions a four-amp-hour capacity auxiliary battery will be adequate.
By using these smaller cells for the auxiliary battery, additional weight can be saved.

In order to prevent the battery from overcharging at all times, a current regulating device
must be inserted between the solar arrays and the battery. The battery charge regulator
(BCR) in most spacecraft is a shunt regulator which implies that excess power not needed
by the battery or the loads is shunted to ground via large load resistors. This means lots of
big power components and shunt paths to ground, all of which can result in failures. In
some cases these could be catastrophic. It would seem logical then that if the power is not
needed, why produce it in the first place? In other words, solve the problem at the source--
the solar arrays. Since the design of AMSAT-OSCAR 7 a unique solution has been used to
solve the BCR problem. The I-V curve of a solar cell (or several in series/parallel) has an
interesting property. It acts as a constant-current generator over a wide voltage range;
however, as the voltage is increased (load decreased) beyond a point known as the knee,
the array current will decrease. By taking full advantage of this property the operating
point of the array can be selected to coincide with the battery charge state. The technique
used by all of the OSCAR spacecraft since 1974 has been to determine the state of charge
of the battery by sensing the battery voltage and then adjusting the input voltage from the
arrays by the circuit equivalent of a voltage-adjustable Zener diode. The counter intuitive



feature of the BCR is then that the array current is decreased by sensing an increase in
battery voltage and then increasing the array voltage. There are two problems with this
approach. Both the battery cell voltage and the array operating point are temperature
dependent. With the BCR’s on the AMSAT-OSCAR 7 and 8 spacecraft the temperature
compensation was done to a first order at the input and output by making the assumption
that the temperature coefficient of the arrays and battery could be equated to that of a
temperature sensitive transistor junction. Also assumed was that the particular transistor
used (which was located inside the BCR) was isothermal with the array and the battery
cells. While the first assumption proved to be valid, flight data shows that the latter
judgment was not. In addition, there are important second-order effects on these operating
points caused by the slow effects of radiation damage to the solar cells, along with
chemical changes within the NiCad cells. All of this makes a BCR where these coefficients
are set-and-forget far from ideal (yet still workable). Phase III solves all of this by the
relatively simple process of placing the input and output BCR voltages under control of the
IHU. The computer then may act as the controller and the software can make use of all
relevant information available, such as actual array and battery temperatures, as well as
data related to long and short term time dependent phenomena. As more is learned about
the satellite from the ground, new coefficients, or even new control programs, can be
uplinked into the spacecraft computer.

Designed and constructed by the Amateur Radio Club at the Technical University of
Budapest, Hungary (HG5BME), the Phase IIIB BCR module is fully redundant and serves
a number of functions beyond that of a battery charge regulator, including: (1) A well
overdesigned +10 Volt regulator for all spacecraft logic power. (2) Switch over relays for
BCR selection (1 or 2), battery selection (main vs auxiliary) and auxiliary battery charging.
These are controlled by the spacecraft computer (IHU). (3) All solar array protection
diodes. (4) Digital-to-analog converters for control of the BCR input and output voltages
by the spacecraft computer. (5) A wide variety of telemetry outputs which measure all
relevant voltages and currents.

The BCR also acts as a voltage downconverter taking power from the solar panels at 28
Volts and supplying power to the battery and loads at 14 Volts with an overall efficiency
of 90 percent.

ORBIT AND ATTITUDE CONTROL

The Phase III spacecraft is spin stabilized. Its attitude is designed to point its antennas
directly at the earth when at apogee13. As the spacecraft approaches perigee, the earth
‘moves’ into the side lobe of the antenna. The antenna gain is balanced such that the path
loss and the apparent antenna gain at any point in the orbit is a constant. At perigee, the 



IHU switches in the omni antennas. Thus, total path loss in the space segment thus
simulates a constant value anywhere in the orbit.

The satellite spin vector can be influenced by a magnetic torquing system. Earth and sun
sensors provide the necessary reference information. Nutation dampers are located in each
arm of the satellite. The attitude control package in the IHU written in IPS performs the
following calculations to maintain the spacecraft in the correct attitude. (A) Determines the
orbit radius vector and the spacecraft position within the orbit using the internal orbit clock
in the IHU. (B) Produces all necessary time references. (C) Calculates the position of the
sun vector. (D) Calculates the local earth magnetic field vector at the spacecraft. (E) Using
data supplied by the sun and earth sensors, it calculates the spin vector of the spacecraft.
(F) By comparing the actual spin vector with the desired one, it determines the optimal
direction for the spacecraft attitude control magnetic vector which torques the satellite so
as to minimize the spin error.

Three coordinate systems are used to implement these calculations. The determination of
the sun and earth magnetic field and the location of the orbital plane are most easily
defined in an earth-equatorial system. In order to avoid the complications resulting from
the earth rotation, zero longitude in the system is defined fixed in space pointing towards
the position of the sun on the 21 March (point of Aries). This point is thus also defined in
the ecliptic, because the sun crosses the ecliptic on this day in a northerly direction. This
coordinate system is referenced as the AEQ-system (again: longitude is to the east). The
second coordinate system used is defined by the orbital plane as the equator with the earth
at the center. The position of the perigee defines zero longitude in this system. This system
is the most appropriate one when dealing with the spacecraft orbit and the spin-vector
(SVR) system. It is referred to as the ORBIT system. Finally, in a few instances, we need
a system defined by the spacecraft spin-axis. In this system the spin-axis defines north, the
equator is the plane normal to the spin axis. Zero longitude is defined as the point where
the spacecraft equatorial plane intersects the ORBIT-equator (ascending node). Although
taking the sun-projection on the spin-equator as zero longitude would be more practical
from a sensor point of view, it would result in more complicated computations. The
defined spin system is referred to as the Spin Vector System (SVR).

THE AMSAT TELEMETRY, TRACKING, AND CONTROL NETWORK

The AMSAT telemetry, tracking, and control (TT&C) network monitors the day-to-day
operation of the spacecraft. Since the management of the on-board systems is taken care of
by the IHU, the ground stations have little or no commanding to perform for regular
satellite housekeeping. The ground stations located in the United States, Canada,
Germany, New Zealand and one or two other countries, function primarily in the launch
support mode, relaying telemetry back to AMSAT headquarters in Washington, DC. Once



* Indicates the first known use in an aerospace application.

the spacecraft is in its final orbit, ground station support is reduced to telemetry
monitoring, limit checking and the occasional commanding to insert information of interest
to users into the IHU for transmission by the spacecraft on the telemetry beacons. The
command stations can also utilize the IHU as a store and forward message node by loading
such messages into the IHU. The ground stations communicate via a satellite channel
inside the communications passband or via the conventional hf amateur radio bands when
conditions allow.

AMSAT’s use of the IHU to perform on-board control of the spacecraft, thus relegating
the ground station to a backup role, is a role reversal when compared to, for example, the
INTELSAT network. AMSAT’s decision to let the IHU do the work was governed by our
confidence in the hardware and software, almost as much as by the knowledge that radio
amateurs cannot afford to man ground stations for 24 hours a day on an annual basis.

SUMMARY

Apart from being the most expensive and complex spacecraft in the Amateur Satellite
Service, the AMSAT Phase III spacecraft development program has generated significant
advances in aerospace technology. A quick summary of the technologies developed for the
Phase IIIA satellite are as follows.

THERMAL SYSTEM

Separate thermal design for each arm and the kick motor cylinder

• 121 Node Thermal Mathematic Model of Phase III used to assure proper performance

• Spacecraft capable of operating over the sun angles of ±60 degrees

* Spacecraft capable of operating through three hour eclipse period, all components
within thermal specification

C Exterior thermal coatings selected to minimize contamination problems (particularly
from kick motor chemical products resulting from burn)



* Indicates the first known use in an aerospace application.

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Transponder with command receiver and two beacons, antenna switching relays, antenna
system transponder

* High-efficiency linear power amplifier ( 50 Watt PEP) employing envelope elimination
restoration and Doherty amplifier technology 50 percent efficiency independent of drive
level

C Peak and average agc loops optimized for SSB communications

* 150 KHz bandpass quartz filter used with shape factor of 1.16 (insertion loss less than
0.5 dB)

C Engineering beacon employed PSK modulation ±90 phase shift used, optimum
signaling technique because all transmitted energy contained in modulation sidebands,
no carrier energy

C Use of Costas loop demodulator for recovery of engineering beacon carrier on the
ground

* Simple audio frequency PSK demodulator developed for low cost ground station use,
compatible with SSB receivers

C Several command receiver technology advances

STRUCTURE

All sheet metal structure qualified to full Ariane loads

C Capable of withstanding 50g peak loads

C Allows installation of kick motor with virtually no alignment procedure

C Use of fiberglass stringers increases strength, reduces weight and allows thermal
isolation of electronic modules

* For given solar array area geometry of structure is minimum internal volume (weight)
with virtually no array blockage



* Indicates the first known use in an aerospace application.

POWER SYSTEM

Solar arrays, batteries, BCR

Telefunken Arrays

C Violet cell technology, 12.5 percent efficiency, 2 cm x 4 cm size

C 0.5 mm cover slides used

C Welded lead inconnects

Solarex Arrays

C Violet cell technology, 12.5 percent efficiency, 2 cm x 2 cm size

* Minimum specification/qualification approach used which reduced cost to
approximately $200/Watt

Batteries

C Improved NiCad technology to previous OSCAR satellites

* Redundant “cold storage” spare concept used

BCR

* Charge control via manipulation of array operating point, no shunt components used.

C Array voltage and battery voltage adjustment under full IHU (computer) control
allowing exact temperature correction.

* Current sensing accomplished by fluxgate magnetometer technology, no losses
encountered in current telemetry measurements.



* Indicates the first known use in an aerospace application.

PROPULSION SYSTEM

Motor ignition unit, arm relay, kick motor and other safety equipment.

* Unique decoding technique employed using PN sequence technology to assure
personnel safety.

* Alternating current used to fire ignitors.

* Kick motor safety status monitored solely by IHU and ground computer (absolutely
unique). No conventional interface with the range safety officer console.

ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM

Sensor Electronics Unit (SEU)) redundant sun sensors and earth sensor.

C Simple, but effective dual-beam earth sensor using visible light diodes.

C Software algorithm with earth sensor finds true center of crescent earth.

C Sun sensors resolve spin rate and solar aspect angle.

* Torquer coil used as sole means of attitude control in high earth orbit.

C Mathematic model of earth’s magnetic field and all orbit characteristics maintained in
software on board spacecraft.

INTEGRATED HOUSEKEEPING UNIT (IHU)

Flight CPU, 16K Byte dynamic memory, command detector, 64 channel analog
multiplexer.

C 1802 processor chip utilized special Sandia CMOS radiation hardening process.

* First known use of a single microprocessor used in a universal multitasking mode in a
spacecraft. Processor is capable of working on eight simultaneous tasks.

* First known use of a high-level language on-board a spacecraft; IPS a “threaded code”
language was developed especially for Phase III.



* Indicates the first known use in an aerospace application.

* Hadamar error correction technology (12-bit code, eight data bits) employed to guard
against “soft” memory failures caused by high-energy particle radiation, MOSTEK 16K
(MK4116) memories used: soft error rate monitored by telemetry.

C Selective radiation shielding employed on all IC’s in the spacecraft, Tantalum chips
bonded to top and bottom of each chip, local shielding saves considerable weight.

ANTENNA SYSTEM

C Circular polarization derived from 120 degree phasing of three elements.

* +10 dB of gain at 145 MHz with constraints of Phase III structure (they said it could
not be done, but that did not stop us).

C Dual frequency 70 cm/2M omni antenna
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THE AMSAT PHASE IIIB SPACECRAFT



Figure 1. The globe as seen from the satellite. (Computer simulations courtesy
of Bill Johnson N5KR).



Figure 2.  Phase III S/C Functional Block Diagram
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ABSTRACT

An architectural design of a baseband processor to provide on-board processing for a
20/30 GHz communications satellite is presented. The operation of this processor is
explained in some detail. Major assumptions, considerations and goals that shaped the
design of the baseband processor are identified and discussed. Since a primary benefit of
on-board processing is flexibility, systems employing a processing satellite system will
need versatile network protocols. A two-level network protocol that permits users to
specify various parameters of their message links and to use different routing protocols on
a message-by-message basis is presented here.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the imminent saturation of the 4/6 and 12/14 GHz satellite communications bands,
NASA is encouraging the development of the 20/30 GHz bands with possible provision for
customer premises service (CPS). Under a NASA contract, MITRE has performed a
systems study of a 20/30 GHz processing communications satellite with a total throughput
of 4 Gb/s (1.6 Gb/s baseband processed traffic, and 2.4 Gb/s microwave-switched
trunking traffic). In this paper we describe just the baseband processor section of a
proposed communications satellite consisting of the following subsystems:

• 16 uplink beams (8 fixed, 8 scanned)
• 16 receivers
• 128 demodulators (8 per receiver)
• the baseband processor
• 16 remodulator/transmitter assemblies
• 16 downlink beams (8 fixed, 8 scanned)



Each scanned regional beam dwells on eight subregions every scan period. The eight
cyclic illuminations of the 64 subregions, together with the fixed-beam coverage of eight
high-traffic centers, provides CONUS coverage. The use of 16 non-overlapping uplink and
downlink beams permits a 16-fold frequency reuse. As a result, the proposed 1.6 Gb/s
baseband processor throughput requires only 100 MHz bandwidth per beam using a
nominal modulation efficiency of 1 b/s/Hz. The remainder of the allotted 2.5 GHz
bandwidth is used for trunking traffic.

In a narrow sense, a baseband processor is the subsystem of the satellite communications
payload that manipulates bits or sequences of bits (packets) of information obtained from
the digital signals received on the uplinks [1]. The inputs and outputs of this subsystem are
binary data only. In a wider sense, the baseband processor could also include the
demodulators and remodulators because they are in part digital interfaces through which
the on-board digital processor communicates with the outside world. In this paper, we
describe the baseband processor in a narrow sense, but we also include overall system
considerations that impact the design of the processor.

BASELINE SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS

Some important features of an advanced domestic satellite communications system are: 1)
multiple beam antennas for frequency reuse; 2) bandwidth-efficient modulation and coding
for spectral and power conservation; and 3) on-board processing and switching for
servicing the many different types of users. These features must be kept in mind while
designing new generation communications satellites.

Near-future satellite weight and power constraints associated with the baseband processor
portion of the communications payload are expected to be in the order of 400 kg and
2 kW. This includes the functions of uplink RF reception and demodulation, baseband
processing of data packets, remodulation, and downlink transmission power; antenna
weight is not included. With this weight and power budget, the system can be expected to
support approximately 100 MHz per link of spectral bandwidth allocated to signals to be
processed at baseband [2].

System resources such as fixed beams, dwell periods of scanning beams, bandwidth, and
terminals are initially allocated according to a traffic model. This model is based on three
assumptions: 1) there is to be full connectivity between all users in the network; 2) the
distribution of terminals will be directly proportional to human population; and 3) traffic
from area A to area B is proportional to the number of terminals in both areas A and B.
This is contrary to normal telephone traffic where local calls are assumed to constitute a
relatively fixed percentage of the total traffic of a region, regardless of the region’s
population. The traffic model used here reflects the idea that most of the communications



to be processed by the satellite will be among private corporations, government agencies,
universities, and other institutions generating high-volume, long-distance traffic. After the
network is operational, resources will be allocated on a dynamic adaptive basis using the
traffic model mainly for “system initialization”.

Due to considerations of terminal cost and power, timing synchronization difficulties, and
signal interference/distortion, the uplink will operate in a scanned FDMA mode with
DAMA, while the downlink will operate in a TDM mode. Uplink and downlink frame
formats are given in figure 1.

A frame duration of one millisecond was selected for the following reasons.
Considerations of routing and protocol versatility as well as error management necessitated
packet header lengths of nearly one hundred bits. To keep packet overhead within 5 to 10
percent of the total, packet lengths should be in the range of one to two thousand bits.
Since the traffic is expected to be predominantly voice, and the digital voice T1-carrier rate
(1.544 Mb/s) is a domestic standard, then a terminal operating at a T1 data rate would
generate 1544-bit data packets for a frame time of 1 ms. For complete (header plus data)
packets, the terminal rate would then be about 1.64 Mb/s.

There are, as mentioned earlier, eight beam dwell periods (i.e., TDM slots) in each beam
scan period (i.e., one frame), so that the duration of each dwell period is 125 µs. Further,
within each slot, there are eight FDM uplink channels and eight TDM downlink sub-slots.
Thus, during any beam dwell period (slot), the 16 beams can accomodate up to 128
terminals, and over a beam scan period (frame), up to 1024 different terminals. Since each
T1-rate terminal is accessed for only one eighth of a frame, it must burst data up a rate of a
little over (due to packet header bits) 8 times T1, and receive data bursted down at a rate
of a little over 64 times T1.

This processing satellite should of course provide all user services currently supported by
non-processing communications satellites. By virtue of the on-board processing power
available, a variety of additional services can also be offered. These services will require
the implementation of versatile protocols.

NETWORK PROTOCOLS

In the design of the baseband processor, a number of system requirements and goals must
be defined. One major system requirement is the design of a network-wide protocol. This
protocol must provide the users with a standard format to exchange messages, to maintain
timing synchronization, to establish and terminate circuit connections, and to recover from
message losses.



The network protocol developed for this system is organized as a two-level protocol. Each
level is supported by a protocol which is custom tailored to meet the needs of the on-board
processing satellite communications system. The protocol on the first level provides a
DAMA reservation scheme. The second level protocol controls the transmission of
messages between the terminals. This two-level structure allows each protocol to operate
independently.

The protocol independence achieved by this two-level scheme affords the network
considerable flexibility. Updating or replacing an existing protocol on one level does not
necessarily require an adjustment on the other level. In fact, it is possible to offer more
than one level-two (packet routing) protocol to the users simultaneously. Users can then
select the protocol best suited for their needs on a message-by-message basis.

The primary function of the level-one protocol (Link Establishment Protocol) is straight-
forward: the Link Establishment Protocol (LEP) must provide every user with the ability to
request and to receive a channel assignment. In order to support this service, the protocol
must provide a standard procedure in which channel requests, assignments and denials can
be made in a format usable by all terminals. Since the network connects terminals that use
different data rates, message types and special services, the protocol must be flexible in
design and general in operation. One type of link establishment procedure (multipoint)
handled by this protocol is presented in figure 2 in a transition-diagram format.

The orderwire system considered in this work allows a user to request a channel for the
duration of his message. In addition, the user specifies the message type, length, priority
and destination(s). He may also request special functions (e.g., broadcasting, conferencing,
etc.) and/or special data rates. This flexibility allows every user to custom order a channel
suited to his needs.

Although the function of this reservation system is to provide the users with a means of
requesting contention-free message channels, the orderwire channel itself is not
constrained to any particular accessing scheme. In fact, there are several accessing
schemes which are suitable for use on the orderwire channel. The more popular schemes
are Pure Aloha, Slotted Aloha and TDM [3,4]. The selection of one accessing scheme over
another for the orderwire depends greatly on the characteristics of the network.

Use of the Pure Aloha accessing scheme for the orderwire is recommended for networks
that do not require frequent channel assignments. One such network would consist of a
large number of terminals that transmit short, bursty messages on an infrequent basis.
Another network suitable for the Aloha scheme is one with a large number of terminals
that only need access to the orderwire processor after long periods of time because they
are constantly busy transmitting long messages. Slotted Aloha could be used in similar



networks to improve efficiency at the cost of additional complexity. In order for TDM to
be efficient, the terminals must make use of their assigned slots as often as possible.

The reservation system proposed for this satellite may not serve all users efficiently. Low
duty terminals that transmit only a few packets at one time will incur a large amount of
LEP overhead while reserving a message channel. These terminals should be provided
with an alternative accessing scheme. One possible alternative is to provide these users
with a contention channel. Users could compete for this channel by directly transmitting
their message-packets. A Pure Aloha or Slotted Aloha scheme could be implemented on
this channel.

When a user has established a link to his sink(s) via the LEP, he begins the transmission of
his message. The exchange of messages between the terminals is controlled by a packet-
routing protocol (PRP). Since the network supports different users, data rates, message
types and transmission modes, more than one PRP is needed to control the traffic. The
proposed scheme requires the source to select the best suited protocol available from the
network for each message he sends. The source must specify the protocol chosen when
requesting the link so that the sink(s) can be notified. Thus, once the actual message
transmission starts, both the source and the sink(s) are synchronized to operate under the
same protocol.

The PRPs may be organized as either end-to-end protocols that are transparent to the
satellite switching processor or as uplink protocols that require on-board processor
capabilities. Due to lack of space, the wide variety of message types allowed can only be
hinted at by presenting a few of the major message characteristics supported by these
protocols:

1) Traffic types
• Voice
• Data
• Video
• Facsimile 

2) Routing Mode
• One-to-one 
• One-to-many (broadcasting)
• Many-to-many (conferencing)

3) Time Mode
• Real-time
• Non-real-time

4) Error Management (end-to-end and/or uplink)
• ARQ (Automatic repeat request)
• FEC (forward error correction

5) Circuit Type
• HDX (Half duplex)
• FDX (Full duplex)



THE PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

Figure 3 contains a simplified block diagram of the baseband processor. Each of the 16 on-
board receivers is assigned to one of the 16 uplink beams. Each receiver separates and
demodulates the eight FDMA channels arriving within the beam during each slot. The
serial bit streams from each channel pass through an input switching matrix. The purpose
of this matrix is to ensure that every channel can be connected to one of several possible
switching processors. The paths through each matrix are established by the on-board
system control computer. Generally, once these paths are established they remain fixed.
However, if the need arises due to hardware failures, exceptional traffic conditions or
related network problems, these paths can be altered on command from the network
control center.

Since every switching processor provides service to one uplink channel and one downlink
channel, the baseband processor employs 128 active processors. Thirty-two additional
switching processors are available to the baseband processor, to provide 25% redundancy,
bringing the total to 160. These switching processors are implemented via microprocessors
that require local read only memory (ROM), random access (RAM) and external support
hardware. The switching processors receive special control signals from an on-board
system control (SYSSCON) computer. At the onset of each new message, SYSCON
provides protocol information, message length data, routing procedures, and special
handling instructions to the proper switching processors.

The switching processors have three principal functions. One function is to store arriving
packets in available locations in the satellite’s bulk memory (BM). The function of the
bulk memory array is to hold all received packets until they can be routed and sent to the
proper sink(s). A bulk memory controller (BMC) maintains a list of empty locations, full
locations, and locations out of service. The BMC has three major tasks: 1) to monitor the
status of every bulk memory module; 2) to accept the addresses of unneeded BM modules
from the switching processors; and 3) to provide the addresses of available DM modules
to the switching processors on demand.

While an incoming packet is being stored into an available bulk memory module, the
switching processor begins its second function which consists of processing the packet’s
header. During the processing, the switching processor determines the packet’s
destination, determines if the packet has multiple destinations, carries out PRP-related
functions, and when necessary, corrects the header. After determining the packet’s
destination, the switching processor sends this information to the first-in-first-out (FIFO)
controller. The FIFO controller (FFC) is responsible for the routing of all packets that have
been received by the baseband processor. In order to carry out this task, the FFC must be
provided with the packets’ destination and their module locations in the BM array. The



FFC routes each packet by placing the packet’s bulk memory address into the proper FIFO
list. Each microprocessor is responsible for eight FIFO lists (one for a specific channel in
each of the eight downlink slots).

The switching processors’ third function starts when the processor accesses the FIFO
corresponding to the current slot. If the FIFO contains data, the processor fetches the
oldest address in the FIFO. Using this address, the processor fetches the addressed packet
from the bulk memory and sends it to one of the transmitters where it is beamed down to
the proper sink.

PROCESSOR OPERATION (POINT-TO-POINT TRANSMISSION)

In order for a user to use the baseband processor, he must first communicate with the
controller via the LEP. Once in contact with the controller, the user requests a satellite link
to one sink. If the sink is free, the controller establishes the message link. After the user is
allocated this link, he formats his message into packets and begins transmission. The
operation of the baseband processor is explained by tracing the path of one of this user’s
packets through the processor.

After receiving notification that the satellite link has been established, the user prepares for
transmission. Meanwhile, the switching processor assigned to receive the user’s call is
also preparing for the call. The processor carries out this preparation during a 10 µs
second guard time in the 125 µs slot assigned to the user. During this guard time, the
processor fetches the address of an available BM module from the BMC. The processor
then places this address into its Input Address Register in the BM array, thereby reserving
a memory module for the incoming packet.

As the packet arrives at the demodulator, it is converted into a bit stream. The packet
enters the baseband processor serially through the input switching matrix. At the switching
processor, the serial bit stream is collected in a serial-to-parallel shift register. When this
shift register is full, a 32-bit word is transferred to the Data Input Register shown in figure
4. This is a 32-bit parallel-in-parallel-out register. Both the Input Register and the Input
Data Register are connected to the bulk memory input address/data bus which serves 1320
memory modules. There are 160 dedicated register pairs servicing the switching
processors. The switching processors send the packets to the BM array in the form of
32-bit words which arrive at the rate of one word per 2.45 µs. A hardware poller enables
one input register pair onto the bus at one time. The BM address is decoded and used to
enable a single bulk memory data latch. This latch fetches the packet word from the bus
during an approximately 15 nanosecond slot. It then sends the slower bulk memory device
eight four-bit blocks, one at a time. A block is sent to the memory device once every 300 



nanoseconds, which is a quite reasonable access time for current memory devices. At the
end of one slot, fifty-one 32-bit transfers have taken place for each incoming packet.

While each 32-bit word is being stored, the switching processor makes a copy of the
packet’s header and stores it in local RAM. After the entire header has been duplicated
and stored, the switching processor processes it. This processing includes all PRP-related
functions, error correction, and the decoding of the packet’s destination address. After the
sink address is decoded, the switching processor sends it and the packet’s bulk memory
address to a buffer in the FFC. As soon as the buffer is loaded, the processor sets a flag to
indicate to the FFC polling circuit that the buffer contains valid routing information.

The FFC hardware poller scans the buffers of each active switching processor. The
contents of an enabled buffer are gated onto the FIFO controller bus. The address of the
BM module holding the packet is sent directly from the FFC to the FIFO data bus. The
packet’s logical destination address is sent to a RAM containing a routing table of
downlink FIFO’s. Thus the addressed RAM location contains the address of the FIFO list
that corresponds to the packet’s destination. (Since this translation is done in a RAM,
routing updates can easily by made by SYSCON.) The selected FIFO address is then sent
to the FIFO address bus which is connected to every FIFO list. When a list recognizes its
own address, it latches the BM address data. Once a packet’s BM address resides in a
FIFO list, the packet is considered routed.

Every switching processor has eight FIFOs. Each FIFO corresponds to one unique channel
in a unique downlink slot. During each guard time, the processors check the FIFO list
corresponding to the channel they service during the next slot. If a processor finds that the
FIFO list is not empty, the processor fetches the oldest BM address from the list. This
address corresponds to a location in bulk memory where the oldest packet, destined to the
sink being serviced next, is located. This address is placed in the Output Address Register
by the processor. Working in conjunction with this register is a 32-bit wide parallel-in-
serial-out register called the Output Data Register. On the output side of the BM array,
there are 160 dedicated output register pairs servicing the switching processors. These
register pairs are attached to the output address/data bus. Whenever a switching processor
is required to transmit a packet, it must place the packet’s BM module address into the
register pair. A hardware poller enables one register pair onto the bus at one time. The
address is decoded and used to select a single bulk memory output data latch. The latch
places its contents (a 32-bit packet word) onto the bus. The word is then strobed into the
data portion of the enabled output register pair. The data is then shifted our serially and is
routed to the proper remodulator by the switching processor. After the contents of the latch
are emptied onto the bus, the latch fetches the next eight 4-bit blocks from the memory.
module. The latch is completely reloaded in 2.45 µs and ready to be accessed again as the
poller completes its cycle. This operation continues until the packet-length shift registers in



the remodulators are filled and ready for the transmission cycle. Therefore, in order for a
packet to be transmitted down on the desired channel within the proper slot, it must be sent
to the remodulator shift register exactly one slot prior to its transmission.

Each switching processor is actually responsible for two of the serial-in-serial-out shift
registers found in the remodulator sub-system -- one is being filled in advance by the
processor while the other is being emptied by the remodulator. These registers must shift a
packet into the remodulators at the rate of about 100 Mb/s so that the packets can be
bursted down to their sink on the selected channel within the proper slot on a TDM basis.

The operation of the baseband processor is similar when routing message packets that
have multiple destinations. The major difference is that a multipoint packet is kept in the
bulk memory until a copy of it has been sent to each destination.

CONCLUSIONS

Although some elements of the design presented here assume state-of-the-art technology,
such a system could at present be built, by reducing, if necessary, the throughput, the bulk
memory, timing constraints, and some of the flexibility. In fact, under a NASA contract,
Motorola Corporation is developing a baseband processor for near-future applications [5].
In order for future satellite systems to be competitive with terrestrial networks, they must
offer the users new services, flexibility, low cost operation and reliability. In addition, the
future satellite systems must make efficient use of dwindling bandwidth and orbital arc
resources. It is hoped, accordingly, that on-board processing will lead to substantial
contributions toward these goals.

However, a number of problems still remain to be solved if baseband processors are to
reach their full potential. Improvements in gate delays, power consumption, radiation
hardening, gate densities, and protocol flexibility and standardization are needed. Progress
is being made in most of these areas by private industry and government sponsored
research (e.g., the VHSIC program). As mentioned several times before, this design is
intended for future applications in the 20/30 GHz bands. However, once the technology is
developed and proven, there is no reason why baseband processors cannot be used in other
frequency bands (both higher and lower than the 20/30 GHz band).
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Figure 1. THE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK FRAME FORMATS FOR THE
SIXTEEN RF AMS SERVING THE BASEBAND PROCESSOR



Figure 2 THE LINK ESTABLISHMENT PROTOCOL (PARTIAL
MULTIPOINT)



Figure 3  SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE BASEBAND PROCESSOR

Figure 4 THE BULK MEMORY ARRAY (INPUT SIDE)
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ABSTRACT

An on-board baseband processor concept developed for commercial communications
satellite systems planned for the 1990s is described. The baseband processor, which
operates in a time-division multiple access mode, provides significant advantages in
improved link margins and system flexibility in accommodating varying demands from a
large number of users because of its ability to route and control message traffic on an
individual basis. This concept is currently being implemented in a proof-of-concept model
with the main objective of developing the technology required to support detailed design
and fabrication for an experimental satellite to be launched in 1987. This technology
development includes serial MSK modems, Clos-type baseband routing switch, a single-
chip custom CMOS maximum-likelihood convolutional decoder, and custom LSI
implementation of high speed, low power ECL building blocks.

INTRODUCTION

Recent studies [1-8] indicate an ever increasing demand for direct long-haul
communications of voice, video, and data. These studies also indicate that satellites
operating at Ka-band (i.e., 30 and 20 GHz) could potentially enable large numbers of
users, each equipped with an on-site terminal, to communicate directly and on a cost
competitive basis. There are two essential factors that make direct customer premise
service feasible at Ka-band, namely (1) the wide bandwidth allocation (2.5 GHz), and (2)
the ability to produce multibeam narrow beam-width scanning antennas to effect multiple
reuse of the spectrum allocation. One of the major hurdles challenging operational
implementation of customer premise service is the development of the technology for
processing and routing the traffic. By employing baseband digital processing on board the
satellite, it is possible to provide a number of significant advantages including (1)
improved link margins and rain-fade compensation through the use of forward error



correction coding, (2) error detection and control, (3) flexibility in accommodating varying
demands from a large number of users, and (4) flexibility in routing control by separate
“orderwire” instructions.

The design concepts for the baseband processor (BBP) have been developed and are
described in this paper. Because the BBP is the heart of such a communication satellite
system, a system concept was formulated and analyzed, including both the ground and
space segments. Currently on-going is the design, fabrication, and test of the advanced
technology development for the BBP required to support detailed design and fabrication of
an experimental satellite to be launched in 1987. The primary design drivers for this
development program include low cost customer premise service (CPS) terminals and
reasonable satellite power and weight for an operational system.

30/20 GHz COMMUNICATION SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The architecture of the 30/20 GHz Communications System provides digital data
communications between individual users via trunking and CPS terminals. It utilizes a
central switching satellite operating in time-division multiple access (TDMA) modes at IF
and at baseband with central system control via a master control terminal (MCT). The
satellite throughput is a total of 10 Gb/s with 4 Gb/s being handled by the BBP.

The major features of the architectural design include: nonblocking circuit switching of
individual 64 Kb/s channels in a 64-bit word format; low overhead system command,
monitor, and control functions by the use of an orderwire link integral with the
communication links; user access via a demand-assigned multiple access reservation
protocol; satellite-maintained word synchronization; CPS/trunking terminal cross-
connection capability to provide CPS access to the terrestrial network; and a centralized
network control that minimizes CPS terminal complexity. The major features of the system
design include: effective spectrum usage in the channelization and modulation approach;
accommodation of over 2100 CPS user terminals with varying communication capacities;
use of forward error correction coding to provide link improvement to overcome rain fade;
and user entry typically within two or three seconds.

SATELLITE PAYLOAD

A communications payload for the operational system is shown in Figure 1. Based on the
projected traffic requirements for a 1990’s satellite system serving the contiguous United
States (CONUS), a multiple-beam antenna provides coverage for 18 fixed-beam spots and
for 22 spots utilizing six sectorized scanning beams. Major trunk traffic in each of the
fixed beams is converted to IF by a receiver and coupled to the satellite-switched TDMA
IF switch, where it is switched on a message-to-message basis to either the transmitter



associated with the intended destination beam or to one of three high-rate BBP cross-
traffic inputs. The transmitter upconverts the IF frequency to the downlink RF frequency
and provides power amplification.

CPS traffic in each of the fixed beams is downconverted to IF by a receiver. The 18 fixed
beam IFs are sampled five at a time and coupled to the BBP. Customer premise service
traffic in each of the six scanning beams is also downconverted and coupled to the BBP.
The BBP demodulates the individual messages, performs any required processing (e.g.,
synchronization, decoding, or encoding), and sorts the data according to its intended
destination. An IF carrier is modulated by the sorted data and coupled to the appropriate
transmitter for upconversion, amplification, and transmission from the fixed or scanning
beams. Uplink CPS cross-traffic messages intended for reception by a main trunk terminal
are routed to the appropriate main trunk transmitter via the IF switch.

BASEBAND PROCESSOR DESIGN

Requirements

Functionally, the baseband processor (BBP), as part of the satellite transponder system, is
required to process, route, and control message traffic among individual users. To this end,
the BBP (1) demodulates the channelized uplink TDMA transmissions, (2) transfers the
demodulated data on a store-and-forward basis wherein message segments are
accumulated in the output registers according to their intended destinations, (3)
remodulates the sorted data for downlink transmission (the downlink channelization
approaches a pure TDM architecture), and (4) provides network timing and
synchronization.

The routing requirements of the BBP include nonblocking switching of data on individual
channels, interconnection of any terminal to any other terminal on a point-to-point basis,
and interconnection of any terminal to any other set of terminals in a limited broadcast
mode. The required throughput capacity based on the traffic model is 4 Gb/s while the
actual throughput is 6 Gb/s, allowing significant system CPS expansion. The basic beam
demodulation and modulation capability is 440 Mb/s using 27.5 Mb/s or 110 Mb/s uplink
channels and dual 220 Mb/s downlink channels. In addition, there are three 550 Mb/s
channels up and down, for interconnections between trunking and CPS terminals. Serial
minimum-shift-keying (SMSK) modulation is used for all channels to simplify the
modulation and demodulation equipment and significantly reduce the detection
performance degradation due to channel and hardware imperfections.

Normal clear weather CPS traffic is carried without forward error correction (FEC). Under
rain-fade conditions, FEC is utilized to provide 10 dB increased link performance to



maintain a 10-6 bit error rate (BER). Centralized uplink FEC decoding with a capacity of
150 Mb/s is adoptively provided. The burst decoder structure utilizes maximum-likelihood
soft decision decoding. Distributed downlink FEC encoding is provided, as required, on
each CPS beam.

General Description

There are basically three sources of input to the BBP as shown in Figure 2: (1) the high
rate (550 Mb/s) fixed-beam main trunk IF inputs, (2) the fixed-beam CPS IF inputs, and
(3) the scanning-beam CPS IF inputs. The time-division multiplexed packets of high-rate
data on each main trunk input are detected by a dedicated demodulator and output as two
275 Mb/s data streams to a pair of input memory assemblies. The CPS traffic on both the
fixed and scanning beams is spectrally identical at the BBP inputs. Each CPS beam is
comprised of a number of frequency-division multiplexed (FDM) channels at burst rates of
110 Mb/s or 27.5 Mb/s such that the total beam capacity does not exceed 440 Mb/s.
Spectrally, the 1 GHz CPS band is divided into four 110 Mb s channels. At any given
time, four simultaneous 27.5 Mb/s bursts may occupy the spectral allocation of any one of
the 110 Mb/s channels. The time-division multiplexed packets of data on each FDM
channel are detected by a dedicated demodulator. The data from each active 110 Mb/s
demodulator is stored into its corresponding input memory. The data from four adjacent
27.5 Mb/s demodulators are multiplexed into one input memory corresponding to the
spectrally-shared 110 Mb/s channel. Thus, for each main trunk input there are two
275-kilobit-capacity input memories (based on a one millisecond time frame), and for each
CPS beam there are four 110-kilobit-capacity input memories.

All data stored in one time frame are then transferred (“mapped”) during the next time
frame to the output memories via the baseband routing switch (BRS). This data transfer
occurs at 275 Mb/s (based on the main trunk data rate requirements). To minimize the
number of input connections to the BRS, input memories in the CPS beams are paired to
produce the equivalent of 220 Mb/s of message data transferred at 275 Mb/s through each
port of the BRS. Each output port of the BRS is connected to an output memory. Each
main trunk output requires two 275-kilobit-capacity memories while each CPS output
requires two 220-kilobit-capacity memories.

At the end of the data transfer time frame, the data is output to the modulators for
downlink transmission. The data from a pair of output memories in each main trunk
channel are multiplexed into a single 550 Mb/s data stream to modulate the corresponding
main-trunk IF carrier. The data from each output memory in the fixed or scanning beam
channels is coupled to a corresponding 220 Mb/s modulator. Data requiring FEC are
serially encoded prior to modulation. At each fixed and scanning beam output, two 



modulator IF outputs are combined to provide two 220 Mb/s downlink FDM channels per
beam.

Modems

The modulation format selection is based on four constraints: (1) it should be bandwidth
efficient in terms of transmitted bits/Hz, (2) it should have constant envelope amplitude,
(3) it should minimize adjacent channel interference, and (4) it should result in a hardware
design that minimizes size and weight and maximizes reliability. PSK modulation is an
optimal constant-amplitude format in that minimum Eb/No is required to achieve a given
BER. The forms of PSK most commonly used for data-efficient links are QPSK, O-QPSK,
and MSK. MSK has an inherent advantage over the QPSK formats for a multiple-channel
TDMA system in that side lobe energy is less than one percent of the total, while in QPSK
this energy is about 10 percent.

Because of the large number (>250) of demodulators required in an operational system, it
is desirable to utilize an implementation with the hardware simplicity of BPSK. One such
modulation technique is serial -MSK. The generation and detection of MSK signals can be
simplified by operating on a single serial data line rather than two lines as commonly used.
This technique uses an approach presented by Amoroso and Kivett [9] which uses a
conversion filter and matched filter operating on a biphase modulated signal to generate an
MSK signal. The simplicity of the resulting SMSK demodulator design (see Figure 3)
allows implementation of the major portions of the rapid acquisition carrier tracking loop
and clock synchronizer/data detector loop in a single custom ECL LSI circuit for data rates
up to220 Mb/s. The soft (FECchannel ) demodulators in the spacecraft use the same IC
design and do not require narrowband input filtering to provide adjacent channel rejection.
Aided acquisition techniques speed up acquisition time by resolving ambiguities in the
carrier and clock loops. Performance goals for the design are summarized in Table 1.

Memories

Because of the data storage requirements imposed by the use of scanning beams and the
TDMA system architecture, the memory architecture plays a key role in developing a
viable concept for the BBP that can meet the weight and power constrain for flight
hardware. The sheer volume of data requiring storage prior to routing, in even the smallest
practical time frame, necessitates the use of low power CMOS memories. Since CMOS
memories will not operate  directly at the required data rates, data is stored and retrieved
on a word (64-bits) basis through the use of serial-to-parallel (S-P) and parallel-to-serial
(P-S) converters. The structuring of the messages into words has several other advantages,
such as reduction of control memory depth and simplification of the timing and control
circuitry required within the BBP. The large number of S-P and P-S converters in the BBP 



Table 1. SMSK Demodulator Performance Goals

Parameter Goal

Acquisition Time

BER Degradation Due to Hardware
Imperfections

Adjacent Channel Interference BER
Degradation

AGC Range

Power

Size

Less than one 64-bit word

Less than 1.0 dB from theoretical for 10-7<
PE< 10-3 

Less than 1.0 dB from theoretical at worst
case input conditions

±10 dB

480 mW

4 in.3

necessitates custom ECL and CMOS LSI designs for these converters to minimize power
requirements commensurate with the serial clocking speeds.

Separate input and output memories (see Figure 2) are required to provide the degree-of-
freedom to ensure nonblocking connection of any input word on any uplink channel to any
output word on any downlink channel. The memory architecture used in the BBP, based
on projected capability of CMOS RAMs in 1982, is shown in Figure 4. In the case of any
input memory, baseband data is sequentially input into one of the two data memories,
while data stored in the second memory during the previous time frame is being output on
a word-by-word basis under control of its control memory. At the end of each time frame,
the read/write operations are reversed. An output memory functions identically except data
is read into memory from the routing switch under control of the control memory and is
written out to the modulator sequentially.

The methodology by which the control memory is arranged is very important in preventing
data blockage. The problem is to arrange each control memory in such a manner as to
allow 32 simultaneous transfers to 32 different outputs. There exist 4297 switch positions
in one frame (1 ms x 275 Mb/s/64-bit words). Each input and output word time is
considered as columns of an input/output matrix, each matrix size being 32 x 4297. The
problem is now reduced to generating a mapping matrix which will allow 32 cells from
different columns of the input matrix to be transferred simultaneously to cells in 32
different columns of the output matrix. This matrix will be generated by the MCT, and the
resulting control memory data will be transferred to the BBP via the satellite control link.



Forward Error Correction

The employment of FEC to or from the CPS ground terminals to improve communication
reliability during rain fades at Ka-band involves numerous trade-offs. The data block
structure of the system appears to lend itself to block codes while the long bursts and
continuously tracked downlink lends itself to convolutional codes. The implementation of
block codes was discarded because the large block size and information rate reduction
required to provide 10 dB gain results in a large buffer memory and very complex
decoding structure. Two convolutional approaches were analyzed: sequential decoding
(SD) by the Fano algorithm and modified maximum-likelihood convolutional decoding
(MDC) by the Viterbi algorithm. The significantly greater throughput delay associated
with SD constitutes a significant advantage for MCD. The block termination effects of SD
weigh against its use for short burst users. Further, today’s VLSI CMOS capability allows
the development of a single chip MCD.

Specific parameters considered for the FEC implementation include demodulator
performance, code rate, constraint length, soft decision quantization levels, and symbol
rate reduction. The code selected is a rate 1/2, constraint length 5, 2-bit soft decision code
coupled with a symbol rate reduction of one-half. This provides a gain due to rate change
of 6 dB and a coding gain of 4 dB while maintaining a relatively high Es/No at the
demodulator. The information rate reduction results in no loss of throughput for most
spots, based on the traffic model.

Baseband Routing Switch

The baseband routing switch design is impacted by several factors: (1) the number of
input/output switch ports should be kept low, necessitating serial data transfer at high
rates, (2) the design should be modular to allow cascading of the custom ECL LSI
subswitch elements, (3) delays should be equalized to maintain data synchronization, and
(4) the number of control bits should be kept reasonable. The design selected to meet these
requirements is a three-stage network of the Clos [10] type, as shown in Figure 5.

The BRS is composed of cascaded stages of smaller 8 x 8 subswitch elements performing
the same function as eight one-of-eight data selections. It uses latched data outputs in a
pipeline configuration to achieve the high data rate capability. Control bits are also latched
to allow the use of CMOS inputs while at the same time providing less than two
nanoseconds reconfiguration speed. Word-to-word control of the BRS is provided by a
control memory functionally identical to the control memories utilized in the data memory
subassembly.



The nonblocking feature of this configuration is a result of the large number of possible
interconnecting paths. In fact, it is possible to provide the desired interconnection in the
event of a small number of single-point failures within the switch structure, given that the
mapping algorithm is designed to account for such failures.

Digital Routing Controller

The MCT communicates with the digital routing controller (DRC) on one of the 550 Mb/s
trunk channels (satellite control link) via the routing switch. The contents of the messages
range from control memory update information and satellite status to test messages echoed
back to the MCT. The DRC consists of an 8-bit, general purpose microprocessor and
associated circuitry required for timing and control of the various subassemblies within the
BBP. Control data to the other major satellite subsystems, such as the scanning antenna
and IF switch, are interfaced from the MCT via the DRC. The T, T, and C link is used as a
backup to the satellite control link.

Baseband Processor Advanced Technology

The baseband processor is based on five custom integrated circuit designs utilizing
advanced IC technologies developed at Motorola. One technology is SiG-CMOS process
that creates a high density and high speed operation from a platinum-silicide gate structure
with a 3-micron length. To date, it has been used for processing IC devices with 30,000
transistors on a 250 x 250 mil die. On the 30/20 GHz program, this process will be used to
produce:

1) a single-chip maximum-likelihood convolutional decoder for the forward error
control system.

A second IC technology is an ECL-MOSAIC process which derives high density and high
speed operation from an oxide-isolation bipolar structure with 3 micron emitter widths.
This structure produces very low parasitic, high speed devices (500 Mb/s) with high
packing density. The ECL-MOSAIC process will be used to produce:

2) a combination feed-forward-phase detector and bit synchronizer on a single chip
for the BBP’s demodulator,

3) a high speed, low power 8 x 8 switch subelement for the baseband switch
subsystem,

4) a high speed, low power ECL serial-to-CMOS parallel converter for the digital
routing processor, and



5) a high speed, low power CMOS parallel-to-ECL serial converter for the digital
routing processor.

CONCLUSION

An SS-TDMA baseband processor concept and the advanced technology being developed
to prove the flight readiness of this concept was described. Although the design is based
on a specific projected traffic model with implementation in the 30/20 GHz band, its
functional modularity allows flexible configurations to meet a variety of communications
satellite payload requirements. The goals of low power, weight, and high reliability are
being met by the use of the spectral efficiency and hardware simplicity of serial-MSK
modulation, serial high speed switching, CMOS data and control memories, nonblocking
Clos-type baseband switch, convolutional coding to maintain 10-6 bit error rate in the
presence of rain, and custom ECL and CMOS LSI development of major building blocks
such as the demodulator/bit sync, FEC decoder, and high speed switch. The current and
planned technology development will evolve through the expected advances in high speed,
radiation hardened CMOS memories, CMOS VLSI and low power ECL into a fully
operational, multi -Gb/s baseband processed communications satellite by the mid-1990s.
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ABSTRACT

Attention is focused on distortion as an obstacle in achieving design performance goals of
onboard processors used in satellite signalling systems. Despreader signal processing loss
is expressed analytically as a function of the end-to-end passband differential phase
distortion characteristic. Distortion sources are identified and examined for the type and
amount of performance degradation. Coping methods are presented. Typical loss values
are given graphically for standard reference purposes.

INTRODUCTION

Whether pseudonoise (PN-PSK) sequences are used in chirp radar, in position-location
systems, in the attempt to achieve secure communications, as a method for selective access
or address, or just to improve error-rate performance, actual implementation performance
will fall short somewhat of ideal. Gain which should be available is lowered by “hardware
implementation” realities. Losses typically arise from both passband phase and amplitude
distortion characteristics originating in imperfect passband realizations, spectral
truncations or nonsymmetries, and from impedance mismatches at various interfaces.

This paper describes a method for exact calculation of the performance degradation
attributable to each, any, or ALL the above quantities. Either postulated characteristics or
measured equipment characteristics may be entered into the calculation process.
Performance of one hardware configuration can be compared with that of another,
including comparison of various signal sprectrum weighting factors.

The method presented is based on the now-classical transforms for signal correlation
properties, enabling signals passing through any equipment having known characteristics
to be expressed in terms of signal power versus either time or frequency. Ratios of actual-
to-idealized or referenced conditions may then be taken and converted into dB of relative
performance. A premium is thereby placed on accurate analytical modeling of both signal 



and hardware characteristics, although technological means are available which make this
feasible in the engineering laboratory or on the manufacturing test floor.

Phase distortion characteristics typical of various hardware implementations are identified.
Amplitude distortion, however, is presumed to have been eliminated through the use of
ideal limiting, somewhat simplifying computations. However, the method presented allows
amplitude and phase effects to be combined and examined analytically along with signal
spectral distributions for various modulation waveforms or types.

As an example of the convenience of application of the method presented, the loss due to
the distortion function of a typical contemporary spread spectrum signaling system is
presented by graphical means for a representative range of numerical values.

Reference is made to a newly available volume(1) in which the theory and measurement
techniques, with manual and/or computer programs for calculation of losses, are presented
for convenient use by processor designers and analysts.

CONSTRAINTS

Constraints are imposed both within and external to the onboard processor design, and
may hinder achievement of expected performance in operational use in unanticipated ways.
Often it is required that after-the-fact compensation devices be designed, built, tested, and
installed. Actually, that is not all bad, because it is usually possible thereby to
accommodate and compensate for distortion characteristics occurring anywhere else in the
signal and hardware system or part thereof, even systems already operationally “on line.”
From measurements made of “as-is” conditions, the designer can determine the degree to
which one or more constraints can or need to be resolved. Therefore, certain early
researches are usually merited into the nature and extent of the applied exterior constraints,
aimed at minimizing later compensatory refurbishment.

For example, if as is gradually becoming commonplace, one onboard processor has to
work with uplink signals originating from any of several different models of equipment at
each of several different locations, one may then expect differing levels of achieved
processed signal gains. In other words, any one onboard processor may provide different
gains when working into different equipment environments.

When the engineer/designer is required to design an onboard signal processor intended to
deliver a specified signal processing gain, certain fundamental design criteria will include
baseband signaling speed and a resulting radiated spectrum bandwidth allocation or
assignment. These quantities in themselves limit the maximum signal processing gain
available in accordance with the following fundamental relationship:



where BW = bandwidth between first spectral nulls
and BKR - baseband keying rate

Half the spectrum between the first null pair, expressed in Hertz, represents the chip rate
of the spreading code, a classical relationship found from Fourier Transform theory.(5)

DISTORTION SOURCES

A designer’s ability to approach any given theoretical gain value is reduced by several
factors, none necessarily easily controlled. These factors may be identified as including at
least the following:

1. Spectral Truncation
When classical rectangular QPSK or BPSK modulation is used, spectral sidebands
are theoretically generated from dc to light. Modems, transmitters, receivers, and
antenna systems eliminate most signal components beyond the second sideband null
pair. Furthermore, spectrum conservation and allocation considerations may require
limiting radiation to the energy contained within some specified limit, such as the first
spectral null pair. The energy thus made unavailable by allowing use of only that
finite spectrum between the first null pair may be calculated to be 0.888 dB. This loss
figure comes “right off the top,” so to speak, relative to transmission of a “pure”
(sinX/X)2 signal spectrum. Under controlled circumstances this will be a virtual loss
rather than an actual loss, if the locally generated reference signal spectrum is
truncated at the same limits as that transmitted originally. Other additional but
unintentional truncation conditions may prevail when the received signal energy of
those sidebands lying just inside the first nulls is below the receiver frontend noise
level.

2. Hardware Implementation Loss
Phase-shift-keyed systems are usually designed to operate carrier-saturated so that
only the phase component of the tandem black-box passband characteristic is
imposed on the spread-spectrum sideband energy distribution. In other words,
amplitude variations may have been removed by hardlimiting in both the receiving
and transmitting equipments. As may be seen by Hankel Transforms, removal of an
amplitude characteristics by hardlimiting does not gratuitously remove a source of
energy loss, since both phase and amplitude characteristics are interrelated.(5),(6)

Table I identified several standard distortion generation processes and correlates them
to the hardware characteristics which usually produce them.



Figure 1 identifies typical black boxes in a spread-spectrum system using an onboard
satellite processor. The heavy lines indicate typical sources of distortion, and the
circles on those lines indicate the points where equalization or predistortion may most
readily be applied.

3. An Overlooked Loss Source
Reduction of-distortion may become a double-barreled concern in some instances,
because the distortion process converts a portion of the original signal energy into
inband noise. A tradeoff study may sometimes be worthwhile between intersymbol
interference and adjacent-channel interference when considering whether to choose
between sharp spectral truncation with its attendant phase distortion, or use of a
Gaussian passband in which favorable phase characteristics are more readily
attainable but in which adjacent-channel interference is encouraged.(4)

INITIAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Measurement of differential phase distortion characteristics should receive careful
consideration before freezing any black box design which is to be used in particular given
spread spectrum processing systems. During the system definition, design, and
brassboarding phases particularly, careful tracking of each individual and end-to-end
differential group delay (phase response nonlinearity) characteristic will usually help
significantly in minimizing the traditional problem of meeting the signal processing gain
specification. Excessive distortion can often be vitiated by incorporating builtin
compensation by pole-shifting, rather than by after-the-fact addition of hardware
equalization devices or inplace “tuning” circuitry.

During hardware development, the physical blackbox layout should approximate closely
its intended field configuration so that surprises may be minimized or avoided altogether.
For example, use of a 100-foot waveguide run at one site between an antenna and its
associated transmitter and receiver diplexer contributed inordinately to effective
processing loss and to a “suck-out” problem when wide-spectrum signals were
inauspiciously located too near cutoff in certain waveguide appurtenances. Onsite rework
is sometimes rather difficult in contemporary ship, aircraft, or satellite designs.

THE LOSS MECHANISM EXAMINED

Conceptually viewed, the spread-spectrum signal recovery process consists of
multiplication of a pair of signal spectra. Given typical pseudonoise phase-shift-keyed
spread spectrum signals, one received uplink from a surface terminal and the other
generated in the satellite onboard processor, only those sideband products of identical
frequency will multiply and yield useful signal output power in the correlator-detector.



Where there is a phase differential 2i between any two signals ei of unit amplitude at a
common frequency, there will be a scalar-product effect since the voltage eo developed
across the correlator load resistor due to signal pair ei and e iN  may be expressed as the
product

eo = ei e iN cos 2i (1)

Power summed over the signal from use of ±n sidebands is obtained from the summation
of scalar products over the spectral components in accordance with the expression

(2)

 where the coefficient k = ai  @  a iN   represents different sideband component magnitudes, if
not already identical from limiter operation, and includes gain and load resistance values.
If the spectral envelope amplitudes fed into the correlator are identical, then

(3)

When the frequency spectral density weighting function F(T) is known, the correlator
output voltage would be expressible analytically as

(4)

where ±L are the upper and lower spectral edges relative to the spectral center frequency,
and 2(T) is the cumulative phase distortion function caused by the sources listed in
Table I, with the T = 0 at the spectral center frequency.

The phase distortion function (PDF) may be derived from numerical integration of the
group delay plot of the device or system under consideration. One traditional and still very
useful approach is to estimate or calculate a least-squares straight-line fit to an integrated
differential group delay plot which was recorded under specified signal levels and
equipment operating conditions. Differences between the least-squares fit, also called the
“best fit line, “ and the integrated group delay line or phase curve are tabulated, scaled,
and summed. This may be done by computer or by traditional “square counting” going
from spectral center out to the lower and to the upper band-edge spectral nulls separately
to place the zero-phase point at midband. A curve drawn from those tabulated differences
reveals the phase distortion function 2(T) as the analytical representation of the 



characteristic by which sidebands in the received spectrum will differ in phase from their
reference counterparts in the locally generated spectrum.

The difference function is also correctly called a “departure function” for its convenience
in quantifying characteristic departure from ideal response(1),(2) in either or both amplitude
functions and phase functions. Whether a phase departure function is expressed
analytically or is entered on a point-by-point basis loss calculation is the designer’s choice.
Computer data reduction and analysis are feasible, given adequate facilities properly used,
and have been found to yield results consistently within one or two tenths of a dB or better
than the results obtained by hand.(1)

It should be noted that the distortion loss function cos 2(T) causes least loss when its
minimal values are nearest the center half of the signal spectrum. Signal components lying
in the outer half of the passband are thus doubly of diminishing importance to loss in
magnitude of the correlator voltage peak. A useful rule of thumb is given by the formula 

20 log10 cos 2(T) dB (5)

from a fairly accurate estimate of the average value of the phase distortion function 2(T).
In a distortionless system the value of 2(T) is zero, implying no code-synchronization slip
and a straight-line phase characteristic. The PDF is then unity so that the correlator “sees”
identical input spectra.

To determine correlation loss in dB, it is first necessary to obtain the ratio of actual to
theoretical correlator output voltage, as is done using the following expression

(6)

where the ratio is unity when the distortion function is zero and hence the loss is zero dB.

The values established as the limits of integration L should include consideration of the
uplink signal level relative to the prevailing correlator noise level. In the unusual case of
distortion function symmetry, integration need only include the spectral center to either
bandedge L.

The effect of any particular sideband distribution weighting function may be examined via
the term F(T). It is convenient to use Eq. (6) to compare one spectral distribution with



another through use of different functions in their respective places in the numerator or
denominator, relative to distortion loss minimization. Sideband energy distributions for
several common keying waveforms may be compared in Table II, and others may be
calculated directly from Fourier Transforms.(5)

DISTORTION SOURCES

Perhaps the most commonly measured and classical phase characteristic is the black-box
parabolic shape associated with use of bandpass filters having a bandwidth-to-center-
frequency ratio of 1 percent or less. Ratios of the order of 10 percent exhibit significantly
less correlation loss when considered on a system throughput basis, including transmitter
modem up to and including receiver-correlator input circuitry, ripple being preferred to
parabolic phase distortion. Somewhat less familiar is the cubic-shaped characteristic, as
well as others given in Table I. As a general rule, higher-order phase ripple superimposed
upon basic second or third-order characteristics tends to approach insignificance in most
physically realizable systems. Figure 2 permits examination of a combined second-order
and cosine-ripple phase distortion function. Other graphs are available for study
comprehensively.(1)

CONTROLS

Unenlightened project management may consider any attempt at controlling or limiting
externally caused processor losses to be “the tail wagging the dog.” When the designer is
restricted in this manner he faces “biting the bullet” and overdesigning the processor,
risking making it heavier than need be, late in delivery due to rework, and later
incorporation of equalization in the processor or elsewhere throughout the system
hardware. He may or may not have the prerogative to predistort the processor input signal
in some carefully considered manner, or to legislate how much equalization and how much
predistortion is needed to accommodate these parameters. Ideally, of course, the processor
designer can realize his best design only AFTER every other black box has been built and
measured, with or without having to resort to ex-post facto equalization elsewhere.

Given exact phase distortion characteristics throughout any system passband, the designer
can determine where, at what power levels, at what frequencies, and over what
bandwidths he may most effectively append phase equalization, or to what extent to apply
signal phase predistortion. Predistortion at low signal levels at the input to an upconverter
is often more palatable than attempting compensation or tuning at kilowatt levels!

Semantic considerations surround application of the terms “equalization” and
“predistortion.” Equalization is applied here to compensation-of de facto characteristics,
whereas predistortion is treated as a conditioning of low-level signal voltages such that



throughput signals emerge in correspondence to some predetermined level of freedom from
overall signal distortion.

WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS

In summary, the designer has both the option and the responsibility to question the quality
of the signals in the system from which his processor is expected to work. Lacking an
effective means for controlling processor input signal quality, as by dictation of the type
and location of equalization devices, the designer holds as perhaps his last resort the
prerogative that processor gain performance shall be assessed against a predetermined,
ideal input signal spectrum characteristic, instead of a tighter standard.

One last-ditch, high-quality signal reference is the locally generated internal PN signal
against which to measure the amplitude of the code correlation spike, instead of measuring
against an exterior signal source. In other words, the designer makes use of “enlightened
self-test” as a zero-loss reference condition. Other sources ordinarily produce some
amount of correlation signal loss, assuming at least different phase characteristics, if not
spectral generation in the external signal source identical to that of the internally generated
source.
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Table I. Distortion Modes vs Sources

Phase Distortion
Characteristic

Usual
Source

Linear

Parabolic

Cubic

Higher-order 

Other

Code synch slip & Doppler

Bandpass filters
Waveguide runs

Lowpass and highpass filter edges
Klystron power amplifiers
Non-symmetrically-tuned passbands

Elliptical filters
(Chebyshev, Butterworth, etc.)
Interface mismatches (IF,RF)

Mid-spectral suckouts in long
transmission-line runs
Reflections from damaged
radio-frequency hardware items



Table II. Chip Keying Waveform vs Spectral Distribution



Figure 1. A Spread Spectrum Link Showing Distortion and Compensation Points



Figure 2. Signal Energy Losses Due to Combined Parabolic Term
and Cosine Ri le Departure Function (0.3-radian peak)
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ABSTRACT

Two computers, utilized on-board the Navy satellites NOVA, launched in May 1981, and
GEOSAT, to be launched in early 1984, are reviewed. The NOVA computer is an
extension of the TRIAD design presented at the 1972 Government Microcircuit
Applications Conference. The NOVA computer is the third generation digital data
handling system for the Navy Transit Navigation Satellites. Covered in this paper is the
computer architecture, hardware design, and relation to other satellite systems. The design
of the NOVA computer software and its in-orbit performance is covered in a companion
paper. The NOVA computer is an integral part of the on-board data handling system. It
formats the Transit navigation message, stores and analyzes telemetry, and executes
commands to extend the autonomous operation time of the satellite. The GEOSAT
computer is a signal processor for a satellite born radar altimeter. It is an extension of the
SEASAT-A design presented at the 1977 JBIS Symposium on Computer Techniques for
Satellite Control and Data Processing. Its principal design feature is the incorporation of a
microprocessor. The GEOSAT computer performs return signal acquisition, range
tracking, receiver gain control, calibration, ocean wave height estimation, telemetry
formatting, and command decoding. This paper gives a brief description of the GEOSAT
computer functional performance, hardware, and software.

INTRODUCTION

Two types of on-board computers are described. The first is a sixteen bit word length
computer designed specifically as a data formatter and controller for the NOVA Navy
Navigation Satellite. The history that led to its development and a brief hardware
description is given. Its software implementation and its in-orbit performance is covered in
a companion paper. The second computer is a 8085 microprocessor based design. This
computer is utilized to perform radar altimeter processing on-board the Navy GEOSAT
oceanic satellite. An introduction to four related satellite born radar altimeter designs, 



SEASAT, NOSS, TOPEX, and GEOSAT is presented. Then a description is given of on-
board data processing for a satellite radar altimeter.

HISTORY OF NAVSAT COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT

The Navy Navigation Satellite System is one of the earliest programs designed to put
space systems to practical use(1). It established a navigation capability through the use of
artificial satellites. The program was conceived and developed by The Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Laboratory. The development started in 1959 and became
operational under the control of the Navy Astronautics Group in 1964. The Navy
Navigation Satellite System is a worldwide, all-weather system that provides accurate
position fixes from data collected during a single pass of an orbiting satellite.

First Generation

The first generation navigation satellite was launched in 1962. The on-board data
processor consisted of magnetic-core diode circuitry used to perform logic and also to
drive a 24,000 bit core memory array. The design of the first generation system established
the navigation message data format currently in use.

The Second Generation

The second generation data processor was launched on-board a navigation satellite in June
of 1965. This processor was the first application of integrated circuits on-board a Navy
Navigation Satellite. It utilized series 51 RCTL integrated circuits to perform logic and a
core memory array driven with hybrid semiconductor circuits. Three of this generation of
satellites have been operational for more than 10 years. These satellites now have
predicted life expectancies in excess of 13 years.

The TRIAD Satellite

In September 1972, the first in a series of three experimental/operational satellites
designed to test improvements to the Navy Navigation Satellite System was launched(2,3).
This satellite is three bodied and called TRIAD. It contains as new systems a disturbance
compensation system (DISCOS), a pseudo random noise (PRN) experiment, an
incremental phase shifter (IPS), and a general purpose programmable computer. TRIAD
consists of three bodies interconnected with booms. The center body contains the DISCOS
used to sense and compensate for air drag. The upper body contains the satellite power
system. The lower electronics body contains the computer. The TRIAD computer is the
first general purpose computer utilized on-board a Navy Navigation Satellite. The
computer is designed as an integral part of the data handling system. It functions as a real-



time controller operating under prioritized interrupts, storing the navigation message and
delayed commands, reading out the navigation message and commands, monitoring and
storing telemetry data, monitoring and storing data on the operation of the DISCOS and its
propulsion system, and processing data for IPS and PRN. The basic architecture of the
TRIAD computer is the forerunner of the NOVA computer. The TRIAD computer
processor is designed utilizing type 54 and 54LS TTL integrated circuits. The computer
utilizes a 4096 word X 16 bit core memory.

The TIP-2 and -3 Satellites

The second and third of the series of experimental/operational satellites, designed to test
improvements to the Navy Navigation Satellite System, are TIP-2 launched October 1975
and TIP-3 launched September 1976. The TIP-2 and -3 satellites are prototypes for the
new series of NOVA satellites to replace the older generation Navy Navigation Satellites.
The TRIAD satellite, considered the first TIP satellite, employs a three axis DISCOS. A
axis DISCOS is used on TIP-2 and -3 providing capability orbit of ±85 meters for a
minimum 7-day period. The TIP-2 fly the first prototypes of the NOVA computer.

THE NOVA COMPUTER

The NOVA computer consists of two redundant central processing units complete with
input/output logic and two redundant 16,384 word memory units. Either or both memory
units may be used with either of the redundant central processing units. Computer function
(Figure 1) includes operation to control the incremental phase shifter to track oscillator
drift, position solar blades after deployment, control satellite spin up, store telemetry, and
control the orbit adjust thruster firing to establish the desired orbit. During satellite
operation the flight computer stores, formats, and transmits up to five days of NAVSAT
messages without ground support.

Design features of the NOVA computer include cross-coupled subsystem redundancy
between computers and other satellite subsystems, cross-coupled redundancy between
processors and memories with switched power so that a single processor can operate with
either memory or with both memories in series, and memory capacity of 16,384 16-bit
words per memory subdivision. The logic circuitry for the processor (Figure 2) and also
the memory are packaged on multilayer printed circuit boards with plated-through hole
construction. The board layout and routing were accomplished by computer control. Each
processor and memory are separately housed in a magnesium casting. A processor-
memory set occupies 2,998 cc . The voltage regulators are 
to the processors and memories. A single computer weighs 3.18 kg. The computer power
is: (a) 4 W standby, and (b) 30 W at 100% duty cycle access to core memory.



Processor

The NOVA processor is a sixteen-bit parallel organization. A status register contains the
carry, overflow, input-output flags, power mode control bits, and eight interrupt marks.
The processor, in addition to an accumulator and index register, contains a real-time clock
register. Operations that are performed with the accumulator can also be performed with
the clock register. The program address register is also part of the general register set. The
control section of the processor contains the instruction register, state register and iteration
counter. The major considerations used to determine the machine architecture were:

1. Low overhead for entry into the exit from short data formatting tasks,

2. high program storage efficiency,

3. fast reaction time to interrupts,

4. NAVSAT output formatting primary bench mark, 

and

5. total power shutdown capability.

SATELLITE RADAR ALTIMETERS

The first Applied Physics Laboratory space borne radar altimeter design began in 1973.
This effort led to the design of the radar altimeter for the SEASAT mission(4). The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration has supported the development of progressively
more accurate satellite radar altimeters as part of the Earth and Ocean Physics
Applications Program. Altimetry was first proposed as a tool for extending our knowledge
of the geoid, obtained from precision doppler tracking of satellites. The design of an
altimeter sufficiently precise for geodesy was found also to be capable of resolving surface
topographic features of oceanograph interest including ocean currents, tides, waveheights
and coastal upwellings. Since the launch of the SEASAT-A spacecraft in 1978 the Applied
Physics Laboratory has been engaged in the design of a radar altimeter for both NASA and
Navy oceanic use.

The SEASAT Altimeter

The SEASAT satellite is designed to provide all-weather, global monitoring of the sea
surface temperature, wind speed and direction, and departures from the marine geoid
corresponding to ocean dynamic processes(5). The radar altimeter, designed and fabricated



at the Applied Physics Laboratory, is one of the five sensors installed on the SEASAT
satellite. The SEASAT satellite also contains a synthetic aperature radar, a fan-beam
scatterometer, a scanning multifrequency microwave radiometer and a visible and infrared
radiometer. The performance requirements of the SEASAT radar altimeter is a one year
mission life, limited mainly by the 2 kW peak power traveling wave tube. The altimeter
design is required to measure the height above the ocean to an accuracy of ±10 cm and
measure wave height of the area surface beneath the satellite to an accuracy of ±10% or
0.5 meters. The effective footprint diameter of the SEASAT altimeter is 1.7 km.

The two primary outputs of the SEASAT altimeter are the precision height from which the
ocean geoid and surface topography are determined and the wave height estimate. Both are
calculated via the altimeter computer(6). The on-board computer performs return signal
acquisition, range tracking, receiver gain control, calibration, ocean wave height
estimation, telemetry formatting, and command decoding. The computer hardware utilizes
the 8080 microprocessor with 4096 bytes of program memory and 2048 bytes of scratch
pad memory. It performs tasks on three interrupt levels utilizing eighty-five percent of its
maximum processing capability.

 SEASAT was launched successfully on 27 June 1978. The satellite operated successfully
for three months reporting continuously on changing ocean conditions such as wave height
and direction, surface winds, water temperature, current and tide patterns, and ice field
locations, when a power system failure terminated its operation.

The NOSS Altimeter

The National Oceanic Satellite System (NOSS) radar altimeter is to be part of the
instrument complement of the NOSS satellite(7). The purpose of NOSS is to provide
improved long-range weather forecasting for both ocean and continental areas. The NOSS
altimeter design is similar to the SEASAT altimeter with changes and improvements
required to meet the NOSS performance specifications. Preliminary design of the on-board
data processor began in December 1979. The technical plan was completed in March
1981. The NOSS program was scheduled as a 1982 NASA start until eliminated from the
1982 Congressional budget.

A significant design innovation over SEASAT for the NOSS satellite is to make the radar
altimeter on-board computer ground programmable. To allow for post launch changes in
the software, a capability for program loading via command uplink is specified. This would
allow for optimization of altimeter performance and facilitate experimental modes during
the three year mission. This, as a change to the SEASAT design, required, as a minimum,
additional read-write memory, a faster version of the 8080 microprocessor, and a standby
power supply to prevent loss of stored software during altimeter power cycling.



Additional software requirements for the NOSS satellite included:

1. A rainfall detection capability utilizing an unchirped pulse mode time shared with the
normal track chirp pulse.

2. A new seastate (wave height) computation to correct a bias at low wave height.

3. A continuous collection of statistics (min, max, mean, standard deviation) on selected
parameters to help pinpoint problems in a timely fashion.

4. The implementation of a shorter automatic gain control (AGC) time constant when
passing over rain cells.

5. Shifting of the track point from the center of the filter bank to an early filter to obtain
more of the total signal in the waveform samples.

and

6. Changes in telemetry format to aid in ground processing.

An 8085 based on-board data processor was incorporated early in the NOSS altimeter-
design. As the design progressed, and the processing requirements matured, the newly
Joint Army-Navy (JAN) rated 8086 microprocessor replaced the 8085.

The TOPEX Altimeter

The Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX) altimeter will be part of a satellite
instrument complement which will provide global measurements of the ocean surface
conditions(8). The TOPEX altimeter preliminary study was started April 1980 and is
currently in the development phase. The performance specification requires twice the
SEASAT precision, a five year lifetime, tolerance of a 1.5 degree attitude control system
and adaptive resolution. The primary mission of the altimeter is to measure the surface
signature of oceanographic phenomena including currents, gyres, eddies, and rings. The
altimeter will also determine wave height, wind speed, rain rate and ionospheric electron
content. The TOPEX altimeter is a dual frequency design providing the capability of
ionospheric disturbance correction. Variable resolution capability is made possible by a
digital chirp pulse generation technique which enhances the ability of the altimeter to
maintain track over rough slopping terrain.

The dual frequency radar channels of the TOPEX altimeter, essentially doubles the on-
board data processing requirement. Each radar return chirped pulse is processed by twice



the number of filters as the SEASAT altimeter, again doubling the processing load for most
of the track algorithms. The processing rate requirement for TOPEX totals to more than 5
times SEASAT. The high data processing rate requirement of TOPEX is a major factor in
the choice of a data processor.

The choice of a data processor for the TOPEX radar altimeter preliminary study is
influenced by the following, sometimes conflicting requirements.

1. Most of the processing structures and algorithms match SEASAT, and SEASAT
processing is coded in 8080 assembly language.

2. The incorporation of post launch reprogramming capability makes it essential that a
software development approach be taken that produces programs which can be easily
understood and modified.

3. The TOPEX satellite may be flown at a higher altitude than SEASAT, 1334 km
versus 800 km, significantly increasing the radiation hazard.

and

4. The fivefold increase in processing rate requirement, compared to SEASAT,
drastically limits the choice of computers.

Candidate computers for the TOPEX altimeter include designs based on the 9445, 9989,
and the 8086 microprocessors.

The GEOSAT Altimeter

The principal purpose of GEOSAT is to provide the Navy a large quantity of
oceanographic data with at least the SEASAT quality(9). The GEOSAT design plan was
presented to the Navy in December 1979. The scheduled program start date is October
1981. The GEOSAT satellite will consist essentially of a SEASAT type altimeter and a
control module derived from the GEOS satellite series developed at the Applied Physics
Laboratory. The GEOSAT satellite will use the GEOS structure and launch vehicle
interface for a Delta rocket. Doppler-beacons developed for the GEOS satellites will be
used to determine the orbit of GEOSAT. The GEOS power system will be extended to
meet the radar altimeter power requirements. The real-time command system designed for
the NOVA satellite will be incorporated into the GEOSAT design. A fixed format
telemetry will interface with NASA standard 5 x 108 bit tape recorders. The Applied
Physics Laboratory, Howard County, Maryland, satellite injection station will provide the 



primary ground support. The backup ground support will be provided by the Navy, Point
Mugu, California, injection station.

The GEOSAT altimeter computer hardware design will focus on reliability improvements
for a long mission requirement. The point-to-point welded wire fabrication technique
utilized at the Applied Physics Laboratory allows microprocessor and memory type
substitution without effecting component board artwork. The CMOS 8085 microprocessor
currently under development at Sandia Laboratories will be incorporated in the design if it
is available on the GEOSAT time schedule. Otherwise, a HMOS 8085 microprocessor
design will be utilized. Read-write memory selection will be made with attention to
susceptibility to cosmic-ray-induced soft errors.

RADAR ALTIMETER DATA PROCESSING

The signal interface between an on-board computer and other units of a radar altimeter is
shown in Figure 3. The digital filter converts the chirped mode radar return signal into a
series of sample points representing the return signal waveform (Figure 4). The number of
sample points ranges between 64 and 128. The digital processor then sums each sample
vector (array of points) over a group of radar return waveforms, typically 50, to
accomplish post detection filtering. After waveform smoothing the result is released for the
next processing step as a new group of radar return waveforms are summed. Each ocean
return sample point is digitized by the digital filter to 8 or 9 bits in length. The samples are
summed into 16 bit length words. The return signal waveform outputted by the digital filter
appears as a noisy filtered step function (Figure 4). The beginning of the step signifies the
beginning of the ocean signal return. The slope of the step is a function of the ocean wave
height. The sample points are spaced along the waveform at approximately 3 ns intervals
giving a total sample window of approximately 200 ns.

Gate Formation

The smoothed sample points are processed, as shown in Figure 4, to form normalized
early, middle and late gates by summing adjacent sample points along the return signal
waveform before the return signal step, during the return signal step and after the return
signal step respectively. An effort is made to keep the number of sample points summed a
power of 2 so normalization may be accomplished by right shifting. A normalized gain
control gate is also formed by summing all the sample points. From these gates running
averages of the late gate minus the early gate, and a running average of the gain control
gate minus the middle gate are maintained. From these processed gates, a range tracking
error, a wave height estimate, and a receiver gain control value are derived. A test for track
lock is also performed. The set of gates used for range tracking error and wave height
estimation is selected as a function of ocean wave height. The higher the ocean waves the



longer the rise time of the return signal, and the wider the early middle and late gates are
selected. To accomplish gate width selection, processing is actually performed
concurrently on six or more different sets of early middle and late gates. Running averages
of the difference between late and early gate samples are maintained for all sets of gates.
The widest gate width late-minus-early running average is used to normalize the other
running averages. The normalized late-minus-early running average closest to the optimum
value is selected for wave height determination. Wave height determination is made
utilizing a lookup table for the selected gate set.

To determine range error the gain control gate is subtracted from the middle gate. This
result is properly scaled to form a signal proportional to the tracking loop misalignment.
The generation of a gain control signal is derived by summing and scaling all sample points
giving the average value of the ocean return. The gain control loop drives this average
value to a preset constant. The time constant of the gain control loop is selectable in the
range of one half second to several seconds.

Alpha-Beta Tracker

A tracker of the alpha-beta type is implemented to smooth the range error measurement
developed from the adaptive gate selection process and form the range and range rate
predictions. The alpha-beta tracker maintains range and range rate words which are
updated by the range error word generated as part of the adaptive gate selection process.
That is:

New Range 7 Old Range + alpha x Range Error,

and

New Range Rate 7 Old Range Rate + beta x Range Error.

The scaling of the range error is selected as a function of gate selection, which is a
function of the estimated wave height, to maintain optimum tracking loop bandwidth and
damping over the range of wave height measurements required. The alpha-beta track
process is completed at the radar pulse repetition rate by developing the predicted height
word for each radar return pulse to place track gates at the correct position. That is:

New Range 7 Old Range + Range Error.



Signal Acquisition

The computer controls the signal acquisition process. One method used for signal
acquisition is to place the altimeter in the unchirped mode and measure the time between
transmit pulse and return pulse with an interval counter. In the unchirped mode the receiver
gain control loop is closed to drive the probability of return detection to fifty percent.
Continuing the gain control loop, detection ranges are collected and the average range
computed. Using the unchirped pulse gain control word and the unchirped average range
an initial estimate of range and receiver gain control is computed for the chirped pulse
mode. The radar is then switched from the unchirped to the chirped mode and the range
gates are set ahead of the predicted chirped range. The chirped waveform window is then
moved in approximately 50 nanosecond increments each 50 milliseconds until the return
signal is recognized and signal acquisition is established.

Calibration

Calibration modes are implemented as a means of accurately calibrating the range
measurement itself. The most complex calibration mode involves the switching of the
calibration reference signal on one tenth of a second every five seconds while the altimeter
is locked onto the return ocean signal. Ocean tracking loop coast calculations are
performed while obtaining calibration signal tracking data. A calibration signal attenuator
is adjusted such that the gain control signal for ocean return matches the gain control signal
for calibration.

Telemetry Formatting

The scientific data which is necessary to realize the altimetry and wave height
measurement requirements is formatted and outputted 10 to 20 times per second to the
satellite interface. This data includes the range, range rate, the range error, the ocean wave
height, the receiver gain control word and the averaged waveform sample points. In
addition to the scientific data, engineering data consisting of power supply voltages,
temperatures, and status information is also outputted.

Command Decoding

The computer processes commands received via the satellite interface. For one
implementation, ten bit data commands are interpreted to place the altimeter in the desired
mode. The ten bit command word is divided into an eight bit field and a two bit field. The
two bit field defines four classes of command. The first class of command is executed
without an interruption of the altimeter timing allowing uninterrupted telemetry formatting
and a smooth transition from one mode of operation to another. The second class of



command causes the initialization of the altimeter, and a self check on the computer and
memory before switching to the commanded mode. The third class of command allows the
loading of a memory dump location and block length information to be used in conjunction
with telemetry format modes. The fourth class allows the loading of track and acquisition
parameter options allowing the changing of bandwidths, time constants and thresholds.
Command types are standby, calibrate, track modes, a traveling wave tube fault reset, and
test modes. Option bits in the command word allow the automatic cycling through of a
calibration mode every hour, or every five seconds, or a memory dump sequence.

CONCLUSION

The choice of small and medium scale bipolar logic integrated circuits for the NOVA
computer design was necessitated by environmental and extremely long life (10 years plus)
requirements. A 1982 design of the NOVA computer would probably yield only marginal
benefits from recent advances in semiconductor technology. This is not the case with radar
altimeter computer design. Processing algorithms for acquisition, track, wave height
determination, and the telemetry format continue to change. A move to a high level
language to produce software that can be more easily understood and modified is essential
to facilitate post launch reprogramming. The trend here is toward the most capable on-
board computer consistent with environmental and reliability requirements provided by
new developments in very large scale integrated circuit technology.
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Fig. 1  NOVA computer relation to other satellite systems.



Fig. 2  NOVA computer processor.

Fig. 3  Computer interface to altimeter.

Fig. 4  Dechirped signal waveform.
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ABSTRACT

APPLE, India’s first three axis stabilised communication satellite, was launched by the
ARIANE launcher on June 19,1981. The communication payload operates in C-band
(4-6 GHz) and facilitates experiments in communication technology and its applications.
Attitude and Orbit control System (AOCS) of APPLE, whose on orbit performance is
satisfactory despite the non deployment of one of the solar panels, is briefly described.
Various functions on the Attitude Control Electronics (ACE) are described with details on
processing schemes for Pulsewidth Pulse Frequency Modulator, Yaw error computation
using hybrid SINE convertor, Magnetic torquer control and Thruster selection. Further,
future trends in onboard processing for communication satellites are highlighted.

INTRODUCTION

India’s first experimental communication satellite, APPLE, was launched by the third
developmental flight of the European Space Agency’s (ESA) launcher ARIANE, on June
19,1981. It is a three axis stabilised spacecraft with sun tracking solar panels and is
positioned at 102EE longitude, providing bidirectional communication in C-band
(4- 6 GHz) over India. The main mission objective was to build an experimental three axis
body stabilised geostationary communication satellite at Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) with its own Apogee Boost Motor and Attitude and Orbit Control
System (AOCS). It is being used to conduct experiments in communication technology
with applications in domestic communication, radio networking, data relay, remote area
communication, etc.

Three axis stabilisation of APPLE was achieved on June 23,1981 even with one solar
panel undeployed. After a couple of orbit control manoeuvres, on July 16,1981, the
spacecraft was parked at the designated slot in the geosynchronous orbit. The
communication transponders were switched ON and the performance of the overall
spacecraft and the communication payload is satisfactory. Further, communication



experiments in the field of multiple access voice and data communication, radio and
television networking, teleconferencing and computer interconnection, etc., are under
progress. APPLE mission is a success fulfilling the objectives of building three axis
stabilised satellite, having experience in on-orbit (station keeping) management and
conducting experiments in communication technology and its applications, and becoming
forerunner for future domestic communication satellites.

The Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS) of APPLE does the important function of
pointing the antenna towards earth, with an accuracy of 0.25Ein pitch and roll and 0.4E in
yaw, and correcting the orbit despite the disturbance forces acting on the spacecraft. With
a general outline on AOCS, this paper describes in detail its functions, onboard processing
requirements and the hardware realisation. Further, future trends in onboard processing, to
meet the growing demand for long life and precise attitude control of future
communication satellites are highlighted.

ATTITUDE AND ORBIT CONTROL SYSTEM (AOCS)

The Attitude and Orbit Control System, which consists of Attitude Control Electronics
(ACE), a variety of attitude sensors such as Earth sensors, 4B steradian sensors, Digital
aspect angle sensor, etc; and Momentum Wheel, Magnetic torquers and Reaction Control
System (RCS) as actuators, is shown in Fig. 1. It is a conventional closed loop system
controlling all the three axes, pitch, roll and yaw, of the spacecraft, within 0.15E, 0.15E
and 0.4E respectively. However, during station keeping operation, Yaw error can be as
high as 1.5E, while the pitch and roll errors are controlled within 0.25E. Attitude control
electronics receives signals (error information) from sensors and generates control signals
for actuators in accordance with control algorithms, so as to correct the errors within the
given limits and provide the required orientation, despite the disturbing forces acting on the
spacecraft. The system can also be controlled by telecommand from ground. Also, it
interfaces with telemetry, for transmitting the housekeeping information and power system
(Fig.2). The spacecraft is spin stabilised during the transfer orbit phase, from injection in
the eliptical orbit by the launcher to Apogee Boost Motor (ABM) firing for circularising
the orbit. The spin rate and spin axis orientation are controlled through ground commands,
so that the spin rate is increased to 60 rpm from the initial spin of 10 rpm and the spin axis
is in the nominal AMF attitude. After ABM firing, the spacecraft is despun for solar panel
deployment.

During sun and earth acquisition of the spacecraft all the three axes, pitch, roll and yaw,
are controlled by hydrazine thrusters (RCS), Pulsewidth Pulse Frequency Modulator
(PWPFM) logic and sun sensors/earth sensors. Non deployment of one of the solar panels
has caused difficulties in sun acquisition as two segments of the 4B steradian sensor were
covered by the panel. After initial acquisition, during on orbit operational phase, the



PWPFM and momentum wheel control the pitch axis within 0.15E, by utilising the reaction
torque obtained by varying the wheel speed in accordance with earth sensor pitch output.
The momentum wheel speed variation is limited to ±10% of the nominal bias speed (3500
rpm) by either automatic or manual momentum dumping (desaturation) using thrusters. The
roll error is sensed by the earth sensor and is automatically controlled by continuously
varying the magnetic torquer current and also by actuating the thrusters, when the error
exceeds ± 0.15E. Non deployment of North solar panel introduces large solar radiation
disturbance torques, and hence the magnetic torquer alone is unable to correct the roll
error totally. So, ground commands are also given to limit the error. The pitch momentum
bias gives gyroscopic stiffness about yaw and the yaw error is automatically controlled as
it gets converted to roll error after every quarter orbit.

Orbit Control (station keeping) using thrusters, corrects the orbit drifts introduced by the
perturbing forces. As the momentum wheel and normal roll/yaw controllers cannot handle
the large attitude errors developed during station keeping, all the three axes are controlled
by thrusters and PWPFMs logic during station keeping, As separate yaw sensor is not
available, yaw error is computed onboard using the Aspect and Solar angles and satellite
position. Further, provision exists for biasing the pitch and roll error outputs, to
compensate for long term drifts/offsets and seasonal variations, if any.

ATTITUDE CONTROL ELECTRONICS

Attitude Control Electronics (ACE), the heart of the attitude control system does the
onboard processing needed for attitude control, and generates actuating signals for
momentum wheels, magnetic torquers and thrusters as a function of attitude errors and
ground commands, to provide the required orientation. While most of the functions are
controlled in an autonomous manner, system operating modes, various control parameters,
and certain functional executions are controlled by telecommands from ground.
Performance and status of the onboard system is monitored through telemetry. The
following gives the various functions performed by the Attitude Control Electronics
(Fig.3).

A. Transfer Orbit phase:
Spin rate and spin axis orientation control.

B. On Orbit phase:

i) Three axis acquisition using PWPFM and thrusters, with provision to
select various sensors for the controllers.

ii) Pitch axis control using momentum wheel and momentum dumping.



iii) Roll/Yaw control using magnetic torquer and hydrazine thrusters.

iv) Yaw error computation.

v) Station keeping and three axis control during station keeping.

C. Thruster selection as a function of various controller outputs.

D. Biasing for earth sensor pitch and roll outputs and collection of house keeping
information.

Some of the major functions and their hardware realisation are described below. The
characteristics of APPLE Attitude Control Electronics is given in Table. I.

PULSEWIDTH PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATOR (PWPFM)

The pulsewidth pulse frequency modulator logic (Fig. 4) used for momentum wheel and
thruster control, has the advantages of wide dynamic range, inherent provision for
incorporation of damping (rate feedback) without need for generation of rate of change of
the output - pseudo rate damping-, and dead zone around the operating point and hence
better noise immunity. It generates the bipolar signal, Vo, whose polarity, pulsewidth and
period depend on the input signal amplitude, polarity and rate of change of input. For
positive input voltage, the integrator output V1 increases till the voltage V2 crosses the
threshold eth in the hysteresis comparator and the output changes over its state from zero to
-v. Due to effective negative feedback of the output signal, the integrator starts discharging
and as soon as the voltage V2 reaches zero, the comparator output goes to zero and the
process repeats. The rate effect (damping) is introduced by the factor K1 at the summer.
The modulator exhibits similar behaviour for -ve input voltage, with the output polarity
reversed. Both the pulsewidth and pulse frequency change with the input signal, therby
effectively controlling the duty cycle. The static characteristics of the PWPFM are shown
in Fig.5.

YAW ERROR COMPUTATION

As the yaw error information is not directly available from attitude sensors, it is computed
onboard as follows:

-sinF + K1 sin S
Yaw error, R =



where R is in radians and K1,K2 and K3 are constants. The onboard aspect sensor gives the
solar aspect angles, F, as a 6 bit Gray Coded digital word. The satellite position, KSp,
increments by 1.4E for every 5.6 min.(360E per day). The solar angle, S, which changes by
about 1E per day, and the satellite position, KSp , are preset by telecommand.

As the variables, F, KSP and S are digital data and the yaw error is required as an analog
voltage to feed to the analog controller, and also during the development of the circuit
space proven and low power microprocessors and PROMs were not popular for direct
digital computation, a novel hybrid technique using operational amplifiers, hybrid SINE
convertors and analog dividers, is used for yaw error computation (Fig.6).

HYBRID SINE CONVERTOR

The hybrid SINE convertor (Fig.7) accepts the input, 2, as a digital data and generates an
analog output proportional to sin 2. The bisic principle is to sample the sine wave at an
instant proportional to 2 and hold the sampled value till the next sample. The SINE wave
signal of frequency f, the input to the sample and hold circuit, is generated by filtering the
square wave of frequency f, obtained by dividing the oscillator frequency f.2n (where n is
the number of binary bits in the input data, 2). The input 2 is fed to the preset inputs of the
n bit presettable down counter. At the starting of the every cycle of the sine wave, the
counter is preset to 2, by the zero crossing detector. The counter counts down from 2, at a
frequency of 2n.f.

When the counter goes to zero at t1 (=2/2n.f) it generates control signal for the sample and
hold to sample the input sine wave. The sampled value is held till the next sample and the
process, repeats.

Sample and Hold input Ei(t) = E Sin 2B ft.
Output, Eo = Ei(t1)  = E Sin (2B2/2n)

 = E Sin2, as 2n corresponds to 2B.

As low power space proven monolithic analog dividers were not available, time division
multiplier/divider using Pulsewidth pulse hight modulation is built in-house using
operational amplifiers and FETs.

MAGNETIC TORQUER CONTROL

Closed loop magnetic attitude control is used for the first time for roll/yaw control and
damping out mutational motion of three axis stabilised geostationary satellite, saving
considerable amount of fuel and hence extending the life of the mission. The magnetic
torquer placed along the roll axis of the spacecraft interacts with the geomagnetic field and



generates required control torque. The roll error, N, consists of two components, Nn at
nutational frequency of 1/30 HZ and Nr at the orbital frequency of one cycle per
day(N= Nn  + Nr ). For effective nutation damping and roll error control, the torquer is
excited with a signal proportional to Nn -Nr (Fig.8). The nutation frequency component Nn

is filtered out and combined with N to generate the signal Nn -Nr. Filtering the signal at
1/30 HZ is a tricky job and bandpass filter with bulky capacitors are used. The power
amplifier, which drives the torquer, has an output of 50(Nn - Nr ) if the momentum wheel-1
is selected and -50(Nn - Nr ), if the redundant momentum wheel-2, which has opposite
momentum vector direction due to mounting and configuration constraints, is selected.

Thruster Selection

The Reaction Control System (RCS) has sixteen thrusters grouped into two functionally
redundant blocks. The Thruster Selection Logic (TSL) selects different combination of
thrusters depending upon the various functions performed and thruster block selected and
drives the appropriate thrusters through thruster dirvers. The thruster selection logic,
realised using logic gates, receives twenty four inputs from various controllers and
generates sixteen outputs.

Attitude Control Electronics which is very critical for the mission success, has hot
redundancy to mask any single point failure, by switching over to the redundant system
through telecommand. Very low power consumption and high reliability are achieved by
using MIL qualified CMOS 4000 series digital ICS, operational amplifier 108A, and other
discrete active and passive components. As prolonged exposure to space radiation at
geostationary orbit degrades the performance of the components/system, radiation
hardened (mega rad) components with adequate shielding are used. On orbit performance
of the system is satisfactory.

FUTURE TRENDS IN ONBOARD PROCESSING

As the control system requirements become stringent, requiring better pointing accuracies
for future communication and direct TV broadcast satellites, the onboard computational
accuracy and processing requirements grow enormously necessitating microprocessor
based programmable digital attitude control system. In addition to easy implementation
fault tolerance and self diagnostics features, simple reprogramming of the control memory
provides multimission adaptability to the system, thereby reducing the cost and time
required to produce flight worthy hardware.

Automatic functional reconfiguration of the system involves detection and isolation of
faulty element/system in real time and substitution of redundant element and/or
modification of control algorithms to mask the effect of failures. It gives high reliability



and uninterrupted performance and service, despite the failures which might occur on orbit
during the long life of the mission and would have been catastrophic to the mission
otherwise.

System dynamics of spacecrafts with large appendages (solar arrays, antenna, etc.) cannot
be reliably tested at ground and unusual and unexpected problems are likely to occur
during the very long (10-15 years) on orbit life. To provide acceptable level of system
performance despite the above shortcomings and to meet the unforseen requirements the
Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS) is to be “remotely programmable”. Depending
upon the failures/requirements new control algorithms can be devised and the onboard
system can be reprogrammed from ground through telecommand, to carryout the desired
function. Also, parameters/controllers gains can be modified to confirm to the actual
conditions that exist on orbit, thereby improving normal performance of the system. Thus,
remote programmability of the attitude control system enhances the probability of mission
success. They are feasible, within the power and weight constraints, with the availability of
space proven microprocessors, memories and other support circuits.

CONCLUSION

With a brief description on APPLE attitude control system, the onboard processing
requirements of the control electronics are discussed. Processing schemes for Pulsewidth
Pulse Frequency Modulator(PWPFM), yaw error computation using hybrid SINE
convertor, Magnetic torquer control and thruster selection are described in detail. Also, the
future trends in onboard processing for communication satellites are highlighted, with
special reference to availability of space proven microprocessors. The on orbit
performance of APPLE is satisfactory.
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T A B L E - 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF APPLE ATTITUDE CONTROL ELECTRONICS

APPLE : India’s First Experimental
Communication Satellite,
Launched on JUNE 19, 1981.

TYPE OF STABILISATION : 3-axis body stabilisation
with sun tracking panels.

ACTUATORS : Redundant Momentum Wheels
Magnetic Torquers
Reaction Control System (RCS)

SENSORS : Earth Sensors, Sun Sensors.

CONTROL ELECTRONICS:

TYPE : Redundant hardwired analog/
digital controllers.

FUNCTIONS : Attitude Control, Station
keeping, Onboard yaw error
computation.

TELECOMMAND : ON/OFF and Pulse type - 49
Data - 6

TELEMETRY : Digital channels - 14
Analog channels - 4

POWER CONSUMPTION : 2.0 W

PACKAGE SIZE : 215 x 160 x 220 m3 (Two Nos.)

WEIGHT : 6.05 Kg (total)

INTERFACES WITH : Actuators, Sensors, Power
Telecommand and Telemetry.



FIG. 1.  BLOCK DIAGRAM OF ATTITUDE AND ORBIT CONTROL
SYSTEM OF APPLE

Fig. 2  ATTITUDE CONTROL ELECTRONICS-INTERFACE WITH OTHER
SYSTEMS.



FIG 3. FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM OF ATTITUDE CONTROL ELECTRONICS

FIG. 4. BLOCK SCHEMATIC OF PULSE WIDTH PULSE FREQUENCY
MODULATOR



FIG. 5. CHARACTERISTICS OF PWPFM

FIG.6. YAW ERROR COMPUTATION



FIG. 7.  HYBRID SINE CONVERTOR

FIG. 8. MAGNETIC TORQUER CONTROLLER
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ABSTRACT

Future satellite networks may include satellites that provide multiple uplink and downlink
coverage antenna beams together with signal processing subsystems. Where the number
of earth terminals is large and the traffic is diffuse, efficient methods for routing signals
need to be developed. This paper addresses the switching and routing processes for both
long term connections (stream traffic) and short messages (burst traffic). Onboard routing
appears most efficient for burst traffic where as stream traffic is best handled by means of
a ground based traffic controller. An integrated control system concept is suggested
together with access and multiplex formats to accommodate mixed traffic.

INTRODUCTION

The projected demand for new services, e.g., electronic mail, video conferencing, and
facsimile transmission, plus increased volume of diversified traffic dictate a need for
improved efficient and cost-effective communication techniques. A leading candidate for
satisfying this need is a network utilizing communication satellites with multiple beam
antennas, efficient multiple access schemes, and integrated switching and routing
algorithms.

The use of onboard processing in communication satellites as a means of increasing
throughput efficiency has been under study for several years. Several levels of processing
are possible.

RF PROCESSING

RF processing consists of a microwave switching matrix and its control circuitry. This
device dynamically varies the interconnectivity between multiple receive and transmit
satellite antenna beams. This type of processing is being used in the Advanced WESTAR
and will also be used in the INTELSAT VI.



BIT STREAM PROCESSING

A bit-stream processor demodulates the received signals, performs the switching at
baseband, and modulates the transmitted carrier. Bit-stream processing isolates the uplink
from the downlink so that they can be separately optimized and independently operated.
Of particular significance is the isolation of uplink noise and interference from the
downlink, which leads to improved end-to-end bit-error-rate performance.

FULL BASEBAND PROCESSOR

The full baseband processor performs additional functions such as decoding, network
control, signal routing, and reformatting the data for retransmission. With this capability,
the onboard processor can become an integral part of the network control system. The
salutary effect of the onboard net control on network architecture and protocol can be
significant, and it could lead to substantial improvements in throughput efficiency and
delay but could incur increased satellite complexity and reduced reliability.

Very recently, work on multiple beam satellite systems with onboard processing, storage,
and switching is receiving considerable attention. In order to provide full area coverage,
fixed spot beams have been used in conjunction with scanning spot beams in the systems
defined by Reudink et al (1). Various onboard processing techniques and related issues
regarding implementation of multibeam communication satellites that would service a wide
range of users in the 1990’s have been discussed by Ruddy and White (2). An extension of
this study considered fixed beams to cover major metropolitan areas, and scanning beams
that periodically cover the remainder of the United States (3). Frequency-division multiple
access (FDMA) and time-division multiplex (TDM) are employed on the uplinks and
downlinks, respectively. User signals are regenerated and packets are reformatted on
board. Link establishment and packet routing protocols are defined.

DeRosa, Weiner, and Ozarow (4) analyzed a slotted ALOHA system applied to a
communication satellite with a multiple uplink and single downlink. It was shown that the
use of processing in the satellite increased the throughput. Eaves (5) extended these results
to the multiple downlink case showing further increase in throughput. Ivan Kadar (6)
proposed a system utilizing slotted ALOHA/FDMA uplinks in each beam, satellite-
switched time-division multiple access (SSTDMA) downlinks in each beam, and
throughput-delay analysis was performed.

Irwin Jacobs et al (7) have discussed various aspects of a general purpose packet satellite
network to handle integrated data and conference speech services and proposed a priority-
oriented demand assignment (PODA) algorithm for a nonprocessing satellite system.
Davies, Chethik, and Pennick (8) have investigated a processing satellite system with



multiple beam antenna concepts for packet communications and conducted performance-
cost tradeoffs. This study has concluded that the reservation system is more cost effective
than the random access system. A single microprocessor based packet switch for use on
board a satellite has been designed by M. Arozullah et al (9) and the performance
evaluation of the switch was also reported. The throughput-delay performance of various
multiple access schemes for a packet switched time-division multiple access (TDMA)
system using satellite-switched multiple beams and a varying degree of onboard processing
have been performed by T.E. Stern et al (10). In all these systems, multiple access issues,
system concepts, and throughput-delay performance analyses have been considered, but
the traffic control for a multibeam processing satellite system is not fully addressed.

In this paper the issue of what network control functions should be placed in a satellite
(rather than on the ground) is addressed with estimates of advantages and disadvantages.
This evaluation is performed on the basis of throughput capacity, delay, and satellite
complexity. Other criteria, such as network survivability in a military environment, are not
considered.

SYSTEM MODEL

Figure 1 shows the satellite communication network under consideration. The satellite has
several antenna beams, each isolated from the others, and many earth terminals in each
beam. The antenna beams may exist simultaneously as a multiple beam antenna (MBA), or
in a time sequence (beam hopping), or both.

The basic network control functions may be defined as follows:

a)  Uplink entry. The method for many earth terminals in one beam accessing a single
uplink at the same time.

b)  Satellite routing. The method for connecting the uplink to the desired downlink(s).

c)  Downlink multiplexing. The method for combining multiple downlink circuit messages
or multidestination signals in a single beam.

Two types of traffic may exist in this network:

a)  Stream traffic. Continuous signals such as voice, video, and certain types of computer
data. (Stream traffic might also be constructed by concentrating a large number of burst-
type traffic at one node.)



b)  Burst (packet) traffic. Interrupted traffic between interactive computer terminals, word
processors, and the like.

Stream traffic is characterized by message durations in excess of several seconds,
(generally several minutes), while burst traffic message durations are generally less than
one millisecond. While it is possible to dedicate separate networks for each type of traffic
(i.e., INTELSAT for stream traffic, ARPANET for burst traffic), many communications
networks and even individual subscribers require both. A single system approach to these
network requirements may be most cost effective. Burst traffic does not efficiently utilize
circuits set up for stream traffic, whereas the total throughput of burst-only traffic may be
too low to justify the expense of a separate satellite network. This paper considers
approaches designed to handle both in a single system.

TRAFFIC CONTROL TECHNIQUES

Traffic control may be implemented by a wide variety of techniques. For communication
satellite networks, these techniques may be classified in several categories as shown in
Table 1. The simplest approach consists of dedicated circuits between users. This
technique is most suitable for high capacity trunks between major traffic nodes, but it
becomes quite inefficient when applied to a large number of small capacity users, each
using the circuit only a small percentage of the time.

At the other extreme the random access technique (ALOHA), used primarily for burst
traffic, is bandwidth inefficient and also incurs unacceptably long delays as traffic load
increases.

Therefore, various methods of demand assignment multiple access (DAMA) have been
developed that rapidly assign circuits to users as required. This assignment is performed by
a central controller (with the exception of reservation techniques, which are disucssed
later). The central controller is generally accessed by the user through an orderwire circuit.
Since this orderwire circuit is also shared by many users, an orderwire access technique is
also required. This may consist of random, polled, reservation, or dedicated circuit
techniques. Table II lists the principal characteristics of the orderwire access control
schemes.

Traffic Control Protocol for Stream Traffic

For single channel per carrier (SCPC) stream traffic, the user initiates a sequence of
communications with the net controller in the form of request and control signals that pass
through the satellite between users and controller by separate orderwire links. The
controller accepts the transmit user request, establishes the connection with the designated



receive user, and assigns the satellite circuit (antenna beam, frequency, and time slot) to
both users. The circuit remains busy until one of the users requests termination of the
connections again via the orderwire.

Note that in most satellite networks the central controller is located at an earth station. The
question may be asked, “Is there any advantage in placing the central controller on the
satellite?” The extra propagation time introduced by the earth bound satellite-controller
link is only a fraction of a second, which is small compared to a voice circuit connection
duration. Thus for stream traffic, there is no advantage and the onboard controller adds
complexity to the satellite.

The required capacity of the satellite-controller link to the earth bound controller is small
as shown in the following example.

Suppose for each circuit request the user transmits

a)  user identification
b)  destination identification
c)  message type (data rate)

The controller would respond by controlling the satellite to set

a)  data rate of demod, remod (if variable)
b)  forward error correction, in or out
c)  receiver-to-transmitter routing (interconnect)
d)  frequency or time-slot assignment
e)  scan beam pointing angle (if scanning beam used)
f)  user terminal transmit power level (if variable)

Each circuit request or controller response could be handled by eight 8-bit words including
data required for synchronization, and other overhead. A total of 128 bits per circuit
request and controller response is thus required in each direction (up and down). Assuming
an average message duration of 3 minutes and a peak satellite throughput of approximately
25,000 voice circuits, one can expect about 140 requests per second. The central control-
satellite link must therefore handle an average rate of approximately 18 kb/s, which is
small compared to the traffic throughput.

Traffic Control for Burst Traffic

The technique described above for stream traffic control is unsuitable for burst or packet
traffic. The message duration is generally one or several packets, each of which may be on



the order of 103 or 104 bits. Assuming a transmission burst rate of approximately 50 Mb/s
for the uplink, the burst duration is on the order of 10-3 seconds. The ground controller
concept described for stream traffic would require at least 1/4 second more than an
onboard controller to set up the circuit for each packet. Thus the satellite or the earth
terminal would have to retain in its memory all packets awaiting routing instructions from
the ground controller. Assuming a total packet network throughput of about 1 Gb/s, a
storage capability of approximately 2.5 x 108 bits would be required. On the other hand,
the onboard routing technique would require substantially less hardware. An example of
the onboard routing system is shown in Figure 2. This system, a form of the Roberts’
reservation technique (Ref. 11), is based on the use of each satellite antenna beam
coverage zone to indicate to all users in that zone which time slots in a TDMA frame are
available for packet transmission. The uplink orderwire channel, which is used as a
reservation channel, operates on a contention basis in which each user monitors the
satellite retransmission of his random-access reservation message to determine if he has
successfully reserved the slot (8). If a collision in the orderwire uplink occurred, then the
sender must reattempt the reservation. Since contention only occurs in the reservation
process, no data packet acknowledgments are required. This is in contrast to more
conventional random access packet architectures where end-to-end acknowledgments are
required (9).

The earth terminal memory requirements become even worse if end-to-end
acknowledgment is contemplated. It is assumed that the basic uplink and downlink
transmission provides adequately small bit-error-rate for the packet network, and that the
major concern is on access contention. Thus no end-to-end acknowledgment would be
required under this assumption.

Several other efficient protocols can be defined by using a decentralized control approach.
Each terminal within a zone reports to the onboard controller indicating the number of
packets and priority information of the intended packet transmission. The onboard
controller looking at this information broadcasts the traffic lists and reservation lists. Each
terminal listening to the downlink starts transmitting in accordance with the controller
commands.

Packet routing is performed by decoding the destination address of the packet header on
board the satellite and using this information to route the packet onto the designated
downlink. Here the packet is placed into a buffer where it awaits its turn for transmission
from the satellite. A previous study (8) has shown that the probability of buffer overflow
can be kept very low with moderately sized buffers provided that the average throughput
rate does not approach the full downlink capacity.



The receiving user terminal continuously monitors the downlink signal. When it receives a
packet with its own address code, the packet is stored, formatted, and suitably relayed
over its terrestrial network to its ultimate destination.

INTEGRATED CONTROL FOR STREAM AND BURST TRAFFIC

The results of the previous discussion indicate that onboard traffic control is worthwhile
for burst traffic but not for stream traffic. An integrated system to handle both types of
traffic would employ both types of controllers as shown in Figure 3. The network
synchronization and orderwire (including the satellite-ground controller link) functions are
integrated with the traffic data in a TDM format as shown in Figure 4. The uplinks consist
of TDMA bursts from individual user terminals.

The traffic data are either stream traffic TDMA bursts or packets. The allocation of time
slots between these types and within the basic frame structure is arbitrary and can be under
control of the ground controller.

If one service type becomes saturated, capacity may be transferred from the other service
under ground controller command, thereby keeping the satellite capacity efficiently
utilized.

Thus the advantage of reduced delay for packet transmission is maintained while the
principal switching control functions are kept on the ground.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The concepts described previously are logical extensions of TDMA and SSTDMA to be
used in the near term in systems such as satellite business systems (SBS) and Advanced
WESTAR. The additional subsystems to be added to the SSTDMA satellite for onboard
bit stream processing and traffic control include the following:

a)  Demodulators. TDMA rapid synchronizing demodulators for uplink TDMA and
reservation packet demodulation. Demodulators can include forward error correction
decoders and random access demodulators with reservation packet contention detectors
and successful packet detectors.

b)  Data Buffers. Packet memories to facilitate onboard routing and transmit time-division
multiplexing.



c)  Controllers. Computation processes to process packet addresses and otherwise manage
demodulator and data buffer resources. Controller also reports state of the network (e.g.,
load on packet net) to both the subscribers and the ground controller.

d)  Modulators. Facilitate the transmission of the downlink beams. Can include forward
error correction subsystems.

CONCLUSION

Onboard processing in communication satellites represents a number of functions such as
demodulation and remodulation, switching, routing, and error control. With this capability,
the onboard processor can become an integral part of the network control system. The
principal issue of control partitioning between an onboard controller and a ground based
controller has been addressed. For stream traffic a call establishment protocol using an
orderwire channel to an earth bound controller and for burst traffic a reservation based
packet transmission protocol with an onboard net controller are defined. Initial throughput-
delay analysis results indicate that there is no advantage for a stream traffic controller on
the satellite. On the other hand, onboard control with efficient routing protocols is found to
reduce the delay to burst traffic by approximately 1/4 second, which is significant for
interactive data traffic and may have major cost impact. (The later protocol assumes no
end-to-end acknowledgment.)

An integrated system to handle both stream and burst traffic is discussed. The integrated
system configuration employs controllers both on the satellite and on the ground. The
network synchronization and orderwire functions are integrated with the traffic data in a
TDM format. The uplink consists of TDMA bursts from individual user terminals. Some of
the extensions of this work will include throughput-delay analysis of the integrated control
protocols and performance-cost tradeoffs.
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Table 1. Traffic Control Techniques

Antenna Coverage

Uplink Entry

Satellite Routing Downlink MultiplexingAccess Control
Uplink Multiple

Access

Single beam

Multiple continuous
beams

Single beam hopping

Multiple beam hopping

Fixed assigned

Channel switched
central control

Channel switched
regional control

Channel switched
Demand assigned
Satellite control

Message switched
Demand assigned
Satellite control

Message switched
central control

Random access

FDMA

TDMA

Contention

Frequency channelization &
translation

Onboard TDMA demodula-
tion and buffering

Packet demodulation
address decoding and
buffering 

Fast channel switching at
baseband

Slow channel switching at RF

Fast channel switching at RF

Frequency channeliza-
tion & multiplexing at
RF

Time multiplexing
at RF

Serialize buffer syn-
chronize and modulator
digital baseband onto
single carrier

Parallel modulator into
multicarrier FDMA



Table II. Orderwire Access Control Characteristics

Scheme Utilization/Delay Overhead Collisions Traffic
Satellite

Complexity Terminal Complexity

Dedicated:
FDMA
TDMA

Random:
ALOHA
Pure/slotted
capture

Reservation

Polling

Excellent for stream
traffic

Excellent for low
burst traffic

Better for medium
burst traffic

Better for long
message

No

Packet
header

Reservation
overhead

Polling
packet

No

Yes

No
(Some in
reservation -
ALOHA)

No

Stream

Burst

Medium
burst
traffic

Stream

High

High

Higher

High

High

Simple but large
EIRP

Moderate low
EIRP

High



Figure 1.  Processing Functions in Communication Satellite Network

Figure 2.  Packet Transmission Protocol



Figure 3.  Processing Satellite System Control

Figure 4.  Traffic (TDMA - Stream or Packet-Bursts) - Downlink Data Format
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ABSTRACT

A major hardware change to the TRANSIT Navy Navigation Satellite System (NNSS) is
underway. A new generation of satellites called NOVA are being built which have on-
board a general purpose minicomputer, high precision clock, orbit adjustment system
(OATS), and disturbance compensation system (DISCOS).

This paper describes the software and processing for the on-board computer. The software
is a system of interrupt driven, real-time programs which perform various data
management and control functions and allows great flexibility in the operation of the
satellite. In addition to loading special programs and data and dumping specified regions of
memory, data management includes loading and then retransmitting navigation message
data and collection of both telemetry (TM) data and DISCOS thruster firing data. Through
its interface with the spacecraft TM and command systems, the on-board computer also
serves as a powerful control device, especially in the orbit adjust phase immediately after
launch. It has already been demonstrated with a previous version of these satellites that
this highly flexible software system can be quickly reconfigured after launch to recover
from failures to other satellite hardware systems.

Also described in this paper are other satellite subsystems which interact with the flight
computer and the system of ground support computers and software.

INTRODUCTION

The TRANSIT Navy Navigation Satellite System has been available for military use since
1963 and for public use since 1967, providing all-weather navigation to worldwide users.
This system has been continuously updated and improved with no user changes
required (1).



A major hardware change to the TRANSIT system is currently taking place with the
placing of a new type of satellite into the constellation. These satellites were originally
called TIP (Transit Improvement Program) satellites and were designed and bult by The
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory. The satellites have on-board a high
precision clock and a general purpose minicomputer which allows great flexibility in the
operation of the satellite while requiring no changes to user equipment (2). Also, each
satellite has a hydrazine-fueled Orbit Adjustment System (OATS) and a single axis
Disturbance Compensation System (DISCOS). See Figure 1.

Two TIP satellites were launched. The operational version of the satellite is called NOVA
and is being built by RCA. The first NOVA spacecraft was launched in May 1981.
Nominally, the spacecraft are launched by SCOUT vehicles into near-polar, 180 by 400
nm (330 by 740 km) altitude parking orbits. The hydrazine fueled orbit adjust system is
then used to change the orbit to circular at 600 nm (1110 km) altitude. At the same time
the inclination is precisely trimmed to a selected value near 90E to control the nodal
precession. An important part of this operation is to select optimum directions for thrusting
to correct the altitude and inclination together and minimize the fuel requirements.
Utilizing special orbit adjust-phase software, the flight computer is the main controller for
the OATS operation.

Improvements in the orbit determination process and software for the TRANSIT system
have been described in a previous paper (3). This paper is concerned with the software and
processing for the on-board computer. This software is a system of interrupt driven, real-
time programs which are resident after launch to perform data management and spacecraft
control in orbit (4). The system is designed to support two phases of operation -- the post-
launch phase and the operational phase.

During the post-launch phase which includes the OATS operations, gravity-gradient
attitude capture, and spacecraft performance evaluations, the flight computer system:

1. maintains an internal clock on universal time (UTC),
2. stores and dumps requested telemetry (TM) data,
3. monitors and stores DISCOS thruster firing information,
4. monitors selected TM channels and performs control functions based on these

readings,
5. performs spacecraft power management by duty-cycling certain electrical loads,
6. uses delayed command capability to support OATS firings, spin-axis slewing, and

gravity-gradient attitude capture.



During the operational phase, the system performs the following functions in addition to
1-3 above:

1. loads and manages ephemeris information in storage, with eight days’ worth stored
continuously,

2. controls the navigation message transmission on the normal (50 bps) modulation.
3. manages the incrementally programmable synthesizer (IPS) hardware registers to

provide high precision clock control,
4. performs automatic leap second clock adjustments when required to keep the satellite

clock on UTC,
5. tests all ground commands for validity when the satellite is in the secure state, and
6. provides a recovery capability to restore spacecraft hardware registers which might

have become garbled.

The software is complicated, and its operation involves a myriad of detail. Its complexity
makes changes difficult. Its very presence complicates by an order-of-magnitude the
ground software needed to manage the satellite. In return for this complexity, however,
comes an unbelievable flexibility to redefine the mission after launch, correct unanticipated
problems, and work around partial failures (5). Furthermore, the flexibility provided by the
flight software adds no space or weight to the payload.

THE FLIGHT COMPUTER AND ITS INTERFACES

The NOVA flight computer is a general purpose minicomputer with specialized
Input/Output (I/O) logic to service various spacecraft functions in real-time. The computer
consists of two redundant CPU’s complete with I/O logic and two magnetic core
memories. Either memory or both may be used with either of the redundant CPU’s. Each
memory provides programmable storage of 16,384 words of 16 bits each. There is also a
64-word hard-wired, Read-Only Memory (ROM) containing a special loader for restarting
the software.

The NOVA computer was designed for assembly language programming. The memory
cycle time for the computer is 4.8 µs, with the time for an ADD operation being 9.6 µs.
The NOVA interrupt system is a hard-wired priority system containing 32 inputs. The 24
highest priority interrupts are labeled external and the last eight are internal. As implied by
their name, external interrupts are driven by systems external to and independent of the
computer. The eight internal interrupts are controlled by the software and are used for
high-speed linkage to various subroutines. These interrupts can also be masked and
enabled via software.



All computer input data are transmitted via RF link. The satellite can receive digital data at
a rate of 10 bps or 1000 bps. The slow rate can feed the computer or the command system,
while the 1000 bps data can only be used by the flight computer. There are a number of
ways, direct and indirect, in which computer outputs can be realized. Direct outputs occur
when data from memory are transmitted by the RF downlink channel to the ground.
Indirect outputs are inferred when another satellite subsystem changes in response to a
directive from the flight computer. The most useful direct output occurs in the computer
dump mode. Upon command, the telemetry system transmits continuous flight computer
data (via TM modulation). This mode requires a dump program in the computer to relay
the contents of memory to the TM system at the proper rate.

The flight computer software interacts through special hardware interfaces with other
subsystems to give the computer far-reaching powers in controlling and monitoring the
satellite. The computer derives most of its power to perform control functions by virtue of
its direct interface to the spacecraft telemetry and command systems. The NOVA
hardware includes a telemetry system whose function is to gather, process and format
spacecraft data for transmission to the ground in a serial bit stream. The TM system is
digital, with 8 bits per channel, 172 channels per frame, and a 4.2 s frame rate. The TM
interface allows the computer to exchange data with the TM system under direct software
control. To receive TM data, the software requests via the interface one of the 172 TM
addresses. When this address occurs within the normal cycling of a TM frame (every
4.2 s), the computer is interrupted and receives the data for storage or processing.
Generally, data stored in the flight computer memory is later returned to the TM system in
the form of a memory dump transmission.

The NOVA command subsystem contains digital (10 bps) logic to perform the remote
execution of relay commands, pulse commands, digital data commands and slow (10 bps)
loading of the computer memories. Through the command interface, the flight computer
has direct access to the front end of the command system. Any command can be issued by
the flight software by serially transmitting the command bits through the interface at the
required 10 bps rate. The length of a relay command bit string requires 2.3 s for complete
transmission. Any command can be executed with a programmed time delay by allowing
the computer to issue the command. This “delayed command” capability results from
loading the information for the delayed commands into the computer memory to be
processed at a programmed time.

The main implications of the I/O interfaces described above are that the computer is
limited to a data sampling rate of 4.2 s for any given TM channel, and the maximum
command rate is one every 2.4 s. These constraints are quite important in some of the
control functions implemented during the orbit adjust phase of the satellite mission (5).



GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEM

The NOVA operational ground support system is illustrated in Figure 2. The software for
this system includes at least five major programs and uses four different computers. The
backbone of the system is the ground station PDP-11/40, operating through a front end
PDP-8. This system is used to control all real-time satellite operations, and is also used for
data formatting, real-time conversions and display, and miscellaneous utilities.

A program to be injected into the NOVA flight computer begins as source code which
contains the program written in the flight computer assembly language. The source code is
input to the IBM-3033 computer and processed by an assembler program called ARTIC.
The output of ARTIC is the machine code on a magnetic tape along with a printed listing
of both the input assembly language instructions and the corresponding machine code. The
program tape is then stored on a disk file in the PDP-11 by the TIPLIB program. This disk
file library contains the latest versions of all the flight computer software, including
operational and diagnostic programs.

The PDP-11 program that selects the flight computer programs from the library and
formats them for transmission to the satellite is called TIPLOAD. The input to TIPLOAD
is a card deck which defines the programs to be selected from the disk file library. This
data from the library is then merged with other flight operation inputs and formatted for
transmission to the spacecraft. The output of TIPLOAD is a disk file (LDM file) in the
PDP-11. The data on this file is arranged into segments called “modules” which can later
be individually transmitted to the spacecraft.

The navigation message data begins with the INJC program which is run on the IBM-3033
after the orbit programs have generated the predicted satellite ephemeris. The INJC output
is a set of NAV message modules for injection by the TIPCOM program. Each of the
message modules contains the navigation parameters for nominally a half-day of message.
At the injection station, a PDP-11 disk file (INJD) is created from the INJC output and
generally, there will be 16 modules or eight days worth of messages on this file.

During a satellite pass the LDM or INJD file data is transmitted to the TIP spacecraft
under control of the TIPCOM program, which also resides in the PDP-11. In addition to
transmitting data up to the flight computer, TIPCOM also receives and records downlink
loading feedback flags from the flight computer. All real-time communications are handled
through TIPCOM. In addition, TIPCOM converts and displays on CRT much of the
normal TM data in real-time.

For the post-launch operations there is additional special attitude determination software
which resides in the IBM-3033. These programs process TM data (both real-time and



flight computer stored) and compute spacecraft attitude and spin-axis slewing maneuvers
(6), (7). The output is a set of delayed commands which are then transmitted to the flight
computer to accomplish the slewing maneuver.

The overall ground system is complicated but flexible. It gives the user the ability to
modify the flight software after launch, as well as to manage the system in orbit in ways
that were not anticipated when the software was developed (5).

FLIGHT COMPUTER SOFTWARE

The main flight computer software is a set of basic programs called SYS which are
resident in memory at all times. SYS contains

1. loading programs which can handle data at 10 bps or 1000 bps. A large portion of the
fast loader software is dedicated to managing the loading of navigation message data;

2. a program which sends loading status flags back to the ground station computer via
the 325 bps TM downlink. These flags indicate whether or not each batch of data was
injected correctly (without parity errors);

3. a memory dump program which can read out areas of memory on either a 325 bps or
1300 bps downlink;

4. a status routine which sends 80 bits of computer status information to the TM system
each frame;

5. a timekeeping routine that keeps a high precision universal time clock. The basic
software clock increment is referred to as a “tock” and is precisely 120/6103 s;

6. a Time-Queue program which controls the chronological sequencing of computer
events such as delayed commands.

In addition to SYS, there are other special programs which are loaded by SYS when
needed. Some of those programs are:

1. Navigation Message Program (NAVPRO)

NAVPRO is the main operational flight computer program and outputs the standard 50 bps
TRANSIT Navigation Message containing the satellite’s ephemeris data. To the user, the
NOVA Navigation Message will look like that of the current operational satellites. In
addition to the ephemeris data, every two minutes NAVPRO outputs timing words needed
to give clock epoch to the ground. NAVPRO also handles the setting of the software UTC
clock and synchronizing the broadcast message with the clock.

NAVPRO operates on a list of eighteen half-day modules of ephemeris data which fills
most of the flight computer memory. NAVPRO automatically switches from one module to



the next making the switchover look to the user like a navigation message injection.
Should NAVPRO run out of valid message data, it will put out a “dummy” message which
cycles every two minutes.

2. Delayed Command Program (DCPRO)

“Delayed command” refers to a relay or data command which is sent by the flight
computer directly to the satellite command system at some pre-specified time. The delayed
commands are prepared by special card inputs to the TIPLOAD Processing Program.
DCPRO may also be used to send commands upon the occurrence of certain events. This
is done in conjunction with a family of programs described below called TMON. TMON
initiates delayed commands whenever the data in certain telemetry words matches pre-
specified criteria.

Some of the more significant uses of DCPRO include arming and firing of the OATS,
magnetically slewing the spacecraft spin axis, duty cycling spacecraft subsystems for
power management, etc.

3. Telemetry Storage Program (TMPRO)

TMPRO is used to sample and store real-time telemetry data in the flight computer. The
program expects as inputs a list of TM channels to be stored and the rate at which each is
to be stored. TMPRO allows each TM channel to be sampled at its own rate, hence all
channels need not be sampled during the same frame. The program remains operating in
the flight computer until the specified storage area fills up. The program automatically
stops storing data at this point. Once the program has completely executed, a memory
dump procedure transfers the stored data from the flight computer to the ground station.

4. Telemetry Monitoring Programs (TMON)

TMON is a family of programs which monitor certain telemetry words and send delayed
commands based on the TM data. For example, one program senses the OATS fuel
temperature and turns a heater on and off by delayed command. In addition, the battery
voltage is monitored and power draining spacecraft subsystems are turned off should the
voltage drop below an input threshold. Other programs from the TMON family such as
SPINUP and THRUST have been most useful for the special post-launch operations. A
more detailed description of their use is given in Reference 5. WHLCON controls the
momentum wheel speed by sensing it via the TM system and sending delayed commands
to turn power on and off to the wheel. This allows the wheel to be brought up to speed
slowly enough to avoid tumbling the spacecraft. Any of the TMON programs can be used 



in a TM storage mode only. Unlike TMPRO, however, TMON does not shut off and cease
its monitoring function once its storage area is filled.

5. Periodic Program (CYCLE)

CYCLE is a program which causes the Time-Queue actions to repeat with a specified
period. This program is most useful during the orbit-adjust operations when the times of
many of the delayed commands are a function of the orbit geometry and hence are
periodic.

6. Alter Program (ALTPRO)

ALTPRO is a program which alters flight computer memory locations as a function of
time. The memory locations, their new contents, and the corresponding times are all
specified by the user. This feature of changing the program logic dynamically while the
flight software is actively running turns out to be both powerful and useful in the orbit-
adjust operations.

7. VCO Mode Program (VCOPRO)

VCOPRO stops the TM commutator on a specified channel and allows TM data for that
channel to be received and recorded continuously by the ground station.

8. DISCOS Data Storage Programs

Each NOVA satellite will contain a single-axis Disturbance Compensation System which
consists of a sensor portion and two teflon thrusters. A constant speed momentum wheel
provides spacecraft yaw stability which assists in keeping the DISCOS system nominally
aligned with the “along-track” direction. The purpose of the DISCOS device is to
counteract the along-track components of drag and solar radiation pressure forces and thus
make long-term orbit prediction more accurate. With drag removed, the ephemeris
precision becomes limited primarily by the geopotential model errors.

The flight computer, through its external interrupt system, is able to sense the DISCOS
thruster firings and hence record data useful for performance analyses. Two DISCOS data
storage programs are available. One, called DSPRO, simply stores the total number of fore
and aft thruster firings. The second program is more complex and is called DRAG. DRAG
stores the difference between aft and fore thruster firings during an input (nominally
1 minute) interval. In the satellite’s operational phase, the navigation message data
requires most of the available memory. For DRAG to operate continuously for long 



periods (days) it stores its data over used navigation data. Then before the next navigation
message injection, DRAG is terminated and its data dumped to the ground station.

CLOCK CONTROL FOR THE NOVA SATELLITE

The new navigation satellites contain hardware that greatly increases the potential
precision of the real-time satellite clock. The IPS allows precise “steerage” control over
the satellite 5 MHz output. The IPS system is used to maintain a high-precision clock by
observing the satellite epoch on the ground and injecting IPS control parameters for clock
steerage.

One of the important functions of the flight computer software is to “manage” the IPS
system in real-time in orbit. The two main tasks of the IPS control program are:

1. It increments (or decrements) the IPS A-Register at a programmed rate to compensate
for oscillator aging drift.

2. It continuously moves the IPS A-Register up and down on a 2.5 s cycle to give the
effect of a fractional A value, and improve the hardware resolution by about two
orders-of-magnitude.

REAL-TIME SPACECRAFT CONTROL VIA THE FLIGHT COMPUTER

The flight computer has proven its value in performing real-time control functions that
have been indispensable in past operations (5). Some of the demonstrated control
capabilities used thus far include:

1. Spacecraft power management.
2. Temperature control of the hydrazine system.
3. Spacecraft spin-up and nutation control using the magnetic system.
4. Controlled spacecraft tumble and de-tumble.
5. Real-time management of the IPS system.
6. Controlled firings of the hydrazine thruster.
7. Spin-axis slewing for directional control of thruster firings.
8. On-board UTC clock management.
9. Controlled gravity-gradient capture.
10. Validation of ground-transmitted commands.
11. Stopping the TM commutator on a specified channel for continuous TM readout.
12. Bringing the momentum wheel up to full speed slowly enough to avoid tumbling the

spacecraft.



No doubt other control functions not yet anticipated may become necessary. The built-in
flexibility of the ground and flight software will allow them to be easily implemented as
they arise.
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Fig. 1  Orbital configuration of TIP.



Fig. 2  NOVA ground support system.
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ABSTRACT

The use of a single mini-computer for total operations support of a domestic
communications satellite offers several advantages. This paper describes the computer
hardware and software configuration of a ground complex that is both a control center and
a TT&C station. A single computer (with a totally redundant backup) serves both the
needs for realtime TT&C functions as well as such offline functions as orbital analysis,
mission planning and satellite performance evaluation. Although telemetry data processing
and analysis is a significant part of the computer load, other tasks involved in operational
support and planning are described in order to define the scope of the total operations
support problem and the way it was solved in the single computer configuration.

INTRODUCTION

With the current advances in computer technology many problems which have been
traditionally thought of as large computer applications have been transferred to smaller
computers. In the past the task of precision orbit determination and the other problems
associated with orbital operations support of satellites have required large computers due
to the great number of arithmetic manipulations required on large quantities of data. In
contrast, the realtime operations support of satellites has data processing requirements that
are optimally satisfied by small scale computers - reformatting data and distributing it for
display, interacting with special peripheral devices. In an effort to simplify operations and
to reduce both the initial and operating costs, a new approach has been taken to solve the
two parts of the satellite support problem in a single computer of moderate size. The
system described in this paper is being installed as the overall control center for a
forthcoming domestic communications satellite.



OPERATIONAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

The support requirements for operating a communications satellite are divided into two
classes distinguished by the timing of the attendant operations. Those operations which
must occur in the immediate present are classified as realtime operations, while those
which deal with a record of past events or a projection of future operations are classified
as non-realtime. In this paper the tasks that are not performed in support of realtime
operations are referred to as analysis and planning tasks. A description of the tasks in both
classifications is presented here to characterize the overall problem of satellite operation.
The capabilities being discussed apply to operations support from the point of separation
from the launch vehicle, through transfer and intermediate orbits to the final synchronous
orbit for the full mission lifetime. The system is designed to support two satellites
concurrently in the single computer configuration.

Realtime Tasks

The realtime tasks are concerned principally with the telemetry, tracking and command
(TT&C) functions, although implicit in this generalization are tasks involving the recording
and display of data. These tasks are summarized here.

Telemetry - After reception at the ground station, telemetry information must be
reassembled from its serial data form and distributed for display, recording and command
verification. Validation of the data and certain routine operations for monitoring are
performed automatically.

Tracking - Tracking involves the control of the ground station antennas to maintain their
pointing at the satellite, and the measurement of pointing angles. The sense of the term
tracking is extended here to also include the operation of ranging, by which the distance
from the ground station to the satellite is measured and recorded for orbit determination.

Command - Control of the satellite is accomplished by transmission from the ground
station of sets of discrete digital commands. Single commands are stored in the satellite
before execution for validation via telemetry, which is also used for functional verification
when the command is executed.

Display - The display tasks make the satellite and ground station data available to the
operator and the satellite support staff. Formatted digital data is presented in engineering
units.

Recording - Data recording is necessary to provide the material for later analysis
(telemetry and tracking) as well as to maintain a history of operations (command and
significant events).



Analysis and Planning Tasks

Analysis and planning tasks are required to support non-realtime operations concerned
with analysis of current orbit and satellite parameters and with planning for future
operations required to accomplish mission objectives.

Telemetry Analysis - Capability to analyze the recorded telemetry data via tabulations,
statistical summaries and graphical presentations is required to serve the needs for satellite
health and performance evaluations over the mission lifetime.

Ephemeris Generation - It is necessary to have access to an accurate prediction/history of
satellite position as a basis for the orbit determination and control tasks. Also prediction of
orbital events (such as eclipses) must be available to the user for planning satellite
operations.

Orbit Determination - This task is concerned with the processing of tracking and ranging
data to provide an estimate of current orbit elements along with the magnitude of certain
perturbative forces.

Maneuver Planning - Calculations are necessary to plan and execute orbit maneuvers
associated with apogee motor firing, orbital station acquisition and stationkeeping (both in
longitude and inclination). Additionally calculations are needed to translate the maneuver
requirements into a sequence of commands for transmission to the satellite.

Utilities - A group of utility tasks that provide control and housekeeping functions for the
analysis and planning software is required.

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The description of hardware for satellite operations support will be limited to the computer
and its peripheral equipment, including special interface devices - those items that operate
on digital signals. A single mini-computer is used to fully support all of the operational
requirements described earlier. A fully redundant unit is available as a backup in case of
equipment failure. It is not used for load sharing of the operations support tasks, but can be
used for administrative or other non-support functions. A block diagram of the single
computer configuration is shown in Figure 1. The groups of equipment are described in
reference to this figure.

Computer Room Equipment

The basic computer equipment, located in the computer room, consists of the central
processor unit and memory, a console keyboard printer, a magnetic tape handler and a



single disk drive unit. The CPU is a PDP-11/70 with 192K 16-bit word memory, and it
includes floating point processor hardware to enhance its arithmetic capabilities for this
application. The console keyboard printer is used chiefly for computer administrative
input/output. The magnetic tape unit is used for back up storage of disk data, and for bulk
data transfers between the redundant computers (e.g., during switch over). The disk unit
has a 33 megaword capacity and acts as storage for the computer operating system, the
applications programs and the data files. Also in the computer equipment cabinets in the
computer room are the interface cards used to connect the peripherals and special devices.

Operations Room Equipment

The majority of the computer peripherals and special devices are located in the operations
room. A control console houses a number of CRT terminals for display, along with
keyboards for operator control inputs. Special status panels are also located at the control
console to display satellite summary status. The other equipment in the operations room is
highlighted in the following summary:

a) Line Printer - used for display hardcopy and data tabulations
b) Event Log Printer - a hardcopy terminal to record time-tagged events
c) Time Code Generator - a system clock providing an accurate time base
d) Digital-to-Analog Converters - provide analog outputs for use with strip chart

recorders - 8 channels
e) Telemetry Decommutators - used to synchronize and convert the serial telemetry

stream to 8-bit words
f) Command Generator - specially fabricated device to control transmission and

execution of satellite commands
g) Range Processor - specially fabricated device for measurement of a series of tone

delays as an indication of satellite range from the ground station
h) Antenna Control Unit - special interface device for the readout of antenna pointing

angles and for driving the antenna to track the satellite

Analysis Room Equipment

A separate analysis room houses the computer peripherals used in support of the analysis
and planning tasks described earlier. Two types of keyboard terminals are used here.

a) Alphanumeric CRT for operator control of computer operations on analysis tasks
b) Graphics CRT for development of graphics output, primarily in the area of telemetry

analysis.

In addition to the CRT terminals, a high speed printer/plotter is available in the analysis
room for data tabulation and permanent record of graphics output.



SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

The allocation of software functions to accomplish the tasks identified in the operations
support requirements above was divided into two categories, not only to reflect the
requirements classification but also to organize those tasks that require concurrent
processing in one group and the remaining tasks which can be handled in a batch serial
processing mode in another group. The essential operating features of the major elements
of each software group are presented here.

Realtime Software

The programs in this group are processed concurrently and are continuously available for
execution as realtime operational needs arise. Program organization directly reflects the
task definitions. Figure 2 presents a block diagram depicting this organization.

TLM - The telemetry processor assembles the series of telemetry frames to account for all
subcommutated data, and makes it available to other programs from a common buffer area
in core. Each buffer full of data is recorded in a disk file which has a capacity of 30 hours
of data. TLM performs routine monitoring of the data, comparing analog telemetry items
with preset limits and checking status items for change-of-state. Operator notification of
limit or status checks (alarms) is accomplished via the display (DSP) and event recording
(EVR) programs.

TRK - The tracking control processor has several modes of operation. It monitors antenna
pointing angles and records them along with range data in a disk file of tracking
observations. In the programmed track mode it controls the antenna to follow a pointing
profile derived from predicted satellite position. In the search mode, it drives the antenna
in a search pattern whose form and size are determined from data base parameters.

CMD - The satellite command programs perform the control functions allowing the user to
generate, transmit, validate, execute and verify satellite commands. Commands may be
sent manually or automatically from a pre-stored sequence. A complete log of command
operations is recorded along with a summary of command events.

DSP - The display processor performs the data presentation function, creating formatted
pages of satellite data organized by subsystem for display on CRT terminals and optionally
for permanent records on hardcopy devices. Satellite data are presented in engineering
units refreshed periodically to reflect current conditions. Additional pages are available for
display of current alarm status, limit checking parameters and history of events, by
category or in summary form. DSP is the primary user interface for monitoring satellite
health and performance.



EVR - The event recording function is performed by a group of interdependent programs
used to buffer, record and output the series of alarms, events and command history entries
generated by the other programs of the realtime software. It also controls the production of
hardcopy output generated in the DSP program.

Analysis and Planning Software

The analysis and planning software consists of a collection of programs designed to
operate one at a time under control of a common executive program. Each program is
limited to performing all or part of only one of the major tasks previously described.
Communication between programs is provided by a common data base, thus making
significant computational results of each program available to other programs without
requiring any user intervention. A block diagram indicating the organization of the
programs is shown in Figure 3.

Telemetry Analysis - This group of programs augments the realtime telemetry monitoring
capability by providing several modes of operation to produce summary information, trend
analyses and statistical studies. The program is identified as WTLMS.

a) Tabulation mode - provides listings of selectable telemetry points over specified time
spans

b) Statistical mode - provides one page statistical summaries of data arranged by satellite
subsystem, giving maximum and minimum values along with means and standard
deviations.

c) Graphics mode - presents analog data in graphic form with parameters plotted against
time or one against another, either on CRT display in an interactive mode or on a
hardcopy plotter for permanent records.

d) Archive mode - several capabilities are available to save and recall telemetry data in
summary or full detailed form for analysis over long time periods - up to a year.

Ephemeris Generation - Fundamental to all of the other analysis and planning programs is
the capability to generate a precision ephemeris - that is, a history of satellite position that
accurately reflects the many perturbative forces that affect the orbital dynamics. These
involve the complex gravitational field of the earth, drag forces of the atmosphere, solar
radiation pressure, gravitational attractions of the sun and the moon along with discrete
orbital maneuvers used to control the satellite position relative to an assigned stationary
reference position. Three programs are used:

a) EPHGEN - generates and saves on disk a history of satellite position for use by other
programs

b) EVENTS - produces output of ephemeris information and associated orbital events in
a variety of formats and coordinate systems



c) WINKS - provides predictions of sun and moon intrusions into the field of view of
several sensors on the satellite. It also provides tabulations of the positions of the sun
and the moon as viewed from the satellite.

Orbit Determination - From the tracking data collected by the realtime software a
determination of the parameters defining the satellite orbit is accomplished through the use
of two major software elements:

a) EDIT - The tracking data preprocessor selects and edits the tracking and ranging
observations collected as raw measurements. Four stages of editing are used: gross
residual, statistical, first difference and second difference. Selective thinning of the
input data occurs before merging the processed observations with previously
collected data.

b) ODP - The orbit determination processor determines a set of orbit elements by
minimizing a measure of the difference between predicted and observed
measurements. It uses a process of linear differential correction by weighted least
squares. In addition to orbit elements, it can solve for measurement and station time
biases as well as for solar radiation pressure and atmospheric drag coefficients.

Maneuver Planning - Three program are used to support the tasks of maneuver planning
and orbit control:

a) WABMS - The apogee motor firing program computes the required satellite attitude
and the firing time and duration for the apogee firing event to achieve a drift orbit
meeting specified constraints. Provision is made to vary these constraints
parametrically to study the effect on the maneuver parameters and the fuel required
for subsequent station acquisition. The program allows a one or two-burn maneuver
(using a bi-propellant propulsion system) at apogees selected by the user. It also
provides a matrix of error sensitivity coefficients, relating errors in firing parameters
to drift orbit characteristics.

b) WPOMS - The precision orbit maneuver program provides all the calculations
required for station acquisition and stationkeeping maneuvers. It has several modes of
operation available to the user to determine maneuvers required for station
acquisition, longitude and eccentricity control, and inclination control. Included is a
prediction mode to enable the user to determine when future stationkeeping
maneuvers will be required.

c) WOMCS - The orbit maneuver command program translates the results of program
WPOMS from velocity increment requirements to a series of thrusting commands. In
so doing it models the thruster characteristics, accounting for thruster alignments and
propellant pressure blowdown effects. The command sequences are printed and also
are stored in a disk file for access by the realtime software for transmission to the
satellite.



Utilities - The utility software consists of the executive control program, the data base
manager, and a library of general coordinate transformation routines, matrix and vector
manipulation routines, free-field data input routines, and time and time span conversion
routines.

ADVANTAGES OF A SINGLE COMPUTER CONFIGURATION

Use of a single computer (in redundant configuration for backup) to support both the
realtime processing and the analysis and planning processing requirements offers a number
of advantages over the use of separate computers, possibly of different makes and models,
for the realtime tasks and the analysis tasks. Use of a single computer, of course
presupposes that the control center is colocated with the primary TT&C station, an that
any remote stations are used only for backup support and transfer orbit operations.

Maintenance, Logistics, and Training

The single computer configuration clearly reduces the number of computers that must be
maintained, and greatly simplifies computer maintennace requirements. Where vendor
maintenance is available, it ensures that one vendor is responsible for the entire computer
system, thus eliminating the problems associated with interfaces between computers,
which can be particularly troublesome when the computers are furnished by different
vendors. In the event of malfunction, the user is relieved of the burden of deciding just
which equipment is at fault, and which maintenance service is to be called upon. For those
users performing their own maintenance, the single computer allows maintenance
personnel to be trained on one computer type, rather than two or more, and reduces the
number and types of spares that must be obtained and stocked.

The software maintenance burden is also simplified, since all the applications software can
run under the same operating system, and use the same programming conventions and
languages with no variations in dialects, compiler limitations, and enhancements. Software
configuration management on a single computer allows the entire system to be maintained
on a single disc pack with standardized procedures for software modification control and
documentation.

Although applications software packages are generally designed to minimize the need for
the user to understand the computer and its operating system, some familiarity is required
for data management and archiving, file manipulation, and the use of operating system
utility programs. The single computer thus reduces the required user training to one
system.



Simplified Task Interfacing

Although the realtime tasks are generally separate from the analysis tasks, some exchange
of information between the two groups is necessary. In the present system, for example,
the tracking and ranging data gathered by the realtime software must be passed to the
analysis software, as must the telemetry data. The analysis software creates satellite
maneuver command data, and the tracking predictions for antenna program track that must
be made available to the realtime software. Use of a single computer allows these data to
be passed by way of disk files. It is not necessary to physically transport the data from one
system to another either by magnetic storage device or by manual entry, both of which
afford opportunity for errors. Also eliminated are the problems associated with different
formats and internal data representations, which frequently cause problems even after
appropriate software is developed to handle the exchange.

Shared Peripheral Usage

The single-computer system described in this paper contains a number of printers and CRT
terminals. Although the terminals in the analysis rooms are intended for use in running the
analysis software, they can, during periods of high interest in realtime telemetry data, be
used for realtime display of incoming data. Similarly, the printers can be used to create
hard copies of currently displayed pages. There is great flexibility in redirecting computer
outputs from one device to another, which can be useful in the event of a device failure.

Independence from Other User Applications

A number of installations exist in which dedicated, small minicomputers are used for the
realtime tasks, and the analysis tasks are performed on a large general purpose computer
that may be remote from the control center and which is commonly used for other
applications such as engineering computations, inventory control and payroll accounting.
The use of a dedicated single computer for all orbit support operations avoids the
scheduling and availability conflicts that usually arise when a general purpose computer
must be shared with other outside organizations.

CONCLUSION

All of the data processing requirements for support of satellite operations, from the
realtime data gathering, checking, and display tasks commonly performed with one or
more small computers to the extensive numerical calculations used in support of operations
planning that frequently are performed on large off-line computers, have been combined in
a single minicomputer. The result is a well integrated satellite support system that is easy
to use, and that can produce significant cost savings in initial equipment acquisition and
software development, and a reduction in recurring Costs for training, maintenance and
equipment spares.



FIGURE 1 - SINGLE COMPUTER CONFIGURATION BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 2 - REAL-TIME SOFTWARE



FIGURE 3 - ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SOFTWARE
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ABSTRACT

The domestic communications satellite system operated by Telesat Canada has expanded
significantly since its inception in 1973, when, using the Anik A series of satellites in the
6/4 GHz bands, 34 stations commenced service. Since that time, Telesat Canada has
implemented many earth stations operating in the 6/4 GHz and 14/12 GHz bands. The
paper reviews the design and performance features of the earth stations which provide the
wide variety of Telesat services, from “Thin Route” stations used in the Canadian North to
the “Network Television” stations used in more southern locations. As an example, the
14/12 GHz heavy-route stations, providing long-haul digital and video uplinks between
major city downtown locations, are described in more detail. In conclusion, a summary of
new directions in satellite earth station design is presented, including single-circuit
transportable earth stations for exploration companies and light-route TDMA earth stations
for advanced business networks.

INTRODUCTION

As background information to the understanding of the Telesat Communications Satellite
System, a summary of the space segment is shown in Figure 1. [1] [2] The Anik A series
of satellites was launched in November 1972, April 1973 and May 1975. Anik B, a dual
6/4 and, 14/12 GHz band satellite was launched in December 1978. Anik D1, which is a
replacement for the Anik A series, is planned to be launched by a Delta launch vehicle in
August 1982, and Anik C1, providing new services at 14/12 GHz, is, scheduled to be
launched by a Shuttle launch vehicle in September 1982.



The earth segment of the Telesat System consists of earth stations providing customer
service; tracking, telemetry and command (TTAC) facilities; a satellite control centre and a
satellite network operations centre. The TTAC facilities are described in a companion
paper. [3]

EARTH STATION SERVICES

Historical Review

Over the period of 1972 to 1980, Telesat has implemented over 150 earth stations
operating in the 6/4 GHz bands. Figure 2. shows a simplified functional listing of the 125
earth stations which were owned and operated by Telesat as of the end of 1980. The major
types of traffic can be summarized as follows:

Television Service  - Network TV
Remote TV
(fixed and transportable)
Frontier TV
Broadcast TV

Thin Route Message Service
(fixed and transportable)
Medium Route Message Service

The major characteristics of the earth stations providing these types of traffic are shown in
Figure 3.

Since 1973, eight Network Television (NTV) earth stations have provided the country-
wide inter-studio network of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC). The stations
are near Vancouver, Edmonton, Regina, Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal, Halifax and St.
John’s. The national studios for the English and French language networks are located in
Toronto and Montreal respectively. Special events and newsgathering are transmitted from
provincial studios to the national studios, while national programs are transmitted to
provincial centres for redistribution. In addition, national programs are distributed to
remote northern communities using Remote Television (RTV) stations and Frontier
Television (FTV) stations. Initially, Telesat owned all the earth stations operating in the
communications satellite system but now customers may own and operate their own
stations for the reception of television. As an example, CBC now own 20 RTV and FTV
stations originally implemented by Telesat. A service shared with the channels allocated to
television is the Radio Program Service. The radio program transmissions originate from
four northern communities (Inuvik, Whitehorse, Yellowknife and Frobisher Bay) and 



Montreal and use a two access FM-FDMA technique in which the radio program carrier is
20 dB below the television carrier and displaced by 16 MHz from channel centre.

The service provided by Telesat for message transmission may be divided as follows: [4]

- essential thin route and medium route services to remote northern communities in
which satellite is the primary means of communication;

- heavy route services between populated southern cities to provide route
diversity.

Approximately 50 stations provide thin route message service (typically 1-24 circuits)
between small telephone exchanges in the north to four gateway toll offices; Ottawa,
Thunder Bay, Hay River and Calgary. The earth stations operate in a single channel per
carrier mode, using four-phase PSK voice-activated channel units in the majority of cases.
Earth stations in the remote communities often combine thin route, television reception and
radio program services.

Medium route traffic to the north (typically 12-60 circuits) is operated in the FM-FDMA
mode with the exception of one 3 Mbps digital link. In addition, 300 two-way voice
circuits are provided between Toronto (Allan Park) and Halifax (Harrietsfield) in a TDMA
mode.

A heavy route long-haul link is provided between Toronto (Allan Park) and Vancouver
(Lake Cowichan) on the West Coast to meet telephone company diversity plans. The earth
stations operate in an FM single-access mode and are capable of carrying 960 one-way
circuits in one RF channel of the satellite; the major characteristics of the earth stations are
also shown in Figure 3.

Earth Station Monitor, Alarm and Control Telemetry

Only four earth stations in the Telesat network are manned; those at Allan Park, Lake
Cowichan, Frobisher Bay and Harrietsfield. At Allan Park, the Satellite Network
Operations Control (SNOC) facility provides a centralized reporting and control point for
all earth segment operations.

To assist the SNOC in operation of the network, key heavy route, medium route and NTV
stations are provided with supervisory systems. Monitor, alarm and control functions are
telemetered between the earth stations and SNOC. As examples, the supervisory system
for the NTV and medium route stations has a capacity of 256 monitor points and 99
control points for each station. The telemetry information is transmitted at a rate of 110



baud over satellite and terrestrial links and employs BCH coding to improve the error rate
performance. The supervisory system for use at Lake Cowichan during the unmanned
shifts has a capacity of 350 monitor points, 200 control points and numeric displays for
antenna pointing information. The events are time-tagged and transmitted with BCH
coding at 110 baud over a satellite link.

Implementation of the 14/12 GHz Heavy Route Earth Stations

In 1982, Telesat will introduce the Anik C series of satellites. These satellites and
associated earth stations operating in the 14/12 GHz bands will form part of the emerging
digital network of the TransCanada Telephone System (TCTS), and will provide long-haul
90 Mbps digital links, interconnecting with digital switches in the major Canadian cities.

In addition, each station can provide two televison uplinks for point-to-point or point-to-
multi-point video distribution or teleconferencing.

In the initial Anik C system, there will be 10 main stations at major cities across Canada,
as shown in Figure 4. [5] Stations in Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Toronto, Montreal
and Halifax will provide digital message and video links, and stations in Regina,
Winnipeg, Fredericton and St. John’s will provide additional video links. The message
earth station sites were chosen to be close to telephone company digital switch facilities.
The interface at the DS-3 level of 44.736 Mbps between the multiplex equipment and the
earth station occurs at the DX-3 cross-connect point.

The downtown environment leads to high levels of electromagnetic interference (EMI) in
the vicinity of most of the earth stations. Levels as high as several volts per meter, from
licenced and unlicenced sources, have been measured. Predictions of field strength at the
earth station sites from licenced sources have been prepared and EMI measurements
carried out at selected locations to confirm the predicted levels. As a result, construction of
the earth station shelters has included inexpensive shielding materials, which can give
approximately 30 dB of shielding at 1 GHz. A simplified block diagram of a typical earth
station is shown in Figure 5. The 8 m antenna has provision for step-tracking to within
0.02E of the satellite direction and reflector surfaces are de-iced to maintain the gain and
stringent G/T requirements of 35 dB/K. The foundation members are structurally
integrated into the telephone office building columns to meet the rotational stiffness
requirement for the antenna foundation of ± 0.012E. The receiver low-noise amplifier
(LNA) is mounted directly behind the antenna feed, and the downconverter and PSK
demodulators are mounted in the equipment shelter. The receive chain consists of a
broadband uncooled parametric LNA (130 K) for the message stations and dual frequency
downconverters. The digital baseband equipment uses QPSK modems at 90 Mbps.
Coherent demodulation is carried out with the use of decision-directed phase-locked loops



at an IF of 140 MHz. Provision is made for two supervisory data circuits and two
supervisory order-wire circuits to be multiplexed with two asynchronous DS-3 message bit
streams, along with housekeeping bits, into the combined 90.148 Mbps earth station data
stream. Bit stuffing is used on each DS-3 stream to synchronize each to the transmit master
clock.

The earth station transmit chain equipment is mounted in the equipment shelter and
consists of the PSK modulator, single conversion upconverters and a high power amplifier
(HPA), capable of over 1 kW output power for each link. Access to a number of satellite
RF channels is required for horizontal or vertical polarization from a single location.
Therefore, the transmit message carriers are combined into one waveguide run using non-
contiguous lowloss diplexers. Where greater flexibility is required, such as the television
service, hybrid combining is used at present. In order that the equipment availability for a
two-way satellite link to be greater than or equal to 99.99%, a highly reliable, 1 for n
redundant configuration with automatic switching of frequency agile standby chains is
used. Also contributing to high service availability are the extensive monitor, alarm and
control (MAC) facilities provided, as shown in Figure 6.

To meet the operating service availability requirements in the digital network, the monitor,
alarm status and control functions are extended from each earth station to Telesat’s SNOC
at Allan Park, Ontario. Continuous contact between the SNOC and telephone company
radio offices across Canada ensures efficient integration of the satellite system into the
overall Canadian digital network.

NEW DIRECTIONS IN EARTH STATION SERVICES

September 15, 1980, the Montreal heavy route 14/12 GHz station went into service, via
the 14/12 GHz portion of Anik B, to distribute commercial video broadcasts to a
consortium of cable operators (La SETTE) in 22 cities and towns in the province of
Quebec. This was the first commercial service at 14/12 GHz and has provided valuable
experience in earth station operation in these bands. Development of 14/12 GHz television
transportable earth stations is a logical extension of service capability as demonstrated by
the Department of Communications pilot projects on Anik B for education medical and
newsgathering applications.

On October 28, 1980, a satellite relay of the Globe and Mail, “Canada’s National
Newspaper”, was instituted from an earth station at the Globe’s Toronto office to an earth
station at a printing press in Montreal. A similar service was instituted to Calgary a week
later. Expansion of this network is expected in1981 and 1982 to allow timely publication
of the national edition for morning home delivery in the major cities.



On January 15, 1981, a new homing station for thin route traffic was provided for service
at Forest Lawn, Calgary, Alberta. In conjunction with the homing station, 12 new low-cost
transportable earth stations are being developed for use in remote locations, primarily by
the resource companies. The terminals are capable of a single voice circuit and 2400 bps
data transmission while remaining within the design constraints of a solid-state final power
amplifier and ease of deployment. The trend appears to be towards regional thin route
networks, probably with increasing growth at the 14/12 GHz bands.

On July 15, 1981, three 6/4 GHz television earth stations were provided at Vancouver,
Edmonton and Toronto, for television distribution service directly to remote northern
communities. It is expected that this network will expand with transmit earth stations in
Montreal and Northern Canada. The initiation of Pay-Television service may also require
further expansion of the Telesat television earth station network.

For the Canadian Government, implementation of a high speed digital link from Eureka, at
80EN Latitude in the North West Territories, to Ottawa is underway for service in
September 1982. The deep fading at this very low elevation angle to a geostationary
satellite has led to the use of space diversity with coherent switching at Eureka.

Since 1980, Telesat has been involved in the development of low-cost “Light Route”
TDMA terminals for advanced business networks to meet the expanding market for special
voice and private line service for the business community. In early 1982, a field trial of this
service will be carried out. Although the trial will use existing satellite channel capacity at
6/4 GHz, service in 1983 will probably involve earth stations operating in the 14/12 GHz
bands as business applications will require the interference-free, downtown-to-downtown
capability provided by the use of these frequency bands.

CONCLUSION

The Telesat system was the first domestic satellite communications system to use
geostationary satellites and, since 1973, has implemented and operated many earth
stations, the majority of which are unmanned. Several technical areas were first
implemented for commercial use in the Telesat system, such as the 60 Mbps TDMA
system, the 90 Mbps long-haul system integrated into the terrestrial digital network, space
diversity for northern stations, and 14/12 GHz commercial television distribution. Further
development of earth station technology and applications promise increasing use of the
Canadian Communications Satellite System in the next decade.
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FIGURE 1
SUMMARY OF ANIK SATELLITE PROGRAMS

SATELLITE

ACTUAL
OR PLANNED

LAUNCH DATE
FREQUENCY

BANDS

NUMBER OF
RF CHANNELS

PER SATELLITE

ANIK A-1
A-2
A-3

NOVEMBER 1972
APRIL, 1973
MAY , 1975

6/4 GHz 12

ANIK B-1 DECEMBER, 1978
6/4 GHz 12

14/12 GHz 4

ANIK C-1
C-2
C-3

1982
1983
1986

14/12 GHz 16

ANIK D-1
D-2

1982
1984

6/4 GHz 24

FIGURE 2
TELESAT EARTH STATION SERVICE FUNCTIONS
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FIGURE 3: EARTH STATION CHARACTERISTICS



FIGURE 4:INITIAL (1982) SATELLITE DIGITAL NETWORK

FIGURE 5: EARTH STATION BASIC BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 6 : EARTH STATION MAC EQUIPMENT
BLOCK DIAGRAM
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1.   INTRODUCTION

The European Space Agency is used to refer to its telemetry, telecommand and tracking
stations as ground stations because they do not cover only TT&C as used in the world of
telecommunication satellites. At present ESA is erecting a new generation of ground
stations. They are not on newly opened sites. Partly they are self-contained stations and
partly they are major replacements and upgradings of subsystems of existing stations.

The design of all of these stations follows a common modular concept by breaking it down
into subsystems which correspond to the functional tasks a station has to perform.

The organisation of this paper is as follows : Section 2 describes the task of the ground
station, Section 3 is concerned with its system breakdown, Section 4 outlines those
modules which are common to all new ground stations, Section 5 lists briefly the sites and
the stations found there and Section 6 tries to provide an outlook on the forthcoming
development.

2.   THE TASK OF AN ESA GROUND STATION

In order to understand the task of a European Space Agency ground station it is necessary
to study the complete system, consisting of spacecraft and the operational ground support
system. The latter consists of ground stations, data communications facilities, control
centres, data archiving facilities etc.

ESA operates meteorological, telecommunication satellites and all kinds of scientific
spacecraft. To that end it runs a complete operational ground support system. The
scientific/ application raw data obtained is delivered to users either directly or it is stored
for later retrieval by the user community.



Figure 1 depicts schematically this situation. The elements shown there are on one end the
spacecraft and on the other end the following processing functions :

Support computing : to determine orbit and attitude

Spacecraft control, : to control all common S/C resources (e.g. orbit, attitude,
power, telemetry link capacity) and to safeguard the S/C
from hazards

Payload control : to control the payload in order to maximise the mission
yield

Raw Data Base : to reconstitute all telemetry data to obtain the best data; to
archive all data which ESA has to archive; to record
auxiliary data (e.g. calibration data, time correction
tables); to provide a data retrieval service for the other
processing functions and for the end-users

Direct User : who requires the (telemetry) data from “his” experiment
(payload) immediately.

These processing functions are separate entities even when being partly or completely
colocated. (In fact this modular approach has not yet been fully achieved).

The connection between these “ends” is provided by ground station(s) and by (data)
communication facilities. Hence their tasks are

Ground Station

- to act as a data communications protocol converter between the
telemetry/telecommand “protocol” to the spacecraft and the data communication
protocols run between the ground station and the processing functions through the
medium of the data communication network.

- to perform measurement functions vis-à-vis the spacecraft (e.g. ranging,
measurement of signal strength)

- to provide some basic spacecraft control functions.



Communication Facility

- to provide data communication paths between the ground station “task”-processes
and the processing functions.

The so globally identified tasks of a ground station can be detailed as follows

.1 Protocol Converter Task

Telemetry :

- Reception of telemetry.

- Decommutation of telemetry, splitting it into data units required for various
processing functions.

- Transmission of the split telemetry data blocks to the various processing functions
by using appropriate “protocols”. There are three different protocols :

. One for real time control application (in case of partial outages in transmission
capability it has always to convey the latest received data).

. One for mission optimisation (in case of partial outages in transmission capability it
has always to convey the latest received complete and correct block of data. This
transmission may be even in near real time only. The definition of “block of data”
has to be made in accordance with the requirement of the processing function).

. One for mission results (i.e. all data, complete, correct and in sequence has to be
transferred regardless of transmission outages. There is no real time requirement.)

Telecommand :

- Reception of telecommand requests from the relevant processing function by using
an appropriate protocol (dialogue).

- Transmission of the requested telecommand(s) to the spacecraft. If possible,
verification of receipt of the command on-board the S/C.



.2 Measurement Task

Ranging : - Performing of range measurement to the spacecraft when being
requested by spacecraft control. Transmitting of the result to the
requesting unit. Both requests and reports are performed under
appropriate communication protocols between the processing function
and the ground station measurement process.

Angular : - On request of the relevant process in spacecraft control the angular
Tracking position of the S/C as seen from the antenna is measured and the result

transmitted to the requesting unit. This again is performed under
appropriate communication protocols between both “end” processes.

.3 Spacecraft Control Task

There are missions which require that some restricted spacecraft control functions can be
performed from a station, e.g. in case there is communications outage.

.4 Station Performance Identification

A very important task for the station is to identify its own performance in real time and
immediately to take remedial action; where possible without exhibiting a degradation in its
service to the outside.

For a rigorous response to this requirement there are certain features necessary in the
telemetry and telecommand data structures which do not yet exist in ESA’s spacecraft, e.g.
redundant bits in the telemetry frame for error detection; confirmation of correct receipt of
a “telecommand” on-board in a standard way in the telemetry.

3.   STATION SYSTEM BREAKDOWN

As outlined already there are ESA ground stations for the whole range of application to
scientific spacecraft and all sorts of orbits and frequency bands. Furthermore, the number
of spacecraft is low and so is the number of stations. In order to engineer ground stations
in this environment in a viable way, a modular approach to the ground station system had
to be adopted, which has also been designed for minimising interface complexity, even at
the expense of duplicating certain equipment.

Each subsystem has to perform a well-defined function and has well-defined interfaces. 

Figure 2 depicts the system breakdown of a station schematically.



The Antenna System - is comprised of the Antenna Subsystem and the Up-and
Downconverter Subsystem.

The Antenna Subsystem - receives the spacecraft TM carrier in two orthogonal
polarisation modes and provides their preamplification. In transmit direction it accepts the
modulated RF signal, amplifies it and transmits it with the required polarisation. In
addition, it provides a sample of the transmitted RF-signal for in-station telecommand
verification. The antenna subsystem comprises all equipment/functions required to switch
the Rx/Tx signal path into the various operations/test modes and to provide all interlocking
to safeguard personnel and expensive equipment items from damages. In particular, the
manual-and auto-tracking functions form operation modes of the Antenna Subsystem. The
Antenna Subsystem also provides for program track (Auto-track uses the downconversion
of the DC/UC subsystem). It accepts the angular setting requests in equidistant time steps
from the Station Monitor and Control System. The “Real time” control of the servo and
drive units is performed by a microcomputer being a part of the Antenna Subsystem. The
real time control, has, in particular to perform the interpolation of the settings provided to
it such as to obtain a smooth and accurate control of the servo and drive subsystem. The
logical interface to the program track of an antenna is being standardised. This is made to
decouple the requirements of the various antennae from their control requirements, as seen
from Station Monitor and Control System.

Control of the Antenna Subsystem is effected via local interfaces (switches, displays) to
the operator and via IEC-621 bus (virtually identical to IEEE-488).

The Up-and Down Converter Subsystem - performs the conversion of the receive signal
frequency to 70 MHz-IF and of the transmit signal from 70 MHz-IF to the nominal
transmit frequency. In uplink direction it has a frequency sweep function to provide for
spacecraft with telecommand receiver operating with phase-locked demodulators. Control
of this subsystem is performed via front panel displays and controls and again via an IEC-
621 bus.

The TT&C System - comprises the Telemetry Subsystem, the Telemetry Recording
Subsystem, the Telecommand Subsystem and the Ranging Subsystem.

The Telemetry Subsystem - consists of several (at least two) telemetry chains which
operate independently of each other. Each chain accepts the receive signal at nominally
70MHz in two orthogonal polarisations. It demodulates them to the bit level, if required
performs Viterbi decoding, and subsequently synchronises the serial PCM bit stream into
frames and formats. The so-decommutated formats are either output as telemetry messages
in one unit or in segmented form. To this end an ISO (International Standards
Organisation) “HDLC” protocol is applied. These messages form a communications layer



4 to 6 in the sense of the new ISO Open System Interconnection Architecture. Each
message contains quality and completeness information and a time tag indicating the time
of receipt of the telemetry. Furthermore, in the header there is all information concerning
the position of the telemetry data within the format, message accounting, identification of
the spacecraft link from which the telemetry was acquired, the station and the hardware
unit which performed the receive/formatting process. The protocol applied in this
“message layer” is a “real time” protocol. This means, in case the communications service
provided by the “HDLC protocol” (layer 2/3) cannot cope with the speed at which the
messages are offered to it, “old” messages are dropped and only the most recent ones are
transmitted. The layer 2/3 service which is provided by the HDLC protocol (ISO DIS
6256) conveys each message “free of error” the destinee. In addition to the just described
data communications output there is a second one. It operates in very much the same way,
however, it outputs not complete formats but selected data therefrom. The selection can be
either by specified frames or columns. This feature is to single out the engineering data
from the payload data. In ESA spacecraft this is more or less possible. Finally, there is a
third data output. There, short messages are output, which contain a specified word of a
telemetry frame, whereby either each frame or only specified frames of a format produce a
message. The message contains, in addition telemetry link, status, and quality information.
They are to inform the Telecommand Subsystem about the current status of the spacecraft
on-board telecommand subsystem. Such status may be carrier lock, the receive chain in
use, the number of accepted telecommands etc. Unfortunately, ESA spacecraft do not yet
have this data in their telemetry as standard, but it is planned to introduce it.

The Telecommand Subsystem - consists of one or more Telecommand Encoders and of
one Priority Switch. Each encoder outputs telecommands on the intermediate frequency
(IF) via the Priority Switch to the Antenna System. The Priority Switch “manages” the
access to the uplink chain for the Telecommand Encoders and for the Ranging Subsystem.
The “input” to the encoder is a dialogue on message basis. The prompt is a telecommand
request message. It requests the encoder to send to a specified spacecraft, in a specified
mode and under specified conditions, the sequence of telecommand bits which are found in
the body of the message. Transmission modes are e.g. “send immediately” or “sent at a
specified time”, or use bit rate A or B in case the spacecraft operates with two
telecommand bit rates. Conditions are e.g. “send only when the specified bit sequence
adheres to the ESA telecommand formatting rules”, or “send only when the currently
received telemetry indicates “uplink carrier lock”. On receipt of a request message the
encoder sends a primary response indicating that it received a valid request and that it will
act on it. Subsequently it will execute the request. This comprises the selection of
subcarrier frequency, bit rates, modulation schemes, RF and subcarrier frequency and the
implementation of the transmission. At the end of this telecommand action a telecommand
transaction report message is sent. It reports the successful/unsuccessful sending of the
telecommand. Successful means that the command left the station in the way and under the



conditions it was specified. In case of no success, the reason why and how far the
telecommand process got is reported back. There are up to three request messages that can
be queued in the telecommand encoder. In addition to the messages just described there
are a few other ones implemented to cover all control and error recovery cases. In other
terms a complete layer 4 to 6 data communication protocol in the sense of ISO’s OSI
architecture is implemented. It is run with the telecommand generation process resident in
the spacecraft control centre, or any other unit of the network currently responsible for
commanding the spacecraft.

The messages use the HDLC protocol as layer 2/3 service. It is the same as used by the
Telemetry and any other subsystem in the station.

The Ranging Subsystem is a self contained non-redundant unit. It applies a tone ranging
scheme with a 100 KHz major tone ( in case of VHF another hardware unit is used with a
20 KHz major tone) and a sequence of minor tones grouped between 20 and 16 KHz. The
minor tones resolve the ambiguity distance to about 18000 km. It outputs the transmit
signal at 70 MHz IF to the priority switch of the Telecommand Subsystem. It accepts one
RF receive signal at 10 MHz IF. In the normal case (i.e. when the ranging downlink from
the spacecraft is modulated onto the telemetry carrier) it gets the carrier polarisation
combined and centered to 10 MHz, from the telemetry receiver of the Telemetry
Subsystem. On the “data side” the ranging subsystem applies a message protocol very
similar to the one used by the Telecommand Subsystem. It requests the Ranging
Subsystem to perform a ranging transaction and specifies the relevant details (like number
of readings to be taken, spacecraft). The report messages also contain ancillary information
like calibration data The message protocol again rests on the layer 2/3 service rendered by
the HDLC protocol.

The Telemetry Recording Subsystem - has not yet been implemented in a general way. It is
foreseen to engineer it as a data storage and retrieval system which records data units on
the PCM telemetry format level. This may be either complete formats or selected parts of
them - the input to it will come from the telemetry subsystem. The output will apply a
layered structure in line with ISO’s Open System Interconnection Architecture. The lower
layers will use a switched data network service in line with the X21 and/or X25 data
network interface standard of the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
Committee (CCITT).

All subsystems of the TT&C System are provided with front panel controls and displays to
allow for direct operator intervention. Due to the large number of setting instructions
required this is mainly for maintenance and back-up use. The normal interface is by IEC-
621 bus. All programming (setting) and status reading is performed via this bus. There are
several buses implemented mainly to avoid single point failures and to allow maintenance



without affecting the serviceability of the whole system. The digital processors of the
Telemetry Subsystem have two complete settings loaded in PROM. Thus when being
switched on and no reprogramming via the bus takes place, the two most commonly
required settings are available. The telecommand encoders also apply PROM
programming in order to have for 32 spacecraft the complete setting and command
condition tables available without any programming via the bus. The programming for
another set of 4 spacecraft can be accepted via the bus.

It follows from the above explanations that the TT&C system converts the protocol of the
spacecraft telemetry and telecommand into an Open System Interconnection interface in
the sense of ISO. Hence it is justified to refer to it as “protocol Converter”.

Here it is possibly appropriate to point out that the TT&C System, without any further
equipment but digital lines, can directly connect to the remote (and, of course, local)
processing and mission support functions. In some stations this is indeed implemented. In
others, however, a communication system is used in between (ref. to Communication
Subsystem below) .

The Station Monitor and Control System - is comprised of Monitor and Control Modules
(MCM’s) and of the Station Computer. The MCM’s perform the interface between the
computer and the various systems. Their interface standard to the systems is the IEC 621
bus. In direction to the station computer the interface is the HDLC communications
interface. An MCM scans regularly every 2 seconds all statuses, settings and readings of
all equipment connected to its bus. This block of data is completed to a message by adding
a header and the time of assembly. Each message is sent to the station computer. When
required the station computer sends a message to an MCM. Such a message specifies the
equipment and the commands which have to be sent to it by the MCM.

The rationale for-the use of MCM’s is
- to offload the computer from the real-time task of scanning the equipment statuses

and readings and to assemble it into time-tagged tables

- to transfer the IEC-621 bus standard into a commercially available serial computer
interface standard, which can bridge any distance.

The Station Computer - is the central interface for the station operator to the “process”
ground station. To that end it :

- performs the setting of the whole station into the various support modes required for
the satellite or it performs the setting of subsystems to individual readings



- monitors the performance of the various functions of the station and it alerts the
operator to any failure.

In some stations the computer also houses Spacecraft Control Functions. These functions
provide a limited spacecraft control capability at the station. It is required to allow
spacecraft control even when there is no contact with the control centre. It comprises
telecommand generation and spacecraft telemetry display. When these functions are used
the TT&C System is connected to the station computer via the Communications
Subsystem.

Lastly, the Station Computer accommodates several processes which are connected to
relevant processes in the spacecraft control centre. The connections also follow the Open
System Interconnection architecture of ISO. The connection is implemented in X25, the
CCITT standard for packet switching. On that interface for each process a “virtual circuit”
is run. The processes are at present :

- antenna control, i.e. the reception of antenna pointing predictions for “real time” and
scheduled use, and the transmission of antenna pointing data

- remote reporting of the “global” station status, if requested

- transfer of telecommand schedule files and station telecommand history files, and of
telemetry quick look file data

- operator-to-operator instruction exchange.

The station computer is an important element of the station, however it is not vital for its
functioning. This is because the TT&C System has some stored programs and all other
system can be set by front panel control fairly easily.

The double function of the computer, i.e. station and spacecraft control, is considered a
“dirty” solution but forced by economical constraints.

The Communications Subsystem - has the task to perform the data connection of the
TT&C System and of the Station Computer with the “outside world”. It has to set up the
transmission paths between these elements as operationally required. It consists of line
patching equipment, and of a data packet switching node or of a data line multiplexer.

When used together with the multiplexer the line patching equipment is to provide flexible
data routing. When a packet switching node is at the station it is to allow for in-station
back-up connection in case of a node failure.



The multiplexer has to multiplex the various channels onto the data line(s) which connect
the station to the “network”. At the far end the channels are demultiplexed and connected
to a data packet switching node there.

The data packet switching node conforms to CCITT’s X25 standard. It is connected by
leased data lines with other nodes situated at the control centre sites and at other station
sites. The topology of the interconnection of the nodes is arbitrary, such that it can be
chosen to meet the operational requirements. Although not yet available, it is foreseen to
connect the node also to a public packet switching X25 network and thus to enhance the
data communication capability for not strictly real time use. The node exhibits a high
availability by employing a double CPU.

In the station, the node is used to connect all TT&C subsystems and the station computer
with relevant processing function located elsewhere in the network or in the station itself.
It provides the required multitude of logically separated transmission channels (virtual cir
circuits) between the processes. In this way a mutual interference of the various
communication paths is avoided and a maximum of flexibility, which also allows for
additions and deletion of processes, is achieved.

An X25 data packet switching network has also the feature that the subscriber terminal can
dial its connection. This feature, however will only be used in the “Launch and Early
Orbit” network stations (see further below) as it is not available in the presently introduced
TT&C Systems. There the virtual circuits are established by the communications network
control centre of the packet switching network. This centre is implemented in the
European Space Operations Centre in Darmstadt, West Germany. Each node has a direct
access to this centre by means of a terminal. This terminal allows the setting up of virtual
circuits and it informs the station about the virtual circuits existing in the node, their status
and traffic load.

The Frequency and Timing Subsystem - provides a central reference frequency and keeps
the time.

The reference frequency is distributed as 5 MHz. All frequency generators of the station
are locked to it.

The time is serially distributed using the IRIG-B code. This code is modulated on 1KHz
for users requiring a resolution of 1 msec. only and in addition on 5 MHz for users
requiring an accuracy of the order of microseconds and a resolution better than 1 msec. All
timing signal interface cards of the TT&C equipment can accept either signal. The
selection of the standard is performed by strappings on the card.



4.   STANDARD SUBSYSTEM MODULES

In this section only those modules are described which are “standard” in new ESA stations
and which are not commonly found in other ground station installations.

In the antenna system there is no standard equipment because there are too many
frequency bands and year of construction.

The TT&C System and the Monitor and Control System use largely digital modules which
are made of the same microcomputer system. In this way they can share spare units and
maintenance expertise. The microcomputer is commercially available for industrial control
applications. It is based on an 8085 microprocessor. With the exception of the special front
panels there are only about 10 PC boards specially designed for this system. They cover
the functions of timing interface, HDLC communications interface, internal message
transfer, and PCM frame synchronisation.

The TT&C modules under discussion are the PCM preprocessor, the PCM simulator, the
Telecommand Encoder and the Ranging subsystem. The PCM preprocessor is a functional
block comprising a format synchroniser, message composer and format splitter and two
communication processors. It is housed in one drawer and has four microprocessors. It
accepts serial PCM bit stream up to 250 kbps and outputs the telemetry messages on two
HDLC interfaces.

The PCM simulator is a unit generating a PCM format with a programmable format, errors
to the formats and to the data content. Errors and data content may be changed from frame
to frame in a controlled way. The programming can be performed locally and through a
standard HDLC communications interface. Due to this the station computer can test the
Telemetry Subsystem automatically. It sends the PCM readings to the simulator and gets
the telemetry messages from the Telemetry subsystem. A second application of the
simulator is to connect it via the communication system to a spacecraft simulator resident
in the spacecraft control centre and thus to check the ground station/network for correct
functioning.

The telecommand encoder is a unit comprised of two microcomputers, on one side having
a communications interface and on the other interfacing to the telecommand video-and IF-
modem. These units are modems because they do not only generate analogue signals but
also perform the demodulation of the RF sample coming from the transmit probe in the
antenna system.

The Ranging subsystem in its digital control element is very similar to the Telecommand
Encoder.



The Monitor and Control Modules again use the same microcomputer modules. On the
“process” side they provide 2 IEC 621 bus control interfaces. On the computer side they
have the “standard” HDLC communications interface. They are internally driven by tables
which they carry in personality PROMs.

Another unit of interest here is possibly the packet switching node. It is a commercially
marketed unit meant for large private users. The delivery of the first two nodes is
imminent. So far we have only units to allow compatibility testing of the various TT&C
and control centre terminals.

5.   OVERVIEW OF ESA GROUND STATIONS

(Ref. Table 1). This section is to provide an overview of the ESA ground stations, both the
existing ones and the ones under construction. They can conveniently be grouped by
purpose :

- Operation of geosynchronous satellites during launch and early orbit phase and
operation of orbiting satellites (LEOP stations). The sites for these stations are
Kourou, Malindi, Carnarvon, Redu (VHF only) and Villafranca (S-band only).

- Operation of geosynchronous scientific and meteorological satellites using the 2GHz
band (UHF). The sites for these stations are Michelstadt and Villafranca.

- Facilities for the operation of geosynchronous telecommunications satellites
operating in EHF. Sites are Redu, Villafranca and Fucino.

The S-band stations at Kourou and Malindi are owned by CNES (Centre National
d’Etudes Spatiales) and CRA ( Centro Ricerche Aerospaziali) respectively but leased to
ESA. Their TT&C and communication system is standard ESA equipment.

The VHF Antenna Systems in Kourou, Malindi, Carnarvon and Redu will be kept until
1990, i.e. as long as the international regulations allow use of this frequency band for
satellite TT&C. ESA needs to keep them for its communication satellites of the ECS and
MARECS series.

6.   FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The concept of the ground station as presented in this paper could not yet be followed
rigorously. There are two reasons for this :



- The ground support system is still under development because the “infrastructure”
on which it is to be based, i.e. computer industry and the data communication
network services provided by common carriers, is not yet available in full to support
a distributed system which follows ISO’s Open System Interconnection architecture.
(To follow any manufacturer’s private standard here is to be considered unrealistic).
“Space” here can act as a driver only for a few items, e.g. for increase in data rate
and data recording volumes in databanks.

- Today spacecraft systems are far from supporting the concept because they are not
structured into operationally relevant subsystems. In the telemetry there is very little
structure to allow a breakdown of the data into functional relevant data blocks. A
feature which is a prerequisite to see the telemetry subsystem becoming a protocol
converter and data splitter. The so-called “packet telemetry” as introduced by
NASA (1) is a step in the right direction. In order to be successful it must be further
developed and rigorously applied.

The most important improvement has to be made to the telecommand schemes. It
must become possible again to identify, in a general way, a potentially hazardous
command. Due to the advent of computers on-board, e.g. a simple register load may
be dangerous. This depends merely on the program loaded. In this environment only
the satellite control centre has the capability to identify a potentially hazardous
command. Neither a station, nor any other element in the ground support system do
this. Hence it must be achieved that telecommands have generally identifiable
addresses to relevant on-board subsystems whatever they may affect there. All
commands with detrimental effects on the mission must be under the control of one
subsystem. This subsystem may then be commanded by the spacecraft control
centre only. Another requirement here is that the acceptance of any unit of
telecommand data on-board has to be reported in the telemetry in a standard way. It
is the only way to provide a station with the means to identify the success/no
success of a telecommand transaction. This identification can even be mechanised.
Such a telecommand scheme can be called a Packet Telecommand System.

The future development will certainly bring the necessary prerequisites for the design of
ground stations which are then just protocol and data switching terminals between the
spacecraft and the various geographically dispersed ground processing functions. At the
same time, due to economical constraints, it will become impossible for a single space
agency to operate its own worldwide station network (possibly Intelsat being an
exception). Hence the necessity arises that ground stations of different owners must adhere
to common, internationally recognised interface standards, interfaces towards the
spacecraft and towards the ..network”. In other words, there is reason to request the
development of internationally recognised Open System Interface Standards for satellite
ground stations.
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ABSTRACT

Since years Dornier System have been active, for the European Space Agency (ESA), in
the field of development and manufacturing of baseband equipment for Satellite Control
Stations. Respective Telemetry- Telecommand- and Station Monitoring Systems have been
designed on the basis of microprocessor controlled units which are interconnected by
standard interfaces in order to facilitate station integration procedures. The equipment will
be integrated in all European Satellite Control Stations of the existing and coming
generation. The paper describes the different subsystems its interfaces and software
structure.

1.   INTRODUCTION

Monitoring and control of satellites with respect to orbit, attitude and functional
performance is generally performed by a Satellite Control Center, handling several
satellites and by one Satellite Control Station in case of geostationary satellites
respectively by a network of such control stations in case of orbiting satellites.

A Satellite Control Center is generally represented by a computer center, a monitoring and
control room and by peripherals to organize data exchange by telephone lines to remote
control stations.

Monitoring and control of the satellite is normally executed exclusively from the control
center, whereas the personnel in the control station is only controlling the proper
functioning of the station. However, in case of failure in the transmission between control
station and operation center, respectively in the control station itself, a manual emergency
operation in the control station must be guaranteed.



2.   THE CONTROL STATION

A Satellite Control Station is composed of the following main components (Fig.1)

- antenna
- receiving chain for telemetry data
- transmitting chain with control receiving chain for telecommand signals
- Telemetry Processor
- Telecommand Encoder
- Ranging Subsystem for measuring of orbital data
- Monitor & Control Subsystem
- Station Computer
- Data Transmission System to the remote control center

Whilst transmit and receive chains are respectively dedicated to one specific satellite, the
components of the baseband system as Telecommand(TC)--Encoder & ranging system can
be utilized in one station for handling different satellites.

3.   REQUIREMENTS TO THE BASEBAND SYSTEM

Satellite Control Stations of previous generations were designed and dedicated to one
satellite. Necessary satellite and station parameters were prefixed. For the new generation
of flexible baseband systems the following general requirements were established:

• full and free programmability of the different subsystems with respect to data formats
and specific station parameters

• high flexibility with respect to functional behaviour in future applications, i.e. ease of
modification

• compatibility with other systems and equipment with respect to interfacing
• ease of operation for rapid adaptation to new station configurations
• high data throughput

Based on these requirements specified by the customer ESA the subsystems were
developed by applying modern microprocessor technology.

4.   INTERFACING OF SUBSYSTEMS

To meet full compatibility of the subsystems in different control stations, standardized
interfaces between subsystems were selected and implemented (Fig. 2).



1 HDLC = High Level Data Link Control

For data transmission between the equipment within the control station and for data
transmission to the remote control center, the X25 level 2LABP/HDLC1 procedure is
applied. This procedure detects during data transmission errors and generates
retransmission in case of error. The electrical interface of this procedure is given according
to V10, V11.[1,2]. The transmission of the control and monitoring data between different
units and subsystems is implemented with the standardized IEC 625-1 bus which
corresponds to IEEE 488 [3].

For transmission of the actual station time, a serial time code according to IRIG B standard
is used. This time code has a resolution which corresponds to a 1kHz or 5MHz carrier.

Monitoring and control of the transmit and receive chain is realized by an optocoupler
interface which guarantees safe transmission.

5.   SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Fig. 3 shows the general configuration of the subsystems ‘TM-Processor’, ‘TC-Controller’
and ‘Monitor & Control’. Characteristic for all these subsystems is the Serial Message
Interface (SMI) which controls data transmission to the external world. The SMI is
implemented by one dedicated microprocessor system. The specific function of the
subsystem itself is implemented by one or two further microprocessor systems.

Main part of these systems is the CPU, the controller for direct memory access (DMA),
the data and working memory as well as the programmable read only memory (PROM) in
which the fixed program and specific parameters are stored.

Data exchange between Serial Message Interface and the individual subsystem is handled
by “messages”. A message is a data block of variable length. Maximum block length is 1K
byte. A Message Transfer Module in each unit implements bidirectional data transmission
which can be performed at maximum speed by DMA control.

The software and hardware modules in each subsystem generate subsystem specific
functions. The Serial Message interface implements furthermore the specific HDLC
procedure. The implemented software program of this procedure is the X25 level 2 LAPB.

Level 1 of X25 procedure is implemented with a HDLC interface card comprising the LSI
chip WD 1933 of Western Digital. This chip generates the control signals for the
interconnected transmission unit (modem) and involves a receive/transmit unit which
performs bitserial data transmission in both directions.



In periods when no data information is required, a specific bit pattern (flag) is generated by
the chip in order to synchronize the receiver. Between two flags information data of any
length can be transmitted, whereby the leading flag serves as starting signal and the end
flag serves as stop sign for the executed transmission resp. as start signal for the following
transmission. The transmitter avoids that no data combination can correspond to the
synchronization pattern (flag) by insertion of an additional bit during data transmission.

This additional bit is again deleted at the receiving side. Furthermore the transmitter inserts
at the end of each data transmission a 16 bit check word which it generates according to a
specific algorthm out of the previously transmitted data words. The receiver on the other
location correspondingly generates a 16 bit check word which correlates to the
transmitter’s check word. If this is not the case an error occured during transmission. (see
Fig. 4.for frame structure of HDLC procedure).

The software implemented in the Serial Message Interface realizes level 2 of X25 HDLC
and evaluates all data and error signals of level 1. Control information as for example
acknowledgement of error free reception or retransmission requests in case of error, is
generated by software. Furthermore error free information is transmitted via the Message
Transfer Module to the subsystem specific microprocessor system and vice versa.

6.   MONITOR AND CONTROL MODULE

The Monitor and Control Module (MCM) can be seen as the interface unit between the
station computer and the different subsystems in the station which are connected to its two
independent IEC buses (see fig. 2). Hereby the MCM handles the control functions and
polls in a 2 sec rhythm the status of the subsystems by the aid of an action table list and
hence composes a message. This message is transferred at the end of an interval via the
Serial Message Interface to the station computer. In the action table list, stored in a
PROM, all IEC characteristic features of the interconnected subsystems are programmed.
By exchange of the action table list any other IEC specific combination can be
implemented.

The station computer sends control information for all IEC bus connected units to the
Serial Message Interface (SMI) which transmits the information to the Monitor & Control
Module. The MCM again transmits this information to the different units and measuring
devices via IEC bus.

7.   TELEMETRY PCM-PROCESSOR

The telemetry PCM-Processor Subsystem serves as a receiving and synchronization unit of
a serial PCM data stream and for generation of data blocks (messages) which are
transferred by 2 SMI’s to the control center.



Main part is the Message Composer which supplies the frame synchronizer with
parameters as for example synchronization pattern, synchronization word length,
correleation threshold, frame length etc. These parameters the Message Composer derives
from tables which are stored in memory or which can be programmed via IEC bus as well
as stroked in via keyboard. The tables include parameters for the Message Composer like
format length (number of frames in a format), frame identification address, number of
frames in a message and message mode. With these parameters the Message Composer
implements the format synchronization and composes the individually received data words
to a message.

Two messages are generated, one of it being either a copy of the other or consists of
selected frames of the format. Both two messages are comprising telemetry data and so-
called header information (identification of satellite, station, actual time of generation and
actual synchronization status). The Message Composer transfers these messages to the
Serial Message Interface (SMT). The Message Composer comprises 4 buffer memories,
two of these serving as data input from the frame synchronizer and the other two as data
output to the Serial Message Interface.

The Telemetry Subsystem is permanently generating its status which to a certain extent is
displayed on the front panel of the TM Processor unit and which on the other hand is
transmitted via the IEC-Bus interface to the Monitor and Control Module.

As the Telemetry Subsystem works on freely programmable parameters it can be used
universally for the evaluation of any data format. It can also be adapted to the transmission
quality of satellite to earth link by presetting the correlation threshold of the
synchronization.

The PCM frame synchronizer (Fig. 5) is a dedicated unit which incorporates a bit slice
processor, featuring fast speed program execution and free programmability. Components
of the frame synchronizer are the correlator, the frame counter and the synchronization
control module. The correlation establishes in each individual bit period the cross
correlation value between serial data stream and programmed synchronization word. The
frame counter counts the bits per data word and the number of data words in a frame and
generates the word and frame interrupt. The central part of the synchronization control
module is all 8 bit microprocessor on the basis of bit slices which is controlled by a
microprogram. This microprogram involves the complete synchronization strategy.

The Message Composer is able to handle a bitrate of 200-350 KHz depending on the
selected parameters of the frame and format while the frame synchronizer itself handles a
bitrate up to 700 KHz.



8.   TELECOMMAND ENCODER

The Telecommand Encoder (Fig. 6) consists of four components: the Telecommand
Controller, the Video Modulator/Demodulator, the 70 KHz Intermediate Sub-carrier
Modulator/Demodulator and the 70 MHz RF Modulator/Demodulator; these units meet all
requirements of the ESA PCM-telecommand standard. [4]

The TC-Controller receives the telecommands for transmission to the satellite via the
Serial Message Interface from the Control Center in form of request messages. These
messages consist of two parts, a header field and a data field with the information for the
satellite. The header includes information of the telecommand type; in case of an
immediate command this must be directly transmitted to the satellite. Time conditioned
telecommands are stored in the TC-Controller until the release time of transmission, which
is specified in the message header. Stored time conditioned telecommands, when out of
date, will be cancelled by applying a third request type, the ‘buffer clear command’. On
each telecommand received from the Control Center and handled by the TC-Controller a
response message is generated, which includes information either of a successful execution
of the command or of a detected failure during one of the specified checks. The checks,
the TC-Controller has to perform, are defined in the request message header and consist of
checks before and during telecommand transmission. The TC-Controller stores 31 satellite
parameter tables in PROM’s; an additional one is buffered in the RAM memory and can
be programmed via the IEC bus or by keyboard. These tables include all specific
parameters of the satellite and of the transmission conditions. The parameter table, used
for transmission, is also defined in the request message header.

During telecommand transmission to the satellite, the TC-Controller programs the Video,
Intermediate and RF Modulators, controls and monitors the Uplink Switching Unit by
means of a station parameter table. The modulated data signal is demodulated in the
control receive chain and fed back to the TC-Controller, which checks the correct
modulation. In case of a modulation error the TC-Controller directly aborts the running
telecommand transmission procedure and generates a corresponding response message,
including the transmission abort error, transmits this message via the Serial Message
Interface to the Control Center.

After each successful transmitted or aborted telecommand a report message is generated
by the TC-Controller and sent to the station computer via the IEC bus. This report
message is an extract of the response message and includes the complete status of the TC
encoder and the uplink switching unit. In case of a failure in the transmission between the
control station and operation center, request messages can be programmed manually by
keyboard input.



9.   SOFTWARE

The specific software routines for the subsystems were programmed on a development
system on the basis of a modular software structure; this means the total program consists
of a number of single modules. The advantage of this method of programming is good
transparency and flexibility with regard to later modifications. It facilitates also the
testability during integration of the hardware.

A software module is the program component, for the execution of a separate task. This
may be a data handling, internal management or a controlling of hardware components
task. This shows another advantage of modular software structure. Once developed a
software module can be integrated in the program structure of different subsystems.

A number of software modules developed for the previously described subsystems, are
common to all units.

There is for example the message transfer manager, which controls the corresponding
hardware component of the message Transfer Module, and realizes a bidirectional data
transfer between two microprocessor systems under DMA control. Another universal
software module is the IEC bus manager, which handles all program activities with the
hardware IEC bus interface. The software module for the keyboard and display executes
all tasks during keyboard programming in the telemetry and telecommand system. A
number of software modules were developed for internal tasks of data memory
management, interrupt handling and check of the RAM and PROM memory in the
systems.

All these universal modules as well as the specific software of the Serial Message
Interface, the Telemetry Processor and the Telecommand Controller were programmed in
assembly language, due to the fact that these systems have to execute time critical and
limited functions.

Only the specific software of the Monitor and Control Module, which has no critical time
conditions, is programmed in the high level language PL/M.

Fig. 7 shows as an example the software structure of the Serial Message Interface, which
is organized into three levels:
- the interrupt modules
- the dispatcher
- the main modules

The execution of an interrupt handling is in principle as follows:
after acknowledgement of an interrupt request the corresponding software routine is



activated, which sets a software flag in the dispatcher, this means an instruction for
exectution of a special main module. The dispatcher is permanently looking for instruction
flags; if a task is once recognized, the flag is cleared and the corresponding main module is
activated. The advantage of this method is that fixed hardware interrupt priorities can be
attached to any software interrupt priorities. This flexible software structure still allows
modification in a period of a progressive development.

10.   CONCLUSION

On the basis of modern microprocessor technology a new way of implementing baseband
subsystems for Satellite Control Stations has been followed. This facilitates station
integration with compact units at low cost. As these control stations are distributed around
the globe minimum spare holding plays a major role. This can be met by using to a large
extent the same standard microprocessor peripherals in the different units and subsystems.
Fig. 8,9,10,11 show the different units of the baseband system.
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ABSTRACT

The Telesat Canada Tracking, Telemetry and Command (TT&C) System was developed
to provide the Company with a system for geostationary orbit control and a dedicated
capability for transfer orbit operations. For C-band (6/4 GHz), Telesat has evolved a cost-
effective mix of facilities based on a single tracking antenna and shared use of
communications antennas, supplemented by low-cost fixed antenna systems. The satellite
expansion program into Ku-band (14/12 GHz) required a parallel development of TT&C
facilities. A unique feature of this development was the conversion of an existing 11-meter
C-band antenna into a dual C- and Ku-band antenna, with a monopulse tracking system,
employing an offset feed and tilting subreflector technique. Additional fixed Ku-band
antenna systems were required to generate reliable beacons for RF sensor control of the
communications antennas on the Anik C satellite, in the presence of deep fading
conditions. This need, combined with a requirement for a long baseline for range
measurement, resulted in the development of geographically widely separated, remotely
operated T&C facilities.

This paper is a description of the special features and performance of the Telesat TT&C
System.

INTRODUCTION

The Telesat space segment consists of four satellites in geostationary orbit. Figure 1 shows
the current (July 1981) orbital locations of Telesat’s satellites and the configuration of the
ground TT&C facilities. The principal traffic-carrying satellite is Anik B, a body-stabilized
satellite manufactured by RCA Astro Electronics and launched in December 1978. This
satellite has both C- and Ku-band transponders, and occupies an orbital position at 109EW
longitude. Two of the Anik A (Hughes HS-333) spin-stabilized series satellites (A2,
launched in April 1973, and A3, launched in May 1975) are co-located at 114EW



longitude. These satellites were co-located to increase the transponder availability at one
orbital location, and are carrying traffic. Anik A1, the oldest satellite, was launched in
November 1972, and currently occupies the 104EW longitude position. This satellite no
longer has sufficient fuel for full inclination control, but the five remaining transponders
can be used by tracking communications antennas.

The existing satellite systems will be augmented and expanded by two new series of
satellites scheduled for launch beginning in 1982. The Anik C satellite is a Hughes HS-376
variant and has all Ku-band (including T&C) dual-polarized transponders. The Anik D
satellite is also a Hughes HS-376 variant and has dual-polarized C-band transponders. The
T&C system of these satellites is conventional, with the exception that the on-station and
transfer orbit command frequencies are at opposite ends of the frequency band in each
case.

THE TRACKING, TELEMETRY AND COMMAND (TTAC) SYSTEM

The nucleus of the TT&C function is contained in the TTAC antenna located at Allan
Park, Ontario. This antenna and associated subsystems are responsible for all transfer orbit
operations, satellite testing, emergency T&C operations on all satellites, and ranging
functions on all satellites except Anik B. The ranging function is the most critical routine
operation. The orbit determination and stationkeeping requirements of ±0.1E latitude and
longitude for the Anik A satellites have been met with AZ/EL Range information from the
TTAC antenna only (1, 2).

The TTAC antenna was installed in 1972 as part of the Telesat baseline system. The
design was an 11-meter C-band parabolic dish with a Cassegrain feed and monopulse
tracking. The principal characteristics of this antenna are listed in Table I.

In 1978, when Telesat made its decision to purchase Anik C with a Ku-band T&C
package, it was necessary to provide a Ku-band tracking system with sufficient capability
to support transfer orbit operations. After an extensive evaluation, it was determined that
the most cost-effective solution was to convert the existing facility to some form of dual-
band feed system. The original designer of the TTAC antenna, Ford Aerospace and
Communications Corporation, was contracted to provide this system.



TABLE I
THE TTAC ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION

Reflector Diameter
Mount
Autotrack
Tracking Velocity (deg/sec)
3F Pointing Error (deg)
Angular Travel AZ (deg)

EL (deg)

11.0 meters
EL/AZ
Monopulse
1.0
±0.015 (noise)* ; ±0.09 (bias)*
±270 from south
0 to 92

C-Band Ku-Band

Polarization Rotation (deg)
G/T (dB/EK)
LNA (EK)
EIRP (dBW)
HPA Subsystem

±360
28.0 at 4.0 Ghz**
80 GaAs FET
85
Two 3 kW klystrons
with optional
phase-combining.

-60 to +230
34.8 at 12.0 Ghz
140 Parametric
91
One 1.6 kW klystron,
and two 600 W TWTA’s
with optional phase-
combining.

  * Static pointing error between C- and Ku-bands is 0.030E RSS in both axes.

** The measurement uncertainty was larger than the observed change after installation
of the Ku-band feed.

An attempt was made to design an integrated feed system, using a common aperture to
illuminate the Cassegrain subreflector, but this attempt was abandoned when, after
analysis, it appeared that this approach had significant technical and schedule risks. Based
on this evaluation, it was decided to use a much simpler implementation scheme employing
an offset feed and tilting subreflector. The geometry of this arrangement is shown in
Figure 2.

With the offset feed, only one operational band is active at any time. Changeover is
accomplished by remote operation of the tilting subreflector and requires only five
seconds. For Ku-band tracking, the error signals are down-converted to C-band and routed
to the existing tracking electronics. Ku-band error signal levels are adjusted in this Ku- to
C-band translator. This approach has the advantage of providing all common components
for tracking, except for the feed and Ku- to C-band down-converter. System interaction is
minimal, but special provisions had to be made to protect the C- and Ku-band Low Noise



Amplifiers (LNA’s) from damage due to excessive input power. This undesirable LNA
input power can come from either “leaky” flanges, which can be eliminated by good
installation techniques, or can be generated from system interaction as described in the
following:

1. Ku- to C-Band:  The C-band horn aperture is illuminated by Ku-band energy at the
same intensity as an element of area near the center of the main reflector. This
illumination results in the C-band receive system having only 15 dB of isolation from
Ku-band power transmission. Since the C-band waveguide (WR-229) offers
negligible loss to the Ku-band energy, it was estimated that approximately +48 dBm
could appear at the input of the C-band LNA. Therefore, a special “fourth harmonic
filter,” which provided 90 dB of attenuation at Ku-band, was inserted in front of the
C-band LNA to attenuate the Ku-band signal.

2. C- to Ku-Band:  Since C-band transmit signals are below the cut-off of Ku-band
receive waveguide, the C-band energy will not propagate to the Ku-band LNA.
However, it was necessary to ensure that harmonic filters, offering at least 55 dB of
rejection at Ku-band, were installed in the C-band transmit waveguide. This
prevented unwanted harmonics of C-band transmit energy from appearing as in-band
signals at the Ku-band LNA.

The results of the conversion are included in Table I. The measured results exceeded our
specified minimum performance in all cases. There was no perceptible degradation in gain
or pointing performance of the C-band system. In Ku-band, the receive G/T exceeded the
minimum specification by 1.8 dB, and the transmit gain was higher by 1.0 dB.

C-BAND SYSTEMS

Communications Joint-Use Systems

In support of the routine Telemetry and Command (T&C) operations on the C-band
satellites, Telesat has developed a number of fixed Telemetry and Command (TAC)
stations, as well as having combined T&C functions with communications antenna
systems. Table II presents a summary of the existing T&C stations.

There are two HR communications antenna systems operating on the primary traffic
satellite. One HR is at Lake Cowichan, British Columbia, and the other is at Allan Park,
Ontario. The Allan Park HR is equipped for telemetry, command and ranging, and has
sufficient EIRP and the necessary polarization control to access the omni for emergency
conditions. The HR antenna at Lake Cowichan is used for ranging operations.



TABLE II
TELESAT C-BAND T&C STATIONS

PARAMETER HR TAC-2 PCF TAC-3

Reflector Diameter (m)
Antenna Feed
G/T at 4 GHz (dB/EK)
EIRP (dBW)
Satellite Operated

30
Cassegrain

37.0
80

Anik B

8
Gregorian

22.0
65

Anik A2/A3

3.7
Cassegrain

N/A
53

Anik A2/A3

4.5
Prime Focus

17.0
56

Anik A1

  * The Heavy Route (HR) antennas are equipped with an automatic step-track system
of 0.03E RMS pointing capability.

** Pilot Control Facility (PCF) provides a back-up despin pilot uplink only.

T&C operations were accommodated on the Allan Park HR antenna in the original design
by diplexing the command signal into the composite communications transmission.
Telemetry signals were extracted from the communications receive signal by selective
down-conversion. Ranging via this system was a more complex problem. Two-station
ranging, using the 3300 km Allan Park - Lake Cowichan baseline, was required in order to
achieve the desired orbit determination accuracy for ±0.05E stationkeeping limits (3). The
chosen ranging method used the Intelsat four-tone ranging system in which range is
computed by making a relative phase measurement of a sequence of four coherent tones
(27.77 kHz, 3.968 kHz, 283.4 Hz and 35.43 Hz). This signal had to be transmitted via
transponder and not interfere with existing traffic. This was accommodated on the two HR
systems by designing a special baseband filter unit which allowed insertion of the ranging
signals into the telephone message baseband without interfering with the message traffic.

Conversion of the existing HR system at Allan Park to an Anik D satellite has presented a
more complex problem. The Anik D satellite has dual-polarized frequency re-use
communications transponders. In addition, the spacecraft T&C system is cross-polarized
to the transponders that the HR antenna was planned to operate. After investigation, it was
decided to use the dual-polarization capability inherent in the HR feed design. This
capability was insufficient to support good quality communications traffic because the
worst case axial ratio of approximately 15 dB was too low. Calculations showed that it
was sufficient for T&C operations. However, special filtering, to reject the command
frequency on the communications polarization and communications frequencies on the
T&C polarization, was provided. This implementation program will be completed in early
1982.



Fixed Telemetry and Command Stations

As shown in Figure 1, there are two main fixed-antenna systems used in support of our
Anik A satellites. These systems provide all routine telemetry and command operations, as
well as a despin pilot pointing beacon to the Anik A satellites. These spin-stabilized
satellites have no autonomous onboard earth-pointing system, and if the ground-based
beacon fails for more than 250 ms, the satellite antenna will develop a relative movement
with respect to the earth. This condition results in a loss of all traffic and is known as a
“spin-up.” The reliability of these pilots is the major determining factor in the reliability of
the overall communications system. Therefore, in the case of the TAC-2 system, which is
providing the despin pilot to the co-located A2/A3 pair, we augmented its redundant uplink
with a separate system called the Pilot Control Facility (PCF). The PCF is a single HPA,
uplink-only system. It is located a short distance away from the TAC-2 system, and has
power supplied from a totally separate, non-interruptable power bus. These parallel pilot
levels are sized 12 dB apart, so that they do not interfere with one another in the satellite.
If the TAC-2 uplink fails, the satellite on-board tracking system perceives the failure as a
drop in level of 12 dB as it picks up the PCF signal. The PCF concept has proven to be of
great value to Telesat; there has not been a spin-up on a traffic-carrying satellite since this
system was installed in 1976.

The second fixed T&C station, TAC-3, is used to control the A1 satellite. This satellite is
reaching the end of its useful life, and the inclination is being allowed to grow. The diurnal
inclination motion is large enough to move the satellite out of beamwidth of the TAC-3
antenna which, if left uncompensated, would result in a spin-up. Therefore, a manually
operated , limited range, antenna-pointing system was installed. This installation consists
of a remotely operated, motorized jackscrew system fixed to the antenna support struts,
which allows the antenna position to be adjusted over a ±10E range in azimuth and
elevation. True azimuth and elevation readouts are not provided, so position information
must be read as relative counts from a known arbitrary reference. In operation, the
downlink signal is monitored, and whenever the preset limit (usually 2 dB) is exceeded, an
alarm notifies the technician to make an adjustment. A set of satellite motion predictions,
in terms of AZ/EL relative counts, is provided for the technician’s convenience. At
inclinations of 0.8E, about six adjustments per day, evenly distributed about the ascending
and descending nodes of the orbit, are required.



KU-BAND SYSTEMS

The system design for KTAC (Ku-Band Telemetry and Command) facilities for the Anik C
satellites had to satisfy the following system requirements:

1. Maintain a reliable despin pilot in the presence of weather-induced fading conditions.

2. Provide long baseline ranging via the spacecraft T&C subsystem.

To satisfy the despin pilot reliability and ranging requirements, it was determined that two
geographically separated K-band TAC stations would be optimum for operating each Anik
C satellite. These stations, as shown in Figure 3, were established at the existing facilities
at Allan Park and Huggett (near Edmonton), Alberta. This geographic separation provided
an excellent 2600 km ranging baseline, as well as rendering the probability of simultaneous
deep fading conditions at both stations extremely remote.

The Anik C satellite has been designed to accept both despin pilot signals simultaneously,
and can be commanded to track on either pilot signal. Once commanded to track a pilot
signal, it will only revert to the back-up station if the primary station transmission is
interrupted. The RF characteristics of the KTAC stations are shown in Table III.

TABLE III

KU-BAND TELEMETRY, COMMAND AND RANGING STATIONS

EIRP (dBW)
HPA

G/T (dB/EK)
LNA

Antenna Size (m)
Antenna Feed

81
1.6 kW Klystron

26.0
3.5 dB GaAs FET

4.5
Cassegrain

The choice of Huggett, as the alternate KTAC station, presented a remote-control and
monitoring problem. The site was intended to be unmanned, and would thus require full
remote-control capability from Allan Park. The remote-control requirement presented a
significant interface problem because the equipment purchased for the KTAC stations was
supplied by a number of manufacturers, which resulted in data, status and switching
requirements being in widely varied analog and digital formats. This interfacing problem
was solved by purchasing interface and control equipment commonly used in the process
control industry. This equipment uses an integrated bus system which operates on either



priority interrupt or time sequential polling mode. A sufficiently wide variety of interfaces
was available to allow each Huggett subsystem to be individually interfaced without
extensive modification. The bus concept of the control equipment greatly simplified the
system software requirements by presenting all data on a pair of input/output ports, with all 
data properly addressed as to the unit under control. Further, because the computer is
essentially reduced to acting as a communications device, a reduced capability backup can
be provided by dial-up modem.

CONCLUSIONS

The Tracking, Telemetry and Command Systems described in this paper provide Telesat
with the capability for geostationary orbit control, and for transfer orbit operations. The
paper has outlined the performance and design concepts related to Telesat’s:

1. Dual C- and Ku-Band Tracking Antenna System;

2. Joint-Use Communications and Telemetry, Command and Ranging Systems;

3. Fixed C-Band Telemetry and Command Systems; and

4. Fixed Ku-Band Telemetry, Command and Ranging Systems.

This mix of facilities has been determined to be cost-effective, reliable and able to meet
Telesat’s satellite control objectives.
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FIGURE 1.  C-BAND TT&C FACILITIES

FIGURE 2.  TTAC ANTENNA OFFSET FEED GEOMETRY



FIGURE 3.  KU-BAND TT&C FACILITIES
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ABSTRACT

The first of three TELSTAR 3 satellites will be launched in mid 1983. Prior to this time, a
Telemetry Tracking and Control system will have been installed to track and command the
satellites during transfer orbit and will continue these tasks when each satellite is in it’s
working orbit. This system consists of the Satellite Control Center (SCC) and the Primary
Satellite Control Earth Station (PSCES), co-located at Hawley, Pennsylvania. In the event
of unforeseen circumstances, the alternate satellite control center and earth station at Three
Peaks, California, would be capable of performing the on-station Telemetry, Tracking, and
Command operations for all three TELSTAR 3 satellites. Each location has redundant
computer systems which are capable of all telemetry and command processing for three
spacecraft. Only the Hawley site has the capability for tracking during transfer orbit by
using the 13 meter full-motion antenna. This 13 meter antenna also houses the computer-
controlled test equipment that will perform initial in-orbit testing of all three satellites, as
well as normal testing throughout the life of the satellites. During transfer orbit, remote
tracking station services will be provided by stations which are not part of the AT&T
system. Data collected by the remote stations will then be sent to the SCC at Hawley for
use in determining attitude and orbit. The second and third launches are scheduled for Mid
1984 and 1985, respectively.

INTRODUCTION

The TELSTAR 3 TT & C System is the latest system that has been evolving since
INTELSAT IV ground control equipment began controlling the first INTELSAT IV launch
in January, 1971. Later versions were used for the following programs. The Anik A
program in November, 1972 used a small minicomputer for telemetry and command
processing. The WESTAR launch in April, 1974 used a more sophisticated TT & C
system utilizing CRT/keyboard control of the spacecraft with overhead displays of
spacecraft status. The PALAPA system used the same type of system as WESTAR for
launches in July, 1976 and March, 1977. The second generation WESTAR will utilize an
up-dated TT & C system for the up-coming WESTAR IV launch in February, 1982. This



TT & C system will utilize two PDP-11/70 computers to accomplish telemetry and
command processing, transfer orbit calculations, and attitude/orbit determinations. The
PALAPA B system will use a TT & C system which is essentially identical to the latest
WESTAR system. The TELSTAR 3 TT & C system is an outgrowth of the
WESTAR/PALAPA systems to include a back-up location and to also include computer-
controlled test equipment to accomplish in-orbit testing.

SATELLITE CONTROL FACILITIES (SCF)

The Satellite Control Facilities consist of the Satellite Control Center (SCC) and Primary
Satellite Control Earth Station (PSCES) located at Hawley, PA; and the Alternate Satellite
Control Center (ASCC) and Alternate Satellite Control Earth Station (ASCES) located at
Three Peaks, CA.

The SCC at Hawley is a fully integrated, centralized center with processing, display, and
storage of telemetry; command and ranging capability; and full support of mission
operations, including 13 meter antenna pointing and tracking interfaces during transfer
orbit and while on station. A redundant PDP 11/70 computer is used.

The ASCC at Three Peaks is used to maintain control and operation of up to three
satellites in orbit in the event of failure of the equipment of facilities located at Hawley.
The limited capabilities provided include commanding, ranging, and telemetry display of
up to three satellites on station at a small operator’s console and on-station orbital analysis
on the redundant PDP 11/44 computers. Dial up telemetry is provided between the two
SCCs.

The PSCES consists of r.f. equipment installed in three existing 30 meter antennas and a
13 meter fully steerable, high slew rate telemetry, tracking, and command (TT & C)
antenna. The following functions will be served by the 13 meter antenna at the PSCES:

• Transfer orbit TTAC and ranging.
• Backup geostationary orbit TTAC and ranging.
• Satellite test capability across the full 500 MHz receive and transmit bandwidths of the

6/4 GHz transponders.

Uplink, downlink, and translation functions for telemetry, command, and ranging are
supplied as modifications to the existing antenna systems. The PSCES equipment
interfaces with the SCC at intermediate frequency for both up and down link functions.

The ASCES consists of r.f. equipment installed in two existing 30 meter antennas and one
existing 12 meter antenna. Uplink, downlink, and translation functions for telemetry,



command, and ranging are supplied as modifications to the existing antenna systems. The
ASCES equipment interfaces with the ASCC at intermediate frequency for the up and
down link functions.

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The major SCF design objectives are to:

• Maximize the use of existing AT&T facilities by co-locating the two SCESs with
communications earth stations at Hawley, PA and Three Peaks, CA.

• Centralize control of satellite operations at the SCC which is co-located with the
primary SCES at Hawley, PA.

• Provide detailed displays, short and long term analysis, and computational capabilities
at the SCC. Limited display and computational capability at the ASCES augments
overall system reliability.

• Centralize manual and computer controlled commanding at the SCC.
• Locate the Master Control Center (MCC) at the SCC for transfer orbit and drift orbit

operations. The MCC will receive telemetry, angle tracking, and ranging data from the
SCES and remote tracking sites. These data shall be analyzed at the MCC to determine
optimal maneuvers for satellite control.

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The functions performed by the SCF can be broadly divided into the following categories:

• Telemetry data will be received and processed on a continuous basis for determining
the satellite operational status.

• Commands will be transmitted to the satellite for operating mode changes and attitude
and orbital corrections.

• Ranging and angle tracking will be performed for satellite orbit determination.
• Orbital analysis will be performed to determine the necessary attitude correction and

stationkeeping maneuvers.
• In-orbit satellite testing will be performed for communication and housekeeping

systems from the PSCES.
• The SCC will control all activities associated with launch, transfer orbit, and on-station

operations.
• Normally all the above functions will be performed at the Hawley SCC/PSCES.

Figure 2 shows an overview of the SCF in an on-station configuration.



SATELLITE CONTROL CENTER OVERVIEW

The Satellite Control Center (SCC) equipment consists of computers, peripherals, test
equipment, recorders, modems, and other commercial hardware that are integrated with the
system software to perform the following satellite control functions:

• Determining spacecraft health via telemetry processing.
• Determining spacecraft position from ranging and spacecraft sensor data.
• Calculating new orbital parameters with DEC 11/70 computers.
• Commanding spacecraft jet firings and satellite configuration with synchronous and

nonsynchronous commands.
• Recording and maintaining accurate records with event times.
• Maintaining station configuration.

As shown on the SCF overview drawing (Figure 2), the Hawley Station spacecraft health
is determined by processing the three sets of telemetry data (three satellites) that are input
into the DEC 11/70 data processors, converted to engineering units, and compared to
limits, and then displayed to the various operators for analysis. If an out-of-limit condition
exists, an alarm is sounded.

Spacecraft orbital and attitude position is determined by using the range data periodically
computed with the range tone processor and the decoded PCM stream sensor data; range
and sensor data are then used by the DEC 11/70 orbital software.

The operator starts the command sequences at the appropriate time by interacting with the
computer that automatically controls the command generator.

For historical considerations as well as for analysis, many of the signals are recorded and
hardcopied on line printers or plotters, analog tape recorders, disk files, and strip chart
recorders. Typical hardcopy data includes alarms, commands, and operator displays.

A centrally located status and control panel gives the operator the capability to monitor the
station configuration as well as to change this configuration if a unit should fail.

In contrast to the Hawley station, the Three Peaks station can only process three spacecraft
telemetry streams and has a limited number of monitor/record units and operator positions.
There are no offsite capabilities for monitoring satellite control activities at Three Peaks
and data processing capabilities are slower, but more than adequate, by using the DEC
11/44 instead of the DEC 11/70 computers.



70 MHZ INTERFACES

The downlink interface block diagrams that show the interrelationship of antennas,
downconverters, and telemetry receivers for the Hawley SCC and Primary Satellite
Control Earth Station (PSCES) and for the Three Peaks SCC and Alternate Satellite
Control Earth Station (ASCES) are provided in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The
interrelationships of antennas, FM modulators, and upconverters are presented in the
respective uplink block diagrams (Figures 5 And 6) for the Hawley SCC/PSCES and
Three Peaks ASCC/ASCES.

SCC FLOOR PLAN

The Hawley SCC consists of three rooms that contain master control, computer, and
orbital analysis equipment. A layout of the SCC is shown in Figure 7.

The master control room contains the operator consoles with three overhead graphic
display CRTs, teletypes, and line printers. Space is also provided for a desk and for the
operations manager’s office. The 12 SCC equipment racks are 7 feet in height and form
one wall of the control room with only the operating face of the racks exposed. The rear
portions of the racks extend into the computer room; a false wall between the top of the
racks and the ceiling separates the two rooms, isolating the master control room from rack
equipment noise and heat load.

The computer room contains two DEC PDP 11/70 computer mainframes and DECwriter
communication terminals, digital tape recorders, and four disk drives. Space is also
provided for storage of computer associated spares and supplies.

The orbital analysis room contains most of the computer input/output (I/O) equipment.
Included are three VT-100 CRT/keyboards, two graphic terminals, and two P-600 printer
plotters. A large worktable is provided in the center of the room for examination of I/O
unit hardcopy data.

All of the rooms are provided with a computer type false floor. The floor provides space
for air conditioning, instrument interconnect wiring, and a.c. power raceways. The modular
nature of the floor panels provides easy access to wiring and ducts, and permits ready
relocation of equipment, if desired.

HAWLEY TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM

The Hawley telemetry subsystem consists of the downlink interface panel, receiver input
select, telemetry receivers, receiver output select, PSK demodulators, PCM



decommutators, FM data detectors, downlink data select telemetry data preprocessors, and
the telemetry and command simulator.

The inputs to the telemetry subsystem are at 70 MHz from three beacon down-converters.
A single input is received from each of the four antennas (three 30 meter and one 13
meter). The subsystem is capable of processing three of the four 70 MHz inputs, i.e.,
telemetry data may be processed simultaneously from three satellites. The four 70 MHz
inputs are connected into the subsystem through the downlink interface panel.

Each 70 MHz input actually consists of a summed pair of beacon IF signals near 70 MHz.
One of the pair is always the common beacon frequency for all satellites. The other is the
beacon frequency that is unique to each satellite.

Up to three of the four 70 MHz inputs may be selected by the receiver input select with
each output directed to a different pair of telemetry receivers; each pair of receivers has a
common input.

Each telemetry receiver is a 6-channel device capable of selecting one of the four beacon
IF frequencies listed above. Once a pair of receivers is connected to a specific antenna,
each receiver may be tuned to one of the two beacons arriving from the specific satellite at
which the antenna is pointed. In this manner, telemetry may be received from any satellite
through any antenna using any of the three available receiver pairs. As a backup, a seventh
receiver may be switched in to replace any of the other six.

Each receiver output is at baseband and, depending upon satellite configuration, will be
one of the following:

32 kHz PSK/PCM telemetry
28 kHz FSK ranging tones
14 kHz FM real time telemetry

The receiver output select directs the baseband signal to the appropriate processing
equipment.

PSK/PCM TELEMETRY

When a satellite beacon is transmitting PCM telemetry, the receiver output select must be
set to direct the receiver output to a PSK demodulator. There is one PSK demodulator for
each receiver on a one-to-one basis. That is, no crossstrapping exists between receivers
and PSK demodulators. The PSK demodulator is connected directly to a specific PCM
decommutator. The output of the PSK demodulator is NRZ/PCM at 1 kbps. The PCM



decommutator first conditions the data stream with a bit synchronizer, establishes data
synchronization, and finally outputs 8-bit serial word parallel data along with word count
and other synchronizing information.

There are six sets of PSK demodulator/PCM decommutators to provide the capability of
simultaneously processing both PCM streams from three satellites. For backup, a seventh
PSK demodulator/PCM decommutator may be switched in to replace any of the other six.
This backup capability is independent of that for the receivers.

The downlink data select directs the PCM decommutator output to the synchronous
command generators and the computer subsystem. Each of the command generators
receives an independently selected PCM decommutator output. Each of the computers
receives all six PCM decommutator outputs at all times. Two data preprocessors,
crossstrapped into both computers, assist in organizing telemetry data input.

Each PCM decommutator has front panel capability to select one word of telemetry for
numerical display. A built in digital-to-analog converter provides a 0 to 5 volt
representation of the selected word. This voltage is made available on the data patch panel.

FSK RANGING TONES

When a satellite beacon is transmitting ranging tones, or when ranging tones are being
repeated by the test loop translator during calibration, the receiver output select must be
set to direct the receiver output to a range tone processor. There are two range tone
processors, each of which receives an independently selected receiver output.

FM REAL TIME TELEMETRY

When a satellite beacon is transmitting real time telemetry, the receiver output select must
be set to direct the receiver output to an FM data detector. There is one FM data detector
for each pair of receivers. The FMDD detects satellite sensor pulses for strip chart
presentation and for use by the synchronous command generator.

There are three FM data detectors to provide the capability of simultaneously processing
real time telemetry from three satellites. For backup, a fourth FMDD may be switched in
to replace any of the other three.

The downlink data select directs the FM data detector output to the synchronous command
generators. Each of the command generators receives an independently selected FMDD
output, however, the switching logic is arranged so that a command generator must receive
both PCM and FM data from the same satellite.



All switching by the receiver input select, receiver output select, and downlink data select
is coordinated by the telemetry subsystem status and control panel. This panel also
monitors the LOCK/UNLOCK status of all receivers, PSK demodulators, bit
synchronizers, and PCM decommutators. In addition, receiver frequency selection is
controlled and monitored by the telemetry subsystem status and control panel.

Finally, the telemetry and command (T & C) simulator provides limited simulation of both
70 MHz and baseband inputs for SCC checkout. Only PCM and FM telemetry are
provided. The simulator decodes commands for the purpose of providing simulated
command register contents on PCM telemetry.

THREE PEAKS TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM

The Three Peaks telemetry subsystem components are each identical to their counterparts
in the Hawley telemetry subsystem, however, Three Peaks differs from Hawley in
flexibility, redundancy, and the amount of equipment required.

The Three Peaks telemetry subsystem characteristics that differ from the Hawley
subsystem are as follows:

• Only three 70 MHz inputs
• No receiver input select (each receiver is dedicated to a specific antenna)
• Only one receiver per antenna (only one telemetry beacon per satellite may be received

at a time, unless two antennas are pointed at the same satellite)
• One on-the-shelf spare receiver
• One on-the-shelf spare PSK demodulator
• One on-the-shelf spare PCM decommutator
• One FM data detector dedicated to each of two synchronous command generators
• Both FMDDs receive a common input selected from one of three receivers
• Both command generators receive a common input selected from one of three PCM

decommutators
• The T & C simulator 70 MHz output is manually patched into a receiver input in place

of the nornal 70 MHz source
• The T & C simulator baseband output is manually patched into a PSK demodulator or

FM data detector input in place of the receiver output.

HAWLEY COMMAND AND RANGING SUBSYSTEM

The Hawley command and ranging subsystem consists of the synchronous command
generators, range tone processors, uplink data select, command/ranging FM modulators,
and uplink interface panel.



Normally the synchronous command generators and range tone processors operate under
computer control, however, each has the capability of being operated manually. Each
command generator and range tone processor interfaces with both computers. The on-line
computer has control and receives status. The operator interface for computer controlled
commanding and ranging can be through any one of three operator console CRT/
keyboards. Only one CRT/ keyboard can have control of commanding/ranging at one time.

Each synchronous command generator receives PCM data from an independently selected
PCM decommutator. The PCM data provides satellite command register contents for
command verification and satellite attitude data processor measurements for synchronizing
execute pulses to satellite spin rate. An alternate method of synchronizing execute pulses
utilizes real time telemetry pulses from an FM data detector.

The two synchronous command generators and two range tone processors together provide
four signal sources. The uplink data select provides the capability to select any two signal
sources to modulate any two satellite uplinks simultaneously. All switching by the uplink
data select is coordinated by the telemetry subsystem status and control panel to ensure
that both the uplink and downlink relevant to a selected signal source belong to the same
satellite.

Each FM modulator is connected directly to a command upconverter through the uplink
interface panel at 70 MHz. Four FM modulator/command upconverters are associated with
the three 30 meter antennas and two are associated with the 13 meter antenna. Each of the
first three FM modulator/command upconverters is connected to a specific 30 meter
antenna. The fourth may be switched in to replace any of the first three. The last two FM
modulator/command upconverters act as a redundant pair for the 13 meter antenna.
Selection of the spare FM modulator/command upconverter path for the 30 meter antennas
and the redundant path for the 13 meter antenna is coordinated by the command/ranging
subsystem status and control panel.

THREE PEAKS COMMAND AND RANGING SUBSYSTEM

The Three Peaks command and ranging subsystem consists of the same basic hardware as
at Hawley, however, there are only two FM modulator/command upconverters at Three
Peaks.

At Three Peaks only one signal source may be selected to modulate one satellite uplink at
a time. The synchronous command generators, range tone processors, and FM
modulator/command upconverters are connected in redundant pairs. Redundancy
switching and choice of commanding or ranging are accomplished by the uplink data select
under control of the status and control panel.



RANGING PHILOSOPHY

Ranging to the TELSTAR 3 spacecraft is performed during both transfer orbit operations
and for all on station operations.

The ranging system uses low frequency tones (28,000 to 31,500 Hz) looped through the
spacecraft by the command and telemetry links as a means of determining range. A device
called the range tone processor (RTP) generates the tones at the earth station for
transmission and receives the tones after they are looped through the spacecraft. The phase
difference as measured by the RTP between the transmitted and received tones can be
directly related to range.

The Hughes range tone processor is operated under the control of a PDP 11/70 computer.
This computer controls the generation of the tones and the timing of the major steps in the
ranging sequence and performs the necessary processing to convert phase measurements
into spacecraft range.

RANGING REQUIREMENTS

The functional requirements of the ranging link are listed below; range tone frequencies
have been selected that conform with these requirements:

• Resolve initial range ambiguities
• Operate with maximum range rate experienced during transfer orbit
• One sigma phase delay measurement error at highest tone caused by all range tone

processor time varying sources (phase jitter, thermal noise, and quantization error) must
give a corresponding range uncertainty of ±15 meters RMS for on-station
measurements

• Operate (range) through the spacecraft command receiver and telemetry transmitter

SYNCHRONOUS COMMAND GENERATOR

The command generator formats operator requests into a command sequence compatible
with the command system of the spacecraft and transmits these formatted commands to the
spacecraft as a series of tone bursts of different frequencies for the 1 and 0 bits which the
spacecraft command decoder will reconstruct into the proper command. This command
can then be executed by the command generator by sending a third tone, the execute tone.
The timing of the execute tone will directly control the execution of the command by the
spacecraft. The synchronous command generator can synchronize the execution of the
commands with either real time signals from the spacecraft or by reconstructing spacecraft
spin timing from PCM data. The execution can then be started at an operator selected



position in the spin cycle of the spacecraft. Operator inputs to the command generator can
be from the front panel in the manual mode or from the computer in the CPU mode. For
command verification, the command generator receives the word identified output of a
PCM frame synchronizer. By monitoring several words in each minor frame, it can display
the relevant command verification data.

MANUAL OPERATION

The manual operating mode of the synchronous command generator allows the operator to
set up and control the transmission and execution of commands via the front panel.

If the manual key-switch is placed in the manual position, the front panel keys and
switches will be enabled for operator entry and the indicators and displays will show the
data as it is entered. The computer cannot make any parameter changes in the manual
mode, but it can read the status of any parameter. In addiiton, whenever a parameter is
entered in the manual mode, the unit will send a flag to the minicomputer and the special
status word will be available on the status lines to advise the minicomputer as to which
parameter was changed.

HAWLEY SCC COMPUTER SUBSYSTEM

The Hawley SCC computer subsystem consists of the DEC PDP 11/70s and peripherals,
and a switching unit called the computer I/O select. The computer I/O select unit provides
the following three basic functions:

• The unit permits the CRT/keyboard, graphics displays, teletypes, and DEC writers to
be switched from one CPU to the other. This switching is controlled by the SCC status
and control panel or by a remote control in the analysis room to provide the required
computer CPU redundancy.

• The unit is the computer interface for the 30 meter antenna system azimuth and
elevation data input.

• The unit is the computer interface for the 13 meter antenna system azimuth and
elevation data input and output.

DEC CPU AND PERIPHERALS

The display and I/O devices as well as antenna data input/output interface with one of the
two CPUs. The CPU selected is controlled by the computer I/O select unit. This switching
implementation gives full CPU redundancy to the display and I/O devices. The SCE
hardware has redundant interfaces with both CPUs. This means that either CPU has the
capability to receive and process telemetry, command, ranging, time of day, or other



required information. As stated earlier there are two CPUs for the normal SCC computer
functions that form the redundant system. With each of these CPUs is a magnetic tape
recorder which is used for telemetry archiving. These recorders are dedicated to their
assigned CPUs, therefore there is no switching or crossstrapping capability, but with the
two recorders there is redundancy. In addition to the two CPUs, there are four disk drives.
These disk drives are all dual port models that enable each disk drive to be connected to
both CPUs. Because the system and software architecture is based on two disks per
system, the system is provided with added flexibility as well as redundancy.

THREE PEAKS ASCC COMPUTER SUBSYSTEM

Operationally, the Three Peaks computer subsystem is basically the same as the Hawley
subsystem although Three Peaks has less capability with a lesser number of equipment
units and the use of a different model CPU. The equipment differences are listed below:

THREE PEAKS, CA HAWLEY, PA

CPU PDP 11/44 CPU PDP 11/70
Disk R W M-02 Disk R W A-03
Time source (1) Time source (2)
Remote control (none) Remote control (1)

COMPUTER SUBSYSTEM OVERVIEW

Full redundancy is achieved for both spacecraft control and orbital operations. During
normal in-orbit operation, each computer is capable of handling the folowing computer
operations associated with the spacecraft:

• Spacecraft stationkeeping
• Spacecraft attitude correction
• Spacecraft health maintenance
• Prime station for in-orbit testing
• Eclipse and sun/moon interference prediction
• Processing and evaluation of spacecraft telemetry
• Processing of tracking and ranging data for orbit determination
• Display of command status and telemetry information
• Initiation and verification of commands
• Monitoring of all antenna positions and control of the 13 meter antenna for the program

track mode
• Monitoring of spacecraft status and health and triggering of alarms for out-of-tolerance

conditions



• Time tagging and recording of telemetry
• Calculation of spacecraft orbit from tracking and ranging data
• Antenna pointing data and sun/moon interference prediction

During the transfer orbit, the computers are capable of supporting the following transfer
orbit computer functions without the use of any additional computers:

• orbit determination
• Attitudeldetermination and control
• Subsystem monitoring and control
• Transfer orbit maneuvers and control
• Apogee motor firing
• Drift orbit maneuvers and control
• Attitude positioning in final synchronous orbit
• 13 meter antenna pointing information

Each computer will have access via switch selection to both the ranging system and the
two telemetry and two prime command chains. Both computers will also have access to
either the operator console or the orbital operations set of display devices through switch
selection. This switching system provides a means for recovery from equipment failure
with a minimum of downtime and reconfiguration.

13 METER ANTENNA SYSTEM

The 13 meter antenna is required for primary support of telemetry, tracking and command
and ranging operations for three TELSTAR 3 satellites during transfer orbit and backup
operations for on-station (stationary orbit) support. Additionally, the 13 meter antenna
provides an on-station satellite test capability.

The antenna subsystem consists of a 13 meter cassegrain antenna mounted on a full
tracking elevation-over-azimuth pedestal. The pedestal is installed atop a reinforced
concrete foundation which is configured to include a base structure providing a room for
the servo electronics, high power amplifiers, up and downconverters and test equipment,
all mounted in standard type racks. A weather tight enclosure is provided in the hub area
which contains the LNAs and assorted equipment.

The reflector is made of shaped aluminum sheet panels mounted on a steel truss back
structure. Panels are individually aligned during installation to provide an accurate
parabolic surface. A view of the antenna is shown in Figure 8.



FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Functional requirements for the 13 meter TT & C antenna system are as follows:

• Automatic tracking of any one of four downlink beacon frequencies phase modulated
with telemetry or range data. This capability shall be provided for both transfer and
stationary orbit.

• Provide both vertical and horizontal receive capability. Automatic tracking selectable
for either polarization.

• Frequency reuse through linear vertical and horizontal polarizations.
• Provide automatic/manual polarization tracking with transmit polarizers slaved to

receive polarizers.
• Provide manual (handcrank) slew capability.
• Provide computer program track mode and accept computer generated scan routines.
• Provide standby mode (brakes on, independent axis control).
• Provide vertical, horizontal, and circular polarization for transmit capability.
• Provide three part independent control deicing capability.
• Provide automatic transmit inhibit below 5E elevation.
• Provide a remote control capability for AZ/EL control at the antenna pedestal.

3 kW HIGH POWER AMPLIFIER (HPA) ASSEMBLY, EQUIPMENT
DEFINITION

The C band HPA assembly is required for transmission of command, range and
communications data to three TELSTAR 3 satellites in either synchronous or transfer
orbit. The C band HPA assembly will operate in such a manner that one HPA is primary
and in the active transmitting mode. The remaining two HPAs will be available for transfer
to the active mode in the event of a primary failure. The HPA assembly includes one high
powered switchbank and three C band HPAs. The switchbank will be capable of switching
either of the standby HPAs to the active mode in the event of a primary failure. The HPA
assembly will accept transfer commands from the status and control panel and will return
configuration status. The assembly will accept a modulated carrier from either command or
communication upconverters for amplification and transmission to the satellite. Each HPA
will interface with a separate and independent remote control panel. A functional block
diagram of the assembly is shown in Figure 9.

HPA PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

Each HPA is designed to accept the derived and modulated carrier for amplification and
transmission to the referenced satellite. Each HPA has the following major characteristics:



Output frequency range 5.925 to 6.425 HGz

Output power level 3.0 kW, minimum

Input carrier frequency range 5.925 to 6.425 GHz

Input carrier level -10 dBm ± 0.5 dB

Output VSWR 1.2:1, maximum

Tuneability Tuneability over 12 channels within the
specified output frequency range (remote
and local capability)

Output signal bandwidth 40 MHz minimum around center frequency
(fo) of each channel at the -1 dB bandwidth

Output spectral noise density in 5.925 -
6.425 GHz band

# -60 dBw/4KHz

HPA RF output adjustment $ 20 dB range below maximum output
carrier level

Cooling Forced Air

Prime power 120 VAC, 60 Hz, 3 phase

AGILE UPCONVERTERS/DOWNCONVERTERS

The agile upconverter is required to receive a 70 MHz carrier and upconvert to within the
5.925 to 6.425 GHz band for purposes of communication testing with any one of three
TELSTAR 3 satellites in synchronous orbit. Likewise the agile downconverter is required
to receive and downconvert frequencies within the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz band. The agile
upconverters and downconverters are integral parts of the automatic computer controlled
satellite test capability.

These units contain all front panel controls and indicators necessary for operational
evaluation and will interface with the status and control panels for remote control and
status functions and with the HPIB bus for frequency control from the HP 9826 Calculator.



COMMAND UPCONVERTER

The command upconverter performs these coincident uplink operational functions:

• Translates the 70 MHz, FM modulated command/ranging signal up to the desired
command carrier frequency (low-band or high-band).

• The spacecraft omni antenna accepts the low-band signal and the spacecraft reflector
accepts the high-band signal.

• Provides the low frequency linear sweep modulation on the output carrier about the
nominal output frequency. (Nominally plus and minus 1.5 MHz)

• When ranging or commanding is not being accomplished, the command upconverter
provides a ground-based beacon for the spacecraft antenna to track.

AUTOMATIC TEST SYSTEM (ATS) CONCEPT

The Hewlett Packard HPIB bus is IEEE 488 compatible and is used at the remote
locations to interface with the system test equipment and with the frequency control of the
agile up and down converters. A pair of HP 37203 HPIB bus extenders are used to extend
the bus over the approximately 600 foot wiring path between the pedestal base and the
SCC console. Data is transmitted both ways over a single coaxial line between the units at
a rate up to 40 K bytes/second. At the SCC end, the bus interfaces with the HP 9826
desktop calculator, HP 9872C 8-color Vector plotter, and HP 9876A thermal printer. The
calculator is provided with a real time clock option to permit HPIB bus management and
with an HP 9875A calculator I/O extender to permit the additional interfaces which are
required for the calculator.

The computer system interfaces with the calculator over a two-way EIA RS 232 serial link
to receive test data and to send calculator instructions.

Test access has been provided in the antenna system for injection of automatic test signals
into the LNA inputs, and for injection of test loop translator signals into the LNA inputs,
and for injection of test loop translator signals into the LNA inputs direct as well as
through couplers. Agile downconverters are provided with test output ports for use by the
ATS. Test signals can be injected at IF on the uplink.

Test programs are composed at the Calculator and loaded into its disk storage. These
programs are then transferred to the computer for storage where they may subsequently be
called up by acronym from the computer keyboard. When called, the program is
transferred back into the calculator memory and execution of the test begins. The
calculator controls the setup of the remote test equipment via the HPIB bus. For some
tests, interaction between the calculator and the console operator will be required via the



console keyboard and display. Test data from the test instrumentation is processed by the
calculator and output to the printer and plotter as required. Test data is also output to the
computer and provision is made for archiving the test data on disk for subsequent review,
comparison, and trend analysis.

PSCES 30 METER ANTENNA TELEMETRY AND COMMAND (T & Q

As a part of the PSCES installation at Hawley, the three existing 30 meter antennas will be
equipped with IF/RF inputs/outputs and equipment that, in conjunction with the SCC, will
enable performing of command, telemetry, and ranging functions on any of the on station
satellites (satellites at 87E, 95E, and 128E, West longitude). The antenna systems provide
the normal communications mode functions using new and/or existing equipment. The
principal new building blocks provided for these functions are as follows:

Uplink
Command upconverters (4)
High power amplifier (HPA) chains (4)
High power switching

Downlink
Telemetry downconverters (6)

Both Links
Test loop translators (3)
Status and control panel (1)

Three 70 MHz (plus one redundant) inputs are received from the SCC and accepted by the
command upconverters for RF transmission to the satellites. The signal is processed to
provide a sawtooth satellite antenna tracking reference and is upconverted to one of the
two command/ranging frequencies.

The output of the command upconverter is divided in a 3 dB hybrid and used to drive two
nominal 400 Watt HPAs. The amplifier outputs are amplitude and phase combined by
using a second 3 dB hybrid and provide a 650 Watt output for a particular uplink.

The 650 Watt HPA output enters a waveguide switch where it normally passes through to
a second switch (these and all other switches are controlled from the SCC console’s 30
meter status and control panel). The waveguide switch is used to insert a redundant
command upconverter/HPA chain into any of the three uplink chains, as required. The
redundant chain is normally terminated in a high power load. When the redundant chain is
used, the replaced chain is terminated into the same load.



DOWNLINK

The downlink signal is obtained from the normal output of the vertical or horizontal
receive port of the antenna feed through two 16 port power dividers in the existing
communications equipment room. The outputs of these dividers are used to drive new and
redundant downconverters.

The fixed frequency downconverter 70 MHz outputs are routed to the SCC telemetry IF
input. This provides redundant downconverters since both telemetry signals will appear on
a single 70 MHz output.

CONCLUSION

Reliability, flexibility, and redundancy are key factors in the design of the AT&T
TELSTAR 3 satellite control network. This is evidenced by examining the redundant
systems at Hawley which are further backed-up by the ASCC and ASCES located at Three
Peaks, CA. This design should provide AT&T the equipment and facilities to control and
test the TELSTAR 3 satellites over the 10 year design life of the satellites.
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TABLE I
SCES PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

Antenna type Parabolic, Cassegrain subsystem

Antenna mount EL over AZ

Aperture size 13 meter, nominal

Gain-to-system temperature ratio
G/Ts

$ 33.1 + 20 Log F
4– dB/E K

Transmit gain $ 56 + 20 Log F
6– dBi

Transmit/receive capability Simultaneous

Polarization, transmit Vertical, horizontal, and circular (RCP/LCP)

Polarization, receive Vertical and horizontal



Polarization discrimination $ 35 dB

Polarization tracking Automatic and manual, transmit slaved t receive

Bandwidth, transmit 5.925 to 6.425 GHz

Bandwidth, receive 3.7 to 4.2 GHz

Beamwidth, transmit # 0.27E

Beamwidth, receive # 0.40E

Axial ration (Circular) # 1.4:1

Sidelobe levels (transmit/receive) Compliant to FCC rules and regulations

Power handling (transmit) $ 6.0 KW, continuous duty, 24 hours/day

Transmit/receive isolation Consistent with G/Ts requirements

VSWR (transmit/receive) 1.2:1 maximum

Autotracking mode Psuedo-monopulse

Autotracking accuracy
(Geostationary)

# 0.008E, rms

Autotracking accuracy (transfer) # 0.01E rms

Program track mode Computer control

Program tracking accuracy
(Geostationary)

# 0.04E, rms

Program pointing accuracy (transfer) # 0.10E, rms

Manual slew mode Console and pedestal remote control box

AZ/EL pointing resolution # 0.01E

Manual movement with loss of
prime power

Manual hand cranks on each axis

Standby mode (independent axis
control)

Brakes on

Antenna velocity requirements 1 deg./sec.

Antenna acceleration requirements 1.0 deg./sec.2



Antenna Travel
Azimuth
Elevation

± 160E
0 to 92E

Antenna limits (AZ/EL) Servo, electrical and mechanical limits

Brake capacity Hold in any position in 200 Km/H

Wind loads:
Antenna operational

Steady state
Gusting

Antenna stowed
Steady state
Covered with 25 mm
layer of ice

Up to 100 Km/H
Up to 140 Km/H

200 Km/H
100 Km/H

Deicing system (three independent
subsystems):

Feed
Subreflector
Reflector (three independent 
sectors)
Controls/status
Operation

Heaters
Heaters
Heaters

Remotely located
Remote manual



Figure 1 - SATELLITE CONTROL FACILITIES (SCF)

Figure 2 - AT&T SATELLITE CONTROL FACILITIES OVERVIEW
BLOCK DIAGRAM



Figure 3 - HAWLEY SCC/PSCES DOWNLINK INTERFACES

Figure 4 - THREE PEAKS ASCC/ASCES DOWNLINK INTERFACES



Figure 5 - HAWLEY SCC/PSCES UPLINK INTERFACES

Figure 6 - THREE PEAKS ASCC/ASCES UPLINK INTERFACES



Figure 7 - SCC FLOOR PLAN

Figure 8 - 13 M ANTENNA (SIDE VIEW)



Figure 9 - HPA FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
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ABSTRACT

Hughes Helicopters, Inc. is testing the U.S. Army AH-64 at the corporation’s facility at
Carlsbad, California and at the U.S. Army Proving Ground, Yuma, Arizon. An automated
telemetry system is being used to expedite the AH-64 qualification testing with minimum
risk by providing on-line analysis of measured data.

This paper discusses the special application software and hardware developed for this
helicopter testing. The software and hardware is designed to provide timely engineering
analysis of test measurements in order to minimize flight-safety risks, aircraft turnaround
time, repeat testing, and developmental problem delays. The analyses include structural,
dynamic, aerodynamic, weapons-systems, and aircraft-system considerations. Selected
samples of real-time analytical displays generated on the system are included.

The equipment and capabilities of the system which is being used in the testing will be
discussed. The system has two analytical stations with display capabilities data of which
can operate simultaneously on a single telemetered data stream or, alternatively, each
station can operate simultaneously on separate data streams.

Of interest in this paper are the spectrum of ground and flight operations required to
enhance safety, to verify the attainment of test objectives, and to analyze the document test
results. The acceptable time lag for analysis of measurement may vary considerably,
depending on the purpose of the observation. Flight safety requires the fastest possible
analysis, while several weeks may be acceptable for the documentation of results.

For my purposes, then, I define real-time analysis as the attainment of engineering answers
within a timeframe that will not impede the safe progression of the test.

The analytical capability of our system utilizing telemetry is a significant step forward in
the development of this current generation helicopter.

ITC '81
This CD-ROM duplicates the published proceedings in that only an abstract of this paper was published.
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ABSTRACT

The control system for the highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT) remotely
piloted research vehicle uses airborne and ground-based computers that communicate via
uplink and downlink telemetry. It is imperative for this communication to be uninterrupted.
Since antenna radiation patterns are normally less than ideal for continuous reception or
transmission at all aircraft attitudes, a frequency diversity concept and an antenna diversity
concept were developed, implemented, and tested on the HiMAT vehicle. This paper
describes the system and the results of the flight tests.

INTRODUCTION

Under the joint auspices of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the
U. S. Air Force, two highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT) remotely piloted
research vehicles (RPRV’s) were constructed to investigate technological advances in
aerodynamics, advanced composite and metallic structures, digital fly-by-wire controls,
and digitally implemented integrated propulsion control systems (IPCS). The HiMAT
RPRV (Figs. 1 and 2) is a 0.44-scale version of an envisioned full-scale fighter aircraft
with 8g sustained turn capability at a Mach number of 0.9 and an altitude of 7600 meters
(25,000 feet). The HiMAT RPRV was built under contract and delivered to the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Center for flight testing.

The operational concept for the HiMAT vehicle is similar to that for previous RPRV’s
flown at Dryden (Fig. 3). The vehicle is flown under the control of a test pilot who sits in a
ground-based cockpit. The vehicle is equipped with landing skids for horizontal recovery.

The HiMAT RPRV operates in two control system modes, primary and backup. A
simplified version of the HiMAT control system is shown in Figure 4; a complete



description is given in Reference 1. In the primary mode of operation, data from aircraft
sensors are transmitted to the ground by means of a pulse code modulation (PCM)
telemetry downlink. The downlinked information is used to operate the ground cockpit
instruments and to make inputs to the ground-based control law computer. The ground
cockpit (Fig. 5) contains a standard three-axis pilot input control system consisting of a
stick, rudder pedals, and a throttle. The control law computer combines the pilot input
commands with the aircraft sensor data in the execution of the HiMAT control laws and
generates servoactuator commands for the HiMAT vehicle control surfaces. These surface
commands are multiplexed by the uplink encoder system and transmitted to the aircraft,
where they are processed by two command decoders. The vehicle responses are then fed
back to the ground-based RPRV system.

Because control augmentation is critical to flight safety, a backup control system (BCS) is
provided by an onboard computer to fly the aircraft in the event the ground-based RPRV
system is lost. The BCS, which can take control of the vehicle either automatically or by
way of ground pilot command, is designed to recover the vehicle from any unusual attitude
after a malfunction in the primary control system. Using a BCS control panel, a controller
can issue discrete commands to the HiMAT vehicle from either the ground cockpit or from
the back seat of a TF-104G chase aircraft. Using these commands, the controller can fly
the HiMAT aircraft back to the lakebed used for landing (for this test series, Edwards dry
lakebed).

In either control mode it is vital to have uplink and downlink communication at all times
and at all aircraft attitudes during flight. This paper discusses the approach and testing
used to fulfill this requirement.

HiMAT TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

The HiMAT telemetry antennas are quarter wave stubs that are sloped 45E to radiate
frequencies that are polarized horizontally and vertically. In the original vehicle design
there was a single lower antenna for downlink transmission (at 1441.5 MHz) and there
were two antennas, upper and lower, for uplink reception (at 1804.5 MHz). Each uplink
antenna fed one receiver; the receiver with the greater signal strength was selected by the
onboard computer to feed two command decoders. The onboard computer selected the
receiver on the basis of carrier loss signals from each receiver and then issued a command
to a relay, which switched the receiver output as required. Before flight testing began, an
analysis was made of the radio frequency power budgets (Table 1) and antenna patterns
associated with these antenna locations and telemetry frequencies. Representative antenna
patterns are shown in Figure 6. Since the uplink and the downlink patterns are similar, only
one set is shown. To visualize uplink reception, refer to the top and bottom antenna
patterns. To visualize downlink transmission, refer to the bottom antenna patterns only.



With regard to the single bottom antenna for downlink transmission, the analysis suggested
that any extensive maneuvering would at some time cause the attenuated radiation area or
null at the top of the aircraft to be directed toward the telemetry-receiving antenna. Even
with a 52 decibel margin, it seemed probable that there would be periods of signal loss,
and it was decided that ultimately this problem would have to be resolved. The uplink
antenna-switching scheme was considered practicable from the standpoint of signal
strength, since presumably either one signal or the other would be strong enough, but
marginal from the standpoint of mechanical implementation, since it was not known how
much time would be necessary to resynchronize the airborne command decoders with the
ground station decommutator should a switch occur. However, the original uplink system
was left unaltered for the vehicle’s first three flights, since these flights did not exercise the
full maneuvering capabilities of the aircraft.

IMPLEMENTATION OF DIVERSITY CONCEPT FOR DOWNLINK SIGNAL

Because of the reservations described above about the original downlink design, several
other ways to obtain full downlink telemetry coverage were considered. While it is
possible to obtain reasonable omnidirectional coverage with one antenna by using a
wraparound microstrip array (2), it was not feasible to modify the HiMAT vehicle to the
extent necessary to install one. Installing an additional upper antenna and splitting the
transmitter output to both antennas was ruled out because of the so-called interferometer
effect: nulls or gaps in telemetry coverage caused by the reinforcement and cancellation of
radiation that occurs when two antennas are radiating in the same direction and at the same
frequency.

Another solution, the one eventually adopted, was to take advantage of the frequency
polarization feature of the ground telemetry autotrack antenna (Fig. 7). Normally two
receivers are used for each telemetry frequency, one for either horizontal or right circular
polarization and the other for vertical or left circular polarization. The outputs of both
receivers are then combined in proportion to the relative signal strengths of each receiver
to present one PCM bit stream or video output to the decommutation station. In order to
take advantage of these characteristics to achieve complete radiation coverage, an
additional upper antenna was installed in the HiMAT vehicle and the PCM bit stream was
transmitted on two different frequencies (to escape the interferometer effect), one from
each antenna. By tuning one receiver to each frequency and using the combining feature of
the system, complete radiation coverage was obtained (Fig. 8). Each receiver had a
different antenna polarization feed, but no problem was anticipated because of the close
ranges involved and the cross-polarization of the transmission from the aircraft.

Before this concept was implemented for the HiMAT vehicle it was flight tested on a T-37
utility aircraft, with excellent results. Wing rocking maneuvers and minimum radius turns



were performed at ranges of 112, 80, and 40 kilometers (70, 50, and 25 miles) , all at an
altitude of 7600 meters (25 000 feet) . Figures 9(a) and 9(b) are strip chart recordings of
the relative signal strengths of the top and bottom antennas during a typical maneuver. A
signal strength of 10 decibels above noise level was experimentally determined to be the
approximate point at which the PCM decommutator began to exhibit synchronization loss.
As the figures show, the signal strength from one antenna or the other dropped well below
this point during the tests. Decommutator synchronization status was monitored at those
times, and the combined PCM signal showed absolutely no loss of synchronization,
demonstrating 100 percent radiation coverage.

During these tests, the telemetry receiver antenna was operated in the autotrack mode
using right and left circular polarization feeds to provide better balance in the signal
strengths. The signal strength filter time constants were decreased in the receivers that
operated the combiner used for data to achieve faster response if one receiver suddenly
lost signal. Two other receivers that had the original time constants and were tuned to the
same frequency were used to operate the antenna autotrack feature.

Because of the success of these tests a top antenna radiating at 1452.5 megahertz was
installed on the HiMAT vehicle (Fig. 10). The total continuous radiation pattern was then
similar to the combination of the upper and lower antenna patterns in Figure 6. This system
was implemented during the first three flights of the HiMAT vehicle, and no interruptions
in downlink telemetry occurred.

IMPLEMENTATION OF DIVERSITY CONCEPT FOR UPLINK SIGNAL

During the windup turn and banking maneuvers that were made during the vehicle’s first 3
flights, there were 15 transfers from the primary to the backup control mode because either
or both command decoders in the vehicle received inadequate uplink signals. To improve
uplink reception in the aircraft, it was decided to adapt the downlink diversity concept to
this application.

To implement the concept, the two existing uplink antennas were used, and instead of
switching control from one to the other, their signals were combined continuously. An
inspection of the diversity combiner used with the tracking antenna receivers (Fig. 11)
revealed that the actual combination of the receiver outputs was done on a single printed
circuit card, Furthermore, the slopes of the signal strengths from the receivers on board the
HiMAT vehicle were compatible with the operation of the card.

As shown, the video inputs are applied to the bases of the current sources Q5 and Q6, and
the signal strength voltages are applied to the bases of the differential stages Q1 through
Q4. Under ideal conditions the signal strength inputs are at equal levels, signifying equal



signal levels in both receivers, and each video input contributes 50 percent to the
combined video output signal. If one of the signal strength inputs increases, indicating that
that channel is receiving a stronger signal, the proportion of the contribution of the
corresponding video channel to the combined video output also increases. For example, if
the signal strength of channel 1 increases, transistors Q2 and Q3 draw more current and
Q1 and Q4 draw less current. Under these conditions, the channel 1 video input, which is
applied to current source Q5, contributes a larger proportion to the combined video output.
When the differential between the signal strength inputs reaches approximately 20 dBm,
the channel with the higher signal strength voltage contributes 100 percent of the output
signal.

As stated above, the HiMAT uplink diversity system used two receivers, one each for the
upper and lower aircraft antennas. Unlike the downlink implementation, a single
transmitter on the ground sent a single frequency to both aircraft antennas. The receiver
video outputs were then combined in proportion to their signal strengths on the combiner
card. This card was like the one used for the downlink telemetry system except that it was
made more rugged to enable it to withstand the airborne environment. In principle, the
output of the combiner, which is always present as long as one antenna is receiving a
signal, is then fed to the command decoder. In practice, two combiners (one for each
decoder) and buffer circuits were utilized to satisfy HiMAT redundancy requirements
(Fig. 12). The complete unit was environmentally tested for operation at altitudes up to
24,400 meters (80,000 feet) , temperatures from -50EC to 10EC (-60EF to 160EF), and
vibration of ±8g’s in all axes.

To flight test this concept, a partial mechanization of the HiMAT uplink diversity system
was installed in a PA-30 utility aircraft. A missing pulse detector was used to monitor for
the presence of decoder address gate pulses (Fig. 13). The presence of address gate pulses
at 18.75 millisecond intervals insures that the decoder recognizes control words with
proper parity, synchronization, and address. The output of the pulse detector was sampled
as a discrete bit by the PCM system every 5 milliseconds. By calibration, it was
determined that each receiver permitted the loss of decoder address gate pulses at a signal
strength of approximately -93 dBm. The threshold of the pulse detector was set at this
level.

Flight testing consisted of wing rocking maneuvers to expose the upper and lower aircraft
antennas separately to the ground antenna. Decoder status was monitored continuously
during the wing rocking to verify that either receiver output would keep the decoder
operational without interruption. The wing rocking maneuvers were made during descents
from altitudes of 3000 and 2400 meters (10,000 and 8000 feet) at ranges of 112, 80, and
40 kilometers (70, 50, and 25 miles) . Analysis of the data showed that the decoder was 



functional at all times during these tests. Decoder address gate pulses were lost only when
both receiver signal strengths dropped below -93 dBm.

HiMAT FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

With these results, uninterrupted uplink reception was expected at the HiMAT vehicle at
ranges up to 112 kilometers (70 miles) and at altitudes of 3000 meters (10,000 feet) or
greater. The climbout data from the PA-30 flight testing indicated that reception from
ground level to an altitude of 3000 meters (10,000 feet) would be uninterrupted at ranges
less than 32 kilometers (20 miles).

Three flights were made with the HiMAT vehicle with the uplink diversity system
operating. The system proved to be quite successful. During one of these flights
(Fig. 14(a)), a sharp left turn was made away from the ground telemetry antenna at a range
of 40 kilometers (30 miles) and an altitude of 7600 meters (25,000 feet). As the figure
shows, the strength of the top uplink antenna signal dropped to -95 dBm, below the
decoder threshold. The aircraft remained in the primary control mode, although this type of
maneuver had caused control to be transferred to the backup mode during the first three
HiMAT flights. During another flight, a 4g, high bank angle, 360E turn was made
(Fig. 14(b)). The top and bottom uplink and downlink signal strengths increase and
decrease as those parts of the aircraft are alternately exposed to the ground telemetry
antenna. This maneuver was made at a range of 64 kilometers (40 miles) and an altitude of
7600 meters (25,000 feet). Again, there was no switch to backup control, even though both
top and bottom uplink reception did decrease to the -93 dBm decoder threshold. There
were no downlink telemetry signal losses during these maneuvers. During the third flight,
two high g, high bank angle turns and a 360E aileron roll were made with no uplink or
downlink signal losses.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT) remotely piloted research vehicle
(RPRV) requires continuous uplink and downlink telemetry coverage to implement aircraft
primary and backup control laws. Omnidirectional radiation coverage for downlink
telemetry was obtained by using two radio frequencies to radiate one PCM bit stream, one
frequency from a top antenna and one from a bottom antenna. The uninterrupted telemetry
coverage was obtained by using the diversity concept (continuously combining the two
signals received in proportion to their signal strength). Omnidirectional uplink reception
was mechanized similarly except that a single frequency was radiated from the ground to
the top and bottom receiver antennas on the aircraft. Diversity combining was done on
board, with either or both antenna/receiver combinations able to operate two command
decoders.
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TABLE 1. -RADIO FREQUENCY POWER BUDGETS

(Uplink frequency is 1804.5 MHz; downlink frequencies are 1441.5 and 1452.5 MHz)

Uplink Downlink

Power losses-
Path loss at range of 112 km (70 miles), dB
System losses (estimated) , dB

Total losses, dB

Power gains-
Transmitter power1, dBm
Transmitting antenna gain, dB
Receiving antenna gain, dB
Gain of preamplifier at receiving antenna, dB

Total gains, dBm

Signal level at receiver (gains minus losses), dBm
Receiver threshold, dBm
Margin (signal level at receiver minus receiver threshold). dB

137
    -6
-143

50
38
0

   ---
88

-55
-93
38

139
  -6

-145

36
0

31
  25

92

53
105

52
1 At 100 watts for uplink, 4 watts for downlink.



Figure 2 - HiMAT Control Surfaces and Vehicle Dimensions.



Figure 3 - Operational Concept.

Figure 4 - Control System.



Figure 6 - Antennal Patterns Typical of Uplink and Downlink Transmission.



Figure 7 - Standard Frequency Polarization System.

Figure 8 - Diverse Frequency System Implemented for HiMAT
Downlink Transmission.



Figure 9 - Signal Strength of Top and Bottom Antennas During T-37 Maneuvers 112
km (70 mi) From Receiver Antenna. Altitude = 7600 m (25, 000 ft); Signal Strength
at Receiver is 1480.5 MHz for Top Antenna, 1441.5 MHz



Figure 10 - HiMAT Atenna Locations.

Figure 11 - Schematic of Diversity Combiner.



Figure 12 - HiMAT Diversity System.

Figure 13 - PA-30 Flight Test of Diversity System.



Figure 14 - Uplink and Downlink Signal Strengths During Sharp Left
Turn and 360EE Turn.
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ABSTRACT

An increasing number of processes are being moved from the host computer to a versatile,
smaller front end preprocessor. This paper discusses the reasons for preprocessing and
presents a general purpose preprocessor. Use of the preprocessor in mapping MIL 1553
Multiplex Bus data is described as well as the more routine tasks of data merging and
identification, compression, engineering units conversion, array forming, and data sorting.

BACKGROUND

Telemetry computer systems are continually in a state of change and today’s system is no
exception. There appears to be an evolution from the large number cruncher with computer
front ends to a super minicomputer with specialized preprocessor hardware units.

A survey of industry leaders by Electronic Design (1) reveals the same concept in a
broader scope:

• Hewlett Packard’s John Young, President and Chief Executive Officer, “...remove
architecture limitations by building higher level functions into hardware and
firmware....”

• Siemens’ Dr. Karl Beckurts, Senior Vice President, “...there will be more
microprogramming and more soft machines - dedicated machines that contain less
software.”

• IBM’s Ralph Gomory, Vice President and Director of Research, “...we’re going to see
congregations of CPUs working together in the future... progress in restructuring large
software systems so that they can be split, ....”



• NV Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken’s, Dr. A. Pannenborg, Vice President for Research
and Development, “...in the direction of parallel handling of data, which just increases
calculation capacity.”

This trend in reduction of host CPU hardware and software by higher level functions in
dedicated devices is known as preprocessing.

ADVANTAGES

Preprocessing offers many advantages to the telemetry system designer and user:

• Reduce burden on host. By reducing the number of measurands, the data points per
measurand, and the calculations per point, the host has more time available for other
special functions such as display and analysis.

• Reduced cost - hardware and software. With a reduced burden, less capacity is
required in the host; or, with the same capacity, more data streams can be supported by
a single host.

• Improve system development schedule. The schedule for a system employing a
preprocessor can be improved since less effort is required to develop the system
software.

• Provide adaptability for new requirements. Since a minimum amount of software is
required with a preprocessor, new requirements can be easily implemented in a
hardware preprocessor. Thus, the system is more adaptable to changing requirements.

• Real-time output of processed results. Since data is processed in real time, results in
engineering terms can be evaluated while the mission is still in progress.

There are several types of preprocessors currently available:

• Mini computer. Mini computers way be used as telemetry front end preprocessors to
the larger host computers. They provide excellent general purpose capabilities but do
not have the performance offered by special hardware which is required for telemetry
system problems. Computers are generally unsuited for demultiplexing tasks due to the
extra memory I/O traffic, thus degrading other processing functions.

• Array processor. An array processor performs repetitive calculations on one measurand
at extremely high rates; however, it is designed to process arrays rather than 



multiplexed data. Therefore, when multiplex data is processed, the array processor, as
does the computer, loses some of its efficiency.

• Pass/reject selector (EMR 712). One type of special purpose hardware preprocessor is
a device which reduces the amount of data and provides a parameter identification tag
to the computer. This device provides several of the basic functions of a telemetry
preprocessor with multiple input ports, multiple output ports, and a parameter ID tag.

• Data Compressor (EMR 714). A data compressor provides pass/reject capability and
can further reduce data to the host computer by deleting redundant data points. It can
also provide some minimum calculations such as averaging data values over a selected
number of points. The EMR 714 merges data from multiple asynchronous data streams
and routes it to multiple output ports.

• Multiplex Processor (EMR 715). The multiplex processor combines all of the features
of the data compressor with most of the arithmetic capabilities of the array processor.

TYPICAL TELEMETRY SYSTEM

A typical telemetry system employing both a multiplex processor and an array processor is
shown in Figure 1. This advanced medium scale real time system (RDAPS) was provided
to the US Army at Edwards Air Force Base by EMR Telemetry and was reported in a
paper presented by Tucker and Kelly at the 1980 ITC Conference (2). This system was
developed as a flight test engineering tool with the flight test engineer in control of the data
analysis process. It provides continuous displays in engineering units for monitoring and
directing flight profiles and safety of flight limits. In addition, it is anticipated that the
plotted performance of all desired parameters will be available to the engineer within one
hour after the flight time. This new system contrasts with the previous system which
required a formatting to digital tape and the reduction of data by the large number
cruncher. Final plots were available in approximately two weeks.

If the RDAPS system had been implemented without the EMR Multiplex Processor,
multiple computers would have been a necessity. Two seemingly trivial and innocuous
requirements, limit check and standard deviation, would alone have required the quantum
jump to a multiple computer system. The resulting problems of interconnecting several
computers in a high data rate environment would severely limit the system adaptability and
expansion, and adversely impact cost, schedule, maintenance, and risk.



A GENERAL PURPOSE PREPROCESSOR

The EMR Model 715 Multiplex Processor performs the following functions:

• Data merging - up to six independent asynchronous bit parallel data streams may be
merged. The streams may be a mixture of PCM, FM, PAM, or any other parallel data
source.

• Time correlation - time from a time code generator/translator is merged with data as a
seventh input. Time is processed in the same sequence relative to data thus maintaining
time correlation throughout. Time correlation is maintained to the accuracy of the time
code generator, normally 100 microseconds for IRIG B formats.

• Number conversion - input data are accepted in various types of number formats,i.e.,
BCD, 2’s complement, binary, discrete, or sign magnitude. Data may be converted to
2’s complement with no timing overhead.

• Data compression - data may be selected for processing and/or output to the host
computer utilizing data compression algorithms. The algorithms implemented are
defined by the microcode. Compression my occur before or after conversion to
engineering units in integer or floating point formats.

• Engineering units conversion - data are converted from the integer format to a 32 bit
DEC floating point format. The floating point value my then be converted into an
engineering units number with an nth order polonomial or table look-up process.

• Dynamic control by host - through its varied control interfaces, the host may change
any algorithm or any argument within any algorithm while the unit is processing data.
This interface interleaving feature allows the host to update algorithms as the mission
situation changes.

• Flag control processing - all processing is controllable by host initiated flags.

• Array building - measurands may be demultiplexed into arrays of contiguous data
values. Arrays are double buffered to insure no data is lost between arrays.

• Output sorting - data may be directed into any of three output ports by predetermined
algorithms.

• Concatenated words - partial words may be assembled and processed as if they were
one composite word.



• Background programming - an independent program may be initiated by the host and
run simultaneously with the basic program. This background programming permits the
CPU to utilize all of the capabilities of the Multiplex Processor independent of the
basic program.

• Self test simulator - A programmable simulator is provided and utilized by the host for
diagnostic testing.

• Real time processing data may be processed continuously at rates up to 550
kilochannels per second. Some indicative benchmark timings are shown in Table I.

TABLE I MAXIMUM REAL TIME RATES
EMR MODEL 715

PROCESS RATES (TIMING)

1. Input burst data rates, multiple streams 2 megachannels/second

2. Main memory write 10 megabytes/second

3. Main memory read 7 megabytes/second

4. Move register to register 25 megabytes/second

5. Integer add/subtract with memory write 10 megabytes/second

6. Floating point add/subt/mult with memory
write/read

6.25 megabytes/second

7. 5th order polynomial conversion 7.12 microseconds/second

8. Throughput data. Alternate word selection,
number conversion, integer or floating output
with unique tag.

550 K channels/second

9. Throughput data. Same as 8 above but
outputting all words.

398 K channels/second

10. Throughput data. Same as above but with
first order polynomial conversion

400 K channels/second

11. Limit check integer data compression,
number conversion, integer or floating output
with unique tag.

312 K channels/seconds



12. Array building. Real time, continuous data,
integer or floating point, 256 or greater array
length, double buffered.

154 K channels/seconds

Status monitoring - status of front end frame and subframe synchronizers is continuously
monitored. When a status change occurs on any input, and discontinuous data is indicated,
certain data processing functions, e.g. arrays, time calculations, average values, etc. are
initialized.

The front panel of the Multiplex Processor is illustrated in Figure 3.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

The block diagram (Figure 2) for the Multiplex Processor shows three separate sections:
an input section, a memory/processor section, and an output section.

Input

The input section consists of a data and time multiplexer and an input FIFO. The input
FIFO (1K X 20) accepts data at a high rate from the input sources and outputs to the
processor as data is required. The input FIFO also serves as a stored program simulator for
diagnostic routines.

Memory/Processor

The memory/processor section consists of a high speed arithmetic processor performing
calculations in both 32 bit DEC floating point and in 16 bit 2's complement or discrete.
Four memories serve the processor section.

• The constant memory provides 64 fixed values for use in routine processing.

• The scratch pad memory consists of a set of 32 high speed 32-bit registers which are
used for temporary storage of arguments and intermediate values.

• The control memory (8 kilobytes) contains the microcode control store. The microcode,
which defines the functions of all algorithms, is down-loadable from the host and may
also be verified by the host.

• The main memory, 256 kilobytes (expandable to one megabyte), performs storage for
four major functions:



1. Mapping of telemetry word and frame numbers into measurand Ids.

2. Algorithms for each measurand.

3. Arguments and constants for each algorithm.

4. Arrays for the array processor are assembled in the main memory and output to the
array processor or to the host upon demand.

Output

The output FIFO section smooths data flow to the host from the preprocessor. Three ports
are provided to the host.

The first output port consists of a data/tag transfer to the host. Each data point is
accompanied by a measurand ID. Data and ID are typically transferred to a mass storage
device, such as a disk, for assembling a time history file of the data being input to the
processor.

The second port consists of the interface to the array processor (or to a host). Arrays
(buffers) and a measurand ID are output upon demand. Assignable priorities allow higher
rate measurands to be serviced first. The array processor then calculates Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFT) and Power Spectral Density for each measurand.

Instead of array outputs, the second port may consist of data/tag outputs similar to the first
port.

Each data value on the third port is accompanied by an address. This address to the host
memory enables the preprocessor to place data or calculated values in specific locations in
the host. The table of values in the host is known as a Current Value Table (CVT). There
are a number of benefits realized by providing an address to the host:

• No host intervention required to place data in preassigned location.

• Every location contains the most current value.

• Other calculated values (e.g., cumulative sums, scaled data) or associated parameters
(e.g., DAC address) may be placed in memory along with data.

• Reduces data rate to host since no tag is required with each data point.



• Eliminates searching buffers within the host for desired values.

• Data may be accessed in an asynchronous mode. The conventional method of accessing
data only when a buffer is complete requires that the host buffer access be
synchronized with the input data.

• Multiple users may access data independently and immediately.

The CVT is utilized by the host for plots of data against time, data against data,
alphanumeric values, limit checking, slope checking, and gathering of standard deviation
data.

The format for each output port is shown in Table II.

TABLE II. OUTPUT PORT FORMATS
ENR MODEL 715

PORT FORMAT

PORT 1 - DATA, ID (Host memory
address determined by
Unibus data channel)

TAG-X
DATA-Xn
TAG-Y
DATA-Yn

PORT 2 - ARRAY (To host or array
processor)

TAG-Z
DATA-Z1
DATA-Z2
.
.
.
DATA-Zn

- (Alternate: same as Port 1) TAG-X
DATA-Xn
TAG-Y
DATA-Yn



PORT 3 - Current Values Table
(typical format) Host
address determined by
measurand number and data
channel.

NOTE

Data can be either integer or
floating point

DATA-Wn
MAX HIGH VALUE
ELAPSED TIME OUT OF LIMITS HIGH
MIN LOW VALUE
ELAPSED TIME OUT OF LIMITS LOW
MAX SLOPE VALUE
MINIMUM VALUE
MAXIMUM VALUE
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
CUMULATIVE SUM OF DATA
CUMULATIVE SUM OF DATA SQUARED

MICROCODE

The microcode which defines the algorithms is the heart of the Multiplex Processor. The
microcode may either reside in a PROM or may be developed in the host and down loaded
into read/write control stores. The following functions are combined in a series of
microcode steps to define an algorithm:

• Conditional statements
• Move to/from scratch pad to/from main memory
• Move from register to register
• Add
• Subtract
• Multiply
• Compare
• Exclusive OR
• OR
• AND
• Load output register
• Shift
• Float
• Unfloat
• Set/clear flags.
• Jump

Microcode field also defines whether words are integer, 2's complement, or floating point
values.



SPECIFIC ALGORITHMS

Whereas the microcode field defines the meaning of each algorithm, an algorithm field for
each measurand determines how it is to be processed. There are a maximum of 116
algorithms which can be performed on any measurand.

Some particular algorithms defined in the RDAPS system are as follows:

1) Periodic sampling. Every nth sample of a measurand is considered for processing.

2) Compression. Conventional data compression algorithms are performed on all
selected measurands.

3) Engineering units conversion. Data may be converted to engineering units with
either an nth order polonomial or a table lookup conversion. Table lookup consists
of locating values between a number of preselected data points and performing a
polynomial interpolation between the points.

4) Time. Time may be merged with data once per tenths of millisecond and/or once
per second. Minor (millisecond) time, is normally merged with data only when
there has been data passed to the host since the last time word. Major time,
consisting of seconds through days of year, is normally merged with data upon each
occurrence of the major time event.

5) CVT-Data. Raw or converted data are placed in a preassigned location in the CVT.

6) CVT-Upper Limit/Lower Limit. The minimum and maximum values occurring
during a run period are placed in CVT positions. In addition, the cumulative time
that the measurand is out of limits (resolution to 0.1 seconds) is placed in the CVT.

7) CVT-Slope. Each data point is checked against the last data value to determine of a
point-to-point slope exceeds a maximum allowable value. When the actual delta
exceeds the allowable value, the new delta value is placed in the CVT.

8) CVT-Standard Deviation. Standard deviation values, such as cumulative sum of X,
cumulative sum of X squared, number of data points, minimum value, and
maximum value are calculated and retained. Upon command from the host, these
values are dumped to specific locations in the CVT.

9) Array. Arrays are built for each desired measurand and are dumped to array
processor or to the host upon completion of a buffer of preassigned length.



10) Remember. The remember algorithm insures that associated measurements (e.g.
derived parameters) from the same time period are available to the host regardless
of the time separation in the format. Remember causes selected measurand values
to be retained until the last one is ready; all associated words are then dumped to
the CVT simultaneously.

11) Concatenated Words. Partial words may be assembled in the 715 and passed to the
host either with or without processing.

MIL 1553 MULTIPLEX DATA BUS PROCESSING

The Multiplex Processor is uniquely suited for mapping the message format of the MIL
1553 data into a measurand number similar to that of a conventional PCM frame oriented
format.

Command, Data, and Status words are mapped from the message position relationship into
a parameter ID. The word may then be processed identical to that of a PCM format. Thus
any algorithms may be performed on any word in the MIL 1553 format. The 1553 data is
normally accepted in a parallel form from a front end device; however, a serial input
directly from the MIL 1553 bus may be accepted as an option. The Multiplex Processor is
capable of processing all words from the data bus in real time or may accept higher rates in
a playback mode.

SUMMARY

The need for real time results with high data rates suggests the use of a preprocessor. The
EMR Model 715 Multiplex Processor provides the necessary link between format
synchronizers and a host computer. This link accepts data from multiple sources, and in
real time, performs high speed integer or DEC floating point calculations. Microcode,
which resides in PROM or writable control stores, provides system flexibility and greatly
reduces the host supporting software and hardware. By moving most real time functions
from the host to the Preprocessor, the host is available for real time displays and historical
records. Thus, the EMR Multiplex Processor provides the flexibility and expendability for
changes certain to come in tomorrow’s telemetry computer system.
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ABSTRACT

During the first flight of Columbia (STS-1), the Instrumentation, Communications, and
Tracking Subsystems (I-C&TSS) of the Space Shuttle orbiter used S-band links to provide
(in addition to tracking) reception of digitized voice, commands, and printed or
diagrammatic data at a maximum rate of 72 kilobits per second (kbps). The subsystem also
provided a transmission capability for digitized voice, telemetry, television, and real-time
and recorded data. Communication was via S-band directly to the ground stations; ultra-
high frequency (UHF) voice was used for communication with the landing site and some
ground stations and for providing a backup link for state vector update. Audio and
television subsystems served on-board needs and interfaced with the radio frequency (RF)
equipment. Provisions were provided to record on-board data for post-flight playback.
During aerodynamic flight following entry, the S-band link was used to supplement the
UHF link that provides two-way simplex voice communication with air traffic control
facilities. The I-C&T subsystem for STS-1 operated with almost textbook performance;
exceptions were a dedicated signal conditioner redundancy failure, failure of the
development flight instrumentation PCM recorder, and some measurement sensor failures.

INTRODUCTION

The orbiter’s Instrumentation, Communication, and Tracking Subsystem (I-C&TSS) is an
unusual combination of complexity and simplicity, specialization and versatility, and off-
the-shelf and newly developed hardware. It interfaces not only with NASA’s Space
Tracking and Data Network (STDN), but also with USAF Space Ground Link Subsystem
(SGLS), satellites, crew members performing extravehicular activities (when required),
and the Federal Aviation Agency’s (FAA) air traffic control (ATC) voice communications.
In addition, it must interface with the multiple on-board computers of the data processing
subsystem, the orbiter displays and controls, other on-board subsystems, and payloads
(Table 1).



Because of the complexity of the I-C&TSS, this paper is restricted to an overview of
design and the flight results. In cases where existing papers describe subsystems (S-band
or antennas); those subsystems are only summarized here (see References 1, 2, 3, and 4).

SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS

The I-C&TSS is most easily described in terms of subsystems or equipment groupings
(Figure 1). Functional descriptions of these subsystems or equipment groupings are
provided in the following paragraphs.

S-Band Subsystem

The orbiter’s S-band communication subsystem was designed and manufactured by TRW
and subtier contractors. It comprises two independent subsystems: the network subsystem
and the payload communication subsystem. The network subsystem provides tracking and
two-way communication via phase-modulated (PM) links directly to the ground, as well as
transmission of data directly to the ground via frequency modulation (FM) link. The
payload communication subsystem, like a flying ground station, provides two-way
communication with unmanned orbiting spacecraft.

Network Subsystem - The network subsystem consists of seven line-replaceable units
(LRU’s). Those not shown as being redundant (Figure 2) are internally redundant.
Therefore, the subsystem includes two electrically isolated strings (with the exception of
the reeds and contacts in the switch assembly), the antennas, and their coaxial cables.
Although cross-strapping of functional units between strings is possible to improve the
capability to withstand failures, the flexibility is limited to minimize orbiter wiring
complexity and weight.

As may be seen from the block diagram, the FM and PM functions are separate, except
that the LRU antenna switch assembly services both. Not shown are the interfacing
multiplexer/demultiplexers (MDM’s) that provide telemetry of configuration data,
performance parameters, and transmission and reception of data to and from the data
processing subsystem (DPS) computers. The network signal processors (NSP’s) can route
both data received and data transmitted through communication security boxes for
decryption or encryption.



Table 1.  Design Drivers

Design Driver Source Impact

Cost Objective to make Shuttle a
low-cost launching system

• Compatibility with existing
ground facilities

• Use of off-the-shelf navigation
aids

• Limited new component
development

Reuse Objective to reuse orbiter up
to 100 times

• Many environmentally sealed
boxes

• Extended environmental
testing

Reliability Requirement that two
failures not endanger crew
or vehicle and a single
failure not force mission
termination

• Triple redundant navigation
aids (except radar altimeter)

• Almost completely redundant
communication

Flexibility Requirement to interface
with both DOD and NASA
ground networks and
interface with a wide variety
of payloads communication
systems

• Two “turnaround” ratios
• Multiple payload data rates,

formats, and operating
frequencies

Flush or deployable
antennas

Protruding antennas would
burn off during entry

Considerable difficulty in meeting
performance requirements

Power and weight Objective to maximize
vehicle payload capability

More complex development
trades and design effort

Long RF coax runs Large size of orbiter Special efforts to minimize losses
and improve antenna and
receiver/transmitter performance



*The forms, forward and return links, were adopted in preference to up and down to avoid the
confusion resulting from the usage of a relay satellite at a synchronous altitude where signals in
both directions rollow paths going both up and down.

The subsystem provides for several modes and data rates (Figure 3) for both the forward
link (ground-to-orbiter) and the return link* (orbiter-to-ground). The forward link receiving
equipment is capable of handling data at two different rates and receiving on any of four
frequencies. The four forward link frequencies accommodate two return link frequencies
and two turnaround ratios (ratios of orbiter transmit-to-receive frequencies). Two return
link frequencies, which operate in the 1.7 to 2.3 GHz band, are used to minimize
interference to payload communications. Two turnaround ratios correspond to those used
by NASA (240/221) and DOD (256/205).

Two data rates are available for the return link, accommodating, as in the forward link, one
or two voice channels, and, in addition, two different telemetry rates (Figure 3). The lower
data rate is used when link margins are limited to less than 3 dB. The power amplifier
generates over 100 watts with an effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of 17.7 dBW,
and the preamplifier provides a sensitivity of approximately -130 dBm at the LRU. The
antenna gain-to-noise (G/T) value is approximately -27.3 dBEK with the dual beam
antennas. In direct-to-ground communication, although the power amplifier and
preamplifier were used at launch, the output of 2 watts and sensitivity of -118 dBm
provided strong link margins of more than 30 dB during STS-1 flight. The very efficient bit
sync performance (Figure 4) operated at less than 1 dB from the theoretical values.

FM Subsystem (Operational ) - The FM subsystem consists of three LRU’s (Figure 2).
The FM signal processor and FM transmitters provide a capability for the transmission of
data not amenable for incorporation into the limited-rate pulse code modification (PCM)
telemetry data stream. The data transmitted via FM includes television, digital data from
the main engines during launch, wideband (to 5MHz) payload data, and digital data from
recorder playback.

Conditioning and multiplexing for FM transmission occur in the FM signal processor.
Video and wideband digital and analog signals are routed to the FM transmitter with only
matching and filtering. Narrower band digital engine data are placed on subcarriers at 576,
768, and 1024 kHz.

The FM transmitter operates at 2250 MHz with an output power of 4.1 dBW at the
antenna. Both baseband and RF filtering is provided to reduce out-of-channel interference
to the PM and payload receivers. Nominal RF bandwidth is 10 MHz. A DFI FM
transmitter operates at 2205 MHz in conjunction with the DFI data sources.



Television Subsystem

The television subsystem allowed visual monitoring from the ground of on-board activities.
It provided the crew with the ability to see areas of the payload bay obscured from direct
observation. Television signals originating in the orbiter, near the orbiter, and its payloads
were transmitted to the ground on the FM direct S-band link.

The operational television subsystem (Figure 5), designed and manufactured by RCA, will
have up to nine on-board cameras, two large-screen monitors, two portable viewfinder
monitors, and the the associated switching and control logic.

All TV cameras were black and white, but can be converted to color with the substitution
of a color lens assembly (CLA) for the normal monochrome lens assembly (MLA). The
CLA contains a rotating color separation wheel to provide a field sequential color signal.
Only the two cameras located inside the cabin are to be equipped for color. One of these
cameras may be carried by an EVA astronaut outside the crew compartment. These cabin
cameras are the only cameras equipped with viewfinder monitors; the pointing of all other
cameras is either fixed or remotely controlled from the console television monitors (CTM).

Up to three cameras may be located in the payload bay: one at the forward end, one at the
aft end, and one (keel camera) at any of four locations on the floor. The remaining four
cameras may be located on the two arms of the remote manipulating system (RMS) one at
the elbow and one at the wrist. The three jointed arms are for deploying and retrieving
payloads. The elbow camera is mounted on a remotely controlled pan-tilt unit to adjust its
pointing as desired. This same pan-tilt unit is provided for the forward and aft payload bay
cameras. The camera at the wrist is fixed-mounted, but has a light atop it for aid in viewing
shadowed areas.

The two black and white CTM’s are located at the aft-end of the flight deck near the
television control panel. Each has the capability for split-screen viewing, thus allowing
monitoring of up to four cameras simultaneously.

These cameras and monitors are interconnected through a video switching unit (VSU),
which performs switching in response to signals from the remote control logic unit (RCU).
Commands are decoded by the RCU and multiplexed on the sync signal along with a
camera ID. The camera’s electronics decode these signals and drive the lens and pan/tilt
motors. The camera multiplexes its ID number, temperature, pan/tilt angles, and angle
rates on the composite video to the VSU.



**The term GPC includes all five of the operations (OPS) computers, including those previously
referred to as guidance, navigation, and control (GN&C) computers.

In addition to its switching function, the VSU multiplexes Greenwich Mean Time from the
orbiter’s master timing unit on the downlink or record video and encodes one of two audio
channels on the video sync signal.

Ground Command Interface Logic Controller (GCILC)

GCILC is an LRU that provided the capability for ground control of many functions of
C&TSS and a portion of the operational instrumentation subsystem. It also provided the
logic to allow control of the same functions from either D&C switches (manual
commands) or in response to ground-originated commands through the uplink. Ground-
originated commands flowed through the NSP to the general-purpose computers (GPC’s)
of the DPS to the GCILC and were sent to the LRU’s. Then the command status (from
either the GCIL or the LRU’s) was returned to the GPC and routed to the ground through
the pulse code modulation (PCM) data stream. The GCILC provided logic to allow the on-
board crew, if required, to block ground-originated configuration commands.

On-board commands were also originated through the use of any of several DPS
keyboards that enter the command directly in the GPC.**

The GCILC, in conjunction with the other described equipment, allowed a ground crew to
operate and monitor the I-C&TSS configuration, freeing the crew for other activities. It
also avoided the necessity of having one astronaut awake at all times just to maintain
contact with the ground.

Instrumentation System

The orbiter’s instrumentation system comprises two independent subsystems:
Developmental Flight Instrumentation (DFI) and Operational Instrumentation (OI). The OI
subsystem enables real-time data monitoring using on-board displays, STDN ground
station reception. and decommutation of S-band PM. In addition, data were recorded
during periods when the orbiter was out of ground station range for later playback. The
DFI system allows the recording of data for post-flight analysis and the transmission of
real-time DFI pulse code modulation data to ground stations by means of S-band
frequency modulation. The OI and-DFI subsystems obtain timing information from a
common orbiter timing unit.

OI Subsystem - The OI subsystem (Figure 6) consists of transducers, signal conditioners,
pulse code modulation encoding equipment, digital and analog recorders, and timing



equipment. Transducers to monitor vibration, temperature, pressure, strain. quantity,
flowrates, current, and position are distributed throughout the orbiter. Table II is a
breakdown of orbiter vehicle measurements.

Table 11.  Orbiter Measurements

Type

Quantity (approx)

Analog Discrete

OI PCM sensors (downlink) 1,025 1,875

OI GPC sensors (downlink) 421 1,245

OI GPC-derived (downlink) 7,900 7,995

DFI wideband sensors 675 N/A

DFI PCM sensors 2,535 90

The OI is required to sense, acquire, condition, digitize, format, and distribute data for
display, telemetry, recording, and checkout. It provides PCM recording, voice recording,
and master timing for on-board systems. The equipment consists of two PCM master units
(PCMMU’s), two operational recorders, one payload recorder, one master timing unit
(MTU), 13 dedicated signal conditioners (DSC’s), eight multiplexer/demultiplexers
(MDM’s), and various sensors.

Dedicated Signal Conditioner - The DSC receives sensor data and buffers, amplifies,
converts, or attenuates the inputs as necessary, and provides two isolated outputs for all
sensors except AC discrete (Figure 7). The DSC modules are available in a variety of
ranges to accommodate standard inputs. The DSC has a maximum of 32 modules, each
module having from three to eight channels. The DSC has redundant power supplies. The
module mix is determined by the measurements assigned to a DSC on a box-by-box basis.

Multiplexer/Demultiplexer - The MDM’s receive sensor data from the DSC’s, digitize,
and transmit serial biphase Manchester II to the PCMMU upon request. The MDM’s have
redundant power supplies, sequence control units (SCU), analog to digital (A/D)
converters, and serial multiplexer interface adapters (MIA) (Figure 8).

The MDM receives sensor input data by means of the non-redundant input/output cards.
The MIA/serial data bus is the interface between the MDM and the PCMMU’s. Upon
request for data by the PCMMU, the MDM digitizes, converts the digitized data into 



biphase Manchester II, adds parity and sync, and transmits the data to the PCMMU for
further processing.

Pulse Code Modulation - Master Unit - There are two identical PCMMU’s, of which only
one is active at any given time. The PCMMU is responsible for acquiring parameter data
(designated as downlink data) from the MDM’s, storing the data in memory, structuring
the telemetry format, inserting stored data into the telemetry format, and providing data to
the GPC for display and systems management functions (Figure 9).

Parameter acquisition is under control of the OI and PL fetch programmable read-only
memory. This “fetch PROM” establishes maximum parameter sample rates and directs the
received data into specific random access memory (data RAM) for storage. The GPC’s
transmit data to the PCMMU to be stored in a computer data RAM. This computer data
RAM is a double buffer memory which allows asynchronous reception of GPC data while
synchronously outputting previously received data. This arrangement guarantees the
homogeneity of GPC data.

PCM output data are formatted into a serial digital output stream for telemetry, recording,
or GSE. The output data stream operates at 128 kilobits per second (kbps) and 64 kbps. A
format PROM is used for a fixed format and cannot be altered by the GPC’s. The fixed
format is used following initial power-up. A separate RAM memory is used for each of the
programmable 128-kbps and 64-kbps formats. These formats are loaded into the RAM by
GPC from the mass memory. The formats can then be changed for different mission phases
and ground checkout. The fixed format serves as a ready backup in the event of power loss
to the PCMMU, which would result in loss of data from the volatile RAM.

Formats have been developed for the ascent phase, on orbit phase, entry phase, and ground
checkout. Telemetry format load (TFL) data are output from a ground-based compiler.
This TFL is then loaded in the mass memory for GPC use.

Master Timing Unit (MTU) - The MTU generates a stable frequency and is the GMT and
MET source for avionics subsystems. The MTU has dual-redundant temperature-control
led oscillators and triple-redundant GMT and MET time accumulators (Figure 10).

Oscillator selection is accomplished either manually by panel switch, or by internal
selection based upon oscillator performance. One oscillator drives all of the frequency and
time accumulators of the MTU at a given time. Frequency, GMT, and MET IRIG outputs
are available continuously. GMT and MET are also available on a demand basis by the
GPC and PCMMU in biphase Manchester II format. The GPC and the ground controllers
can reset or update the GMT or MET accumulators.



Operational Recorders - Two identical recorders are used for continuous recording of the
OI PCM data with or without digitized voice. One 14-track serial recorder records data
while the data on the second recorder are selectively dumped to STDN ground stations via
uplink control. The recorder functions are alternated throughout the mission.

One operational recorder is dedicated to parallel recording of the three 60-kbps main
engine digital data during the ascent period. The second operational recorder
simultaneously records the OI PCM data interleaved with one or two digitized voice
channels (192 kbps).

Payload Experiment Recorder - The payload recorder is similar in design to the operational
recorders. Payload data recording is provided via the payload station distribution patch
panel. Pre-mission patch panel wiring permits digital recording in either parallel or serial
(up to 14 tracks) or a combination of digital and analog parallel data (up to 14 tracks).
Data ranges associated with the 14 tape speeds are pre-mission selectable to provide for
selection of four tape speeds during a given mission.

DFI Subsystem - The DFI subsystem (Figure 6) consists of transducers, signal
conditioners, pulse code modulation encoding equipment, digital and analog recorders,
frequency division multiplexers, and timing equipment.

The DFI, scheduled for development flights only, provides additional instrumentation
(similar to OI) to support certification and verification programs. The DFI is required to
monitor, acquire, condition, digitize, format, frequency-multiplex, distribute, and record
data. The equipment consists of two PCMMU’s, three recorders, nine frequency division
multiplexers, seven MDM’s, various signal conditioners, and sensors.

The DFI PCMMU’s, MDM’s, signal conditioners, and sensors perform the same functions
as the OI counterparts and are therefore not discussed here.

Frequency Division Multiplexer (FDM) - The FDM’s consist of four 15-channel
multiplexers each. One multiplexer output is transmitted in real-time through the S-band
FM subsystem. FDM data are recorded during specific mission phases on the wideband
ascent or mission recorders.

PCM Recorder (DFI Development flight measurement data are processed by a PCMMU
and recorded on a continuous or automatic sample basis by the PCM recorder dedicated to
DFI. The DFI PCM recorder records data at 128 kbps from the DFI PCMMU either
continuously or in timed intervals, depending on recorder controls selected. The 14 tracks
are used to record in a track-to-track serial sequence, the serial recording providing up to 



eight hours of recording at a speed of 15 ips. The data are played back via hard line to
GSE only. Serial playback is at the rate of eight to one.

Wideband Recorder (DFI) - Continuous frequency data, such as vibration, acoustic, and
flutter measurements are frequency-multiplexed and recorded on the wideband recorder.
The DFI wideband recorder provides up to 14 tracks for recording frequency-multiplexed
wideband analog data from the FDM outputs. Total recording time is 32 minutes at a
programmed operating speed of 15 ips. The recorder can be operated continuously or in a
manual data sampling mode. Data are played back to GSE at a one-to-one rate, relative to
the record speed, and all 14 tracks are dumped simultaneously.

MISSION RECORDER (DFI)

A second wideband recorder is used to provide 28 tracks for recording additional FDM
outputs. The recorder can be operated continuously or in a manual data-sampling mode.
The total recording time on this recorder is two hours. At 15 ips, data are played back at a
one-to-one rate relative to record speed. All 28 tracks are outputted simultaneously. The
playback electronics are contained in a carry-on GSE unit which interconnects between the
on-board recorder and the vehicle umbilical wiring.

UHF

UHF transceivers are provided for the transmission and reception of voice to allow contact
with ATC facilities and chase-aircraft during landing operation. They are provided during
on-orbit operations for the transmission of voice to, and the reception of voice and
telemetry from, extravehicular space-suited astronauts. Both functions are provided by a
newly developed EVA-ATC communication subsystem being built by RCA under direct
contract to NASA.

EVA/ATC Communication System - The EVA/ATC communication subsystem is
designed primarily to support extravehicular activities, but it also provides ATC voice
communication capabilities, thus allowing it to replace the ARC-150 used on Orbiter 101.
In the ATC service, it provides two-way RF links on either of two frequencies (296.8 or
259.7 MHz) with a transit power of 10 watts at the LRU output. In addition, emergency
communication is provided by a 243-MHz guard channel transmitter and receiver.

Antennas

The antennas associated with each subsystem (except the UHF airlock and the deployable
Ku-band) are flush mounted (Figure 11). The locations were chosen to favor the desired
direction of coverage within the constraints of the space available on-board the orbiter.



All flush antennas are overlaid with the thermal protection subsystem (TPS), which covers
that part of the orbiter surface that otherwise would be unable to survive the heat of entry.
TPS is thickest on the bottom where the depth over the lower antennas reaches 2.5 inches.
TPS has electrical characteristics somewhat similar to polyurethane foam. It has required
special attention where the patterns are critical (quads). Basic data on the antennas are
presented In Table III.

The quad antennas are placed in the roll plane of the vehicle at 45 degrees to the orbiter
horizontal plane. The patterns of about 100 degrees In the roll plane provide overlapping
coverage; fore-aft coverage is on the order of 130 degrees. More details on orbiter
antennas and patterns may be found in References 1, 3, and 4.

Displays and Controls (D&C’s)

I-C&TSS control panels in the orbiter are not very different from their counterparts in
large commercial aircraft and previously manned spacecraft. All panels (not just I-C&TSS)
are designed and manufactured by the orbiter prime contractor, Rockwell International, to
ensure commonality of component usage and standard layout and nomenclature.

The S-band control panel (Figure 12) makes use of block diagramming to aid in
understanding switch functions.

Instrumentation controls are located throughout the flight deck panels (Figure 13). The
configuration and functions are similar to the S-band controls as seen in the recorder
controls in Figure 12.

SUBSYSTEM PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The I-C&TSS utilizes both environmentally sealed and unsealed LRU’s, with most of
those specifically designed for the orbiter being sealed as an aid toward meeting the goal
of a ten-year life. A typical box is approximately 7.6 inches (19 cm) high and no longer
than 20 inches (51 cm), with width being determined by the volume needed. A flat thermal
base provides contact with water-cooled shelves on which or under which it mounts
(Figure 14). Hold-down is by captive fasteners. Connectors are on the front panel. The
physical design was greatly influenced by the sealing requirement, by conduction cooling,
and by the design vibration requirement.



Table III.  Orbiter Antennas

Antenna Quantity Freq Polar Type Reason for Selection

UHF 1 UHF LV Annular slot High efficiency,
broad angular
coverage

S-band
quads

4 S RHCP Crossed dipole fed
cavity fixed array

Beam shaping, gain,
efficiency

S-band
hemi’s

2 S RHCP Crossed dipole fed
cavity

High-efficiency,
broad, continuous
coverage

S-band
payload

1 S RH &
LH
CP

Cross dipole fed
cavity

Polarization
switching, shaped
beam

UHF-airlock 1 UHF L Microstrip Total coverage in the
airlock cylinder

A summary of subsystem weight and power consumption is provided in Table IV. Power
dissipation is about the same as consumption except for those LRU’S that generate
significant amounts of RF. Power consumption is not totaled because all of the subsystems
are never on at the same time. In addition to the powers listed, there are short-term
switching transients as latching relays are switched and intermittent heater-power for TV
cameras, which are external to the temperature-controlled crew compartment.

Most of the LRU’s of the I-C&TSS are mounted in equipment bays located at the fore and
aft ends of the mid deck along with LRU’s of other orbiter subsystems. In these bays,
wires to LRU connectors are in trays in front of the equipment for easy repair and
modification. Where feasible, redundant LRU’s are mounted in separate bays for damage
control.

STS-1 FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

Orbiter I-C&TSS performance for flight STS-1 was near perfect. However, a dedicated
signal conditioner and the DFI PCM recorder experienced anomalies during the ascent
phase. Also some measurements failed or outputted questionable data during the flight.

One of two circuit breakers supplying power to two dedicated signal conditioners blew at
T + 10 minutes. This occurrence coincided with an indication of a momentary current



spike on an orbiter main bus, and no attempt was made to reset the breaker. This failure
did not result in any data loss, due to the redundant power bus and redundant power
supplies in the conditioner. Post-flight teardown revealed a foreign object in one of the two
conditioner power supplies which caused a power short to ground. Under the zero-g
environment, the object moved into a position causing the short.

The DFI PCM recorder operated for 31 minutes prior to failure. As the nature of the
recorder problem was unknown, an attempt was made to record entry data. Post-flight tape
dump revealed that only 31 minutes of ascent data was recorded. Post-flight teardown
revealed an extraneous object in the recorder drive mechanism. Limited data were lost
because DFI PCM S-band was recorded over ground stations. No data were available
during blackout. Additionally, 300 milliseconds of data was lost at SRB ignition due to
tape/head separation as a result of SRB overpressure shock.

Four OI measurements became inoperative during the flight. A small percentage of DFI
measurements failed to operate properly or provided data which were in question. All
measurement anomalies are being investigated prior to STS-2, and all problems identified
are being repaired.

The closed-circuit television (CCTV) equipment was operated from the cabin or via the
S-band command link. All of the CCTV hardware was exercised during the STS-1
mission, and performance was normal.

The UHF transceiver was operated in the high-power simplex mode at 296.8 MHz
throughout the mission. In this mode, the unit communicated directly with ground stations
during ascent and while on orbit and with chase aircraft and landing facilities during
landing. The performance of the transceiver was normal.

The ground command interface logic controller (GCILC) performance was normal.

The S-band RF equipment operated within its design limits for the entire mission in
textbook performance. The S-band PM equipment was in high power for launch and
switched to the space ground link system (SGLS) mode for the Indian Ocean Station pass.
It was then changed to the space flight tracking and data network (STDN) low-power
high-frequency mode. This configuration was maintained for the remainder of the mission
with the exception of the two station passes used for special communication tests and the
remaining passes over the Indian Ocean Station. There were no problems during prelaunch
or the mission for the S-band PM equipment. The S-band FM equipment launch
configuration transmitted main engine data. During the remainder of the mission, the
system was used for TV (real-time and playback) and operational instrumentation recorder
dumps. There were no problems during prelaunch or mission for the S-band FM
equipment.



Table IV.  Power Consumption and Weight of Subsystems

Subsystem
Quantity
of LRU’s

Power
Consumption*

(watts)
Weight**
[lb (kg)]

UHF-ATC transceiver 1 160 18 (8)

S-band network 13 797 218 (99)

Television 18 528*** 279 (127)

Ground command Interface logic 1   60 39 (18)

Antennas 22    - 76 (35)

Operational instrumentation

DSC
MDM
PCMMU
Recorders
MTU

13
7
2
3
1

328
359
  55
168
  31

234 (106)
465 (211)

56 (25)
122 (55)
27 (12)

Developmental flight instrumentation

DSC
MDM
PCMMU
Recorders
FDM
WBSC

16
7
2
3
9

389

374
359
  55
134
450
232

349 (158)
465 (211)

56 (25)
135 (61)
165 (75)
117 (53)

Total 507     4,090 2,821 (1,279)

   *Sum of LRU’s that normally operate simultaneously
 **LRU’s only -- excludes wiring, coax, and Interfacing hardware
***All cameras on

The S-band antenna switch assembly was under computer control for the entire mission.
The appropriate S-band quadrature and hemi-antennas were selected as the attitude of the
orbiter changed with respect to the ground station. The configuration of the S-band
network equipment was managed by either uplink real-time or stored program commands.



Minimum anomaly data analysis and hardware/subsystem retest were considered
necessary. The performance of the communication and tracking subsystem was rated
“excellent” In the NASA STS-1 flight report.
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Figure 1 -- Subsystem Groupings

Figure 2 - I-C&TSS Block Diagram



Figure 3 -- S-Band Frequencies, Modes, and Data Rates

Figure 4 -- Bit Error Versus Signal-to-Noise Ratio



Figure 5 -- Operational TV Subsystem Diagram

Figure 6 -- OI/DFI Block Diagram



Figure 7 -- Dedicated Signal Conditioner Block Diagram

Figure 8 -- MDM System Block Diagram



Figure 9 -- PCMMU Block Diagram

Figure10 -- Master Timing Unit Block Diagram



Figure 11 -- Antenna Locations

Figure 12 -- Communications and Tracking Control Panels



Figure 13 -- Instrumentation Control Panels



Figure 14 --Typical Avionics Installation
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UPLINK TELEMETRY:  A LOGICAL EXPANSION OF
FLIGHT TEST DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

G. W. Venorsky Lead Engineer
Flight Test Data Systems

McDonnell Aircraft Company
McDonnell Douglas Corporation

St. Louis, Missouri

ABSTRACT

A reliable telemetry uplink, operating simultaneously and compatibly with normal
downlink telemetry, will provide the flight test community with a versatile and flexible
means of managing airborne data acquisition systems. This paper recommends
incorporation of telemetry uplink capabilities into data acquisition systems employed in
aircraft developmental flight testing.

Potential applications are discussed, including:

• In-flight real-time, reformatting of an airborne data system.
• Time code synchronization.
• Merging of external data sources into onboard data streams.
• Presentation of ground processed data to the pilot via cockpit displays.
• In-flight programming of flight-test-peculiar equipments, e.g. flutter excitation

controllers.

Reduced downlink telemetry bandwidths, higher mission productivities, and decreased
pilot workloads are expected benefits.

The results of an ongoing, McDonnell Aircraft Company, (MCAIR), funded (IRAD*)
uplink development and evaluation program are presented, including the ground-based
segments integrated into an autotracking antenna system.

Alternatives also are discussed for integration of telemetry uplink systems into normally
used test facilities, contractor and government operated.
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ENHANCEMENT OF ENDURABILITY BY MODERN
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WWMCCS and Survivability of Satellite Links

WWMCCS is a Worldwide Military Command and Control System which uses command
centers, warning and surveillance systems, communication systems and data processing or
computers. One of the functions of WWMCCS is to use existing worldwide jam resistant
satellite communications to link decision makers in the United States with commanders
overseas as well as to support tactical mobile ground shipboard and airborne users and
designated nuclear capable forces. It is intended for use by the National Command
Authority for the dispatch of the most critical commands. It must operate successfully
under severe enemy counteractions and during and after a nuclear exchange. It demands
the ability to survive and the utmost in reliability and endurability. In addition, its function
of providing a means to dispatch critical commands, WWMCCS also provides a common
user Automatic Data Processing (ADP) which is used in normal day to day environment,
and computer-to-computer connections through an intercomputer network (WIN) program.
WIN is an ARPANET-like packet switching network interconnecting 20-25 Honeywell
6000/GCOS hosts located at sites across continental United States, Hawaii, Korea and
Europe. At present WWMCCS is providing dialog communication lines between all major
users and is studying alternatives for the development of an information system (WIS) to
interlink not only computer networks but message handling centers, intelligent terminals,
and command center display systems.

According to Lt. Gen. H. Dickinson, Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, writing in
SIGNAL, May/June 1981, “EHF radio and millimeter wave technology provide similar (to
Fiber optics) promising improvements in bandwidth survivability and security. The
widespread use of satellite terminals has been perhaps the single most important change
that has influenced the way we operate in recent years.”

This paper will discuss the enhancement of the endurability of the WWMCCS satellite
network by use of transportable TT&C earth terminals which can be proliferated and/or



rapidly deployed to operate and/or maintain the status and health of satellites in the
WWMCCS network. Such transportable earth terminals have the capability of being
transported by truck, or by aircraft such as C-130, C-141, or C-5A, to be set up in any part
of the world and to be able to assume many or even all of the TT&C functions of modern
military TT&C earth terminals including telemetry data processing functions and some
level of local command authority executed upon instructions from a remote command
center or based on “canned” commands or with limited local autonomy, or with the
transportable terminal implemented to operate as a mobile mission control center.

The Meaning of Endurability by TT&C Terminals

Endurability is defined by Webster as the “ability to survive and maintain”. From the
WWMCCS standpoint; this implies the ability to maintain various key functions during
various levels of threat. In general, the satellite functions in the WWMCCS include
communications, data gathering, networking, meteorology, navigation, etc. TT&C earth
terminals must then provide tracking, telemetry analyses, and commands in order to
provide endurability of satellite functions. This endurability by a TT&C earth terminal is
then provided by the following:

• Functional transfer:  In the event of the loss of one TT&C earth terminal, its
functions could be transferred to another terminal.

• Proliferation/redundancy:  This provides for backup, alternate, or alternative TT&C
earth terminals to maintain satellite support.

• Mobility/Transportability:  This provides for either movement of a TT&C earth
terminal from one place to another to escape a threat or serve a scenario, or to
rapidly deploy or move a TT&C earth terminal to a designated location,

• Hardening/CBR:  This provides for protection or endurability of a TT&C earth
terminal in the presence of an EMP threat or chemical or biological warfare.

• Satellite Autonomy:  This provides TT&C earth terminal data processing of orbital
data to provide update of semi-autonomous satellite orbital position

• Frequency diversity:  This provides the ability to move to other TT&C frequency
bands including Ku-band and EHF to serve various scenarios or endure various
levels of threat.

• Data Processing Commonality:  This provides the ability to process the TT&C data
for a variety of different satellite system and missions.



• Earth Terminal Semi-Autonomy:  This provides the capability to maintain
communication and data links with remote command centers and to provide limited
autonomous operation in various situations of threat.

The Technologies of Endurable TT&C Earth Terminal

TT&C terminals differ from communication terminals in that they must be capable of
precision tracking of low and medium altitutde orbiting satellite in addition to
geosynchronous satellites. They must be capable of determining satellite position and
range and of detecting telemetry downlink signals and producing uplink command signals.

The technologies which are required to assure the survivability/endurability of TT&C earth
terminals include new antenna designs for fast erection time and minimum size/ weight
packaging onto aircraft, and the associated use modular shelters which are also especially
designed for transportability. Equipment technology for endurability includes new LNA
and solid state power amplifier technology with particular emphasis on reliability through
soft failure modes; new digital antenna control instrumentation; the use of modern
integrated circuits including LSI and employment of new equipment packaging techniques
to reduce size and weight; modern data handling and processing systems including
computer and peripherals; microprocessor control and monitoring systems including the
use of the IEEE-488 bus, the use of fiber optics for EMI-free data interconnectivity; and
the use of antenna sidelobe control to reduce susceptibility to jammer interference.

The TT&C Military Earth Terminal

Figure 1 illustrates the use of a TT&C military earth terminal (or ground terminal) in a
typical user scenario. Here the TT&C terminal, consisting of a tracking antenna, an RF
system, a baseband system, and a TT&C data processing system, communicates satellite
tracking and telemetry information, obtained from a DSCS II satellite at S-band, back to a
DSCS ground station via the same (or another DSCS II) satellite at X-band using a
portable or local DSCS X-band portable terminal. This data return could also have been
accomplished by a Telco or microwave radio system.

The TT&C terminal is made up of the subsystems shown in Figure 2. The antenna is a
tracking antenna and can be either a full motion antenna (horizon to horizon) or a limited
motion antenna limited to a restricted portion of the sky. It should have all the electronics
and movements required to track a specified satellite and to determine the satellite
position, and to demodulate and process the telemetry and range data using both baseband
and data processing subsystems. It should be also capable of receiving command data from
a command station and transmitting these commands to the satellite.



A TT&C terminal for typical military satellites such as DSCS-II, NATO III, DSP, DMSP,
SCF, NASA, and GPS must not be confused with the fairly simple terminals used to
provide voice and data communications at, say X-band via DSCS-II. It is a very
sophisticated and complex terminal capable of not only tracking and establishing up and
down links for telemetry and command data and for range and range rate functions, but
also, as shown in Figure 2, to provide the complete range of telemetry, command and
ranging baseband functions required, and to locally process this data to an extent
determined by a distant master terminal. In the present era of computer technology, the
range of data processing capability of a military TT&C earth terminal is not limited by the
equipment and hardware used, but by the extent of available software and the availability
of a personnel complement capable of providing not only the data processing and terminal
operation, but also direction and in cases of certain threat levels, actual mission
management and control.

The Technologies Relating of Transportability and Deployment

If a military TT&C terminal is to be transported, it must conform to the pacing size and
weight requirements of the available transporting vehicles. Consider the use of the C-130
aircraft as the candidate vehicle for transporting a military TT&C terminal. A C-130 can
carry a load weighing 32000 pounds in a space roughly 8 X 8 X 40 feet.

The pacing weights of a military TT&C terminal are provided by the antenna subsystem,
the HPA, and the shelters and equipment. The antenna weight can vary from 5000 to
25,000 pounds (30-foot full motion). Shelter weights are 5000 to 6000 pounds for 20 X 8
X 8 foot enclosures. The HPA weighs about 3200 pounds for each 2 KW of power. In
addition, about 10,000 pounds of baseband equipment (8 to 10 racks) and consoles and
5000 pounds of TT&C equipment. A hypothetical TT&C terminal with a 20-foot full-
motion antenna disassembled in a package 20 foot in length, and three subsystem shelters
each 20 ft. long would weigh about 50,000 pounds. Since a C-130 can only carry 32,000
pounds, two C-130s or one C-141 will be required, to meet the weight requirement.

The size of T/MGS is of particular concern for transport by aircraft such as the C-310,
which has a cargo size capacity of 8 X 8 X 40 feet. Standard ISO shelters come in the 8 X
8 X 10, 8 X 8 X 20 or 8 X 8 X 36 foot size. A hypothetical TT&C terminal with a 20-foot
full-motion antenna packaged into a space 20 X 8 X 8 feet in size, and three shelters (RF,
BB, TT&C), would fit in two C-130 aircraft. A 30-foot, disassembled, full-motion antenna
will consist of a package 36 feet long and 8 X 8 feet in cross section. Hence two C-130s
would be required to carry the antena alone.



The Technologies Relating to Deployment

The time-to-erect a disassembled antenna in the 10 - 30 ft diameter range is a critical
parameter in getting a TT&C terminal “on the air” after it has been transported to a key
site. Antenna technology for transportable TT&C operation has now matured to the point
where the structural weight sequence to maintain the ridigity and strength required for
accurate tracking and for tracking in high winds has been reduced by the use of innovative
mechanical structures and self erecting pedestals. It is now possible to erect a 20 foot full
motion on a 30 foot limited motion antenna in a time element from 8 hours to 24 hours
depending on the type and location of the site, and the personnel available. Modern
transportable/erectable antennas no longer require cranes or complex erection tools but
utilize portions of the structure itself to aid in the erection.

Other aspects of deployment, including interconnecting the various equipment shelters and
the antenna and the HPA are not significant problems, and indeed can be aided by the use
of the fiber optic links between the baseband system and the data processing TT&C
subsystem whose shelter may be located some distance from the baseband subsystem.

The Technology of Sensitivity and EIRP (LNA and HPA)

Two key parameters which are required to operate a military TT&C terminal with a given
satellite — the earth terminal sensitivity figure of merit G/T and the earth terminal EIRP or
up-link radiated power. These two parameters involve three major earth terminal systems
and related interconnection systems. These major parameters include:

• Antenna gain G which is a function of antenna diameter and efficiency.

• Low noise amplifier whose noise temperature with antenna gain and noise
temperature establishes G/T.

• HPA (high power amplifier) power output which with the antenna gain determines
the earth terminal effective isotropic radiated power EIRP.

We have determined that at the SGLS frequencies of 1.7 GHZ uplink and 2.2 GHZ
downlink, an antenna with a 30 ft. diameter, using a LNA with a 60EK noise temperature
and an HPA with 4 KW of RF power will support TT&C links, including ranging, of
existing geosynchronous spacecraft and that antenna diameters in the 14 to 21 foot
diameter range, operating with the same LNA and HPA will support the TT&C links of
low and medium altitude satellites.



Both the LNA and the HPA have undergone recent technological changes which
significantly enhance the endurability of military satellites support WWMCCS links. The
parametric amplifier LNA of the 1960’s and 1970’s has been replaced by the low noise
field effect transistor (FET) amplifier using gallium arsenide MESFET’s. These devices,
now used worldwide in military and non-military satellite communications have an
outstanding history of reliability where a very rare failure occurs gradually (soft failure) as
compared to the rapid failures once characteristic of parametric amplifiers.

The high power amplifier is also the beneficiary of rapid advances in the development of
microwave power transistors. The classical klystron (which must be tuned) and the TWT
(which requires a heavy and very large HPA system) is now being challenged by the solid
state power amplifier (SSPA) which produces output power at 1.76 GHz in 1, 2, 4 etc.
KW increments as a result of the repeated combining of 20 watt transistors. Such HPA’s
are now being evaluated at Pt. Mugu and by FACC’s DTF and have the advantages of
only drawing dc power when an RF signal is passing through the HPA, and being
inherently reliable with soft failure characteristics - a point failure of a transistor (operated
in pairs) will have neglible-impact on power output (less than 40 watts).

The Technology of Tracking Systems

Antenna tecking has reliazed significant technological advancement during the last decade.
The classical monopulse tracking systems requiring moveable feeds or multiple hours, has
given way to steptrack for limited motion antennas or single channel monopulse systems
for full motion antennas. Modern tracking system technology now benefits of FET LNA
advancements, modern digital tracking receivers, and microprocessor control of receivers
in association with solid state memory storage of obrital and ephemeris information.

The Status of Baseband Equipment Technology

SGLS baseband equipment was first built by MOTOROLA during the 1960’s. Since that
time relatively small numbers of procurements of the demodulators, bit synchronizes,
range/rate units, command formatters, and other equipments have virtually stalled any
significant advances in baseband equipment development. Some developments in
packaging have taken place and the introduction of microprocessor control and
adaptability to the IEEE-488 bus control and monitor system have resulted in some
improvements in both equipment size and reliability.

However, SCLS baseband equipments have been the last to see any impact by the LSI
“explosion” of the 1970’s and equipment complements to perform SGLS and DSIS
functions still require almost the same number of equipment racks and only slight
improvement in equipment weight over the original equipments of the 1960’s.



It is hoped that development technology will be eventually be applied to baseband
equipment functions for SCLS telemetry during the 1980’s to produce significant reduction
in equipment size and contribute a major enhancement of TT&C terminal size and
transportability.

The Technology of the TT&C Data Processing System

In the 1960’s and into the 1970’s, a typical Air Force remote tracking station (RTS) used a
redundant UNIVAC RMF 1230 and CDC disk memories. Such installations were massive
and heavy and fixed plant installations of this type - including all displays, peripherals,
control consoles, and associated equipments - were not candidates for transportability or
remote shelter operation - as is now demanded of modern TT&C earth terminals such as
those being designed by Ford for the GSLS system.

The explosive growth of data processing technology now makes possibles a TT&C data
and control system whose equipments can be installed in a small 8 X 8 X 20 ft. shelter and
which are limited only by software and by proximity to mission control to perform virtually
the entire range of functions produced in the fixed plant equipments of the 1960’s.

Modern military computers now provide up to megabyte of processing capability. Both
Rolm and Norden provide full mil-spec ruggedized computers occupying only a few cubic
feet of space and capable of extremely short mean-time-to-repair cycles. These modern
computers are joined by mil-spec reggedized disk memories, mil-spec ruggedized plasma
displays, and for that matter, a whole host of candidate peripherals from the commerical
computer and data processing. Only applicable decommutation equipments have not seen
the advent of data processing equpment and display development.

As mentioned above, software is the key to the range of data processing capability of a
modern TT&C earth terminal and the extent of hardware vs. software development for an
earth terminal directed toward a single mission or multiple missions is the final key to
survivability and endurability when applied to a WWMCCS satellite link,

Other Applicable Technologies

Other applicable technologies which can contribute to the endurability of a military TT&C
earth terminal in the WWMCCS system are listed as follows:

• Use of radiation hardening to resist or survive during a nuclear attack.

• Use of shelter design and equipments designed to protect personnel and equipment
during chemical and biological warfare.



• Use of sidelobe cancellers with the antenna system to reduce the susceptibility to
jamming by a terrestrial or airborne jammer.

• Use of spread spectrum techniques and security systems to reduce the possibility of
jamming the operation of the TT&C terminal.

• Use of a mobile mission control center complex in a shelter interconnected to one or
more data processing subsystems of a group of locally situated military TT&C earth
terminals.

• Use of fiber optic connections to interconnect all digital equipments - both within
and outside of the shelters.

• Use of additional X-band and EHF equipments which are capable of providing up
and down links to the TT&C functions of DSCS III and to future EHF satellites now
being studied and proposed by Dr. P. Jain of DCA.

• Development of extremely portable X-band low data rate terminals similar to the
Ford Aerospace SCT-8 to provide communications with a WWMCCS satellite to
assure communications back to a control center based on equipment which is
transported and assembled along with the military TT&C earth terminal.



FIGURE 1 MILITARY TT&C EARTH TERMINAL IN A TYPICAL
SCENARIO INVOLVING A DSCS II SATELLLITE

FIGURE 2 SUBSYSTEMS OF A MODERN MILITARY TT&C
EARTH TERMINAL



MINIMUM TT&C:  A KEY TO OPERATIONAL MILSATCOM
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As the communication satellite technology has improved in recent years, the military
services have become increasingly dependent upon military, civilian and commercial
communication satellites for critical links among force elements. Satellite data links now
carry all types of traffic, ranging from AUTOVON voice links to emergency action
messages. Table I is only a partial listing of the intensive utilization of many different
satellite systems.

Because satellite communications provide such superior performance, many of the
traditional forms of long range communications have been allowed to deteriorate in an
irreversable sense. Thus, the military dependence on communication satellites is further
aggravated; “backup communications” has begun to mean the substitution of satellite
system “B” for satellite system “A” in the event of loss of capability. Long distance
ground communication systems have not been modernized and expanded to the point
where they can provide viable backup to the huge volume of communication satellite
traffic.

Since the communication satellites have acquired such a critical role in all phases of
military operations, it is obvious that their survival during periods of international
hostilities is of grave concern. In particular, the system survival, or “endurance” during the
general nuclear war trans-attack period and the post-attack period (e.g., six months
following the initial attack) is essential to the effective operation of the military forces.

The threats to the satellites are well known to readers of contemporary trade literature as
well as various military intelligence agencies. For many of these threats, the supporting
elements are softer than the satellite itself. Yet the preponderance of survivability efforts
sponsored by the government have been oriented toward satellite survivability.



Ground elements of the satellite system are subject to interference or damage by electronic
countermeasures, sabotage, or bomb blast overpressure. Many control sites are easy to jam
by either ships or aircraft (which can be moved into an interfering position without
attracting unusual attention). Many ground sites are composed to simple weapons and
explosives. Fixed sites now in use or being planned will not survive even moderate over-
pressure from a nearby nuclear burst.

In a general nuclear war, it is certain that satellite command, control and communication
facilities such as the Air Force Satellite Control Facility, the Remote Tracking Stations,
and similar NASA and commercial facilities will be targets of Soviet ICBMs. Yet in the
ensuing confusion, there is a modest probability that the satellites themselves will survive.
Thus, it appears useful to configure the systems to be less dependent on ground elements
so that the satellites can not only survive but also continue to function in the transattack
and post-attack environment.

The current operational philosophy for most satellite systems involves frequent contacts
for telemetry readout, tracking, and commanding (TT&C), in order to optimize
performance and to provide extensive diagnostics on any malfunctions. These contacts are
usually performed in conjunction with contacts for mission data readout in the case of the
various earth observation satellites. Many low-altitude satellites have multiple contacts per
day for data readout, system maintenance, diagnostics, and commanding. The Air Force
low-altitude meteorological satellite is an example. With two ground readout sites and one
command and control center each satellite is monitored an average o five to six times per
day for approximately five to twelve minutes per pass (limited because of the fixed
geometry of low-altitude satellite operations). However, synchronous satellites are always
in view of a ground tracking facility, so it is interesting to see how their contacts compare
with the low altitude systems.

Military communication satellites have become more complex with each succeeding
generation. The early Defense Communication Satellite was a relatively simple device for
relaying narrow band communications. Because of its simplicity, it requires only limited
ground TT&C support. Newer, more complex satellites incorporate north-south and east-
west station keeping to serve users with fixed antennas, multiple broad band antennas, and
multi-beam antennas which must be carefully pointed. These systems typically require 20-
to-25 station keeping maneuvers per year. Each maneuver is preceded by several tracking
operations and a careful review of several hundred telemetry points to ensure that all
subsystems are functional. Between station keeping maneuver operations, routine health
and status contacts are made at the rate of about one per day.

Extensive diagnostic capability is characteristic of the telemetry for most of the complex
satellites now in operation. The systems are designed so that a variety of parameters from



each of the subsystems may be monitored. The total number of parameters or telemetry
points to be monitored varies greatly from program to program. Some programs have 200
to 300 telemetry points while others have nearly 1000. There appears to be no consistent
correlation between the number of telemetry points and satellite function or any
operational features. Table II is a representative listing of parameters measured on a
propulsion system. It can be seen that knowledge of these parameters provides great
insight to the subsystem performance to the engineer or technician who has been trained in
the subsystem design and operation. However, all this data may not be required to
maintain an emergency operational capability.

In the trans-attack and post-attack environment, the command and control facilities (e.g.,
AFSCF) for controlling the military and civilian satellites cannot survive in total. Some
may survive with limited capacity while others will be destroyed. Thus, it appears
important to develop a new operational philosophy that is oriented toward the reduction of
the need for extensive TT&C functions.

It is both impractical and undesirable to eliminate the TT&C function even during the
trans-attack and post-attack environment. A residual capability for mission status
monitoring and selective emergency commanding or Satellite Safing must be preserved to
enable the government to continue to utilize the remaining assets. Without some status
monitoring, it may be difficult to know what capability actually remains in a satellite.
Selective commanding, to conserve power for example, is a capability that is necessary to
prevent catastrophic failures.

There are various approaches that can be taken to minimize the TT&C functions. If
minimal TT&C becomes a goal even in peacetime operations, then added satellite
complexity will result. The functions of orbit determination, emphemeris generation,
automatic station keeping, and parameter limits checking can be added to the satellite, but
only with significant increases in cost and complexity. However, there are substantial
benefits in long-term unattended operations, and operations by personnel with minimal
system training. Obviously there are a series of trades to be made on any particular
program.

This is not the approach advocated for extending MILSATCOM endurance in the trans-
attack and post-attack period. Rather, it is suggested that the MILSATCOMs will maintain
their status for long periods of time after an attack on Earth. These satellites will continue
to function adequately for six months or longer even if they gradually drift out of position.
The attitude control functions are fully automated, so this subsystem should be relatively
problem-free. In the electrical power subsystem, battery conditioning exercises are
performed to extend the lifetime; however, this would not be necessary for the system to 



endure for only six months. In general, it appears that the MILSATCOMs would continue
to operate unattended for extended periods of time in the absence of any ground support.

The principal reason for the TT&C function under these circumstances is to provide the
National Command Authority with information on the operational status of the satellites
(e.g., functioning channels, drift from nominal position) as well as to manage the remaining
system capability (e.g., switch off channels to conserve power). These status checking and
commanding functions could be accomplished with few if any modifications to the
satellite.

An essential element of this concept is a survivable ground terminal. Since major command
and control sites are expected to be destroyed, an alternate concept must be implemented.
Small, transportable terminals appear ideally suited to the purpose. They achieve survival
through a combination of proliferation and frequent repositioning. Easily packaged in a
standard 40 x 10-foot van, the terminals would be positioned at any one of a series of
presurveyed sites adjacent to primary or secondary roadways.

The design philosophy for the terminal is highly dependent on the functions of the user
may wish to perform. As indicated in Table III, as more and more functions are assigned to
the terminal, it becomes increasingly complex. The additional functions also make the
terminal more autonomous, i.e. , less dependent on support functions provided either by a
remote hardened site or by the satellite itself.

In the case of the MILSATCOMs, a simplified terminal appears adequate to perform the
minimal TT&C functions needed to sustain the satellites during the trans-attack and po-
attack environment. These minimal functions are listed in Table IV.

It is believed that operators can learn to perform those functions with modest training
(compared to that of a typical operator at one of the AFSCF Mission Control Complexes)
and computer assistance. Use of interactive display techniques would be particularly useful
in this application.

With the availability of the terminal to support any one of the MILSATCOMs, its capacity
could be expanded to support all of the MILSATCOMs, even though all of the system
interfaces are different. As indicated in Table V, each of the satellite systems have many
differences. With moderate familiarity with the MILSATCOM family, with a computer-
based instruction set and an interactive display, the operator should be able to learn to
perform the minimum essential TT&C functions for all satellites.

The management of this set of mobile ground terminals is a fairly complex task. Several
major factors included in resource management are listed in Table VI. The complexity is



not so much in the actual operation of the system of ground terminals as in the planning of
the design and operation to ensure that the system will function in the trans-attack and
post-attack environment. Several difficult problems must be resolved:

• Where conflicts in support arise, how does the crew decide which satellite has higher
priority?

• Does each terminal have the ability to communicate to the NCA? If so, how is the
communication managed?

• What provisions for logistics and security must be established in peacetime to ensure
survival in wartime (and possibly in the presence of a hostile remnant populace)?

• How, when, and by whom is the terminal activated?

Similar questions have been addressed by various government and industry organizations
for mobile command and control centers. Undoubted, planned solutions for those
applications would be valuable in formulating the design and operation of a mobile TT&C
system.

In summary, it appears that a mobile TT&C terminal operated by a small number of
crewmen who have received moderate training in the function and performance of all the
current MILSATCOM’s, could operate the satellite network as it gradually degrades
during the post-attack period. The principal objective of this terminal would be monitoring
the status of the satellite resources and preventing catastrophic system failures by utilizing
a relatively limited command set. Technology to implement their capability is well in hand.
It is believed that the mobile TT&C terminals would enable world-wide communications--
a very valuable asset--to survive for a greater period of time for a relatively minor increase
in the total system cost.



Table I.  Typical Military Use of Communication Satellites

Function Satellite

AUTOVON VOICE Various commercial satellites
supporting civilian telephone
links

Ship Command, Control
& Communications

FLTSATCOM

Tactical Command & 
Control

FLTSATCOM

METSAT Data Relay WESTAR

Emergency Action
Messages

AFSATCOM I

AFSCF Communication
with the RTS’s

DSCS II

Table II.  Representative Propulsion System Telemetry Measurements

Item Number of Measurements

Catalytic bed temperature
Propellant tank temperature
Propellant tank pressure
Latch valve assembly temperature
Propellant line temperature
Valve temperature
Latch valve position

16
4
4
4
2

16
6

TOTAL 52

 



Table III.  The Functions Must be Bounded

Support
Functions

• Mission Data
Processing

• Mission Data
Processing

• Mission Data
Processing

• Mission Data
Processing

• Mission Data
Handling

• Mission Data
Handling

• Mission Data
Handling

• Mission Data
Handling

• Communications
to NCA

• Communications
to NCA

• Communications
to NCA

• Communications
to NCA

• Emphemeris
Generation

• Emphemeris
Generation

• Emphemeris
Generation

• Emphemeris
Generation

• Tracking (Orbit
Determination)

• Tracking (Orbit
Determination)

• Tracking (Orbit
Determination)

• Tracking (Orbit
Determination)

TT&C
Terminal
Functions

• Telemetry
Processing

• Telemetry
Processing

• Telemetry
Processing

• Telemetry
Processing

• Command
Generation

• Command
Generation

• Command
Generation

• Command
Generation

Increasing Autonomy
and Complexity

Table IV.  Minimum Essential TT&C Function



Table V.  All System Interfaces are Different

• Encryption/Decryption
• Network Control

• Functions to be Performed
• Frequency of Operations
• Interfaces

• Telemetry
• Measurements
• Limits
• Minimum Buys

• Satellite Autonomy
• Mission Data

• T/M Interface
• Processing
• Routing

Table VI.  Mobile Ground Resource Management

• Scheduling
• Priorities
• Readiness
• Conflict Resolution
• Work Load

• Communications
• Data
• Voice
• Security
• Technical Control

• Site Selection
• Transmit and Setup/Tear Down Timing
• Logistics
• Security
• Terminal Activation

• SIOP/EAM
• Dedicated Link
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ABSTRACT

Autonomous spacecraft maintenance (ASM) is the term used to describe the capability of a
spacecraft to perform its maintenance functions without frequent, regular ground support
and interactions. This new spacecraft attribute is needed to enhance the survivability and
availability of our satellites, as well as to reduce operational support costs. This paper
explains the concept of ASM as it has evolved. Generic requirements are given and
explained for a latter 1980's capability. Spacecraft architectural changes are required,
involving a mixture of technology adaptation and advances. Technology developments
required to meet the requirements are identified and assessed. Significant advances are
needed in system and subsystem technology areas to create a posture for building an ASM
capability. With WWMCCS increasing reliance on spacecraft for both communication and
sensor data, the issues of ASM are of vital importance to this community.

INTRODUCTION

Most contemporary operational spacecraft require regular and frequent interactions with
their ground support stations to perform the spacecraft maintenance functions, which
include (to varying degrees) stationkeeping, electrical subsystem management,
configuration management, attitude stabilization, thermal control, orbit determination,
TT&C, data storage, payload management and fault management. In operation, commands
and data from the ground are needed by each spacecraft subsystem for it to perform these
maintenance functions. This mode of maintenance requires that the ground station must
continuously or frequently monitor the spacecraft. The two major concerns about the
current mode of operations are:

a. that DoD’s spacecraft support facilities are vulnerable in case of conflict or crisis,
thereby endangering the availability of the spacecraft to support military operations;



b. that the proliferation of operational spacecraft, spacecraft ground support equipment,
ground support personnel, etc., make it increasingly costly to support operational
spacecraft.

The alternative is to develop spacecraft which function with limited ground interaction.
Autonomous spacecraft maintenance (ASM) is the term used to describe the capability of a
spacecraft to perform its maintenance activities without regular and frequent ground
support interactions.

In the special area of WWMCCS support, it is vital to the WWMCCS mission that all
spacecraft assets remain operational in stress situations which arise. WWMCCS needs
these spacecraft operating, even if ground support facilities are down or degraded.

This paper describes what the ASM capability is. It then discusses the technology areas
required and the expectations for available technology to support a new development with
ASM beginning in 1985.

WHAT IS ASM?

The autonomous spacecraft maintenance concept defines the spacecraft capability for
operating with very limited and infrequent interactions with the ground support function.
ASM is an added property of a class of spacecraft affecting system architecture, design
and operations planning, which is built into the system from inception. This property is the
capability to perform functions in the categories of operations, housekeeping and fault
management, as shown in Figure 1.

Autonomous maintenance includes all the operations and housekeeping tasks that have to
be performed onboard the spacecraft in order for it to function without any ground
interaction. These include all the regular predictable tasks including those that only occur
in certain seasons, such as pre-eclipse conditioning of batteries for a synchronous satellite.
All these operations are currently performed either by ground support or a combination of
ground support and spacecraft, with the ground having control. The largest technology
advancement required for ASM is the addition of the ability to perform the fault
management activities autonomously onboard the spacecraft.

Fault management is the capability to detect, isolate and remove faults in order to
safeguard the spacecraft. These fault handling functions are present to some extent in most
spacecraft, but usually for only the most important and dangerous failures. Autonomous
fault management is a marked departure from current practice for operational spacecraft
wherein the only kind of switching that occurs is done under ground command with the
exception of certain “safe haven” type of actions which protect the life of the satellite from



those failures which threaten the spacecraft health. The area of reconfiguration or recovery
means that the satellite must be able to follow its autonomous procedures for recovering
from whatever failure may have occurred. This can be done with techniques such as
switching in redundant components or changing to alternate modes.

The concept may be clarified by comparing the functions between current non-ASM
spacecraft and the ASM versions, as shown in Figure 2. Both spacecraft would have an
initial period of on-orbit checkout during which the ground has total control. At the end of
this period, the spacecraft is considered ready for operational usage. Current programs rely
heavily upon telemetry to monitor overall system performance. The health is measured by
both direct and indirect means based primarily upon a limited telemetry list. The data
received by telemetry are reviewed and analyzed on the ground including things like trend
analysis to predict failures in special cases. It is under this ground control that decisions to
command reconfiguration in the case of failures occurs. On the other hand, the ASM
spacecraft must monitor its own performance and its own health. To do this, it will rely on
more direct measurement of health by having many more individual sensors throughout the
spacecraft. Data must be analyzed onboard the spacecraft and in the presence of a fault,
switching of components must be commanded by the onboard fault monitor function of the
spacecraft.

Requirements

The definition of ASM is best summarized as a set of generic requirements and constraints
for its inclusion in a new operational spacecraft system. This set is explained further in
Reference 1.

1. The ASM spacecraft shall operate for an extended period of autonomy of up to six
months with not more than 10% degradation of performance.

2. The ASM spacecraft shall operate autonomously without ground support data for a
regular period of up to sixty days with no degradation of performance.

3. ASM spacecraft shall be designed so that one ground track every 60 days is all that
is required to meet existing spacecraft performance.

4. The ASM spacecraft shall be able to recover from failure modes which have been
defined a priori; probability that a fault was defined a priori shall be $ 0.98.

5. If ASM fault isolation and recovery fails, the spacecraft shall protect itself and await
ground support.



6. The ASM spacecraft shall meet the same design lifetime and reliability requirements
as the comparable non-ASM spacecraft.

7. The ASM spacecraft and its payloads shall meet the same performance requirements
as the comparable non-ASM spacecraft.

8. The spacecraft shall process and store sufficient onboard historical ASM data for
ground support, and shall telemeter this data upon a ground command during any
ground support period.

9. The ASM spacecraft will transmit a flag to the ground at the first opportunity
following any onboard extraordinary activity.

10. The spacecraft shall accept ground support commands to override autonomous fault
management activities for the system and the subsystems.

11. The ASM function shall be managed by the spacecraft in a hierarchical manner with
the spacecraft at the highest level of decision.

12. The ASM spacecraft shall complete on-orbit checkout and initialization in the same
duration period following launch as the comparable non-ASM spacecraft.

These requirements translate into the typical set of functions for a spacecraft as shown in
Figure 1. To implement all these requirements, new capabilities will be required. An
autonomous navigation function and a new or additional capacity for ASM data storage
will be required. A fault tolerant central processor will host the added functions of
spacecraft management and subsystem redundancy management. In general, the new
spacecraft architecture will be much more heavily dependent upon data processing than
current design.

System Impact

ASM will significantly alter the integrated space segment. Ground-space interfaces and
functions will be altered and exchanged. The command link will routinely be dormant for
long periods. Ground support of navigation will consist of intermittent tracking to
reinitialize the onboard ephemeris if allowable error bounds are exceeded autonomously
(e.g., every six months).

As envisioned, normal operations scenarios will use minimal crews who at times will be
totally absent. During the nominal two months “no contact period” crews will prepare a
new data load which will include all data necessary for the spacecraft to operate



autonomously for the next period. At the end of the “no contact period,” the ground station
will uplink the new data to the spacecraft and it will downlink all status data and any ASM
historical data of importance. New algorithms and analysis programs which will use the
downlinked data must be developed to enable ground station personnel to determine
spacecraft health..

If a “bellringer” message (indicates an abnormal event has occurred in the spacecraft) is
received at the ground station, crews must decide what, if any, action should be taken.
Rules and procedures need to be studied and defined. Decisions must be made, such as,
should the spacecraft ASM logic be overridden or should no ground station action be
taken?

If events prohibit the ground crews from performing the support tasks on schedule, the
spacecraft will continue its autonomous operations. In general, some degradation of
functions dependent on data load, such as navigation, can be expected.

ASM-RELATED TECHNOLOGIES

The development of an ASM capability will build on advances in many technology areas.
For the purposes of this look at ASM, we assume a spacecraft program start in 1985. To
be able to meet this start date, the spacecraft developer will require technology advances
to be made to meet his needs between now and the program start. At this time the areas of
need are identified. Table I is a summary of what we can expect in 1985. The last column
gives a relative indication of the extent to which the ASM capability is the unique
beneficiary of the technology advances. Using this column, technology efforts to support
the ASM start can be targeted heavily to the ASM-unique items.

In the same years there will be technology advances supporting each of the spacecraft
subsystem areas. In particular, there is a trend for more and more data processing in place
of analog hardware. ASM-related technology must be compatible with these advances.

Data Processing Systems

ASM will be implemented as a highly digitized function which will take sensor data as
inputs, process it to determine the system state of health and, when a fault symptom
occurs, detect and isolate the fault; then execute recovery procedures. Data processing
hardware is advancing rapidly and ASM will benefit in the areas of high throughput and
memory capacity devices with low power and volume requirements. These are general
advances available to designers of the ASM spacecraft.



Fault Tolerant Computing - The fault management strategy will depend on a reliable, fault
tolerant computing element. A key principle that has evolved is that the fault-monitoring
function must reside in a fault tolerant processor; i.e., highly reliable, internally redundant
and self healing. Two computer manufacturers, Raytheon and Litton, have begun
development of fault tolerant processors for spaceborne applications. Table II summarizes
the characteristics of these computers. Both are developmental projects today. Areas of
concern are radiation hardness, reliability and growth. The internal architectures are
significantly different; Raytheon made a totally new design to utilize the latest CMOS/SOS
LSI technology, and Litton has evolved an architecture based upon its LC-4516 series of
production computers. Other manufacturers including Itek are also working on related
products.

The fault tolerant central processor and its applications is a critical need for ASM.
Spacecraft designers will be dependent on the availability of fault tolerant processors and
are maintaining on-going efforts in this area including alternative approaches.

Architectures - An earlier study of data processing requirements for an ASM-type
spacecraft performed at TRW indicated that the throughput required will exceed the
capacity of the planned fault tolerant computers (Table 2). A more sophisticated
architecture than a single fault tolerant computer will be needed for ASM. For example,
independent, distributed processors may be used to provide adequate capacity for ASM
sensor data handling and algorithm processing. Disadvantages of separate processors
include the need to replicate each processor, memory and I/O for reliability, the
introduction of hierarchical conflicts and complexity that is hard to test and verify.

A hierarchical architecture combining the fault tolerant central (higher) processor with
distributed (lower) processors is called for. The lower processors monitor all sensors in the
subsystem, determine health, control regular housekeeping functions (Figure 2) and report
to the central processor. The central processor monitors the health of the processors,
resolves conflicts between subsystems and regulates fault management activity. For
example, battery conditioning may be inhibited in periods of high thermal power demands.
In this architecture, the central computer needs to be a fault tolerant device, but the
subsystem processors need not; they could be replicated for reliability and fault
management. Part of the function of the central computer would be to monitor the health of
the distributed processing elements, and control the configuration when needed.

The ASM data processing architecture must address the fault tolerance problem. Many
fault tolerant implementations for digital system elements utilize active redundancy and
voting logic. Efforts to date have looked at processing elements as individual spacecraft
components, where methods such as TMR (triple modular redundancy) or nMR
(n modular redundancy) serve to meet most mission needs. For ASM applications, more



sophisticated techniques are needed. Recent research into fault tolerant processors for
ground-based systems (References 2 and 3) succeeded in reducing downtime and reducing
system errors in the presence of a fault. Extension to the space environment and a mission
of five to ten years is much more stringent, and requires continuing R&D.

An analysis of potential architectures to identify advantages and disadvantages and
indicate the most promising of these examples and others is needed. Extensive technology
development is required prior to 1985.

Software - Software development methodology is not seen as ASM-peculiar. Spacecraft
applications require highly reliable software, and development can make use of techniques
developed for other applications requiring high reliability, such as ballistic missiles. The
new concept of fault tolerant software wherein coding errors or memory changes can be
tolerated without loss of function is evolving from current research. At present, it is not
known if usable techniques will result in time to support our hypothetical 1985 spacecraft
start; the ASM technology development program should monitor advances in this area.

Spaceborne Navigation

Navigation is a basic element of the space system. An autonomous spacecraft will usually
require an autonomous spaceborne navigation system. Today, there are a number of
programs aimed at improving autonomous navigation without addressing the ASM
concept. It appears that ASM will be able to utilize these products without direct
involvement in the development, except to influence fault management aspects.

Fault Management

Autonomous fault management represents the highest risk area in ASM. Present
technology is capable of performing certain automatic fault detection functions on the
ground utilizing telemetry data. Critical fault detection and removal procedures, usually
followed by the spacecraft going into safe haven mode, are performed autonomously
where the designers felt the spacecraft could be in danger. ASM will require the a priori
development of algorithms and procedures for fault detection, removal and recovery in
most cases without entering the safe haven mode.

Strategies for utilizing measurements to monitor the health of spacecraft are needed. In its
totality, however, the spacecraft contains complex interactions between components,
functions, subsystems, etc. Contemporary ground stations utilize automatic data processing
for identifying limit violations, illegal modes and similar conditions from telemetry,
augmented by highly trained and skilled personnel. The fault isolation part of the problem 



remains complex, requiring well-trained engineering personnel. Advances are needed to
develop algorithms for fault isolation.

Before replacing a failed component of a spacecraft with an unfailed replica, precautions
are needed to protect the replacement from the cause of the failure, e.g., over-voltage.
Every precaution exercised by the ground support personnel will have to be paralleled
onboard the spacecraft. Protocols and inter-subsystem controls need to be developed to
avoid triggering chain failures. This technology area appears to be uncharted and
essentially a new systems development area.

Systems Engineering

ASM represents a system attribute and must be built into the spacecraft from inception.
Two key technology areas are testing methodology and spacecraft architectures. New
methods are needed to test in the presence of autonomous fault management capability.
The testing methods include simulation and stimulation of various fault conditions. An
engineering design methodology which leads to testable ASM designs needs to be
developed. Testing and test data processing (analysis) methodology also need to be
developed. ASM represents a unique aspect to this technology. Increasing spacecraft
complexity in the future will require improved approaches to overall testing methodology.

Spacecraft architectures will be strongly affected by the addition of the ASM function. The
integration of fault management, ASM onboard data processing and navigation into the
design will require new design methodologies to be developed. Many of the new
developments will occur for other than ASM, especially the advanced digital processor
capability. In another sense, spacecraft architecture represents specific project
development vis-a-vis a general application technology. For ASM, an effort is needed to
develop approaches to and requirements statements for architectures that best fit with the
ASM function.
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Figure 1.  ASM Functions

CURRENT ASM

HANDS-ON ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT
PERFORMANCE MONITOR VIA TELEMETRY
HEALTH MONITOR VIA TELEMETRY
INDIRECT MEASUREMENT OF HEALTH
-LIMITED TELEMETRY LIST

DATA REVIEWED AND SWITCHING
COMMANDED BY GROUND CREW

TREND ANALYSIS PREDICTS FAILURES
SAFE HAVEN MODE

HANDS-ON ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT
SELF PERFORMANCE MONITOR
SELF HEAL MONITOR
MORE DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF HEALTH
-ADDITIONAL SENSORS INDIVIDUALLY
MONITORED
DATA ANALYZED AND SWITCHING
COMMANDED BY ON-BOARD
FAULT MONITOR
SOME TREND ANALYSIS POSSIBLE
HIERARCHY OF RESPONSE UP TO
SAFE HAVEN

Figure 2.  Current Versus ASM Approach Summary



TABLE I.  Spacecraft Technology Assessments



TABLE II.  Fault Tolerant Computers*

PARAMETER RAYTHEON LITTON

NAME
WORD SIZE
TYPE
USABLE MEMORY
THROUGHPUT (GIBSON MIX)
WEIGHT
VOLUME
POWER
DEVELOPMENT
AVAILABILITY
MISSION LIFE/RELIABILITY
HERITAGE

REDUNDANCY LEVEL

FTSC
32 SITS
FIXED AND FLOAT
60 K
200 KOPS
50 LBS.
1,728 CU. IN.
45-60 W
FUNDED R&D
1985
5 YRS/.95
NEW

CIRCUIT

LC 4516 FT.
16 SITS
FIXED AND FLOAT
64 K (TO 265 K)
270 KOPS
36 LBS.
721 CU. IN.
110W
IR&D
1984
10 YRS/.98
PRODUCTION +
REDUNDANCY
FUNCTION

* BASED ON MANUFACTURER’S INFORMATION
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Introduction

Military Satellite Communication (MILSATCOM) systems are developed and deployed to
provide enduring communications for essential Department of Defense (DoD) missions
(Reference 1-5). These missions must be completed under the direct influence of, and
subsequent to, hostile electromagnetic and physical attacks. Additionally, mission and
TT&C communications must be capable of propagating through a disturbed atmosphere
(Ref 6). The classic tracking, telemetry and control (TT&C) functions provide critical
support to all essential communications missions. Enduring TT&C is necessary for
effective enduring MILSATCOM missions (Ref 7). The next generation of MILSATCOM
systems includes many capabilities that can be shared by the mission traffic and TT&C
communications to efficiently and effectively accomplish both objectives. This paper
advocates an integration of TT&C into the communications channels for the next
generation of MILSATCOM Systems.

TT&C Capabilities

Department of Defense satellites have traditionally employed the U.S. Air Force Control
Facility Space Ground Link System (SGLS) TT&C activities. Typical satellites using
SGLS are the Defense Satellite Communication Systems (DSCS) II and III (Ref 8-10), the
Fleet Satellite Communications (FLTSATCOM) System (Ref 11) and several NATO
communications satellites.

The generic DSCS II satellite architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. The X-band
communications channel and the S-band TT&C channel are independent. This is similar to
the architecture currently employed by commercial satellites. The commerical equivalent
to the SGLS is the Unified S-band TT&C system (Ref 12), a forerunner of the SGLS.



FIGURE 1,  GENERIC COMSAT ARCHITECTURE

The distinguishing characteristic of a military communications system is that it must be
able to support essential missions throughout various threat environments. To defeat one
portion of the threat, cryptography is employed to prohibit unauthorized insertion of
commands into the uplinks and to prohibit unauthorized extraction of telemetry information
from the downlinks; specific examples are: to prevent an adversary from assuming
command of a satellite, to shut the satellite off, move it, tumble it, or derive information
about the satellite by listening to the telemetry downlink. For these reasons, MILSATCOM
Control Systems are now secured. Jamming is another facet of the threat that must be
defeated to prevent an adversary from saturating the command receiver with noise to
prohibit the successful reception of a valid command and therefore, prevent the
accomplishment of an essential mission.

The S-band SGLS offers many desirable features for MILSATCOMs. The SGLS is
designed to support all MILSATCOM mission phases, from launch and orbital insertion
through operations to shutdown. It is compatible with the Air Force’s existing capability of
ranging, receiving telemetry, and commanding satellites. It has been implemented with



near omni-directional satellite antennas. This is desirable because it provides the capability
to communicate with satellites which have attitude errors, including tumbling spacecraft.

The SGLS should be retained on the next generation MILSATCOM Systems to capitalize
upon these attributes. However, as will be presented, this capability should be considered
as a backup to a more threat resistant solution.

The more recent DoD programs, e.g., DSCS III and FLTSATCOM, incorporate a more
robust approach to the command uplink by providing TT&C capabilities at X-band in
addition to the S-band. Spread spectrum modulation is used on the X-band link. The
resulting processing gain, coupled with additional antenna gain achievable at X-band,
provides significant improvements in the ability of the satellite to successfully receive a
valid command while being jammed. Additionally, X-band provides reduced susceptibility
over S-band to the effects of a nuclear disturbed atmosphere.

Communications Capabilities

As MILSATCOM has matured and missions have become more complex and more
important, the perceived threats to MILSATCOM Systems performance have increased.
Among these threats are jamming, against both the up- and downlinks, nuclear weapons
effects disturbing the propagation media, and signal intelligence. The currently evolving
joint MILSATCOM architecture includes many techniques and features to ensure the
successful completion of MILSATCOM missions in spite of these threats. The next
generation of MILSATCOM spacecraft is being planned to have multiple uplink
frequencies (UHF, SHF, and EHF) and, in general, multiple channels having varying
degrees of onboard signal processing. The EHF channels are of specific interest (Ref 13).
Two types of EHF systems are proposed for the next generation of MILSATCOM
systems. The first is being planned to serve tactical, strategic and mobile users with
relatively low data rates. This system will include a fast hopping uplink signal format. Fast
hopping means the hopping rate is greater than the symbol rate. The second type of system
is intended to provide service to users with higher data rate requirements. This will be a
slow-hop system; that is, the hopping rate is less than the symbol rate.

To provide flexible service, the next generation of MILSATCOM systems will have
crossbanding and some degree of onboard traffic routing. To facilitate this service, the
satellite will have multiple antennas on both uplink and downlink. Figure 2 shows such a
generic satellite architecture. One chain, consisting of a receive antenna input processor,
signal processor, output processor, and transmit antenna could represent either of the two
types of EHF systems. In either case, certain features would be provided. First, the use of
EHF to provide increased jam resistance and increased immunity to propagation effects
caused by nuclear weapons, as compared to either X-band, L-band, S-band, or UHF. The 



FIGURE 2,  GENERIC FUTURE MILSATCOM SATELLITE ARCHITECTURE

second feature of either of these systems would be onboard signal processing to provide,
as a minimum, despreading of the uplink and limited spreading of the downlink. This
feature provides significant additional amounts of antijam capability. Complementing these
is a third feature, a processing antenna on the uplink to provide null steering capability to
suppress potential interference or jamming. The combined effects of the EHF, the signal
processing, and the antenna null steering capability can provide enduring communications
in the face of credible jamming attacks. Thus, to adequately support the communications
missions under postulated threat conditions, a highly sophisticated spacecraft is planned.

Options

The endurance of essential mission communications is dependent upon the status and
configuration (health and welfare) of the spacecraft. There are two extremes to insuring the
continued health of the spacecraft. One is completely autonomuous spacecraft operation
and the second is an enduring TT&C capability. The trade-offs between these approaches
have been studied (Ref 7, 14). Autonomous operation is highly desirable. In fact, some
degree of partial autonomy is a necessary ingredient for the next generation of
MILSATCOM spacecrafts to be able to provide enduring mission effectiveness. The
technical direction of spacecraft autonomy has been, historically, aimed toward preserving
the spacecraft often at the expense of the mission. Thus, a spacecraft which loses its
control communications may autonomously shut down its mission and remain inactive until
the control communications are reestablished and it is commanded to an active mode. This
approach has served well during the early growth of satellite communications and,
moreover, was within the fiscal and technical constraints accompanying that period. Now,
however, satellite communications are a proven DoD asset and operational commanders
are ready to place increased reliance on them provided the mission capability will endure
through hostilities. To provide the necessary assurance, the next generation satellites must
not shut themselves off when adverse conditions occur. Instead they must martial the
technical capabilities at their disposal and remain mission capable as long as they survive.
Ideally, to do so, satellites would be completely autonomous. They would be capable of
station-keeping, attitude control, fault detection, component switching, channel
reassignment, power management, jamming sensing, and antenna null steering, - all the
capabilities required to maintain operationally useful satellite functions in a stressed 



environment. Moreover, the extent and nature of the condition of the stressed environment
are not known apriori.

However, the technical capabilities to do so have been more realizable in principle, than in
practice. It is, therefore, reasoned that a limited, but necessarily enduring TT&C capability
is a requirement for the next generation of MILSATCOM Systems.

Integration

The necessary background has now been established to discuss the principal question of
this paper - how to provide an enduring TT&C function in the next generation
MILSATCOM systems. The uplink command and downlink telemetry can effectively be
accomplished through the already developed enduring mission communication channels
and hardware. The aggregate data rate for the mission functions dwarfs that required for all
but the most demanding TT&C concepts. Therefore, burdening the already existing
communications mission hardware to perform the TT&C communications functions and
signal processing functions would be small and almost inconsequential. But, more
importantly, it would eliminate extensive spacecraft subsystem duplication. The tracking,
or ranging, portion of TT&C is already provided because it is an integral requirement for
mission communications (Ref 15). To complete the tracking function of the TT&C, the
tracking earth terminal need only be afforded the same satellite functions also offered to
other mission communications terminals. This is reasonable for most military applications;
however, care must be exercised to insure excessive timing information is not destroyed in
the processing satellite.

Figure 3 illustrates a generic implementation and shows how this can be achieved. Note
that it is merely a small augmentation of the capability shown in Figure 2. This integration
of TT&C into the communication channels has been demonstrated on the LE5 8/9 program
(Ref 16). All of the threat protection provided the mission communications is afforded the
TT&C communications. Although the TT&C communications function may complicate the
operation of selected communications terminals chosen to effect enduring satellite control,
it will, indeed, distribute that operation to the benefit of endurance.

In fact, TT&C communications may achieve even better threat resistance than mission
communication due to the inherently low data rate. Moreover, integrating TT&C into the
communications functions for the next generation of MILSATCOM systems provides
enhanced SIGINT protection and permits spacecraft simplicity and reliability. SIGINT
protection is provided because the TT&C signature is identical to a mission signature, both
of which are protected by cryptography on the uplink and downlink and have a common,
indistinguishable waveform. Spacecraft simplicity is achieved by integrating the TT&C
into the communications mission channels to eliminate duplication. Reliability is achieved 



FIGURE 3,  GENERIC FUTURE MILSATCOM SATELLITE ARCHITECTURE
WITH HOUSEKEEPING FUNCTIONS

by providing redundant capability to achieve the integrated functions rather than
duplicative capabilities - one to perform mission communications and one to perform
TT&C.

Conclusion

The next generation of MILSATCOM satellites will require enduring TT&C capabilities
and onboard communication signal processing capabilities. S-band TT&C capabilities
should be retained on this generation of satellites. Additionally, to achieve endurance, jam
resistance, robustness, and other advantages, the TT&C functions should be integrated
with the mission communications and capitalize on the commonality of onboard signal
processing capabilities.
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Infrared telemetry range for fire management
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Abstract

The USDA Forest Service has used airborne infrared systems for forest fire detection and
mapping for many years. The transfer of the images from plane to ground and the
transposition of fire spots and perimeters to maps has been performed manually. A new
system has been developed which uses digital image processing, transmission, and storage.
Interactive graphics, high resolution color display, calculations, and computer model
compatibility are featured in the system. Images are acquired by an IR line scanner and
converted to 1024 x 1024 x 8 bit frames for transmission to the ground at a 1.544 M bit
rate over a 14.7 GHZ carrier. Individual frames are received and stored, then transferred to
a solid state memory to refresh the display at a conventional 30 frames per second rate.
Line length and area calculations, false color assignment, X-Y scaling, and image
enhancement are available. Fire spread can be calculated for display and fire perimeters
plotted on maps. The performance requirements, basic system, and image processing will
be described.

Introduction

Forest fire suppression or management of large fires is a complex operation involving
trained professionals in many disciplines and equipment ranging from shovels, pulaskis,
and other hand tools to infrared (IR) reconnaissance systems, extensive communications
systems, automatic meteorological stations transmitting weather data via satellites, and
computerized fire spread models. As technology becomes available, it is applied, where
appropriate, to aid the fire staff in achieving and maintaining control of the costly and
devastating fires. This paper describes a video image processing system developed for
aiding in the transmission, display, and use of infrared images acquired by existing Forest
Service airborne IR line scanning systems. The airborne portion will be installed in
existing aircraft and the ground portion in a fixed facility at Riverside, California, as part of
the Firescope Program.



IR image acquisition

During large on-going forest or wildland fires, airborne infrared reconnaissance is essential
for “mapping” or locating the fire perimeter and any fire spots outside the control lines.
Visual observation is usually inadequate because of the heavy smoke pall and the need for
night reconnaissance in preparation for the next day’s activities. Forest Service planes are
using venerable IR line scanners orginally supplied by Texas Instruments and modified
substantially over the years. Kennedy optics focus radiation from nominal 3-5 micrometer
and 8-12 micrometer bands onto their respective detector elements. Time correlation,
scaling, combining, and processing of the two signals are followed by unique target
discrimination, noise rejection, and false alarm rejection circuitry. The end product is a
rapid, wet chemical processed negative film of high quality, clearly showing the terrain
features, fire location, and any fire or hot spots, with added target detection and mileage
marks. The processed film is also roll-corrected and rectilinearized to assist in the image
interpretation and translation to maps. Presently, the IR images must be physically
delivered to the fire command post, where tedious manual transposition of the fire location
to maps is accomplished by a trained interpreter.

Present airborne infrared image acquisition system

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the present infrared image acquisition system.
Additional features are described in reference 1.

The dual detectors are nominally in the 3 to 5 and 8 to 14 micrometer wavelengths. The
actual spectral responses were calculated to provide nearly equal attentuation over the
range of atmospheric moisture content likely to be encountered.

The A channel (3-5) and B channel (8-14) signals are processed so that they represent the
same instantaneous field of view (IFOV), scaled, combined, and presented to the target
detection module (TDM). The background or terrain features are effectively subtracted
leaving the signal from a hot target (fire) outstanding for presentation to the TDM circuitry.
Pulse height and width discrimination is used; and if the target signal passes the detection
criteria, it is retained in a one line memory. The next succeeding line is then compared
pixel by pixel; and if the target is again detected at the same pixel location, it is accepted
as a valid target. This succeeding line correlation reduces the false target probability but
does require at least 100 percent overscan.

The dual channel processing makes possible the detection of very small (0.465 square
meter) fires from altitudes of 5,000 meters when using a basic 2 milliradian IFOV system.



The detection of a valid target causes a unique mark to be printed at a known distance
from the hot spot on the face of the imagery. A mark is also printed at the end of the
image, and a visual alarm can be used in the aircraft at the time of detection.

The terrain (background) features are printed from the B channel signal by an image
recorder using a fiber optic cathode ray tube with a rapid wet-chemical film processor.

The roll gyro provides a signal which adjusts the active sweep time to provide a ±10E roll
correction capability. No correction is made for pitch or yaw variations, or for crabbing
with respect to straight line of flight.

Signals from the avionics are used to provide velocity to height (V/H) information and
ground mileage indications.

The image recorder rectilinearizes the printed image by using a tangential sweep, beam
deflection circuit for the CRT.

The developed imagery is available on board the aircraft in near real time (from a few
seconds to a couple of minutes, depending on the V/H). Infrared technicians on the aircraft
view the imagery and determine adequate coverage of the fire area, adequate image
quality, need for additional flights from different directions or altitudes, and a quick
assessment of any area requiring special attention.

Telemetering

Telemetering may be defined as measuring from a distance. Typically telemetering consists
of measuring one or more parameters, transducing the physical characteristics into
electrical signals, processing the signals, multiplexing, transmitting, receiving,
demultiplexing, processing, and displaying in a form usable by people. In this system, the
temperature of small portions of the earth are measured from a distance, the IR detectors
transduce the natural radiation into electrical signals, these are processed and multiplexed
into a continuous analog signal. The analog signal is then essentially demultiplexed,
processed and displayed on film to the technician. The procedure up to this point is
somewhat the reverse of a lot of telemetering applications. That is, rather than measuring
parameters on an airborne (or space borne) vehicle and transmitting them to the ground for
display where the people are, we are measuring parameters on the ground which are
transmitted (by natural radiation) to an airborne vehicle for display where the people are.
The reverse procedure continues because we now take the display which is usually the end
product and turn it back into an electrical signal for processing, multiplexing, and
transmission back to the ground. Thus following the encoding of the displayed images
(data), the procedure is somewhat as in conventional telemetry.



Airborne processing and transmission

The new system will provide a rapid means for transmitting the acquired IR images to the
ground (rather than relying on physical delivery), speed up the interpretation and
transposition to maps, provide image enhancement capability, provide an interactive, high
resolution color display, produce color hard-copy prints, and interface with improving fire
spread computer models. A block layout diagram of the airborne processing/transmitting
system is shown in figure 2.

The IR image strips will be produced on film, as they have been and placed on a light table
for viewing by a high resolution monochrome TV camera. The camera will serve as a
format converter. The video output of the camera will be digitized into a 1024 x 1024 x 8
bit frame and stored. The frame will then be read out of storage at a 1.544 megabit/second
rate and provided as an NRZ signal to modulate the 14.7 GHZ transmitter. The transmitter
output is then amplified by a TWTA to provide the necessary carrier power to the antenna.
Individual frames will be sequentially stored and transmitted under control of the on-board
technician.

Although using a TV camera focused on hard copy images is not a philosophically
pleasing means of converting from one signal to another, there are some reasons for doing
so at this time: 1) The TV camera is an inexpensive and effective means of getting the
image into a composite video format, 2) The IR technicians on the plane can point out or
mark areas of special interest, 3) Other information or notes can be placed, in front of the
camera for transmission, 4) A permanent hard copy image has been produced for use in the
event of a problem anyplace in the transmission or storage links.

Ground reception, processing, storage, and display

A block diagram of the ground receiving station is shown in figure 3. An EMP, Inc.
cosecant squared, single axis automatic tracking antenna system including a low noise pre-
amplifier will provide the receiver input. The receiver output will be an NRZ signal at
1.544 megabits identical to the transmitter modulating signal. The solid state digital frame
store will accept each sequentially transmitted image frame and immediately send it on to
the hard disk storage. After receipt of all pertinent frames from the fire, any stored frame
may be recalled to the solid state frame storage which will then serve as the refresh
memory and drive the high resolution monitor at 30 frames per second.

Color may be assigned to areas of a given temperature or to highlight roads, firebreaks, or
other selected features. Proposed firebreaks and projected fire perimeter expansions may
be added as color overlays to vividly display the situation as it exists or as it may exist at
various times in the future. Crew and equipment positions, hot spots outside the firelines,



intensely hot areas, high value structures, etc., can all be prominently displayed as desired
by the fire staff.

The IR images are usually at a different scale than the maps and also the image X and Y
scales are not the same. Known points and distances can be identified on the monitor and
entered into the controller memory. The processor can then make corrections and plot the
fire perimeter and other points or areas of concern on maps at the proper scale and location
to accomplish the image-to-map transposition task. A Dunn hard-copier can provide
multiple color prints of anything displayed on the monitor for documentation or use at
places remote from the system.

A separate video port may be used for remote monitors. A computer port is available for
future use in transferring images or data to or from a computer. Image enhancement
functions can provide sharper edges, better gray scale utilization, etc. The entire system
can also be used for transmission, reception, digitizing, storage, and display of images at
standard 525 line resolution, either single frame or at 30 frames per second, if needed.

The digital image processor is described in more detail in reference 2.

Fire image telemetry

Fire image telemetry has been used operationally since 1974 (references 3 and 4). The
major difference in the former system and the one described here is the use of a video
format which can utilize digital image processing techniques that are available now. Fire
telemetry has been used primarily in Southern California and this system will also be used
there. The ground receiving station will be at an Interagency Operations Coordination
Center in Riverside, California. Subsequent stations may be used in other parts of the
country and mobile receiving stations may be used at command posts in various remote
locations as required, depending on the results of operational use of the first system.

Conclusion

The telemetry/image processing system described in this paper will provide a new level of
display capability and interactions between fire intelligence officers, fire status
information, and computer-generated data. The system utilizes technology not previously
used or available to the fire staff during active, on-going, large fires. Operational
experience will be used to demonstrate the capabilities and usefulness of the system and
perhaps identify unexpected uses. The operational experience will also help evaluate the
potential for additional systems in other areas of the country and for mobile ground
stations at remote fire command posts in the field.
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FIG. 1   INFRARED SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIG. 2   AIRBORNE PROCESSING/TRANSMITTING SYSTEM LAYOUT

FIG.3   GROUND-RECEIVING STATION BLOCK DIAGRAM
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ABSTRACT

The Mobile Sea Range (MSR) is a set of portable instrumentation designed to allow Fleet
Commanders the flexibility to exercise their forces under realistic conditions in an open
ocean environment while providing for safety, exercise control, and accurate data
collection for reconstruction and analysis. This instrumentation includes targets which
require little or no ground control; the Data Collection System (DCS), a computer based
system for correlation and recording of real-time data on a common time base; the
Cooperative Tracking System (CTS), an accurate system for tracking and identification of
participants; and telemetry receivers aboard ships and aircraft, for the recovery of missile
telemetry data.

Future developments include an Underwater Tracking System, inclusion of Global
Positioning Satellite system data, and use of satellites to enlarge the operations areas and
to transmit data to a mainland site for analysis.
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ABSTRACT

The NATO Test Range at Stavanger, Norway permits cold environment testing of NATO
Systems, common TLM data processing for many types of missiles, with both ship/shore
control as well as evaluation. Figure 1 shows the location.

INTRODUCTION

The NATO Countries have unique requirements for Range Operations. The ship and
systems originate in different countries with common requirements, firing both a Common
Point Defense Missile System and other systems as procured or developed by each
country. The testing and evaluation of these different systems must be conducted in an area
that permits operation of different types of ships, but with a TLM system which permits
standard data receiving and analysis.

While participation in other ranges of missile testing in areas such as the Caribbean and
Mediterranean, most missile testing and evaluation for NATO missile systems are done in
a range which exists off Stavanger, Norway. This range permits very unique evaluation,
since ships are operated in a cold environment and in cold water. This presents realistic
combat problems that exist in the Arctic. The cooperation between countries in connection
with TLM equipment procurement from the United States, permits a range monitoring
which allows a common base for data analysis.

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

In March of 1972, NATO requested that the Naval Ship Weapon Systems Engineering
Station develop a portable ultra high frequency telemetering system which would meet the
requirements of the Point Defense Missile System used by NATO, and permit recording
and processing of data, FM/FM or PAM. PAM data is used for on-board telemetering



coverage and evaluation during operations in the NATO complex, with a requirement to
expand the format to PCM or digital formats when necessary. Using NATO requirements,
a system was produced that weighs 425 pounds. The RF section could be deck-mounted
on a ship operating in the fleet area where a firing took place. This hardware is now part of
the operating hardware of the NATO range operation. All sections of this PUTTS system
are set up on a modular basis. Any section can be updated to meet changing missile system
requirements. The first receiver update took place in 1979, introducing a high
performance, frequency synchronized, remote tuned (all channel) receiver, manufactured in
the United States by Trak Microwave, Tampa, Florida. This light weight unit with wide
angle of coverage (90E), permits placing the receiver on a Patrol Boat, local shore point.
The 90E angle reduces the need for auto track on short distance firing.

LOCATION

The Range Operation of the Norwegian complex is located in a fiord outside of Stavanger,
Norway. Its operation is based on combining in-fleet recording of missile data. When Ship
“A” fires, Ship “B” records the data on the PUTTS. Simultaneously, if possible, a ground
point located nearby on a hilltop, receives and also processes the data. Analysis can then
be done at both points, and joint decision is issued on the operation success.

SHIP INSTALLATION

Figure 2 shows the original PUTTS installation on a Norwegian destroyer. This portable
unit is mounted on a basic frame structure that permits raising it so the angle of view is
over the lifelines of the ship. This tracking unit contains two receivers and antennas.
Position information and data is transmitted by line to the remote control box that is inside
the processing room. This is the standard PUTTS system which has been set up and in
operation since 1975. The RF unit is capable of receiving two RF frequencies, and can
process the data or readout on an oscillograph type unit with the data from PAM or PCM
modulation. The oscillograph recorder is an 18 channel recorder in which analog data is
available for analysis. A Doppler type analysis unit is used for processing miss distance.
The stern of the ship must face the launch and intercept areas.

Figure 3 shows the typical operation in a fiord. In the distance is a Danish frigate preparing
to shoot a missile. The PUTTS assembly on the right side of the picture (RF assembly), is
the standard PUTTS tracking unit as designed by NSWSES in 1975. It contains the RF
assembly and all the hardware. In the center of the picture, mounted on a tripod, is the new
90E PUTTS self-contained RF assembly which consists of two receivers, receiver
performance controls, dual antennas and a dynamic system which provides self test and
receiver signal strength monitoring. As the missile flies, in the case pictured here, both 



receivers were operational to provide comparative data on the new light weight, low cost
system.

Figure 4 shows an EDM model of the PUTTS update (1979). Each receiver has its own
antenna. A common test antenna between receiving elements provides a source for
calibration and dynamic test prior to missile firing. This also provides 2-wire, touch tone
tuning of receivers as well as remote control of the dynamic checkout of the system prior
to firing.

Figure 5 shows the long range PUTTS update unit where the narrower antenna angle
permits longer range, remaining small in size and cost effective.

Figure 6 shows the hilltop control location providing information for range safety as well
as drone control for launching target drones. The monitoring ship in the NATO Fleet has
the ability to assume drone control when the drone is in the firing area, and also record all
data during firing exercises.

Figure 7 shows system test being conducted at Hackelsvern, prior to ship installation at
Stavanger.

Stavanger is located in the southern part of Norway, with reasonable access from Danish
areas. It also provides direct access to the main NATO Base at Hackelsvern, Norway,
which is ajacent to Bergen. The equipment test and evaluation can be conducted in this
modern facility at Hackelsvern without environmental problems.



FIGURE 2.  PUTTS RF RECEIVING SYSTEM - DUAL CHANNEL - 100 LBS
RECEIVER UNIT - TRACKING ANTENNA UNDER DOME



FIGURE 3.  OPERATIONAL USE - PUTTS 1 - PUTTS UPDATE

FIGURE 4.  PUTTS - UPDATE - SR - RECEIVING SYSTEM DUAL CHANNEL
35 LBS UNIT - 90EE ANTENNA BEAM WIDTH



FIGURE 5.  PUTTS UPDATE - LR - RECEIVER SYSTEM - TRACKING 
38EE - 38 LBS UNIT

FIGURE 6.  NORWEGIAN FAST PATROL BOAT FIRING PENGUIN MISSILE
NOTE - TLM RECEIVING OUT ON BOAT & TLM LAND BASED REC. STA.



FIGURE 7.  SYSTEM TEST AT NATO HEADQUARTERS,
HACKELSVERN, NORWAY
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ABSTRACT:

This paper provides an overview of the capabilities of the ranges operated by the Pacific
Missile Test Center under the management of the United States Navy. Locations, types of
instrumentation, operation, and current developments are briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In October 1946, the Point Mugu complex was established as the Naval Air Missile Test
Center (NAMTC). The Point Mugu site was selected after much study by a special blue
ribbon site selection board. To quote from the report of the Board -- “This (Point Mugu)
site is the best in the United States for locating a Naval Air Special Missiles Development
Center because of the following assets which exist nowhere else at one location:
uninhabited islands strategically located at various distances offshore, and long over-water
ranges; proximity to industrial and scientific centers in southern California; . . . good year-
round weather; proximity to harbor facilities at Port Hueneme, . . .”. When NAMTC was
established, the guided missile was new, and the tools and techniques used for missile
testing were primitive in comparison to the well equipped laboratories and facilities which
exist at Point Mugu today. The first missile to be launched at Point Mugu, called the
LOON, was a converted German V-1 “buzz bomb”. The Point Mugu complex became a
National Range in 1958 and was renamed the Pacific Missile Range. At the same time, the
Naval Missile Center was formed from other elements of the old Naval Air Missile Test
Center and was given the mission of test and evaluation of Naval airborne weapons
systems. Reorganization in April 1975 resulted in formation of the present Pacific Missile
Test Center. During the more than 30 years since the firing of that first LOON missile,
extensive capabilities for the testing of a great variety of weapons and systems have been
developed, refined, established, and operated by the Center. Capabilities exist for the
testing of air, surface, and undersea weapons; control systems; aircraft; targets; totally 



integrated weapon systems (weapon, vehicle, man, target); and weapon and combat
ranges.

MISSION

The mission of the Pacific Missile Test Center is to perform development test and
evaluation, development support, and follow-on engineering; to provide logistics and
training support for naval weapons, weapon systems, and related devices; and to provide
major range, technical and base support for Fleet users and other Department of Defense
and Government agencies.

LOCATION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Center maintains and operates two major ranges, the Sea Test Range off the coast of
Southern California and an undersea, surface and air testing range at the Pacific Missile
Range Facility, Barking Sands, Kauai, Hawaii. See Figure 1. The capabilities and testing
facilities of the ranges have been developed and refined over a period of many years. The
Center provides a great variety of range support services. In the pre-operations phase,
support services cover planning, area surveillance, range clearance, frequency management
and interference control, ground safety, and meteorology. During the operations phase, the
chief concerns are safety, tracking, and telemetry. These functions are in turn supported by
impact determination, recovery, and data transmission, processing, and analysis. Surface,
undersea, and airborne targets are provided for threat simulation. Photographic
documentation is available through both still and motion picture coverage. Meteorological
and oceanographic observations are provided as required. As a national range, support and
services are provided at reduced cost to approved programs.

The location of Point Mugu offers unique advantages for the test and evaluation of naval
weapons. It is located on the beach, approximately 60 miles west of Los Angeles. A deep
ocean area extending approximately 200 miles to the southwest is available for use as a
sea test range. The area is conveniently accessible to the Pacific Fleet. Offshore islands are
available from which to observe and evaluate by radar, photography, and telemetry, the
performance of weapon systems in action. The sea test area between Point Mugu and San
Nicolas Island, 60 miles offshore, is one of the most heavily instrumented ranges anywhere
in the world. A deep-water harbor (35-foot draft) is nearby at Port Hueneme. Both
mainland and island sites with elevations from sea level to near 1,500 feet are available.
San Nicolas Island provides a firm platform ideally suited for testing in the marine
environment of the Fleet. It approximates a real shipboard platform, but with most of the
advantages of a mainland test site. The Sea Test Range has the capability for all types of
surface and air weapons testing including large sea-area operations. It encompasses an
area of 30,000 square nautical miles and extends approximately 170 nautical miles



seaward from the California Coast, but test operations frequently extend beyond that
distance. The range is equipped with sophisticated instrumentation which is permanently
installed on shore-based test sites and on conveniently located offshore islands. Figure 2
shows the islands and the general area in which the Sea Test Range is located.

The Pacific Missile Range Facility (PMRF), Hawaiian Area, can support virtually any type
of exercise or development test involving air, surface, or subsurface units. The Barking
Sands Range is shown in Figure 3. An instrumented undersea test range, the largest in the
free world, is located at Barking Sands and augmented by a remote instrumentation site at
Makaha Ridge. The Ridge is located approximately 8 miles to the northeast of Barking
Sands. The services available at the PMRF include: precision radar, telemetry, underwater
tracking, complete data display, command and control, communications, target and
ordnance services, weapon and target recovery, and meteorological services. Because of
its unique capability, full scale operations can be conducted simultaneously in the air, on
the surface, and under the sea. PMRF supports air and surface anti-submarine warfare
exercises, submarine versus surface target exercises, surface-to-air missile exercises, air-
to-air and air combat maneuvering exercises, etc. In addition, the capability is ideal for
supporting operations involving multiple phase weapons systems such as SUBROC.
PMRF also provides mid-range support to Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM)
launches from Vandenberg AFB and terminal area support for Navy ICBM launches.

TYPES OF INSTRUMENTATION SERVICES

The Range has a general purpose multi-operational characteristic. This is achieved by
applying a variety of combination of services. Some of the major Point Mugu technical
capabilities are illustrated in Figure 4 and summarized below:

• Tracking

AN/FPS-16 instrumentation radars at Point Mugu are capable of tracking to 4,000 miles.
They have been locally modified for more reliable and improved capabilities. These radars
operate in the C-band range (5.4 to 5.9 GHz). They can either track a skin echo or a coded
transponder signal and provide spherical coordinate position data (range, azimuth, and
elevation) in real-time. Digitized data is recorded for post-operation data reduction
purposes. One of the radars is configured for pulse doppler tracking which provides very
precise range rate data. Radar acquisition aids consist of optical, electrical, and computer
systems. AN/FPQ-10 instrumentation radars at Point Mugu provide nearly the same
capabilities as the basic AN/FPS-16 radars with the exception that their angular accuracies
are 0.5 mil versus 0.1 mil. There are also AN/FPS-16 instrumentation radars and one
AN/FPQ-10 radar on San Nicolas Island. A typical radar system is illustrated in Figure 5.
Optical theodolites provide information on weapon trajectories, acceleration, velocities,



space position, and attitudes such as pitch, yaw, and roll data, using high precision
instrumentation mounts and the medium of photography. Accuracies of the systems range
from 20 to 30 arc-seconds of processed data. Range limitation for optimum accuracy of the
optical tracking instruments will vary depending on target size and weather conditions, but,
generally, is 5 to 10 miles.

• Surveillance

Surveillance and intruder monitoring is accomplished by land-based surface and air search
radars and EP-3 aircraft. Data from these radars are collected, correlated, and displayed by
a Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS) located in the Point Mugu Surveillance Center.
Additional real-time surveillance data are frequently provided by NTDS Link 11 ships and
aircraft operating on or near the Sea Test Range.

• Telemetry

The telemetry receive, record, and display complex consists of three ground sites (Point
Mugu, San Nicolas Island, and Laguna Peak). Special equipment is employed for quality
assurance of telemetry data, and post-operation data processing is routinely provided. The
primary telemetry receiving sensors are 30-33 foot and 7-8 foot diameter parabolic
antennas. Signals received in the UHF telemetry bands are down-converted to the 215 to
320 MHz operating band of the receiving systems. The receive systems provide both pre-
and post-detected signals to wide band record systems and separation/display systems.
Selected demultiplexed data signals can be viewed on local display devices, or recorded
on oscillographs and ink pen recorders. Selected data signals can be reformatted and
transmitted for display on remote meters (analog) or digital readout equipment. Mobile or
transportable instrumentation is available for special coverage sites. General purpose
trailers contain receive/record and separation/display capability. Analog telemetry tapes
(usually provided by the receive/ record stations) are processed, providing oscillographs
and pen recordings as a final product. Telemetry tape reformatting and computer-
compatible digitizing of analog telemetry data is also accomplished. Figure 6 shows
telemetry antennas at Point Mugu.

• Target Control

Control of targets is accomplished by use of radio command link or by the recently
developed Integrated Target Control System (ITCS). The latter system combines target
tracking, up and down data/control links, and information display in a compact,
independently operating system. In addition, it provides the simultaneous control of
multiple targets. By reducing the extensive support facilities previously required and 



improving control and tracking, ITCS makes it possible to more accurately simulate enemy
threats.

• Communications

Communication services are provided for the Southern California complex including Point
Mugu and the offshore sites San Nicolas, Santa Cruz, and San Clemente Islands. These
major sites contain extensive cable and RF intra-station transmission capabilities, which,
when combined with the elaborate inter-station microwave trunking facilities, form the
various arteries through which range data and operational information flows. Support can
be provided to, and obtained from, the Western Space and Missile Center at Vandenberg
Air Force Base through interconnecting microwave trunking. Communications and data
interchange with other national and support ranges are transmitted via leased circuits. The
communication systems can accept and transmit various types of information including
audio, telemetry, digital, or video information with a minimum degradation of signal. For
communications with areas outside those mentioned above, mobile communication
facilities of various sizes and configurations are available. Mobile units include van-
mounted voice and video communication systems that can be used in areas not provided
with communication facilities or to supplement existing facilities.

• Radio-Frequency Management

The Commander, Pacific Missile Test Center, has been designated, by Department of
Defense, the Western Area Frequency Coordinator as a collateral duty. National
Department of Defense, and Navy Department policies in the management of the radio
spectrum, are supported. Policy and procedures are established for frequency allocation,
assignment, and scheduling; frerequency interference monitoring; electronic
countermeasures; engineering; amateur and citizens band radio; and voice call signs.

• Range Computer System

Real time processing requires a computer system interfaced and integrated with
instrumentation systems including radar, telemetry, target control, destruct systems, and
communication systems. Two Cyber 175 computers and peripheral equipment are
currently being integrated into the range system to effectively provide this capability. The
computer system will receive, process, correlate, and output data required in performance
of the following functions: safety, test monitoring, and control. Safety functions include
processing in support of surveillance, clearance, and vehicle flight safety. Test monitoring
functions include processing of data in real-time for graphics and alpha-numeric displays
for the effective conduct of operations. Control functions include processing of data in
real-time for the control of tests in progress. This control function involves, for example,



flight control of vehicles involved as well as control of various instrumentation systems
within the range complex. The computer system will provide real-time data processing to
simulate target flight and weapon performance (including missile flight trajectories and
weather effects) for the effective conduct of tests and exercises. Post-run playback will
provide for the immediate review of test data collected and processed during the test. This
will enable assessment of performance and determination of whether to terminate test
operation, or rerun the test while test vehicles and range resources are still available. Post-
operation data reduction includes processing to produce data packages and reports
required by range users. Post-operations processing will use data common to real-time
processing supplemented by additional data collected during the test, but not previously
processed. The combination of a common data base, along with increased computer
capability, will result in more effective post-operational test data reduction with prompt
data delivery.

• Tracking Control and Display

Multiple air and surface vehicles (ships, aircraft, missiles, and targets) can be monitored
and controlled in real time utilizing a complex of four tracking and control centers. These
centers include digital, analog, and television display techniques to provide performance,
position, and status information on firing platforms, missiles, and targets used in each
exercise. Entire operations can be reconstructed and replayed after completion. The
tracking centers also provide a means of displaying data from which real-time safety
decisions can be made.

• Geophysics

One of the Nation’s most complete operational meteorological activities is available at
Point Mugu, offering a wide range of conventional and specialized instrumentation,
measurement, forecasting, interpretative and climatological services. Surface
meteorological observations are taken hourly at Point Mugu and San Nicolas Island and
are supplemented by automatic weather stations operating at San Nicolas, Santa Cruz, and
San Miguel Islands, and atop Laguna Peak. Refractometer-equipped aircraft are available
for obtaining detailed profiles of the refractive structure over the test area. Radiosondes,
carried by balloon to around 100,000 feet, measure pressure, temperature, speed of sound,
relative humidity, and winds. The balloons are released several times a day at San Nicolas
and Point Mugu. Rocketsonde soundings extend measurements of temperature and wind
up to about 300,000 feet.



• Targets

Today’s weapons are designed to counter the sophisticated threats of enemy air, surface,
and undersea craft and weapons. Each weapon must be tested against targets which
simulate the characteristics of the specific threats against which that weapon will be
deployed. The targets must display the necessary electromagnetic, electro-optic, dynamic
performance, and tactical characteristics and the testing environments must include
appropriate electronic countermeasures. The Center operates in excess of 20 different
aerial, seaborne, and special target systems. Targets are especially configured and
operated to user specifications. Typical targets are destroyers hulks; high speed remote
controlled boats; full-scale aerial targets including supersonic QF4B and the all-attitude
QF-86F aircraft; and subscale aerial targets including BQM-34A/S FIREBEE, supersonic
BQM-34E FIREBEE II, MQM-74C CHUKKAR, and the MQM-8G VANDAL (TALOS).
Figure 7 shows a CHUKKAR launch. Figure 8 shows a VANDAL launch.

UNIQUE PMRF INSTRUMENTATION

The PMRF technical capabilities are generally similar to the Point Mugu capabilities,
differing primarily in numbers of instruments. The PMRF instrumentation system is
illustrated in Figure 9. Unique capabilities are summarized as follows:

• Underwater Tracking

The PMRF Underwater Range consists of an instrumented underwater tracking area
covering more than 600 square miles. The total range is sub-divided into two regions, each
with particular technical characteristics. The original portion of the range, installed in
1966, is a 5X10 square mile sea area west of Barking Sands, instrumented with 37 bottom-
mounted hydrophones, each individually cabled to shore. This portion of the range is
ideally suited for support of small scale exercises requiring high precision tracking
accuracy. The newer portion of the range, installed in 1977, provides a very large tracking
area to support large scale exercises requiring less tracking accuracy. Hydrophones in this
range expansion area are serially installed on two instrumented cable runs. Frequency
division multiplex techniques are used for data transmission to shore. Objects to be tracked
in the underwater range area are required to contain an acoustic tracking pinger.

• Underwater Communications

Two-way underwater communications capability is available to surface and submerged
vehicles in the underwater range area. Communications from shore to in-water vehicles is
accomplished through projectors which are bottom-mounted within the range area.
Communication from in-water vehicle to shore is accomplished by receipt of acoustic data



through the tracking hydrophone arrays. Capability is provided for either voice or CW
communications.

• Tracking, Control, and Display

Numerous air, surface, and underwater vehicles (submarines, targets, and weapons) can be
tracked and displayed in real time, using multi-colored symbolism. During the exercise,
progress can be followed on 8X8-foot large screen displays. If desired, the entire exercise
can be reconstructed and replayed after completion. Range data can be merged and
synthesized with information from other sources; replays of selected portions of the
exercise can be run at up to 60 times real time, stopped at any time, reversed and blown up
in scale, as desired. It is possible to display a large-scale exercise on one 8X8-foot screen
while an expanded display of a selected event can be shown on another.

• Ambient Noise and Data System

An Ambient Noise and Data System consisting of removable in-water sensor arrays, an
encrypted telemetry link, and shore-based display and analysis facilities at Barking Sands
are available for ships’ noise measurement and silencing analysis.

OPERATIONS

The ranges can be configured to support a variety of operational scenarios. At Point Mugu
some of the more frequent include air-to-air, surface-to-air, surface-to-surface, and air-to-
surface exercises; and at PMRF, air, surface, and subsurface Anti-Submarine Warfare
operations. Figure 10 shows an actual launch of the PHOENIX missile from an F-14
Tomcat during an air-to-air test. Figure 11 shows a submarine launched TOMAHAWK
cruise missile as it crosses the shore line, beginning the over-land portion of its flight to an
inland target. The ranges support fleet training exercises of many varieties and sizes by
both United States and allied participants. Ballistic missile and space programs (including
Space Shuttle) are also regular users of the ranges with numerous launches from the
Western Space and Missile Center. Fleet electronic warfare and total weapons systems test
exercises such as the Mark-48 torpedo trials at the PMRF are additional operational
examples.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS

The improvement of the range system is a continuing process. The instrumentation utilized
in the range systems represents significant monetary and technological investment.
Maintaining these investments and continuing to evolve the capabilities to keep pace with
the changes required to support the test and evaluation of new weapon systems requires



continuing development effort. Examples of range improvements in various stages of
development at the Pacific Missile Test Center include:

• TRIDENT Missile Tracking Facility

The TRIDENT weapon system will be a major component of the nation’s strategic
capability in the 1980’s and beyond. Major tests of the system will be conducted in the
Pacific. Significant facilities, complex precision instrumentation, and missile flight safety
systems are being developed to support TRIDENT missile operations in the Pacific.
Instrumentation improvements being provided include high precision, multi-lateration
tracking, telemetry, command destruct, data processing, high reliability, range safety, and
precision ship location systems.

• Range Display and Control Center

The Range Display and Control Center is the nucleus of the future tracking and control
function at Point Mugu. The center, which will include the Integrated Target Control
Systems consoles and main computer, Range Operational Display System,
communications, and new operator interaction displays, will eventually replace several
tracking and control rooms equipped with older display devices. The new center will
provide an integrated display of a multiplicity of test parameters in real time and will
permit the alteration of tests underway in order to greatly increase their effectiveness. This
new facility is already in limited use.

• Secure Telemetry

Planned encryption of weapon system telemetry data requires modification of the range
real time data system. In addition to display of telemetry data for real time analysis and
evaluation of weapon system performance, telemetry data is regularly utilized in the
decisions involving the control of operational testing and in the range safety process. The
Secure Telemetry development will modify the Range System to enable decryption and
display of encrypted telemetry data where required for effective prosecution of the test and
evaluation process while preserving the integrity of the classified data transmission.

• Digital Microwave

The Pacific Missile Test Center has been a leader among ranges in the development of
digital microwave systems. The range has an extensive complex of conventional
microwave links between Point Mugu and other sites, such as Laguna Peak, San Nicolas
Island, Santa Cruz Island, and the Western Space and Missile Center. In an environment in
which constantly increasing data evaluation requirements create a need for mass data



transfer, digitization of these links is required to enable the efficient transfer of complex
digital data and permit encryption of sensitive data.

• Extended Area Test System

Test and evaluation of longer range and more versatile tactical weapon systems greatly
increase the spatial requirements for test ranges. To accommodate these requirements, an
Extended Area Test System is being developed to augment the existing Sea Test Range
instrumentation. This effort involves a complex integrated ground-based and airborne
range system to provide metric tracking, telemetry reception and relay, target control, and
communications relay over a large area at sea (250 nautical mile diameter circle) and
beyond line-of-sight of land instruments.

• Multiple-Target Instrumentation Radar

The Multiple-Target Instrumentation Radar is a NAVAIRSYSCOM-sponsored
development to provide a single radar system capable of high accuracy tracking of several
participants. The Range is performing the test and evaluation of the radar system and will
be a recipient of several of the systems, for both the Pacific Missile Test Center and
Pacific Missile Range Facility, once the test and evaluation phase is complete. The radar is
intended to reduce future range operational costs by permitting a single system to replace
several of the existing single-object-track radars as well as providing higher relative
accuracies between test vehicles.

• Radar Data Management System

In addition to implementing local range instrumentation improvements, the Range also
provides system development support capability for other agencies. An example of this
activity is the responsibility given to the Pacific Missile Test Center for the development of
a Radar Data Management Center for the Atlantic Fleet Weapons Training Facility at
Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico. This system, designed, developed, and produced at the
Pacific Missile Test Center, will completely replace their real time radar data handling
capability. The system is patterned after a similar system developed earlier for use at the
Pacific Missile Test Center.

CONCLUSION

The Pacific Missile Test Center operates two major Ranges. Both the Sea Test Range
Facility and the Pacific Missile Range Facility offer significant modern, general purpose
capabilities for conducting the test and evaluation of weapon systems. The Ranges are 



national assets maintained primarily for Department of Defense test and evaluation support
missions, but are also available to all users having a valid requirement for their capability.
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TDRSS ANTENNAS
GROUND STATION AND SPACEBORNE
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ABSTRACT

Three sixty foot diameter Ku-Band Antennas have been completed as part of the Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) at the NASA Johnson Space Center, White
Sands Test Facility. These very high efficiency satellite communication antennas provide
in excess of 68dBi directivity. Further characteristics include autotrack accuracy of 0.01E,
frequency reuse, and surface accuracy within less than .02" rms of the desired shaped
surface.

Two TDRSS antennas weighing less than 52 pounds are ready for launch aboard each
satellite. These 16 foot deployable antennas provide frequency reuse performance in two
frequency bands - Ku and S. As with the sixty foot antenna, shaping of the subreflector and
main reflector is utilized to achieve high aperture efficiency.

This paper describes some of the design, analysis and measurement techniques used in the
development of these antennas.

INTRODUCTION

The ground station for NASA , s Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS)
located at the White Sands Test Facility (WSTF), New Mexico, is nearing completion.
TDRSS, when operational in 1981, will represent a significant development in satellite
communications and tracking. This system, consisting of three satellites and one ground
station, will functionally replace NASA’s worldwide tracking network. Two of the
satellites will perform the primary mission of tracking and data relay; the third satellite will
serve as an in-orbit spare. The two primary satellites will be placed in synchronous orbit
separated by approximately 130 degrees. This separation allows both satellites to be
covered by the White Sands ground station. The spare satellite will be located in a
synchronous orbit at a longitude between the two on-line primary satellites. In these orbits,
the TDRSS satellites will act as “bent pipe” relays for the data from user satellites to the



ground station. User satellites can communicate through one of three types of service
channels:

• K-Band Single Access - KSA
• S-Band Single Access - SSA
• Multiple Access (S-Band) - MA

The WSTF ground station pictured in Figure 1 consists of three 60 foot K-Band antennas
for communication with the three TDRSS satellites. The smaller antennas shown allow the
ground system to simulate a user spacecraft so that total loop testing of the system can be
performed. Figure 2 shows one of the satellite systems. The larger two reflectors (16')
provide communication to the user spacecraft. The reflectors are separately gimballed and
are deployed after the satellite is placed in geosynchronous orbit.

GROUND STATION ANTENNA REQUIREMENTS

The primary functions of the 60 foot antennas are to:

• Provide for reception of the K-Band signal from a TDRS.
• Provide the capability of transmitting K-Band signals to a TDRS.
• Provide capability to automatically track the satellite.
• Provide the capability to position and configure the antenna via computer control.
• Provide the means to connect three sets of receive equipment to the three antennas

in any combination.
• Provide redundancy in the receive and transmit waveguide paths.
• Provide a hot-standby-spare low noise amplifier to serve as backup to either the

polarization-1 or polarization-2 low noise amplifiers.

The antennas were required to provide the following performance requirements:

• Transmit
S Frequency - 14.6 GHz to 15.2 Ghz
S Aperture Gain - >66 dBi
S Polarization - Rotatable Linear

• Receive
S Frequency - 13.4 GHz to 14.0 Ghz
S Polarization - Dual-Rotatable Linear
S Polarization Isolation - 30 dB
S G/Ts - >40.3dB/EK



• Positioning Accuracy
S Autotrack Accuracy - 0.01 degree (3F)
S Program Track Accuracy - 0.03 degree (3F)

In order to achieve the required aperture gain, the antenna surface was designed to achieve
an rms surface tolerance of better than 0.020 inch rms. To meet the receive G/T
requirement, the following specifications were allocated to the receive components:

Aperture Gain (KSA1) 66.7 dBi
Feed Loss  0.5 dB
Pointing Loss  0.2 dB

Net Gain 66.0 dBi

System Noise Temperature 220EK
Allocated G/Ts =42.6 dB/EK

Note that the allocated requirements allowed for a design and test margin over the required
40.3 dB/EK specification.

SPACEBORNE ANTENNA REQUIREMENTS

The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRSS) utilizes two 4.8 meter deployable
antennas for accessing and communicating with high data rate user satellites. These single
access antennas operate at the dual frequencies of S- and Ku- band, with full tracking
capability at Ku-Band. The stringent gain and tracking requirements at Ku-Band require
state-of-art designs in the deployable reflector and the dual frequency feed system. To
meet these requirements special, surface shaping techniques and thermally stable materials
were developed for the deployable reflector. A unique dual frequency cassegrain feed
system utilizing sidelobe crossover for tracking was developed to meet the tracking
requirements. The feed system tracking performance is essentially insensitive to reflector
distortions.

The primary functions of the spacecraft antenna systems are to:

• Simultaneous transmission/reception of S-Band and K-Band signals to and from a
single user spacecraft.

• Process and provide two-axis, monopulse, autotrack error signals from the received
K-Band signals.



• Provide peak gains for right hand circular polarization (RHCP) and left hand circular
polarization (LHCP):

36 dB 2.025-2.120 Ghz
36.8 dB 2.200-2.300 GHz
49.69 dB 11.7-12.2 GHz
52.29 dB 13.75-13.8 GHz
52.49 dB 14.0-14.5 GHz
53.29 dB 14.896-15.121 GHz

• Axial ratio requirements between 3 dB points are:

S-Band 1.5 dB
Ku-Band 1.0 dB - 13.75-15.12 GHz

1.5 dB - 11.7-12.2 GHz

• Minimum autotrack scale factor of

.35 volts/volts/degree over all environmental conditions

• Autotrack scale factor variation of less than ±3.5 dB over the pull-in range. 

GROUND ANTENNA DESIGN AND TEST RESULTS

A simplified block diagram for the TDRSS Ground Antenna subsystem is shown in
Figure 3.

The elevation azimuth antenna structure as shown in Figure 4 utilizes a Harris wheel and
plate pedestal. The system is constructed on site by welding 20-inch hollow tubes into a
very stiff, lightweight pedestal. In order to achieve the exacting reflector surface accuracy
requirements, care was taken in the design, fabrication and mounting of the reflector
panels to the backup structure. The panel skins were fabricated using a stretch form
process that was adopted from the automotive industry. These panel skins were then
bonded to kerfed channel frames to achieve a high degree of stiffness. The net result of this
process was that the individual panel accuracy was within 0.006 inch rms deviation from
the desired shape.

As shown in Figure 5, three rings of 32 panels form the reflector surface. The panels are
mounted and aligned on the backup structure while the structure is on the ground. The
entire reflector (40,000 pounds) was then lifted approximately 40 feet onto the pedestal.
The final reflector alignment was performed at night to preclude detrimental thermal



effects on the alignment process. The final measured surface tolerances for each of the
three antennas was found to be better than 0.011 inch rms. The panel’s surfaces are
mounted in such a manner that no metal-to-metal contact can occur, thus inhibiting
generation of intermodulation products.

Predictions of RF beam deflections and pattern shape deviations which are caused by
wind, thermal, and gravity loading were made using structural geometric optic computer
modeling.

The total structure as analyzed using a finite element structural analysis program. This
program coupled with an RF antenna pattern analysis program and modeling on an
interactive graphics terminal allowed for optimization of the antenna performance in the
presence of wind and gravitation disturbances. Using these programs, the stiffness of the
feed cone, reflector, and pedestal mounting was designed to allow the antenna to closely
approximate a homogeneous unit. For example, the feed cone stiffness was designed such
that the gravity droop of the feed compensated for the reflector gravity deformation.

The antenna utilizes a Cassegrain reflector/subreflector that are both shaped to optimize
the aperture gain. The reflector and subreflector were shaped to provide for uniform
aperture illumination except for a sharp roll off near the reflector’s edge. The measured
antenna gain indicates that the efficiency exceeds 70 percent. This feed is supported by a
monopod feed cone. The subreflector is supported by a dielectric cone made of quartz
cloth and low density polystyrene foam. The monopod mounting allows accurate feed to
subreflector alignment at the factory. Furthermore, elimination of the more conventional
subreflector support spars minimizes aperture blockage and simplifies the reflector design
since the feed/subreflector is supported only at the reflector hub.

The antenna feed pictured in Figure 6 consists of a central corrugated horn surrounded by
four open-ended circular waveguide horns. The central horn carries the receive and
transmit channels while the four peripheral horns provide autotracking information. Each
of the feed horns is connected to a rotating 180 degree phase shifter as shown in the feed
block diagram, Figure 7. This polarization rotation is computer-controlled to align the
polarization with the incoming signal from the spacecraft. E-stub filters provide greater
than 100 dB of band reject isolation, while having in-band loss of approximately 0.25 dB.

Three Low Noise Amplifiers (two on-line and one backup) are mounted in the feed cone.
The three LNA’s are configured and controlled in such a way that should one of the two
on-line units fail, the third LNA is automatically switched on-line. The LNA’s provided the
following performance:

Noise Temperature 100EK
Absolute Gain   50 dB



Gain Flatness ±0.5 dB
Third Order Intercept Point +10 dBM

The antenna utilizes dual, torque-biased DC drive motors in velocity and 0.5E/sec velocity
and 0.5E/sec acceleration in each axis. Automatic spacial acquisition of the satellite and
fault detection is provided by microprocessor control of the antenna position system.

Each of the antennas has five waveguide runs from the antenna feed to the pedestal base to
allow passage of two on-line receive channels, one on-line transmit channel, one spare
receive channel, and one spare transmit channel. After passing through the five elevation
and five azimuth rotary joints, the waveguide enters an underground trench. The receive
waveguide remains WR 75 for the run to the waveguide switches located in the main
TDRSS equipment building. The transmit waveguide transitions into TE01 waveguide for
the run into the building. The TE01 mode in WC166 guide significantly lowers the loss to
about 0.005 dB/ft for the long (up to 260 feet) run between the transmitters and the
antennas. Waveguide interconnects the three antennas to the downconverters and
transmitter located in the equipment building. Computer-controlled waveguide switches
allow for interconnection of the three antennas to any of three downconverters or
transmitters for any service.

A far field range was established utilizing a K-Band signal source located on a TV tower
located 27 miles from the site. The antenna gain was measured to be within ±0.5 dB of the
predicted value as shown in Figure 8. Polarization isolation was tested and exceeded the
30 dB requirement and, over most of the frequency band, exceeds 40 dB. The measured
antenna patterns shown in Figure 9 closely agreed with the predicted patterns. Antenna
autotrack accuracy was measured to be <0.003E (3F).

SPACEBORNE ANTENNA (REFLECTOR & FEED) DESIGN AND TEST
RESULTS

Figure 10 shows a functional diagram of the spaceborne feed system. This primary feed
system illuminates a subreflector (shaped for uniform) which in turn illuminates the 16 foot
shaped reflector.

Figure 11 shows the deployable reflector in the radome test facility. The reflector utilizes
eighteen graphite fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP) ribs to shape and support the reflective
mesh surface. The number of ribs is based on a trade-off considering surface tolerance and
weight. As the number of ribs increases, the surface error decreases, while weight
increases. The minimum number of ribs consistent with the surface tolerance requirements
is, therefore usually selected. The ribs are circular in cross-section tapering from 1.5 inches
diameter at the root to 0.75 inches at the tip. The rib is constructed of 4 plies of HMS



graphite oriented in a 90E, 0E, ±45E configuration. The resulting wall thickness is
0.016-inch. The reflective mesh surface is attached to the ribs by adjustable standoffs and
therefore the tolerance on rib shape is not critical parameter. The ribs are typically
fabricated to a constant radius of curvature rather than a parabolic shape.

The reflective mesh consists of 1.2 mil diameter, gold-plated, molybdenum wire which is
knitted into a soft (low spring rate), elastic mesh. The mesh opening size can be varied to
ensure adequate RF reflectivity for a given requirement. The mesh opening size for the
TDRS reflector is 0.1 inches. Figure 12 shows a sample of the reflector mesh material in a
reflectivity measurement system. Mesh loss at 15 GHZ is approximately 0.46 dB. The
required reflector surface tolerance is achieved with minimum weight through the use of a
secondary drawing surface technique. A series of circumferential quartz cords is attached
to the back of the ribs by adjustable standoffs. A second series of quartz cords is attached
to the front mesh surface. These “front” cords run parallel to the “back cords”. The front
and back cords are connected by a series of beta glass tie wires. By properly adjusting the
rib standoff heights, the back cord geometry, and these individual tie wires, a very accurate
surface contour is achieved (18 mils for TDRSS). The reflector contour is measured in the
face-up and the face-down positions. The measured face-up and face-down positions are
then averaged to determine the “zero-gravity” surface contour. This contour is then
compared on a point-by-point basis with the desired parabolic contour and surface
adjustments made as necessary to achieve the desired manufacturing contribution to the
total surface tolerance budget. The setting process is iterative, with each setting iteration
requiring approximately one week.

The primary feed is shown in Figures 13 and 14. The Ku-Band Tracking System consists
of a scalar sum horn and four tracking error horns. Five-Horn Cassegrain feeds are very
desirable for communications antennas for which the tracking requirements are usually not
very stringent. The simplicity of the sum channel makes possible greater bandwidth and
higher efficiency. The historical problem has been the trade-off between a sufficiently
large sum horn for good illumination efficiency and sufficiently small error horn spacing
for adequate error channel secondary pattern crossover. The error horns crossover on the
first sidelobe. Generally, crossover on the first sidelobe or beyond has been avoided
because of the sensitivity of the low-level sidelobes to various factors, including reflector
distortion, frequency change and blockage. The sensitivity of tracking performance to
reflector distortion is especially important for spaceborne antennas.

The Five-Horn Cassegrain feed has been developed for the TDRSS 4.8 meter deployable
antenna, which uses the up-taper of the dual shaped reflectors in conjunction with a special
error horn design to produce a stable tracking crossover on high-level sidelobes. This
permits use of a larger sum horn with greater spillover efficiency.



The error horns are rectangular with the narrow dimension in the plane of the associated
tracking crossover. Because the error horns have a much broader illumination in this plane
than the sum horn, the up-taper which produces uniform reflector illumination (maximum
gain) for the sum channel results in a highly inversed distribution for the error horns, and
hence the desired high sidelobes.

The output of the Ku-Band sum horn inputs to an OMT/Polarizer is shown in Figure 15.
The polarizer is a “Simons” type with 19 vanes. Axial ratio of the polarizer is better than
0.25 dB for the 13.75-14.121 GHZ frequency range and 0.8 dB for the 11.7-12.2 GHZ
frequency range.

The S-Band feed design consists of 4 sleeve cross-dipoles in individual cavities, which are
concentric to the Ku-Band tracking and sum horns. The outputs of the dipole elements
input to a combing network which form the RHCP and LHCP polarizations.

Range testing of the mesh reflector system was performed on an elevated range. Gain and
axial ratio measurements at S and Ku-Band were obtained to within an accuracy of 0.4 dB.
A 10 feet reflector calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) was used as the
gain standard. The 10 feet standard was mounted to a vertical probe system which enabled
the multipath errors to be minimized by averaging the received power over the probe travel
distance.

In addition to the mesh reflector antenna tests, each feed system, including subreflector
was tested in a 16 feet solid reflector representation of the mesh reflector contour. This
solid reflector “test bed” enabled each feed to be accurately characterized without regard
to gravity effects. Figure 16 shows the solid reflector and 10 feet reference antenna probe
system.

CONCLUSION

The ground station and spaceborne systems for TDRSS represent state-of-the-art advances
in Ku-Band communications systems. Each system exceeded requirements. The
spaceborne system is planned for launch by the shuttle in 1982 and will be the major
communication link for NASA and other spacecraft users.
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ABSTRACT

The new NASA near-earth orbit tracking and data acquisition network will be made up of
a network of two, synchronous orbit, tracking and data relay satellites plus an in-orbit
spare. The principal ground components are the TDRSS White Sands Ground Terminal
(WSGT) near Las Cruces, New Mexico and the Network Control Center at NASA GSFC
in Greenbelt, Maryland. Communications between the sites are handled via the NASA
Communications Network (NASCOM) through the NASA Ground Terminal (NGT)
located at the WSGT.

This paper will discuss the control of the TDRSS Network for User Spacecraft Tracking
and User Data Acquisition.

INTRODUCTION TO TDRSS

Two active TDR satellites are positioned in geostationary orbits with a longitudinal
separation of 140 degrees centered around the White Sands Ground Terminal (WSGT)
near Las Cruces, New Mexico. This positioning of the east and west TDRSs will provide
85 percent coverage of earth orbiting users and continuous visibility to the WSGT.

Figure 1 illustrates the positioning of the two active TDRSs (east and west) along with a
centrally located spare which, if necessary, can be moved into either the west or east
position to replace a malfunctioning satellite. This design is intended to provide service to
the NASA network for 10 years.

TDRSS is designed to support a wide range of user communication characteristics through
S- and K-band service with data rates ranging from 100 b/sec through 300 mb/sec. The
ground station performs all the modulation/demodulation functions for (simultaneously) as
many as 19 forward (to user spacecraft) and 32 return (from user spacecraft) data channels
at K- and at S-band. TDRSS is transparent to the data itself; it passes synchronized bit



streams directly to/from NASA. TDRSS tracking and data relay services are available 24
hours/day, 7 days/week. Individual services using a single TDRS may be maintained for
up to 24 hours. Using 2 TDRSs, a user satellite may be serviced continuously. Up to 26
users may be serviced simultaneously with a user community of 100 available to be
supported.

The remainder of this paper will discuss the TDRSS Control Network and how a user may
obtain the services available from the TDRSS Network.

ELEMENTS OF THE TDRSS CONTROL NETWORK

The major elements of the TDRSS Control Network are shown in Figure 2 and discussed
in this section.

Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS)

This element consists of the TDRSS ground segment at White Sands (WSGT) and the
TDRSS space segment including two operational and one in-orbit spare TDRS.

NASA Ground Terminal (NGT)

This element is collocated with the WSGT and provides the interface between TDRSS and
the NASA system. The NGT performs two major roles in support of the TDRSS
operations. One of these is to provide fault isolation and data monitoring capability at the
closest point at which data is received from the WSGT. The other role includes data rate
buffering (to reduce data rates to match Domestic Communications Satellite (DOMSAT)
circuits), data blocking, line outage protection, and interface to the common carrier.

Bilateration Ranging Transponder System (BRTS)

This element consisting of unattended ground-based transponders to provide signals from
known ground reference points for accurately calculating the TDRS’ position. Five BRTSs
are presently scheduled for implementation.

Network Control Center (NCC)

The NCC, located at GSFC, provides the focal point for NASA operations with the
TDRSS and other NASA elements. The NCC schedules, controls and ensures the
reliability of the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN). The major functions
performed by the NCC to carry out STDN management include the following:



• Network scheduling
• Monitor network performance
• Monitor status of network resources
• Verify network support configurations
• Provide users STDN performance data
• Ensure that predicted user spacecraft position data is made available to network

facilities
• Service accountability
• Orchestrate fault isolation procedures
• Manage ground configuration commands which change network configurations

Operations Support Computing Facility (OSCF)

This element provides the network with orbital predictions and definitive orbit calculations
for user spacecraft and the TDRSs. The OSCF will receive all network metric tracking
data and perform the necessary processing to provide orbit determination and perform
computations required for developing trajectory information, acquisition data and
scheduling aids for the network.

NASA Communications Network (NASCOM)

This element is the common carrier interface at network locations and consists of
Domestic Communications Satellites and interfaces through earth terminals at GSFC,
White Sands and JSC. On the ground, the network includes a Control and Status System
(CSS), Multiplexer-demultiplexer System (MDM) and a message switch system.
NASCOM provides for transmission of all return, forward, tracking and operational data
between network elements.

Project Operations Control Centers (POCC)

This element (considered the user) is the prime facility for control of a user satellite.
POCCs can be either general purpose, such as the GSFC Multi-Satellite Operations
Control Center (MSOCC), or mission unique, such as the Shuttle POCC at JSC and
Landsat POCC at GSFC. A POCC will be responsible for experiment status processing,
command generation, telemetry processing, attitude data handling, payload operations and
control, experiment sensory analysis and control, and payload planning and analysis.

TDRSS NETWORK RESOURCE SCHEDULING

The previous sections of this paper describe the elements of the TDRSS Control Network
which must be available for a user to obtain a service (forward, return, tracking,



verification or simulation) through TDRSS. The following sections describe the scheduling
process and interactions between the NCC and WSGT to achieve said services.

Operations System Interface Document (OSID)

The OSID defines and controls the logical (software) interfaces between the TDRSS
White Sands Ground Terminal (WSGT) and NASA at the NASCOM System Control
Interface (NSCI). The OSID defines and controls the operational concepts gound rules,
and strategies for TDRSS/NASA operational message content, transmission control, data
accountability and message formatting.

The logical (software) interfaces are described in the OSID in terms of communications
protocol and the detailed data content and format of messages exchanged between the
TDRSS WSGT and NASA. The physical (hardware) interfaces between the TDRSS
WSGT and NASA are defined and controlled by the SSTDRSS Ground Segment/
NASCOM Interface Specification (WU-02-06). Operational procedures for controlling
these interfaces and coordination functions between TDRSS and NASA are defined in the
Operation Procedures Interface Document (OPID, WU-02-18).

The messages (as defined in the OSID) which use the operational interfaces are
constructed by means of 4800-bit data blocks (600 8-bit bytes). The 600 bytes which make
up the 4800-bit data blocks are individually numbered as shown in Figure 3.

Schedule and Control Interface Designation

There are three (3) 56 Kb/second interface lines between NASA and WSGT as shown in
Figure 4. Two of these lines (D1 and D2) are for schedule control and data messages
between NASA and WSGT. The third line (D3) is reserved for tracking data transmission
to NASA for use by the OSCF.

The user spacecraft command data and user spacecraft telemetry data are routed separately
through the MDM but the scheduling and interface port selections are performed over
these interface channels.

Schedule and Control Messages

Schedule and Control Messages are designated as two types:

• NASA (NCC) to TDRSS (WSGT) Messages
• TDRSS (WSGT) to NASA (NCC) Messages



NASA to TDRSS Messages

Schedule and Control Messages which are transmitted from NASA to TDRSS are
Schedule Orders (SHOs,) and Operations Messages (OPMs). Each of these are discussed
in more detail below:

Schedule Orders (SHOs) - Schedule Orders are used by the NCC to schedule user service
through TDRSS to allow a user to command and receive data from his spacecraft, to allow
the OSCF to schedule tracking services to a selected user and allow simulation of services
and verification of services. Within the 4800-bit data block, bytes 23 through 596 are the
message subfield. Scheduling data contained in this subfield, in one or more 4800-bit
blocks, are used to specify all of the support services requested for a single user for a
given support period. A SHO is made up of a Header, followed by a data set of selected
Subheaders and other fixed or reconfigurable parameters for each service (Forward,
Return, Tracking Simulation and Verification) to completely specify the service type,
subtype, the TDRS to be used, start/stop times and the parametric values to be employed
by the TDRSS in establishing the support service. Figure 5 shows the typical structure for
a SHO for a given user.

The user may schedule services from the user POCC via the Mission Planning Terminal
(MPT). The MPT is a console, located in the POCC, which has access to the TDRSS
schedule data base in the NCC. Through this device, the user can access the existing
scheduled services for TDRSS and develop a candidate schedule for this specific needs
and submit a candidate schedule in the users request for service to the NCC.

The user may request service in two ways; 1) request services generically or 2) request
services specifically.

A generic service request by a user means that the user requests a service (say K-band
forward service and a K-band return service) for a period of time (say 30 minutes) between
selected times (say 0900 to 1200 hours) on a given day. Generic scheduling is normally
used if the user has no preference as to the period of time on that day he receives as long
as he receives a service(s) of the requested length.

A specific service request by a user means that the user requests a specific service (K-band
forward and K-band return) for a specific period of time (say 30 minutes) at a specific time
(say 0900 to 0930) on a specific day. The user is then saying that this is the only
acceptable schedule for a service and no other will suffice.

Of the two schedule requests (generic or specific), the generic schedule is the more likely
to be accepted and scheduled by the NCC. In periods of low load factors on TDRSS,



specific scheduling is possible and the requested services will probably be granted. As the
load factor on the TDRSS increases, the likelihood of a specific schedule being accepted
will decrease.

Once a user’s request for service has been accepted and a schedule accepted, the NCC
may schedule the service through TDRSS in three (3) ways; 1) transmit a Periodic SHO;
2) transmit a Routine SHO and 3) transmit an Emergency SHO.

1) Periodic SHO - A Periodic SHO is used by the NCC for a service with a start time
between 24 and 48 hours in the future. A Periodic SHO can be replaced (modified);by
a Routine SHO.

2) Routine SHO - A Routine SHO is used by the NCC for a service with a start time
between 30 minutes and 24 hours in the future. A Routine SHO is used by the NCC
to modify a service already scheduled or for a new service which falls within the
above time frame.

3) Emergency SHO - An Emergency SHO is used by the NCC to schedule services with
start times within 30 minutes of current time. An Emergency Service will be initiated
as soon as possible (within 5 minutes) after receipt of the Emergency SHO at WSGT.

Operations Messages (OPMs) - Operations Messages (OPMs) are used by the NCC to
provide information to the WSGT which supports achieving and operating services
requested by users and scheduled by the NCC. There are 18 different OPMs used by the
NCC for this purpose. Table 1 lists the OPMs transmitted from NASA (NCC) to TDRSS
(WSGT) along with a brief description of each.

TABLE 1 - NASA TO TDRSS OPMs

OPM TITLE OPM DESCRIPTION

1) Special Instructions or Requests This OPM is used for administrative
communications with WSGT and consists of
free-form alphanumeric text.

2) Reacquisition Request This OPM is used by NASA to initiate user
reacquisition. Within 15 seconds of receipt of
the message, TDRSS will initiate the related
acquisition procedure.



3) User Reconfiguration Request This OPM is used by NASA to change the
characteristics of an ongoing service. Changes
such as change in data rate, data format, data bit
jitter, polarization are accomplished in this
manner.

4) Forward Link Sweep Request This OPM is used if NASA is unable to
accurately define the forward link reference
frequency (fo) for a user spacecraft resulting in
the need to sweep the forward link carrier
frequency. Forward link sweep will be initiated
within 15 seconds of receipt of the message at
WSGT.

5) Shuttle/Payload Reconfiguration The TDRSS is capable of changing from service
support for shuttle to service support for
payload. This reconfiguration is accomplished
by changing from a link supporting the shuttle to
another supporting a normal user which is either
within the shuttle bay or near the shuttle. This
OPM is used to accomplish this change and will
be initiated within 15 seconds of receipt of the
message at WSGT.

6) Forward Link EIRP This OPM is used to set the SSA and KSA
Reconfiguration Request  EIRP to normal or high power. The change will

be accomplished within 15 seconds of receipt of
the message at WSGT.

7) Expanded User Frequency If NASA is unable to accurately predict the user
Uncertainty Request transmit frequency for DGI, Mode 2 and DG2

(non-coherent turnaround), NASA will transmit
this OPM to TDPSS. The required
reconfiguration will be accomplished within 15
seconds of receipt of message at WSGT.

8) TDRSS Service Level Status The TDRSS will provide NASA housekeeping
Data Request status data for equipments affecting service at

WSGT. This data will be supplied in response to
this message.



9) User Orbit Prediction Force This message transmits to TDRSS the elements
Model of the user orbit prediction force model that will

be used to provide services to user spacecraft
with an orbit capable of being defined and with
no orbit changes in progress. The model
includes four forces that perturb the orbit: solar
and lunar gravitation, solar radiation pressure
and earth’s graviatational field. A force model
must be in place (at WSGT) for a user prior to
scheduling service for a user. A force model is
not required for a ground based user.

10) Spacecraft State Vector NASA will use this message to send TDRS and
user spacecraft state vectors to the TDRSS. For
users with unchanging orbit (stable), the user
state vector is propagated by TDRSS to
establish an emphermeris file for user support.
For users with changing orbits (unstable), the
data is supplied by NASA as a string of state
vectors at 0.5 second intervals in support of the
user service. User state vector data must be
present prior to scheduling a user service.

11) Doppler Compensation Inhibit NASA will use this message to terminate
Request forward link doppler compensation. Within 15

seconds of receipt of this message at WSGT,
processing to inhibit forward link doppler
compensation will begin. Forward link
frequency will then be fixed for the remainder of
the service unless doppler compensation is
reenabled.

12) Cancel SHO Request This message is used to request cancellation of
either an ongoing or pending SHO.

13) TDRS Maneuver Approval NASA will use this message to respond to a
TDRS maneuver request and will either deny or
approve the requested maneuver.

14) Acknowledgement of Message This message is used by NASA to acknowledge
Received receipt of a message.



15) Spacecraft Emergency State NASA will use this message to send Emergency
Vector state vectors to TDRSS. The same types of

messages are sent as for spacecraft state vectors
except that the class is 15 rather than 10.

16) MA Return Null Assignment TDRSS provides the capability to null an MA
return interference source for an MA Return
service. This message is used to assign or de-
assign an MA Return null location to a TDRSS.

17) MA Return Null Control NASA starts and stops the nulling operation for
specific ongoing MA Return services through
the use of this message. The nulling will be
started or stopped within 15 seconds of receipt
of this message by TDRSS.

18) At Adjustment This message is used by NASA to adjust the
time parameter associated with a selected user
state vector.

The TDRSS Network is scheduled and controlled through the use of the Schedule Orders
(SHOs) and Operations Messages (OPMs) described above. Preparation of these messages
is performed by the NCC in response to requests from users for services and from the
OSCF for tracking data. The NCC also schedules the interface ports (between WSGT and
NGT) over which the user data will flow (forward and return). The NCC also requests the
transmission lines (by submitting schedules) from NASCOM to establish the links for user
data.

TDRSS to NASA Messages

TDRSS supplies four types of messages to the NCC, through which the NCC can
determine schedule status - ongoing service status and service level equipment status - and
through which the OSCF can receive tracking data for the user tracking services
scheduled. The four message types are as described below:

• Operations Messages (OPMs) - Operations Messages (OPMs) are transmitted from
TDRSS to NASA in response to messages from NASA to provide data requested, to
transmit acceptance or rejection (with reason) of SHOs and for general administrative
information. A brief description and definition of the 15 TDRSS to NASA OPMs is
contained in Table 2.



TABLE 2 - TDRSS TO NASA OPMs

OPM TITLE OPM DESCRIPTION

1) SHO Status This message is used by TDRSS to notify
NASA of the status of SHOs transmitted to
TDRSS requesting service. This message will
either state that the SHO has been accepted or
that the SHO has been rejected for any one of
19 reasons. With the rejection code, the NCC
can determine whether to correct the condition
or delete the service and notify the POCC.

2) Return Channel Time Delay When a SHO includes a request for return
channel time delay (from the antenna feed to the
interface port between WSGT and NGT), this
message shall be used to transmit that data to
NASA. The time delay, if requested, will be
calculated at service start and service stop.

3) Preventive Maintenance Request This message is transmitted by WSGT to
request time to perform preventive maintenance
on specified equipment. The request must be
made at least one week in advance of the
requested block of time.

4) Special Request or Information This message contains primarily administrative
data and is free-form alphanumeric text.

5) Results of Routine Verification Routine Verification can be scheduled by NASA
using the normal scheduling process. These tests
are the rapid service verification tests, and as
such, are fully automated employing built-in test
equipment. The results of these services are
reported to NASA by TDRSS via this message.

6) Results of 24-hour Verification 24-hour verification is a scheduled process
which is performed manually at WSGT. A set
test procedure is followed. The results of these
tests are transmitted to NASA via this message.



7) Service Terminated This message is transmitted from TDRSS to
NASA to notify the NCC of either normal or
abnormal termination of service.

8) Service Available This message is used to notify NASA that the
services are available in response to an
Emergency SHO (i.e., the equipment
configuration is complete).

9) TDRS Maneuver Request When the TDRSS ground terminal desires to
perform a TDRS maneuver which might have an
impact on providing service, approval must be
requested via this message.

10) Acknowledgement of Message This message is sent to acknowledge receipt of
Received an NCC generated message at WSGT.

11) Spacecraft State Vector/Force Upon receipt of a force model or before
Model Rejection propagating the ephemeris data from a received

state vector, TDRSS performs acceptability
checks. If any of these checks should result in
the detection of an

12) OPM Rejection OPMs received from NASA by TDRSS will be
checked for validity. If any of these validity
checks should fail, this message will be sent
along with an error code which defines the
reason for rejection.

13) Acquisition Failure When an attempt to provide a return service
requested in a SHO does not occur due to an
inability to acquire the user spacecraft, this
message will be sent by TDRSS to NASA.

14) State Vector Propagation This message is used by TDRSS to inform
Completed NASA when the propagation of a state vector

for a stable orbit user has been completed.

15) At Adjustment Rejection This message is used by TDRSS to notify
NASA that the requested )t adjustment has not
been implemented and the reason for rejection.



• Service Level Status Reports (SLRs) - Service Level Status information is sent from
TDRSS to NASA via the Service Level Status Report (SLR). The purpose of these
messages is to keep NASA up to date as to which services are available at WSGT
from an equipment standpoint. An SLR is sent when a piece of equipment at WSGT,
which affects a service, changes state (from operational to failed or from failed to
operational). This message contains the following information:

1)  Status code - operational, inoperable

2)  Service Support Type - Forward, Return, Tracking, Ground Antenna, TDRS

3)  Service Support Subtype - MA, SSA, KSA, other, S-Shuttle, K-Shuttle

4)  Equipment ID

5)  Estimated time to repair

When the NCC receives this message, the WSGT status at the NCC will be updated
and the list of available services modified. As the services scheduled are prepared at
the NCC for transmission to TDRSS, this information is taken into account and
services which cannot be supported because of equipment outages are not scheduled.

If, for some reason, the NCC loses track of the equipment status at WSGT, a request
for service level status data can be transmitted from NASA to TDRSS. In response to
this Service Level Status Data Request, TDRSS will transmit a complete Service
Level Status Report which lists the status (operable or inoperable) for each piece of
equipment affecting service in TDRSS.

• Operations Data Messages (ODMs) - Operations Data Messages (ODMs) are sent
from TDRSS to NASA every five (5) seconds from scheduled service start to
scheduled service termination. The DOM is the message through which TDRSS
provides NASA the required information relating to scheduled services during the
time frame in which a service is active. The staleness of the data at the
TDRSS/NASA interface will not exceed five (5) seconds. Separate ODMs are
prepared and transmitted for SA, MA and Simulation services (if two TDRSs are
providing both SA and MA services, four ODMs are required to report these data).
The operatons data provided in the ODMs is as follows:

1)  TDRS ID

2)  TDRS orientation



3)  Time tag

4)  Service type

5)  Interface channel ID (TDRSS/NASA interface port)

6)  RF beam pointing angles

7)  Link status

8)  Lock indicators

9)  Signal strength indicators

10)  Bit error rate status

11)  Other service specific data, as required for the specific service

From the data provided, NASA can determine the quality of the service in operation
and, if warranted, can take corrective action through the controls provided for
manipulating ongoing services as described previously (Operations Messages
(OPMs)).

• Tracking Data Messages (TDMs) - User spacecraft tracking services are scheduled
by NASA in conjunction with other user forward and return services. TDRSS is
capable of providing one-way doppler measurements and two-way range and doppler
measurements. One-way doppler measurements are available on all return channels.
Two-way doppler measurements are available for all user spacecraft for which the
coherent transmit/receive carrier frequency turnaround ratio is within the specified
value. Two-way range measurements are available to all user spacecraft for which the
transmitted PN code is time synchronized to the PN code received from TDRS.
Tracking samples can be supplied at 1, 5, 10, 60 or 300 seconds between samples.
TDRSS can provide the following simultaneous tracking services on a continuous
basis:

1)  One-way doppler measurement for any 10 return links.

2)  Two-way range and doppler measurements for three multiple access links.

3)  Two-way range and doppler measurements for six single access links.



Each tracking data sample is formatted in accordance with the NASA Universal
Tracking Format. All tracking data messages consist of one or more 4800-bit blocks,
with each block containing at least one tracking data sample. A dedicated
transmission line is provided to transmit tracking data from TDRSS to NASA.

All other data which flows to and from user spacecraft is controlled by NASA. NASA
specifies an interface port at the TDRSS/NASA interface and TDRSS performs the
connection of the required link to the identified port on the TDRSS side of the interface.
NASA performs the required switching on the NASA side of the interface to connect the
identified port with its user (JSC, User POCC, NCC, OSCF, etc.).

Through the use of the above, the TDRSS Network Resources are scheduled, controlled
and monitored. NASA (NCC) is the principal scheduling agent with the other network
resources (NASCOM, TDRSS, OSCF, User POCCs, JSC) acting in response to and/or
causing activities in NCC.

SUMMARY

The TDRSS Network of the 1980’s is made up of a set of complex elements. The control
of the TDRSS Network is highly automated with numerous computer-to-computer
interfaces with a minimum of human activity required. This paper has described the
mechanisms available for control of the TDRSS Network as seen from the primary control
point, namely, the Network Control Center (NCC) at Goddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt, Maryland. User requirements for service are communicated to the NCC. The
NCC, in response, merges all user requirements into a unified, conflict-free schedule. The
NCC then schedules the requested services through TDRSS, schedules the data flow paths
through NASCOM, and responds to real-time user changes to services by modifying
ongoing services as required.

The TDRSS Network will provide the user with greater coverage, the ability to capture
more data, and to provide more real-time monitor and control capability of his spacecraft
than is presently available from ground-based tracking stations.



Figure 1. TDRSS  System Concept



FIGURE 2.  ELEMENTS OF THE TDRSS CONTROL NETWORK



FIGURE 3.  STANDARD 4800-BIT BLOCK STRUCTURE



FIGURE 4.  NASA/TDRSS SCHEDULE AND CONTROL INTERFACE



FIGURE 5.  SCHEDULE ORDER (SHO) STRUCTURE
(.NASA TO TDRSS)



TDRSS GROUND SEGMENT PERFORMANCE
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ABSTRACT

About 150 racks of fully-automated equipment provide tracking, user traffic transmission
and reception, simulation, and verification services for users of NASA’s Tracking and
Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). Installation of this equipment in the White Sands
Ground Terminal Facility is now complete and final testing is nearly complete.

This paper describes the implementation and performance of that portion of the ground
segment equipment provided by Harris. Major equipment groups described are 1)
antennas, 2) user traffic link forward (transmit) equipment, 3) S-band single-access return
(receive) equipment, 4) K-band single-access return equipment, 5) multiple-access RF
equipment, 6) range and range-rate equipment, 7) user spacecraft simulation equipment,
and 8) system verification equipment.

TDRSS OVERVIEW

Users of TDRSS will be provided with range and range-rate tracking services, forward
data relay services and return data relay services. User spacecraft simulation and system
verification services are also provided.

The Space Segment consists of three operational geostationary relay satellites. The east
and west satellites are dedicated to TDRSS services, while the central satellite is shared
with Advanced Westar services and is a spare for TDRSS. Each Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite (TDRS) provides five channels--two S-band single-access (SSA), two K-band
single-access (KSA), and one S-band multiple-access (MA). The MA forward link channel
services multiple users on a time-shared basis using a single-beam phased array. Return
links from MA users are handled via a multiple-beam phased array.

The Ground Segment (GS) consists of a single ground terminal located at White Sands,
NM. Three 18m (60 ft) antennas provide Ku-band up and down links to the three TDRSs.
Matching the three TDRSs are three identical groups of ground equipment. Each group



provides forward link service to MA users and both forward and return link service to SSA
and KSA users. Equipment groups that are shared by the three TDRSs are MA return link,
range and range-rate, user spacecraft simulator, and verification.

All equipment is controlled by computers located in rooms adjoining the communication
equipment room. The system is operated primarily via data messages provided by NASA.
Manual operation is also possible via operators’ consoles. Most of the communications
equipment is free of any local, front-panel controls.

Table I summarizes the services provided by TDRSS.

TABLE I   TDRSS Services

Forward Services 3 MA
6 SSA
6 KSA

Return Services 20 MA
6 SSA
6 KSA

Tracking Services 9 Range
119 Doppler

Simulator Services 1 MA
1 SSA
1 S-Shuttle
1 KSA
1 KSA/K-Shuttle

Verification Services Automated BER tests
Automated power, frequency, and time measurements
Manual channel linearity measurements

Frequencies (MHz):
MA Users
SSA Users
KSA Users
S/G Uplink
S/G Downlink

2287.5 Rtn/2106.4 Fwd
2200-2300 Rtn/2026-2118 Fwd
15003 Rtn/13775 Fwd
14600-14826, 15150-15225
13405-13731, 13816-14040



ANTENNAS

Prominent at the White Sands Ground Terminal (WSGT) are the three 18m K-band
antennas, aligned on a north-south axis. These antennas, as well as the equipment chains
connected to them, are designated North, Central, and South (N, C, S). The user spacecraft
simulator antennas and a rotating antenna for axial ratio verification are located on the
building roof.

The 18m antennas are elevation/aximuth types, using a Harris wheel and plate pedestal.
The reflector panels are made up of stretch-formed aluminum skins bonded to kerfed
channel frames. The panels are mounted such that no metal-to-metal contact occurs, thus
inhibiting generation of intermodulation products. A monopod is used to support the feed
and subreflector. Shaped reflectors and subrefletors are used to optimize the aperture gain.

Table II summarizes the performance of the 18m K-band antennas.

TABLE II  18M Antenna

Receive Band
Transmit Band
Measured G/T

Measured Transmit Gain
Measured Beamwidth
Measured Autotrack Accuracy

13.4 - 14.0 GHz
14.6 - 15.2 GHz
41.0 to 42.9 dB/EK
(G . 66 dB, T . 250EK)
66.5 - 67.9 dB
0.1E
0.003E (3 sigma)

FORWARD EQUIPMENT

This equipment group consists of the modulators, upconverters, and high-power amplifiers
(HPAs) necessary to support forward traffic to user spacecrafts. Figure 1 is a simplified
block diagram of a single chain showing how the chains are combined and switched to the
three 18m antennas. The 3x3 antenna switch provides redundancy switching. In normal
use, data traffic will be input at the NASA Communications Network (NASCOM)
interface. The data will then be PN-spread and combined with a PN ranging channel and
QPSK-modulated onto a carrier. The carrier frequency can be adjusted to provide forward
link Doppler compensation, thus reducing the frequency acquisition problem for the user
spacecraft. Forward IF services are also provided to handle users that have unique
modulation schemes.

Table III lists some of the performance characteristics of the GS forward equipment. Of
primary significance to users is the high quality of the forward link signals.



TABLE III  Forward Equipment

Number of Equipment Racks 17

Range Channel PN only
PN rate . 3 Mchip/sec

Command Channel Data modulo-2 added to PN code

Command Channel Data Rates MA:   0.1 - 10 kbps
SSA:  0.1 - 300 kbps
KSA: 1 kbps - 25 Mbps

Command/Range Power Ratio 10 dB

Nominal HPA Power Output 200 W

Measured Performance:
Modulator phase imbalance
Modulator gain imbalance
Relative phase I/Q
Data asymmetry
Data transition time
PN chip jitter
Spurious PM
Incidental AM
Gain flatness
Phase nonlinearity
AM/AM (linear mode)
AM/PM (linear mode)

±0.9E
±0.13 dB
±1.6E
±0.8%
3 ns
0.2E rms
1E rms
1.15%
±0.3 dB
±1.80E
0.92 dB/dB
3.3E/dB

SINGLE-ACCESS RETURN EQUIPMENT

Figure 2 shows one SA return equipment chain and how it interfaces with the antennas. An
SA chain consists of a downconverter, demodulator, bit synchronizer, and decoder. The
decoder is bypassed for uncoded data. Carrier Doppler compensation, based on user
spacecraft ephemerides, is done in the downconverter. Compensation for Doppler on the
PN rate is done in the demodulator by biasing the PN clock oscillator.

Table IV summarizes the performance of the SA return equipment.



Figure 1 - Forward Equipment Chain.

Figure 2 - Single-Access Return Equipment Chain.



TABLE IV  Single-Access Return Equipment

Number of equipment racks 51

Data rate capability (per I/Q channel) SSA:  100 bps - 6 Mbps
KSA: 1 kbps - 150 Mbps

Modes and Characteristics Coded (R 1/2) or uncoded
PN spread or unspread
BPSK or QPSK
NRZ or Biphase formats

Measured Eb/No for BER = 10-5:
@ 150 Mbps, coded
@ 6 Mbps, coded
@ 3 Mbps, uncoded
@ 100 kbps, uncoded, PN spread

  7.9 dB
  5.3 dB
10.1 dB
11.1 dB

SSA Services to Shuttle:
Characteristics
Measured Eb/No for BER = 10-4

BPSK, 96 or 192 kbps
Rate 1/3 coded 5.2 dB

KSA Services to Shuttle:
Characteristics

Measured Eb/No for BER = 10-5

@ 50 Mbps rate 1/2 coded

3 channels
QPSK or Analog FM
2 - 50 Mbps on high rate channel
4.2 MHz video bandwidth

7.0 dB

The significant parameter is bit-error-rate (BER). Listed in the table are the results of the
acceptance tests for BER conducted on the installed SA return equipment groups. The
BER tests were run using test signal distortions that approximated the worst-case user
signal, and channel distortions (both linear and nonlinear) that approximated the distortions
allocated to the TDRS. Analysis shows that the BER results could be degraded by an
additional 1 to 2 dB if all user signal distortions and the TDRS channel distortions were
simultaneously at their worst-case limits.

MULTIPLE-ACCESS RETURN EQUIPMENT

As many as 20 MA return links can be handled simultaneously by TDRSS. The 20 links
may be apportioned in any manner to the three operational TDRSs. All 20 users could be 



assigned to one TDRS, or they could be distributed through all three; for example:
5 through the east TDRS, 2 through central, and 13 through west.

The MA return signals are handled by a multiple-beam phased array, in which the array
elements are on the TDRS and the multiple-beam power dividers, weighting networks, and
control processor, are all located on the ground. A frequency multiplexing/demultiplexing
process is used to keep the individual element signals separated on the downlink.

Figure 3 gives a simplified block diagram of the MA return equipment, showing how the
20 beams are formed and how any one beam can be allocated to any one of the three
TDRSs. Harris provided the MA RF equipment, which includes the frequency
demultiplexers (for element signal separation), the power divider/switch matrix,
weighter/combiners, and Doppler correctors. Some of the key characteristics of the MA
RF equipment are provided in Table V.

TABLE V  MA Return RF Equipment

Number of equipment racks 15

Signal characteristics 30 frequency mux channels, spaced 7.5
MHz, 13405 - 13622.5 MHz

Frequency demux reference 13731 MHz (TDRS telemetry carrier)

Measured performance:
Gain tracking
Time delay tracking
Differential phase stability
Complex weight quantization
Weight vector error, rms
Amplitude flatness (±2.4 MHz)
Phase nonlinearity (±2.4 MHz)

±0.9 dB
±3.8 ns
±6E over 4 hours
32 amplitude levels on I and Q vectors
3.5% of full scale
±0.2 dB
±1.8E

TRACKING EQUIPMENT

User spacecraft range and Doppler-shift are measured by a shared set of equipment.

Figure 4 illustrates the basic approaches used in the measurement of range and Doppler.
Range (time) is determined by measuring the elapsed time between the transmitted PN
epoch and the received PN epoch. Doppler shift is determined by beating the down-
converted received carrier frequency against a predetermined, programmable reference 



frequency. The Doppler output is multiplied by 1000 for S-Band, or by 100 for K-Band,
and fed to a counter. Each second the Doppler count is readout by the system computer.

The reference frequency is setup such that the Doppler count will be biased around 240
MHz. Thus the signal to the counter is 240 MHz+1000 fd for S-Band, or 240 MHz+100 fd
for K-Band, where fd is the user’s Doppler shift.

Table VI summarizes the tracking equipment performance. The dominant source of range
measurement error is system thermal noise. At low data rates (i.e. low SNR in the carrier
recovery loop bandwidth), thermal noise is also the dominant contributor to the Doppler
phase noise. At higher data rates, however, the 5 MHz cesium-beam frequency standard
becomes the dominant source of Doppler phase noise.

TABLE VI  Tracking Equipment

Number of equipment racks 5

Estimated performance:
Doppler phase noise, low data rates
Doppler phase noise, high data rates
Range (time) measurement random error
GS delay calibration error

0.3 rad, rms
0.2 rad, rms
18 ns, rms
+20 ns

SIMULATION EQUIPMENT

Five User spacecraft simulators are provided: SSA, S-Shuttle, MA, KSA, KSA/K-Shuttle.
Figure 5 shows how the five simulators share the one S-Band and the one K-Band antenna.
All five simulators can be used simultaneously. Each simulator provides the capability to
simulate all specified modes of a user spacecraft. Power output of the HPA’s can be
controlled via computer commands to simulate the complete range of user spacecraft
return link EIRP. Similarly, in the forward link direction, the complete range of user
spacecraft G/T can be simulated by controlling the amount of thermal noise injected into
the receiver frontend. Return link Doppler, range delay, and I/Q power ratio can also be
varied under computer control.

Table VII summarizes the significant characteristics of the simulation equipment.



Figure 3 - Multiple-Access Return Equipment Chain.

Figure 4 - Tracking Equipment



Figure 5 - Simulation Equipment



TABLE VII  Simulation Equipment Characteristics

Number of equipment racks 16

Range of EIRP available MA: -11 to +33 dBw
SSA: -10 to +45 dBw
KSA: -3 to +60 dBw

Range of G/T available MA: -40 to -15 dB/EK
SSA: -50 to -10 dB/EK
KSA: -27 to +21 dB/EK

Range of I/Q power ratio available -6 to +6 dB

Range of simulated Doppler available MA, SSA: ±230 kHz
KSA: ±1.6 MHz

Range of simulated range delay available 0 to 85 ms (1 PN code length)

VERIFICATION EQUIPMENT

Overall system performance can be verified by this group of equipment. Figure 6 shows
the various components of this equipment group. The primary component is the test traffic
generators and bit-error counters. Bit error counts can be made via the TDRS for both
forward links to and return links from simulated user spacecrafts. The test traffic
generators can be varied over data rates of 100 bps to 150 Mbps. Data frequency jitter of
0.1, 0.5, 1, and 2 percent can also be simulated by the test traffic generators. Other
automated verification tests can be done using a microprocessor-controlled power meter
and counter. Forward and return link channel linearity (amplitude and differential group
delay flatness) can be measured manually using a microwave link analyzer. The analyzer
receiving unit is coupled with a calculator and X-Y plotter to provide convenience and
accuracy in the calibration and recording of the data.

Table VIII summarizes the key features of the verification equipment. 



TABLE VIII  Verification Equipment

Number of equipment racks 7

Test traffic generators:
Quantity provided
Data rate range
Data bit jitter range

3
100 bps - 150 Mbps
)f = 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2%
fm = 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2%

Bit error counters:
Quantity provided
Data rate range
Bit count capacity
Bit error count capacity
Measurement accuracy (set by
EIRP or G/T simulation accuracy)

5
100 bps - 150 Mbps
228

221

±1 dB

Other measurements available:
Command/range power ratio
Forward link signal EIRP
Forward link carrier suppression
Forward link PN/carrier coherence
Forward link carrier frequency
Forward/return link signal acquisition time
Forward/return link amplitude/phase linearity
GS transmit signal spectrum analysis



Figure 6 - Verification Equipment



THE TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM:
AN OVERVIEW

Malcolm G. Davis, Jr.
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ABSTRACT

The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) is a shared service system
supplying leased communication and tracking services to NASA and commercial
Advanced Westar channels to Western Union and the American Satellite Company. An
overview of the TDRSS design is presented. The space segment, consisting of four
geosynchronous satellites, is described including launch. The spacecraft is described with
emphasis on the communications payload covering both the NASA TDRSS and Advanced
Westar equipment. The ground terminal located at White Sands, New Mexico, serves as
the interface between the four TDRSs and up to 32 user satellites simultaneously for data
transmission, tracking and spacecraft control via NASA’s communication network
(NASCOM). The functions and characteristics of the White Sands ground terminal are
presented.

INTRODUCTION

In the early 1980’s NASA’s Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) will
replace most of the ground stations of the current Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network
(STDN). The eight remaining STDN ground stations and the TDRSS will then satisfy the
communication and tracking needs of future NASA missions, especially the Space
Transportation System (STS). In 1982 the first Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS)
will be carried into low earth orbit by the STS and placed in geostationary orbit by an
Inertial Upper State (IUS). Subsequent STS/IUS launches will complete the four-satellite
constellation shown in Figure 1.

The TDRSS is a shared service system supplying leased communication and tracking
services to NASA and commercial communication channels to Western Union Telegraph
Company and the American Satellite Company. Western Union Space Communications,
Inc., contracted with NASA to provide telecommunication services for ten years; TRW
Defense and Space Systems Group and Harris Government Communication Systems



Division are the principal subcontractors for the spacecraft and ground terminal equipment,
respectively. TRW is also responsible for system engineering and integration, and the
software for controlling the TDRSS space and ground segments.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

In the shared system configuration (Figure 1) NASA’s TDRSS operations are conducted
via two satellites in synchronous inclined orbits at 41E and 171EW longitude. The third
satellite at 93EW longitude is dedicated to Western Union’s Advanced Westar (AW)
service. The fourth satellite is a shared, on-orbit spare at 83EW longitude that provides
protection against service outages for either the TDRSS or AW missions, as well as
supplemental services for the TDRSS mission and pre-emptible C-band service for the
AW mission.

The 130-degree separation of the east and west satellites provides maximum earth
coverage consistent with mutual visibility of a single ground terminal located within the
United States. The White Sands, New Mexico, location was chosen because its low
latitude permits wide separation of the satellites and the low rainfall rates minimize rain-
caused link outages. TDRSS earth coverage for a user satellite at 200 km altitude is greater
than 85 percent (Figure 2) and increases to 100 percent for satellites above 1200 km. This
compares with less than 15 percent coverage available for the current groundbased STDN.

The TDRSS provides tracking and communications support to three classes of NASA user
satellites: up to 20 mutiple access (MA) users can be tracked simultaneously with
command and telemetry support (100 bps to 50 kbps); up to six S-band single access
(SSA) and K-band single access (KSA) users are provided tracking, command and
telemetry (to 12 and 300 Mbps, respectively) services. The system offers a wide choice of
data rates and formats with or without error correction coding.

The Advanced Westar satellite capabilities provided to the Western Union and American
Satellite Company include data from 75 bps to 250 Mbps, K-band capacity totaling 1000
Mbps with satellite switching and movable beams, and 12 C-band channels per satellite.
Potential uses of these basic capabilities include digital/analog voice (including secure
voice), high speed facsimile, video conferencing at 6.5 Mbps, and broadcast-quality video.
Because of high radiated power and sensitivity of the satellite, private communication
networks using rooftop or parking lot antennas are feasible. The AW earth terminals are
not part of the shared service TDRSS; only the space segment is shared between the
TDRSS and AW missions.



TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES

TDRSS service requirements are defined between the radio frequency (RF) interface with
user spacecraft and the interface with the NASA Communications Network (NASCOM) at
the White Sands ground terminal (WSGT). Figure 3 shows these TDRSS interfaces and
the NASA facilities that interconnect the ground communication interface with the user
facilities. The radio frequency interface with user spacecraft is defined in terms of signal
parameters, RF characteristics, and field-of-view. The ground terminal interface with
NASCOM consists of either 1) forward link baseband data channels and detected/decoded
return link data channels where standard TDRSS signal structures are used, or 2)
intermediate frequency (IF) channels through which NASA can support user-unique signal
parameters by using modulators and demodulators on the NASCOM side of the ground
terminal interface.

TDRSS services include forward link communications, return link communications, two-
way range measurement, and one- or two-way doppler measurement. Forward link
services are provided via a data (or IF) interface between the NASA White Sands facility
and the ground terminal and the transmisison of an appropriately modulated signal in the
direction of the desired user spacecraft by a TDRS. Return link service is defined in terms
of an achievable data rate at the ground terminal interface as a function of effective
isotropic radiated power (EIRP) radiating from the user spacecraft in the direction of a
TDRS at a standard range of 43,000 km.

The forward and return link services are categorized as multiple access, S-band single
access, and Ku-band single access. SSA and KSA services can be configured to support
the special requirements of the space shuttle. The forward and return link frequency plan is
shown in Figure 4. A summary of service capabilities is presented in Tables I, II, and III.
All forward link services inlcude pseudo-noise (PN) modulation to enable the
measurement of round-trip range delay.

Table 1.  Forward Link Service

Service MA SSA KSA

Field of view (Relative
to nadir for each TDRS)

±13E conical ±22.5E East-West
±31.0E North-South

Elliptical

Bandwidth (MHz) 6 20 50

EIRP (dBw) 34 43.0
46.0

46.5
48.5

Data rate 0.1 - 10 kbps 0.1 - 300 kbps 1 kbps - 25 Mbps



Data group 1 (DG1) return link service includes PN modulation and provides range
measurement capability in addition to return link telemetry and one- or two-way doppler
measurement. Data group 2 (DG2) return link service provides return link telemetry and
one- or two-way doppler measurement. Convolutional coding is available on all return link
services.

Multiple access service provides simultaneous real-time and dedicated return-link service
to low earth orbiting user spacecraft with data rates up to 50 kbps. Multiple access return
link support can be provided to each of 20 users during the entire portion of the orbit that it
is visible to one or more of the TDR satellites. All MA users operate at the same carrier
frequency (2287.5 MHz) and are separated at the ground terminal by means of unique PN
codes. One forward link is available from each of the three in-orbit satellites and is time
shared among the 20 MA users.

Table II.  Return Link Services

Service MA SSA KSA

Field of view Same as forward link services

Bandwidth (MHz) 6 10 225

Data rate*

Data group 1 (DG 1)
Data group 2 (DG2)

0.1 - 50 kbps
NA

0.1 - 300 kbps
1 kbps - 12 Mbps

1 - 300 kbps
1 kbps - 300 Mbps

Achievable data rate**
(dB relative to 1 bps)

DG1 without coding NA 29.8 + EIRPu 27.6 + EIRPu

DG1 with coding 24.4 + EIRPu 35.0 + EIRPu 28.6 + EIRPu

DG2 without coding NA 30.8 + EIRPu 32.8 + EIRPu

DG2 with coding NA 36.0 + EIRPu 38.0 + EIRPu

* DGI and DG2 are not available simultaneously.
**EIRPu = EIRP of user spacecraft, dBw.



Table III.  Shuttle Ku-Band Return Link Services

Mode* Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3

Mode 1 192 kbps 16 kbps - 2 Mbps 2 - 50 Mbps

Mode 2 192 kbps 16 kbps - 2 Mbps 4.2 MHz analog or TV

* Modes 1 and 2 not available simultaneously.

Single access services are supported via two large (4.9 m), deployable antennas on each
TDRS. Each SA antenna can provide circularly polarized SSA and KSA service
simultaneously. The single access antennas are gimballed to support user spacecraft over
the required field of view. Because of the narrow beamwidth at Ku-band, KSA operation
includes an autotrack loop closed through the ground terminal. For SSA operation, the SA
antenna can be open-loop pointed.

In addition to relaying command and telemetry data to and from user spacecraft, the
TDRSS provides accurate tracking of these spacecraft by measuring one- and two-way
doppler and two-way range. Hybrid tracking employs both TDRS-East and TDRS-West to
make two simultaneous measurements of two-way doppler and range, thereby enhancing
the accuracy of orbit determination. The quantity of forward link, return link, and tracking
services available from each TDRS and the total system is summarized in Table IV.

SPACE SEGMENT

The shared service TDRSS space segment consists of four identical and interchangeable
TDRS spacecraft, each incorporating both TDRSS and Advanced Westar communication
payloads. Once in orbit, each satellite is configured to perform the desired mission:
TDRSS, AW, or spare.

The TDRS (Figure 5) is a large spacecraft that measures 16.4 m (53.8 ft) from edge to
edge of the 4.9-m antennas and weighs almost 5000 pounds at launch. Approximately
1300 pounds of the launch weight is propellant for attitude control, station-keeping, and
station changes during the 10-year life of the spacecraft. The spacecraft is three-axis
stabilized with sun-oriented solar panels; the yaw axis is normally pointed at the nadir.
Antenna pointing is accomplished by mechanically steering the 4.9-m single access and
2.0-m space-ground link antennas and electronically steering the multiple access array.
The spacecraft is configured in three modules: 1) the spacecraft equipment module houses
the attitude control; telemetry, tracking, and command (TT&C); electrical power;
propulsion; and thermal control subsystems; 2) the payload equipment module contains
telecommunications equipment; and 3) the antenna module supports the deployable and
fixed antennas and the multiple-access array.



Table IV.  TDRSS Service Capabilities

Service MA SSA KSA

Forward link services
Quantity of links per TDRS
Total links for the TDRSS

1
3*

2
6*

2
6*

Return link services
Quantity of links per TDRS
Total links for the TDRSS

20
20

2
6*

2
6*

Total for
Per TDRS  TDRSS

Tracking services
One-way doppler
Two-way range and doppler (MA)
Two-way range and doppler (SA)

10
1
4

10
3
6

* Includes services from an in-orbit spare satellite

COMMUNICATIONS PAYLOAD

The communications subsystem configuration (Figure 6) combines the TDRS mission
equipment and Advanced Westar K-band equipment in an integrated design. A separate
C-band transponder and antenna provide the Advanced Westar C-band communication
services. Simultaneous operation in the TDRS and Advanced Westar K-band modes is not
required: switching between the two modes is provided for failure or overload conditions
and is accomplished by command from the TDRSS ground terminal. Sharing equipment
between the two payloads increases redundancy for the TDRS mission while meeting all
performance requirements for both missions.

TDRS Mission Equipment

Principal elements of the TDRS payload include:

• K-band space-ground link equipment
• Forward and return processors
• K- and S-band single access equipment
• S-band multiple access equipment
• Frequency generation equipment.



The K-band space-ground link equipment includes a 2.0-m gimballed antenna plus the
K-band receivers, upconverters, and TWTA’s that provide the communications interface
with the TDRSS ground terminal. All of this equipment is shared between the TDRSS and
Advanced Westar missions. The forward and return processors demultiplex and multiplex
the forward and return services, respectively. The AW processor routes the spacecraft
switched time division multiple access (SSTDMA) signals between receive and transmit
K-band antennas.

Two 4.9-meter antennas with associated S- and K-band receivers and transmitters provide
the communications interface with the SSA and KSA users. A 30-element antenna array
with associated multi-channel receivers and transmitters interfaces with the MA users. The
frequency generation equipment provides the reference frequencies for up- and down-
conversion in the various repeater channels.

Forward link signal flow is as follows: The TDRSS ground terminal transmits a composite
signal of MA, SSA, KSA, TT&C, and pilot tone signals which is received by the
spacecraft 2.0-m space/ground link (SGL) antenna. The SGL antenna has a two-axis
gimbal drive and is pointed to the White Sands terminal using ground commands.

The SGL receive equipment translates the up-link signal to an intermediate frequency (IF),
amplifies it and sends it to the forward processor assembly. The forward processor
assembly filters and demultiplexes this composite signal into the five separate signals that
were multiplexed at the ground terminal. The MA portion of the signal is translated into
the forward link S-band frequency and sent to the MA transmit assembly where it is
divided among 12 elements of the helix phased array. The transmit array beam is steered
by phase shifters under ground command.

The SSA output from the forward processor is routed to the compartment mounted on the
back of the SA antennas where the signal is amplified by the SSA 26-watt TWTA for
transmission. A KSA signal is also sent at an intermediate frequency from the forward
processor assembly to the SA antenna compartment where a KSA upconverter converts it
to K-band. One of the 1.5 watt TWTA’s amplifies this signal for transmission. The TT&C
portion of the composite signal is sent from the forward processor assembly to the TT&C
subsystem after it has been downconverted to S-band. The forward processor assembly
sends the pilot tone signal to the spacecraft master frequency generator as a control
reference to supply coherent conversion frequencies throughout the system.

Return link operation is similar to forward link operation except the flow is reversed.
Signals received at the 4.9-m antenna are isolated from the transmit signals by diplexers,
amplified by parametric amplifiers, downconverted to intermediate frequency, and sent to
the return processor assembly. The MA return link signal is received by 30 MA antenna



elements and amplified by individual S-band preamplifiers. The 30 signals differ only in
phase, and the MA receive assembly down-converts each to a unique IF frequency. The
signals are then frequency-division multiplexed into a single signal that is routed to the
return processor assembly.

The return processor assembly accepts the MA signal, the SSA signal, and the low data
rate KSA signal and multiplexes them with the TDRS telemetry and downlink pilot tone.
This FDM composite IF signal is translated to K-band by the K-band upconverter,
amplified by a 30-watt K-band TWTA, and transmitted to the TDRSS ground terminal
through the SGL antenna. KSA high data rate return link signals are not multiplexed on the
composite signal; they are routed to a separate K-band upconverter and 30-watt TWTA for
transmission to the ground terminal by the SGL antenna.

Advanced Westar Equipment

The Advanced Westar subsystem consists of C-band and K-band equipment. A 12-channel
C-band transponder and antenna essentially duplicate the service provided by the existing
Westar satellite. The Advanced Westar K-band system consists of three area-coverage and
three spot-coverage channels. Two single access antennas and the space/ground link
(2-meter) antenna offer spot coverage; area coverage is provided by a separate Advanced
Westar K-band antenna and the space/ground link antenna.

The SA spot coverage receive channel utilizes a transfer switch to select the input from
either the KSA diplexer or the Advanced Westar diplexer. The receive signal is then
amplified, downconverted, and sent to the Advanced Westar processor assembly and
thence at IF to the KSA upconverter. The signal is then amplified in the 1.5-watt TWTA
and coupled through the transmit section of the Advanced Westar diplexer to the antenna
switch. The 1.5-watt TWTA is shared with the TDRS mission by means of transfer
switches that select KSA or Advanced Westar diplexers.

GROUND SEGMENT

The TDRSS ground terminal is located on a 9-acre site at White Sands, New Mexico
(Figure 7). A 30,000 sq ft one-story structure houses the communications equipment,
computers, and NASCOM interface equipment, as well as control and display equipment,
offices, and support operations. The TDRSS terminal equipment (Figure 8) consists of the
antennas, RF/IF and signal processing equipment, computers and control/ display
equipment, and support equipment and facilities required to monitor and control the four
operational satellites and handle the user traffic to and from the NASCOM interface.



Three 18-m (60 foot) K-band antennas provide the user traffic interface with the three
TDRSs. Roof-mounted Ku- and S-band antennas provide the user simulation interfaces
with the TDRS. A separate 6-m antenna supplies backup S-band TT&C support to the four
satellites.

The simulation/verification subsystem simulates user forward and return RF links through
any of the three TDRSs. This capability enables user satellites to conduct prelaunch or
factory system comparability tests through the entire TDRSS. User forward and return
operational and simulation traffic interface in digital format through a collocated
NASCOM facility. The single access services also provide an intermediate frequency
interface for users who require analog data or special modulation formats. Special single
access modems accommodate space shuttle-unique data and modulation formats.

The user traffic flow and TDRS control and display functions are shown in Figure 9. User
forward data is received from the NASCOM interface, routed to the appropriate SA or
MA modulator, combined with a PN code, and QPSK-modulated with a second PN code
(used for two-way range measurements) onto an IF carrier. The carrier and code
frequencies are doppler-compensated for predicted user motion to facilitate rapid user
signal acquisition. The carrier is then upconverted to K-band, amplified, and combined
with the other uplink signals for transmission to the TDRS via the 18-m antenna.

The composite return link signals are processed through a low noise preamplifier,
downconverted, demultiplexed, and routed IF amplification and demodulation equipment.
The 30 MA signals are down-converted to a common IF using the TDRS telemetry carrier
as a reference to remove TDRS doppler and preserve phase coherency. The 30 outputs are
routed to 20 sets of beam-forming equipment where they are combined in the proper phase
relationship to produce maximum gain in the direction of the desired user. After
demodulation and error correction decoding, the 20 outputs are routed to the NASCOM
interface.

Two-way range and range-rate measurements are accomplished by comparing the phase
and frequency of the forward link code and carrier with the return code and carrier. The
resulting measurements are formatted, precisely time-tagged, and transferred to the
NASCOM interface. All station time and frequency references are derived from a
precision cesium frequency standard. One-way doppler is measured by comparing the
return link carrier frequency with the local frequency standard.

All scheduling, configuration control, status reporting and user ephemeris data are handled
in a computer-to-computer interface through the NASCOM facility. Normal operation of
the satellites and the user simulation and traffic channels is completely automatic. Control
consoles provide continuous status monitoring of the entire system and a backup manual.



The automatic data processing equipment (ADPE) (Figure 10) and software are
functionally distributed among five computer types: central, ground segment control (SC),
TT&C, inter-processor multiplexer (IPM), TDRSS operations control center (TOCC) and
data bus. The IPMs manage ground station message traffic between computers and to and
from the NASA interface (NIU) . Each PDP 11/70 TT&C computer (four operational, one
spare) performs all functions related to the real-time operation of one TDRS. Two SC
computers manage ground terminal operations and provide the man-machine interface with
operating personnel via the TOCC. The central computer exercises overall control of the
TDRSS in response to NASA or ground terminal operator direction.

The central computer is a dual processor Univac 1110 (Figure 11), selected for its
computational capacity and cost. As configured for TDRSS, one central processor unit can
handle all TDRSS system functions under normal operating conditions. The IPMs are fully
redundant with only one operating at a time. Both are accessible to the central ADPE for
switchover in case of a failure.
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Figure 1.  TDRSS/Advanced Westar Shared Space Segment Configuration

Figure 2.  TDRSS Zones of Exclusion



Figure 3.  STDN/TDRSS Configuration

Figure 4.  Forward and Return Link Frequency Plan



Figure 5.  TDRSS Configuration

Figure 6.  TDRSS/Advanced Westar Communications Payload



Figure 7.  TDRSS Ground Terminal, White Sands

Figure 8.  TDRSS Ground Terminal Configuration



Figure 9.  Ground Segment Processing of User Traffic and TDRSS TT&C

Figure 10.  TDRSS ADPE Block Diagram



Figure 11.  Central ADPE and Interfaces
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ABSTRACT

The availability of both silicon bipolar and gallium arsenide field effect microwave power
transistors has been responsible for the development and manufacture of relatively high
power, reliable, solid state amplifiers from L-band to K-band. Pulse power of a kilowatt at
1 GHz and 100 watts at 3.5 GHz are representative of what is practically achievable in
pulse amplifiers while powers of 50 watts at 1.6 GHz, 6 watts at 6 GHz and 1 watt at
13 GHz are similarly representative of CW amplifiers. State-of-the-art development has
currently achieved 1 watt at 21 GHz from a single device.

Transistor characteristics, design considerations and performance of power amplifiers will
be described.

INTRODUCTION

Over-the past decade, improvements in the design and processing technology of SiBipolar
(SiBi) power transistors has resulted in transistors having substantial RF output power in L
and C band along with high DC to RF efficiency and excellent reliability. These devices in
turn have allowed the design of solid state power amplifiers exhibiting similar
characteristics. Progress has been such that, short pulse, low duty cycle, peak power of
1000 watts and CW power of 50 watts at 1 GHz is currently available from discrete
production transistors. Within the next two years, increase of 50% to 100%, in selected
bands, are predicted.

More recently, Gallium Arsenide Field Effect Transistors (GaAs FET) have entered the
market place with CW output powers of 3.5 watts at 6 GHz and 1 watt at 15 GHz
presently in production.

Utilizing the available devices as building blocks, power amplifiers can be constructed
which produce even higher powers by suitably combining these devices with external 



circuitry. The achievable combined output power is ultimately limited by the combining
efficiency and the maximum operating junction or channel temperature of the transistors.

SILICON BIPOLAR POWER TRANSISTORS

Most high power transistors available today which operate in the low microwave
frequencies, 1 to 4 GHz, are Class C, common base, internally matched devices designed
for either pulse or CW operation. The trend in pulse performance due to market
requirements has been away from general purpose types and toward the development of
devices for particular applications such as avionics (TACAN, DME, IFF) and radar. This
is indicated by the shape of the power vs. frequency curve shown in Figure 1. All the data
points represent the output power at the upper frequency end of a matched band e.g., 960
to 1215 MHz, 1.2 to 1.4 GHz, etc. Short pulse conditions are generally 10 µ sec at 1%
duty cycle while medium to long pulse conditions vary from 100 µ sec to several msec at
10% to 20% duty factors. Power gains of these devices are in the 6 to 7 dB range and the
collector efficiencies vary from 40% to 50% at 1 GHz to about 30% at 3.5 GHz.

The CW data plotted on Figure 2 follow the more classic slope of power vs. frequency.
This data is mostly for matched parts and generally the power gains and collector
efficiencies are about the same as for the pulsed parts.

The improvements in device design that have resulted in these performance levels are
generally directed at minimizing the thermal impedance and hence the junction temperature
of the devices while maintaining the fine line geometries and small parasitic elements
necessary for useful gain at these frequencies. Table I lists some of the important
characteristics incorporated in these modern power transistors.

TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH POWER TRANSISTORS

1. Multiple isolated base areas (cells)
2. Improved metallization systems
3. Emitter site ballasting
4. Internal matching
5. Low thermal resistance, hermetic packaging
6. Wide emitter metallization

A simplified drawing of a section of one cell is shown in Figure 3, while Figure 4 shows a
schematic representation of a multi-cell device. The multi-cell design allows pellets to
increase in size so higher output powers can be achieved with lower junction temperatures.
But the increased size results in low input impedances which require the use of internal



matching to realize the device capability. Internal matching makes use of the bond wire
inductances along with MOS capacitors to provide an impedance match to the individual
cells. This matching distributes the input power more uniformly to the cells and raises the
device impedance at its terminals to a level which the circuit designer can more easily
handle. Typically, a high power device, if unmatched, would have an input impedance of
<<1 ohm while the same device matched would have an input impedance of from 5 to 25
ohms depending. on its power level. Matching is also done on the output side of the device
since it has been found to increase the device’s collector efficiency, by reducing the output
circuit loss. Even if the transistor were to be used at a single frequency, internal input
matching would still be necessary to uniformly distribute the input power so as to avoid
thermal problems due to nonuniform power distribution. A schematic of an internally
matched tranistor is shown in Figure 5, where part (a) shows the physical representation of
the device and part (b) shows the approximate equivalent circuit.

In a well designed transistor, the primary factor affecting reliability is the operating
junction temperature. Therefore, a pellet and package combination is used that minimizes
the thermal resistance between the junction and the case, 1j-c. The multi-cell design
achieves this by thermally isolating the base areas and more effectively distributing the
heat generated. Additionally, the heat path from the cells to the heat sink is minimized by
making the pellet as thin as practicable and finally by mounting the pellet on a surface
which has a high thermal conductivity. Since the collector must be electrically isolated, the
material most commonly used for this is beryillium oxide (BeO). To confirm that the
device meets the design criteria, it is thermally scanned by an infra-red (IR) microscope
while operating at rated RF conditions to evaluate its thermal profile scanning is used
instead of a )Vebf vs. temperature measurement since it gives a more accurate picture of
the thermal profile and can observe “hot spots” within its resolving power. “Hot spots” are
areas of the device which have a higher temperature than their surroundings and are
regions where failures are most likely to occur. In general, good device designs result in
temperature profiles that are uniform to within 10E C.

Using hot spot temperatures as a parameter in accelerated operating RF life tests, the long
term reliability of the device, in terms of its MTTF (Mean Time To Failure), can be
determined. This data is usually presented in the form shown in Figure 6 where the device
mean life is plotted against its hot spot temperature. Data is usually taken at elevated
temperatures (200E C to 300E C), to accelerate the failure mechanism, and then
extrapolated down to temperatures where the device would normally be used. For Class C
operation, devices are optimized at a given output power and collector voltage. Operation
at other conditions are permissible as long as operating temperature and breakdown limits
are not exceeded.



GaAs FET POWER TRANSISTORS

At about 4 GHz and up the gain of the SiBipolar transistor becomes impractical due to the
limited mobility of the carriers in silicon. The most successful candidate for power
transistor application (i.e., Pout > 1 Watt) in the frequency range 4 to 20 GHz is the GaAs
FET.

Generally, these devices are operated in a CW, Class A linear, mode to obtain practical
gain along with power output. Figure 7 shows both the availability of production type parts
along with the state-of-the-art performance achieved in the laboratory.

At the lower frequencies, gain runs about 5 to 6 dB with power added efficiencies of 25%
to 30% while at the higher frequencies gains fall into the 3 to 5 dB range with 15% to 20% 
associated efficiencies. Traditionally, the efficiency associated with FET’s is power added
efficiency, defined as

while the bipolars use collector efficiency defined as

Power added efficiency is more correct since it takes into account the RF input power and
must be used when making temperature calculations.

At the higher frequencies, package parasitics cause too much gain loss and some form of
multi-cell internal matching construction is required with output powers of 3 Watts and
greater. Above 8 GHz, either a chip carrier or matched chip carrier must be used even at
the 1 Watt level. As with the SiBi power transistors, channel temperature is the dominant
factor affecting device reliability and designs are directed at reducing the thermal
resistance of the device as well as the parasitic elements.

Many of the improvements in power FET’s are similar to that listed in Table I with the
exception of site ballasting. Since the FET transistor is a majority carrier device with
different operating principles, it does not suffer from the same thermal runaway
phenomenon as the bipolar device. Most designs try to minimize both the thermal
resistance and the source inductance so as to achieve low operating temperature with high,
stable gain. At present there appears to be three competing designs.



1) Conventional (i.e., ‘right’ side-up mounting with source overlay)
2) Conventional mounting with “via” holes
3) Flip Clip mounting

These constructions are shown schematically in Figure 8.

As with bipolar transistors, manufacturers run life tests to determine reliability, in terms of
MTTF, of the devices under a given set of conditions. Since the FET’s are relatively new,
much less data has been accumulated on them and the reliability studies have yet to be
fully substantiated by field data. However, the data so far indicates that power FET’s
should have about the same order of magnitude of reliability as silicon bipolars. However,
since the slope of the MTTF curve for FET’s appears to be steeper than for bipolars, it
seems prudent to operate them at a somewhat lower channel temperature (•20E C) for a
given MTTF.

Figure 9 is the latest data on the MTTF of power FET devices manufactured at MSC and
appears to be in agreement with measurements on other power FET’s. It is used in the
same manner as the data presented in Figure 6.

POWER AMPLIFIERS

DESIGN CONSIDERATION

Simply stated, the problem of power amplifier design reduces to designing an amplifier
producing the desired output power with the fewest number of available devices possible
while maintaining best efficiency and lowest junction operating temperature. The intended
application will determine the mode of operation, i.e., Class C pulsed, Class A linear, etc.
The power available from a single device is primarily constrained by frequency, operating
mode, (CW or pulse) and temperature, and the selection of an output device is limited to a
few types and manufacturers. If insufficient power is available from a single device, then
some form of combining is required to generate higher powers. Usually, a power module is
designed as a basic building block and this module is then further combined for higher
output power. The module configuration is a trade-off between power, size, complexity
and dissipation. While there are many forms of power combining, the most common way
of combining transistors, within a module, is to use 3 dB, 90E, hybrid couplers (2). They
provide isolation between devices, good to excellent bandwidth (depending on number of
coupling sections) and low input VSWR when combining devices with equivalent
characteristics even if their individual input VSWR’s are poor. Figure 10 is a block
diagram of a three stage amplifier module with four output devices and is typical of a
hybrid combined power module. The associated Table shows the penalty paid for various
coupler insertion losses.



While only four output devices are shown in the figure, in theory an unlimited number can
be combined. In practice, however, the recommended maximum number of devices to be
combined per module should be eight. Problems of testing, assembly, size, thermal
dissipation and combining efficiency with a convenient transmission line medium, such as
microstrip, become prohibitive. Generally, better form factors and lower loss combining
techniques can be utilized when combining at the module level (2).

Hybrid combining has several advantages:

1) Uses lower power, less complex parts
2) Has “graceful” degradation of power due to output device failure
3) Can provide interstage matching with high VSWR parts

A disadvantage is that it requires more parts, implying a higher MTBF, but this has to be
looked at and evaluated in light of the possible higher junction temperature of fewer
“larger” parts and a higher price due to their complexity and lower yields.

An alternate approach to the hybrid coupled amplifiers is the use of ferrite isolators or a
combination of isolators and couplers. The trade-offs are still performance, reliability and
cost. Figure 10 also shows a possible alternate approach to the hybrid coupled module
described above assuming the same device availability and results in an amplifier using
one less device. In many power amplifiers, the use of a ferrite isolator may be required in
the output stage to protect high power transistors from load mismatch. This is particularly
true for devices operating in a Class C, high efficiency mode and may be true for some
Class A linear parts. When combining devices in a module, even devices rated at 4 load
VSWR will require protection. The reason for this is that high power parts are designed to
optimize efficiency and thereby reduce both power dissipation and voltage/current stresses
on the part. High VSWR’s upset these conditions and increase either one or both of these
conditions until a failure (either hot spot or breakdown) occurs. While some power devices
are capable of surviving a high load VSWR individually at their rated output, when they
are combined the high reflected power they see is greater than when operated individually
and failure can occur.

Two circuit design techniques utilized for power devices are either (a) S-parameter
analysis or (b) “load pull”. In the S-parameter design, the signal level is considered small
relative to the device transfer function and the S-parameters are constant at a given bias
level. Many analytical design techniques are then available. For narrow band designs an
S-parameter approach can be used as an approximation to a large signal design but for
optimum performance at large signal a load pull technique is preferred (3). In this
approach, impedances are physically presented to the device and its performance evaluated
under various source and load conditions. Plots are then made of the locus of impedances



which give optimum performance in terms of power, gain and efficiency. This approach is
more tedious than the S-parameter approach since it involves more difficult and careful
measurements. Some manufacturers have had success with a mixed analytical/empirical
technique (4). Whichever approach is used, a synthesis technique, generally in conjunction
with CAD, is required to generate a practical circuit which will present the required
impedance to the device terminals. There are many other factors besides those mentioned
which dictate power amplifier design but in general the more linear the requirement, the
lower the available output power.

AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE

Figure 11 shows the power output of various amplifiers as a function of frequency. While
not intended to be all inclusive, it does represent what is currently being achieved both in
production and in the laboratory. In some cases, the performance is technology limited
while in others it is market or amplifier constrained. All of these amplifiers have been
designed using devices and techniques described above and in all but one or two cases,
use a matched part or parts in at least the output stage. Figures 12 through 14 show power
output performance and representative block diagrams of short pulse, long pulse and CW,
Class C silicon bipolar amplifiers, respectively. The short pulse amplifier is used in a high
power DME application, the long pulse amplifier in a digital data link and the CW
amplifier in the shipboard transmitter of a satellite communications link. Figures 15
through 17 are performance and block diagrams of linear GaAs FET amplifiers at C band
and Kµ band, respectively. These are used in telecommunication links, either terrestrial or
satellite, where lower power and better linearity are required.

SUMMARY

The characteristics of modern high power microwave transistors has been presented along
with important considerations in their design and use in power amplifiers. Representative
and projected performance of transistors and several types of power amplifiers in the
frequency range from 1 to 30 GHz has also been presented.
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A 16 WATT Ku BAND GaAs FET POWER AMPLIFIER
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ABSTRACT

An experimental power amplifier using GaAs FETs was built and tested. This power
amplifier delivered 16 watts of RF output power in mid Ku-Band. It employed 88 GaAs
FET devices and demonstrated 40 dB of gain with 12% DC to RF efficiency. The design
considerations of power output, efficiency, bandwidth, size and thermal description are
discussed from the viewpoint of potential space application. Also discussed are combining
philosophy and package layout. Actual experimental results are presented.

INTRODUCTION

GaAs FET amplifiers are now key components in many applications on satellite
communications systems. Power FET amplifiers at C band have replaced TWTAs on some
satellite transmitter applications with anticipated excellent reliability. This paper describes
the development and performance of a power amplifier using GaAs FETs at Ku band for
potential satellite applications. The design goals were to demonstrate the feasibility of a
multiwatt FET amplifier by efficiently combining space qualifiable lower power devices.

To achieve higher power output capability from FET devices, chip level combining or
circuit level power combining is necessary, especially at X-band and above. Many
methods are currently in use for chip level and circuit level device combining. For optimum
reliability, devices for this application are procured in single chip form mounted on
specially designed carriers and combined at the circuit level. A planar circuit combining
scheme was chosen as the baseline design to optimize thermal distribution, compactness
and for spacecraft interface mounting considerations. A four way low loss waveguide
combiner was used in the final combining of four identical 4 watt amplifier chains
producing a total of 16 watts centered at 15.0 GHz with an associated gain of 40 dB , a
1 dB bandwidth of 750 MHz and peak DC to RF efficiency of 12.5% for the total unit.
Each identical 4 watt amplifier chain consists of a preamplifier/driver with +25 dBm output



at over 30 dB associated gain and a 4 watt output module with approximately 12 dB of
gain. Coaxial splatters provide the initial input power division. A block diagram of the
complete amplifier chain is shown in Figure 1.

MODULE AND DRIVER DESIGN

The complete amplifier is designed about a modular approach. The basic building block
for both the preamplifier/driver and 4 watt output amp is an integrated balanced gain
module that utilizes Lange type interdigitated 3 dB couplers combining two single stage
identical FET devices. The balanced design provides good VSWR across the desired
bandwidth and allows modules to be directly cascaded or paralleled without the need for
external isolators between stages. A block diagram of a balanced module is shown in
Figure 2. Maintaining good VSWR between stages is essential at the higher power levels
as device impedances change under increasing drive levels. For a given output, a balanced
amplifier approach allows the use of a lower power device. The lower power, shorter gate
devices have lower device Q’s and greater bandwidth, have inherently higher gains, and
provide more efficiency in power applications. At the higher frequencies, large gate
periphery devices become inefficient due to the difficulty in providing an equal phase front
across the whole gate periphery which now represents a large fraction,of the carrier
wavelength. Balanced amplifiers also physically provide improved thermal distribution.

The complete balanced module consists of input/output Lange couplers on .025" alumina
substrates mounted on Kovar carriers,integrated with 2 copper FET carriers. These FET
carriers include the matching circuits and are designed to minimize parasitic components
of gate to source inductance and to provide optimum heat transfer. The preamplifier/driver
consists of four balanced gain modules cascaded in series without interstage isolators.
Each of the lower power gain modules produced 8.5 dB of linear gain with .2 dB variation
across a 1 GHz bandwidth. FETs used in the first three stages had a gate width of 300 um,
and are biased with a drain voltage between 3 and 5 volts. The last stage of the driver
contained a higher power device operating in the linear region. Power output for the
complete preamp/driver was +25 dBm with .25 dB variation across 1 GHz bandwidth with
over 30 dB of gain.

POWER AMPLIFIER MODULE AND PLANAR COMBINER

The four watt power amplifier module was realized by efficiently combining four 1 watt
balanced gain modules in the final output. The four output modules are driven by two
1 watt modules which in turn are driven by a single 1 watt module for a total of 3 stages of
amplification. Each 1 watt module produces slightly over 1 watt with over 4 dB gain over
1 GHz bandwidth. The devices employed in the power modules have a total gate width of
2500 um in an interdigitated structure operating at 8 volts, .25A. To prevent cavity



resonances within the amplifier housing, the housing was channelized with walls which
also provided placement for the DC bias feedthrus. A maximum of 90EC channel
temperature for the GaAs FETs is the design goal for long term reliability. The major
contributor in thermal resistance of the amplifier is still the FET device itself. Housing and
FET carrier design are nevertheless crucial to minimize channel temperature. FET carriers
and module carriers are made of OFHC copper and are integrated with gold eutectic
solders. Amplifier housings are aluminum.

A four way planar combiner design was chosen over non-planar designs such as radial
combiners. This design allows all amplifier surfaces to be easily mounted to heat transfer
plates. Several types of planar combiners are possible for microstrip implementation
including binary combinations of Lange, Wilkenson and branch line couplers. The binary
Lange combination was used for several reasons. A single Lange coupler had low
measured junction loss ( < .15 dB), is small in size, has good repeatability and broadband
VSWR. The primary contribution to loss in the planar combiner is from the length of line
travel in microstrip. The total insertion loss of the planar combiner ranged between .6 and
.8 dB. Measured VSWR at all ports was less than 1.2:1. A low loss microstrip to
waveguide transition was developed for the output of each power module. The transition
consists of a printed waveguide probe extending from the microstrip into the broadwall of
the waveguide in the direction of the E field. The electric and magnetic fields about the end
of the probe must have the same general form as the desired fields in the guide for best
energy transfer. This type of transition is relatively difficult to treat analytically and was
designed empirically. The transitions were matched from 13.5 to 16.5 GHz; return loss
was greater than 25 dB. Each transition measured less than 0.1 dB loss. Low insertion loss
(0.1 dB) waveguide isolators completed the power amplifier section.

AMPLIFIER INTEGRATION AND PERFORMANCE

Each individual preamplifier/driver and 4 watt output amp module are assembled and
tuned independently. The gain variations between each preamp/driver are minimized by
adjusting bias levels of the early gain stages. This is to minimize amplitude mismatches
and to equalize gain compression characteristics when combining parallel chains of
amplifiers. Variations in the performance between power amp modules were small. The
power amplifier section utilizes a total of seven balanced power modules as shown in
Figure 3. All one watt modules are individually tuned. To optimize performance, modules
with the highest power output are placed in the final output. Each integrated power amp
module produced slightly over 4 watts with an associated gain of 11 dB and a 1 dB
bandwidth between 800 and 900 MHz.

The next step in the integration is the mating of the preamp/driver to the power module.
Typical performance seen from these units was 4 watt output power with 41 dB of



associated gain. Bandwidth was nearly the same as the output module, In this
configuration the amplifiers can be treated as complete solid state amplifiers or they can be
further combined to achieve higher powers. Further combining at these power levels
require low loss waveguide combining. A binary combination of short slot waveguide
couplers provided the final low loss, highly efficient means of summing the powers of four
4 watt chains, The loss of each short slot waveguide coupler was less than 0.1 dB and
difficult to measure when silver plated. Two 8 watt units with over 40 dB gain were
integrated and tested before final integration into one 16 watt unit. The final integrated
amplifier shown in Figure 4 delivered 16 watts of rf power at 15 GHz with an associated
gain of 39 dB with a 1 dB bandwidth of 750 MHz. The power added dc to rf conversion
efficiency was 12.5% at mid band. The performance curves are presented in Figure 5. The
output of the amplifier was checked for spurious outputs from 2 to 18 GHz. No spurious
outputs were seen down to 70 dB below the carrier.

No oscillation power was detected on the output of the amplifier with no rf drive or under
rf turn on conditions. Intermodulation distortion was measured using a carrier separation of
5 MHz. The carrier to third order intermod ratio was approximately 15 dB at full drive
power. The intermodulation data is presented in Figure 6.

Since these amplifiers utilize balanced modules and many modules are paralleled, these
power amplifiers possess an inherent graceful degradation characteristic in the event of  a
device(s) failure. As an example since the final stage is stressed harder than the previous
stages, an analysis was run to evaluate the expected degradation in case of one random
FET failure in any of the final stages. The expected loss in power of a 4, 8 and 16 watt
amplifier are 1 dB, .5 dB, and .3 dB respectively. This graceful degradation is another
inherent advantage in using lower power devices for high reliability amplifier applications.

CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of producing multiwatt Ku Band power FET amplifiers with lower power
(.5W) devices has been demonstrated by effectively utilizing efficient planar and
waveguide combining techniques. Four independent 4 watt amplifier chains were built and
tested and combined to form two 8 watt amplifiers. These were again combined to realize
a 16 watt amplifier centered at 15 GHz with nearly 40 dB of associated gain. A planar
packaging scheme to maintain low thermal resistance to spacecraft-radiators and
repeatable, reliable circuit implementation were primary considerations for potential space
applications. Further improvements in performance can be directly realized as device
development, performance and repeatability are advanced.
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FIGURE 1 - 16 WATT AMPLIFIER BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIGURE 2 - BALANCED AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATION



FIGURE 3 - 4 WATT GaAs FET POWER AMPLIFIER

FIGURE 4 - INTEGRATED 16 WATT GaAs FET POWER AMPLIFIER



FIGURE 5 - 16 WATT PERFORMANCE OF GaAs FET
POWER AMPLIFIER



FIGURE 6 - INTERMODULATION DATA ON 16 WATT AMPLIFIER
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ABSTRACT

Two amplifier developments centered at 20 GHz based on GaAs IMPATT diodes will be
discussed. The on-going developments of a 20 GHz communication amplifier sponsored
by NASA Lewis using injection locking and resonant cavity combiner will be reviewed. A
wideband 20 GHz amplifier to achieve 20 Watt 1 GHz bandwidth based on 3-dB hybrid
couplers and stable mode of amplification, along with the results obtained from the
constant voltage mode of amplification will be discussed.

A wideband solid state amplifier designed as a driver for a 44 GHz terminal transmitter
will be described. The amplifier is designed for 2 GHz 1-dB bandwidth centered at 44.5
GHz, with an overall gain of 40 dB. A six-stage design is used to accomplish 500 mW
output power. Low cost construction and mechanical ruggedness are emphasized in this
design.

THE 20 GHz NASA TRANSMITTER DEVELOPMENT

TRW is currently under contract with NASA Lewis Research Center to develop three
proof-of-concept (POC) models of 20 GHz high power IMPATT transmitter with 20 Watts
power output. The effort will involve design and development of a high power combiner
using GaAs IMPATT diodes, as well as development of high power and high efficiency
GaAs IMPATT diodes for use in the combiner development. A three-stage transmitter will
be constructed using the combiner developed to achieve the output power of 20 Watts with
30 dB gain. The key program goals for the transmitter are summarized in Table I.



TABLE I.  PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 20 GHZ NASA
TRANSMITTER

Center Frequency 19.95 GHz
RF Band (500 MHz) 19.7 to 20.2 GHz
RF Output Power $20 Watts
RF Gain (500 MHz) 30 dB ± 1 dB
Gain Variation (500 MHz) ± 1 dB
DC-to-RF Conversion Efficiency $20%
Noise Figure (19.7-20.2 GHz) $25 dB
AM/PM Conversion 5 ± 1EdB
Phase Linearity (500 MHz) 10E P-P
Harmonic Response (at Saturation) 50 dB below carrier
Spurious Response (at Saturation) 60 dB below carrier

The transmitter is designed to operate in the injection-locking mode. Because of the
moderate bandwidth requirement (2 1/2 percent), a careful gain-bandwidth tradeoff
analysis indicates that two single-diode driver stages followed by one six-diode power
combiner stage suffice to provide the required power and bandwidth. Figure 1 shows the
power allocations for the various stages.

Two types of single-diode oscillator circuits have been found useful for evaluating
IMPATT diodes in terms of power output and frequency and also as driver modules.
These are the so-called reduced height waveguide circuit and the tapered-hat circuit as
depicted schematically in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. In the reduced height waveguide
circuit, the diode is generally mounted at the bottom of a coaxial line which is cross-
coupled to the reduced height waveguide. The coaxial line serves to transform the
relatively low device impedance to a higher value compatible with the waveguide
impedance. The reduced height waveguide results in a lower waveguide impedance which
helps ease the burden on the coaxial line as a broadband impedance transformer. At the
top end of the coaxial line, a low pass filter is generally introduced to isolate the RF from
the DC bias and to suppress possible low frequency oscillations. This circuit has been
analyzed extensively by numerous researchers.(1,2) In the tapered hat circuit configuration,
the impedance matching to the diode is accomplished by the hat dimensions and the bias
filter position. The hat represents a resonant circuit and effectively reduces the circuit
impedance presented to the diode, thus eliminating the need for a reduced height
waveguide. Figures 4 and 5 show the hardware for both types of circuits.

The power stage consists of a six-diode power combiner in the well-known Kurokawa
circuit configuration as shown in Figure 6. This type of circuit falls into the category of
resonant-mode combiners and is the method of combining most widely used for two-



terminal device power accumulation at millimeter wave frequencies. The diodes are
mounted in coaxial modules near the waveguide cavity sidewall. The waveguide cavity
supports a TE103 resonant mode whose magnetic field lines interact with those of the
coaxial modules to effect power accumulation. Such a power combining scheme has been
proven successful from X-band all the way up to 140 GHz (D-band).

POWER COMBINING

The waveguide resonator combiner has been used for both two-diode and four-diode
experiments. Using diodes which produced 1.85 to 2.25 Watts in a single-diode test
cavity, an output power of 2.95 Watts at 18.1. GHz has been obtained for a two-diode
combiner with a combining efficiency of 85 percent. For a four-diode combiner, we have
observed a total output power of 6.95 Watts at 18.7 GHz with a combining efficiency of
85 percent. This clearly established the feasibility of the combiner approach and paved the
way for the eventual six-diode combining experiment. The operating frequency of 18.7
GHz is lower than the design target of 19.95 GHz. This is believed to be caused by the
non-optimum parasitic reactances associated with the diode package.

Injection locking experiments have also been performed on the four-diode combiner.
Preliminary results indicated a locking bandwidth of 200 MHz with a gain of 8 dB and an
output power level of 6.5 Watts. To increase the locking bandwidth from 200 to 500 MHz
the output iris size must be increased to reduce the resonator Q. Such a change, however,
will also necessitate a corresponding adjustment in the coaxial module quarter-wave
transformer dimensions in order to maintain the same power output.

WIDEBAND CONSTANT VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER AND POWER COMBINING

The bandwidth of an injection locked oscillator is limited by the external quality factor Qext

of the circuit defined in the Adler’s relationship:

The lowest possible Qext is limited by the Q factor of the diode package. To illustrate this
point, let us consider the ideal circuit with an IMPATT diode in a 0.030 inch diameter,
0.005 inch high ceramic ring package which is mounted in a perfectly matched circuit with
no additional reactance between the diode and the external load. This ideal circuit,
representing the lowest possible external Q, defines the upper limit of the amplifier
bandwidth. The limit, in this case, is imposed by the package parasitics.



Using the proper values of package parasitics, the equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 7.
Assuming a typical IMPATT diode with -2 ohm negative resistance, a matched load
resistance of 2 ohms will give the following approximate value of Qext:

Thus, for the ideal case of perfect match, the best possible injection- locking bandwidth
with 3 dB gain is approximately 5 percent. To achieve wideband (BW > 5%) performance,
stable amplification must be used in place of injection locking.

Recently, it has been observed by J.W. McClymonds(3,4) that much improved performance
in gain and bandwidth can be achieved if the IMPATT diode is biased with a constant
voltage rather than the more widely used constant current. In the constant voltage amplifier
mode of GaAs IMPATT diode operation, the diode bias current increases with the input
drive power. This is the result of large ac voltage swing across the diode reaching a value
comparable to the dc bias voltage. The rectification of the ac voltage causes a dc current to
flow through the diode. The net bias current, therefore, increases as the drive power
increases. For oscillator operation, the current is not self-limiting. As the oscillation builds
up, the ac voltage across the diode increases, resulting in higher current.

The higher bias current allows the diode to produce a higher ac voltage, thus resulting in a
runaway condition. To prevent oscillator failure, constant bias current must be used.
Constant voltage mode amplifiers, on the other hand, are stable because the ac diode
voltage depends only on the amplifier input power level, which, in conjunction with the
supplied constant dc voltage, determines the operating dc diode current. The reliability of
the diode is thus assured by selecting the operating current at the highest possible drive
level . In many respects, the constant voltage amplifier resembles a classical vacuum tube
triode amplifier; for small ac diode voltage (low input drive), the amplifier behaves as a
class A type. As the ac voltage increases across the diode, however, the amplifier
resembles a class B or class C type, where the tube current becomes a function of the ac
grid voltage.

The operation of this mode is best illustrated by Figure 8 in which the output power and
bias current values of a 2.1 Watts amplifier are plotted as a function of input drive level. A
Commercial Varian diode produces 1.41 Watt at 19.4 GHz with 17 percent efficiency. As
seen in Figure 8, the power added by the diode to the amplifier reaches a maximum value
of Padd = 1.1 W; at this output level the amplifier efficiency is 15 percent. It should be
emphasized that beyond 600 mW, an indication of high linearity for this amplifier also
shown in Figure 8 is the bias current increase as a junction of drive input, illustrating the
constant voltage mode of operation.



In addition to the improved amplifier linearity shown in Figure 8, the constant voltage
amplifier is capable of higher output power than a constant current amplifier. In a constant
current amplifier, because of the hard saturation of the power output, it is generally
impossible to extract the maximum diode power in a wideband amplifier. Severe non-
linear effects usually set in at high drive for the constant current amplifiers as a result of
current limiting. As a figure of merit, the power added to an amplifier can be compared
against the free running oscillator power output, which is the maximum diode power
possible. We can define the power-added efficiency n of an amplifier

As seen from Figure 8 for a constant current IMPATT amplifier, 0 at the highest drive
level is 40 percent with 1 dB gain. For a constant voltage amplifier, on the other hand, an
impressive 86 percent was achieved with a respectable gain of 3 dB.

Both the tapered-hat and reduced height waveguide circuits have been evaluated for their
bandwidth capability. Figure 9 presents the bandpass characteristics of a tapered-hat
amplifier. Using a commercial Varian diode capable of 1.42 W with 18.2 percent
efficiency as an oscillator biased at 300 mA, the constant voltage amplifier produced
2.2 W output power with 3.5 dB gain. The 1 dB bandwidth was 1 GHz and the power-
added efficiency was 16.9 percent or 0 = 92 percent. The amplifier bias current was
280 mA at the 2.2 W output level.

In this amplifier, the 1 GHz bandwidth objective was achieved. In fact, a number of
amplifiers demonstrated over 1.3 GHz bandwidth with slightly lower gain. In wideband
amplifier design in which several amplifier stages are either cascaded or combined to
achieve high output power, the ultimate bandwidth is invariably narrower than the
bandwidth of each individual stages. The tapered-hat circuit was found to be inadequate
for fulfilling the greater than 1 GHz bandwidth requirement owing to its relatively high
circuit Q. After some experimentation, it was soon apparent that the reduced height circuit
is capable of substantially improved bandwidth. Figure 10 shows the bandpass
characteristics of one such constant voltage amplifier to be 2.77 GHz at 1 dB points. The
power output of the amplifier was 2.2 W with a power-added efficiency of 16.8 percent.
This result represents a factor of 2.5 improvement in gain-bandwidth product over the
result achieved in the tapered-hat structure.

TRW is currently engaged in an internal R&D program to develop a 20 W amplifier/
combiner with 1 GHz bandwidth using 3 dB hybrid couplers and stable amplifier modules.
Figure 11 shows a photograph of the combiner hardware. It consists of a two-diode driver
stage followed by a four-diode power stage. Each hybrid coupler combines two individual
amplifier modules without the use of a ferrite device to separate the input from the output.



Unlike the resonant cavity combiner, the hybrid coupler combiner is capable of wide
bandwidth (>5 percent). To a large extent, the combiner design can be accomplished
independent of the hybrid characteristics. The hybrid coupler also has high port-to-port
isolation (approximately 25 dB) which eases the design of a multiple-diode combiner with
minimal interference among diodes. This combiner approach is well-established at
frequencies as high as 60 GHz. Our work at the present time is concentrated on the
selection of IMPATT diodes which are well matched in terms of their rf charactersitics and
the fabrication of wideband amplifier modules suitable for power combining.

44 GHz WIDEBAND SOLID STATE AMPLIFIER

TRW is currently under contract to MIT Lincoln Laboratories to develop a six stage
wideband EHF amplifier with the following performance objectives:

Power Output 500 mW (min)
Overall Gain 40 dB
Frequency Band 43.5 to 45.5 GHz
Operating Temperature 0E to 40EC

Figure 12 is a block diagram of the Lincoln Lab amplifier. The overall amplifier design is
based on the stable amplification mode. The four stage driver utilizes a commercial GaAs
Gunn device to achieve wide bandwidth, high gain and low loss operation. It is designed to
deliver 50 mW of output power with 30 dB gain. The driver is followed by a two- stage
IMPATT amplifier to achieve the 500 mW power requirement with 10 dB gain. Full band,
low loss (0.15 dB typical) TRW circulator will be used to achieve the amplifier output
power with high efficiency; the wide bandwith assures proper out-of-band amplifier
behavior for spurious-free performance.

The basic Gunn amplifier module utilizes the reduced height waveguide circuit described
earlier. Three stages of the Gunn drivers have been fabricated and preliminary results are
encouraging. Table II shows the rf performance of a one-stage, two-stage, and three-stage
driver.

TABLE II.  GUNN DRIVER RF PERFORMANCE

One-Stage I Two-Stage Three-Stage
Gain (dB) 8 15 22
Power Input (dBm) 2 2 -6
Power Output (dBm) 10 17 16
RF Band (GHz) 43.1-45.6 43.4-45.7 43.3-45.8



A single-diode IMPATT amplifier has also been fabricated. The IMPATT diode has a
double drift structure with a breakdown voltage of 29 volts and a junction capacitance of
1.47 pf. With an input driver of +17 dBm, the gain of the amplifier varies from 5.5 to 6.0
dB for the frequency range from 43.2 to 45.5 GHz. A second IMPATT amplifier for the
last stage is currently under rf evaluation.

CONCLUSIONS

High power solid state amplifier developments at 20 and 44 GHz have been reviewed.
Particular attention has been focused on wideband performance which is increasingly
important for covert satellite communications requiring spread spectrum and frequency
hopping techniques to ensure antijam (AJ) and low probability of intercept (LPI)
capabilities. At 20 GHz, very wide band performances have been observed with
doubledrift GaAs diodes operating in the constant voltage amplification mode. Over 10
percent bandwidth has been obtained from a single-diode amplifier with an impressive 90
percent power-added efficiency. The dc-to-rf efficiency is close to 19 percent. Using
injection-locking a power combiner with 6.5 Watts power output and 200 MHz bandwidth
near 20 GHz has been fabricated using four double-drift GaAs IMPATT diodes. It is
believed that the bandwidth can be increased to the program goal of 500 MHz by
modifying the circuit to effect a lowering of the circuit Q. As a complementary effort, a
hybrid coupled combiner/amplifier utilizing the constant voltage wideband single-diode
amplifier modules is also underdevelopment. Finally, the development of a 500 mW
wideband driver amplifier operating around 44 GHz was presented. In this work a three-
stage Gunn driver capable of 22 dB gain with a 2.5 GHz bandwidth has been achieved.
Furthermore, preliminary result of a one-diode IMPATT amplifier has shown a gain from
5.5 to 6.0 dB with 17 dBm input between frequencies 43.2 and 45.5 GHz. These results
indicate that the performance goal of 500 mW power output can be achieved without much
difficulty.
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Figure 1.  NASA 20 GHz Amplifier Block Diagram



Figure 2.  Reduced Height Waveguide Circuit Schematic

Figure 3.  Tapered-Hat Circuit Schematic



Figure 4.  Tapered-Hat Circuit Hardware

Figure 5.  Reduced Height Waveguide Circuit Hardware



Figure 6.  Kurokawa Circuit Power Combiner

Figure 7.  Simplified Equivalent Circuit for Diode Package
Matched into an Ideal Load

 

 



Figure 8.  Comparison Between Constant Voltage and
Constant Current Operation



Figure 9.  Bandpass Characteristics of Tapered-Hat Circuit Amplifier

Figure 10.  Bandpass Characteristics of Reduced Height Waveguide
Circuit Amplifier



Figure 11.  Two-Stage Hybrid Coupled Power Combiner/Amplifier at 20 Ghz

Figure 12.  Block Diagram of Lincoln Lab Amplifier
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ABSTRACT

A GaAs FET power amplifier module operating in K-band is described. The module has
integral input and output WR-51 waveguide ports and incorporates a pair of low-loss
waveguide to microstrip transitions. Single-stage and multi-stage microstrip FET amplifiers
are fabricated on individual copper carrier blocks incorporating in-package impedance
matching. Six packaged amplifiers are cascaded to achieve a 0.5 W, 30 dB gain amplifier
module operating over the 17.7-20.2 GHz band.

INTRODUCTION

Recent improvements in GaAs power FET device performance have made possible the
realization of solid state amplifiers operating at high microwave frequencies including
K-band (18-26 GHz).(1) The potential higher reliability and simpler power supply
requirements of such amplifiers when compared to their vacuum tube counterparts make
them attractive for medium power ( ~ several watts) airborne and space applications
including satellite communications. In this paper we discuss the device and circuit design
considerations and the results obtained for experimental high gain, 0.5 W FET module
amplifiers operating in the frequency range of 17.7 to 20.2 GHz. The module amplifiers
consist of cascaded single-ended microstrip FET stages with up to six stages producing a
gain of 30 dB. In-line WR-51 waveguide flanges are utilized at the input and output ports
of the module housing as well as low loss waveguide to microstrip transitions which
provide efficient coupling of the waveguide TE10 mode to the microstrip mode used in the
FET stages. The modules can therefore be easily interfaced with other waveguide circuit
components.



The largest single chip FET device used in our work has a gate width of 1.35 mm and is
capable of achieving at least 450 mW of saturated output power with 4 to 5 dB gain across
the 17.7 to 20.2 GHz frequency range. To obtain more linear operation at the same output
power level, or to achieve still higher saturated power, chip level and circuit level power
combining must be used. We discuss microstrip circuit power combining of two 1.35 mm
gate width FETs on a single copper-block or “package” which is used as the output stage
of the six-stage module. In-package impedance matching using lumped and distributed
circuit elements is incorporated in the individual packaged amplifier stages. These stages
can be individually tested and easily removed and replaced in the module amplifier
housing. The feasibility of circuit power combining such modules for achieving still greater
output power is also discussed.

20 GHz GaAs FETs

GaAs MESFET’s have demonstrated the capability of producing several watts of output
power with useful gain through Ku-Band frequencies (up to 18 GHz).(2) A necessary
requirement for obtaining these performance levels has been the optimization of device
structures and material parameters such as epitaxial doping level and thickness, channel
structure, etc. In order to obtain high gain and output power at even higher frequencies, it
is necessary to re-evaluate these parameters. In this section we describe the devices
responsible for the performance of the amplifiers reported below, and we discuss the
optimized values of the different channel parameters for 20 GHz operation. The material
growth, device structure, fabrication and characterization are described first, followed by
the performance results.

Material Growth Device Structure and Fabrication

All of the GaAs MESFET’S epitaxial layers were grown by vapor-phase epitaxy using the
GaAsC13 H2 system. Two layers are grown sequentially on a Cr-doped substrate: an
undoped buffer layer 1 or 2 µm thick is followed by the sulfur doped n-type active layer.
The active layer is grown thicker than necessary (1 or 2 µm) and then thinned anodically.
This self-limiting process reduces the epitaxial layer thickness to a value close to the
optimum for device fabrication and eliminates any non-uniformity in sheet resistance.
Typically, following anodic thinning and before gate definition, 300 µm devices fabricated
on the slice have saturated currents of 220 to 240 mA with a standard deviation of 5%
across a 12 cm2 slice.

Figure 1 shows the devices during fabrication. Each field has six devices of the B-gate
structure, one 300 µm, two 600 µm and three 1350 µm gate width devices. A detailed
view of the 1350 µm device is shown in Figure 2. Source and drain contacts are alloyed
AuGe/Ni with a 5 µm separation. The gate is a single 1.35 mm stripe with nine gate pads.



In effect each gate pad feeds two individual 75 µm wide gate fingers. This unit gate width
seems to be optimum for high frequency operation. If the individual gate fingers of a GaAs
FET are made too wide, the microwave signal will suffer excessive attenuation and phase-
shift while propagating down the gate stripes and the performance will be degraded. The
gates are defined exclusively by electron beam machine and electron beam evaporated
Ti/Pt/Au is employed as gate metal. The slice is etched immediately prior to placing it into
the evaporator in order to recess the gates below the epitaxial surface and reduce the
device current to the correct value. For K-band operation it is important to have a gate as
short as possible without increasing the resistance of the stripe. The best compromise is a
0.5 µm long and 6000 D thick gate.

A large source grounding bar extends the length of the chip on one side and the sources are
connected to it by plated gold air bridges. Four drain pads are used.

Device Characterization

RF S-parameter measurements demonstrate the reduced parasitics of the multiple feed gate
design (B-gate). The reverse isolation *s12 *is 3 dB higher than with a similar gate width
device having the parallel gate structure. The better isolation is due to lower source lead
inductance and lower gate-drain feedback capacitance (Cgd). The source grounding bar is
connected to ground by a low inductance mesh or a sheet of solder and its large area
ensures a very low source lead inductance per unit gate-width. Equivalent circuit
calculation from the S-parameters demonstrate that the very small pads of the present
design coupled with their wide spacing, reduces the gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd over the
parallel gate design. It is thought that performance is also improved by more symmetric
feeding of the gates. Another advantage of this structure for high frequency operation is
that with the large number of widely spaced gate and drain pads, the effective bond wire
inductance can be very low and the device input and output capacitances can be resonated
at very high frequencies.

Extensive study and previous experience at Ku-band helped determine the optimum doping
level for K-band operation. In general, the small signal gain increases with higher epitaxial
layer doping levels. However, for the highest doping levels, the limiting factor for the
output power is the gate breakdown voltage which decreases with increasing doping level,
n. For 20 GHz; operation best results have been obtained with values of n between 2 and
2.3 x 1017 cm-3.



Device Evaluation and Performance

Complete evaluation and testing of a slice is done first at 15 GHz on 300 µm devices for
simplicity. It has been observed that performances scale almost exactly from 300 µm to
600 µm gate width devices.

The best results obtained on 300 µm gate width devices of several slices are as follows:

- small signal gain with 5 dBm input power and 5 V on the drain: 9.5-10.5 dB
- output power with 6 dB gain and 8 V on the drain: 23.2 dBm
- output power with 4 dB gain and 8 V on the drain: 23.7 dBm

Devices from the best slice had 24.2 dBm output power with 4 dB gain, 9.5 volts being
applied on the drain. These results are summarized in Figure 3 where the output power is
plotted as a function of the input power.

These results at 15 GHz translate into performances reported in the circuit section from
17.7 to 20.2 GHz. For reference we mention below narrow band results, previously
reported in (1), obtained with devices of the same type. A 1350 µm device had an output
power of 675 mW with 5.8 dB gain and 18% efficiency at 20.5 GRz as an amplifier.
Another device bonded as an oscillator had the performance recorded in Table I. Up to
200 mW was obtained at 25 GHz. With two devices bonded in parallel, 1 W output power
was obtained at 19.7 GHz with 4 dB gain and 17% efficiency. At higher frequencies,
breadboard single-stage amplifiers using 1350 µm devices have achieved 355 mW with
4.5 dB gain at 22 GRZ and 200 mW with 4.0 dB gain at 23 GHz.

AMPLIFIER DEVELOPMENT

A Low loss Waveguide to Microstrip Transition

A waveguide-to-microstrip transition was designed for adapting WR-51 waveguide to the
microstrip transmission lines of the FET amplifiers. The transition circuit makes use of
gradually tapered “fin-line” ridges on opposite sides of RT duroid dielectric substrate.(3,4)

The duroid substrate provides a reliable, low-loss interface. Figure 4 illustrates the
transition test circuit, with back-to-back transitions, and the test fixture used for
microwave testing. Good electrical contact of the waveguide to the circuit is made with
mechanical pressure without the risk of substrate breakage as with the case of fused
quartz.

Low insertion loss and good return loss are achieved using 0.25 mm thick RT duroid
(,r = 2.2) with 0.5 oz rolled copper cladding. Shown in Figure 5, the insertion loss of two



transitions back-to-back is less than 0.5 dB across the 17.0 to 22.0 GHz frequency band.
Return loss is greater than 18 dB across the entire band. The shape of the fins was
experimentally optimized and required a small amount of tuning in the vicinity of the fin
overlap. The final design, with the additional tuning incorporated, provides very
reproducible performance. To be certain that the microwave energy was actually
propagating in the microstrip mode in the center portion of the test circuit, a metal block
was positioned in the waveguide test fixture at the location of the ground plane under the
microstrip. No change was observed in insertion loss or return loss, indicating that the
waveguide was indeed cutoff by the back ground plane of the transition circuit.

Multi-Stage Amplifier Design

Amplifier stages, for use in the 17.7 to 20.2 GHz band of frequencies, have been
constructed utilizing several different sizes of FET devices. To increase the cascaded six-
stage efficiency, the FET chips have gate widths graduated in size from 150 micron gate
width devices for the first stages to a pair of 1350 micron gate width devices for the sixth
stage. Figure 6 shows a block diagram for the nominal gain and bias schedule of the six-
stage amplifier. Amplifier circuit design was done with scattering matrix parameters that
have been generated from device equivalent circuit models. These lumped element models
have been derived from RF characterization data measured on an automatic network
analyzer (ANA) over the 2 to 18 GHz band of frequencies. In addition, slotted line
measurements were made at selected frequencies to confirm the accuracy of the ANA
data. Figure 7 shows a typical example of the equivalent circuit model for a 600 micron
gate width FET. This method of device characterization produces acceptable results when
the amplifiers are to be operated in a linear mode. However, when the amplifiers are to be
operated in a power saturated mode, this characterization is used only as a starting point
for the circuit design. Observations have borne out the fact, especially at lower
frequencies, that there is very little change in the input equivalent network of the device
when going from a linear mode of operation to a power saturated mode, while there is a
significant variation in the output network. There are several methods currently being used
in the industry for determining the variation in large signal output impedance as a function
of drive level for the FETs. These include the “load pull method”.(5), computer aided
output power vs load impedance mapping methods(6) and empirical analysis. For our
applications the latter technique was considered to be the most practical method to use at
K-band frequencies. Nevertheless, all of these methods require extreme diligence in order
to obtain reliable results. The amplifiers are first designed on a single stage basis, assuming
an ideal 50 ohm generator and load, using a computer optimization routine that is
commercially available. Once acceptable results are obtained the modeled stages are then
cascaded and further selected optimization is performed to obtain the desired
characteristics for the multistage amplifier. Once an acceptable design is obtained a first
pass evaluation prototype circuit is fabricated for the various stages. These circuits are



then evaluated on the bench under actual operating conditions and compared to the circuit
model predictions. Seldom do the evaluation circuits give the exact computer predicted
performance, especially, at the higher frequencies. This is due primarily to circuit
parasitics and variations in device characteristics that have not been included in the model.
As a result several iterations are usually performed to converge upon a reproducible
circuit.

Figures 8 through 11 and Figure 13 show the performance of the various single and
multistage amplifiers used in the six-stage amplifier module. Figures 8 and 9 show the
performance of 150 µm and 300 µm single stage amplifiers operating in an ideal 50 ohm
environment. Figure 10 illustrates both the transmission gain and the input return loss of
the first four amplifier stages. The centerline reference for this photograph represents 20
dB of linear gain (1 dB per division) for the top trace, and 0 dB reference (10 dB per
division) for return loss indicated by the lower trace. Band edge markers appear as notches
in the traces. Figure 11 corresponds to a single 1350 micron gate width device used in the
5th stage. A gain of 6 ± 0.5 dB is obtained across the band.

A pair of 1.35 mm gate width FETs are used for the sixth stage circuit block. Figure 12a
shows the circuit layout for the sixth stage amplifier, while Figure 12b shows the
corresponding circuit schematic. The quartz substrates on which are etched the microstrip
distributed circuits, the discrete impedance matching capacitors, and the pair of 1.35 mm
FETs are mounted on a copper carrier block or package whose dimensions are 1.3 x 0.64 x
0.62 cm. Precise lengths of bond wires (25 µm diam.) interconnect these three elements
and are used as the lumped inductors in the impedance matching circuits. The “in-
package” lumped and distributed impedance matching networks transform the 50 S input
impedance to a level of about 2 or 3 S to each 1.35 mm FET. A simple Wilkenson-type
combiner, less the isolation resistor, is used to power combine the two FET chips.(7) Each
half of the circuit between the 71 S lines of the Wilkenson power splitter/combiner
combination is simply the circuit used for the fifth stage amplifier where a single 1.35 mm
gatewidth FET is utilized. Figure 13 shows the measured gain versus frequency result for
the sixth stage amplifier with the nominal input power level of 23.4 dBm. A linear gain of
4 dB and over 0.5 W output power is obtained over most of the band. In the power
saturated mode the 1 dB gain compression point occurs at about 800 mW (29 dBm). The
somewhat lower gain of these single stage amplifiers utilizing the pairs of 1350 µm devices
is due in part to the additional losses associated with the Wilkenson combiner and
impedance matching networks and in part due to the difficulty of physically realizing an
exactly identical circuit configuration for each 1350 µm FET. The latter problem results in
amplitude and phase imbalances between the two FET chips which lowers the power
combining efficiency and gain.



Finally Figure 14 shows the six stages assembled in the module housing and interfaced
with the waveguide to microstrip transitions. The housing cover is removed for the
photograph but must be in place to test the amplifier, since it forms an integral part of the
transition. Figure 15 shows the gain versus frequency characteristic for the six stage
amplifier. At the nominal input level of -3.8 dBm the gain at mid-band is 31 dB with an
output power of 562 mW (27.5 dBm). The overall peak DC to RF efficiency is 9.7%. As
seen in the Figure the first 250 MHz of the band has a substantial gain roll-off. This
problem has been traced to some rf ground continuity problems between the copper carrier
blocks, and some interstage interaction not taken into account in the computer modeling.
These problems are being corrected and it is expected that subsequent six stage module
amplifiers will have a gain of 30 dB ± 2 dB across the entire 2.5 GHz band.

Module Power Combining Considerations

Because of increased microstrip circuit losses and inadequate gain of the FET devices, it
becomes difficult and impractical to parallel more chips on a given circuit block (e.g. the
sixth stage) to achieve higher output power. Devices with larger gate widths per chip are
also disadvantageous since the impedance levels become even lower and the chip
dimensions become a substantial fraction of the operating wavelength. The former
consequence results in greater losses, while the latter problem causes lower gain due to
uneven gate drive and phase mismatch in the FET device.

A possible alternative to achieving greater power at 20 GHz is to power combine amplifier
modules of the type described above using a rectangular waveguide (e.g. WR-51) divider/
combiner network. Rectangular metal waveguide offers minimum loss and at 20 GHz even
a complex divider network utilizing several levels of binary power splitting can be made
quite compact.(8) It is expected, for example, that a sixteen-way waveguide divider
network using four levels of 3 dB power splitting employing magic tees will have a
maximum excess insertion loss of 0.8 dB at the band edges and 0.3 dB at band center for
the 17.7-20.2 GHz frequency range. The size of a single divider (or combiner) manifold is
about 19 x 19 x 3.2 cm. Because of the “in-line” mechanical design of the multi-stage
0.5 W amplifier modules it is relatively straightforward to interface the modules with a pair
of waveguide manifolds which split the input power evenly to each module, and after
amplification combine the power into a single output. If magic tees are used as the 3 dB
power splatters then the fourth port of the tee can be terminated and thus provide isolation
between modules. The key to the success of such a scheme is the degree to which the
phase and amplitude characteristic of each module can be matched from unit to unit.
Schemes to adjust the phase of each module to within ± 20E and the amplitude to ± 1 dB
are currently being developed. The power goal for the sixteen module power combined
amplifier is 7.5 W.



CONCLUSIONS

GaAs power FETs designed for 20 GHz operation have been incorporated in a single-
ended six-stage amplifier module which yields up to 30 dB gain at an output power of
0.5 W and 9.7% efficiency in the frequency range of 17.7-20.2 GHz. The GaAs power
FETs used in the module employ gate widths per chip ranging from 150 µm for the first
stages, to a pair of 1.35 mm gate width FETs for the output stage.

The FETs use 0.5 µm long electron-beam-defined gates and employ a multiple B-gate feed
structure. For the largest gate width FET, the single gate stripe is 1.35 mm wide. For 20
GHz operation this design is superior to other designs used at lower microwave
frequencies due to the realization of higher reverse isolation and better gate feed
uniformity. Typical performance of these devices, when used in single-stage packaged
amplifiers designed to cover the 17.7-20.2 GHz frequency range, include output powers of
450 mW with 4 to 5 dB gain and 15% efficiency.

The design and development of the six-stage module included S-parameter device
characterization at lower microwave frequencies, generation of a simplified equivalent
circuit model, and extrapolation of the model for use in the 17.7-20.2 GHz band. Using the
device equivalent circuits each of the six-stages was first designed and fabricated to
operate with 50 S source and load resistances across the band of interest with 4 to 6 dB
gain. In-package impedance matching facilitates testing of each stage separately. The
design and realization of the single-ended six-stage cascade was based on the single stage
circuits as a starting point and modifying these to account for interstage interaction.
Computer circuit optimization and final empirical optimization of the actual microstrip
circuits was used for the design and fabrication of the six-stage network. For comparability
with WR-51 waveguide, a low-loss waveguide to microstrip transition using RT duroid
substrate material to support an antipodal fin line transition design is incorporated into the
module amplifier at input and output. For one transition the insertion loss from 17.0 to 22
GHz is less than 0.25 dB. This in-line design allows modules of this type to be easily and
efficiently interfaced with waveguide circuit power combining networks. Work is currently
in progress to power combine sixteen modules to achieve a 7.5 W FET amplifier at
20 GHz. An amplifier of this type would be appropriate for future communications satellite
transmitter applications.
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Figure 1.  BB-Gate Devices Figure 2.  Detailed View of a
During Fabrication 1350 µm Device

Figure 3.  Output Power Versus Table I.  Oscillator Performance of
Input Power for a 300 1.35 mm Gatewidth Device
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Figure 4.  Back to Back Waveguide to Figure 5.  Frequency Response of
Microstrip Transition Test Circuit Transition Test Circuit

Figure 6.  Block Diagram of Six-Stage Figure 7.  Equivalent Circuit Model for a
Module Amplifier 600 µm Gate Width FET

Figure 8.  Small Signal Gain Characteristic Figure 9.  Small Signal Gain Characteristic
for 150 µm Amplifier for 300 µm Amplifier



Figure 10.  Small Signal Gain Characteristic Figure 11.  Gain Characteristic for 1.35 mm
for First Four Stages Amplifier (Pin = 18 dBm)

Figure 12.  Circuit Layout and Schematic Figure 13.  Gain Characteristic for Sixth
for Sixth Stage Stage (Pin = 23 dBm)

Figure 14.  Six-Stage Module Amplifier Figure 15.  Gain Characteristic for Module
Amplifier (Pin = -3/9 dBm)
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ABSTRACT

A general purpose system for the processing and display of telemetry data is described.
The system uses a DEC PDP-11 mini-computer as the system processor. Systems of this
type implemented in the past generally had limited data processing capabilities due to high
data rates and limited CPU power.

The Real Time Data Monitor System (RTDMS) is designed to maximize the data
processing capability by teaming the CPU with a pre-processor. A total hardware/
software system was designed which is structured around certain commonly required
classes of data. The system minimizes the processor overhead associated with each class
thereby freeing time for useful processing. A complete software system was implemented
which takes full advantage of the RSX-11M multi-task operating system.

Because of the substantial data base required to configure the system, particular attention
was given to the operator interface. A set of programs were implemented which construct
all data base files required using interactive menus. Operator input is minimized as well as
the training time required to set-up the system.

INTRODUCTION

For a number of years SWI-DSD has integrated telemetry front-end equipment with
minicomputers and special software in response to the needs of various users of telemetry
data. These telemetry/computer data systems fall into two broad categories of applications.



• Formatting of real time data or data recorded on instrumentation tape to digital tape
or disc for non-real time processing.

• Real time display for quick look, safety, or other monitoring purposes.

When real time display is needed, the usual minimum processing requirement is to convert
the data to engineering unit values. The desire for additional processing beyond this can be
virtually boundless. Achieving even the minimum requirement has dictated very efficient,
very complex software written in low level language and highly tuned to a particular
application. This factor has tended to make the software on these systems a high cost, high
risk item. The resulting systems have been limited in capability and have required fairly
intimate system knowledge to be properly utilized.

Real time systems have previously been approached with the same hardware and
techniques used for formatting applications. One of two system configurations is used.

The first shown in Figure 1, uses conventional frame data as output from a frame
synchronizer, and loads it via a DMA interface into a dual cyclic memory buffer from
where it is processed. Time is merged with the data on either a frame or a buffer basis.

The second approach shown in Figure 2, is similar except that the data comes from a
hardware data compressor unit. This unit accepts data from up to six frame synchronizers,
merges the data with time, compresses the data, and adds appropriate identification and
status tagging to each word prior to output. The data compressor unit can perform one or
more of twelve algorithms on each parameter and the compression technique can be
individually programmed for each parameter.

Neither approach is ideally suited to real time application.

Two constraints exist in the first configuration:

1) Because all data processing and manipulation is done in the CPU, the available
processing power is quickly consumed.

2) Since the processing is event driven by frame and subframe interrupts, operating
systems which provide very fast interrupt response are needed. Relatively simple
single-job or foreground/background systems are preferred because of the overhead
associated with multi-task systems.



The second system possesses some conflicting characteristics:

• While the data compressor is designed primarily to reduce data quantity, it
performs a number of pre-processing algorithms useful for display purposes. These
include cumulative summation, minimum and maximum selection, Nth sequential
output, limit checks and output on bit change.

• The overhead associated with retrieving a particular parameter or algorithm result
is high because of the random sequence in which data is located in the memory
buffer. This means that the complete buffer must always be searched to avoid
missing data.

• Processing is driven by a block-end interrupt which is generated as each buffer is
filled. Since it is a dual cyclic buffer, the time available for the CPU to process
buffer A depends on fill time for buffer B.

• The compression rate on a number of the algorithms depends on parameter activity.
When parameter activity increases, the compressor output may increase rapidly.
Thus the memory buffers fill faster and time available to process the buffers is
reduced. Unfortunately, periods of peak parameter activity are frequently the times
when the displayed data is most wanted, but the CPU has less time available for
processing.

Because of these conflicts it was determined that a system design specifically addressing
the real time problem was needed.

DESIGN GOALS AND TECHNIQUE

Previous experience suggested three major design goals for the system, and some
techinques for achieving them.

1) A mini-computer based system with sufficient processor time available to perform
substantial processing of displayed data. This was to be achieved through:

• Maximum use of hardware pre-processing

• Optimized methods of data entry into memory for reduced processor
overhead

• Reduced dependence on event interrupt response time.



2) A user oriented, understandable system. This was to be achieved through:

• Interactive, menu structured setup programs

• A software system written in FORTRAN

• Applications programs which could be written by the user in FORTRAN and
readily installed and assigned.

3) A general purpose system closely aligned to a number of applications.

At the outset, four unique classes of data were identified.

• Display data - Data to refresh CRT displays on a periodic basic

• Alarm Data - Algorithm results from the preprocessor which identify out-limits
conditions, discrete events or combinations of discrete events. This data must be
precisely time tagged as it occurs.

• Recorded Data - Data which must be formatted to magnetic tape or disc in real
time.

• Graphic Data - Data for output to graphic recording devices such as strip-chart
recorders.

The total hardware/software system was partitioned into four parallel data paths
corresponding to these data classes.

The compressor design was modified to provide four output ports, one for each data path.
The data is distributed to these ports and their corresponding processor memory buffers in
accordance with the type of preprocessing performed and the type of output device which
will display the data. This approach allows the input buffer strategy to be matched to the
processing requirements of each type of data. The objective is to minimize the software
overhead associated with buffer search, data identification, and time correlation and to
minimize the average data transfer rate on the PDP-11 UNIBUS. The modification
provides the ability to designate any measurement to any one or more output ports and to
perform different algorithms for each port. This provides the ability to perform multiple
types of preprocessing, processing, and display on each measurement in parallel.



SYSTEM CAPABILITY

A typical RTDMS configuration is shown in Figure 3. The system supports data display on
a mix of devices - CRT terminals, printers, and graphic recorders via DAC’s.
Simultaneous formatting of data to disc or tape mass storage is also supported.

CRT Displays

The CRT’s can display measured or derived (calculated) parameter values processed by
the CPU to engineering units or other desired numerical form. The source data used for
CPU processing may represent the average of the measured parameter over the refresh
period, the minimum and/or maximum during the refresh period, or the current value at the
end of the refresh period.

Discrete event or status data may also be displayed with the discrete state represented by a
descriptive word or other alphanumeric identifier selected by the user. High or low alarm
limit crossing may be flagged on the CRT by reverse video or flashing.

The processed data is displayed in accordance with predefined page formats. The display
formats may consist of data values, parameter names, engineering unit names, header data,
time, and data arranged per a standard format or virtually any user defined format. Up to
99 pages of display may be defined and can be selected at will during real time.

Printer

A hard-copy terminal or line-printer may be used to output limit alarms, status data, and
event messages. For each alarm limit crossing or discrete parameter state change a one line
message is output to the terminal or printer. The message contains:

• Time of occurrence - Hours, minutes, seconds, and milliseconds.

• Parameter I.D. - Input link number and parameter number as defined in the
Measurement Data File (MDF).

• Parameter Name - Alphanumeric name as defined in the MDF.

• Alarm State or Discrete State - State identifier indicating the alarm status of the
parameter following the alarm limit crossing or the current state of the parameter
following a status change.



A memory buffer will queue up to 32 messages during active periods. If the message
buffer overflows an asterisk will print, indicating buffer overflow.

Graphic Recorders

Graphic chart recorders driven from DAC’s may be used to display data output from the
computer. Each output parameter may be scaled in the processor to an engineering units
range prior to output to the DAC’s. During setup of the graphic output, scaling or no
scaling may be selected for the parameter. If scaling is selected, a zero and full scale
display range must be specified.

Mass Storage Formatting

The RTDMS supports the formatting of merged, tagged data and time from the
preprocessor to a digital magnetic tape or disc simultaneously with data output to display
devices. This formatting capability is compatible with any magnetic tape unit or disc which
is supported by the operating system. Data may be throughput or compressed by one of
two compression algorithms on an individual parameter basis.

Data Processing

One of the major goals of the RTDMS design was to free CPU time for the performance of
useful data processing so that more real time intelligence could be displayed. The majority
of this processing is performed on the CRT display data and this data path has the most
capability. The Graphic and Alarm data paths have provision for more limited real time
processing and none is provided for recorded data. User programs written in FORTRAN
IV PLUS or assembly language may be installed for real time data processing.

The Display data path uses two types of processes - Measured Parameter Processes and
Derived Parameter Processes.

A Measured Parameter Process (MPP) is defined as a process which operates on a single
input parameter and produces a corresponding single output parameter. The output of a
MPP is considered to be a measured parameter and retains the same parameter
identification number as the input parameter. Multiple MPP’s may be assigned to a single
parameter and performed in sequence. An MPP may have any number of arguments which
are assigned values during setup.

A Derived Parameter Process (DPP) is defined as a process which uses multiple input
parameters to produce a new output parameter. The output parameter is called a derived
parameter and a new parameter identification number, different from any of the DPP input



parameters, is assigned to it. The inputs to a DPP may be any combination of measured or
derived parameters. The derived output parameter from a DPP may also be operated on
sequentially by an MPP just as if it were a measured parameter. A DPP or MPP may have
any number of arguments associated with it. The specification or update of process
argument values is a setup function.

Because some derived parameter processes could be quite complex, there is an inherent
danger that a process could hog the available CPU time. To avoid this problem, priority
levels have been provided for parameter processing. Level 1 is the highest priority, and
measured parameter processing as well as some derived parameter processing is done at
this level. Other derived parameter processing is done at lower priority on Level 2 and
Level 3 and is accomplished on a time available basis.

Level 1 processing is completed for each CRT display refresh before Level 2 processing is
initiated. If a CRT refresh is required prior to completion of Level 2 processing, all Level 2
input data values will be saved. At the completion of Level 1 processing for the next CRT
refresh, Level 2 will be restarted at the point of interruption.

Likewise, Level 3 processing will not be initiated unless all Level 2 processing is
completed. This approach insures that the most basic, highest priority, data will be
available for display each CRT refresh period, while allowing full utilization of all
available CPU time for high level processing. Although the higher level results nay not be
updated each refresh period, they will be updated as frequently as possible. Figure 4
illustrates some possible process sequences.

Graphic and Alarm data processing are similar except that they are processed on a single
priority level only.

Setup Functions

The RTDMS requires a large quantity of setup information to be defined before operation.
This effort is accomplished through a set of interactive setup programs which lead and
prompt the user through the sequence of variables requiring specification. If possible, the
user response to each menu prompt is a single character entry, otherwise the response is
alphanumeric data.

Each setup program has a CREATE, MODIFY, DELETE, and GENERATE mode. The
CREATE mode of each program creates an ASCII setup file containing data which defines
a particular aspect of the system. In MODIFY mode, selected records from the file may be
viewed on the CRT and updated. In DELETE mode, selected records or an entire file may 



be deleted. In GENERATE mode, the ASCII files are reduced to binary files from which
the system load modules are built.

Four types of setup files are used to define system set-up information: the Measurement
Data File, the Alpha Format File, Data Select Files, and Process Select Files. The entire
collection of files is required to fully define a system operating configuration.

The Measurement Data File (MDF) defines the word position of each parameter in the
input multiplex and assigns a Link No./Parameter No. (LN/PN) to it. The LN/PN is the tag
used throughout the software system to identify the parameter. It is possible to assign
multiple LN/PN’s to a single word position. A parameter name, engineering units name,
and data type are defined in the file for each LN/PN. The allowable data types are analog
with no EU conversion, analog with a polynominal conversion, analog with table look-up
conversion and discrete data. For polynominal EU converted data a table of up to 23
polynominal coefficients is entered. For analog table look-ups a table of up to 23 decimal
count/EU value pairs is entered. Discrete parameters consisting of one to four adjacent bits
positioned anywhere within an input data word are allowable. For discrete data, a table of
decimal count versus alphanumeric identifers is entered.

The Alpha Format File (AFF) contains a definition of each CRT display page and the
parameters and header data displayed on it. An AFF may define up to 99 pages of display.
Each page is defined in terms of line number, field size and location, and field content.
Fields may contain parameter and unit names as defined in MDF, data values, time, data,
or header data defined during AFF creation.

The Data Select Files define which parameters are distributed to each of the four output
ports (data paths) of the pre-processor. Four Data Select files are created: Display Data
Select (DDS), Alarm Data Select (ADS), Graphic Data Select (GDS) and Record Data
Select (RDS). Each file contains the LN/PN of each parameter, the algorithms assigned
and the algorithm arguments. Algorithm arguments such as aperture size or limit values are
input as engineering unit values.

The Process Select Files define the processing to be performed on each parameter. Three
Process Select Files are created: Display Process Select (DPS), Alarm Process Select
(APS), and Graphic Process Select (GPS). The DPS file contains the LN/PN of each
parameter to be processed at Level 1. For each of these, the MPP’s to be performed are
identified in the sequence in which they are executed, along with the applicable argument
values. The identity of the DPP’s to be performed at Level 1 are identified along with the
output parameter identification, the input parameter identification, and the applicable
argument values. The same information is identified for Level 2 and Level 3. The GPS and
APS files define the processing performed on parameters assigned to the Graphic and



Alarm paths. They are similar to the DPS file except that only Level 1 processing is
defined.

SYSTEM OPERATION

The system pre-processor accepts 16 bit parallel input data from up to six input sources
and merges them along with syllablized time from a time code generator. The unit will
accept two’s complement, sign magnitude and offset binary data, provided all input
sources utilize a common word length. All data is normalized to offset binary prior to
algorithm processing.

The flow of data through the RTDMS as discussed below is illustrated in Figure 5.

Display Data

Parameters selected for the display data path may be pre-processed by any combination of
the interval dependent algorithms CSU, MMA, and NSE. The CSU algorithm performs a
cumulative summation over N sample periods and outputs the result as two 16 bit words.
The MMA algorithm outputs the maximum and minimum parameter values which occurred
during N samples. The NSE algorithm outputs the value of the Nth sequential sample.

This is the primary data which is processed and output to the CRT displays by the CPU.
The data is output from the preprocessor to the CPU memory buffers at the CRT update
rate via a force command issued from the CPU. The CRT update rate is a specifiable
system parameter and is under software control. The value of N for each algorithm is the
number of samples occurring within one CRT refresh interval.

The pre-processor Display data output port is a 32-bit wide Externally Specified Address
(ESA) port which outputs a 16 bit destination address tag in parallel with each 16 bit data
word. The data is output to a Buffered Data Channel (BDC) which is the DMA interface
to the processor. The BDC appends address bits 17 and 18 to construct the processor
memory address.

When the CPU issues a force command, the pre-processor dumps the following nine word
block of data through the Display Data port for each selected parameter:

• Current Value
• N, Number of Samples
• Cumulative Sum MSW
• Cumulative Sum LSW
• Maximum Value



• Minimum Value
• Minor Time Word
• Major Time Word #1
• Major Time Word #2

A nine word memory buffer is allocated for each Display path parameter. This buffer is
overwritten with current data once each CRT refresh period.

Display data processing takes place between CRT refreshes. The first processing step
picks up from the input buffers all parameters required by currently selected CRT display
pages and converts to engineering units in accordance with the conversion method defined
in the Measurement Data File. The converted data is stored in allocated locations in the
real time data base. Levels 1, 2, and 3 process strings defined in the Display Process
Select file pick-up input data from the data base and store results there for use by
subsequent processing levels or for display.

The CRT display task generates the static display data using the page format and header
data defined in AFF and the measurement and engineering unit names defined in MDF.
Actual data values are picked up from the data base each CRT refresh and displayed as
defined in AFF for the selected page.

Event and limit check data status is determined from event flags set by Alarm path
software.

Alarm Data

Parameters selected for the Alarm data path are pre-processed by one of the four
algorithms THX, BCH, BMA, and NBM. Analog parameters are limit checked by the
Threshold Crossing (THX) algorithm which compares all input data samples to the upper
and lower limits specified in the Alarm Data Select File. The algorithm outputs an in-limit
or out-of-limit status word each time the parameter crosses a limit threshold. Data words
containing packed discrete parameters may be scanned and output on any single bit change
using the Bit Change (BCH) algorithm or output on the occurrence or non-occurrence of
any selected bit pattern using the Bit Match (BMA) or No Bit Match (NBM) algorithms.
Only a single algorithm may be performed on any parameter in the Alarm data path.

Each time a parameter passes an algorithm, a five word block is output consisting of:

• Data ID Tag
• Current Value or Limit Status
• Minor Time



• Major Time Word #1
• Major Time Word #2

The Alarm data port is a 16 bit wide port which outputs data through a BDC to a cyclic
buffer. The buffer is checked for new data each CRT refresh or at buffer overflow. Only
data values entering the buffer since it was previously checked are read at each interrupt.

Any parameter blocks output by the pre-processor will be picked-up by the alarm
processing. Event flags are set for use by the Display path for every parameter selected for
the Alarm path. Alarm messages are formatted and output to the terminal and printer only
if so specified in the Alarm Data Select File.

Graphic Data

Graphic data is a selected set of measurements which is throughput along with time to the
processor. The data is used for displays such as chart recorders where continuous data
samples are required.

The pre-processor graphic data port is a 32 bit wide ESA port which outputs data and
address tags through a BDC in a manner identical to the Display data port.

The data consists of parameter values and time words, all throughput at time of
occurrence. The data and time words are loaded in a current value buffer which always
contains the most current value of the selected parameters as well as the most current time.
Data and time can be sampled from this buffer with a worst case interparameter correlation
error of one frame time.

The Graphic data path DAC process picks up the data values from the current value buffer
and scales the data based on the MDF EU conversion definition and the EU output range
specified for the channel in the Graphic Process Select File. The DAC process appends
two control words required by the DAC unit used and outputs the packet through a BDC
to the DAC unit.

Recorded Data

Any input parameter, regardless of its use for display, may be designated for mass storage.
During selection one of three compression algorithms may be specified for each parameter
- ZFN, DSL, or THR. ZFN stands for Zero-order, Fixed aperture, Non-redundant point
transmitted. The ZFN algorithm allows an aperture size to be selected for a parameter. The
algorithm will only output the parameter if it differs from the last value output by more
than the aperture value. The Delta Slope (DSL) algorithm is the same as ZFN except that



only the points which also indicate a slope change are output. The THR algorithm is
simple throughput.

Minor and major times words are merged with the recorded data. Minor time with a
resolution of one millisecond is compressed by outputting it only if one or more data words
have been passed since the last minor time was output. The two major time words are
always output once per second upon occurrence. All data and time words passed are
preceded by a data identification tag. The Record data port is a 16-bit wide port which
outputs data through a BDC DMA interface to conventional dual-cyclic buffers allocated
in processor memory.

The formatting operation is driven by block-end interrupts generated by the BDC when
each buffer is filled. The full buffer is picked up and written to mass storage using
RSX-11M I/O services while the other buffer is being filled. The buffer size allocated is
large enough that interrupt frequency and service time is not a problem. No parameter
processing is performed in the Record data path.

If desired, a header containing parameter descriptive data for all parameters selected for
Record may be written to mass storage prior to the start of real time acquisition. The
header records contain most of the MDF data including position in the multiplex, name,
units name, EU conversion tables, link number, and parameter number.

Initialization and Control

Initialization and control of the RTDMS is through a menu oriented control task which
provides the operator interface to the system. Six functions can be performed:

1) Build Real Time Tables - The setup files applicable to the upcoming run are
identified. All processor and pre-processor resident data tables and files are built
from the binary set-up files.

2) Parameter Options - Certain system variables such as CRT refresh rate, cyclic
buffer sizes, etc. are specified.

3) Load Real Time Tables - The processor and pre-processor resident tables are
loaded.

4) Write Data Base Record - If the parameter data base is desired on mass storage it
my be written.



5) Start Real Time - The data paths applicable to the current data run are selected and
real time operation is started.

6) Stop Real Time - Real time operation is stopped.

CONCLUSIONS

The RTDMS is a flexible system with capability to meet a number of real time
requirements. Because of its flexibility some consideration should be given to its
limitations. As data rates, number of parameters processed, and display requirements are
all increased the system throughput will ultimately become bound at one of three places:

1) Pre-processor - The pre-processor throughput is most impacted by very large
numbers of CRT display requirements. The algorithms used for the Display path
have the long est execution times.

2) Processor UNIBUS - The UNIBUS throughput is impacted most by high rate input
data which is formatted to mass storage. Use of a PDP-11 with a MASSBUS eases
this problem. Large numbers of Graphic parameters with high data rates also
impact UNIBUS throughput.

3) Processor - The processor is impacted most by the number and complexity of the
Display path processes and by the Graphic path data rates, parameter quantities,
and scaling requirements. The speed of the processor and hardware floating point
unit are critical.

The RTDMS has a great deal of capability which can be applied to real time problems. Its
resources, however, have limitations which must be considered in its application.



FIGURE 1.  CONVENTIONAL DATA SYSTEM

FIGURE 2.  COMPRESSED DATA SYSTEM



FIGURE 3  TYPICAL RTDMS CONFIGURATION



FIGURE 4.  DISPLAY DATA PROCESSING DATA FLOW EXAMPLE



FIGURE 5. RTDMS REAL TIME DATA FLOW
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ABSTRACT

Telemetry systems are becoming increasingly sophisticated and complex. At the same
time, economics is forcing the use of fewer and less technically skilled operators. This
paper suggests including human factors in systems design to better match system
characteristics with operator characteristics. It discusses why human factors should be
included in system design. It defines and discusses human factors.

Human factors specialists are the practitioners of the art and science of human factors
design. The art is in the experience and insight of the human factors specialists, and the
science is in his knowledge of the theoretical foundations of human factors. His knowledge
and experience is applied to telemetry system design at several places in the design effort.
Early in the requirements phase, human factors specialists identify the human factors
issues and establish man-machine interaction philosophy and human factors design
guidelines. During the design phase they assist the designers on the detailed design of the
man-machine interface. After and even during the design phase, the human factors
specialists evaluate the design with theoretical analysis. After delivery, they evaluate the
system in its operating environment using real operators.

INTRODUCTION

Telemetry systems are becoming more sophisticated and more complex. They are being
designed to accomplish more functions. They often handle higher data rates and more
sophisticated coding schemes. It is becoming convenient to embed computers within the
system to control the system configuration, to replace hardware units with software, and to
interface with communication systems. Telemetry system operators typically control the
system through the computer. This paper presents the need for including human factors in
the system design, defines human factors, characterizes human factors specialists, and
describes how the human factors specialists are integrated into the design effort.



HUMAN FACTORS

Before we discuss integrating human factors to systems design, we should develop an
understanding of human factors.

So Why Do We Need Human Factors in Telemetry System Design.

Human beings have an amazing ability to adapt to varying and different situations. So why
do we need to worry about people in the design of telemetry systems? Why can’t we
design our system for maximum performance, minimum cost, and fastest schedule, and let
the operators adapt to the system? There are several developments in recent times which
illustrate the fallacy of this approach and which emphasize the importance of human
factors.

1. Telemetry systems are becoming more complex. That implies that they are harder to
operate. Human factors are needed to ease that difficulty.

2. Economics is demanding reduced numbers of operators and lower-skilled operators.
No longer are talented and experienced, technician-level operators available in the
required numbers. Human factors are needed to adapt the telemetry system
operation to less-skilled operators.

3. Systems are becoming more critical. The consequences of system failure are often
very severe. System failures due to operator errors are not acceptable. Human
factors are needed to avoid error-prone systems.

4. Systems which are hard to operate, frustrating, or demeaning to the operator tend to
produce higher operator turnover rates than systems which are easier to use, less
frustrating, and user friendly. Human factors are needed to reduce the recruiting and
training costs and the reduced efficiencies due to operator turnover.

What are Human Factors

Human factors are the characteristics of the telemetry system that influence the operator’s
interaction with the system. For example, indicators that are remotely located from the
operator’s position and are hard to see can be thought of as an error-prone system
characteristic because they tend to cause operator errors. There are three general human
factors areas to consider in a system design. System characteristics which relate to the
operator’s physical characteristics or limitations are physical ergonomics. There are a
number of good handbooks(1) that cover these issues. It has been called human engineering
in the past and is often thought of when the term “human factors” is used. However, as



computer systems become pervasive in systems and the operator controls the system
through communications with the computer, the operator’s cognitive characteristics and
limitations become even more important. The limitations of his mental processing have a
greater effect on his performance in the system than his physical limitations. There is much
literature on this area but it tends to be psychologically oriented, and in journals and books
which are not familiar to engineers. There is no specific handbook for the guidance of
design engineers in this area which is called cognitive ergonomics(2). The third area of
interest in human factors might be called social ergonomics. It is the concern about the
affect technology has on social systems or human organizations. It is related to the
organization’s reaction to the systems, such as fear of the loss of jobs when highly
automated systems are considered. It is not likely that the system’s designers will feel
much responsibility in this area. However, the ultimate success of the system and the
economic well-being of the development organization may well rest on avoiding just such
social problems.

Why Can’t I Assign Human Factors to One of My Junior Engineers

Well, you can, but it is naive to think that a junior engineer can handle the job. The
knowledge and experience required is not trivial. It is not likely that he is qualified, or that
he is even interested. If the work must be done with existing personnel, it would probably
be more effective to assign a more senior engineer to do the human factors design -
someone who has been around long enough to experience the difficulties of poor human
engineering in system design - someone who has seen firsthand the horror stories of
systems that could not be used. He can apply his personal experience and his “common
sense” to the human factors design. After all , the common engineering wisdom is that
human factors is nothing more than plain “common sense”. This approach to human
factors design is somewhat less naive than the first one of using a junior engineer. If he is
so inclined, an engineer can apply apply his personal experience and common sense to the
human factors design, but it is hardly a systematic approach. Effective human factors
design requires more than “good common sense”, it requires skills, techniques, and
experience which are beyond that of most engineers and are not included in engineering
curricula. A human factors specialist is needed.

What Differentiates a Human Factors Specialist from a Design Engineer

There are three specific attributes which differentiate human factors specialists from design
engineers. They are:

1. A sensitivity to human factors issues.
2. Knowledge of the theoretical foundations of human factors.
3. Knowledge and experience in the methodology required by human factors.



Engineers are typically not senstive to human factors issues. A characteristic of engineers,
particularly new engineers, is that they tend to be almost completely absorbed by the
technology. They tend not to consider seriously the human operator of the equipment. The
engineer often looks upon the user or the operator as dumb and possibly even mean and
perverse if he dares to criticize the system’s operating characteristics. He feels that when
the operator commits errors, well, that is the operators fault not the system’s nor the
designer’s.

The human factors specialists are sensitive to human factors issues. He understands that a
system can be error-prone, that is, it can increase the probability of an operator error. And
he knows that in order to avoid an error-prone system, attention must be given to the
human factors issues. Human factors specialists are knowledgeable of the theoretical
foundations of human factors. The human factors body of knowledge is concerned with the
characteristics of the human operator. It attempts to understand which specific human
characteristics influence the interaction between the operator and the system. The elements
of this knowledge base comes from diverse fields. Much of it comes from psychology and
from the field of human communications. Management science is providing many valuable
insights into the operation of computer systems. Many concepts and techniques come from
the industrial engineering field. The human factors specialist must also be knowledgeable
in engineering and computer science for effective interaction with the designer. It is truly a
interdisciplinary field. From these various areas, the theoretic concepts and relationships
are pulled together to form a foundation for the practice of human factors engineering. It is
this theoretic foundation which provides a systematic approach to human factors
engineering and differentiates it from the “common sense” approach. As in any field of
endeavor, it pays to know what you are doing!

Human factors specialists are knowledgeable in the particular methodology that is required
in the human factors field. In order to give the engineer specific human factors design
assistance, human factors specialists must measure the operator’s characteristics.
Unfortunately, there are no meters that directly measure an operator’s ability level or his
individual attitude. However, there are ways of measuring his behavior with
questionnaires, surveys, interviews, and focus groups, which then allow skills and attitudes
to be inferred. Training and experience are required in order to develop surveys,
questionnaires, and interviews with minimum bias and maximum validity. Special care is
required to develop valid sampling strategies. And a thorough knowledge of inferential
statistics is required in order to obtain effective conclusions from the measured data.

I Know, I Will Just Ask The User

This approach is better than not considering the user at all. But it does have some serious
pitfalls. In the previous section, we discussed having a valid sampling strategy. Asking



one or a few operators who happen to be available is hardly a valid sampling technique.
The sampling should be random so that any member of the total operator population has an
equal chance of being chosen. Sufficient samples should be taken (users questioned) to
provide statistical power. Otherwise, the ability to draw inferences or conclusions from the
questionnaire data is limited. Also, it appears that users do not really know what they
want. The ability of most operators to think in terms of design abstractions (as designers
are trained to do) is severely limited (3) and this affects their ability to project their real
needs. So asking the user what he wants doesn’t appear to provide a good basis for design.
The user often doesn’t know what he wants, and limited sampling provides answers with
limited validity.

HOW ARE HUMAN FACTORS INTEGRATED INTO THE SYSTEM DESIGN
EFFORT

Once the concept of human factors has been accepted into the system design philosophy
and human factors specialists have been assigned to the project, the question remains -
How will the human factor’s specialists work with the design team?

Management Support

The credibility provided by full and clear management support is vital to the integration of
human factors into the design effort. Inclusion of human factors into a design effort is
costly. It costs the attention that the designers have to put on the human factors issues. It
costs additional design time, additional programming code, and often additional physical
resources. Human factors are issues which designers do not understand and which do not
seem important. Without firm management support, designers will tend to relegate human
factors to an ineffective minor role in the system development.

Conceptual Phase

During the conceptual phase, when the function requirements are being evaluated and the
design philosophy is unfolding, the human factors specialists are a part of the design team.
They evaluate the functional requirements and the candidate designs to determine the
human factors issues which will be important. At this time the intent is not to solve the
human factors problems but to identify them. Typical issues may be complex man-
computer interfaces, operator overloads, or possibly operator attention drifts. Different
issues will require different subsequent human factors support. The human factors support
plans are then integrated into the system development plans and schedules.

Another area that human factors specialists support is the allocation of system functions
between the machinery and the human.(4) System activity that is well structured and stable



in configuration is generally appropriate for the mechanical elements in the system. The
activities that are less structured or tend to change or evolve in time are usually more
appropriate for the human elements in the system. System designs that overemphasize
automatic operation may require an excessive or even unattainable design effort causing
schedule delays, cost overruns, and system reliability problems. System designs that over-
emphasize the human element, i.e., do not take advantage of automation, will have
excessive operating costs after delivery.

Including human factors specialists in the system conceptual development sets the tone for
human factors acceptance in the project, generates credibility, and lays the foundation for
effective human factors involvement. Project management that exclude human factors at
this stage by saying “We are not ready for human factors yet” are doing themselves a
disfavor. By the time they do allow the human factors specialists into the design teams, it
is too late for them to be effective in influencing potential error-prone system design.

Design Phase

During the design phase the human factors specialists provide:

Operator user analysis
Operator task analysis
Human factors guidelines
Human factors support and consulting Design Evaluation
Design review participation

The primary design responsibility of the human factors specialist is to determine the
system characteristics which will provide a system that best matches the operator
characteristics. These human factors are system characteristics that are the result of
specific design decisions. The human factors that are chosen are highly contingent. They
depend on many factors, but principally on the characteristics of the people that are using
the system and the tasks that they are responsible for accomplishing. Figure 1 llustrates
this dependency.

Figure 1



The job of the human factors specialist is to analyze the operator population and to analyze
the operator tasks, and from this information develop the human factors that are
appropriate. The operators may be characterized as well-trained or minimally trained,
typist or non-typist, or non-technical or engineering level as well as other ways. Typically
the tasks may be characterized as simple or complex, fast or slow, or attention-demanding
or boring. An understanding of the people and task characteristics allow the optimum
human oriented system characteristics (human factors) to be selected.

The people and the task analyses lead to human factors guidelines. These guidelines are
used by the system designers. The guidelines should be written and published as a
documented baseline for the human factors design activities. However, this kind of
documentation very seldom covers all the nuances required in real human factors designs.
Therefore, the human factors specialists should be continuously available during the design
phase to interpret the guidelines for the designer and for specific and detailed consultation
on human factors design issues.

In addition, the human factors specialists have an evaluation responsibility. They evaluate
the design as it develops, with the objective of identifying potential human factors
problems before they are encountered in operations. The human factors specialists works
closely with the designers to guide them in the human factors designs. They can tell them
when their designs have potential human factors problems and suggest alternatives.

The design review activity should have a human factors component. The design project
should present the human factors philosophy and rationale for the design review. The
design project should explain the trade-offs between human factors issues and other
constraints. The review board should have the capability to evaluate the system for an
adequate human factors philosophy.

Prototyping is the simulation of the system, particularly the mancomputer interface
dialogue, to test its interaction with real human operators. Prototyping is particularly
appropriate when there is some question about the validity of the theoretic basis on which
the human factors decisions were based. When the human factors decisions are extentions
of experience or research in another area, and the consequences are critical, trying the
human factors designs on a simulated system can be very valuable. The human factors
specialists will design the tests, determine the sampling strategy, check the test for validity,
run the tests, reduce the data, and evaluate the results.

System Test Phase

By the system tests it is unlikely that systems in which human factors were included would
have major human factors problems. Still, it is wise to include human factors tests in the



test sequence. There are several reasons for these tests: they validate the human factors
design and verify that the performance criteria have been met; they provide performance
data for the development of operational procedures; and they provide feedback to the
human factors specialists to aid in future design activities.

Implementation Phase

Human factors specialists can help with the implementation of the system into the user
organization. Many of the social ergonomic problems inherent in the implementation and
acceptance of new systems can be ameliorated with the experience and knowledge of
human factors specialists.

Post-Delivery Phase

It is a common understanding that the responsibility of the development organization ends
on system delivery. This is unfortunate, because regardless of the system specifications
and the system testing, it is not clear whether the system is successful, good, or even if it
works until it is being operated by the using organization. A human factors evaluation after
delivery and after the users have learned how to operate the system will provide valuable
information. It might be too late to influence the specific system. But very few systems are
delivered and forgotten. Typically, there is a continuing evolvement, and the human factors
evaluation data can be used in subsequent system updates to enhance the system usability.
User organizations serious about human factors will use the post-delivery human factors
evaluation as a basis for incentive payments to the development organizations. And finally,
the post-delivery evaluation allows the human factors specialists to verify and calibrate
their theoretic basis and their experience against the real world, with real operation, doing
real tasks, with the real system.

SOME THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

Human factors are just one issue in the system design process. They must be integrated
and balanced within the whole spectrum of design issues. It is the human factors
specialist’s responsibility to inform the project manager or design engineer about the
human factors ramifications of the system design. It is the project manager’s responsibility
to balance these consequences against other design criteria and constraints. The project
manager still has the responsibility for the complete system.

Human factors are costly. They cost in extra attention required of the management and the
engineering staff. When human factors are included in the system design they typically
require more resources, such as more program code, more memory, or more man-computer
interface equipment.



Human factors benefits are often difficult to quantize. We assume that the operation is
easier but it is not always clear just how much easier. Often human factors testing is
restricted in order to economize when it is the only way to develop the quantized values.

System designers are not sensitive to human factors issues. Leaving the human factors
design to the system designer’s “common sense” is tantamount to ignoring human factors
entirely.(5)

System designers tend to use themselves as the models for the operator when they consider
human factors issues.(5) This is a dangerous procedure because the designer’s
characteristics are usually very different from the operator’s characteristics. The designer
usually has more technical training and experience. He has an extensive, and at the same
time detailed, knowledge of the system, whereas the operator’s knowledge of the system is
limited and tends to be somewhat superficial. The designer sees the system in terms of its
internal working, whereas the operator sees the system in terms of its overall functional
operation. The designer is a poor model for the operator when considering human factors.

Users are not usually articulate in human factors issues. They are adept at identifying what
they don’t like about existing systems. Designers should listen to their complaints and use
that information when appropriate. However, user’s complaints tend to be vague and often
relate to symptoms of the problem rather than the problems directly. Human factors
specialists are needed to systematically address the human factors issues, separate out the
inappropriate data, and develop answers to the human factors problems.

CONCLUSIONS

Human factors are needed in telemetry system design to avoid operator error-prone
systems and to optimize operator performance. Human factors are more than the simple
application of “common sense”. They are the systematic application of a theoretic body of
knowledge using human factors methodology.

Human factors are highly dependent on the operator characteristics and the operator task
characteristics. Specific human factors recommendations depend on the specific user
analysis and operator task analysis.

System designers are inappropriate and ineffective applicators of human factors in systems
designs. They tend to see system human factors characteristics in their terms rather than
the operator’s terms. They are not trained in human factors knowledge and methodology.



Human factors specialists are needed to support the system designers in the applications of
human factors to system design because of their senstivitiy to human factors issues, their -
training, and their experience.

The human factors specialist should work very closely with the system designers for the
most effective application of human factors.
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A LOW-COST DISPLAY FOR SATELLITE MISSION PLANNING
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ABSTRACT

Current approaches for planning earth-viewing missions involve plotting and presenting
data in many different forms. This approach is time consuming and fails to combine the
necessary data (e.g., earth geomorphology, satellite viewing region, sun angles, and
meteorological effects) in a common frame of reference.

The mission analysis planning system (MAPS) pictorially displays, in color on a back-lit
screen, up to ten independent factors that influence mission decision making. Image
intensity is controlled independently, and images can be superimposed on one another. The
MAPS design is described, and some applications are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Planning of earth-observation missions involves analysis of many factors, including sun
angles, cloud cover, satellite location, viewing constraints, and geomorphology. Viewing
success is contingent upon many other mission-related factors such as communication with
ground stations, proximity to data verification sources (i.e., other satellites), and location
of areas directly related to the satellite mission objective (i.e., military areas of interest and
political or demographic regions). The schedule of viewing opportunities for a long-term
mission is best done with a computer program that verifies all viewing constraints and
mission requirements. While this schedule provides a baseline for all mission planning, it
defines only a point solution and fails to convey effectively visibility of the various orbital
and mission interrelationships. The required visibility can be obtained by a large screen
that graphically displays all the interactive mission elements. Thus the user can observe the
overall conditions and, on an interactive basis, make adjustments, experiment with other
conditions, and alter the baseline plan when more promising conditions are discoverd. In
addition, as conditions change throughout the mission (cloud cover, snow and ice,
objectives being accomplished, etc.), the display will permit evaluation of these changes



and development of new plans by the user. Although the requirements for this display
result from its application as a working analytic tool for missions planners, it can also
provide an excellent display of mission conditions for educational or briefing purposes.

Requirements

Planning an earth observation mission requires individuals expert in at least four areas:
phenomenology, meteorology, sensor analysis, and mission analysis. In addition, other
persons may be needed, such as a Spacecraft subsystem specialist for a particular
requirement. There may also be areas on the earth to be viewed in response to a particular
information need. This would require a person familiar with that requirement to work with
the mission planning team. Such planning would begin well in advance to sort through the
stategies and feasible approaches for the data requirements and continue as actual, final
real-time planning. Thus, the mission planning team is a multi-disciplinary team whose
function is to plan observation opportunities that maximize the desired objectives of the
viewing sensor, and concurrently, maximize the potential of successful data gathering.

A key element of the mission planning team is a large-screen display that is currently under
development at the Space Operations/Integration & Space Systems Division of Rockwell
International at Seal Beach, California. This display is known as the mission analysis
planning system (MAPS) and is being sponsored by company internal research and
development funds. MAPS can be used for all types of earth-observing satellite missions
and may find applications in other areas of military and civilian planning. An infrared
staring mosaic sensor that will fly on a satellite in 1983-84 will be the first application of
the MAPS display.

Development of the MAPS display focused on two basic objectives: (1) providing a
display that will be usable ad viewable by the mission planning team and (2) developing an
approach that provides the information in the best possible format needed by that team. In
other words, the goal was not to develop or exploit a particular area of display technology,
but to meet a well-defined need with limited resources and equipment.

Three key requirements guided the MAPS development process: information,
accessability, and registration.

Information--The primary reason for the display is to present the information required by
the mission planning team. Initially this consisted only of a simple world map with a
satellite ground trace overlay. It soon became apparent that geomorphic features were
needed on the map and that a field of view and time were needed on the ground trace. As
planning of mission scenarios progressed further requirements emerged. These are defined
in detail under “Information Presentation.” Finally the increasing number of information



types demanded development of specific techniques for their display. These techniques are
also covered in the Information Presentation section.

Accessability--To be effective, the MAPS display must be a working tool of the mission
planning team, not simply a static presentation of analysis results. It is to be a dynamic,
interactive device that responds to the team’s queries with portrayals of complex
situations. If the display is to be interactive with the MAPS, it must have the following
capabilities:

• It must be viewable to the team at all times. An individual standing in front of the
screen must not block out the image on the screen.

• Images must have quick recall. Studies have shown that individuals will not use a
system that does not respond promptly to queries. Loading of the data, computation,
and setup of displays must all be rapid.

• Control of images must be easy; i.e., complex computer commands must be avoided.
The use of joysticks, light pens, and analog controls is desirable.

Registration--The final major requirement was to combine all of the information on a
common format or coordinate system. One approach is to plot the trajectories on a set of
maps, observing LANDSAT photos and weather satellite photos and reading computer
printouts of tabulated observation points. This fractionated approach is inefficient and time
consuming and it often fails to uncover important relationships in the data. It was therefore
rejected, and the decision was made to map all the information onto the same projection.
Because the initial application involves observation of the northern hemisphere only, a
polar projection of the northern hemisphere was selected as the common format. Finally,
all of the images must be projected onto the display in the correct alignment--registration.
This, of course, ensures the technical accuracy of the information source.

With the key requirements established, an implementation approach was needed. A
number of approaches were considered, including:

• Computer CRT display
• Large-screen computer-driven display
• Plasma and liquid crystal displays
• Light tables
• Film image projection

While the selected approach relies primarily upon film image projection, it draws upon
most of the others in some way.



INFORMATION PRESENTATION

An initial requirement of the MAPS display was that the screen be visible and usable by
the mission planning team; thus the requirement to project the images onto the back side of
the screen. With this requirement established, a layout of an entire room was made,
containing the display, projecting equipment, support areas, and user areas (Figure 1).

Although MAPS was to serve primarily as a working tool, it can be seen from Figure 1
that it is a convient medium for large conference presentations.

The MAPS format resulted directly from the requirements previously described. Use of
film images for display resulted from the needs for rapid recall of information and
maximum information content. A high-resolution film image can be recalled in virtully zero
time, whereas a high-resolution cathode-ray-tube (CRT) picture may take several minutes.
In addition, even the most advanced CRT’s present orders of magnitude less information
and are orders of magnitude more expensive. Of course, the CRT offers greater flexibility,
with its image transformation and enchancement capability as compared to a film that
presents a static image. In the MAPS, 35-mm projectors and overhead projectors will be
used.

Several key features contribute to the effectiveness of the MAPS display: separate
projection; blacking out of irrelevant data; and using color. It’s impossible to sort out the
information when all images are presented simultaneously. Consequently, a separate
projector is provided for each, allowing independent selection and intensity control. Thus
only the desired combination of images appears and in the desired relative intensity.
Figure 2 shows two such independent images.

Blacking out the regions without information content allows images from other information
sources to predominate. The use of color increases the information content of the display
by more than an order of magnitude.

Many kinds of images may be found desirable for various applications. Those under
current consideration are:

1. Geomorphic map - contains terrestrial features such as vegetation and elevation,
keyed by color.

2. Specific area map - contains greater detail of the geomorphic map for a particular area
of interest (e.g., types of ice in the arctic region).



3. Outline map - shows only a clear geographic area against a black background, which
permits superposition of other images.

4. Satellite ground visibility region - region changes with each orbit about the earth, and
image rotates correspondingly.

5. Ground stations - outlines geographic locations in which the satellite can
communicate with the ground.

6. Geographic grid - shows latitude and longitude.

7. Site locations - presents outlines of specific locations of interest to the mission
planners.

8. Solar angle contours - defines sun elevation angles, day/night terminator, and local
times of day. Since these vary with time, as does the satellite ground visibility, the
image is rotated to correspond to the time of interest.

9. Cloud image - depicts cloud data as received from the geostationary observation
environmental satellite (GOES) (discussed further in the next section).

This is a minimum set of images for an earth-observing, satellite mission planning team;
others could be added for this and other applications.

SPECIAL PRESENTATION

Computer-Generated Images

While the MAPS display relies upon the film image as its primary source of information, a
general-purpose desk-top computer with CRT graphics is used to develop some of the film
images that constitute the MAPS primary source of information. A computer can perform
coordinate transformation and image processing with relative ease. An example is in
generation of images of snow and ice regions. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) publishes a weekly map defining snow-cover regions with
reflectivity as well as sea ice limits. This map can be entered into a computer with a
conventional digitizer such as a light pen or stylus board. The data can then be transformed
to the proper coordinate system that corresponds to the current application of MAPS. The
tranformed map is then displayed on a CRT, and a 35-mm picture is taken for subsequent
projection. Another powerful application of the computer is correcting for the inherent
distortion of the MAPS display.



Image Distortion Compensation--Since MAPS uses multiple, independently projected
images, distortion occurs when the projector line of sight is not normal to the screen. Two
approaches are available. One is to incorporate the correction in the computer-generated
image. A 35-mm slide is made of the image as it appears on the computer CRT. The
second approach is to incline the image with respect to the optics throught which it is
being projected. A 35-mm picture will then result in a distorted picture that again will be
corrected when it is projected. When the projector line of sight is not normal to the screen,
some of the image will be out of focus. In the current application, this effect is minimal.

Cloud Imaging--The presence of clouds can severely, impair data collection and in some
instances render the data completely worthless. In both military and civilian planning, the
forecasting of clouds and weather is a formidable but important task. One of MAPS major
features presents cloud images in real time.

The primary source of data is the NOAA satellite known as GOES. Two of these satellites
currently serve the western hemisphere: GOES East over southern Columbia, and GOES
West at 135 degrees west longitude in the eastern Pacific. Figure 3 illustrates their
composite viewing region.

The GOES transmits both visible and IR images of the earth twice an hour. The image data
are received at Suitland, Maryland, and sent to regional distribution centers. The public
has access to these data via a service known as a “GOES tap,” whereby an analog signal
of the cloud picture is received over a telephone line. Figure 4 illustrates the procedure for
receiving the signal and producing an image of the cloud.

The AM signal of the cloud image must first be demodulated to produce a line-by-line
analog voltage equivalent. The analog signal is digitized by an analog-to-digital (A/D)
converter, and the digital equivalent is stored in the computer. The computer performs the
necessary coordinate conversions so the final image is produced in the same projection as
all the other images used by MAPS. Thus an orthographic view from the equator, as taken
by GOES, can be tranformed to a polar projection of the northern hemisphere. The GOES
tap system produces one complete picture every half hour, as required by MAPS. As each
picture is assembled in the computer, a 35-mm slide is made of the transformed cloud
image. Thse slides can then be placed in separate projectors and sequenced to obtain cloud
motion animation. Besides the GOES tap, other satellites provide cloud image data. These
satellites are in polar orbits, which provide excellent views of cloud cover over the polar
regions, where the quality of the GOES cloud image data is considerably reduced. The
combination of these two sources of data ensures complete cloud information for MAPS.



Results

A MAPS prototype is under development at Rockwell International, Seal Beach,
California. Various projection techniques, color combinations, and planning concepts are
being evaluated. Figure 5 illustrates a typical display with three independently projected
images: northern hemisphere map, grid, and satellite ground track.

The satellite ground track (shown as a narrow diagonal stripe) represents the viewable
region of the earth for a specific orbital revolution. The mission planning team can study
this region and define the specific scenes to be viewed. The viewing of scenes can be
scheduled for efficient use of spacecraft resourcs (e.g., electrical power) and the time of
the mission planning team. The satellite ground track can be rotated to other positions of
interest to explore additional viewing possibilities. Image intensities can be adjusted to
create the desired mix. After the viewing schedule has been selected, the ground station
images can be studied to schedule the transfer of information to and from the satellite.

As discussed, the MAPS display of near-real-time cloud images is a significant
advancement in display technology. Figure 6 illustrates the approximate coverage of
GOES East, with an example of the cloud imagery. Reducing the intensity of the other
displayed images allows clouds of varying types to be observed. In addition, cloud motion
can be achieved by sequential selection of the projection devices.

The cloud animation, together with other meteorlogical data, will provide a forecasting
capability that will greatly facilitate the scheduling of observation opportunities.

Summary and Conclusions

The mission analysis planning system (MAPS) is a 36-square-foot back-lit screen system
currently under development at Rockwell Intenational. It has been effectively used in
advanced mission planning of earth observing satellites. Images presented on the screen
are derived from conventional map data as well as from computed data. The use of 35-mm
colored slides increases the information content of the display and provides an
aesthetically desirable presentation. Satellite viewing regions and sun conditions are
animated by rotating transparencies on overhead projectors. Cloud-cover animation is
achieved by sequencing 35-mm cloud-cover slides obtained by GOES’s. A simple panel
allows the user to select and position the images and control their intensity.



Figure 1 - Mission Analysis Planning System (MAPS) Control Center

Figure 2 - Two MAPS Images



Figure 3 - Approximate GOES Viewing Region



Figure 4-Cloud Image Production Block Diagram

Figure 5-MAPS Example Display

Figure 6-MAPS Display of Clouds
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ABSTRACT

The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) is controlled by a local computer
network of nine Digital PDP-11/70s and a Univac 1100/82. Distributed processing of
specific software tasks provides for high-speed response to time critical loop support, as
well as increased reliability and flexibility of the overall system. Man-machine interface,
spacecraft monitor/control and computer failover is supported by the distribution of tasks
to specific computers within the network. Altogether, the network support of TDRSS
makes possible tremendous increases in capability over conventional satellite ground
stations.

INTRODUCTION

The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System is a system of geosynchronous satellites
positioned at about 40EW longitude and 170EW longitude, with an on-orbit shared spare
positioned between the two. The satellites are controlled by a single ground station located
at White Sands, New Mexico. They are unique in that they perform many functions on
orbit which are normally limited to ground stations.

The system provides spacecraft users with services on a variety of frequencies and coding
schemes with the advantages of fast response time and near-global coverage (see Figures 1
and 2). Extremely accurate user tracking is available with K-band links but S-band may be
used if desired. Data relay and ranging services are also available. Thanks to the global
coverage, manned space flights (e.g., Shuttle) will have voice-link support without the
blackout periods now experienced.

The single ground station for TDRSS is a highly automated facility, unique in that many
typical spacecraft functions are performed on the ground (Figure 3). This design minimizes
spacecraft weight, yet maximizes its capabilities. The TDRSS ground station has
tremendous advantages over typical ground stations (see Figure 4).



THE TDRSS NETWORK

With the fast response times and large number of simultaneous services required, it was
necessary to distribute the data processing tasks in a local computer network.

Dedicated computers in the ground station can perform their tasks more quickly and
efficiently than a single, extremely large computer could. The functional breakdown of
tasks and computers is shown in Figure 5. In addition to the efficiency of distributed
processing, system reliability is increased by computer redundancy and automatic
“failover” to spare (backup) equipment.

Color graphics consoles provide the man-machine interface for control of the ground
station and satellites. Using software provided by TRW, an operator can monitor and
control a spacecraft (Figure 6) or keep track of ground station status (Figure 7). There are
twelve operator consoles, one for each TDRS satellite controller, and the remainder for
scheduling, ground terminal monitoring, and other activities.

The ground station software was designed with an emphasis on structured programming
techniques and modularity. This design complements and enhances the distribution of
functions to separate machines.

High order languages such as JOVIAL and FORTRAN are used for most tasks in the
ground station computers. Assembly language was used for extremely time-critical tasks.
For example, the Ground Communications Equipment data base is updated once per
second; this task is time-critical and is coded in assembly language.

One component of the software was created, in part, as a superset of the vendor software
the EXecutive CONtrol component, (EXCON). This portion of the software provides
operating system interfaces for the high order languages, and effectively enhances those
languages. EXCON software also performs functions to monitor network health, a function
vital to automatic equipment failover. Thus, if a computer proves to be unreliable, it can be
“failed over” to a warm standby computer (see Figure 8).

The applications tasks resident in each computer are dedicated to specific functions.
Special features of these components are enumerated below.

Within each Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) computer resides the TDRS
Operations component (T.O.). Providing telemetry and commanding functions to the
TDRS, each TT&C computer is dedicated to a single satellite. Telemetry mainframes are
processed twice per 1.024 second, and inter-computer messages containing changed
telemetry data are sent to other components for checkpointing (storage) and display



(Figure 6). Additionally, telemetry data are sent to the central computer for computations
of yaw estimation, momentum dumping, and other calculations. Spacecraft commands are
processed five times per second, with considerations such as antenna deadbeat intervals
and momentum wheel pre- and de-emphasis accounted for. During quiescent periods, the
only commands to the spacecraft are “keep-alive” commands, which prevent the necessity
of re-acquisition. Attitude determination for each TDRS is performed once per second
during active periods, to provide a reference point for TDRS-to-user spacecraft antenna
angles to be calculated and used for a service. The T.O. component dedicated to a TDRS
provides a central point for all commands going to the spacecraft.

The Ground Terminal Operations and Support (GTOS) component provides man-machine
interface with the computer network, as well as monitor and control of spacecraft and
ground station. It resides in the Segment Control (SC) computer. High resolution color
graphics consoles provide the actual man-machine interface. GTOS provides a command
language, with many data entries, depending on the function desired. As mentioned above,
ground station status or spacecraft parameters can be monitored in graphics display.

Early in the project, the color terminals were thought to be an unnecessary frill, and a
possible target for cost savings. However, after many man-hours at the consoles, it has
proven to be almost a necessity in reducing operator fatigue and boredom. Color also
serves as a highlighter for high interest items, and it enables tighter “packing” of displayed
data while maintaining readability. An operator at the color console can monitor the
ground station configuration for a service as well as transmit messages to NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center. Using the MMI software, a satellite controller may select warning
(yellow) or alarm (red) conditions to be indicated by bi-level telemetry flags or by
thresholds being exceeded on the spacecraft. For example, the operator might want to hear
an audible alarm if the earth is not present in an earth sensor scan or if the battery voltage
falls below a certain level (see Figure 9).

It is easy to perceive the complexity with only two machines dedicated to their tasks (one
for TT&C, one for MMI) but our ground station network is even more complex.
Remember that we have three TDRS on orbit, each of which is controlled by a separate
computer. The specialization of each machine requires an intricate message routing system
to ensure that the correct TDRS is being commanded or the user service is assigned to the
correct TDRS.

This message switching takes place in the Inter Processor Multiplexor, or IPM. All
intercomputer messages are routed through the IPM. This design relieves the other
processors from deciding where to send a message (they’ve got better things to do); they
merely send it to the IPM, and the software there switches the data to the appropriate
destination computer. Another task within the IPM monitors the intercomputer links



throughout the network. Thus, the IPM is primarily responsible for determining whether a
computer is operating in the network correctly, or needs to be failed over to a warm spare.

The external message interface to NASA is also in the IPM. An operator-generated
message to NASA (Figure 10) is routed through the IPM to NASA from the GTOS
software component (MMI). All NASA-bound messages, (for example, schedule order
rejections or tracking service data messages) go through this IPM interface.

The Inter Processor Multiplexor permits the other computers to perform their time-critical
tasks without needing to know what the rest of the network is doing. Thus, much greater
overall efficiency can be achieved with this design.

Within the network, there is a large, dual processor mainframe computer (UNIVAC
1100/82). The ground station can operate, though in a degraded mode, with only one of the
processors active. This computer is known as “CENTRAL”, and there are three software
functions active in it: User Service Support, TDRS Support, and the ubiquitous EXCON.
These three components are resident in the mainframe computer because of the fast I/O
and instruction speed needed for the highly complex tasks they must perform.

The User Service Support component supports services by scheduling the ground
equipment required for each service, initiating and maintaining the user links, and
configuring the TDRS antennae to support the service. With 300 racks of equipment,
scheduling and reserving the equipment necessary for a service is a complex task in itself.
Add to that the generation of ephemeris data for up to 100 user spacecraft and 4 TDRS
(done by TDRS Support software), computation of doppler compensation data and look
angles for the TDRS-user link, keeping track of up to 1200 requests in storage, with up to
76 simultaneous services and the task becomes mind-boggling. The need for a fast
computer is obvious in this case.

Network health is monitored by EXCON in the central computer. All vital TT&C data
throughout the network is “checkpointed” to central, which then can “re-load” the warm
standby TT&C with the checkpointed data in the event of failover. This is an extremely
time-critical task which requires very quick response.

The redundancy of computers ensures that the full network’s capabilities are retained even
if one of each functional computer goes down. Failover may be automatic or operator
initiated. Automatic failover occurs when certain errors are reported to Central, or when
handshakes with a computer stop. Operator-initiated failover may be used to free up a
computer for routine maintenance. Thus, the overall system reliability is enhanced by this
failover design.



Let us now trace a service through the system for a user.

• Thirty minutes (or up to 48 hours) prior to the start of service, NASA defines the
service and indicates start/stop times. Also, user signal characteristics are defined,
including doppler compensations for user frequencies and orbital dynamics.

• Software checks availability of the link and reserves the equipment, both on the
ground and in space.

• User ephemeris is computed.

• Just before service start, GCE and spacecraft antennae are commanded to the correct
configuration.

• Service is initiated.

• Tracking data (if desired) are collected and sent to NASA.

• If Forward link, commands are sent to user spacecraft “bent-pipe” style; if return,
telemetry or stored data is returned from the user spacecraft (also “bent-pipe”).

• Service is terminated; NASA is notified of the termination.

This sequence of events permits NASA to collect telemetry data from a lower orbit
satellite at any time, 24 hours a day. In fact, a service can last 24 hours if desired. For an
emergency service, the chain of events can take place as little as 5 minutes prior to service
start time. For a shuttle payload, the shuttle service can be reconfigured to a separate
payload service in only 15 seconds. These incredibly small response times could only be
possible with distributed processing of the time-critical functions.

The separate software functions can communicate efficiently and operate faster overall in
separate computers than a single computer would permit. Additionally, the failover design
enhances the system reliability.

CONCLUSION

Considering the TDRSS as a complete system, the comparison with a typical ground
station is quite impressive. Faster response times, simultaneous services and global
coverage were unheard of only a few years ago (see Figure 4). Combine these advantages
with the ease of maintaining a single ground station within our own political borders, and it
is easy to visualize TDRSS as the “ground station” of the future.



Figure 1.  System Concept

Figure 2.  Coverage Limits



• TRANSPARENT SATELLITE

• GROUND PERFORMS MANY USUAL SATELLITE FUNCTIONS 

- ATTITUDE CONTROL

- USER TRACKING

- ANTENNA POINTING

- K-BAND AUTOTRACK

• SOFTWARE PERFORMS MANY USUAL HARDWARE FUNCTIONS

Figure 3.  Unique System Characteristics

                    ITEM                    TYPICAL GROUND STATION TDRSS GROUND STATION

ACTIVE ANTENNAS
COMPUTERS
UPLINKS
DOWNLINKS
SERVICE LOAD
SERVICE TIME
NORMAL RESPONSE TIME
EMERGENCY RESPONSE
TIME
RECONFIGURATION TIME
EPHEMERIS
DETERMINATION
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
USER SIMULATION

1
1
1
2

5-20 PASSES/DAY
5-15 MINUTES/PASS
1 DAY
2 HOURS
2 HOURS
1/PASS
50 RACKS
N/A

6 GROUND, 26-TDRS
10

3-TDRS, 15-FORWARD
3-TDRS, 32-RETURN
-2500/DAY
1 MINUTE - 24 HOURS
 30 MINUTES
5 MINUTES
15 SEC - 5 MINUTES
3-TDRS, 100 USER S/C
300 RACKS

5

Figure 4.  Comparison of Ground Station Capability



Figure 5.  Computer Functional Breakdown

Figure 6.  TDRSS Computer Configuration



Figure 7.  Ground Station Data Display

Figure 8.  TDRSS Computer Configuration 



Figure 9.  Information List

Figure 10.  Message to NASA



ADVANCED 14/12 AND 30/20 GHz MULTIPLE BEAM
ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY FOR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES

C.C. Chen
TRW Defense and Space Systems Group

Redondo Beach, CA 90278

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses recent TRW advances in communications satellite antenna
technologies for the 14/12 and 30/20 GHz bands. The 14/12 GHz antenna system provides
15 or more high gain, low sidelobe spot beams for contiguous coverage of the CONUS for
point-to-point communications, or four contoured time zone beams for direct broadcast
service. A 2-meter offset reflector has been built and tested to demonstrate the frequency
reuse and beam isolation capabilities of the antenna. The 30/20 GHz antenna system
provides 10 to 20 fixed beams for large volume traffic trunking service and six
independently scanned beams for customer-premise-service within the CONUS. A proof-
of-concept model antenna for proving the technology feasibility is currently under
development.

INTRODUCTION

The capacity of present-day 6/4 GHz band communications satellite systems is constrained
by their 500 MHz allocated bandwidths and the 5 degree orbital spacing required to avoid
interference from terrestrial systems. Growing traffic mandates that future communications
satellites use higher frequency bands to increase their data transmission capacity. Higher
frequencies offer more bandwidth and permit multiple spot beams or shaped beams for
frequency reuse. Moreover, they allow narrow beamwidths for jamming protection and
provide high gain scanning beams for access to a large number of small users located in
urban and rural areas.

A reflector antenna is usually chosen for these multibeam applications because of its light
weight, low cost, wide bandwidth and design simplicity. Particularly in the millimeter
wave frequency range, it offers the advantages of low feed network loss and high
efficiency as compared with lens and array antennas.

This paper discusses some recent advances at TRW in the design and development of
multiple beam antennas for the 14/12 GHz and 30/20 GHz bands. Two types of antennas



are described: a 14/12 GHz system which provides a contiguous coverage of the
Continental United States (CONUS) with low sidelobe spot beams or contoured time zone
beams. The contiguous spot beam coverage system can be used for point-to-point
communications between any two points within CONUS, and the time zone coverage is
directed towards future direct broadcasting systems. The 30/20 GHz system provides 10 to
20 fixed beams for large volume traffic trunking service and six independently-scanned
beams for customer-premise-service (CPS). The antenna configuration considered
provides a combined multiple fixed and scanning beam capability by means of a simple
reflector antenna.

14/12 GHz CONTIGUOUS SPOT BEAM ANTENNA

Figure 1 shows a typical 15 contiguous spot beam antenna coverage of CONUS with the
circles representing the -6 dB contour from each respective beam peak. Also shown is a
separate beam at the northwest corner of CONUS for Alaskan coverage. The map is a
projection of CONUS as viewed from a geosynchronous orbit positioned at 98E west
longitude. The beams in the center row are elongated to reduce the beam crossover level.
Accordingly, the peak gain of these elliptical beams will be slightly lower than the circular
beams, but this will significantly improve coverage gain in the vicinity of the three beam
crossover.

To maximize frequency reuse, an arrangement of low sidelobe beams with an even-odd
frequency and polarization plan is shown in Figure 2. Both uplink and downlink frequency
bands are subdivided into even and odd channels within the allocated frequency band. All
beams in the same row transmit either even or odd frequency channels. Beams in the
adjacent rows are isolated by frequency separation. Beams of one polarization in a row are
interlaced with beams of the orthogonal polarization. Therefore each beam is isolated from
all the adjacent beams by either polarization orthogonality or frequency separation. All the
co-polarized co-channel beams are spaced approximately two beamwidths apart. Isolation
between these co-polarized, co-channel beams is accomplished by sidelobe control. As a
result, each beam can utilize one-half the available bandwidth for both uplink and
downlink commumications. This means that the same frequency spectrum can be reused
for every other beam in a high capacity communication system.

The main antenna design concerns for providing this type of coverage are:

1) Total number of antennas required for providing contiguous beam coverage and the
complexity of each antenna.

2) Gain variation within each spot beam coverage area, or gain in the vicinity of the
common crossover point of three-beam clusters.



3) Beam-to-beam isolation between co-polarized beams and orthogonally polarized
beams in the low gain area.

4) Total number of beams required to cover CONUS and the growth potential for more
users and more traffic.

Contiguous spot beams having -3 dB crossover can be obtained by a single offset reflector,
or lens, with multiple feeds at the expense of approximately 3 dB spillover loss and -17 dB
sidelobes. Sidelobe levels can be improved by increasing the feed diameter, resulting in
higher taper illumination of the reflector aperture and lower sidelobes. However,
increasing the size of the feed results in increased spacing between two adjacent beams.
For a -35 dB sidelobe design, the beam spacing approaches two beamwidths, even if the
multiple feed elements are closely packed in the focal plane of an offset reflector. As a
result, four conventional offset reflectors or lenses would be required for providing
contiguous spot beam coverage. During this study, a new concept was developed which
utilizes a wire grid subreflector as a polarization diplexer in an offset reflector to combine
or separate two orthogonally polarized signals. With this concept, the contiguous beam
coverage is accomplished by two reflectors.

Two identical reflector antennas and four sets of feed clusters are used to provide
contiguous spot beam coverage; one provides eight spot beams and the other nine spot
beams. One of the antennas, as shown in Figure 3, consists of a solid surface parabolic
reflector, one flat wire grid subreflector for polarization diplexing, and two orthogonally
polarized feed clusters located on both sides of the diplexing reflector. The feed clusters
located between the main and the subreflector consist of six vertically polarized feeds,
including Alaska, and the feed cluster located at the prime focus consists of three
horizontally polarized feeds. This antenna provides approximately one-half the CONUS
beams. Each spot beam is produced by a nine-horn array feed as shown in Figure 4. For
simplicity in design, all eight feeds, including the Hawaiian feed, are physically identical
except for the elliptical beam feeds which were achieved by changing the septum spacing
slightly in the three-way power divider. A second antenna in parallel with the first is used
to provide the unshaded portions of CONUS.

The experimental reflector antenna shown in Figure 3 has a projected aperture diameter of
198 cm with an axial focal length of 249 cm. The subreflector is a planar flat wire grid
measuring approximately 50 x 80 cm, etched on a Kevlar face sheet and supported by a
Kevlar honeycomb bandwidth structure.

To evaluate antenna performance, extensive tests were carried out. These included VSWR,
feed circuit loss, primary pattern, near-field measurement of the feed, far-field
measurements of the full scale antenna, and high power test of the feeds. Both principal



and cross-polarization pattern cuts and gain contours for all 17 beams (15 CONUS beams
plus two separate beams for Alaska and Hawaii) at 11.7, 11.95, 12.2, and 14.25 GHz were
taken at TRW’s 3000 meter antenna range at Capistrano, California.

A summary of measured antenna performance is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows a
complete set of the measured -3.5 and -6.0 dB gain contours at 11.95 GHz. Figure 7 shows
the measured -3.5 and -31.5 dB co-polarized co-channel which are produced by the feed
cluster located between the main and wire grid subreflector. This measured data indicates
that a six-times frequency reuse with a minimum beam isolation of 28 dB can be achieved.
The capacity of frequency reuse can be doubled by interlacing the orthogonally polarized
beams with the co-polarized beams in a row as shown in Figure 2. However, the measured
beam isolation degrades rapidly as the number of co-channel beams increases.

 14/12 GHz TIME ZONE CONTOURED BEAM ANTENNA

The design and development of four contiguous time zone coverages of CONUS are aimed
torwards future direct broadcast services in the U.S. The four time zones are covered by
four independently shaped beams produced by an offset paraboloid with a polarization grid
similar to the one shown in Figure 8. The Eastern and Mountain time zones are
horizontally polarized and fed by two separate array feeds located near the prime focus of
the paraboloid, while the Central and Pacific time zones are vertically polarized and fed by
two other array feeds in a Cassegrain-fed geometry. Beam isolation is obtained by
polarization diversity and spatial separation of low sidelobe beams. This system permits a
high gain antenna with four-times frequency reuse of the full available bandwidth within
CONUS. Due to smaller geographical coverage areas in the Eastern and Pacific time
zones, the antenna gains in these heavy rainfall areas are higher than the two inland zones.

The synthesis of a low sidelobe contoured beam can be treated as a two-dimensional
spatial filter problem. Each feed horn in a multi-element array produces a pencil beam in
the far field region of the offset reflector. The resultant gain contour of an offset reflector
with a multi-element array feed is a vector superposition of each individual pattern
contributed from each horn. The superposition theory as applied to this pattern synthesis
technique is extremely accurate if the offset reflector is free of feed blockage and mutual
coupling between horns. In practice, the mutual coupling is negligibly small if the size of
the feed horns is larger than one wavelength.

The Eastern time zone was selected for experimental demonstration, because of its
complicated beam shape as well as its off-axis scanned beam characteristics. The offset
parabolic reflector selected for this application has a focal length of 287 cm, and a
projected circular aperture of 228 cm diameter, which will produce a 0.64E beam from
each feed horn in the array for the 12 GHz band. Figure 8 shows the computer optimized



gain contours superimposed on a map as viewed from a synchronous orbit satellite at 90E
west longitude.

Figure 9 shows a 25-element feed cluster designed to provide a shaped beam best fixed to
the Eastern time zone. The feed network consists of 13 power dividers cascaded in three
stages. A short flexible waveguide section is used to interconnect each radiating element to
a beam forming network. This flexible waveguide section permits final phase adjustment
between the radiating elements. The feed operates from 11.7 to 14.5 GHz with a VSWR of
less than 1.2:1. Figure 10 compares the calculated and measured gain contours with a 0.86
scale (198 cm diameter) reflector. Note that the whole feed cluster is displaced from the
prime focus so that there is enough space in the focal region for the other co-polarized feed
cluster to be placed side-by-side with this feed to provide Mountain time zone coverage.

The concept of using a single offset reflector antenna to provide four time zone contoured
beams with simultaneous transmit and receive capabilities has been fully established by
fabricating and testing a breadboard Eastern time zone feed. A summary of the measured
antenna performance on this Eastern time zone feed is given in Figure 11. The peak cross-
polarized radiation is about 33 dB below the peak of the co-polarized contoured beam and
the highest sidelobe in the co-polarized Mountain time zone is about 35 dB below the main
beam peak. The feed network loss for a 25-element feed is less than 0.56 dB for this
breadboard model. Further reduction of the feed network loss can be achieved by
eliminating the flexible waveguide section and further shortening the overall waveguide
run in a flight hardware design.

30/20 GHz MULTIBEAM ANTENNA

The development of a 30/20 GHz spacecraft multi-beam antenna system for future satellite
communications is currently funded by NASA Lewis Research Center under the Advanced
Satellite Communication Program Office. The objective of this study is to perform
technology developments for a multibeam system which is capable of providing a number
of fixed and scanning beams from a geostationary communications satellite operating at the
30/20 GHz bands. The required antanna performance is shown in Figure 12. The emphasis
in the design is: (1) developing a single antenna for combined fixed beam trunking service
and scanning beam customer-premice-service (CPS), and (2) maximizing frequency reuse
and minimizing the feed complexity.

Figure 13 illustrate one of the antenna coverages contemplated for an operational satellite
communications system in the year 1990. There are 18 fixed beams for large volume traffic
trunking service interconnecting 20 cities scattered all over the U.S. This 20-city coverage
plan would provide approximately 20 percent of the total domestic traffic demand in the
U.S. The remaining 80 percent would be provided to the customer-premise-service



terminals by six independently scanned beams, each scanning within approximately one-
sixth of CONUS on a TDMA basis. The connectivities between the customer-premise-
service and fixed trunking beams are completed by an onboard processor. The proposed
frequency and coverage plans are:

1) The allocated 2.5 GHz bandwidth for both uplink and downlink is divided into five
subfrequency bands. Each subfrequency band has 500 MHz bandwidth.

2) CONUS coverage is divided into six sectors for six scanning beams. The selection of
these sector boundaries is arbitrary, depending on the traffic demand in each of the
sectors and the layout of fixed and scanning beam feeds.

3) Within the same scan sector, all fixed beams are co-polarized. Widely spaced beams
with good spatial isolation may operate at the same frequency, but closely spaced
beams have to operate at a different frequency to prevent mutual interference.

4) Fixed scanning beams in the same sector are orthogonally polarized and operated at
different frequencies. Thus they do not interfere with each other.

5) The respective fixed and scanning beams in adjacent sectors are orthogonally
polarized. Unless two scanning beams are steered to the vicinities of the same
boundary at the same instant, combined polarization and spatial isolation will provide
over 30 dB isolation between two scanning beams.

Figures 14a and b show the two reflector antenna configurations currently being
considered for this application. Both configurations utilize an offset main reflector and a
wire grid between the feeds and main reflector for polarization diplexing. Figure 14a
employs a double-layer hyperbolic subreflector. The front hyperbolic subreflector is
gridded and focuses to a point located on the right side of the paraboloidal axis, while the
solid subreflector in the back focuses to the left. Thus the vertical and horizontal feeds are
completely separated into two feed assemblies. Figure 14b employs a conventional offset
Cassegrain feed with a flat wire grid to separate the two orthogonally polarized signals.

Figure 15 shows a typical layout of a vertically polarized feed aperture for Eastern
CONUS coverage. There are three types of feed in this feed assembly: dual-mode conical
horns for widely spaced trunking beams, diplexed circular horn clusters for closely spaced
cities, and an array of square horns for scanning beams. Beam steering is accomplished by
variable power dividers and switches in the beam forming network. By redistributing the
power in the beam forming network, a narrow pencil beam can be scanned either
continuously or in step to any point within the scan sector.



The key technologies requiring development are: (1) an offset Cassegrain system for wide
angle scan beams, (2) a diplexed feed cluster for overlapping low sidelobe beams, (3) a
high power, fast switching variable power divider at 30/20 GHz, (4) a dual-polarization
subreflector for polarization diplexing, (5) multiple fixed and scan beam forming networks,
(6) low sidelobe and beam shaping techniques for reducing interference, and (7)
fabrication of a precision wire grid and large offset reflector. A proof-of-concept (POC)
model antenna is currently under fabrication to demonstrate the technology feasibility and
reduce the development risks for the proposed multibeam antenna system. The POC
antenna is designed to operate in the receive frequency band of 27.5 to 30 GHz and
provide 10 fixed beams for trunking and two independent scanning beams for customer-
premise-service applications.

CONCLUSIONS

The design and development of both spot beam and contoured beam antennas in the 14/12
GHz band represent some of the most advanced multibeam antennas developed today. The
antennas can be operated continuously from 11.7 to 14.5 GHz with a VSWR of less than
1.2:1, and with low sidelobe spot beams or shaped contoured beams for contiguous
coverage of CONUS. A full size 17-beam antenna system has been built and tested to
demonstrate the low sidelobe, contiguous coverage capabilities for frequency reuse. The
measured data is in excellent agreement with predicted antenna performance.

The 30/20 GHz multi-beam antenna currently under development features combined
multiple fixed and scanning beam capabilities for future satellite communications to
provide large volume traffic trunking service between major cities, and customer-premise-
service in both urban and rural areas on a TDMA basis.
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Figure 1. Contiguous Spot Beam Antenna Coverage
of CONUS (-6 dB Contour)

Figure 2. Frequency and Polarization Allocation
for Contiguous Spot Beam Coverage



Figure 3. 14/12 Ghz Contiguous Spot Beam Antenna
Providing Six Vertically Polarized Beams and
Three Horizontally Polarized Beams

Figure 4.  Low Sidelobe Nine-Horn Array Feed



MEASURED CAPABILITIES

DOWNLINK FREQUENCY 11.7 TO 12.2 GHZ

UPLINK FREQUENCY 14.0 TO 14.5 GHZ

POLARIZATION ORTHOGONAL LINEAR

COVERAGE CONTIGUOUS CONUS,
ALASKA AND HAWAII

NUMBER OF BEAMS 17 BEAMS

SIDE LOBE LEVEL - 36 dB AT BORESIGHT
-32 dB OFF BORESIGHT

CROSS POLARIZATION -32dB

BEAM CROSSOVER LEVEL -6dB FOR DOWNLINK
-8dB FOR UPLINK

BEAM ISOLATION TBD

FEED CIRCUIT LOSS < 0.20 dB

INPUT VSWR < 1.2:1

REFLECTOR DIAMETER 78 INCHES (200 CM)

POWER HANDLING CAPACITY 100 WATTS

Figure 5. CONUS Spot Beam Antenna Measured Performance



Figure 6. Measured Spot Beam Gain Contours
(-3.5 and -6.0 dB at 11.95 GHz)

Figure 7. Measured Co-Polarized Beam Contours Generated
by Feed Cluster No. 1, Vertical Polarization



Figure 8. Contoured Beam Antenna Calculated Coverage Map
of Geosynchronous Satellite at 98EEW

Figure 9. Ku-Band, 25-Element Feed Cluster
for Eastern Time Zone Coverage



Figure 10. Comparison of Calculated and Measured
Radiation Patterns



MEASURED CAPABILITY

DOWNLINK FREQUENCY 11.7 TO 12.2 GHz

UPLINK FREQUENCY 14.0 TO 14.5 GHz

POLARIZATION ORTHOGONAL LINEAR

COVERAGE AREA EASTERN TIME ZONE

MINIMUM COVERAGE GAIN 35dBI

COVERAGE GAIN VARIATION < 2.5dB FOR DOWNLINK
< 3.0 dB FOR UPLINK

SIDELOBE LEVEL -34.0 dB

CROSS POLARIZATION -32.0 dB

BEAM ISOLATION > 30dB

POWER HANDLING CAPACITY 100 WATTS

FEED CIRCUIT LOSS < 0.56 dB

VSWR < 1.2:1

REFLECTOR DIAMETER 90 INCHES (230 CM)

Figure 11. Time Zone Contoured Beam Antenna
Measured Performance



ANTENNA CONFIGURATION

TRUNKING CUSTOMER-PREMISE-SERVICE

FIXED BEAM
REFLECTOR OR

LENS TYPE

SCANNING BEAM
REFLECTOR OR

LENS TYPE

FIXED BEAM
REFLECTOR OR

LENS TYPE

ANTENNA SIZE ------------SHUTTLE COMPATIBLE------------

OPERATION FREQUENCY RANGE (GHz) DOWNLINK
UPLINK

17.7 TO 20.2
27.5 TO 30.0

17.7 TO 20.2
27.5 TO 30.0

17.7 TO 20.2
27.5 TO 30.0

NUMBER OF BEAMS OPERATIONAL 18 Tx
18 REC

6 TRANSMIT AND
6 RECEIVE

~ 100

DEMONSTRATION 10
(ANY 6 ACTIVE)

2 TRANSMIT AND
2 RECEIVE

N/A

MINIMUM GAIN (dB) 20 GHz
30 GHz

53
53

53
53

BANDWIDTH (MHz) 20 GHz
30 GHz

500
500

500
500

500
500

POLARIZATION DUAL LINEAR DUAL LINEAR DUAL LINEAR

C/I PERFORMANCE (dB) > 30 > 30 > 30

POINTING ACCURACY (DEGREES)
RELATIVE TO SPACECRAFT BUS

PITCH & ROLL
YAW

< 0.02
< 0.4

< 0.02
< 0.4

< 0.02
< 0.4

POWER/BEAM(EIRP)dBW 52-62 67-75 67-75

Figure 12. Operational and Demonstration Satellite Configurations
Multiple-Beam Antenna Specifications



Figure 13. 18 City Fixed Beam Trunking and Six Scanning Beam
CPS Antenna Coverage Scenario

Figure 14. 30/20 GHz Multiple Beam Antenna Configurations
for Combined Fixed and Scanning Beam Operation



Figure 15.   Layout of Vertically Polarized Feeds



PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNICATION SATELLITES IN THE 90’s

R. COIRAULT
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Noordwijk, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

New communication services are developing quite fast in Europe. At long term they will
certainly be handled mostly by a terrestrial network with satellite links to complement
when it is more cost effective.

Future satellite payloads shall thus be designed to meet new demands especially as regards
growing and fluctuating traffic patterns. Unfortunately, meaningful forecasts cannot be
made, as yet.

In this context, a payload technologies assessment exercise is presently being carried out
by ESA. The scarcity of data concerning the expected traffic has been compensated for by
the introduction of “pilot missions”. Although hypothetical they correspond to various
scenarios and provide the required system background.

This paper outlines the pilot missions characteristics and reviews the critical payload
technologies which are concerned and ought to be developed in order to meet the next
decades challenges.

The “pilot missions” include: an extensive provision of specialised services in the
11/14 GHz frequency range, a very high capacity service at 20/30 GHz for a
videocommunication application and a global service at L-Band for aeronautical, land and
maritime mobiles.

The associated technologies focus essentially on antennas and signal processors. The
antenna sub-system must generate high gain spot beams. Low sidelobes requirements are
also an essential characteristic in view of an efficient frequency re-use. Large reflectors
will be necessary, with possibly a deployment in orbit. Complex and active feed networks
will be implemented. On board signal processing represents another major break-through
in payload technologies. RF switching matrices could be the baseline for the specialized
services at 11/14 GHz. Regeneration with routing performed at baseband will be an



essential feature of the 20/30 GHz application. At L-Band a data bus concept is an
attractive approach.

INTRODUCTION

The interest for new communication services is growing in Europe and many plannification
offices, in national and international organisations, are now trying to define the most
suitable network(s) to support them.

The European telephony network is dense and covers almost every part of all the
countries. However its narrowband characteristics do not fit with the wideband
requirements of most of the new services envisaged for the next two decades. Alternative
technologies are being considered, in particular the implementation of optical techniques,
but this entails an enormous investment at European level. A high confidence in the
success of future markets becomes then the prerequisite to the development of advanced
networks. On the other hand, a market cannot really expand without an adequate network.

Satellite represent a rather elegant and cost effective way out of this dilemma. They have
inherent wideband capacity and a fast implementation time. They offer, at once, point to
point or multipoint connection within any part of the covered zone. These unique features
makes them ideal tools for the promotion and trials of news services. Eventually they can
provide the initial infrastructure for those which turned out to be successful, until a
(possible) cheaper network is set up. Such an approach is illustrated in Europe with the
impeding launch of the European Communication Satellite (ECS) that will embark a
‘Specialized Services’ package (1983), and of the French ‘Telecom-l’ satellite (1983).
These satellites will handle quite few channels and are of conventionnal design, using
mostly the technologies previously developed in other programmes (Symphonie, OTS..).
As the traffic grows, the space segment will have to have a much higher capacity while
keeping all flexibility. This will inevitably lead to different concepts and new payload
designs.

In this context, a payload technologies assessment exercise is presently being carried out
by ESA. The data concerning the traffic pattern and evolution of the future services are
rather scarce and cannot really be relied upon for the sizing of the required space segment.
In order to get round this problem, ‘pilot missions’ have been considered. Although they
do not necessarily correspond to planned ESA missions, they represent various possible
scenarios and offer a sound system background for a meaningful evaluation of the payload
technologies that would be required. Two of them are related to the fixed service and
another one to the mobile service. They are described hereafter as well as their associated
RF technologies.



THE SPECIALIZED SERVICES MISSION

It is an extension of the mission foreseen for the actual ECS and Telecom-1 satellites. A
possible time scale foe application would be the early 90’s. Typical applications are: low-
rate data transfer or medium rate facsimile at 9.6 kb/s; voice, data, high-speed facsimile at
32/64 kb/s; high-speed data, possibly low resolution video or users’ own multiplexed
traffic at 2Mb/s. Bit Error Rates(BER) better than 10-4 for 99.7 % of time and 10-6 for
99 % of time are specified for the voice and video links and they are better than 10-9 for
99.7 % of time and 10-12 for 99% of the time for data links between digital processors.
Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding is used to give detection and some correction of
errors but for highest overall quality an automatic request for repeat (ARQ) system is
offered for use upon detection of uncorrectable errors. In addition to encoding the data are
encrypted.

The satellite network is TDMA. It operates at 25 Mb/s with a frame length of 20 ms for
compatibility with earlier systems. It supports up to 50 channels; each requiring a
bandwidth of about 20 MHz.

To keep their costs down, the earth station antenna size is 4.5m. A reduction to 3 metres is
not thought desirable since stations will in any case carry concentrated traffic. Small-
aperture earth stations are also more difficult to coordinate.

The RF frequency bands are: 14/14.25 GHz for the up-link and 12.5/12.75 GHz for the
down-link. The spectrum available is thus 250 MHz, whereas 1 GHz is necessary for the
service, it must therefore be re-used at least 4 times. A typical link budget is presented in
table 1. It shows, in particular, that the satellite antenna gain must be higher than 34 dB in
the coverage (Western Europe). This implies that 20 to 25 spot beams are necessary, each
with a Half Power BeamWidth (HPBW) of about 1.12E. These beams are disposed in a
regular triangular lattice.

In one approach considered, each pencil beam covering one circular zone originates from a
cluster of 7 feeds. To achieve the required feed spacing and isolation, clusters for 2 beams
must share one or two elements, shared elements are then contributing to two or three
beams, at different frequencies. This solution enables low sidelobes levels (typically 30 dB
at few beamwidths) to be achieved. It requires an offset reflector of about 2 meters with a
complex feed array.

The distribution network and the RF sensing signal extraction from a few elements are
other critical elements. Apart from the complexity and losses of the feed network, a
drawback of this configuration is the large gain, and therefore flux, variations over the
coverage area (typically 6 to 10 dB).



Uplink 14 GHz

Earth station transmit power
Feeder losses
Antenna gain (4.5m) n = 55%
Pointing loss (0.1E)
Earth station EIRP
Space loss
Propagation margin (99.9% annual)
Satellite Rx antenna gain (eoc)
Satellite noise temp.
Satellite G/T
Uplink C/No

Uplink C/Io

Total Uplink C/(No + Io)

20.0 dBW
1 dB

53.8 dBi
1.1 dB

71.7 dBW
207.4 dB

3.0 dB
35 dBi
30 dBK
5 dB/K

94.9 dBHz
95.0 dBHz
91.9 dBHz

Downlink 12.5 GHz

Satellite transmit power (6.3W)
Feeder loss
Satellite Tx antenna gain (eoc)
Satellite EIRP
Space loss
Propagation loss (99.9% annual)
Earth station receive gain
Pointing loss
Earth station receive system temp.
Downlink C/No

Downlink C/Io

Overall C/(No + Io)
E/No (Theoretical , 10-6 b.e.r.)
Symbol rate (25 Mb/s) 
Implementation “Margin” 

13 dBW
1 dB

34 dBi
46 dBW

206.4 dB
2.0 dB

53 dBi
1.0 dB

27 dBK
91.2 dBHz
95.0 dBHz
87.6 dBHz
11.6 dBHz
71 dBHz
5 dB

Table 1:  Typical link budget for a specialised services mission

A second approach consists of using a set of contoured/shaped beams originating from a
larger aperture (typically 4 meters). Each beam is also generated from a cluster of feeds
but larger than previously. Peripheral elements of the feed cluster are also shared between
two or more beams. The advantage of this configuration is that the gain (flux) over the
coverage area has lesser variations. Problems of feed complexity and losses still exist,
aberrations due to large element beam scanning are increased.



In either case it is difficult to optimise the feed elements for both transmit and receive (and
for some of them, for RF Sensing as well !).

Polarisation sensitive reflectors are also considered to ease the problem of frequency re-
use.

All the elements making up the antenna sub-system are being studied by the European
industry under ESA contracts.

The connection between up- and down-links beams is a new problem for the payload. It is
assumed for the present that the switching is done at RF. The matrix is narrow-band in the
sense that it is designed basically to pass one TDMA signal bandwidth. Appropriate on-
board local oscillator frequencies must therefore be provided. However the advantages of
using some wider-band links is retained for consideration.

The simplest concept considered is a full n x n crossbar switch connecting a single output
with a single input at any given setting. It is necessary only to ensure that the switch matrix
is matched to the input and output on an individual crosspoint basis. An attractive
possibility is to implement the matrix as a monolithic GaAs FET device. Only operating
crosspoints (i.e. “ON”) would absorb power, perhaps 50mW or less each, and only n of
these would be ON at any time. Switching could be very fast, in the order of a hundred
picoseconds. This is a very simple topology but it offers only limited possibilities for
redundancy arrangements. In addition to the “single connection” arrangement it is quite
likely that “broadcast” and collect” modes will be desired, for example for synchronisation
or conferencing. In this case N cross-points must be matched typically. These require N
N-way dividers and combiners at the input and output of the switch matrix respectively,
with associated losses. The complexity of doing this is to be traded-off against other
methods of achieving full connectivity.

The switching arrangements to improve redundancy possibilities is the subject of a special
studies, (where the device manufacturers are associated from the earliest design stages),
aiming at the selection of possible configurations.

Antennas and RF switching are thus the two critical sub-systems of the payload. It is not
anticipated that other RF elements would need special attention, the figures of table 1
indicate, in particular, that the level of RF power (20W per channel) and noise temperature
are in the range of the present state of the art, as well as the requirements for the Local
Oscillators.



THE VIDEOCOMMUNICATION MISSION

This mission represents, in fact, the provision of wideband services to a vast community of
users scattered throughout Western Europe. Its operational implementation could be in the
late 90’s. For convenience, an elementary channel has been defined. It is characterised by
a bit rate of 8.5 Mb/s and a QPSK modulation with an efficiency of about 1.2 b/s/Hz,
which implies a RF bandwidth of 7 MHz, with some guardbands. Such a channel is meant
to be typical for the transmission of colour TV images, after suitable signal compression,
in view of a teleconference application.

The total traffic considered is 1000 (elementary) channels. Half of them being processed
through 10 to 15 large stations, in well defined places, and acting as concentrators between
local (optical) loops and the satellite. The second half (i.e. 500 channels) is for the traffic
with small and cheap ground stations (located on the user’s premises), in principle
anywhere in the coverage.

In view of the large RF bandwidth required (about 7 GHz), it is necessary to have the RF
carriers in the Ka bands, i.e. 27.5-30 GHz in the up-link and 18.1-20.2 GHz in the down-
link.

In the up-links, two cases are considered: for the large stations, 55 elementary channels
arriving from the local network are Time Division Multiplexed (TDM), onto a RF carrier
giving thus a transmitted bit rate of about 480 Mb/s. These stations access then the satellite
in a FDMA mode. The small stations access the satellite in a Single Channel Per Carrier
(SCPC) mode with a bit rate of 8.5 Mb/s.

The signals are then demodulated in the satellite and routed towards their assigned down-
link beam (i.e. the traffics for large and small stations can be mixed in the satellite), where
they are suitably remodulated.

In the down-links to the large stations elementary channels are again TDM in blocks of 55,
and to the small stations they are TDM in blocks of 5 in order to simplify somewhat the
RF amplification sub-system.

This on-board regeneration makes the up- and down-links performances independent.

All transmissions are digital and a QPSK modulation scheme is assumed. A BER better
than 10-4 is assumed for the overall transmission, this is equivalent to a ratio of Energy per
bit over Noise density (Eb/No) of 12.7 dB. The average atmospheric attenuation is 12 dB in
the up-link and 5.6 dB in the down-link. The large stations have an antenna gain of 60 dB
(Reflector diametre of 8m), with satellite tracking but no RF power control. The small



stations have an antenna gain of 50 dB (diameter of 2.5m), no satellite tracking and no
power control.

The ratio of the ground stations gains is 10 dB but this is also the ratio of the bit rates,
therefore the satellite antenna gain can be the same for types of traffics. Its value is 46 dB
in the coverage. This corresponds to spot beams having a HPBW of .25E and a minimum
beams separation of also . 25E if the beams are disposed in a regular pattern with a
triangular lattice. Figure 1. shows a typical European coverage where more than 100
beams are necessary to provide the service.

Figure 1.  TYPICAL EUROPEAN COVERAGE IN THE Ka BAND

As for the specialized services mission, frequency must be re-used and therefore a tight
control of the sidelobes level is necessary. A (dual) offset reflector system is the concept
presently considered. The diameter of the main reflector is about 4m.

Transmit and receive are done with independent antenna subsystems. The large and small
stations traffics are handled on orthogonal polarisations. The feed network is very complex
with the spot beams generation requiring clusters of feeds. In one approach, separate feeds
networks are considered for the two traffics and a polarisation sensitive subreflector
enables the illumination of the same main reflector. An other approach is to have 



orthomode transducers in the feed common to both traffics, the antenna itself is simplified
but at the expenses of the feed network.

Before embarking in a full scale development programme, preliminary activities have been
initiated on the critical antenna parts, both at electrical and mechanical level. Figure 2
shows, for example, the breadboard of a 21 elements offset (2.5m) reflector antenna on an
outdoor test range. Beam pointing techniques are also the subject of detailed studies.

Figure 2.  21 elements offset antenna in the Ka band



Although moderate average values have been considered for the atmospheric attenuation,
much higher values could occur for short periods. Studies are therefore carried out in order
to refine the propagation models in Europe, since this could have a strong impact on the
repeater designs, for example adaptive links might be neccessary in some beams.

The large number of channels to be handled (1000) by the satellite makes signal
processing a key subsytem of this mission. After preliminary trade-offs, a solution with a
on board regeneration has been retained. The independence of the up- and down-links is
rather interesting in a system with a high level of interferences. Fast developments in
integration technologies (VLSI) make it possible to consider that processors can be
manufactured with the levels of DC consumption, mass and reliability which are required
for satellites.

As for the antenna, partial studies have been undertaken before considering a full scale
development. For example, a contract for the analysis of a 16x16 baseband matrix has
been placed by ESA. The bit rate specified is 120 Mb/s. Figure 3. shows its block-
diagram. Emphasis is also put on the improvement of modulators and demodulators
performances which show, at the moment, a too high power consumption to be seriously
considered in a very high capacity space segment.

Other units, although from a more conventional design, are also critical. The low noise
receiver where a typical noise figure of 3 to 4 dB must be achieved, (whereas the actual
state of the art is 7 to 8 dB). A development programme is presently running with GaAs
FET. The RF power amplifier shall provide about 30 watt RF per carrier. This is well
within the capabilities of the TWTA’s technology but Solid State Amplifiers (SSA) are
also under consideration especially for the configurations where the same feed can be used
for the generation of several beams. GaAs FET offer interesting prospects and are being
characterized.

The high number of feeds and their close spacing will put stringent mechanical, thermal
and packaging constraints on the RF amplifiers and the output filters. For the latter,
dielectric resonator technologies represent an attractive solution.

THE NARROWBAND MISSION

This mission outlines the superiority of satellites to provide services to mobile users. It can
be considered as one or two steps beyond the system that Inmarsat is setting up. It is
addressing a large category of users (maritime, aeronautical and terrestrial) which would
be satisfied with a service quality lesser than with Inmarsat. Of course the terminals are
less performing but they are cheaper. These sort of service’s, all digital, comprise voice
transmission at less than 10kb/s (as would be posssible with, for example, hybrid 



Figure 3.  16x16 baseband matrix- 120 Mb/s

vocoders), and telex at low (1.2 kb/s) bit rate. The bandwidth required for a channel is
therefore small. The mobile terminal performance is characterized by a low G/T (between
-19 and -24 dB/EK) and EIRP (12 to 15 dBW). The antenna gain is in the order of 0 to 4
dB, which means that the multipath signal is not discriminated as this level and protection
must be achieved by modulation and coding.

Simulation facilities, with a minicomputer and its peripheral equipment (array processor
etc...) is being set up in ESTEC to enable the evaluation of different modulation and
coding schemes efficiency in this multipath environment. Vocoders, modems and codec
are simulated in the computer and an external multipath simulator will be connected to it to
represent various channel conditions.

The coverage is global and the satellite is located at a suitable position for the three
services (maritime, aeronautical, land). A link budget analysis indicates that, at L-Band,
the satellite antenna gain must be greater than 35 dB to have an acceptable transmission.



The approach presently under consideration to generate the beams (beamwidth in the order
of 1 to 2E) is an ‘imaging’ system where a large reflector, diameter of 10 to 12m, is
properly excited by a planar phased array with some 61 elements. Work has already been
done in the field of phased arrays (the figure 4 shows a 19 beams 18 elements
configuration designed for direct radiation) and most of the RF technologies are considered
well mastered. The essential part of the activities is therefore concentrated on the
mechanical aspects of the reflector and sub-reflector.

Figure 4.  Phased array antenna at L-Band

In the forward link, ground stations access the satellite in TDMA or FDMA. The signals
are demodulated and connected to a data bus which routs them to their dedicated down
link beam. In the return link, the mobiles access the satellite in a SCPC mode. All the
signals are demodulated at once and connected via another data bus to modulators for the
feeder links. Work is already progressing for the beam forming networks and a feasibility
study has been undertaken for the digital multicarrier demodulator. It is planned to start
investigations on the data bus concept after the first conclusions of the simulations
mentioned previously.



CONCLUSION

The assessment of the payload technologies that will be needed in the next two decades
indicate clearly that, whatever the services considered, the satellite will have to generate
high gain spot beams. This will be necessary not only because small stations will partake
in these services but also to enable an expansion of the available RF spectrum by
frequency re-use. The beam interconnection that results is a second new and key feature of
future satellite payloads.

In all these critical areas, ESA has undertaken preliminary studies in order to evaluate the
feasibility of some advanced designs and to refine, in the course of 1982, the objectives of
its R & D programme.
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spectrum, this paper uses the term EHF to refer to all potential satellite communications
frequencies in the 17-to-45 Ghz range.
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ABSTRACT

The planners of military and commercial satellite communications (SATCOM) systems for
the 1980’s are considering the use of the Extremely High Frequency (EHF) band,
especially those allocations from 17- to-45 GHz1. The wide bandwidths available at EHF
can be used for higher capacity systems to meet projected future service requirements and
for spread spectrum modulation techniques for interference rejection and/or multiple
access purposes. Evolution into these higher frequencies also offers the opportunity to
develop systems and signalling structures which are functionally common across multiple
user communities. Such techniques provide interoperability possibilities while allowing
more efficient use of space assets and minimizing the number of unique terminal
developments.

Due to user-platform space and prime power limitations as well as to terminal production,
installation, and maintenance costs for large user populations, it is also important that EHF
system configurations accommodate small, low-power terminals. One such approach
involves departing from traditional SATCOM designs by incorporating increased satellite
sophistication for reduced terminal size and complexity requirements. The associated
spacecraft would employ advanced technologies such as uplink antenna discrimination.,
on-board signal processing, and downlink beamhopping.
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This paper presents some system configuration options for providing EHF service to
mobile terminals and indicates implementation possibilities for the major spaccraft payload
subsystems, with emphasis on some configuration options for the on-board signal
processing unit.
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ABSTRACT

A beam-hopping system utilizing a phased array and solid-state power amplifiers has
previously been introduced for application in EHF communications satellites. The
performance of a 5-bit P-I-N-diode phase shifter developed for use at 20 to 21-GHz is
presented. The development and characterization of 0.5-W K-band GaAs MESFETs is
discussed together with their performance capability. The performance of experimental
amplifier designs is included.

INTRODUCTION

The advantages of EHF satellite communications systems have been recognized for several
years. EHF systems have the potential capability to provide secure communications to
large numbers of users over diverse regions of the globe. The advantages of EHF
communications systems include the ability to use small antenna apertures and/or low-
power transmitters to achieve adequate link-margins.

In order to realize the theoretical advantages inherent in EHF satellite communications
systems, the requisite supporting-hardware technology must be developed to provide long-
life, reliable systems.

MIT Lincoln Laboratory is continuing to support the development of relevant EHF
technology. A concept which is presently being studied (1) includes a 20-GHz beam-
hopped transmitting system for the downlink. This paper is an update on progress in the
development of components for the beam-hopped downlink. Figure 1 shows an artist’s
conception of the downlink transmitter. Major components of the downlink include a



32-element array antenna. The antenna is fed by 32, 0.4-to-0.6-W solid-state amplifier
modules. Beam hopping is accomplished by shifting the relative phases of the amplifier
input signals with 32, P-I-N-diode phase shifters.

Four 5-bit P-I-N-diode phase shifters have been delivered to Lincoln Laboratory which
meet the basic electrical requirements of the program. A discussion of the design and
measured performance of these phase shifters is reported here.

In addition to phase shifters, Lincoln Laboratory is also sponsoring development of power
GaAs FETs for operation at 20 to 21 GHz. A contract for the development of 0.5-W
power MESFETs has recently been completed (2), and further FET development programs
are currently in progress. The characterization techniques being used at 21 GHz are
discussed, and the measured performance of 0.5-W power FETs is presented. Finally, the
design and performance of experimental amplifier modules is reported.

PHASE SHIFTERS

The architecture of a system utilizing a solid-state downlink transmitter in a 32-element
phased array at K-band required the development of phase shifters. The two most
prominent types of phase shifters are either ferrite or P-I-N-diode. P-I-N-diode phase
shifters were chosen since they require less DC power than a ferrite phase shifter at the
proposed switching rates, and they can be constructed lighter in weight. Less desirable
characteristics, such as higher insertion loss and higher VSWR, were acceptable
compromises. The system design places the phase shifters at the input of the transmitters,
where the low power level is compatible with P-I-N diode units and minimizes the
significance of their insertion loss. The phase-shifter specifications are shown in Table I.

At the outset there were no existing phase-shifter designs, available at EHF, meeting the
system requirements. The units reported on here were designed and built by the Aerospace
Electronic Systems Department of the General Electric Company in Utica, New York.

The 5-bit diode phase shifter was designed for performance in the 20-to-21-GHz band.
The circuit was fabricated on a suspended quartz substrate and utilizes suspended
stripline-to-waveguide transitions at the input and output interfaces.

The phase shifter incorporates a combination of bit designs (shown in Figure 2) arranged
from left-to-right in order of decreasing bit size. The 180E and 90E bits are two-branch
hybrid-coupled circuit designs. The 45E, 22.5E and 11.25E bits are loaded-line sections.
Each bit uses two Hewlett-Packard beam-lead P-I-N diodes, Type HPND-4001.



TABLE I
PHASE-SHIFTER SPECIFICATIONS AND PERFORMANCE.

Parameter Specifications Performance

Frequency (GHz)
Center Frequency (GHz)
Bandwidth (%)
VSWR
Insertion Loss (dB)
Maximum Power Level (mW)
Resolution (Bits)
Phase Steps (Degrees)
Total Phase Shift (Degrees)
Phase Error (Degrees)
Switching Speed (µsec)
Logic Interface Levels
DC Power (W)
Dimensions (in)
Mass (g)
Connectors

20 - 21
20.5

5
1.5:1*

3.0
10
5

11.25
360
5*

<0.5
TTL

No Spec
3 x 3 x 1.5
No Spec

UG 595/U

19.5 - 21.5
20.5
10

1.7:1 Average
3.5 ± 0.5

10
5

11.25
360
<5

<0.1
TTL
0.25

2.5 x 2.5 x 1
140.9

UG 595/U

* Best Effort

The waveguide transitions have two unique features which are worth noting. First, the
probes extending into the waveguide consist of meandering narrow lines printed on the
quartz substrate. It was found empirically that a narrow-width probe had good VSWR at
the low end of K-Band, but had narrowband performance. A wide probe performed well at
the high end of the waveguide band, but also had narrow bandwidth. The meandering-
narrow-line probe has some of the desirable properties of both, providing wider-bandwidth
operation.

The second unique feature of the transition is the printed-waveguide short. It consists of a
large printed pad 8/4 in width, extending across the guide approximately 8/4 behind the
probe. The advantage of using a printed short is that it makes machining and substrate-
position tolerances less critical. A development model of the phase shifter is shown in
Figure 3. Outer dimensions are 2 1/2 in. x 1 1/2 in. x 1 in. and weight is 4 oz. The
maximum DC power requirement is 0.25 W, and control inputs are TTL-logic compatible.

The data shown in Figure 4 summarizes the performance for all 32 phase states over the
band 19.5 to 21.5 GHz. The insertion loss of 3.5 ± 0.5 dB shown in the 20 to 21-GHz



band includes the transition losses. The worst-case VSWR is 1.5:1 at band-center,
increasing to 1.7:1 at the lower band edge. The phase-response data shows that equally
spaced steps of 11.25E have generally been achieved over a 10% bandwidth of 19.5 to
21.5 GHz.

The development of these units represents the first time that a high-performance P-I-N-
diode phase shifter has been achieved above 20 GHz. Furthermore, it has been shown that
a suspended quartz substrate can be employed effectively to reduce circuit losses in a
P-I-N-diode phase shifter. Also, the unique meandering-narrow-line transitions and
waveguide short are a novel approach which may have applications in other suspended
substrate-to-waveguide transitions. Further development is planned to produce in-line
waveguide transitions, reduce weight, and reduce DC power consumption.

TRANSISTOR DEVELOPMENT

A K-band field-effect-transistor development program was initiated in mid-1979 to
produce FETs for use in power amplifier stages of a satellite transmitter. Additional
programs were begun in 1980 to achieve further improvements in performance. The
specifications and status of these development efforts are summarized in Table II. The
initial program requirement for 0.5-W power output at 15% power-added efficiency and
4.0-dB gain was achieved, and this phase of development was completed in August 1980
(3). A follow-on program to double the power output capability of the 0.5-W FET is
presently in progress, together with three additional development programs to achieve high
gain (8 to 10 dB) at the 100-mW power level. The 1-W and 100-mW programs are
scheduled for completion in 1981.

TABLE II
K-BAND FET DEVELOPMENT

I II III

Specifications At 21 GHz Goal Minimum Goal Minimum Goal Minimum

Power Output (W)
Power-Added Efficiency (%)
Gain (dB)

1.0
20

5.0

0.5
15

4.0

--
20

5.0

1.0
15

4.0

--
20
10

0.1
--
8

Channel Temperature Rise (EC)
Deliverables (number)

< 100
50

< 100
60

< 100
100

Status Completed
August 1980

In Progress In Progress



The K-band gallium-arsenide MESFET developed during the initial program is shown in
Figure 5. It employs a flip-chip configuration, self-aligned gates, and plated sources to
make ground connections (2). Sixteen gates with lengths of either 1.0 µm or 0.7 µm
provide a total gate periphery of 1200 µm. The transistor chip is mounted on a metal base
(chip carrier) which includes alumina standoffs and leads to provide ease of installation in
circuitry. This transistor typically exhibits a pinchoff of . 7 V, saturation current of . 350
mA, and low thermal resistance (# 15EC/W as measured by an IR radiometric
microscope), which makes it an excellent candidate for high-reliability applications.

CHARACTERIZATION OF POWER MESFETS

Power MESFETs generally exhibit distinctly non-linear behavior at the power levels
encountered during normal operation. Consequently, small-signal characterization
techniques have limited usefulness since the validity of small-signal measurements is based
on the assumption that the FET can be modeled as a linear two-port device. For this
reason, large-signal characterization techniques have been developed which allow the
device characteristics to be measured under conditions more nearly approximating the
actual operating levels in a working transmitter module. Two different large-signal
measurement techniques are used at 21 GHz: load-pull measurement and two-signal
S-parameter measurement.

Load-Pull Measurements

The purpose of load-pull characterization is to determine the circuit conditions (such as
bias levels, source impedance, and load impedance) for the device which result in optimum
performance at a particular frequency of operation. optimum performance may be defined
as either maximum power output, maximum power-added efficiency, or maximum gain. A
satellite-borne amplifier requiring both high power and high efficiency may necessitate a
compromise design based on the optimum performance which is attainable for either
condition.

A block diagram of the load-pull set-up is shown in Figure 6. The slide-screw tuner is used
to provide the optimum load impedance at the device-under-test (DUT), while the load-
impedance is measured by a semi-automatic network analyzer attached to the harmonic
converter. Vector error correction is accomplished by a Tektronix 4051 graphic controller.
The power level at the transistor is determined by making use of the magnitude of the load-
reflection coefficient determined by the network analyzer. This technique removes most of
the errors in power measurement which normally degrade the accuracy and usefulness of
load-pull measurements (4).



Large-signal input-impedance measurements are performed by reversing the power flow
through the set-up by turning the waveguide switch, and reversing the connections to the
device-under-test and the harmonic converter.

Load-pull characterization is performed with air-dielectric coaxial and slabline structures.
An air-dielectric slabline test fixture is shown in Figure 7a. At the center of the slabline is a
shim which is large enough to mount a flip-chip packaged GaAs FET. The FET is held in
place by two clamps which hold the flange of the flip-chip carrier on the shim. Electrical
contact is made by resting the center conductors of the slabline on the drain and gate
standoffs of the transistor. The conductors are held in place by a rexolite yoke which also
applies the appropriate contact pressure. Air-dielectric slabline is used for several reasons.
First, the 50-S characteristic impedance is unaffected by movement of the center
conductor in the vertical direction. This allows freedom of movement for positioning the
conductors on the gate and drain standoffs and also allows for different standoff heights
due to the manufacturing tolerances of the flip-chip package. Second, the air-dielectric
structure provides very low losses, an improvement that enhances the accuracy of device
performance measurements. Third, the slabline structure easily lends itself to variable
impedance matching by the introduction of moveable slugs into the slabline structure. The
black-anodized aluminum slugs are controlled by micrometers shown in Figure 7b. The
variable tuning capabilities of the slabline allow a large number of different devices to be
measured quickly and easily.

Initial measurements on the FETs showed that the desired load impedance was very close
to the limits of tuning which could be achieved by the slide-screw tuner alone. In order to
achieve greater accuracy and tuning range, a slabline matching circuit was constructed
using stepped-impedance transmission-line sections.

Subsequent measurements were made with the aid of the partial matching provided by the
slabline matching circuit. The load-pull data was then de-embedded from the matching
filter to provide load impedance data at the transistor. The results of a typical load-pull
measurement at 21 GHz are shown in Figure 8. Figure 8a is the load-impedance loci,
measured at the output of the fixed matching section, resulting in three constant output
power levels. The point of maximum power-added efficiency is marked on each ring.
Figure 8b shows the same data after it has been mapped through the fixed matching section
to the transistor terminals. The load-pull measurement provides not only load-impedance
information, but also the gain, power output, and efficiency of the FET.

Two-Signal S-Parameter Measurements

Another method for obtaining a large-signal description of the transistor requires
measurement of large-signal S-parameters. The transistor is placed in a test holder which



provides a 50-S environment and S11 is measured under large-signal conditions. This
measurement is used to determine the actual power input to the transistor; the incident
power is then readjusted to correct for the mismatch This procedure is iterated until the
actual power input to the transistor is sufficiently close to the desired level. The large-
signal S11 corresponding to the desired power input level is then used to design an input
matching network. This network provides an input termination which approximates that
needed for actual amplifier operation at the chosen signal level. The network is installed in
the test holder, and a two-signal measurement technique (5) is used to measure S11 at the
specified signal level, ensuring properly matched conditions at the transistor input port.
The two-signal method is then used to measure S22 under large-signal conditions, from
which the output matching network is designed. The chracterization procedure (or any
portion of it) is iterated as necessary.

The two-signal measurement technique for measuring S-parameters requires that both
ports of the device under test be excited simultaneously by signals of identical frequency.
The instrument configuration includes a synthesized signal source which is amplified by a
traveling-wave-tube amplifier and is split equally to provide the two excitations as shown
in Figure 9. Each arm of the test configuration includes a variable attenuator to provide
absolute and relative amplitude control of each signal. Relative phase between the two
signals is controlled by a phase shifter in one arm of the test system. A switching network
permits selection of the desired signals, sampled by broadband couplers, for measurement
by a network analyzer. In addition, the switching network selects appropriate frequency
down-conversion circuitry above 18 GHz. The test system is controlled by an HP 9845B
desktop computing system which (together with appropriate software and measurement
standards) provides complete two-port error-correction capability of measured data.
Conventional one-signal measurements are made by replacing the power splitter with a
programmable switch.

The two-signal measurement technique permits measurement of reflection and
transmission coefficients. These coefficients can be resolved into the S-parameter
components by establishing the desired signal amplitudes and allowing the relative phase
between the two signals to vary through 360E. A circular approximation of the resulting
locus is used to extract the S-parameter information (6).

Microstrip measurement standards were designed in conjunction with the 50-S FET test
holder (shown in Figure 10) to permit characterization at the transistor terminals. The
reflection standards include 50-S microstrip transmission lines of various lengths, each of
which is terminated in a short circuit. The transmission standard is comprised of a
microstrip throughline. Both the measurement standards and the test holder utilize
0.010-in.-thick fused-silica substrates mounted on invar carriers. The FET is held in place
by a mechanical fixture which provides the flexibility of easy FET removal for testing in



other circuitry. Special coaxial-to-microstrip launchers were designed for this application
since commercially available launchers were not readily compatible with this circuit
implementation. The microstrip medium was selected for use because of its physical
compatibility with the FET “package”. The microstrip environment is well suited for
amplifier applications with its small size, light weight, and ease of production. Large-signal
characterizations in the microstrip holder provide criteria for microstrip-amplifier design
which avoid parasitics at the circuit-transistor-interface that may be introduced by test
holders designed in other mediums.

Figure 11 shows a comparison between load-pull and two-signal S-parameter
measurements at 20.5 GHz. The load-pull data is the measured load impedance which
results in optimum power from several 0.5-W FETs in the slabline test fixture. The two-
signal S-parameter data is S22 * (complex-conjugate of S22) of four 0.5-W FETs measured
in the fused-silica microstrip test holder.

In spite of the difference in measurement techniques, test conditions, and the actual
devices measured, the two techniques show some agreement in data. The spread in
measured S-parameter data is considerably larger than that for the load-pull measurement.
This may be attributable to the dissimilarities in these transistors from three different
wafers and to measurement uncertainties associated with test fixtures.

FET PERFORMANCE

Transistor performance was evaluated in both the tuneable slabline circuit using the load-
pull technique discussed previously, and in microstrip circuitry utilizing fixed matching
networks. The results are summarized vs. frequency in Figure 12 for FETs fabricated from
four different wafers. The load-pull data represents performance at the transistor terminals
while the performance in the microstrip environment includes the loss of distributed-
element transmission-line matching networks realized on fused-silica substrates. The
spread in the microstrip data is large as anticipated in the absence of tuning control.
Average performance at . 19 GHz includes a power output of 0.52 W at 32% power-
added efficiency and 3.6-dB gain. Performance in the slabline circuit is shown at 20 GHz
and 21 GHz for circuit conditions yielding both maximum power output and maximum
power-added efficiency. When tuned and biased for maximum power output, an average
value of 0.43 W at 17.2% efficiency and 3.0-dB gain is obtained at 20 GHz. The
corresponding averages at 21 GHz include 0.44 W power output at 19.1% efficiency and
3.1-dB gain. With the circuit tuned and biased for maximum efficiency, the average
efficiency for the fourteen samples increases to 22.8% at 20 GHz and 25.1% at 21 GHz
with a corresponding decrease in power output as shown in Figure 12. The maximum-
power performance determined in the slabline circuit at 20 and 21 GHz was taken at 



. 3-dB gain, which was arbitrarily selected as a minimum useful value at which to
characterize these devices.

The same performance data at 20 and-21 GHz shown in Figure 12 is presented in
histograms in Figure 13. Separate histograms are shown for the same devices with high-
power bias and tuning, and with high-efficiency bias and tuning conditions, at both 20 and
21 GHz.

AMPLIFIER DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

Load-pull measurements have been used to design matching circuits consisting of stepped-
impedance transmission-line sections in air-dielectric slabline. A comparison of load-pull
performance and measured amplifier performance (excluding bias-tee losses) at 20 GHz
for one device is given in Table III.

TABLE III
Comparison Between Load-Pull Predictions And Amplifier Performance

At 20 Ghz For One Device.

Configuration Bias Output Power (mW) Gain (dB) Efficiency (%)

Load-pull
Predictions

Power
Efficiency

530
350

3.0
4.0

21.7
25.6

Amplifier Power
Efficiency

377
267

3.0
3.4

19.5
24.8

Amplifier With
Additional Slug
Tuning

Power
Efficiency

453
290

3.0
3.4

20.0
25.6

Optimization of the input and output matches was achieved by the addition of slabline
tuning slugs. Figure 14 shows the swept gain and return loss of the amplifier with slug-
tuning assistance. The large-signal gain is essentially flat from 19.2 to 20.2 GHz.

Experimental microstrip-amplifier designs were realized by fabricating bias-insertion and
blocking networks on the same fused-silica substrates with the input or output impedance
matching networks for the transistor (Figure 15). The matching networks utilize
distributed-element microstrip transmission-line sections only. The bias networks include
coupled microstrip lines for DC blocking and a T-junction high-impedance feedline
interconnected to a commercially available feed-through filter by a wire conductor loaded
with a single ferrite bead. Impedance-compensation networks were included as necessary



to accommodate the interface of matching networks, bias networks, and coaxial-to-
microstrip launchers.

Typical performance of a complete experimental microstrip amplifier stage is plotted in
Figure 16 as a function of signal power input. A power output of 0.4 W with 14% power-
added efficiency and 3.0 dB gain at 20 GHz was achieved for this device. Best
performance achieved with a FET from the same wafer was 0.5 W at 16.40% efficiency.
Operation at maximum efficiency typically occurs at . 2-dB gain compression from a
linear gain of . 5.0 dB. Also plotted in Figure 16 is the performance of one device from
another wafer tested in the slabline amplifier. The slabline amplifier yields some advantage
in efficiency (21.2%) while the gains of the two amplifiers are approximately the same.

A typical power-bandwidth response for a microstrip amplifier stage is shown in Figure 17
for a family of input power levels. At the expected operating input power level (+ 22 to
+ 24 dBmW), the 1-dB bandwidth is determined to be in excess of 1 GHz. Some shrinkage
in bandwidth occurs at reduced drive levels as evidenced in the graph. The input return
loss corresponding to this performance is greater than 10 dB over this 1-GHz band at the
expected operating signal conditions. Finally, the average group delay in the 1-GHz
operating band was calculated from S-parameter measurements to be . 0.5 nanoseconds.

A primary goal of this development effort is to produce a multi-stage amplifier module
meeting specifications for use in a multi-element phased-array satellite downlink
transmitter configuration. The proposed amplifier configuration (Figure 18) will utilize
transistors presently under development to provide a high-gain first stage of amplification,
in addition to using the 0.5-W transistors already developed. Preliminary tests of two
cascaded discrete amplifier stages have yielded 0.4-W power output at 7-dB gain, and
10-dB small-signal gain. Integration of amplifier stages into a compact package (Figure 19)
are presently in progress. This circuit configuration easily permits cascading of several
stages for testing as the amplifier chain is assembled.

CONCLUSION

The development of hardware for use in an EHF satellite downlink transmitter has
produced phase shifters and FET amplifiers which operate at K-band frequencies. A five-
bit P-I-N-diode phase shifter has been realized which provides very accurate phase
performance in the 20 to 21-GHz band, with a typical insertion loss of 3.5 dB. GaAs
MESFETs have been developed which are capable of delivering 0.5-W power output at
these frequencies. Techniques for acquiring large-signal characterizations of K-band FETs
have been developed. FET performance has been evaluated in both air-dielectric slabline
and microstrip environments. Amplifier stages have been designed which provide 0.4-W
power output and 3.0-dB gain at 15% power-added efficiency. Additional lower-power



high-gain FETs are presently being developed for the first stages of multistage amplifier
modules, for use in a multi-element phased-array satellite transmitter configuration.
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Figure 1.  Artist’s Conception of a Beam-Hopped Downlink Transmitter.

Figure 2.  Quartz Substrate from EHF Phase Shifter

Figure 3.  EHF Phase Shifter.



Figure 4.  Phase Shifter Performance.

Figure 5.  K-Band 0.5 W GaAs MESFET.



Figure 6.  Block Diagram of Load-Pull Measurement Set-Up.



Figure 7a.  Slabline Transistor Holder.

Figure 7b.  Slabline Holder (With Side Removed)

Figure 8a.  0.5 W Power MESFET Load-Pull Measurement.



Figure 8b.  De-Embedded Load-Pull Data.

Figure 9.  Test Configuration for Two-Signal Measurement.



Figure 10.  Microstrip Test Fixtgure

Figure 11.  Comparison of Load-Pull and S-Parameter Data.



Figure 12.  0.5 W FET Performance Versus Frequency.

Figure 13a.  20 GHz Optimum Power Bias and Tuning.

Figure 13b.  20 GHz Optimum Efficiency Bias and Tuning.



Figure 13c.  21 GHz Optimum Power Bias and Tuning.

Figure 13d.  21 GHz Optimum Efficiency Bias and Tuning.
Figure 13.  0.5 W Power MESFET Performance Summary.

Figure 14.  Swept Response of Slabline Amplifier.



Figure 15.  Microstrip Amplifier.

Figure 16.  Performance of Slabline and Microstrip Amplifiers.



Figure 17.  Microstrip Amplifier Power-Bandwidth Response.

Figure 18.  20 GHz Transmitter Test-Bed.

Figure 19.  Two-Stage Microstrip Amplifier
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ABSTRACT

A Ka-band low noise “front-end” currently under development for ultimate spaceborne
receiver deployment, consists of a 27.5-30 GHz image-enhanced mixer integrated with a
3.7-6.2 GHz FET low noise IF amplifier and driven by a self-contained 23.8 GHz phase-
locked LO source. The image enhanced mixer, designed for 5 dB overall “front-end” SSB
noise figure, utilizes a balanced pair of in-house high quality GaAs Schottky mixer diodes
embedded in a composite waveguide/TEM “crossbar” balanced mixer structure possessing
inherent mutual RF/LO isolation. The three stage FET IF amplifier, implemented in a
single-ended microstrip configuration, has, in a preliminary breadboard, exhibited 24.5
±0.5 dB gain and 1.5 to 2.4 dB noise figure over the 3.7-6.2 GHz band. The LO source,
consisting of a C-band high power FET VCO, phase locked to an external 500 MHz
crystal reference, and driving a C-to-K band varactor quadruplet, will provide up to
40 mW LO drive at 23.8 GHz.

INTRODUCTION

Background

A program is currently in progress to design, develop and implement in Proof of Concept
(POC) model form a 30 GHz low noise receiver “front end” for ultimate spacecraft
deployment in the 1987 time frame. This receiver represents a critical subsystem within the
overall 20 GHz/30 GHz downlink/uplink satellite communications technology program
currently in progress to achieve the degree of readiness required for operational
implementation of the K-band spectrum to meet the increasing demands for high quality
satellite communication services in the post 1990 period.



The general requirements which the subject POC model 30 GHz low noise “front end”
must meet include:

• instantaneous coverage of the 27.5-30 GHz frequency range with single sideband
(SSB) noise figure less than 5 dB

• space-qualifiable design, capable of being developed, manufactured, tested and
delivered within the 1982 time frame.

• capability of providing for development of a fully flight-qualified 30 GHz receiver to be
flown on board a 30/20 GHz demonstration communication satellite in the 1987 time
frame.

• reliability such that the specified performance can be maintained over a 10 year
operational lifetime in a fully space qualified implementation.

• consistency with space applications relative to size, weight and power drain.

Selection Of “Front End” Configuration

In order to select the preferred 30 GHz “front-end” approach, the current and projected
state-of-the-art for various millimeter wave “front-end” technologies was considered. In
particular, currently available broadband mixer/IF amplifiers and potential improvements
with image enhancement techniques, cooled and uncooled parametric amplifiers and
rapidly emerging low noise FET technology were assessed. The results of this study
relative to noise factor, summarized in Figure 1, indicated that all of the foregoing receiver
approaches with the exception of the conventional broadband mixer/IFA, could meet the
5 dB overall noise performance requirement.

However, it was felt that both heated and cooled parametric amplifiers as well as other
subassemblies requiring advances in spaceborne cooling techniques via thermoelectric
(200EK), closed cycle liquid N2 (~77EK) or He (~20EK) cryogenic or passive radiation
(100EK) equivalent cooling methods would yield even lower noise performance that
required, but only at the unnecessary expense of size, weight, power drain, overall
assembly complexity, and reliability.

The selection of a preferred 30 GHz receiver approach narrowed down to a choice
between an uncooled FET amplifier and image enhanced mixer/IFA. Low noise FET
amplifier technology, though steadily advancing into the millimeter wave frequency range,
utilizing GaAs FET devices with gate lengths as low as 0.2 um, had not as of yet solved
the fabrication and implementation problems associated with high-rel FET’s of such
narrow gate lengths. Therefore, availability of these advanced FET devices in a time frame
for 1982 POC Model development and, in fully qualified form, for 1987 demonstation
satellite system deployment seemed highly unlikely.



As a result of this overall assessment, it was concluded that the best 30 GHz “front-end”
approach for 1982 time frame deployment was the image enhanced mixer/IFA, as
described in the following section.

RECEIVER DESIGN DESCRIPTION

Overview

Based upon the preceeding discussion, it was concluded that the 5 dB noise figure
requirement on the 30 GHz low noise “front-end” could be met by the configuration
depicted in Figure 2, which includes:

• Low noise image-enhanced 27.5-30 GHz mixer utilizing a matched pair of high quality
in-house GaAs Schottky diodes, fundamentally pumped at a LO frequency of 23.8 Ghz.

• Low phase-noise phase locked LO source, at 23.8 Ghz.
• Low noise three stage FET IF amplifier, including input and interstage isolators,

operative over 3.7-6.2 GHz IF band.
• compact DC power and monitor conditioning circuits.

The selection of the preferred 3.7-6.2 GHz IF frequency range was chosen for best
tradeoff between single-tone spurious suppression and image frequency separation, IF
noise figure, etc., based upon the analysis summarized in Figure 3. Moreover, a
fundamentally rather than subharmonically-pumped LO was used so as not to compromise
ability to achieve best possible conversion loss over full specified bandwidth.

The key specifications governing this 30 GHz receiver design are outlined in Table I.

The design of each of the key RF “building blocks” comprising this configuration is
described in the following paragraphs.

Image-Enhanced Mixer

A detailed trade off analysis has reaffirmed the selection of the dual diode common
junction balanced mixer mount utilized within the preselector filter fixed translator
configuration as the preferred image enhanced mixer configuration, as presented in
Figure 4.

The diode mount is a compact composite waveguide/TEM line dual diode embodiment.
The common junction balanced mixer achieves RF-local oscillator isolation via circuit
symmetry, thus avoiding the use of filters to achieve LO-RF diplexing. This advantage is 



deemed to be crucial when implementing an image enhanced millimeter mixer with a wide
instantaneous RF/IF bandwidth.

In a general LO driven mixer downconverter, it has long been known that proper reactive
termination of the image frequency along with that of higher order idlers can further reduce
the nominal single sideband conversion loss by typically 1-2 dB. The reactive image
termination causes energy converted to the image frequency (only possible upon
simultaneously properly phased reactive termination of the higher order idlers) to be
reflected back into the mixer and reconverted to the IF. RF impedance measurements on a
scale model of the image enhanced mixer design in conjunction with computer-aided-
design (CAD) techniques has confirmed that these reactive terminations are controllable
by proper design of the diode mounting configuration in waveguide and specific control of
the diode mounting parasitics.

Theoretical calculations (Figure 5) predict a minimum available mixer diode conversion
loss of about 2.3 dB over the 27.5-30 GHz signal frequency band under the conditions of
impedance matching at both the RF and IF ports, use of a balanced pair of high quality
LNR GaAs Schottky diodes having properly chosen junction parameters and encapsulation
parasitics, and a waveguide RF preselector/mixer diode embedding configuration which
presents a sufficiently confined, properly phased reactive image termination to the mixer
diode junctions (concurrent with the required RF signal source impedance).

Accounting for projected mixer RF input and IF output circuit losses, an overall mixer
conversion loss of 2.7 dB is consistent with an overall “front-end” noise figure of less than
5 dB (for a 2 dB noise figure FET IF amplifier), as depicted in the mixer/IF amplifier
gain/noise figure budget of Figure 6. A breadboard mixer assembly is currently being
evaluated utilizing the composite waveguide/TEM mount previously depicted in Figure 4.
The projected characteristics of the image enhanced mixer design are summarized in
Table II.

Phase-Locked LO Source

The preferred local oscillator (LO) source for the 30 GHz receiver is a phase locked
design. use of a phase locked source, (locked to a high stability external reference
oscillator such as a crystal or SAW oscillator), as opposed to a direct reference
oscillator/multiplier chain is desirable in order to reduce to acceptable levels the discrete
spurious frequency content and the LO phase noise at medium to large offset frequencies
from the carrier, as required in high data rate communications receivers. The phase locked
LO source design for the receiver, utilizing a heterodyne phase locked loop (PLI) for phase
comparison, is shown in block diagram form in Figure 7. As shown in this figure, the
source is divided into the following four major segments:



• microwave source
• reference source
• IF phase comparator
• baseband loop filter/acquisition circuit

In the microwave source, the basic phase-locked oscillator (PLO) is a FET voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) that nominally oscillates at 5.950 GHz. This oscillator
provides manual or loop-actuatable voltage tuning capability of ±25 MHz(min.) about
5.950 GHz.

The FET oscillator includes at its output, an integrated sampling power divider which
energizes the PLL via the reference source sampling mixer and IF phase comparator. The
main output of the oscillator feeds a stripline isolator and thence, an efficient C to K-band
varactor X4 multiplier utilizing a high power, high quality LNR varactor. Said multiplier
incorporates a K-band output bandpass filter (BPF) for spurious rejection, and provides at
its output the required LO input to the receiver image enhanced mixer. The microwave
source output will be at a minimum power level of +13 dBm and at a stabilized frequency
of 23.8 GHz.

A breadboard implementation of the microwave source demonstrated 400 mW C-band
oscillator and 40 mW C/K-band multiplier RF power output capability.

The locking action of the PLL segments is actuated by an externally supplied highly stable
500 MHz crystal oscillator reference. The latter, operating at a power level of +17 dBm, is
split into two outputs, one divided by ten and coupled to the IF phase comparator segment
and the other driving a step recovery diode (SRD) comb generator which products spectral
lines every 500 MHz. Specifically, the X12 spectral line at 6000 MHz will beat in the
C-band sampling mixer with a sample coupled from the fundamental FET VCO at a
nominal frequency of 5950 MHz.

The 50 MHz IF output is directed to the IF phase comparator, where it is filtered and
amplified and used as one +7 dBm input to the double balanced phase detector in the IF
phase comparator, the other being the divided down reference source output. The output of
the phase detector is passed through the baseband loop filter so as to complete the phase
locked loop and lock the fundamental FET VCO output frequency to exactly 119 times
50 MHz or the required 5950 MHz. (As previously described, further multiplication by
four produces the required output frequency of 23.8 GHz).

The basic phase locked loop filter uses high speed operational amplifiers that allow the
loop bandwidth to be greater than 100 KHz so as to easily enclose the close-in noise of the
fundamental oscillator. The precise loop filter response is defined by the op-amp shaping



circuit. A summing amplifier combines the manual tuning voltage of the VCO with the
phase lock loop error voltage and an acquisition sweep voltage that is automatically
provided by the loop status/acquisition circuit if the loop were to lose lock for any reason.

The physical implementation of the segments comprising the phase locked source will be
highly integrated, utilizing TEM line components in the microwave source, “drop in” UHF
and microwave modules in the reference source, and composite IC/discrete component
PCB construction for the IF phase comparator and baseband loop filter segments.

The projected characteristics of the LO source design are summarized in Table III. This
design is currently undergoing refinement on the basis of breadboard measurements.

IF Amplifier

The 3.7-6.2 GHz low-noise IF amplifier for the 30 GHz receiver is configured as a single
ended three stage FET design utilizing wideband isolators at the input and between the
first and second stages. A functional block diagram of the IF amplifier is presented in
Figure 8. The first two FET stages are designed for low noise figure performance and the
third FET stage is optimized for maximum gain and minimum output VSWR. Packaged
recessed 0.5 micron gate FET’s are used in all three stages. The physical implementation
of the FET stages is on a duroid substrate-based microstrip transmission line structure.
Shunt connected RF-isolated DC bias injection networks are incorporated at the input and
output of each stage. Series-connected DC blocking capacitors provide input, output, and
interstage DC isolation and serve as part of series broadbanding resonators, where
appropriate. The input and interstage isolators are wideband stripline designs providing an
insertion loss of less than 0.2 dB and an isolation greater than 17 dB over the operating IF
bandwidth.

The measured gain and noise figure performance of a preliminary breadboard IF amplifier
assembly over the 0-40EC temperature range is presented in Figure 9. The worst-case
measured gain is 24.2 dB ±0.5 dB over the IF frequency range of 3.7-6.2 GHz. The “worst
case” measured noise figure over the IF bandwidth is typically less than 2.0 dB with a
maximum of 2.5 dB at the band edges. The two-tone third order output intercept point was
measured to be +18 to +25 dBm over the IF bandwidth the corresponding output 1 dB
compression point is +8 to +15 dBm.



PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF POC MODEL RECEIVER

DC Power/Monitor Conditioning

The 30 GHz receiver is designed to operate from three secondary DC input voltages (+15,
-15 and +5 VDC, each with ±7 percent pre-regulation), which, in its ultimate spacecraft
deployment would be derived from the overall payload DC power conversion subsystem.

For RF subassemblies that require a higher degree of regulation, self-contained linear post
regulators will be integrated with the RF subassembly to provide more stable and ripple
free DC bias voltages than exhibited by the DC inputs, as well as temperature
compensation, if appropriate.

Monitor circuits providing DC outputs indicative of critical DC currents and voltages will
be provided. Typical analog op-amp-based positive and negative voltage monitor circuits
are basically the same except for the use of either the inverting or non-inverting inputs of
the op-amp for application of monitoring voltage. Scale factor is controlled by adjusting
the op-amp gain in each case.

Packaging and Environmental

A conceptual layout of the POC model 30 GHz receiver design is presented in Figure 10.
The total volume of the assembly is 0.082 cu. ft., with a total estimated weight of 3.2 lbs.
A detailed weightDC power budget by major subassembly is presented in Table IV.

The 30 GHz POC model receiver design addresses representative spacecraft EMC
requirements, both with respect to susceptibility to external conducted and radiated EMI
and to interference emissions from the receiver assembly itself, by incorporating:

• completely shielded overall enclosure, using Monel gasketing around openings
• EMI Filters on all DC input/output lines
• no raw heater power
• internal R-C filtering and transient suppression

The receiver assembly is designed to be capable of antenna feed mounting while
withstanding, without degradation of RF performance, those mechanical (shock and
vibration), electromagnetic, thermal and radiation stresses incurred during prelaunch
handling to long term operation in synchronous orbit environments, including baseplate
temperature ranges of 30E to 120EF and vacuum less than 5 X 10-5 torr.



CONCLUSIONS

The preceeding sections have described the design and development of a POC model
30 GHz low noise receiver “front end”, configured for ultimate spacecraft deployment in
the 1987 time frame. Currently, breadboard validation of critical subassembly designs is in
progress preparatory to finalization of the detailed POC model design.
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 TABLE I
30 GHz Receiver Design objectives

Tnput RF Band 27.5-30 GHz

Output IF 3.7-6.2 GHz

Noise Figure 5 dB max

RF to IF Gain 20 dB min

In-Band Overdrive -10 dBm Input

Gain Variation ±1.0 dB max.

Gain Slope ±0.5 dB Max/10 MHz

VSWR Input 1.25 Max.

VSWR Output 1.80 Max.

Group Delay per 100 MHz ±0.1 ns/MHz2 Max. 5 ns. p.p Max. Rip.

Image Rejection 15 dB min.

AM-PM Conversion 1.0E/dB for
Input to -70 dBm

1 dB Gain Compression Point -25 dB m min.(referenced to input)

Input Reference Frequency 500 MHz @ +17 dBm

LO Stability ±1 Part in 107/24 Hr.



TABLE II
Image Enhanced Mixer Performance Goals

• RF input frequency range: 27.5-30 GHz

• LO frequency: 23.8 GHz

• IF output frequency range: 3.7-6.2 GHz

• Conversion loss: 3.0 dB (max)

• overall noise figure:
(including 2 dB IFA NF)

5.0 dB(max)

• LO drive level: +13 dBm (max)

• Image rejection: 20 dB (min)

• Input VSWR: 1.25:1 (max)

• Amplitude flatness: ±0.5 dB (max)

TABLE III
Phase Locked LO Source Performance Goals

• RF output frequency: 23.8 GHz (nom)

• RF output level: 20 mW CW (min)

• Reference input frequency: 500 MHz

• Reference drive level 50 mW (min)

• Medium term stability: 10-7 /24 hr (nom)

• Electronic tuning range: ±25 MHz (min)

• PLL bandwidth: 100 KHz (nom)

• Output VSWR: 1.5:1 (max)



TABLE IV
Weight/DC Power Budget for

30 GHz Receiver Design

WEIGHT (oz.) DC POWER (W)

Mixer Mount 2.0 - - -

FET IF Amp. 3.5 0.3

Microwave Source/LO 7.5 2.0

PLL Electronics 5.0 6.7

DE Power & Monitor Conditioner 8.0 1.0

Encl & Hardware   25.0    - - -  

51.0 oz.
(3.2 lbs)

10.0 W
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes instrumentation and communications techniques used in the data
gathering process for presently on going high performance advanced maneuvering reentry
vehicle test flights.

Transducers and signal conditioning design considerations including flight test results of
vibration and acoustic data (gathered simultaneously by eight FM and one 24,824 sps
PCM channel), nose and control surface load cells, control actuation, flow rates, control
and aerodynamic pressures, heat shield in-depth thermocouples, nose recession (nuclear
and acoustic) are discussed. Also presented are the instrumentation techniques used to
verify the integrity of the RF subsystem in addition to a description of the PCM, Data
Delay and FM video links.

INTRODUCTION

Review of the detailed airborne instrumentation objectives for the Advanced Maneuvering
Reentry Vehicle (AMaRV) flight test program indicated that packaging considerations
would be a prime consideration for a successful data gathering effort. Whereas essentially
no new untried instrumentation would be attempted, utilization of state of the art devices
would be used and their packaging techniques improved to meet the very high
environmental requirements encountered during a high performance maneuvering reentry.
Performance and diagnostic measurements totaling approximately 350 analog and 400
digital (auto-pilot) were deemed necessary to verify flight test objectives. These
measurements, whose PCM sampling rate varied from 8 sps to 24,824 sps also had to 



utilize state-of-the-art miniaturization techniques in order to meet the very stringent volume
considerations. Instrumentation hardware consisted of:

Strain Gages:  Measure aerodynamic loading on the nose tip and on the control surface
hinge.
Pressure Transducers:  Measure vehicle body pressure loads (100 psia) and control
system performance (12,000 psia).
Thermocouples:  Measure heatshield performance and backface heatshield
performance.
Platinum Temperature Sensors:  Control system and load cell performance.
Calorimeter:  Aft cover heat flux.
Thermistors:  Black box temperatures.
Nuclear and Acoustic Sensors:  Measure of recession.
Linear Position Transducers:  Measure extension of the actuator assembly.
Piezoelectric Crystals:  Measure vibration and shock environments.
Acoustic Microphones:  Measure boundary layer fluctuating pressure.
Flowmeter:  Measure hydraulic oil flow rates in the actuator assembly.
Directional Couplers:  On-board RF performance.
Autopilot and Navigation Monitoring:  Rate Gyros, Accelerometers, Inertial Platform
Gyros, Guidance-Computer Parameters.
Power Distribution:  Current and voltage monitors.

Additionally, included in the three vehicle flight test program are two packages classified
as “piggyback” experiments. Flown on the first vehicle was a package used to measure
plasma at an S-Band frequency and on the second and third vehicle is a 3 axis laser gyro
and an associated guidance computer.

And also, a very significant design requirement is the specification that all flight critical
units, namely the telemetry RF subsystem, the PCM, the Data Delay Unit and the
centralized Signal Conditioning Unit (SCU) meet the high reliability SAMSO 73-2C
Specification (parts, materials and processes).

TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the on board data multiplexers and RF subsystem.
Selection of the PCM format used for the AMaRV program was the result of tradeoffs
with the following considerations:

a. Desired signal sampling rates
b. Word length and parity
c. Length of data delay (blackout) versus physical size



d. Synchronous with the on-board flight computer clock
e. Experiment capacity

A discussion of each of these follows:

Desired Sampling Rates:  The most significant and by far the driving consideration
regarding bandwidth utilization are the sampling rates chosen for vibration, shock and
acoustic (VS&A) data. (See Figure 2). The I&C subsystem design requirement
specification indicates that some data of this category must be acquired to 10 KHz. Due to
size limitations and a requirement that some data must be acquired continuously,
bandwidth compression techniques (on-board processor, Reference 2) are not used, but
rather, the high frequency data is collected via a high sampling rate PCM and FM/FM
technique. To acquire 10 KHz of VS&A data via PCM requires a minimum of 22 x 103

samples per second (SPS). Assuming a word length of 8 bits, the resulting bit rate is 166
Kbits/second per measurement. Telemetry bit rates of one megabit, though possible are not
common, and would present difficulty to down-range instrumentation stations, and yet just
six VS&A measurements with responses to 10 KHz would require the one megabit rate.
Because of ground station recording limitation, it was concluded that the AMaRV PCM bit
rate stay under 700 KHz. To accomplish this, and yet be responsive to the VS&A data, a
time share technique was established. Figure 3 shows this approach. This allows one PCM
channel, operating at 24,824 sps to be used. On this one PCM channel eleven VS&A
measurements are time shared, i.e., one acoustic transducer is telemetered for a finite
duration, it is switched off, and the next transducer output is telemetered for a short burst
of time. Thus each VS&A transducer is sampled at a high sps rate, however only for short
bursts. This tradeoff allows several channels to be monitored, utilizing approximately 30 to
40% of the PCM bandwidth versus using all the allowable. This approach does
compromise the low frequency content of the VS&A data. Specifically, from Figure 3 an
“on” time of 15.46 milliseconds allows only one sample of data at 64 hertz to be recovered
whereas 150 samples of 10,000 hertz data can be recovered in the 15.46 millisecond
period. The lack of low frequency data from a statistical standpoint is the problem. To
compensate, several PCM channels are cross-strapped to the FM/FM telemetry link where
low frequency data can be collected.

The PCM commutation scheme is also obviously invalid in assuring that shock, transient
type data can be acquired on any given channel at a given time. The small 8 channel hybrid
subcarrier FM system, constant 4 KHz bandwidth essentially solves this problem.

PCM channels designated at “T” are sampled at 24,824 sps and channels designated as
“R” and “S” are one-half that rate. To maximize the number of on-board sensors versus
allowable bandwidth, use of eight 4 KHz constant bandwidth subcarrier oscillators with a 



modulation index of 1 was chosen, recognizing that high baseline noise could be expected
on the subcarrier channels.

This time-shared approach leaves then approximately 400 Kbits/second of capacity for the
other vehicle data.

Word Length and Parity:  The resolution of the desired analog signal contributes to the
overall sizing problem. An eight bit word is equivalent to one part in 256, a 10 bit word
equivalent to one part in 1024. If the overall bit rate is limited to the 700K bps figure, the
tradeoff is between resolution versus the number of samples. In the AMaRV PCM, an
eight bit word has been chosen, modified such that five bit combinations are not used for
data resolution. All zeros and all ones are not allowed, (forces a bit transition once per
word), 00000001 and 00000010 are used to indicate negative over-voltage, and 11111110
indicates a positive overvoltage. The resulting resolution is one part in 250. A parity bit is
also added resulting in a total word length of 9 bits. Note that the parity bit, used for an aid
in data quality verification and collection requires slightly over 11% of the allowable
bandwidth.

Length of Data Delay Versus Physical Size:  This parameter is one of the most critical
items in sizing the PCM. The maximum volume that the data delay unit can occupy is
approximately 200 cubic inches. Within this volume, the maximum memory capacity is
~2.6 x 106 bits. (640 each 4K RAM’s). The initial delay projected was 5 seconds. This
results in a maximum bit rate, due only to the delay unit of 520 Kbit/sec. Recognizing that
parity uses 11% of this, the bit rate remaining for data would be 462 Kbit/sec. VS&A data,
in the time share mode, reduces the capacity for other data to 262 Kbit/sec. This value is
insufficient to accommodate the required sample rates of the other vehicle subsystem
telemetry requirements. Re-evaluation of the minimum acceptable delay reduced the time
from 5 seconds to 3.9 seconds. Correspondingly, the maximum bit rate is: Memory size
÷ 3.9 sec • 672K bit/sec.

Synchronization:  This item affects the bit rate in that the clock input is derived from the
on-board navigation computer. The bit rate then is not an arbitrary value, but is 7.3728
MHz divided by an integer. Resulting bit rate equals 670,254 bits/second.

Experiment Capacity:  This parameter refers to sizing the PCM such that experiments as
the plasma and DINS (Dormant Inertial Navigation System) can be accommmodated
within the design capacity. The plasma experiment did not use any significant bandwidth,
however not so with DINS (laser gyro navigation). This experiment requires bit rates of
approximately 100K bits/second. This required a compromise to the VS&A data. On the
second and third flights, all VS&A sample rates are reduced by one-half. The resulting
PCM format is shown by Figure 4. Note that 24,824 sps for VS&A data is symetrically



cross-strapped except for word 3. Design of the PCM is such that VS&A data is actually
acquired during the word 3 time slot but not inserted into the serial NRZ-L bit stream until
word 4. This is due to bit sync word interference.

RF INSTRUMENTATION

As indicated by Figures 1 and 5, the telemetry subsystem requires the use of three S-band
transmitters. The carrier output of these three 5 watt FM signals are multiplexed via a
tuned multicavity passive device, the RF triplexer. The output port of the triplexer feeds
the two vehicle telemetry antennas via a hybrid ring power divider. To measure the RF
output performance of the transmitter and the antenna system, strip line directional
couplers are inserted at each transmitter output as well as made integral to the hybrid ring
power divider. Figures 6 and 7 show more detail of this instrumentation.

The monitor output voltages are divided down for input to 50 MV full scale differential
multiplexer.

The RF antennas are detuned from free space to provide minimum mismatch (VSWR) in a
plasma environment. Also two directional couplers on the antenna arms are oriented to
detect RF in the reverse direction. Figure 8 shows data from a flight test. Only one of the
reflected power measurements (antenna #1) is plotted, its output being nearly identical to
antenna #2. The reflected power measurement indicated the onset of plasma at
approximately 1657 seconds and lasting for 11 seconds. (Did not however cause
blackout). Due to vehicle anomalies that caused the telemetry hardware to be exposed to
mechanical environments significantly above the qualification limits, the RF transmission
from two of the three links was lost at 1666 seconds. Note that as the VSMR is
approaching a match condition, a slight shift, either up or down, depending on the phase
angle is influencing the forward power. This plasma condition was clearly observed from
the various signal strengths recorded at the down-range receivers. Various reentry
experiments have been flown that measure plasma in a much more quantative manner and
on AMaRV FTV-1, an AVCO package 3 was successfully flown for this purpose. The RF
measurements described are packaged in a small volume, diagnostic oriented and used
primarily as health checks of the RF subsystem during vehicle check-out, pre-launch and
launch activities. Because of size and weight considerations, a wax pack (change of phase)
heat exchanger is required to limit the temperature rise of the transmitters during ground
hold and flight conditions. Note that approximately 50 watts per transmitter is dissipated as
heat. Whereas an equivalent aluminum block/bulkhead interface would be 92 cubic inches,
the flight wax pack occupied 37 cubic inches and weighs 1.9 pounds (0.675 pounds of
tetracosane wax and 1.225 pounds of aluminum). Figure 9 shows the measured flight
response of the transmitter baseplate.



VIBRATION SHOCK AND ACOUSTICS

As previously described, VS&A data was collected both on PCM and FM links.
Piezoelectric crystal sensors and remotely located charge amplifiers are used to measure
this environment. Due to space limitations, a very small hybrid microcircuit charge
amplifier is required. This space limitation disallowed the use of a DC/DC converter such
that signal ground is tied to case ground, Noise resulting from this was on the order of plus
or minus one count or ±0.4% F.S. Included in the charge amplifier are aliasing filters that
have a 5 pole Chebyshev response whose cut-off frequency is indicated by Figure 10. The
amplifier has three pre-set gains, the selection being accomplished by external jumpering
on the power/signal output connector. This feature proved quite useful in that on FTV-2
the vibration sensitivities had to be changed as the result of data acquired from the first
flight. The sensor and charge amplifier are calibrated as a system at the supplier and then
following installation in the vehicle, an end-to-end channel and gain verification is
accomplished using the series voltage insertion method.

Figure 11 shows vibration flight data recovered from the FM/FM link and Figure 12 shows
flight data from the same sensor only via the PCM/FM link in which the commutated
intervals have been merged by subsequent data processing. Note the significant lower
noise floor from the PCM data versus the FM data, however shock transients because of
the commutation technique were, as expected, not all recovered. A one second power
spectral density plot of the two approaches is shown by Figure 13 and indicates
satisfactory results were obtained by the commutation method.

To measure boundary layer fluctuating pressures in a hypersonic flowfield, three acoustic
microphone sensors are flown on each vehicle. The sensors are ported through the vehicle
skin and heatshield via a 0.065 inch dia. hole, 0.87 inches in length. The transducers are
calibrated over the expected 10 KHz frequency response range using a fixture that
simulates the actual flight installation. It is recognized that the frequency response
determined from an acoustical calibration in a fluid medium at rest differs significantly
from the frequency response due to pressure fluctuations in a hypersonic flow field.
However, acoustical calibration data can be used to estimate the sensor’s response in a
hypersonic flow field. Reference 3. Figure 14 shows the results of the analysis. Modifying
this roll-off is also an active 5 pole filter, cut-off at 10 KHz used to minimize aliasing
errors when sampled at 24,000 sps. Figure 15 shows data recovered from FTV-2. The
flight data is in good agreement with expected environment resulting from the flight
trajectory.



POSITION

A variable linear displacement transducer was used to measure control surface
displacement. The unit was essentially an off-the-shelf unit that was up-graded to the
SAMSO 73-2C piece parts program. The output ±5 volts was fed to the SCU where it was
shaped to two outputs for sampling by the PCM. One is a 0 to 5 volt signal over the full
displacement range and the other a 0 to 5 volt signal over a narrow displacement range.
These channels were sampled at 517 and 1034 sps respectively.

THERMAL

The thermal instrumentation flown on the AMaRV program utilizes most of the
temperature sensors described in Reference 1.

In-Depth

Approximately 60 in-depth thermocouple plugs to measure heatshield performance are
flown on each test flight. Each plug has 3 or 4 TC junctions (Tungsten 5% Rhenium/
Tungsten 26% Rhenium) at varying depths. See Figure 16. The resulting 190 each 45 MV
F.S. measurements (5000EF) were routed directly to the low level multiplexers. These 64
channel differential multiplexers (8 bit @ 8 sps) were remotely located so as to minimize
number of wires across vehicle manufacturing and field breaks. To further minimize
weight and wiring complexity, all thermocouple shielding was eliminated and the cold
reference junctions are in most cases simply the copper input pins on the multiplexer or in
the other cases, an interconnect wire harness connector. Obviously this results in a
temperature error equivalent to the uncertainty of the connector temperature which in lieu
of a catastrophic heatshield failure should only be compartment temperature (~50EF).
Because of variation in shingle angle 2, radius variations and depth requirements, 50
different configurations for the three flight vehicles are required. The plugs were bonded
into the pre-drilled heatshield with EPON 934. Figure 17 shows typical flight data.

Backface

Chromel Alumel thermocouples, packaged in a small flexible flat pack kapton sandwich
and or baynett probes also provided performance and diagnostic information of the
heatshield. Approximately 25 of these sensors per vehicle were attached to the vehicle
aluminum skin by sealing the kapton patch beneath a fiberglass cloth that is impregnated
with EPON 934. As with the indepth thermocouples, these sensors were routed directly to
the low level multiplexers.



Immersion and Black Box

Temperature measurements of on-board nitrogen and helium gas storage bottles and
hydraulic oil used in the control actuation subsystem is accomplished using standard
immersion probes with platinum elements. The sensors were qualified to the high
environmental performance specifications (shock, vibration and acceleration). Full bridge
completion networks, located in the centrally located signal conditioning unit are utilized
and the sensors configured in a 3 wire connection scheme. Ten volt bridge excitation is
derived in the common signal conditioning. The SCU also supplies 10 volt excitation for
various thermistor networks used to monitor base plate temperatures of flight critical black
boxes. Figure 18 shows the schematic and typical output of the various sensors used.

Heat Flux

In addition to the various thermal instrumentation devices described, a calorimeter was
mounted on the vehicle aft cover, its output routed to a differential amplifier (gain 280) for
subsequent sampling by a high level remote multiplexer.

PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

Miniaturized solid state (piezoresistive) full bridge strain gage sensors are used to measure
aerodynamic and actuator control system pressures.

Full scale for the thirteen aero sensors varies from 50 to 100 psia. Port diameter in the heat
shield is 0.060 inches. The voltage output from each sensor, with 10 volt excitation is
trimmed to 50 millivolts and the output applied directly to the differential input of the low
level remote multiplexers. As in previous programs, plugging of the hole due to heat shield
errosion occurred in several instances. However other than these few cases, good data has
been recovered from all instruments to date. Figure 19 shows typical data. Eleven high
pressure sensors whose range varies from 5000 to 12,000 psia are also utilized for each
vehicle. The output from these sensors is also trimmed to 50 millivolts and then fed to the
SCU where all eleven signals are amplified to provide a 5 volt output to the PCM. They
are sampled at 500 to 1000 sps. Calibrations of the sensor and of the SCU amplifiers are
merged to provide the overall system calibration with a two point actual pressure check
being accomplished during vehicle bottle pressurization tests. Because of previous drift
problems with the high range sensors on earlier programs, all the high range sensors
(>5000 psia) are “aged” at 85% minimum F.S. pressure for a minimum of 96 hours.
Calibration tests before, during and after are performed to verify acceptance and as the
result, vehicle integration and flight test has revealed no problems with drift or for that
matter, no flight anomalies at all with the pressure transducers have occurred.



FLOWMETER

A turbine type flowmeter is used to measure the flow rate of hydraulic oil in the control
surface actuator subsystem. The requirement is to measure flow to within an accuracy of
0.6% of total usage. Trade studies indicated that an analog type tachometer signal
conditioning could not meet the accuracy requirement and a circuit whose block diagram is
shown by Figure 20 was designed and incorporated in the SCU. In this circuit, pulses from
the flowmeter following amplification and differentiation are used to trigger a one-shot
whose output feeds a divide by 16 counter. This pulse is sampled directly on a discrete
(one-bit) bilevel PCM channel at 517 sps. The maximum flow rate is specified as 1700
pulses per second and hence division by 16 assures that at a 517 sample rate, the input
frequency to the PCM will not exceed one-half the sample rate, Thus the maximum signal
conditioning error never exceeds 16 counts over any given time interval and specifically is
calculated to be 0.05%. Transducer error, primarily due to vibration and acceleration while
at low flow rates resulted in 0.5% (one sigma) total error.

NOSE RECESSION

Nuclear:  A significant amount of data pertaining to nosetip recession measurement has
previously been presented (reference 1) and this paper will only briefly report on the
AMaRV approach and results. Five radioactive Ta 182 line sources were embedded in the
nosetip, the activity of each monitored by a collimated Mal gamma ray detector. Two
additional detectors, which were shielded from the line sources are provided to detect any
radioactive material deposited on the heatshield outer surface. The sensed gamma particles
were counted by a 12 bit counter over a 62.5 millisecond time interval. The accumulated
counts were D/A converted to a 5 volt signal and sampled by the PCM at 16 sps. Only 8 of
the 12 bits are selected for D/A conversion, the bit positions selected is accomplished by a
single jumper wire at the vehicle test connector located on the vehicle aft cover. This
versatility allowed maximum resolution as a function of Ta 182 activity (half life) versus
launch hold. The PCM unit supplied a synchronization pulse for a simultaneous dump and
hold from all sensor counters at the end of each 62.5 millisecond period at which time all
counters are reset to zero count. Valid data was recovered from this system on flights
FTV-1 and FTV-2. Detailed analysis of this data is beyond the scope of this paper, suffice
to say the flight data appeared to be in excellent agreement with pre-flight predictions.

Acoustic:  As with the nuclear recession sensors, detailed data is also available which
describes in detail, acoustic measurement devices used to obtain nosetip recession
(Reference 4). A single ray device, similar to that flown on ABRV, has been selected for
use on FTV-3. The unit was requalified to the higher AMaRV dynamic environmental
specification. One time frame of the unit selected has 192 each 1.3 millisecond time bins
(0.5 µsec each echo time). The frame will be sampled on a 1000 sps PCM channel.



SIGNAL CONDITIONING/LOAD CELLS AND CALIBRATION

Development of flight sensors to measure nose tip and control surface hinge loads was a
major design effort. Concurrent with this design was the development of associated signal
conditioning. In an effort to reduce package size, on-board signal conditioning associated
with pressure, flow, temperature and position was combined with the load cell
conditioning in a common package. A block diagram of this approach is shown by
Figure 21. Note that three different and independent 10 volt regulators are utilized to
supply bridge excitations and that one signal regulator is not dedicated to a particular
group of sensor types, i.e., a inflight regulator failure will not cause loss of all load cell
data. Note also that a DC/DC converter was not utilized because of space limitations and
this gave rise to DC ground loops. Voltage offset in all SCU measurements due to this
ground loop is continuously measured and telemetered throughout flight and simply
subtracted from affected measurements during data processing.

Use of potentiometers to balance the load cells (strain gage bridges) were disallowed
because of the high vibration environment which would cause excessive wiper noise and
possibly even potentiometer failure. Fixed discrete balance resistors were also determined
to be unacceptable because of the tremendous number of 73-2C screened resistors values
that would have to be stocked to cover the bridge unbalances that could be expected;
Logistically it was impractical. As indicated by Figure 22, passively trimmed thick film
resistors were chosen for the balance resistors. The range (span) was accomplished by a
discrete resistor in which the calculated value, ±10% and ±20% or a total of 5 was stocked
for each bridge. It is these resistors that are used for setting (adjusting) the channel gain by
controlling the bridge excitation voltage. The gain of all 10 bridge amplifiers is preset at
the factory. The first stage gain is 102, the second stage varies from 4 to 28. The resultant
gains versus loads are shown by Figure 23. The individual thick film resistor networks are
initially 3K ohms, capable of being trimmed to 150K ohms. The thick film resistors were
prepared from the same ink batch so as to minimize temperature effects from the voltage
divider. During initial load cell integration testing, the thick film circuit card is removed
from the SCU and replaced with an extender card attached to a test box that is configured
to an identical circuit equipped with potentiometers for each of the thick film resistors. The
flight load cells are balanced for correct offset followed by full scale loads being applied.
The span potentiometer is set to one of the predetermined stocked select resistors that
most nearly allows the full scale range to be achieved. Several repeated runs are performed
and assuming repeatability is acceptable, the value of each potentiometer is measured (out
of circuit) and recorded. The thick film resistors are trimmed to within ±0.5% of the
recorded value, the range resistor installed, the assembly installed in the SCU and final
calibration accomplished as follows.



Each nosetip load sensor, as shown in Figure 24, was individually calibrated by applying
known incremental loads on an assembled nosetip in known, controlled directions,
Calibration coefficients were generated which was used to reduce flight data.

Calibrations were performed by installing the sensors into the forward vehicle frustum and
mounting the assembly in a rigid structure which is equipped with aligned force
applications and measuring devices. The axial and radial forces are applied with hydraulic
jacks which are manually controlled. The magnitude of the applied loads are measured
with precision (0.1%) load cells. The loads are applied to the load sensor through a loading
head that mates with an aluminum plug which simulates the carbon-carbon nosetip. The
calibrations fixture includes provisions for rotating the sensor relative to the line of radial
force applications. The sensor strain gage bridge circuits are connected to the SCU whose
output is recorded on an SCU Test Set. The load cell outputs are read and recorded with a
Doric Digital Printer and Monitor. The instrumentation and loading setups for calibrating
the SCU and the nosetip load sensor are shown in Figure 25.

The accuracy requirement of 1 percent of full scale (5 volts) established for the load sensor
necessitated a calibration procedure which accounts for non-linearity of data, crosstalk
between lateral and axial forces and interaction between simultaneous applications of two
loads.

The calibration for axial loading consisted of incrementing the applied axial load under
constant lateral loading (0, 900, 1800 lbs.). This procedure was performed at a lateral load
application of 0E roll angle. The calibration for lateral force involved incrementing the
lateral force under constant axial loading (1800 and 3200 lbs.). This procedure was
repeated at 25 different roll angles (increments varied from 10E, windward side, to 30E,
leeward side). A schematic of the calibration data is shown in Figure 26.

The calibration data is reduced and combined through a computer program which
generates a calibration matrix. The sensor flight data (sensor outputs, sensor temperatures,
and vehicle accelerations, including spin and pitch rates) is input into the program (via
tape) to determine values of force magnitudes, directions, and location. The program
makes corrections to strain readings caused by temperature effects. The program also
corrects the measured forces for inertia loads to obtain the aerodynamic forces on the
nosetip. The program calculates the deflected shape of the nosetip (based on ground test
calibration data) for input into the reduction of the nose recession sensor data.

The nomographs in Figure 27 depicts the procedure which is utilized by the computer
program to reduce flight data. The magnitude of the axial loading is first determined by
dividing the voltage change of the axial gages by a calibration coefficient based on the
magnitude of the voltage change in the forward pitch gages (see nomograph No. 1). (The



aerodynamic axial load acting on the nosetip is obtained by correcting the measured axial
force for the axial inertia loads.) After the magnitude of the flight axial force is determined,
the program generates a new set of lateral load calibration curves based on the axial load
value. The curves are generated by linearly interpolating between the calibration values of
1600 and 3200 lbs. These calibration curves are generated for each of the bending strain
stations on the sensor, see Figure 27, nomograph No. 2. For the calculation of lateral load,
the program takes the output signal of the pitch and yaw gages and establishes a vector
which is compared to the vectors for all the data points on the calibration plot. The four
calibration point vectors which bound the data point vector are thus determined. Once the
boundary vectors are established, the bending moment and then the angle of the bending
plane relative to the pitch plane is determined by linear interpolation between moment and
angle values for each of the four calibration vectors, see Nomograph No. 3. The bending
moments at each bending gage station are converted into pitch and yaw components prior
to correcting for inertia effects. The difference in the bending moments divided by the
distance (4 inches) gives the nosetip aerodynamic lateral load. The location of the
aerodynamic lateral load is obtained by dividing the bending moment at the forward pitch
gage by the magnitude of the aerodynamic lateral load.

The load sensor has performed extremely well in two AMaRV flight tests to date. Each
flight has produced excellent data for determining the aerodymanic coefficients associated
with an ablating nosetip. Figure 28 depicts the aerodynamic data from an actual AMaRV
flight test and is typical of all data obtained. The figure illustrates the normal force
coefficient measurement plotted against altitude and compared to predictions. It has
demonstrated that the nosetip forces can be measured with a high degree of accuracy.

The AMaRV vehicle also contains a load sensor positioned at each end of the control
surface hinges. This sensor measured shear strains at 90E intervals in a shaft which
transfers control surface loads into the vehicle. The sensor has performed satisfactorily in
two flights. The operation and/or design details cannot be shown due to security
restrictions.

CONCLUSION

Instrumentation data recovered to date on FTV-1 and FTV-2 has been excellent. Vibration,
shock and acoustic data recovered by merging short bursts of information has been quite
successful. It has been demonstrated that through rather elaborate calibration and data
reduction techniques, in-flight nose loads can be measured to extreme accuracies (±1%).
Though the AMaRV reduced data has provided excellent results with few anomalies
attributed to the instrumentation, it is apparent that the shear volume and frequency
response demands of raw data is approaching saturation of the ground support station, not
only at the factory, but at the launch facility and down-range receivers.



It is apparent, that as flight performance measurements become more demanding, not only
in reliability and package size, but in frequency response (which means more bandwidths,
hence increased bit rate, hence more RF power or additional transmitters, larger battery
capacity, greater heat dissipation, more complex antenna subsystems and more volume),
more and more on-board processing and data compression techniques will have to be
devised that are acceptable to both system designers and experimenters.
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Figure 1.  I&C Subsystem Block Diagram

Figure 2.  Bit Rate Usage



Figure 3.  FTV-1 VS&A Channel Assignment

Figure 4.  Mode A Format



Figure 5.  RF Subsystem

Figure 6.  3 Channel S-Band Power Monitor



Figure 7.  S-Band Power Divider/Monitor

Figure 8.  Flight Results, RF Subsystem



Figure 9.  Transmitter Temperature Response

Figure 10.  Normlized Frequency Response Curve



Figure 11.  A411 (-17B) CFCB Raw Data Plot File 10 Channel 1

Figure 12.  A411 (SO4B) CFCB Raw Data Plot File 14 Channel 1



 Figure 13.  FM vs PCM Control Surface Vibration Spectrum at T ± 1680 sec

Figure 14.  K-West Model 398 Acoustic Sensor Frequency Response to Pressure
Fluctuations in a Hypersonic Flow Field



Figure 15.  A400 CFCB Raw Data Plot File 5 Channel 1

Figure 16.  In-Depth Thermocouple Plug



Figure 17.  FTV-02 Re-entry Plot No IDT-11

Figure 18.  Thermal Sensor Wiring Configuration and Voltage Output



Figure 19.  Tape ID=ANA Test ID=4900005 Test Site - 100880

Figure20.  Flowmeter Signal Conditioning



Figure 21.  SCU Block Diagram

Figure 22.  Strain Gage Circuit



Figure 23.SCU Strain Gap Conditioning Circuit Design

Figure 24.  Nose Load Sensor Configuration



Figure 25.  Test Setup for SCU and Nosetip Load Sensor Calibration

Figure 26.  Typical Calibration Curves at Constant Axial Load



Figure 27.  Nomographs Depicting Operation of Computer Program to Reduce
Flight Data

Figure 28.  Normal Force Coefficient Comparisons Along Flight Trajectory



RANGE SAFETY RECEIVER-DECODER
FOR

SPACE SHUTTLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
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ABSTRACT

Flight Termination Sub-Systems for range safety purposes are a part of all spacecraft
launch vehicles. The Command Receiver and Decoder portion of this sub-system receives
the rf up-link signal and initiates the flight termination action. For launch vehicles for
unmanned spacecraft, the range safety up-link command signal is composed of selected
IRIG audio tones, in a specified sequence, frequency modulated on an rf carrier. For the
Space Shuttle launches, a more sophisticated high-alphabet modulation technique is used.
This provides for a better probability against an undesired output caused by interfering
signals.

The Shuttle system uses a complex command modulation format composed of various
audio tones frequency modulated on the standard UHF carrier. The characters in the
command word are made up of two simultaneously transmitted tones selected from seven
possible frequencies. These seven tones, taken two at a time, provide an alphabet of
twenty-one different characters from which a command word is formed. The transmitted
sequence of characters is selectable from mission to mission. Approximately 1012 possible
code combinations exist for any one mission.

For the Space Shuttle launches, the range safety Command Receiver-Decoders will be
used on the Solid Rocket Boosters and the External Tank portions of the complex launch
vehicle. The receiver section of these units is a single superheterodyne design fixed tuned
to the proper rf center frequency at the time of manufacture. The decoder section utilizes a
microprocessor to effect the decoding function. The decoder is “programmed” prior to
flight to recognize only the code of the mission. In addition, the microprocessor is used to
accomplish the audio tone demodulation using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm.
Solid state output switches provide the decoder output voltages to the flight termination
destruct mechanism.



INTRODUCTION

For the purpose of safety, of both property and personnel, all spacecraft launch vehicles
are required to contain a flight termination subsystem. This is used when an abnormal
flight profile occurs during launch and the vehicle’s path would take it outside the safe
limits of the range. When necessary as indicated by the various monitoring and display
equipment available to him, the Range Safety Officer will initiate the flight termination
command. In most vehicle subsystems, this will cause rocket engine shut-down, disruption
of the vehicle air-foil, disperse the fuel, or some combination of action that will terminate
the flight and control the location of the impact area of the resulting debris.

Through the efforts of various organizations such as the Range Commanders Council, the
Range Safety ad hoc Committee, and others, a degree of range safety standardization has
been obtained through the years. The command up-link for space launch vehicles uses an
rf carrier in the UHF Band of 400 to 500 MHz. Typically, IRIG standard audio tone
frequencies are frequency modulated on the rf carrier. In most cases, three tones are
transmitted in a selected sequence to initiate the flight termination.

For manned space flight launches, a variation in this technique is utilized. The standard
UHF/FM link is used, but a high-alphabet modulation technique, as developed for the
Saturn/Apollo Program, is used. This modulation technique provides at least ten orders of
magnitude better probability against an undesired output caused by interfering signals than
the standard range safety modulation method.

In the early 1960’s, when manned space flight was becoming a reality, NASA became
particularly concerned with the flight termination system used for range safety. They felt
that with the normal range safety system, the possibility of an unwanted destruct event was
sufficiently great - and the results of an unwanted destruct would be sufficiently
devastating to the manned space flight program - that a different approach to range safety
was warranted for manned flight. NASA desired a system which would provide a means of
protection or a “secureness” against unwanted destruction caused by either intentional or
unintentional interfering signals. In general, if a range safety system can be devised that
would reduce the probability of an unwanted output caused by some intelligent source who
is purposely trying to destroy a good launch, then the probability of an unwanted output
caused accidentally is even far less likely to occur. Therefore, any method that would
make it more difficult for an “unfriendly” source to effect a destruct would increase the
security of the system.

After much study, the Digital Range Safety Command System was implemented for the
Saturn/Apollo Program. And, this system, with more modern state-of-the-art hardware,
will be used for the Space Shuttle Program.



The System uses a complex command format made up of various audio tones that
frequency modulate the standard UHF carrier. The characters in the command word are
made up of two simultaneously transmitted audio tones selected from seven possible tones.
The tones are in the lower portion of the IRIG frequencies, and all are harmonically related
to 1050 Hz. All seven tones are contained within an octave to prevent harmonic
interference. Figure 1 illustrates the linearly-spaced high-alphabet tone frequencies
compared to the logarithmically-spaced IRIG range safety channels. These seven tones--
taken two at a time--provide an alphabet of 21 different characters from which to form a
command word.

Illustrated in Figure 2 is a typical message waveform and format. The first character is
made up to tones 1 and 2; the second character is tones 1 and 3; and so on. Looking at the
modulation waveform, it is evident that each character is separated by a period of dead-
time. The character duration is 6-2/3 milliseconds with a 1.9 millisecond dead time
between characters.

The message consists of two words: an address word and a command word. The address is
the first nine characters. This address word uses 9 of the 21 possible characters available,
and selection of these nine characters is changed for each mission. The use of 9 characters
out of the possible 21 provides 1.067 x 1011 possible code combinations for any one
mission.

The command word consists of the last two characters in the message. Since there are 21
character-coding arrangements available for the 10th position and 20 available for the 11th
position, that gives the possibility of a total of 420 command words.

Figure 3 illustrates five commands and tone frequencies used for the Saturn/Apollo. All
missions used the same command code. However, the address word was changed for each
mission. Address selection or programming the flight hardware to recognize the correct
code was accomplished by hardware--a code plug.

SPACE SHUTTLE HARDWARE

For Space Shuttle launches, range safety flight termination devices are used on the Solid
Rocket Boosters and on the External Tank portion of the complex launch vehicle. If the
destruct command were to be issued, the Orbiter is set free from the other elements of the
launch vehicle and manully flown back to earth by the astronauts. When the Orbiter is
clear, the Solid Rocket Boosters and the External Tank are destroyed.

The Command Receiver-Decoder portion of the Space Shuttle flight termination system is
shown in Figure 4. Each of the two Solid Rocket Boosters will have two of these units



mounted in a redundant configuration. A single receiver-decoder unit will be used on the
External Tank. As you know, it is planned to recover the Solid Rocket Boosters after each
launch. The four range safety receiver-decoders on these boosters will be refurbished and
used again. The External Tank and its unit are not recovered and are lost after each launch.

 IRIG HIGH ALPHABET

1. 7.50 kHz 7.35 kHz

2. 8.46 kHz 8.40 kHz

3. 9.54 kHz 9.45 kHz

4. 10.76 kHz 10.50 kHz

5. 12.14 kHz 11.55 kHz

6. 13.70 kHz 12.60 kHz

7. 15.45 kHz 13.65 kHz

Figure 1.  Baseband Tone Frequencies

Figure 2.  Typical Message Waveform and Foremat 



COMMAND
10th.

CHARACTER
TONES

11th.
CHARACTER

TONES

1. DESTRUCT (PROPELLANT
DISPERSION)

1 AND 2 1 AND 3

2. ARM/FUEL CUTOFF (CHARGING OF
THE EBW FIRING UNIT AND THRUST
TERMINATION)

2 AND 3 2 AND 4

3. MSCO/ASCO (SATURN SPARE NO. 1) 4 AND 5 4 AND 6

4. SPARE (NO.2) 3 AND 4) 3 AND 5

5. SAFE 5 AND 6 5 AND 7

Figure 3.  Command Encoding Scheme

Figure 4.  Command Receiver-Decoder



The range safety receiver-decoder for the Space Shuttle vehicle is now in production at
Cincinnati Electronics Corporation under contract with NASA, Marshall Space Flight
Center, Huntsville, Alabama. The equipment design utilizes “Hi-Rel” piece parts, and is
designed such that no single point failure can cause an unwanted output. In addition, this
failsafe concept is implemented in the software/fimware realm of the design.

The qualification tests conducted on the unit consisted of the various qual level
environments anticipated during a typical flight profile of the Solid Rocket Booster. One
cycle of environmental tests consisted of those environments simulating lift-off, boost
phase, separation, re-entry, and water impact. This cycle of tests was repeated several
times to establish confidence in the re-use concept.

Receiver Section

The receiver section is located in the cover assembly of the unit, and the decoder section is
located within the main body of the unit. The receiver is a single superheterodyne design
with a 10.7 MHz IF. The input signal is routed through the rf connector into a tuneable
preselector which consists of four high Q coaxial resonators. Three stages of amplification
using Field Effect Transistors are designed in the preselector. These provide about 20 dB
net gain with a 4 MHz passband. Referring to Figure 5, the selected carrier frequency is
coupled into a balanced hot-carrier diode mixer, where it is mixed with a local oscillator
signal at a frequency of 10.7 MHz above the carrier frequency. After a stage of
amplification, the signal is routed through a nine-pole crystal filter which sets the specified
180 kHz receiver selectivity. From the crystal filter, the signal is amplified and processed
through FM limiting into a quadrature FM detector. The IF subsystem provides detected
audio at 5 millivolts per kHz deviation. The audio signal is amplified and presented to the
decoder section.

Figure 5.  Block Diagram Receiver Section



Decoder Section

Until recently, it has been impractical to implement a digital filter or sampling technique as
an audio frequency detector in a space launch environment. With the advent of
microprocessor devices, however, digital filters for space launch vehicles and missile
application are not only practical, but even desirable in some cases.

A microprocessor can be used as part of the tone detection function by sampling the
composite waveform. Of the various microprocessor “digital filtering” techniques, a Fast
Fourier Transform algorithm is most appropriate due to the complex waveform. and time
duration of the intelligence. Mathematically, a Fourier Analysis can be used on any
complex periodic function to determine the magnitudes and frequencies of the constituent
parts of the function.

In the Space Shuttle Range Safety Receiver-Decoder design, the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) tone detection is implemented using a Microprocessor device (µP) as the Central
Processing Unit (CPU); a Read Only Memory Device (ROM); Random Access Memory
elements (RAM); Direct Memory Access circuits (DMA); Analog-to-Digital Converter
(A/D); appropriate Input/Output devices (I/O); and control circuits. Figure 6 is a block
diagram of the decoder section.

The high-alphabet range-safety audio signal as recovered by the receiver is presented to an
A/D Converter where the signal is sampled. Each sample results in a 6-bit binary word
which represents the magnitude of the input signal at that time. This binary word is put into
Random Access Memory (RAM) via the DMA. The binary samples are initially processed
in groups of 32. For convenience, we define this 32 sample period as a “sub-character”
time period. On close inspection of this sub-character time period, it is evident that each of
the audio tone frequencies used in the high-alphabet go through an integral number of
cycles in this 32 sample period. The 7.35 kHz tone goes through 7 cycles, the 8.40 kHz
tone has 8 cycles, the 9.45 kHz tone has 9 cycles, and so on. In addition, there are seven
sub-character time periods in the full character time of 6-2/3 milliseconds.

Like samples in each of the seven sub-characters are algebraically summed. Samples 1 in
each of the seven sub-characters are summed together, samples 2 in each subcharacter are
summed together, and so on through to samples 32 which are summed together. Note that
for any of the seven tones, like samples in each sub-character will occur at the same point
on the sine-wave signal. At the end of the full character period, when 32 samples have
been taken in each of the seven sub-characters and summed, the data is then processed
through the FET.



Figure 6.  Decoder Block Diagram



The summed values of the 32 samples of data are processed using a Fast Fourier
Transform algorithm. The sampled data is manipulated by adding and subtracting values of
the various samples in such a way that results in determination of the relative magnitudes
of each of 7 tones present in that character. In-phase, and quadrature components of each
of the seven tones are determined, and the square root of the sum of the squares of these
components are calculated. This results in the absolute values of each of the tones that are
present in that character.

Figure 7 illustrates the FFT characteristics. The numbers on the left side of the figure
represnet the 32 summed data samples. Solid lines represent an addition function, dashed
lines represent subtraction, and the circled numbers represent a multiplication function.
The numbers on the right represent the resulting in-phase and quadrature values of the
seven tones. This figure illustrates the calculations required to arrive at the values of the
tones in that character period. For example, the in-phase component of tone 8 (8I) is
determined by manipulating the data of the sample points as below:

[(1 + 17) + (9 + 25)]    +  [(5 + 21) + (13 + 29)]

- [(3 + 19) + (11 + 27)]  +  [(7 + 23) + (15 + 31)]

The quadrature component (8Q) is:

[(2 + 18) + (10 + 26)]  +  [(6 + 22) + (14 + 30)]

- [(4 + 20) + (12 + 28)]  +  [(8 + 24) + (16 + 32)]

The calculation of the square root of the sum of the square of these terms represents the
value of the tone 8 frequency that is present in this character. In similar manner, the
magnitudes of each of the seven tones are calculated and stored in memory.

The microprocessor goes through perhaps some 300 calculations to determine the
magnitude of each tone in each character. It takes approximately 600 microseconds to
perform these calculations.

The data representing the magnitudes of the seven tones are then examined to determine if
a valid character was present. A fixed threshold is used to reject signals too small to be
valid; that is, the magnitude data for two of the tones must be greater than some fixed
minimum value. A variable threshold is used to reject results that were likely the result of
noise; that is, magnitude of two of the tones must be greater than some percentage of the
magnitude of the other five tones.



Figure 7. FFT Characteristics



After deciding that a character is valid (not necessarily correct according to the stored
address), it is stored into memory. After all 11 characters have been detected, they are
compared with the pre-stored commands for validation. The 11th character is detected
twice to determine end of message (the transmitted 11th character is three character
periods in duration).

The initial decoder function (prior to the Command Signal FFT mode of operation) is to
conduct a “Signal Search” to determine when a command message begins. When a proper
signal is present, the summing of the data samples produce some magnitude representation
of the signal. On the other hand, noise is random, and the summing of noise samples
produces a zero in essence. The Signal Search algorithm then samples and sums the data
of five sub-characters in overlapped groups.

The summation results of the four most recent groups are saved in memory. Each time a
new sum occurs, it is moved into the memory register containing the oldest sum. The new
sum is compared to a calculated threshold value related to the running average. The new
value must be greater than the average of the previous three groups by a particular ratio.
This in essence provides an automatic variable threshold.

Code Entry

To program the receiver-decoder to recognize the one valid code for the mission, a data
entry device which is presently in the government inventory is used. This data entry unit is
a hand-held electronic transfer device.

Prior to launch, the selected code of the mission is loaded into the memory of the data
entry unit. Subsequently, the unit is taken to the launch site, the pig-tail is connected into
the flight receiver-decoders, and the code is transferred to the memory of the flight units.
Also, the ground transmitter is programmed with the code of the mission with this same
hand-held unit.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The range safety receiver-decoder for the Space Shuttle launch vehicle is presently in
production at Cincinnati Electronics Corporation under contract with NASA, Marshall
Space Flight Center. The unit consists of a single superheterodyne receiver design tuned to
416.5 MHz and a microprocessor controlled tone demodulator and decoder. The
microprocessor uses a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm to effect the audio tone
detection. The design uses “Hi-Rel” piece parts that meet the requirements of MIL-STD-
975B, Quality Level Grade 1. These requirements are similar to level S or equivalent 



screening on active parts. In addition, a fail-safe concept is implemented in the design of
the software and hardware.

The unit is compatible with the “high-alphabet” range safety modulation technique that is
used for manned space flight launches. This approach is superior to the normal range
safety system in that it offers far better probability against an undesired output caused by
interfering signals. The decoder is programmed just prior to launch to recognize only the
selected code of the mission.
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ABSTRACT

The scope of this paper deals with methods and processes undertaken to provide a
significant reliability upgrade to an existing telemetry instrumentation subsystem. Selected
components are produced using modern hybrid microcircuit technology in place of the
previously configured discrete design approach. A comparative analysis is performed to
demonstrate the resulting dramatic reliability improvement.

INTRODUCTION

The telemetry set which is used on the Atlas E/F Booster stage to provide performance
data during checkout and flight is part of the Airborne Instrumentation and Range Safety
System (AIRSS). The other major components of this system include electrical harness,
transducers, sensors, batteries, range safety control circuits, antenna coupler and antenna.
An interface diagram, figure 1, depicts these elements and the umbilical connection to the
Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE) console. The Atlas Telemetry Set (designated ATS)
comprises the signal conditioner, mixed high and low level commutator and a radio
transmitter.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The ATS is a solid state, modularly constructed, PAM/FM/FM assembly within which the
signal conditioning, commutation, subcarrier multiplexing, and signal transmission are
accomplished. Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of the system.



Figure 1.  Telemetry System Interfaces

The package allows the interwiring of low-level and high-level transducer signals, is
equipped with redundant power supplies for excitation, and routes the conditioned and
normalized signal inputs to the subcarrier channels directly or via the sampling
commutator.

The signal path originates at the transducer or sensor pickup and is directed to the signal
conditioner wherein a variety of functional parameters and data measurements are
accommodated. The types of conditioning that are provided include attenuators, dividers,
and amplifiers; demodulator and discriminator networks; monitor for AC-DC signals; and
voltage, current, and frequency limiting circuits.

Following the scaling and normalizing in the conditioner, the signals are connected to the
commutator inputs or to the subcarrier channels, as is appropriate.



Figure 2.  Functional Block Diagram

All high and low level signals that do not require conditioning are cabled directly to the
commutator. This item performs the specified electronic sampling of static and slowly
changing measurements in the missile borne environment. It provides the required
amplification and produces two individual 0 to 5 - volt serial NRZ (nonreturn to zero) data
codes to the telemetering system. It is characterized by a pole L which consists of 90 low-
level, programmable gain, differential channels, inputs ranging from 10 mv to 100 mv and
a Pole H, which consists of 90 high-level channels with inputs of 0 to 5 volts. The
sampling rate is selectable to be either 5 or 10 samples per second.

The voltage controlled oscillators are the frequency modulated, proportional bandwidth
type and conform to IRIG Standard 106-80 spacings, deviations and center frequencies for
bands containing channels 2 through 11 and 13 through 20 for a total complement of
18 channels.

The wideband mixer amplifier is a variable gain device with a flat response for frequencies
from 300 Hz to 150 kHz.



The transmitter is a modern, highly efficient, 10-watt S-band device. The unit features a
phase-lock loop, and final frequency amplification avoids potential spurious emission
problems associated with high-power multiplier stages.

The remaining components within the signal conditioner assembly involve the power
changeover and distribution networks, filtering subassemblies, programmable connectors
and all related cables and harnesses.

SELECTED COMPONENTS FOR RELIABILITY UPGRADE

After careful review of the program, it was established that three sections would benefit
most from a detailed upgrade. These sections are:

a. Voltage controlled subcarrier oscillator
b. Wide-band mixer amplifier
c. Electronic commutator

The product specification for each item was reviewed from a systems point of view and
updated to meet the special requirement of the Atlas telemetry system program. In each
case a more stringent and detailed specification was generated. This detailed specification
was the basis for design reviews where engineering modifications were outlined that would
be necessary in order to insure the more stringent requirements.

VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR (Figure 3)

Omnitek’s standard type 90 series with A1 specifications was used as a starting point for
this item. A short review of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) is given in connection
with a description of the improvements in this device.

The heart of the circuit is the timing multivibrator. Since the transistors in the multivibrator
circuit are either off or in saturation, effects from beta changes are minimized when
compared to the effects seen in a wide-band oscillator circuit with Class A transistors.

Diodes and resistor networks are used for temperature compensation of both frequency
and bandwidth. These temperature-compensating circuits include a second order
adjustment for nonlinear temperature behavior without using a nonlinear thermal element
such as a thermistor which has poor stability and repeatability characteristics.

The multivibrator drives a switch circuit which acts as a load buffer while shaping the
multivibrator output to a square wave. The square wave output from the switch circuit has
a low second harmonic component which eases the roll-off requirements on the active
filter which passes the fundamental sine wave.



Figure 3.  Voltage Controlled Oscillator Assembly

The active filter uses resistors, NPO capacitors and transistors to generate a low-pass
modified elliptic function. To obtain the best stability and response, the transistors are all
used as emitter followers. The filter has four poles and two zeros to generate a sharp roll-
off with the minimum number of components. The output DC block and isolator capacitor
modifies the frequency response of the filter from a low pass to a band pass.

All internal voltages applied to the multivibrator are regulated for best stability. The first
regulator of the VCO circuit is a series transistor regulator for minimum current.

All microcomponents used in the fabrication of the VCO such as thick-film resistors,
capacitors and semiconductors are selected for reliability, repeatability and stability.

WIDE-BAND MIXER AMPLIFIER (Figure 4)

Omnitek’s standard type 90 series with M1 electrical specifications was used as a starting
point for the mixer amplifier. Again, a short review of the mixer amplifier is given in
connection with a description of the improvements in this device.

The mixer amplifier is specifically designed to combine several input signals into one
composite output signal at the levels normally encountered in telemetry systems.

The signal input circuitry is designed to use standard semiconductors so that the
performance is not dependent upon exotic devices. The input circuit consists of an emitter
follower with a current source in the emitter circuit. This results in an extremely linear
circuit with high input impedance. There are two stages of gain, each with emitter self bias.
The output circuit is an emitter follower with a current source as the emitter circuit and a
collector current limiting resistor. The capacitivity coupled output is therefore current



Figure 4.  Wide-Band Mixer Amplifier Assembly

limited both as a source and a sink for good overload protection. The output signal is used
in feedback around the output follower and the gain stages through a resistive network for
gain control. There is over 30 dB more open-loop than closed-loop gain in order to control
any distortion in the amplifier itself.

For stable wide-band operation each gain stage has its own frequency roll-off circuit in
addition to the emitter degeneration.

The overall gain is set by a potentiometer or fixed resistor in the input which can divide
down the input signal to desired levels as required. This technique prevents overloading
the active stages with excessive input signals.

The input B+ is regulated with a series regulator transistor referenced to a voltage fixed by
a zener diode. A resistor in series with the B+ line functions as a current limiter to stabilize
the regulator for use with long power lines.

Both input and output capacitivity couple the signal so that unwanted DC voltages are not
present at the terminals.

ELECTRONIC COMMUTATOR (Figure 5)

The Atlas commutator involves both high and low-level programmable channels in one
package configuration.

The circuitry uses sophisticated logic to lower crosstalk, improve response time and
control spikes in the wave train. The technique is called odd-even logic. It uses two input
buffers, one for odd numbered channels and one for even numbered channels, and a single



Figure 5.  Commutator Outline Drawing

output buffer. In operation, while channel 1 is being sampled through the odd input buffer
connected to the output buffer, channel 2 is connected to the even input buffer and is
stabilizing. At the end of channel 1 sample time, the output buffer is switched to the even
input buffer where channel 2 has already stabilized. Since the circuit point being switched
is from the output of one buffer to another buffer, it moves from one low-impedance point
to another low-impedance point. The low-impedance point allows easy control of rise
time, overshoot, and stabilization times. Then while channel 2 is the output, the odd input
buffer is switched to channel 3. Therefore, each channel in turn is connected to its input
buffer one channel time earlier than it will appear in the commutator output. This allows
the input to stabilize and lower the effect of source impedance, input capacitance and
switching transients.

Besides improved basic performance, there is another benefit to the odd-even logic
approach. The commutator can be supercommutated in the field without performance
degradation. Some manufacturers use an RC network in the input of each channel to help
control switching spikes. When supercommutated, these RC’s will add their effects
together and cause long stabilization times and increased crosstalk. To help control this
problem, the manufacturer will request to be told which channels are going to be
supercommutated so he can modify their inputs. Any change in the use of the commutator
in the field can then cause problems as the channel inputs will not be optimized. With odd-
even logic, any channel can be supercommutated and changed at will without affecting
performance. There is no need for a difficult field retrofit.



The commutator uses CMOS gates and logic for good performance and low power
consumption. Each channel input is protected against overvoltage, and in addition has
output signal limiting.

The timing reference signal is generated by a precision temperature compensated multi-
vibrator. The CMOS logic counts down the stable timing signal and controls the individual
signal gates, the generation of the scope sync and frame sync signals, and the odd-even
logic. The signal gates are treed to keep the effective input capacitance low. The odd-even
buffer system uses only current sources and emitter followers to provide high isolation and
fast rise and fall times. The input buffers contain a proprietary emitter follower with
controlled gain and offset. This circuit was developed by Omnitek and is a unique emitter
follower that can have a gain greater than unity and still have the speed and DC accuracy
of a follower.

The output buffer is also composed of a current source and a follower. It uses a proprietary
rigid feedback technique to compensate for different load currents without losing speed or
causing overshoot.

The commutator contains a DC-to-DC converter to generate the required negative
voltages. Critical voltages such as the frame sync amplitude are double regulated.

The following areas were used to greatly improve the reliability of the modules.

a. Extensive mechanical, electrical and quality analysis.
b. Improved electrical design.
c. Tighter controls on piece part components such as traceability, mechanical and

electrical screening, SEM testing, radiographic inspection.
d. Hybridized circuitry; reduced size allowed better packaging, improved inspection,

less susceptibility to harsh environments.
e. Extensive module testing and qualification prior to final assembly and test.

One of the program restraints was that the form factor for the VCO mixer amplifier and
commutator had to be maintained. In order to do this all active circuitry was designed into
hybrid packages that could be hermetically sealed and tested at the module level and be
maintained within the old form factor and interconnect figurations. The VCO and mixer
amplifier were designed and layed out on one substrate and packaged, each in a self-
contained hermetically sealed housing. The commutator, due to its complexity, was
somewhat of a larger problem. It was decided to attempt to select standard package sizes
to keep the nonrecurring cost and lead time down to a minimum. As a result, the
commutator circuitry was divided into 17 hybrid packages, using five housing types. We
feel the largest contributing factor to increase reliability of these modules was the ability to



microminiaturize them with a tightly controlled process. The following describes the
techniques used.

The process begins with the manufacture of the LID (Figure 6). The body of LID is a 96%
alumina structure coated with three-layer metalization system in molly manganese, nickel
and gold. Separation cuts divide the metalized surface into three areas for collector, base,
emitter, etc. The semiconductor is eutectic-die-bonded onto the LID’s collector area
achieving great strength, and providing a broad continuous low-resistance path to the two
collector terminal pads. The terminal connections are made by conventional goldwire
nailhead wire bonding between the chip and the pedestals associated with the terminal
pads.

Figure 6.  Construction of the LID

All mounting and interconnection steps are standard proven semiconductor manufacturing
processes.

Finally, after careful inspection, the chips and leads are sealed by means of a drop of
epoxy compound, which is then cured in place. Even at this early stage, all the standard
mechanical and visual QC steps associated with discrete transistor manufacturing have
been taken on the alumina LID carrier including both functional and electrical checks; on
the die bonding, including visual pry test; on the wire bonding, including visual and pull
test; and on the epoxy coating, including pre-cap and post cure visuals. Figure 7 shows the
standard test program for LID’s prior to circuit assembly.

In addition to the standard process used in manufacturing the LID’s, as shown on Figure 7,
additional screening requirements were imposed as follows:

a. Traceability to the wafer level
b. Wafer acceptance testing



1. Wafer thickness requirements
2. Metalization thickness requirements
3. SEM inspection
4. Sample electrical test at ambient and through temperature extremes

c. 100% visual inspection
d. Sample inspections of assembled devices

1. Bond strength
2. Die shear

e. Stabilization bake
f. Temperature cycling
g. Burn in at max. junction temperature
h. Final electrical test with additional critical parameters and increased specifications

The LID-solder microcircuit fabrication method was chosen over the chip-wire method
because of the many advantages obtained in the manufacturing process and in the
performance and reliability of the final product. The principal advantage of the LID-solder
method over the chip-wire method is that the device can be completely tested in the LID
after die mounting and wire bonding and before hybrid circuit assembly. This test
screening after the major stress processes of handling the chips allows the circuit to be
constructed with known good devices. In addition, since soldering of the LID’s to the
substrate is a low-stress process, the device parameters are maintained through the actual
circuit assembly. Since the hybrid circuit assembly using the chip-wire process requires the
high-stress processes of die mounting and wire bonding, the device parameters can easily
be degraded. While devices which fail drastically can be found and eliminated in both
methods, the LID technique alone offers the opportunity to find devices which show
borderline parameter changes such as higher than normal junction leakages, higher than
normal contact resistances, marginal low-current beta, etc. Normally, the screening after
hybrid circuit assembly detects failures in this type of device. While the same type of
screening exists with the LID process, there is additional individual device screening after
mounting and bonding and before actual circuit assembly.

Figure 8 shows a comparison between the two processes starting with the tested die and
continuing through circuit screening. The additional screening, which insures a more
reliable product, is readily apparent.



Figure 7.  Chip/LID, Chip/Carrier Process and Test Program



Figure 8.  LID-Solder vs. Chip-Wire Process

The first step in the manufacturing process is to deposit a palladium/silver back plane on a
bare alumina substrate. This maintains a constant ground plane beneath the circuit. The
substrate is then fired at approximately 850EC, burning off the vehicle which permits
screening it as an ink.

The substrate is then turned over and, using a very accurate method of silk screening, a
platinum/gold conductor pattern is deposited on the substrate. This conductor provides the
electrical interface between all circuit elements.

Again the substrate is fired at an elevated temperature, burning off the vehicle and fusing
the metals into the porous alumina substrate.



The resistive materials of various values are then deposited on the substrate, dried and
fired using the same process as with the conductor pattern.

During the screening operation there are extensive in-process controls, such as periodic
chart-recorded profiles of firing temperatures and lot-by-lot light section microscope
examination to determine the uniform deposit of materials, along with continuous
temperature co-efficient monitoring. After completion of the silk screening process, a
100% visual inspection is imposed on the substrate.

The resistors are then abrasively trimmed to their design values with attainable tolerances
up to 0.1%. The ability to achieve these tolerances gives design engineers the latitude to
call out tight values in critical circuit stages.

With the abrading completed, the unassembled substrate again enters in-process inspection
to verify that the resistors have been trimmed in accordance with documented procedures.

All components are soldered to the ceramic substrate using the Omnitek patented micro-
soldering system which automatically controls the heat-up rate and flux activation time,
soldering temperature, time and the cooling curve independent of the operator. This
method is unique in that it is the lowest stress technique for applying components
exclusively with solder. This is because all components, no matter what the quantity, are
soldered at exactly the same time - usually about 60 seconds from start to finish. The
assembled substrate is then packaged in its housing and wired again using only solder
connections.

At this point, the assembled substrate is treated in the same manner as a PC board.

After the assembly stage, the unit is cycled back into in-process inspection for a thorough
visual check for component alignment, component and wire attachments, and cleanliness.

The assembled component is finally ready for a dynamic adjustment and for electrical and
environmental testing. As a standard procedure, every module undergoes power burn-in
for 16 hours at 120EC and a minimum of three thermal cycles. This is over and above
program requirements and provides the added assurance of a stable unit, free of borderline
components. Only after successfully withstanding these tests are modules fine tuned and
final tested for conformance to program specifications.



During pre-cap inspection, all housings are sealed using a weld seam sealer. All units are
required to pass both fine and gross leak tests. Upon completion of this seal test, 100% of
the hybrid modules are subjected to the following tests:

a. Electrical test
b. Stabilization bake
c. Temperature cycling
d. Constant acceleration
e. Proof cycle (electrical)
f. External visual inspection
g. Seal test

Fine
Gross

h. Interim electrical test
i. Burn-in
j. Final electrical test
k. Radiographic inspection
l. External visual inspection

A sample from each manufacturing lot is selected and subjected to the following tests. The
lot is not accepted until successful completion of these tests:

a. Electrical test
b. Solderability
c. Resistance to solvents
d. Destructive physical analysis
e. Operating life test for 100 hours at elevated temperature
f. Internal water vapor content
g. Lead integrity
h. Thermal shock
i. Temperature cycling
j. Moisture resistance
k. Mechanical shock
l. Constant acceleration
m. Metal package isolation
n. Seal test

1. Fine
2. Gross

o. Electrical test

The modules are assembled into the final packages after successful completion of the
above tests.



COMPARATIVE RELIABILITY ANALYSES

The chart below compares the reliability of the original design using discrete parts with the
reliability of the improved design using hybrid microcircuits. Reliability under the GF
environment was improved by a factor of 8.8. Reliability under the ML environment was
improved by a factor of 9.2.

CONCLUSION

The reliability improvement program described herein has proven highly successful ad the
results of the comparative analysis indicate.

The hybrid technology description reflects currently employed practices and adherence to
the imposition of MIL-STD-883B and the tailored SAMSO Standard 73-2C were
considered paramount in the execution of this program.
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TOMAHAWK CRUISE MISSILE
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ABSTRACT

The Tomahawk cruise missile is configured for launch from a submarine, surface ship, or
ground installation. The boost-phase propulsion is supplied by a jettisonable, solid-fuel
booster engine. Upon jettison of the booster, an airbreathing, liquid-fuel turbofan engine is
ignited to provide propulsion for the duration of the flight. Flight control is autonomous.

The development of a program such as the Tomahawk requires that missiles be configured
for test flights. These configurations require telemetry and tracking systems to aid in flight
performance evaluation and an RF link range safety command system to provide for safe
conduct of the flight. The subject of this paper is the range safety command system with
emphasis on emergency commanded flight termination, automatic flight termination
modes, remote flight control capability, and prelaunch checkout of the system.
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INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC) is the world’s largest military
meteorological facility. A large portion of its men, women, and computer resources are
dedicated to the acquisition, processing, display, and application of meteorological and
space environmental data. In this paper, I will address only meteorological and space
environmental data.

AFGWC OVERIEW

AFGWC is charged with the responsibility of providing aerospace environmental services,
on a global basis, to conventional and space operations of the United States Air Force, the
United States Army, and other Department of Defense (DOD) and governmental agencies
as directed by the USAF. The concept of operation is to construct the world’s most
comprehensive environmental data base and apply the data to the specific operational
requirements of the military decisionmaker on a real-time basis. To accomplish this,
approximately 118,000 weather reports per day are gathered from conventional
meteorological sources throughout the world and relayed via the highspeed Automated
Weather Network . These data are blended with information available from military and
civilian meteorological satellites to construct an integrated enviromental data base in real-
time. A series of scientific computer programs are employed to construct a model of the
existing atmosphere and to project the changes that will occur in the future.

AFGWC is not an automated production center; rather it is a computer-based operation
heavily reliant upon the interaction between people and the computers to produce accurate
and complete services individually designed for each operational support requirement. The
products and services provided by AFGWC include meteorolgist advice; aviation, terminal
and target forecasts; prediction of severe weather; automated flight planning; exercises and
special mission support; computations for ballistic missile systems; and analyses and 



predictions of solar-geophysical elements which affect systems operating in or through the
near-earth or deep-space environment.

AFGWC provides direct support to the President, Special Strategic Programs, the National
Military Command System, many Unified Commands, all major commands, various
operational elements of the US Army, The National Security Agency, and a variety of
DOD and other governmental agencies. Environmental information is disseminated over
many communications and facsimile circuits to command and control systems and DOD
installations throughout the world.

METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE (METSAT) SYSTEMS

The METSATs, whose data are acquired and processed by AFGWC, are those launched
by the DOD Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) and the Department of
Commerce (DOC) National Earth Satellite System (NESS) agencies.

DMSP Characteristics

1. Sun synchronous, 450NM circular polar orbit

2. 1600NM scan path with a 0.14NM pixel location accuracy at subpoint.

3. operational Line Scan (OLS) - Primary mission sensor. The OLS is a visual (0.4-1.1
micron) and infrared (IR, 8-13 micron) cloud imager which senses at 0.3NM resolution.
On board computer data smoothing provides the DMSP with light and thermal fine (visual,
IR - 0.3NM) and light and thermal smooth (visual, IR - 1.5NM) data capabilities.

4. Other Mission Sensors - These may include atmospheric sensors such as the multi-
spectral infrared radiometer (SSH), the microwave temperature sounder (SSM/T); or space
environmental (SE) sensors such as the precipitating electron spectrometer (SSJ/3).

NESS Satellites

NESS launches, controls, and uses both polar orbiting (TIROS) and geosynchronous
(GOES) satellites. Although TIROS is also a polar orbiter, it has different orbital
parameters and sensors. The primary sensor system on TIROS is not a cloud imager,
rather atmospheric sensors. This sensor configuration reflects different DOC requirements.
GOES characteristics are:

1. Two geostationary spacecraft system (East and West Coverage)



2. Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer (VISSR) - Primary mission sensor which
permits day and night observations of clouds and the determination of temperatures, cloud
heights, and wind fields.

3. Space Environment Monitor (SEM) - Measures magnetic field conditions, in situ
energetic particle flux and solar x-ray emmissions.

DATA COLLECTION

METSAT data collection is basically a four step process. One, each sensor either actively
or passively collects data; two, converts the data to a digitial form (electronic bit stream);
three, multiplexes the data with other sensor data or telemetry; and four, either transmits it
real-tine as does GOES, or records the data, as do polar orbiters*, on a storage device
such as tape (*polar orbiters are capable of transmitting imagery data real-time to
tactical/remote receivers within line of sight).

Imagery makes up by far the greatest quantity of recorded data (approximately 4-16 x 108

bits per orbit). Imagery data across the scan path is collected in the form of discrete picture
elements (pixels) and converted electronically into one of 64 6 bit/byte grey shades. The
other mission sensor data (MSD) are time multiplexed into the imagery bit string for
storage on one of several spacecraft recorders. Once the data is stored, it is available for
replay on command. Both DMSP and TIROS transmit recorded data to high latitude
command and control ground stations located on the east and west coasts of the United
States. The ground stations perform essential signal processing to prepare the METSAT
data for retransmission to a commercial wideband communications satellite (COMSAT).
For the purposes of this paper, it is here that the METSAT data streams begin to converge
on the receiving antennas at Offutt AFB, NE. Figure 1 depicts the DMSP portion of this
scenario. (Note 1. TIROS data is received at AFGWC through a similar COMSAT link.)

The GOES collection scheme is more straight forward. The cloud image sensor scans the
earth scene twice per hour (normally) and then transmits the data as it scans to a Wallops
Is ground station. Wallops corrects the scan signal for satellite viewing distortion, grids the
data, and transmits it back to GOES for relay to Data Utilization Stations (DUSs) such as
that at, Offutt AFB.

DATA ACQUISITION

Once polar orbiting data arrives at the Offutt COMSAT receiving antenna, it is relayed by
fiber optic land line to the AFGWC Data Reconstruction Station (DRS) and distributed as
depicted in Figure 2.



Figure 1 - METSAT Data Relay System

Figure 2 - AFGWC METSAT Data Distribution



DMSP imagery, telemetry, and MSD are thereafter managed by the Switching and
Patching Subsystem (SPS). Initial signal telemetry is stripped out and relayed to the DMSP
C&C. The remaining data stream is routed to all three or any preprogramed combination of
the three destinations simultaneously. All received data is taped for archival. Selected
stored imagery is displayed as received on the Central Display Modification (CDM)
equipment.

CDM’s produce cloud imagery on a positive transparency film 9 inches by the equivalent
length of the orbit displayed. The CDM produces the imagery by converting data into an
analog signal which projects one of 64 grey shades on a CRT and exposes it to wet
process film. However, most of the data is destined for the Data Formatter (DF) enroute to
computer processing. The DF is an electronic hardware device which converts the
received signal into a format compatible with the UNIVAC 1110 satellite processor.
TIROS data is distributed similarity.

GOES data is acquired at AFGWC by two different routes, either real-time through the
GOES DUS (normally aimed at the GOES East) or by land line from Kansas City. The
real-time data is ingested by DRS sectorizers (preprogrammed computers) which
selectively display some or all of the earth disk on 10 x 10 photographic hard copy. GOES
data from Kansas City is sectorized data passed along to AFGWC on a scheduled basis.
AFGWC is essentially a drop off a set of Kansas City sectorizers. The imagery output is
the same as from the real-time DUS.

DATA PROCESSING

The objective of the processing phase is to rapidly and efficiently map METSAT data into
easily accessible files or projection oriented data bases. Data processing is performed only
on the polar orbiter data and is functionally partitioned into primary data (visual and IR
imagery) and other mission sensor data. There are four subdivisions of primary data
processing at AFGWC. They are:

1. Scheduling - software that provides preliminary preparation for data receipt, data
flow path, and output display products to be produced, as well as ephemeris files
correlating satellite data times with earth locations.

2. Ingestion - a hardware/software process of routing the data into the UNIVAC 1110
(U1110) satellite processor.

3. Rectification - Earth locating the data into the Satellite Global Data Base (SGOB).

4. Display - production of display imagery products for users.



Figure 3 is a block diagram depicting the AFGWC computer processing system for
METSAT data and the interaction between the functional types and the subdivisions within
a type. The processing of the primary data involves a complex interaction between the
hardware and the software components. The total process from receipt of data to the final
products is streamlined in order to be fast, efficient, and responsive to customer
requirements.

Scheduling

Prior to the receipt and processing of primary satellite data, a predication of satellite orbital
parameters based on a weekly input from the North American Air Defense Command and
a product schedule based on mission requirements are produced and stored into a mass
storage file on the U1110 satellite processor. Satellite ephemeris products in this file are
accessed by all satellite processing software. This preliminary processing lays the
groundwork for the ingestion, rectification, and display of the satellite imagery.

Once per week, the master scheduler program is run independently of real-time data
processing. The inputs are hardware availability, satellite ephemeris, satellite loads,
customer requirements, and mission priorities. The scheduler software schedules the use of
the eight tape recorders, three central display devices, two data formatters, two
minicomputers, the switching and patching subsystem, and the operator’s console. As the
satellite data arrives at AFGWC, it is switched and patched through the Switching and
Patching Subsystem (SPS) to any of the above devices simultaneously. This data flow is
scheduled in advance of the receipt of the data.

Ingestion

Shortly before data arrival at AFGWC, the SPS network is activated. A header, which
contains all the necessary information for the complete processing of the imminent data
pass, is sent to the Data Formatter (DF). Approximately 10-20 seconds later, the actual
data stream will arrive at AFGWC and can be routed through the DF. The DF formats the
data per specifications on the header card and the header and data are sent down the
primary data channel to the U1110 satellite processor software (SYNAPSE).

 “SYNAPSE” is the software system which accomplishes the complete processing of the
satellite data in the U1110 satellite processor from receipt of the data through rectification
into the Satellite Global Data Base. The components of SYNAPSE are:

1. “NERVE”--real-time software which monitors the data channel to the DF machine,
ingests the data onto discs, provides error contingencies, and allows for optimum use of
the U1110 satellite processor.



 Figure 3 - AFGWC Satellite Data Processing System



2. “SPNCON”--interfaces between the ingest portion of the processing code and the
rectification portion, and manages the overall processing of individual quarter orbits of
data.

3.  “CARTO”--rectifies the raw data into the Satellite Global Data Base.

“NERVE” provides the capability to ingest all Block 5D data. Because of the need for
complex high-speed communications linkage with the DF, the ingestion is accomplished
using the UNIVAC assembler language and the UNIVAC Arbitrary Device Handler
(ADH) software. The communications take place over a channel interface which is the
fatest data link available. “NERVE” is the module of “SYNAPSE” which resides in the
U1110 processor at all times. It is given the highest priority of any program in the
computer. This ensures that the executive sytem of the computer services the data ingest
before less critical tasks. “NERVE” monitors the primary data channel from the DF for an
interrupt and when received, expands the total program size in order to provide working
buffers for the raw data. The actual raw data is read into the U1110 in 16,440 36 bit word
buffers. Reads and writes are made in 16,440 word increments to specially prepared
dedicated discs. This provides the fastest possible read/write times for the buffer size read
in. As “NERVE” places the data on the discs, it simultaneously places an index entry into
the data directory which is used by the rectification nodule to retrieve the data. “NERVE”
will accept all input data rates of Block 5D data (16K/sec-64K/sec). The writing to discs is
always done in eight buffer increments. The minimum configuration is two discs which are
referred to as a “logical pair”. Eight buffers of data are read to one disc, then eight to the
other. This alternating will continue during data receipt. This allows the processing
software access to the data on one disc, while the data are input on the other. After data
receipt is complete, the ingest portion of “NERVE” will remain active servicing requests
from the rectification software, while the monitor portion resumes channel monitoring.

“SPNCON” directs and controls quarter orbit processing of 5D primary data. Its first
function is to receive the header from “NERVE”. It then decodes the header and loads the
quarter orbit priorities for processing from the master scheduler program. The quarter orbit
priorities are assigned based on mission requirements. If more than one special quarter
orbit exists per readout, each will be given the equivalent of number one priority with the
first available being processed immediately. Once the quarter orbits of a readout are in
processing order “SPNCOM” activates the rectification code, “CARTO”.

Rectification

“CARTO” will begin to rectify the data of the quarter orbit with the highest priority as
determined by “SPNCON”. “CARTO” grids and maps a quarter orbit of data (2.6 million
grey shades values) into the Satellite Global Data Base in an average of five minutes wall
time on a loaded machine. A video and infrared samples are stored at each earth grid point.



Dual mapping is used so that the video sample is earth located, then the infrared sample is
correspondingly placed, in its correct location. “CARTO” uses the sample selection
technique for rectifiction (Roth, 1969) to place the grey shades of data in their correct
position in the SGDB. Benchpoint information is determined at appropriate grid spacings
(Cherne, 1974) and double linear interpolation is used to fill in the grid between the bench
points. By starting with the map grid point, the grid is completely filled with the best
sample in one pass of the mapper. This technique allows different input resolutions to be
mapped into a fixed resolution. Following the completion of a quarter orbit, “CARTO”
checks to see if any more quarter orbits remain to be processed. If so, the next highest
priority quarter orbit is processed into the Satellite Global Data Base. This selection
sequence continues until all quarter orbits have been processed.

Satellite Global Data Base (SGDB)

The SGDB is a mass storage file where the latest available satellite imagery is stored.
Imagery consists of daytime visual, and daytime and nighttime infrared. The smallest
resolution element of the SGDB is 3NM by 3NM or 9 sq. NM. This is referred to as a
1/64 mesh since it is 3/200 or 1/64 of the standard USAF/AFGWC 200 NM grid
resolution. Thus, this data base is consistent with other AFGWC data bases.

The SGDB consists of three separate mass storage files each of which defines the earth in
terms of a fixed number of surface points and a particular map projection. These are:

1. Northern Hemisphere Polar Stereographic (Figure 4). This projection of the SGDB
consists of 4096 boxes (a box represents a 200 x 200 NM area of the earth) in a 64 x 64
box array. This data base contains 6,777,216 data points and each data point can contain
two bytes (V and IR) of satellite imagery (Northern Hemisphere of the earth in a polar
stereographic projection).

2. Southern Hemisphere Polar Stereographic - this projection of the SGDB is defined
in the same manner as the Northern Hemisphere Polar Sterograhic projection).

3. Mercator. This projection of the SGDB consists of 2716 boxes (a box represents a
200 x 200 NM area of the earth). These boxes are contained in a 97 x 28 box array
representing the area of the earth from 45 degrees south latitude to 45 degrees north
latitude. This data base contains 4096 x 1716 or 11,124,736 data points which define the
equatorial region of the earth in a mercator map projection.



Figure 4 - Satellite Global Data Base Polar Stereographic Projection

The SGDB is used as primary input into:

1. The AFGWC Three-Dimensional Nephanalysis. This a model which integrates
conventional observations (Pilot Reports, Surface Observations, etc) with visual and
infrared satellite data. The final output of this model lists the amount of cloud at eight fixed
layers (heights) of the atmosphere.

2. Hard copy photographic quality display images. These displays are built on a
display device and distributed to AFGWC customers. In addition, remote users at the
Pentagon and Langley AFB, VA are supported with a similar product via the Digital
Facsimile System (DFS).

Mission Sensor Data (MSD) Processing

MSD processing is divided into three steps: (1) data reception in a format acceptable to the
UNIVAC 1100 operating system; (2) data separation by individual sensor; and (3) data
distribution. MSD reception is accomplished via real-time software, “ONLIN2”, which
constantly monitors a channel from the Data Formatter (DF) to the UNIVAC 1110. When
“ONLIN2” receives an interrupt from the DF, it will open a file on the system and place
the data into that file. All data that are shipped are optimized for sytem efficient I/O and a
data buffer directory is created at the beginning of the file. When all have been shipped to



the UNIVAC 1110, the DF will initiate an end of file and start a runstream builder
program called “NODEK2”. “NODEK2” interrogates the data to determine satellite ID
and create a runstream called “SATSEN” which will guide the processing of the satellite
data.

The function of the preprocessor is to extract all available Block 5D Mission Data and
locate and format it for output to sensor-unique files. The preprocessor will extract data
from individual sensors files, geographically locate it every sixty seconds, and insert this
information into sensor-unique files. After all data has been extracted, located, and inserted
into files follow-on processing is initiated.

Two examples of mission sensor which have follow-on processing are the infrared
multispectral sounder and the precipating electron monitor. The infrared multispectral
sounder (SSH) is used on board the DMSP satellites to collect radiance measurements in
narrow spectral channels of carbon dioxide, water vapor, and ozone. These measurements
are taken for vertical and slant paths under and to the side of the sub-satellite track. The
cross-track scanning is accomplished in twenty-five four degree steps, or scenes from -48
to +48 degrees of the nadir. After each scan, a calibration scan at space and at an internal
reference blackbody complete the sequence. This sequence is repeated every 32 seconds.
The SSH data are processed by a routine called “HPACK” which extracts the raw SSH
data from a file produced by the preprocessor. These data are located geographically and
calibrated by calculating the offset and gain values for each channel of every scan. Once
the data are reassembled for insertion into a processed file called “HPREPFILE”.

The precipitating electron monitor (SSJ/3) is an electron spectrometer which detects and
analyzes electrons precipitating into the atmosphere producing the auroral display. The
SSJ/3 will measure the flux of precipitating electrons at sixteen energy levels spaced at
intervals from 50EV to 20EV. The complete set of energy levels will be measured once
each second. The SSJ/3 data are processed by a routine called “J3PACK”. It extracts the
raw SSJ/3 data from a file created by the preprocessor. It then produces an output file
containing the electron counts for each second in ascending order of energy channels,
located in geomagnetic and geographies coordinates, and corrected to approximately
110Km. Finally, it searches the data poleward of 40 degrees latitude to locate the equator-
ward boundary of the aurora. This information is then passed to the Space Environmental
support Branch of AFGWC for later applications.

System Output

System output of the primary and special sensor data files provides the final products for
the users of the satellite data.



Primary Imagery Outputs

Primary imagery outputs, based on customer requests, are computer processed displays
and DFS transmissions.

Request File

Requests for primary imagery displays can take one of two forms:

1. Routine scheduled requests are submitted ten days prior to the start date of the first
request and the request card images are built into a production display request file by the
scheduler software.

2. Unscheduled requests are submitted in card deck form and are then added to the
production display request file for subsequent processing.

This file is scanned at one minute intervals to determine whether a routine display request
is scheduled or an unscheduled request has been added. If found, software is initiated to
build the requested imagery. Displays may be scheduled on a real-time clock (production
cycle oriented) or on an event trigger (new data for a specified region). Several options are
available to the user and must be specified for each display requested.

1. Variable Map Scales. The program is capable of producing displays at 1 to 3.75,
7.5, 15, 30, or 60 million map scales. The wide range of map scales available are all
integral divisions of 1/60 million, the scale of the SGDB file.

2. Variable Map Projection. Both polar sterographic and mercator projections can be
produced. The SGDB is already configured in these projections.

3. Variable Data Type. The user may request either video or infrared data.

4. Variable Hemisphere. The user must specify Northern or Southern Hemisphere for
polar projections only.

5. Data Age Limitation. Each database box contains data time descriptors which define
the Satellite, Julian day, and GMT time of the most recent satellite data placed in that box.
As an option, the user may specify the number of days, hours, and minutes into the past
beyond which data is not to be displayed.

6. User Specified Area of the World. The user will identify the starting I/J coordinates
of the display and the length and width of the display referenced from that point.



7. Grey shade Enhancement. The display program has the optional capability of
replacing specified grey shade values with new values as provided by the user in grey
shade replacement tables.

DATA APPLICATIONS

Application of METSAT dats is accomplished by two means, human interaction and
automated. The most visible application is seen by human interpretation of the CDM
produced strip mode imagery and the area selectable, gridded, and enhanced SGDB
displays produced by a unique direct computer driven high resolution display device.
These display device products can be a maximum of 14 x 36 inches. These film
transparencies of visual and IR imagery are used in a manually intensive mode.
Meteorolgoists grid, when required, mosaic a multitude of strips or panels, and overlay on
plotted conventional data such as pilot reports, constant level upper air data, surface
reports or weather RADAR plots. Once overlayed, the skilled satellite meteorologist
carefully analyzes and correlates observed cloud features such as comma clouds, cirrus
plumes, straited bands or sharp IR thermal gradients to locate or confirm weather
phenomena such as frontal zones, jet streams, severe thunderstorms, and central eye
positions of hurricanes or typhoons. Certain satellite observed cloud characteristics are
known predictors, for example, the shape, size, density, and brightness of tropical cyclone
canopy clouds identify the stage of evolution and forewarn intensity, speed, and direction
trends.

Since the SGDB is in a digital format, it is also available for access by computer programs
tailored to use the grey shade brightness intelligence. Both visual (albedo) and IR (thermal)
cloud characteristics can be used in an automated mode to determine the amount, type, and
level of clouds over vast data sparse areas,i.e., oceans or hostile countries. One computer
generated product, the 3-Dimensional Nephanalysis (3NEPH), numerically depicts the
prevailing global cloud analysis. The 3DNEPH is, in turn, used as an initial state input to
short term small-large scale automated cloud prognosis models. Without these data,
forecasting optimum and safe air refueling corridors over ocean routes would be extremely
difficult, if not impossible.

The other mission sensors provide AFGWC digital data which, through the application of
physical, meteorological, and space physics algorithms, can produce atmospheric
(moisture, temperature, density) and space environmental (precipitating electrons, charged
particle) profiles at any global point. These profiles are then blended with conventional
earth based atmospheric and SE data to create analyses at various levels. From these
analyses an atmospheric or space environment is defined and used to initialized complex
meteorological and SE forecast models.



CONCLUSION

In summary, the Air Force Global Weather Central and its customers are, in large measure,
dependent on the rapid collection, acquisition, and processing of vast quantities of satellite
sense meteorological and space environmental data. The ultimate application of any and all
of the METSAT data at AFGWC is the successful target acquisition forecast for an aircraft
or missile, timely warnings for impending severe weather, and accurate forecasts of the
space environment which enhance DOD worldwide communications.
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ABSTRACT

Meteorological forecasting is a combination of art and science. The need for the human
intelligence process still remains. Computers have revolutioned the science of
meteorology, but many forecasting tasks still require a large amount of human
interpretation and interaction. The forecaster needs to have rapid access to information in
order to verify, review, modify, and interpret the computer results. Currently the
forecasters review the various data types separately. The system under development will
synthesize and display to the forecaster satellite imagery, graphical overlays of the
meteorological fields, and alphanumeric reports in a timely manner. A local network will
place the forecaster directly on an electronic network which spans the world.

Additional tools are provided to the forecaster, such as animation and pseudo-color, to
enhance the human recognition processes. Multiple level zooms are utilized to span the
range from global to mesoscale phenomena. The forecaster then draws in the human
interpreted details. The system merges the human input and adds the computer generated
portions. The combined forecast information is disseminated to the weather central and
field users.

The system will reduce the product generation time by fifty percent. In. addition, special
products can be rapidly made up and sent to the users.
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ABSTRACT

A Data acquisition system which provides global pictorial cloud cover data for operational
military meteorological purposes is described with emphasis on significant design features.
These features include near constant geometric resolution through use of an oscillating
scanner and variable instantaneous field of view (IFOV), thermal infrared channel output
linear with temperature, visible wavelength sensitivity continuous from sub-solar to sub-
lunar, along scan gain control permitting albedo images through the terminator, glare
suppression enabling sensing of nighttime scenes in the presence of solar illumination on
the spacecraft, wow/flutter correction of video data sampling to that of a reference scan
motion, and dual geometric resolution capability from a single detector by synthesis of low
resolution data.

INTRODUCTION

The Operational Linescan System (OLS) is a complete self-contained data collection
system, built by the Aerospace Division of Westinghouse Electric Corporation, which
serves as the primary sensor for the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP).
DMSP is a joint service program providing operational military meteorological data in a
timely manner to both strategic and tactical users. Since 1976, the 5D-1 OLS has provided
global cloud cover imagery in the visible and thermal infrared spectral bands. This paper
describes the data acquisition of the new 5D-2 OLS which provides data nearly identical to
5D-1 with higher reliability through added redundancy.

CHARACTERISTICS OF OLS IMAGERY

Earth scene data is sensed by the OLS in two complementary spectral bands -- the visible
light (L-channel) and the thermal infrared (T-channel). In each channel the scene resolution
across scan is made nearly constant by use of variable IFOV in conjunction with near



constant surface velocity of sensed area achieved by selection of scan motion. For global
coverage the nominal smoothed mode resolution in each channel is 2.78 km; for selected
regional coverage of higher resolution a nominal 0.56 km fine mode is provided in each
channel.

The L-channel senses scene radiance in the 0.4 to 1.1 um spectral band for scene
illuminations from sub-solar to sub-lunar at quarter moon -- a range of over ten million to
one. Throughout this range, continuous adjustment of channel gain compensates for the
changing scene incident illumination. By this means, useful imagery is obtained even in the
terminator region where the illumination changes a factor of ten every two geocentric
degrees. The L-channel output data may be made either linear or two-decade logarithmic
compressed with scene radiance.

The T-channel senses scene radiance in the 10 to 13 um spectral band over the scene
temperature range from 190 K to 310 K. The output data is made linear with temperature
over the dynamic range.

OPTICAL SYSTEM OF THE OLS

Wideband scene radiant energy is collected by a scanning telescope selectively processed
in two spectral paths by a relay optics subsystem and focused on one T-channel detector
and two L-channel detectors located at three different focal planes of the optical system
(see Figure 1). The L-channel detectors are a silicon high resolution diode (HRD) for
daytime scenes and a photomultiplier tube (PMT) for nighttime scenes.

Scan Motion - The OLS employs a scanning telescope to scan the earth scene in the cross
track direction while the forward motion of the satellite in its 833 kin circular, sun
synchronous, polar orbit provides the along track incremental motion. The telescope scans
in a precisely controlled sinusoidal scan motion of ±57.85E amplitude to cause the surface
velocity to be nearly constant throughout the earth scan of ±1482 km cross track necessary
for contiguous equatorial coverage at 833 km altitude. This scan motion has the added
advantage of yielding a relatively high (0.85) ratio of active scan time to total scan time.
The 101 minute orbit period and the nominal 0.56 km resolution along track constrain the
frequency of scan motion to be 5.94 Hz.

Scan Drive - The scan drive, with minimal power expenditure, produces a sinusoidal scan
motion with time whose amplitude and frequency are 57.85Eand 5.94 Hz respectively. A
high Q spring/mass torsional pendulum system provides the sinusodal scan motion. Four
flat, spirally wound springs provide torque; one end of each spring is attached to the fixed
structure and the other end is attached to the oscillating shaft. Matching the spring constant
and the angular inertia of the oscillating assembly provides the proper scan frequency.



Since the system is mechanically resonant, frequency stability is inherent and the scan
drive must only supply energy to overcome the low damping losses to maintain amplitude
stability. The energy is provided by pulsing a dc torque motor twice each cycle of the
scanner with a pulse whose width is controlled in a feedback loop based on scan
amplitude.

Image Motion Compensation (IMC) - Because of the sinusoidal scanning motion of the
OLS, received data without IMC would be distorted such that regions near the end of scan
would be alternately compressed and expanded along track. Compensation has been
mechanically incorporated into the scanner optics by oscillating mirror M3 ±0.4 mr in the
along track direction at twice the telescope scan frequency.

Telescope - The telescope, a five reflective surface Cassegrain assembly, receives the
scene radiant energy through an effective aperture of 239 cm2. Figure 1 shows the basic
optical configuration of the telescope and illustrates the size of the light bundles along the
optical paths. The primary mirror (M1) is 20.3 cm, f/1.0 parabolic. The secondary mirror
(M2) is hyperbolic with a focal length of -6.35 cm. The resulting telescope focal length is
122 cm. Energy reflected from M2 is intercepted by a flat mirror (M3) on the rotational
center line. M3 redirects the energy at an angle of about 30E away from the rotational
center line in the plane determined by the telescope axis and rotational axis. M3 also
provides the IMC that converts the scan motion to rectilinear.

An elliptical mirror (M4) approximately 0.5 cm in front of the telescope image plane has a
dual function: it redirects the line of sight radially inboard toward the rotational axis where
the line of sight is intercepted by a flat mirror (M5) and it serves as a field stop. M5
reflects the line of sight away from the telescope assembly both coparallel to and
concentric with the rotational axis. As the telescope scans, the mirror M4 traverses an arc
in space. Near the end of scan in either direction, the line of sight is interrupted by
calibration mirrors M4' and M4", which are near M4. These calibration mirrors direct the
view from the detectors into cone shaped near-blackbody sources of known temperature
for T-channel calibration. The L-channel also uses the -Z (anti-sun) calibration source as a
dark reference.

Relay Optics - The configuration of the relay optics, the stationary portion of the OLS
optics, is also shown in Figure 1. The wideband radiant energy received from the telescope
is first split spectrally by a dichroic beamsplitter which reflects the 10 to 13 um thermal
infrared energy for the T-channel while transmitting the 0.4 to 1.1 um visual and near
infrared energy for the L-channel.

The T-channel energy reflected from the beamsplitter is refracted into a slightly coverging
beam by a germanium lens (L1) before being directed by two flat mirrors (MT1 and MT2)



along the optical axis of the T detector optics. The final T-channel optical transformation is
performed by an f/1.0 germanium meniscus lens. This lens uses spherical first and second
surfaces to focus the T-channel energy on the T detector through a germanium flat for
correction of spherical aberration.

The L-channel energy transmitted by the beamsplitter is directed by a folded optical
system utilizing two mirror surfaces to the field splitter focal point. The central core of the
field of view is reflected by the field splitter into a series of lenses that focus the energy on
the HRD detector focal plane. The rest of the field of view is transmitted through the field
splitter into a series of lenses and redirecting flat mirrors that focus the energy on the PMT
detector focal plane.

Glare Suppression - Loss of data due to on-axis scattering of incident sunlight is minimized
by incorporating antiglare features into the optical/mechanical design of the telescope and
by providing sunshades. Glare is suppressed in the telescope in four ways. First, the
geometric configuration of the telescope limits the maximum input acceptance angle to
14E. Second, the low scatter finishes on M1 and M2 reduce the amount of energy
scattered into the field of view from sources off the optical axis. Third, a field stop at M4
limits the maximum field half angle to 2.5 mr. Fourth, an aperture stop mask between M5
and the relay optics blocks glint from the edges of the hat-shaped part of the telescope, the
outer edge of M1, and the support spiders for M2. M4 is an elliptical mirror that provides
a soft focus of these glare sources at the mask position.

For glare suppression in orbits having sun angles between 75E and 95E, planar first surface
specular mirror sunshades are mounted immediately adjacent to the aperture area of the
telescope. These highly specular mirrors prevent direct impingment and minimize primary
scatter of sunlight on any part of the telescope or surrounding diffuse scattering surfaces.

For glare suppression in orbits having sun angles between 0E and ±45E, the spacecraft
provides an additional sunshade comprised of a large stationary opaque glare obstructor
(GLOB) at the +Z (Sunward) end of the spacecraft. It projects in the +X (Earthward)
direction and prevents sunlight from impinging directly on any part of the telescope or
surrounding diffuse surfaces.

DETECTORS

The T detector is a two-segment Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride (HgCdTe) photoconductive
detector cooled to a temperature near 108 K and maintained within ±0.1 K of the chosen
set point by an active temperature, control loop using a small heater on the inner stage of a
two-stage passive cryogenic cooler. The detector consists of two orthogonal elements,
designated T-left and T-right.



The HRD detector is a three segment silicon photoconductive PIN diode with the N side
(cathodes) common for all three elements. The dc dark leakage currents are so small below
+10E C, that no cooling is required for the HRD.

The PMT detector is a cesiated GaAs (gallium arsenide) opaque photocathode, image
dissector type, multiple dynode photomultiplier tube that serves as the low resolution
detector for the nighttime visible wavelength energy. With the proper focusing fields in the
front end (determined by the photocathode, focus, cone, and plate voltages), only
photoelectrons emitted from the effective photocathode area will pass through the defining
aperture hole, undergo secondary emission multiplication in the dynode chain and
subsequently be collected by the anode. To vary the field of view (FOV), the image
dissector magnetically deflects the defining electron aperture image referred to the
photocathode. This effect, in conjunction with the physically limited (masked)
photocathode area, allows IFOV control by varying the size of the overlap region between
the limited photocathode area and the defining electron aperture image. The magnetic
deflection is accomplished by controlling the currents in two orthogonal coils on the PMT
yoke. Figure 2 shows the PMT detector aperture configuration.

Each of the detectors make use of the rotation, as a function of scan angle, of the detector
image on the scene to improve the IFOV in the along scan direction. The along scan
projection of the detector on the earth enlarges as the scan angle increases, due to decrease
of the incident angle of the line of sight and increase in slant range, so that at the ±1482
km ends of scan the projection is six times that at nadir. At the side quarters of scan
(between ±766 km and ±1482 km surface distance) only the detector segment which has a
favorable along scan projection is selected to cause spatial resolution to be more nearly
constant throughout the scan. The central half of the scan uses the total available detector
area to improve the signal-to-noise performance in this region where projection
enlargement is not a problem. Figure 3 shows segment switching for the HRD and T
detectors. PMT segment switching is similar to that shown for the HRD.

ANALOG SIGNAL PROCESSING

The channel analog electronics convert the three primary detector low level electrical
signals into full scale analog signals using amplification, dark level dc restoration,
switching, summing, commanded gain changes, and low-pass video filtering. The analog
portion of smoothed resolution data processing is simply low pass filtering to an 8 KHz
instead of the 40 KHz fine mode bandwidth. Four OLS data outputs result from analog
processing: L-fine (LF), L-smoothed (LS), T-fine (TF) and T-smoothed (TS). Significant
amounts of commendable redundant analog hardware blocks and fallback modes are
provided in the 5D-2 OLS.



L-Channel Analog Signal Processing

The L-channel block diagram is shown in Figure 4 from the detector input through the
channel output to the A/D converters. After amplification, the detector signal is dc restored
to the dark reference that is viewed during the -Z overscan period by the postamplifier.
Selection of detector, detector segment, postamplifier and VDGA gain value are provided
under processor control. Amplification may be made linear or two-decade logarithmic
compressed and switching transients are suppressed before presample five pole active
filters limit the LF signal to 40 KHz and the LS signal to 8 KHz bandwidth. Redundancy is
provided in both normal and fallback modes.

Gain Control - The ability of the L-channel to follow the rapid decrease in scene
illumination through the terminator by varying the gain of the channel in a compensating
manner is called along scan gain control (ASGC). ASGC is controlled by a digital
processor which determines the gain required using knowledge of scan angle, solar
position data provided by the spacecraft and a stored table of gain value versus scene solar
elevation (GVVSSE) which can be modified by ground command. The voltage gain is
calculated over a 140 dB range in 1/8 dB steps and is dynamically composed of 30 dB in
the PMT postamplifier, 46 DB in PMT/HRD sensitivity ratio, and 64 dB in the variable
digital gain amplifier (VDGA) which can be varied in 1/8 dB steps. The ASGC mode is
capable of following the desired gain well within 1 dB in most scenes with peak deviations
of less than 4 dB under worst case conditions. The ASGC mode is backed up with an
along track gain control (ATGC) mode and a preset gain control (PGC) mode. ATGC uses
the gain calculated at mid scan throughout the scan and PGC relies on stored commands to
establish gain.

Transient Blanking - As large blocks of gain are switched within the channel for ASGC or
segment switching, some undesirable transients result. These transients are blocked out by
a switching transient blanker which holds the prior video value during the transient.

Normal Operation Redundancy - In the analog hardware all circuits after the postamplifier
outputs are duplicated. The redundant source selection gates, VDGA, lin/log amplifier,
switching transient blanker, and LF and LS low pass filters are all identical to the primary
hardware. They are continuously active and the choice of which hardware source of data
outputs (LF and LS primary or LF and LS redundant) to use is made by ground command
selection.

Fallback Mode Redundancy - An HRD Segment C fallback postamplifier is provided
which can be selected by ground command for use across the entire scan in the event that
the HRD postamplifier were to malfunction. In addition, ground command can select either 



HRD left or HRD right for use across the entire scan line to bypass a failure in one
detector segment, pre-, amplifier or postanplifier.

T-Channel Analog Signal Processing

The T-channel block diagram is shown in Figure 5 from the detectors through the output to
the A/D converters. After amplification, the detector signal is dc restored to the known
reference temperature of the clamp source that is viewed during the -Z overscan period by
a gated clamp in the postamplifier. The T video from the postamplifier is shaped by a six
line segment shaper function which linearizes output signal to equivalent blackbody
temperature. The T left/mid/right switching for TF data is located after the shaper function
so that continuous T video is available for TS data. Switching is at a high signal level so
transient suppression is excellent. The T left and T right video signals from the shaper are
summed into the TS five pole, 8 kHz active low-pass filter. The T right, T mid and T left
switching for TF video are followed by the TF five pole, 40 kHz active low-pass filter.
Again redundancy is provided in both normal and fallback modes.

Normal Operation Redundancy - In the analog hardware all circuits after the postamplifier
are duplicated. The redundant buffer amplifiers, shaper networks, segment switching gates
and TF and TS low pass filters are all identical to the primary hardware. They are
continuously active and the choice of which hardware source of data outputs to use (TF
and TS primary or TF and TS redundant) is made by ground command selection.

Fallback Mode Redundancy - If a failure occurs in one detector element, preamplifier,
commandable gain amplifier or post amplifier, the opposite detector segment signal can be
used across the entire scan to provide TF and TS data by ground command selection.

SCAN MOTION SIGNAL PROCESSING

Scan angle information is needed in the OLS for control of scanner amplitude,
synchronization of control functions, and to enable accurate video data sampling under
non-ideal scanner motion conditions.

Optical Encoder - The indication of scan angle is provided by an optical encoder that
produces a series of 2049 clock pulses spaced at equal 0.98551 mr increments throughout
the scan. The nominal scan is ±1024.5 clock pulses or 57.85E peak scan angle. Control
pulses at the middle of scan (nadir), 146 clock pulses on the +Z side of nadir to
differentiate -Z from +Z, and at ±1018 clock pulses (near the ends of scan) are used as
reference positions within the scan.



The optical encoder consists of a polygon, encoder optics and an auxiliary encoder. A
multifaceted polygon ring having fifteen mirror surfaces is mounted to the oscillating
assembly and is “viewed” by the encoder optics which contains light sources, slits and
detectors to produce clock and control pulses. A backup mode for providing control pulses
is supplied by a separate light source/detector combination in the encoder optics. Since the
optical generation of the encoder clock pulses can not readily be made redundant, a digital
encoder simulator has been incorporated which synthesizes clock pulses from scanner
control pulses. A synthetic clock track is generated by reading delay values from a read
only memory. Frequency and position are corrected by the processor in order to make this
synthetic clock track closely match the actual scanner motion.

Video Data Sampling Correction - A wow/flutter clock generator processes the encoder
pulses and generates a clock whose frequency varies from a nominal 512 kHz as a direct
function of the amount the actual scanner motion deviates from the reference scanner
motion. The reference scanner motion is defined to be a sine wave of amplitude 57.85E,
frequency 5.94 Hz, and zero offset. This wow/flutter clock is then divided down to
frequencies appropriate for video data sampling and for wow/flutter data for ground use.
The wow/flutter clock generator mechanization is that of an oscillator whose frequency is
corrected in a feedback control loop which periodically compares the oscillator output
count since beginning of scan to that required by the reference scanner motion at that point
in scan.

SYNTHESIS OF SMOOTHED DATA

The OLS uses along scan and along track smoothing of fine data to produce a lower
bandwidth video (smoothed data) without requiring a second detector. The along scan
smoothing is accomplished using an analog filter which reduces the 40 kHz fine data to
8 kHz along scan smoothed data. The along track smoothing digitally integrates along-
scan-smoothed data samples in five-successive-scan-line groups to produce 1.6 kHz
smoothed data. The along track integration algorithm consists of a prescaler, an 8 bit A/D
converter (which is shared by L and T video), a digital adder and memory and a postscaler.
The prescaler is required to allow the full scale analog input to produce the full scale
digital output and to allow individual data samples to exceed full scale. The digital adder
works in conjunction with ping-pong memories for both L and T video. Each of the L
video memories 1465 words by 8 bits in size while each of the T video memories is 1465
words by 10 bits in size. After each group of five lines is integrated, the ping-pong
memories switch functions so that the one which stored partial-integration sums becomes
the source for output readout and vice-versa. The digital adder for the L video has the
further memory hardware saving feature of using only 8 bit memory word length. This is
accomplished by truncating the 8 bit adder output to 6 bits prior to loading into the
memory and by setting to 10 the two least significant bits of the 8 bit memory input to the



adder for the last four lines. This method provides an L video algorithm transfer function
which does not skip any output states for dc no noise inputs. Upon readout from a memory
the postscaler truncates the word length by two bits to provide the required 8 bit T data
from the 10 bit T memory output and 6 bit L data from the 8 bit L memory output.

Figure 1.  OLS Optics



Figure 2.  PMT Detector Aperture

Figure 3.  HRD & T Detector Segment Switching



Figure 4.  L-Channel Analog Processing

Figure 5.  T-Channel Analog Processing
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INTRODUCTION

The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) provide a wide variety of
meteorological satellite services as a part of the network of satellites for the World
Weather Watch program planned by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). The
GOES 4 and GOES 5 satellites operating from the two geostationary orbit locations of
75EW and 135EW longitude use newer technology and have expanded capability relative
to their predecessors, SMS I and 2 and GOES 1, 2 and 3. The satellite directly transmits
day and night observations of global scale weather, hurricanes and other more localized
severe storms to an earth-based processing center, then in a time-shared fashion relays the
processed, high resolution observation data along with weather facsimile (WEFAX) data
to field stations. Weather observations are generated in the Visible and Infrared Spin Scan
Radiometer, VISSR, Atmospheric Sounder (VAS). The VAS performs operational visible
and infrared imaging as well as experimental multi-spectral imaging (MSI) and
temperature sounding of the atmosphere by programing the 12 IR spectral bands.

The satellite provides direct interrogation and simultaneous relay transmission between the
command data acquisition station (CDAS) and multiple, widely dispersed data collection
platforms (DCP). The satellites also monitor the condition of the earth’s magnetic field and
energetic particle flux in the vicinity of the spacecraft and observe x-ray emissions from
the sun. These measurements are made through instruments collectively called the Space
Environmental Monitor (SEM) and are transmitted directly to a central processing center.
The satellite performs all these communications functions by means of a multi-function
communications system which operates on S-Band and UHF frequencies at bit rates
varying from 100 bps to 28 Mbps.

GOES COMMUNICATIONS MISSION

The GOES Communications Mission can be separated into four major functions: 1) Direct
transmission of high resolution VAS radiometric data. 2) Relay of processed high



resolution VAS data, lower resolution WEFAX data and trilateration ranging data. 3)
Relay of DCP network interrogation and reporting functions. 4) Direct transmission of
operational SEM and satellite telemetry data. The satellite to earth station communications
links which implement these functions are depicted in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1.  GOES MISSION COMMUNICATION LINKS

Direct transmission of VAS visible and infrared imaging data of the full earth’s disc to the
CDAS is one of the primary links in the operational distribution of satellite weather data.
At the CDAS, the VAS 28 Mbps high-resolution data is reformatted, calibrated, gridded
for geographical reference, and immediately retransmitted to the satellite at a reduced rate
(1.75 Mbs) as “stretched” VAS (SVAS) data. Timing circuits in the satellite then divert
the signal flow from direct VAS transmission to SVAS transmission during that period of
the satellites spin revolution when image acquisition is not being performed. Thus, the
satellite transmitter alternately transmits direct VAS data or SVAS data during each
satellite spin revolution until the full earth’s disc is mapped by the VAS (approximately 18
minutes). Full earth disc images are transmitted every half hour from GOES; the satellite
wideband transponder is fully occupied in the interim for distribution of weather facsimile
(WEFAX) time shared with turn-around ranging (TAR) communications. The WEFAX
data are relatively narrow band environmental graphic products which are transmitted from
the CDAS to GOES which broadcasts them to Satellite Field Service Station (SFSS) users
within view of the satellite. The TAR communications are composed of trilateration
ranging from the CDAS to TAR stations (located in Santiago, Chile and Hawaii) for
precise satellite orbit determination. While WEFAX transmissions occur as frequently as
possible between VAS/SVAS transmissions, the trilateration transmissions are relatively
infrequent.

The DCP reporting (DCPR) service is accomplished by timed or automatically triggered
(by weather phenomenon) communications from up to 188 simultaneous data collection



platforms which transmit 100 bps data to the satellite at UHF frequencies. The satellite
relays the DCP reports (DCPR) to the CDAS by means of a UHF to S-Band crossover link
between the UHF receiver and the DCPR transmitter. The communications link works in
the reverse direction for DCP interrogation (DCPI) from the CDAS through the satellite
multi-function S-band receiver crossover to the UHF transmitter.

Data transmission from the SEM originates from satellite sensor observations of 3
environments 1) the magnetic field strength and direction in the vicinity of the satellite, 2)
solar x-ray flux, and 3) energetic particle activity in the radiation belts around the earth.
The SEM data is converted into digital form either within the SEM instruments or through
the satellites telemetry system, multiplexed with other satellite telemetry data and
transmitted to user stations through the CDA telemetry transmitter. Satellite telemetry,
command and ranging communications with the NASA Spacecraft Tracking and Data
Network (STDN) is provided for launch and transfer orbit operations. The STDN
telemetry transmitter is also available as a back-up for operational SEM and satellite
telemetry data during geostationary orbital operations.

COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM

The GOES communications subsystem is comprised of a despun antenna array
interconnected to the electronics on the spinning side of the satellite through a non-
contacting rotary joint, as illustrated in Figure 2. The subsystem employs full redundancy
and cross-strapping of all active electronics units for reliability purposes. The redundancy
details have been omitted from Figure 2 for purposes of clarity. The subsystem can be
divided into 3 individual systems according to their mission function, 1) the multi-function
S-Band system, 2) the UHF system, 3) the telemetry/command and ranging system, The S-
Band and UHF systems are interconnected for performing DCPR and DCPI functions and
will be collectively described.

The multi-function S-Band system contains the communication equipment for transmission
and reception of the VAS, WEFAX and trilateration mission functions. The key elements
of this system are the multi-function S-Band receiver and transmitter and the DCPR
transmitter interconnected through the S-Band triplexer and rotary joint with the S-Band
parabolic antenna.

VAS Signal Flow - Analog VAS data are multiplexed and converted to PCM in the VAS
digital multiplexer (VDM) and delivered to the QPSK data modulator in the S-Band
receiver where they modulate the 84 MHz intermediate frequency carrier. The signal is
then upconverted to the 1681.6 MHz and fed to the high power transmitter comprised of a
low level driver followed by four hybrid coupled output stages delivering 20 watts of 



FIGURE 2.  GOES COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL
BLOCK DIAGRAM

output power. The transmitter output is routed through the S-Band triplexer via the middle
coaxial channel of the tricoaxial rotary joint to the S-Band parabolic antenna.

Multifunction Signal Flow - The 2 GHz multifunctional signals (SVAS, WEFAX or
trilateration ranging) are received on the S-Band parabolic antenna and coupled through
the middle channel of the rotary joint to the high gain triplexer where it is separated from
the 1.6 GHz downlink signals. The signal is then routed to the S-Band receiver where it is
amplified and downconverted to an intermediate frequency of (–94MHz). Signal selection
within the S-Band receiver logic is made according to one of two ground commendable
modes: VAS/SVAS time share mode and multifunction mode.

In the first mode, timing signals alternately switch the signal path in the S-Band receiver
from direct VAS to relay SVAS transmission in a complementary manner. The QPSK
modulator in the direct VAS transmission path is keyed on and the SVAS relay path is
squelched off during the period of satellite rotation (20 degrees) when the VAS imaging is
performed. Alternately, the QPSK modulator is keyed off and a limiter/amplifier in the
SVAS path is switched on during the remaining period of satellite rotation (340 degrees)
when VAS imaging has been completed. In the second mode, the VAS QPSK modulator is
continuously disabled and the multifunction path is not interrupted. The multifunction



transmission path after the common switching point in the S-Band receiver is identical to
the VAS signal path.

DCPI Signal Flow - The 2034.9 MHz DCPI signal is received on the earth coverage
S-Band antenna at 2034.9 MHz and routed to the S-Band receiver through the same path
described for the SVAS signal. In the receiver, this signal is downconverted to IF where it
is separated from the multifunction signals, filtered, and limited. This IF signal is delivered
to the UHF receiver for upconversion and then fed through the cross-strap switch to the
4-watt transmitters. The signal passes from the UHF diplexer through the outer coaxial
channel of the rotary joint to the UHF helix antenna.

DCPR Signal Flow - The 401.9 MHz DCPR signal, received by the UHF helix antenna, is
coupled through the outer coaxial channel of the rotary joint, separated from the 468.8
MHz DCPI signal in the diplexer, and directed to the UHF receiver. The signal is
converted to IF, filtered and amplified in an AGC amplifier in the UHF receiver and routed
from the dedicated, linear .5-watt DCPR transmitter through the S-Band triplexer and the
middle coaxial channel of the rotary joint to the S-Band parabolic antenna. UHF receiver
AGC preserves linearity while providing an essentially constant drive to the DCPR
transmitter, which is operated linearly to minimize intermodulation products between the
simultaneously transmitted (up to 188) DCPR carriers.

S-Band Triplexer - The high gain triplexer is a key element of the S-Band transmission
system. In addition to separating the transmit and receive frequencies, this triplexer permits
channelization of the high power, time shared, VAS/multifunction transmission link and
the low power, continuous DCPR link. The triplexer also provides the VAS signal
spectrum band limiting to suppress transmitted power flux density in the adjacent radio
astronomy frequency band (1660 to 1670 MHz).

Telemetry, Command, and Ranging Signal Flow - The uplink, command, and ranging
signals are coupled through the bicone antenna (mounted concentric with the spacecraft
spin axis on the despun antenna) and the innermost coaxial channel of the rotary joint to
the T&C quadraplexer. The redundant command and ranging units are hybrid coupled to
the receive port of the quadraplexer so that both command receivers will be on line at all
times. The command tones are demodulated in a phase lock receiver in the command and
ranging unit and routed to the T&C (baseband) subsystem where receiver selection and
command tone detection are accomplished. The ranging signal is amplified and frequency
translated by the required 240/221 conversion ratio in the command/ranging unit. The
output of the command/ranging unit is routed through T&C quadraplexer to the rotary joint
and the bicone antenna. Operational PCM data from the SEM and satellite telemetry data
are encoded in the redundant baseband telemetry system and transmitted via the CDA
and/or STDN telemetry transmitters. The telemetry signal path follows the same route as



the downlink ranging signal. Table I is a summary of the key GOES Communications
performance parameters.

S-BAND MULTIFUNCTION
            SUBSYSTEM            

UHF
SUBSYSTEM

TELEMETRY, COMMAND
AND RANGING SUBSYSTEM

FREQUENCIES, MHz
  Transmit 1681 to 1690 468 1694 (CDA), 2209 (STDN),

2214 (Ranging)

  Receive 2029 to 2032 402 2034

EIRP, dBm 55.6 45.6 32.5 (CDA), 24.9 (STDN),
10.3 (Ranging)

G/T, db/EK -16.4 -22.3 -44.2 (Command and Ranging)

Antenna Beamwidth (3dB) ±9.4E ±9.4E ± 50E X 36E

TABLE 1.  COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

VAS SIGNAL PROCESSING

Visible and infrared two-dimensional cloud mapping data of high resolution (0.9km visible
and 6.9km infrared) originate in the VAS. The VAS also obtains radiometric data in the
earths atmospheric water vapor and CO2 absorption bands used to determine the three-
dimensional structure of the atmospheric temperature and water vapor distribution.

The VAS image mapping raster is formed by the combination of the satellite spin motion
(spin scan) and the step action of the scanning optics. One raster line in the earth’s west-
east (W-E) direction is formed for each revolution of the spinning satellite at each north-
south (N-S) angular scan step position of the VAS scan mirror. Each 0.192 mr N-S axis
scan step corresponds to the total field of view (FOV) of the eight visible channel
detectors. The 0.9km resolution in the visible spectrum is obtained by using a linear array
of eight detectors aligned so that they sweep out the complete scan line path. The earth is
covered in the N-S direction with 1820 successive latitude steps until 20E coverage is
obtained.

The VAS has six infrared detectors; two are used primarily for imaging and four are used
for sounding information. Two pairs of infrared detectors are in use during any satellite
spin period. The detector pairs are automatically switched into the VDM by the VAS
processor depending upon the selected mode of operation. The processor also controls the
VAS filter wheel which can selectively position spectral filters into the optical train to
provide IR response in 12 different spectral bands.



The redundant, cross-strapped VAS digital multiplexer, VDM, provides high accuracy
multiplexing of the VAS visible and infrared data. It features differential signal detection
and employs four visible and two infrared analog to digital (A/D) converters operating in
parallel for relatively low speed operation and reduced power consumption, Figure 3
illustrates the block diagram of one of the redundant VDM units.

FIGURE 3.  VAS DIGITAL MULTIPLEXER BLOCK DIAGRAM

Each of the eight visible channels from the VAS is processed through a differential input
receiver, a five pole Bessel filter, and a dedicated sample and hold circuit. The use of four
A/D converters instead of a single high speed converter provides improved timing margins
and allows the use of a conservative, simple A/D converter design. The A/D converters are
successive approximation type operating at 500K samples/second which has auto ranging
capability using a switchable gain for higher resolution of low level inputs. The gain mode
is controlled by a comparator which determines whether the input signal falls above or
below 1/8 full scale. If the signal is above 1/8 scale, the A/D converter operates as a
normal 6 bit linear converter. If the input is below 1/8 full scale, it is multiplied by eight,
which provides the required high resolution for low level signals.

The A/D output includes the 6 bits from the converter and a single gain indication bit from
the comparator. These 7 bits are processed by a programmable read-only memory
(PROM) which, for each of the 128 possible input words, produces the appropriate 6 bit
output to convert the overall conversion transfer function to an approximate square root
function. A single PROM performs the square root conversion for all visible A/D
converters.

Infrared (IR) channel processing also utilizes differential input buffers, active 5 pole Bessel
filters and sample and hold circuitry similar to the visible channel. The IR A/D converter
utilizes a dual mode configuration which initially performs the four most significant bit
conversion followed by a second conversion which forms the six least significant bits. This



implementation allows the use of slower and lower power components for the 4 bit
conversion with its attendant advantages of conservative design margins and lower power
operation.

The initially derived four most significant bits are representative of the input voltage to
within 1/16 of full scale. These bits are held, converted to an appropriate current, and
subtracted from the original input. In the converter’s second phase of operation this
difference signal is multiplied by 8 and again converted. The second conversion is
performed, as was the first stage conversion, in a 7 bit successive approximation converter.
The scaling is such that the seventh or most significant bit will come true only if additional
settling indicates a change to the initial 4 bit conversion is necessary. Generally this
change in the initial 4 bits will not be necessary and the 10 bit output will be formed by
using the 6 least significant bits of the second conversion and the 4 bits of the first. If the
seventh bit is true it is added to the original 4 and these new 4 bits and the 6 least
significant bits of the second conversion form the 10 bit output.

The IR A/D converter also features an individual offset correction for each input chain.
Once per satellite revolution, during preamble transmission, a calibrated voltage is applied
to the input filters. An integrating circuit within the A/D converter is driven to a value
which nulls the combined offsets of the filter, track and hold, and the converter itself. This
offset correction is held for the ensuing earth scan.

The fundamental VDM timing, logic, and output format control is accomplished in the
VDM formatter. The output VDM PCM data format is shown in Figure 4. This format is
representation of the serial PCM data stream within the VDM. The preamble code,
consisting of all zeros, is used to acquire bit synchronization on the ground. The 56 bit
sync word consists of a 16 bit code used for line synchronization, a 12 bit line scan
number from the VAS, a 22 bit sun sync count for sun to earth timing reference, 2 VAS
retrace flag bits, 3 parity bits and a single fixed zero bit.

 A minor frame is made up of four 56 bit rows consisting of a single 8 word bit followed
by 6 bit data words. The 9 bit word contains the minor frame sync code in the first row, its
complement in the third row, and in the second and fourth rows, the digitized samples of
IR sensor 1 and IR sensor 2. The 6 bit data words contain visible data for all 8 channels. In
the 10 bit IR mode, the two least significant data bits pre-empt the last two bits of the sync
and sync complement words.



FIGURE 4.  VAS DATA PCM OUTPUT FORMAT

VAS LINK TRANSMISSION PERFORMANCE

The VAS data link transmission requirements represented some severe constraints on the
design implementation of the S-Band triplexer. The triplexer is required to 1) minimize the
delay variation and distortion in the VAS transmission band; 2) suppress the VAS and
SVAS power flux density in the adjacent radio astronomy band to less then -
240dBw/m2/Hz; and 3) diplex the VAS and DCPR carriers to the S-Band antenna with
minimum insertion loss.

To meet these conflicting requirements, the transmission link was modeled by computer
simulation and a number of design configurations were studied. The final design utilized an
eight section VAS transmit filter to band limit the VAS spectrum and provide out-of-band
suppression necessary for radio astronomy protection. The VAS filter was tuned to give a
quasi-elliptic function response with a 3dB bandwidth of 22 MHz and sharp band edge
transitions which give large out-of-band rejection. The large rejection at the band edges
also provides the isolation required to efficiently sum the DCPR signal in the triplexer. The
measured laboratory and in-orbit performance of the VAS transmission link for GOES 4 is
shown in Figure 5. The performance is within 4 dB of theoretical and has satisfactorily met
all mission requirements.



FIGURE 5.  VAS BIT ERROR RATE LINK PERFORMANCE

CONCLUSIONS

The multi-function GOES communication system operates on S-Band and UHF
frequencies at bit rates varying from 100 bps to 28 Mbps, to meet the GOES mission
requirements - the acquisition and distribution of environmental data from geostationary
orbit. The system employs four major communication functions including direct
transmission of high resolution VAS radiometric data, relay of processed high and low
resolution VAS data, relay of DCP interrogation and reporting functions,and direct
transmission of operational SEM and satellite telemetry data. The system performance
measurements compare favorably with theoretical expectations and the system effectively
meets all functional operational and performance requirements.
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ABATRACT

There are many functions required to command, control and maintain the health and
welfare of a meteorological satellite and acquire payload sensor data in a real time
scenario. This paper describes the functions and performance of a specific meteorological
command/control and telemetry processing system. Further, this paper describes the
communications networks which link the various command/control, telemetry, and user
ground stations together. A description of the user sensor data is also presented.
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ABSTRACT

The distribution of environmental data by the Navy Oceanography Command to support
worldwide fleet operations is discussed. The fact that these operations are being conducted
from platforms which are under sea, on the ocean surface and in the air, forms the basis for
a variety of unique distribution methods. The organization of the Naval Oceanography
Command is shown along with the fleet units operating with geophysics personnel
attached. Methods of distribution include data sources to support the generation of
numerical products and tactical operations. Fleet communications links are described
including the data processing systems being installed at shore stations and onboard ships.
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ABSTRACT

The expanding requirement in Modern Telemetry Systems for Real-Time Data Processing
has necessitated the commutation of a vast majority of the data processing functions into
Front End Processors. Even the fastest of Host Processors has proven incapable of keeping
pace with high speed data rates (up to 4 Megawords). The commutation of processing
power into the telemetry front end has elicited the employment of distributive processing
techniques in order to attain the desired throughput.

A distributive processing system architecture achieves high processing throughput by
apportioning data analysis functions. By defining and programming unique processing
nodes to selectively acquire, distribute, compress, and/or convert data, extensive
simultaneous operations are executable. Hardware merged bus structures have lent
themselves conveniently to this method of data distribution and control. Conversely,
conventional software structures are unsuited to distributive processing architectures which
must support a broad spectrum of modular configurations. Primarily, this is evidenced
when the composite system software must be repetitively customized as additional
processing power or new capabilities are incorporated. Composite software that delivers a
high degree of system configuration adaptability is nominally large and complex, is limited
in application, depletes system memory resources and complicates sustaining software
maintenance. In addition, an undesirable human interface is normally unavoidable with
composite software since it requires that the user learn the specific front end system’s
terminology and individual components.

Bus Structure Software consigns itself to effectively support distributive processing
techniques providing for adaptive system configurations. This disquisition will address the
concepts of bus structured software and its application to distributive processing.
Furthermore, this paper will discuss the architectural capability to service a wide range of
telemetry users without specialized system tailoring. A typical implementation of this



convention, the Advanced Decommutation System (ADS) designed by LORAL DATA
SYSTEMS, San Diego, California will also be presented.

CONCEPT

Bus Structured Hardware has quickly become the industry standard within the last decade.
The concept of a software bus architecture has not evolved as quickly. This conceivably is
due to the ambiguity as to what constitutes a software bus and in what application this
architecture would be advantageous.

A bus by definition provides an intermediary medium for transferring information and
processing control. A software bus, in this context, can be viewed as an inter-connecting
link between the system resources and the functionally dissimiliar application modules. A
system software architecture centered around Bus Structured Software is capable of
determining the unique system’s modular configuration during initialization (system
generation). As additional processing power or new capabilities are required they are
simply added and become part of the composite system during the system generation
process.

The dimension, size, and capability of the software is highly adaptive in that various
application software modules can be combined, added, or deleted to formulate a composite
system configuration that is user application oriented. Within a bus architecture,
application modules designed for decommutation and related purposes need not be an
integral part of the basic system package yet can share system resources with and function
independently of other modules within the system.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A comprehensive model for bus structured software designed for a telemetry
decommutation application consists of two distinct entities; (1) a system package and (2) a
collection of Software Application Modules (SAM’s). The system software is an
autonomous body designed for no specific configuration, that provides all the fundamental
facilities and utilities required to accommodate a variety of data acquisition, processing,
management, distribution, and display processes. Conversely a SAM, serving as a
processing node, is a personality module designed to provide a specific telemetry or
analysis function required for the user’s system application.



System Software

The general purpose system software consists of a batch of facilities designed to be
resident and operate independent of the specific system configuration. The nucleus of the
system software is the operating system.

The functions of the operating system are (See Figure 1)

• System Generation
• Task Management
• Memory Management
• Command Processing
• Display Processing/Operator Interface

Inclusive within the system software are generic facility and utility modules required in
typical data processing applications:

• Data Analysis and Evaluation
• General Purpose Routines
• Math Processing
• Task Scheduling
• Standard Drivers

Software ApplicatioD Modules (SAM)

The system utilization is derived from the selected coalition of application modules.
Individual SAM’s formulate the system’s configuration to the specific user’s requirements.
A combination of both hardware and software is normally required to accomplish any
specific function. In this framework, SAM’s typically provide the programming, operator
displays, and control for each of the fundamental hardware application modules. For
example, In decommutation applications, these modules could provide for bit
synchronization, frame synchronization, data distribution, data compression, etc. Thus,
each processing node is responsible for programming itself according to its own specific
design and application, and provide operator controls and monitoring using the inherent
system resources.



FIGURE 1.  BUS STRUCTURED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE



Software Busses

Application modules and system software communicate over two types of busses:

a) Direct Access
b) Indirect Access

The system generation function is accomplished over the direct access bus. During system
generation the entire memory mapped spectrum is searched for the presence of application
modules. As each module is recognized, control of system facilities is released to allow
that module to complete initialization requirements. In addition, the module specifies its
unique memory requirements, allowing random access memory (RAM) within the basic
system package to be dedicated to this module’s use. System generation is continued until
all modules have been identified, logged, and initialized. SAM’s can not directly access
the operating system, however, for system generation or other similiar type functions the
operating system directly accesses the application modules.

Once initialized intercommunication is accomplished over an indirect access bus. During
initialization all modules requiring access to system facilities on a single or repetitive type
basis must schedule themselves using the system task scheduler. A Scheduling queue is
used for task management. The task scheduling and additional system resources are
available using a software trap. This allows a module to call a resource without the
knowledge of its location, eliminating the requirements for module and system interlinking.

PROCESSING POWER/FLEXIBILITY

Bus Structure Software derives its maximum processing power and flexibility when
combined with a hardware bus to formulate a total distributive processing architecture (See
Figure 2). The Operating System and facilities operate in the foreground providing for
system generation, initialization, operator interface, and for the interactive
programming/reprogramming of application modules. In the background, application
modules functioning as processing nodes acquiring, gathering, merging, processing,
converting, etc., raw data in real-time at hardware processing speeds. Applying this
distributive processing technique, data throughput can be maintained independent of
foreground processing speeds.

As application modules are added or deleted, the system generation function expands or
compresses to constitute the total system configuration. This allows a single operating
system to accommodate an extensive variety of data analysis requirements without
modification. In addition, the system configuration is defined by the number and types of
specific application modules without user intervention. Module or operating system 



FIGURE 2.  DISTRIBUTIVE PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE



software is easily changed independently; not requiring a modification to other software
elements. Memory requirements are also minimized since it is based upon the given user
configuration. This results in reduced costs and eliminates, in many cases, software and/or
hardware the user has no requirement for. In addition, a bus structure software architecture
virtually eliminates the need for users to understand the specific systems terminology and
hardware/software components. This method of auto-system generation is also highly
adaptive to production line fabrication and testing.

PREPROCESSOR APPLICATION

To exemplify the convention of bus structured software within a telemetry system, the
typical application of a PCM Decommutator Preprocessor has been selected. The
functions of the preprocessor are extensive with the intent of achieving high data
throughput while reducing data processing and overhead requirements of the
host/mainframe computer system. The Advanced Decommutation System (ADS) designed
by LORAL DATA SYSTEMS, San Diego, California delivers such preprocessing
capabilities.

The ADS is a complete data acquisition and real-time processing system designed to meet
the data analysis requirements of telemetry ground stations. The unit combines the
functional elements of the decommutator with a new distributed architecture processing
system. The system functions as a complete small scale ground station or as a real-time
preprocessor for a major installation. As a stand-alone system the unit provides the
capability to acquire, distribute, limit-check, compress and display the results of flight test
measurements. These capabilities can also be applied as a preprocessor for a host
computer.

In this application the unit serves by relieving the host computer of many real-time
processing requirements allowing a more effective, application specific workload. ADS
functional characteristics include:

• Bit Synchronization
• Frame Synchronization
• Subframe Synchronization
• Data Distribution
• Data Compression
• Analog/Digital Outputs
• Computer-Compatible Interface
• Operator Displays and Entry (Alpha/Graphics and Keyboard)
• Format Storage/Retrieval
• Data Processing



• Peripheral Control (Disk, Tape, etc.)
• Time Translation
• PCM Simulation

All these operations are directed high-speed under operator control using a distributive
processing technique. A 16-bit state-of-the-art (8086) microprocessor provides the
operator interface and data display. Programmable bit-slice processors perform data
compression, data analysis, alarm gathering and data conversion in real-time. The real-time
processors can be used to drive analog or digital ports with processed data (i.e., Nonlinear
Engineering Units Conversion).

The distributed processing architecture accommodates real-time data processing by
apportioning data analysis functions without the loss of data samples and virtually
eliminating aliasing discrepancies. Within the bus structured software, real-time processors
are readily added dependent upon the individual user’s processing density and speed
requirements.

MUXbus

All processing of data within the ADS is accomplished on a high-speed (4 Megaword/Sec)
Multiplexed Bus (MUXbus) routed throughout the ADS network. The MUXbus supports
the distributive processing architecture by establishing an intermedium between multiple
data sources and data processing nodes. Decommutation application modules perform bit,
frame, subframe, synchronization and distribute data throughout the system on the
MUXbus.

System Architecture

The system hardware and software are designed to support any complement of application
modules. The basic system package consists of an autonomous system software assembly
as defined previously with associated system hardware. The function of the system
package is to provide control and facilities for application modules. In addition, the system
package includes a generic set of system directives organized within a complete operator
and system interface. Typical directives entail commands allowing the operator to load,
save, display, create or set system parameters and programming information. Furthermore,
the system software package enables the operator to define which data analysis functions,
calculations or displays are desired for each data parameter, including provisions for:

• Data Compression
• Data Conversion (linear/non-linear)
• Data Distribution



• Special Algorithms
• Derived Parameters
• Graphic Cross Plots
• Bar Charts
• Data Display
• Histograms

Modular Architecture

The application modules provide the data recovery sources, distributive processing
resources, and special or standard equipment controllers based upon the extent of the
specific user’s preprocessing requirements. The bus structured modular architecture
provides the unique capability to solve complex system problems. An extensive number of
various configurations and capabilities are available without hardware or software
modification. The key element in this structure is the covalent bond of the hardware and
software components of each module into an unseparable entity. Software programs, in the
form of firmware for each application module, are a physical and integral part of the
hardware module (P.C.Board in most cases). Figure 3 is an illustration of a typical user
configuration.

Expandability to conform to system requirement is a foremost advantage of the modular
architecture. For example, multiple PCM streams can be simultaneously acquired and
merged into a composite stream by the simple addition of another set of decommutation
modules.

• Bit Sync
• Frame Sync
• Subframe Sync
• Data Distributor

Other similiar system problems can be readily resolved in the same manner requiring
neither hardware or software modification to the existing package.

Application modules may also take the form of peripheral controllers, e.g.,
• Time Code Translators/Generators
• Disc Controllers
• Magnetic Tape Controllers
• Plotters

to relieve host processors of data recording and retrieval functions. Figure 4 depicts the
inherent ground station preprocessing capabilities afforded by this architecture.



FIGURE 3.  ADS FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 4.  ADS GROUND STATION - REAL TIME TELEMETRY PROCESSING



CONCLUSION

Bus Structure Software allows for the standardization of software packages and still
supports the extensive variety of user configurations and applications. In the telemetry
environment it reduces and/or eliminates development and customizing efforts and costs. It
is highly adaptive to specific user requirements without demanding the operator direct the
system generation process. Architecturally, bus structured software provides a means for
development of a human interface that simplifies system operation and training.

Bus Structured Software, when combined within a system bus architecture, adds
dimensions to product developments that are likely to set new standards for telemetry
systems. The practicality of this convention is also likely to extend into other system
applications involving general purpose data acquisition and analysis.
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ABSTRACT

Successful programming of a microprocessor for airborne telemetry requires attention to
proven programming techniques, as well as consideration of additional constraints that are
required by the hardware involved. This paper describes a custom microprocessor-
controlled telemetry encoder developed by Sandia National Laboratories. The telemetry is
used to encode and transmit data from warhead development and quality assurance tests.
This paper briefly describes the encoder, discusses in some detail the structure of the
software, and concludes with a mention of future telemetry development planned. The
general principles of encoding are emphasized rather than an extensive discussion of
software used in this system.

INTRODUCTION

The architecture of the telemetry system described in this paper places certain constraints
and requirements on the control software. Consequently, an understanding of those
demands is a prerequisite to understanding the software operation.

Sandia Laboratories telemeters a large amount of data from tests of nuclear weapon
systems. These tests are conducted throughout the life of each weapon system to verify its
safety and reliability. The data encoders for the telemetry systems are typically a
combination of FM/FM, PCM/FM, or PAM/FM with a custom-designed high resolution
digital system included as a separate package. The microprocessor encoder described here
consists of custom Large Scale Integrated (LSI) circuit modules that combine PCM and the
high resolution digital system into a single compact package.



Figure 1 is a block diagram of a typical telemetry system that uses a microprocessor-based
encoder. The analog data points from the warhead are connected to the inputs of the Data
Acquisition System (DAS). The microprocessor selects the analog data point to be
monitored by addressing the DAS. When the data are selected, they are digitized by an
analog-to-digital converter. After the data have been digitized and parallel loaded into a
register, they are clocked out serially from the DAS. The modular LSIs allow the design of
encoders that can be adapted to the requirements of the system to be monitored. By
controlling the encoder LSIs with a microprocessor for effective bandwidth utilization, the
RF transmission channel can transmit more information over a varied test mission profile
that can be transmitted from a fixed format encoder. An additional advantage is that the
data format can be readily changed to adapt to changing requirements that occur during the
test.

A software program for this encoder must be written to be compatible with: 1) LSI
characteristics, 2) the telemetry system architecture, and 3) the performance requirements
dictated by the system to be monitored. Block structured programming aids in writing the
software and debugging the hardware/software combination. Careful documentation of the
program is essential to following the operation of the program when the program is
debugged with the hardware.

LSI CHARACTERISTICS

The LSI set consists of: 1) the microprocessor, 2) memory, 3) a Data Acquisition System
(DAS) LSI, and 4) a control LSI. These LSIs are CMOS. CMOS was selected because of
its inherent lower power requirements and high noise immunity.

Microprocessor

The microprocessor presently used is a high-reliability (hi-rel) radiation-hardened version
of the RCA 1802 COSMAC, which is produced in the Semiconductor Laboratory at
Sandia for satellite applications. In addition to the standard accumulator found in most
computers (D-register in the 1802), the 1802 has 16 general purpose registers (R0/-RF).
Each register is 16 bits wide. The registers can be used as program counters and pointers
to memory locations, or as data storage. These registers are loaded or examined through
the D-register. Although the commerical version is advertised to run at a maximum clock
frequency of 6.4 MHz, the hi-rel version used here is somewhat slower. In the present
telemetry systems, the microprocessor is clocked at a conservative 2 MHz. Reference 1
describes the 1802 and the assembly language instruction set in detail.



Memory

The memory currently being used with the microprocessor (1.5K) is EPROM. When no
more software changes are anticipated, mask-programmable PROMs will be used in the
version.

DAS LSI

The data acquisition LSI combines several functions on one chip. In contains: 1) a 24-to-l
multiplexer that selects any one of 24 analog signal inputs to be digitized; 2) eight of the
above analog inputs may be optionally selected to be either digital inputs to monitor digital
data or digital outputs to control external circuits; 3) a microprocessor data bus port that
allows the microprocessor to read data from the DAS LSI or load data in the DAS LSI; 4)
the capability to select a digital data word length of 0 (if a DAS is to be bypassed), 4, 6, or
8 bits; and 5) a parallel-to-serial shift register where digitized data is transferred in parallel
to the register. The data is then shifted out serially from the register to either the control
LSI or to the next DAS in the serial string (see Figure 1).

Control LSI

The functions in the control LSI are: 1) selection of the transmission bit rate, 2) selection
of the number of bits that are loaded into the DAS parallel-to-serial shift register each
parallel load, 3) selection of frame size for the high resolution digital system, 4) counters to
measure high resolution data event times, and 5) self-check circuits that generate signals to
test the high resolution data circuits during the test, but prior to the time of occurrence of
the high resolution data. The self-check values are read from memory and loaded into the
LSI at self-check time by the microprocessor.

APPLICATION OF THE TELEMETER

The first use of this telemeter is in a bomb carried by an aircraft and released over a target.
The telemetry is turned on by the application of aircraft power several minutes prior to the
bomb release point. As the aircraft nears the target, the telemetry internal batteries are
activated and the telemeter is operating on its own power.

The discussion that follows is based on the requirements of the bomb system. Other
applications will impose different requirements, but the principles remain the same.



DATA SETS

The bomb electrical system data to be monitored can be divided into three data sets. The
available transmitter bandwidth is almost completely filled in each data set. The first data
set lasts several minutes and occurs as the plane approaches the target area. The set
contains: 1) the data from the aircraft as it controls the weapon prior to release, and 2) the
data from the weapon in response to those control signals.

The second data set lasts only a few seconds and occurs shortly after the weapon leaves
the aircraft. The third data set occurs several seconds after release and continues until the
end of the test. Data from the same warhead monitor point may occur in more than one
data set. Some of the data spans Data Set 1 and Data Set 2, other data spans Data Set 2
and Data Set 3, and some data spans all three data sets.

DATA FRAME

The data to be transmitted is arranged in a data sampling sequence called a data frame.
The frame consists of 128 8-bit words, four of which are not data words but are a unique
pattern that locate the start of the frame and identify the data set. The fundamental sample
rate for a data point that is sampled once per frame is 250 samples/second. Some data in
each set is supercommutated, i.e., sampled more often than once a frame for data that
requires a higher sampling rate. None of the data requires subcommutation (sampled less
often than once per frame), though subcommutation is easily accommodated. It is
important to the data reduction operation that the data that spans the data sets be in the
same word location in the data frame in each data set.

SELF-CHECK

It was decided to self-check the control LSI every ten seconds while it was on the aircraft.
During this time, the data in Set 1 and the self-check data could be examined, and the test
could be aborted if a failure in either the bomb or the telemeter were indicated. The self-
check increments through an array of values stored in the data section of the program. The
values were chosen to cover the range of the possible data values and operate the bits in
several combinations. At the end of the list are zeros as end-of-data markers. When the
zeros are encountered, the self-check data address is reset to the start of the data and the
sequence is repeated.

A nonvolatile memory (NVM) register consisting of four CMOS latches with a capacitor
across the voltage input terminal to retain the latched value was incorporated in the
hardware. The NVM latches serve as a pointer to the current data set. If a short-term
power dropout should occur, the program will return to the proper data set:



TELEMETRY SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

All of the functions described in the LSIs are memory mapped; that is, some of the
memory space available is assigned to hardware functions. The microprocessor controls
the LSIs by writing to memory addresses in this range of memory. Some of the functions in
the LSIs are activated by an address reference only. The remaining functions accept and
operate with data loaded from the data bus to a specific address in the LSIs. The address
map is structured so that various combinations of functions can be either activated together
with a single address or addressed individually.

The timing relationship between the hardware and software is extremely important. For
example, the data transmission bit rate selected for this application was 250 Kbits/sec,
which results in a bit period of four microseconds. The word size selected was 8 bits/word
and four was the number of words to be transferred into the serial shift register each
parallel load. The time available for software to prepare for the succeeding data load is the
time period between parallel loads. With a bit period of four microseconds and four words
that are each 8 bits long, the time available for each section of software is 128
microseconds (4 words x 4 microseconds/bit x 8 bits/word = 128 microseconds).

When the 1802 is clocked at 2 MHz, the time required for most instructions is 8
microseconds (except for long branches from one page to another which requires 12
microseconds). It is important that the average number instruction not exceed 16 (8
microseconds/instruction x 16 instructions = 128 microseconds) if the software is to
remain synchronized with the hardware.

The software for this system was written in 1802 assembly language in order to ensure that
the timing requirements were met.

The 1802 has four flags and an interrupt line that are used to signal the microprocessor.
The flags are assigned as follows:

Flag 1 -- This is a laboratory test of the encoder. Test all DAS channels in sequence.

Flag 2 -- Data in Set 3 has occurred; branch to Set 3 immediately.

Flag 3 -- Data in Set 2 will occur after a short time delay. Start the delay, and when the
time is up, branch to Set 2.

Flag 4 -- The parallel load monitor latch has been set. Reset the latch and proceed with
the required instructions for the next parallel load block. This flag is used to
synchronize the hardware and software.



The interrupt is used to signal the start of the high resolution data. In this system, there is
no need to return to the exact spot in the program where the interrupt occurred; therefore,
no program addresses are saved while in the interrupt service routine. The interrupt service
routine processes the data, resets the interrupt enable, and returns to the start of the data
set.

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

The programming problem consists of dealing with a three-layered pattern that has
interconnections between layers. Changing the pattern of a layer in an area of
interconnection disturbs other layers and may require further changes to the other layers.

In the first layer is the layout of the data frames for each set such that: 1) the sampling
requirements for each data point are met, and 2) the data that spans the data set occur in
the same position in the frame in each data set.

The second layer consists of assigning the DAS LSI channels. There is an advantage to the
programmer when the channels can be arranged in sequence such that incrementing or
decrementing the register that contains the address of the current data channel will result in
the address of the next data channel. However, the requirement to span data sets with the
data in the same frame location from set to set often prevents a long sequence.

The third layer consists of writing the blocks of software for each data set. Each data set
block consists of minor blocks that either: 1) prepare and load the sync word, or 2) address
the DAS as required by the data frame structure for each of the parallel-loads.

In addition to the data sampling, timers are required in Data Sets 1 and 2, and the self-
checks. The parallel loads (which are 128 microseconds apart) and the frame time (which
is 4.224 milliseconds) are two precise time intervals that can be counted to attain a specific
time. The timers were implemented by loading a value in a register and decrementing the
register each time either a parallel load (for short time periods) or a new frame (for longer
time periods) occurred. For short periods of time (milliseconds), only the low byte of the
register was loaded and tested. For longer periods of time (seconds), both the high and low
byte are loaded, but only the high byte was tested. The value loaded in the low byte was
such that when the high byte went to zero, the time period had elapsed although the low
byte still had a full count.

SOFTWARE STRUCTURE

The software structure and documentation are very important considerations in a system
such as this. Software that is difficult to debug with the hardware makes the checkout of



the telemetry encoder/software combination complex and the results uncertain. Block
structured programming simplifies the problem considerably. Not only can the software be
written in blocks, but the checkout of the hardware can follow the same blocks. When all
the blocks have been checked and the block interfaces tested, the checkout is complete.

The encoder has state machine attributes when it has been programmed for a system like
this one. Figure 2 is a diagram of the operation of the state machine. Each of the nodes of
the state machine are a major block that can be programmed separately. The events that
cause the transition to the next mode (the block interface) can be inserted in the block after
the basic block has been written. The initialization block and nonvolatile memory (NVM)
block are short simple linear program sections. The “test all channels” mode and the three
data sets are further divided into small blocks. One of these small blocks generate the sync
word, followed by several small blocks that are data blocks. When the channel addresses
are sequential for a few parallel loads, one block that contains a loop can replace a few
blocks to shorten and simplify the program. The limit of 16 instructions per parallel load
makes branching to subroutines and returning impractical because preparing the branch to
the subroutine and the return from the subroutine uses too many instructions.

Initialization Block

The registers in the 1802 can be used effectively in this application by using them as
hardware address pointers and as timers. Where possible, it is advantageous to maintain
the function of a register from data set to data set. The advantages are: 1) in transitions
from set to set some of the registers need not be reloaded, and 2) the system is much easier
to debug if there is register consistency from data set to data set.

The following is an example of the 1802 register assignment for the three data sets in this
application:

Register Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

RO Program Counter Program Counter Program Counter

R1 Interrupt Pointer Interrupt Pointer Interrupt Pointer

R2 R(X) R(X) R(X)

R3 10 sec Timer 6.68 sec Timer Set DAS 3 & 5 to 0 bits

R4 78 ms Timer
(lo byte)

2.0 sec Timer Set DAS 3 & 5 to 8 bits

R5 Digital Word Latch V11 on Time Set DAS 2 & 4 to 0 bits



R6 Digital Word
Tristate

General Purpose Set DAS 2 & 4 to 8 bits

R7 General purpose for all data sets.

R8 DAS 1 data address for all data sets.

R9 DAS 2 Data DAS 2 Data DAS 1, 2, 4, 6 Data

RA DAS 3 Data DAS 5 Data DAS 1, 3, 5, 6 Data

RB DAS 4 Data DAS 6 Data General Purpose

RC DAS sync word one address in each data set.

RD DAS sync word two addresses in each data set.

RE DAS sync word three addresses in each data set.

RF DAS sync word four addresses in each data set.

In addition to loading the registers, the initialization block selects the bit rate, parallel load
length, and any other LSI setup required. At the conclusion of the initialization, the
interrupts are enabled.

Test All Channels Block

This block responds to a Flag 1 input by sending out one block of four sync words and two
blank words, followed by 24 groups of six data words, one word for each DAS channel in
sequence. The process is repeated until the flag is removed. This block can use the address
increment principle to good advantage, and as a result, only two blocks are required, one
for sync words and one for the data sequence.

NVM Block

This block consists of loading the value of the NVM latches into the D-register for
examination of the pattern. The pattern for Set 1 was chosen to be 0000. Set 2 was
selected as 0001, and Set 3 was taken to be any pattern other than the two listed above. A
test of the pattern causes a branch to the proper data set.

Data Set Blocks

The programming of each of the three data sets are patterned after a common structure.
When the data set is entered, the NVM address is set to the new value for the current set.
The technique for loading the sync word is the same in all three data sets. The desired sync



word value is loaded immediately into the D-register and stored in the DAS address for the
sync word. The address of the sync word is changed as required at the entry of each data
set to correspond to the DAS that are used in that data set. An example of this block is
shown below.

The data output for Set 1 starts here:

L1 B4 L1 ;Wait for parallel load
OUT 4 ;Reset parallel load monitor
LDI 5FH ;First sync word
STR RC ;Store at the address pointed at by Register C
LDI OCFH ;Second sync word
STR RD ;etc.
LDI 04
STR RE
LDI OCCH
STR RF
OUT 2 ;This is a sync word trigger used when checking out the unit

Addressing

As was mentioned earlier, the programming is simplified when the addresses are
sequenced. An example from Set 3 of this fortunate situation is shown below, along with a
loop that uses the sequence to advantage:

N2 B4 N2 ;Wait for parallel load
OUT 4 ;Reset parallel load monitor
STR R9 ;Address DAS 1, 2, 4, 6, loop from Ch 2 to Ch 15
INC R9 ;Prepare for next address
GLO R9
SMI 4DH jest for the end of loop
BNZ N2 ;If not Ch 15, repeat loop
LDI 41H
PLO R9 ;Reloads the initial values for DAS 1, 2, 4, 6 into R9 for the 

 next time this loop is entered

In this example, all the DAS could be addressed in the same address and the sequence
could continue for 14 addresses. In contrast, the example below shows the activity
required to address one parallel load of data when the desired sequence cannot be attained.



L9 B4 L9
OUT 4
STR R8 ;DAS 1, Ch 9
STR R9 ;DAS 2, Ch 19
STR RA ;DAS 3, Ch 15
DEC RB ;Previous block too full to perform this decrement
STR RB ;DAS 4, Ch 15
INC R8
INC R9
DEC RA ;Prepare registers for next block of instructions
DEC RB ;

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The next capability that is being developed for this system is to store the DAS address in a
memory and access them with Direct Memory Access (DMA). The DMA operation can be
initiated with the parallel load signal so that each parallel load will automatically send out
the next set of addresses. Since most of the current software consists of setting up
addresses in registers and updating these addresses, the DMA technique will result in
simpler, easier-to-follow programs.

CONCLUSION

The use of a microprocessor to control an encoder can result in a telemetry system that is
more versatile and has greater capabilities than the conventional fixed format encoder.
Careful adherence to good programming practices such as thorough documentation in the
form of abundant comments and well thought-out block structure are the keys to
successful, relatively stress-free software development. However, understanding the
hardware and operating within the hardware requirements are essential to a successful
system.
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ABSTRACT

The development of variable format airborne PCM data acquisition systems has generally
been predicated upon advances in the field of solid state memory device technology. The
introduction of Electrically Eraseable Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM)
devices has generated renewed interest in the design of fully programmable PCM
encoders. This paper will describe the evolution of one such micro-miniature PCM
encoder system incorporating the following features:

C Complete Frame Format Program Capability

C Software Controlled Single Ended/Differential Input Program Capability

C Individual Sample - Gain/Offset Scaling Capability

C Hard Wire Program/Erase/Program Capability

C Variable Word Resolution

C Small Size

INTRODUCTION

The growing need for state-of-the-art airborne telemetry components having the ability to
support the ever expanding technology of data measurement and analysis has led to the
development of a new series of micro-miniature, programmable PCM encoders.

Over the past four years, Microcom Corporation has committed significant effort in the
development of telemetry system oriented data acquisition components. The adaptation of
an integrated signal conditioning amplifier and analog multiplexer programmable on an



individual sample basis, was needed to provide the required interface to the signal sources.
Standard multiplexer/amplifier configurations were unable to provide for source impedance
in excess of 10K ohms. The ability to accept higher source impedance without affecting
interchannel crosstalk was needed if the bulk of separate individual amplifiers was to be
eliminated. The design and implementation of the programmable signal conditioner into a
pulse amplitude modulated multiplexer was proven successful in various applications
including the Ground Support Rocket System telemeter developed for Boeing Aerospace.
The final configuration of the GSRS required no active signal conditioning circuitry.

These initial design criteria in conjunction with funding supplied by Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, has led to the development of a PCM signal conditioning
encoder with the intent of providing a versatile tool for use in many varied telemetry
applications. Design goals were based on existing requirements with emphasis directed
toward alleviating traditional component problem areas. In addition, future requirements
planning was considered and incorporated in areas of electrical and mechanical design.

The PCM-225 series user programmable PCM encoders offer the telemetry system
designer unprecedented flexibility in areas of input multiplexing and programmable signal
conditioning. The use of electrically eraseable memory devices eliminates the need for
removeable covers and plug in memory devices, and adds a new dimension in the ability to
survive in adverse environments previously unattainable with similar hardware.

There are many advantages to programmable PCM encoders. Field programming flexibility
gives telemetry system designers options of measurement changes at any time and at any
place. Even for designs where data acquisition requirements are fixed, procurement times
and engineering costs are minimized by the implementation of a programmable encoder.
Multiplexer configurations are generally the key to an encoders flexibility. A unique, user
selectable 128 channel single ended/differential multiplexer is standard in the PCM-225.
Through software manipulation 128 single ended inputs or 64 differential inputs or any
combination of each may be implemented. Once multiplexed, analog data can be stripped
of any offset and amplified or attenuated in Microcom’s patented signal conditioning
amplifier circuit on an individual sample basis and under software control. These circuits
will be described in the following sections.

A variety of user programmable, software controlled static set-up variables make the
PCM-225 particularly attractive. Selectable word resolution and bit rates are software
oriented. Provisions are included for output PCM code selection. A pre-modulation filter is
standard in the system for direct interface with a telemetry transmitter.



DEDICATED PCM ENCODER DESIGN

Traditionally, PCM telemetry encoder design criteria has been oriented toward specific
program requirements with emphasis placed on the need to acquire a time division
multiplex of specific quantities of analog and digital input sources and to output a digitized
representation of same. Data formatting, in terms of an input sampling plan, is usually
accomplished with dedicated sequential logic elements offering little flexibility for changes
or modifications. This inflexibility often results in costly rework of the hardware or
compromise in data accuracy. The telemetry system user is faced with the responsibility of
having to define, at a very early program phase, of exactly what his measurement
requirements consist.

Rarely is the burden of input signal conditioning placed on the PCM encoder. Often, when
such signal conditioning is required, separate circuitry is included in the encoder which has
little in common with the encoder itself.

The advantages of dedicated encoders should not be overlooked. An individual encoder,
configured to provide optimum performance for any specific application is the most cost
effective where encoding requirements are well defined. A dedicated encoder usually is the
most efficient approach when dealing in areas of limited packaging volume and recurring
hardware costs. Extreme environmental conditions are generally best endured by dedicated
hardware design.

PROGRAMMABLE PCM ENCODERS

The advent of programmable memory devices provided a major breakthrough in PCM
telemetry encoder design technology. Finally, a vehicle was available to provide custom
formatting of encoders through software manipulation. Of course, multiplexer
configurations were required to vary from system to system, but a majority of requirements
could be accommodated within a single hardware design. The need to redesign dedicated
sequential logic circuitry for individual applications is eliminated as is, to a large degree,
expenditures in time and money associated with reformatting.

Early versions of programmable telemetry encoders employed fuseable-link type memory
devices which were generally installed and/or modified at the manufacturers facility. The
fuseable-link memory device, by definition, could not be altered once it was initially
programmed and installed. The introduction of the ultraviolet eraseable EPROM
(electrically programmable read only memory) marked the beginning of a new era in user
programmable airborne telemetry encoders. The concept of a practical user-programmable
PCM encoder which has the capability to be reprogrammed in the field by commercially 



available equipment presents designers of complex telemetry systems greater flexibility in
data acquisition.

Removed is the requirement to completely define a measurement list at the preliminary
design phase of a telemetry data acquisition system. In addition, and probably of greater
importance, is the freedom to modify an existing data sampling plan for purposes of
increasing or decreasing the quantity of input sources, or to increase or decrease the
sampling rate of individual input channels. Either type of modification being important in
optimizing total system bandwidth parameters.

Advances in EPROM technology resulted in the availability of increasingly larger memory
arrays, providing the impetus for expanding the capability of software control to many
program variables, including:

C Word Resolution

C Bit Rate

C Gain Scaling

C Input Offset Scaling

C Multiple Sampling Formats

C Output Pulse Train Coding

The extent of which any hardware design employs these or other variables through
software control is obviously related in the application to which it is intended. Major cost
savings are attainable where long term planning indicates repeated usage of a single
hardware design under wide ranging applications are encountered. It also becomes
apparent that even for dedicated short term applications, software modifications in existing
hardware can greatly reduce procurement cycles for new equipment. This facet of encoder
utilization is especially apparent in development programs where a wide spectrum of input
signal sources containing extreme differences in required sampling rates and signal
magnitudes prevail. Inherent in most software controlled telemetry encoders is the
capability to readily adapt circuitry to accommodate special signal processing unique to a
particular requirement.



ELECTRICALLY ERASEABLE MEMORY

Recent introductions of electrically eraseable memory devices have prompted PCM
encoder manufacturers to incorporate the EEPROM (electrically eraseable programmable
read only memory) into standard hardware designs. Specific advantages make EEPROM
device proliferation attractive in satisfying traditional requirements of user programmable
PCM telemetry encoders. one of the major problems faced with ultraviolet eraseable
PROM devices is the need to physically remove the device from the hardware for
reprogramming, involving some form of system disassembly. This disassembly procedure
ranges from removing a simple access cover to removing whole function modules. Total
EEPROM accessibility can be provided through an external program connector making the
EEPROM accessible electrically for reprogramming. Consistent with this feature, the
EEPROM type PCM encoder can be physically located virtually anywhere in the telemetry
package as opposed to the ultraviolet type (EPROM) which must remain accessible if
reprogramming is desired.

Environmental limitations are reduced significantly in the EEPROM based system over
ultraviolet type systems. Eliminated is the I.C. socket used to hold the U.V. type EPROM,
greatly limiting the encoder’s ability to withstand adverse shock and vibration
environments. Instead, the EEPROM can be soldered directly to the substrate or installed
in a printed circuit. The feature is a significant advantage in ballistic telemetry applications.

Formatting capability of the PCM-225 is predicated on a sample oriented procedure of
enabling a single input port or bi-level word with a single memory instruction. This
procedure is also used to load synchronization bits into the output bit stream. Each analog
port address instruction is associated with a programmable amplifier set-up instruction.
The memory array used in the encoder allows for major frame lengths of up to 1024
words. Within these limitations an input port can be readdressed or supercommutated as
many times as necessary to acquire the necessary sample particular measurement. Careful
formatting of the sampled required sample rates, and with proper supercommutated and
techniques can significantly minimize the encoder bit rate maximum system performance.

A crystal controlled clock source providing binary related clock outputs is available for
user programmable sample rates of up to 100K sample/second. Software programming
procedures allow for the selection of one of four bit rates. Crystal packaging employs a
concept proprietary to Microcom and has survived shock environments up to 20Kg’s for
durations of 11 milliseconds.



PROGRAMMABLE SIGNAL CONDITIONING

Conventional approaches to a telemetry data acquisition system have generally limited the
role of a time division multiplexer whether it be pulse delay (PDM), pulse amplitude
(PAM), or pulse code (PCM) modulated, to the multiplexing, quantizing and transmission
of fixed number of normalized analog or digital input channels. Most commonly, analog
input multiplexer configurations are specified for finite numbers of single ended and/or
differential high level inputs, or low level differential inputs. Digital, bi-level inputs usually
accepted as parallel or serial, synchronous or asynchronous, single ended or differential.
Special signal requirements are treated as such and conditioned before being presented to
one of the referenced input multiplexers.

Multiplexer configurations and the ability to adapt multiplexer designs to widely varied
input configuration is generally the determining factor to whether or not a PCM encoder
will meet the requirements of a particular application. A unique feature of the PCM-225
series encoder allows through EEPROM control the ability to function over the full
spectrum of analog input possibilities (Figure 1). Within the framework of 128 analog
input channels the user can readily program for 128 single ended inputs, 64 differential
inputs or any combination of each. Six lower order multiplexers address bits controlling a
dual, 64 channel multiplexer and two high order bits controlling steering networks and
selecting either a unity gain buffer amplifier, a unity gain differential amplifier, or a
differential amplifier with a fixed gain of 100. In any case, the normalized multiplexer
output amplitudes are 0 to 5 volts for subsequent processing.

Mechanical design flexibility allows for cost effect multiplexer modification if such a
multiplexer configuration is still inadequate. Other configurations of up to 256 single ended
channels or 128 differential inputs are possible.

Standard digital multiplexer configuration include 32 bi-level inputs selectable from
software in groups of 8 inputs/word.

The task of conditioning and normalizing the various input signals is invariably performed
within a central signal conditioning assembly. As previously mentioned, under some
circumstances the signal conditioning circuits are located within the encoder itself, but
rarely share any commonality, except for possibly the encoder power supply.

Most telemetry systems share to some degree, type and sensitivity of input sources.
Typically:



Measurement Output Voltage

Thermal Measurements -5 to +30 MV
   (Thermo Couples)
Strain Gauges +/- 20 MV
Accelerometers +.5V to +5V
   (Charge Amp)
Miscellaneous Voltage +/- 30V
Potentiometric Transducers 0 to +10V

The average telemetry data acquisition system may require twenty to thirty of these type
measurements. Individual applications can require several hundred. In any case, each
measurement requires a separate amplifier to provide a normalized input signal to the
encoder. This type of situation is undesireable and places strain on packaging volume,
power requirements, and overall telemetry system reliability. An alternative approach, and
one that would alleviate many of these characteristics, can be attained through the use of a
single software programmable signal conditioning amplifier within the PCM encoder.

The initial operation performed on an acquired sampled input port is the removal of any
D.C. offset. Fifteen pre-selected offset scale factors are available in the offset generator of
the PCM-225 programmable signal conditioner. Any one of these may be selected and
applied to any individual input. The use of thick film resistor networks allows precision
factory adjustment of offset voltages within the range of +/- 10 V.D.C. Once the initial
input offset is removed, the signal is presented to a feedback amplifier where it is
amplified or attenuated with respect to one of fifteen software generated scaling factors to
provide a consistent, normalized 0 - 5V output. The output of the signal conditioning
amplifier is fed to a push-pull sample and hold amplifier and finally to the analog to digital
converter.

The physical construction of the PCM-225 (Figure 2) is based on a desire to provide a
produceable, cost effective product within the smallest possible envelope. Microcom
Corporation has long been a leader in the areas of microminiature telemetry components.
The PCM-225 makes use of hybrid thick film construction techniques throughout. Input,
output and power connectors are ITT Cannon microminiature, metal shell types making the
PCM-225 suitable for use in almost any type environment.

CONCLUSION

Future trends in telemetry data acquisition requirements promise to provide the need for
sophisticated state-of-the-art telemetry components. Whether the individual application be
large or small, the role of cost effective, versatile, and system oriented data acquisition



encoders will play a major part in total system success. Microcom Corporation has made a
major committment to provide such products.

Evolution of semiconductor device technology will continue to provide innovative methods
of data acquisition implementation. The PCM-225 is intended to provide the telemetry
system designer the maximum degree of flexibility that is practical in terms of
performance, implementation, reliability, size, and most of all, cost.

The concept of programmable signal conditioning is obviously not intended to be all things
to all input requirements. Special signal conditioning requirements will continue to require
special conditioning circuits. The advantage the PCM-225 signal conditioning amplifier
offers is its ability to reduce the total signal conditioning responsibilities to a point whereas
only special conditioning is required. The end result of such savings could very easily
approach eighty to ninety percent of classic signal conditioning circuits, and save valuable
volume and power within the system. What to do with this extra volume and power?
Someone will surely provide a use for it.

Performance of the PCM-225 encoder will continue to evolve with continued application.
Present 800K bit rates will soon reach the 1M bit/second plateau. Word resolution will
soon reach ten bits/word. Software capabilities will expand system performance consistent
with the evolution of memory device technology. The future of airborne telemetry
encoders is limited only by the applications to which they are relegated. Potentials now
exist to expand the role of the telemetry system encoder from a passive one, dedicated to
accepting, quantizing, and transmitting specific input data, to areas of interactive and
adaptive relationships with other telemetry system components.
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ABSTRACT

This report discusses application software options that are available for the design of
development flight test microprocessor packages. Prelaunch parameter updates, telemetry
channel calibration, system and processor self-test, raw data store, reduced data store, and
telemetry formatting are some of the on-board functions that software can perform in
addition to the customary control and arithmetic calculation tasks. A specific application
that implements these functions as software modules and the hardware needed for support
is described. The hardware in this application includes a 16-bit microprocessor that is
dedicated for real time operations and an 8-bit microprocessor that services the self-test
functions.

INTRODUCTION

Software can serve many functions in the design and testing of system development
instrumentation packages. This report identifies some of these functions and describes their
use for a specific application.

The intent of development testing is to learn as much as is practical about a system’s
behavior when that system is subjected to test conditions and environments that it
eventually will encounter in use. Results may identify follow-on test parameter
requirements or may prove the test concept totally invalid as proposed. The objective of
flight test packages is to measure environmental and performance data that will
characterize the system performance if the system functions as predicted or if it fails. Data
channel allocation might best be determined by predicting failure modes.

The process for determining design features and the parameters to be measured is an
iterative exchange between the experimenter and the instrumentation designer. Final
agreement may not be reached until late in the development schedule. That is why a built-
in flexibility for change is desirable.



The design of a test package requires early consideration of the hardware and software
functions and interfaces. Chip count, response time, power requirements and flexibility are
important considerations. Once hardware is defined and support drafting and layouts are
completed, it becomes more difficult to make significant changes; however, software can
be changed readily if the original design anticipates sufficient memory and Input/Output
(I/O) interfaces. Thirty-two kilobit Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories
(EPROMs) are readily available and denser equivalents are being developed. Random
Access Memory (RAM) for both reading and writing are also available in capacity and
speeds that satisfy most needs. Most available RAMs are volatile i.e., they retain data only
while power is present. The available non-volatile RAMs are not competitive to volatile
RAMs in read/write speeds. Given a processor choice, I/O needs, and a crude estimate of
program size, the hardware design and layout can be completed. Software can be sketchy
other than identifying modules and functions. System changes might then be limited to
software updates.

Software functions for test packages can be classified as real time and nonreal time. Real
time is used here to suggest that software which executes using data just acquired by
sampling the output from some onboard sensor. Real time execution occurs on a sampled
basis and processes current data. The same code is executed repetitively with cycle times
fixed (synchronous) or dependent on the number of functions performed in one sample
interval (asynchronous). The approach used to implement real time software depends on
how critical it is to have optimal cycle times. Software for the slow speed version can be
written in a higher level, less efficient language than assembly language. When speed is
required, software must be written in the most efficient language and hardware must be
used to enhance that speed objective. Real time processors are usually used as some part
of a control system. The processor may make decisions on raw data or it may make
decisions based on mathematical computations involving that raw data.

Nonreal time software is usually executed one time on request and has a defined starting
location and stopping point. Execution time is not critical nor is the efficiency with which
it is coded. Most nonreal time flight package software serves as a tool for testing,
interaction, or data output.

Some specific software categories for flight test applications are: telemetry formatting,
data scaling, data conversion, data sampling, calibration, self-test, data reduction and pre-
test updates. These categories are in addition to the software that directly supports the test
algorithm. Telemetry formatting includes setting channel assignments and data update
rates. As long as hardware compatibility is maintained, software can scale the data with a
simple shift, multiply or divide. System calibration, self-test and pre-test updates are
essential for flight tests where the tests are not easily repeated because they can assure
data integrity and establish confidence that the system is reliable. Self-test exercises the



complete data system from input sensor to output control. If sensor data can be simulated
over the vehicle’s predicted flight profile, the test is even more informative. Prelaunch
updates require a data terminal communication link to the package via the vehicle
umbilical cable. Data reduction and conversion to engineering units are software tools that
are essential for early laboratory testing and post-test evaluation because it is difficult to
evaluate real time data when that data is expressed in a hexadecimal, octal, or binary
format.

AN APPLICATION

Test Objective

A flight test application that will be used for describing software needs and alternatives is
one whose overall objective is to “guide a surface launched projectile during the terminal
phase of its trajectory”. The nominal ballistic parameters are:

1. launch velocity of 1400 feet/second
2. altitude at apogee of 16000 feet
3. time of flight of 40 seconds
4. ground range of 20000 feet
5. roll rate from 4 Hz to 12 Hz.

Requirements

An optical photodiode array mounted in the vehicle’s nose scans the target area for a light
source. Illumination of one or more of the array elements provides angle data from the
vehicle spin axis to the target. An on-board magnetometer provides a measure of vehicle
roll position from the launcher reference. Trajectory alteration is provided by deflecting an
inertially stabilized ring canard which is attached to a roll controlled nose section. The
nose section rolls on a cylindrical center shaft which is connected to the afterbody. The
optical array is positioned inside the forward end of this shaft. DC motors control the nose
roll position and canard deflection. An on-board microprocessor processes the array data,
measures current roll position of the afterbody by examining magnetometer output,
determines relative roll position between the nose and afterbody, determines the deflection
of the canard, solves the six-degree-of-freedom trajectory equations for the projectile, and
generates appropriate guidance commands to deflect the canard and position the nose to
guide the projectile towards the target. Some combination of hardware and software is
required to translate the input signals to reasonable output control signals and while doing
so generate data for telemetry and on-board storage. A real time software package is
needed that operates at rates greater than 200 Hz or less than 5 millisecond cycle time.
Required numerical computation accuracy dictates a need for at least a 16-bit processing



capability. The processor chosen to support this application is the Motorola MC68000.
One of its desirable features is that it has 32-bit data and address registers.

Hardware

A block diagram of the processor package and its interfaces are shown in Figure 1. The
magnetometer, eyeball, deflection pot and nose roll position are system inputs while the
nose and deflection drive are the control system outputs. Data outputs for telemetry are
identified.

The processor package memory board supports the six 4K by 8-bit ERPOMs that are used
for program and fixed data storage, the four 2K by 8-bit RAMs and the multiplier. All are
capable of being accessed at the 8 MHz 68000 rate without having to insert fixed delays.
The multiplier and the analog processor are examples of hardware enhancements to
software for improving processing speed.

The 8085 processor serves the self-test function by generating data to simulate vehicle
performance.

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

Given the required inputs, outputs, hardware, test conditions and the algorithm, there are
some building blocks to consider as well as some choices to make.

Arithmetic

A Fortran or equivalent high-level language program makes internal variable representation
transparent to the user. System software takes care of positioning the decimal point and all
the related bookkeeping chores. When system software does not exist or when it does and
it cannot be used because of time or memory constraints, an alternative approach is
required. Without system software other than the built-in instruction set, the MC68000
system provides a 16-bit data bus, a 23-bit address bus, instructions for 16-bit multiply and
divide, 32-bit add and subtract, and the usual compliment of support instructions. Internal
data and address registers are 32-bit. A single instruction can access an 8-bit byte, a 16-bit
word, or a 32-bit long-word. With the data bus only 16 bits wide, a 32-bit request
exercises the data bus twice. Thirty-two bits of data represents an integer magnitude of
2 x 109. The data magnitudes encountered by the algorithm range between small fractional
values to large integer values. A fixed-decimal point arithmetic is used for this application
where XXXX.XXXX represents a 32-bit hexadecimal number with decimal point
positioned as shown. This fixed point representation enables fast computation and because 



the decimal point is on the 68000 word to long-word boundary some bookkeeping is
saved.

Special Functions

Given a choice of arithmetic, the next consideration is the evaluation of functions that are
not a part of the instruction set. An overall estimate of the algorithm operations yields;

175 add/subtract
  15 divide
250 multiply

7 sin x
7 cos x
2 arc sin y

Adds and subtracts are part of the instruction set. Their average speed at 8 MHz is about
1.2 microseconds. Multiplies and divides are also part of the instruction set but they are for
16-bit arguments. There are some products requiring multiplies with both integer and
fraction. A predicted multiply time of 8 microseconds for unsigned 16-bit variables
indicates that sample speed limitations may result from the required number of multiplies.
Thirty-two by 32-bit products evaluated with software takes 60 microseconds. An average
multiply time of less than 15 microseconds is needed to achieve the 5 millisecond cycle
time. Hardware multiply and pre-scaling or mode selection are methods used for gaining
some advantage.

The hardware multiplier generates a product of two 16-bit numbers in 250 nanoseconds
but the time needed to deliver the numbers to the multiplier and retrieve the final product
makes a total multiply time of 7 microseconds. This compares with 8 microseconds for
software. The saving is significant but not dramatic enough to solve the problem. Mode
selection is pre-determining the size of the multipliers so that the fastest method is used.
Let A.B and X.Y represent two 32 bit multipliers with decimal point in the middle. Then

is the product. If any of the four halves of the multipliers are not present, the product can
be obtained quicker because fewer operations are required. Pre-scaling forces both
multipliers to occupy 16 bits. The shifting before and after multiplying does introduce
some error in the final product.



The standard method for evaluating sin x, cos x, and arc sin y requires evaluating terms in
a power series expansion. Table look-up has been chosen for this application because
enough memory is available for the tables and also because the look-up with linear
interpolation is fast. The algorithm usually requires the sine and cosine of the same
variable at the same time. The method used is as follows:

Divide the interval 0 to PI into x values where the x increment is (0-0156)10 or (400)16.
This requires 202 table samples. Force all the entries to be positive.

The table entries are developed by:

Relative Address Value
_________

Long    0, 1 sin 0
Word   2, 3 cos 0

4, 5 sin (400)16  = sin (.0156)10

6, 7 cos (400)16  = cos (0.0156)10

8, 9 sin (800)16

10, 11 cos (800)16

Thirty-two bits or one long-word contains the sin x and cos x value. /sin x/ and /cos x/ are
always less than one. At x = 0, x = PI/2, and X = PI the values are forced to be (FFFF)16.
By choosing sample intervals spaced (400)16 apart it is easy to address the interpolating
interval.

If x = (.64406)10 and x = (A4E1)16 mask the (A4E1)16 with (FFFFFCOO)16 to give
(A400)16. Then (A4E1) - (A400) = (E1)16. Shift the (A400)16 right eight places to get
(A4)16. Then the contents of the address (A4)16 plus the address of the look-up table is the
sine of the lower bound while the contents of (A8)16 plus the address is the upper bound.
Linear interpolation gives sin x = .60043. The divide by (400)16 is a simple shift so there
are a minimum of arithmetic operations. The cos x computation is identical except it
interpolates on the second half of the long-word. Sin x and cos x are both computed in less
than 100 microseconds with this technique. Arc sin y is computed using the same basic
approach. It computes in less than 50 microseconds.

Functional Modules

Application software can usually be defined as functional modules where a module
performs a single or similar operation. A module characteristic is that it has a defined input
and output so that it can be written and tested separately. The given application is divided
into 11 separate software modules. They are:



Monitor
Data Recovery
Self-Test
Arm
Initialization
Magnetometer
Array Processing real time
Guide/Control algorithm
Integrate
Data Output

Figure 2 identifies the interaction between these modules and how they are accessed.

The monitor module permits communication between a data terminal and the processor
package and includes the ability to examine and change contents of registers and memory
(RAM). Single stepping, setting breakpoints, and tracing are also available. It resides in
EPROM beginning at address (0000)16 and uses 3K of memory space. Entry into monitor
is accomplished through system power-up and system reset.

The data recovery module is a nonreal time function. Its prime purpose is for use as a
testing tool and for post-test data recovery. It outputs data to the terminal in scaled decimal
units.

Calibrate establishes the validity of the processor-to-telemetry interface by stepping
through all of the D/A interfaces with predefined amplitude inputs. It also checks the
integrity of the RAM and the address and data bus. Calibrate is accessed via an external
interrupt from the control box or via a request from the monitor program.

Self-test tests the complete process and control system except for the magnetometer and
eyeball lens array combination. Self-test is accessed via an interrupt initiated at the control
box. Figure 3 shows the control box interface and the self-test controls. An Intel 8085
processor is used as the self-test controller. It responds to the self-test interrupt-pull-out
combination by generating a varying amplitude and frequency sinusoid that simulates
magnetometer behavior throughout the trajectory. At some point after apogee in this
simulated trajectory, eyeball data is inserted so that the motor drives and TM channels are
exercised with known input data. The communications bus between the 8085 and 68000
exchange start and stop commands as well as variations in self-test modes.

Arm enables both processors for launch. All of the self-test features are hardware disabled
so that default to the test magnetometer and eyeball is assured. At arm, the 68000 enters
the real time loop and begins processing the input data. At pull-out, time is reinitialized to



zero and the magnetometer data is ignored for a short time so the effects of motion on the
launcher can be ignored until separation is assured.

The initialization module is really part of the real time algorithm. it is executed one time
and sets up the RAM arrays and variables. Once completed, real time processing begins.

The magnetometer, array processor, guide/control, and integrate modules are all specific
parts of the processing algorithm. The magnetometer module includes a 25 Hz low pass
digital filter. The integrate modules include a fourth-order Runga-Kutta integrator for the
six-degree-of-freedom equations. These two functions account for a major portion of the
arithmetic computation. The chart in Figure 2 identifies the real time module relationships.
Data output is part of the real time algorithm in that it too is executed each real time cycle.
It determines which of the data items are to be output during the current cycle.

Modules are tested as stand alone routines until they are logically and computationally
correct. Real time module testing is aided by using the A/D and D/A channels (Figure 1)
for observing the dynamic behavior of the real time variables.

SUMMARY

Software provides a desired flexibility to the design and building of instrumentation
packages. The advantages of that flexibility are realized when changes can be made to the
operational system without modifying hardware. Memory speed and density makes
replacing hardware with software even more attractive.
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ABSTRACT

High performance multi-use drones require complex control capability. Distributing the
communications, control and navigation functions among different microprocessor systems
connected in a network improves performance and reliability.

Assembly language provides the means of optimizing time critical functions of
communications and I/O control, which high level languages, such as PASCAL, ease
development of mission management requirements.

The use of real-time operating systems (RTOS) permits co-processing of a variety of
functions in overall drone operation management. The RTOS is a software “bus” providing
communications network for modules. Functions and modules are assigned priorities,
enabled or suspended as needed to perform mission operational requirements via the
RTOS.
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ABSTRACT

All orderly software development proceeds through the phases of a predictable life cycle.
This behavior is characteristic of telemetry software development, also. Each phase of the
life cycle is definable in terms of specific milestones. Understanding the life cycle is
crucial for accurate estimation of time and effort, as well as for producing reliable software
on time and within budget.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of the software life cycle is a simple, powerful, unifying idea in software
engineering. The fundamental principle behind the concept of the software life cycle is that
orderly software development proceeds through predictable phases. For example, three
phases through which software development always proceeds are definition,
implementation, and maintenance. Each of these phases in turn can be broken down into
identifiable subphases. Each phase and subphase must be defined so that it is delimited by
the achievement of concrete milestones. As an example, the definition phase is ended by
the production of the requirements and specification documents for the software, which
allows the beginning of the implementation phase. In general, a subsequent phase must not
begin until the previous phase has been completed, as evidenced by the production of the
concrete end milestones. These hard and fast limits are seldom achievable in practice, but
a realization of the manner in which phases should follow one another will make clear the
hazards that can occur when an orderly plan is not followed. Practice has shown that the
vast majority of software development difficulties have come about through beginning
development phases too early; the most common and devastating such error is to begin
coding before the requirements are truly defined.

Many difficulties in the production of software can be traced to a lack of understanding of
the constraints imposed by the software life cycle. An understanding of this cycle not only
is necessary for the development of high quality software in a reasonable time, but is also
required for an accurate estimate of time and resources for the development effort. The



characteristics of the software life cycle are especially important for telemetry software,
because telemetry software is often under development at the same time as both the
telemetry hardware and the system to be tested. Because of this process of simultaneous
development, changes in the other systems will often occur that force the telemetry
software development backwards into earlier phases. Any effective attempts to deal with
the consequences of such changes on the telemetry software development will require an
understanding of the software life cycle.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the elements of the software life cycle, relate that
life cycle to typical telemetry development, and encourage further investigation and
understanding by those who are involved in the development of software for telemetry.

SHAPE AND PHASES OF THE SOFTWARE LIFE CYCLE

The general shape and phases of the software life cycle are indicated in Figure 1. Certainly
the overall shape squares with normal experience-- the effort is low at the beginning,
reaches a peak near the delivery time, and then tapers off to a long-term low level of effort
for continued maintenance. Putnam (1) has argued persuasively that the shape of the curve
after the specification phase is that of the Raleigh distribution, in which programming
effort is of the form 2Kat[exp(-at2 )]. Lehman (2) has cast doubt on the use of the Rayleigh
model for purposes of estimation, but Putnam’s work is certainly illuminating inasmuch as
his model clarifies indisputable relationships between the development time, the state of
technology applied to the problem, and the total effort required for the development.
Putnam’s work even provides a quantification for Brooks’ law (“Adding manpower to a
late software project makes it later.”[3]). If we assume that his Rayleigh distribution is a
reasonable representation for the effort of a project, then the product of effort, K, and the
fourth power of the time to develop, td

4, is a constant. Thus in order to halve td we must
provide 16 times the manpower. And a further virtue of Putnam’s work is that he shows
quantitatively that even with unlimited manpower there are limits as to how rapidly a job
can be done.

Figure 1 shows the succession of phases of which the software life cycle is composed.
Actually, of course, the transitions between phases are not so distinct as the drawing
indicates. Software development is a process of successive refinement because as each
new phase is entered facts will often emerge that will necessitate some improvements of
the work performed in previous phases. However, this fact must not be allowed to prevent
the production of the milestone documents that mark the dividing lines between phases.
Also, milestones must be concrete: “Requirements document signed off by Project
Manager,” NOT “Requirements document 95% complete.” The lesson to be learned from
a realization that software development involves successive refinements is that the
milestone documents must be as easy as possible to revise in a disciplined manner, and no



one should resist the inevitable necessity of changing requirements as the project
progresses. “Freezing” a design is almost always an illusion during development, and
those involved must simply accommodate their procedures to that fact.

The particular phases that are indicated on the life cycle diagram are to some extent
arbitrary. The normal succession of activities has been broken into phases in many
different ways, from the four phases into which Mitre has decomposed the process
(Conceptual, Requirements, Development, and Operations) to the eight phases into which
TRW has decomposed the process. The particular decomposition is not important (it is
easy to relate the different particular phases to each other), but it is important to recognize
that software development does progress through phases, with each phase having its own
characteristics and requirements.

The phases that usually get too little attention are those before the implementation begins.
It is difficult to overemphasize the necessity of good initial planning and specification
before the coding begins. All too commonly, the programmers start coding before the
problem has really been defined, with predictably bad results. It sometimes seems that
there is a conspiracy between management and the programmers to guarantee this too-
early start: the programmers want to get in there and start coding right away, and the
managers are made nervous if they don’t begin to see lines of code (“Why aren’t they
programming like they’re paid to do?”). This almost universal tendency makes it all the
more important that everyone involved understand the life cycle and insist that the
appropriate milestones have been reached before beginning another phase.

The software life cycle phases and the milestones that indicate their completion are given
below.

1.  Study Phase, Feasibility Document
2.  Requirements Phase, Requirements Document
3.  Specification Phase, Specification, System Test Plan
4.  Estimation Phase, Budget and Schedule
5.  High Level Design Phase, Software Design Document
6.  Detailed Design Phase, Module Designs
7.  Programming, Test, Integration Phase Debugged Programs
8.  System Test Phase Test Results
9.  Maintenance Phase

Note the number of phases that are not the actual production of programs. Especially note
that six phases occur before coding ever commences. It is a common mistake to think of
the production of software as just the coding activity. Brooks has said (3) that a properly-
scheduled software task should provide for 1/3 of the time and effort for planning, 1/6 for



coding, 1/4 for component test and early system test, and 4 for final system test. Brooks
emphasizes that the initial planning activities are crucial, and also that 1/2 of the time will
be spent on testing, whether that much time has been scheduled or not-- and because most
schedules do not allow that much time, this is a typical reason for slipped schedules and
missed delivery dates.

Note also that the System Test Plan is produced with the Specification. The Specification
should be complete and definite enough so that all system testing is performed to insure
agreement between the Specification and the completed software.

In the Estimation Phase, accurate estimates of the software effort and time are probably
impossible without a reasonable understanding of the realities of the software life cycle.
The ideas advanced by Putnam (1) should certainly be studied by anyone involved in
software estimation.

The two phases that deal with software design will take the overall software concepts and
supply all the details of software organization and interrelation. The High Level Design
Phase will be concerned with the overall number of modules, their interrelations and
interconnections, and the commands, flags, and data that are passed between them. The
Detailed Design Phase will produce those elements from which the actual coding is done.
Some examples of design elements are truth tables, structured English, and flow charts.
There are books currently available that deal with what is called the structured design of
software (4,5).

The phase that contains the actual programming is identified as the Programming, Test,
and Integration Phase. If the software production is properly top-down, these three
activities will take place in a closely interrelated manner. The top-most module will be
written and tested with the lower-level modules stubbed off. Then a second-level module
will be written, individually tested, and integrated with the top module. Proceeding in this
manner has several advantages. First, the top-most module, which is probably the most
important, gets the most use and is thus the best tested. Second, each module is made to
operate by itself before being integrated with other modules. Third, integration takes place
by easy stages, which helps prevent the chaos that sometimes occurs when large systems
of modules are integrated. One useful modification to this strict top-down implementation
involves simultaneous early production of the lowest modules. It is good to write these
modules early because they usually deal with interactions with people, which must be
defined at the outset. With this method integration proceeds from the top and bottom at the
same time.



REPEATING PHASES

As was mentioned earlier, software production seldom progresses smoothly from phase to
phase. Portions of phases will have to be repeated as the project evolves and problems are
better understood. As Brooks has said (3), “For the human makers of things, the
incompletenesses and inconsistencies of our ideas become clear only during
implementation. Sometimes the basic requirements themselves will change as the customer
comes to understand his problems better. Those who are involved in the tasks of providing
software must be aware of this necessity to repeat or modify earlier work so that they can
plan to be able to accommodate such changes. One thing that must be kept in mind,
however, is that such repetition will have an effect on the schedule. If the estimates that
produced the original schedule were good estimates when they were made, then repeating
a phase should not lessen the time required for later phases. What this means is that a
delay in an early phase must be assumed to cause a comparable delay in the end date.
There is a tendency for people to think they can make up time lost in the beginning by
doing subsequent phases more quickly than the original estimate.

Making up lost time is sometimes possible, but only through the application of enough
more resources truly to make a difference. Wishful thinking will not make the production
of software go more quickly. Gordon and Lamb (6) have argued that Brooks’ law may not
always be so hard and fast as Brooks has said. Their statement: “Adding people to late
software projects sometimes helps, but only if more people are added than expected to be
needed, and only if they are added sooner than they are expected to be needed.

TELEMETRY SOFTWARE

A great deal of telemetry work is done in development, during which time the conceptions
of the project are often changing. Thus more than many other software efforts, telemetry
software must be so designed as to facilitate the inevitable changes. The sources of these
changes are many. Often some of the fundamental ideas of the experimenters change. In
many instances the characteristics of the end instruments are different from what was
expected, or the end instruments must be changed to meet the changed experimental
concepts. Not only is the system to be tested changing to some extent, so also is the
telemetry system itself. As the telemetry system development proceeds, the concept of that
system too changes.

What steps can the telemetry software developer take to facilitate the inevitable changes?
The steps he should take are just those of typical good software design and
implementation. First, the software should be highly modular, so that it becomes relatively
easy to add, delete, or modify individual software functions. Also, relations between
modules must be well-defined. The software implementer must avoid building constants



into his programs. What appears to be a constant (such as the number of millivolts per bit)
should be treated as a variable and defined only in one place. Thus if that value must
change, it needs to be changed only in that one place. A methodical use of this technique
will allow the software to remain light on its feet, so that it can respond most easily to
changes in fundamental numbers. The use of tables is important, too, for the same reasons.
There is one other essential for modifyable software: record-keeping of the different
software versions for each module must be scrupulous, and must be available to every
worker. It is an unforgiveable waste of resources for someone to integrate his software
with other software that he did not know was out of date. There are excellent books
available on the subject of good programming practice (e.g., 7).

Thus telemetry software should display two main general characteristics. First, the code
should be constructed using the now well-known rules for good software. Second, even
more than most code, telemetry software should be designed to facilitate those changes
that must occur during the system development. In terms of the software life cycle, the
phases that occur before the coding are even more important than with some other types of
software. The reason for the extra importance of these early phases is that planning to
accommodate change must especially be addressed during the requirements and
specification phases, and also especially during the design phases.

CONCLUSIONS

The overall behavior of the software development life cycle is well-known and reasonably
predictable. Efficient production of software will take into account this life cycle and will
both accommodate and use it. The transition from one phase to another must not occur
until the appropriate, definite, measurable milestones have occurred (not 95% complete”).
The early definition phases have been discovered to be the most important, because the
production of something as complicated as software requires excellent initial planning. The
early phases are even more important in the production of telemetry software than for other
software, because telemetry software must be planned so as to be exceptionally able to
accommodate change.

FINAL OBSERVATION

The production of software has been well-studied in the last several years, and many
aspects of it are nor reasonably well understood. Anyone who is involved in the production
of software who does not acquaint himself with the existing literature on software
production and utilize the lessons that have been so painfully learned is remiss, and is
certainly culpable when the almost-inevitable software disaster occurs.
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Figure 1.  The Shape and Phases of the Software Life Cycle
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ABSTRACT

Modern requirements for TMDE system diagnostics have led to the use of advanced
computer testing methods which provide increased diagnostics power to the engineer and
expanded functional operations for technicians. This paper describes these advanced
computer testing methods of using hardware computer bus monitors which are human
interfaced to allow routine operation and use of complicated computer and peripheral
diagnostics by relatively low-training level technicians. This is a diagnostics support
system which provides significant value through the human engineering, assurance of fix,
and readiness of equipment. Real-time diagnostics monitoring during system operation is
an operational feature which is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The incorporation of modern avionics and weapon technology has spawned the need for
improved test measurement and diagnostic equipment within the TMDE community. Many
sophisticated TMDE systems are as complex as the equipment they are designed to test.
Because the TMDE itself is complex, it must also have a significant capability in internal
built-in-test (BIT). This capability requirement adds further to the cost. As the requirement
for BIT increases, so does the need for system managers to have the capability to monitor
performance and readiness, to effectively maintain the TMDE and to minimize technician
training requirements.

An analysis recently performed by SAI showed that there is no single integrated
diagnostics control system in existence. This glaring problem area causes increased costs
and reduced overall readiness. What is missing is a hierarchical control scheme which
provides an optimum test signal and diagnostics interface to maximize utility and minimize
training.



One of the major problem areas that must be addressed is that of Fault Isolation (FI) of the
TMDE and automated calibration instrument itself. This topic deserves special attention
because of the importance of operability in mission readiness. Most such TMDE usually
have functional BIT, but do not provide any significant degree of fault isolation to specific
circuit boards, memory planes, or I/O ports within the system. Fault Isolation capabilities
must be developed to allow easy user interaction capabilities as well as a record keeping
function to allow for future data conciliation and generic equipment analysis.

In assessing TMDE problem areas, it is paramount that we recognize one serious flaw in
the design of most systems in use today; that of human user interface. Most such systems
are designed to provide only rudimentary user interfaces which do not allow significant
query capabilities nor do they allow for any ad hoc diagnostic improvements to be
developed by the operators or system managers. The equipment is programmable in the
sense that different functional tests can be developed, on the system under test, but they
cannot be programmed to provide a data base that falls below the functional level of test.
There needs to be a way to access memory, data bases and input/output levels before true
meaningful performance measurements can be obtained.

TMDE Signal Interface Requirement

The access to metrology data which is collected in an automated TMDE or calibration
item is often difficult due to the digital form. The test engineer can input standard signals
for calibration, but cannot in all cases observe the measured value which is perceived by
the master controller building block. Removal of the building block from the system may
be a solution in some cases for calibration of the building block. A better solution would
be to test in situ and use the values obtained from the system bus. There is therefore an
identified requirement that an interface be provided for the test engineer to obtain the
system perceived values for a standard input. In order to perform this operational
monitoring a series of values from a number of building blocks should be collected during
system operational tests as well as individual building block tests. The following features
are required to allow the performance of metrology operational monitoring:

• menu control of operation
• well defined operational sequences
• transient recording of digital values leading up to a defined event
• displays of system health and performance monitoring reports
• subsystem and building block access
• command and display of response
• history file of performance statistics
• recording of results in permanent form



Bus Testing Requirement

Automated TMDE and calibration equipment operates by using a central controller to
access control and display results from subsystems and building blocks. Generally test
equipment is being manufactured with a bus to provide the communication between the
controller and building blocks. The standard for this is the IEEE 488 bus. The testing and
calibration of equipment requires that the communications on any bus be tested to ensure
that signals are properly sent, routed and received. A bus tester is therefore required which
can test the bus, check building block interfaces, and check the controller for valid
operation.

Diagnostics Requirement

The central control of an item is generally performed by a digital minicomputer which must
be fully checked-out and operationally verified to ensure that the control and interpretation
of data is proper. If a disk drive is used to store in real-time, overlay or transfer programs
or data then the disk subsystem as well as the minicomputer must be tested. Diagnostic
programs are the typical method of verifying computer and disc subsystems. The test
engineer requires an adequate human interface to run, control and interpret the diagnostic
results. In many cases a recurring but transient problem may require that diagnostics be run
for long periods before errors recur. In this case, automatic control of diagnostics would
allow the engineer to perform other activities or to run the diagnostics overnight. At the
other extreme of testing a top level diagnostic must be provided when the system is not
capable of running diagnostics. Such a top level system would test basic computer chip
operations and verify interfaces to all required circuit boards.

Fault Isolation Requirements

The test engineer is typically faced with a large task if an item is performing improperly
but there are no external clues to the source of the error. The bus test and the diagnostics
control operations can provide operational checks of the central controller, the
interconnecting bus, and the interface response of individual building blocks. The fault
isolation requirement is that a further level of testing be provided to probe each building
block of the system to determine if operation is proper. This fault isolation must be carried
on at the system level since the problem may not be resolved by an individual block-by-
block test.

MICRODIAGNOSTIC METHODS

A complete analysis of the potential for use of microdiagnostics in TMDE self-test
requires that all microdiagnostic approaches be considered and that analysis be conducted



* “Resource Module” is used to indicate a functional test element of a TMDE system, e.g., a
microprocessor controlled spectrum analyzer.

in a broader framework of an analysis of TMDE in general. The following areas of
microcode should be considered: embedded extension of instruction set, separate
processor for microcode operation, and microcode monitors. Each of these have their own
advantages and disadvantages, the embedded microdiagnostic due to its minimal impact on
hardware changes, the separate processor because of its extended functions and operation
to diagnose target processor faults, and the external monitor because of ease-of-interface
to the overall systems controller, resource modules* and bus, plus ease of human interface.

Embedded Microdiagnostics

Embedded microdiagnostics is defined as changes to the microcode of a processor to
facilitate diagnosis. These can either extend the instruction set to include new machine
language commands which makes it easier to implement diagnostic software or, more
appropriately, directly implement diagnostic procedures as microcode with both automatic
and/or external activation of these directly implemented microcode-based diagnostic
procedures. Automatic activation could occur any number of ways, e.g., via fault
detection, via periodic scheduling, following power-up etc. External activation would
typically be achieved using a special signal line, combination of existing signal lines, or a
special machine language instruction.

The SAI planned terminal for the Ground Launched Cruise Missile provides an example of
automatically activated embedded microdiagnostics. This terminal is based upon the 2901
bit-slice architecture and is microcoded to emulate Data General Nova commands for
normal operation. A microdiagnostics capability is provided to do an extensive
microdiagnostic test upon power up of the terminal to diagnose possible faults in all
conditional code registers, test I/O interrupts, control the NTDS interface loopback test,
perform a memory pattern test, verify memory address checksum operations, check
internal registers, and check shifter command circuitry.

The operator may choose a human interaction to verify the keyboard and display
operations. The noninteractive components of the microdiagnostics are also performed on
a continuous basis by performing a 500 microsecond segment of the diagnostics whenever
the input buffer has been idle for 10 seconds. Hardware requirements for the
microdiagnostics are minimal since only ROM and temporary storage registers were added
to the system.



Separate Processor/Equipment

There are two versions of separate microdiagnostics hardware which should be
considered. These are: a separate built-in processor for microcode execution of special
built-in fault detection/diagnostic logic. The separate processor would eliminate the need
to modify the microcode of the main processor. Special built-in fault detection/diagnostic
logic would be attached at key points in circuits for continuous (and fast) monitoring of
various nodes in a circuit/bus being tested. The fault detection logic, for example, would
use either read-only memory (ROM) or programmable logic arrays (PLAs). ROM inputs
(addresses) would be derived from the proper clock/strobe, and the outputs from the ROM
would be compared with expected values of nodes in the circuit. A mismatch would
typically trigger a fault-light or a diagnostic routine. This approach has the advantage that
it can monitor things continuously (catches low frequency “glitches”), it is inexpensive,
and it can check “fast” logic. The advantage of PLAs is that you can program rather
complex fault equations. PLAs are as fast or faster than ROMs and they are competitive in
price. For the same result, less wires would be needed and little or no external digital logic
need be added to the PLA, which is not true of the ROM approach!

Microcode Monitors

The microcode monitor class of microdiagnostics are programmable, human interfaced
logic analyzers which are personalized for the processor under test. The hardware
requirements are greater, but the system level interface for self-test is maximized by
including a microcode monitor in the system. The microcode monitor can also be used for
testing of bus operations.

An example of the microcode monitor is the Advanced Computer Tester (act-1) built by
Loral Data Systems. The device uses a hardware personality board to monitor microcode
instructions to provide breakpoint logic and control, to save register, memory bus, data bus
and microaddress bus information, and to make external memory substitution. The
hardware interface of the act-1 is microprocessor controlled and provides inspection and
modification of computer operation in real-time through the personality interface and its
controlling microprocessor. A typical application would be to program the act-1 to perform
breakpoint logic on microcode signals. When fault conditions occur the act-1 then
automatically performs diagnostics loaded from its integral cartridge tape system.

Microdiagnostics Summary

All areas of microdiagnostics will have their niche in serving the TMDE world. The
systems coming online in the next decade will include various forms of built-in-test and
internal microdiagnotics. However, there is a crucial requirement for TMDE and



diagnostics support of existing systems. For example, there are over 2,000 AN/UYK-20
computers in Navy systems and another 2,000 programmed for installation. These
minicomputers were designed prior to the advent of built-in-test concepts but operational
readiness must be maintained for these systems to operate. The act-1 approach has been
selected as the key approach to supporting current diagnostic control requirements for
systems which have been designed without built-in-test capability because of the
adaptability to the various computer buses and the high degree of human interface
obtainable.

act-1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

act-1 is a microprocessor-controlled, transparent system which provides the ability to
inspect, modify and correlate computer operations in real-time. It will perform functional
tests, analyze software, provide breakpoint analysis, memory mapping, instruction trace
and allow the user to inspect or change the memory and registers of a computer with no or
minimum interruption of computer or system operations.

act-1 is user-programmable and capable of completely controlling and monitoring the
computer under  test. Commands are extended via the front-panel keypad, external
keyboard or magnetic tape while requested data and/or status data is displayed on the self-
contained cathode-ray tube. The operator interface features a simplified instruction set
which provides a powerful test capability. Ten display pages provide a wide range of
capabilities for diagnostic testing, programing, and monitoring of computer operations.

A self-contained magnetic tape cartridge drive provides the capability to load or store
diagnostic or operational programs. Controllers for interfacing to a teletype, paper tape
reader, paper tape punch, and a line printer are also provided.

Versatility is provided by the Personality Module which is the primary interface to the
computer under test. This module compensates for timing and control signal differences
present in various types of computers. A unique Personality Module is provided for the
specific computer to be tested. Because of this capability to interface with different
computers by changing Personality Cards, training is required only once. Thereafter, the
operator employs the same act-1 commands regardless of the computer being tested.

Hardware integration time is reduced by providing engineers with logic analyzer
capabilities via the Clip Probe, real-time data stacking on input and output ports, single
key-stroke commands for entering and executing software drivers, programmable
hardware breakpoints on either computer bus or external signals, four programmable
synchronizing pulse outputs, data masking and cycling through micro-memory operations.



Software integration time is reduced by providing programmers with memory editing
commands, real-time transparent breakpoints, real-time program execution, three real-time
programmable data stacks, programmable trace capabilities, memory mapping, program
disassembly, hard copy capabilities, magnetic tape storage and paper tape interfacing.
With the act-1 programmers can create commands, displays and special purpose functions
tailored to their particular application.

Production test time is reduced by providing test personnel with the ability to store
commands on tape and then execute these commands from the tape. Thus, an entire
acceptance test procedure (ATP) can be created and used for unattended automatic testing.

Field support personnel can use the same procedure to create diagnostic test tapes for
quick isolation of operational failures and to design test procedures for field maintenance
programs. Field engineers are provided with an instrument small enough to be portable and
easily interfaced with more than one computer system. An act-1 coupled with diagnostic
test tapes and Personality Cards provides the field engineer with the capability to quickly
isolate and repair problems in the field, thereby reducing equipment repair time.

Physically, the act-1 is 16.75 inches wide, 22 inches deep, 6.5 inches high and weighs less
than 40 pounds. With the keyboard pedestal option, it is 11 inches high and weighs 40
pounds.

act-1 OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION

The act-1 is a microprocessor-based system which is controlled by firmware resident on
the microprocessor module. The microprocessor performs two major functions. The first is
to interpret and implement the command and page variables programmed by the operator
and the second is to display the data obtained from these commands. It should be noted
that the microprocessor does not perform any of the real-time operations such as detecting
a breakpoint, detecting an illegal address or stacking data. These functions are performed
by hardware and the microprocessor only displays the results. Because of this, the real-
time data gathering capabilities of the act-1 are not dependent on microprocessor speeds.
Indeed, the act-1 was designed in this manner to allow operation at the high speeds
required by modern real-time minicomputers. Note also that the act-1 system clock is
generated on the Personality Module. In fact, this clock is derived from the the clock of the
computer under test. Therefore, the act-1 system clock is automatically adjusted to the
speed required by the particular computer under test. The Personality Module contains not
only the hardware interface but also the firmware necessary to perform the console display
and disassembler functions. Therefore, interfacing the act-1 commands is functionally the
same regardless of which type of computer is connected. The operator need not spend time 



learning new operating procedures, but instead is online immediately to utilize the act-1 as
an aid to becoming familiar with the new computer.

As can be seen from the Figure 1 block diagram, the microprocessor communicates with
the act-1 hardware through its own address data bus. The Microprocessor Module,
Interface Module, CRT Interface Module and Keyboard provide the operator with the
display and peripheral interface capabilities of the act-1. The Breakdpoint Logic Module,
External Memory Modules, Stack and Memory Map Module,Clip Probe and Personality
Module hardware provides the transparent real-time operating capabilities of the act-1.
The Microprocessor initializes the hardware in these modules and then waits for an
interrupt. Once the computer under test is put into the Run Mode, the hardware in these
modules monitors the computer buses under control of the computer generated clock. The
Breakpoint Logic Module monitors up to four 16-bit busses, the Computer Memory
Access Bus (CMA), the Computer Data Bus (CDATA), the Computer Micromemory
Address Bus (MMA) and the Instruction Register Bus (IR). If a breakpoint is detected, a
halt signal is sent to the Personality Module which halts the computer under test before the
next clock pulse. The Personality Module also generates a halt interrupt to the
Microprocessor to update the display. Three buses, the CMA Bus, CDATA Bus and Clip
Data Bus from the Clip Probe, are monitored by three 1k-word memory stacks on the
Stack and Memory Map Module. Data can be put into the stack at each clock time or the
stack can be conditioned to accept data only during certain clock cycles. The Memory
Map portion of the Stack and Memory Map hardware monitors the Computer Memory
Address (CMA) Bus. When an illegal address is detected, a halt signal is generated
through the Personality Card. The Memory Map Logic also generates the signals necessary
to enable the External Memory Modules which may be used to replace the computer under
test memory.

A typical operational sequence would be as follows: the operator enters a command
through the Keyboard signaling the Interface Logic which generates an interrupt to the
Microprocessor. The vectored interrupt is serviced by the firmware which provides
operator feedback to the CRT through the CRT Interface Module. The firmware also
interprets the command and programs the hardware to execute the operation. For instance,
if the command is a magnetic tape, paper tape or line printer operation, the Microprocessor
will initialize the proper I/O port on the Interface Logic Module and complete the data
transfer. If the command is to set up a breakpoint, the Microprocessor programs the
comparators and other hardware on the Breakpoint Logic Module which will monitor one
of the four 16-bit buses during a Run Break Mode. If the command requires a test
computer operation, the Microprocessor interacts with the firmware on the Personality
Module which generates the control signals and initializes the proper bus interfaces to the
computer under test.



Figure 1.  Functional Block Diagram

REQUIREMENTS/act-1 APPLICATION

The feasibility and utility of using the act-1 to support testing and integration, operational
monitoring, software debugging and maintenance, and hardware diagnosis at field
operational sites has been assessed. Requirements particular to each of these four support
areas are identified and are used to evaluate the act-1. The evaluation identifies which
requirements can be supported by the act-1 and how they can be supported, and considers
preparational factors such as operator -training, software development, and test procedure
design which affect the utility of using the act-1 as an advanced test measurement and
diagnostic equipment (TMDE).

The requirements were developed by compiling a general support requirements “wish list”
and by selecting those requirements which reasonably apply to test measurement and
diagnostic equipment (TMDE). The selection was comprehensive in that it spanned the
major support areas of software debugging and maintenance, hardware diagnosis, and
operational monitoring as well as test and integration. For the purpose of definition and
description, the requirements were divided into five groups as follows:



• software debugging and maintenance
• hardware diagnosis
• operational monitoring
• testing and integration
• miscellaneous

The first three groups are concerned with support of already operational systems. The
fourth group, testing and integration, applies to development and acceptance of new
subsystems and capabilities. The miscellaneous requirements group is simply an
aggregation of requirements not conforming to any of the first four categories yet which
were relevant to the evaluation. Four factors were used on a requirement-by-requirement
basis to evaluate the feasibility of using the act-1 for TMDE support in those five areas.
They were:

• nature of the task specified by the requirement
• basic act-1 capability/usability relative to the requirement
• minimum pre-usage preparational effort/cost
• potential minimum user expertise/sophistication

The results of the requirement-by-requirement appraisal are summarized in Table I. In
Table I, a 5-star scale is used with five stars being the most desirable. For tool capability/
usability, one star means not suitable or usable, three stars means ok or usable, and five
stars means well suited. For the minimum pre-usage preparational effort/cost and the
potential minimum user sophistication/expertise columns, the ratings 1-, 3-, and 5-stars
respectively correspond to extensive, intermediate and minimal. Minimal preparational
effort and minimal sophistication are most desirable and therefore rate five stars.

SUMMARY

This paper is an introduction to the concept of the use of diagnostic control by external
hardware to control diagnostics, to provide operational monitoring, to support test
engineers and to minimize the level of training required to maintain a high level of
equipment readiness. Microdiagnostics, external built-in-test, and a bus monitor device
(the act-1) were discussed and the act-1 evaluated in detail to access its potential for
software maintenance, hardware maintenance, operational monitoring and integration
testing. The results are that the act-1 is highly effective for all these areas of application.

The potential for real-time monitoring and fault isolation during brief slack periods of real-
time operations and the human interface potential can be singled-out as significant areas
for exploitation in the TMDE world.



Table I.  Feasibility Appraisal

act-1
Capability/
Usability

Minimum
Preparational
Effort/Cost

Potential
Minimum User
Sophistication

Software Debugging and
Maintenance

Software loading
Software patching
PROM burner interface
Hardware diagnostic execution
Hardware configuration checking
System timing verification
Event logging
I/O simulation
Status snapshoting/logging
Software assertion checking
Completeness checking

XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXX

XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXXXX
X
X

XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXXXX
X
X

Hardware Diagnostic

Configuration checking
Equipment exercise
Diagnostic execution
Temperature cycle testing
Failure conditions simulation
Status snapshoting/logging
Error rate detection and archiving
Peripheral access monitoring
Timing verification

XXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXX
XXXXX
XXXXX

XXX

Operational Support

Performance baselining
Performance monitoring
Incipient failure detection
Problem localization
Monitor timing
Verify message formats
Verify synchronization
Accumulate user statistics

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX

X
X
X
XXX
XXX
XXX
X
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX



Accumulate decoder statistics
Accumulate error rate statistics
Provide signal monitoring interface
Verify activities of localized
interprocessors
Status logging
Support user identification

XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX

XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX

X
XXX
XXX

XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX

XXX
XXXXX
XXX

Testing and Integration

Module/subsystem checkout
Performance baselining
Performance measuring
Technical requirements verification
Operational requirements verification

XXXXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
X
X
X
X

XXX
XXX
XXX
X
X

Miscellaneous

Ease of use
Portability

XXXXX
XXX

XXXXX
X

XXXXX
XXXXX
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ABSTRACT

The U.S. Naval Aviation Systems Command is facing a crucial task in providing state-of-
the-art, timely support for a burgeoning inventory of airborne electro-optical weapon
systems. Through the 1970’s a number of such systems entered fleet use creating a variety
of unique support requirements for the Navy calibration laboratories and maintenance
facilities in the realm of test measurement and diagnostic equipment. SAI’s efforts in
assisting the Navy in developing such support is described in this paper. The potential
solution to the electro-optics support task is discussed in terms of advanced test and
calibration hardware only now in the conceptual design phase.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade the U.S. Naval Aviation Systems Command (NAVAIRSYSCOM)
has been involved in intensive efforts to equip Navy aircraft with state-of-the-art electro-
optical weapon systems. Such electro-optical weapons technology developments occuring
as deployable systems are invoking corresponding needs to establish respondent test and
calibration techniques and equipment for support of those systems. In contrast to
conventional electronics systems, which have an established test and calibration support
baseline that can absorb a large portion of the support requirements imposed by new
developments, no such repository exists in support of the often unique and always exacting
measurements criteria peculiar to the character of sensitive, high-performance electro-
optical devices. Accordingly, various agencies associated with the NAVAIRSYSCOM
have initiated an intensive effort to develope both equipment-and skill levels within the
structure of the Navy calibration laboratories and maintenance facilities to accomodate
those needs.



BACKGROUND

Developing the requisite test and calibration support for electro-optical weapon systems
has unfortunately encountered numerous inordinate delays due to existing Navy concepts
and internal mechanisms established for providing fleet test and calibration support. A
prime example can be found in the history of the AN/AAM-60(V) Electro-Optical Systems
Test Set (EOSTS). The AN/AAM-60(V) was conceived in early 1970 as a major test set
to provide intermediate level, (i.e. the Navy separates maintenance support into depot,
intermediate, and organizational levels), support for a plurality of airborne forward looking
infrared (FLIR) systems. Table I provides specific information of the airborne systems
supported by the AN/AAM-60(V).

An important, initial step in providing calibration and maintenance support for such a test
set is the preparation of a Calibration Measurement Requirement Summary (CMRS)
review. The CMRS is a technical summary of calibration requirements for weapon
systems, weapon subsystems, and ground support equipment (GSE). It provides an outline
of parameters, ranges, accuracies, calibration intervals, and provides traceability of
technical parameters from weapon systems to the National Bureau of Standards. The
CMRS is a focal document which drives the design and production of calibration
techniques, written procedures and hardware. Without timely preparation of a CMRS,
initiation of support development becomes very difficult.

The first CMRS for AN/AAM-60(V)-1 which supports the S-3A, OR-89 FLIR was
forwarded for review in May 1977. Subsequent CMRS preparations for the EOSTS
configurations supporting P-3C, OV-10, A-6E, and A-7E FLIR systems, (see Table I),
were delivered for review during the 1978-1979 time frame. Satisfactory calibration of the
first infrared collimator unit, common to all EOSTS configurations, occurred in April 1981,
7 years after deployment of the S-3A, OR-89 FLIR system and approximately 4 years
following the first EOSTS site activation. The consuquences are that throughout the prior
operational deployment period of each of the previously mentioned FLIR systems no
capability prevailed to periodically calibrate the infrared reference source to ensure
minimum resolvable temperature differences prescribed by airborne equipment
performance specifications were in fact attained. Similarly, many other elements of electro-
optical support for the AN/AAM-60(V) have not been developed in a timely fashion
resulting in a poor readiness posture for the airborne electro-optical weapon systems.
Unfortunately, this has resulted in significant time passing in terms of technology
development since the gereration of the EOSTS design that even the system supplier,
Boeing, feels it is considerably out of date.

Navy calibration and maintenance support for laser-based airborne electro-optical weapon
systems is in worse shape than that for the FLIR’s. Table I shows two airborne laser



systems have been deployed. The Grumman A-6E Intruder aircraft has had a laser
detecting ranging set (DRS) in its AN/AAS-33 TRAM system for a number of years now.
Around the mid-1970’s an effort was initiated to integrate a Laser Test Module (LTM)
into the Boeing AN/AAM-60(V) EOSTS. Such a configuration would have provided test
measurement, diagnostic, and maintenance support for both the FLIR and laser subsystems
of the electro-optical weapon systems on the A-6E and the U.S.M.C. OV-10 observation
aircraft. The LTM was to be designed to test and measure a number of performance
characteristics of the laser rangefinder/designator (LRD) transmitter, LRD receiver, laser
receiver (FAC, forward air controller), and the FLIR system. The LTM technical
requirements for each of these subsystems are shown in Table II. This system promised to
be a computer-controlled versatile system capable of providing much needed Navy support
for all requiremtents of its electro-optical weapon systems. Unfortunately, due to a number
of circumstances the LTM/AN/AAM-60(V) configurations never became a reality.

Grumman Aerospace Corporation also developed a laser test set, the Common Laser Test
Console (CLTC). This semi-automatic test console was designed to provide stimuli and
measurement implementation for the testing, trouble-shooting and fault isolation of laser
devices such as the Nd:YAG divice contained in the A-6E TRAM DRS. The CLTC design
incorporated a testing concept based on the following ideas.

1. Electro-optical WRA (weapons replaceable assembly) tester employing electronic
WRA simulation.

2. Automatic control of unit-under-test/bench stimuli and measurement.
3. Storage and display of test programs.
4. On-line compiling
5. Fault isolation to SRA (shop replaceable assembly).

The software utilized a high level test language with applications programs and the on-line
compiler stored on discs. The software also had self test capabilities written in. The CLTC
was designed to be capable of most LTM measurements listed in Table II. Currently, the
CLTC is scheduled for September, 1981 delivery to the Navy for development into depot
support of the A-6E TRAM DRS. There is some question as to the system capability for
such support and the real answer will remain unknown until sometime after the dilivery.

Table I also shows the AN/AAM-75 Laser Boresight Bay Test Set supporting the laser
system portion of the OV-10 aircraft AN/AAS-37 weapon system. This test set was
developed by Texas Instruments in lieu of the LTM-AN/AAM-60(V) originally intended
for this support task and is scheduled for August to September, 1981 delivery to the
U.S.M.C. The AN/AAM-75 was designed to meet various laser test and measurement
requirements such as; boresight-to-FLIR verification, laser output characterization (i.e.
pulse energy/stability, pulse repetition frequency/ stability, beam divergence, and pulse



width), receiver OK test, laser leakage (BIT Test), range accuracy, reciever sensitivity,
and first/last pulse verification. The Laser Boresight Bay represents the first laser test set
to be deployed in quantity (i.e. 4 units in total) by NAVAIRSYSCOM and as such will be
a test case to determine the efficacy of its design.

FUTURE REQUIREMENTS

Currently, there is no state-of-the-art system capable of providing the requisite test
measurement and diagnostic analysis of electro-optical weapon systems within the U.S.
Navy calibration and maintenance facilities structure. The existing support systems are
either based on out of date technology or in the case of lasers, to a large extent
nonexistent.

In response to this support problem the Navy is initiating studies to assess electro-optical
avionics systems (i.e. television, laser, and FLIR systems) and the associated electro-
optical GSE (Ground Support Equipment) technologies. The resultant and data base then
will be used to establish the presently nonexistent ATE (Automatic Test Equipment)
concepts for automatic testing and evaluation of the electro-optical avionics systems. Such
advanced planning will result in a Navy capability to identify interface problem areas
between units under test and the test equipment to ensure efficient and optimized electro-
optical avionics testing procedures. Such areas are of great necessity to ensure “testability”
of future electro-optical systems. Historically, Navy hardware development programs have
heavily stressed performance and placed support capability in a less important category.
The resultant systems have not been designed with testability or support capability in mind
which then creates extensive manual alignment and excessive logistics support
requirements.

A number of electro-optics avionics areas require increased emphasis on testability in their
design phase such as; multi-purpose electro-optical collimator, infrared and optical target
sources, electro-optical extension for ATLAS, data buss, fiber optics for signal transfer,
FLIR tracker test capability, testability of the advanced Tactical FLIR, automatic signal
analysis and evaluation, visual training system for electro-optical GSE (Ground Support
Equipment) implementation, servo testing, and laser test technology. New testing
techniques such as improved boresighting and FLIR evaluation criteria appropriate to ATE
must be developed to enable testing of the advanced electro-optical sensors and TSP’s
(Turret Stabilized Platforms). The new testing techniques /concepts and test interface
requirements must then be incorporated into future designs. Upcoming systems will
include advanced FLIR’s, imaging infrared seekers, ASCD’s (Aircraft Sensor Correlation
Devices), automatic video FLIR trackers, lasers, laser recievers, laser range finders, and
multispectral and multi-sensor target cueing equipment. The FLIR equipped aircraft (see 



Table I) will be out fitted with ASCD’s and multi-sensor target cueing is planned for use in
the F/A-18.

The GSE technology for laser system support must recieve intensive support in the
immediate future. These systems will use BIT (Built In Test) to fault isolate to a WRA at
the Organizational Level. The faulty WRA returned to the Intermediate Maintenance Level
will be checked with electro-optical GSE to fault-isolate to the SRA which then can be
repaired or replaced. To accomplish this with the required speed a UTC (Universal Test
Connector) must be developed. A UTC properly interfried to laser diagnostic ATE could
solve many test equipIment problems as it: (a) anticipates failures as well as fault isolate,
(b) Provides a more realistic test sequence by actually monitoring unit as in its intended
use (rather than a “simulated” short run test), (c) provides a reliable means of measuring
unit performance during environmental testing, (d) improves laser system operational
readiness by measuring “graceful” system degradation and correcting it prior to hard
failures, (e) reduces system cost by reducing BIT circuitry volume and complexity; and (f)
encourages usage of modernization and standardization in laser hardware. Collectively
these improvements will very significantly improve the testability of laser systems. The
signal set outputted at a test connector coupled with relatively simple laser diagnostic ATE
will accomplish improved hardware testability, availability, supportability and
maintainability.

SUMMARY

The NAVAIRSYSCOM is facing a crucial task in the realm of GSE for test measurement
and diagnostics on electro-optical weapon systems. Existing equipment requires excessive
human interpretation of test results. The high degree of complexity of the electro-optical
weapon systems and the associated GSE make it difficult for even the highly skilled
electronic technicians to conduct and interpret these results. As a result the test might not
be conducted in a timely manner or the test results may be inaccurate. State-of-the-art
electronics, automatic signal analysis and evaluation will eliminate such difficulties and
provide great assistance to the test operator. The U.S. Navy is placing a heavy emphasis
on creating the next generation of electro-optical GSE which will be capable of meeting
the required support load through the 1980’s.

 



Table I
NAVAIR ELECTRO - OPTICAL WEAPON SYSTEMS

System
Designation Aircraft

System
Description

System
Supplies

Supporting
Test Set

AN/AAR-42 Vought
A-7E
Corsair

Thermal Imaging Sensor,
Heads-Up-Display

Texas Instruments AN/AAM-60(v)-5;-6

AN/AAD-5 Grumman
F-14
Tomcat

Tactical Air Reconnaissance
Pods System (TARPS)

Honeywell, Inc. YK-33

AN/AAS-33 Grumman
A-6E
Intruder

Terrain Recongnition and
Attack Multisensor (TRAM);
FLIR and laser rangefinder

Hughes Aircraft Co. FLIR supported by
AN/AAM-60(v)-4;-6

AN/AAS-36 Lockhead
P-3C
Orion

Infrared Detection Set for
Anti-Submarine Warfare

Texas Instruments AN/AAM-60(v)-2

AN/AAS-37 Rockwell
OV-10

Infrared Detection and
Ranging Set

Texas Instruments FLIR Support; AN/
AAM-60(v)-3, Laser
Support; AN/AAM-75

AN/AAS-38 McDonnel-Douglas FLIR/Laser all-weather EO
System

Texas Instruments,
International Laser
System

No decision made
at this time

OR-89B/AA Lockheed
S-3A
Viking

FLIR for Antisubmarine
Patrol

Texas Instruments AN/AAM-60(v)-l;-6

AN/ASX-l Grumman
F-14
Tomcat

Television Sight Unit
(TVSU)

Northrup Corporation Under Development



Table II
LTM TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

LRD Transmitter LRD Receiver Laser Receiver (FAC) FLIR

Energy Output Receiver OK Receiver OK Boresight

Beam Angle Divergence Sensitivity Sensitivity Square Wave Response

Pulse Width Range Accuracy Boresight Minimum

Pulse Repetition Frequency Off Axis Accurace Temperature Difference

Pulse Repetition Stability BIT Gray Scale

Pulse to Pulse Amplitude Uniformity

Stability Field of View

BIT Check Focus Control

Control Signals Check Detector Crosscoupling

FLIR/LRD Boresight
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ABSTRACT

Voice processors, including those using linear predictive coding (LPC) algorithms, are
becoming more prevalent in communication systems. Several intelligibility and speaker
recognition tests were used to evaluate two currently available LPC voice processors. Both
text-dependent and text-independent techniques were developed. The tests are aimed at
potential users, yielding quantitative data that permit performance comparisons both of
systems and of human speakers and listeners.

INTRODUCTION

Measurement of the speech performance of voice processors is a well-established activity
that has produced numerous publications. The usefulness of these tests, however, has been
limited to the degree that the test “instruments” have been human listeners whose
judgments are subjective. The measured performance characteristics of speech processors
have included the intelligibility, quality, and acceptability of the speech they produce and
their ability to produce speech that is recognizable as originating with specific persons.
Intelligibility was one of the earliest characteristics to be measured; one of the most widely
accepted tests of intelligibility is the Diagnostic Rhyme Test (DRT).(1,2) More recent
emphasis has been on speaker recognition, particularly by automatic speaker recognition
systems.(3,4) Tests to produce quality and acceptability ratings have been carried out to
supplement intelligibility test results, which have not always predicted user acceptance.(5)

Most of these performance tests are based on paired comparisons. In the DRT, the listener
is asked to choose between pairs of words. In the speaker recognition tests, the choice is
between pairs of speakers; in the quality tests, it is between paired voice systems.

A problem with most of these intelligibility and speaker recognition tests is that they assess
performance in laboratory environments; they do not predict the performance to be
expected in work settings. This paper describes simple tests that can provide a basis for
the evaluation of voice processors by users. To test intelligibility, the DRT is
supplemented by additional text-dependent tests. One group of tests is used to compare



voice processor performance and individual ability in a speaker-recognition task. Care is
taken to minimize bias and to have only one variable per test. The tests described have
several desirable features. They all yield quantitative data for comparison as opposed to
purely subjective evaluation. Specially selected test subjects are not required; in fact, it is
desirable that the test team include the potential users. The speaker recognition tests are
carried out in real time using telephone-like handsets, simulating actual operating
conditions.

This investigation was prompted by the need to compare the speech performance of two
commercially available LPC voice processors, designated A and B for this paper. Both
voice processors were capable of operating at a rate of 2400 bits per second (bps); one of
them could also perform at 4800 bps (switch selectable). The potential users are small
groups of engineering personnel in remote satellite tracking stations. However, the test
methods described can be applied to other voice systems (e.g. channel vocoders), and to
other user groups (doctors, military personnel, etc.), by appropriate choice of test
materials.

TEST CONFIGURATION

The basic hardware setup for the tests is shown in Figure 1. Each test requires a pair of
identical voice processors (labeled 1 and 2 in the figure). One voice processor analyzes the
speech waveform and sends it in digital form to the second voice processor, which
resynthesizes it into voice. Connecting the voice processors as shown in Figure 1 is
referred to as back-to-back connection; this is commonly employed in laboratory tests.
Since the data format is digital, the length of the transmission medium between the two
units is not significant, and back-to-back testing is generally representative of long-link
speech performance, even at high bit-error rates. The telephone handsets attached to the
voice processors contain high-quality dynamic microphones. For the intelligibility tests,
high-quality tape recorders were used to input the stimulus materials and record the output.
The output tapes were later played back to the listeners via high-quality headphones.

INTELLIGIBILITY TESTS

Three tests of intelligibility were conducted--one using the isolated word pairs of the
Diagnostic Rhyme Test, one using the DRT words embedded in meaningful sentences, and
one using a technical paragraph with key words missing. The experimental scheme for all
tests required the subjects to listen to tapes of utterances produced by the voice processors
and then to utterances (spoken by the same speakers) recorded directly from high-quality
microphones.



The Diagnostic Rhyme Test

The Diagnostic Rhyme Test (DRT) is a two-choice test of consonant discriminability
widely used for testing voice systems. It yields a gross indicant of speech intelligibility;
additional data can be extracted relating to specific aspects of the speaker, listener, or
system under test.

The DRT utilizes a basic list of 192 word--96 rhyming pairs whose initial consonants
differ in terms of a single phonemic attribute(2). A word from each pair is presented twice
during a testing session. In a given instance, the listener’s task is to indicate which member
of the rhyming pair was spoken. A correct choice indicates that the listener has, in effect
comprehended the speaker’s intent as to the state of one of six essentially binary perpetual
attributes of English consonant phonemes. An incorrect choice indicates that the speaker,
listener, or system under test has failed to distinguish the source state of the attribute.
When, for example, the stimulus word is “zeal” and the choices open to the listener are
“zeal” and “seal,” a correct response indicates that the listener has comprehended (and the
system under test has transmitted) the speaker’s intent with regard to the attribute, voicing.
Correspondingly, an incorrect response indicates that the system under test has failed to
transmit a sufficient number of the acoustical features which distinguish the voiced
consonants from their unvoiced cognates. Depending on the word pair involved, each item
thus serves to test for the perception of one of the following elementary phonemic
attributes:

• Voicing
• Nasality
• Sustention
• Sibilation
• Graveness
• Compactness

The performance of a voice processor with respect to phonemic attributes is of more
interest to the equipment designer than to the user. During normal conversation, a speaker
is unable to eliminate words that might confuse the voice processor. However, the DRT is
a stringent test, and the manufacturer’s specified gross score does provide an initial
baseline for comparing the performance of one voice processor with that of another. The
gross DRT score can be calculated by deducting the number of incorrect responses from
the number of correct responses (thus adjusting the score to correct for guessing):

(1)



where
D = Percent correct discriminations
R = Number of correct responses
W = Number of incorrect responses
T = Total number of test word pairs

The gross scores for all members of a test group are averaged to obtain the overall DRT
rating.

The aim of our DRT tests was to evaluate the voice processors using the type of personnel
likely to use them, rather than the specially selected subjects (those who score high on
audiometric tests) who are normally used. The test team consisted of six engineers and
technicians (all males) spanning a wide age group. Their first exposure to the DRT was to
select, from three candidates, the most intelligible voice to be used as the stimulus voice
for the tests. (This voice produced a 96% average DRT score.) Two high-quality tape
recorders were used to make the recordings. All tapes were evaluated in a normal room
(without sound proofing), using high-quality headphones. When the tapes were played for
the evaluators, they heard first the voice processor tape then the master tape. This meant
that they evaluated the poorer-quality tape first and that no bias was introduced through
memorizing. The evaluation was also limited to one tape a day so that the listeners would
not become fatigued or bored.

Text-Dependent Tests

In order to determine whether intelligibility could be improved by placing the DRT words
in a meaningful context (rather than isolated rhyming pairs), sentence tests were devised.
Because the missing words were unique to the test, these tests were for one-time use and
were therefore limited for execution on only one voice processor.

The sentences contained a subset of the DRT word list either as rhyming pairs--for
example, “The tennis players met at the net”--or simply as words detached from the pairs.
The printed sentences were shown to the listener with the underlined DRT words left
blank. The tape recording of the sentence was then played for the listener, who was given
about four seconds to write in each missing word. The number of missing words in the
sentences varied between two and three. No word list of possible choices was provided,
the listeners having to rely entirely on their own perception.

A paragraph test was also developed; it was similar in concept to the sentence test except
that the material was in the technical field of the listeners. The test paragraph consisted of
an introductory description of the basic operating principles of the voice processor,
followed by simple instructions to unpack and operate the unit. Key words, comprising



about 20% of the total, were left blank. The emphasis was on key words essential to the
meaning and not on word-for-word dictation. This test provided a measure of how
familiarity with a given field affects intelligibility over and above casual material like that
used in the previous sentence tests.

The sentence and paragraph material were presented to the listeners via tape, as for the
DRT. The listeners had no previous exposure to these types of tests, so detailed
instructions were provided. Both tests had about 30 missing words in their texts. The score
(no correction for guessing was necessary here) was determined simply by

(2)

where
D = Percent correct discriminations
R = Number of correct responses
T = Total number of missing words

The results of the three intelligibility tests are shown in Figure 2. In each case, the voice
processor’s performance is compared with that of the master tape. The manufacturer’s
specified DRT rating of the voice processor is also included.

SPEAKER RECOGNITION TESTS

Most potential users of voice processors are accustomed to telephone quality voice. A data
rate of 2400 bps, however, does not permit full telephone fidelity. The aim of the speaker
recognition tests was to measure how effectively existing speaker recognition skills can be
adapted to a voice-processor system. The tests were of two types: text dependent and text
independent. The text-dependent test used the same fixed phrases repeatedly; not varying
the test materials allowed us to compare the voice fidelity of the two processors without
introducing semantic variables. The text-independent test used new material each time, but
with the same voice processor; this test was more characteristic of continuous speech.

In a security-conscious environment, or in private conversation, the people involved
usually know each other and are familiar with each others’ voices. Thus, when conducting
speaker recognition tests with live subjects, it is reasonable to use a team of coworkers. To
start a test, one team member would act as the listener, and the remaining six would form
the speaker pool. The listener would go into a room isolated from the speakers. One
handset of the voice processor was available to the listener, the other to the speaker pool.



Text-Dependent Test

The material for the text-dependent test consisted of six conversational utterances of
increasing length. The phrases were, in order of presentation:

1. Hello
2. Nice day
3. How are you
4. What is the time
5. The weather here is fine
6. Have you recognized my voice yet.

Presenting the phrases in this manner provided material graded by length. Often a speaker
could be recognized from a distinctive “hello;” otherwise, additional vocal information
(e.g., rhythm) supplied by the continuous flow of the longer phrases was available. To
preclude bias, the six speakers were always presented in random order, and multiple
appearances by the same speaker were possible.

The speaker began by reading the first phrase. The listener repeated each phrase back to
the speaker before the next phrase was spoken. This feedback enabled the listener to
control the pace of the speaker to suit his rate of comprehension. Further, since the speaker
knew the identity of the listener in each test, he was learning to recognize the listener’s
speech pattern at the same time. When the listener recognized the speaker, he wrote the
speaker’s name beside the last phrase uttered. After the last speaker, the listener rejoined
the speaker pool and a new listener was selected. This procedure was repeated until every
team member assumed the role of listener, completing one test session. No more than two
test sessions were conducted per day (morning and afternoon)--again, to minimize fatigue
and boredom among the participants.

The latter part of the test series data is shown in Figure 3. The bars indicate the probability
of speaker recognition by the number of the phrase spoken. The amount by which the bars
fall short of 100% is due to mistaken identity or failure to recognize the speaker by the end
of the last phrase. The percentages are obtained by expressing all the phrase 1
identifications, phrase 2 identifications, etc., scored by the test team as a fraction of the
total phrases available per test. The percentages are then designated probabilities.

Text-Independent Test

The text-independent test used paragraph material as the stimulus. This test was a logical
extension of the previous phrase test. At this point, the participants had considerable
exposure to the voice processors using the same phrases, and the test scores showed signs



of saturation. Thus, this series of tests provided a measure of how successfully the
participants could transfer their acquired skills to new, more difficult material simulating
continuous speech.

Four test sessions were held. The test procedure was similar to that used in the phrase
tests, except that a different paragraph was passed out at the beginning of each test
session. The paragraphs were about 60 words long and contained a variety of excerpts
from technical journals. To begin a test, the speaker started reading the paragraph. As soon
as the listener recognized the speaker, he told him to stop reading. At this point, the
speaker circled the word in the paragraph where he stopped, and the listener wrote down
the name of the person he believed to be the speaker. The response time of the speakers to
the stop command was sufficiently fast so that the scores were accurate to within 1 or 2
words.

The test data were processed using the matrix shown in Table 1. Each participant appears
both as a speaker and as a listener. This results in a matrix with the diagonal blank
(because a participant could not be both listener and speaker simultaneously). The
participant scoring the lowest average in both speaker recognition and voice
recognizability is a good choice within a group for handling voice processor tasks
requiring speaker recognition.

The final results are shown in Figure 4. The bars represent the range of the mean scores for
each participant for the test series. The shaded bars represent the speaker recognition
score, the white bars the ease of voice recognizability.

CONCLUSIONS

A number of techniques for evaluating the speech performance of voice systems have been
described. The results of the intelligibility tests (Figure 2) show a number of significant
features. It is apparent that the test team scored less than the manufacturer’s specified
voice processor DRT value. This was expected because of the less than ideal test subjects
and conditions. The test with DRT words in sentences did not significantly improve the
average team score on the voice processor. Evidently, for most of the test subjects, the
presence of meaningful context was cancelled by the absence of a word list from which to
choose. (However, one individual did score 100%.) The technical paragraph test with
missing key words shows an entirely different and unexpected result: all the participants
scored as high on the voice processor as on the master tape. Our limited testing indicates
that familiarity with the terminology balances the negative effects of the imperfect voice
processor audio fidelity. A possible explanation is that the choice of words that can
logically fit a technical passage is more limited, and there are no intentionally confusing
words. Further tests to verify these allegations could involve exposing nontechnical people



to technical materials as well as testing other technical groups, such as medical personnel
with medical terminology.

In the speaker-recognition tests, the resolution capability of the phrase tests for ranking
voice systems is apparent from the team scores in Figure 3. The superiority of the
telephone is clearly indicated; speaker recognition was almost certain (94% probability)
after the first two phrases, compared to three phrases for the best voice processor
performance. The two groups of 2400 bps scores also show voice processor B
significantly ahead by the end of the third phrase. The six consecutive tests for voice
processor A, three at 2400 bps and three at 4800 bps, do not indicate any advantage in
using the higher bit rate, at least not for male voices. The speaker-recognition test scores
using continuous text (Figure 4) show considerable variation between individuals. Such a
result is not unusual for human subjects and has been documented previously.(3)

Participant  2 obtained the lowest and most consistent score for the test series. The test has
determined him to be the best candidate for voice processor tasks in a security-conscious
environment. It is also apparent that a short verbal preamble between conversing parties is
desirable before confidential information is discussed.
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Table 1.  Typical Result Matrix for Paragraph Test

Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 3 Speaker 4 Speaker 5 Speaker 6 Speaker 7 Average
(Speaker
Recognition)

Listener 1 - 6 - 21 9 20,28* 21 17.5

Listener 2 4 - 6 16 8 8 13 9.2

Listener 3 12 12 - 21 9 20 20 15.7

Listener 4 12 11 - - 12 12,12 13 12.0

Listener 5 7 6 9,8 5   Error - - 7.0

Listener 6 20 12 13 12 - 12 28 16.2

Listener 7** - - - - - - - -

Average (Voice
Recognizability)

11.0 9.4 9.0 15.0 9.5 16.0 19.0

  *Two values indicate two appearances for that speaker.
**Listener 7's scores on speaker recognition tests were biased by prior absence and were discarded as unrepresentative.
 



Figure 1.  Voice Processor Test Configuration

Figure 2.  Intelligibility Tests -Team Scores



Figure 3.  Speaker Recognition Team Scores - Phrase Tests

Figure 4.  Voice/Speaker Recognition Individual Scores - Paragraph Test
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ABSTRACT

Automated Calibration Systems (ACS) represent the state-of-the-art in calibration of test
measurement and diagnostic of equipment (TMDE). The features and capabilities of two
systems in use by the U.S. Navy are discussed in this paper. The Centrally Operated
System for Metrology Information Control (COSMIC) and the Metrology Equipment
Calibration and Control Analysis (MECCA) system are being developed to greatly reduce
the cost of calibrating a very large inventory of test equipment at sites around the world.
The benefits of an in situ calibration capability has been demonstrated at the Naval
Calibration Laboratory, Tustin, California, where these calibration systems have been
integrated with online databases. Future advances are anticipated through simpler human
interfaces and higher throughput rates. The in situ systems now coming into use offer
significant material, calibration and repair cost savings. Improved calibration support will
benefit most telemetry, communication, and weapon systems.

INTRODUCTION

Improvements in techniques to improve calibration of test measurement and diagnostic
equipment (TMDE) have been realized through in situ methods. These permit the
owner/user to retain the equipment versus shipping it to a depot for calibration.
Approaches such as the Metrology Equipment Calibration and Control Analysis (MECCA)
system developed by SAI for the U.S. Navy will play a role in the analysis effort. MECCA
is a portable, microprocessor controlled, calibration system based for calibrating
voltmeters and oscilloscoped in situ. It is also used in the SAI-developed, Centrally
Operated System for Metrology Information Control (COSMIC) which is now under
development by SAI for the Navy’s Metrology System for Uniform Recall of Equipment
(MEASURE). These systems in themselves represent the state-of-the-art in in situ
calibration and recall strategies used by the government. Thus the study offers the
opportunity to expose these unique systems throughout the Federal community.



Inherent in the need for advanced concepts for in situ calibration is also the need for
portability of the calibration devices themselves. MECCA, for example, was configured as
a two suitcase, microprocessor controlled system which literally replaces over two
hundred pounds of calibration equipment. This type of technology can and should be
applied to many situations within the Federal Government. COSMIC, MEASURE, and
MECCA are discussed below in order to point out their unique design capabilities and
applicability to the telemeter, communication and weapon systems.

COSMIC Automated Calibration Station

The COSMIC Automated Calibration Station (ACS) combines minicomputer technology,
calibration technology, and plasma panel development--into a single, state-of-the-art end
product. The COSMIC ACS design is also an extension of work begun by the U.S. Navy’s
MECCA program at the Metrology Engineering Center in Pomona, California. To date,
SAI has developed an Automated Calibration Station that has achieved the important
milestone of being on-line and interface. The test station has also shown the capability of
integration with the MECCA calibration system. Figure 1 presents an overall block
diagram of the COSMIC Automated Calibration Station as configured for the U.S. Navy.
Figure 2 presents a photograph of the COSMIC System which is now located at the Naval
Calibration Laboratory Annex, Tustin, California. The size and configuration lends itself to
the possibility of mobile implementations for various in situ calibration strategies.

The ACS is in the prototype testing stage and is designed to calibrate eight different
models of RF signal generators. Certain tests like a frequency drift test can be performed
completely by the ACS after the initial adjustment of the signal generator. Most tests
require operator adjustments at the beginning of each test, but subsequent functions are
aided or performed by the ACS in the following ways:

1. The ACS displays each adjustment value as it is needed by the technician.

2. The ACS can simplify some test measurements because it uses auto-ranging
electronic voltmeter and automatic attenuators.

3. In most tests the ACS performs the following: reads test results verifies if result is
within acceptable tolerance, records results, tallies out-of-tolerance occurences.

4. In one case that the ACS does not automatically read the test results, it aids the
technician by performing the computations necessary to that test. In the Modulation
Meter Accuracy Test, the technician enters the scale values measured from
oscilloscope screen; the ACS computes automatically the percentage of modulation
error and records the result.



The initial implementation of COSMIC was accomplished by SAI under contract to the
Naval Air System Command Representative, Pacific, NAS North Island in 1976. The
effort called for the implementation of an automated calibration station and provided for
the interfacing of this station with the existing MEASURE program. The instrumentation
delivered to the Navy was based on an adaptation and expansion of the calibration
technology orginally developed as part of Metrology Improvement Equipment
Performance program. An overview of the MEASURE/ACS system is shown in Figure 3.

The MEASURE technology was extended to encompass a wider class of calibration
equipment as well as further automation of the calibration procedures. The calibration
procedures developed for the COSMIC system provide for instructions to the calibration
technician on set-up procedures, automated stimuli to the instrument being tasked, analysis
of the return signal for logging the received state of the gear, and setup procedures for
additional calibration cycles.

In providing the automated calibration procedures, the system, as a side benefit, provides
historical information on the instrumentation undergoing calibration, as well as inventory
control information. This type of information is required in the existing MEASURE
Program; hence the requirement for providing the ability to eventually interface the
COSMIC system with the MEASURE Program.

The proposed technical approach which SAI followed in the development of COSMIC
was designed to achieve the following goals:

1. The further development of an automated calibration system interfaced and
controlled by the COSMIC system which is suitable for performing the TMDE
calibration requirements of the NAVAIR Type IV labs.

2. Determine the feasibility of using optical scanning techniques for inventory control.

3. Provide in situ equipment maintenance.

4. Fully document all COSMIC operations.

5. Develop automated training procedures for calibration personnel.

The largest percentage of costs persently expended in acceptance testing or calibration of
electronics equipment is for manpower. Much of the time consumed in these processes is
for repetitive, often robot-like stimulate, monitor, respond activities. As equipment
becomes more sophisticated, test time increases with some items taking as much as thirty-
six man-hours of complex sequences. The technology now exists to automate the repetitive



redundate functions, saving the highly skilled, well-trained technician or engineer for the
actual calibration functions and the more unpredictable, non-repetitive requirements.

At present, calibration work is left undone due to the lack of personnel to perform the
necessary but time-consuming and repetitive tasks. Many government agencies have the
work to do, the requirement to do it, and the funds, but “ceiling” limitations on manpower
prevent its accomplishment. Automation is the answer.

The COSMIC ACS has extended in several ways the initial MECCA concept of prompting
a technician through the calibration steps in place and of providing the proper stimuli
necessary for calibration of test instruments without removing the equipment from its
regional environment.

1. Processor Control. The COSMIC ACS central processor has been given control of
the complete calibration cycle as well as control of the measurement and evaluation
of test instrument output.

2. On-Line Data Base. Through the COSMIC-MEASURE interface, a subset of the
MEASURE date-base is on-line and interactive for inquiry, update, and inventory
control.

3. Historical Data Retention, For archival value, the system retains historical
information for each piece of equipment in the inventory.

4. New Procedures. Software drivers are generalized to the extent that new calibration
procedures can be implemented in the field without the need of highly skilled
programers.

5. On-Line Procedures. Calibration procedures are on-line for immediate use.

6. Multi-tasking. The processor allows several technicians to use a single COSMIC
ACS simultaneously.

7. Plasmascope Touchpanel. The touchpanel eliminates the need for a keyboard,
thereby greatly reducing training for the COSMIC ACS technician.

While developing the COSMIC ACS, SAI has maintained consistent guidelines to insure
the utility of the final system. One of the major costs of manual calibration is the time
consumed in repetitive operations. Technicians spend the majority of their time in a robot-
like mode of stimulate, monitor, record, and respond actions. The COSMIC ACS has
automated these repetitive tasks, freeing highly skilled technicians and engineers for the



non-repetitive and more complex tasks associated with calibration, In addition, the
following guidelines for development have been observed.

• Reliability. The COSMIC ACS uses field-proved equipment with readily available
service and spare parts. All standards integrated into the station are off-the-shelf
items from the Navy inventory of available test standards.

• Ease of Maintenance. The system is designed for the maximum capability of self-
calibration. The system is referenced to three basic standards: one for resistance,
one for voltage, and one for frequency.

• Modularity. The system designed allows subsystems to be removed without
detrimental effects on the remaining system components. An individual test station
can be configured to meet current needs and current needs and reconfigured at a
later date to best meet new requirements. Also, modules are easily transferred from
one test station to another, simplifying maintenance and repair.

• Upward Compatibility and Expandability. The test station is designed with a bus
structure that allows easy implementation of new calibration standards and
techniques without affecting the operation of previously installed modules. The
control bus of the test station is designed to be independent of the processor bus so
that the station can be utilized in installations where a different type of processor
may already exist, and the acquisition of another processor solely for the test
stations would be uneconomical.

• Ease of Operation. Human engineering is a very important consideration in the
design of any system where the end user may need to either modify or expand upon
system capabilities. The current system has automated calibration techniques to the
fullest extent of the test standards available. System connections and reconnections
are at a minimum, system set-up is as automated as test standards will allow;
results are analyzed according to predefined tolerances; and reports are generated
automatically.

• Simultaneous Multiple Operations. The system design allows more than one user to
utilize a rack of test standards. Multiple operations allow the most efficient and
cost-effective operation of the test stations.

• Accuracy. The standards used by the COSMIC ACS are the same as those used
when manual calibration is performed. However, the ACS is ultimately more
accurate because the test are more thorough and the data recorded is not subject to
human error.



In order to accomplish the objectives of increased production, job enrichment, as well as
thorough testing, a totally automated test laboratory was proposed. The automated test
laboratory was proposed. The automated test laboratory must have several characteristics:

• Reliability
• Maintainability
• Modularity of equipment
• Upward compatibility
• Expandability
• Cross compatibility
• Ease of operation
• Provision for simultaneous multiple operations
• Accuracy and throughness of testing
• Automatic generation of reports

In addition to all of these requirements, a further overall consideration was made. Military
activities and government activities supporting the military for test equipment calibration
or servicing must often be mobile. This requirement is made more apparent as world
political situations fluctuate and as new commitments arise. As a result, the optimized
facility should be housed in specially designed transportable enclosures with all
components designed into a unitized system. This will allow the automated calibration
functions to support the primary goal of military and operational readiness.

As a result of the foregoing overviews of the problems and requirements of test and
calibration facilities, we saw a need to prototype for the Department of Defense an
optimized automated calibration system.

This system would have, as minimum requirements, the following characteristics:

• Multiple function calibration stations at a single facility, the number of functions
primarily limited by the control capacity of the calibration function processor and/or the
physical and operational capacity of the facility, The initial prototype was to be a three-
function facility, capable of simultaneous function operation.

• Calibration station hardware was to be of processor-independent design.

• Calibration stations were designed to be reconfigured in terms of calibration equipment.

This accomodates a wide range of PMTE. Where possible, commonly used or GFE
calibration equipment was to be installed at each station.



It is essential to preserve latitude in the selection and arrangement of calibration
equipment, not only to accommodate the variations in workload encountered, but also to
allow for the progressive upgrading of the labs as new calibration techniques evolve and as
new PMTE items are introduced into the field.

The design is such as to partition the calibration equipment among the work stations in a
way that for any particular instrument to be calibrated. There will normally be a single
work station where the calibration and repair can be carried out in its entirety. Because of
the number of ranges and diversity of capabilities of some test instruments, this will not
prove to be possible for the entire inventory. Two solutions are available which are
reasonable. One is to take advantage of the design flexibility of the work station to another
on an ad hoc basis. The other alternative simply involves carrying out the calibration at
more than one work station on those infrequent occurrences where this might occur. It was
planned that both means be developed depending on the number of individual calibrations
and considerations for cost-effectiveness.

The need for reconfigurable work positions is indicated in the preceding discussion. This
need arises partly from the variations in instrument populations at various sites, and partly
due to changing instrument inventories and emerging measurement capabilities.
Fortunately, design concepts for ATE systems are available which permit this need to be
met in a reasonable way. This involves the use of modularly designed calibration
equipment with standardized interfacing and driving facilities, whereby individual items
can be readily interchanged or replaced.

To date, Science Applications, Inc. has designed and is constructing a prototype
Automated Calibration Station (ACS) for screening certain VHF Signal Generators for
compliance to publish “I” level tolerances. This station incorporates state-of-the-art
Plasmascope and Touchpanel technology to simplify communication between the ACS and
the calibration technician. Initially the software language used was BASIC. Subsequently,
FORTRAN was used to improve the multitasking capabilities of the system and to
facilitate the communication of calibration data to the MEASURE program.

The system, controlled by a NOVA 830 processor, was moved from NASNI to the Naval
Calibration Laboratory Annex at Tustin, California. This was done to enable further study
and refinement of the application as well as to integrate other automated calibration
standards into an ACL. The Signal Generator ACS program, now tailored for use on the
NOVA 830 processor is in the final stages of integration, and will soon demonstrate the
feasibility of the COSMIC Automated Calibration Station.

As the program progresses, it seems clear that manufacturers of test equipment and
calibration standards are adopting a common instrument interface plan based on IEEE



Standard 488-1975 (identical to ANSI Standard MC1.1). By the beginning of 1978 some
ninety-six companies were producing 281 devices capable of being interfaced on this
system. Rather than continue to commit all development efforts to an existing control
scheme that was unique and potentially obsolescent, parallel steps were taken to
investigate the 488 bus and its applicability to the ACL. Thus far, the 488 bus remains a
candidate for ACL-type work. Up to fourteen devices that are 488 compatible can be
controlled by a computer. They include measurement, storage, switching, display, control
and stimulus devices. These can be addressed and controlled by the NOVA-830 either
individually or in specific configurations depending on the requirements of the TI being
calibrated.

MECCA

SAI has had extensive experience with the MECCA system. First as designer and
developer of the controller and plasma touch panel, and, now, with the implementation,
evaluation, and expansion of the system to meet added goals and to function in new
environments. The MECCA system is an excellent candidate with which to study the
feasibility of making calibration systems and procedures more cost-effective. MECCA is
one of the first systems which can truly investigate the utility of performing in situ
calibration of a significant percentage of TMDE which will be part of any calibration
activity’s inventory. At the same time, the usefulness and cost effectiveness of portable
calibration systems themselves can be investigated. Large numbers of in situ calibrations
can be performed due to the compact calibration data storage capabilities of the MECCA’s
magnetic cassette tape systems. In additions to their efficiency as measured by the
compactness of magnetic tape storage, the MECCA cassette tapes are also cost effective
in at least two ways. First, the initial cost of the cassette is low compared to other modern
forms of data storage, and the cassettes can be re-used many times.

Portability of the MECCA system has always been one of the most important aspects of
the MECCA concept, and this feature will continue to be emphasized as the system is
refined and adapted to new situations. This design goal is reflected in both the MECCA’s
LSI 8080 8-bit microprocessor, and in the utilization of a plasma touchpanel for both the
display of information and for operator control of input to and output from the system. The
configuration of the MECCA system is shown in Figure 4. Use of the plasma touch panel,
eliminates the need for a keyboard to control and operate the system thereby making the
system more compact and useful for in situ calibration. However, when MECCA is being
used in a facility such as the Automated Calibration Laboratory (ACL) at Tustin,
California, a standard ASCII keyboard can easily be interfaced to the MECCA system.
This has the effect of making the system more versatile, and allowing more sophisticated
techniques for transmitting calibration data from MECCA to a calibration data base
management system. Using the MECCA in the ACL permits it to make use of disk



resident calibration procedure which may not be available on cassette or which may have
been modified. The ACL central processor is capable of editing MECCA cassette tapes,
and of creating new ones.

In addition to the above, the MECCA system presently being evaluated retains the
important human engineering features which have contributed substantially to the ease
with which the system can be learned and used. Indeed, even an untrained technician can
calibrate sophisticated TMDE in a matter of hours. This is another way in which MECCA,
along with other automated calibration systems, can potentially be of enormous value in
reducing the cost of calibration while maintaining the accuracy and integrity required on
any calibration.

COSMIC-MEASURE Interface (CMI)

The COSMIC-MEASURE Interface was designed to support the development and
operation of the Automated Calibration Stations and to match the anticipated speed and
efficiency of equipment processing with speed and efficiency in data processing. The
original design goals have been accomplished by a versatile and flexible combination and
integration of several software modules. In concert, the modules of the CMI can support
the ACS and a variety of peripheral studies. To perform this important work, the CMI was
designed and became operational with the following capabilities.

The interface functions within a data processing network. It records data at the point of
generation, and processes and formats the collected data into a compact form. At
scheduled intervals, it transmits the data at a high rate to update the MEASURE data base.
In its present configuration, the CMI functions as a Remote Control Center (RCC).
Specifically, the CMI supports remote terminal operations, work-in-process functions, on-
line data base inquiry, and transmission of data elements in addition to calibration
requirements.

The CMI can collect data from a variety of sources and at a variety of rates. The primary
data sources is the digital output from the ACS controller. It can also collect data from
conventional manual data entry at a keyboard or from devices like the MECCA system.
When loading a particular subset of the MEASURE data base, the CMI accepts highly
compacted, preformatted data. The rate of data collection varies according to the source
and can range from 110 characters per second to 9600 baud, The interface has the
capability to create audit files that enable the re-creation of data transactions that might be
inadvertently lost.

The Data Base Manager was created and implemented to permit the maximum response to
changes in the data structures of the MEASURE data base and to be a flexible tool in the



studies of automated calibration systems. The Data Base Manager creates or changes
logical data structures to meet the specifications of different modules of applications
software. However, in doing so, it does not change the compact physical structure and
storage of the data itself. This feature makes the data base independent of the application
software that it serves.

Another feature of the Data Base Manager is the reduced storage requirements. When
compared to typical file structures (e.g., index-sequential) the Data Base Manager can
store the same data in one-third the space. The three to one compaction ratio makes it
possible to store the 300,000 item MEASURE data base on two 50 megabyte disks. The
current configurations will support a 1.2M record inventory of PMTE.

Directions for Future Study of In Situ Calibration Equipment

The power and versatility of the CMI should enable it to serve the needs of the ACS and
peripheral studies for some time. However, as new study results dictate, the CMI will
undergo modification so that it will keep collection and processing of data on par with the
advances in equipment processing,

In the near future, greater emphasis will be placed on converting the ACL interface to a
configuration which holds the additional promise that one technician may calibrate a
variety of equipment from his single terminal. In the longer term, invertigation of
multitasking will increase to test the concept of more than one technician calibrating
different types of equipment on a time-sharing basis.

The actual function of the ACS/ACL varies depending on certain factors including: (1) the
complexity of the Test Instrument (TI), (2) the experience of the calibration technician. (3)
the availablility of standards (both manual and automatic); and (4) the frequency with
which a given type of TI is processed at the ACL. The ACL will have the capability of
generating hardcopy reports for local use at the user’s discretion.

These ACS/ACL functions cover a spectrum from “Automatic Page Turners” at the simple
extreme to fully automated stations at the other end of the concept. The “Automatic Page
Turner” is, in fact, more than just that, i.e., it includes a library of continually updated
calibration laboratory. It also gathers and disbributes METER card information locally and
upwards as well as providing any required MEASURE formats.

The next level of complexity allows the ACS/ACL to perform as above plus automatically
controlling certain standards as they function as stimuli and/or monitors. The manner in
which the control and reporting of response data is accomplished is through use of
standards compatible with the IEEE-488-1975 interface bus.



The third and highest level will see the ACS/ACL perform as above as well as control the
TI which itself would be IEEE-488-1975 compatible, i.e., there will be an absolute
minimum of technician intervention.

A typical sequence of calibration screening events is as follows; assume first of all that the
TI is a Fluke Model 6010A Signal Generator with IEEE-488 interface option installed and
the device is in the MEASURE Inventory. The operator enters the UNI number (a unique
10 digit number assigned to each piece of test equipment) at the ACS terminal. The
terminal prompts for the METER Card Item Control No. which the operator then enters.
Having identified the TI, the controller displays the beginning of the connect to the TI,
make preliminary settings, and observe warmup requirements, When compliance is
indicated by the operator, the controller configures the calibration standards and instructs
the standards as well as the TI how to proceed. The controller monitors the resultant
response data, checks for out-of-tolerance conditions and completes METER card
information. The operator is informed of the disposition of the TI and takes appropriate
action, either returning it to shipping or sending it for adjustment.

Current estimates based on industry experience are that overall throughput will be from
two to three times greater than with a traditional laboratory and that a semi-skilled
individual can operate the system in place of a more highly trained test technician. This
means that the NCL Tustin ACL will aid in reducing the work load of MCC-3 and will act
as a source of valuable training for personnel newly assigned to a calibration environment.

CONCLUSION

We believe that the thorough exploration of the ACS capabilities for in situ calibration of
other types of equipment will offer significant benefits to the many agencies of the Federal
Government that use TMDE.



FIGURE 1   AUTOMATED CALIFRATION FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
ACL LAYOUT

FIGURE 2   MEASURE/ACL INTERFACE CONFIGURATION



FIGURE 3   FUNCTIONAL SCHEMATIC OF THE MECCA SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

Both AT&T and GSAT are presently using the COMSTAR to expand and diversify their
domestic public dial telephone networks. COMSAT General’s TTC&M earth station
facilities at Southbury, Connecticut, and Santa Paula California, continuously monitor the
status of the COMSTARs.

For the purpose of increasing the likelihood of availability and maximizing the number of
communications transponders to the users, at the end of the spacecraft design lifetime,
COMSAT General was able to reach a business agreement with AT&T and obtain FCC
authorization to launch COMSTAR D-4 and colocate D-1 and D-2. Therefore, as far as
the communications earth stations are concerned, colocated D-1 and D-2 with a
coordinated 24 TWT configuration are technically identical to a single COMSTAR
satellite. There is, however, a significant increase in satellite lifetime due to reduced solar
array and battery loading (about half) since each satellite now operates with twelve TWTs
on instead of the usual twenty-four for a COMSTAR.

This paper will describe the TTC&M earth stations’ modification to accommodate the
colocated satellites. Operational considerations and some actual operational experience
will also be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The first COMSTAR satellite (D-1) was launched in May of 1976. D-2 was launched in
July of 1976, D-3 in June, 1978, and D-4 in February of 1981.

The two operational satellites are located at 87E West Longitude (D-3) and 127.25E West
Longitude (D-4). The in-orbit standby satellites are colocated at 95E West Longitude.
They are the two oldest COMSTARs D-1 and D-2. They were colocated on July 1, 1981,
at 95E West Longitude for service and operation as one communications satellite. The in-



orbit standby satellites are used for sun transit outage protection of the operational
satellites and occasional use for experiments and video transmission. The colocated pair of
COMSTARs are nominally separated by no more than 0.05 degrees.

Under the new agreement with AT&T, with respect to the 95EW colocated (composite)
satellites, the N-S inclination limit would continue to be ±0.1E and the E-W limits for the
satellite pair would continue to be ±0.1E. The instantaneous angular separation between
the satellites comprising the composite satellite would not exceed 0.06E as measured from
any earth station in the service area.

In order for the TT&C earth station to track and range on the colocated satellites,
hardware and software modifications had to be made. More frequent maneuvers for the
colocated COMSTARs also had to be scheduled in order to maintain the acceptable
separations.

BASIC SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

The COMSAT General satellite control network consists of three earth stations, one
located at Southbury, Connecticut, one located at Santa Paula, California, one located at
Fucino, Italy, and a System Control Center (SCC) located in Washington, D.C. The
System was initially designed to support a network of six satellites with the capability of
expanding to eight. The initial space segment consisted of three MARISAT satellites, one
serving the Atlantic, one serving the Pacific, one serving the Indian Ocean, and three
domestic COMSTAR satellites capable of serving the contiguous U.S. Hawaii, Puerto
Rico, and Alaska.

The system was configured for centralized operation, with the SCC monitoring the status
of, and exercising direct control over, both the ground and the space segment. For satellite
control in the event that communication with the SCC is lost, each earth station is capable
of fully autonomous operation.

The satellite technical control network was designed to satisfy the following basic
requirements:

a) continuous collection and monitoring of all satellite telemetry data,
b) collection and processing of ranging and angle tracking data to determine satellite

orbits,
c) transmission of commands to the satellites,
d) remote control of the earth station configuration from the SCC,
e) increased space segment reliability via backup operational mode and equipment.



Extensive operational experience at COMSAT and an analysis of user needs led to the
formulation of network design criteria which satisfied these requirements in a technically
efficient and cost-effective manner:

a) a centralized control center having a close interface with personnel knowledgeable of
satellite subsystems;

b) continuous real-time and historical data readily available for routine operational
monitoring, failure analyses, and long-term engineering analyses;

c) command monitoring and verification at several levels in the system before
transmission and execution;

d) minimal switching response time in the event of critical failure;
e) angle tracking and ranging information available to the COMSAT computer for

spacecraft orbit and attitude determination;
f) antenna pointing data available from the COMSAT computer to the satellite users

including the tracking, telemetry and command (TT&C) earth stations;
g) a System Control Center which can process data from the INTELSAT TT&C earth

stations in support of launch operations
h) minimum cost and maximum reliability for a successful commercial venture.

Full-time acquisition of telemetry data from each satellite requires, as a minimum, a
dedicated antenna for each satellite. The additional use of these antennas for orbit
determination requires that they be capable of accurate tracking performance incurs
increased costs. Experience has indicated that equally accurate orbit determination may be
accomplished with a diversity ranging system in which the orbit determination software
utilizes satellite range measurements from two widely separated locations in lieu of angle
tracking data. It has therefore been decided to deploy two limited-motion (non-autotrack)
antennas in the system, one at each domestic site, in lieu of a fifth autotracking antenna.
The resulting antenna configuration increased system reliability through antenna
redundancy (six antennas for five spacecraft), standardizes the equipment deployment at
each site, and resulted in a system with increased capabilities at a lower cost. The overall
system configuration is shown in Figure 1.

Telemetry data are acquired from each satellite and transmitted to the SCC, where they are
limit checked and stored for use in failure or historical trend analysis. Other telemetry data
such as real-time sensor pulses and the analog accelerometer signal are required only
occasionally and are available as needed.

The earth station TT&C processing equipment (Figure 2) performs the following functions:

a) antenna pointing,
b) angle tracking,



c) ranging,
d) telemetry acquisition,
e) command.

The SCC, shown in Figure 3, serves as the centralized point of control for the COMSAT
General satellite command and control network. Occupying approximately 1,200 ft.2, it is
located in the COMSAT General building in Washington, D.C.

The SCC performs the following general functions:

a) real-time display and limit checking of all significant satellite telemetry data and
generation of alarms for out-of-limit parameter values;

b) storage and analysis of satellite telemetry data and earth station status;
c) initiation and control of earth station configuration and command operations to the

satellite;
d) interface to the COMSAT computer for satellite attitude, ranging, angle/tracking, and

historical telemetry.

HARDWARE CHANGES FOR COLOCATED COMSTARS

An earth station equipment operating philosophy was established early in 1980 for taking
care of the colocated COMSTAR satellites. Basically, the following four areas were
modified for this task:

a) Antenna monopulse tracking system for automatic tracking of two colocated
satellites. For the purpose of orbit determination of colocated satellites, it was
determined that all angle and range information of the colocated satellites be derived
from the same antenna in order to minimize the errors in calculation. The colocated
pair of satellites are operating with different beacon frequencies, therefore automatic
switching of tracking frequencies and phase adjustments of the tracking demodulator
were implemented. The antenna was directed to track the appropriated satellite at a
pre-selected time interval to obtain all necessary angle and range informations.

b) Automatic ranging to two colocated satellites.
c) Limited motion antennas for continuous step track capabilities. The two limited

motion (non-tracking) antennas were used for orbital determination by operating in
the range-range mode from two antennas. For determine satellite orbit from a single
antenna, very accurate angle readout requirement has to be added to the antenna. The
tracking accuracy of 0.02E RMS has to be achieved. Antenna DC drives and
controllers were installed to meet the tracking requirement.

d) Receive telemetry beacons from two colocated satellites.
e) Software modifications for controlling the above hardware changes.



OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Operational impact of colocating the two COMSTARs was primarily to the maneuver
strategy.

In order to maintain the satellites within .06 degrees and spin axis offset within .05
degrees, it was decided that performance of Attitude Reorientation and N-S Inclination
Maneuvers would have to be back-to-back, ie, a D-2 Reor maneuver would be performed
no more than five minutes after the D-1 Reor and N-S maneuvers performed observing
similar time constraints. Time constraints for E-W Velocity Correction maneuvers are not
as tight since E-W drift separation occurs much more slowly.

A new constraint on Attitude Reorientation Maneuvers due to fact that both COMSTARs
are operating with both horizontal and vertical antenna outputs was the necessity to
perform these back-to-back maneuvers within a few hours of the time of day when spin
axis offset between the two satellites is in the direction toward earth to minimize loss of
polarization isolation.

The total number of maneuvers for seven operating satellites has increased by about 15%
due to the colocation of the two COMSTARs. The new time constraints have resulted in a
bit more intensity and crispness in the maneuver command sequences but have not resulted
in the need for additional staff.

CONCLUSION

It has been over three months since COMSAT General started operating with the
colocated satellites. All software and hardware modifications are functioning according to
design and the new operational methods have become routine. From the communications
users point of view, no performance degradation has been experienced. The successful
operation of the system clearly demonstrates that operating with colocated satellites is not
only feasible but can also prolong the useful lifetime of the satellites.



Figure 1.  Overall Satellite Control Network

Figure 2.  Earth Station Simplified Functional Block Diagram



Figure 3.  System Control Center Simplified Functional Block Diagram
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ABSTRACT

This space mission will investigate the structure of the comet by passing close to the
nucleus. The spacecraft will first be injected into a geostationary transfer orbit where a
perigee boost motor will deliver the kick necessary to encounter the comet post perihelion,
as it passes through the ecliptic plane at a distance of 0.98 AU from the earth. The
spinning spacecraft and the use of a shield for protection from the dust present in the
comet atmosphere dictate the use of a despun high gain antenna with inclined beam. The
telemetry downlink at 40 KBps is in X Band and will be received on the Parkes (Australia)
radio telescope which will be specially adapted for the task. The trade offs leading to the
selected communications configuration are described along with the various spacecraft
hardware items such as antennas, transponder, decoder and twta.

THE GIOTTO MISSION

It is now believed that comets consist of a frozen ball of various condensed gases mixed
with dust (the dirty snowball model). When far from the sun the comet is cold and inactive
and, as the snowball (nucleus) is only a few km. across, invisible. As the comet
approaches the sun it warms up and its outer surface begins to boil off. A cloud of dust and
partially ionized gas is formed around the nucleus. This is the coma with a typical extent of
105 km. Solar radiation pressure acts on the dust and unionized gases and the solar wind
plasma acts on the ionized gases to form the long tail in the anti-sun direction. The tail can
reach enormous lengths (eg 0.3 AU) but contains negligible mass.

Comets may contain very old material frozen in time, but so far the existence of the
nucleus is purely conjectural and the cometary materials and processes are not well
documented. There is therefore great interest in a space mission to investigate a comet. As
a target Comet Halley has several advantages. It is a periodic comet of well known orbit so
that it is possible to make the necessary mission plans ahead of its actual appearance. It is



among the most active of the periodic comets and also one with the least energy
requirements for interception. However, its orbit round the sun is retrograde so that an
intercepting spacecraft will approach the dust and gas of the coma with a very high relative
velocity (68 km/sec or fifty times faster than a bullet). This high closing velocity requires
the spacecraft to be protected with a special dust shield.

The ESA Giotto spacecraft will be launched in tandem with a geostationary satellite by the
Ariane rocket from Kourou, (French Guyana) in mid July 1985. Both spacecraft will be
injected into a geostationary transfer orbit. Within a few days a solid perigee motor will
inject GIOTTO into the heliocentric orbit shown in fig. 1, which will intercept the comet
as it crosses the ecliptic plane for the second time. For about 8 months, the major activity
will be tracking and orbit correction, since the ephemeris of the comet will not be known
with any exactitude until late into the mission.

The encounter with the comet will last about 4 hours of which 1/2 hour will be spent inside
the coma. The spacecraft will be targeted close to the nucleus and is likely to approach
within 500 km of it. Since it is very likely that the spacecraft will be destroyed by collision
with cometary debris all telemetry will be real time. All the instruments shown in table 1
will be active during encounter with their share of the bit rate being changed at fixed times.
The biggest producer of data will be the colour camera which uses the rotation of the
spacecraft for scanning.

REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS ON THE TELECOMMUNICATION
SUBSYSTEM

The GIOTTO spacecraft is spin stabilised for low cost and must encounter the comet with
its spin axis aligned with the relative velocity vector so that the dust shield can adequately
protect the spacecraft. This places the earth at about 45E to the spin axis during encounter.
The primary task of the communications subsystem is to transmit the desired 40 KBps of
encounter data in real time with very high reliability, coping with atmospheric effects on
earth and both the natural plasma of the comet coma and artificial plasma built up around
the spacecraft as gas and dust impact the dust shield.

Prior to the encounter, attitude and orbit control is the chief user of the telecommunications
subsystem, especially for setting up the perigee motor firing, the up to 10 trajectory
correction manoeuvres and for maintaining the pointing of the high gain antenna to the
earth.

The GIOTTO mission must be European in nature. This means that mission control should
be from ESOC (European Space Operations Centre) in Germany and that a European
coordinated ground network should be used.



So far as spacecraft hardware is concerned, already existing units should be used as far as
possible and because of the high probability of solar array damage during encounter the
d.c. power, to be supplied by batteries, should be minimised.

TRADE OFFS PERFORMED

The choice of encounter telemetry frequency band is fundamental. For a given antenna size
and transmitter power a link in the 8.4 GHz band can carry 11 dB more bit rate than one in
the 2.3 GHz band. However 2.3 GHz is virtually immune to the rain attenuation which
afficts 8.4 GHz and the other higher frequency bands which are available. Conversely
8.4 GHz is less likely to suffer attenuation from the plasma of the coma and that
surrounding the spacecraft. 8.4 GHz, 20 watts, space qualified TWTA’s will be avail able
from the ESA ISPM spacecraft whereas there is, in Europe, little interest in developing
similar items at 2.3 GHz. 20 watts r.f. at S-Band would be on the low side so that choice
of this frequency would probably lead to increased d.c. power requirements. Therefore the
decision was taken to use the 8.4 GHz band and to use all available link margin to
compensate any rain attenuation.

Margin is increased by flying the largest possible reflector antenna and using concatenated
coding. It is estimated that with a 64m ground station the chance of data loss caused by
rain is less than 10-4. Calculations based on models of the cometary coma show that
attenuation due to water, ice and plasma should be negligibly small and by siting the
antenna on the other end of the spacecraft from the dust shield the worst of the collision
induced local plasma is avoided.

The second major problem was to define a suitable ground network. The largest European
coordinated antenna normally available for space work is the 30m dish at Weilheim
(Germany) This dish would be converted to receive 8.4 GHz for the Galileo programme,
but link budgets showed that it would not be possible to receive 40 KBps with any
appreciable rain margin. The 100m radio telescope at Effelsburg (Germany) would be
suitable technically but unfortunately lies in a valley with an inadequate view at low
elevations to the south where the encounter would take place. The problem of equipping a
phased array such as that of Westerbork (Netherlands) with twelve low noise amplifiers
was rated too difficult. Fortunately the 64m radio telescope at Parkes (Australia) will have
a good view of the encounter and its owners, the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation, were interested in cooperating with ESA on the GIOTTO project.
With some adaptations Parkes will provide a performance similar to that of a DSN 64m
station at 8.4 GHz.

At spacecraft system level a major question was whether to use a star mapper or use a
conscan system on the high gain antenna, working from the uplink r.f. carrier, as the



second attitude measurement system alongside the sun sensor. Conscan requires a
minimum of additional equipment, can work with the thrusters in a closed loop mode and
will be flown on ESA ISPM, but cannot operate before the high gain antenna is earth
pointing and even in an emergency attitude recovery mode requires the uplink carrier to be
present. The star mapper involves more equipment on the spacecraft and works generally
in open loop mode via extensive ground software. It can operate at all times of the mission,
except around perigee motor firing when the spacecraft spins too fast, and by aligning it at
45E to the spin axis it can be made to perform a simple attitude recovery, using the earth as
a target, without ground intervention. The star mapper was therefore preferred.

It is interesting to note that various analyses which were made showed that conscan
through an inclined beam despun antenna is feasible, providing that due allowance is made
for constants entering the solution due to beam squint and providing that the despin axis
departure from the spacecraft spin axis is small compared with the conscan offset angle.

THE PRESENT CONFIGURATION

The spacecraft geometrical configuration is shown in fig. (2). The cylindrical body carries
at one end the dust shield and at the other the high gain antenna. Close to the earth all
communications are in S-Band. In the geostationary transfer orbit a cardioid coverage
antenna provides the necessary coverage. The hole in the cardioid coverage is filled by a
conical beam antenna flush mounted into the dust shield. The primary use of this fill-in
antenna is to provide rapid tracking data immediately after perigee motor firing when, for
some days of the launch window, the motor end of the spacecraft will view the earth.

Fig. (3) is a block diagram of the telecommunications subsystem. The layout and in most
cases, the units themselves are taken over directly from the ESA ISPM spacecraft.
Redundant transponders provide reception in S-Band, transmission in S-Band (5W) and in
X-Band (16mW) and facilities for coherent tracking. The receiver and transmitter parts of
the transponders can be cross coupled. The receivers are cross coupled to redundant
decoders which include PSK demodulators, and the transmitters are cross coupled to
X-Band travelling wave tube amplifiers. Selection between the three S-Band antennas and
the two transponders is provided by an r.f. distribution unit which also drives an X-Band
waveguide switch connecting one of the two TWTAs to the high gain antenna. Data
handling on board is based on a data bus with central and remote terminal units. Only
essential commands do not pass through this system.

The ground network configuration is shown in fig. (4). During the geostationary transfer
orbit the ESA controlled S-Band transfer orbit network consisting of 10m stations at
Kourou (French Guyana) and Malindi (Kenya) with a 15m station at Carnarvon (Australia)
will be used. These stations are linked to the control centre at ESOC by standard PTT



lines. During the cruise phase the spacecraft is supported, on the basis of one pass of a few
hours a day, from DFVLR’s 30m antenna at Weilheim and/or from Carnarvon. In
encounter the uplink will be from Carnarvon and the downlink will be received on
CSIRO’s 64m radio telescope at Parkes. All data will be digitally recorded at Parkes and a
selected part of it will be passed to ESOC via Carnarvon for quick look purposes.

SPACECRAFT UNIT DESCRIPTIONS AND PERFORMANCES

High Gain Antenna.

A number of possible configurations for the high gain antenna are shown in fig. (5). These
include differing geometries and differing despun parts. The requirements on the antenna
were:  maximum gain at 8.4 GHz with acceptable gain at 2.1 and 2.3 GHz (all with
circular polarisation),low centre of gravity for spacecraft dynamics, low height for twin
launch by Ariane, no shadowing of the solar array and no rotary joints if possible. A trade
off produced the design shown in detail in fig. (5) and further study on the strength and
electrical properties of the central support cone showed that a single skin cone would give
adequate strength, could be shaped, if necessary, to reduce losses from poor incidence
angles, and was not much more lossy than more complex sandwich constructions.

However a recent increase in the diameter of the spacecraft to improve inertia ratios and
provide more d.c. power has allowed a reversion to a simpler configuration in which the
antenna is front fed at both S and X-Bands; some 0.5 dB of gain being sacrified because of
the favourable state of the link budgets. The feeds are supported by carbon fibre struts
external to the dish( fig. (2)). Details of the performance of the antenna are given in
table 2.

Low gain antennas

Two solutions are presently under study for the cardioid antenna. A slotted circular
waveguide to be flown on L-SAT (1) provides good coverage out to 140E from the axis but
is rather massive and heavy. An alternative is a short qualifilar helix such as will be used
on the Franco-German TV-SAT. While much smaller and lighter this antenna provides
reduced coverage. The final selection will depend on analyses of near earth link budgets
and problems of switching between two antenna elements in transfer orbit passes. The fill-
in antenna is a simple microstrip patch antenna of well known design. Details of the low
gain antennas are given in table 3.



Transponders

The phase lock loop transponders are identical to those to be flown on the ESA ISPM.
They feature a 3.5 dB noise figure, a fixed frequency second IF and a loop bandwidth of
20 Hz at threshold. Extensive use is made in the high frequency circuits of MIC
technology. Details are given in table 4 and an example is shown in fig. 6. The
transponders have successfully undergone compatibility tests with DSN for ISPM.

Decoder

The internally redundant decoder is also identical to the ISPM unit of which a breadboard
model has successfully completed DSN compatibility tests. The decoder contains a Costas
loop to recover the 16 KHz telecommand subcarrier but from that point on everything is
under the control of a microprocessor. The analogue message demodulated from the
subcarrier is digitised and software is used to recover the bit clock, check the redundancy
and check bits of the message and route the message either to the CTU for distribution via
the data bus, or to certain individual units requiring high priority commands. Tests have
shown that between -20EC and +60EC the decoder operates within 1 dB of theory. Full
details are given in table 5. The block diagram is shown in fig. 7.

Travelling Wave Tube Amplifiers

The TWTAs are essentially similar to those which have been flying on OTS for some 3
years. Some small modifications have been made to produce those now being assembled
for ESA ISPM, NASA ISPM, and SPOT. The GIOTTO amplifier will be identical with
these latter. It features 40 dB of gain with an output power of 21 watts. The power supply
(EPC) features protection logic in case of anomalous conditions on the tube and automatic
anode voltage adjustment to maintain high performance throughout life. Life tests on 58
examples of this type of TWT show a predicted 2 million hours between failures. The
oldest tube on test has been running for 60,000 hrs. and the youngest 30,000 hrs. Full
details of the TWTA are given in table 6, and the tube and its power supply are shown in
fig. 8

ADAPTATIONS TO BE IMPLEMENTED ON THE GROUND

The encounter receiving station (Parkes) must be equipped with an X-Band feed, and
suitable local oscillators to convert the incoming signal to the frequency of the existing low
noise MASER. Project specific receiving chains must also be installed. A real time,
hardware Reed Solomon decoder will be sited in the station. This item has been studied
and the first breadboard is under construction. The surface quality of the Parkes antenna
will be improved by replacing much of the present wire mesh outer annulus by perforated



metal panels, For tracking new equipments will be required at the stations supporting the
cruise phase:  Weilheim and Carnarvon. The exact type of ranging to be used is not yet
decided but systems similar to those of the DSN, using PRN codes or discrete spectrum,
will be compared with extensions of ESA’s present tone ranging system. Doppler
extraction will also be provided.
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ABSTRACT

The telemetry and command system on INTELSAT satellites has gone through an
evolution from the early series of satellites where simplicity and satellite reliability was
emphasized to the latest series of satellites where communications systems reliability is
emphasized. The early telemetry and command systems were integrated with the
communications subsystem on the satellite and had some redundancy. Later systems are
autonomous with complete redundancy and cross-strapping between the systems to a large
extent.

INTRODUCTION

INTELSAT is an international organization that operates communications satellites in
synchronous orbit, providing communications capacity on a commercial basis for
international traffic between member as well as non-member countries. In addition,
INTELSAT leases communications capacity to several member nations for domestic
services. In the early years simple satellites were used, providing communications service
at minimum cost. As INTELSAT’s communications network has grown larger and the
satellites have become more complex, more emphasis has been given to the operational
reliability of the system. To provide such reliability and to be able to handle more complex
satellites, on-board and ground telemetry and command systems have also become more
complex. It has been possible with the larger system to provide service at lower cost per
communications circuit.

INTELSAT SATELLITES

INTELSAT I or “Early Bird” was launched in 1965 as the first commercial
communications satellite in the world. Soon after launch, it was put into operation for TV
and telephony traffic between United States and Europe. With the growing traffic



requirements, larger satellites had to be launched and located to provide service for the
whole world. In Table I, some satellite parameters are provided to illustrate the growth in
size and complexity of the different satellite series from Early Bird to INTELSAT V.

All INTELSAT satellites are operated in synchronous orbit. The satellites are now
normally kept to within ±0.1E in both east/west and north/south of their assigned stations.
The payload is normally required to operate at full capacity through eclipses. The satellites
may be relocated to serve at a different station, or may be colocated with other satellites
during transfer of traffic. For satellites with international traffic there must be capacity
available on a contingency satellite in case of a failure on the satellite. The performance of
satellite components and subsystems must be monitored in order to continually assess the
capability of the satellites, which is required for planning of satellite utilization, for
maximizing services and to prevent traffic outages.

INTELSAT I through INTELSAT IV-A were all spinners while INTELSAT V is three-
axis stabilized. INTELSAT III, IV and IV-A have despun communications antennas.

TELEMETRY AND COMMAND CAPACITY

To meet the operational requirements of the increasingly complex satellites, the capacity of
the Telemetry and Command Subsystem has been steadily increased as illustrated in
Table II. Thus, the total number of telemetered data points has been increased from 10 on
INTELSAT I and II to more than 500 on INTELSAT V. Similarly, the command capability
has been increased from 15 on INTELSAT I and II to about 700 on INTELSAT V. To
simplify command operations, vectored commands are being used on INTELSAT V,
combining up to ten different command functions into a single command.

In addition to sampled data, provided as either PAM or PCM telemetry, a few channels are
provided for real time pulses. Such data may be required for synchronization of jet engine
commands with the spin period and spin phase.

On spinning satellites with despun antennas, the despin function is normally performed by
on-board control. As a backup, a ground controlled despin capability is provided, by which
the despun antenna is kept pointing towards the earth through control pulses transmitted
synchronously with the satellite spin period. With this capability, regular commanding can
be accomplished simultaneous with or interlaced with the ground despin operation, that
could be going on over a long period of time.



COMMAND SYSTEMS

In synchronous orbit operation, which provides continuous visibility from several earth
stations, it is very seldom that a sequence of commands must be sent within a short period
of time. INTELSAT has therefore followed the Command-Verify-Execute strategy, in
which the command is loaded into the satellite decoder and verified through telemetry
before execution.

The command modulation is common to all INTELSAT satellite series except for
INTELSAT III. The command signal consisting of a sequence of tones is frequency
modulated onto the 6 GHz carrier with a 400 kHz peak deviation. In INTELSAT III, four
audio tones were simultaneously amplitude modulated onto the 6 GHz command carrier.
The tone frequency is below 50 kHz, giving a high modulation index and thus providing a
high signal-to-noise ratio when operated above threshold.

On INTELSAT I and II, a simple 2-tone command system was used. A 3-second enable
pulse was followed by a burst of pulses with 50 percent duty cycle. The number of pulses
in this burst indicated what command was sent. No addressing scheme was used. This
would be followed by an execute of desired length. When the execute function was
completed, a “clear” pulse, identical to the enable pulse, would be sent. One tone was
used for the enable, count and clear pulses, while the second tone was used for execute.
See Figure 1.

INTELSAT III had a complicated 7-tone system scheme. The commanding was
accomplished through an Enable-Command-Execute-Reset sequence. See Figure 2. The
Enable signal consisted of a single tone that started at least 10 seconds prior to the
command and was present during the command period. The Command, Execute and Reset
each consisted of three simultaneous tones. Two types of Executes were used. Type A had
an automatic reset after the execute, while Type B required a Reset command to be sent.
Three Check commands without operational functions were available to verify decoder
operation, as a storage mode for the decoder logic during non-operation and in the unused
decoder during command operations. The tones for Commands, Execute, Reset and
Checks were selected as a combination of three out of seven tones. These seven tones
were in turn selected out of 36 possible tones and as such constituted satellite address
definition. The enable tone, different on the two decoders on a satellite but the same on all
satellites, was used in addition to the 7-tone selection, and provided decoder address
definition. Ground control despin was accomplished by amplitude modulation of the
enable tone.

INTELSAT IV and IV-A have a PCM/FSK command system. Different tones are used for
“0”, “l” and Execute. A different group of tones are associated with each of the two



command receivers. A separate tone is used to accomplish ground despin operation,
making the system a 7-tone system. A command transmission is a sequence of Clear,
Decoder Address and Command, each consisting of a combination “ones” and “zeroes”.
Multiple executes or executes of any length may be used. At the completion of the
command operation, the decoder is reset by a separate Clear transmission. Any length of
time is allowed between Command and Execute transmissions and between Execute and
Clear transmissions.

INTELSAT V also has a PCM/FSK command system. Different tone frequencies are used
for “1”, “0” and Execute, but only the “O” tone is different for the two command
receivers, making it a 4-tone system. A system with a command vector is used, making it
possible to combine up to ten command functions into one simultaneous command
operation. It also makes it possible to transmit data to the satellite. Autonomous execution
of jet command after initiation through the command system is accomplished through an
on-board Store and Execute system. This system is beforehand loaded with data from
ground. The execution is synchronized either to a pulse from a spinning sun or earth
sensor, used during transfer orbit, or to a ground initiated execute pulse. A command
transmission is a sequence of Acquisition, Introduction, Decoder Address, Command
Word and Command Vector, each consisting of a combination of “ones” and “zeroes”.
Multiple executes or executes of any length may be used. At the completion of the
command operation, the decoder is reset by a separate Clear transmission. There is no
restriction in time between Command and Execute transmissions or between Execute and
Clear transmissions.

TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

Common to all INTELSAT satellites is the use of a 4 GHz microwave beacon for tracking
by communications ground antennas and for telemetry modulation. Also common is using
phase modulation with a modulation index around 1.0 radian. In addition, the INTELSAT I
and II satellites had the telemetry data modulated onto a VHF beacon, that also was used
for tracking in transfer orbit.

Simple Pulse-Amplitude-Modulation was used on the earlier satellites. Pulse-Code-
Modulated data has been used since INTELSAT IV and has provided data with higher
accuracy and better reliability, even though a more complicated telemetry encoder is
required on board. In addition to the sampled data, certain real-time data, such as pulses
from sun and earth sensors and execute returns are provided on all satellites using
frequency or amplitude modulation of a telemetry subcarrier.

INTELSAT I and II had identical PAM/FM systems, with 12 channels per frame and a
frame time of 3s. The real-time pulse data was provided for sun and execute pulses by



frequency shifting of the same PAM/FM subcarrier during the short time period of the
pulse width. The different pulses had a priority gating system, and the subcarrier frequency
was shifted to different frequencies depending on which pulse occurred.

INTELSAT III had a 63 channel PAM/FM sampled data system with a frame time of one
minute. The command data was supercommutated four times, and was thus reported every
15s. The telemetry system had three simultaneous subcarriers, each both frequency and
amplitude modulated. The PAM train and pulses from two earth sensors were frequency
modulated while pulses from the sun sensor, antenna reference pulses and execute pulses
were amplitude modulated on the subcarriers. On one of the encoders on each satellite, a
dwell capability was provided by the ability to stop the commutator.

INTELSAT IV and IV-A has a PCM/PSK sampled data system or alternatively, from the
same encoder, a FM subcarrier, that can be modulated with priority gated pulses from sun
sensors, earth sensors, antenna control and execute logic or with a nutation accelerometer
signal. The beacon carrier can be modulated with only one subcarrier at a time, but
simultaneous PCM and FM data can be received since there are two beacons on each
satellite. The PCM data has a bit rate of 1 kbit/s and is Phase-Shift-Keyed on a 32 kHz
subcarrier. The PCM data consists of 64 words per frame with 8 bits per word and a frame
length of 0.512s. There is no supercommutation used. Subcommutation is used for attitude
data, where the time relationship between various pulses from sun sensors, earth sensors,
antenna reference and PCM frame reference is measured and reported in a sequence. Since
the satellite is a dual spinner, the format is arranged such that alternating words come from
the spun and despun portions of the satellite. Analog data is digitized into an 8 bit word.
Digital data is reported as measured, up to 8 bits or 16 bits for attitude data. Certain words
are used for status information, which is handled on a bit-by-bit basis.

INTELSAT V also has a PCM/PSK sampled data system, similar to INTELSAT IV in
format but not in content. The same subcarrier frequency, bit rate, frame rate, frame size,
and word size are used. The difference comes in the extensive use of subcommutation,
accommodation of special data and operation in different modes for the INTELSAT V
system. Four words are used for 32 channel submultiplexed data, three words for
16-channel submultiplexed data and two words for 8-channel submultiplexed data. Serial
data from two subsystems is accommodated. Analog data is digitized into 8-bit words.
Certain digital data is more than 8-bits but less than 16-bits, which causes data to straddle
word boundaries. The telemetry format can be commanded into different modes, causing
assignments of certain words to alternate and the layout of digital data to change. Some
digital data is presented as two’s complement, presenting problems in non-computerized
readout. Status data is handled on a bit-by-bit basis. A dwell mode is provided by which
the PCM commutator can be stopped at most mainframe or subframe 8-bit words, and
provided simultaneously with regular PCM data, but modulated onto the other beacon



carrier. FM data is provided and handled in a fashion similar to the INTELSAT IV system.
Single subcarrier modulation is used on the first 9 spacecrafts; follow-on satellites will
have simultaneous modulation of FM and PCM subcarriers onto the same beacon carrier.

SYSTEM LAYOUT

On the earlier satellites the RF portion of the telemetry and command system was
integrated with the communications system. On later satellites the T&C system has
become more independent, with use of communications TWTAs for transfer orbit
telemetry being the only common use of components.

On INTELSAT I communications and command signals were received through an omni-
directional antenna and down-converted in redundant receivers to an intermediate
frequency in the band 60 to 70 MHz. See Figure 3. The command signals were passed to
two decoders without cross-strapping. The telemetry data was collected and formatted in
two redundant encoders. The encoder output was used for modulation of two pairs of
redundant telemetry beacons, one pair at about 136 MHz (VHF), the other pair at 50 to 80
MHz. The output from the VHF transmitters were combined and then fed to four whip
antennas located symmetrically at the perimeter of the cylinder-shaped satellite. The 50 to
80 MHz beacon signal was combined with the communications signal, upconverted to
about 4 GHz, amplified in one of two TWTAs and transmitted through an omni-directional
antenna.

The INTELSAT II telemetry and command system layout was very similar to Early Bird.
See Figure 4. INTELSAT II had two receive antennas, one for each receiver. The
communications signals were down-converted to 4 GHz and summed with the modulated
microwave beacon. These signals were then amplified in a combination of up to four
TWTAs operating in parallel before transmission through an omni-directional antenna. The
VHF telemetry signals, also similar to INTELSAT II, were transmitted through eight whip
antennas.

On INTELSAT III, the 6 GHz command signals were received through an omni-
directional command antenna and combined with the communications signals in a diplexer.
See Figure 5. After down-conversion to a freqency of about 4 GHz, the command signals
were separated from the communication signals. The command tones were then extracted
in an amplitude detector and fed to a decoder. On INTELSAT III the telemetry subcarriers
were modulated onto microwave beacons only. These were combined with the
communications signals and then fed to either an omni-directional telemetry antenna or to
a despun global coverage communications antenna. Except for telemetry antennas, both
command and telemetry were fully redundant, but without cross-strapping.



On INTELSAT IV and IV-A, the telemetry and command system is autonomous with the
exception of the telemetry downlink in transfer orbit, where two communications TWTAs
are used to provide sufficient radiated power. Complete redundancy with cross-strapping
is provided. The command signals are received through a dual mode command omni-
directional antenna, and fed to the command receivers. The output of each command
receiver is fed to four decoders. There are separate decoders and encoders for the spun
and despun sections of the satellite. Telemetry and command signals are transferred
between the spun and despun sections by rotary transformers. The telemetry beacons are
generated in solid state transmitters, and transmitted through a pair of horn antennas with
global coverage. Omni-directional coverage of telemetry for transfer orbit operation is
provided by a dual feed omni-directional antenna. When this antenna is used, the telemetry
transmitter output is amplified in communications TWTAs.

On INTELSAT V, the telemetry and command antennas must provide coverage for the
spin stabilized phase, for the body stabilized operation, and, in addition, for transfer
between these modes of operations. Continuous command coverage over a ±150 degree
range is achieved by two ring-slot antennas. The telemetry coverage, not continuous, is
provided by an arrangement of a dual omni-directional antenna and two horn antennas in a
direction orthogonal to the coverage plane of the omni antenna. Complete redundancy with
cross-strapping is provided. The encoders are operated one at a time, with one unit being
able to simultaneously provide outputs to both beacon transmitters, either normal PCM
data, PCM dwell data, real-time pulses FM data or accelerometer FM data.

In addition, the telemetry and command system on INTELSAT V can be used for ranging.
For such an operation, the ranging tones are modulated onto the command carrier, and the
command receiver output is switched to the modulation input of corresponding telemetry
transmitter.

GROUND NETWORK

In the launch of a commercial satellite, INTELSAT assumes responsibility when the
satellite separates from the launch vehicle. At that time the satellite is in a synchronous
transfer orbit with a period of about 10.5 hours. In order to place the satellite in geo-
synchronous orbit at a desired longitude, a network of ground stations is required.
INTELSAT has over the years developed its own network of Tracking, Telemetry and
Command (TT&C) stations used for tracking, ranging, telemetry monitoring and
commanding of its satellites both during the launch phase and during synchronous orbit
operations. In addition, for INTELSAT I and II satellites, the polarization angle of the
linearly polarized beacon was measured and used for determination of satellite attitude.



A central Satellite Control Center (SCC) facility located in Washington, D.C. is used for
monitor and control of all INTELSAT’s satellites. Form the launch phase of the
INTELSAT V series of satellites, a separate Launch Control Center (LCC) has been
required, due to the complexity of this mission.

Early Bird was controlled from a single station in Andover, Maine. For INTELSAT II,
another station, Paumalu, Hawaii, had been made available. Since these two satellite series
had almost identical telemetry and command system, both stations could control both types
of satellites. For INTELSAT III, Fucino, Italy, and later on, Carnarvon, Australia, were
added to the network. A set of specialized telemetry and command equipment was added
to each of these four stations. Coverage of the complete synchronous orbit was obtained
with these four stations.

In order to be able to control more satellites in orbit, more TT&C stations were added to
the network. Stations in Tangua, Brazil and Zamengoe, Cameroon were added in 1977,
and stations in Pleumeur-Bodou, France and Yamaguchi, Japan were added in 1980.

All TT&C stations are colocated with a communications station in the INTELSAT
network. The communications antenna at a TT&C station can also be used for tracking,
ranging, telemetry reception and commanding of that satellite while the antenna is being
operated within the communications network. Thus a number of antennas, in addition to
the special TT&C antennas, are available for synchronous orbit operation. The number and
location of antennas are presented in Table III. In addition to full performance TT&C
antennas, old TT&C antennas with less performance are available at Andover, Paumalu
and Fucino.

The TT&C stations are connected to the Satellite Control Center by voice and data lines.
Satellite telemetry data as well as tracking and ranging data is sent from the stations to the
SCC. All commanding is initiated from SCC through the voice line.

FUTURE TRENDS

The requirements on the telemetry and command system will increase both with the
complexity of the satellite and with the number of operational satellites. Optimization and
determination of satellite lifetime is the long range goal in satellite operation with
minimization or elimination of traffic outages being the short term goal. Thus more data
will be required to continuously assess the health of vital components, and to respond
quickly when a malfunction occurs.
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INTRODUCTION

The GOES satellites are multifunctional satellites whose primary function is to provide
continuous measurements of the earth’s surface and atmosphere from two geostationary
orbit locations: 75EW and 135EW. This objective is accomplished with the Visible
infrared spin scan radiometer Atmospheric Sounder (VAS). The atmospheric sounder is a
new feature which will add a third dimension to the photographs of the earth seen nightly
by TV newscast viewers. The satellite also contains a Space Environment Monitor (SEM)
which includes three instruments: a magnetometer, a solar X-ray sensor and an energetic
particle sensor (EPS), which monitor solar flares and near earth space environment. The
satellite contains a communications system which, in addition to transmitting VAS, SEM
and housekeeping data to earth, provides relay capabilities for the stretched VAS and
weather facsimile (WEFAX) data, as well as for the Data Collection Platform (DCP). A
sketch of the satellite is given in Figure 1.

The telemetry system encompasses two subsystems: RF communications and baseband
assemblies. A general diagram of the telemetry system is shown in Figure 2. The telemetry
system consists of two functional operations; real time telemetry data which is frequency
modulated into IRIG 12 and IRIG B, and PCM data which is phase modulated. The
baseband assemblies collect, format and modulate the data. The RF system sums the PCM
and IRIG signals, phase modulates it onto both the CDA and STDN carriers, and transmits
it to the ground stations. The following sections will describe in further detail the operation
of the PCM and real time telemetry functions, and a description of the satellite RF
communications system.



FIGURE 1.  GOES SATELLITE

FIGURE 2.  TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM



BASEBAND ASSEMBLIES

The baseband assemblies consist of two redundant Central Telemetry Units (CTU) and
two pairs of redundant Remote Telemetry Units (RTU) which sample the 512 transducers
that monitor the general health of the spacecraft. Analog, parallel bilevel digital, and serial
digital data are collected by the remote units upon interrogation from the CTU via a
supervisory bus. The data is conditioned, multiplexed and A/D converted in the RTUs and
the digital data stream is transferred to the CTU via a reply bus. The data is processed,
formatted and synchronized into a pulse code modulated (PCM) data stream by the CTU.

Simultaneously, the real time data concerning spacecraft nutation, ABM firing, axial
thruster firing, VAS processor data load verification, bus current, command execute, and
sun, earth and index pulse occurances are detected and modulated on IRIG 12 and IRIG B
subcarriers. The PCM format modes and operational description and the real time
telemetry functions are described below.

PCM Telemetry Format

The PCM telemetry downlink provides command verification data, spacecraft
configuration information and data concerning the general health of the spacecraft. In
addition, VAS and SEM housekeeping and diagnostic data are provided in the PCM data
stream. The PCM format is a 64 word by 64 channel major frame shown in Figure 3.
Sixty-four nine bit words make up one minor frame, and 64 minor frames make up one
major frame. Of the 64 words in the minor frame, 59 are main frame words which have the
same channel assignment (are associated with one transducer) for all 64 minor frames.
Five of the 64 words are subcommutated into 64 channels such that the data content is
associated with a different transducer, depending on the minor frame count. As indicated
in Figure 3, word 25 is a 16 channel subcommutated word, so at minor frames 16, 32 and
48 the channels will be repeated sequentially. Consequently, the data content of the 16
channel subcommutated word is updated four times in one major frame. Similarly, words
26, 42 and 58 are 32 channel subcommutated words and therefore are updated twice in
one major frame (repeated starting from frame 32). The 64 channel subcommutated word
(word 60) is updated only once per major frame.

In addition to the channel subcommutation, several of the words associated with SEM data
are subcommutated such that different particle energy counts are serially read out to the
RTUs as a function of the minor frame and word number assignment. The logic governing
the data accumulation interval and the unique minor frame and word in which the data is to
be read out is performed in the EPS electronics. All other channel subcommutation and all
word assignments discussed above are formatted by the CTU and are Manchester II coded
and phase modulate onto the carrier at 188 bits per second (bps).



FIGURE 3.  TELEMETRY MAJOR FRAME FORMAT

PCM Telemetry Modes

The CTU is capable of accepting serial commands which will configure the format of the
PCM main frame into one of four operational modes. All four modes - normal, dwell,
inhibit and dwell/inhibit - are formatted such that main frame words 1, 2, 3, 62 and 64
appear in each minor frame and are updated every 3.06 seconds.

Normal. In the normal mode the 64 minor frame words are sequentially read out. Upon
receipt of the sync words the subcommutator increments the minor frame count by 1 and
the next minor frame (64 words) is then read. After completion of one major frame (64
minor frames) the subcommutator resets to zero and the sequence is repeated. In this mode
the main frame words are updated four times each major frame (49 seconds), the 32
channel subcommutated words are updated twice each major frame (1.6 minutes) and the
64 channel subcom word is updated once each major frame (3.3 minutes).

Although the word and channel assignments have been allocated to present the data in a
manner such that the update periods are related to the frequency of the rate of change of
the data content, conditions may occur which require that certain words or channels be
monitored at a faster rate than that allowed by the normal update periods. The other three
PCM modes allow the flexibility of changing the updates rates.



Dwell. The dwell mode stops the word count at a selected word, thereby increasing the
update rate of the word. The dwell mode has the format of sequentially sampling the xth
column of the matrix shown in Figure 3, where x is the commanded dwell word execept
the first and last three elements of the column are preempted by words 1, 2, 3, 62, 63 and
64. Dwelling on a main frame word would increase the update rate to once per word time
(47.8 msec). Dwelling on a 16 channel subcommutated word would increase the update
rate to four times per minor frame (764.8 msec). Dwellin on a 32 channel subcommutated
word would increase the update period to twice per minor frame (1.53 seconds). Dwelling
on the 64 channel subcommutated word increases the update rate to once per minor frame
(3.06 seconds). Since the 64 channels are repeated only once per minor frame, the first
three and last three words are preempted and therefore are not displayed in this mode. To
increase the update rate of these words, another mode must be selected.

Inhibit. The inhibit mode stops the subcommutator from incrementing the minor frame
count. In this mode, the words in the yth row of the matrix shown in Figure 3 is
sequentially sampled, where y is the commanded minor frame number. This increases the
update rate of the selected channel in the subcommutated words. Upon receipt of the sync
words, the subcommunator would not increment and the same minor drame would be read
out repeatedly until the PCM was commended to another mode. The updated rate for the
words in the selected channel is once per minor frame (3.06 seconds). This mode affects
the minor frame count (which appears in word one of the mainframe as shown in Figure 3)
and all subcommutated words formatted by the CTU, but not the subcommutation of the
SEM data performed by the EPS electronics. Although the subcommutated words are
inhibited, the data content of the SEM subcommutations will continue to increment during
each minor frame.

Dwell/Inhibit. The dwell/inhibit mode is a simultaneous operation of the dwell and inhibit
modes in which the word count and minor frame count are both inhibited. Therefore, the
selected word/frame is updated once per word time (47.8 msec). Dwelling on a main frame
word has the same format as dwell/inhibit on the same main frame word.

Configuring the PCM telemetry into its various operational modes is accomplished using
serial commands. These commands configure the CTU into a mode such that the
supervisory bus message going to the RTUs is changed and therefore the RTU sampling
sequence (and consequently the reply bus data content) is in sequence to the selected
mode. Special ground equipment software is required to display the PCM data so that it is
compatible with the selected mode.



PCM Telemetry Functional Description

The control logic for the GOES telemetry is the 2901 microprocessor, located in the
format generator of the CTU. When power is applied, the processor is loaded from the
data proms and establishes the bit rate, bits per word, words per frame and supervisory bus
rate. When the selected CTU is powered, two RTU control logic assemblies are also
powered. RTU 1 and RTU 2 are a redundant pair and RTU 3 and RTU 4 are a redundant
pair. The operational configuration is one RTU from each redundant pair. The eight
possible configurations, selectable by ground command, are shown in Table 1.

Combination CTU RTU

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

1&3
1&4
2&3
2&4
1&3
1&4
2&3
2&4

Table 1.  PCM Telemetry Configurations

The PCM format mode is checked and the processor loads the appropriate supervisory bus
message on to the CTU reply bus. The supervisory bus message contains the RTU
address, channel location and data type.

The RTU address defines which RTU in the powered pair is being interrogated. Both RTU
control logic assemblies decode the address but only the addressed RTU applies power to
the multiplexers and the A/D converter.

The channel location message contained in the supervisory bus code instructs the RTU to
sample one or more of the 256 multiplexers. Each of the 256 multiplexers are connected to
transducers on the spacecraft which provide 512 telemetry monitor points. The design can
accommodate additional RTUs (up to 32) without changing the message format by just a
simple prom change.

The data type message contained in the supervisory bus code established whether the
channel is analog, bilevel or serial digital and whether or not the channel requires
conditioning. If the channel requires conditioning, the RTU supplies a 1 mA current. If the
data type is analog, the assigned channel is sampled, A/D converted and the resultant 9 bit



word is loaded onto the reply bus. If the channel is bilevel the A/D converter is set to a
threshold detection mode. The assigned channel is sampled and if it is over half full scale
the data is internrptpd as a logic 1. The next eight multiplexers are then sequentially
sampled, threshold detected in the same manner, and the resultant 9 bit bilevel word is
loaded onto the reply bus. If the data type is serial digital, the RTU samples the sample
multiplexer nine times and the transducer serially reads out the data of the RTU clock rate.

There are two (redundant) data reply buses from the RTU to the CTU. The supervisory
bus message also instructs the RTU which reply bus to use.

The CTU buffers the reply data and loads the data four and one-half Manchester bits at a
time into a downlink holding register (nine logic level bits = four and one-half Manchester
bits). Subsequently, the data in the holding registers is serially read out at the bit rate (188
Manchester bits per second) and routed to the transmitters for modulation onto the carrier.

Real Time Telemetry

Simultaneously with the PCM, the CTU receives and processes real time data concerning
key spacecraft events, and this data is then frequency modulated onto the Inter-Range
Instrumentation Group (IRIG) 12 and B subcarriers.

IRIG 12. Table 2 lists the IRIG 12 operating characteristics. As indicated, the IRIG 12
channel is divided into three groups. Selection among the different input signal groups is
accomplished using serial commands. Only one group within the IRIG 12 channel is
operating at one time. To prevent interference, a priority scheme is established within each
group, allowing only one signal at a time to modulate the subcarrier. Thus, if there is more
than one signal in a group present at a given time the highest priority is transmitted.

In Group 1, the ABM Ignite Verification and Active Nutation Control (ANC) axial thruster
activation signals are digital (on or off) and therefore are associated with a fixed frequency
which is developed by counting down a 4.096 MHz crystal controlled clock. The CTU
also receives analog data (nutation data) which frequency modulates an oscillator. The
oscillator is driven to various ouput frequencies as a linear function of the magnitude of the
signal input. In order to increase the resolution of nutation data during on-orbit operations
and increase the range during transfer orbit, the CTU is capable of accepting commands to
select between two voltage divider networks in order to obtain the gain factor required for
the particular mission phase. As the nutation increases, the ANC threshold is exceeded and
the axial jet is automatically fired on each nutation cycle for the duration of the excess
nutation. This is continued until the nutation is dampened to a level below the ANC
threshold. Since it is useful to monitor the nutation dampening during the ANC operation,
the CTU output thruster verify signal occurs for only 20 msec at the rising and falling edge
of the thruster fire pulse. A typical time plot of the IRIG 12 Group 1 operation is shown in
Figure 4.



Input
Signal
Group

Signal
Priority Input Signal Source (Event)

Output Signal
Type Output Frequency, Hz

I 1 ABM Ignition pulse verification Fixed tone 10503 ± 5

2 ANC thruster actuation pulse Fixed tone 9990 ± 5

3 Nutation sensor (acceleration)data VCO 11000 ± 100

II NA Main power bus current data (0 to
14A)

VCO 11287.5 to 9674

III VAS processor data loading
command pulse verification

1 Execute tone pulse duration Fixed tone 10503 ± 5

2 Hold tone pulse (“0” tone) duration Fixed tone 9990 ± 5

TABLE 2.  IRIG 12 REAL TIME TELEMETRY CHARACTERISTICS

FIGURE 4.  IRIG 12 GROUP 1 OPERATION



In Group 2, the main power bus current is frequency modulated by an oscillator. Although
this signal is also sampled by the RTUs for modulation onto the PCM data stream, this
addional group in IRIG 12 has a faster time constant (10 msec) than that allowed by the
PCM modes. This allows the continuous monitoring of bus current at the ground station.

Group 3 is used to verify the data load of the VAS processor. This processor is used to
control the VAS into its different operating modes. The VAS processor is capable of
accepting a data stream which can configure it to various operational modes. This data
stream is a series of execute and hold tones from the demod decoder which is interpreted
by the VAS encoder. The VAS encoder also delivers the input signal to the CTU where
the execute and hold tones generate fixed frequencies; thereby allowing for ground
verification of the processor load data.

IRIG B. Sun pulse, earth pulse, platform index pulses and command execute verify pulses
modulate the IRIG B subcarrier. Table 3 lists the IRIG B operating characteristics. Priority
gating and command selection operate in the same manner as that used for the IRIG 12
baseband assemblies allowing only one signal to modulate the subcarrier at any given time.

Input
Signal
Group

Signal
Priority Input Signal Source (Event)

Output Signal
Type Output Frequency, Hz

I 1 Sun sensor pulse Fixed tone 31508 ± 15

2 Earth sensor pulse Fixed tone 26597 ± 1 5

3 Command execute verify pulse Fixed tone 28845 ± 15

4 Idle (rest frequency) tone Fixed tone 34133 ± 15

II 1 Sun sensor pulse Fixed tone 31508 ± 15

2 Earth sensor pulse Fixed tone 26597 ± 15

3 DBA index pulses Fixed tone 28845 ± 15

4 Idle (rest frequency) tone Fixed tone 34133 ± 15

TABLE 3 . IRIG B REAL TIME TELEMETRY CHARACTERISTICS

All IRIG B signals are digital in nature and therefore result in a fixed frequency ouput from
the CTU. The output signal for IRIG B is as long as the input signal duration. The earth
pulse signal is commendable to produce an output tone for inputs from the north earth
sensor, south earth sensor, or both.



A typical time plot of the IRIG B group 2 operation is shown in Figure 5. The two
baseband real time signals and the PCM data stream are provided separately to the CDA
and STDN transmitters. The real time and PCM signals are phase modulated onto the
telemetry carriers by the RF communications subsystem, which is described below.

FIGURE 5.  IRIG B, GROUP 2 OPERATION

RF COMMUNICATIONS

The PCM data stream and the two real time subcarriers are phase modulated onto the
carrier of two pairs of fully redundant telemetry transmitters The Spaceflight Tracking and
Data Network (STDN) telemetry transmitter (either primary or redundant) is used during
launch, transfer orbit, and ABM firing and is compatible with the STDN ground stations.
The CDA telemetry transmitter (either primary or redundant) is used during geostationary
satellite operation. This transmitter is compatible with the Command and Data Acquisition
(CDA) Station at Wallops Island, Virginia. The telemetry data received at Wallops is
transmitted to the Spacecraft Operations and Control Center (SOCC) where the real time
telemetry is analyzed and the subsequent attitude control maneuver decisions are
generated. Table 3 describes the telemetry transmitter characteristics.

In addition, the telemetry data stream is received at the NOAA Table Mountain Facility at
Boulder, Colorado. At this facility, the SEM data is sorted out of the telemetry stream,
separated according the instrument type and processed in real time into quantitative form
for entry into the Space Environmental Laboratory Data Acquisition and Display
(SELDADS) data base.

The VAS data contained in the PCM main frame consists of VAS housekeeping data and
blackbody algorithm troubleshooting data. The troubleshooting data is also sampled by the
VAS Digital Multiplexer (VDM) along with the earth imaging data. This data stream is
modulated for transmission in the S-Band repeater. The VAS data is transmitted at 28
Mbps and received at Wallops Island, Virginia, where it is slowed, or stretched. This
stretched VAS data is transmitted from Wallops Island at 1.75 Mbps and relayed via the
on board S-Band repeater to Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), and the University of 



Wisconsin (UW). The data is then relayed to users of the VAS data by ground
communications.

Transmitter CDA STDN

Downlink Freq, MHz 1694.0 2214.0

EIRP, dBm
  Antenna Angle

33.0
±10E

26.0
±30E

Modulation Type
  PCM
  IRIG 12
  IRIG B

PCM/FM
FM/PM
FM/PM

PCM/FM
FM/PM
FM/PM

Modulation Index, Rad
  PCM
  IRIG 12
  IRIG B

1.0
0.5
0.5

0.4
0.3
0.75

PCM Bit Rate, bps 188.24* 188.24*

*PCM data are Manchester coded.

TABLE 4.  TELEMETRY TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

The entire communications system includes nine active units, such as transmitters and
receivers, with nine more identical units to provide full redundancy for increased
reliability. The system also includes seven passive units, such as multiplexers, a rotary
joint, and the antennas, plus a myriad of switches to provide the redundancy and
crosstrapping capability. coaxial cables are used for interconnections between units, and
the sole waveguide device is the noncontacting rotary joint which transfers RF power from
the equipment shelf on the spinning portion to the despun antenna assembly. Figure 6
depicts the communications functions and their interface to the various ground stations.

Both telemetry transmitter pairs are located in the spinning portion of the spacecraft and
the antennas (including the telemetry bicone) are located on the despun part. The RF
energy is transferred from the transmitters through the rotary joint, and to the antenna. The
telemetry antenna is a bicone with a toroidal radiation pattern. This antenna is also used for
command and ranging during transfer orbit and is not despun until geostationary orbit is
attained. Hence, the need for omnidirectional coverage perpendicular to the spin axis
during transfer orbit. The gain of bicone antenna varies with frequency and typical
characteristics are shown in Table 5.



FIGURE 6.  COMMUNICATIONS LINKS

Coverage
Angle

Uplink Downlink

Command and Ranging
(2034 MHz)

(1694 MHz) CDA Ranging
(2209 MHz)

STDN Telemetry
(2213 MHz)

  0E
  ±10E
  ±30E
  ±50E

1.6 
0.5

-4.0
-8.2

0.8
-0.1
-4.7
-9.9

2.4
0.5

-2.5
-7.2

1.7
0.3

-2.7
-7.7

TABLE 5.  TYPICAL BICONE ANTENNA GAIN (dBi)

CONCLUSIONS

The telemetry and communications subsystems of the GOES satellite have been designed
to support the GOES mission objective - to acquire and diseminate earth and near earth
environmental data from geosynchronous orbit. Data from the major payloads, VAS and
SEM instrumentation, are provided to the ground station via these subsystems which also
provide housekeeping data, nutation data and relay (VAS and DCP) capabilities. The
operational modes allow for flexibility with the system and cross strap redundancy
minimizes performance risk while potentially increasing spacecraft life.
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ABSTRACT

The INTELSAT V communications satellite was designed and assembled by the Ford
Aerospace and Communications Corporation of Palo Alto, California, for the International
Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT). The Communications Satellite
Corporation (COMSAT) is the designated United States representative to INTELSAT and
also performs technical service for INTELSAT in monitoring the design, fabrication, and
test of communications satellites.

The TT&C subsystem consists of two functionally redundant and independent command
and telemetry channels, the major elements of which are shown in Figure 1.

The telemetry subsystem provides two data channels for formatting and transmitting data
received from sensors, transducers, and status indicators in the various subsystems of the
spacecraft. In addition, the output of a command receiver can be connected to a telemetry
transmitter to form a ranging transponder.

The telemetry unit can provide normal or dwell PCM data in NRZ-M format modulated on
a 32 KHz subcarrier. The telemetry transmitter phase modulates one of the data subcarriers
or ranging tones on a 4 GHz band downlink carrier. The transmitter output is routed
directly to an earth coverage conical horn for transmission at a level of approximately
0.0dbW. The transmitter output can also be routed through a zone communications
channel TWTA to a telemetry omni-directional bicone antenna for extended coverage.

Commands and ranging tones are received on a 6 GHz band uplink carrier through dual
Omni pattern antennas. The received signal is routed through a passive filter to the two
command receivers where the frequency modulated command or ranging tones are



detected. The command tones are routed to the command units for processing. The
command transmission is either a command message, consisting of 58 serial bit, or a
command execute. The command message includes the address of the command unit
which is to be used and what specific command function is to be executed. The command
units provide the capability for pulse, discrete relay, and proportional relay command
functions required by the various subsystems of the spacecraft.

INTRODUCTION

The Telemetry, Command, and Ranging (TC&R) subsystem of the INTELSAT V
spacecraft interfaces with the INTELSAT Tracking, Telemetry, and Control (TT&C)
network to provide operational monitoring and control for all spacecraft functions through
a microwave link. The subsystem design was made compatible with existing ground
equipment except for the command generators. New command generators were designed
and manufactured by Ford Aerospace and Communications for each of the eight TT&C
ground stations as part of the spacecraft contract.

TELEMETRY, COMMAND AND RANGING SUBSYSTEM
FIGURE 1

TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM

The INTELSAT V telemetry subsystem consists of two redundant sets of hardware
including a telemetry unit, a telemetry transmitter, and a global coverage horn antenna.
During transfer orbit, telemetry is also transmitted through two zone communications
channels to the telemetry bicone antenna. Table I is the Telemetry Performance Summary.



Unique features of the INTELSAT V telemetry system, as compared to previous
INTELSAT communications satellites, include:

a. Each telemetry unit is completely redundant so that only one is on at any one time.

b. A PCM dwell mode is available which allows commendable selection of any main
frame or subframe word for presentation on 58 of the 64 main frame words.

c. Up to 32 levels of subcommucation for slowly changing analog and status parameters
such as temperature, battery cell voltage, antenna position, and communications
switch status.

d. Remote telemetry processors and submultiplexers in other subsystems such as power,
attitude determination and control, and antenna position.

e. Ranging through the telemetry and command subsystem instead of through the
communications subsystem.

The telemetry unit (Figure 2) provides four types of data which are PCM, PCM dwell, FM
nutation accelerometer, and FM sensor/execute pulses. PCM data is always supplied to the
primary transmitter which is Transmitter 1 for Telemetry Unit 1 and Transmitter 2 for
Telemetry Unit 2. Any one of the four data types can be selected for the alternate
transmitter through ground command.

TELEMETRY UNIT
FIGURE 2



The telemetry unit inserts a unique data indentification code into the PCM and the dwell
PCM data streams so that the source of all data can be identified when it reaches the
ground telemetry data processing centers. The code is hardwired during spacecraft
manufacture through a harness connector. The code for Telemetry Unit 1 and 2 on the
same spacecraft is identical, but a status bit indicates which telemetry unit is turned on. A
status bit in both the PCM and dwell PCM streams identifies the data as normal PCM or
dwell. The NRZ-M coded PCM digital streams biphase modulate a 32 kHz subcarrier
which is then routed to the telemetry transmitter.

The FM modes are used primarily in transfer orbit operations while the spacecraft is
spinning to provide nutation accelerometer or sensor/execute data. In the FM real time
mode, pulses from the transfer orbit sun and earth sensors and detected executes from the
command unit are ORed and priority selected to frequency modulate the IRIG channel 13
subcarrier. This is then routed to a telemetry transmitter.

The telemetry transmitter (Figure 3) operates at one of two frequencies in the 4 GHz band,
determined by the selection of the crystal frequency during manufacture. Either telemetry
data or ranging tones from the Side 1 command receiver is channelized to the modulation
selection relay in the Side 1 transmitter. The Side 2 command receiver and telemetry
transmitter are similarly connected.

TELEMETRY TRANSMITTER
FIGURE 3



Each telemetry transmitter has a +24dbm and a -10dbm output. The higher output is routed
directly to an earth coverage conical horn antenna. The lower level output can be routed
through one of three selectable communications TWTA’s to the telemetry toroidal beam
bilrone antenna to provide coverge in a plane perpendicular to the spin (Z) axis.

COMMAND RECEIVER
FIGURE 4

TABLE I  TELEMETRY PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Parameter Characteristics

Telemetry Transmitters (2)
  Design and Manufacture Selenia, Italy

  Carrier Frequency One of the two discrete frequencies in the 4 Ghz
band.

  Power Output +24dbm and -10dbm.

  Type Frequency multiplication, phase modulation.

  Local Oscillator 82 MHz crystal.

Telemetry Antennas
  Design and Manufacture Selenia, Italy



  Transfer orbit Toroidal beam right hand circularly polarized
biconal horn with dual orthogonal input ports,
coverage ± 20E from a plane perpendicular to the
spin axis.

RF Power Output
  Synchronous orbit Selenia, Italy

  Transfer orbit Toroidal beam right hand circularly polarized
biconal horn with dual orthogonal input ports,
coverage ± 20E from a plane perpendicular to the
spin axis.

  Synchronous orbit Two conical horns, right hand circularly polarized,
average ± 20E from the earth pointing Z-axis.

RF Power Output
  Synchronous orbit

0.0 dbW e.i.r.p. minimum over the earth coverage
region, transmitter +24 dbm output through the
conical horns.

  Transfer Orbit Same as synchronous plus 0.0 dbW e.i.r.p.
minimum over spin axis perpendicular region,
transmitter -10dbm output amplified through 2-
zone communications channel +5.4 dbW TWT’s.

Modulation Telemetry from the “on” telemetry unit, or ranging
channelized from one command receiver.

Modulation Index Approximately 1 radian.

  Telemetry Units (2) Design Ford Aerospace and Communications

  Manufacture Mitsubishi Electric Co., Japan

  Data Type Pulse code modulation (PCM) to primary
transmitter; PCM, or PCM dwell, or FM
accelerometer, or FM sensor/execute (earth sensor,
sun sensor, and execute pulses) to secondary
transmitter.

PCM Data:
  Data Input Levels:
    Analog 0.0 to +5.1 Vdc

    Digital Type A TTL compatible; 0 level 0.0 to +0.5 Vdc; 1 level +
2.4 to +5.25 Vdc.



    Digital Type B Relay contact or solid state switch; 0 level <50
ohms to return; 1 level >1 megohm to return.

  Data Capacity:
    Mainframe 64 8-bit words including 35 differential analog, 37

parallel binary bits, 112 serial binary bits.

    Local submultiplexers 2x32 temperature, 1x16 Spot TWTA anode
voltage, 1x16 communications status, 1x8 controls
status.

    Remote submultiplexers 2x32 battery cell voltage, 1x8 antenna positioners,
1x16 attitude control digital data.

  Date Format and Rate Eight bits per word, 64 words per frame, 1000 bits
per second.

  Main Frame Synchronization 24-bit pattern.

  Subframe Synchronization Subframe number reported in main frame, remote
submultiplexers controlled by telemetry unit.

  PCM and Dwell PCM Output NRZ-M serial bit stream biphase modulates a
coherent 32kHz subcarrier.

  FM Data Nutation accelerometer on real time sensor/
execute pulses frequency modulated on IRIG
Channel 13.

COMMAND SUBSYSTEM

The INTELSAT V command subsystem consists of two redundant sets of hardware
including the command antenna, a preselect filter, a command receiver, and a digital
command unit. Table II is the command performance summary.

Unique features of the INTELSAT V command subsystem, as compared to previous
INTELSAT communication satellites, include:

a. A cardioid command antenna pattern which provides useable coverage in excess of
+120 degrees around the spin axis.

b. The use of four baseband tone frequencies for command and execute instead of six.

c. A digital implementation for the tone detectors instead of analog filter circuits.



d. A total command capacity more than twice that of INTELSAT IV reflecting the
increased complexity of the spacecraft.

e. The use of proportional commands in addition to discrete commands.

f. An extensive use of relays located in the command unit for command execution.

g. Ranging through the telemetry and command subsystem instead of through the
communications subsystem.

The command antenna assembly is located at the top of the antenna tower structure and
consists of two ring-slot radiators above a single beam shaping cone. Each radiator is
connected through a passive preselect filter to one of the two command receivers. The
preselect filter protects the command receiver from the received 6 GHz communications
signals and the higher power 4 GHz and 11 GHz transmitters aboard the spacecraft.

The command receiver block diagram is shown in Figure 4. It is a single conversion design
employing a crystal oscillator and a balanced mixer to convert the uplink signal to a 70
MHz IF. The demodulator module contains a hard limiter and a Travis discriminator. For
simplicity and reliability, AGC or squelch circuits are not used. A very high receiver
sensitivity is neither necessary nor desirable since the TT&C ground stations are capable
of illuminating the spacecraft with a signal density between -90 and -54dW/m2.

COMMAND UNIT
FIGURE 5



The command uplink signal is either one of four command tones or one of three ranging
tones frequency modulating a 6 GHz command carrier. Commanding and ranging are not
conducted simultaneously. The receiver baseband video output is routed to both digital
command units for commanding and to one telemetry transmitter where the selection
between telemetry or ranging is made through ground command. Both command receivers
are operational any time power is available on the spacecraft busses.

Although the output of each receiver is always connected to both command units, the
ground operator is able to select which receiver and which command unit is to be used
through the selection of tone group and command unit address on the ground command
generator. There are two tone groups, each including a “0”, a “1”, and an execute tone.
Once the “01” tone is detected, Processing is switched to Receiver 1. If a “02” tone is
detected, processing switched to Receiver 2.

The command unit block diagram is shown in Figure 5. The digital command message
contains 58 bits, generated in a PCM-RZ format at a rate of 100 bits per second. Each
command message includes an introductory sequence of zeros to switch the receiver
selection and to synchronize the bit detector clock, an address, a vector, and a discrete
command or proportional data. Each command unit has a unique address which is
hardwired during spacecraft assembly through a harness connector. The unit compares the
address in the command message the command message identifies the data portion of the
message as a discrete command or a specific type of proportional data. The vector and
data portions of the message are stored in the command unit, and passed to the telemetry
subsystem for use in verification by the ground operator. The command will remain in the
command unit until another command message or a clear message, containing only the
introductory sequence is received.

Commands stored in the command units are executed upon receipt of the execute tone.
The spacecraft execute pulse begins 20 to 30 milliseconds after the receipt of the execute
tone and continues as long as the execute tone is being detected. A single execute tone of
300 milliseconds duration is used for most commands. Times or pulse executes are used
for manual thruster firing, solar array stewing, and antenna positioner stepping.

Proportional commands are used to load spacecraft storage registers with data such as
number of thruster firings, duration of pulse, and firing delay, all used in the store-and-
execute function of the Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem (ADCS). They are
also used to switch up to 10 functions simultaneously, such as for a Communications
subsystem pathway or redundant equipment change. Discrete commands are used for on-
off and single state changing functions.



Both command units are normally on whenever power is available on the spacecraft
busses. However, either one of the units may be turned off by a command interlocked
through the other command unit. The interlock is designed so that both units cannot be
turned off. A command unit would only be commanded off if some failure caused
interference with the operation of the spacecraft. Each unit also contains an overvoltage
detection circuit which can shut off the unit after forcing on the other command unit. These
shut off features were incorporated to eliminating a single point failure mode in the
spacecraft.

TABLE II   COMMAND PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

  Parameter Characteristics

Command Receivers (2)
  Design and Manufacture Selenia, Italy

  Input Frequency 6 GHz band, both receivers at same frequency.

  Dynamic Range From -70 to -105dbm.

  Bandwidth From 1.0 to 1.5MHz.

  Type Single conversion balanced mixer, 70MHz IF, hard
limiter, Travis discriminator, no AGC or Squelch.

  Local Oscillator 85 MHz crystal.

Command Antenna
  Design and Manufacture Selenia, Italy

  Type Stack of two ring slot radiators above a single
conical beam-shaping structure.

  Coverage ± 120 degrees from the spin (Z) axis, cardiod
pattern, left hand circularly polarized.

RF Illumination
  Command From -65 to -90dbW/m2 with no response below

1105dbW/m2.

  Ranging From -65 to -85dbW/m2.

Modulation ± 400kHz.

Modulation Index Greater than 10.



Receiver Input Channelized from a command antenna through a
passive preselect filter.

Receiver Output Each receiver cross-strapped to both command
units for commands, and channelized to one
telemetry transmitter for ranging.

Command Units (2)
  Design Ford Aerospace and Communications.

  Manufacture Mitsubishi Electric Co., Japan.

  Input Signal Receives input signal from cross-strapped command
receivers.

Command Capacity 560 total

    Discrete pulse
    Discrete relay
    Proportional
      Attitude control
      Communication pathway
      Communication redundance
      Telemetry dwell select
    Critical

242
268

23 including 4 spares.
1 combined with 8 discrete relay.
1 combined with 14 discrete relay.
1
4 for enable, apogee kick motor fire, solar array
deploy, antenna deploy.

Command Verification 16 bits to telemetry.

Input Signal Modulation Two groups of 3 tones, PCM-FSK-RZ for one an
zero data, continuous tone for executes; Tone
Group 1 directs command processing to video from
Receiver 1.

Command Bit Rate 100 bits per second.

Command Message Format 58 bits, consisting of introduction, address, vector,
discrete command or proportional data.

Execute Duration Determined by the ground command generator.



* This work was performed as a part of NASA Contract NAS8-33592 Change 4 with NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama.
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ABSTRACT

The development of space platforms represents the next logical step in the exploration and
utilization of space. Such platforms promise cost-effective means for performing both
scientific and applications missions, such as surveys of Earth resources, for example, in
low Earth orbit.

Payloads mounted on these platforms can perform missions for longer periods of time than
are currently available to payloads mounted in the Shuttle’s payload bay. In addition, these
platforms can provide a variety of services, including a centralized power source,
command and data acquisition, communications, pointing and environmental control, as
well as periodic Shuttle visits for performing maintenance tasks, replenishing consumables,
and replacing payloads.

These platforms must be able to provide data and communications services to groups of
payloads consisting of individual payloads that may or may not have common objectives
and operating characteristics, and where the payload mix on a platform changes
periodically during the orbital life of the platform.

Appropriate data systems can be provided to support a platform development program and
modest extensions of existing technology will allow these platforms to accommodate the
evolution of payloads foreseen through the 1980’s.



INTRODUCTION

Science and Applications Space Platforms (SASPs), resulting from a conceptual design
study conducted by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company in 19801 and
illustrated in Figure 1, promise cost-effective means for performing scientific and
applications missions, e.g. , surveys of Earth resources, in low Earth orbit.

Payloads using these platforms can perform missions of longer duration than currently
available to payloads mounted in the Shuttle’s bay, and with a mix of objectives and
operating characteristics, as well as where the payload mix on a platform changes
periodically during the orbital life of the platform. These platforms will supply a
centralized power source, command and data acquisition, communications, pointing and
environmental services, and periodic Shuttle visits for maintenance work, replenishing
consumables, and replacing payloads. The 1980 McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company study of SASPs1 projected the evolution of these platforms to proceed in two
steps.

The first-order platform (Figure 2) provides both S- and Ku-band command and data links
compatible with the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). The onboard
command and data management system (CDMS) provides centralized data gathering and
storage for high-rate scientific data compatible with Spacelab experiments. CDMS also
provides centralized MACRO scheduling of payload experiments and monitoring of
housekeeping data.

The second-order platform (Figure 3) grows to accommodate more and bigger payloads. In
the area of communications and data management, the second-order platform provides the
same S- and Xu-band capability, but has centralized data multiplexer and storage
capability that is more responsive to the forecast requirements of future users and that uses
the TDRSS in a more cost-effective manner. The latest developments in the technology are
incorporated to provide improved ancillary data.

At that same time that platforms are expected to become a basic part of the Space
Transportation System, payload sensors are expected to have increasingly larger
bandwidths and hence will be capable of producing data at higher and higher rates.
Figure 4 shows the past and projected growth in data acquisition for National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) programs, with certain data-intensive payloads/
programs shown. This chart was presented by Dr. William P. Raney of NASA
Headquarters at a recent conference of the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics. The data projected for two possible SASP payload groups, identified as
SASP-A8 and SASP-F5, have been added to the figure.



The SASP End-to-End Data System Study2, Figure 5, was initiated to study the
implications that science and applications space platforms might have regarding data, and
to achieve the following three principal objectives:

1. Evaluate the capability of present technology and the TDRSS to accommodate the
requirements of SASP payload users.

2. Optimize the SASP onboard command and data. management system (CDMS) to
provide the maximum service to the user.

3. Assess the ability and availability of new technology to accommodate the evolution of
SASP payloads.

The approach selected to meet these objectives was to start with results generated by
earlier Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) studies and (1) survey industry and
government to determine the status of and projections for key data system hardware
elements, (2) configure a SASP data system based on current and near-term technology,
(3) evaluate the performance of that data subsystem in support of two selected candidate
SASP payload groups using the MSFC Data System Dynamic Simulator Facility, and (4)
make recommendations for optimizing the system and for developing data system
technology to support an evolving SASP program.

Two payload groups were selected for analysis on the basis that they were representative
of an early first-order platform payload group and a late 1980’s second-order platform
group. Each group was selected because it appeared to present stressing requirements to
the SASP data system. The payload groups, designated A8 and F5, were originally defined
in the SASP Payload Accommodations Study3. The A8 payload group had a peak
composite data rate of approximately 90 Mbps; F5’s peak composite rate exceeded
200 Mbps.

USER REQUIREMENTS

During the study, the data requirements for 80 Spacclab payloads were examined to
provide an envelope of peak downlink data rates. A set of 16 design reference missions
(DRMs) from the NASA/MSFC Phase B Power Systems Study was also reviewed for
downlink peak rate requirements. These requirements are summarized in Figure 6, which
shows the cumulative percentage distribution of peak downlink data rates for the 80
individual payloads as well as for the 16 Power System DRMs.

The median data rate for the individual payloads is approximately 200 Kbps, the 90
percentile level is 30 Mbps, and the highest data rate is 120 Mbps (two synthetic aperture



radar payloads). For the Power System DRMs, the peak data rate for any DRM was
defined as the sum of the peak data rates for the individual payloads in the worst-case
(from a data rate standpoint) payload group in that DRM. The mcdian DRM peak data rate
is seen to be approximately 10 Mbps and the highest DRM peak rate is just less than 100
Mbps. The DRM included only some of the 80 individual payloads. This is why the
highest DRM data rate is less than the highest individual payload data rate.

Command rates are of concern because of Spacelab experience, where you have a large
mix of experiments requiring command uplinks, and because of the scheduling constraints
associated with TDRSS forward links. However, examination of the SASP payload data
base showed that most payload command requirements are for rates in the 1- and 2-Kbps
range, with the highest rate defined as 25 Kbps (see Figure. 7).

Command error-correcting and verification requirements will tend to increase the effective
channel bit rate that is needed. In addition, because SASP will carry several payloads and
TDRSS forward link time may be a scarce resource, the SASP CDMS has baselined a
300-Kbps command channel for payload usage. Figure 7 also shows how time division
multiplexing could be used to provide, in effect, a dedicated port with some fraction of the
300-Kbps capability. The payload’s use of this channel would be constrained only by
TDRSS channel scheduling and overall platform command compatibility restrictions.

Figure 6 also shows the peak data rates for the A8 and F5 payload groups (Figures 8
and 9), which were the focus of this study. To allow data flow simulations for these two
groups it was necessary to define operating timelines for each payload in each group.
Figures 10 and 11 show the resulting timelines for A8 and F5, respectively.

Most of the data timelines are driven by predictable target occurrences (e.g., land, sunlit
land, oceans). However, Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) is a notable exception in that the
data rates are event driven; that is, the data rate is higher during a particular event of
interest, a solar flare, which of course cannot be scheduled.

Figure 12 depicts the Reference Power System4 CDMS as modified for this study.
Modifications to the Reference Power System concept were made to accommodate the
payload data requirements envelope and include the following changes:

1. Increase the KSA channel downlink data rate from 226 Mbps to 300 Mbps to match
the maximum TDRSS data rate capability.

2. Add one, two, or three Spacelab-type high-data-rate recorders to provide a scientific
data storage resource for payloads.



3. Substitute a current-technology high-rate multiplexer for the Spacelab HRM included
in the Reference Power System CDMS. This last change was suggested because of
the requirement to accommodate several payloads with rates at or exceeding
50 Mbps.

A conceptual design of the current-technology multiplexer was performed to ensure
feasibility. The input-output requirements are shown in Figure 13. The multiplexer uses a
two-tiered multiplexing scheme to accommodate the wide range of input data rates. Format
flexibility is provided by using microprocessor control of the multiplexer operation.
Formats are defined by instructions in the microprocessor memory, which can be a
combination of ROM and RAM, allowing for both predefined formats and on-orbit format
changes.

DATA SYSTEM ANALYSES

A8 Payload Group

The payload data outputs were assigned to the SASP high-rate MUX and low-rate MUX
inputs as shown in Figures 14 and 15. Simulation ground rules were established that
defined a TDRSS timeline generation methodology and the SASP data recorder operating
rules.

Figure 16 depicts the TDRSS timeline simulation for 6 hours of the A8 simulation. The
TDRS-E and TDRS-W line-of-sight (LOS) timelines for the A8 orbit were generated by
the MSFC Resource Scheduler computer program. An A8 schedule block for TDRSS was
placed within each LOS timeline block at a fixed time after initiation of LOS and with a
fixed duration. For the A8 simulation, each scheduled TDRSS timeline block started 10
minutes after the start of LOS and lasted for 10 minutes. The TDRS-E and TDRS-W
timeline allocations were combined to define the total TDRSS timeline allocation for A8.
This resulted in two 10-minute blocks for typical orbits.

Figure 17 shows the nature of the simulation and some of the results of a 24-hour mission.
The experiment MUX function combined the time-varying data streams from the payloads
to produce a composite data stream with a mean rate of 15. 6 Mbps and a peak of
93.5 Mbps. The switch (SW) function routes the composite data stream directly to the
output MUX and then to TDRSS when TDRSS is available (during a TDRSS schedule
block). When TDRSS is not scheduled, the data stream is routed to a rate switch function.
This function compares the data stream peak rate to the onboard recorder peak record rate
(32 Mbps in this case). If the data stream rate exceeds the recorder rate, the data
represented by the excess rate is considered to be lost; the data at 32 Mbps or less is
routed to the tape-recorder function.



The data quantity going to the tape recorder is monitored by the simulator program. If the
data quantity exceeds the recorder capacity, that excess data is considered lost. When
TDRSS schedule blocks occur, the tape recorder is dumped to the output MUX
simultaneously with real-time data at the maximum recorder output rate, and the data
quantity currently stored on tape is reduced accordingly.

As shown in Figure 17, 19% of the A8 payload group data in a simulated 24-hour mission
was transmitted in real time. Seven percent of the data was lost because it was acquired
when TDRSS was not scheduled and at a rate in excess of the 32-Mbps storage capability.
Another 12% of the data was lost because the tape recorder capacity was not sufficient.
Sixty-two percent of the data was stored and dumped by the onboard tape recorder.

A review of the nature of the lost data indicated that it consisted almost totally of SOT
payload data. SOT has a primary objective - the collection of data during solar flares. The
SOT data output was modeled at 50 Kbps continuous output, a 5-Mbps output for 15
minutes before and 15 minutes after a solar flare, and a 50-Mbps output for 15 minutes
during the flare event (see Figure 18). The simulation was set up to generate simulated
solar flares at random times at an average rate of three every 24 hours. During the A8
simulation, three simulated flares occurred, none of which coincided with a TDRSS
schedule block. Since the onboard storage system was not sized to handle this data, the
data was lost.

Figure 19 summarizes the assessed data system performance for the A8 payload. The peak
data rates were well within the SASP data and communication capabilities and are also
well under the TDRSS KSA channel capacity. Data loss for the A8 payload group could
be eliminated by either (1) TDRSS scheduling that ensures TDRSS availability during
peak data acquisition periods, or (2) providing a modest improvement in onboard storage
rate and capacity.

F5 Payload Group

The payload data outputs were assigned to the SASP high-rate multiplexer inputs, as
shown in Figures 20 and 21. Figure 20 also shows the peak data rate produced by each
payload. The processor (PROC) block was added to represent the data rate increase that
may result due to source packetization of the data. It was assumed that the rate increase
would be approximately 10%.

Figure 22 defines the parameters used in each of five simulations for the F5 payload group.
The onboard storage record and dump rate, storage capacity, and the TDRSS timeline
availability were varied as shown. In configuration C, the Ocean Synthec Aperature Radar
(OSAR) payload was deleted on the basis that such an applications-oriented, high-data-



rate, high-data-quantity payload may be more effective with its own dedicated data and
communications system, thereby bypassing and offloading the SASP data and
communications system and the TDRSS. Configuration D simulated the effect of reducing
the OSAR and thematic mapper peak rates by a factor of 4 by the use of onboard data
compression and reduction techniques.

Figure 23 summarizes the statistics for the five F5 simulations. As in the A8 case, peak
data rates are within the SASP data system and the TDRSS capability. The total quantity
of data produced by F5, however, proved to be stressing to the data system. Because of
the total expected to be placed on the TDRSS resource, users will have to minimize their
requirements for TDRSS time. This will require onboard data storage that can be dumped
to TDRSS in a short time period, i.e., at a high data rate. For payloads like the OSAR and
the thematic mapper in the F5 group, onboard data processing and reduction and
compression techniques will be needed to prevent the large amounts of data from
swamping the SASP data system, the TDRSS, and the ground data networks.

CONCLUSIONS

As can be seen from the results of the simulation on F5, new technology requirements
include multiplexers and onboard storage and/or signal processing. The A8, although less
stressing, also identified the need for increased onboard storage and larger multiplexing
capability and, to a lesser degree, onboard signal processing would have helped. The
primary driver behind this was the limited access to the TDRSS for single-access channels,
which means that there will be long periods of time when it will not be possible to
downlink data >50 Kbps. The reason behind the limited access is obvious in that the few
number of channels must be shared with all spacecraft in low Earth orbit plus the Shuttle.
In this regard, the SASP would help to alleviate the problem if the technology were
available to support the desired configuration. Data compression (onboard signal
processing) allows the useful and processed data to be stored for long periods of time, and
then, when the TDRSS is accessible, a high storage reproduce rate will take maximum
advantage of the TDRS bandwidth. This is illustrated for both F5 and A8 in Figures 24
and 25. Combining the candidate multiple payloads into an optimum data stream results in
less TDRSS access time being required than if there were individual free-flyer payloads;
this was considered to be one of the most significant advantages of the SASP.

For the technology items identified, our surveys show that the hardware will or could be
available in the time frame considered to support the SASP-type of groupings; this will
depend however, on the resources applied to the development of these items for onboard
applications. The onboard storage devices currently being developed could be adapted for
A8 usage with minimal cost and risk. To support the F5 type of data rates, a new, bigger
onboard storage device would be required. The high-rate multiplexer on board is



considered well within the state-of-the-art for onboard implementation, and minimal
development should be needed to adapt existing DoD technology to the SASP
requirements. Onboard signal processing is considered payload unique in its application,
but for many of the candidate sensors the technology is being developed that could support
data compression and editing onboard the SASP.

In addition to providing the advantages identified for the SASP, onboard signal processing
solves another part of the end-to-end data system problem by eliminating large signal
processing tasks at the ground stations and providing a more timely access to the data.

Data systems can be provided to support a SASP program. Modest extensions of existing
technology will allow the SASP to accommodate the evolution of payloads foreseeable
through the 1980s. However, careful system planning and extensive coordination are
needed to ensure that the SASP data system evolves to meet user needs in a cost-effective
manner.
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Figure 1.  Basic Platform Family

Figure 2.  First-Order Platform



Figure 3.  Second-Order Platform

Figure 4.  Data Acquisition Growth



Figure 5.  SASP Study Add-On: End-To-End Data System Study
(Funded by Office of Space Tracking and Data System)



Figure 6.  Distribution of Peak Data Rates

Figure 7.  Command Link Data Rates



Figure 8.  A8 Payload Group

Figure 9.  F5 Payload Group



EO-1 Target: Sun
Operates Continuously Except During South Atlantic Anomaly.
Instrument is Off When Electrons are >3 MeV With a Flux >10
Particles/cm2

UARS Target: Earth
Takes 20 Minutes of Data When Activated.
50 Percent Duty Cycle Over Entire Orbit

RO-2 Target: Earth — Daylight Portion of Orbit
20 Kbps of Housekeeping Data Continuously; Additional 320 Kbps Data During Daylight Portion of Orbit

EO-2 Target: Earth
20 Kbps and 4.6 Mbps Continuous Data. 16 Mbps Data has 50 Percent Duty Cycle Over Entire Orbit at 20
Minute Intervals.

SOT Target: Sun
50 Kbps Continuous; 5 Mbps has 4 Percent Duty Cycle (Sun Only). High Rate Data (60 Mbps) is Random
Event Driven Occurring 3 Times a Day. 30 Minutes of 60 Mbps Data for Each Event.

Figure 10.  A8 Data Timelines

RO-1
Thematic Mapper — Target: Earth

Data Rate: 85 Mbps
Duty Cycle: 2 Percent
Maximum Delay For Data Dump: Realtime if Possible or 1 Orbit
Specific Targets: Land Mass Over Continental U.S.

Spectroscopic Imaging System — Target: Earth
Data Rate: 32 Mbps Plus 2 Kbps (Housekeeping at 100 Percent)
Data Cycle: 17 Percent
Maximum Delay for Data Dump: 2 Orbits
Specific Targets: Land Mass on Sunlit Side

Multispectral Resource Scanner — Target: Earth
Data Rate: 30 Mbps
Data Cycle: 17 Percent
Maximum Delay for Data Dump: Realtime if Possible or 1 Orbit
Specific Targets: Sunlit Land Masses

Fraunhofer Line Discriminator — Target: Earth
Data Rate: 50 Kbps
Data Cycle: 21 Six Minute Observations at 10:00 am to 2:00 pm

(Standard Time of Nadir Observations)
Maximum Delay for Data Dump: No Restriction — Anytime
Specific Targets: Continental U.S. Land Mass

Figure 11-1.  F5 Data Timelines



SMR-PA
Target: Earth

Data Rate: 8 Kbps
Duty Cycle: 100 Percent
Maximum Delay for Data Dump: Realtime with 2 Orbits (Max.)
Specific Targets: Earth with Land Calibration

LFS
Target: Earth

Data Rate: 100 Kbps
Duty Cycle: 32 Percent
Maximum Delay for Data Dump: 2 Orbits
Specific Targets: Dark Side Oceans

MMIRI
Target: Earth

Data Rate: 30 Mbps
Duty Cycle: 50 Percent
Maximum Delay for Data Dump: Realtime if Possible or 1 Orbit
Specific Targets: All Land Masses

UARS
Target: Earth

Data Rate: 50 Kbps
Duty Cycle: 61 Percent
Maximum Delay for Data Dump: 2 Orbits (Max.)
Specific Targets: Limb Solar Occulation and Earth

OSAR
Target: Earth

Data Rate: 120 Mbps
Duty Cycle: 25 Percent
Maximum Delay for Data Dump: Realtime If Possible or 1 Orbit
Specific Targets: Oceans and Artic Ice, Anytime (Day or Night)

Figure 11-2. F5  Data Timelines 



Figure 12.  Modified NASA Reference Power System Data Subsystem

Figure 13.  Simplified Multiplexer Diagram



Figure 14.  A8 Configuration Maximum Data Rates

Figure 15.  MUX Configuration for A8 Payload Group



Figure 16 . A8-TDRSS Scheduling Simulation

Figure 17.  A8 Simulation (10 Min/Orbit TDRSS Time)



Figure 18.  SOT Solar Flare Data Handling

• Peak Real-Time Data Rates Are Within SASP Data System Capability

• Data Loss Can Be Eliminated By

• Improved Scheduling of TDRSS Access, Or
• Modest Improvement in Recorder Capability

• Solar Flare Data Requires Special Consideration

• Real Time Monitoring and Fast Response TDRSS Scheduling, Or
• Onboard Data Evaluation and Capture

Figure 19.  A8 Assessment



Figure 20.  F5 Configuration Maximum Data Rates

Figure 21.  MUX Configuration for F5 Payload Group



Config-
uration

Record/
Dump Rate

Record
Capacity

Data
Compression

TDRSS
Available

P/L
Configuration

Baseline   32 Mbps 3.8 X 1010 — 20 Min Full F5

A   64 Mbps 3.8 X 1010 — 10 Min Full F5

B 100 Mbps 3.8 X 1010 —   7 Min Full F5

C 100 Mbps    3 X 1011 — 15 Min Delete OSAR

D 100 Mbps    3 X 1011 Reduce Pk Rates
TM = 22.5 X 106

OSAR = 30.5 X 106

15 Min Full F5

Figure 22.  F5 Trade Studies

Total Data
Acquired
(24 Hr)

% Transmitted
In Real Time

% Recorded
And Dumped

% Data
Lost

Baseline F5 9.4 x 1012 Bits 36% 11% 53%

A 9.4 x 1012 Bits 20% 11% 69%

B 9.4 x 1012 Bits 12% 10% 78%

C 1.3 x 1012 Bits 38% 62% 0%

D 3.2 x 1012 Bits 31% 69% 0%

Figure 23.  F5 Simulation Results



Free Fyers
(No Storage)

Free Flyers
(With

  Storage)  

SASP
(32 Mbps
(Storage)

SASP
(100 Mbps
  Storage)  

Data Transfer
Time (Min/Day) 2295 682 594 329

Acquisition Time
(Min/Day) 134 102 70 38

Total SA
Time Req’d
(Min/Day)

2429 784 664 367

Figure 24.  SA Channel Utilization. A8 SASP versus Free-Flyers

Free Flyers
(No Storage)

Free Flyers
(With

  Storage)  

SASP
(32 Mbps
(Storage)

SASP
(100 Mbps
  Storage)  

Data Transfer
Time (Min/Day) 1699 1259 480 308

Acquisition Time
(Min/Day) 192 162 64 64

Total SA
Time Required
(Min/Day)

1791 1421 544 372

Figure 25 . SA Channel Utilization. F5 SASP N/O OSAR) versus Free- Flyers



ACCURATE ANTENNA REPOINTING FOR PATTERN MAPPING

L. VAN HOLTZ
European Space Research & Technology Center

The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

The attitude control system of the European Space Agency’s Orbital Test Satellite (OTS)
was originally designed for nominal earth pointing with only limited bias capability (of up
to 2.5E in pitch and roll) which is more than adequate to remove earth sensor/wheel
misalignments that could be incurred during or following launch. Subsequently, a need was
expressed to support off-nominal coverage missions and antenna mapping tests. A method
was thus defined that would provide greater repointing capability (up to 4.6E) while
retaining the accuracy available with the precision infrared sensor.

The method is outlined, and the repointing limitations indicated that are inherent to the
OTS sensor design (13E in roll and 7E in pitch). Operations and conditions are stated that
enable these extremes to actually be reached. The error budget is presented for the case of
antenna mapping, demonstrating that attitude restitution can be made so that beam centre
position can be determined to an accuracy of 0.1E half cone angle. The significant
advantages of the described method are that only one ground station is required, and that
results can be available within 24 hours following completion of the test.

Results obtained with OTS are referred to, that support the claims. Finally desirable design
modifications are discussed that could allow further increases in repointing capability of
future satellites.

INTRODUCTION

Communication Satellite design hinges on fine pointing and high antenna performance to
achieve adequate performance at the edge of the cover zones, in particular when
spotbeams are carried as part of the payload.

Verification that performance specifications are actually met can be obtained in two
distinct ways. The first method is to keep the spacecraft fine pointing, and map the antenna
patterns by measuring flux at calibrated earth stations, preferably favourably distributed
over the beam shape. The main advantage is that the spacecraft is in a steady state, but this



is outweighed by the requirements on the earth stations i.e. all need to be calibrated and
highly stable, while flux readings need to be corrected for local weather conditions. These
disadvantages render this method labourious and prone to errors.

The second method is to use only one earth station and scan the beam through repointing
the spacecraft. This method hinges on the ability to restitute the attitude of the spacecraft
with a high accuracy. It is therefore important to limit the disturbance torques during the
scanning. Although the used earth station needs to be calibrated and stable as in the first
method, only constant weather is required during the mapping. Both methods have been
applied succesfully on OTS (1, 2), notwithstanding the limited repointing capability the
design was conceived for. The OTS repointing experiment (2) however was dedicated to
mapping the spotbeam antenna patterns, in view of the limitations of the hardware
implemented.

NOMINAL REPOINTING CAPABILITY OF OTS

Accurate attitude restitution on OTS requires the use of precision infrared earth sensors.
Two types are flown for the purpose of technology redundancy. The scanning sensor
(IRES A) makes use of a four bolometer configuration, schematically represented in Fig. 1.
It locates the horizon through detection of earth/space and space/earth crossing events.
Thresholds are set by peak detectors such that background radiation variations are
compensated for. This detection system allows the sensor to achieve an accuracy of 0,03
degrees (3F random) in both pitch and roll axes.

The thermal balance sensor (IRES B) makes use of a thermopile arrangement as shown in
Fig. 2. This sensor determines the local thermal balance through measuring elements b.
Background radiation is measured by elements a and c, which in fine pointing should
compensate the readings obtained with elements b.

The detector size of this sensor was selected to be compatible with a bias range of 2.5
degrees. The resulting penetration into the earth image compromises the background
compensation. With calibration an accuracy of 0.06 degrees (3F random) can be achieved
in fine pointing.

Both sensor detector configurations have been designed to support ± 2.5 degrees of
repointing in both axes. An electrical bias capability has been provided which meets this
range in nominal operations. In fine pointing the range of repointing accepted is only
± 0.2 degrees, as this was meant to compensate for misalignments that could be incurred
during and following launch. A small range was deemed sufficient since pre-launch
misalignments were established to be less than 0.07 degrees. With the scanning sensor it is
possible to repoint 1E in roll and 2E in pitch, whilst retaining high accuracy. With the



thermal balance sensor, outside the fine pointing range accuracy is not well defined as,
dependent on the season, an error of max. 0.8 degrees can be introduced in the absence of
background compensation .

With a beam size of 2 degrees half cone angle for spotbeams, it is obvious from the above
that nominal, repointing of OTS is not adequate to perform pattern mapping. This is
particularly true when the measuring station is not located close to the beam centre, which
adds to the maximum repointing angles required.

LIMITATIONS OF THE OTS REPOINTING RANGE

Since closed loop repointing is too restrictive, alternative schemes have been investigated
and executed on OTS. It is obvious that closed loop pitch control must be retained in all
cases. Extension in this axis can still be achieved, however, when the scanning sensor is
used.

For highest accuracy, pitch readings are nominally obtained by summation of the output
signals from the northern (or southern) pair of bolometers.

At half the gain, and consequently 40% increase in noise, such readings can be obtained
from either bolometer. For the OTS scanning sensor (IRES A) the pitch repointing limit
was demonstrated to be 4.6 degrees away from the centre position of the bolometer in use.

The maximum beam repointing occurs when this bolometer is brought to scan over the
equator, and amounts to no less than 7E with an accuracy of 0.04E.

Scanning in East/West direction to this extent can thus be obtained by applying the
electrical bias signal to the scanning sensor, with attitude reconstitution accounting for the
roll and yaw angle at the time of repointing. Accurate knowledge of roll and yaw angles is
mandatory, and can be provided by taking advantage of the phenomenon of orbital
coupling.

It is well-known that for earth pointing satellites, roll and yaw angles exchange over a
quarter orbit due to the slow pitch rotation. With no further thruster activity, roll and yaw
angles are very accurately defined and only need to be corrected for the drift in the
momentum vector position due to solar radiation pressure. The motion in roll then serves
to perform the desired north/south scanning. The motion in yaw contributes to the pointing
of the beam in East/West direction as determined by the known elevation angle of the
centre of the beam with respect to the subsatellite point. For the OTS spotbeam pointing to
Geneva (48EN) this correction introduces an error of 0.02E in the reconstituted value of
the East/West scan.



The amplitude in roll that can be safely achieved is determined by the necessity to retain
pitch control. If only one detector is used for pitch control, the alternating use of the
detectors according to table I enables OTS repointing over a range of maximum 13E in
North/South and 7E in East/West. Fig. 3 compares the capability of open loop and closed
loop repointing for the OTS spotbeam.

On OTS, the IRES A configuration control can be selected automatically within the sensor.
This feature interferes with the above scheme. Use of a specific single bolometer around
local midnight is possibly overridden by the detector configuration selection. This
phenomenon limits the roll amplitude for depointing to 2.5 degrees, to ensure that in such
event pitch control is not even temporarily lost. The proven repointing range on OTS is
thus 2.5 degrees in roll and 4.6 degrees in pitch. On the current models, this phenomenon
has been eliminated, allowing utilization of the full repointing range on the MARECS/ECS
spacecraft.Table II summarizes the error budget for repointing. This table shows that the
major contribution to the error stems from the inaccuracy in flux readings of the calibrated
earth station. It also demonstrates the major advantage of the scheme, namely that only one
earth station is involved in the mapping. Repeatability must therefore be good, and this
was confirmed by the spotbeam tests performed on OTS to be 0.04 degrees (2).

The useful limits for pattern mapping are derived from the above repointing range.
Mapping requires a raster that can be completed during the period the antennae are in
thermal equilibrium, in order to measure well defined beam centre positions.

On OTS, for highest confidence, mapping has been performed near solstices, when
maximum diurnal effects occur shortly after sunset and sunrise. Antennae thermal
equilibrium is then maintained for more than 3 hours before and after local midnight and
local midday, which allows a useful raster of 6.5 degrees half cone angle. This size of
raster is considered sufficiently large to enable adequate characterisation of global beams
as for instance currently employed on MARECS Spacecraft (Fig. 4).

Fig. 5 summarizes the utilization of repointing available with the OTS system design. In
this figure, the angle is determined by the period of thermal equilibrium of the antennae.
The angle is controlled by the allowable yaw angle for tracking. When properly selected,
prolonged repointing can be maintained in the range defined above. An experimental
transmission between MADEIRA and LISBON at the occasion of the “Day of Portugal”
offered the opportunity to practise such repointing for a period of more than 6 hours.

MODIFICATIONS FOR FURTHER EXTENDING REPOINTING CAPABILITY

As explained before, the OTS system using the scanning IRES is well capable of
performing the majority of repointing tasks identified today. However, it may be necessary



to consider modifications to the system that would enable further extension of the
repointing range, for both types of sensors available.

For the thermal balance sensor, the option exists to refine the compensation method and
hence improve on accuracy while retaining the repointing range. In this option, the analog
type measurement shown in Fig. 2 is replaced by a “digital” thermopile configuration
where each element is reduced in area and can act as measurement or compensation
element, as required. This concept has actually been brought to prequalification standard
by the manufacturer of this type of sensor (SODERN). It has a demonstrated capability (in
the laboratory) to extend the repointing range up to 4.5 degrees, retaining the accuracy of
the OTS static sensor.

A second option is, to use the sensor in combination with a high precision two-axes
mechanism. Since the mechanism would now take care of the repointing requirements, the
sensor basic accuracy can be significantly improved by reverting to the modified
SYMPHONIE design now under production for the French TELECOM 1 program. The
achievable accuracy of this sensor is 0.04 degrees in each axis. Whilst suitable
mechanisms are still under development both in France and in the U.K., their accuracy can
be assessed (from similar designs used to repoint antennae) to be one order of magnitude
better.

Such a mechanism could certainly also be considered for extension of the repointing range
of the scanning IRES. With the inherently large repointing capability in roll, a more
attractive option exists, however, in increasing the oscillation amplitude of the scanning
mirror. With the application of magnetic suspension, for instance as developed in the U.K.,
the earth image can be scanned through completely. While this modification improves the
pitch repointing range dramatically, it would also provide more flexibility in particular
when the sensor needs to be used for additional tasks outside the geostationary orbit.

CONCLUSION

The patterns of both spotbeam and global beam antennae can be satisfactorily mapped
with the present design of attitude control systems on momentum bias spacecraft, when
orbital coupling is actively employed. Using currently available scanning sensors, a raster
scan over 6.5 degrees half cone angle is feasible at an accuracy of 0.1 degree (3 sigma).

Repointing of the beams to a maximum of 13 degrees in North/South direction, and of 4 to
7 degrees in East/West direction, can be performed to support missions outside the
nominal cover zones for prolonged periods of time, basically using the same phonemenon.



Although there is no immediate need to provide for an extended range several options are
being pursued, some under ESA contract, that would significantly improve the flexibility of
spacecraft attitude control.
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Source Error (degr.) Remarks

Roll estimate

Pitch reading

Yaw correction

0.02

0.04

0.02

Incl. correction for solar
radiation effects

Incl. electical bias

Attitude error
Flux readings

0.05
0.09
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Calibrated station, ± 0.1
dB

Beam centre position 0.1 RSS

Table II Error budget on beam Centre position during repointing
(for spotbeam)
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A COMPUTER-AIDED SIMULATION PROGRAM DESIGN
FOR TESTING THE FLIGHT CONTROLLER OF A THREE

AXIS STABILIZED SPACECRAFT

Dr. Sibnath Basuthakur
General Electric Company

Space Division
P.O. Box 8555

Philadelphia, PA 19101

ABSTRACT

To insure a reliable performance of any spacecraft over its long mission life, a thorough
and coordinated attitude control subsystem testing must be conducted. The three axis
motion Simulator-Hybrid computer facility at General Electric has provided the capability
of testing the Attitude Control Electronics (ACE) for various satellite programs including
Japanese satellite program BSE and Defense Communication Satellite DSCS-III. Although
the facility has provided complete verification of analysis and simulation of all operating
modes in a closed-loop fashion, the checkout procedure has proven to be extremely time-
consuming. It requires real time dedicated computer support. In addition, limited sensor
field of view may, in some instances, limit the scope of the test. The objective of this paper
is to underline an alternate philosophy of the subsystem testing that has been extensively
used to qualify the DSCS-III flight control system under various environments. It is
designed to compare, on a bit by bit basis, all critical controller internal and output
parameters between the flight control algorithms embedded in the ACE and a validated
simulator controller. The simulated controller (truth model) is validated after careful
analyses and simulation of all operating modes under all possible initial conditions. All
controller parameters to be compared are assigned to CPU test port and the telemetry port.
This computer-aided testing program is used to process CPU output data in an off-line
autonomous basis to validate the control algorithms embedded in the ACE.
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DSCS-III ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM

D. Bonello
S. Basuthakur

General Electric Company
Valley Forge Space Center

P. O. Box 8555
Philadelphia, PA 19104

ABSTRACT

The DSCS-III (Defense Satellite Communications System) Spacecraft was designed and
built for the Air Force Space Division by General Electric Space Division in Valley Forge,
PA. Development of this satellite started in 1978 and was culminated in the recent (May
81) completion of testing of the first flight unit.

The attitude control system for this synchronous orbit spacecraft is a three-axis zero
momentum, general microprocessor controlled concept that not only provides attitude and
velocity control during the normal seven year orbital life, but also provides provisions to
operate and maintain control during special circumstances such as failed battery eclipses,
lunar eclipses, and nuclear events.

In addition, the attitude control system electronics and embedded software system
provides the capability to drive the single axis solar array, two axis gimbal dish antenna,
and translates ground commands into beam pattern reconfiguration driver signals for the
phase shifters and variable power dividers of the payload multiple beam antennas.

The control system equipment compliment consists of a redundant passive radiation
balance earth sensor, solar array yoke mounted analog sun sensors, and a yaw rate gyro as
the sensing elements, the aforementioned general purpose microprocessor (Attitude
Control Electronics containing 8K of PROM memory and 1K of RAM in which is
implemented the control logic and algorithms, four skewed reaction wheels for normal
orbital control torquing/momentum storage and 16 one-pound hydrazine thrusters for initial
acquisition and orbit adjust maneuvers and wheel unloading.

The basic requirements to which this system was designed are to (i) acquire an earth
pointing reference from arbitrary initial attitudes and rates of 1.1E/sec per axis, maintain
control during initial inclination error removal (maximum of 2. 5 degrees) to within 1, 1
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and 2 degrees for the roll, pitch, and yaw axes respectively for all times of year and orbit
positions, (ii) maintain pitch, roll, and yaw errors to less than 0.08, 0.08, and 0.8 degrees
during normal orbital operations (iii) maintain orientation of the solar array to within 1E of
the sunline, (iv) establish and control station latitude and longitude to within + 0.1E, (v)
provide the capability to recover from the effects of a nuclear event via autonomous
detection and corrective action, (vi) provide the capability to reorient/reconfigure the
payloac gimballed dish antenna and multiple beam antennas and (vii) provide the
capability to modify up to 1K of the PROM stored software using a ground commanded
mode.

This DSCS-III ACS as designed and tested meets all of its requirements with a system
weighting only 83. 3 pounds and using approximately 64 watts of power.



TDRS ANTENNA AUTOTRACK LOOP

Harry Schmeichel
TRW Defense and Space Systems Group

Redondo Beach, California

ABSTRACT

The Tracking Data and Relay Satellite (TDRS) has two large, gimballed antennas which
will relay information between earth-orbiting satellites and a ground terminal in New
Mexico at data rates up to 300 million bits per second. This relay service requires closed-
loop tracking of user satellites at K-band frequencies with a pointing accuracy of 0.06E.
An autotrack loop, closed through a ground-based computer, performs this RF beam
pointing function for each single-access (SA) antenna.

The autotrack system basically consists of two stepper motors to move the antenna, an on-
board RF monopulse system to sense the pointing error and command generation
equipment on the ground to close the loop. It is shown how system models and
observations are combined to stabilize and improve the pointing performance of this low-
bandwidth, closed-loop tracking system. Antenna pointing performance is demonstrated by
simulation.

INTRODUCTION

The Tracking Data and Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) consists of four identical satellites
in geosynchronous orbit: Two for NASA tracking and data relay, one for Western Union
commercial service and one shared spare. Each three-axis stabilized satellite has three
large, gimballed antennas as part of its communications payload. The space-to-ground link
(SGL) antenna will provide the link between the satellite and its ground terminal at White
Sands, New Mexico. Two single-access (SA) antennas will supply S- and K-band services
to NASA’s earth-orbiting satellites including the Shuttle. Figure I shows the TDRS
structural configuration.

SGL antenna beam pointing is controlled from the ground in an open-loop fashion. The
two SA antennas have both open-loop and closed-loop tracking capabilities. For K-band
service, it is required to point each 4.9-meter diameter SA antenna at a specified user
satellite with an overall beam pointing accuracy of 0.06E. This paper describes the design
and implementation of the KSA autotrack loop which performs this control function.



In response to a NASA request for K-band service, the SA antenna is slewed to the
estimated user position within its elliptical coverage area of ±22.5E east-west and ±31E
north-south. When the radial pointing error falls below 0.22E, the SA antenna is within its
angular acquisition range for K-band frequencies. The antenna beamwidth for K-band
transmission is 0.28E. Upon receipt of the first nonzero autotrack error signal or the signal
presence flag in the Tracking, Telemetry and Command (TT&C) computer, the autotrack
software processing begins.

As Figure 2 indicates, all major components of the autotrack system reside on the ground
except for the error sensors and the antenna drives. Since the TDRSS mission requires an
elaborate ground support system, it was decided to utilize this capability for control
functions as much as possible and thereby simplify the spacecraft design. Closing the
autotrack loop through a ground-based computer, however, introduces some unique
control problems.

Besides the apparent stability problem due to the long loop delays, the nonlinear error
sensing characteristics of the monopulse system and associated ground equipment posed
challenging design problems. The TDRS autotrack system has to accommodate a variety
of users. As a result, the error signal characteristics can fluctuate widely and the ground
processing further degrades the error signal. The autotrack control system thus has to cope
with long loop delays, wide error gain variations and a large, flexible spacecraft. It is
shown in this paper how the final autotrack loop design meets these design challenges in
order to achieve the specified antenna pointing performance. Some typical simulated
performance results are also presented.

AUTOTRACK LOOP DESIGN

After describing the basic design approach for the autotrack loop, three key areas are
discussed in more detail: Initial acquisition or pull-in, loop stability and the control
response to target and base motion. Each antenna has elevation and azimuth control loops
which are essentially identical. It suffices therefore to consider only one loop for most
purposes. This is done in discussing autotrack loop stability and performance. One
exception is pull-in where significant cross-axis coupling does occur in both the error
signals and the control logic.

Basic Design Approach

The function of the autotrack system is to closely track a user satellite along a segment of
its earth orbit in order to maintain a K-band link. It is not feasible to point the SA antenna
in an open-loop manner for K-band service due to two major error sources. First, the user
position is not known with sufficient accuracy. NASA provides user ephmeris data which



has a time uncertainty of ±9 seconds in the along-track direction. For the maximum
tracking rate of 0.017 deg/sec, this timing uncertainty produces an angular position error of
±0.15E.

The second major error source is the TDRS yaw attitude uncertainty. During normal mode
operations, TDRS uses a pitch momentum bias system for attitude control. An earth sensor
supplies roll and pitch errors while two skewed reaction wheels provide the control
torques. Yaw attitude is controlled gyroscopically by virtue of the pitch momentum bias.
The yaw angle is allowed to drift to lE before angular momentum is unloaded from the
wheels. However, a yaw angle estimator on the ground determines the yaw angle at any
time with an uncertainty of ±0.25E. For the maximum antenna gimbal angle of 31E, about
half of this yaw error couples into the antenna pointing error. By combining these two
major error sources and several smaller contributions, including roll and pitch attitude
errors, it is estimated that the angular uncertainty of the user satellite is less than ±0.22E
with a 99% confidence level. This achievable open-loop pointing accuracy is clearly not
good enough for K-band users. The autotrack pointing requirement is 0.06E with a circular
error probability (CEP) of 0.99. Half of this error budget is allocated for a misalignment of
the RF monopulse system. Thus, the autotrack system has to control antenna pointing
within ±0.03E of the indicated error signal null.

The autotrack system, as illustrated in Figure 2, has bandwidth limitations due to various 
loop delays, the computer cycle time of 0.512 sec and the stepper motor drive mechanism.
It is apparent that basing the loop design solely on the sensed error is inadequate. Besides
encountering stability problems, the desired pointing performance could probably not be
obtained.

A more fruitful approach is to take full advantage of the predictable nature of the system.
In other words, by modeling target motion and, to some extent, the antenna base motion,
the closed-loop system only has to take care of the modeling errors. One important result
of this approach is that the required bandwidth for the closed-loop response is substantially
lowered. Another benefit of this type of system is that it can tolerate a temporary loss of
error information. Pointing performance will not be affected appreciably because the
system continues to operate on the basis of tracking rate information.

Before discussing the implementation of this approach, it is worthwhile to briefly describe
the nonlinear error signal characteristics. This information is essential in understanding the
pull-in logic design.



Error Signal Characteristics

Two error signals are passed on by the Autotrack Interface Processor (AIP) to the TT&C
computer every 512 msec, one for the inner gimbal (azimuth) and one for the outer gimbal
(elevation) of the SA antenna. Each error signal consists of a 16-bit digital word including
a sign bit. Only 10 bits are assigned to the error signal magnitude. The remaining 5 bits are
reserved for a gain factor which adjusts the sensed error signal magnitude. Thus, the 15-bit
magnitude is the product of the 10-bit error signal and the 5-bit gain factor.

The error signal voltage per gimbal axis after AIP processing can be expressed as

,V  =  ,S  +  n(t) (1)

where ,S is the uncorrupted error signal and n(t) denotes the autotrack system noise
process. Let 2 be the antenna pointing error per gimbal axis. The error signal can now be
written as

,S = gA  2 =  kS gG  2 (2)

where

gA  =  total error signal gain

kS  =  space segment autotrack scale factor

gG  =  ground station equipment gain

Ideally, the total error signal gain is constant. But this is not the case for the TDRS
autotrack system. Large variations can occur in both the space and ground segment gains.

The space segment scale factor variation has two main sources. On-board processing in
which the error signal is formed, amplitude modulated and time-division multiplexed onto
the main beam signal is the first source. For pointing errors up to 0.06E, the maximum gain
variation is 6 dB. The second source is user signal polarization. TDRSS has to
accommodate elliptically-polarized user signals with a maximum axial ratio of 4:1. As a
result, the space segment scale factor can vary another 6 dB.

Gain variations in the ground-based error detection equipment occur due to autotrack
detector differential gain drift, noise profile variations and non-ideal automatic gain
control. Test data of the Autotrack Demodulation Equipment (ADE) indicates that this
gain variation can be as large as +4.5 dB in the fine-pointing range of 0 to 0.06E.



Figure 3 illustrates the overall gain characteristics of the autotrack error detection system.
Besides the antenna pointing error, the AIP also provides a signal presence flag. The
received error signal is integrated digitally for as long as 8.192 sec in order to suppress the
noise fluctuations. Signal presence is declared when the detector output voltage exceeds a
preset threshold over half the 0.512 sec sampling period. Note that this signal presence
indication can occur over a pointing error range of 0.05 to 0.20E. Both the signal presence
flag and the AIP error output are used in the special pull-in logic which is described next.

Pull-In Logic

When the antenna pointing error is near 0.22E, the K-band signal can be detected but the
measured error signal is not very accurate. Special logic is required to reduce the pointing
error and thus bring the error signal within its linear range before the fine-pointing
autotrack logic can be employed. The pull-in process is initiated when the first non-zero
AIP error output becomes available or when signal presence is indicated. Both of these
outputs have to exceed preset thresholds before they are passed on to the TT&C computer.
The threshold logic assures the correct polarity of the initial AIP error output.

Using only the polarity of the error signal, the pull-in logic commands the antenna to
approach the error signal null at a closure rate of 0.02 deg/sec. This large tracking rate bias
is removed when the AIP error output falls below an outer threshold. Finally, when both
AIP error outputs, i.e., elevation and azimuth errors, come within an inner deadzone at the
same time the switch is made to the fine pointing logic.

The outer threshold test requires error magnitude information which can vary substantially
from one user to another. As a result, pull-in times also vary. An alternative design which
avoids this problem is currently being considered. Instead of the outer threshold test, the
error signal is tested for a polarity change. When the error changes polarity for the first
time since pull-in started, the large tracking rate bias is removed. There is virtually no
overshoot because stepper motors are used as antenna actuators. The inner deadzone test
remains the same as before. This revised pull-in logic has shown improved performance
over the earlier design.

Control Logic for Stabilizing Loop

Closed-loop stability deserves special attention because the autotrack loop has long loop
delays and large error gain variations. There are three major delays in the control loop:
Time-averaging of the error signal, computer processing time and the round-trip signal
transmission delay. The computer processing delay can vary from cycle to cycle but it is
deterministic. The sum of all delays lies in the range of 1-2 seconds. Besides these pure
delays, the system has filter and dynamic lags.



The basic problem of a loop delay is that it causes the control system to act on the basis of
old error information. Hence, the remedy is to supply the system with more current
information. Usually this is done by sensing or deriving information about how the error
signal is changing. For the TDRS autotrack system, error prediction models in the software
replace hardware sensors. The main short-term influences on the antenna pointing error are
known and can be modeled in the control logic. Using this idea of “error prediction”,
sufficient lead information can be obtained to stabilize the system.

Two effects are predicted over the time of the loop delay: the error change due to relative
TDRS-user motion and the error change due to issued step commands. These anticipated
error changes and the sensed pointing error are combined in order to approximate the
current true pointing error. By supplying this updated error information, the control system
is able to take the correct course of action.

Figure 4 shows where the predicted error changes (),) are introduced in the autotrack
loop. The input to the error deadzone is given by

,d  =  ,f  +  ),1  - ),2 (3)

where ,f is the filtered sensed error signal and ),1 and ),2 are error prediction terms. If
we denote the estimated tracking rate by 202, the average loop delay by Ja and the digital
filter time constant by Jn, the error change due to relative TDRS-user motion can be
approximated by

),1 =  20a (Ja +  Jn /2) (4)

Since the tracking rate varies slowly, it can be assumed to be constant during each control
cycle.

The second error increment is due to issued step commands which are awaiting execution.
For each step command the predicted error change has the shape illustrated by Figure 5.
The linear decay approximates the lag of the digital filter. In general, several such error
increments will overlap and therefore have to be summed each control cycle to form the
total error increment ),2 . This process is represented mathematically by

(5)

where tk is the control cycle time and u(tk - tj) denotes a unit step function. The summation
is over all step commands which have a non-zero feedback error bias.



Whenever a step command is issued, the parameters A and t3 are stored for use in the error
prediction algorithm during subsequent control cycles. The parameter A contains
magnitude and polarity information for the commanded step change while t3 is the time
when the error bias is removed. In computing t3, the actual command buffer delay is taken
into account. Thus, this method works with a variable but deterministic loop delay.

Error prediction provides phase lead and gain suppression. It effectively limits the number
of step commands per oscillation cycle by applying a growing bias term to the deadzone
input. Nevertheless, a self-sustained limit cycle is still possible when the error gain
increases beyond its specified upper bound. In order to protect the autotrack loop from this
high-gain condition, the AIP error output is limited to 0.06E. This error limit does not
eliminate the limit cycle but it does assure a minimum-step limit cycle which is acceptable.

Rate Command for Tightening Control Response

A tracking rate command is used to speed up the autotrack control response. The total
tracking rate for each antenna gimbal axis can be estimated by

20a  =  20u  +  20b  + Rb (6)

where 20u is the user rate, 20b is the TDRS attitude rate, and Rb is a rate bias. The rate bias is
used during the pull-in phase.

The user rate estimate is easily derived from user satellite ephemeris data. Since user look
angle information is supplied for acquisition and open-loop tracking, it can be utilized to
derive look angle rates. The accuracy of these computed look angle rates for each gimbal
axis is at least 0.0003 deg/sec. The maximum specified user rate is 0.017 deg/sec.

Spacecraft attitude rates are negligibly small most of the time. However, when an SA
antenna is slewing, maximum roll and pitch rates of 0.003 and 0.0010 deg/sec,
respectively, can be induced. If the other SA antenna is in the autotrack mode, it has to
counteract this antenna base motion. The closed-loop autotrack response is fast enough to
track the roll motion. On the other hand, the pitch disturbance produces unsatisfactory
KSA pointing performance.

There is a simple method for estimating the spacecraft pitch rate using reaction wheel
speed telemetry. In effect, an antenna slew acts like a disturbance torque impulse at the
beginning and end of the slew motion as illustrated in Figure 6. From the principle of
conservation of angular momentum, we obtain the basic relationship

)Ty  =  c1 ()Hd  -  )hw) (7)



where )Ty is the change in pitch rate, )Hd represents the disturbance momentum, )Hw is
the wheel momentum change about the pitch axis and c1 is a constant.

At the start of the slew, the disturbance momentum is given by

)Hd  = c2 Ry (8)

where Ry is the slew rate about the azimuth gimbal and c2 is a constant. The wheel
momentum change can be expressed as

)Hw  =  c3 (Nyo  -  Ny) (9)

where Nyo is the initial wheel speed telemetry at the start of the slew, Ny is the current
wheel speed telemetry and c3 is a constant.

When the slew stops, the net disturbance momentum is zero. Therefore, the pitch rate can
be estimated by using Equation (7) with )Hd = 0. This does not imply that the pitch rate
returns to its original value because some of the angular momentum has been absorbed by
the reaction wheels. The pitch wheel controller will eventually reduce the pitch rate and
error to nearly zero. But during this control settling period, the pitch rate still has to be
estimated.

It is important that wheel speed quantization does not introduce an unacceptable pitch rate
quantization. For TDRS, tachometer pulses are accumulated for 2 seconds in order to
reduce the quantization level to 1.875 rpm. Only the deviations about the bias speed are
telemetered to the ground station. The corresponding pitch rate quantization is about
0.0004 deg/sec.

The disadvantage of accumulating tachometer counts over 2 seconds is that it introduces a
considerable delay. Another delay occurs because the mainframe telemetry rate is not
synchronized with this wheel speed sampling rate. However, the rate error caused by these
delays can be reduced substantially by using linear extrapolation for computing the wheel
momentum change. With extrapolation the maximum pitch rate estimation error is about
0.002 deg/sec.

The total tracking rate command given by Equation (6) has to be executed by a sequence
of antenna gimbal steps. Proper spacing of these steps is important in order to avoid
structural resonance effects. The autotrack system employs a so-called n-step deadbeat
logic. The same principle underlying the familiar 2-step logic applies to the n-step logic.
By setting the constant step interval to T/n, where T is the oscillation period, the
oscillation amplitude goes to zero after n steps.



For a given tracking rate 20a , the required stepping period can be computed from

Ts  =  n )"/*20a* (10)

where )" is the step size. The best approximation to the desired tracking rate is obtained
with the smallest value of n. But if the stepping period approaches a known oscillation
period, it can be changed by using the next higher value of n. In essence, this logic assures
that the stepping period never comes within 20% of the estimated oscillation period for the
fundamental antenna vibration mode.

AUTOTRACK LOOP PERFORMANCE

Autotrack performance results are obtained by a detailed digital simulation of the entire
system. The spacecraft is represented by a three-body dynamic model with ten degrees-of-
freedom. The three bodies are the main body and the two SA antennas. Besides the four
autotrack loops, the simulation includes the two wheel control loops for spacecraft attitude
control.

Figure 7 illustrates autotrack pull-in and tracking performance when the user satellite is
moving away from the SA antenna beam at an angular rate of 0.01 deg/sec. The initial
pointing error is 0.22E. Error signal processing begins at t = 0 sec by time-averaging the
received signal over 8.192 sec. Since the elevation and azimuth error signals are time-
multiplexed, the effective averaging time per gimbal axis is only 4.096 sec. Autotrack
software processing does not begin until the first non-zero AIP output is produced. In
Figure 7, this happens at about t = 1 sec. The pull-in software responds by applying a 0.02
deg/sec rate bias which increases the total antenna tracking rate to 0.03 deg/sec.

After about 3 sec, signal presence is detected. At this time, the time-averaging interval is
shortened to 0.512 sec and the AIP scale factor is increased. Note the jump in the AIP
output. Pull-in, however, continues at the same closure rate of 0.02 deg/sec. After
approximately 13 sec, the SA antenna has caught up with the user satellite and normal
autotrack operation begins. The other autotrack error channel (i.e., the other gimbal axis)
started out with a zero pointing error and is therefore already within the inner pull-in
deadzone.

The case simulated in Figure 8 is identical to the previous case except that the user motion
is reversed. Now the user satellite approaches the SA antenna beam by itself. Note,
however, that the open-loop pointing software initially maintains a negative tracking rate
of about 0.01 deg/sec. When autotrack software processing begins at t = 1 sec, the
commanded tracking rate is reversed due to the 0.02 deg/sec rate bias. Signal presence
indication occurs at about t = 4 sec for this case.



When the angular positions of the user satellite and the SA antenna intersect, the antenna
motion again reverses. As Figure 8 indicates, there is only a small overshoot. Normal
autotrack service starts 15 sec after pull-in was commanded.

The pointing performance after pull-in is well within the ±0.03E error budget in Figures 7
and 8. In order to follow the 0.01 deg/sec user motion, the antenna takes a deadbeat pair of
steps every 1.5 sec on the average. A high error gain and noise tend to trigger step
commands at unscheduled times. No unnecessary steps are taken, however, because the
antenna simply waits for the user to catch up when it gets too far ahead.

CONCLUSIONS

The TDRS autotrack loop design demonstrates how system models and observations can
be combined to improve the beam pointing performance of a low bandwidth, closed-loop
tracking system. Models are used not only to tighten the control response but also to
assure system convergence and stability. The attractiveness of this approach lies in the fact
that it simplifies the control system hardware design. Any satellite system with a ground-
based computer or a large on-board microprocessor is especially well-suited for this
control technique.

Although the SA antenna autotrack system is custom-built for the TDRSS mission, there
are other possible applications. It could be used as a null-sensing, RF attitude sensor for a
communications satellite, for example. The TDRS autotrack loop achieves a pointing
accuracy of four times its antenna gimbal step size. Antenna pointing can be improved by
lowering the step size and by reducing the error signal noise. These changes will allow the
autotrack loop to operate with a smaller error deadzone.

Loop closure through a ground-based computer has some operational advantages. It
increases the versatility and reliability of the gimballed antenna. Since the ground
equipment hardware and software are readily accessible, it can be maintained and adapted
for special purposes after the spacecraft launch.
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FIGURE 1.  TRACKING DATA AND RELAY SATELLITE

FIGURE 2.  TDRS AUTOTRACK SYSTEM CONFIGURATION



FIGURE 3.   AUTOTRACK ERROR SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS

FIGURE 4.  AUTOTRACK CONTROL LOGIC



FIGURE 5.  PREDICTED ERROR CHANGE DUE TO STEP COMMAND

FIGURE 6.  TYPICAL SPACECRAFT PITCH MOTION DURING SA ANTENNA
SLEW MANEUVER



FIGURE 7.  AUTOTRACK PULL-IN AND TRACKING OF USER. MOVING
AWAY FROM SA ANTENNA BEAM



FIGURE 8.  AUTOTRACK PULL-IN AND TRACKING OF USER MOVING
TOWARD SA ANTENNA BEAM
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the control and sensing techniques and practical implementation used
to obtain precision antanna pointing on a class of commercial communication satellites.
The basic spacecraft bus is a dual-spin gyrostat with momentum of order 1500 ft-lb-sec.
Spin is about a minimum axis of inertia and active damping using the despin motor and
platform product of inertia is employed for nutation stabilization. Using two axis RF
beacon tracking, steady state pointing accuracy exceeding 0.025E (3F) in roll and pitch
and 0.1E (3F) in yaw is achieved. This accuracy is approached during orbit and attitude
trim thrusting maneuvers as well.

INTRODUCTION

A new family of dual-spin spacecraft provides a greater than 75% reduction of pointing
error over comparable predecessor commercial satellites. This vehicle is being flown for
Satellite Business Systems (SBS), ANIK C, and five other commercial communications
missions. The first spacecraft was launched for SBS on November 15, 1980 with a 10
transponder K-band (12/14 GHz) payload. Sixteen additional spacecraft are being built for
six customers with K and C band payloads. The spacecraft bus is generally compatible
with Space Shuttle, Delta 3910, and Ariane launch vehicles.

This paper addresses primarily attitude and pointing control aspects of the spacecraft. A
sketch of the vehicle highlighting attitude control elements is shown by Figure 1. Pointing
accruacy of ± 0.025 deg (3F) in roll and pitch, is achieved by closed-loop beacon tracking
in two axes. Roll and pitch sensing is provided by tracking a ground beacon with the
communications antenna reflector and four feedhorns. Pitch motion of the boresight is
obtained via the despin bearing and roll motion by gimbaling the antenna reflector. These
gimbaling elements are shown an Figure 1. Yaw pointing accuracy of 0.1 deg (3F) is
obtained by gyroscopic stiffness provided by 1000-1400 ft-lb-sec of momentum in the 



spinning rotor combined with open loop ground commanded attitude (momentum) trim
maneuvers.

A rather detailed mission sequence description has been given in (1). Here we include only
the following brief sketch. At launch and throughout the transfer orbit used to attain
synchronous orbit the spacecraft is an allspun single body with the antenna reflector and
telescoping solar drum extension stowed. Subsequent to perigee motor ejection in this
configuration the vehicle has spin to transverse inertia ratio greater than unity and therefore
exhibits passive mutational stability (2). After apogee motor injection into near
synchronous orbit the payload platform is unlocked and despun. By despinning the
platform the inertia ratio is reduced to less than unity and active nutation stabilization is
required for the remainder of the mission. Subsequent to platform despin the reflector and
solar drum are deployed to the on station configuration depicted on Figure 1. Active
nutation damping is provided by the despin active nutation damping electronics (DANDE).
This control senses nutation with a rotor mounted accelerometer and commands despin
motor torques, which couple through the despun product of inertia to produce transverse
plane nutation damping torques. Theory of the DANDE is given in (3) and performance
applicable to this spacecraft is reported in (1). A thruster actuated nutation control is also
provided for large angle capture and backup purposes.

Initial despin of the platform and acquisition of the ground beacon is implemented by a
rotor to platform relative rate control and an earth sensor referenced pitch position control.
The earth sensor control provides backup pointing at lower accuracy in the event of ground
beacon failure. The paper describes each of the pointing control loops and representative
pointing error bounds. Also treated are control techniques and pointing errors associated
with thrusting maneuvers for orbit and attitude trim.

ANTENNA POINTING CONTROL

A block diagram showing the functional interconnection of attitude control elements is
shown as Figure 2. The despin motor for control of platform spin rate and East-West
position is contained within the despin bearing assembly. Three East-West control modes
are provided, viz, Rate, Earth Tracking, and Beacon Tracking. When locked on the ground
beacon, the feedhorn arrangement and track receiver signal processing provides precision
two axis pointing error sensing about East-West (pitch) and North-South (roll).
Autonomous North-South pointing is implemented by stepping the antenna reflector with
respect to the deployment mechanism. Each of the control loops is discussed individually
below.



Rate Control

The rate control mode is used to initially despin the platform and maintain it closely
despun during antenna and solar drum deployments. It also aids in E-W earth pointing
acquisition, provides a safe and stable autonomous backup mode in the event of pointing
loop failure, and serves as a stable control mode requiring no external sensor inputs for
long term inactive on orbit storage of the satellite.

The despin bearing assembly contains redundant shaft angle encoders, each of which
produce two equally spaced index pulses separated 180E in relative phase. The period of
this pulse train is detected for use as a relative rate measurement. The rate measurement is
compared with a ground commendable bias to derive despin motor torque commands
which null platform to rotor relative rate at the selected value between 25 and 90 rpm. At
the nominal 65 rpm rotor rate the bias is quantized at 0.3 rpm with the platform near the
inertially despun condition.

Earth Pointing Control

The primary function of the earth sensor referenced despin control is to position the
antenna with sufficient accuracy for acquisition of the ground beacon. This mode also
serves as a temporary backup pointing control in the event of loss of ground beacon or
failure of the spacecraft beacon tracker. Short term pointing accuracy is 0.16 deg. after on
orbit calibration from the beacon, while uncalibrated accuracy is about 0.3 deg.

The earth position sensor is mechanized to detect offset of a relative phase index pulse
from the midpoint of earth leading and trailing edge pulses generated by a rotor-mounted
spinning earth sensor. The error is sampled at spin rate, and the loop produces stable
control over a rotor spin range of 50 to 90 rpm. The sensor and index pulse are nominally
positioned to point the antenna at earth center. The basic mechanization has been
previously employed on a number of spacecraft and is detailed for Intelsat IV in (4). A
ground selectable offset bias is provided with range approximately equal to the earth chord
(± 7 deg) and 0.015 deg. quantization.

The attitude control electronics can be commanded to the Earth Mode from the ground or
autonomously by onboard detection of failure in the beacon tracking loop. In Earth Mode
the despin command torque can be obtained only from the position sensor, or as the sum of
position and rate error torques. The former is true when the index pulse (~ antenna
boresight) is in the earth chord. When the index pulse is out of the earth chord the torque
commands are summed with weighting such that the rate command has ultimate authority.
This scheme provides automatic earth pointing acquisition from any relative rate at which
the vehicle is nutationally stable, as well as automatic rate control takeover to maintain the
platform closely despun should an earth sensor fail.



Beacon Pointing Control

Normal mode precision pointing of the antenna is accomplished by tracking an RF beacon
transmitted from the ground control station. A brief description of the RF pointing error
sensor is given below. This sensor produces two orthogonal E-W and N-S pointing error
signals used as reference to the respective pointing loops. The beacon is initially acquired
or reacquired during the mission by offset stepping pointing position in Earth Mode about
two axes while monitoring telemetered RF lock and tracker pointing error signals on the
ground. Once the antenna is appropriately positioned closed-loop control is transferred to
the beacon separately about each axis by ground commands. Automatic detection and
switching to the alternate unit is implemented in the event of ground beacon loss to the
track receiver in control.

Total pointing error about each axis of less than ± 0.025E is achieved in steady state when
no thrusting maneuver transients are present. Since the same reflector-feedhorn structure is
employed for beacon tracking and the communication function, biases and misalignments
are largely eliminated from pointing error.

The beacon E-W error signal is transferred to the attitude control electronics on the
spinning rotor via slip rings where it is processed by analog compensation to provide the
despin control torque command. This forms a linear continuous loop with a 0.5 Hz
bandwidth. The N-S beacon error signal is low-pass filtered to attenuate nutation, spin
frequency, and noise components. It is then applied through a ± 0.0035 deg. deadband to
drive an antenna positioning stepper motor. Mechanical steps are 0.0025 deg. and produce
beacon boresight steps of about 0.005 deg. The N-S loop primarily tracks out spin axis
attitude error and orbit inclination effects, with stepping rate of order one step per 10-20
minutes. The loop bandwidth is intentionally set low enough to decouple nutation and spin
frequency from the stepper motor.

BEACON SENSOR DESCRIPTION

Power from a ground station RF beacon signal is received by a square array of four
feedhorns and processed to produce two axis pointing error signals. A schematic diagram
of the sensor is shown by Figure 3. Four magic tee power summers combine signals from
the four feedhorns to produce sum, East-West difference (pitch), and North-South
difference (roll) signals. The sum signal at point 2 of Figure 3 is passed through a
directional linear phase filter which routes beacon frequencies to the downstream error
signal processing and communication signal frequencies to the communications receiver. A
combination of beacon uplink signal periodic frequency modulation at the transmitter, and
a linear phase filter in the sum path allow the sum and difference signals to be recombined
such that the result has orthogonal amplitude modulation components proportional to the
two difference power (pointing error) signals. Details of the amplitude modulation scheme



are beyond the scope of this paper. Each of the two redundant Command/Track Receivers
demodulates these orthogonal signals and provides base band two axis pointing error to the
respective control systems. Typical error sensor characteristics are shown by Figure 4.

The four beacon feedhorns are part of a larger array which, along with the reflector, form
the communications antenna pattern. As a part of the payload communications pattern the
beacon receiver eliminates biases and long term deformations between sensor and pointed
payload that might have to be accommodated with another sensor. In addition the beacon
tracker is a very high bandwidth low noise sensor which permits design of a high
bandwidth control loop for plant disturbance rejection.

Spacecraft command tones are also encoded on the beacon signal by frequency modulation
and detected by the Command/Track Receivers. Commands are received through an omni
antenna, shown in Figure 3 when the directional antenna is not locked on the beacon. The
omni and beacon track paths are isolated by orthogonal polarization and/or frequency
separation.

ON ORBIT THRUSTING MANEUVERS

All thrusting maneuvers are performed with four 5 lb monopropellant thrusters. Two radial
thrusters are aligned to thrust through the average on station cm location with alternate
thrusters having small (~ 10 deg.) spin up and spin down biases. Two axial thrusters have
1 deg. opposing spin biases and are aligned to produce about 2.6 ft transverse moment
arms. Thruster locations are depicted on Figure 1. This section will primarily address
antenna pointing performance induced by thrusting maneuvers. Some unique features of
these maneuvers arise from the closed-loop N-S tracking and a substantial despun platform
static imbalance.

Orbit velocity aspects of the stationkeeping maneuvers are standard for a dual spin vehicle.
East-West velocity maneuvers are performed by pulsing a radial thruster as it spins past
the orbit velocity vector. North-South velocity maneuvers are performed by simultaneously
firing both axial thrusters for an appropriate period at the descending node. The spin
torques produced by thruster cant cause small spin rate changes ( < 0. 1 rpm) during
attitude trim and East-West velocity maneuvers. These spin changes are trimmed by
selection of alternate thrusters on successive maneuvers or by special spin trim maneuvers.
The thruster spin cants provide spin torque capability to adjust angular momentum during
the mission sequence and, if required, for failure mode recovery, e.g., for flat spin
recovery.



Attitude Trim

Spin axis (momentum vector) attitude trim maneuvers are performed periodically to unload
accumulated momentum due to solar precession torque. This maneuver is accomplished by
spin synchronous pulsing of one axial thruster in a manner analogous to many preceding
dual-spin satellites (5). Trim maneuvers are performed at local noon or midnight such that
the attitude error is entirely yaw, hence the N-S tracking servo does not have to follow the
relatively rapid attitude correction. Pointing errors during the maneuver are limited to
nutation induced by trim torque pulses plus some amplification in roll due to the dominant
cantilever flexible mode of the antenna reflector. Mixed Simulation Test (MST) results of a
simulated attitude trim maneuver are shown as Figure 5. The MST employs flight attitude
control electronics connected in a closed-loop simulation with spacecraft sensors,
actuators, and vehicle dynamics modeled using an analog computer and additional special
purpose test equipment. Full non-linear equations with five degree-of-freedom rotational
dynamics are modeled. The simulation runs in real time and represents on orbit
performance with a high degree of fidelity. The maneuver consists of a train of 40 ms
torque pulses. The first flexible mode of the antenna support structure and positioning
mechanism is represented as a composite lumped parameter mode with frequency and
damping Tm , .m as noted. Excitation of this mode is evident on Traces 5 and 7 of the
simulation.

East West Stationkeeping

MST simulation variables for an East-West velocity maneuver are shown as Figure 6. The
manevuer is executed by ground commanded firing of 117 ms radial thruster pulses
centered over the orbit velocity vector. The thruster nominally passes through the vehicle
cm. However, due to propellant consumption over the mission life, the cm moves axially
creating a small moment arm with the thruster. This results in a small yaw torque, and
corresponding roll precession, during the maneuver. The precession is evident in the
platform roll motion shown on Figure 6, Trace 4. This motion is tracked out of boresight
pointing error by the North-South tracking loop with a small offset due to servo time delay.
Trace 5 shows the resultant pointing error, while Trace 7 shows the stepper motor control
of platform to antenna relative position. The filtered stepper motor drive error signal is
shown by Trace 6. Considerable excitation of the flexible mode described above is evident
on Traces 5 and 7. The thruster pulsing rate on Figure 6 is one pulse every fifth spin
period. The rate is chosen to simultaneously bound the precession rate (hence North-South
tracking servo lag), and to be suitably asynchronous with nutation frequency to avoid
excitation of excessive nutation. The pulsing rate is varied slightly over mission life to
compensate for thrust and vehicle inertia ratio variations.

Attention is now turned to East-West pointing error induced by pulsing a radial thruster to
execute the East-West velocity maneuver. As a result of the platform static imbalance



produced by the deployed antenna, the vehicle mass distribution in steady state (no
thrusting) is as depicted on Figure 7 when viewed from the north end of the spin axis. The
orbit velocity is denoted by v¸ and the thruster force by F¸. For simplicity assume that F¸

passes through the vehicle cm such that it applies no external torque. It can be shown that
when the thruster fires, an internal torque equal to the spin axis component of r¸1 x F¸ is
applied along the bearing axis between the rotor and platform. Thus, the thrust pulses
perturb East-West pointing in a manner identical to that which would be seen if such a
pulse stream were applied as a command to the despin motor. Pointing response is
determined by the torque disturbance response of the despin control loop. The simulated
disturbance is shown by Trace 8 of Figure 6.

Reading from Traces 5 and 8 respectively of Figure 6, worst case North-South and East-
West pointing errors induced by the maneuver are about ± 0.0125 deg. Yaw error is
limited to the nutation induced by pulsing and the reaction to antenna North-South
stepping. This is bounded to ± 0.003 deg., as may be verified by integrating Trace 3 of
Figure 6.

North-South Stationkeeping

North-South stationkeeping maneuvers are nominally executed by continuous firing of both
axial thrusters. Ignoring spin cant temporarily, the thrusters are symmetrically aligned in a
plane containing the spin axis. Observe from Figure 7 that continuous firing of both
thrusters produces a transverse platform fixed (inertial) torque along the roll axis (1-axis).
The torque is equal to the transverse component of 2r¸1 x F¸, where F¸ is the axial force from
one thruster. If allowed to persist this torque would precess the momentum vector as much
as 1. - 1.5 deg. in yaw over a 60 second velocity maneuver. To avoid this, each thruster is
off-pulsed once per spin period as it passes the spacecraft to earth line. The pulsewidth is
adjusted to produce zero average yaw torque and results in negligible yaw precession
buildup.

In addition to the static imbalance inertial torque, two rotor fixed or spinning disturbance
torques perturb pointing during North-South velocity maneuvers. The opposing spin cant
of the two axial thrusters produces a transverse torque in the plane of the thrusters, and
thrust mismatch of the two thrusters generates a torque normal to the latter. Figure 8 shows
a digital simulation of small angle motion of the vehicle spin axis during a typical velocity
maneuver. The coordinate bases on this figure indicate the relative positions and
magnitudes of disturbance torques at the instant thrusting begins. In the figure ep is a
platform fixed basis and e¸s is the spinning rotor fixed basis. The sign of the mismatch
torque, which is unknown, is chosen arbitrarily,

Shown on Figure 9 are MST results obtained from simulation of the maneuver with flight
electronics. Traces 1 and 2 indicate respectively relative phase of the rotor and platform



and the thrust profile with off-pulses. The next two traces show transverse rates in a
despun platform (inertial) basis. Traces 6 and 7 show North-South pointing error and
platform to antenna relative position respectively with the previously described 2.5 Hz
flexible mode included. In the absence of flexibility, pointing error would be as indicated
by Figure 8 (~ 0.01 deg.). The flexible mode effect produces errors approximately twice as
large (~ 0.025 deg.). The last trace of Figure 9a shows the filtered North-South pointing
error signal which drives the antenna positioning stepper rotor through the control
deadband. Initial and terminal transients induced by thrusting produce a small amount of
tracking steps, evident on Trace 7.

East-West pointing error effects of the maneuver are indicated on Figure 9b. The first and
second traces show the raw and filtered acceleration from the rotor mounted axial nutation
accelerometer. The long exponential component saturates the DANDE nutation damping
path and is then chopped at spin rate (for DANDE frequency translation purposes
explained in (3)) to produce the torque command of Trace 3. Subsequent to this simulation
the 25 second acceleration filter time constant of Trace 2 has been changed to 2.5 seconds.
Finally the resultant spin periodic effect of platform East-West pointing error is shown on
Trace 4. For most missions the DANDE can be disabled for the short time span of this
maneuver and spacecraft mutational stability provided by simple despin control coupling
through the despun product of inertia (3). This eliminates the maneuver thrust acceleration
coupling path completely, and reduces the East-West pointing transient by a factor of five
or greater.

POINTING ACCURACY SUMMARY

North-South and East-West

In this section we discuss a representative summary pointing error budget for the two
controlled axes. The budget is given by Table 1, where errors are grouped into categories
determined by their frequency of variation. The constant or bias error is determined by the
accuracy of ground calibration and quantization of the command employed to remove the
bias on orbit. A small long term error buildup is allocated by analysis for component aging,
radiation, and long term thermal effects in the sensor and control electronics.

Diurnal variations in the RF beacon sensor error are produced by thermal gradients due to
the varying sun angle on the despun platform and reflector. Additionally, in eclipse season,
more pronounced daily temperature cycles are induced on the entire spacecraft.
Temperature cycling of the despin bearing can produce running friction changes and
accompanying pointing variations.

Short term RF sensor reference error may be produced by atmospheric phenomena and
beacon transmitter variations. Sensor noise from both the RF sensor and the nutation



sensing accelerometer produce small contributions to pointing error in the continuous drive
E-W loop, while the N-S deadband makes a larger contribution to that axis. Disturbance
torques are induced by despin bearing imperfections, antenna reflector N-S stepping, and
rotor static imbalance. Finally, rotor dynamic imbalance induces spin axis coning or
wobble which is maintained below 0.0025 deg. by on orbit dynamic balancing with the
deployed solar drum as described in (1). Maneuver errors, which have been discussed at
length above, are also tabulated on Table 1.

Yaw Pointing

On a spin stabilized spacecraft yaw pointing errors are of basically three types 1) initial
alignment error, 2) diurnal cyclic errors due to orbit inclination and inertial misalignment
(attitude) of the spin axis, and 3) spin and nutation frequency terms due to mass imbalance
and thrust maneuver induced nutation. Spin axis attitude determination is performed by
ground station processing of telemetered data from spinning earth and sun sensors. The
technique is virtually identical to that used on many predecessor satellites and is described
in (6). The desired attitude is maintained within a deadband by periodic ground
commanded axial thruster pulses which dump accumulated momentum due to solar
pressure.

In the absence of active roll pointing the spin axis attitude is typically maintained at orbit
normal. An orbit inclination angle $ then produces diurnal cyclic roll and yaw errors with
peak excursion of $ / {ro/re - 1} = 0.178$ and $ respectively (ro and re are orbit and earth
radius). This gives a roll error about 18% of the yaw error. If instead the spin axis is
maintained equatorial normal the respective roll and yaw errors become ($ro/re / {ro/re - 1}
= 1.178$ and 0. Thus, with active roll tracking the spin axis is maintained equatorial
normal and the cyclic roll error due to inclination is tracked out while the yaw contribution
vanishes.

Spin and notation frequency components for the subject satellite are about ± 0.02 deg.
maximum. Combined measurement and control granularity is of order ± 0.035 deg. Yaw
pointing error is maintained below the sum of these plus the secular attitude drift permitted
between attitude trim maneuvers. Yaw accuracy better than ± 0.1 deg is planned for some
applications.

CONCLUSION

A description is presented for a dual-spin spacecraft of the Gyrostat configuration which
employs two axis closed loop active antenna pointing control. The primary sensor is a two
axis RF beacon tracking system. This sensor gives excellent signal to noise characteristic
for high bandwidth control, and since it is integral to the communications payload
alignment and alignment stability errors are greatly reduced. A substantial improvement in



pointing accuracy, and hence communication performance, over prior commercial
communication satellites is achieved with the control scheme described.
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TABLE 1.  REPRESENTATIVE RF BEACON REFERENCE POINTING
ERROR BUDGET

ERROR TYPE

ERROR BOUND
DEGREES

E-W
(PITCH)

N-S
(ROLL)

CONSTANT
   RF SENSOR CALIBRATION
   CONTROL SERVO OFFSET
   COMMAND OUANTIZATION
       RSS TOTAL

0.0047
0.001
0.001
0.0049

0.0035
0.001
0.001
0.0038

LONG TERM VARIATIONS
   THERMAL, RADIATION, AND AGING 0.0017 0.002

DIURNAL VARIATIONS
   RF SENSOR DRIFTS
   REFLECTOR THERMAL DISTORTION
   BEARING FRICTION
       RSS TOTAL

0.004
.012

0.001
0.013

.003

.012
--

0.012

SHORT TERM VARIATIONS
   BEACON TRANSMITTER VARIATIONS
   SENSOR NOISE
   SERVO DEADBAND
   DISTURBANCE TORQUES
   WOBBLE
       RSS TOTAL
       TOTAL ERROR IN STEADY STATE

0.0012
0.0005

–
0.005

–
0.0052
0.025

0.001
--

0.0035
0.0002
0.0025
0.0044
0.023

MANEUVER TRANSIENT ERRORS
   E-W VELOCITY MANEUVER
   N-S VELOCITY MANEUVER
   ATTITUDE TRIM

0.01
0.02
0.007

0.007
0.028
0.025



Figure 1.  Spacecraft Configuration and Control Element Location



Figure 2. Attitude Control System Functional Block Diagram

Figure 3.  RF Beacon Track Network Schematic



Figure 4.  Beacon Error Sensor Characteristic



Figure 5.  Vehicle Dynamics During Attitude Trim Maneuver



Figure 6.  Vehicle Dynamics During East-West Velocity Maneuver



Figure 7.  Mass Center and Spin Axis Positions in Steady State Pointing

Figure 8.  Motion of Spin Axis on an Inertial Plane During
North-South Velocity Maneuver



Figure 9a.  Vehicle Dynamics During North-South Velocity Maneuver



Figure 9b.  Vehicle Dynamics During North-South Velocity Maneuver



THE USE OF THE CONICAL SCAN EARTH SENSOR
IN COMMUNICATION SATELLITE APPLICATIONS

Robert Z. Fowler
ITHACO, Inc., 735 West Clinton Street, Ithaca New York 14850

Introduction

Infra-red horizon sensors are almost universally used as the primary attitude sensor for
pitch and roll on present day three-axis stabilized communication satellites. When used
with a momentum wheel, yaw is also controlled without direct sensing. The application
flexibility of the mechanically scanned Conical Earth Sensor, and it’s recent availability as
a component designed for precision, long life performance have resulted in renewed
interest in its use on communication satellites.

The Conical Earth Sensor will provide accurate on-orbit attitude sensing in pitch and roll.
It can provide attitude sensing all the way from the shuttle orbit to synchronous for booster
control, and is particularly attractive for multiple burn, multiple orbit transfer. It can
provide accurate nadir sensing 100% of the time in the highly elliptical Molniya twelve-
hour orbit. It can facilitate wide angle attitude sensing for antennae calibration maneuvers.
It can be used in a static mode as a horizon crossing indicator for spacecraft that go up as
spinners, and then for normal on-orbit sensing as a scanner. It can be readily hardened to
both nuclear and lazer threats, unlike static sensors that are highly susceptible to thermal
transients. It has a simple, rugged, and stable construction that is not sensitive to resonance
effects from other mechanical devices on the spacecraft such as momentum or reaction
wheels.

Background

Scanning horizon sensors were first developed over twenty years ago for use as attitude
sensors on low-orbit spacecraft, and have continued to be used in such applications since
that time. When the communication satellite era began, static sensors and flexible pivot
scanning sensors had been developed that were subsequently adapted to communication
satellites. The primary concern about the mechanically driven sensor for communication
satellites was the uncertainty over the lifetime achievable with the bearing technology of
the day. That these concerns were unfounded is evident when one considers that
essentially all present day communication satellites use mechanical bearings on momentum
wheels, reaction wheels, or on despun platforms, and will continue to do so for the



foreseeable future. The promise of magnetically suspended bearings for low speed
applications has faded--the victim of electronic and mechanical complexity on the one
hand, and the proven success of today’s bearing and lubrication technology on the other.(1)

Description of Conical Earth Sensor

The optical configuration of the Conical Earth Sensor, hereafter referred to as the CES, is
shown in Figure 1. All optical elements are made of germanium. The detector is an
immersed bolometer, and ahead of the bolometer is a focusing lens. The wedge-shaped
prism is the only rotating element, and deflects the image of the field of view by 45E.
There is nothing particularly sacred about this angle, and other angles can be used for
specialized applications. As the prism rotates, a conical scan path is generated with a 45E
half cone angle. The germanium window has coatings that establish the optical passband at
14 to 16 microns and eliminate the penetration of energy at all other wavelengths. The
window also hermetically seals the unit. A photograph of the sensor head and its separate
electronics assembly is shown in Figure 2. An optical code wheel (not shown) that turns
with the prism is used to determine the instantaneous position of the scan with respect to
the spacecraft.

Figure 1 Figure 2

Mounting on the Spacecraft

For geostationary orbit operation, the CES is mounted on the spacecraft with its scan axis
tilted down from the pitch axis at a tilt angle of about 40E, as shown in Figure 3. Figure 4
shows the geometric sensitivity to a roll attitude error as a function of the tilt angle in a
synchronous orbit. Higher geometric sensitivity gives better signal to noise ratio.

Roll is computed by comparing the actual earth intercept angle with the expected intercept
angle. The expected intercept angle is carried in memory as a digital word that can be
trimmed if necessary to accommodate misalignment between antennae and the sensor if 



Figure 3 Figure 4

required. Eccentricity of .0004 produces a peak roll error of .003E, and is therefore not a
factor.

Pitch is computed from the phase error of the earth signal relative to the optical reference
on the CES. The optical reference pulse occurs at the center of the earth pulse when the
spacecraft is nadir pointing.

Offset Pointing

A single CES has a wide offset capability in pitch. Figure 5 shows the pitch output that
will occur as the spacecraft moves in pitch at roll null. As can be seen from Figure 6, the
roll offset range for a single sensor is about ± 2E at a tilt angle of 40E, using the criteria
that the geometrical sensitivity must be at least unity. (See also Figure 4)

There is geometric coupling between pitch and roll as pitch offset increases to large
angles. Figure 7 shows the roll null pointing error that will occur as a function of pitch
offset if no correction to the roll bias is made. The roll bias setting can be changed by
command for this purpose, or to trim out antenna misalignment as mentioned earlier.



Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7



Sun Rejection

To conclude this discussion of the use of a single CES in a circular synchronous orbit, it is
important to understand the implications of having the sun directly in the field of view of
the sensor, a situation that will occur twice per orbit at certain times of the year.

To minimize the total number of orbits that the sun path intersects the scan path, a
blanking gate near each horizon eliminates the effects of any hot object, including the sun,
that is in the scan path in the blanked region. See Figure 3. The positions at which these
blanking gates are set is a function of the spacecraft offset pointing requirements, and can
be changed by command if required. This feature makes it possible to scan through hot
objects on the spacecraft, such as antennae, without affecting performance.

To eliminate error due to the sun, the presence of the sun in the field of view near the
horizon is detected automatically prior to the time that an output error results. When the
sun is detected, the last valid information from that horizon is held in memory, as is the roll
output, for as long as the sun is present. If the spacecraft contains a pitch momentum
wheel, a single CES will enable the control system to continue to operate normally with
the sun in the unblanked region near the horizon. Because of the inertial stiffness due to
the momentum wheel, disturbance torques cannot change the roll attitude during the short
period (about one hour maximum) that the sun is in the scan path, and therefore this outage
of roll data will have no effect on the roll/yaw control performance of the spacecraft.
Accurate pitch sensing and control is maintained utilizing information from the horizon that
is not interferred with by the sun.

For spacecraft without a pitch momentum wheel, a second CES may be required when the
sun is present.

Dual Sensor Operation

In most applications Conical Earth Sensors are used in pairs, not only for redundancy, but
also because of the additional capabilities provided. A pair of CES’ makes it possible to
provide accurate nadir offset sensing 100% of the time for a three-axis spacecraft in any
useful orbit, including highly elliptical orbits such as transfer orbits or the twelve-hour
Molniya orbit. Figure 8 shows a pair of CES’ in a back-to-back configuration that provides
accurate attitude information from well below shuttle altitude to above synchronous. No
intervention from the ground or commendable modes are required. The geometric
performance is good over this entire altitude range. Figure 8 shows the roll geometric
sensitivity from below the shuttle orbit to above synchronous for a pair of back-to-back
scanners at 40E tilt angle. Altitude effects completely cancel. This plot shows the relative
signal output from a pair of CES’s per degree of roll motion at nadir as a function of height



above the earth’s surface, and this plot is roughly proportional to the output signal to noise
ratio. Pitch performance at null is not affected by altitude.

For super synchronous applications, the altitude range can be extended by using a larger
tilt angle.

Attitude Computation

Roll is computed as the difference between the earth intercept angles of the two sensors,
and pitch as the phase of the earth signal with respect to the vertical reference on the
sensor. Figure 9 illustrates this, and the simple computations required.

Figure 8

Figure 9

The use of back-to-back sensors eliminates the null offset in roll at large pitch offsets, as
shown in Figure 7. This configuration also provides generally superior roll offset pointing
performance, as seen in Figure 6. There is a very linear ± 2E roll offset range where
performance will not be degraded.

The two CES’s can also be placed at right angles to each other and tilted by 45E in order
to expand the offset operating range in roll to at least ± 5E. In this configuration, pitch is
computed from one sensor, roll from the other. In general, however, this is a less favorable
configuration from the output noise and accuracy standpoint. It also reduces the pitch 



offset range to the same ± 5E. This configuration could be of interest in very high orbits,
i.e., up to 5 X synchronous.

Horizon Crossing Indicator Mode

Many three-axis communication satellites are launched as spinners and go into a three-axis
mode after the orbit is circularized. The CES is the only earth sensor that can provide earth
sensing during normal operation as a three-axis spacecraft, and double as a horizon
crossing indicator (HCI) for spacecraft that are spinning during the transfer orbit. Since
virtually all such spacecraft use separate sensors for these two modes, a considerable cost
savings can result through use of the CES. Furthermore, as an HCI, the CES can be
stepped by command to virtually any angle relative to the spin axis, regardless of which
on-orbit axis the spacecraft spins around during the transfer orbit.

Figure 10 illustrates a spacecraft that is inertially oriented as a spinner during the transfer
orbit, then does a 90E pitch maneuver into its normal on-orbit configuration after the
apogee burn and orbit circularization has been achieved. Figure 10 (a) shows the normal
on-orbit configuration. Figure 10 (b) shows the spacecraft at several positions during the
transfer orbit. The beam position can be placed at any point in the normal scan path, and
stepped around in 3E increments by command. The fan patterns in this figure illustrates the
available positions, and shows that the sensor can be pointed to an appropriate point on the
earth from any position during the transfer orbit. Once the sensor is set to a particular
position, it scans out a cone due to the rotation of the spacecraft. The only place where the
sensor cannot be used effectively is the region where the spacecraft spin axis aims at the
earth, because the geometric sensitivity is zero at that point. Both sensors can be used at
the same or different angles. Note in the figure that when the spacecraft reaches apogee,
the two sensors can be aimed symetrically on each side of nadir.

Use on Dual Spin Spacecraft

On dual-spin spacecraft, the Steerable Horizon Crossing Indicator (SHCI) mode can be
used to track the spacecraft attitude during the transfer orbit. SMS, for example, uses six
separate fixed sensors to get less coverage than a pair of CES could do in an SHCI mode
at a considerable cost savings.

Pedigree

The optical, mechanical, and electronic technology for the CES is derived from over
fifteen years of experience with Scanwheels(R) twenty-five of which are in orbit, some up
to twelve years. The Scanwheel, first developed for Nimbus 4 and first flown in 1969, 



Figure 10A Figure 10B

combines the Conical Earth Sensor and momentum-reaction wheel functions into a single
package. There are no known Scanwheel failures after 138 unit-years of operation in orbit.

The CES mechanical configuration was developed for the USAF on the SCATHA
Program. A pair of these sensors have been operating successfully in orbit for nearly three
years in a steerable horizon indicator mode on that spacecraft. The CES described in this
paper is a close derivative of the SCATHA sensor, and has been delivered to three low-
orbit programs: SPACELAB, the USAF Teal Ruby Spacecraft, and LANDSAT D.

Accuracy

The primary error source in any well-designed earth sensor results from the variability of
earth radiance as a function of season, latitude, and weather(2). The position of the horizon
is stable in the 14 to 16 micron band, and is not a factor in the error budget. This passband
also minimizes radiation variability effects.



In the scanning mode, the CES uses a shape sensitive horizon locator that accurately
measures the position of the horizon in the presence of these radiance variations. The CES
will achieve .05E 3 sigma attitude determination accuracy at geosynchronous altitude,
including the effects of wide temperature variations and other environmental factors.

In the horizon crossing indicator mode, the horizon locator finds the center of the
convolution of the horizon with the field of view, independent of crossing angle, spin rate,
or altitude. This feature facilitates the use of the CES as a steerable HCI by eliminating the
need for ground corrections of the sensor data. In this mode, the sensor accuracy varies
from about .1E 3 sigma in very low orbits, to .05E 3 sigma at geosynchronous altitude.

Radiation Hardening

The CES is probably better suited to radiation hardening than any other earth sensor
configuration. Static sensors, for example, are sensitive to thermal transients that can result
from lazer impulses. The coatings on the CES window are arranged such that the 14
micron cut-on filter is on the front surface, and this filter is highly reflective to lower
wavelengths.

Performance Summary

AS SCANNING SENSOR:

Tilt Angle 40E
Accuracy 3 sigma < .05E (geosynchronous) .10E (250 Km)
Power 5 Watts
Weight 4.5 lbs.
Sample Rate 4 per second
Optical Passband 14.1 micron to 16 micron
Maneuver Range ± 2E Roll ± 14 Pitch
Orbit Altitude Range < 200 Km to 45,000 Km
Number of Sensors Required Circular Orbit 1 Elliptical Orbit 2

(+1 for redundancy)



 AS A STEERABLE HORIZON CROSSING INDICATOR:

Power Add .5 Watts
Weight Add .5 lbs.
Step Size 3E (There are 120 positions that

the sensor can be aimed)

Stability & Accuracy
of Step ± 1 minute
Spin Rate Range 10:1 Anywhere between 1 RPM

and 200 RPM
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END COUPLED PARASITIC MICROSTRIP ANTENNA
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ABSTRACT

A Parasitic Microstrip Antenna Array is discussed. The array consists of different lengths
of microstrip radiating elements spaced apart in an end-to-end arrangement. Only one
element is actively fed at its feedpoint, and energy emanating from the fed element is
primarily coupled to parasitic elements by the electric field generated in the fed element.
The radiating pattern is determined by the phase relationship and amplitude distribution
between the excited fed element and the parasitic elements.

This antenna configuration exhibits higher end fire gain along the missile axis than
obtained with arrays having elements individually fed.

INTRODUCTION

This microstrip parasitic fed antenna array has two or more radiating elements spaced
apart in an end-to-end arrangement with only one element having a feedpoint. The two or
more different microstrip radiating elements are positioned above a ground plane and
separated by a dielectric substrate. The driven element is fed at its feedpoint via a coaxial
cable. Energy emanating from the coaxially fed element is primarily electrically coupled
end-to-end to the parasitic elements by the electric field generated in the fed element.
Previously, it has been necessary to feed each of several microstrip elements with a
separate coaxial connector to provide a high gain end fire antenna array. Delay lines were
also required in the separate coaxial lines feeding each of the separately fed elements in
order to obtain the proper phase relationship. This required more space and expense, and
complicated the conformal arraying capability of such an antenna especially when it was to
be flush mounted on an airfoil surface. It also was necessary to use many more excited
elements to provide as high a gain as obtained with fewer elements of this antenna
configuration.



The radiating pattern is determined by the phase relationship and amplitude distribution
between the active element and the parasitic elements. These functions are governed by
the separation between the coaxial fed and parasitic elements, and the length of the
parasitic elements. The antenna impedance (i.e., the mutual coupling impedance and the
input impedance of the excited element) is also governed by the end-to-end separation
between the elements and the length of the parasitic elements. The phase relationship of
the parasitic elements to the coaxial fed element is determined experimentally. Tests show
that fairly high gains are obtained in the end fire mode even when the antenna is flush
mounted on a missile body. When a thick dielectric substrate is used with parasitic arrays,
an additional advantage in end fire configuration is obtained. This advantage is due to the
monopole mode excited in the coaxially fed element. A monopole mode will exist in all
coaxially fed elements and the greater the spacing between the radiating element and
ground plane the greater will be the effect of the monopole mode. Coverage along the end
fire direction is available from the present parasitic antennas with gains of 8 dbi or more
being provided using several parasitic elements with large spacing between elements and
ground plane. Whereas, in other microstrip antennas where each microstrip element is fed
from a separate coaxial connector, less gain has been available along the end fire direction
while using more elements than the present end-to-end coupled parasitic antenna.

DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1 shows a typical electrically end coupled parasitic microstrip antenna, having two
radiating elements, and formed on a dielectric substrate which separates the radiating
elements from the ground plane. One of the elements is actively excited and the second is
parasitically excited. The active element is fed from a coaxial-to-microstrip adapter with
the center pin of the adapter extending to the feedpoint of the element. Tabs at both ends
of the active element are reactive loads which operate to effectively foreshorten the length
of the radiating element. The parasitic element is excited with energy emanating from the
active element by end-to-end electric field coupling of the electric fields generated in the
active element. The length of the parasitic element is usually somewhat less than the length
of the active element, and in antennas where more than one end-to-end coupled parasitic
element is used the length of each successive parasitic element becomes progressively
shorter. Asymmetric (1) feeding of the driven element is used in the embodiment shown in
Fig. 1 in preference to other types of feeding (2, 3, 4, 5) since additional end fire gain is
provided by using an asymmetrically fed microstrip element due to the surface wave
launched as a result of the monopole effect of the coaxial connector pin in the cavity
between the radiating element and the ground plane. This effect can be seen from the
dashed line curve for a single element coaxially fed antenna in Fig. 2 which shown a tilting
of the radiation pattern toward the forward direction.



It is known that for proper matching, the feedpoint for an asymmetrically fed element is
normally located at the 50 ohm point. In order to accomplish this and also maintain the
proper phase relationship in the parasitic antenna, the fed element may need to be longer
which would result in physically overlapping the adjacent parasitic element. By including
tuning tabs (i.e., reactive loads) on the coaxially fed element, the fed element can be
effectively elongated while not being physically elongated, thereby maintaining a proper
phase relationship and proper match. In other words, tuning tabs can be used to
foreshorten the fed element to provide proper spacing between the parasitic and the fed
element and maintain a proper match. However, in antennas where there is sufficient
spacing between the ground plane and the radiating element (e.g., a thicker substrate
inherently allows use of a shorter element at the same frequency) foreshortening of the
coaxial fed element by the use of tabs would not be necessary. The use of reactive load
tuning tabs can also be used on parasitic elements, if necessary, whenever foreshortening
of the parasitic elements is required (6).

Although other types of microstrip fed elements, which do not require a coaxial feed, can
be used in a parasitic array to provide gain in the end fire direction, the additional benefit
of the monopole effect, due to the connector pin, is not provided. Other types of microstrip
elements which are coaxially fed, can benefit from the monopole effect provided by the
connector pin when used in parasitic microstrip antennas.

The phase relationship and the amplitude relationship of the parasitic elements to the fed
element is determined experimentally. This is accomplished by internal probing of the
microstrip cavity, between each of the radiating elements and the ground plane, to
determine the phase and the amplitude of the fed and the parasitic elements with relation to
each other (i.e., provide relative amplitude and phase). In internal probing, a network
analyzer, for example, along with a field probe, is used to determine the current
distribution along the length of an element and the relative phase of the current at each
measured point. At each measured point the current amplitude and its phase can be related
to any other measured point on the same element or other element in the antenna array.

DESIGN EXAMPLE

As mentioned earlier there are no design equations for the microstrip parasitic antenna
array. The design procedure entails using a combination of old proven array theory along
with experimental results, i.e., doing an active array design and using the results to guide
the parasitic array design.

In designing a parasitic microstrip end fire antenna array, a single element microstrip
antenna is initially designed using previous design techniques (1), and a single element
radiation pattern is obtained. The dotted line curve in Fig. 2, for example is a single



element radiation pattern for such a single element antenna. Next, an active end fire array
of two or more elements is analyzed, assuming an isotropic radiation pattern modified by
the single element pattern of Fig. 1 and using conventional array design techniques. In the
analysis for the active end fire array it is assumed that all elements are excited in the same
manner (e.g., coaxially fed). Conventional analysis techniques are used for determining the
current and phase required for each of the elements to provide end fire array design. This
will give a first estimation of the required spacing between the elements of the parasitic
antenna array.

Ideally, the energy in the end fire array should add maximally between the coupled
elements in an end fire direction. For example, in an active two element array, where the
radiating elements are spaced by one-half wavelength (1/2 8), the phase difference or
delay between the two elements should be approximately 180E. To design a typical
parasitic antenna as in Fig. 1, a similar type of phasing is required. To accomplish this in a
parasitic array, the inherent 90E phase difference between end-to-end coupled elements is
used. Also the phase relationship between the fed element and the parasitic element can be
changed by changing the length of the parasitic element to provide additional phase
difference or delay. Changing the length of the parasitic element changes the phase of the
energy from the fed element that is induced into the parasitic element. By making the
parasitic element shorter, it is made more capacitive, effectively incurring a greater degree
of phase delay in the parasitic element. While 180E phase delay and 1/2 8 spacing may be
ideal, other phase delays and spacing can suffice assuming the signals maximally add in
the end fire direction. Assuming that a 50E phase delay is provided by changing (i.e.,
shortening) the length of the parasitic element, a combination of the inherent 90E phase
difference in end coupled elements along with the 50E phase delay due to the change in
length of the parasitic element will provide a phase delay of 140E.

In the next step of this example, a sample antenna is produced using a spacing between the
fed and parasitic elements of approximately 140E (i.e., 0.3898). Then the radiating
elements are probed again at the middle of each element and the overall phase relationship
is determined. However, moving the radiating elements closer together causes changes in
the phase relationship and impedance due to mutual coupling providing a mutual
impedance in the parasitic element. It was found by experiment, that the mutual impedance
adds more capacitance to the parasitic element thereby incurring more phase delay in the
parasitic element. Thus it is required that the parasitic element be moved further away from
the coaxially fed element. The new spacing of the radiating elements and new probe
measurements of the elements for phase and amplitude are used in new analysis
calculations to provide values for further iteration in producing the parasitic antenna array.
Several changes in spacing and probing of the radiating elements are usually required to
provide an optimum parasitic antenna design. The experimental process is essentially the
same when more than one parasitic element is used. Performance data for a two element



parasitic array design at 3.3 Ghz are shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, and Fig. 5. Fig. 3 shows a
pitch plane plot of the radiation pattern taken on a missile section. The plot shows good
folding of the radiation pattern towards the end fire direction.

Fig. 6 shows a typical three element parasitic array design, and performance data for the
three element design at 10.4Ghz are shown in Fig. 7, Fig. 8, and Fig. 9. Fig. 8 shows a
pitch plane plot of the radiation pattern taken on a missile section. The gain along the
missile axis shows a gain of approximately 8 dbi which is higher than obtained with
individually fed elements. This phenomena is found to be peculiar to microstrip parasitic
end fire arrays.

CONCLUSION

Although the design procedure for a parasitic array appears to be complicated, the reduced
fabrication cost, and the higher gain along the missile axis more than compensates for the
initial design complexity. The higher gain obtained in the parasitic array along the missile
axis as compared to an active array is an unexplained phenomena.
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FIG. 1   TWO ELEMENT PARASITIC ARRAY

FIG. 2   RADIATION PATTERN COMPARISON BETWEEN A SINGLE
ELEMENT AND A TWO ELEMENT ARRAY



FIG. 3  TWO ELEMENT PARASITIC ARRAY RADIATION PATTERN

FIG. 4  TWO ELEMENT PARASITIC ARRAY RADIATION PATTERN



FIG. 5  TWO ELEMENT PARASITIC ARRAY RETURN LOSS VS
FREQUENCY

FIG. 6  THREE ELEMENT PARASITIC ARRAY



FIG. 7  THREE ELEMENT PARASITIC ARRAY RETURN LOSS VS
FREQUENCY

FIG. 8  THREE ELEMENT PARASITIC ARRAY RADIATION PATTERN



FIG. 9  THREE ELEMENT PARASITIC ARRAY RADIATION PATTERN



A MICROSTRIP ANTENNA FEED
FOR A PARABOLOIDAL REFLECTOR

WITH SIMULTANEOUS RCP AND LCP POLARIZATION
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ABSTRACT

A microstrip antenna feed developed for a paraboloidal reflector provides simultaneous
right circular and left circular polarization and 20 dB sidelobe levels over moderate
bandwidths. This arrangement obviates the need for the usual waveguide orthomode
transducer and thus decreases the weight of the feed. The basic feed element is a square
patch .558 x .558 fed at two orthogonally situated coaxial feed points inset 0.118 from the
edge, as described by Millar and Carver (Proceedings 1980 University of Illinois Allerton
Antennas Application Symposium).

INTRODUCTION

Microstrip patch antennas of a variety of shapes to produce linear, left circular, or right
circular polarized radiation were described by Carver and Mink in IEEE Transactions on
Antennas and Propagation, Volume AP-29, No. 1, January 1981. Millar and Carver
described the square patch radiator in the Proceedings 1980 Allerton Antenna Application
Symposium, University of Illinois.

The microstrip square patch radiator was selected as the feed element to be installed in the
focal plane of a four foot diameter paraboloidal reflector for a number of reasons: light
weight; simplicity of obtaining two orthogonal linear radiated fields; sufficient feed gain to
produce a desired taper to illuminate the reflector; and ease of sealing the feed and its
support against a hostile environment near the sea.

CONSTRUCTION

To enhance the bandwidth and minimize heat losses from the usual microstrip patch
element constructed with a solid substrate PTFE material, the substrate thickness was



increased to approximately one quarter inch by forming a composite of Hexcell
(honeycomb) panel laminated to 0.00625 inch copper foil PTFE cloth on each side of the
Hexcell. Figure 1 shows samples of these materials. The patch radiator is photo-etched on
one side and the copper laminate on the opposite side acts as a groundplane. The three
pieces are cemented together to form a strong, rigid sandwich (Figure 2). The effective
dielectric constant is approximately 1.17.

IMPEDANCE

A number of researchers have analytically described the microstrip patch radiators
calculating resonance and impedance. The exact solution, however, has not been
formulated. Munson in 1974 showed that the edges of the patch can be viewed as two
parallel slot radiators separated by one-half wavelengths.

Let 8o equal the free-space wavelength; then

(1)

where 8, = wavelength in the substrate.

It was determined experimentally that for the square patch the sides a and b are given by

a = b – .45 8,   .     (Figure 3) (2)

Millar and Carver showed that the feedpoint position for a given input impedance to a
rectangular patch is approximated by

(3)

Using this expression as a starting Point it was found that for the square patch at 2.250
GHz the two feedpoints should be placed .118, from the edge. The two inputs are placed
on orthogonal center lines.

The groundplane was cut to a 1.148o diameter circle with the patch centered. The input
impedance over the band is shown in Figure 4. Measured isolation between the input ports
was -30 dB.



THE FEED

To provide the required quadrature phase a 90 degree Hybrid-Ring was used to drive the
microstrip radiator. Figure 5 shows the circuit. This ring was cemented to the back of the
six inch groundplane as shown in Figure 6. The impedance over the band for the Hybrid-
Ring terminated with 50 ohm loads is shown in Figure 7. This ring was purchased from the
Anaren Microwave Corporation. The final input impedance to the completed antenna feed
and reflector is shown in Figure 8.

Antenna pattern for the feed alone is shown in Figure 9. This pattern shows the beam
slightly asymmetrical in shape. This asymmetry can be corrected by placing the patch at
the base of a small horn.

REFLECTOR WITH FEED

The square patch feed was mounted on a dielectric tripod support in the focal plane of a
four foot paraboloidal reflector. The reflector f/d ratio was 0.3. The subtended angle from
the focal plane to the reflector edge is 160 degrees, or 80 degrees from the boresight center
line. Figure 9 shows that the reflector edge illumination is approximately -19 dB plus the
space loss of -4.5 dB, or -23.5 dB. This is typical across the band. Figures 10, 11 and 12
show the reflector antenna patterns measured at the frequency band-edges and in the
center. Sidelobe levels are typically -22 dB below the main beam maximum. This sidelobe
level is partly determined by the aperture blockage of the feed. Figure 13 shows a typical
measured polarization ellipse at all frequencies across the band for both right and left
circular polarization.



FIGURE 1.  HEXCELL AND LAMINATE PTFE CLOTH

FIGURE 2.  TYPICAL HEXCELL/COPPER LAMINATED CLOTH
COMPOSITE



FIGURE 3.  LAYOUT OF A TYPICAL PATCH



FIGURE 4.  SQUARE PATCH TWO-PORT INPUT IMPEDANCE



FIGURE 5.  HYBRID-RING AND PATCH CIRCUIT



FIGURE 7.  INPUT IMPEDANCE TO ANAREN 90 DEGREE
HYBRID-- 2147-2325 MHz



FIGURE 8.  INPUT IMPEDANCE -- FOUR PARABOLA --- RC & LC PORTS
 













“MINITRACKER”
A PORTABLE S-BAND AUTOTRACK ANTENNA

Leonard J. Skach
Senior Research Engineer

Oklahoma State University Electronics Laboratory
Stillwater, Oklahoma

ABSTRACT:

The “Minitracker” is designed to be a highly portable S-Band autotrack antenna system, to
be used to receive telemetry data from sounding rockets launched at remote launch sites
when fixed-site telemetry trackers are not available. “Minitracker” uses a single channel
mono-pulse RF feed with a four foot parabolic reflector. The tracker can be disassembled
into small subassemblies and packed in plastic cases which can easily be shipped by
commercial air freight. The controls consist of a 8 3/4" (22.225 cm) X 19" (48.26 cm) X
19" (48.26 cm) control console and an S-Band Receiver. The OSU “TRADAT” system
can be used with “Minitracker” to provide trajectory data.

This report will consist of a “Minitracker” system description which will include systems
performance specifications and simplified circuit descriptions. The operation procedures
section will consist primarily of aids in autotrack acquisition of target vehicles, and a brief
description of information available when used in conjunction with the OSU built
“TRADAT” system.

INTRODUCTION:

The Electronics Lab at Oklahoma State University had its origin in 1947 with the early V2
rocket programs. Our earliest endeavor was to modify, maintain, and operate the early
CFS radar triangular system at Holloman Air Development Center/White Sands Missile
Range, White Sands, New Mexico.

In the 1950’s and 60’s we began our autotracking antenna work with the modification of
an AN/GMD-2 Rawinsonde system. This system, however, was very difficult to transport
to remote areas in support of the sounding rocket program. Although it provided adequate
support, during the following years we realized the need for a portable system which could
be shipped to, and assembled at, remote launch sites around the world, and operated by a
single crew member if necessary.



Secondary to our efforts with the GMD-2 tracker was the purchase of a 6 ft (1.83 meter)
autotracking antenna from Scientific Atlanta, Inc., in the 1970’s. This system too suffered
from lack of portability, especially to areas overseas. This tracker could be termed the
“Big Brother” to our present system, which we have appropriately called “Minitracker.”

SYSTEM ANALYSIS:

The “Minitracker” is basically a modification of the WR100-2 Enterprise Electronics
pedestal and servo amp assembly. This skeleton form is repackaged to provide the
portable system. (See Figure 1.) The control console for the Minitracker is designed by our
lab to meet the requirements of the sounding rocket programs we are involved in.

The Minitracker pedestal is basically an elevation over azimuth design. Housed in the
pedestal are the Azimuth and Elevation power amps to drive the Az & El motors. (See
Figure 2.) Each power amp receives its drive signal from error signals, either developed in
the autotrack mode or from manual drive from the control console. The drive signal is
combined with a tach feedback from the motors to set the maximum slew rate of the
tracker. The tach feedback is adjustable on the servo preamp and is accessable through a
door on the pedestal. The servo gain in the autotrack mode is adjustable at the control
console.

The door of the pedestal includes connectors for the control cable, the power cable, RF
and Cal cables, and Ranging cable. It also provides brake release switches to allow the
tracker to be manually positioned from outside when an operator is not available at the
console. A “disable” switch on the door also provides a method of preventing the tracker
from being moved by a console operator when someone is working on the pedestal. Both
the brake release switches and the disable switch give indications of their position on the
control console, to prevent their being left in the non-operate mode inadvertently.

The power amp and servo preamp are located in the lower portion of the riser and are
easily removable through the bottom of the riser can to facilitate repairs. Also included on
the power amp assembly is a heater and heater control for temperature control in cold
climate areas. The heater control incorporates a zero crossing switch to prevent transient
interference from heater turn-on from interfering with the RF being received by the tracker.
The DC supplies which provide voltage for the power amps and the drive motors are also
located in the lower portion of the pedestal. These supplies are dual 40V supplies to
provide the + and - voltages necessary for the pedestal.

In the upper portion of the pedestal are the limit switches, gear train, DC drive motor and
position indicating synchro for the azimuth section of the tracker. The gear train provides a
612-to-l reduction from the drive motor to the azimuth ring. The motors are 112 watt



printed circuit type with integral tachometer feedback. The synchros used to provide
position information are size 18 type, and are coupled to the azimuth main gear by anti-
backlash gears. Rotation of the pedestal is limited in the azimuth plane to ± 300 degrees by
limit switches which prevent travel in the CCW or CW direction past ± 300 , but allow
reverse rotation. Power is applied to the drive motors whenever the console is in the
autotrack, manual, or slave mode. At this time the motor brake is also released, to allow
the motor to rotate to position the tracker. The drive signal from the power amp to the
motors is disabled by relay control and the brake is engaged on the motor when the
console is in the standby position . Brake override in any position, as well as complete
tracker drive disable, can be accomplished (as previously mentioned) by switches on the
pedestal door.

Located in the elevation section of the tracker pedestal is the elevation drive motor and
gear assembly. It is housed in one of the side cans of the elevation section. It’s operation is
much the same as the azimuth drive section except for the limit switch assembly, which
allows for only -3 to +183E rotation in the elevation plane Travel beyond 90E elevation is
necessary only for tracker setup and normal operation is 0 to 90E . A rubber bumper pad is
also used to stop the elevation travel after the limits have been hit during high slew speeds.
A heater assembly, similar to that already mentioned, is also incorporated in the motor side
can. These heater control units provide indications of safe temperature operating
conditions in each section of the pedestal, through LED’s located on the control console.

The other side can which makes up the elevation section houses the counterbalance spring
assembly. A substantial saving in weight is realized by using this design in lieu of
counterbalance weights.

In the top of the elevation assembly is a circular bubble level, to provide an indication of
mechanical level during tracker setup. The level is viewed through a plexiglas window in
the elevation head. The screw jack adjustable legs on the pedestal provide a means of
mechanically leveling the tracker after it has been assembled in the field. All the bolts for
the pedestal main assembly are the same size and are captive to their particular section.
This results in one wrench assembly of the pedestal, and prevents loss of assembly bolts.

The tracker dish is a 4' parabolic reflector with an 18" focal length. It provides a 3 db
beamwidth of 8E, an autotrack acquisition beamwidth of 14E, and a gain of 26 db at
S-Band frequencies. It is a two section dish, to provide more convenience in shipping.

The feed assembly is mounted by four arms which extend to the edges of the dish and
provide the proper position alignment to place the feed antenna elements at the dish focal
point. The feed itself consists of five crossed-dipole S-Band antennas, a monopulse
converter, a preamp, a power supply, an Operate/Cal relay, a temperature sensing device,



and a heater. (See Figure 3.) The connections inside the feed which tie the antenna
elements to the monopulse converter are all made with .141" diameter semi-rigid coax.
The antenna array is coupled to the monopulse converter so as to produce left-hand
circular polarization. This is done because the RF from a right-hand circular polarized
source, when reflected from the dish, results in left-hand circular polarization at the feed.
This requires that the antenna on the rocket appear right-hand circularly polarized. (The
feed can be modified for receiving signals from left hand circularly polarized antennas by
changing the antenna connections to the monopulse converter.) The antennas in the feed
are located such that the two vertical crossed dipoles in the array provide error signals for
the elevation electronics and the two horizontal crossed dipoles provide error signals for
the azimuth electronics. The center crossed dipole in the array is the “Sum” antenna, and is
the antenna through which the prime RF is received.

Within the monopulse converter is the phase control circuitry which provides the necessary
circular polarization and the antenna sampling, to develop the error signals. (See Figure 4.)
First the horizontal and vertical component of each of the five crossed dipoles is converted
to left hand circular polarization by five 90E hybrids. This is accomplished by feeding the
horizontal element directly through the hybrid and then combining it with the vertical
element which has been delayed by 90E in the hybrid. At this point the azimuth and
elevation pair outputs are subtracted from each other in the two 180E hybrids. These
outputs are the Az difference and the El difference signals. These difference signals are
sampled with a pin diode SPDT switch, at a rate of about 1000 BPS. Each Az & El signal
pair sampled by the switch is reversed in phase at 500 BPS rate in a 0E/180E modulator.
The error signals thus derived are then alternately added to or subtracted from the sum
channel, due to phase reversals caused by the phase modulator. This summation is done in
an in phase combiner, resulting in an error-signal modulated RF signal. The AM modulated
RF signal is then sent back to the Telemetry receiver which separates the AM error signals
from the RF signal. The error signals are then demodulated in the tracker console, using
the same scan rates used to control the monopulse converter, and fed to the Azimuth and
Elevation error signal amplifiers to drive the motors which provide positioning for the Az
and El sections of the pedestal. The technique of providing the error signals in this manner
eliminates spin-generated AM interference because the error signals are derived by
sampling a pair of antennas rather than scanning from one antenna to the other. The
monopulse code rate is set at 1000 BPS, which is far higher than any rocket spin-generated
AM interference. To further reduce the interference, the scan rate can be swept to provide
a constantly varying sample rate.

The preamp in the feed is a low-noise type preamp and effectively sets the noise figure for
the system, plus providing the gain necessary to overcome the losses in the long coax line
from the pedestal to the tracker console and receiver.



A coax relay in the feed provides a means of checking the system threshold by switching
to a “calibrate” position. This switching is controlled by the operator at the control
console, and by use of a calibrated signal generator, AGC calibrations of the RF link and
also station threshold can be checked.

The heater and heater control unit in the feed provide a means of keeping the feed warm in
cold weather environments. The heater control is the same as mentioned previously, using
a zero-crossing switch to prevent heater turn-on transients from affecting the RF link.

The control console used with the pedestal is a 8 3/4" high, 19" deep and 19" wide. (See
Figure 5.) It is connected to the pedestal through two (2) 100' Control/Power cables and
two (2) RF coaxial cables. (Three if the Ranging antenna option is used.) The 100' RF
cable is superflexible coax, while the cal cable is a 100' RG-8 coaxial cable with a
measured attenuation at S-Band. The RF cable is connected to the control console where
the RF is again amplified in an S-Band premp and fed to a four-port multicoupler for use
with up to four different receivers. The preamp provides ample gain to overcome the losses
in the four-port multicoupler. After passing through the multicoupler, the RF is fed to an S-
Band telemetry receiver capable of providing the necessary demodulation of the FM
telemetry link and also the AM error signals. The video out of the receiver, or the FM
modulation from the telemetry link is fed to the FM discriminators or PCM decoms to
extract the scientific data. The AM out of the receiver is fed back to the control console to
be used in providing correction voltages for the autotracking system.

The front panel of the control console contains the system power and heater control
switches, the Az/El digital readouts, Az/El digital offset switches, Az/El error signal
meters, receiver AGC meter, Az & El control switches for standby, manual, autotrack, and
slave modes of operation, control switching for the “operate” and “cal” mode for the RF
feed, Az normal/Az reverse switching to invert the Az error signals during tracker setup
when the El position is rotated past the 90E point, feed preamp on/off switch, gain and
balance controls for the Az and El electronics, up/down and cw/ccw limit indicators, and
Az sector indicators. The standby manual, autotrack, and slave switches for Az and El are
connected in such a way that, in the event of a power failure, the tracker is automatically
placed in the “standby” mode. All the switches are backlighted. The switches for normal
autotrack mode are all green. Non-operate switches are coded with red lenses, and
optional operation switches such as manual control and standby are coded with yellow
lenses.

The Az and El displays display the Az & El angles to the nearest .01E. The digital offset
switches provide a means of offsetting the displays to align the tracker for readings
referenced to true north. Display offsetting is accomplished by taking the BCD coded
output of the synchro-to-digital angle indicators and adding to it the offset switch settings



in a BCD adder/subtractor. In the event the BCD output of the synchro-to-BCD angle
indicator, when summed with the offset switch setting, is over 359.99E, 360E is subtracted
from the reading such that the front panel display on the tracker always reads angles of 0
to 360E.

On the back panel of the control console are the various connectors for the system. (See
Figure 6.) They include the control and power cable connectors for the control of the
pedestal, the Az and El BCD outputs for interfacing the tracker with a ranging system
computer or line printer, the slave input and output connectors, the four-port multicoupler
input and outputs, BNC connectors for receiver AM input and AGC input to the console,
BNC output connectors for monitoring or recording the Az/El error signals and the sine
and cosine of the El angle, plus a BNC connector for hooking up a sound-powered phone
to allow communication from the console to the pedestal. Also on the back panel are the
fuses for individual sections of the system, namely: console, pedestal, heaters, and the
auxiliary AC. The auxiliary AC on the back of the console can be used for the receiver
power. The AC outlets on the back are controlled by the same On/Off power switch on the
front of the console which controls the console itself.

Inside the control console on the upper deck are the Azimuth and Elevation synchro-to-
BCD angle indicators. These provide BCD outputs corresponding to the position of the
synchros in the pedestal. These BCD outputs are fed to adder/subtractor cards located on
the bottom deck, where they are summed with the offset switch settings and then directed
to the Az/El displays on the front panel of the console; the front panel readouts thereby
read the corrected Az and El angles.

On the lower deck in the console are located the various tracker monitor cards and
electronics which provides the control voltages and necessary synchronizing signals to
extract the error signals from the receiver AM. (See Figure 7.) These cards include
demodulator cards for Azimuth and Elevation, a scan code generator card to provide
synchronized drive signals to the monopulse converter in the feed and the demodulators in
the console, a sine/cosine converter card to provide the cosine of the elevation angle for
secant correction of the Azimuth gain, a gain divider which divides the azimuth error
signal by the cosine of the elevation angle to provide gain correction of the azimuth error
based on the elevation angle, a card to provide 60 Hz switching for the demodulators when
the tracker is used in the slave mode, and the heater monitor card which provides
information to the front panel temperature LED monitors for all the heaters in the pedestal.
Also on the lower deck are all the power supplies necessary for operation of the console.
The supplies include a 28V supply, a +15 and -15 volt supply, and two 5 volt supplies.

Minitracker has a maximum slew speed of 30E/second, a maximum acceleration of 100E
/sec2 , and a tracking accuracy of better than 0.1E. The pedestal drive system has a servo



bandwidth of 1 Hz and a natural resonance frequency of 7 Hz. The tracker is designed to
track RF sources whose frequency lies in the range of 2200 -2300 MHz. The antenna has a
gain at S-Band of 26 db, a 3 db beamwidth of 8E, autotrack acquisition beamwidth of 14E,
and sidelobes which are 10 db down and extend only 1 db above a continuously
decreasing antenna pattern. Polarization of the antenna system is right-hand circular (can
be converted to left hand circular in the feed), with a 2 db axial ratio. The preamp in the
feed has a 3.5 db noise figure and the VSWR for the system is better than 1.5:1. The
antenna characteristic impedance is 50 ohms. Insertion loss due to the monopulse
converter for the Sum channel is 1 db, and the converter has a difference channel isolation
of better than 42 db. Sum to difference channel combining is done through a 6 db
directional coupler in the monopulse converter. The antenna array is a five element crossed
dipole design, mounted at the focal point of the dish. Calibration of the system is done
through a console-controlled, feed-mounted coaxial switch. The parabolic reflector is a 4
foot dish with an 18" focal length and quadrapod mounts for the feed assembly. The
Minitracker overall height is 77" (52" to the Elevation axis) with a circular base diameter
of the tripod legs of 92". The pedestal can be broken down into smaller assemblies for
shipping, with the largest section weighing less than 300 pounds. Construction of all major
portions of the pedestal is aluminum with stainless steel hardware.

The tracker can be operated in any region where 115V AC power of at least 15 amps is
available. Operation specs in terms of temperature environment are -40EC to +60EC. The
tracker is designed to operate in desert as well as tropical regions, with winds of up to 40
MPH without tiedowns, or up to 100 MPH with tiedowns.

The entire tracker including all cabling, receiver, console, and pedestal can be packaged
for shipment in seven (7) boxes with a total shipping weight of just under 700 pounds.
Total volume for the seven boxes is 48.7 Cu. feet.

Field setup of the tracker involves mechanically leveling the pedestal with the aid of the
bubble level in the elevation section. If accurate Az and El angles are required, the system
is first balanced electrically at the control console and the autotrack gain is set to provide
the required volts/degree of error signal by autotracking a stationary RF source. By
slewing off the source 1E in azimuth or elevation and monitoring the error signal at the
control console, the gain can be set for the correct reading by the gain adjust pot on the
front panel of the console. After setting the balance and gain and leveling the tracker
manually, the next step is to align the mechanical axis of the tracker with the electrical axis
in the autotrack mode. This is accomplished by launching an S-Band source with a small
weather balloon and autotracking the source with the tracker. At such time as the source is
sufficiently far away to eliminate parallax (over 1 mile), we observe the balloon sonde with
a 3-9X scope mounted on the rotating axis of the tracker and align the crosshairs on the
source. After this has been done, we do a sighting on Polaris at a time for which we have



calculated its correct position. After the crosshairs of the scope have been lined up on
Polaris, we place the tracker in the standby position and offset the displays in Az and El to
read the correct Polaris position. The tracker is now aligned to give Az and El angles
referenced to true North and local horizontal. To track sounding rockets from liftoff, it is
advisable to have the tracker positioned at least a mile from the launch site with line of
sight to the launcher. Generally this is not possible, as most operations are conducted from
a blockhouse which is fairly close to the launchers. In this case, to acquire autotrack during
the flight, the tracker is pointed at a predetermined position to catch the rocket within the
first 15 seconds of its flight. The tracker is maintained in the standby position until the
predetermined time, or until the error signal meters indicate proper error signals for
autotrack. At that time we acquire autotrack in the elevation plane and then in azimuth.
This is done because at the high elevation angles used during launch (generally 80 - 85E )
the elevation error signals are easier to observe than the secant corrected Azimuth signals.
It is, therefore, easier to catch the rocket first in the elevation plane as it flies through the
look angle of the tracker, and then in azimuth.

The Minitracker, when used in conjunction with the OSU developed Tradat
microprocessor-controlled ranging system, can provide time related azimuth, elevation,
and range data. This data, when processed by the Tradat ranging system, can supply the
user with altitude, ground range, latitude and longitude coordinates of the rocket during
flight, and even reference the data to other points (such as a radar tracking system or the
launcher). The time, slant range, and Az and El data are also formatted as a PCM data
stream which can be recorded on magnetic tape for further data reduction and analysis
later.

Development of the Minitracker was sponsored by the Air Force Geophysical Laboratories
of Hanscom AFG, Massachusetts, under DOD contract F19628-75C-0084. Credit should
also be given to Enterprise Electronics, Scientific Atlanta, and Vectronics Microwave for
their contribution to various sections of the Minitracker.

Basically, the Minitracker developed and built by the Electronics Laboratory of Oklahoma
State University, is a highly portable autotracking antenna system designed for support of
the sounding rocket program. It developed out of a need for a shippable autotracking
antenna system for use in remote areas around the world. It has filled its purpose well over
the past several years and indeed has a bright future as it becomes adaptable to other areas
of research.



FIGURE 1.  MINITRACKER PEDESTAL

FIGURE 2.  MINITRACKER PEDESTAL SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC



FIGURE 3.  MINITRACKER RF FEED SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC

FIGURE 4.  MINITRACKER MONOPULSE CONVERTER



FIGURE 5.  CONTROL CONSOLE FRONT VIEW

FIGURE 6.  CONTROL CONSOLE REAR VIEW

FIGURE 7.  CONTROL CONSOLE ELECTRONICS



MULTIBAND OMNIDIRECTIONAL TELEMETRY ANTENNA

Russ Johnson, Tom Metzler
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Boulder, Colorado 80306

ABSTRACT

With the increasing sophistication of telemetry and tracking systems, an omnidirectional
antenna plays a major role in assuring adequate telemetry system signal to noise ratio
regardless of test platform orientation. However, the increased demands on antenna
performance often impact the antenna complexity, size and weight. This paper describes a
simple yet extremely rugged antenna designed to conformally mount to a large diameter
missile and provide omnidirectional coverage at four discrete frequency bands while
minimizing structural impact on the missile.

INTRODUCTION

In many missile telemetry systems coverage is obtained by arraying several discrete
elements around the missile circumference. Depending on the element spacing, this
configuration may result in deep pattern nulls which can seriously degrade the telemetry
system performance. The depth and width of the antenna pattern nulls are a function of
element spacing and can be significantly reduced by increasing the number of radiating
elements. (1) However, good roll plane performance is obtained only if the circumferential
spacing between elements does not exceed one wavelength. Clearly a large diameter
missile requires a large number of discrete radiating elements. The feed network for such
an array quickly becomes cumbersome and fabrication techniques demanding.

A continous circumferential slot antenna backed by a quarter wavelength cavity has
several advantages over discrete element arrays as follow:

• It inherently provides better roll plane and coverage performance
• Printed circuit techniques can be used for feed network fabrication
• The feed network is an integral part of the antenna
• Construction techniques provide an extremely rugged conformal design. In fact the

antenna may be designed as a structural load bearing member.
• In multiband applications, the antenna cavities can be easily stacked to reduce the

antenna size and weight.



The following paragraphs will describe the configuration and performance of a
circumferential slot antenna designed for the MX missile. The antenna design was driven
by minimum envelope, severe environmental and stringent coverage criteria.

CONFIGURATION

Figure 1 depicts an exploded view of a typical antenna segment. The antenna segment is
4.0" wide, .5" deep and 36.1" in circumference. Complete configuration of the 92"
diameter missile requires eight such segments recessed conformally to the missile skin and
fed from a centrally located power divider. When arrayed, the segments form four
circumferential slot antennas.

Each slot antenna is designed to resonant at a specific frequency; two L Band frequencies
for GPS reception, one S Band telemetry frequency and one C Band transponder
frequency. All antennas are backed by quarter wave cavities with S and C Band cavities
lying above the two L Band cavities. Microstrip boards with etched power divider circuitry
are bonded to the bottom of each cavity and are connected to the cavity structure by feed
pins which act as current probes to properly excite the cavity.

The L Band cavities are partially loaded with teflon to reduce the cavity dimensions. In
addition a Duroid radome is bonded over the external surface. The antenna is extremely
sturdy with calculated structural resonant frequencies exceeding 800 Hz. The system
weight is less than 80 pounds.

PERFORMANCE

Ideally each circumferential slot is excited in such a way so as to produce a uniform
amplitude and phase distribution. This can be theoretically accomplished if the number of
feed points is such that the cavity is fed at least every wavelength along the
circumference.(2) In practice the achievable amplitude and phase distribution is limited by
fabrication tolerances and feed line coupling which may excite higher order modes in the
cavity.

Extensive near field probe data was taken on each segment as well as the complete system.
Typical near field data for a single segment is shown in Figure 2. Obviously at the higher
frequencies dimensional tolerances quickly cause perturbations in the near field
performance.

Figure 3 depicts the antenna set up for pattern measurements in an anechoic chamber. Far
field measurements on an outdoor facility were also conducted. Typical patterns are
depicted in Figures 4 and 5 with the performance summarized in Table I.



In addition to performance tests, the antenna was subjected to environmental tests which
included; shock tests (6750g), radom vibration (13.2 g2/Hz), thermal cycling (-13Eto
160EF) and temperature/humidity tests. Power tests were also conducted to verify high
altitude power capability at a 500 watt level for C Band and 20 watt for S Band.

CONCLUSION

A multiband circumferential slot antenna can be manufactured which requires only a 4" by
.5" antenna envelope. The total radiation sphere can be nearly covered at the -8 dBil level
for L and S Band frequencies and the -10 dBil for C Band frequencies.

REFERENCES

(1) Chu, Ta-Shing, October, 1959, “On Use of Uniform Circular Arrays to Obtain
Omnidirectional Patterns,” IRE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, pp 436-
438.

(2) Munson, R. E., October 18-20, 1977, “Omni Directional Telemetry Antennas”,
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TABLE I
MEASURED ANTENNA PERFORMANCE

BAND FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH
2.0:1

GAIN
(95% SPHERE)

ROLL
RIPPLE

PHASE
VARI-
ATION

MAX.
PHASE
SLOPE

BAND
ISOLATION

POLARIZATION

L2

L1

S

C

1227 MHz

1575 MHz

2209 MHz

5765 MHz

63 MHz

123 MHz

100 MHz

100 MHz

-7.3 dBil

-7.5 dBil

-7.3 dBil

-10.0 dBil

3.5 dB

4.3 dB

4.0 dB

7.5 dB

29E

22E

25E

56E

3.5E/deg.

2.0E/deg.

  - - - -

  - - - -

<-20 dB

<-20 dB

<-20 dB

<-20 dB

Linear

Linear

Linear

Linear



FIGURE I   ANTENNA SEGMENT CONFIGURATION



FIGURE 2   SEGMENT NEAR FIELD DATA



FIGURE 3   MX TRIBAND ANTENNA



FIGURE 4.  MEASURED ANTENNA PATTERNS, L1 AND L2



FIGURE 5.  MEASURED ANTENA PATTERNS, S AND C



ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT, LOW COST, TELEMETRY TRACKING
SYSTEM

Arthur Sullivan
Vice President

Electro Magnetic Processes, Inc.
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Chatsworth, CA 91311

INTRODUCTION

Because of limited budgets, many telemetry applications can not be performed on a real
time basis. Consequently, there is a need for a very low cost tracking system. In addition
to being inexpensive, the system should be lightweight to minimize building or tower
modifications required for installation, and to lower shipping and handling costs.

In order to reduce weight and cost, EMP, Inc. has designed an aerodynamically smooth
single axis tracking system with a multimode antenna, constructed almost entirely of
graphite and utilizing a minimum number of parts. Using this material, the system will be
as strong as a conventional system, but will be one half the weight and will be almost
temperature insensitive. Furthermore, with the construction technique selected,
considerable savings are realized in fabrication costs.

Additionally, the step -track technique via a microprocessor controller was selected to
eliminate the expensive autotracking feed and all the associated electronic circuitry
required for high performance angle tracking. Since a single axis tracking system with a
multi-mode antenna can cover a wide variety of missions, an elevation tracking axis is not
required. In-close and near overhead passes are covered by the low gain antenna.
Switching between the antennas is accomplished automatically based on received signal
strength.

STEP-TRACK TECHNIQUE

Traditionally, telemetry tracking systems have employed angle error detection and
correction techniques for maximizing received signal strength. The common error detection
technique utilized a servo feedback mechanism to null the error by driving the antenna
boresite axis toward the instrumented vehicle. While these methods are required to derive
precise target position data of highly dynamic targets, they are over designed for those



systems requiring only maximization of received signal strength. This over kill initiated the
development of the “step-track” technique for satellite data acquisition systems. The
existing step track positioning principle is to maximize the received signal strength based
on some a priori information such as the initial target position and expected target
trajectory.

Step-track has been implemented in both hardware and software algorithms, but to date
has seen use only in satellite tracking because of a satellite’s predictability, low dynamic
target trajectory, and absence of multipath variations. The design/performance analysis of
a step-tracking system is statistical in nature, an attempt to predict the probability that the
antenna gain reduction as a result of pointing error will be no more than some value given
as a design goal. Typically, the algorithm variables are angular step size and stepping
frequency. Of these, stepping frequency is usually operator selectable for flexibility in
tracking both geo-synchronous and non-synchronous satellites, and the angular step size is
usually a fixed angle having a magnitude determined by the antenna directivity and system
sensitivity. In a typical application the antenna, once positioned by the operator to
maximize signal level, is placed under control of the step-tracking system. The maximum
signal level is maintained by periodically moving the antenna some small angle and then
memorizing the signal level. The motion is reversed, moving the antenna twice the step
angle in the opposite direction and memorizing the signal level. The antenna is then
positioned to the angle where the maximum signal level was detected. This sequence is
repeated at a step frequency which may typically vary between one cycle every 3 seconds
to one cycle per hour depending on target trajectory and multipath variations.

When EMP embarked on a design effort to produce a low cost telemetry tracking system,
a microprocessor based controller was being designed as an inexpensive yet extremely
powerful method for remotely controlling an antenna positioner. Consequently, for only the
modest cost of additional software, step-tracking capability could be added. By limiting
the height of the antenna above the mean level of the terrain and by use of digital filtering
techniques, multipath effects can be reduced. Preliminary analysis indicates that the system
can in fact track targets in such adverse conditions as: 1) multipath signal variations in
excess of 13 dB peak-to-peak, 2) target speeds of 250 mph at 10 miles slant range and 3)
random signal fading of 8 dB. The 3 sigma gain reduction (relative to ideal) for the above
simulation runs was approximately 1.0 dB.

MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

Figure 1 is an artist’s rendition of the system now under development. The majority of the
structure is constructed of graphite. The antenna reflector is a 4 foot diameter paraboloid
made of graphite with aluminum mesh as a reflecting surface and a white gel coat external
surface. To reduce wind induced torque a fiber glass paraboloid is used as a radome clam



shelled to the reflector with a graphite band. The antenna feed is mounted to the radome
eliminating spar supports. When not in the operational mode the antenna free-wheels,
reducing wind resistance and minimizing overturning forces. The entire pedestal is
constructed of graphite with the exception of the rotating mechanism, drive motor, and
data pack. The pedestal access door is finned aluminum which dissipates servo amplifier
heat.

Graphite fibers are high performance carbon fibers manufactured by a process involving
the conversion of an organic polymer precursor into carbon or graphite with a highly
ordered material structure. The fibers comprise extremely fine filament tows which, when
bound together by a plastic matrix, provide composite materials with outstanding stiffness
and strength to mass ratio.

Graphite or carbon fiber composites are extremely stiff, strong and lightweight, providing
specific mehanical performance considerably superior to metals and many other materials
used for construction. The stiffness to density ratio and strength to density ratio are 2:1 and
5:1, respectively, compared to aluminum. This means that an epoxy graphite fiber structure
having the same material thickness as an aluminum structure will be almost three times as
strong and weigh about half as much. Further, the mechanical damping property of the
structure is improved by a factor of two.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

The system will meet the following specifications:

Antenna Type: 4 Ft. Diameter Front Fed Paraboloid
Feed Type: Crossed Dipoles
Frequency: 1435 to 2300 MHz
Polarization: RH or LH Circular, Selectable
Gain: High Gain Antenna Low Gain Antenna

22 dB @ 1485 MHz 10 dB Nominal
26 dB @ 2250 MHz

Beamwidth: 12E @ 1485 MHz 65E Nominal
8E @ 2250 MHz

Velocity: 12E/Sec.
Acceleration: 24E/Sec.
Weight: 90 Pounds
Temperature Operational: -20 to +52E C + Solar Heating

Storage: -50 to +85E C
Humidity: To 100%
Rain/Snow: 100 mph Wind Driven
Wind Operational: 75 mph

Survival: 150 mph



For a typical airborne tracking application assuming an 8 watt transmitter and a 1 MHz
bandwidth, the system would have a range of 150 miles for a 12 dB signal to noise ratio
allowing for a 3 dB polarization loss and 13 dB multipath fading loss. Figure 2 is a
computer plot showing the coverage of both the high gain and low gain antenna. Figure 2
also shows the maximum amount of multipath modulation for which the system will still be
capable of step-tracking. For presentation purposes the multipath modulation curve has
been displaced 12 dB. The multipath modulation increases with increased height of the
tracking system and with the smoothness of the terrain over which the target is being
tracked. The multipath pattern shown corresponds to the tracker being 13 feet above the
terrain and the terrain being perfectly smooth sea water. The multipath variation would be
less over land and considerably less over a non-smooth terrain, i.e. hills, trees, buildings
etc.

The system automatically switches between the high gain and low gain antenna based on
signal strength. Under the assumed conditions the system would track a target up to a
maximum range of 150 miles at altitudes up to 40,000 feet and also track a near overhead
pass.

CONCLUSIONS

The 4 foot diameter graphite tracking system being developed will be suitable for many
telemetry tracking applications. The cost of the system will be approximately one half of
the cost of a conventional 4 foot single axis tracking system and the weight will be reduced
by a factor of 2. The use of the system is restricted to low velocity vehicles such as aircraft
or higher velocity vehicles at a distant range. The height of the system above ground is
also restricted because of multipath considerations.
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APPLICATIONS OF GPS PHASE COHERENCY
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ABSTRACT

The capabilities inherent in the Global Positioning System carrier and code modulation
waveform provide an extremely precise and coherent spaceborne signal which may be
applied to a variety of applications beyond the classical function of navigation. A
description of rnechanizations based on both short and long baseline interferometry is
given leading to applications for space vehicle attitude determination, azimuth bearing and
level estimation, and precise survey location.

Utilization of carrier phase changes is examined for dynamic vehicle surveys to provide a
capability for accurately measuring gravity deflections in a real-time operational data
processing system.
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BUILDUP AND REPLACEMENT OF NAVSTAR GLOBAL
POSITIONING SYSTEM AND THE 18-SATELLITE
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ABSTRACT

Changes in the Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS) program in 1980 resulted in a
reduction in the number of satellites from 24 to 18, and consequently led to a
reconsideration of the original orbital configuration and a revision in the way buildup and
replacement would be performed. During the buildup phase of the program, the Space
Shuttle will be used, launching up to two Navstar satellites per mission on launches shared
with other payloads and up to four satellites on dedicated launches. The original concept
for the 24 satellite Navstar GPS constellation consisted of three orbit planes with eight
uniformly distributed satellites per plane. In that configuration, all of the satellites on each
Shuttle launch would be placed in only one plane. With the reduction from 24 to 18
satellites, it was determined that there were advantages to evaluating other constellations;
rather than simply reducing the baseline three-plane, 24-satellite configuration to 18
satellites by removing two satellites from each plane, a larger number of planes may be
preferred for the restructured program. Indeed, the current baseline configuration is a six-
plane, 18-satellite constellation with three satellites per plane, and the three-plane
constellation is an alternate configuration.

Buildup and replacement studies for the new configurations that have been investigated
have not only addressed the performance goals of Navstar GPS but have considered the
economic use of the Shuttle as a launch platform. In addition, the launch constraints
imposed by the Shuttle must be considered in the strategy used for buildup and
replacement. This paper discusses the fundamentals of the buildup and replacement and
the performance of the GPS with 18 satellites. The constellations discussed are the six-
plane GPS baseline and the alternate three-plane configuration.



INTRODUCTION

Navstar GPS is a space-based highly accurate radio navigation system. The original
configuration was a 24-satellite system, but because of a reduction in funding the program
has been reduced to an 18-satellite system. The result was a reevaluation of the number of
orbital planes, the locations of the satellites in those planes, and sparing strategy.
Worldwide coverage must be optimized for both the full constellation and for the buildup
and replenishment phases. A large number of possible constellations exist. Two
configurations were selected as having the greatest merit. They are a three-plane
constellation with six non-uniformly spaced satellites in each plane, and a six-plane
constellation with three satellites uniformly spaced in each plane. The latter was eventually
selected as the Navstar GPS baseline.

The Space Shuttle was selected as the launch platform for the Navstar GPS buildup. The
constraints imposed by use of the Shuttle contribute an important issue in determining
buildup, replenishment, and sparing strategies for the satellite configurations of interest. In
fact, the economic factors involved could well determine the final selection of one
particular configuration. The major constraints imposed by the Shuttle include the limits on
achievable inertial plane separation when more than one satellite is to be placed in orbit
and the number of satellites that can be launched for any given Shuttle mission.

Even during buildup, a properly equipped user can precisely determine his position,
velocity, and time with Navstar GPS. The System consists of three segments: the user
segment, space segment, and control segment. The Navstar satellites will be in nearly
circular orbit at approximately 10,900 nmi above the earth and transmit navigation
messages to the users on two frequencies, L-1 and L-2. The operational control segment
consists of five monitor stations, the master control station, and ground antennas. Ground-
based monitor stations passively track the satellites as they come into view. The Navstar
master control station collects the ranging data from the Monitor Stations and generates
the navigation message, which is uploaded through the ground antennas to each satellite
daily. The user segment sets consist of a receiver and navigation processor that require
signals from at least four satellites to solve for the user’s three-dimensional position
coordinates and system time in an unassisted mode of operation. The four satellites must
have a geometrical arrangement that allows an accurate solution. Thus, the number of
satellites in view of a user are important, as well as the configuration. Therefore, in
establishing a satellite constellation, coverage is defined in terms of user positional
accuracy (two- or three-dimensional) using the best geometrical arrangement of the
satellites in view. Ability to provide the best coverage during the buildup phase, and
maintaining the best coverage when the full constellation is established, require a logically
developed strategy based on constraints imposed by the Shuttle, satellite longevity, and
satellite production rate.



SHUTTLE AS A LAUNCH PLATFORM FOR NAVSTAR GPS

Each GPS satellite will be boosted from the Orbiter parking orbit to its mission orbit by an
upper-stage vehicle that consists a perigee kick motor, and a apogee kick motor. It is
desirable to size the upper-stage vehicle with enough impulse to allow a transfer from an
Orbiter parking orbit inclined at 28.5 degrees from the equator to a mission orbit inclined
at 55 degrees. This allows GPS satellites to share on the Shuttle with satellites bound for
low-inclination orbits (e.g., synchronous equatorial orbits). On the other hand, it is
desirable to inject the GPS satellites from Orbiter inclinations of 55 degrees on payloads of
higher inclination. These latter generally would be dedicated GPS missions. For those
cases, considerable node change capability is available, permitting more than one plane to
be serviced per Shuttle mission. Payload limitations analysis indicated that at most two
GPS satellites may be, launched on shared rides (28.5 degrees inclination) and up to four
GPS satellites on dedicated missions (at 55 degrees inclination).

The baseline Navstar GPS mission is a shared ride and the assumption is that a satellite
may be launched from a shuttle in a parking orbit (150 nmi altitude) at an inclination of
28.5 degrees directly into a GPS orbit at 55 degrees inclination (10,900 nmi altitude), as
illustrated in Figure 1. Under the assumption that the delta velocity capability is available
to do the latter, it has been shown that launching from a parking orbit of 55 degrees
inclination (with the same delta velocity capability) permits nodal changes of ±32.5
degrees by utilizing the extra delta velocity capability available from not having to change
inclination to make a node change. This permits the placement of GPS satellites in
different orbit planes, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Another factor that adds to nodal change capability is differential nodal regression. Due to
the earth’s oblateness, the ascending node of any circular orbit with inclination between 0
and 90 degrees regresses to the west. This regression is greatest for orbits closest to the
earth’s surface and with low inclinations. Therefore, a GPS orbit regresses much less than
the Orbiter’s. In fact, a GPS orbit regresses at -0.039 degrees per day, but a nominal
Shuttle parking orbit at 28.5 degrees inclination regresses at -7.542 degrees per day. The
difference between these rates, about -7.5 degrees per day, is the rate at which the orbiter
overtakes the GPS planes. At the higher inclination of 55 degrees for the Orbiter, a
differential regression of about -4.9 degrees per day is obtained.

Because of economic and payload restrictions, a Shuttle mission is limited to seven days at
most, with about six days in orbit. Longer missions are possible, but additional
expendables are required, and the cost of installation, plus the existing mission cost per
day (which must be considered for any mission that requires more than one day), make this
option unattractive. Given that six days on orbit is the maximum time to allow for
differential nodal regression relative to the GPS planes, then about 45 degrees plane



separation is available when the Shuttle is in a parking orbit at a 28.5-degree inclination
and 29.4 degrees when the Shuttle is in a parking orbit at a 55-degree inclination. The
latter, however, is in addition to the 65-degree nodal change which the excess delta
velocity permits. Thus, on a dedicated mission, GPS satellites may be placed in orbit
planes separated by as much as 94.4 degrees.

The establishment of these limitations can have a significant impact on the buildup and
replenishment of the Navstar GPS. The limitations have a more significant effect for some
configurations than for others.

DESCRIPTION OF THE 18-SATELLITE CONSTELLATION

The original satellite configuration for GPS consisted of a three-plane 24-satellite
constellation with 8 uniformly spaced satellites in each plane. However, in restructuring
the program, a reduction in the number of satellites to 18 was necessary. As a result of that
reduction, it became apparent that configurations other than a three-plane constellation
might offer better coverage with fewer satellites.

It was initially discovered that if a three-plane arrangement was still to be used, removal of
two adjacent satellites in each orbit ring provided the best coverage, better than would
uniform spacing of the six remaining satellites. This arrangement became known as the
asymmetric three-plane configuration. In the study of other constellations it was of interest
to maximize the coverage and to select a constellation that could easily be augmented to
24 satellites if future program changes permitted such an increase.

The coverage was defined by a performance figure of merit. A value of the worldwide
three-dimensional root mean square user error of 42 meters was selected as a threshold for
the figure of merit. The percentage of time per day that this value was exceeded (i.e.,
performance was better than 42 meters RMS), was then defined as the system value and
was used as a criterion (i.e., figure of merit) for coverage. As the system value increases
and approaches unity, the coverage for a given configuration on a worldwide RMS basis is
said to be superior to those constellations with smaller system values, since the difference
between unity and the system value indicates the fraction of time that coverage exceeds the
threshold on a worldwide basis.

A significant factor in investigating other configurations, in addition to the number of
planes or the type of orbits, was the determination of the phase of satellites relative to one
another from plane to plane. The orbits were restricted to orbits at the GPS baseline
altitude because satellite redesign would be required if other altitudes were selected. The
orbit inclination will be 55 degrees for all operational satellites.



The search for other configurations resulted in identification of a six-plane constellation as
optimal. Ultimately that configuration became the GPS baseline. The six planes are
uniformly spaced 60 degrees apart with three satellites in each plane. In adjacent planes,
the satellites are phased 40 degrees apart. Thus, if the first satellite in the first plane is at
the equator, then the corresponding satellite in the second plane at that instant would be 40
degrees “above” the equator.

BUILDUP STATISTICS AND PERFORMANCE

Having established that the 18-satellite constellation is of interest, buildup and
performance during the buildup must be considered. The buildup issue becomes that of
obtaining and maintaining the best coverage on a global basis when less than a full
constellation is deployed. Another possibility is that buildup may be required to be based
on coverage at specified geographical locations rather than on worldwide coverage, but
such cases are not being considered in this paper.

The constellations were assumed to be built up from no satellites prior to the start of
buildup. Actually, some of the Phase I and Phase II satellites of the GPS test and
development program would likely still be operating. However, these are at different
inclinations and it is not known which ones would be operating at the time of buildup,
though a statistical prediction can be made based on the design life of the satellite.
However, to compare the coverage during buildup for the two constellations, and to
simplify the analysis, it was assumed that there were no existing satellites to start.

The Shuttle-imposed constraints must be considered. As previously indicated, shared rides
are preferred; thus, at most two satellites per launch can be placed in orbits separated by
planes no more than 45 degrees apart in longitude. Since the three-plane configuration has
planes 120 degrees apart in longitude and the six-plane case has satellites 60 degrees apart
in longitude, it is evident that satellites can only be placed in one plane per launch.
However, if dedicated launches are used, then satellites may be placed in planes separated
by slightly more than 90 degrees. This would allow placing satellites in more than one
plane for the six-plane constellation and can reduce the number of launches required.
Figure 3 is a summary of the buildup strategy for the two constellations discussed in this
paper. It is worth noting that the six-plane constellation requires some launches in which
only one satellite must be inserted in a given plane. Such launches could be used also to
place a spare in the subject plane for a mission when more than one satellite is available
for launch.

Given the strategy outlined in Figure 3, a buildup based on system value can be
established. This is done by exhaustively searching combinations of satellites to yield the
one with the highest system value for the number of satellites that the buildup is to reach at



that time. Figures 4 and 5 summarize the buildup. In each case, the satellites are in a
sequence continuing from plane to plane, as illustrated in the two-dimensional depictions
of the planes in the figures.

Having established a buildup strategy, it is interesting to examine the horizontal error
cumulative probability at a few stages during the buildup. This is informative since many
users will require only two-dimensional navigation. The probability plots of Figures 6 and
7 provide an overview of the relative horizontal performance during buildup. They also
indicate the percentage of time during a day that a certain level of performance can be
achieved on a worldwide basis if the probability is converted to a measure of time.

REPLACEMENT AND SPARING

The original configuration for Navstar GPS with three planes had a relatively simple
sparing strategy of one spare in each plane, for a total of three spares. Now, with a six-
plane baseline, sparing is not as simple; it is desirable to still have only three spares
because of cost and because the method has been found to be sufficient. Sparing becomes
a problem of utilizing an optimal strategy so that, in the event of a satellite failure, the
system value can be made to remain unchanged or to not substantially deteriorate. The
initial studies of sparing made the assumption that spares were inactive, so that there
would be at most 18 active satellites at any time. Each spare would be placed in a
preferred orbit plane and activated and, if necessary, rephased (i.e., relocated in the orbit
plane) when a failure occurred. However, assuming that spares are inactive may not be
necessary because the lifetime of an active spare apparently is not significantly shorter
than that of a dormant spare.

Therefore, activating the spare and thereby improving coverage may be a preferable
approach. But both a dormant spare and an active one are described in this paper.

Replacement strategy follows from sparing strategy since satellites are replaced and spares
are put in orbit when a need is identified. One limitation for constellation buildup is the
ability to place satellites in the desired planes on a Shuttle mission. Thus, Shuttle
constraints could limit strategy if more than one spare is launched or if the satellite with
which the ride is shared imposes launch constraints incompatible with the GPS
requirements. Another constraint imposed by the Shuttle that can affect strategy for
replenishment is the Shuttle call-up time. This has been assumed to be from 2.5 to 12.5
months for a shared ride and from 2.5 to 6.5 months for a dedicated launch.

Some candidate sparing strategies for the three-plane constellation are outlined in Figure 8.
Up to three spares are assumed and the intent is to maintain 18 active satellites with active
or dormant spares. The number of satellites in each orbit plane is indicated along with the



system value. The effect, as measured by system value, of losing satellites from the starting
configuration is demonstrated. A strategy based on active spares maintains a higher
average system value and starting system value.

The six-plane configuration, in which there are more planes than spares, creates some
difficulty as compared with the three-plane constellation. However, it has been found that
a spare in every other plane is a suitable approach. An example for a case in which only
one spare is used for this constellation is illustrated in Figure 9. There, situations are
illustrated in which the spare is in plane 4 with either of two satellite failures occurring (in
planes other than the one with the spare) The inactive spare is rephased to optimize the
system value for the given situation. The active spare either stays at its initial optimal
location or is rephased. It is evident that the system value will decrease below the baseline
value unless the failure occurs in the plane of the spare, in which case the spare is
rephased to replace the failed satellite. However, it should be noted that the six-plane
configuration with 18 satellites in the worst case still has a system value comparable to
that of the three-plane configurations with an optimal arrangement of 18 satellites.

Analysis has continued on these issues and it is clear that not only will the system value
often degrade with the loss of a satellite, but additional outages may occur in undesirable
locations unless a proper strategy is obtained. Studies of these constellations have been
performed, and conclusions have been reached, based on strategies that are dependent on
system value as well as on statistical analysis using the design life of the satellite. From
these efforts have come recommendations for production rates for the spares and
replacements, and for sparing strategies. However, these results are beyond the intended
scope of this paper.

SUMMARY

The Navstar GPS system concept because of restructuring of the program led to a change
from 24 to 18 satellites resulting in new constellations being investigated. Several new
configurations were established as candidates; in fact, a six-plane configuration with three
satellites per plane was adopted as the new GPS baseline because of its superior coverage
(i.e., lower percentage of outages on a daily worldwide basis). Having selected the
constellation of interest, the effects of using Shuttle, as a launch platform for GPS
satellites, on buildup and replenishment have been analyzed for situations where the ability
to place satellites in more than one plane per launch is required. For the three-plane
constellation, satellites always had to be put in one orbit plane; the six plane constellation
was similarly limited for shared rides, but two planes could be serviced on dedicated
launches. In addition, sparing and replenishment can also be limited by Shuttle constraints.



During buildup the navigation performance available to a user of Navstar GPS is at high
levels for shorter percentages of time than for the full 18-satellite constellation. However,
extreme precision is not necessary at all times for all users, and accuracy degradation is
slight except for very short periods of time. Many users can wait for the time of day when
accuracy is at the needed levels. In addition, when the constellation has all 18 satellites in
orbit (and only then), users with on-board aids can virtually eliminate the periods of
degraded performance. With less than 18 satellites these users can reduce, but not
eliminate, the periods of degraded performance. Thus, even during system buildup, it is
anticipated that many users will have at least two-dimensional navigation accuracy suitable
for their missions and, at some point in the buildup, acceptable three-dimensional
navigational accuracy will be available for users who require a higher level of performance
from GPS. Some users, however, will need to wait until a full constellation is built up to
fully satisfy their requirements.

Figure 1.  Transfer of a Single Navstar Satellite from 28.5-Degree
Inclined Shuttle Parking Orbit



Figure 2.  Transfer of Two Navstar Satellites to Two Orbit Planes
from 55-Degree Inclined Shuttle Parking Orbit
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Figure 3.  18-Satellite Constellation Buildup



Figure 4.  18-Satellite, 3-Plane Asymmetric Buildup

Figure 5.  6-Plane Constellation Buildup



Figure 6.  3-Plane, 18-Satellite Buildup (7-Meter Ranging Error, 1 Sigma)

Figure 7.  6-Plane 18-Satellite Buildup (7-Meter Ranging Error, 1 Sigma)
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Figure 9.  6-Plane Constellation Sparing, One Spare
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ABSTRACT

GPS has the potential of satisfying worldwide and local civil navigation requirements for
Area Navigation (RNAV), Landings and Takeoffs under minimum ceilings and Advanced
Air Traffic Control (ATC) Operations. Use of GPS in a differential mode in local areas is a
key to achievement of this potential.

This report describes the GPS system and its status; discusses GPS signal availability for
the civil community; defines alternative differential GPS concepts; shows predicted
performance enhancement achievable with differential GPS and the operational
improvements which are expected.

INTRODUCTION

The need to provide better accuracy for precision landings than available from either the P
or C/A Code spurred interest in the concept of differential GPS navigation.(1) Accordingly,
the aircraft Guidance and Navigation Branch, NASA, Ames Research Center (ARC)
sponsored a study(10) to investigate the utility of differential GPS for Civil applications.
Portions of the study results are presented in this paper.

GPS DESCRIPTION AND STATUS

GPS is a satellite based navigation system under development by DoD. It is designed to
provide suitably equipped users with worldwide, continuous, highly accurate, 3-D
navigation and time. GPS consists of three segments: the space segment, the ground
control segment, and the user segment (Figure 1).

In the operational space segment, a constellation of 18 satellites will circle the earth in
nominal 10,900 nautical-mile orbits with a period of 12 sidereal hours. The constellation
will be configured in several 55E included orbital planes with the objective of providing
direct, line-of-sight navigation signals continuously from at least four satellites to any point



on or near the surface of the earth. Each satellite transmits its navigation signals on two
L-Band (UHF) frequencies.

The signals consist of a Precision (P) Code and a Coarse Acquisition (C/A) Code which
are both pseudorandom digital sequences used for ranging. The signals also contain a
navigation message which provides satellite position, time, and atmospheric propagation
correction data generated by the ground control segment. The two-frequency transmission
permits users to correct for frequency sensitive propagation delays and anomalies.

The ground control segment has four monitor stations which are located at Guam, Hawaii,
Alaska, and Vandenberg AFB in California. A Master Control Station is also located at
Vandenberg. The monitor sites track the satellites via their broadcast signals as they come
into view. The Master Control Station collects the tracking data and generates the
navigation message for each satellite which is uploaded to each satellite’s memory daily
via S-Band telemetry link. In this way, the satellites are able to broadcast an accurate
description of their position as a function of time.

The user segment consists of ground-based, marine, airborne, and spaceborne platforms
equipped with a GPS receiver/processor capable of tracking four satellite signals either
simultaneously or sequentially. Part of the task will be to select which four satellites to
track to optimize accuracy as the satellites slowly pass by. Position is computed by making
time-of-arrival (TOA) measurements on the P or C/A Code transmitted from discrete
satellite positions defined by the navigation message. Each set of four TOA measurements
permits determination of the four independent variables of latitude, longitude, elevation,
and user clock offset. Velocity is computed by making doppler measurements on the
carrier frequency. Each set of four doppler measurements permits determination of the four
independent variables of 3-D velocity and user clock drift. Navigation is accomplished via
a Kalman filter which propagates a continuous navigation solution based on the TOA and
doppler measurements. Use of the filter’s propagation capability permits temporary
operation on fewer than four satellites.

Full 3-D Operational capability with 18 satellites is expected by the end of 1987 with 2-D
operational capability commencing at the end of ’85. In the meantime, a five to six satellite
constellation will be maintained for test and evaluation (see Figure 2).

DIFFERENTIAL GPS CONCEPT

Differential navigation is currently in use with Omega, Loran-C and the TRANSIT satellite
system. The differential technique achieves substantial improvements in position accuracy
by transmitting corrections from a calibration site to users in the vicinity who apply the
corrections to cancel errors common to the locale. In this technique, a receiver located on a



surveyed point selected as the reference or calibration site for the locale continuously
determines errors present in received navigation signals by comparing computed position
with the known coordinates of the calibration site. The difference between computed and
known position represents the navigation error which is typically highly correlated for all
users in the vicinity of the calibration site. The error generally varies slowly relative to the
time required to transmit corrections from the calibration site to nearby users who apply
the corrections to improve their position solutions. For Omega, Loran-C and Transit, the
technique provides substantially improved positions over distances up to a few hundred
miles.

Three basic differential GPS concepts are:

• Data Link Type
• Pseudolite Type
• Translator Type

The data link type utilizes a benchmarked GPS set which receives GPS signals, computes
its position, and compares its computed position with its known position to determine error
corrections. These error corrections are data linked to GPS equipped aircraft in the vicinity
and are used to correct the onboard navigation solution. The primary advantage of the data
link type relative to the other basic types is that it requires little change to conventional
airborne or ground GPS sets. Other advantages are that no new frequency allocation will
be required and the technique is suitable for post processing applications. Its primary
disadvantage is that it requires a separate data link; this disadvantage disappears if a data
link is otherwise available. Figure 3 illustrates this type.

The pseudolite type monitors GPS signals and computes corrections in the same manner as
the data link type, but it also generates its own PN code and navigation message which is
transmitted at the GPS L2 frequency along with correction data for the GPS satellites. The
PN code and navigation message generated at the calibration site provides another GPS
signal source from, in essence, a ground-based or pseudo satellite, hence the term
pseudolite. The pseudolite has several advantages: (1) the airborne GPS set can function as
the differential data receiver avoiding the necessity for a separate differential data airborne
receiver; (2) the pseudolite’s navigation signal provides a highly accurate single line of
position (LOP) which should reduce UERE errors and/or DOP in its vicinity; (3) the PN
transmission provides inherent protection for the correction data; and (4) a side benefit is
provided in test programs conducted with the current six satellite GPS constellation
because the additional pseudolite signal source permits operation with less than four
satellites in view, thus extending available test time. Pseudolites were the basis for inverted
range testing during the advanced development phase of the Phase I GPS test program at
Yuma, Arizona. Disadvantages of the pseudolite type are: (1) extra cost for the ground



equipment for such items as wave form generators, time synchronization equipment and
L-band transmitters; (2) added complexity relative to the data link type; (3) possible
near/far problems in aircraft reception of the different strength pseudolite and satellite
signals depending on pseudolite locaion; (4) the need for two antennas on the aircraft to
ensure full time reception; (5) the possible need for a new frequency allocation; and (6)
possible problems for non-participating users in the vicinity of the L2 ground transmission.
Figure 4 illustrates this type.

The translator type merely offsets the frequency of GPS signals received by its
benchmarked antenna and retransmits them to airborne users on another L-band frequency,
Ln. The signals from all available satellites are retransmitted continuously, and the airborne
GPS set computes the corrections for its constellation knowing the location of the
transponder. No GPS set is required at the ground site and no processing is accomplished
or correction data generated at the ground site. Primary advantages of the translator type
are minimal complexity and low cost for the ground installation to the point where it
becomes practical when one or a few helicopters must serve many landing sites, such as
oil rigs. Low power, portable ground stations can also be envisioned. Disadvantages of this
type are: (1) two GPS antennas are required on the aircraft; (2) an L-band translator is
required on the aircraft to reverse the translation accomplished on the ground; (3) a multi-
channel GPS receiver may be required on the aircraft; (4) a new frequency allocation
would be required; (5) near-far problems will be encountered in aircraft GPS signal
reception; (6) user dynamics may be restricted; and (7) the pilot will be required to enter
the coordinates of the ground translator into the airborne system. Figure 5 illustrates this
type.

The correction data which would typically be required in the differential mode would
include the following:

• Correction data for 3 to 8 satellites
• Correction data quality estimates
• Satellite data and I.D.
• Ground/User coordination data
• Ground equipment status
• Correction data encoding
• Correction data quality estimates

For the data link and pseudolite concepts, two basic types of corrections could be
computed and transmitted by the calibration site: (1) X, Y, Z position corrections, or (2)
UERE corrections for each satellite. In both cases, the corrections would be based on
comparing the GPS solution with the known location of the calibration site’s GPS antenna,
the difference being the correction to be applied.



The advantage of the X, Y, Z correction is that it can be applied as a simple addition to the
airborne set’s solution either internal to the GPS set or by an external computer. The
disadvantages of the X, Y, Z correction technique are that it requires both sets to track the
same satellites and that the resulting airborne solution may be less accurate than a UERE
correction introduced into the airborne set’s navigation filter.

The advantage of UERE correction is that it can be transmitted for all GPS satellites in
view to eliminate the need for the airborne set to track the same satellites as the calibration
site. The disadvantages are that (1) more data must be transmitted and (2) update rates
may require the use of multi-channel sets at the calibration site. The update rate is a
significant parameter for both X, Y, Z and UERE correction methods and requires further
study.

A review of the advantages and disadvantages for the three basic differential GPS
concepts leads to several conclusions:

• The data link concept requires the least amount of change to standard GPS sets for
ground and airborne use in the differential mode. This is accomplished at the
expense of a separate data link which may be available anyway as a low cost
subsystem in support of next generation ATC operations.

• The pseudolite concept may, depending on the location of the pseudolite, provide
the best accuracy because of improved geometry (i.e., lower PDOP) and would be
of benefit during limited satellite availability. Also, this concept eliminates the need
for a separate airborne data link receiver. However, these benefits are achieved at
the expense of added complexity, risk, and cost for both ground and airborne GPS
equipment. Also, these benefits may be of questionable value during the operational
GPS era since (a) the accuracy improvement will not be substantial, (b) satellite
availability will not be limited, and (c) a separate, low cost data link to support next
generation ATC operations may be available at no cost to the data link concept.

• The translator concept would provide the lowest cost ground installation at the
expense of considerable complexity in the airborne GPS system and at some
technical risk. This concept would be cost effective where, for example, a few
helicopters serve a large number of off shore oil rigs.

DIFFERENTIAL GPS NAVIGATION PERFORMANCE

GPS system errors have been well documented and fall within specified limits as indicated
in Figure 6. These errors are allocated to their appropriate bias or random category and
their combined effect on position accuracy estimated in Table 1 for a P Code receiver. The



Root-Mean-Square, RMS, value for the bias and random errors provides an estimate of a
1F User Equivalent Range Error, UERE, to a satellite. Use of a filter, such as the Kalman
filter used in GPS sets, substantially reduces the contribution of random errors to total
error, particularly in steady or benign states. For purposes of illustration, the random error
contribution to UERE is reduced by a factor of four in Table 1. This is a high level of
filtering for sequencing sets which is considered attainable with a navigation filter
optimized for the low dynamics approach and landing environment.

Multiplying UERE by an appropriate Dilution of Precision (DOP) factor based on space
segment geometry provides an estimate of the spatial, horizontal, or vertical position error
which will result from the combined effects of ranging errors and system geometry. PDOP
is the spatial (3-D) position DOP factor; HDOP is the horizontal (2-D) position DOP
factor; and VDOP is the vertical (single axis) DOP factor. The statistical distribution of
DOP factors is generally highly non-gaussian and varies with geographic location. For a
discussion of the distribution of DOP value and its use in computing position error
statistics see Reference 6.

Based on Reference 6 data, a single axis VDOP value of 2.5 multiplied by a 1F UERE is
used in this report to provide a conservative estimate of the 1F vertical axis position error.
It is also considered roughly representative of 1F crosstrack, and along track errors. For
example, the 1F single axis error for the Field Test P-Code case shown in Table 1 is
estimated as follows:

Similar calculations using field test errors are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 for
conventional and differential use of P Code and C/A Code. As shown in Table 2, the 1F
ionospheric error for the C/A Code in the conventional mode is assumed equal to the
specification amount allocated to the bias category (i.e., 4 meters) since the accurate
ionospheric correction applied in field tests by the two frequency P Code receivers is not
available to single frequency C/A Code sets. Also, a 7.5 meter receiver noise is assumed in
both modes for C/A Code code tracking sets based on in-house experience with the
Magnavox Z-Set. As indicated in Table 3, all bias errors are assumed cancelled in the
differential mode. This is based on the premise that GPS geometry is essentially constant
over large areas so that nearby users will experience and be able to cancel common errors.
It is consistent with our experience in the TRANSIT satellite system. For differential GPS
calculations, an additional random error equal to the filtered random error is included as
shown as an estimate of the residual error at the calibration site.



DIFFERENTIAL PERFORMANCE VS PRESENT FAA STANDARDS

Table 4 summarizes the results of the performance calculations, 2F values are shown to
facilitate comparison with FAA navigation system accuracy standards shown in Table 5.(4)

A comparison of predicted differential GPS performance in Table 4 with current FAA
navigation system accuracies listed in Table 5, indicates that differential P-Code sets
should satisfy Category I requirements and meet horizontal navigation accuracy
requirements for Category II and III operations but not vertical requirements. However,
differential GPS vertical accuracy is very close to the stringent FAA vertical accuracy
requirements for Category II and III operations, and a review of these requirements
relative to differential GPS characteristics seems warranted. It is expected that differential
C/A Code performance could approach the performance of differential P-Code for civil
applications, if receiver noise effects were reduced. This could be accomplished by
tracking loop optimization doppler aiding, navigation filters and satellite sequencing rates
for applications with relatively low platform dynamics.

CONCLUSIONS

Conventional use of C/A Code signals will accommodate all RNAV/IFR enroute, terminal
area and non-precision approach and landing requirements on a full time basis but will not
accommodate RNAV/IFR Category I precision approach and landing conditions under
current FAA regulations.

Conventional use of the P-Code will not materially enhance civil enroute or non-precision
approach and landing operations relative to conventional use of the C/A Code; nor will it
provide precision approach and landing capabilities. Thus, widespread early conventional
use of the higher cost P-Code sets by the general aviation community does not seem likely
or warranted, particularly since P-Code availability could lag C/A code availability
considerably.

Calculations performed in this study indicate that single channel P code receivers have the
potential in the differential mode to provide navigation accuracies on the order of 2.5
meters, 2F, in each axis. This type of navigation performance would qualify for Category I
approaches and landings per current FAA specifications and warrants consideration for
Category II and III operations.

Study results also indicate that single channel C/A Code receivers as presently designed
would provide navigation accuracies in the differential mode on the order of 10 meters, 2F,
in each axis. This type of navigation accuracy would not qualify for Category I approaches
and landings under current FAA navigation standards. However, differential C/A Code



performance sufficient for Category I and, perhaps Category II and III operations is
projected for C/A Code sets optimized for the approach and landing environment,
particularly if FAA navigation standards can be broadened for selected applications, such
as helicopter service. In this vein, a review is recommended of FAA navigation accuracy
requirements relative to both GPS characteristics and aircraft with slow speed landing
capability, such as helicopters and VTOL aircraft.
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Table 1.  Calculated la Single Axis P-Code Accuracy

Error Source

Spec Field Test

1F Error (Meters) 1F Error (Meters)

Bias Random Total Bias Random Total

Ephemeris Data
Satellite Clock
Ionosphere
Troposphere
Multipath
Receiver

3.7
2.6
4.0
0
0
0

0
0.7
0
3.0
2.8
1.5

3.7
2.7
4.0
3.0
2.8
1.5

3.5
1.5
1.5
0
0
0

0
0.7
0
0.5
1.0
1.5

3.5
1.7
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.5

UERE (RMS) 6.0 4.2 7.5 3.7 2.0 4.2

Filtered UERE (RMS) 6.0 1.1 6.1 3.7 0.5 3.7

1F Single Axis Error (DOP = 2.5)   ~15   ~ 9

Table 2.  Calculated la Single Axis Accuracy, Conventional P-Code and C/A-Code

Error Source

Conventional P-Code Conventional C/A Code

1F Error (Meters) 1F Error (Meters)

Bias Random Total Bias Random Total

Ephemeris Data
Satellite Clock
Ionosphere
Troposphere
Multipath
Receiver

3.5
1.5
1.0
0
0
0

0
0.7
0

0.5
1.0
1.5

3.5
1.7
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.5

3.5
1.5
4.0
0
0
0

0
0.7
0

0.5
1.0
7.5

3.5
1.7
4.0
0.5
1.0
7.5

UERE (RMS) 3.7 2.0 4.2 5.5 7.6 9.4

Filtered UERE (RMS) 3.7 0.5 3.7 5.5 1.9 5.7

1F Single Axis Error (VDOP = 2.5)   ~9   ~ 14



Table 3.  Calculated la Single Axis Accuracy, Differential P-Code and C/A-Code

Error Source

Differential P-Code Differential C/A Code

1F Error (Meters) 1F Error (Meters)

Bias Random Total Bias Random Total

Ephemeris Data
Satellite Clock
Ionosphere
Troposphere
Multipath
Receiver
Calibration Site Residual

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0.7
0

0.5
1.0
1.5
0.5

0
0.7
0

0.5
1.0
1.5
0.5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0.7
0

0.5
1.0
7.5
1.9

0
0.7
0

0.5
1.0
7.5
1.9

UERE (RMS) 0 2.1 2.1 0 7.9 7.9

Filtered UERE (RMS) 0 0.5 0.5 0 2.0 2.0

1F Single Axis Error (VDOP = 2.5)   ~1.3   ~ 5.0

Table 4.  Calculated GPS Performance Summary

GPS Signal

2F Single Axis Error (Meters), DOP = 2.5

Conventional Mode Differential Mode

P Code
C/A Code

18
28

2.6
10

Table 5.  FAA Navigation System Accuracy Standards (4)

Operational Phase
Minimum

Altitude (ft)

Accuracy (2 drms)

Lateral Elevation

Enroute/Terminal 500 4 NM 500 M

Approach
and

Landing

Non-Precison
Precision Category I
Precision Category II
Precision Category III

250
100
50
0

2 NM
±9.1 M*
±4.6 M*
±4.1 M*

100 M
±3 M*

±1.4 M*
±0.5 M*



Figure 1.  NAVSTAR GPS Segments

Figure 2.  Schedules and Orbital Configurations



Figure 3.  Differential GPS - Data Link Type

Figure 4.  Differential GPS - Pseudolite Type



Figure 5.  Differential GPS - Translator Type

Figure 6.  GPS System Error Budget Allocation - 1FF Field Test
Results vs. Specification
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ABSTRACT

The goal of this paper is to develop insight into the real-time nature of GPS observables
measured by a digital receiver. The concept of how independent pseudorange and delta-
pseudorange measurements are captured as a by-product of the code and carrier tracking
loops of a digital NAVSTAR GPS receiver is explained. The classical equations defining
true range and delta range are derived in terms of pseudorange and delta pseudorange. The
actual GPS receiver measurements are then related to these equations. The difference
between GPS measurement resolution and precision is treated and the sources of the GPS
receiver contribution to the total GPS error are identified. The total GPS error, in terms of
user equivalent range error (UERE) and user equivalent delta range error (UEDRE), is
characterized. However, an unaided GPS navigation process can filter out only the
unbiased random error in the observables, not the total UERE and UEDRE content. Also,
the random error in GPS observables is not stationary. Hence, the random error in UERE
and UEDRE is identified and characterized.

INTRODUCTION

Advantages in using digital techniques to design a NAVSTAR GPS receiver are numerous,
Many of these advantages have been described in references 1 and 2. This paper describes
the advantage of direct measurements of pseudorange and delta pseudorange in a digital
receiver. A digital receiver is a receiver whose code and carrier-loop frequency
synthesizers use numerically controlled or digital oscillators (DOs). The frequency output
of a DO is determined by a digital number applied to its input. A block diagram of a
typical digital GPS receiver is shown in Figure 1. An analog receiver is a receiver with
code and carrier loop frequency synthesizers that use voltage-controlled crystal oscillators
(VCXOs). The frequency output of a VCXO is determined by an analog voltage applied to
its input. A block diagram of a typical analog GPS receiver is shown in Figure 2. The



important distinction between the DO of the digital receiver and the VCXO of the analog
receiver is that the instantaneous analog phase state of a VCXO can be neither controlled
nor measured directly, whereas the discrete phase state of a DO can be controlled and
measured directly.

Figure 1 - Typical Digital Receiver Block Diagram.

Figure 2-Typical Analog Receiver Block Diagram.



GPS Observables

The chief role of a GPS receiver front end is to measure pseudorange and delta
pseudorange with respect to at least four GPS space vehicles (SVs) and to read the 50-Hz
signal (navigation message) data from each SV. Pseudorange can be derived directly and
precisely from the instantaneous discrete replica code phase state in the code loop of a
digital receiver. Delta pseudorange can be derived directly and precisely from the
measurement of the instantaneous discrete replica carrier phase state in the carrier loop of
a digital receiver. The 50-Hz signal data can be read only when the receiver is in phase
lock with the SV carrier. When in phase lock, the 50-Hz signal data are read as a direct
by-product of the integrated in-phase component of the digitized carrier loop baseband
input signal. The carrier loop in-phase (Ip) and quadrature (QP) signals are usually derived
from a prompt (or on-time) code-correlation narrowband channel. In Figures 1 and 2,
where the receiver block diagrams are shown in closed-loop operation (rather than search
operation), IB and QB in the figures correspond to Ip and Qp, respectively.

DEFINITION OF TRUE GPS RANGE

Suppose a GPS space vehicle (SV) transmitted a particular code epoch at Tt, GPS transmit
time and the GPS user receiver was correlated perfectly with this code epoch at Tr GPS
receive time. If no other propagation delays between SV(j) and user-antenna phase center
need be considered, the ideal true range R^ (j) would be given by R^ (j) = c @ [Tr (j) - Tt (j)]
meters, where c is the GPS value for speed of light (2.99792458 X 108 m/s, Tr (j) and Tt (j)
are in seconds, and the index indicates the jth SV. However, the GPS signal has several
delays which, if not subtracted, would make the range measurement of this equation longer
than the true range. These delays include the frequency-independent tropospheric delay
(TDt) and frequency-dependent ionospheric delay (TDi), which are the combined
atmospheric delay (TDa) effect. Also, there are receiver delays (TDr) between the antenna
phase center and the code-correlation point in the receiver. Taking these delays into
account, the equation becomes R(j) = c @ [Tr (j) - Tt (j) - TDa (j) - TDr (n)] meters where
R(j) = true range, TDa (j) = TDi (j) + TDt (j) in seconds, and the index n in TDr (n) refers
to the receiver channel. Figure 3 shows this GPS time relationship.

The essential reason for two frequencies (the primary frequency at L1 = 1575.42 MHz and
the secondary frequency at L2 = 1227.60 MHz) from each SV is to measure ionospheric
delay. This is done in a two-frequency receiver by measuring the range difference to SV(j)
between the two frequencies and then multiplying the difference by a scale factor Ki given
by Ki = 1/[1 - (L1 /L

2)2 ] = -1.546. The ionosphere has a delay effect that is approximately
inversely proportional to the square of the frequency. Single-frequency receivers must
model the ionospheric correction, unless it is provided by another means external to the
receiver. The tropospheric correction must be modeled in either case, because tropospheric 



Figure 3 - GPS Transmit and Receive Time Relationships.

delays are independent of frequency. One example of a model for this correction is given
by the following formula: TDt (j) = [c1 /sin ("j) ] @ e -c2@h seconds where ci is a constant:
7.365 X 10-9 ; c2 is a constant: 1/6,900; "j is the elevation angle above horizontal from user
to SV(j); and h is the altitude of the user above the earth’s surface (meters). It has been
estimated that the combined effect of modeling TDa results in a range error of from 2.44 to
5.18 meters (reference 3).

In general, the GPS SVs are not perfectly aligned with respect to true GPS time and their
clocks drift slightly with respect to true GPS time. However, their time offset and drift
characteristics are precisely measured by the control segment and transmitted as three
polynomial coefficients a0, a1, and a2 in the clock-correction portion of the SV navigation
message data. Thus, the range equation is further modified to include the SV(j) transmit
time bias offset TBs (j) with respect to true GPS time, so that R(j) = c @ [Tr (j) - Ts (j) +
 TBs (j) - TDa (j) - TDa (n)] meters, where Tt (j) = Ts (j) - TBs (j) and Ts (j) is the SV(j)
transmit time according to its own clock, which, when corrected by the offset time TBs (j),
equals true GPS transmit time, Tt (j). The clock correction is determined as follows: TBs (j)
= a0 + a2 [Ts (j) - toc (j)] + a2 [Ts (j) - toc (j)]

2, where a0, a1, and a2 are polynomial
coefficients and toc (j) is the GPS reference time obtained from the SV(j) navigation
message data. Negligible accuracy is lost if Ts (j) is replaced with user receive time Tu.

The user receiver clock, with respect to true GPS time, is misaligned and drifts. Therefore,
the user must determine the offset or time bias TBu with respect to true GPS time by
incorporating one more SV(j) measurement than is required to determine position. For



three-dimensional independent position measurement with GPS, four SV measurements
are used, so that four nonlinear equations can be formulated to solve four unknowns: xu, yu,
zu, (user position) and TBu (user time bias). Finally, the range equation is modified to
reflect the user time bias with respect to true GPS time:

R(j) = c @ [Tu (j) - Ts (j) + TBs (j) - TDa (j) - TDr (n) - TBu ] meters (1)

where Tr (j) = Tu (j) - TBu, and TBu is not indexed since it will be the same user time bias
for all measurements at the same user receive time Tu.

DEFINITION OF PSEUDORANGE

Equation (1) reflects the measurements that a GPS receiver uses to determine true range to
SV(j). The definition of pseudorange is in terms of the raw receiver measurements before
applying delay corrections and before having determined time bias. Pseudorange is defined
as:

PR (j)= c @ [Tu (j) - Ts (j)] meters (2)

This can be thought of as the measurement of the apparent range to SV(j), using the
transmit time Ts (j) that SV(j) thinks is true GPS time and the receive time Tu (j) that the
user estimates is true GPS time (reference 4). Both times have time-bias corrections that
must be applied and the result must be corrected for delay paths encountered to arrive at
true range. Equation (1) can be written in terms of pseudorange from equation (2) as
follows:

R(j) = PR(j) + c @ [TBs (j) - TDa (j) - TDr (n) - TBu ] meters (3)

However, a digital GPS receiver does not measure pseudorange directly. What it does
measure directly in the code-tracking loop is replica code phase which is effectively the
satellite transmit time Ts (j). The replica code phase state for a P-code receiver is measured
in P-chips, Nco (j). In this case, equation (2) is changed as follows:

PR(j) = c E [Tu (j) - Nco (j)/fo] meters (4)

where Nco (j) is the number of P-code chips and fractions of a chip that have elapsed since
the GPS beginning of the week corresponding to SV(j) transmit time; and fo is the code
chipping rate (10.23 X 106 chips/sec for P-cocle). Thus, Nco (j) / Ts (j) @ fo chips. If Nco (j)
is in C/A-chips, fo is 1.023 X 106. For C/A-only operation, the SV(j) transmit time rolls
over every 1,023 C/A chips or every 1 millisecond. Special care must be taken in Equation 



(4) to correct for end-of-week and (if applicable) C/A chip rollover effects when they
occur.

For the two-frequency user the code phase is measured in both L1 (Nco1 ) and L2 (Nco2)
resulting in an L1 pseudrange PRL1 and an L2 pseudorange PRL2. The ionospheric
correction is determined using the scale factor previously shown as follows: TDi (j) =     
Ki /fo @ [Nco2 (j) - Nco1 (j)] = Ki [PRL1 (j) - PRL2 (j)] . For the single-frequency user, both
components of TDa (j) must be modeled and the value for TBs (j) in Equations (1) or (3)
must be corrected for the interchannel bias difference between L1 and L2 in SV(j) using
TGD (j) in the satellite-clock-correction data.

ANALOGY BETWEEN TRANSMIT TIME AND REPLICA CODE STATE

To track a GPS SV, both the code and carrier state must be replicated in the receiver
tracking loops and correlated with the incoming SV signal. If there is zero error between
the replicated signals and the incoming SV(j) signal (maximum correlation), the replicated
code phase state is linearly analogous to the earlier SV transmit time at the later selected
user time event, while the replicated carrier-phase state corresponds to the SV transmit
carrier phase. From these raw measurements, usual GPS receiver pseudoranges, delta
pseudoranges, and their L1/L2 differences can be derived. A number of complex indirect
hardware counter schemes exist for extracting these measurements from a GPS receiver;
the most straightforward and accurate is to synthesize the code and carrier loops, using
numerically controlled (digital) oscillators and digital loop filters so that the measurements
of these tracking-phase states become exact by-products of the loop frequency-synthesis
process.

ADVANTAGES OF NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED (DIGITAL)
OSCILLATOR

The distinct GPS advantages of a DO code synthesizer are: (a) the code phase is precisely
measurable because it is advanced in discrete clock increments and (b) the phase
increments are derived from one user clock source, the receiver oscillator.

The general advantages of a DO synthesizer for either code or carrier loops are that they
are readily applicable to programmable microprocessor-based systems. The DOs are
inherently reproducible: there are no potentiometers, no tuning, and no drift or stability
problems. Their design is straightforward and they are more versatile than are their analog
equivalents. Because they are digital, their design is compatible with the trend toward
large-scale integrated (LSI) custom component design. A DO can be defined as a device
which produces discrete quantized samples of a waveform at a fixed sample rate. Figure 4
is a block diagram of a basic DO. Figure 5 shows the fundamentals of DO operation.



Figure 4 - Digital Oscillator Block Diagram.

Figure 5 - Digital Oscillator Implementation Concept.

DIGITAL SYNTHESIS OF REPLICA CODE STATE

Figure 6 is a detailed block diagram of a DO design used for a GPS code synthesizer.
When tracking in P-code, the replica code generator is advanced at the P-code chipping
rate of 10.23 MHz plus doppler. In C/A-code, the C/A-code chipping rate of 1.023 MHz
plus doppler is applied. The replica code state is composed of an integer part and a
fractional part. To synthesize replica code state in a digital receiver, the integer part of the
code state is set into the code generator and the code generator is advanced with the code
DO at the code chipping rate plus doppler. At the completion of each cycle of the DO, a
carry output advances the code state by one chip. The fractional part of the replica code
state at any given user clock event is simply the phase of the code DO at the same user
clock event. Its operation is described in more detail in reference 1.



Figure 6 - Code Synthesizer Block Diagram.

DEFINITION OF DELTA RANGE

The change over a specified time interval, in true range to an SV, is called delta range.
Delta range divided by the specified time interval is the mean relative velocity between the
user and SV(j) for that time interval. Delta range is given by DR(j) = R2 (j) - R1 (j) where
R2 (j) is the true range at the end of the specified time interval and R1 (j) is the true range
at the start, and by DR(j) = DPR(j) + c @ [DTBs (j) - DTDa (j) - DTDr (n) - DTBu ], where
DPR = PR2 - PR1 , the pseudorange change or delta pseudorange over the interval; DTBs =
TBs2 - TBs1, the satellite clock bias change or delta time bias of SV(j) over the time
interval; DTDa = TDa2 - TDa1, the atmospheric delay change or delta time delay of
atmosphere over the time interval; DTDr = TDr2 - TDr1, the receiver delay change or delta
time delay of receiver over the time interval; and DTBu = TBu2 - TBu1, the user clock bias
change or delta time bias of user over the time interval. Usually, the atmospheric delay
change and the receiver delay change are assumed to be zero and effectively absorbed into
the user clock bias change. Hence, the second equation becomes:

DR(j) = DPR(j) + c @ [DTBs - DTBu ] (5)

The term DTBu is determined by the navigation solution, and the satellite clock bias
change is determined by:

DTBs – a1 @ )T+ a2 @ ()T)2 (6)
where )T is the specified delta range time interval.



The change in pseudorange is measured most easily by reading carrier phase at both start
and stop time events of the desired delta pseudorange. Thus, delta pseudorange is given
by:

(7)

where Nca = instantaneous user replica carrier phase in cycles at L-band; and fL = 1575.42
X 106 cycles/second for L1 carrier and 1227.6 X 106 cycles/second for L2 carrier.

DEFINITION OF DELTA PSEUDORANGE

Equation (7) defines delta pseudorange as the change in user replica carrier phase between
two user time events times a scale factor. The total carrier phase change must be
accounted for between this time interval; hence, integer carrier cycles must be counted as
well as the fractional change in phase.

DIGITAL SYNTHESIS OF REPLICA CARRIER PHASE

Figure 7 is a detailed block diagram of a DO design used for a GPS carrier synthesizer. Its
operation is described in reference 1.

Figure 7 - Carrier Synthesizer Block Diagram.

GPS MEASUREMENT ACCURACY

Table I compares typical analog and digital receiver measurement resolutions. The
measurement resolution of a digital GPS receiver is orders of magnitude greater than that
of an analog receiver. Hence, measurement error can usually be neglected in a digital
receiver, but must always be considered in an analog design. However, measurement
resolution is only one of many error contributions to user equivalent range error (UERE)
and user equivalent delta range error (UEDRE). The user position error is determined by
multiplying position dilution of precision (PDOP) times UERE (reference 3). A similar



relationship is true foruservelocity error and UEDRE. A PDOP of 3 or lesscan be expected
in the full GPS 18-SV constellation.

Table II is a typical GPS system pseudorange error budget, including sources of the errors
and the nature (statistics) of the errors. Note that the GPS receiver design can only
improve on the receiver noise and resolution; the ionospheric delay compensation and,
possibly, the antenna design could improve on multipath rejection. Table III is a typical
delta pseudorange error budget. Table IV summarizes the components of the receiver code
noise and resolution error budget in Table I I for a typical digital receiver.

TABLE 1.  Typical Measurement Resolution Comparison

Parameter Analog Receiver LSB Digital Receiver LSB

Pseudorange (meters) 1.8 to 9.0 0.0005

Delta pseudorange (meters) 0.003 to 0.015 0.000003

TABLE II.  Typical GPS Pseudorange Error Budget

Error Contributor Error Source1 Error Statistics
1-Sigma

Error (Meters)

Clock and navigation subsystem stability
Predictability of SV perturbations
Other
Ephemeris and clock prediction
Other
Ionospheric delay2 compensation
Tropospheric delay compensation
Receiver noise3 and resolution
Multipath
Other

SS and CS
SS and CS
SS and CS

CS
CS
US
US
US
US
US

Bias
Bias
White noise
Bias
White noise
Markov
Bias
Markov
White noise
White noise

2.7
1.0
0.5
2.5
0.5 
2.3
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5

Total 1-sigma user equivalent range error 5.3

Notes: 1. SS = Space Segment, CS Control Segment, US = User Segment.
2. Ionospheric delay compensation error is related to receiver noise and resolution error by a

factor of 1 .546.
3. Receiver noise and resolution error are predictable as functions of several measurable

receiver parameters. With all else equal, these errors decrease when C/No increases. The
errors shown are the maximum allowable 1-sigma errors for the receiver operating in
P-code.



TABLE III.  Typical GPS Delta Pseudorange Error Budget

Error Contributor Error Source1 Error Statistics
1-Sigma

Error (Meters)

Satellite clock noise
Propagation gradient
Receiver noise2 and resolution
Other

SS
US
US
US

White noise
Markov
White noise
White noise

0.003
0.008
0.008
0.003

Total 1-sigma user equivalent delta range error3 0.012

Notes: 1. SS = Space Segment, US = User Segment.
2. Receiver noise and resolution error are predictable as functions of several

measurable receiver parameters. With all else equal, this error decreases when
C/No increases. The error shown is the maximum allowable 1-sigma error for
the receiver operating in P- or C/A-code.

3. To convert to degrees at L1, multiply by 1.892 X 103; at L2, multiply by 1.474
X 103.

Note that thermal tracking jitter is the dominant error source in the code tracking loop.
This error can be predicted accurately in real time (reference 5) if an accurate measure of
C/No is made in the receiver and the bandwidths of the receiver are provided.

Table V summarizes the components of the receiver carrier noise and resolution error
budget in Table III for a typical digital receiver. Thermal tracking jitter variance in a
phase-locked carrier loop changes with C/No and can be predicted by:

(8)

where Bn is the carrier loop noise bandwidth (Hz), Bp is the predetection bandwidth (Hz),
and C/No is the effective signal power to noise spectral density ratio (Hz).

Since the GPS navigation process cannot remove or improve on errors that are “bias-like”
over its estimation interval, only the unbiased random error (white noise) components in
the observables, rather than the total UERE and UEDRE, content should be considered.
The random error in GPS observables is not stationary as a result of changing C/No and
sometimes as a result of changing bandwidth and loop-tracking conditions during loop
closure or weak signal hold on. If the navigation process comprehends these tracking
conditions, the effective total error variance in the code and carrier loops can be predicted
in real time. Figures 8 and 9 are typical digital-receiver error plots for pseudorange and
delta pseudorange observations from a real SV.



 TABLE IV.  Typical Digital Receiver Code Loop
Tracking Error Budget (P-Code)

Error Contributor Error Statistics
1-Sigma

Error (Meters)

Oscillator stability1

Code hardware resolution
Code software resolution
Internal multipath
RF group delay variation
Thermal tracking jitter2

Other

Markov
White noise
White noise
White noise
Markov
Markov
White noise

0.30
Negligible
Negligible

0.12
0.06
1.45
0.12

Total 1-sigma receiver noise and
 resolution pseudorange error

1.5

Notes: 1. Oscillator stability error increases under acceleration stress. However, this has
a small order effect on the code loop error budget.

2. Thermal tracking jitter error is the dominant code loop error source which
decreases when C/No increases. The error shown is the maximum allowable
1-sigma error for the P-code receiver design and minimum C/No. For C/A-code
operation, multiply P-code thermal tracking jitter error by 10.

TABLE V.  Typical Digital Receiver Carrier Loop Tracking Error Budget

Error Contributor Error Statistics
1-Sigma

Error (Meters)

Oscillator stability1

Carrier hardware phase jitter
Carrier software phase jitter
L-Band synthesizer phase jitter
Thermal tracking2 jitter
Other

Markov
White noise
White noise
White noise
Markov
White noise

0.003
0.001
0.0001
0.003
0.007
0.001

Total 1-sigma receiver noise and resolution 0.008

Notes: 1. Oscillator stability error increases under acceleration stress. This can have
a significant effect on the carrier loop error budget. The error shown is the
maximum allowable 1-sigma error under maximum specified acceleration
stress.



2. Thermal tracking jitter error may not be the dominant carrier error source.
This error decreases when C/No increases. The error shown is the
maximum allowable 1-sigma error for the receiver design and minimum
C/No when operating in P- or C/A-cocle.

Figure 8 - L1 and L1-L2 Pseudorange Error Plots

Figure 9 - L1 and L1-L2 Delta Pseudorange Error Plots



SUMMARY

The real-time nature of GPS observables, as measured by a digital receiver, has been
described, starting with the classical equations that define true range and delta range in
terms of pseudorange and delta pseudorange. The concept of how pseudorange and delta
pseudorange measurements are captured as a by-product of the digital oscillator phase
states in the code and carrier tracking loops of a digital receiver has been described. The
advantages of digital oscillators over their analog counterparts were summarized. The
difference between measurement resolution and accuracy was discussed. The total GPS
error sources were identified in terms of user-equivalent range error (UERE) and user
equivalent delta range error (UEDRE). The unbiased random error (white noise)
components were identified since these are the only components that an unaided GPS
navigation process can recognize and filter. The white noise components that change with
C/No were also identified and a way to predict these in real time was described.
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NEW COMPARISONS BETWEEN C/A GPS AND OTHER
MARINE NAVAIDS

John Painter, Phil Noe, Tom Rhyne
Department of Electrical Engineering
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ABSTRACT

Marine C/A GPS receiver position data has been collected for about two years by the
USCG and TAMU researchers aboard the R/V Gyre. Recent studies show results obtained
with USGS personnel from Woods Hole. The USGS personnel were onboard the Gyre for
a short cruise from Tampa, Florida to Maine investigating LORAN C properties and
accuracies in comparison with GPS and Transit. These studies were made to identify cause
of large biases previously reported between LORAN C and GPS in the first phase of the
TAMU/USCG research effort. Equipments used in this test were a Magnavox GPS Z-set,
Internav 404 LORAN C, Tracor Omega, and Magnavox Transit receivers.
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EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF
PCM/FM, PCM/PM and PSK

Eugene L. Law
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ABSTRACT

This paper compares the experimental bit error rate (BER) performance of PCM/FM,
PCM/PM, and PSK. The data are presented as BERs versus signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in
a bandwidth equal to the bit rate. The effects of premodulation filtering and receiver IF
bandwidth are discussed. The necessary RF bandwidths for these modulation methods are
also discussed. Two methods of generating PSK signals were used: ±90E linear phase
modulation and mulitplication of the RF carrier by ±1 using a double balanced mixer. The
first method will be referred to as PCM/PM (±90E) in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

Many modulation techniques exist for the transmission of telemetry data. This paper
discusses three of the main methods for the transmission of digital data: PCM/FM,
PCM/PM and PSK. Most PCM telemetry data transmitted on the National Ranges
currently use PCM/FM, PCM/PM, or PCM/FM/FM as the modulaton method. The
Telemetry Group of the Range Commanders Council has sponsored this study to compare
the performance of PSK with PCM/FM and PCM/PM under the real-world conditions of
range telemetry. This study will include the effects of premodulation filtering, receiver IF
bandwidths, multipath, and predetection recording on the bit error rate performance of
these modulation methods. The RF spectra of the codes will also be compared. The results
presented in this paper will include the effects of premodulation filtering and receiver IF
bandwidths.

EXPERIMENT

Laboratory tests were performed to measure the BER versus SNR performance of the
modulation methods under study. The test setup is shown in figure 1. Some of the test
parameters are listed below:



PCM code: NRZ-L

Test sequence: 2047 bit pseudo random

Premodulation filter: 5-pole linear phase

RF frequency: . 2250 MHz

Receiver IF filter type: linear phase

PSK demodulator type: Costas loop

PSK demodulator low pass filter bandwidth: 2 MHz

PSK demodulator loop bandwidth: 10 kHz

PCM/FM peak deviation: . 0.35 times bit rate

The tests will be expanded to include other premodulation filters and BI0/-L coding later in
the study.

This work was sponsored by the Naval Air Systems Command and the member
organizations of the Telemetry Group of the Range Commanders Council under a task
assignment to provide engineering support to the Telemetry Group of the Range
Commanders Council.

The SNR was measured using the receiver linear 10 MHz output with an unmodulated
carrier. The actual IF bandpass frequency response was measured and the equivalent noise
power bandwidth calculated. This bandwidth was used to compute the SNR in a
bandwidth equal to the bit rate. When the double balanced mixer was used to generate
PSK, the unmodulated carrier amplitude was adjusted with a DC voltage applied to the
mixer IF input to be the same level as the mid-bit level with modulation. The average RF
power with modulation was . 0.4 dB below the unmodulated power.

TEST RESULTS

The experimental results with PCM/PM (±90E) and PSK (double balanced mixer) agreed
quite closely. The SNR for a given BER with PCM/PM (±90E) with premodulation
filtering at three times the bit rate was slightly lower (. 0.2 dB) than the SNR for the same
BER with PSK when the SNR was defined as above. If the SNR was redefined to
compensate for the power loss of PSK during bit transitions, the PSK performance was



.0.2 dB better than the PCM/PM (±90E) performance. The author believes that the correct
method is to use the SNR as described in the previous section. Therefore, PCM/PM
(±90E) appears to be slightly better than PSK (double balanced mixer). If the insertion loss
of the mixer is included the advantage of PCM/PM (±90E) is much larger (greater than
4 dB for the mixer used in this study). Since the transmitter power is limited by the
available missile or battery power in most missile telemeters that the author is familiar
with, the insertion loss of the double balanced mixer causes a corresponding decrease in
transmitted power (assuming linear amplifiers are used). Therefore, the following
discussion will include only PCM/PM (±90E) and PCM/FM.

The effects of premodulation and receiver IF filtering are shown in figure 2 and table 1.
The PCM/PM (±90E) data (300 kb/s) was only 0.7 dB worse than theoretical PSK1 at a 
10-5 BER with a premodulation filter bandwidth (-3 dB) of 3 times the bit rate and a
receiver IF bandwidth of 11 times the bit rate. An additional 0.7 dB of degradation was
measured when the premodulation filter bandwidth was equal to the bit rate. The data with
a premodulation filter bandwidth equal to the bit rate for 300 kb/s and 900 kb/s are nearly
the same. Increasing the bit rate to 1.5 Mb/s and keeping the filter bandwidths fixed
caused 2.3 dB of degradation from the 300 kb/s data.

Tests were also conducted to compare PCM/FM and PCM/PM (±90E) under identical
conditions. The results of these tests are presented in figure 3 and table 1. The data in
figure 3 show that PCM/FM and PCM/PM (±90E) require approximately the same SNR
for a 10-5 BER (11.9 dB and 11.6 dB respectively) when the receiver IF bandwidth is equal
to the bit rate for PCM/FM and equal to twice the bit rate for PCM/PM (±90E).
Interestingly, the SNR for a 10-5 BER is also approximately the same (13.1 dB and
12.9 dB respectively) when the IF bandwidth is equal to twice the bit rate for PCM/FM
and the bit rate for PCM/PM (±90E). At a 10-3 BER the BER performance of PCM/PM
(±90E) is significantly better than that of PCM/FM. At an 8 dB IF SNR with a 1.5 MHz IF
bandwidth, PCM/PM (+90E) and PCM/FM perform about the same while PCM/FM is
1 dB better, under the same conditions, at a 10-5 BER. The PCM/FM data agree well with
the results of Tjhung and Wittke2 who show an SNR of 10.74 dB for a 10-4 BER with a
Gaussian bandpass filter with bandwidth equal to the bit rate while figure 3 shows
approximately 10.65 dB. The premodulation filter bandwidth was approximately 1.6 MHz
for all the data shown in figure 3. The BER versus SNR performance of optimum
PCM/FM is not affected significantly by premodulation filter bandwidth as long as the
bandwidth is greater than the bit rate for NRZ-L3.

Two bit detectors were available in the PCM bit synchronizer used in this test. The best bit
detector for all PCM/FM data and PCM/PM (±90E) with the receiver IF bandwidth equal
to the bit rate was the filter at one-half the bit rate and sample detector. The best bit
detector for the other PCM/PM (±90E) signals was the filter which was matched to



rectangular PCM signals. The definition of best bit detector is the detector which yielded
the lowest BER.

The bit error rate of PCM/FM is determined by the actual SNR in the bandwidth that the
FM demodulator sees. The reason for this is that most bit errors are caused by noise
“pops” which occur when the FM demodulater is captured by noise. As the SNR is
decreased the number of “pops” increases and so does the BER. The optimum IF
bandwidth for NRZ-L PCM/FM with the optimum deviation2,3 is approximately equal to
the bit rate (also a function of filter type and rolloff rate). The reason is that the signal
energy is concentrated in a bandwidth equal to the bit rate2,4,5. Widening the bandwidth
increases the noise power faster than the signal power and narrowing the bandwidth
decreases the signal power faster than the noise power.

The bit error rate of PCM/PM (±90E) is determined by the ratio of signal energy per bit to
the noise power spectral density because of the coherent demodulator. Narrowing the
premodulation or receiver IF bandwidths decreases the signal energy per bit (especially of
single bits of one polarity) without changing the noise power spectral density. (The
receiver IF filter does reduce the noise power spectral density at frequencies above one-
half the receiver IF bandwidth)

The optimum peak deviation for unfiltered PCM/PM is 90E because at this deviation the
signals for a “one” and a “zero” are antipodal (i.e., exact opposites of each other). The RF
carrier is also at a null for this deviation. When the PCM signal is premodulation filtered,
the carrier null occurs at a higher peak deviation than 90E. However, the lowest bit error
rate occurs with a peak deviation quite close to 90E even with premodulation filtering.

A test was also conducted using a non-random test sequence. This test sequence was
generated using a 6-bit ramp generator with each 6-bit word repeated 4 times before the
value was incremented by one. The BER results were the same as with the pseudo-random
sequence.

Another property of the PSK demodulator that is important to the telemetry system
designers is that the demodulator output has an equal probability of outputting binary
“ones” as a high level or a low level because the demodulator has no way of telling the
two phases apart. When the demodulator loses lock because of a signal- dropout the output
polarity, when lock is reacquired, can be either the same as before loss of lock or inverted.
Therefore, PCM frame synchronizers should be operated in the “auto polarity” mode to
prevent the data from being inverted after loss of lock. Polarity insensitive codes such as
NRZ-M and NRZ-S can also be used to solve this problem with a doubling of the bit error
rate.



The necessary RF bandwidths for a 500 kb/s NRZ-L signal with a 5-pole linear phase
premodulation filter equal to the bit rate are:

1.  PCM/FM . 1.7 MHz

2.  PSK . 2.6 MHz

3.  PCM/PM (±90E) . 3.7 MHz

The necessary RF bandwidth is defined to be the bandwidth beyond which all signals are
50 dB below the unmodulated carrier when measured in a 30 kHz bandwidth.

CONCLUSIONS

1.   PCM/PM (±90E) appears to be superior to PCM/FM under static conditions if the
premodulation filter and receiver IF filter are both much larger than the bit rate. The
difference in performance is a function of the total filtering of the PCM/PM (±90E) signal.

2.   PCM/FM is superior to PCM/PM (±90E) at a 105 BER if the overall effective system
data bandwidth is less than approximately 0.75 times the bit rate for NRZ-L.

3.   The RF bandwidths required for PCM/FM are significantly less than the bandwidths
required for PSK and PCM/PM (±90E).
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Table 1

IF SNR in a Bandwidth equal to the Bit Rate for Bit Error Rates of 10-5 and 10-3

Modulation
     Type     

Bit Rate
  (kb/s)  

RF
Deviation

Premod. Filter
Bandwidth (kHz)

IF Bandwidth
      (kHz)      

IF SNR (dB) in
Bandwidth = Bit Rate

10-5 BER       10-3 BER

PCM/PM

PCM/PM

PCM/PM

PCM/PM

PCM/PM

PCM/PM

PCM/FM

PCM/FM

300

300

900

1500

1500

1500

1500

1500

±90E

±90E

±90E

±90E

±90E

±90E

±533 kHz

±533 kHz

300

900

900

900

1600

1600

1600

1600

3300

3300

3300

3300

3300

1500

1500

3300

11.0

10.3

11.2

12.6

11.6

12.9

11.9

13.1

8.0

7.5

8.1

9.0

8.4

9.5

9.2

10.6

Figure 1.  Test Setup



Figure 2.  Bit error rate versus IF SNR in bandwidth equal to bit rate
for PCM/PM (±90EE).



Figure 3.  Bit error rate versus IF S1JR in bandwidth equal to bit rate for
PCM/PM (±90EE) and PCM/FM.



IMAGING TERMINAL GUIDANCE SEEKER
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ABSTRACT

A certain guidance seeker is designed to aim at the location of the most vulnerable point of
a moving target. The seeker extracts an appropriate feature of the target and continuously
tracks it using a tracking algorithm. The performance of the tracker was evaluated in terms
of probability of acquisition and positional error. The algorithm was verified using a data
base obtained from the flight of an A-7E aircraft. The cockpit of the aircraft was
continuously identified by a rectangular gate as the seeker’s aimpoint.

INTRODUCTION

A certain terminal guidance seeker, aided by an imaging subsystem, acquires targets,
selects a target of interest, aims at its most vulnerable point and tracks the aimpoint
continuously until the deployment of munitions. The imaging subsystem in the seeker
collects the data from the scene through an infrared sensor, uses an appropriate algorithm
for target acquisition, classification, and tracking, and generates steering commands to
direct the seeker to the target. The seeker uses a scene matching algorithm(1-9) to track the
position of the target in the field of view (FOV). The scene matching algorithm consists of
correlating a reference target scene with the incoming scene to find the best matching
position. The reference target scene is obtained either from a previous scene or from a
priori knowledge of the target. The target extraction process from the FOV is shown in
Figure 1.

In many practical applications, the reference target data is not available or the correlation
with the reference data does not track well because of a noisy environment. Besides, the
target size grows from a few pixels to the whole FOV as the vehicle gets close to the target
and correlation with the fixed size target data becomes useless. The reference target data
are to be extracted in our case from the scene itself through a segmentation process as
shown in Figure 2. The segmentation process is usually a variation of the maximum
likelihood detection.(10,11)



The initial acquisition of the target can be obtained by using a double gate algorithm.(12)

This paper addresses the tracking of targets in real time after initial acquisition. Tracking
of the target is performed by using a centroid algorithm initially and later using a
correlation algorithm employing updated reference target data extracted from the scene
itself.

The image registration process is described briefly in Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss
the centroid algorithm to locate the position of the target in the FOV and then employ the
correlation technique. The cockpit area was chosen as an aimpoint and was used as a
reference scene to be correlated with the incoming scene. The best matched area is used as
an updated reference for the cockpit area. The performance of the tracker as measured in
terms of location error and probability of detection is derived in Section 4. Section 5 deals
with the verification of the tracking algorithm. More than 100 frames of data from the
A-7E aircraft flight data were used as a data base. Comments are discussed in Section 6.

2.  IMAGE REGISTRATION

Image registration involves the initial acquisition of the target and location of the target in
the FOV. The acquisition of a bright target is done by simply thresholding. In general, the
acquisition of a target is done by segmentation.(13,14) After the target is detected, an
appropriate feature of the target is extracted from the current frame of the FOV and is
stored as a reference scene. When the next frame of the data is received, the FOV is
searched to locate the appropriate feature again. This is done by comparing the current
scene with the reference scene. In general, matching techniques for image registration
include (a) cross correlation, (b) amplitude ranking method, (c) line feature matching, (d)
minimum absolute difference method, and (e) moment methods.(15,16) In this paper we
apply a cross correlation method because of its simplicity in terms of real time
implementation in the guidance missile seeker. In a cross correlation method, the reference
scene and the current scene images are translated relative to one another until they overlay
as indicated by a maximum of the computed correlation coefficient.

3.  TRACKING ALGORITHM

Initially the seeker determines the presence and size of the entire target and applies a
centroid algorithm to locate its position in each incoming scene. The centroid of the target
is indicated by a crosshair in the FOV. As the target size increases, a rectangular area
containing a specific aimpoint of interest is stored as a reference frame.

Tracking the aimpoint only assures the tracking accuracy as well as vulnerability of the
target. In the current literature, usually the whole target scene is used for correlation; this
has two disadvantages. Firstly, the FOV is not large enough to contain the entire target



image until the terminal phase of weapon delivery. Secondly, the FOV may not contain the
most vulnerable part of the target.

In the feature correlation technique, on the other hand, as each scene is received, a
correlation algorithm is applied to search the area containing the aimpoint. For an aircraft
target, an appropriate aimpoint is chosen as the cockpit area. The features of the aimpoint
are determined and the search area is identified by means of correlation. The area
containing the aimpoint is marked by a rectangular gate; the size of the gate is determined
by a minimum convex hull of the aimpoint area. The identified area is stored as an updated
reference gate. The process of correlating and storing the current aimpoint area is
continued until the deployment of munitions, Another advantage of the feature correlation
is that only a small section of the target is stored as a reference gate. This results in a
significant reduction of the computational load in implementing the correlation algorithm.
The computational requirement for correlation is given in Table 1 as a function of gate
size.

Table 1.  Computational Requirement

Spatial
Size

Time Domain
(No. of Operation)

Frequency Doman
(No. of Operation)

4 x 4
8 x 8

16 x 16
32 x 32
64 x 64

128 x 128
256 x 256

400
5,184

73,984
1,115,136

17,305,600
272,646,144

4,328,587,264

392
2,320

12,320
61,504

295,040
1,376,512
6,291,968

The acquisition time depends upon the computing device used in the seeker based on the
above operation.



(a)  Centroid

Let x(i,j), 1 # i # P, 1 # j # Q be the value of the picture element at (i,j)th position in the
FOV. PQ is the size of the reference scene (see Figure 1). The centroid of the target is
given by

The centroid of the target (x,y) is marked by a crosshair in the target in each frame and the
sensor is erected to point towards the crosshair position of the FOV. This is performed in a
guidance and command subsystem in the seeker. The guidance subsystem records the
spatial position of the target in the FOV.

(b)  Correlation Computation

In Figures 1 and 3, we denote

x(i,j) = reference pixel value at ith row and,jth column
i = 1, P, P number of rows of the feature
j = 1 , Q, Q number of columns of the feature

and
y(i,j) = current pixel value at ith row and jth column

i = 1, M, M number of rows of the search area
j = 1, N, N number of columns of the search area.

The mean of the reference scene is given by

The mean of the current is defined as



The modified reference scene is

^x (i,j) = x(i,j) - mx

i = 1,..,P
j = 1,..,Q

The modified current scene is

^y(i,j) = y(i,j) - my

i = 1,..,P, P < M < I
j = 1,..,Q, Q < N < J

Please note that PQ is the size of the aimpoint gate, IJ is the size of the field of view and
MN is the site of the search area inside the field of view.

The normalized reference scene is defined as

The normalized current scene is defined as

The correlation coefficient is then

m = 1,2, .., I-M-P
 n = 1,2, .., J-N-Q

The maximum of the correlation coefficient is computed and its location in the search area
is determined. A gate of the same size as that of the reference gate but centered about the
new peak correlation point is then extracted from the current scene. The tracker is shown
in Figure 3. The gate size is increased by 2 pixels in the row direction and 2 pixels in the
column direction after every five frames in order to accommodate the enlargement of the
target size in the FOV as time goes on.



4.  PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

(a)  Probability of Acquisition

Let there be N1 pixels in the reference gate, where N1 = PQ. Let us denote their value as

X = [X11 ....  XPQ] (4.1)

Similarly, let the search area picture elements be denoted by

Y = [Y11 ....  YPQ] (4.2)

We can write the current scene as

yij = Ni j
* , when the target is absent

Yij = Xij + Ni
*
j, when the target is present

where we assume that [Ni
*
j] is a zero mean Gaussian random noise with covariance F2.

Noise in the current scene as well as in the previous scene is due to atmospheric,
electronic, and sensor related disturbances. It can be shown that the conditional probability
density of Y when the target is resent is given by

(4.3)

and the conditional probability density of Y when target is absent is given by

T stands for the transpose. We exclude the case when the search gate {yj} contains the
partial signal.

The presence of the reference signal is indicated(10) if

YTX > 1/2 XTX1 (4.4)

assuming that the probability of the aimpoint’s presence or absence is equilikely. The
detection rule is to cross correlate the incoming data with the reference data and to
compare the output with the threshold, half the signal energy. Let there be M1, search
vectors, i.e., Y1 Y2...YM, each of dimension N1. The correlation scheme will determine



which of the {Yj} contains the reference scene when the reference target is present in the
FOV. Let us denote

Zj = Yj
TX,   1 # j # M1 (4.5)

Z = max {ZJ}, 1 # j # M1 (4.6)

Where Zj is the correlation output of X with the search vector {Yj}.

It can be noted that Zj is a Gaussian random with mean and variance F2
1 = F2 and the

probability density of Zj is given by

(4.7)

The probability density of Z is given by

(4.8a)

We note that

(4.8a) becomes

(4.8b)



Therefore the probability of acquisition

(4.9a)

Put

(4.9b)

Substituting (4.9b) in (4.9a),

(4.10a)

It should be noted from equation (4.8) that Z is nota Gaussian random variable. The
probability of acquisition increases with                  Let

This parameter is a random variable, which changes from frame to frame, again due to
atmospheric and ambient noise. Therefore the probability of acquisition is a random
variable. The probability density of T is given(17, p. 250) by

= 0 otherwise (4.10b)

Therefore, using (4.10a) and (4.10b), we get



where

N1 = PQ
M1 = [MN/PQ], integer value

(4.10c)

This expression has to be evaluated numerically, in the absence of a more compact
formulation. Previous derivations of the probability of acquisit (detection)18,19 have
neglected the fact that (1) the signal may always be present in the FOV and (2) the signal
energy is a random variable. The target may be eclipsed by clouds or by mountainous
terrain.

Let us define two spatial statistics of the reference target for each frame;

(4.11)

standard deviation             (4.12)

The parameter T is directly related to the standard deviation of the reference target of each
frame. The statistical behavior of the reference target (signal) such as mean and standard
deviation is plotted in Figures 4 and 5 for various frames with immediate update and
skipping-five-frames update. The normalized correlation coefficient, as a result of this, also
changes. The plots of the correlation coefficients are given in Figures 6 and 7 for each
frame update and for skipping-five-frames update.

(b)  Positional Error

We donate (>k, 0k) as the position of the pilot at the kth frame with respect to the nose of
the aircraft; see Figure 8. Let

>k = "k >o (4.13)
 0k = "k 0o

where "k is a scaling factor and ( >o , 0o) is the initial state vector. Let (X&k , Y&k) be the
position of the nose at time t = k. Then an error occurs if the tracker is not at ( X&k + >k , 
Y&0 - 0k).  Let



to = X&0 + >k , Y&0 - 0k) (4.14)
t = (mk , 0k) (4.15)

and the error vector
e = t - to

and let us assume that e is small, then the error correlation coefficient, when the peak is
not at to, is given by

R(e) = R(o) + eG + eTQe (4.16)
where

(4.17)

(4.18)

From the above equations, it is obtained that R(e) is minumum if

e = -Q-1G (4-19)

This gives the positional error of the tracker when there is an offset from the peak position
of the correlation.

5.  SIMULATION RESULTS

Each frame of the flight data of the A-7E aircraft was read into a computer. Each frame
has 500 rows and 565 columns. Each picture element was quantized into 256 levels. Only
portions of the frame containing the aircraft were used as the data base in order to
accommodate the computer’s core memory limitation. One hundred and twenty frames of
the digitized data of the flight were taken. The centroid algorithm was applied to locate the
position of the aircraft in the FOV in the lst frame through the 59th frame. Centroid
tracking is shown in Figure 9. Correlation tracking was applied beginning at the 60th
frame. The reference gate of the 60th frame is shown in Figure 10. The 111th and 112th
frames were chosen to illustrate the method of the correlation. The gate size is 8 x 20



pixels; its values are shown in Figure 11. In the 112th frame the search area was chosen to
be 18 x 30 pixels. The pixel values of the search area are shown in Figure 12. The output
of the correlation computation is displayed in Figure 13; the maximum value of correlation
is .638. The-new reference gate is shown as the upper gate in Figure 14.

A modified procedure was also employed in which the reference scene was updated in
every fifth frame. The new positions of the gate are given in Figure 15. Comparing Figures
14 and 15, it is observed that the pilot position in the 115th position is a little higher in the
case of updating in every 5th frame although initially the position of the reference is not far
apart in Figures 14 and 15.

The positions of the nose of the aircraft and of the pilot were located manually. The
distance of the pilot from the star (*) position of the aircraft was measured and the
magnification factor in each frame was determined. The position of the pilot is indicated by
a thick line in Figure 16, and the centroid of the reference scene is indicated by a thin
dotted line. The error in the position is noticed from the 84th frame. The calculation of the
positional error was updated by updating every fifth frame. The correlation tracking run by
the scaling factor method and by the correlation is shown in Figure 17. The error in either
case is identical and is not significant.

6.  DISCUSSION

The foregoing data analysis was designed to demonstrate the potential ability of a
combination of centroid and correlation tracking algorithms in tracking the pilot position
(cockpit) of a moving aircraft using a post-flight data base from an A-7E flight. The
demonstration is deemed to be successful. However, in order to demonstrate a capability
for autonomous tracking, the following items should be done:

a) Real-time prediction of the position of the target using a dynamic model of the target
and sensor;

b) Real-time segmentation of the scene, extraction of the target and its feature containing
the aimpoint;

c) Real-time measurement of the magnification factor from the frames, enlargement of
the reference gate, and development of an adaptive gate tracking algorithm.
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FIGURE 1.  TWO IMAGES FOR CORRELATION

FIGURE 2.  SYSTEM CONFIGURATION FOR IMAGE REGISTRATION



FIGURE 3.  TRACKER

FIGURE 4.  REFERENCE GATE STATISTICS WITH PREVIOUS
FRAME UPDATE



FIGURE 5.  REFERENCE GATE STATISTICS WITH FIFTH FRAME UPDATE



FIGURE 6.  REFERENCE GATE STATISTICS WITH PREVIOUS
FRAME UPDATE

FIGURE 7.  REFERENCE GATE STATISTICS WITH FIFTH FRAME UPDATE
I



FIGURE 8.  TRACKER POSITION WITH SCALING FACTOR

FIGURE 9.  CENTROID OF FIRST AND SECOND FRAMES



FIGURE 10.  GATED REFERENCE SCENE (TT190.060.WC)

FIGURE 11.  UPDATED CURRENT SCENE (TT190.111.WC)

FIGURE 12.  OUTER GATE IN FRAME 112

FIGURE 13.  CORRELATION OF FRAMES 111 AND 112



FIGURE 14.  TRACKING GATE WITH PREVIOUS FRAME REFERENCE



FIGURE 15.  TRACKING GATE WITH FIFTH FRAME REFERENCE



FIGURE 16.  CORRELATION TRACKING RUN WITH
EACH FRAME UPDATE

FIGURE 17.  CORRELATION TRACKING RUN WITH FIFTH
FRAME UPDATE
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ABSTRACT

It is demonstrated that the effect of the arm filters with NRZ data in a second-order Costas
loop is to introduce delay in the loop which causes the tracking-error jitter to increase. It is
shown that the tracking-error jitter becomes unbounded at exactly the same value of delay
as the loop becomes unstable. The results are derived for both the one pole passive and the
Integrate and Dump arm filter cases. A representative calculation shows that this is
normally not a significant problem in properly designed loops.

INTRODUCTION

When designing a Costas loop for carrier tracking, the data rate normally is large
compared to the loop bandwidth. In this case, the delay due to the arm filters is negligible.
Occasionally, however, in low-data rate but high-dynamic environments, it is necessary to
select a loop bandwidth which is not much smaller than the arm filter 3 dB bandwidth. A
previous rule-of-thumb suggests that the arm filter bandwidth should be 10 times the loop
bandwidth. Using this rule could decrease the loop sensitivity.

The purpose of this paper is to establish the fact that this ratio is much too conservative for
both passive arm filters and Integrate and Dump (I & D) arm filters with NRZ data.

1.   PASSIVE ARM FILTER LOOP BANDWIDTH EXPANSION

In this section, we shall model the effect of the one pole passive arm filter in a Costas loop
as far as the overall closed-loop transfer function is concerned. Consider the Costas loop
model (short loop) shown in Figure 1. The received signal is modeled as

(1)



where P is the received signal power, d(t) is the baseband data modulation (NRZ data),
and n(t) is white Gaussian noise. Since we are concerned with loop stability and the effect
of arm filter delay on the tracking performance of the loop, we shall neglect the noise.

The reference signals are modeled as

(2)

(3)

where 2^(t) is the loop estimate of the received phase 20 Out of the upper am filter, we have
(letting the phase error N(t) = 20 - 2

^(t)),

(4)

and out of the lower arm filter, we obtain

(5)

 where the wiggley line denotes that the respective signals have been lowpass filtered by
the one-pole arm filters having transfer function G(f). The lower arm output at reasonable
SNR can be approximated by

(6)

while the upper arm can be approximated by

(7)

The approximation used in equation (7) is valid if the bandwidth of d(t) is much larger than
2(t). Out of the multiplier, we obtain

(8)

If we denote the dc portion of equation (8) by

(9)



where <x(t)> denotes the time average of x(t), then equation (8) becomes

(10)

We neglect the self noise in the calculation since it can be shown to be negligible at
reasonable SNR’s. Using Heaviside operator notation, we get

(11)

where J is the time constant of the one pole arm filters and G(s) is the one-pole arm filter
transfer function. The VCO estimate of phase, 2^(t), is given by

(12)

with Kv the VCO scale parameter. Since N = 20  - 2
^ , we obtain

(13)

Solving for 2^(t) produces

(14)

For an ideal second-order loop, the loop filter transfer function is given by

(15)

Using equation (15) in equation (14) produces

(16)

where H(s) is the closed-loop transfer function of the Costas loop. Following convention,
we let

(17)



(18)

Where . is the loop damping factor and T0 is the loop natural frequency. Using equations
(17) and (18) in equation (16) yields

(19)

If we let

(20)

then equation (19) becomes

(21)

Since

(22)

equation (22) can be evaluated by the use of tables, with the result that

(23)

where BL (D) is the closed-loop bandwidth with normalized delay D. Simplifying equation
(23) produces



(24)

Since the value of the loop natural frequency neglecting arm filter delay is given by

(25)

we have that

(26a)

which is one of our main results relating the loop bandwidth with and without delay.
Figure 2 is a lot of equation (26a) for values of . = 0.707 with

(26b)

The quantity F/F0 is the ratio of the standard deviation in tracking with delay to the
standard deviation without delay, which is equal to the square root of the ratio of loop
bandwidths with and without delay. Notice that when            = 0.77 the rms jitter increases
by 50 percent.

2.   STABILITY OF PASSIVE ARM FILTER COSTAS LOOP

In this section, we determine loop stability of the one pole arm filter loop and show that
the locations of unbounded jitter occur at the point where the root locus crosses the
imaginary axis. From equation (12), the open-loop transfer function is given by

(27)

From root locus theory, we know that the locus starts on the open-loop poles and
terminates (infinite gain) on the open-loop zeros, some of which may be located at infinity.
Figure 3 indicates three possible root locus cases, depending on the relative size of J2 and
J. From these plots, we see that the loop will be stable when J2 > J. Routh’s stability
criterion also yields the same result.



* That is, when D = . (from equation (26)).

3.   RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STABILITY AND BANDWIDTH EXPANSION-
PASSIVE ARM FILTER

In this section, we relate J2 and J in terms of the loop bandwidth. From the following
relationship for a second-order loop (r = AKJ2 2/J1 = 4.2),

(28)

Rearranging equation (28), we have

(29)

where

(30)

We then have that, for a stable loop via root locus, we must have (from equations (29) and
(30))

(31)

Now consider the condition when F/F064. Let D denote the value at which the normalized
tracking error becomes unbounded*. This condition for stability is given by

(32)

Since

(33)

we can write the condition of equation (32) as

(34)



Using the fact that D = 2. when F/F064 leads us to

(35)

which is identical to the root locus stability criterion of inequality (31)! We conclude that
the value of          in which the loop becomes unstable and the value of         in which the

loop bandwidth becomes unbounded are the same value and that value is given by
inequality (or equation (31)) at equality.

(36)

4.   SAMPLE CALCULATION-PASSIVE ARM FILTERS

Suppose that the arm filters are set at 200 Hz (3 dB) and the loop bandwidth is selected to
be        = 150 Hz, neglecting the arm filter delay. Also assume that . = 0.707. Then,
evaluating            , we have

(37)

From Figure 2, we see that the tracking jitter is increased by only about 10 percent, which
normally would not be significant. However, using f0 = 10          = 1500 Hz would reduce

the loop tracking threshold because of the unnecessarily large bandwidth.

Now we consider the Integrate and Dump Arm Filter Costas Loop.

5.   INTEGRATE AND DUMP ARM FILTER ANALYSIS

We now consider the Integrate and Dump (I & D) version of the Costas Loop illustrated in
Figure 4. In order to determine the closed loop transfer function, the integrator will be
modeled as an ideal delay of J1 seconds to the signal.



Again let the received signal be of the form

(38)

Out of the upper and lower integrators we have

(39a)

(39b)

where

(40)

and d(T) denotes the value of the data symbol (±1) just prior to a transition, i.e., at t = T-.
As is common practice F(s)g(t) denotes the Heaviside operator F(s) operating on the time
function g(t). F(s) is numerically also equal to a function of the Laplace transform
variable s. In equation (39a) F(s) =              and g(t) = cos[N (t)].

It can be shown that the upper and lower arm noise terms are independent so that for
simplicity we write

(41)

For high SNR we make the approximations

(42)



so that the error signal is given by

(43)

Grouping all the noise terms together and calling them N(T) we have

(44)

Modeling the sample and hold as a J2 second delay yields for the phase estimate

(45)

where F(s) is the loop filter transfer function and is assumed to be of the form
corresponding to a second order loop. Using the fact that

(46)

produces

(47)

with J = J1 + J2. Solving for N (J) yields

(48)

The corresponding phase error variance is given by

(49)

where

(50)



NF is the one sided noise spectral density, and H(jT) is H(s), the closed loop transfer
function, evaluated at s = jT. Since the noise term for small N is essentially independent of
the delay J we consider the closed loop bandwidth BL as a function of J.

Now from equation (48) using s = jT

(51)

where . is the loop damping factor and T0 is the loop natural frequency. Simplifying we
obtain from equations (50) and (51)

(52)

It is convenient to parameterize this expression by the normalized variable          where

           is the value of BL when J = 0. Figure 5 illustrates the ratio of BL/       as a function

of            for . = 0.707. The curve is almost identical when . = 1, 3, and 5. Notice that at

a value of         near 0.4 the bandwidth becomes unbounded due to internal loop delay.

6.   STABILITY OF THE INTEGRATE AND DUMP ARM FILTER COSTAS
LOOP

Now that we have determined the effect of delay on loop performance as far as bandwidth
expansion is concerned, we turn to the question of stability. From equation (48), the open
loop transfer function is given by

(53)

Again, using the transfer function

(54)



The point at which the loop becomes unstable occurs when

(55)
Expressing equation (53), (54) and (55) in complex form yields

(56)

(57)

To solve equations (56) and (57), we first square equation (56) to yield

(58)

Rearranging (58) we obtain

(59)

where

(60)

The only positive root of equation (59) is given by

(61)

Using this value of             given by equation (61) in equation (57) yields

(62)



from which            can be obtained for a given value of . at the point of instability.

For a second order loop we have

(63)

Therefore

(64)

Numerical evaluation yields the results of table 1.

.        J

0.707
1.000
3.000
5.000
4

.44

.44

.40

.40

.39

Table 1 Normalized Delay to Achieve Instability versus Damping Factor

Thus, we see that within the accuracy of the curve (Figure 5) the point at which delay
causes loop instability is the same as the point that the loop bandwidth becomes
unbounded (table 1).

7.   CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the value of delay at which a Costas Loop becomes unstable and
the point at which the closed loop bandwidth becomes unbounded are one and the same
value of delay. This result has been shown for both the passive one pole (RC) arm filter
Costas Loop and the Integrate and Dump arm filter Costas Loop.



Further, the value of the increase of the closed loop bandwidth has been obtained for both
Costas Loop versions as a function of the loop delay parameter. For the one pole arm filter
case J is the arm filter time constant; and for the Integrate and Dump filter case J is the
effective delay of the integrator and the sample and hold. Normally, this would be the sum
of one half the integration time plus the hold time.
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FIGURE 1  SHORT-LOOP VERSION OF A COSTAS
LOOP WITH PASSIVE ARM FILTERS





FIGURE 3
ROOT LOCUS FOR THREE CASES-PASSIVE ARM FILTERS



FIGURE 4 COSTAS LOOP WITH INTEGRATE
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ABSTRACT

A sequency division multiplex (SDM) system using Walsh subcarriers was developed for
the transmission of telemetry signals at our laboratory The basis of mathematics which can
form a telemetry system is orthogonal function. It is the Walsh function that may form a
new telemetry system.

At the first stage a baseband transmission system has been designed and tested. It shows
that the results of experiments are quite good, and the new system works well. At a second
stage FM is used as carrier transmission. Now the whole system can work property.

A proper choice of the subcarriers minimizes the crosstalk. Principles for the selection of
Walsh subcarriers are deduced. It seems that the SDM system has great potentialies.

INTRODUCTION

Telemetry systems are widely used in industrial automation and space technology,
particularly in aeronautics. It is necessary for us to measure various data. It is well known
that two kinds of telemetry system are used up to mow: the frequency division mutiplex
(FDM), and the time division multiplex (TDM). The basis of mathematics which can form
a telemetry system is orthogonal function. As long as the crosstalk between the channels is
minimal, the multiplex system can be formed. Expressing in mathematical terms, the
conditions of orthogonality are



where the function f( ) can be sine or cosine, and can also be other orthogonal functions.
Walsh functions are orthogonal, normalized and complete. It is the Walsh functions that
may form a new telemetry system. It is called sequency division multiplex.

OPERATION OF SM

A block diagram of SDM is shown in Figure 1, which is suitable for transmission of N
signals, where N=16. At the transmitting terminal, the signals first pass through the
sequency low pass filters TP. Then they arrive at modulators M, in fact, the modulators are
multipliers. At the same,individual Walsh function is fed into M from Walsh function
generator WG. Walsh function generator is triggered by pulse generator and controller
CPC. The modulation is performed in multipliers. At last the amplitude modulated signals
are added in a SUM stage, in which a combined signal is obtained. At the receiving termal,
the desired signals should be separated. The channel separation is achieved by correlation.
The combined signal arrives at all demodulators M and synchronization circuit S. The
synchronization signal is firstly selected in S. Walsh function generator is triggered by the
synchronization signal, so synchronism may be maintained between two Walsh function
generators at the transmitting and the receiving terminals. Different Walsh functions are
fed into multipliers M, in which the combined signal is respectively multiplied by the
different Walsh functions. According to the orthogonality, the desired signal is separated.

A baseband transmission system with 16 channels has been designed and tested. It shows
that the results of experiments are quite good, and the new system works well. In order to
fulfill the radio transmission, the combined signal is applied to a conventional FM or AM
transmitter. Naturally at the receiving terminal, a conventional FM or AM receiver is
required. A FM system is here used as carrier transmission. The whole system can work
properly: The crosstalk of the whole system is less than 5%, usually 1-3%o. The wave
distortion is also less than 5%. It is acceptable in engineering applications.

SYNCHRONIZATION

The key factor for the SDM system using Walsh functions is the synchronization between
the transmitter and the receiver. Generally speaking, the synchronization problem can be
solved by using cross correlation functions of Walsh functions and phase locked loop.(7)

Let Walsh cross correlation

when Fi,j (t2) = 0, it means that t2 = 0, the synchronization is achieved.



It is done not only by using digital PLL and correlation functions of Walsh functions, but
also by using analog one. A conventional synchronization is also tested. But the discussion
of these three methods must be postponed to a future paper.

PRINCIPLES FOR THE SELECTION OF WALSH SUBCARRIERS

The Walsh functions are used as subcarriers in the SDM system. A proper choice of the
subcarriers minimizes the crosstalk. This may be inferred from Table 1. The results of the
calculation are obtained with a computer. The following rules apply:

a)  The cross correlation functions of Walsh functions with odd normalized sequencies are
not identically zero.
b)  The cross correlation functions of Walsh functions with even and odd normalized
sequencies are identically zero. 
c)  The cross correlation functions of Walsh functions with even normalized sequencies are
identically zero, if the sum of the two sequencies is not equal to 2pi, where pi = 2,3,4,....
d)  The cross correlation function of a Walsh function with normalized sequency 2pi and
another with an even normalized sequency smaller than 2pi is identically zero.

The principles for the selection of Walsh subcarriers may thus be summarized as follows:

a)  Odd normalized sequencies should be avoided. At most one odd normalized sequency
should be used.
b)  Even normalized sequencies with values 2pi should be preferred over any other even
normalized sequencies.
c)  One of some sequency, say sal(i2), is first used, then the other of different sequency,
say sal(j,2), may be used. When proper sequency is used up, another of same sequency,
say cal(i,2), may be used.

The selection of subcarrier according to those rules is shown in Table 2.

DESIGN OF WALSH FUNCTION GENERATOR

For the development of the SDM system it was necessary to design a Walsh function
generator that produces almost pure Walsh functions, just as a generator for almost pure
sinusoidal functions is needed for a frequency division multiplex system. Several Walsh
function generators have been developed. A number of different designs are known.
Harmuth was first to introduce a design based on the definition of Walsh functions by
products of Rademacher functions. Besslich introduced a design that is minimal in
orthogonal error. We discuss first the relation between the symbol function Sn

t and the
dyadic increment d(t) of Gray code. A method for design of a Walsh function generator



based on the symbol function Sn
t is presented. This method has been used for the design of

Walsh function generator with normalized sequency up to n = 64.

CONCLUSION

A prototype with 16 channels has been built. The baseband transmission is well solved,
and radio transmission is also solved properly. The accuracy of the SDM system is quite
good. Each channel can transfer the signal with frequency 1 kHz, so the capacity of the
whole system is 16 kHz. Our experiment not only demonstrates the feasibility of SDM,
which is regarded as the third method other than FDM and TDM, but also shows that it
may be put into effect.
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Figure 1   block diagram of SDM



Table 1   Correlation Function for Periodic Walsh Function

Table 2   Recommended Selection of Subcarriers
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ABSTRACT

Packet TM of asynchronous multi-instrumented spacecraft requires framing of packets
having different lengths and different arrival intervals. A similar situation would occur in a
general message networking application with messages of arbitrary length and arrival rate
at a network node. Use of a bus-system for packet transfer, or an order wire for message
transfer, requires a minimum rate of status inquiry, and of data read rate, to insure stability
and non-overloading.

Our paper offers a rather general, but compact, throughput delay analysis suited to packet
characteristics from uniform to source-dependent period and length. Arrival probability
may vary from “soft” or uniform to “hard” arrival induced by slotted delay. The arrival
probability is modular in source packet-period. A closed solution form, though expressible,
is not tractable, and a recursive solution was used to obtain numerical results.

Computed throughput delays for various combinations of identical sources and mixed
sources are illustrated. For identical sources, under “hard” periodic arrival probability,
channel slotting is desirable to maintain channel capacity. Some comparative results are
offered. For mixed sources with source-dependent packet length and rate, slotting may not
be feasible or efficient. Only read-rate controls the expected throughput.

The analysis and results shown should prove helpful both to further study and present
application of packet TM and message networking.



INTRODUCTION

Multiple sensor satellites may operate with each sensor delivering data at periodic
intervals. The periods are different, independent, and asynchronous; and the data per
period may be of different quantity from each sensor. The data is to be packetized, framed,
and time-multiplexed into a single stream as for packet TM.

The arrival probability at the channel node of the data from each sensor may be accurately
periodic, or an impulse probability. This is a special case of more general arrival
probability. No mutual arrival probability is assumable between sources, so each source
must be identifiable. It is of interest to have an estimate of the delay and throughput for
such a mixed system.

Our formulation assumes a busy-sense protocol, which is modifiable to other protocols by
suitable redefinition. Arrival probability is assumed periodic, with one arrival per period,
but of probability from uniform to impulse, and with variable delay.

Formulation development begins with observing source “i” in the channel at time t, which
leads to a channel availability probability as a definite function of source arrival
probability. Calculation of the channel availability probability requires solution of a set of
quadratic equations, which is done by first obtaining a separation constant by recursion.

Waiting time is then the convolution of arrival probability with the channel availability
probability.

The arrival probability is modular in arrival period, normed over a period, and defined to
permit “soft” or uniform, to “hard” or impulse arrival probability.

A set of three identical sources is first evaluated and some characteristics shown,
culminating in delay and throughput for uniform arrival. Some curves of channel capacity
for synchronous impulse arrival probability with an unslotted channel are also shown,
followed by examples for a slotted channel with “soft”-to-“hard” arrival probabilities.

A set of three mixed sources then is considered, illustrated with curves of delay versus
channel loads. A delay curve and a throughput curve also are shown. Performance for the
mixed set depends on the relative load per source.



FORMULATION

Protocol and Waiting Time

Figure I illustrates and defines the busy-sense protocol. The next ready source “i”
interrogates the channel; if busy with source “j”, “i” waits and enters after “j” is read. “i”
may be the first in queue when it interrogates the channel, or the next ready if on an
interrogation bus-system or message order wire. Alternatively, the sources may arbitrarily
deliver to the channel node. The cumulative source waiting times permit computing the
probability of total channel delay.

Channel Availability

We observe the channel at time tm = m units. If source “i” is observed in the channel, no
other source is in the channel and a queue condition exists in the interval:

where di is the read duration of source “i.” We can express this as:

(1)

where

si = si (m), is the probability source “i” is observed, or being served

fi = fi (m), is probability of required queue condition during interval [m - (di -1), m]

Define

(2)

as the channel availability to “i,” N is number of sources.



Then si = fi ki ,whence

(3)

where

(4)

is a constant for all sources. Given fj, kj can in principle be found, j = 1,2,... N. A very
difficult set of simultaneous quadradic equations results, of form

ki (1 - fi ki) = kj (1 - fj kj ) = h . (5)

However, if h can be found then ki may be found directly. Note the complication of the
two branches of the quadratic equations.

To find h by recursion, solve Equation 5 to find:
(6)

Since

(7)

a constrained choice of h is made for use in Equation 6, checked against Equation 7, and h
is adjusted until h used in Equation 6 reproduces h in Equation 7. This recursive solution
(of Equations 6 and 7) is discussed in the appendix, including the use of the two branches
in the solution.

For identical sources, the process can be simplified. If written N times and multiplied,



or

(8)

If all kj alike, kj = ki, then

(9)

This equation can also be solved recursively, directly for k1 . By solving for

(10)

the inverse k1 (f1, N) can be plotted. Figure 2 shows a set of curves for this special
condition.

A simple example for two sources is shown below:

whence

                               (11)

If

Having obtained ki, the channel availability to source “i,” we obtain the waiting time by
convolving ki(m) with the arrival probability bi(m).



Waiting Time

Suppose source “i” found the channel available at time m, with probability ki(m); and had
arrived earlier with probability bi(m'). In the z-domain,

(12)

The joint function becomes

(13)

Letting

(14)

bi(m - wi) ki(m) is just the joint probability that the waiting time is wi. We take the
exclusive or sequential accumulation of these joint probabilities defined as

(150

Note the sequential cumulant is taken only over the period Ti, for which probability bi is
normed. The cumulative probability is

or

                             (16)

To obtain total waiting time for the full set of N source packets, we take each qi (wi) into
the z-domain. We find



is the joint probability of

Again, we take the sequential cumulant as

(17)

Normalization by l/N is required because of the N loops over w1, w2 ... wN .

Calling the cumulative probability over q(w) as Q, we accumulate as

Q + q(1 - Q) = Q ; Q = Q(w);w = 0, 1, ... g (18)

In summary,

(19)

The upper range w is chosen to encompass the needed span for the probability functions  
qi (wi), set by the source periods.

Extended Convolution

Because the arrival probability is normed to 1 over a period, should the read durations
exceed a period, the probability remains at 1, resulting in compression of the waiting time.
From Equation 17,

(20)



which results from writing

If we assume for the moment that all sources are quasisimilar, then,

(21)

Now suppose we obtain the equivalent by an effective extension of N, such that

(22)

Comparing Equations 21 and 22,

(23)

Thus from Equation, 23 Equation 21 becomes

(24)

which is then used in Equation 20.

otherwise ni = 0.

Now we give further attention to the arrival probabilities.



ARRIVAL AND QUEUE STATE PROBABILITIES

Arrival Probability

This is made modular in the period and normed. The basic arrival probability is defined as:

(25)

Ti is the arrival period of source “i” data. In general, " = "j, but we use the same " for all
sources. Examples of the probability of arrival are shown in Figures 3 and 4 for negative
and positive "’s. When using negative ", we shift the function by -1 to produce arrival
coincident with reference t = 0.

Arrival Gating or Slotting

Though bi (x) is called the arrival probability, source “i” may find further constraint in the
region of the channel node, such as gating. If the channel queue is gated, then “i” arrives at
queue with joint probability,

pi (x) = bi (x) yi (x) (26)

gating function yi (x) is defined as:

if:  -0.5 (i - 1) (Ti /N) < x mod Ti < i Ti /N + 0.5 , yi = 1 ; (27)

otherwise yi = 0.

N slots are generated in the interval [0, Ti].

Interval Arrival Probability

The interval arrival probability is defined as:

(28)

if t1 < 0; t1 and t2 are shifted upward by Ti until 0 # t1 + n Ti. If *t2 - t1* $ Ti - 1 ai = 1.



Queue State Probability fi

We visualize an arrival queue state associated with observing source “i” in the channel.
Given “i” in the channel, then only operationally permitted combinations of the remaining
sources have next arrived at queue during the interval [m - (di - 1), m]. If they had arrived
earlier, they would have preceded “i” into the channel. Conditions on the queue arrival
state may vary from allowing all possible combinations, to restriction to a single source
arrival during the interval.

We have chosen the condition allowing the interval arrival of any new sources, together
with arrival of held over sources from time t - 1. These have an “or” probability of

(see Equation 3). “Or”-ing this with the new interval arrivals results in

(29)

(30)

DELAY AND THROUGHPUT

We first define the rate offered by the sources to the channel a

(31)

The delay

D = D(R) (32)



We estimate channel capacity at that point where  *2D/*R2 > 0, significantly. Throughput
S at rate R for channel capacity C is:

S = S (R, C) = Pr (D(R) $ D(C)) R (33)

We estimate D as three times the value where Pr (D # g = 0.9), giving $ 0.999 probability
that delay D # 3g.

ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS

Results of limited numerical computations are presented in Figures 5 through 11. Figures 5
and 6 give delay curves for N = 3 identical and mixed sources under different loads. The
identical sources were run with uniform arrival probability, " = 0; while the mixed source
curves were run with " = -2, giving them a partial impulse arrival probability.

Figure 7 shows the individual waiting times for mixed sources, and illustrates how the
burden of delay is placed on the shortest period source as load approaches channel
capacity.

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the effect of channel gating on undelayed and delayed identical
sources from “soft”-to-“hard” arrival probability. Figure 9, compared with Figure 8, shows
that “hard” arrival sources benefit from a slotted channel, which eliminates the burden of
held-over sources.

Figures 10 and 11 show delay and throughput for the example identical and mixed sources
of Figures 5 and 6. The mixed sources have a flatter delay characteristic because over-
loading builds up more slowly, beginning with the shortest period source. However, the
channel capacity is apparently lower for mixed sources.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a rather general approach to waiting time or delay, for arbitrary
combinations of source packets based on busy-sense multiple access protocol. Delay for
each of the individual sources is available as well as the total delay. The definition of
channel queue state at time t is a combination of new sources and those held-over from
t - 1. Actual choice will depend on the buffering and control structure to be utilized. We
simply allowed any of the possible new sources or the held-over sources, nonexclusively.

Arrival probability was modular and normed per period, from “soft” or uniform, to “hard”
or impulse. Examples for N = 3 identical, and a set of three mixed sources, were given.
Total delay for varying load levels was shown. Delay and throughput were then plotted as



functions of offered rate. The mixed sources apparently have a somewhat lower channel
capacity than the identical sources.

Though not illustrated, the order of mixed source assignment affects the calculated delay,
but not the channel capacity. For example, with the mixed sources reversed in order, the
delay is about 30 percent greater with increased slope and with a sharper break at capacity
“C.”

We also showed the individual source delays for mixed sources at near channel capacity
rates. These curves portray how the burden of delay is placed mainly on the shortest
period source.

Other curves illustrated how identical sources having “hard” arrival probability benefit
from having arrival delays synchronized with channel slots. The improvement results from
eliminating held-over sources.
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APPENDIX

Here we consider briefly the matter of recursive solution for h of Equations 6 and 7.

First we show some plots of k versus h in Figure A-1; and of (1 - fk) versus h in Figure
A-2, where

(a-1)

Recall we recurse such that

and we must use the proper branches of the %&. The bound 1 - f, shown on Figure A-2,
constrains k # 1; the shaded region is excluded.

A list of observations to aid in the recursion is as follows:

Let
w = hmax

The f-vector is first reindexed so that f(1) $ f(2) $ ... $ f(N).
If f(1) < 0.25, w = 1
If f(l) $ 0.25, w = 1/(4 f(1))
If w > 0.5, use + %& only.
If h+ (w) < w, the solution is in + %& branch only; decreasing h from w will increase h+ (h)
until h and h+ (h) cross.
------------
If w < 0.5
If h+ (w) < w; solution in + %&.
If h+ (w) > w; some part of the - %& is required.
If f(1) > 0.25, w = 1/(4 f(1))
If h+ (w) > w; again some portion of  - %& is required
Set radical sign to -1
Set h = 1 f(1) < w
If h1 (h I - f(1)) < w, there must be a solution; increase h < w until found
------------



If h1 (1 - f(1)) > W
If 1 - f(2) < w; set radical sign to -1
Set h = 1 - f(2) < w
If h2 (1 - f(2)) < w, must be a solution; increase h < w until found
------------
If h2 (1 - f(2)) > w
If 1 - f(3) < w; set radical sign to -1
If h3 (1 - f(3)) < w, increase h to find the solution 
------------ etc.
There are certain sensitive regions where special computation care must be taken.

FIGURE 1.  WAITING TIME FOR SOURCE ‘i” RESULTS FROM
INTERFERENCE BY SOURCE “j”; j = 1, 2.......N; j …… i



FIGURE 2. CHANNEL AVAILABILITY PROBABILITY k (f, N) FOR N
IDENTICAL SOURCES; N = 2, 4, 8, 20, 40, 100, 500

FIGURE 3. MODULAR SOURCE ARRIVAL PROBABILITY FOR
"" = 0, -0. 5, -1, -2, -4, -8; PERIOD T = 10



FIGURE 4. MODULAR SOURCE AR RIVAL PROBABILITY
FOR "" = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32; PERIOD T = 10

FIGURE 5. TOTAL WAITING TIME FOR THREE IDENTICAL
SOURCES; READ DURATIONS OF 1, 3, 5, 7, 8 UNITS PER

SOURCE. PERIOD T = 21. "" = 0.



FIGURE 6. TOTAL WAITING TIME FOR THREE MIXED
SOURCES. PERIODS T = 41, 31, 21; FOR ORDERED

READ DURATIONS SHOWN; "" = -2.

FIGURE 7. INDIVIDUAL SOURCE WAITING TIMES FOR
MIXED SOURCES NEAR CHANNEL CAPACITY;
T = 41, 31, 21; READ DURATION = 8, 7, 6: "" = -2.



FIGURE 8. TOTAL WAITING TIME FOR THREE IDENTICAL
UNDELAYED SOURCES, 3-SLOT CHANNEL; "" = 0, -1, -8;

T = 21; READ DURATION = 7 (SOURCE DELAY = -1)

FIGURE 9. TOTAL WAITING TIME FOR THREE IDENTICAL
DELAYED SOURCES; 3-SLOT CHANNEL; "" = 0, -1, -8; T = 21;

READ DURATION = 7; SOURCE DELAYS -1, -8, -15.



FIGURE 10. DELAY D(R) AND THROUGHPUT S(R) FOR
THREE IDENTICAL SOURCES; "" = 0

FIGURE 11. DELAY D(R) AND THROUGHPUT S(R) FOR THREE
MIXED SOURCES; T = 41, 31, 21; T&& = 31; "" = -2.



FIGURE A -1. CHANNEL AVAILABILITY PROBABILITY k(h);
f = 0, 1; (0.1)

FIGURE A -2. FUNCTION 1-fk VERSUS h, SHOWING USED
AND EXCLUDED REGIONS FOR RECURSIVE SOLUTION FOR h



APPLICATION OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS TO
VIDEO DIGITAL DATA FOR DETERMINING PROJECTILE

IMPACT LOCATIONS

Greta Robertson
Hughes Helicopters, Inc.

2714 S. Nogales
Yuma, AZ 85364

ABSTRACT

The correlation of two grid systems can be estimated by application of regression analysis
to data whose relationship is assumed to be explained by linear transformation model. The
two grid systems are a surveyed target range and real-time video of the range during
testing of 30mm chain gun/2. 75"FFAR conducted for research and development of the
YAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) target acquisition and weapons system. The
regression model and computational method are discussed; analysis of the impact location
determination errors, operator error and errors due to skewness, introduced by camera
position and orientation, are presented.
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DIDON: DIGITAL DATA IN VIDEO

Mr. J.-P. BERNHEIM
Communications Enaineer
SOFRATEV, Paris, France

Didon is an acronym which stands for Diffusion de Données and translates loosely into
Broadcast transmission of data. It represents a novel technique developed by the CCETT
in Rennes, France, as a transmission system using video channel for high density digital
information transfert.

CCETT is a research center commonly operated by the French TV Network (TDF) and the
Directorate General of Telecommunications (DGT). It is the leading edge for the
development of an ambitious telematique program which purpose is to give access at a low
cost for the general public to various digital communications facilities and computerized
information. The telematique area covers person to person electronic link like telecopy or
telewriting which allow to transmit graphics as they are drawn, simultaneously with voice;
home to computer connection for library research, teleshopping or education; it covers also
multipoint services which have the various forms of electronic newspaper.

The concept of digital transmission has been developed a long time ago starting maybe
with the Telegram Chappe, close in its principle to the flag transmission still used for
boats. Through various steps it has grown to the multi-level transmission protocols used by
modern interactive pocket switching network.

The increasing need of digital transmission associated with economical factors has forced
engineers to think of possible use of existing networks initially designed for analogic
transmission. Various types of modems have already modified the potential use of a simple
phone line which can now connect somebody to a computer. The TV network appears to
have perhaps an even greater once the adapted digital transmission system is available, and
here comes Didon with all the features of a specialized network, but using the existing
infrastructure for a very low implementation cost. Didon has the following objectives:

• no modification of the present existing television networks whatever they are,
• an easy adaptability to the variety of current international TV standards including

various channel bandwidths,
• standardisation of the use of unused time slots on a video channel and all free television

lines,



• possibility to share easily the high bit rates (in the range of 3 megabits/second) between
a large number of possible applications. Packet data broadcasting give an easy solution
to this problem, to be transparent, which means at the level of the network, not to have
to know about any application, nor to impose any form of specific constraint to anyone.

The packet data broadcasting concept consists of making packets from the incoming data
and of puting on each packet a prefix or header which will allow to handle it in a
completely autonomous way. One packet is put on each free line of the television signal.

Didon is a multiplexing system which optimizes the use of a video channel by adding a
data packet on each free line of the video signal.

1 - Principal characteristics of the data packet

The prefix, the purpose of which is to provide for the management of the packet is to
provide for the management of the packet, consists in 8 bytes: two are used for bit
synchronization, one for the byte synchronization, three convey the code identifying the
channel, including its protection, one conveys the continuity check, and the eighth defines
the format (or the length of the line). The clock frequency is matched to the channel
bandwidth. “Non return to zero” (NRZ) modulation is used, shaped inder to adapt the
spectral energy distribution to the transmission channel.

Illustration number one

2 - Throughput

In all the different TV systems, 525 lines 60 Hz and 625 lines 50 Hz, the time of a line is
very close to 64 microseconds. The active part of the line or the usable time is 50
microseconds, therefore the amount of bytes which can be transmitted in this time is
directly related to the bit frequency. Because of bandwidth characteristic and Shannon
limitations, the packet size varies from 28 bytes corresponding to the bit frequency of 4.35
MHz to 40 bytes corresponding to a 6.03 MHz frequency. However the equipment has
been designed to accept any frequency from 1 MHz to 7 MHz. Shannon at the one end,
and economical factors at the other limit the excursion.

Today the bit frequency is 5.72 MHz, in the U.S., for the teletext experiment made by two
TV stations in Los Angeles (the PBS affiliate, KCET-Channel 28 and the CBS affiliate,
KNXT-Channel 2). Because of an FCC authorisation for the use of two lines only, lines 15
and 16, the header used is a short header of 5 bytes, with two bytes for bit
synchronization, one byte (0010001) for byte synchronization and a short header
identification, and two bytes for channel identification.



Each packet contents 31 bytes of information for a total throughput of 29.76 kbit/s.
broadcast simultaneously with no disruption of the normal video program.

For a full channel use of Didon the total throughput, depending on the bit frequency
selected will range from 2 to 3 megabits per second.

3 - The multiplexing equipment

The Didon multiplexer needs a video in, one or more data input and provides the
multiplexed signal. In case of the full channel use the video in will be a pattern generator
or any clean synchronized video signal.

The following parameters are accessible and need to be selected, fixed or trimmed:

• bit frequency with an internal crystal or an outside frequency generator,
• maximum packet size, clearly related to the first parameter,
• header length and type (11100111 for the long header)
• number and position of the insertion lines
• data channel identificators, i.d. the 2 or 3 byte identification in the header.

For a multi channel Didon, the total throughput has to be shared between the different
channels. This is assured by two different means. First a maximum speed can be assigned
to one channel. Second, a relative priority can be given to the different channels. With
these two selections you can assign a 19200 bit/s speed to a channel at a requested time
without wasting the always limited resource, when the channel is temporarily unused.

Illustration number two

For the case of the non-continuous use of a channel you can also select to a partially full-
packet or wait for the following data.

A new type of Didon equipment is under development at present time, it is a data bridge.
This will offer an extra capability: checking the video in for possible data and selective
transmission.

4 - Measuring equipment

As the video-data multiplex signal can be corrupted at the source or during broadcast, or at
reception, the introduction and development of services using data broadcasting requires
certain equipment specifications, and a clear determination of the broadcast conditions
within which data reception is expected to be correct.



Corruption of the digital information is easy to detect and to measure. A pseudo-random
polynomial information covering the entire range of possible configuration is transmitted
and at the reception end compared with the polynomial generated locally. A digital
measuring equipment (Enertec 5736) calculates error rate and loss rate. A packet is lost
when the header has been corrupted so far that the Hamming protection used cannot
restore it.

The quality of the analogic signal video-data has a direct influence on the error rate and
loss rate. The 2T pulse and noise measurement line does not always provide sufficient
information, so the eye pattern measurement is used. The eye pattern is obtained, on an
oscilloscope, by surimposing the data signals during successive time intervals.

Illustration number 3

The way the eye pattern is interpreted is linked to the way the demodulator of the data
receiver works. The demodulator determines a slicing level to distinguish between logical
one and zero states, and a sampling time for the bit value to be memorised.

Consequently, the most important parameters which can be measured on the eye diagram
are: first, the eye height, which is the aperture height at the sampling instant expressed as a
percentage of the difference between the steady state one and zero levels; and second, the
eye width which indicates the sensitivity of the data signal to sampling instant errors.

5 - Reception circuits

The reception function is the extraction of the data from the video signal. This function
includes two kinds of signal processing: one essentially analog performed by the
demodulator, the other digital performed by the demultiplexer.

For interchangeability purposes, a standardized interface between the demodulator and the
demultiplexer has been defined. This interface is composed of three signals:

• DS:  serial data
• HD:  data clock
• VAL:  validation signal.

The main functions of the demodulator are:

• amplification of the video signal
• extraction of video synchronization
• recognition fo packet presence and delivery of the validation signal



• determination of the data slicing level
• recovery of the bit frequency.

The demodulator quality is critical to the overall system performance. The demodulators
were designed with the use of bipolar linear technology, and can operate at bit rates
ranging from 3.5 to 7 MHz, as required by local. broadcast characteristics.

The main functions of the demultiplexer are:

• detection of the framing code
• selection of a digital channel
• check of packet sequencing
• use of format byte for data delivery.

Three manufacturers are currently producing the demodulator and the demultiplexer
circuits: Texas Instruments France and RTC (a Philips subsidiary) offer a set of two
circuits, Thomson offers three circuits for the same function, 2 for the demodulator and 1
for the demultiplexer.

DIDON:  TODAY’S USES

As far as the data packet is concerned, broadcast is somewhat different from both video
transmission and more classical data transmission. I would like to illustrate the potential
and reality of Didon by providing some examples of the way Didon is used today.

A - Teletext or electronic magazines

Didon is currently used for broadcast teletext in various parts of the world: France,
Belgique, Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Australia, United States, Venezuela and more.
This shows its adaptability to different TV standards.

A teletext magazine is a package of information pages, each page being a TV screen filled
with alpha-mosaic and text information. Currently, KCET (PBS) and KNXT (CBS), in Los
Angeles, broadcast a 80-page magazine on news, TV programs, games, events, weather,
traffic ... The magazine can be updated or modified every minute. It is stored in a
microcomputer who feeds a data channel of the Didon multiplexer, or a cyclic base with a
programmable sequence of pages. The viewer has a modified TV set with the Didon chips
and the Antiope chips (data interpretation and video generator) organized around a
microprocessor. The typical push button sequence would be:



• select the correct TV channel
• enter magazine number (the 2 or 3 bytes of the data channel)
• enter page number or first enter index for the contents of the magazine.

The major advantage of teletext over other information system resides in different factors:

• the system is never overloaded. 3,000 people can request the same piece of
information

• information can be updated by an operator or a computer
• the waiting time for a request is only a matter of seconds.

B - Program or picture related data

Epeos is another acronym related to the central of home video recorder and describing the
following. Didon is used to transmit in the blanking interval a special identification
sequence. This sequence received by the proper decoder will be compared with the
recording request of the user, and then eventually starts or stops the recording equipment.
By an adequate sequencing anyone can request the recording of either specific program, or
type of programs, like cartoons, news, feature or cooking lessons. The decoder developed
by the CCETT can even “watch” several channels simultaneously but record only one.

FIGURE NUMBER ONE



FIGURE NUMBER TWO

FIGURE NUMBER THREE



DIGITAL DATA IN VIDEO
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ABSTRACT

Digital information in video systems is an expanding field. The use of digital video
equipment is continuously being examined and updated at USAYPG. There are fully
operational systems currently being used by BELL TECH. OPS at the proving ground. I
shall cover some of the uses and capability of the systems as well as the individual pieces
of equipment in the systems

INTRODUCTION

In the test environment encountered at USAYPG the data collection and reduction must
be expedient and accurate, a video data system provides accuracy and a fast reduction
turnaround. USAYPG has been a testbed for digital systems using video as a basis and in
most cases has assisted in seting up video systems at other ranges. The main use of video
data collection is in the area of impact location. In order to perform this function a target
grid is designed and geographicaly surveyed on the range. The impacts are recorded from
an aircraft above the impact field. The operational software for reduction then uses the
surveyed points to perform a correction for the aircraft being of axis to the center of the
impact field. The body of this paper will be presented in two parts. The first part will
contain a system overview and the second part will be on the applications of the various
pieces of equipment used in the systems.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The main computer system utilized with the equipment at USAYPG is an H.P. 1000
series computer. Also the H.P. 9845 series desktop computer is used. The prime function
of the data reduction system is to perform image analysis, centroid location and level
maping. Once the data has been reduced it is the plotted or in some other way graphicaly 



displayed and tabulars run for the requesting party. Figure 1 shows the complete system.
Listed below are the individual systems as they can be used.

Figure 2 shows the typical impact reduction system utilizing the HILL ELECTRONICS
video reader and a 9845B or 9845A computer. In this system the main objective is location
of impacts within a target grid located on the range. The system consists of a SONY
recorder/player with search and freeze frame capability, a HILL ELECTRONICS video
reader, a monochrome monitor, a desktop computer system.

Figure 3 shows the typical vertical target system utilizing the H.P. 1000, H.P.9845A, or
the H.P.9845B computer for reduction. The main function of this system is the reduction of
vertical target information. The system consists of a SONY recorder/player, an EIGEN
video disk a sync generator, an AMPEX time base corrector, the DATAWARE ATTS
dual tracker, and a monochrome monitor.

Figure 4 shows the typical image analysis system utilizing the H.P. 1000 and the
QUANTEX DS-30. The function of this system is image analysis of video data. The
system consists of a SONY recorder/player, an EIGEN video disk, a waveform monitor, a
sync generator, an AMPEX time base corrector, the QUANTEX DS-30 digital video
processor, the HILL ELECTRONICS video reader, and a high resolution monochrome
monitor.

APLICATIONS

One of the major functions of the BELL video section at USAYPG is impact positional
scoring. In most cases this is scored on an impact field located on the range with surveyed
calibration markers. For the reduction of this a video reader manufactered by HILL
ELECTRONICS Corp. is utilized. In the field as data is being collected a time annotator
also built by HILL ELECTRONICS Corp., recieves range time and inserts it into the video
signal. This annotator works in field mode so that in each field there is displayed an
accurate time as to when that field occured. After the data is collected the tape is returned
to the reduction center where the data is reduced yielding X,Y impact coordinates. To
obtain the information required for reduction the video is viewed untill an impact is
located, the video is then switched to playback in field mode, through the use of the
recorder/player or a video disk. The fist sign of impact is then found and the time of that
field is recorded. The video reader is then used to collect the x,y coordinates required by
the computer system. Several video readers are in use in the video data reduction facility at
USAYPG the most common of which is the HILL 582. The 582 generates a selectable
crosshair which can be positioned anywhere on a video picture by the use of a rate stick or
a track ball. The reader operates in field or frame mode making this unit ideal for most
positional requirments, the scaling used by this reader is 700 miles in X axis and 225 in the



Y axis. The interface on the reader is the IEEE-488 interface bus which allows the
computer the read the data directly from the device, the reader is also capable of setting
the crosshair to a set of coordinates sent to it by the computer. The coordinates that the
crosshair is located at also are displayed on an LED display on the front pannel.

Another major function of the video section is the scoring of impacts or other functions
on vertical targets or in a predetermined field of view with the camera rigidly mounted. A
dual channel auto tracker designed and built by DATAWARE for USAYPG, and is now
being commercialy built, is utilized for this scoring function. The tracker contains two
independent trackers that can be set up for specific functions. The tracker contains the
ability to auto track and auto threshold as well as perform auto window sizing. The
threshold can be referenced to white or to black as well as differential. The tracker also
interfaces to the computer system using the IEEE-488 bus and all functions can be set up
remotely by the computer interfaced to the tracker. Another capability of the tracker that
was found useful at the proving ground was the frame differential scoring capability. The
tracker has the capability of storing a video frame in memory when the video imput
changes from the stored frame the difference is scored and the memory updated by the
new frame. The tracker can select between 4 video inputs and also has a manualy
positionable crosshair. The display on the tracker is a 20 character display capable of full
alphanumerics which provides an information display that is selectable by the operator.
The scale used for the tracker is

525 resolution
X -250 to 251 Y -117 to 116

875 resolution
X -147 to 148 Y -198 to 197

Analog Az and El error signals are also available on the rear panel for use in tracking
systems, such as a videotheodolite

Also utilized at USAYPG is an ATLANTIC SCIENTIFIC encoder/decoder system.
The encoder system designed for use in the field with the camera system has the capability
of syncing the camera system to range time so multiple cameras would be in sync to each
other. The encoder can also function as an annotator for range time and provide status
markers. The prime function of the encoder is to encode information into the video signal
where it cannot be seen on a standard monitor but can be decoded later by the decoder. It
is capable of encoding 36 bytes of information including range time and the Az/El outputs
from shaft encoders. The interface for the decoder is IEEE-488 and the decoder accepts
sereral commands from the computer over this interface. The speed of the interface is
capable of outputing the 36 bytes of information on every video field as it occurs. The 



capabilities of the Encoder/Decoder system have greatly enhanced the video capabilities of
the proving ground.

The most sophisticated piece of equipment utilized at the proving ground is the
QUANTEX DS-30 DIGITAL VIDEO PROCESSOR. This unit is capable of storing a
video frame into digital memory and enhancing the image as doing so if desired. After
digitizing a frame the information contained in memory is the available to a computer over
an IEEE-488 bus interface, the computer can then access any point in memory. The DS-30
is scaled in a 512 x 512 pixel array each pixel is a value from 0(black) to 256(white) (A
pixel is a single point of video information.) The computer can also write to the DS-30’s
memory as well as remotly perform the same functions as the front panel. There is a built
in summing and averaging function, the summing serves to add seccesive frames in order
to provide a better image if the light level of the image is low, and the averaging serves to
averages a preset number of frames and displays the result. The DS-30 is capable of 525
and 875 line operation. The DS-30 is an ideal unit for image analysis, the capabilites range
from topographical mapping to level mapping, and low light level work as in astronomy.

The staff at USAYPG recognize the potential of video systems and try to maintain
systems that are functional as well as state-of-the-art systems. In the years to come the use
of high speed video combined with the ability to gather information from the video signal
will replace conventional film data media due to its ease of use and rapid turn-around time.

CONCLUSION

The use of digital video equipment is greatly expanding the acceptance of video as a
valuable tool in the field of testing and research. The only limit in the field of video digital
analysis is ones own imagination. The rapid respose time in in which video can be viewed,
in respect to film, makes it far superior to film media.
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EXPLOITING TELEMETRY DATA
IN THE VERTICAL BLANKING INTERVAL
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes how ongoing developments in digital and video technology have been
merged to exploit the telemetry data inserted into the vertical blanking interval of the
composite-video signal. The insertion of 96 bits of digital data into two lines of the vertical
blanking interval is reviewed. The automatic retrieval and reformatting of the digital data
for use by a Main-Frame Computer is explored. A unique video editing and data merging
facility coupled to the computer is described. To emphasize the versatility of this systems
approach, specific industrial applications will be outlined. Finally, future considerations
and applications involving control systems will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Background - A respectable 8% of TV time is used during the vertical blanking interval,
some 21 TV scan lines out of every 262.5 lines, 60 fields per second. The intended
function of synchronizing the vertical sweep and stabilizing the horizontal sweep interlace
is fully accomplished with the first 9 lines. The remaining 12 lines have historically been
used to assure blanking of the vertical retrace lines for those TV receivers with slower
vertical retrace (deflection) circuits and without internal retrace blanking circuits. At an
accelerated pace, the merging of digital and video technology has exploited this valuable
piece of spectrum by inserting digital data into one or more of the last 7 blanking lines in
each TV field.

A video data system consists of; the data sources and their digitizing means; the insertion
of the digital data onto the CCTV video; its transmission (or recording) from the source;
the retrieval of the data from the video; its reformatting for further computer processing;
and its final application to respond to the system needs. A unique part of the system is a
video editing facility which interfaces to a Host-Computer to merge the video and digital
information.



VERTICAL INTERVAL DATA INSERTION

Commercial Standards - One of the first commercial applications of vertical interval data
insertion was the 48 bit Source Identification (SID) signal applied to line 20. This
application was soon followed by the use of a Vertical Interval Reference (VIR) signal
using precise analog standard TV chrominance and luminance signals. Commercial TV
networks have provided a captioning service with 32 bits on line 21 which, when decoded,
can produce visual text for the hearing-impaired. These FCC Broadcast Standard
allocations are specifically related to the video program material, augment it in one way or
another, and all represent a slow-speed data transmission.

Although not a subject of this paper, a natural extension of the data insertion technique is
applied to Teletext, a high-speed data transmission system where up to 288 digital bits of
data are inserted into one or more vertical blanking lines. The higher bit error rate and
complexity of high-speed encoder/decoder logic are traded-off for a much higher data
throughput rate for these applications.

Example Application - An example can be drawn from a slow-speed data transmission
system where telemetering data at 5760 bits per second was needed. TV lines 17 and 18
were selected for digital data insertion. The source of data to be telemetered can be
asynchronous dynamic serial, parallel, or a combination of each. The data is first formatted
into two 56 bit words, each having 48 bits of data and eight data sync pulses (4 “zeros”
plus 4 “ones”) to aid retrieval.

Figure 1 illustrates the Timing Format Waveform for the example system. This format was
chosen to minimize problems in the retrieval of the digital data. The first 56 bit word is
used to serially pulse-amplitude modulate the composite-video signal with a 0.9 usec pulse
period after recognition of the 17th TV sync pulse. These 56 pulses fit into the blank line
interval between the 17th and 18th sync pulse. The second word is inserted into line 18 in
the same manner. Every bit modulates the video signal between the black reference level
and the white reference level. Bit intelligence (zero or one) is carried by pulse-width
modulation, where the 0.9 usec period will have a half-power width between the leading
and trailing edge of 0.3 usec for a logic “zero” and 0.6 usec width for a logic “one”.
During the 1/60 second period following insertion of data, any or all of the data bits can be
changed by the source. This system provides a 5760 bit per second maximum throughput
rate.

Figure 2 shows two TV monitor views of the digital data appearing on lines 17 and 18. To
make the vertical-blanking interval visable for these pictures adjustments were made to the
vertical sweep circuit. The second view expanded the vertical sweep to separate the two 



lines. Note how the effect of double interlace separates line 17 field 1 and field 2 (also for
line 18) during the 1/30 second full frame shown.

VERTICAL INTERVAL DATA RETRIEVAL

Functional Description - In order to exploit the digital telemetry data inserted into one or
more vertical blanking lines, it must be retrieved and reformatted. The retrieval can be
accomplished in either real-time or during tape recording replay. The three major
functional blocks for the retrieval, reformatting and interfacing the digital data to a Host-
Computer are illustrated in Figure 3. The input consists of RS-170 composite-video that
has been annotated with digital data on line 17 and 18 as described in the previous section.
The first functional block consists of a sync separator circuit that recognizes and locks
onto the 17th horizontal sync pulse (in the vertical blanking interval). The digital pulses
residing between the 17th and 18th sync pulse are first applied to a pulse-width-to-digital
decoder (as well as those from line 18). The pulse-width modulation technique assures that
the pulses can be used as their own clocks for decoding. If the pulse-width is about 0.3
usec it is outputted as a logic “zero” with much narrower pulses being rejected as noise. If
the pulse-width is about 0.6 usec it is outputted as a logic “one”, with wider pulses being
rejected. The resultant burst of 56 bits of digital data (for each line) is latched into a serial-
in, parallel-out register shown in the second block. The first 8 bits are next examined for
the data sync code of four “ones” followed by four “zeros”. If the sync is found valid for
each line of each field the data can be accessed by the third block. Depending on the
system error rate needs, parity and error checking/correcting codes and techniques can be
applied at this point. About 1/60 second remains to transfer the data prior to receipt of the
next burst of data.

Functions which are auxiliary to data retrieval, such as local bit status indicators and flags
would be used to meet specific applicatons. Considering the power of the Host-Computer
to massage data and store numbers it appears judicious to dump the data directly into the
computer so that software routines can provide the desired final output effects.
Implementation of the data retrieval functions have been accomplished using a
microprocessor. This enables the unit to make smart decisions on how to accept inputs and
format outputs to make optimum use of the Host-Computer. Parity checking and code
recognition are the minimum capability expected. Depending upon the required I/O
throughput requirements, redundancy checking can be used both to reduce error rate and
moderate input traffic to the Host-Computer.

COMPUTER PROTOCOL

The Communications Handshake - Amongst the various computer I/O ports the most
convenient to use is the terminal port with signal characteristics that are EIA RS232C



comparable. In this application the digital retrieval unit output emulates a terminal I/O with
a 2400 baud output using even parity. The computer must supply control lines for “Data
Request” so that the current 96 bits of retrieved data can be frozen in the output register
until the data transfer is complete. The entire 96 bit message extracted from line 17 and 18
is formatted into only 34 ASCII characters (using 8 bit serial format) which include a
source character selected by the operator and a carriage return character at the end of each
message.

Figure 4 illustrates a portion of an example communications handshake protocol which
makes use of a data code conversion to 7 bit Hexidecimal with 1 parity bit. This simple
program is not the most efficient in that only the numerical ASCII code was used for ease
of terminal monitor presentation. A more efficient code would just transfer 7 bits at a time
using most ASCII characters, reducing the message length from 34 down to 16 characters.
This would require the Host-Computers applications program to reformat the data for use.

The Applications Program - Since the digital data flowing to the computer from the CCTV
system is in packets, formatted by the communications program, it is up to the applications
programmer to design a program that will reformat the data into a useful output. Almost all
applications will wish to store the data in defined bins or tables. The 96 bits of data may be
from many different sources, as infered in Figure 4, IRIG-B time, serial data, and parallel
data sources will need to be separated, massaged, and analyzed by the applications
program to produce a useful output. One area of interest is the ability to compare the input
data to an assigned limit and output a warning or flag if it is exceeded. The applications
programs are responsive to the systems need.

VIDEO EDITING & DATA MERGE FACILITY

Description - Just as the CCTV cameras and data sources for telemetering represent the
system input, the system output is the video editing and data merge facility. It represents
the man-machine interface (or machine-machine interface for some functions) where
output reports, monitoring, and control actions are produced. The facility is used by the
analysts and operators based on an operations plan and applications program designed for
the particular job. The example facility consists of a pair of consoles, configured as shown
in Figure 5, containing typically the following subsystem units:

Editing Console
• One 14" and four 9" TV monitors
• Vertical Interval Data Retrieval Unit & Computer Interface
• Vertical Interval Switcher and Audio/Video Patch units
• Videomedia Z6M computerized editing system
• CRT computer terminal and auxiliary units



Dubbing Console (in background)
• Three Sony editing U-Matic tape players and one recorder
• Remote monitor

A simplified block diagram of the facility is shown in Figure 6. Of special interest here is
the use of the Z6M editing system which allows either the operator or the Host-Computer
to control the activity of the four tape machines. It provides for random access to any
video frame for any of the three tape players as well as bidirectional control of the tape in
the editing mode. Based on the use of a Z80 microprocessor it will store up to 99 edit
events. The timing means (micro-loc) encodes the frame locations by altering control track
pulses without occupying any audio channel with SMPTE time code. The system includes
the editing keyboard and microprocessor editing controller (with I/O interfaces to the four
tape machines). An 8-bit parallel ASCII multiplexer between the keyboard and controller
permits automatic functions to be controlled by either the operator or the retrieved digital
data. In this case, the retrieved data may represent specific points of time or a measured
function that would elicit an operator edit action, but can be accomplished faster
automatically.

The monitors, switchers and patch units are standard but some of the auxiliaries are worth
mentioning. The video effects generator can supply split-screen and inserts for some
applications needing them. The character display generator module, under computer
control can annotate the video raster with alpha-numeric characters as a means of
converting the retrieved digital data and merging it into the video pictorial scene. Time and
date numerics, event flags and warnings, can all be applied to the picture. Addition of an
electronic reticule or other computer generated graphic symbols enhance the utility of the
system.

INDUSTRIAL (& MILITARY) APPLICATIONS

In some industrial applications such as nuclear fuel operations it is mandatory that
handling, measuring, and control functions be performed remotely. Where periscopes and
shielding glass windows have been used for viewing, CCTV is finding more applications
for remote control in high radiation environments. A CCTV system represents a wideband
data highway over which digital data can also travel. Since the facility must be responsive
to the system needs, the raw digital data can represent such varied functions as time,
temperature, pressure, position, volume, flow, radiation level, or anything measurable. The
retrieved data, when computer processed, can represent such varied things as inputs to
process control systems, feedback for data logging and recording, or even camera control
functions such as pan and tilt positions.



An example military application is the CCTV facility at the U.S. Army Combat
Developments Experimentation Command at Fort Hunter Liggett, Ca. There, instrumented
combat troops, tactical vehicles, armor and aircraft are engaged in the field in simulated
battle scenarios which are designed to provide a realistic environment for the evaluation of
forces, tactics, and weapons in simulated combat. The CCTV system collects a varied
range of digital data which includes the IRIG-B time, the weapon trigger pulls and hits
(coded laser firings and detections) and player line-of-sight intervisibility data. The
retrieved digital data is both stored in the computer complex and also serves as an input to
the video editing and data merge facility.

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS AND APPLICATIONS

A natural extension of the subject system techniques will be to couple them to automated
overhead cranes and electromechanical manipulators. Remote handling is inseparable from
remote viewing and is either limited or enhanced by the facility of the viewing. The
manipulators and associated articulated CCTV systems will generate many position and
control signals which can occupy bits in the vertical interval. A future application
enhancement of this system is a marriage of the “bar-code” and scanner decoder to yield
automatic item recognition. Televising an item’s bar-code will generate a psuedo-digital
signal on one or more active TV line(s). If selected for decoding using the grocery check-
out scanner technique the signal can be recognized, compared in a look-up table and have
the item identification entered into the data base.

CONCLUSION

Close attention to the needs and requirements of a process or system can permit the CCTV
systems engineer to be an applied technologist with the merging of the best in digital and
video techniques to augment the electromechanical equipment to be controlled.
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FIGURE 1 TIMING FORMAT WAVEFORM
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ABSTRACT

A need is shown for the development of standardization in data into video encoders and
decoders for instrumentation systems. Features such a standardized system should have are
listed and discussed based on the authors experience with video instrumentation systems at
the Naval Weapons Center and as a consultant.
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SUMMARY

Frequency hopping (FH) is a powerful antijam spread spectrum modulation when
combined with multiple-frequency-shift-keying (MFSK) and error correction coding. This
paper determines the antijam message error rate performance of various formats of
FH/MFSK with convolutional error correction coding techniques. The worst case jammer
is determined for each signalling format and coding technique and the antijam performance
for all configurations are compared.

FH/MFSK SPREAD SPECTRUM MODULATION

Using MFSK modulation R = log2 M bits determine which one of M frequencies is to be
transmitted. The center frequency of the M-ary signal set is shifted pseudo-randomly by
the frequency hopper. There may be only one frequency hop for several MFSK signals
(slow hopping) or there may be several (N) frequency hops for each MFSK symbol (fast
hopping). A block diagram of a FH/MFSK demodulator is shown in Figure 1. The received
signal is frequency dehopped resulting in a baseband signal. Actually the frequency
dehopping is followed by an IF chain with the final output a baseband signal consisting of
one of the signalling M frequencies plus noise or tone jamming. Receiver noise is
considered to be negligible compared to the jammer and signal powers. To detect which of
the M frequencies was transmitted, a bank of M envelope detectors is used. To prevent a
large tone jammer from dominating the detector, the resulting envelopes after each hop
(chip) are clipped at the expected signal level. Each of the clipped envelopes is summed
over N hops for fast frequency hopping to form the statistic Ri for the ith frequency. If there
is no error correction coding or if the error correction decoder uses only hard decisions,
then the maximum of the Ri determines the demodulated frequency and the R bits
corresponding to that frequency are output to the decoder or to the user. Alternately, some
error correction decoders use soft decisions. For soft decision decoders, all M statistics
(probably quantized) are output to the decoder.



UNCODED SYMBOL ERROR RATE PERFORMANCE

For hard decisions made at the output of the FH/MFSK demodulator, the probability of the
FH/MFSK demodulator, the probability of error can be calculated as a function of the type
of jamming. For N = 1, that is slow hopping, the optimum receiver1 for full band noise
jamming computes the statistic

(1)

where

(2)

where S is the signal power; the symbol rate, Rs, defines the symbol period, Ts =1/Rs ; y(t)
is the signal plus noise at the input to the bank of filters (Fig. 1); and Ti is the radian
frequency for the ith possible transmitted frequency. The probability of symbol error is
given by

(3)

where

(4)

and where W is the spread spectrum bandwidth and J is the total jamming power.

Because of the detector clipping at the signal level S, the best tone jamming strategy is to
transmit tones at that level. Therefore, for N = 1, with tone jamming in m of the M filters,
the probability of symbol error is

(5a)

(5b)

The first expression (5a) results from each jamming tone competing with the signal. The
second expression (5b) is due to the jamming tones in the incorrect filters competing with



the composite result of both a signal and the jammer being in the correct filter slot. This
composite waveform has output power Y given by

(6)

where 2 is the phase angle between the jamming tone and the signal. Because the clipping
is at S, a symbol error will occur when Y2 < S2 i. e. when cos 2 is less than 1/2, then all
the m filter outputs will be equal due to clipping and the probability of symbol error is
((m-1)/m). Because cos 2 is less than 1/2 two-thirds of the time, Ps = 1/3 + 2/3 ((m-1/m) =
1 - 2/3m.

For fast frequency hopping, that is N > 1, the exact symbol error probability for the binary
(M = 2) case for full band noise jamming is well known2. For M > 2 a union bound is
typically used:

(7)

where F(- i, N, y) is the confluent hypergeometric function which in this case reduces to an
ith order polynomial

(8)

To gain more insight into the relationship between Ps and N, an upper Chernoff bound on
Ps can be used. This bound, which is asymptotically exact in exponent when the Chernoff
bound parametric 8 is optimized, has been shown to be3

(9)

where ak are the chip amplitudes.



For full band noise jamming, ak = 1 and

(10)

The tightest Chernoff bound can be obtained for

(11)

For tone jamming and fast frequency hopping, assume that the jammer hits m of the M
demodulation filters for MFSK. Setting a clipping level L at the expected signal power S
as before, the maximum value of any output envelope summed over N hops is NL =NS.
Then, the output level for the signal filter is

(12)

where t is the number of the N hops that are jammed in the signal filter and yi is a random
variable which depends on the phase between the jamming tone and the signal as shown in
(6)

The output of the most jammed filter not containing the signal is

(13)

where u is the number of the N hops that are jammed in any filter other than the signal
filter. The probability of error is

(14)

where (14) is slightly pessimistic since ties are given to the jammer. Therefore, if u = N,
the jammer always wins and a symbol error occurs. If u > N-t or u + t >N, then the
probability of error can be calculated, but this computation is extremely complicated unless
N is very large and the Central Limit Theorem can be invoked. Hence, to obtain a simply
calculable bound it will be assumed that a symbol error occurs whenever



(15)

The two types of jammers discussed transmit noise or tones over the spread spectrum
bandwidth. However, rather than spreading the jammer power over the total hop
bandwidth, it may be a more effective strategy to increase the jammer power in some
fraction of the band. For partial band jamming, the probability of symbol error is large
when the signal is hopped into the jammed fraction of the band. The fraction of the band
that is jammed must be larger than the required probability of error for the communication
system to be jammed.

For a FH/MFSK signal with noise jamming in a fraction D of the hopped bandwidth, the
total jamming power is J/D over the bandwidth DW. Therefore, the signal is not jammed
1-D of the time and the probability of error is zero then. But D of the time the signal is
jammed, degrading the signal-to-noise ratio (4) to DEs /No. Thus the probability of symbol
error for fast frequency hopping from (10) is

(16)

where the worst case jammer occupies the fraction

(17)

of the spread bandwidth. When D < 1, then the tightest Chernoff bound occurs for      
8=8o = 1/2. Therefore, the probability of symbol error for D < 1 is given by

(18)

If D = 1, then the probability of symbol error is given by (10) and (11).

For frequency hopping with N = 1, the probability of symbol error from (3) is

(19)

Tone jamming was discussed earlier and it was shown that the optimum jamming strategy
was to set each jamming tone equal in power to the signal tone. For Es /No > 1 m the
jammer cannot jam all of the possible MFSK frequencies, and if Es /No > 1, then the
jammer cannot even jam each set of M frequencies. Therefore, typically the most effective
tone jamming is partial band. There are n = W/Rs possible orthogonal MFSK frequencies. 



If m filters of the set of M filters are jammed, and if the fraction of band jammed is D, then
the number of jamming tones is

(20)

The power in each tone is

(21)

Therefore, for optimum jamming
(22)

Because it is a waste of jammer power for J1 to be much greater than S, J1 is taken to be
infinitesimally larger than S (or equal to S and ties go to the jammer). Thus,

(23)

(24)

The probability of symbol error for tone jamming of slow frequency hopping from (5) is

(25)

For fast frequency hopping, and one of the M frequencies jammed, the probability of
symbol error is

(26)

Alternately, if all M frequencies are jammed, then t = u and symbol error will occur when
t + u $ N (15) or when t = u $ N/2. Therefore,



(27)

where jx is defined as the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. 

The q jamming tones can also be spread across the hopping bandwidth randomly. In this
case, the probability of hit, Ph , of any filter is

(28)

where n = W/Rs is the total number of possible orthogonal MFSK frequency slots. Since
S = J/q, then

(29)

The probability of jamming any MFSK filter is an independent identically distributed event
and hence

(30)

Under the assumption that if t + u $ N, then a symbol error occurs, the probability of
symbol error Ps is

(31)



CODING TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE

Error correction coding provides a powerful technique to decrease the effectiveness of a
jammer against FH/MFSK. Convolutional dual-3 code using soft decisions with a
maximum likelihood (Viterbi) decoder is discussed in this section. That is, the decoding
algorithms for this technique uses the analog (quantized to at least three bits) outputs of
each of the MFSK filters as inputs to the decoder for each hop time. Thus, the decoder
performs the post detection combining of chips rather than the demodulator.

The dual-3 convolutional encoder is shown in Figure 2. After three data bits are shifted
into the shift register, the 8-ary symbol out of the first modulo-2 adder set is transmitted m
times and the 8-ary symbol out of the second modulo-2 adder set is transmitted n times.
Therefore, N = m + n. The symbol transfer function V(D) describes the Hamming distance
between codewords for any m and n is4 

(32)

where D is a dummy variable whose exponent is the Hamming destance between code-
words. If the division of the numerator by the denominator were carried out, the
coefficients of the resulting power series in D would correspond to the total number of
non-zero symbols associated with the total number of codewords which have the distance
denoted by the exponent of D. Using Viterbi decoding, it has been shown4 that the
probability of symbol error is given by

where D becomes a function of the channel statistics.

For partial band noise jamming, using the Chernoff bount as in (16), D is defined to be

(34)

where the worst case jammer occupies

In the cases of interest the symbol rate is the hop rate. If D < 1, then the tightest Chernoff
bound is when 8 = 8o = 1/2. Therefore, if D < 1, then

(36)



If D = 1 (Es /No # 3), then

(37)

where

(38)

Note that

(39)

where R is code rate, and the symbol rate is

in terms of the information bit rate Rb. Thus,

(41)

For partial band tone jamming, if a jammer tone occurs in a filter that corresponds to a
symbol in a codepath other than the correct codepath, then that incorrect codepath will
have an increased metric. If a given incorrect codepath has enough symbols with jammer
tones, then the Viterbi decoder will make a symbol error. The transfer function V(D)
indicates the number of symbols in which each incorrect codepath differs from the
transmitted coddword. If

(42)

then the probability of symbol error is bounded by (33). If all M filters are jammed or if the
tones are randomly spaced with D = Ph, then from (24) or (Z9),

(43)



MESSAGE LENGTHS

The performance of the communication systems for many applications is given in terms of
probability of message error, PM. A communication system is typically designed for PM =
10-3. When PM = 10-1 the system performance is considered marginal. The communication
system is considered completely jammed at PM = 0.99.

In order to determine PM in terms of PW or Pb as given in the previous sections, the
message lengths must be defined. For purposes of this paper, let the message length be 40
ASCII characters which are stripped of the ASCII parity bits leaving 6 bits per character.
Therefore, the message is 240 bits. However, the messages will be assumed to have error
detection coding which will add 24 parity bits. Thus, the total message length to the
communication system is 264 bits.

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS

In this section the communication system performance is calculated for PM = 10-3, 10-1 and
0.99 for a variety of modulation/coding alternatives under the jamming environments
described previously. The three configurations considered are Dual-3 R = 1/3 coded slow-
hopped 8-ary FSK, Dual-3 R = 1/6 coded slow-hopped 8-ary FSK, and Dual-3 R = 1/8
coded fast-hopped 8-ary FSK.

In this paper, the Dual-3 convolutional codes are used with slow wideband hopping at 5
hps and fast wideband hopping at 200 hps. When the Dual-3 code is used with slow
wideband hopping the 8-ary symbols are transmitted at 100 symbols/sec using the m = 2,
n = 1, R = 1/3 Dual-3 code or the 8-ary symbols are transmitted at 200 symbols/sec by the
Dual-3 code.

In the case of the slow wideband hopping, the bit rate is 75 bps but by using the R = 1/3
Dual-3 code at 100 symbols/sec or the R = 1/6 Dual-3 code at 200 symbols/sec, there can
be non data symbols per wideband hop for time synchronization uncertainty and frequency
hop setting time. Figure 3 illustrates the format for the wideband hop. Note there are 15
data symbols per wideband hop with the R = 1/3 Dual-3 code and 30 data symbols with
the R = 1/6 Dual-3 code. At the beginning and end of each wideband hop, 20 msec is
allowed for lack of time synchronization between the transmitter and receiver. At the
beginning of the hop, 10 msec is allowed for wideband hop settling time. The overhead
non data time in the wideband hop format is 3/4 corresponding to 1.25 dB loss in signal
energy from the data.



FULL BAND NOISE JAMMING (ADDITIVE WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE)

The performance of the Dual-3 convolutional coded systems in full band noise jamming
(AWGN) is given by Eqs. (32) and (33) for probability of symbol error where D and 8o are
given by (37) and (38) with the proper normalization for code rate. The probability of
message error can be calculated from the probability of symbol error Ps by

(44)

where

and L is the message length in bits, the 3 bits added to L corresponds to the message tail
needed to flush the Dual 3 encoder and the 3 dividing the message length corresponds to
R = 3 bits per 8-ary symbol.

Table I presents the performance of the Dual-3 codes in AWGN not including the rate loss
associated with the tail bits and with any overhead in the hop format. Note that the lower
the code rate R, the larger the required Eb/No to achieve a given probability of message
error. This increase in Eb/No can be attributed to the increase in noncoherent combining
losses as the rate decreases and the number of 8-ary symbols per bit increases. It may be
observed in Table I that the performance of the R = 1/6 code is about 0. 7 to 0. 8 dB worse
than the R = 1/3 code and that the R - 1/8 code is about 0. 3 to 0. 4 dB worse than the
R = 1/6 code in AWGN or full band noise jamming. Also presented in Table I is the
performance of uncoded 8-ary FSK symbols frequency hopped at the same hop rate as the
equivalent Dual-3 code, At PM = 10-3, the uncoded data performance is about 2.1 - 2.2 dB
worse than the equivalent Dual-3 coded data performance. At PM = 10-1 the Dual-3 coded
data performance is about 1.8 - 1.9 dB better than the uncoded data performance. At
PM = 0. 99, the Dual-3 coded data performance is better than the uncoded data
performance by 1.1 dB.

FIXED PARTIAL BAND NOISE JAMMING

The performance of the Dual-3 code in fixed partial band noise jamming is given by (44),
(45), (32), (33), (35), and (36). Table II presents the performance of the Dual-3 codes and
the equivalent uncoded performance. The Dual-3 coded performance is better than the
uncoded performance at all values of PM. At PM = 10-3, the performance of the Dual-3
codes are better than the equivalent uncoded performance by 8.6 dB, 4.3 dB, and 3.2 dB
for the R = 1/3, 1/6, and 1/8 Dual-3 codes, respectively. Note that for PM = 10-3 , the best
choice of N is 3 or 6 and the best choice of R is 1/3. The performance of the Dual-3 codes



at PM = 0. 99 is 1.6 dB, 1. I dB, and 1.1 dB better than the uncoded performance at
R = 1/3, 1/6, and 1/8, respectively.

FIXED PARTIAL BAND TONE JAMMING

The performance of the Dual-3 codes for fixed partial band tone jamming is given by (44),
(45), (32), (33), (42), (43), and (41).

Table III presents the performance of the Dual-3 codes and the equivalent uncoded
performance in fixed partial band tone jamming. The Dual-3 codes provide significant
improvement in performance over the uncoded data. At PM = 10-3, the Dual-3 code with
the best performance is the R = 1/6 or R = 1/8 Dual-3 code which is 1.9 dB better than the
R = 1/3 code. The coding gains at PM = 10-3 for the Dual-3 codes over the equivalent
uncoded data is 17.3 dB for the R = 1/3 code, 10.4 dB for the R = 1/6 code, and 9.7 dB
for the R = 1/8 code. At PM = 10-1, the Dual-3 code with the best performance is the
R = 1/6 code which is 0.3 dB better than the R = 1/3 code and 0.4 dB better than the
R = 1/8 code. The coding gains at PM = 10-1 for the Dual-3 codes are 10.4 dB, 6.8 dB, and
6.7 dB for the R = 1/3, R = 1/6, and R = 1/8, respectively.

SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE IN JAMMING

Comparing the Dual-3 code performance against fixed partial band tone jamming in Table
III with the Dual-3 code performance against fixed partial band noise jamming in Table II,
it may be observed that the worst case jammer is fixed partial band noise jamming. The
modulation/coding technique with the best performance against the worst case jammer is
slow hopping with the Dual-3 R = 1/6 code for low PM For high PM (= 0.99), the best
performance is obtained with the slow hopping with the Dual-3 R = 1/3 code:
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Figure 1.  FH/MFSK Demodulator

Figure 2.  Dual-3 Encoder



Table I. Full Band Noise Jamming (AWGN) with Slow and Fast
Wideband Frequency Hopping

Probability of
Message Error

PM

Coding Eb /No

10-3 Uncoded, N = 3
Dual 3, R = 1/3
Uncoded, N = 6
Dual 3, R = 1/6
Uncoded, N = 8
Dual 3, R = 1/8

10.7
8.5

11.3
9.2

11.6
9.5

10-1 Uncoded, N = 3
Dual 3, R = 1/3
Uncoded, N = 6
Dual 3, R = 1/6
Uncoded. N = 8
Dual 3, R = 1/8

9.1
7.2
9.8
7.9

10.1
8.3

0.99 Uncoded, N = 3
Dual 3, R = 1/3
Uncoded, N = 6
Dual 3, R = 1/6
Uncoded 3, R = 8
Dual 3, R = 1/8

7.0
5.9
7.8
6.7
8.2
7.1



Table III. Fixed Partial Band Noise Jamming with Slow and
Fast Wideband Frequency Hopping

Probability of
Message Error

PM

Coding
Partial Band

 Jamming
D

Eb /No

(dB

10-3 Uncoded, N = 3
Dual 3, R = 1/3
Uncoded, N = 6
Dual 3, R = 1/6
Uncoded, N = 8
Dual 3, R = 1/8

0.030
0.216
0.248
0.666
0.420
0.381

20.0
11.4
13.8
9.5

12.8
9.6

10-1 Uncoded, N = 3
Dual 3, R - 1/3
Uncoded, N = 6
Dual 3, R = 1/6
Uncoded, N = 8
Dual 3, R = 1/8

0.143
0.449
0.539
0.963
0.752
1.0

13.2
8.2

10.5
7.9

10.3
8.3

0.99 Uncoded, N = 3
Dual 3, R = 1/3
Uncoded, N = 6
Dual 3, R = 1/6
Uncoded, N = 8
Dual 3, R = 1/8

0.498
0.728
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

7.8
6.2
7.8
6.7
8.2
7.1



Table III. Fixed Partial Band Tone Jamming with Slow and
Fast Wideband Frequency Hopping

Probability of
Message Error

PM

Coding
Partial Band

 Jamming
D

Eb /No

(dB)

10-3 Uncoded, N = 3
Dual 3, R = 1/3
Uncoded, N = 6
Dual 3, R = 1/6
Uncoded, N = 8
Dual 3, R = 1/8

0.002
0.106
0.030
0.327
0.046
0.432

27.1
9.8

18.3
7.9

17.6
7.9

10-1 Uncoded, N = 3
Dual 3, R = 1/3
Uncoded, N = 6
Dual 3, R = 1/6
Uncoded, N = 8
Dual 3, R = 1/8

0.020
0.220
0.098
0.463
0.122
0.570

17.0
6.6

13.1
6.3

13.4
6.7

0.99 Uncoded, N = 3
Dual 3, R = 1/3
Uncoded, N = 6
Dual 3, R = 1/6
Uncoded, N = 8
Dual 3, R = 1/8

0.135
0.357
1.270
1.603
1.286
1.684

8.7
4.5
8.7
5.2
9.7
5.9



APPLICATION OF ERROR-CORRECTING CODES
IN DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

WITH BIPHASE MODULATION
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ABSTRACT

The polarity uncertainty in coherent demodulation of biphase signal raises a new question
to the application of error-correcting codes. In this paper the real capability of error-
correcting codes used with differential biphase modulation is analysed and, with the
special cases of cyclic Hamming codes and two BCH codes, the degree of performance
deterioration is estimated. Three methods for solving polarity inversion with preserving the
error-correcting capability at the cost of one information bit lost are proposed. Practical
implementation of these methods is briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Biphase modulation with coherent demodulation is well known as one of the best forms for
digital information transmission. In order to avoid the extra frequency band and power for
transmitting the carrier reference, the carrier signal needed for demodulation usually is
obtained from the received modulated signal directly. The possible methods include so
called “full-wave detection-filtering - frequency division”, “quantized-data compensation”
and various kinds of phase-lock technique such as square loop, Costas loop, quantized-
data feedback loop etc. [4,5,6]. The carrier recovered by methods mentioned above always
possesses the inherent phase ambiguity of 180. So the polarity of the baseband output of
coherent demodulator will be uncertain and the quantized binary sequence may be either
the code in consideration or its complement (i.e. each 0 becomes 1 and 1 becomes 0).
Several techniques have been proposed to overcome this trouble [7]. Among them the
relative modulation (differential PSK ) is the most popular one and has found wide-spread
application. But due to the relative transformation, correlation is introduced into the
adjacent bits, so that a single isolated error produced in channel can cause a double error
of the adjacent bits at the output. Ignoring this fact would lead to a reduction of
performances. In the following we will try to explore in detail the rational application of 



block error-correcting codes under such conditions. Everywhere in this paper only the
binary codes will be considered.

RELATIVE TRANSFORMATION (RT) AND ERROR PATTERN

Let A(an-1, an-2,....,a1, a0) be the binary sequence to be transmitted.

This sequence is associated with a polynomial over the Galois field GF(2)

RT converts A into B(bn, bn-1,..., b0), which can be called the relative code of A, where bn

is the reference bit (it might be the last bit of the preceding code block). The rule for RT is

(1)

where addition is of modulo 2.

Correspondingly, code polynomial of B is

The relationship between a(x and b x can be expressed as

(2)

The inversion of codeword can be considered as the sum of code polynomial and the full-
terms polynomial of degree n which corresponds to the all 1's codeword.

Obviously code B will be inverted when b is inverted since



Suppose that the codeword at the output of demodulator is C(c ,c ,...c ,c) with the
polyomial

Now

(3)

where                                    Is the error polynomial. 

We will call the received codeword positive when $ = 0 and inverted when $ = 1.

After inverse relative transformation (IRT) we have sequence D(d   ,d   ,...,d   ,d   ,d  ) ,  or

The rule for IRT is

di = ci + ci+1      ,    i = 0,1,..., n-1 (4)
i.e.

(5)

Substituting (3) into (5), we get

Clearly, the second term is equal to zero. Substituting (2) gives



We have shown that RT not only eliminates the uncertainty of decoding polarity but also
bring about some changes in the structure of error pattern. It is the difference between A
and D that should be taken as the actual error patterm. Denote

or

(6)

We can see now that except for the head bit and the tail bit, any single error from channel
gives an adjacent double error. But consecutive channel errors at the adjacent bit positions
cause only two errors at the boundary positions (the error bits in between cancel out each
other). When the channel error is located at the head bit or the tail bit position only a single
error results for this codeword, because the other error bit goes to the range of the
preceding codeword or the next one. As a result, the bit error rate in systmes with relative
modulation is worse in some degree and is nearly doubled in comparison with absolute
modulation in low error region [6,7]. What is more important is that errors are not random-
independent now. The error pattern becomes something like the mixture of random errors
and bursts of length equal to 2. Undoubtedly, if we still confine ourselves to using the
ordinary codes for error control in these systems, lost in the performances will be
inevitable.

RT AFTER ENCODING

The block-diagram of data transmission system in this case is shown in fig.1.

Suppose that a cyclic code generated by g(x) with minimum Hamming distance d is used
for error correction. If d is odd, then at most d -1/2 random errors can be corrected. To
find the real minimum distance d we must search for the smallest weight of the
corresponding e(x) when r(x) becomes a code word, that is the minimum number of terms
in e(x) which is the solution of the following system of equations:

(7)



Clearly,
drmin $ dmin /2 + 1

We are goings to show that drmin < dmin by examining the cyclic Hamming codes and two
BCH codes as examples.

1.  (n,k) cyclic Hamming codes.

We know that Hamming codes are the perfect codes with dmin = 3 and n = 2n-k -1 [1,2,8].
Let us first look at the generator matrix of these codes G = [Ik P]. Matrix P has rows
consisting of all possible (n-k)-tuples with weight greater than one, i.e. there are altogether 

                                                                   rows.

Among them certainly exists a row with two 1’s in the adjacent bit positions and 0’s
elsewhere. Let it be the J-th row. Then the codeword corresponding to the j-th row of G is

xn-j + (x + 1) xR     ,0 < R < n-j-1

Since the code is cyclic, it remains a codeword after (j-1) left cyclic shifts that is

xn-1 + (x + 1)xR+j-1

From (7) we get

es (x) = xn + xR+j

So drmin < 2. But according to (8), we have drmin > 2. Therefore drmin = 2.

2.  (15,7) BCH code, dmin = 5, the generator polynomial is

g(x) = (x4 + x + 1)(x4 + x3 + x2 + x + 1) = x8 + x7 + x6 + x4 + 1

There are 27 = 128 codewords for this code. They can be partitioned into 12 equivalence
classes according to cycle:

a).  two classes of cycles with period equal to 1, i.e. the all 1's and the all 0’s code
words;

b).  two classes of cycles with period equal to 3, i.e. (110110110110110) and
(001001001001001);



c).  eight classes of cycles with period equal to 15, i.e.
 (000000111010001),(000001001110011),(000011010010101),
 (000010100110111)
(000111101011001),(000110011111011),(000101110111111)
(001011010101111).

So we have drmin = 4.

3.  (15,5) BCH code, dmin = 7, the generator polynomial is

g(x) = (x4+x+1)(x4+x3+x2+x+1)(x2+x+l) = x10+x8+x5+x4+x2+x+1

Its 32 codewords can be partitioned into :

a).  two classes of cycles with period equal to 1, i.e. the all 1’s and the all 0’s
codewords;

b).  two classes of cycles with period equal to 15, i.e. (000010100110111) and
(000111101011001).

So drmin = 5.

To preserve the performance we consider a possible modification of RT. We assume that
RT is done in a closed-loop manner.

Let bn = bo . Summing all terms of (1) together, we have

an-1 + an-2 + ... + a1 + ao = 0

which means that A must satisfy even parity check. So (x + 1)1 a(x). Now B may be
shortened to n bits. Denote it as 4n-1, ..., bo ). The relation between A and B are rewritten
as

bi = bi+1 + ai+1         , i = 0,1,..., n-2 (9)

We can arbitrarily set bn-1 = 0, then

(10)

(11)



IRT should be carried out by the following rule

di = ci + ci-1    ,    i , Zn (12)

e(x) / (x+1)c(x)       (mod xn + 1) (13)

Taking (10) and (11) into account, we finally get

d(x) = a(x) + ((x+1)e(x))x n+1 (14)

Suppose that the generator polynomial of the cyclic code is
g(x) = (x + 1)g1 (x)

Since a(x) is a codeword, so g(x) 1a(x) , then (a(x)) g(x) = 0. The syndrome by (14) is

s(x) = (d(x)) g(x) =(a(x)) g(x) +((x + 1)e(x))x n+1 )g(x)

= (((x + 1)e(x)x n+1 )g(x)

Now g(s)1(xn + 1), this formula is simplified to

s(x) = ((x + 1)e(x))g(x)

Let e(x) -q(x)g1 (x) + (e(x))g1(x)

and multiply both sides by (x + 1),

(x + 1)e(x) = q(x)(x+1)g1 (x) + (x + 1)(e(x))g1(x)

Now *o g1(x)< *o g(x) , so

s(x) (x + 1)e(x))g1(x)  (15)

Since (x + 1) … 0, so s(x) = 0, iff (e(x))g1(x) = 0. Assume the minimum distance of the (n,k)
cycle code generated by g(x) to be odd, then, in general, the code generated by g(x) has
the minimum distance equal to dmin + 1. Meanwhile the real equivalent minimum distance
is drmin = dmin according to (15).



When designing decoders, we must keep in mind the feature that errors tend to cluster in
couples at adjacent bits (including head and tail end to end roundup). It is preferable to use
cyclic decoding schemes. For instance, we can turn the Meggit decoder into closed-loop
type and to correct single channel errors we need only to change the syndrome condition to
(110...0) and simultaneously correct two adjacent bits respectively.

In general, RT can be done with a division circuit consisting of a single-stage feedback
shift register. As to IRT, then in addition to using a multiplication circuit of a single-stage
feed-forvard shift register, it is necessary to exclusive-or the head and the tail bits of
decoded word to get the information of the last code bit.

RT BEFORE ENCODING

Another way to solve the polarity inversion problem is using (n,k) linear codes with the all
1’s word as its codeword. Due to the closedness of linear codes any codeword has its
complement counterpart in the codewords set. For cyclic codes with odd n, this demand
implies that g(x) must not contain (x + 1) as its factor, i.e. (x + 1) x g(x) . This assertation
can be proved by showing the follows.

Since n is odd, by Theorem 4 on P.38 in [1], binomial (x +1) does not possess repeated
roots, then it can be factored into

xn + 1 = (x + 1)g(x)h1 (x)      ,      (x + 1) xg(x)

Therefore

which means that all-ones vector is a codeword.

The block-diagram for such system is shown in fig. 2. Here the input information is first
relatively transformed. Then the transformed relative code enters the error-correcting code
encoder as the information bits. At the receiver end error-correction is first performed, then
through the IRT of the information bits the correct information is restored.

Demodulation polarity inversion in this case does not have effect on the work of the
decoder. The inversion of the information bits is automatically eliminated after IRT. So the
system can function normally. Since one information bit has to be given to the reference,
which itself does not carry any utilizable information, actual quantity of useful information
is (k-1) bits.



METHOD FOR AUTOMATIC DETECTION AND CORRECTION OF
DEMODULATION POLARITY INVERSION BY USING ERROR-
CORRECTING CODES

Let n be odd, then

xn + 1 = (x + 1)g1 (x)g2  (X)

where degree of g1(x) is equal to n - k, *0 g1(x) - n - k

It was shown above, that (x + 1) x g1 (x) and (x + 1)xg2 (x).

Denote the (n,k) cyclic code generated by g(x) as C and the (n,k-1) cyclic code generated
by (x+l) g1 (x) as C1 . The relationship between C and C is as follows.

Theorem 1.

C is a subset of C with the property that all its members have even weisht. The number of
its elements is one half of the number of codewords in C. The set C&1 which consists of
complements of all codewords in C&1 is contained in C, i.e. C&1dC, and C = C1 cC&1

Proof.

Let code polynomial of C1 be C1 (x). From (x + 1)g1 (x)1c1 (x) we conclude that
g1(x)1c1(x). So any codeword belonging to C1 also belongs to C. Also because of
(x+1)ic1(x), number of terms in c1 (x) has to be even, i.e. weight of codewords in C1 is
even. There are total 2k codewords in C including all-zero word. Now the number of
codewords in C1 is 2k-1. So C1 forms just that half of C with even weight codewords.
Furthermore, since complement of any codeword in C is still in it, C1 d C. Since the sum
of the weights of any codeword and its complement equals n, every world in C&1 has odd
weight.

Then C1 and C&1 are disjoint. Obviously, the mapping from C1 to C&1 is a one to one
correspondence, the number of elements in C&1 is 2k-1. Thus C = C c C&1. 

Corollary.

Assume that the minimum distance of code C is odd. Then the minimum value of
Hamming distance between an argitrary vector in C1 and an arbitrary vector in C&1 is equal
to the minimum distance of C.



Proof.

We know that if the minimum distance of code C is odd, then the minimum distance of
code C1 is at least dmin + 1. The set C&1 is not closed so it does not form a linear code. But
the sum of any two vectors in C&1 is a code vector in C1 because of cancellation of all-ones
vector (it also can be seen from the fact that any two odd-weished vectors always give a
even-weished sum) . This means that Hamming distance between two vectors in set C&1 has
the minimum equal to the minimum distance of C1 namely dmin + 1. Thus the minimum
value of distance between an arbitrary vector in C1 and an arbitrary vector in C&1 must
equal dmin , the minimum distance of C.

Theorem 2.

The complement of every codeword in C1 has g1 (x) as the remainder.

Proof.

Let the generator polynomial of code C1 be g(x) = (x + 1)g1 (x)
Denote

The remainder of C1 after inversion becomes (c1 (x) + f(x)g(x)

Since
(c1 (x)g(x) = 0

so
(c1 (x) + f(x)g(x) = (c1 (x)g(x) + (f(x))g(x) = (f(x))g(x)

Now since

(16)

and
x + 1 xg x

we have

g2 (x) = (x + 1)q(x) + 1



Substituting this into (16) and taking into account that *0 g1 (x) *0 g(x) we get

(c1 (x) + f(x)g(x) = ((x + 1)g1 (x)q(x) + gl(x) g1 (x)g(x) = g1 (x)

The procedure of this method can be shortly described as follows.

At the transmitter end encoder corresponds to C1. At the receiver end what is demodulated
belongs either to C1 or to C&1 with mixed errors. With respect to C1, all vectors in C&1 are
not codewords, but by Theorem 1 and its Corollary, it still belongs to C. This guarantees
that the minimum distance will be dmin. Thus for the decoder designed with dmin if the
number of errors does not exceed the tolerance (or, to be exact, the error pattern is within
the capability of code C), the decoder will not give a wrong error-correcting response on
C&1 and it can decide what polarity is to be taken as the right output. There are at least three
possible ways to do this job 

1). parallel scheme

Two identical decoders work simultaneously. One of them takes the received word as the
input and the other one its complement. The decoded output of these decoders are stored
in buffers, whose outputs are “ored” together through gates. The actual output is taken
from that decoder which gives correct output.

2). serial scheme

Only one decoder is used. When being entering the decoder, the input is temporarily stored
somewhere. If the first decoding procedure yields a correct result, then output is taken
from it and the process for this word ends. Otherwise the stored input vector is inverted
bitwisely and then enters the decoder and the decoding procedure is restarted once more.
If the second decoding process fails to give correct result, an uncorrectable error is
detected (if it is within the capability of the code used).

3). hibrid scheme

Only one buffer for input and one syndrome forming circuit are needed. Yet the computing
and decision circuits are separate. While one complex takes the syndrome from the
syndrome forming circuit directly, the other one gets its with g (x) added. (Practically, that
can be done by chaging the output polarity at corresponding stages of division circuit
according to g (x) . By Theorem 2, this is equivalent to the syndrome of the complement.
At the final decision, if first circuit indicates right result, then the corrected word goes to
output directly. If it is wrong but the second circuit indicates right, the complemented word
is put out.



In comparison with each other, hibrid scheme is simpler than the parallel one with the
same decoder delay. Serial scheme may be the simplest one, but is slow.

As a final remark, we must point out that shortened codes are inadequte for this purpose.

CONCLUSIONS

1).  Straightforward application of random-error-correcting codes in differential PSK
systems with encoder preceding relative transformation leads to reduction of error-
correcting capability. But the degree of deterioration does not necessarily reach the level of
minimum distance being halved.
2).  To solve the decoding polarity inversion problem three methods have been considered:
closed-loop RT after encoding, encoding after RT and automatic polarity correction by
error-correcting codes. Their performance is nearly the same. The cost is one information
bit lost. The first one is rather complex in implementation. The complexity of the other two
depends on the concrete circumstances. For instance, if the transmitting part is required to
be as simple as possible and the input information is in serial sequence form, then the last
method could be the simplest of all. But if the input and output to the system are of serial
form, then the second one might be a good choice.
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In fiberoptic communication links using digital transmission, fiber dispersion limits the
transmitted data rate, the rate at which data bits are transmitted, while the receiver noise
characteristics determine the ability to decide. To incorporate both of these effects into a
singel design parameter, it is convenient to deal with the link mutual information rate. The
latter is defined as the data rate minus the effective loss in rate due to decoding errors. In
this paper, information rates of some typical fiber links are developed and used to compare
possible design trade-offs under various signaling formats. Mutual information is
particularly effective for evaluating the advantages of using multi-level pulse amplitude
encoding in an attempt to increase data rates.

Consider the digital fiber link in Figure 1. An optical source (LED or injection laser) is
digitally modulated and feeds the resulting optical field into the fiber. After propagating
over the fiber length L, the optical field is photo-detected and converted to an electronic
signal for bit decoding. Digital modulation is typically accomplished by noncoherent
methods in which data bits are sent as optical pulses whose intensity have been modulated.
The common noncoherent amplitude modulation formats [1] are two level pulse intensity
on-off keying (OOK) modulation, and multilevel pulse intensity modulation (MPIM). In
the MPIM case, a block of source bits is encoded onto one of the M possible intensity
levels for data transmission. For decoding, the electronic signal produced from the photo-
detection is integrated over the pulse time and compared to a voltage threshold, or a set of
thresholds, for detection.

The important parameters characterizing the fiber as a communication channel are its
attenuation loss and its dispersion. The attenuation loss (including both absorptive and
scattering loss) specifies the amount of power loss during fiber propagation. Fiber
dispersion causes an inherent spreading of the time width of the propagated intensity pulse.
In a digital data transmission, this pulse spreading limits the rate at which light pulses can
be sent, and therefore limits the pulse rate of the link. The total amount of pulse spreading
that will occur in a fiber depends directly on the fiber dispersion coefficient, measured in



seconds of pulse spreading per unit fiber length. Values of this coefficient typically vary
from 50 ns /km for a uniform core to 1 ns/km for a quadratic core tapering, to about
several picoseconds for a single mode fiber.

The data rate of the fiber (or MPIM), is dependent on the number of intensity levels
transmitted into the fiber. For on-off keyed formats, each optical pulse carries one data bit,
and the fiber data rate simply equals its pulse rate. In MPIM formats, each pulse carries
log2 M bits, and the data rate R is related to pulse rate Rp by

R = Rp log2 M bits/sec (1)

The mutual information rate of a fiber system is the rate at which mutual information [2-4]
is transferred. In terms of multi-level signaling with a single optical pulse, the mutual
information per pulse is given by (2).

(2)

where

Pij = probability intensity level i was decoded,
given level j was sent

Pi = probability intensity level i was transmitted

M = number of pulse levels

If we assume equally likely data bits, Pi = 1/M, then (2) becomes

(3)

The information rate H of the link is then the product of the mutual information per pulse
times the pulse rate Rp of the channel. Thus,

(4)



The first term is the fiber data rate in (1), while the second term accounts for information
loss due to incorrect decoding. Note as Pij 6 1/M, H6o. In the latter case, the receiver is, in
essence, guessing at the transmitted pulse level and no effective information is, in fact,
being transmitted.

The probability Pij of erring in decoding a particular intensity level depends on the
characteristics of the receiver. The basic photo detection model is shown in Figure 2. The
encoded optical pulse is photodetected at the receiver and converted to an electron flow
that is amplified by avalanche regeneration [5-6]. The resulting electron stream flows
through a load resistance R generating a detector signal used for decoding. Receiver
thermal noise is added to this detected signal and forms the pulse signal value which is
integrated over the pulse width T. This generates the integrate-and-dump voltage.

(5)

where e is the electron charge, m is the number of electrons through the resistor R in time
T, and nT is the integrated thermal noise. The latter is taken as a zero mean Gaussian
variable, with variance 4 kToBR, where k is Boltzmann’s constant, B = 1/T, and To is the
receiver noise temperature in degrees Kelvin. The electron count m generated over the T
sec pulse time is a random variable governed by the randomness of the field
photodetection and avalanche amplification. The probability distribution of m electrons
occurring was derived by Conradi [6], using results of MacIntyre [5]. Webb [7] showed
that an accurate approximation to the somewhat complicated distribution of Conradi is
given by

(6)

where G is the avalanche gain, and

F2 = nG2F
n  = injected electrons into avalanche region.



The probability density of the receiver voltage v follows from (6) by first conditioning on
the number of photo-detected counts m, then averaging over the avalanche statistics. Since
nT is Gaussian, the conditioned variable v is also Gaussian with mean 23BRm and variance
4KToBP. The probability density on the detected receiver voltage v is then

(7)

where

Thus, the receiver noise converts the discrete counting variable m to the continuous
observation variable v. Note that the density in (7) depends on the total received count n,
and therefore requires specification of the particular signalling format used at the
transmitter.

When the receiver temperature is negligible (i. e., 4kToBR<< 2eBRm), the density in (7)
can be considered a discrete density and the receiver is said to be shot noise limited. In this
case, statistical performance based on observations of v can be equivalently stated directly
in terms of counting statistics on m.

For MPIM, a pulse of one of M levels is transmitted into the fiber, producing an integrated
count intensity ni in (7) depending on the level. Decoding is achieved by comparing the
observed voltage v to a set of thresholds (v, v2 - -) and decoding the level based upon
which pair of thresholds the observable v falls between. The corresponding decoding error
probability is obtained by computing

(8)

where (vj, vj-1 ) are the thresholds for intensity level ni. Equation (8) was examined in the
work of Sorensen (8, 9) in which the selection of the thresholds was related to the intensity
level set *ni* and the APD gain G, and later were chosen to minimize total error probability
for a given set of receiver parameters. Figure 3 shows a typical plot of the level error
probability Pij in (3) for a specific set of parameters and several values of M. The abscissa
plots the peak pulse energy associated with the highest level. The remaining intensity
levels were set according to a non-linear level separation [9] and the thresholds and APD
gain adjusted to uield the minimal average value of Pij.



When the curves in Figure 3 are substituted into (3), the mutual information plot in
Figure 4 results. For the given set of receiver parameters, the amount of mutual information
per opticalpulse is shown for various numbers of intensity levels M, as a function of the
parameter nM /log2 M which is the peak signal count per data bit. Both shot noise and
receiver noise cases are shown. At high count values, the information per pulse approaches
the data rate per pulse allowed by the pulse encoding. At the lower values; however, the
increased difficulty in decoding decreases the amount of information conveyed. As a
result, distinct crossovers exist where a given value of M produces the highest pulse
information. Note that at low count values, per pulse, the binary system (M=2) is the most
effective, while increasing count values favor increasing values of M. In essence, high
levels of pulse encoding should not be used unless the peak pulse energy is available to
support it. Curves such as Figure 4 are helpful for assessing this trade-off.

Effect of Fiber on Mutual Information

While I in Figure 4 indicates the information content per pulse, the achievable information
rate H in (4) depends on the rate at which optical pulses can be transmitted. As stated
earlier, this depends on the fiber dispersion which causes pulse overlap and intersymbol
distortion if pulses are transmitted at too fast a rate. As the length of the fiber increases, its
dispersion increases, and the pulse rate must be slowed to prevent distortion. At the same
time, fiber attenuation reduces the available source pulse energy and decreases the
information per pulse. If we assume minimum pulse width is limited to the pulse
dispersion, then the maximum possible pulse rate is given by the reciprocal of the expected
fiber dispersion. The received pulse energy is reduced from that at the source by the
accumulated fiber attenuation. Figures 5 and 6 show the resulting mutual information rate
as a function of the fiber length, assuming fixed dispersion and attenuation values of 10
nsec/km and 10 dB/km, respectively. A source rate of 108 pulse/sec is used, and a source
power level producing an average signalling count of 1000 and 10, 000 counts/pulse is
considered. The ordinate plots directly the achievable information rate in bits/sec for the
link. At short fiber lengths, the fiber attenuation is negligible and pulse encoding is
advantageous as the pulse counts indicated. The information rate is approximately the data
rate, and the use of more pulse levels increases the available link bit rate. As the fiber
length is increased, the available information rate at any M is reduced from the source data
rate due to the decoding errors caused by fiber attenuation. This degradation is more
severe at the higher values of M (due to the increased decoding difficulty) causing an
apparent crossover in achievable information rates. As the fiber length is increased, the
smaller M systems become more advantageous, and for very long fibers the binary link
(M=2) produces the highest information rate.
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FIGURE 1 -- ENCODED DIGITAL FIBER LINK
WITH AVALANCHE PHOTO-DETECTIOM

(APD)

FIGURE 2 --AVALANCHE PHOTO-DETECTION MODEL (APD)



Figure 3. M-ary PIM Performance (Additive Thermal Noise, Non-Linear Intensity
Levels, Optimum Gain G Selected) k = .028, R = 50 SS, B = 1000 MHz.

n̄b (background noise) = 1



Figure 4. M-ary PIM Mutual Information as a Function of Average Signal
Count per Bit. k = .028, R = 50 SS, B = 1000 MHz.

n̄b (back round noise = 1

Figure 5. M-ary PIN Fiber Link (Bits Received per Fiber Length, Shot Noise
Limited) n̄b = 1, k = .028, Non-Linear Spacing, Optimum Gain Selected.



Figure 6. M-ary PIM Fiber Link (Bits Received per Fiber Length, Additive Thermal
Noise) n̄b = 1, k = .028, T = 300o, R = 50 SS, B = 100 MHz, Non-Linear Intensity

Spacing, Optimum Gain Selected.



SIGNALING PERFORMANCE OVER A PIECE-WISE LINEAR-
LIMITED CHANNEL IN THE PRESENCE OF INTERFERENCE AND

GAUSSIAN NOISE

BY T. C. HUANG

SUMMARY

Presented here is a model and analysis for evaluating bit error probability of a BPSK signal
transmitted through a piece-wise linear (PWL) limited channel subject to a CW
interference as well as additive Gaussian noise. The CW interference is assumed to have a
random phase 2j over (0, 2B) and a fixed frequency fj which may be either inband or out-
of-band of the signal channel band.

The analysis is carried out in two steps:  First an explicit expression for the desired signal,
CW tone and their harmonics conditioned on the uplink channel noise if obtained at the
output of a PWL limiter. Each of these CW tones and harmonics is modeled into two
components--one sinusoid with a mean power and coherently related to 2j and an
equivalent Gaussian noise, independent of each other. This equivalent Gaussian noise is
also independent of the noise component associated with the desired signal. The
interference model is reasonable provided that the frequency fj is not close to the carrier
frequency of the signal.

Based on the interference model, a conditional error probability expression, whose
statistics are constructed through known moment techniques, is formed and averaged over
the appropriate random variables. Numerical results for interference model and error rate
curves will be compared with those of hardlimited channels in order to illustrate the effect
of a PWL limiter.
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THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF OPTIMIZATION
IN FINITE WORD-LENGTH DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING*

F. Pollara-Bozzola and K. Yao
Dept. of System Science

Univ. of California
Los Angeles, CA 90024

ABSTRACT

We consider a general class of digital signal processing problems in which some sytem
parameters restricted to some finite set of values are selected based on the minimum mean-
square error criterion. This class of problems are relevant in the design of modern
communication, radar, and antenna array systems under finite word-length con-constraints.
Linear problems allowing infinite precision values are given by the classical Wiener
solutions. However, under the finite word-length constraints, optimum solutions can be
obtained in principle by using techniques from integer quadratic programming problems.
Practical solutions obtained in this manner, such as from the branch-and-bound algorithm,
usually use a large amount of active computer memory space and thus are not applicable to
real-time on-board processing situations. In this paper, we shall consider various
theoretical and practical aspects of exhaustive search algorithms over shrinking sequences
of constrained regions known to contain the desired optimum solution. Properties and
bounds on the number of points to be searched as well as specific system problems shall
be presented.
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* Diversity can be viewed as a special case of coding. MFSK modulation can also be viewed as a
form of coding.

VARIABLE DATA BIT RATES WITH A FIXED HOP
RATE NONCOHERENT FH/MFSK SYSTEM

Jim K. Omura
Professor

Department of System Science
School of Engineering and Applied Science

Los Angeles, California

I.  INTRODUCTION

In this paper we examine the impact of variable data bit rates on a fixed hop rate
noncoherent FH/MFSK system with diversity. This points out the advantage of some
diversity and the impact of noncoherent combining losses associated with too much
diversity.

To combat jamming effectively FH/MFSK systems must use diversity.* This means that
each MFSK signal is hopped m times and at the receiver the m “chips” are noncoherently
combined to provide diversity. For the uncoded* case where M = 2K we examine here the
parameter

Rather than consider the optimum choice of L we examine the bit error bounds for a wide
range of L values.

Our motivation for examining various values of the diversity is that in many systems the
hop rate, Rh hops/second, is fixed and the data rate, R bits/second, can change to
accommodate various types of users. Also the processing gain

where W is the fixed total spread spectrum bandwidth can be increased by lowering the
data rate R. This may be necessary to combat strong jamming where we have the effective
energy per bit to noise ratio



where
S = signal power

J = jammer power

at the intended receiver. Usually total bandwidth W and hop rate Rh are fixed in a spread
spectrum system while data rates may be varied.

In general, some form of diversity can improve performance by up to 40 dB at bit error
rates near Pb = 10-6 in both a worst case partial jamming and a Rayleigh fading channel.
However, noncoherent combining losses begin to dominate with too much diversity. Here
we examine the bit error probabilities of noncoherent FH/MFSK systems for a wide range
of diversity values, L, measured in diversity chips per data bit. This is done for fading and
non-fading channels as well as for the constraint length K = 7, rate r = 1/2, binary
convolutional code.

The usual diversity combining loss associated with broadband jamming (or additive white
Gaussian noise channels) in a non-fading channel shows considerable loss associated with
too much diversity. The relative impact of large diversity is somewhat less against worst
case partial band jamming since this type of jammer can degrade performance at low
diversity values more than at higher diversities. Indeed, with no diversity there can be up
to 40 dB loss at Pb = 10-6 with the worst case partial band jammer compared to broadband
jamming. At higher diversity values the worst case partial band jammer becomes the
broadband jammer.

In a Rayleigh fading channel the worst case partial band jammer is the broadband jammer.
In general, the bit error probabilities of the Rayleigh fading channel upper bounds the bit
error probabilities of the non-fading channel in a worst case partial band jamming channel.
The difference in these bit error probabilities become smaller with increasing diversity
values. In the limit of large diversity values the performance of fading and non-fading
channels are the same.

We also have the observation that as diversity increases the relative coding gains decrease.
Like diversity, coding is more effective against worst case partial band noise at smaller
diversity values.



II.  WORST CASE PARTIAL BAND NOISE JAMMING WITH NO CHANNEL
FADING

Consider first the case where we have no diversity and each MFSK signal is hopped once
for each MFSK signal. Assuming partial band noise jamming where D is the fraction of the
band jammed with noise of spectral density No /D where                   . We have D as the
probability that any MFSK signal is in the jammed part of the total spread bandwidth W
and 1 - D as the probability it is hopped outside the jammed frequencies. Then the symbol
error probability is

PE = D PE (No/D) + (1-D) PE (0)

where PE (") is the MFSK error probability in white Gaussian noise of spectral density ".
We assume negligible channel noise other than the jamming noise so that PE (0) = 0. Using
the union bound we have,

where Ec is the energy per MFSK signal. Here Ec = KEb where M = 2K. Also using the
relationship between bit error and symbol error,

we have the no diversity bit error union bound

The worst case D that maximizes this bound is given by

provided                 which is the case of interest. The bound for worst case partial band
jammer with no diversity is thus



* This means all m chips must be jammed in order to cause any symbol error.

and here we have effectively

or one hop per MFSK symbol (no diversity).

In summary, with no diversity we have the bit error bounds

These bounds are generally quite tight below 10-2 bit error probabilities. In Figures 1-4 we
show these bounds as the exact bit error probabilities. (See dashed lines.)

With each MFSK signal hopped m times and using noncoherent combining of the m
energy detector outputs we require a looser Chernoff bound to evaluate the bit error
probabilities. Assuming soft decision combining where the receiver knows when a chip is
jammed or not,* we have the bit error bound

where 8 is a Chernoff bound parameter and Ec = KEb /m is the energy per chip.

For the case where Ec/No $ 3 we have the worst case D value that maximizes this bound
and the best 8 value that minimizes this bound given by



This results in the bound

or in terms of

we have

When Ec /No < 3 the worst case D that maximizes the bound is simply

D* = 1 (broadband jamming)

while the minimizing choice of the Chernoff bound parameter is

where

This is used in



In summary, for noncoherent MFSK with M = 2K and L hops per data bits we have

where

Figures 1-4 show these bounds for various values of L. For L = 1/K we have no diversity
and so we can compare these Chernoff bounds with the tighter bounds derived for this
special case which we label as exact.

III.  WORST CASE PARTIAL BAND NOISE JAMMING WITH CHANNEL
FADING

We next consider a fading channel where each MFSK hop band has independent “flat-flat”
Rayleigh fading with the same characteristics. Thus, each MFSK “chip” is assumed to
experience independent Rayleigh fading with the same Rayleigh fading probability density

where we have normalized to

This means that for a random fading envelope R the received energy per chip is R2Ec

where Ec is the energy with no fading. Then the average received energy per chip is



As discussed earlier, we assume a partial band noise jammer with parameter D and noise
density No/D for D fraction of the band where No = J/W. With no diversity each MFSK
symbol experiences a single fade R. Defining PE(";R) as the symbol error probability in
white Gaussian noise of spectral density " and fade R we have the symbol error
probability

PE (R) = DPE (No /D;R) + (1-D)PE (0;R).

Here PE (0;R) = 0 for any R and we use the union bound

The bit error bound for fixed R is thus

Averaging this over the fading random variable R gives the bound on the average bit error
probability



where E&b is the average received energy per bit. Since

is positive, the largest possible value of D maximizes this bound.

Thus
D* = 1 (broadband jamming)

and

In Figures 5-8 we show this union bound as a dotted line for M = 2, 4, 8, and 16.

If we now hop each MFSK symbol m times then an error occurs only when all m chips fall
in the jammed band. If

R = (R1,R2,...,Rm)

are the independent Rayleigh fading variables for the m chips, then the conditional symbol
error probability is

PE (R) = DmPE (No /D;R)

where PE (No /D;R) is the error probability with white Gaussian noise of spectral density  
No /D with fixed fade variables R. If we average this over R we know that the maximum
likelihood metric is indeed the noncoherent combining of the m energy detector outputs for
the M possible symbols. We can thus apply the union Bhattacharyya bound on the average
to get,

yielding the symbol error bound



Again noting that

is positive the largest possible value of D maximizes this bound.

Thus
D* = 1 (broadband jammer)

and the bit error bound becomes,

Substituting the relationships

we have the final form of this bound

Figures 5-8 show this bound for various values of L hops per data bit with M = 2, 4, 8, and
16.

IV. USE OF CODES - NO FADING

When considering the use of codes we can regard each MFSK chip as a code symbol.
When we have two sequences x and x̂ the pairwise error probability is given by

where w(x,x̂) is the number of places where x and  x̂ differ. For the non-fading channel
with worst case partial band jamming we have



where

Note that the symbol error probability for MFSK with m diversity chips per symbol is
union bounded by

since w(x, x̂) = m. Using the relationship KEb = mEc, L = m/K, and

gives us the same bound derived in Section II. In this sense, diversity can be thought of as
a form of coding.

For the conventional constraint length K = 7 rate, r = 1/2 binary convolutional code using
BFSK with m diversity we have the bit error bound



where
Pb # 36D10m + 211D12m + 140D14m

+ 11633D16m + ....
where

Eb = 2Es

= 2mEc

Es = energy per coded BFSK symbol.

Here we assume m diversity per coded BFSK symbol. Hence, the diversity per data bit is

L = 2m

Figure 9 shows the bit error bounds for the binary convolutional code using BFSK and
diversity of L hops per data bit.

V.  USE OF CODES-FADING

For independent Rayleigh fading on each MFSK chip we have the same metric and the
only change in the form of D is an average over the independent fadin statistics. Thus

where the maximizing D is

D* = 1      (broadband jamming)



and the minimizing Chernoff bound parameter is

Note that the symbol error probability for MFSK with m diversity chips per symbol is
union bounded by

since w(x, x̂) = m. Using the relationships KEb = mEc, L = m/K and

gives us the same bound derived in Section III.

In general, the bound for the fading channel is always an upper bound for the non-fading
channel. This follows from the fact that for a convex c function f(x) and any random
variable X we have Jensen’s inequality

Note that

is a convex c function of R2 and E{R2} = 1. Thus



For the conventional constraint length K = 7, rate r = ½ binary convolutional code using
BFSK with m diversity we have the bit error bound

where
Eb = 2Es

= 2mEc

L = 2m .

Figure 10 shows the bit error bounds for the binary convolutional code using BFSK and
diversity of L hops per data bit.

VI.  DISCUSSION

Figures 1-8 show clearly that with too little diversity worst case partial band jamming or
Rayleigh fading can cause a large loss in performance relative to the ideal additive white
Gaussian noise channel (broadband jamming with no fading). Excessive diversity,
however, means considerably less loss in performance. At Pb = 10-6 and M = 2 (see
Figure 1) there is about a 4dB loss from optimum diversity (L–10) to the diversity
L = 200. This difference increases to about 6dB with M = 16. This is primarily due to the
fact that the performance for larger alphabet size M improves with the smaller diversity
values. This is essentially a coding gain since MFSK modulation is a form of block
orthogonal codes. The BFSK convolutional code performance of Figure 9 shows this same
characteristic.

For the Rayleigh fading channels shown in Figures 5-8, the loss due to excessive diversity
is less than corresponding losses in the non-fading case. This is partly due to the fact that
the noncoherent combining of the chip energies is indeed the maximum likelihood metric
for the Rayleigh fading channel. More important, however, is the fact that here the worst
case partial band jammer is always the broadband jammer.

The Rayleigh fading case always results in poorer performance or larger bit error
probabilities than the non-fading case. For large diversity, however, the difference between
these two cases disappear.



In the following table we show the values of Eb/No at Pb = 10-6 for all the cases shown in
Figures 1-8. This shows that the loss due to excessive diversity is greater for larger
alphabet size M even though the overall performance is better. This is most likely true for
convolutional codes with large constraining lengths.

Table Pb = 10-6

N
on

-F
ad

in
g M=2 M=4 M=8 M=16

Lopt 17.3 14.6 12.9 11.8

L=200 21.0 19.5 18.7 18.0

Fa
di

ng Lopt 19.5 16.9 15.1 14.1

L=200 21.3 19.8 18.8 18.1



Figure 1.  No Fading M=2



Figure 2.  No Fading M=4



Figure 3.  No Fading M=8



Figure 4.  No Fading M=16



Figure 5.  Fading M=2



Figure 6.  Fading M=4



Figure 7.  Fading M=8



Figure 8.  Fading M=16



Figure 9.  No Fading Convolutional Code with BFSK



Figure 10.  Fading Convolutional Code with BFSK



WORD ERROR PERFORMANCE OF VITERBI AND
TAILBITING DECODERS

M. A. King
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INTRODUCTION

One of the main advantages of convolutional codes is the existence of soft decision
maximum likelihood decoders of manageable complexity. A disadvantage of convolutional
codes is that the standard implementation requires that the encoder be flushed after each
data sequence. This requirement adds a significant amount of overhead when short
sequences are to be encoded.

Consider an m-symbol information sequence that is to be encoded using a rate 1/v
constrain length k convolutional encoder. The number of channel symbols that would be
required by the standard encoding would be v(m + k - 1). Thus, the actual effective code
rate is

(1)

Therefore, a rate 1/2 constraint length 3 encoder operating on a 10 symbol sequence has an
effective rate of only 0.417. This is only 93% of the listed code rate of 0.5. Thus, either the
channel symbols must be shortened to 41.7% of the information symbol rate, or the
information rate must be slowed by (100 - 83) = 17%.

Tailbiting is a technique that eliminates the need to flush the convolutional encoder. Thus,
the benefits of soft decision decoding can be gained without the additional overhead of the
flush sequence. The penalties are an increase in the number of required decoder
operations, and a slight decrease in the error performance of the decoder. This technique
simply involves the preloading of the tail of the information sequence into the encoder.
Thus, the register of a constraint length k encoder is preloaded with the last k symbols on
the information sequence. This establishes the initial state of the encoder. As the
information sequence is fed into the encoder, the encoder traces a path through the code
trellis and ends in the same state in which it began. Thus, the complete code trellis is
altered from a “trestle bridge” -like structure, expanding from the all-zeros state, and then
contracting back into it, to a “Chinese handcuff”-like structure of interwoven loops.



This paper compares the performance of the tailbiting technique to standard encoding for
10 symbol information words. The 10-symbol words are assumed to be chosen randomly
with a uniform distribution from an 8-ary alphabet. Two codes will be considered: the rate
1/2 dual-3, and rate 1/2 triple-3 convolutional codes. Schematic diagrams of encoder
implementations for these codes are given as Figures 1 and 2, respectively. In addition, it
is assumed that each code symbol is separated into four equal time segments and an
orthogonal synchronization code is impressed onto the channel symbol sequence. All
computations will assume the transmission medium to be an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel.

DERIVATIONS

It is well known that it is infeasible to compute the exact performance of most
convolutional codes because of the complicated relationships between paths. The standard
approach, and the approach that will be used here, is to bound the code performance using
union bound arguments.

Assume without loss of generality that the transmitted code path is the all-zeros code path.
Consider a second sequence that diverges from the all-zeros path and then remerges at
some later node. Let n denote the Hamming weight of this second path with respect to
(wrt) the all-zeros path, and pe (n) denote the probability that a path of this weight is
mistaken or the correct path by the decoder. Clearly the probability of a correct decision
between these two paths is given by

(2)

Consider the family of all code paths remerging with the all-zeros path at the node i. This
family can be characterized as having a spectrum of Hamming weights. In particular, let
N(n, i) denote the number of paths in this family of weight n. A lower bound on the
probability that none of the paths in this family causes an error is given by

(3)

This is a bound instead of an equality because the remerging paths will be correlated, and
the knowledge that any one of them has failed to cause an error can only decrease the
probability that the others will succeed in causing an error.

A lower bound on the overall probability of correctly decoding a data word for a Viterbi
decoder is the product of the probabilities of making correct decisions at each node.



(4)

Equation (4) provides an upper bound on the overall probability of word error for a Viterbi
decoder,

(5)

The bounds of Equations (3) - (5) can be easily identified as marginally tighter versions of
the standard union bounds used by Viterbi [1]. In particular, from Equation (3)

(6)

where T( @ ) is the moment generating function with the substitution

Dn = Pe (n) (7)

The expression in Equation (6) is the usual bound on first event error probability - in this
case, referenced to a particular mode i. Equation (5) merely extends the union bound
arguments to cover all paths at each node of the decoding procedure. It is clear that the
results will be computationally equivalent to Viterbi’s when Pe (n) 1.



With standard Viterbi decoder implementations, all paths must eventually remerge. This is
because the final code state is known. Thus, all error events occur at path mergers. When
tailbiting is used, however, the beginning and ending states are still equal, but unknown, a
priori. Therefore, with tailbiting, significant numbers of legitimate but erroneous paths
exist in the modified trellis that never merge with the correct path. These paths cannot be
referenced to any particular decoding node, but will have their effect at the end of the
decoding process. The lowest weight error paths are still among those that merge with the
correct path. However, because of the circular nature of the modified tailbiting trellis, and
the fact that the tailbiting decoder will make more than a single pass through each node,
the spectrum of paths remerging at all decoding nodes becomes uniform. In particular, the
values of N(n, i) for a given n, become equal for all i at the largest value achieved by the
standard implementation. Let this value be denoted N(n), where

(8)

The bound of Equation (5) can be simplified for the case of tailbiting to read,

(9)

where I(n) is the number of legitimate code paths of weight n that never merge with the
correct path.

COMPUTATIONS

The path error probability, pe (n), can be computed for any particular signal to noise ratio
as [2].

(10)

where

(11)



where

'(L) = Gamma function with argument L. A computer program has been written that is
able to compute pe (n) for the required values of n and signal to noise ratio.

The values of N(n, i) can be obtained from the code’s moment generating function, if it is
known, or from a computer search. Odenwalder [3] has derived the form of the generating
function for a family of rate (1/v) dual - k convolutional codes. For the rate 1/2 dual - 3 the
function is

(12)

The valu4s of N(n, i) are the values of the coefficients of the DnLi terms of the power
series expansion of T(D,L). These values are given in Table 1 for n 10. The triple - 3 code
is much more complicated in path structure than the dual - 3, and no generating function is
known [4]. However, a computer search of the code trellis has identified all remerging
paths of weight n 10. The values of N(n, i) for the triple - 3 code for n 10 are given in
Table 2. The exponents in Equations (5) and (9) are summarized in Table 3 for n 10 and
M = 10, for both the dual - 3 and triple - 3 codes.

The expressions of Equations (5) and (9) have been evaluated for several values of bit
signal energy to noise ratio (Eb /No) for both the dual - 3 and the triple -3, and for both
constant information rate and constant channel symbol rate. The results are portrayed in
Figures 3 and 4.

It can be inferred from the path weight summary of Table 3 that the smaller numbers of
higher weight paths will cause the standard implementation to have superior performance
than the tailbiting implementation for the same channel symbol rate. This is seen to be true
in Figures 3 and 4. However, the difference is slight and disappears as Eb /No increases.
Holding the channel symbol rate constant means that the information rate for the standard
or Viterbi implementation must be slower than the tailbiting implementation by 20/24 for
the triple - 3 and 20/22 for the dual - 3 codes.

When the information rate is held constant, the channel rate for the standard
implementation must be increased by the above ratios. This means that individual channel
symbols will be shorter and the channel symbol to noise ratio will be reduced. This
reduction will cause a performance degradation of about 0.8 dB for the triple - 3 and
0.4 dB for the dual - 3 coded.



CONCLUSIONS

Figures 3 and 4 show that when the channel symbol rate is held constant, there is no
significant degradation due to the use of the tailbiting technique for Eb /No 8 dB. Thus, for
a reasonably high signal to noise ratio, the additional over head of the flush sequence is
avoided with little adverse effect on the word error probability. This is highlighted by
comparison of the constant data rate performance curves. The advantage of the tailbiting
implementation over the standard Viterbi implementation for constant data rate is
essentially the same as their difference in channel symbol period. Thus, the additional
paths are not significantly effecting decoder performance.

TABLE 1



TABLE 2

Exponent Summary
TABLE 3



FIGURE 1.  RATE ½ DUAL-3 ENCODER

FIGURE 2.  RATE ½ TRIPLE-3 ENCODER
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